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Particular thanks go to Jolm Doe~t’~’, Rich mo~, Wuy~ Hul~’, IJzs, y Roemer,
and ~ To,no, ~o dilileafly k~ ao~ on ~h~ ~
Finally, Ibe C~efe~,~e ors~dz~3 would like to sckaowled~e fl~e effo~s
Eagina~ia$ Foundafioa staff - Dr. Charles V. F~imaa, Director, Mrs.
Hick~mell, Direc~ of" ~.oafert, v~es, and Mr. Michael Salgo (ASCF.,, ex-offu~o
member of the Eagiaeering Foundatioa ~ of DirecU~), who chea’fully 8rid
el~tly paovided lolisik:aJ and adminisualive support ~o Ibm Co~
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200 or so cities and counties in the U.$. ~ ~ rlNuired, by Pax1 ll of the U. $.
Environmenz,tl Protection A~ency’$ municipal NPDE~ separate slormw~er
discharge permit application, to spend large ~ of Iltoaey (eslJllliled by some a{
abOul ~0 million) to collect stormwa~t dill. Many queslimt5 haw been railed
about both the validity of the requirement zo co/lec~ these huge amoums of data, and
the validity of the data itself, pa~licularly in lerms of evaluating the implcts o~ I~e
For example, the Dallas-Fort Worth aten spem aplxoximaldy $2.9 million to satis~
Fedes"~ rcqinrelll~lts, ~ indgstl’~ in that area may have had to speml even more.
It has become apparent that these cmts ate t~ ¯ large extent the resul! of ¯ pmfoond
lack of" underslanding, on the parl of bo~ the re~ulatore and the regulated
community (including their consultants), of the cost and complexity of oblaJning
meaningful stormwat~" qunnti~ and quafit~ dais.
The goal of the Conference, therefore, was to bring together the regulated
community, along with their experts and consultants, and the ~gulaton. for the
purpose of exploring where monito~ng technology stands at this time, and
de~rmining the monitoring needs related to sepazate stormwater systems. The
exchange that occurr~ at Crested Bune is documented in these Pr(x:eeding$, in both
the papers that were presented, and in the discussions that ensued. The following
discur, s~ summarizes the ma~n issues raised at the Ccofuence.
11zouehts and OI)~,r~atimt, t
The~e was general agreement that current watt" quality standards, which tell us little
about the g])Z~9~g~&~i~ of the nation’s receiving waters, may be a significant
demment to the improvement of environmental q~ity. They are a huge resource
drain (time, energy, money), and most stormwater professionals canno( support the
requirements of these standa~’ds a~ being cost-effective. Furthermore, the stanclat~
imp~r effective communication between regulators and the regulated community,
and confuse issues like what research should be done. Similarly, end.of-pipe
measurements of pollutant dischuges, which a~e used in the implementation of the
water qu,dity s~a,"ds, tell us nothing about the impact of those discharges on the
Such standards axe not used in Canada or New Zealand, for instance. They choose
instead to look at watersheds or basins in their entire~y, and to establish, in a
holistic s~nse, puliution control requirements which address overall environmentsJ
improvement.
Effective stormwater monitoring, whether physical, chemical or biological is ver~
difficult and expensive. Currently, NPDF_,S regulations (and the individuaJ
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Englsnd and the U.S. This involvement, ~ is critical if tl~ p~rams alhadod to
facilitate communication between disciplines which have, in the p~tt, not hnul much
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This pspe~ briefly summarizes highJighu of previous urban wuler re~un~s-reluled
Foundation that ~lat¢ to the issu~ that ,~ill be di,ucunod al this ~
On behalf of the ~urly I00 membe~ of the Am~an Soci~/of Civil Engine.s
(ASCE) Urban Water R~ource~ ~ Council ~C), I w~k:orn~ you
Crested Butte. I hope that you and th~ members of your familie~ ~ advanta~ ofth~
wo~d~’ful r~’rcatio¢~l opportunities ~at the ar~a has to off~. "l"ne U~VRRC
appr~:iatcs the excellent work of the Confer~ Ol’gani~g CommJlten. We
sincerely appre~iat~ ~ financial and o0~r assistance provided by the U.S.
Environment,d ~ Ag~y (EPA), Engi~ Foundation, and ASCE.
The UWRRC has been a l~ader in urban smrmwater qmfity and quality managem~t
i~ues for over 30 years. I thought that it might be instructive to look through the
proceedings of previous conferences initiated by t~e UWRRC to sen if tbe issue~n~s
that we are talking about in 1994 were iden6fied earlier. Not surprisingly, they"
Consider th~ following dix~ct qumations f~om the ¢itod
1974: URBAN RUNOFF OUANTITY AND OUALrry
Study should be dir~ctod to eight slg~¢i~c arca~ of informa~m
I,

Identification a~d ~valua~on of soun:es of pollution ~aching urban
runoff.

i Chairman, ASCE UWRRC, and Vice-President, Wright Water E~gineers, l~.,
Denv~, Color~do.
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The EPA National Ooals Pro~ will produce a ~t of ~ and
measurable environmental goals to be achieved in tbe nent century. Tim

._

dfectively evaluate progress towmds mmmia| ~be
Under d~ new N~DES Wmzrsbed Stra~y, momiuxing and
asmzsra~t have been klmtifmd as an mma~l element m be Mtlnm~.
Important o~jectives of the Strategy ate the development of Star.wide
monitoring strategies to assure the mo~ effective targeting of limited
moniumng rmourcm and the cn~dination of the ollection and analy~ of
data, and the use of receiving water monitoring procedures wbe~
appropriate to support assessment of watershed comditinm.
The F.PA Office of Water is proposing to evaluate pmg~ss in
meeting the goals of the EPA Strategic Plan by u.~ing a number of
environmental and programmUc indicators. These indicator’s, when
adopted, will have a suong influence on ~e puq~osc, direction and typm
of monitoring employed in water wograms in the futm~
Finally, the Office of Water, Office of Westewater Management is
planning the development of a set of environmental indicators that can be
used specifically by storm water dischargers to evalua~ progress towards
meeting the goals of the NPDF.,S storm warm" program and. more broadly,
the su’ategi¢ goals of the Office of Wates.
These initiatives will result in a number of changes to monitoring
approaches under the NPDES storm water program in the future. As
monitoring requirements under the IgPDES storm water program change
and evolve, storm water professionals will be presented with unique
opportunities to provtde insight and expertise on innovative approaches to
storm wateg monitoring at national, Sate and local levels.

O
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Public works a~cies a~ responsible for implemenling ~he ~
~’~ardin~ swrmwater in the NPDES program. As such the,j become Ihe s~en~m
responsible for balancing onvim~menlal protection, community intense, political
interests, financial constrainu and the technical skills and resources necessary to
can’7 out the goals of the Clesn Wa~r Act. To ~ry out this impleme~t,~ion role
eff’ect~vely there is a critical need to build th~ level of tochnica/ knowledge and
understanding of r~ormwater quality and pnxnme opportunities for sharing rids
information. Pressure for funding at the local level is creating uzmendo~s resislance
in communitics across the country. Gaining communit7 understanding and suppml
requires the ability to lcarly ar~culat¢ environmenta/ benefits and cost effective
application of resource to address Iota/ problems. Without grassmots suppoa,
communities will become the biggest roadblocks to achieving the go~ds of the Clesn
Wa~er Act.
In~’~ducfim~
Since the reauthori~tion of the Fedcr’£ Clean Wa~er Act in 1987, the
requirement that muni¢ii:~lities with IX>pulations grea~,’r than I00,000 obtain NPDES
permits for separate storm sewer systems has ~ impl©mcn~ed. Across the count/
~fecwd public works agencies responsible for stormwater have bee~ dev~g

1. Dir~tor, I:k’panmcnt of Public Works, CiPJ of Eugene, 858 ~ StresL
Eugene, OR 97401
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In many cases, onsulants working in lamership with Imblic wod~
a~ providing the vehicle for technology tmasf~. Communities am asuw ~
expeh.ences and information through common comuilaats, evon m Ibe regulam~
agencies s~ruggle ~o develop ¢heir own adminimxtive ~. The a~mdanee lad
participation a! [his conference reflects both this relationship and the mm~g common
interesl in sharing information and learning from ~ pmfessionaJ$ englged ia Ibe
development and implememahon of slormwaler quality prognuns. This ~ hm
been surprisingly effective but it is am adequale to handle the gnm~ demand
need for Iransferable information. Authorization and funding of Ibe ~
Academy of Sciences to evaJuate re, arch and development pmgmm~ m~l provide m
umbrella for better oorJination and utilization of colleges and uah~e~lie~ il
expanding environmental ~ programs would be impmmat lad q~

Program funding is a serious coeslraint. The issue of unfunded mmdalm
generated a tremendous local community lobbying effort in Congeess am:l impeded
[he adoption of the new (::lean Water Act. Across Ihe ounlry IJ~ den~ad ~
funding at the local level to support federaJ and stale mandalnd pmgraati, Is well Is
those identified by IocaJ priorities, is continuing to grow. Revenue limilalion
initiatives are appearing throughout the states. The m’a~egy u~ed in mmy
communities to implement a stormwater quality program ~ beta the citation of ¯
stormwaler utility. That is not a problem-free option and may become even mine
difficult to initiate and manage over time. As an example, in O~gon ~ is al
slatewide initiative measure on the November 1994 ballet that would Im)hibit any
new [tees or changes to an exisling fee without a public vote. In sho~, without ~
support for the implementation of iocaJ programs, funding will be mine and mo~e ~t
risk. With an eye to the future and the goaJs of the 1972 Clean W~r Act to
"restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and bioiogicaJ integrity of the Natiou’|
waters," it is criticaJ to build a foundation ot" community consensus and support and
not rely on the force of federaJ mandates to achieve these goals.
Buildine Community Construe,,.
Gaining community support, particula)’ly where funding is involved, is
becoming more and more difficult as public ~ntiment regarding government and
governmental agencies continues to deteriorate. In testimony before the Hou~
Subcommittee on Water Resources and Environment this past May,
Administrator Carol Browner d¢~:nbed the goal of the reauthorized Clean Waler Act
as "a better, more flexible clean water act that will result in incr~ued prolection for
our water resources at a Iov,.er cost." Flexibility and cost effectiveness ate minimum
requirements for 1he achievement of local support. Better undet~nding of BMP
effectiveness and the ability to shift resource from ineffective .urategies to oth~.,
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more environmen~ly benef’~-’ial ones are ~ needs to emure cee~oued local
support. T~ ability to demonrara~ resul~ ~d contain th~ mhenvi~
resource demanded from urban residents are necessities for local program support.
The ability to accurately describe ~he real benefits to ¯ community that m,e derived
from the development, implementation and maintenance of ¯Ioca/ atot’mwater
program is critical to gaining and sus~ning Iota/~pporl.
Where 1~o We Go From :~_.~?
The PUqX)Se of this con fere~ce is to target current needs and future direetiom.
Months and months of work has gone into the drabs of Clean Wales" Act
reauthorization bills that will not make it through Congress this year. Hany of" the
individuals responsible for hammering out language in those bills are at th~
conference and undoubtedly have perceptions to share about pos~ble ne~! Ilepl.
Focusing on common goa/s for environmental protection and clean ~ will he~p
to ensure ~at progress continues to be made as these needs are staled out.
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Kelly A. Ca~’. A.M. ~
lan~ A. l~m’~, Ph.D, M. A~

~ Water Resources Engineer, Camp Dre~er & McKee, One Woodward Avenue,
Suite 1500, Detroit, MI 48226
2 Chief Technical Officer, Camp Dresser & McKee Inc., 1900 Summit Park
Drive, Suite 300, Orlando, FL 32810
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Wh~l We’ve Lexrned from Ihe
Since lle early 1970s, nmoff pollu~on research studies have ammp~d ~o
lie stormweter polluhon load onmbutJon to surf’~:e ws~rs and ~o characterize
stormwaeer polluum genenmon, transpcm, and fate. In lie Im 1970s. the "20~
studies" ,mplememed under Secuon 208 of lie Federal Wmer Pollution Control
Act Amendmems oi" 1972 showed li.e seormw~er generally contributed M much
as hldf oir lie total pollutan! load entonnB US. suKece w~tms. This realizal~on
led to lie U. S. EnvironmemaJ Protect,on Agency’s (foSEPA) deveiopmem o~lhe
Netmnw~de Ufoan Runoff Program (NURP) which w~s imbeted to
lie water quality of urban runoff and lie potenuld for water quality impacts in
recewmg wmers HURP represents lie largest research eiTon tsrgelmS urban
stormwgter rultof~" to da~. Ston~ went 1110nitoflllI w~s p~l~Orll~d ~ l|
.e 28 clues across lie U.S. dunn| lie years 19"/8 lirovgh ]98.!.
The large number of sites monitored und~ lie HUR.p p~sram represented ¯ wide
v~ety of cJimalologic~l ondiuons. land use types, lam:l dopes, md sod
thereby providing lie b~sts for idenu~ing similan~es and ditTereaces ~monS sites.
Approximately 2.300 ston~ evils were monitored, which conesponds to an
aver=ge of 28 storms per outfldl site. At ¯ pw~lcui~r site, lie monitoring
typically conducted over a 12-monte period Urban land uses monitored du~n|
lie study included, restdenti~d, ommercild, and limited light indusm*1.
of lie NURP crees .iso monitored receiving wstess to charst.len=e mmp~ of
urban runoff on receivmg weter quality. A v~rie~y of receiving wmets w~re
mort,toted, including rivers, lakes end estuLqec.
The I~]RP s~mpling program included a wide range of w~ter qu-iity ons~tuems.
For .ll of lie 2,300 storms events monitored. ons~tuents ansdyzed included tolsi
suspended solids (TSS). chemicxi oxygen demand (COD), biochemlc=l oxygen
demand {BOD). totaJ phosphorus, dissolved phosphorus, torsi Kjeldehl nitrogen
(TKN), mite + mu¯te mu’ogen, fecsJ olifonns, le~d. zmc and copper, In
eddmon, a limited number of gr~b samples were collected during 121 storms and
were subsequently ansJyzed for priority pollutants. At ~he nme, lhe
pollutant I,st included 129 onsutuems
The event mean concentranon (FM(~), which is defined u lie ~ const~tuen!
m~ss in runoff divided by the volume of runoff dunng s given storm evenL wes
estzbhshed L~ the pnma~ water qu~l~y stallstl¢ in the NURJ~ study. ~MCs were
~llmated at momlonng sites for lndlvidusd storm events by collec~ng and
~naiyz]ng flow-welghled ~omposlte samples of runoff gener~Jed by ~ event.
.~! other slles, however, the momlorm~ consisted of i set of sequenutd dis~ret,,
samples collected durmg s storm event For these sites, EM(~s were calculeted by
~al)’z~ng the hydrographs (flow vs ume) and pollutographs (¢on~.-mzltmn vs.
time) from e~.h storm
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USEPA analysis of
not ~plmn ~e v~i~ili~ or~ ~1~ n~
such ~ I~d u~, ~il ~, I~d

~er p~u~ o~e

Since ~e

dma ~or
F~ Highw~ Admini~ah~ (F~A)
~mm h~s
~DES SIo~ M~i~na
R~tly. over
~o~wat~ ~off~a ~der ~e ~ ! Nan~ ~11~1 ~ge Elimin~
Sy~em (NPDES) slo~ler ~ng pm~,
r~ulr~ to ch~lctenze
"r~r~talive"
were cho~
~d indu~n~ I~d u~ a~iwli~ of
~e NPDES ~phng pmlocols ~re denv~ ~rom ~e NU~ ~. A ~m~
~ple ~rom each sto~ evil w~ ~y~d for ~v~lion~ ~llul~n (incl~ng
numents. ~1~, o~gen d~ f~ b~tena) ~d for pnon~ ~llumn
org~c ~d mo~g~c com~ds) Sto~mwater qu~i~
b~d on ~:matmg the EMC from a s~ngle flow-we~ght~ ~m~si~ ~ple
prep~
evil ~e ~n~ent of th~s
~em d~sch~g~
b~s ~d to provide a b~as ~or d~elopmg a monimnng pl~ ~ ~ implem~
U~ of Exi~ne Data
A comprehensive ~alysls of ~1 avmlable ~o~ evil ~ter qu~ ~ coll~t~
over ~e
~ll~ed
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u411 provide local data to guide the deveiolsmmt and refinement of ~t
programs tadored to the characterisucs of the IocaJ community, in eddJbon.
dma on the benefits of" requinng osdy managemen! mensu~s will a~d local
dec~sro~-maken in the impl~ta~on of stonnwalm. ~ ~
The overall objecUve of a nonpoint pollution mouitor~n~ procure su~ as
required for HPDES pennJnin| should be to suplx~ wagged mmagensem
I) ~o refine land use nonpoin¢ pollu~on loading ~e~a~ionsl~ps within ¯
21 ~o provide queniitanve intorma~on ref~ding d~ polluunt
e~~encies th-. a~e achieved by sUucturul and nonsUocm~ ben
mana~emen! practices (BM~s),
3) ~o provide sufllci~ f~eld dam to caJibra~e and v~ poiluum

41 to onduc~ special su~es m cha~acton-- othe~ sources of pollution
(eg., atmospheric deposmon, ontamtna~d sed~men~ biolos~caJ~habitat
assessment) to the extent poc~bJo.
Annroach for Future Monitonne Prom’am~
The Phase I NPDES stormwater pennimng program reqmred ollection of
momtormg data dunng the permit applicanon process accofdin$ to specific
protocols outlined in the regulations. During the term of the pe~’ntit, stormwator
quality momtonng Is also required but a municipality has more fleT.JbiJity
devlstng the monttonng program. The ume f.rame and costs associated w~th
col|coting an sdectuuse urban stormwuser database for planning, impiement]ng, and
evaluaung stormwater management plans may, however, exceed the resouroes
available. C.’onsequentl~,. tt is recommended thus til available exJsung data from
JocaJ and I’egionaJ studies be used Additional dala collection should be
planned to e~sure that it does not duplicate previous efforts and can be used to
augment the existing data. Data collected merely to meet permit ~’equJrements
may be wasted if. it does no[ support 5tormwuser planning and management needs.
U$1:PA did not specie! mmtmum standards for the monitoring program to be
completed b.v Phase i mUlllClpalltles and industries during the ~-yea~ term of’
i~rmlt but allowed the permltees to design their own programs. A review of.
momtonng programs proposed by a number of" Phase I mun,cipalmes revealed that
mosl programs speofied conlmued cha~actenzatzon of" land use nonpo,nt polluuen
loading relationships ~mhm their commum~! by momtonng/samphng at most of
the same sates monitored dunng the permit application process The number of"
pa~’ameters anaJyzed, however. ~s typically subs~n.ally reduced t’rom the number
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may also be wananted to a~d in management ~ m The
momtonng program should also allow for invesupsions ofsemmmal and oaluar bias
m the collected data over the S-yeer Pencil tenn. ,4 mam~to~n$lmS~lm de¯lined
¯round these recommend~ions s~ould sans~ both obsUre I dx~rve,
chaslctenzatton of lana use nonpoml loading relaUonabaps withil ¯ mulkSpality.
and objective 3 above, prowde sufficient fiald ~ to caJibram aind ven~y polhitlm
Ioadin8 esSsmatec as nececsa~j.
In some urban ¯seas. other nonpoint sources of pollusio~ may ~ ~ qlali~
impacts equal to or exceeding those resulting from stormwates’ ~ Iolthnls.
For example, bonom sediments in receiving wators may be hemviiy ollaama~d
and may introduce significant pollutant loads to the ~ ~=oiaull.
source pollution monitonng programs should investspse such ~ lo
data to guide the development of’ ost-efTec~ve waseslhed ~ plans.
Guidelines for monitoring programs to characterize othes aloiapm~ ~ o~"
Pollution (objective 4 above) muss be developed m ~ with ikm local
Altem~t)ve Anorouches for Future Monitorin¯ ~

ql~

There I~e alternative approaches in addition to monitoring the dlelnical qlaliity Of
stormwatar, which can be used to generate environmentally relevant
to guide the stormwater con~’oJ plan for a municipal area. Bio~ and
chemical momtonng of’ receivinG waters enable beth the evaluallO~ of’ receiving
water impacts and potential identification of" stormwlter poliuta¯t solaces,
aJthouGh these tools can be most effective when used in onjuncuon with
treditionaJ chemical anaJysls of" stormwater (e.g.. end-of.pipe momtorU~B). One
advantage ot" includinG receiving water and biological monitonng in ¯ starts¯wales"
monitormG program is that stream health can be directly assessed w~thou~
solely on chemical surrogates and hq~hly variable stonnwater ou~alJ da~
addition, use of‘ baoloGacaJ momtonng may hell) address oe~cems abou~ the
aRgregate Iffect of’ stormwater pollutants as well as the bioav~uiabiliP/of’ those
pollutants Another benefit o[ includinG chemical, biological and rec~vmg water
components in a stormwater n~onltonng program is that it may provide more
effective information to guide the direction of" iocaJ stormw~e~ man~ament
plans.
Data Analysis
A critical component of" a stomlwater momtonnG program to support sso~w~er
management plans Is effectively utahzmsz the data collected in order to adueve the
program’s information Goals and monitorinG obJeCtives The onverSion of" ~
into mi’ormafson should begin w~th specified data handlinG procedures including
adherence to quah~ assurance and quah~ control protocols StaUst)cal procedures ......
for ana)~zm~ the collected data should be estabhs~ed to ensure thai the
in,’arm¯lion generated both matches the ablllt~ of" the da~ Io yield such
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inform-non vmh confidence md mulches the needs and expectmions of
makers. Finally, for NPDES permit moni~onng programs, the results of the
monitonng pmgrm should not be reported inde~mdmdy but as pan olr the overall
report of" the progress of the m~na~emem program. Other inf’onnubon such
how much of the system was served by BMPs and how the resuJls ~uided
management proeram decisions should be pro1 of the ova’all man~ement proFam
report to the re~ulatmy agency.

A smrmvmtor monitoring pmg~m to support ¯ mm~mont plso to prmect wm~r
resources such ~s is required under the NPDES stomwmer permimng prog~m
should be developed on ¯ wmershed bests ~nd should be uulored Io Mdrms
meny Io¢~1 sources of nonpoin! pollution es possible. The deveiopmen! of
mon,tonng program should be bued on ~n inventor, of d! Ich~] sources of NPS
pollunon (e g, urben runoff, commn,nmed river bottom sediments) lind evliilble
local, regional, ~nd n~,onal data to chmacienze those sources. In eddilioa,
provisron for ~,s~ssmg the success of the m~nagemen! program should be m~ie
in the mon,tonng program Local d,q¯ on the pollutxn! remov~J efficiencies of
preferred structural ~nd nonstruclural m~nagement pr~cnces should be ollec~d
to md local decmon.m~kers in the development, implemm~non, ~d refinement
of the m~n~emem prognlm. Inves~g*tions of receiving wm~ impac~ or
biological ~,sessments may also provide valuable data to guide Ioc~ nonpoint
pollunon m~agemen! policies. Mos~ of the recen! NPDES monitoring
reviewed compares well w~th th~ collec!ed dunng prewous s~uthes. Theteforo,
connnued emph~s~s on single I~nd use "end-ol’-pipe" monnonng progtems is
pmbebly no! w~nxntod.
Stormwater monitonng programs to support NPDE$ stormwator permi! progrems
should be demgned to offer ¯ reasonable level of staasnc~J signif]c,~’lce on
~nual b~sls ~nd over the emire permi! term. This program desig~ is neces~v/
if resulatory ~genc~es use ~nnual ~d cumulenve data for usessments of progress
olr management programs Th,s design wall also demons.ate IocaJ benefits of the
m~nagemem program on ~n annual b~sls to luc~ policy-makers ~d the public.
The momtonng program should also allow for investigations of seasonal ~nd
other bi~ in the collected dat~ A enucal component olr~ stormwmer monitoring
program to support stormwater mLnagemen! plums is the effecUve hsodiing end use
of the d~ua collectod
Conanumg research ,s also needed in the ~ex of s~ormwater pollu~m genere~on,
transport, a~d fate The authors reco~mze that such research ~s beyond the scope
of the NPDHS stormwa~er pertaining program This research ~s necessL, y,
however, to develop new management prscuces ~n the continuing ques~ to restore
~nd prolec! the nation’s waler reso~’ces.
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require, menu in mcqr m~ch for ~p, di,~.~ md unif.~ni~ in d~lius ~1~ ~
u~in~. ~m ~ ~I~ ~ ~ n~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ul~s ~ ~ ~ful. ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~

to~ ~kh ofM ~ ~ ~~ ~Mm~
m~ ~ ~ ~ ~p~ is~ ~~~
~1 ~i~. In ~ ~ ~ ~1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
all ~ ~t ~ si~i£~ly ~ive m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~lysism~@~p~,~~~~

~.
Wi@~ (Jm~, I~) ~ms ~ially m

~sitiv~,

~i~ ~

high s~tial ~ tempi ~1~. ~EA is ~ ~~ f~ ~ 4.3
of me United Sutes Envimnmmml ~ti~ Ag~y’s (U.S.EPA’s) S~ W~
Management M~el (SWMM4.3). F~ a s~ngl= ~ of ~ ~ 4~~
(R~OFF) aloe, the ~ell su~ ov~ 10" diff~L ~ ~ 10 ~ ~
Fury logic is u~ to m~as= ~e ~plexi~. ~ m in~ ~ ~k~ ~
~nsi~ivi~ in v~ious R~OFF ~te-v~able s~. ~ ~ ~is ~ ~
with m~ ~nsitivi~; ~e f~ ~g~ is ~ ~ ~bli~ el~ ~.
BACKGRO~
In ~co~ wi~ ~ ~t~, ~ ~i~ml d~ ~ ~
hi~hh~ht~ by this ~f~. ~r ve~ ~s of ~f~ m ~U ~S ~
th¢~ ~s a dic~t~ that t~ ~o ~tivities ~ ~e~w ~. ~ ~ ~
~ha~ ~ur of ~ ~tic system, ~ally ~ ~ ~lt of ~ ~
m~,ficat~s Inm~ m
Dist~n~u~shin~ ~~n the ~o ~vit~ pl~ ~ I~i~ ~ ~~.
m~-u~ Oe ~l~-~lvsn~ ~t~). In ~is ~ I ~ ~ all ~
can a~ ~Id ~ ~l~d into ~ ~t sing~ ~tl. F~ ~p~ ~-
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~’n=sis of" P~SWMM4.
Val’ious o~ive ~llnctiolls.
~t~s ~ u~ in ~MM~ W~.
~full~ ~ ~iall~ if~ di#~

available ~ ~ ~ o~ ~

PCSWM.~4 f~ Wi~ws is a
us~lly to p~vide ~er hum~ inte~ction. In this
a oll~tton of ~g~$ ~sing hu~s of fil~.
of t~u~ds of lines of FOgT~N ~e, ~j~ ~ ~k ~; m~
s~i~cally SW~4 3 ~fe~ to the U.S.EPA oWgial
gyan-McFadand p~, ~ ~1~ d~ng
~n~ to t~t a~ f~
~ the other ~d. a ~el (h~ a
m~ accuratel~ de~rt~ as the ombi~ti~ of
tnput d.~fi]es, such ~ a ~WMM applicati~. A m~l may ~v= a ~ful life ex~ing
o~erd~cs Inthts~n~,S~M~isamt~m~. ~~d~m~l
e~oi~e ~er ~me. ~us m~¢ls ma~ ~ome yew ~pl=~ in~t~ng over time
en~lo~d~ knowledge of com~nent priests ~ it ~ a~l~k, applying it to
~ast databa~s as the databa~s build o~er trine, e~inmg ~ttally t~s of
a~s ol ~t m~nagement practtces CBMPsJ ~ ~ey ~ ~ f~ f~ Itme-~tim=,
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FiEur~ I: RedhJll Creek wsl~.rsbed
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HOW TOMONITOR

IPiltur~ .+: I~mk.I ~e:silivil~ (or pnk Ilom, SDHI rain
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STORMWATER MONITORJNO ~
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T~ads la M~ r~ ~
~I~ ~ is ~ ~ ~ i~ a ~ ~t ~ ~A.
~A~j~u~a~~~~ . ~
~20~~~~t; A~~
of~E~m~~a~~
~A’s ~ ofW~~ ~ ~ ~~W ~,

- ~A ~ i~ng f~ a ~ ~fic ~y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
G~ ~ ~ a v~ diffi~t ~ium m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~fi~s in ~ q~i~. Cu~t em~ ~ ~ ~ q~ of

~A is I~ng f~ ~ys ~ Nly ~u~ im~l in ~ q~i~ ~
~ult of st~ ~llufion ~1 ~s. ~y ~ld li~ ~g
p~ms ~ ~low ~A ~ ~y "~r ~licy ~ ~1~ m a c~ge in ~
q~ity." EPA is now ~lding m~ngs ~ i~U~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~u~. ~A will ~ give g~ ~ a num~ of ~ ~ ~ ~
*

Shift ~m ~p~s ~ ~ q~iu ~g ~ bio~
~itofing
~ng f~ biologi~ ~ - bi~y, bi~i~, ~.

~Comm~
~eshon:
Answer:

~at a~t funding ~ ~un~ ~-going b~ito~ng work?
Agency ~s to l~k m extem~ ~h p~s ~t ~ ~
u~ to sup~n EPA effo~. Ag~y ~ ~ve ~
dem~s~Uon monies ~t ~i~ for p~s ~t w~ld I~k at
59
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Comment:

Re~x~iiLatioa of use o~ ~ ~ ~ iS ~ m ~ -

~ is "~ ~t" ~ S~
~~~it ~~y~l~.

f~ ~~ ~Ju~ ~
~t:

B~nging ~1 ~ differ ~ of ~1~ ~k ~ ~
~u~nbm, is di~it, ~ ~ hi~ ~ ~ ~A ~

~ ..... ~

i.e. ~t ~ni~ s~t on s~ q~i~ ~e~t ~ ~ibM ~
~
in ~s of impmvem~t of u~ wa~n. ~is is a ~y ~ ~1~
~v~ ~ ~ I~els of ~ ~ f~ ~.

O

bi~i~i~i~ ~t ~ ~.
Must ~me ~ ag~ment m ~w ~ ~ going to ~e fo~ ~ ~ ~
~agem~t issues. Time is ~nning ~t ~d ~m is no I~el of ~t. It ~
im~uve ~t v~s ~vi~ fo~ in ~ mmmunity g~ ~ m a
R~ of ~ ~ing p~t~ here ~s morn q~b~s ~ ~. S~
~n’t ~w ~w to in~ret ~ ~ ~i~ wheat or ~ we ~ ~g
~ing ~o~ ~ntmls ~at simply ~t ~r q~ity s~ds is ve~ ~ve,
~d ~e~ is no indt~t~on ~at ~ ~U~s will m~t ~ ~mmuni~ g~s f~
~eir ~ng wa~.

~ __ ~

:
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SESSION I- DISCUS~K~
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Answer:.

monitorinl?
Would chang© ~he ~iminI - i would deity it umil we had sufficient

Answer:.

Eugeae, Oregoa’s costs fo~ s~nnwa~er manqement best no

Answer:.

Mike Cook - EPA is ~.visiting requbemenU for next round o(
pm~u (smaUe~ muaicipeli~es).

Question:

Will curreat mouitoring requirunents give us infonustkm tJut will
No.

~DM is cl~a~,,riz~ng ~nd ompm’ing (doing s~lislJcaJ L,~yses oa) NPDES ~
coll~~d for the ~) municil:~Jib~ for which th~ firm prt,1~ar~ Stormw~,~
l~rmits und~ ~ EPA ~ I progr~n. R~ul,, of fl~ir study will b~ mad~
geae~ally available.
Monitoring Program should supporl ~lelmbed maaa~emeat l~Ogram.
Program should achieve a ~e~ablc level ot s~atistic~l significance. Omfina~J
u~" of earl-of-pipe flOP) moniamng is ao~ warmmed.

~omment:

CDM’s comprehensive analysis of the NURP, USGS, Cip] of
Austin, and CDM NPDE5 studies, will, in effecl, redo the NUR~
~atisticai analysis.

C~omment:

We find thai Regico VI is reluclan! to move away from EOP
moni~onng for land u~ char~~-nzation of s~ormwa~.

(~omment: Wis~:ousin is I~ing blaclunaiied by ¢ibe~ which have already
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procedure that will allow I use~

~ly ~ ~ ors ~~ ~I~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~~~ ~~" is~ ~ F~ I

~a~
~ D~ - Wea~er

DATA IS~PLES

J

CATEGORI~
~TFA~S
(In O~r of ~o~1

[
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outfalls which ~ ~i~ ~ ~ ~

I~p~e ~lm~ ~ i~ ~ ~ ~ ~A I~.
~ of~ ~in~ ~~ ~~

In~i~t di~ ~ ~ i~~, ~ ~ I~ m ~ m~
dufin~ in~t ~ff~l minI ~a. ~

im~ of m~g~ng ~1 ~ ~ ~s

~ u~ of ~ ~ i~m~ of
~I~, ~r, ~k of cl~ty, ~ ~ ~ of flm~
in a high f~ ~v¢ ~m of 20%, ~ a f~ ~ ~ ~ I0%.
~i~fi~ of ~ff~Is for ~v¢ i~ of ~i~ i~
~a~ in mixlu~ ~ u~~ ~,
Te~ng d~-w~t~ ~ws in ~ ~
¯ e ~etm id~fi~ by ~A ~ minimum ~ui~, ~H, chl~,
~r, p~Is ~ ~), ~ ~ u~ ~ ~u~ly
~n~inat~ or u~mi~. ~is ~i~ti~ in f~
simply ~ ~e p~ or ab~ of ~rg~ (I~ limil ~ 0.~
mg/L ~ MBAS). Du~ng ~is ~h effoR in Bi~ing~,
fl~s from ~i~t~ ~tf~Is ~ ~, while ~l fl~s ~m
un~mmi~t~ outf~Is d~ n~. No f~ ~si~v~ ~ f~ ~ga~ ~I~
~m ~e u~ of this me[h~. No fu~ ~ of ~ff~Is ~ ~b~
using only the ~e~ id~tifi~ by ~A. How~, in
~m~rci~ ~, pH, to~ chlon~, m~ ~r,
u~ful in iden~fying indusm~ di~g~ ~ p~y
¯e d~n~e ~ (EPA I~3).
Testing for fluon~, amm~ia, ~d ~sium, in
~Io~ for fu~her pnon~i~ti~ of outf~Is, by i~hfying
likely Io ~ ~n~ by ~l~ w~mwa~e~, w~ ~, or ~hvely
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and potassium vadues for Irmmd. ~. and tip ~er~ in ~he local study aue~
if o~tl’~ll reopening ~ is Io be inleq~.ted with onfideemoe. ~ ~
collected should be tested fivat for deeer~mts, if desired, mmpl~ ~
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LOCA’ilNO INAPPROPRIATE

the~fo~ ~ co~uibu~m ~aao~ be pmpo~io~d ia Ihe nine way

~i~d~, ~l~y in ~ ~. ~
~ ~ ~pl~ of ~ m
~ of ~ic ~m~. ~ ch~ ~
a~ ~ ~s of ~. ~~ of~
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Fll~I)I~G ILLICIT CONNECllONS & DISCliAItGES WITli

Th~ City of Sca~oorough is a low~r tier (a~a) muai~padit~ of
kilom~tres, populatio~ of about 550,000 and hordes on lEe north shore of ~
Onm’io. About 85 f~ of lee at," is fully developed wilE 7 distinct m zaoed is
Industr~l Di.~ricL~ (16% of totaJ area). AIx~t 400 know, IC[ ~ have
stormwater discharges (?0% ~e in indum’ia] DisI~¢L~). TI~ Cily is dr~ted
term wa,,-reour~s which l’~¢iv= s~ormwa~u from S26 outt’aJls. Thir~-m~o
o~ffalls diseh~g¢ directly to lake Ontario. S~’m ouff=ll and up-pipe
pr=venUon effom utilize aproximately 6.0(X) manhours per y~m’.
laboratory orn average $35,000 con I~r )~u’. Equipme, t corn aven~¢ SIS,000
CDN per year. First year s~’t up osls approximate $200,000 CDN for ?0~ of"
mtzl a~a. No stormwam" discharge permils a)~ issu~ in Scad)orough exce~x for
"(mce-thru ooling water" to storm. All storm wat~.r quaJity is specffkd by a
Scw~r Use Bylaw on a concentration b~sis, mx load. All outt’~ls, dra~¢
and pipes have be~n digitally mapped. Watereours=s a]’= monilor=d
locations during dry and wet weather, and o~ a sr, sonaJ basis. Specific s~orm
drainage areas receive intensive investigation. Outt’~]l p~oblems ~ idenlJf’~d by
cbemicaL biologicaJ and visual criteria. Problem outf;dl (s~orm sev/*’,’a~¢)
instigative ~:hmqu~ include ~is~l. biological ~,.gr~li~. ~ical
physical a~sessmem. Di.scharge hard,fixation ~:~niq~ ~ing
non-intrusive sensors, video cameras, absorbent sticks/pads (for p~mleum), dye
testing, smoke testing and pressure testing assist in problem verification. Finding
illicit connections and discharges requires dedicated Programs wile Pnx:ndurea
teat may be executed with Intuition and occasionally Luck (PaiL).
1mrnductio~
Storm water issues in the Province o~r Ontario have received increased profile and
priority since the early 1980’s. The Ontario Mini.~ry of Environment and Energy
~ Manager or" Water Resources, City of Scarborough, 300 Consilium Place, Suite
I000, .Scart)orough, OnLario MIH 3G2 CANADA
|l
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iv) Each drainage ~ map can then be eidmnced wills:
industrial zoo~disUi~
o~:e-thru oolin~ waler dilt’herp Iocalioaz
individual la~’ra] oonectiom to tl~ smv~s may also I~
identified if historic coone~tio~ cards and a digitized Sewer
lnvemo~y Maintmmnce System (SIMS) m’~ available
Field verification of onffall lecation, size and constru~ion malorial sl~uld
comme~ce at the end of Phase I and continue throughout Phase !!. Spacif~:ally,
i) attention should focus on a~ss routes, a~:ess Imza~ds/~st~lions.
|nstrocaons to staff for access by pies/grates should he coded.
ii) each outfa]l shonld he photographed ~nd coded for specific
identification.
ill) all outfalls (and dmin~e aJ’~u) should be rm~ked by ~ o( pipe (hel~
approximate size of drainage area) and ix~ntial number o( ~
c~mnections.
lateral connoctions can also he ranked by size and/or by cede for
iv)
cm~hbasi~, r~d~tial 1o¢, IC! log
Field a.~,essments should always Ix~ conducted by t~ams (minimum :2 persons per
team) wher~ each person is fully tr4ined and certified (wh¢s ~propriale) in
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

first aid,’CPR
road closor~ and traff~: control procedures
sampling prooedurcs
chain of custody procedures
data logging

Screening procedures should he conducted in progression as follows:
¯
o~ffall assessme~¢
¯
up-pipe investigation
¯
focus on specific sewer branch and lateral coonoction
¯
verification and documenta.on for correction and/or legal a~ion
Ouffall Asscssmem Procedur~
a)

Visual asscssmcn! for solids, odour, colour, oil ~md grea~ °sheen°, paper
a~d rags, str,,¢t-ral damage and acid erosion, can be enhanced with visual
clues of biological d~rad.’qion/~nha~¢emen! (loss or proliferation of
aquatic v~tat~on, mnerophytes or i~vcrte..brates in the immediate aJ’ea of
the receiving water),
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b) sample I~rame~’s should include t’~d mmsu~emem ot
¯
now r~e (ld=)
¯
~npmmre
¯
dinolved oxysm (me/L)
)

¯
pH
¯
conductivity b, mho’s/cm)
Grab samples dmuld be taken if ~ is ~rea~ ~haa ¯ trig&~ UmJt
(ie. O. I L/sec). Analysis of samples should include psrameto~ in Fig. I.

Figur~ !:

SAMPLE PARAMETERS AND THKESHOM~ USED TO
SELECT OUTFALLS FOR UP-PIPE INVESTIGATION

~ia Coli
FaecaJ Coliforms
Faec~ Streptococci
Pseudomo~as Aeru~inosa

Toni r~e~dahi Niu~ea
To~ ]~aonn

~
~ad
Cadmium
Chronfium
pH

Toul Solids
Dissolved oxygea
Temperature
Biochemica] Oxygen Demand

(F~)
(FC)
(FS)
(PA)

I0,000
~0,000
~0,000
100

~
(’rP)

~.0
I.o

ml/L
mr/L

!.0

mg/L

(co)
(PB)
(CD)
(CR)
OH)

I.o

II00 mL
II00 mL
II00 mL
I100 mL

m~..

1.0
mg/L
1.0
mg/L
6.0>pH>9.5

(TS)

1000

mg/L

~
(Temp)
(BOD~)

<5
>45
~.0

mg/L
mg/L

Addi~onal parameu~s may include:
¯ Oil/Grease repor~d as i)
animal/v~le
ii) miner~/syntheti~
¯ Chemical parame~r($) specifically rela~xl ~o local
Ch~’acteriz~tion of ouffalls is the most labour intensive and costly acfivi~/of the
program. It is also a very important activity (.~,ond only to finding and removing
a cross connection) and must be carefully documented for compliance and
enforcement ~ssues, long ~erm trend analysis and walershed loading estimates.
[~ctenal da~ ~ould be reported as a geometric mean count per I00 ml sample
volant.
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times.
in m~s havin$ mixed residential and ICI, eqx~ally i~ ~ arms se~ced by
storm p~pez >"/00 ram, the visual and bacterial teStS should ad~lyS be bwestipsod
and solved first. After bacterial sour~s m r~oved, chemical ~
~ without int~fer~ce from alle~
~mnlin~ L~mtioo aNi

in small dr~nage a~as (pipes ¯ "700mm alia.), 5 to ? mmlde entries f~

in larger draSnage areas (pilY~ >700 mm dia.) the first mmpiL~ effofl
may require I0 to 12 manhole retries to suc~y rumple majo~
intersec~ons and pipe branches.
5)

~ upon ~he visual and first series of bac~rial remits, subS~lU~t
rumple runs should include 3 m 5 seque~ n~ in rite susp~ pipe
branch.
Typically, visual clues become more eviden! as o~e gets ¢lose~ to the si~.
Within 200 to 300 metres of the source, average EC:FC:FS:PA counts a~
> 10’:10’:10’:10~. Typical storm sewers and ouffalls having ~o sani~,~
sewage input have average EC:FC:FS:PA counts < 10~:10~:10~: 10~.

)~

When the affec~l leg of sewer has been identified~ it must be ve~fied by
v~sual, b~c~erial and chemical ~.~ng (with fiow e~ma~s) in the upstream

d)

Once verified, the difficul! task of identifying the exar~ point of discharge
to the sewer can be undertaken;
i) Residential a~eas require house by house dye ~’..sting of sanitary
facilities. This is laborious and typically <.50% of buildings ~
accessible on any given day of effort. Rel~ated returns to the ar~a
may accomplish up to 85% of building u~sting but r~’ely is I00%
access acquired without ~ending registered letters and pre-arranging
after-hour/weekend testing.
ii)
ICI area.~ sxe significaatly easier to dye t~st ~ they have
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Phase 111 cross connection effom continue yem" round utilizing about 6,000
manhours pet year. Annual equipmnnt os~ singe 19~7, Imve Ive~aged
CDN IXS" y=a~. Analytic iaix~atoq~ orn average S3S,000 can per lmmr.
Pha.~ Ill outfall ch¯rac~ri~tion is Ixfing reputed on ¯ ~v~ yem" schedule
certain outfalls visited more frequently based upon complaints (or
Typically, the fir~ and seoaad yexr of the ~ H! effort ~ the greml~
numher of cross onnnc~ions per unit effort as |m. visual pmbicnm (ie. Ixma
sprouts, oii/greas~, fish scales/eyes, acid ermion, e~:.) me ~messed and quicidy
traced. Subsequent efforts, dmling with clear ~ chemical problems ~
signif~antly more ffon and o~. Success pe~ unit effort is maximixed by Imving
¯ dedicau~d program and specific precedur~ ~th allowam~ for imuitkm and luck.
Po~five reporting to City off~.~als and she public oa initial su~e~e~ nnd
subs~quenl follow up efforts is very important. It should be stressed ~ ¢ro~
connections can ¯plx=ax at any time and place and that only wi~h ¯ Ion| ~
program can ~orm wate~ and waterwnys be mainminnd to the public and
rogulau)ry standards.

Commissioner Michael A. Price, P.Eng., HCE, and framer commissioner R.K.
Brown, P.Eng. of the City of Scarborough Works and Environment Deparmamt
provided continued support and encouragement for this and oshct environmeatsl
programs. Eavironmenml Services Director, R.T.Quinn, P.Eng. has provided
consistent budgetary, staffing and moral support for this program on an annual
basis. Funding assistance for start up of the program was provided by the Ontario
Ministry of Environment and Energy.

Garmer Lee Ltd., Highland Creek and Rouge River Pollution Study, for the City
of Scarborough, 1987.
Metro RAP, Clean Water~. Clear C~oices, Metro Tmon~o and Region P.~rnndiai
Action Plan, 1994.
MISA, P,~ite Paper on Municipal-Industrial Stralegy for Abalement. Ontario
Ministry of Environment, 1986.
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Locstinl ln~ppeope~te I)Jsdmrles to Storm Drsim
No questiom ~ oaunems.
John Minor
Appyonch is ~o sample outlets for ¯ variety of pollutants und then rank them by
pe~zmaZe of pollutam toed ¢m~butvd by the individual o~det. The municil~

50% of illegal oonnccfions nU:luire cou~t action 1~ get removed (onuld this be
5ecuuse they ~ indus~al and cornme~ial?). Need to ~oilect up to a week’s
wo~h of data to docun~nt suffi¢i~afl), for court acdon. Video is becoming
in~re~ngly ac=epu~ by the oup.
Pfiv~e homes rec~ve 50-100% ~mbursem~t for removal of illegal onnnecl~m~
Court w~n ra6o is about 50~ - fl~refme about 75~ get fixed.
A high Fen:enrage of the original illegal connections hav~ been removed. The~
¯ re suII a number remaining, but the pollution from them is small, compared
what was originally there. The real ques~on is "how f~ do we go m removing
~llegal ~ene~ons’?
(No Paper In Proeeedinls)
John Bingham
Showed the Stonebrook ar~a of Boston, which is a system that has been sepm’xted,
and which ~’~cls into a combined ~wer a~a. Purpose of the monitoring
was to define ~ r~latwe ~onu~bution of the stormwalcr system to dry weather
pol|ut~on load from Stonebrook, i.e. fred sanitary ~onnecfions to su~’mwa~"
sys~m.
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NPDES MONITORING. ATLANTA, GEORGIA REGION
P. Mg&agl Thom~I .Scott L ~2

The impact of stormwater runoff on urban streams is becoming mo~
significant as urben areas oetinue to expand and at treatnd Watl-’Wlt~ di.w.h~rg¢
quality is improving. Urban stormwater runoff can conutin s~gnificant amounts of
various pollutants including bacteria, sediments, nutr~nts and heavy latgtlda
EPA, 1983). The urbaJlization or development o{" a watershed call hav~ I variety of
impacts on the stream, including increased flooding, stroambank erosion and
pollutant export (Schueler, 1987). As a result, the U.S. Congress affimled in die
1987 Clean Water Act Amendments, that stormwater pipes are point sotuges of
pollution and must be permitted through the NPDES permit [~)grunL This paper
describes a regional stormwater monitoring plan developed and impiemenlnd in abe
Adanta Rggion to comply with NPDF..~ rules and to characte~ze incal saxmwater
(~oordinated Regional Response - After (he U.S. Environmental
Agency (EPA) issued the final stormwater p~nllit rules in 1990, the ~eofgia
Environmental Protection Division (EPD) announced that they wonld issue ¯
uniform region-wide permit for a five county Mcu~-Atlanta area of Clayton, Cobb,
DcKalb, Fulton and Gwinnett Counties. EPD defined this area as a large
municipality, despite the fact that it contains over 40 governments ranging in
population from 2,642 (Palmetto) to 468,000 (unincorporated DeKaJb County).
The population for the entire five county a~a was 2,2]8,600 in 19QO. The result of
EPD’s action meant that small cities who had never heard of the NPDES
storrnwater program, had six months to prepare their Pan I application. EPD’s
rationale for this action was that all these jul’~sdictions were contributing to
violations of water quality standards in Adanta atca rivers and sW~lms.

~1~

The local governments joined together with the regional planning agency, the
Atlanta Regional Commission, to form the Atlanta Region Storm Water

Principal Environmental Planner, Atlanta Regional Commission, 3715 Norths~dc
Pm’kway. 200 Nonh~ek, Suite 300. Adaata, Geo~ia 303~7
Associate, Camp Dresser & McKee, Inc., One T~npa Center, Suite 1750, Tampa.
Florida 33602
95
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Management Task Force to develop efficient and t;onsistent stncmwater pmai!
applications. EPD’s strategy was to issue a single |~ermi( for the five county m~a
allowing each government to apply inde~ntly at is a OOl.Cant with ¯
government. This ~sulled in 21 independent or kad epplicants and 16 ~
(Table 1). By oordinating activities and sharing ze~.urges, the local govegmugnts
wet~ able to t~luce the resources required in all aspects of the ¯pptic, atian
including the stormwateg characterization work. ’| |re Task Force mend~gs also
worked together to develop ¯ regional approach [or a long-term stormw¯teg
monitoring plan.

TABLE I_. Independent or lead ,,pplteants and Ct~ppikants ~o the rqio~wt~
NPDES stormwater permit for the Metropelital~ Atlanta m’ea meal tier 1990

~.obb ~.oonty
Fulton ~unty
Acwonh
Atpheretm
Atlanta
Austell
~.~lege Park
East Point
Fairburn
Hapeville
Kennesaw
Mat’~ena
Palmetto
Powder Springs
Ro~well
Smyrna
Sneilville
Union City

453,400"
156,005"
4.547
t3,104
415,200
4,201
20.823
34.858
4,0~3
5.510
9.039
46.213
2.642
6.970
48 .257
31.328
12,137
8.483

C]ayton ~oU~lly
Fe~t P~k
Joncslxm~
Monow
Riverd~
DeKalb ~ouaty
Chambt~
Clarkst~
13ecanu"
Doraville
IAthonia
Stone Maintain
Gwi~nen County
Bufo~
Duluth
Law~nc~vllle
IAibum
Not~’ros~
Sugar Hill

142"000*
17,0~3
3.661
5.206
9,488
467,871.
7.860
5,483
17,498
7,723
2,482
6.560
282,752*
8.862
9,125
i 7,054
9,389
6.034
4.598

*Population listed is for the unincoq~3rated porlion
DESIGN OF THE REGIONAL MONITORING
To comply with the permit applicatio, requirements, a regional
characterization plan was developed and each maj~r government was assigned
appropriate sampling respons*bihties. A numbcl .f different governments and

i
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Most of the sites w~ located in the Chatmhouchee River basim because
more of the five county area lies within this basin than any odin" and because this
river is or" great significance to the region, providing over 70~ of’our water
supplies. Figure I shows the general Ioca~x~ otlhe 27 sites. Because land use is
the main factor that impacts the quality of stonnwater nmotl" and is oftm ~ in
models to predict stormwater quality (AR~_., 1992c), sampling s~es were selected 1o
represent the major land uses in the Jura (Table 2). Where possible, small dr~
~ucas which tepr~cna~l t single lind use we~
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TABLE 2. ~-mpiing Silo D~Io~ ond ~ Uoo ~

AT4)I

Out fall - Trilm~,ry to Nmcy Oeek - ~
lot of larll¢ ahoppin| mall, at|lain|

AT4)2

Outfal! - Tribu|ary to Pe~htree Cre¢k parking lot aluJ roadway, nre~or ~

AT.O3

Oulfall - Tdlx~ry to ~lelr ~ - ~

AT-04

Outfall - T~ibuta~j to Sou~ Rive" - d~
a liOu indum~an p~t.

AT4)S

Outfall - Tributary to Soulh River - dminb~

AT-06

OuO’all - Tributary to O~U~oo~ee River draining an area of industrial and

C3..-01

Junction Box - Tributarj to Flint River dr=nine an area of heavy indus..

~

~¯
¯

Outfall - Film River. Chute HoweU Highway
- draining commercial, business and
O34)1

Stream - Olley Creek Tributary to
Sweetwater :re©k - draining ~n area of
indusuial and commercial acaviol including
a closed SahibS/landfill.

O~mmen~l

Outfall - Unnamed Tribula~ Io Rottenwood
C~ek - draining a comme~lal~ausiness p~
CO-03

Ouffall - Tributary to So~. L"~¢k - draining
mod~ra~ dens.y resid~nual

Reskl~al

S~ream - Noonday {:reek Tributary to Lake
Allatoona - clraming a~ ar~a of resicientild
DK-OI

Steam - Bubbling {~dc Trit~utary to Nan~y
~re~k - d~min~ an a~a of public pa~s and

Resid~tial
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stage reached a prese~ level ¯ ¯

si,,.

(acuveuon level), the ~olum~ of waeer flowing by

dalalogger would then trigger the sampler at increments of about I0 peree~!
,~oun~
v_olun~,sampling
and the sampler
2 liten
~ water imo line
oompmite
¯ Dunng
of the ~would
~ tenpump
~’ liter
sub.sample~
were
m two ’:’.:5 g.,. conmnerz. The samples ’were chilled with ice durinI the sample
collection perind ~ ~ to omce~sin.,
In .a.,nm ..........
grab samples for measurement ~-~at~.~".-~’~’-’::.~-~’ _~,_aj _..t~..posne samples.
......
.~,,,,um
ano prl. ano
cyanide, oil and grease, volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
and me
phenols were
collected by hand on the rising side of the sttx’m hydmgraph. WMec tempeg~ure

mcluaeo splitting
the composite
sample into appropriate bo~des,.~.
usingnu~essmg
a 16 liter teflon-linnd
chum splittgg,
filteging
and preserving samples. Processed samples were delivered to DeKaib
Water Quality lab for ino~’pnic an~ys~s and shipped to the U~GS lib in Denver
Sample collection procedures for the sites administered by the regiomd
consultant wer~ similm, to the USGS procedures. Samplers were ~ to
coile.~ a r~mple at equal intervals of flow based on the estimated flow that would
be generaled from a O. I inch rainfall event and the minimum ~mount of sm~ple
required for laboratory an*Jysis. Each sampler was programmed with I
stage-discharge curve and set to initiate sampling when a threshold l~vel was
When s rainfall event alert was issued, each site was visited to check the
equipment and actwate the battery powered sample. Composite sampling was
initiated automatically when the threshold flow was reached. Grab smnpka w~re
tagen on the rising side of the storm hydrograph. During the grab s~mple visit,
field analysis were made and recorded, the automatic sampler was checked for
proper operation, and ice was added to chill the samples of the storm duration.
Grab samples were also chilled or fixed in the field. Eventually, composite samples
were delivered to the laboratory at the end of the sotrm event. All sample
processing including splitting of alloquats, filtering, preserving and analys~s was
done by the contract laboratory. Typically, all analyses were completed and
reported within three weeks.
Several diffe~m laboratories were involved in the analys~s of the stormwater
samples but the ma.tonty of the analysis was conducted bv a private lab used by the
regional consultant. Other labs ~’ncluded the USGS °Nalional Water Quality
Laboratory, the DeKalb County Water Quality Control Laboratory and the Cobb
Water System Laboratory. ,All laboratories used EPA approved methods for
sample :,nalys~s. E~ch ~mple v, as ana yzed for the full list of over 100 pa~’arneters
required in the NPDES perrmt apphcation r~les.
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1.6

~

~6

1.13

0.14

17.~6

0.~

~13

33S,1~

4.’;00

TAB~ ~d~~~

~
~
~
T~ P
~P
~
NO2 + ~3
~
Oil & G~
~
C~r
~
C~i~
pH

~

~ ""

IS

I?

12

16

16

19

~4
M
0.~
0.~
1.35
0.~
0~
4.9
0.~6
0.~3
0.116
0.010
6.6

!,1~
~
0~1
0.~
0.74
0.~
0.16
6.2
0.~3
0.~7
0.l~
0.~
0J

I~
47
0.1i
G 10
~
0.67
0~!
16A
0.~4
0.~0
0.132
0.~
6.~

i 14
~
Gll
0.11
6.~
0~7
0.43
~.9
0.~
0.~
0.~3
0.~
1.0

~
57
0.~
0.~
1.63
0.~
0.41
6.3
0.~4
0.~3
0.19~
0.~
6.7

114

2~

-

6,~

! .49
0.31
~.4
0.0IS
0.~
0.14~
0~

7,~

PA.D.
= S~a~
II units
are in m~ ex¢e~ for ~ fec~ colifom ~d slR~cus which ~ tn

1
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STORMWATE~ MONITg~D40 ~
higher o~eau’~io~$ of tcxal k~eld~hl ~i~n. ~ l~~
cash site, avcrase concentrations w~ higher in ~sidenti~ ~eas for ni~
~s ~y ~ cxplai~ ~ ~ num~ of ~plinS ~s I~ in
~ ~han di~t ~ail pi~s. Seven ~ ~e ~n s~ ~pling si~

ompa~d ~o the ~sults of EPA’s Nati~wide Urban Ru~H ~ (~)
studies (~983) and some of the ~enl ~mpi¢ results f~ ~e ~da
NPD~ Sl~wa~ ~il Applicau~ ~ ~a~r ~1~ ~
were ompil~ by Camp. Drcs~r and McKee, inc. (CDM) f~ J~
~, S(. ~, S~tY ~ ~ ~ ~.
~bl - Table 6 s~s a sum~ ~ u~ ~u ~

TABLE ~ Sum~ ~ A~ ~ ~ ~ ~

I
,
’

B~
~
~S
T~ P
Dh~lv~ P
~
NO2 + NO3
A~
~&~
~
~
~
C~
pH
~ Colif~
F~ S~ept~us

11

15
M
574

~
33
~

~
2~
~16

43

0.~
0.~
!.35
0.~
0.22
~.9
0.036
0.053
0. I 16
0.010
6.6
MPN/I~ ~ 7,653
MPN/I~ ~ 28,8~

0.~
0.~
0.~
0.31

4.~
0.45
!~
9.~

0.38
0~3
1.35
0.39

0.0~
0.~
0.0~

2.745
0.312
1.388

~
m~
m~
m~
m~
m~
m~
m~
m~
m~
m~
m~
m~

0.~
0.~i5

N~: Based ~ data from Jack~nville, ~lan~, St. Pctcrs~g, S~as~a
~ Palm Beach C~n~ NPD~ Sto~wat~ ~it A~l~aUons (1~2-93).
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Industrial - As with the other land use categories. 27 samples w~ ¢ollec’a~l
from industrial land use sites. Also, as with the others, the data were highly
variable with the standard deviat,ons often approaching or exceeding the means.
Table 8 shows mean values for the industrial sites in the Atlanta Region. The
Atlanta Region. NURP and Florida Part 2 data are similar except for zinc which
was about five ames higher in the NURP and Florida NPDES values.

~. ....

!
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Conu~m~/to the commercial land uses, nutrients ~e similm"
cadmium concentrations for the Florida dam i$ about seven tira=$ m~ll~" fl~a fro"
~ ~ hi~ ~ f~ ei~ ~ A~ Re~ ~ ~ 2 ~
As wi~h ~he com~ial land u~, o~her
i~ividual ~mples but ~ infr~ndy ~ cmpu~ a ~iiable EMC.
f~ndy ~ ~s ~ ~ ~ ~K2~hyl-~yi)~

Comparison of Results to State Water Quality Standards - The Georgia EPD
has developed instrcam water quality standards for over I00 different pollutants.
These standards apply to all levels of flow, including wet weather flows. The
Georgia EPD has aim defined State Waters in such a way as to include water in an
enclosed stormwater pipe as "waters of the State" for which the instream water
quality standanls woold theoretically apply.
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Table 9 shows the number of times that po/luumt co~emr~ons in a
event sample for this study ex~lud water quality staad~ds. The ~
was most often detected above water quality stundanis was fecal gofifmm ~
Lead. copper and zinc were also often found in oncentrations in ex~e~ of
quaJity s~andagds. ~oncent~ations of pollutants in exge~.s o~" water quality
were found across all laud use types and in sueam and ouffall sampling sites, h
will be extremely diffic:uli for stormwater nmoff to ev~ achi~ gmnpli~ge
~grearn Versus Outfall SamDlin¯ Site~ o .As discussed above, |0 of the 27
sampJing sites were in small urban su’eams rather than on a direct pipe ~
These sites were utilized because local governments had already established
monito~ng sites and stage-discharge relationships at these locations for existing
trend monitoring programs and because of the existing historical dam available
thesc sites. It can be noted in Table 9 that for lead, ¢opp~ and fecaJ goliforut. ¯
much g~’eater percentage of the samples from the steam sit~ exceeded the ~
water quality stand¯¯is. Also a number of organic pollutunta were dete~ad in the
samples from stream sites dutt exceeded water quality stand.tit, such u
and phenol (Table 10). ~oneentrations of cMordane uud phenol were n~t found at
these levels ~n the l~ect pipe
The specific reason for the generally higher concentrations in sample~
streams ompam:l to samples from direct-pipe discharges is unknown. It ouM he
the ~esult of several factors, including the resuspens~on of ontaminatud seclim~nu
in the stream bed or in runoff, or saturated soil water flow into the stream channel
from res~dendal lawns, iudusmal or omme~isJ sites.
TABLE 9. Pollutant Concentrations which Exceeded State Water Quality
~’~- lnm~tnk: Pollutants und F~ud Colil’orm

water Qu~ity
Sm~iard,**

By Land Use:
Indusmai
27
Regd.
27
C~mm.
27
Site Type:
Outfa/l
~1
,~ue~m
30
Total

$1

7.7

21"

190*

2"

4U30o-

8
I0
4

2
12
I

9
4
5

2
2
i

11
17
8

9
13
22

4
II
15

11
7

3
2

20
16
1

18

$

36

I

I

"For mcs:fls, samp4e ~csults were ¢ompa~d to the I~ghesx fimit associated with an instream
"*Single sample mag mum lot" fishing cla~ificatio~
"’*a~l untt m ug/I ex~cp~ ~c~al Coliform (MPN/100 ml) an~ pH (~d. mut~)
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TABLE 10. Pollutnn! Concenlr=¢iona with:b E~eded Stsle Wster

BIS
2-E-H ~
Water ~tt~
S~andajdeee

~I-DI- ~

5.92 0.0311 0.0~11

B~a~l~:"
~
~

27
2~
27

7
2
6

~omfTY~
Suemn

51
3O

Temi

81

II
4
IS

I

OJX}43 3130
2

9.1

60.9.0
2

$
2

!

2

$2

I

2

$

2

I

!

4

!

I

6
I

!

I

7

"~* ~: ~-

unit tn us~ cxce~ ~ CcMom~ (MPN/I~O ml) and pH (~L mdu)
Implications for Lone-Term MonitorJne ProL~,~--. The s~nnwuter quaJi~y
data reported in this paper was collec~d over ¯ short pe~od of time. primarily m
provide information for development of the NPDES permit application. To learn
more about the nature of stormwater quality and the impacts of land use and best
management practices and to comply with the NPDES permit, long-term
mon,toring programs should I~ developed and implemented. This long-ten¯
program should Ix~ structured to ,dentify water quality trends and evlduate the
effectiveness of BMPs. including ~ oem)is.
Additional sampling would provide a large dar-base and hopefully, reduce
the statistical variability of the ds~a in orde~ to det~.’t s~atis~cal ~nds ~ diff~..nces
I~tw¢,.n land uses. Al,hough mstream sampling sites arc useful for detecting
general wa,¢r quality trends and watershed-wide program impacts, continued
sampling of dir~:t ouffall pipes is n~ded to Ix~1~ quantify polluiant concenlntion~
and loads coming din:cUy from the municipal su~m scw~ sys;em.
Development of" Pollutam Loadinr~ - The Watershed Iqanagement Model
devclopq:d by (~amp. l~)resser & M..cKe¢ ((~.’VI-WIM,VI) was chosen by the Task
Force m develop ¢~,~ma,cs of potlu,am Ioadings. The (~DM-WMM model was
sl~¢if’~¢aliy dev¢lol~:d for planmng-Ievcl esumates of system-wide pollutant ~uads.
The mo~, r¢~n! version con,sins es~ima,es o~" the 12 pollutants required by the
~P~S regulation. ~sin~ L.o,us 1-2-3 asa modelpla,form.(~Dh4.WMM ......
eal,:uiat¢s annual loads and flows bas~ upon land uses. unl:x.-rviousncss. and land
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use specific even! mean concentrations. The model m, es 12 land use categories
with associated literature-based EMCs and imperviou~ess. For th~ purpmes of the
Atlanta Region, I0 of these land uses were used lot" the load estimateJ with
Cropland being combined with Agriculture and Wetlands being combined with
Wa~’.

2
_

The model estimates annual runoff’volume from the pervious and ~

’tL = lop + (CI- Cp)
wbe~ RL = annual nmoff for land me L
Cp = pervious area runoff ~eeff~,-iem (0.20);.
CI = imlm’vious area nutolT coe/T~fieat (0.9~);
~MPL= fr~i~ impen~o~ne~ of land use L; sad,
I = annual rainfall (in/yr).
Tbe tmal annual runoff f..or the municipality is the sum of ihe RL for 811 of the
10 land uses. Bas~ upon avmlable information (ARC, 1992a), the annual
runoff-pmdncing rainfall for this ~rea is 46.8 inches using the Adant~ Airport ~
The load estimates are then calculated using the land use specific EMCs.
runoff and a~a of ~e land me within the wmenhM:
ML = 0"2266 EMCL RL AL
where ML = the annual load from land use L
0.2266 = a onve~ion fact~,
EMCL = the EMC for land use L (re&q); and,
AL = the area of land ~ L (a~es).
As above, the to~l annual load for the watershed is the sum of the M for all
of the I0 land uses. h can be seen that this model can easily be used forLseasonal
estimates as long as seasonal rainfall and jusUfiable seau~al EMCs am available.
As an added feature in the CDM-WMM model, for future assessments, the
model can estimate the change in load resulting from the use of regional best
management practices { BMP), such as wet or dry detention ponds, r~cnlio~ ponch,
etc. The model can adjust the pollutant load for a BMP as foilow~

HL’ -HL (1---

AL

RFJ4) AL

where ML" = the BMP-reduced load from land use L (Ib/yr);
ABMP = d~¢ a~ea of land use L draining to the BMP (acl~); ~
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This feature can be used to estima~ the effec~veness of wtu:nhed poilmion

on~ol pinns u ~ll as ~’u vagus umeik: poilminn redu~m ul~n~ve~

Compmson of the £MCs measu~d as I~n of the Adan~ Region s~ly and
the EMCs from the CDM-WMM model shows that for the oxygen demanding
substances, sediment, and nutricms, the EMCs are ompaxal~e. 1~ CDM-WMM
EMC for TDS is high and the model EMCs for lead and zinc are considorably
higher than the measured ones. On the other hancL the model EMCs far cadmium
are low compared to the measured results. This is i result of the avzilabilip/of
EMC data for the development of the CDM-WMM model. Only limited
studies were 8vailablc and the literature basis of the data focused primarily on the
NURP studies. It shoukJ he noted that due to the lack of ~L, neJy stonm, the
of pollutant loads had to be completed before the Adgnta Region sampling work
was compJete. For this reason, and because the CDM-WMM EMCs 8~
high. the Ix~licted loads from the municipal storm sewe~ system pn2~y
an upper limit of pollutant discher~cs. The estimated pollutant iol:ls zisu nqm~eaat
loads from the entire political jurisdiction rather than just the area drzining to

sznm~!~y
The Atlanta Region governments were successful in implementing ¯
stormwater sampling program. These same governments are now involved is
implementing a reglonally-oon/inated long-term mon~wring pmgrm~ During the
NPDES permit application sm’npling program, we were successful in determining
the type and magnitude of pollutants in storrnwater and bow to measure them,
however, there is still more to learn about their relationship to l~nd use. With
regard to stcvmwate~ qualiW, the following is
¯ stonnwater runoff often contzins pollutants in conc~trations in excess of
Georgia’s insneam water quality standards;
¯ stormwater runoff quality in the Metro-Adanta area is comparable to
national stormwater qualiW statistics;
¯ stormwater characteristics
vary by land use but the variability of
stormwater quality is so great that it will require much more data from
drainage are~ composed of a single land use type to statistica/ly validau.
those differencc~.
With regard to stormwater sampling proc~ures, we learned the following:
¯ the EPA recommended "representative storm event" criteria were not
practical for this region:
¯ once new equipment problems are resolved and reasonable storm event
criteria ~re estabhshed, ~ampltng success can reach QO~ of al| attempts.
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This information will ~ ~1~ in ~n8 ~ ~g-~ ~
~mpling ~m ~t ~au~ ~ t~ in.at diff~ulti~ i~ in ~
~ling ~ t~ v~lity ~ sl~ q~i~, it ~H ~u~ a ~
hist~ to ~fi~ntly m~g ~lu~s ~t s~g q~i~ ~ ~
with confidence in developing ~tentially gx~nsive s~wtt~ ~a~nt
p~g~. AI~. sit~ with a single I~ u~ ~ ~M ~ ~ ~
drainage a~as for the sites sampled in this study did not contain
It is ~ that EPA ~Snue ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J~
sto~wat~ ~i~ng a~ ~nage~nt p~ u we ~ to k~
a~t this ~blem. It ~ ev~ent that ~en t~gh ~i ~~
may ~ c~panble to national av~ges, s~ng ~gi~al diffe~ ~y
~s that w~ ~11 in ~ ~g~ ~y ~ i~fi~ ~ ~
d~ ~ ~ ~

AR~, 1992a, Synoptic Rainfall Analysis f~ NPDES Municip~ Sto~w~
ARC, 1~2b, ~~ ~ R~ a~ S~ ~ng ~
Atlan~ Region Sto~ Water Ch~t~tion Stay, ~ ~ ~,
~ McK~. ~. f~ ~ A~ Regi~ ~, J~y 1~
ARC, 1~3. Selection of Meth~ology ~d Selecti~ of M~ for ~fi~fing
St~ Water Pollufi~ ~ p~ by ~p, ~ ~ ~ ~.
Schueler. Thomas R., 1987, Con~lling U~ Runoff: A ~ficfl M~ufl
Planning and Designing Urban BMPs, prepaid for Washington Met~lit~
Water Resou~es Planning Bo~d by the Mewo~litan Washington C~ncil
Gov~nn. J~y 1987.
U.S. EPA, 1983, Results of the Nationwide U~an Runoff ~, VoL
Re~ (~-SM). ~A Water Pl~ning ~viflon, ~m~ 1983.
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F~gu~ 1 - Study area fo~ DFW RIg~onal NPDES mon~ot~ng ~l~twotk,
NCTCOG (1993)
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PARAMI: ! r.H
ALL (n~L)
~
TIS
NITROGEN
TKN
NHI-N
NOI÷NO:I-N
TOTAL P
SOLUBLE P
CHLORIDE
SULFATE
~ ARSENIC"
J CHROMIUM"
!COPPER"
LEAD"
MERCURY"
NICKEL"
SELENIUM"
SILVF.R"
ZINC

STORMWA’r~, MOl~rol~qO ~
1~ - 1~00ATA 8UMMARY
MEAN
~
NO. ~ VAI,,UI~ IN
1.7
lll
I.I
I .$
0.0~
0.IS
0.t ?
0.01
42
87
0.0023
0.0071
0.004S
0.00S4
0.00010
0.0134

0.3.$.$
l-ll~
0.3-II.I
0.I-42
0.01-0.44
0.1-11
0.01-0.83
0.04-0.17
4.1-320
10-SS0
0.001.0.0M

32
12

0.001-0.~$0
0.001-0.010
0.001-0.010
~’0.0001-0.0(102
ALL<0.010
ALL<0.010
ALL<0.010
0.003-0.044

32
12
32

-

l
11
01
01

0
l0
32
32

T~ble 2 - Mean storm water quality v~lues, USGS Tdnily River 8~n mcmltodng
Slal~ons Alan Pl,Jnvner arKI Associates in~ (1994)
Ttle Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commillion (TNRCC) his operltld 13
monitonng stations in the DFW area on urban mares. However, few of
data were collected during ston’nwator pehods and II’lUS ire of limited beflefit fix
ompanion ~th older data basel and tile NPDES monitoring results for the OFW

~i~

of which occur as urban nonpoint sources. According to Alan Plummet and
Asso~ates (1994) many of these toxins am known to occur in Trinity River water
and sediments and include cadmium, chlordane, chromium, copper, lielddn,
endnn, heptachlor, lead. lindane, and PCB’s. Diazinon. apparently occulving due to
use for pest ontrol in msident, al areas, has fr~luenUy been found in storm water
~1 in wastawater effluents.
pmwous water-quality monitoring in the DFVV me for urban storm water qu~
can be of substantial benefit to current NPDES monitonng programs. The mpoct by
Alan Plummet and Associates, Inc (1994) has set ~e stage for future analyses.
However, it is clear that much needs to be learned about urban stormwator-quality
processes in the OF’W area and the role t~at urban stormwatar plays in overall
water quahty in the 9,5 DFVV urban watersheds and the Trinity River.
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F~ure 8 - Concontmt~ o~ D~unon 7oW~J by J~nd use (sft~ BaJdys
end RaJnos (1994))
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Figure 9 - Results of netw~ analysis fo~ Total NiVogen (TN) ioed (after Tasker
and Rmnes, (19~4))
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H~I, O. ~. ~ H~, R. M. , 1~, ~

~pa~ F.A., ~de, W.R, H~, 3., ~s. E.H., ~ ~, M.N., 1~,
R~i~ System: U.S. ~ ~
N~ Cen~l Te~s C~I ~ ~m~n~, 1~3, Resu~ of
Water ~it~ng in N~ C~ Te~,

NPDES Sto~ater Da~ Base and Da~ C~l~ Ne~, U.S.
Su~ey, Unpubhsh~ notes ~pa~ f~ N~ ~n~ TI~I
Govemmen=, Ju~ 7, 1~.
Sumerian, R.C., Jelen, SL., a~ G~, D.L, 1~2, ~ p~
Tmns~ M~el, Vm~ 3.1, ~ I~, ~.
Tasker, GD., Gilmy, EJ. , and Jennings, ME, 1~, Es~
Sto~water Loads at Unmonitored Sites by R~ression,
Symposium on Uman Sto~ater Hydm~y, ~nvM, CO, ~ W~
Re~r~s As~a~n, p 127-137.
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tWoodwaKI C’lyd~ Consultants, 500 12th Su~t, O~kla~d, CA, 94607
2Santa Clara Valley Non~) nt Source Pollution Ccmu~ Program, Santa
Valk:y Wamr Dismct. 5750 Almaden Expressway, San Jose, CA, 95118-3686
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STOIU4WATE~ MOI~rOU~O N~
This paper stralma.~zes findings from the csnensive ~mmi~r~|

o me Just penmt penoo included w~ w~ad~" nmmmm~g at 7 nations dsm drained
dlff~ol land use a~as aad wet ~ dry weather mo~i~m~ 14 W’4MS’Wl~

ua~. tonS..te~n" com.plmnce w~.m wa~r quamy ob~s and =. oe~ indus~r~ land
use sit.on wmcn was eeing useo a~ ¯ pikx demonsa~ion nmie~/mr L.vslus~n. d~
.The mo~itering ~dvifies during the t’u~ 5 year pennk pokxl (s~a~Jne in
nr~ause me permit requ,rco mat sampt,n~ ee conducted ~t locations whk:h
~prcsemative of the cLischargc, two of these incamxts w~ in ~he lar~st wauursheds
in Santa Clara Valley. Guadalu~ River and Coyote Cr~k. For ompe~isoa. one
sampling station was in a relatively small watershed with a Ix~dominandy natural
channel. Calabazas Crick. and ¯ t’ounh was in ¯ ~ channc/. Sunnyve~
The data from ~ stations me being used to mee~ Ihe o1~ of evMuada|
quMity uends, end to detemiee ~f storm w~e~ d~ ~e i~ omplines
To meet other objectives of the monitoring Im~rmm, monitoring wu
conducted during the first permit period at two industrial land us~ stations to
characterize storm water quaJity and to cva/uate storm wa~r quaJ~y improveatents d~
to the implcmcmation o/" pollution prevention actions resulting/’ram ¯ pilot inspectiom
program conducted in one of the areas. To char’acseriz~ strum water quality
Iranspo~adon ¢orndors, two stations w~m installed and operated fro" ~e ~
eight lane freeway and on a local 4 lane expressway. The Pmgr~n also evaluated
use of automat~l flow-composite sampling equipment ompmed so ~rab sampling,
ensme that represema~ive samples ~ being ob~n~L As pm of me grab sampling
effort, the Program onducted studies to evaluate ho~ pollutant c~ocemrmions
over the course of a storm event, the duration of water quality exceedences fo~
pollutants during storm events, and whether or not pollutants penist ~’ter the event
concludes and flows return to pre-storm levels. Toxicity testing ~ ¢ondumnd at
land use and U’ansponat~on stations fro" two yea~. and at the water,my suu~o~s all five
years of the t’u~t permit period.

Monitoring stations consisted of two ty~es: stano~s IocauM in relatively small
catchments (typicaJly I0- 1.000 becta~s} con:aining Ixedominandy o~e land use; ~d
stations that drained relatively large watersheds (~,000-30.000 hcct,~s) which
contained a mixed land use. Th~ former s~ations are rcfen~d to as "land use"
and a~ commonly located in small s~eams or municipal storm drain pipes. Data from
these s~.ations a~e ind,cative ol" urban runol’f water quality from mban and non-~
sources and were used to characterize water quality and as input m loading estimates.
The latmr type of stations, r~t’en~l to as "waterway or su’eam stations’" we~ located in
im’ger sueams and rivers nero" the Bay and repmsent~;I local receiving waters.
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from ~hesc st~x~s we~ used f~r cemldi~ce ~.d e~,~ect me effem O(Ulnm~m

~nmnnma)

Mor~im~in~ Me~_ht~
Smnn wa~r sampling was generally conduc~l with aumma~c flow coml~i~
samplers. Staoon d~signs vaned bu! generally consisted of ISCO Mod~ 2700 or 3700
automatic s~nplcx~, a Campbell Scientific CR- I0 da~1 logger and cono~Ucr, ¯ [)tuck
diaphragm-~y’pe pmssur~ transducer, and lO or 20 liter borosilicat= glass bonles
~.---
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Dissolved nickel was detected in 71% of the s~mples ~ad dissolved le~l ~
detected in 54% of the samples. L,"ss than half the samples had d~t~ctabi¢
concentrations of thssolved cadmium, selenium and sliver. Dissolved men:my was
undeteclable using st,~dan:l EPA methods.
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Total zinc and ~tdmium at the heavy indum’inl station ~e~ 4 to 6 ~ hilh~ tim
concentrations at the other land use areas. (Note: pilot ins .l~. otl pt, offm~i
implemented in this catchment indicated a sonrce of cadmium and -,ncft, om ~
plating operations.) Total cadmium in the other land use m w~ ~
elevated relative to the watenvay concenu’ations. Total lead concentr~s ~
highest ~t the wanspomtion and heavy industrial suttion~. Total ~
w~ highest at the transportation, heavy indusgial, and wa~rw~y statiotts.
copper concentrations were highest in the heavy industrial station. Total ~
oplxa" concentrations at the other ufoani~ed land uses arc cottzistondy iltJund
I~g/L/l,. P~)pper concentrations in samples obtained from open |p~~ statious
Iplxoaimat~ly one thizd of this value sug~sting a subs~ntini amount of opp~ my
originate f~m open apace land use ~
Statistical t~sts of these data indicate that metals concentrations in ~ples ob~nad
from open space versus residential/commercial samples versus heavy indust~l
samples am significantly different. The ,*’sis do not show statistically i~nifi~:attt
diHerences in ¢oncenu’ations of samples collected in different types of nakkntlial m
(cg, single versus multi-family) or hetwcen rcsidantial and omntep~al m
(SC’VNPS. 1989).
~-.-;~-~..m~n~ ~" ~1~ ,&emell,,qt With ~,men(~!
Metals in storm water rut, off are often associated with suspended solida.
Metals in these solids may arise from either ’natural’ sources (erosion of toils
containing minerals) or manmade sources. One measure of the amount of m~made
metal in a given sample is the "enrichment factor" defined as the ratio of
suspended metal concentration in a storm water sample collected in an urbanized
ix~on of t watershed to the surfieial soils concentrations in upland open m of ti~
watershed. (’[’he enrichment concept is that if there were no additional input,
"ennchment". of metals from sources other than erosion, the suspended metals
concentration woukl equal upland surficial segment concentrations and the ~t
factor would be of the on~r of unity.)
The suspended metal concentration (~g/g) is defined as the ratio of
paniculate metal concengatiun (g/L) to total suspended solids (’TS$) concentratio"~
(g/L); where the particulate metal concentration (g/L) is the total metal oncenWatioa
minus the dissolved metal concentration. The suspended metals oncenultiuns
expressed on a cb7 weight basis (as are TS$ values).
Data from Shacklette and Boe~gen (1984) for the San Francisco Bay
we~ used to changten,," upland suzl"iciaJ sediment concenu’~tions. The hillt in the
South Bay contains serpentine outcrops as well as other mineral fonnationl
which arc a source of nickel, copper, chromium, and mercury and metals
concentrations in Bay Arca soils were in the upper quartile of national data ompil~
hy Shacldett~ and Boemgcn.
Figure 4 shows enrichment factors for a variety of metals and sampling stabott
c~dmium which haw ennchment fat[ors bctwten |0 an~ 4u for me mrce uman
u~ area types. In the waterway stations suspended solids had higher enrichment
factors for most metals than heal sediments. Several factors may contribute to the
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ob~rv~d higlm" enrichn~nt fac~rs in ausl~ndod ~rsus I~d scdimeau including
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Fipr~ $ TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS Y~tS~S
FLOW RATI~ IN GUADALUI~

~1~

Figur~ 6 shows a ~i~ive collation

TCm ~) . 0.~ ~OW ~A~ {ds) * I~OZ 0

0

TOTAL COPPER CONCE~RA~O~ YEU~
FLOW RATE IN GUADALUPE
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Rcsuhs of the ANACOVA statistical comparison a~ presented I~ the top of
Sunnyval ~st ~anne[ ($2) had sign~dy
F’~
~
¯IO ~e ~su t5 indicate
-~ -~-’-~--~C~k Gu~lu~Rivcr~e~
To~ c~r ~nccn~.ons tn ~labazas C~ ¯
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STORMWATER MOttrltw.B¢O NEEDS
At waterway stations (~ umples) and u~nspenatio~..m.tiomsh(I .sample) ~
major causes of toxicity were non-polar organics (e.g., pea.crees m"
or metal-organic complexes. This is consistent with the lack
total) concentrations as the prefcn,~d indicato~ ot acute toxtctty ~3,.mogg anu
!~3). Instead of metals, pesticides, particularly diazinon, havg tggat httpficat~ as t
major cause of toxicity in urban nanoff samples from residential areas in
~ounty (S.R. Hansen. p~tai gommunigatio~) and in the ~gmtal V~I~/(~mnc ¢t

F~gu~e IS. INTENSITY (~" TOXICITY AT COYOTE CREEK STATION (S4)
OURING THREE YEARS OF I~)NffORING

(I) The cfTccts of land use on water quality is sm[istically significant (rely whenmm~:l,
data
ar~ pooled into the following broad land use catcgo~cs: oix:n, resiclc~ial/co
and heavy indusmal. No statistically significant ~fferences in water quality have: been
determined for data sets within these I~oad land use catego~s.
(2) Enrichment analysis indicates that urban sources of cadmium, lead, ~ zinc age
much larger than upland erosional sources, whereas for copper and nickel both
sou~’ces m~ imponxnt. Chromium appcan to Ix: primarily an es.osional soun:e.
(3) Discrete grab sample water quality data cor~late with flow whereas past atte.mpt~
with cO~T~lations using flow compost-’ dam have Ixa:n largely unstx:cessfuL
(4) Linexr Isotherm equilibrium partitioning theory applies to storm water samples in
alluvial streams and to a lesser extent in storm drains. This theory is very useful in
predicting the dissolved versus paniculate fraction of metals which is important in
eva~uaung the potenttaJ toxicity a~l t~’eatability of the sample.

I
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NPDES MONITOIUNO - ~A ~ V~
(5) Ex~ances o~ a~u:e wa~r qusfi~ ~i~s hs~ ~ ~n ~
dis~lv~ ~t~s ~ ~ ~ly 2 ~ ~pl~ (o~t ~ 42) e~ ~ ~
obj~dves. Toxicity dam indica~ thai wxiciw ~s a~ ~lme with

(6) Jf ~ ~s ~ i~ ~ ~o ~ ~, ~ ~ ~
if ~e u~s ANACOVA ~is u~ng TSS u a ~. ~s ~t~y
~is ~ysis ind~at~ that water q~ltly In I ~t~ w~ ~ ~m~J ~
signific~dy imp~ved (e.g., lin~ with ~e) ~ s~sdcally differ

~as~ t~ ~ I~ge (eg, 2~40 ~p~s) aria tt ~ qu~uoname ~
~u~es should ~ applied, es~ialiy ~ year. The uuthon su~s~
mnit~n~ ~sou~es s~uld ~ ~la~d ~n ~li~ ~ ~
~s f~u~ ~ ~ies of ~ d~
effect (mortality and/or ~pr~ucdon) a~ ti~ ~atc o~ eJtec~. ~a~ ~
diffe~m levels o~ toxicity to Ce~ ~d- ine ~ t~i ~tes ~
in indust~al la~ u~ ~as, and ~e leau toxic we~ oilecled at ~ns~att~
~d~. However, ~mples f~ ~ns~hon ~ s~i~c~ly inhibit~
~p~u~i~ of C.
~e cau~ of toxicity al~ v~. Dam suggest ~hat dis~lved ~s
pdn~l cau~ o~ ob~cd toxicity at t~ h~vy indus~l sution w~as at
stations the c~use ap~a~ 1o ~ ~lated to non-~l~ organics or
complexes.~nit~n~ ~d~ Pesticides, in p~icul~ly, ~ ~s of dia~, ~ ~. have ~en implicated in sto~

~e two ~jor wate~h~s. Guad~u~ River ~d ~yote C~k. will c~dn~
to ~ monit~ annually for five sto~ cven~ ~r ~ to evaluate long t~ ~
water quality and to dete~ne if sto~ water di~h~ges ~e in c~pliame wi~ ~t~
quality and toxicity objectives. Sunnyvale East Chan~el and Calabams C~ek will
monito~d eve~ other ye~ to meet these ob~tives, and to provide comp~fivc dart
The program will continue to condoct studies to evaluate control
effectiveness, such as the deveiop~nt of BMPs for the control of ~llut~ts
u~an p~ing lots. ~h~uled f~ completion in ~cem~r 1~5. Toxicity testing will
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2

¯ tmo= never out of
Trod analysis is no( possible using waee~ guaJily d~a because of high ~.
because high sca~-r in data J~luires large numb=’ of sampks. May be able to do
trend anaJysis in s~eambenk sediments or
f
:.
¯
¯

~,

~

¯
¯
¯

:
¯
:
;

¯
¯

Focus on pnxoct~n of bene~ia] uses.
Initial= in~.,~ramd wate=3hed nunajement 8plm3ech e.g. it Js
cost effective to comrol ~ in rdnoff than at Ibe WWTP.
Shift from ¯ task-driven to a missio~.drivea app¢OlCh.
Vehicle5 a~e key som~e~ of stonnwa~
A national su-amgy is needed to address U’ans~ sources
(approximalely 50~ of Ibe copper in Bay ~ is from brake
N,,,,d diffe~m pev~Jectivea tot" steams in the Bay ace8 vs the Bay.
Use ¯ mull.media appt,~u:h (runoff, sedime~, fish) in detain8 die

.¯

-

Answer.

ms~’voirs?
Yes - probably as coppu" sulfate applied to the lak= as an adgicide.

Quesbon:
Answ~’:

W~ d~-w,’~thcr flows a problem?
No, they were not a pn~]em, and amounr~l to only about I-2K

Queseio~:
Answer:

Is the USGS maintaining a cenu-aJized dala base for aJ! O~ir dala?
Yes.
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Aaa~r:

Abau~ + or- lO~.

Q~on:

Were any zamples in the AlJama study taken bodz above and bdow
the v~ir ~o -,,, if in~ke iocaziem made aay
Answer: The USGS did not do this, but the SWFIIVldD found in
Comment: Roesner (supported by Ufl)omzs) thought Ibat on,dalions
pollutants with flow are pe0bably mo~ ~ ~o Ibe zedimem
Omr wJazions~p to flow and anached poilulams).
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William T. Wall~, Migud F, Act, redos, Eric L. Mo~pa~, Keemeth L Dickloms,
James it. Kmmedy~, l,m’y P. Ammmm~, H. Joel Aliens, and Paul R. Keade~s

Watershed management has long beem ¯ goal ~ individuals interested in qualitT
aquatic ecosystems. The implementation of the Naticmal Pollutant ])ilcha~l~
EJimina~on Sy~.m has gone ¯ long way a~vard providing the tools ~ no
manage point source discharges from wa.~e wa~" Ueatmem plants. Manqiog
episodic toxicity events associated wit~ storm watt" events has always been
probl©matic. Understanding and o~trolling episodic toxicity is nocesuoj it"
watershed managcmem Imding to quality aquatic ecosystems is to be eealized. This
paper provides some examples of the importance of biologicaJ and chemical ~
in storm water management and provides ¯ developing appn~ch to help achieve
rnanaseanent objectivm.

The 197"2 amendments to the Federal Warm" Pollution Conm)i Act, referred a) as ~
Clean Wa~et Act (CWA), prohibimd th~ discharge of any pollutant to navigabb
waters from Ix)in! so~rc~s unless the discharge was au~horiz~l by a NationaJ Pollu~an!
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) l~tmit. The principal focus of the NPDES
program has tradlaonaJly I:~en to rcdu¢~ IX)llu~anL~ in discharges of w’as~ warn,
treatment plants. This program emphasis developed because many indusa’ial and
muni¢ipaJ sources were nol controlled or Ix)orly controlled ag ~ tirn~ and w~
ea.~ly identified as contributing u) waler qua]i(y impairmenL None~eless, wifltin rite
framework of the law, channelled storm water was classified as a point source. The
pass~e of the CWA led to a long and intense debate over storm wa~ regulations.
’Institute of Applied Sciences, I:)cpanmcnt of Biology, University of North Tcxa~,
Denton. TX "~Tennessee TechnologicaJ University, Cookcvill¢, TN
~University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Te,~I
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North Central Texas Council of Govemmmu (N~"COG) (Young, m’ ~., 1993) ond
1) Satis~ the U.S. EPA requiremems fro’ Pan 2 NPDES

3) Chasnc~-- the laod u~ impure on wo~r quay.

chemical coasUtuenls and ioadings I)ecause of the emphasis on the reduction ot’
Ioadiogs characteristic of most Best Management Practice (BMP) |oats, and
over the realism of u’aditional toxicity tests ~ used to measure el~sodi¢ toxicity.
Nonelh¢less, concerns exist about the toxicity of sax’m water, ~ toxicity ~
the only adequate method of characterization. Poor correlations beaveem
~onventional contaminant measures and toxicity indicate that toxicity should be
measured di~cfly to assess the biological impacls of su)nn ~ runoff instead of
infemng toxicity from chemical measurements. With chemical specific
measurements you only find what you are looking for; what you do find is no{ always
biologically available; the toxicity of all the chemicals ~hat can he m~.r, ured is not
always known; and our understanding of the interaction of toxi~mf~ ($yne~ism,
antagonism, and/or addition) is poor at I~’st. The need for the use of toxicity tma
to determine toxicity has bcga slated bes~ by Cairns and Mount (1990);
"No instrument has yet heen devised ~at can measure toxicity!
Chemical onc=ntrations can he measured with an instrumem but only
living material can he used to measure toxicity."
As a supplement to their participation in the Phase 2 storm water study, the City of
Fort Worth, Texas applied for and received a 104~o)(3) grant from EPA to lest the
practical use of biotoxicity [~sts as s~re~ning tools in storm ~ programs. The
City of Fort Worth contracted w~th the Aquatic Toxicology Laboratory of the
University of North Texas (UNT) to perform acute toxicity tesU on selected storm
wamr samples collected in Me Pha~ 2 storm warn" program. Acute toxicity
using Cermdaphnia duhia and P~mephalespromelas were performed ou these samples
according to EPA methods IEPA. 1991a). City of Fort Wort~ personnel performed
MicrotoxTM. test methods on some of the same samples, in addition, UNT tesmd
,.,-lected samples for chronic toxicity and some acut,-ly ~oxic samples were

p. ....
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sample at its initial pH and after the pH has been raised to pi.i i I and z, edu=ed ~o pH
3. kftor the zarnpl= is fractional=l, each fracliom is nmm~l Io the initial pN. if
necossap/, and u~d for toxicity. Those fract~s which z~mov~ aml/or
tozicity are further zestod to dmennine causative Io~antz The I~O¢=m of
fracz~azion and toxicity ~e~ing focuses the zean=h for the ~oxic ~ompeaemz by
reducing the number and qq~s of chemi~ls ooe Im~ m dml with by
on~entming oo those fn~~io~s which reduc~ or r=move zoxicity. ~ H and III
of the TIE proendu~ involve ve~fyi~ the causes of Ioxicizy.

Di~inon is an important Ioxicam in the southern pro1 of the United ~ Maay
municipal was~wa~r u=atment planu in me south~n pan of the ounm/m~ failiag
their NPDES p=rmit requirements for toxicity and fn=quenlly the indicmed mudmm
is dizzinon. Dlazino~ is ¯ vep/ popular broad spectrum pesticide and is used
ex~sively in residential seeings. Table I shows ~ is a ~ oo:ur~l~e
of di=-inon in storm warm" sampl~ re.gaxdlcss of the isndusc from which the
were collected. TI~ p~rcentage of events ~d oncentratioes of diazinco were hijhest

1
2
--

" --

the 48-hour ~ for C.
l.~duse

Residentizl
Commercia~
Industria~

Percentage of
Site~ with
Diazinon
I00
I00
83

Pe~:~u,~¢ of
Events with
Diazinoa
97
8.5
39

Median
Coocentratioa of
Di,lzino~ ~g/L
0.55
0.20
0,00

i ~m~

Table I. The relationship between dizzinon and its occurrence in sampl~s ~
dunng the Phase 2 study from residenti~l, commercial a~l industrial sit~s i.q the
Dallas a~d Fort Worth me.triplex,
Diazinon is ~lso extremely toxic to aquatic orpazisms. THe 48-hour 1.~) of
diazinon to C. dubia is 0.350 ~g/L (Norberg-King, eta/., 1989). Arthur, e~ a/.
(1983) recommended that diazinon in aquatic environments no~ exceed 0.080 ~g/L.
The 48-hour LCSO for the midge Chironornu~ tentana has been reported as O. i00
/sg/L a~nd development of the larvae of this midge have Ix~n inhibited by cominuous
exposure (80 days) to concentrations as low as 0.0006 #g/L (Morgan, 1976).
Di~zinon is sold in a va~ety of formulations by numeroos ompa~i~. One liquid
formulation of di~zinon sold in q~"t contniners ont~ns 25% diazinon by weight,
It would t,~ke 247 football field si,," cont:*,ners, exclusive of the ¢~lzones, throe
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Yards de~ ~o dilut~ the amount of’ diazinoa in a quit ~ajner of’ 2.5 Diazjmm io the
0.080 ~g/L ca~cemratio~ ~commemkxl by A~U~’, et ~/. (19g]).

. _

Figure i shows the distribution ofdiazino~ o~:entr~tkms from the 31 sample8 fr~n
residential sites for which diazino~ co~centr~oJu w~ availabJe, While the
o~centrdtio~s found in different rainfall evems w~e highly variable,
values ~ we~ in e~ce~ of the 0,350 ~L LC.50

Diazinon Concentrations from Residcntiel LanduJe

"
~

°

o

Rai~all Eve, am

Figure I. Diazinon coaccntr~tions from r~sid~fial landus~
relationship to the ~ute toxicity of diazinon to
Different symbols as~ocia~d with O~ sam~ r~fall ev~at rq~m~at
diff©~m

The second most frequently measured pesticide was ~ chlordane which w~ found
at seven sites, five residential and two commercial. A recent California Regio~%l
Water Quality Control Bom’d memorandum (Ma.rch 17, 1994) r~-ported diazinon
concentrations found ~n storm water samples collected in Stockton, California from
mstdentia] a~d mixed la~duse. Two rainfall events were monitored at thirteen site=,
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2’he diazinon onc~trath3ns mea~red in these rumples ranged from O. !~0 to 1,050
value for C. d~)ia (0.350 ~/L) and I00~ C ~ ~ ~ ol~vved at mo~
of the site~ which w~e sampled.

water nmoff and i$ especially I~’Valeat in samples hem residentiaj laadu,~. Two
of the ~oxicity identification evaluabo~s wl~ch were pe~ormed oe ncmeJy ~
samples from ~sideatiaJ ailes ~ved th~ hoe-polar mpaic cJ~m~al~ wece lee
likely causes of the Ioxicity and while it ~ hoe established wilho~ doubt ~
diazinoe was the causative ~oxicam, all k available iafocmabea ~ ia lear
dbec~io~.

Zinc is ubiquitou~ in its disuibulion, but was not included in IRis aaal]m~ fe¢ Ihat
in evaluating the impact of storm water events and because zinc is ¯ aigaifican!
toxicant in aquatic systems. One of the uses of the data collec~l i~ Ibe ~ 2
study is to calculate EMC conc~ntrabcos and Io ompme these with thexe ohm, red
in the NURP sludies as well as other Incal m~lies. Therefoee, it is impor~n| II~
all dats which ate olleclz:d and represent resJ values be included in the caJcula~m
of the EMC concentrations. The percentage of aim, events ~d lee median
conceauation of zinc collected during the study showed, u one would expect, lear
zinc was found a~ aJI safions durin~ eve~ event (Table 2).
LamJuse

Percentage of $i~es
with Zinc

Percentage of
Events with Zinc

Median
Coecentrafioe

Residential
Commercial
Industrial

100
100
100

100
100
100

6~
130

~

~m~

110

~

Table 2. The distribution and median oncen~ratico of zinc amongst the landu.~a
studied.
The landuse with the highest median zinc concentration was commercial (130 ag/L)
followed by industrial (110/ag/L) and residential (65 ~g/L). Thir~y-aix percent of
the samples collected in the study con~amed zinc concentrations grealer than ~e ncule
water quality criterion of 112 ~g/L calculated ba.~ on an average waler ha~lne..~
of 28 mg/L as C.aCO, (Figure 2). The concentrations r~x)r~d for the same rzinfall
event were, as was true for diazinon values, highly variable.
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.Zinc ~n~ntratio~ ~ Sto~ ~ter

O ~ 4 ~ 8 10

Figure 2. ~ ~fi~s from
~ ~ ~nf~l ~t ~t diff~t
In ~e S~ Wa~ Di~h~e C~fim F~ Sum~ R~-T~ 2.0
(N~C~, 1~3) from ~e P~ 2 study,
of ~e indus~ si~ w~ ~
~k~ ~ ~ outlier which ~ defin~
ex~ ~ge of the ~me~r ~ing ev~.
of ~e ~ coll~t~ in ~e study ~e follo~ng
If ~e v~ue of a pa~meter f~15 mo~
avenge for ~at ~me~r, the v~ue is
a bl~k if no other m~u~ v~u~5 ~ clo~, Sub~t m ~ ~ple f~ w~
the 1,4~ ~g/L zinc v~ue w~ r~ ~ ~ ~flier ~er ~ple ~ mll~
f~m ~e ~me indust~ site but tn this
t~e ~mpJe. The ~mpJe was delcrmin~ to
NOEL of <50~. This was t~e single
a signifier ~. du~o res~n~ ~d a signifier
~cula~. A Ph~ 1. TIE w~ ~rform~ m ~ ~ple. ~e ~TA che~tim
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Figur~ 3. Clam biosemm, ghenuak.

Conceptually (Figure 4) the biosensor system we are developing and testing includes
the following omponents and is part of an overall strategy to manage
!.

The biomonitoring system oonsists of the continuous monitoring of
clam gape at each site within the drainage basin being monitmed.

2.

A means to telemeter the data collected on the statu~ of
the clams back to a cenu’tl receiving station.

3.

An a~arm sy.Uem which is activated by Ihe behavior of
the clams. When the behavior of Ihe clams is
determined by a resident computer program to be out
of range of normaJ a series of wau~r samplen will be
no~.ified to begin taking samples and an event ,ignal
will be sent to the r~ceiving statio~ notifying the
operalor of an evenL
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Figure 4. Diagram of O~ use of biosen~ors fo~ wa~,~,hed
~
~

4,

~ ~plcs ~ ~ from
toxicity is vc~fi~ ~ng ~, d~a ~ ~ ~ ~i~.
org~ism. ~ ~ from ~ ~mple~
should ~ sufficiem W i~n~fy ~ ~ mx~.
~ on info~ation from ~e ~E

Cl~ly for ~is monito~ng system, or o~ with ~mil~ ~m~,
~ve~ im~t o~tion~ ~ndi~ions mus~ ~ ~lish~. ~ m~ im~l
~dihon is ~e reliability of ~ monitor. One ~sis~n{ p~lem we ~ve
~counte~ w~th the monitors we have u~ in ~e ~I is ~ ~ ~lu~ of
info~a~on ~d ~he complexity of ~he bi~l~c sign, s ~ing monito~ (~
~G’s, b~mg. etc.) ~ve ~n ~g~l ~ ~ ~ ~ly ove~’~mins.

I
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l~cherding, j. 1992. AnoeJ~r Eany W~mi~ Sy~em ~ ~ ~ ~ T~

~ ~ 141:242-~.
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mxi~ in~ffe im W~. ~r ~Ab~r. ~l:l~-ll4.
Ma~, U.
~phni~mt-~nflu v~
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~is, Unive~i~ of ~lph, ~l~, ~o, ~ 157p.; ~. ~. I~.
38(l):!~ a (19~.
Mo~, E.L.,
~velopmcn~ in Automat~ Biassing f~m
~lli~ Da~ R~ev~ for R~u~ ~e~t. 1981. J~ ~~.
51:339-M5.
Automa~ Biomonttofing
Ret~ev~ in Acidifi~ Strums. S~ciol Technical ~lic~i~ 928, A~ ~i~
for T~ting
Morg~, E.L., R.C. Young. M.D. Smith, ~d K.W. ~gl~. 1987a.
Application of Automat~ Biomonito~ng for Rapid ~t~tion of Toxic
Water Supplies for Petm~ent S~ S~ti~s. Jo,~ ~~ ~.
M~Ap~l:i749.
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Figure 1. Stormwater Monitor/uS Process
St~’mwale~- Monim~n_f as a
Stormwatcr monitoring can be cormidemt as an expanded quality
and quality conu~l (QA/Q¢:) process (Figure i). As in all integrated ~J..~m.~, errors
occumng an.v,.vhere in the stormwater monitoring process ~=nd to be translmgd into
other components of the process-ultimately afl’~’ting IJ~ integrity of data.
Therefore, capful planning at all stages of the stormwater moaitonng process is the
key element ia [he lm)duction of quality data (City of Austin, 1993a: City of Au.~in,
1993b).
a) Monit t~’,in ~,
The momtonng plan d~fines the quantity and quality otdata to be
the water quality p-’~rameters to be measured, the land us~ types and BMPs to be
monitored, and the cost of data to be collected. The plan also specifies th= type of
momtonng equipment and software to be installed. ~ SWMP uses retool--controlled, automattc sarnple~ that a~ operated from a cenU"al off’a:= (Figu~ 2).

"1~

R0040861

i

Figure 2. Remote-Controlled Slonnwater Monitoring S~em
The number of storm e~-nts to be monito~l a( each si~,. is d=tumined ~ f~m
(he amount of rainfall and the numbe~ of do!~ days bel’o~ s~onns. W’ma d=
f~-qu=nc:y dismbution of slonn s~,s (F~gure 3) is grouped aconNinS ~o suxm-s~
class, the tmal average annual ramfaJl depths conu’ibu~.d by each s~orm-sizz class
are roughly equaJ (Figure 4). According to previous data (Cily of Auslin, 1990),’Ib~
event mean oncenw~ion$ (EMC$) for Ill ~ of watersheds vat,/by s~o~n si~
and the number of dry days helween storms. In Aus~n, a range of 18 to 24 st0cm
events should he collected at each monitoring station (Soeur, et al., 1994). The
~nge of storm events to be sampled has been det-’rmmed by expe~m~nud dasi~n
factonng three or four s4orm-size classes wile two antecedent d~ day classes
(Figure 5). In order to conduct stausticaJ comparisons, lEere must be at ~ Ih~ee
storm events collected for each ombina~ou in the experunentai de.~gn ~
The SWMP anaJyzes 1~5 s~la~l non-point source wa~er quali~/parame~
representing five categories of pollutants, including totaJ suspended solids (TSS),
oxygcn-consunung constituents, nutrients, metaJs, and ba~eriaJ constituents. These
parameters axe ¢ommonJy used in other studies to characlcrizc point and uon-poin/
source pollutants (Environmenta~ Protection Agency, 1983).

b) ~
RainfaJJ data a~ used to relate ramfaJI amounts to the runoff volumes
recon~ed at ¯ momtonng s~. A~ stormwater momwnng staUons use tippu~-
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bucket rain gauges, which aulommically reconl bmh rainfall mmoums stud
intensities. The SWMP also uses miof~dl da~ o~lecl~d by ,~. C’OA’s Flood ~
Warning System (FEW$) autommic rain gsu~s ~o ~ and ~ the
SWMP r~Lqfall data. The high density of FL~’WS mira ~u~ (~2 s~Ikmm i~
is especially important during the summer mom~ wbem hi~l~-io~lim~l,

The SWMP usos tbe thee standard sampli~ mmhods.
chemically analyzed, indic.me water quality at ¯ singl~ moment im a h,/dmsmph
weighted ¢mnposite s~npies m~ composed oi" a number of equ~-volum~ aliquo~
collected ,,t equal intervals of runoff volume ~’oughout the h,/~ogm~
data di~ctly yield an EMC for each wmer quality ~. I)isc~me smnlgm
sets of samples taken in some systemmic roamer throughout th~ hydmlm~
Discrete samples show changes in pollumm onc~ntmious throughout the
hydrograph, but can be mmbenm/w.ally oumbinod to yietd an EMC for each
quality parmnew.r (City of Austin, 19S3).
Durin~ runoff events, dift’e~ent wmmbed types Im~ varying pollutogr~h
characteristics. For example, in small watersheds (< 162 bectaees. 400 ~cres) with
medium to high impervious cover, the oncemrmious of TSS, tmxl phosphorm
(TP). total Kjeldahi nitrogen (TKN). and total orgamc cmbon (TOC) are
dunng the first flush of runoff, and then decw.ase over time (F~gure 6X,~eur, et
In contrast, in large watersheds (> 162 bec’tmes. 400 acres) with a high
degree of channel erosion, the concentrmions of TSS, TP, TKN. and TOC correlate
with flow rate and are greatest at the peak of the hydrogmph (Figure 7XSoeur, et
al., 1994). In Au~n. this example corresponds to larger ufoan c~eks draining
A refined method for disc~te sampling collects samples mo~ frequently
when pollutant oncent~tions a~ changing most rapidly. In ¯ small watershed,
sampling events should occur dunng the rising surge of the hydrograph whik
retaining sample coverage of the t~l on the falling stage of the hydrograph. In a
Ixrge water~hed, sampling coverage should be concentrated around the peak of the
hydrograph while ret~mng coverage on the trois of the hydrognph. During flowweighted compo~,lte xamphng, EMC’s in a small watershed a~ be~t represented if
,’n~ny allquots of sm~l voh,me are collected dunng ~ intervals of runoff
volung.
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Figure 6. SmmU Watershed PalJu~
with Hydro~rmph

::

FJgur~ 7. Large Watershed Poltutogrmph
with Hydrograph

~m~

Each water quaJity parameter requires a c~rtain .sample volume for analysis
(EnvtronmentaJ Protection Agency, 1992). Automatic samplers pn)vide a llnuted
number of" sample bottles. The number of water quality samples coll¢:cted for any
monitorable storm event range between three and sixteen samples, depending upon
the complexity and s~ze or the hydrograph. To accommodate the need for ~
sample coverage of both the hydrograph and sample volume for the analysis of 1.5
water quaJity parameters, two automattc samplers can be used at each site.
Automatic
.xampling
advantages
~ drawbacks.
An
human
xamphng
and
reduce
the inhe~nt
danger
to
field
personnel
dunng
automatic
.xamplingerror,
~y~tem
canhas
b~ certain
remotely
controlled
and prograrnmed,
reduce slorm

I --

conditions. Automauc~lly-taken samples, however, may not be rep~’e~ntaUve
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became of holdmg-t~n~ limitations of some ~ aasd sample omamiJmioit
by the equipm~. True duplicate sm~ales caan~ be teke~ ~ ~md~td
sampling ¢quipme~, If the rmmpk~ water is being transp0ned over ¯ relalJvO]
disiance (~ 1 ~ m. or ~0 fl.) or up a steep gradien~ (q)lxoxLn~ly > 4.~ m or j~ ~),
TS$ may settle in the line dming mmsiL Amoma~ sampting may be ~
for the colketJon of vol~le organic compounds (YO~s). which require mm beadspace samplinS, and fer~I olifOrm~ and fecal sUt, lXococci which, ha~ ¯

(Envu~mten~ Pnxect~on Agm~.
expensive equipment, aJways resuJts in ~ep.ta~v~ sa~4es, allows
by saJ’ep/concerns. ~he ability ot personnel to respond in a ~ maone~, and ~be
number or si~s that can be handk~d in ¯ given stem cv~m {Envinammsal

~--

~ ~4enc~, 1992).
d) Site Sele~on and Wa~-r~ r~.. ,,,~m~;sMon~t~ng site sclecUon requires much ~ to achJe~ ~
water quafity data for a given land us~. Ide~ly, ¯ watershed should be sclected
does not haw significant point-sonrc~ discharge (e.g., toxic wasxe dump, land fdl,
problematic industrial source, etc.) and is largely covered by the targeted land use
research objective. The selection of ¯ monitoring site is aL,,o influenced by the
nature of the channel at the proposed monitoring location. To most
characterize flow rate ~ calibrate the rating curve without a flow control
su~cture, a channel should he su’aight, have uniform cmss-scctiona) shape, and have
a milder slope (e.g., slope < 0.02) over a relatively long stretch. The site nmst he
safe for field personnel and secure for momtoring equipment. Ideally, d~
mon~tonng station should be acc~,~ble for mamtcnanc~ md smnl2e oileetion
dunng storms m~d high wstet.
O~ce a prospective monitoring site ha~ been idemif~l, a w~tshed
and documentation process defines hydrographs (or peak flow vegas lime) for
various ~ypes of storm events. This watershed infommion details drainage ate.m,
,mperv,ous cover percentages, land-use ~ypes, sou characteristics, slope
ch.Tff~cter~$tic$, flOW patterns, detention features, and a computed nmoff oeff~cienL
In gener-,d, the channel should have enough capacity so that a two-year storm evem
can be monitored. The peak and average flow conditions help determine which flow
control structure and flow monitonng procedure to use. Watershed documeetaUon
p~ovldes the quanmative information necessary to run computer simula~ons, such
Stormv.ater Management Model (SWMM) (University of Floflda, 1988) that creme
syntheuc hydrographs and calculate flow ra~s.
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~ ~r ~on ~ av~, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~

~ S~s flow ~ ~ ~st~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ tO
instigate ~uip~nt ~o~e ~r a v~ of ~ ~
Bu~ler, sub~ pm~, ~d ul~nic pm~ fl~ ~ ~ ~s~.
~li~n~ test ~sul~ ~v~ that ~ flow ~te~ ~ly ~ ~ at
~l~ioes lower ~ 1.5 ~ (5 f~). In t~ 1.5 to 2.1 ~ (5 to 7 ~)
~l~i~ ~ge. 5% e~ in dep~ ~ings were ~n, ~ ~ ~ 2.4 to 3.0 ~ (8
go I0 fQ~c) ~ge, e~ in depth of up to 2~ we~ ~n. ~ ~sm~c
~ ~st ~ely W~uced ~ fl~-ind~ p~ssu~ ~ff~n~ ~d ~
of ~e subdued ~nso~. ~ sub~rg~ p~ssu~ p~s ~ ~ ~
~ ~ented ~lel to flow to ~ e~ m ~pth ~ngs ~ ~ ~i~
~ ~lcr ~ orifice must ~ ~in~ ~wm~ for ~t ~.
g) Site ~le~nlati~
Monitonng site imple~nmti~ is t~ cul~on of m e~n~
pr~ess, which includes a ~plmg ~th~olo~. ~f~l ~ fl~ ~nt
techmq~s, stte ~lectton. ~d wate~hed d~umentatton. ~ ~
tnst~lauon cons~st~ of a m~ul~ equtp~nt s~lter, ~1~ ~l, ~n gaul, bu~
condut~ for v~ous sup~n system~, glow cont~l s~tu~s, a s~m
battens. ~d phone I~s or a cellut~ p~ h~ for t~l~ ~t~). ~ ~ve-
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Blackste~e Rlv~r We~ Wether hdlJaflve
Wrilht, R. M.~, M. ASCE; Roy Chaudhu~, R.~ , A.M., AS~E and Makam, S.~

A program, in~fiated by ~he U.S. EPA,
d~ ~ ~ ~ ~i~s ~ ~
~in~ ~ q~i~. ~ ~v~ ~ ~ ~ 13 ~
m ~di~ m, six mbu~ ~d fi~ ~nt ~.
~i~ f~ 23 ~ ~ ~ ~
Me~s of in~mfing ~ ~ter q~ity
~d ~ ~er ~ ~ ~n~.

~llu~ ~ter ~ ~ ~ ~gh di~ di~e
~bu~ ~ ~ in~gmt~ ~h~ I~. Water q~ity ~i~
under d~ ~, s~y s~te ~didms. In g~e~,
w~ther ~u~ ~ mo~ difficult to ~h~
zw~e ~e~.

~ ~f~r, ~t of Civil ~ ~v~
of ~e I~d, Kingston, ~ ~881
~ ~st*~to~ A~iate, ~ment of Civil
~gin~nng, University of Rh~e Isled, Kingston, ~ ~881
~ G~d~ Assis~t. ~t of Civil
University of Rh~c Isled. Kingslon, ~ ~881

2~

V

The N~lpnsett Bay (Ray) is one of the most important nltsnaJ
in Rhode Island (Figure I), As an estuary, the Bay is lhe lpawnin~ Molmds for
many aquatic speci~ and ¯ major fishers and recfl~liona] water oun=, and yet,
it is continually under pr~sure Io assimi]a~ significant additio~ of" po~ulants, bl
IgBg-g0, ¯ s~udy was omple~d which idanlifi~d and ranked lhe son~es Io
Bay (Wright l~gl), The s~udy concluded lhal ~he Black¯ran= River walenhed
was lhe major source of Ix~ nulrienu and Ince

"-

In IgQl, lhe U.S. Environm~n~ Pro~tin~ Aguv:y (El)A) revk, wed
summarized all wa~r quafity data pertaining ~o ll~ Blacknom= Riv~, As ¯
recommendation of this report, ¯ program wa~ proposed to conduct intenUile
steady s~-, and w~ w~sth~r wa~er quality monitoring surveys, to klmfify and
characterize the major wa~r quali~y problems in th~ watu~ed and to ~
and valid¯l= s~udy s~at~ wa~er quality models for al~licafion in dave~q)in; ~
Following this recommendatio~ F_~&, along wilh the ~
[:)epanmcnt of Environmental Pro~ction (M&DEP) and the Rhode Island
l:)epanmant of Environman~d Mana~emant (RIDEM), developed the 61aclmone
River lnili~ve (BRI).

~-

Blaek.qlon~.Rlv~, Inllinllve ~Itl~l~
Pha~ I of the BRI wa~ conducted jointly by the El)A, MADF.J) and
and included ¯ comprehensive dry weather ws~r quality sampling pro~am on
river, tributaries and discharges. The re~uln of the lhr~= surveys ~ summa,-~ed
in Hanman (Igg2),
"l"he water quality da~ ~ used by the Civil and Environmenlal
Engineering l~pann~nt at the University of Rhod~ Island (URI) (Wright et al,
I~03; 19Q4) to calibrate and validate both QUAL~E (Brown and Ban~w¢]] 19~),
a dissolved oxygen model, and Pawtoxic (Wright and Mc~_.a.~y l~g~), ¯ Uac=
m~tals model. These models ~r= being used by both MADEP and RI]:)EM in
their waste load allocations.
Pha~e :2 w~ a ~oint program by the EPA, ~,|ADEP. RIDE~4, URI and the
U.$. Geologic~ Survey (USG$). The summ,’u’~ of the field program is repo~led
in thi~ paper. The program included the monitoring of the river under" wet
weather conditions for sele~:ted parameters including nutrients, trace metals,
mlcro~iologic~l indicators ~nd toxicity. The specific o~.iecfive,t of this ~:ly
include the following:
|.

To determine the spatial ~nd tempot~ changes to water quality due to
wet weather
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Biackstone River Watershed
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BLACKSTONE RIVER INITIATIVE
STORM II - Flow (cf$)
Fi~h~-~’ill¢
Pond Rice Ci~ Pond

~

Woomocke~

M

Wooster, ~

Water ~MiW S~tio~

Pa~k~

V

0

L

The water quali:y data coupled with steam flows allow for the
of mass loading curves. These have bee~ mleq~ced to define dry weather
ba~line loads as pmstorrn conditions and, for comparison, wet weather loads
from the integration of th~ ma~ cur~s (Figure 6).
The wet weather ~ loads for TSS, lead and copper are lm~ented in
Figure 7. The net gain or loss of mass by reach can be observed in Figure 8.
These figures provide a spatial view of the river under wet weatbe~"
Increases like that occumng between BWW01 and BWW04 a~ obvious while
reductions in wet weather mass Ioadings a~ no,cod betweea BWW04 and
BWW07.
Pollutants associated with wet weather may come from either new sources
(runoff induced) or old ~ources (river sediments). It is importaat
former may be ea.~er to control a~d regular= tha~ the l,ltter. The wet weather
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SESSION IV: INSCI, ISSIO~

231

Jr. M. wriz~t, Roy Chndhu~. S. MaJam
The Blackstone Rive~ is tmique in the No~heut because the city Of Worcesta" Js

~SO btsins in Wmces~. 19 sins!! impoundments w/low hem dams; Womnocket
is about 2J3 Of the way down thc basra; the~ is a tkJai barrier at the bottom.
Minimum ruinfaJI criteria: 0.5 inches, 6-hr duration, 5-day dry period, ~dsy pint

¯

Dur~n| Su~m - 3-hr increments for the fis3t 12 hrs, 4-1u, incremeats
for the neat 36 ttr~

This is diffe~nt flora the pmtoool used for end of pipe monitoring becau~ of the
s~ze of the wam3hed (Be.~ flow is 260 cfs).
Be certain to look at dry and wet weather loads and identify and differ~tiate
water qtality problems that arc due to dry weathe~ flows from those that a~ due

Comment:

You do not have to~l and dissolved fractions during wet wealh~
because of cost to do this. (Editor’s note: This would seem to
make it difficult to determine whether toxic concentration exceeds
ucute level, since dissolved fraction i~ not known).

Comment: Their problem (in the Norl.hea.it) with numerous al~ndooed small
impo*mdments (at abandoned mills, etc.) is one which will require
much broader (regional) appn~ech.

Question:

(Austin) ~’hy do you modify sample mten~aJs bated on pR-smrm
radar returns?
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capacity of over 20 million barreJs of beer per ymr. This b the oquivaim~ flow
of" 2.63 cfs or I, 180 gaJIons ixu" minute...24 honr~ per day, 36:~ deyl per yemr.
The physical plant su’addlm ¯ river Immm u Clear Creek, ¯ mior ~ at
r, he South Platte River. Oem’ Creek is a heavily ~localml ~,ver mpldyi~ level
major water supply and irrigation cooveyances. ~ cima. Creek ~ ~e
Iocaled within the historic mining dislh~ of Conlral City and ~ md I~
I~n iden~r~ed
.l~oction
and prncessing
as CERCLAactivities.
Supra-fundThe
sites
are~
d~ isto dolled
Ib~ ~xlmsiv~
with old teilis~ im.l~’
mine shafts and abandoned pmcessin g mills. As I result, ~ ~ bl
Clear Onek suffers from acid mine drainage and heavy mmab IX~miom
numerous suttees plu,~ ~= ¢tTocu of rapid u~oanisalioo auecimed ~ I~
~ev~iza~ion of gambling in the Central City and Black I’b~k ram.

o .~ "~

Water flow in th~ river is highly seasonal and dependent Ulm ~ mmmlx~
and rainfall. During ¯ normal y=~, flow can range from 22.7 cmam 2~.3
(800 to 1.000 cfs) u) less than !.42 (50 cfs) in imm of the river. TI~ ymu’ the
lXak flow at the USG$ gauging smlion at the mouth of Clear Creek Cm,~m ~
:23.2 cms (820 cfs). ’1~ ¯ver~= annual rainfall in Ihe Goidem me~ is
approximmely 3:30 u) :356 mm (1:3 u) 14
The brev,,ery has bet~ located in the same area for its retire 120-year
i~sides the brewing and packaging faciliti~, Coors opemtioo$ i~ ~he mere i~Jud=
three coal-fir~d power boilers, two waste wa~r u’emment plants, ¯ can
manufacturing facility (4 billion cans per yem’), ¯ can lid or end manu~urin~
facility and a glass botU~ planL
Coors has additional prol~ny holdings that include an abandoned landfall and an
operaUng gravel mine and asplxaJ[ I~ch plant. The gravel mine and asplmlt plant
a~= operated by o~n.
CURRENT PF_JU~IT STATUS
The NPDES stormwat,.r permit pn:)gram is ¯ delegated program administered by
the Colorado Depa~ment or" Health (¢DH), Water Quality Conm)l Divisioo.
Coors has t)cen issued six generaJ stormwater permiU for both Light and Heavy
Industry Gcne~ Stormwater Disch~rge activities. The pormits cover
approximat,’ly 180 ouffa~ls to eith~.r Clear Creek or tributary creeks and irrigal~m
cznals. The NPDES discharge permit for the waste water U’=atmen! plants is in ¯
renewal process with a final drat’t expected by mid-Sep~mber 1994. The new
NPI:)F..S permit ~n¢orporat©s a complete secnon on stormwator for the brewing ~md
c~n manu~’actunng plant operaaons. Coors will th~n operate under four ~
uormwa~r permits and the NPDES disch~’ge permit.

----
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SAMPLING PROGRAM
1991
permiuing h~azy in 1991. Com~ by vi~ue of havi~ one ot Ihe ~
based refrige~atiom sys~-ms in the ~ was aad ~11 is ¯ "313" iadum~ or
heavy indus~]. The decisioa initially was made to purme ~ individual Jadulrial
permit using the "Form F" applicatioe; however, Coors never submimd the
"Form F" because the dem~oa to issee pmml pemits wu madejmt ~neeks

Some twemy-five map~ have bern asmubled oe CAD using Add dm
required some 16 pe~on-weeks to ga~he~. The Imal area surveyed included
approxim,uely 300 hec~res (’742 acres). Two-hundred.aad.U, uoe (203) hecu~s
(501 acres) a~e pervious land which includes railroad s~gini yards and equipment
sta~ing areas and uadeveloped land. There are T2 impcn6m~ hecta~s ( ! 78 ac~s)
~ include parking Iou, Uuck apn~s aacl roads. Tweaaj-flve hectans (63 acres)
are under roof. A! ~he lime ot mapping ia 1991 the toiaJ number of ouffalls was

Form F requir~d sampling all ouffalis uaiess ¯ case could be made !o
physical charac~,,ristics. To r~Ju~ (he number of samples and control
analylical costs, the 182 ouffalls wcr~ grouped into five maDr categories and Ihe
number of samples was reduced ~o ~wemy-lwo. The Iweaty-two ouffa/is we~
selected based on access safety and on their being rep~.sentafive o*" the indusuial
acuvi~y in ~he area. Bo~h maauaJ sampling am/automatic sampling ~chniques
were tried. Manual sampling was Lhe mos~ ¢ffecbv¢. The automali¢ samplers did
no~ work satisfactorily pa~cuJar|y in collechng composite samples during storms
of ~ du~.
A team al" six I~eople was formed to manually sample assigned ouffalls. Samplinl
protocols were cs~b]~s~e~ in~er~ly since ~herc ~ no published s~ml~
requiremems
Sixteen or" ~be ~wemy-two ouffalls were succe~t’u/Iy s~mplc:d durin~ ~hc summaand fall of" 1991. Bolh ~r~b and composite samples were oblained and
for up to lwen,y-~-vcn dll’l’ercl1! ~
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The cost to prepa~ eltbe~ the individual permit appiicut~m or the Slormwa~.
Man~ement Plans was much higlm’ IMn ori~inaily estimated by the EPA. ThLs
~ravzled by the switch trom ~ EPA Individual Permit pez~mm to Ibe Sizzle
Permit Program in 1901. Coors has ~ ~ $2.50,000 in the mapping, sampiiag and
administration cf‘f‘ozl over the la~ three years. The E.aA esdm,tted cost air $l~,000 to
tea.
It is to
mX
known the
it Ibe
Ej)A has
de~ any
figure
~jalinBwu
tooff
thebyonloia
$20,0Q0
cornplete
individuaJ
indust~il
permit
appli~tion
¯ factor
~ of
corn of the program in terns of" annual mpor~ pmlara~m, :mmplin~ and BMP
indusa-ies in Ibe Denve~ from range ~ma., Coo~ cos~ was hog uaasuaJ or o~,.of-lJae.
Cities may have experienced similar discr=~ bexweon ~e E,PA co~ estimaem lad
Poorl_v ~efin~d Prm, mm ~’..~iI

;’"

The undetslanding of Ibe Slormwater problem and the Ioni-le~n ~0lJI of IJte
are limited. The specific lasdn8 effects on the byes" system from non-point aon~=
runoff have not been widely discussed in the trade litenzmr=. The Isoni~ts of the

"]’he NURP stud), demonstrated that levels of ont~mii~nts M the s~xmwatt~, exceeded
su’cam standards. The stud}, did ncx address, in depth, the acute or chronic effects on
me rec=ivin~ waters from me contaminants ori~inafin~ from me urban and industxLaJ
environment versus background levels from non-agricuitumJ land
Because of the lack of" a clem-ly defined problem, the industrial envirnomentaJ man~
t~nds to be less man enthusm.stic about committing resources toward an equally poorlydefined soluzion. Resources zr= better u[ilized addr=ssin~ the NPDES point source,
RCP.A waste handling and C:AA a~r emissiens programs, which are ~ def’med,
more visible and supported ,,~th very active n~u]awr), s~’fs.
Minor
L~stly t~ general permits conch inconsiszencies in the application of" indusu’iaJ
restrictions. For example, in th~ Colorado Genera] PermiL~ imgation return flows are
zJJowed but air conditioning condcn~te flows are not. I~gation flows are often cited
as t~ing major sources of suspended solids, pesticides and phosphates. Fir=
activity water is allowed, but water from t~e code required hydrant testing is not
z]io~,,ed due to chlorine levels in abe t~sting water. Bui|dm~ foundation cle~va,,.ring
water c~n he dis~h~’$ed if it is not con~aminat~l, but no standazd is cited for ck~finin~
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The NPDES Slormwaler Program for induslry is m~ss~ul on ~ ount, ~
improvements eo wa~er q-ality resui~ng from the IX~mm will not o1~ be ~ dram~e
as ~ point source ProSram, they should be positive for ~=~=iving wa~r qmdit~. The
permit program is raising II~ awareness of the effecU of ouldonr indusulal acSivilles
water q~mJity within th~ indum’ial ommunity,

The prel~ration of" the Stormwater pollution pf~-vention plans required by bo~ the ~
and heavy industris] pennia have causod ~ors IO closely examine its exlemui wo~
activities and II~ relationship of" those activities with the physical layout of lhe facili~.
The initial mapping and site inspection activities ~,"vealed areas whu~ simple,
inexpensive changes could be made right away. These areas were pfioritiz~l and
~,,- - -.-,~.
included in the Pollution P~vention Plan and in Ihe budgel planning ~ for I1~ .
company. If" more complex and cosily changes a~ required in the fu~,~ i Ib=
planning and design prnc=~ will be f"aclli~a~ed by Ihe maPl~ng lxol~m.
Illicit Discharee []imir~=6,~,
Both the initiui and on-going inspection and mapping programs have idemtfied illicit
connections and di.~hazges that were previously either undiscovered or for~o~en. For
the Coors f"acilily, the most common illicit connections were groundwater dew~
collnct~on systems under and around production buildings and HVA(~ com:k~s~e
drains. The ground wa~r drmns were repiped ~o ~be waslewa~,,r sys~m. As HVA(::
condensate dr’~ins arc identified [hey ~ rerou[ed ~o ~e wasle wau.r coll=.-~on system.
SDill Redu~icm

9

The [hr,-year spill history review caJled for in the Pollution Preve.qton Plan placed
emphasis on the con’~tion and modification of a~as [hat had a histo~ of" repea~d spill
events. Coors had expenencexJ repeated di~h~ges from process roof venL~ in ~le beer
fcrmeming a~ea and periodic spills from the Ioadout system for waste beer and ~
byproducts. In each case [he sys~m was modified ~o reroute ~e di,.,:harges ~o the
waste wa~er collection system.
In other ca~s. where [he spills are more random and much less frequent but [h~
act~v:~y concemra:ion was high, the dr-,uns were equipped with v:lving ~o con~’ol the
di~hazges m the IocaJ water~.
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the new C’WA will require some form of improvements in sto~mwater qu~ity fe0m both
the municipal and industrial sectors of our economy. The timing, natom and level of
improvement is still an open question. Will tbe new stormwater regulMioim
numeric standards or major structural changes to ont~ the quality of
discha~es and move tway from the cune~t emph~is on pollufiott
~..ongress might be encouraged to adopt numeric ~andards for stmm~mtm’ digh~tges at
a~ expedient measure, particularly if the current round of monitoring data is talum out
of context and used without a sound scientific base. Nume~ smndm~ and nmndated
su’ncturai controls could prove to be veto/costly for both industry amd moniciimlitim to
implement and for the regulatory community to administer. The benefits of nummig
standards and structural controls have yet to be adequately identified, mtgh
quantified in ~ceiving waters. It is important to underst~d at the outset of il~
program how the dollm’s spont on stom~water quality improvements will benefit
receiving waters. A ~cent editorial entitled "Costs of tZleanliness" (6/1~94)in the
Washington Post called for "..a cupful balancing of costs and benefits..° for
envit~onmenml programs, The editorial noted that the current cost of emvimnmemtsl
programs are "sufficiently large to effect the way the whole eco~mmy wodm’.
As pollution prevention practices such as spill control, mate=ial hamdling and
housekeeping improvements (non-structural Best Management Praetices(Bl~’|)) m
implemented within a facility under the current program, the major pollutant
components should, directionally, be reduced and controlled for a relatively small cost.
However, there are no provisions to quantify tbe change in s~rmwalm quality ts ¯
result of the same improven~ents through the current sampling ptx~mm.
The next increment of control, which include structural BMP’$ and involve major
modifications to the infrastructure of a facility, could be very costly. Yet neither the
short term nor the long-term effectiveness of the structural BMP’$ in
specific pollutants has been adequately defined to the point where the BMP’s can be
implew.ented with confidence. Therefore the ultimate cost p~r Idlogi~m of pollutant
controlled cannot be well defined and could be quit~ high.

The air pollution arena provides some insight to a possible future ~. The
attainment or non-attainment status of a regionnl air basin is a determining factor in the
level of control required for a dischagging industry. The RAC?T (~easonably Available
Control Technology) and LAER (Lowest Achievable Emission Rate) c~ter~ are used
for determining a "reasonable" cost per ton of pollutant controlled against the IocaJ
pollutant reduction requirements for the air basin. Both the R.A~-~’T ~nd i..AE.q criteria
xre associated with a set of imown control technologies and a related cost-per-ton of
emissions controlled.
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STRATF.~IES FOR USING NPDES STORM WAT~ DATA
.WIIIl~m F. S~Hellik sad William D. Tmj, ~ G~, Eric
ABSTRACT:
This ~ dJscu.sses II~ailoring I~uilel~entl ill Ihe ~ ~
Discha~,~ Elimination Sysl~m (NPDE~) ~ ~ I~milfil~ ~
ref~-’ts ulxm what has been Jmmed since November 16, 1990, when the NPDES
The monitoring required of regulated municipa~ sel3er~ s~orm sev~.
systems (M,54) and of storm wate~ discha~es associated vath indusuiai
ate summarized. Examples of municipal separate slorm sewer sys~m mlmiloring
are highlighted along w~th EPA’s experience with the storm water m~silo~ing
data reported by industries for t~ group appli~abm pro~ss. Possible future
directions for storm water monitoring fo¢ municilml md L~ius~ial NPDES storm
wafer dischal3~ are discussed.
I]~I’RODUCTION:
The 1987 amendments to ~he Clean Wa~r Ac~ ~dded Sec~oe 402(p1 !o the
ACt which directed EPA to establish and cm’ry out a two-phase Natio~l Pollul~t
Discharge EJiminaUon System (NPDES) storm water point source
program, To initiate this perrnit~ng effort, EPA published r~ul~io~s
November 16, 1990 which defined the types of muni¢ipaJ and indusu’~
water discharges that would be r~ulat~l under ~ firsl ~ of th~ IX’Ogrdm,
~U.S. EPA, Office of Wastewa~,r Management (4203), Storm Wal~ Section, 401
M. S~t, S.W.,W~hmglon, D.C. 2~
~U,S. ~A, Offi~ of Wetl~s, ~s ~d Wate~s, N~-~nt ~
~,~1 M. S~t, S.W.,W~ing~, D.C. 2~
)~i~ Appli~li~s Intemati~ Co~ti~, 7~A ~urg ~, F~s
Chu~h, VA 22~3

~’"

2~
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and which laid out specific permit q~icmioa requiremmts. Smm w~er
discha~¢ monitoring mqui~ments ~me an impofla~t pint of ll~ pm’mit

"-

During ~ pennil applkmtiun ~, ~ ,,vatm" nm~itohn$ was req,,;r~d
for regulated municipal ~ storm stayer syst=ms (MS4s) and storm ~
discha~es assocmt~l with indusmal activity. In gmun-al, the munim~.ing ~l’orts
yielded important infonnatioas for NPDES storm wates" permit writml Is ~ Is
for tbe pernuttees. However, a numb=" of impormm icssuns have been learund
that should allow permitting audmrides and the regulmed community So simplif~
BACKGROU]qIk.
collecting monitonng dam: permit applications; permit requirunsunts; and
information requests made pursuant So Section 308 of th¢ Clean Warm" Act.
Permit applica6cos are genen’ally natiunal requi~en~nts which can provide a
snapsltot of the discharger once every five years (NPDES storm warn" pm’mits
are usually issued with a five yem" term). Moniumng dam in permit applicmiuns
is generally used for the purpos~ of supporting the isamnc~ of" d~ permiL
Although some monitoring requirements for NPDES permits are
in national regulations, such as the efflu--nt guidelines, most permit monitoring
requirements are established by permit writers on a permit-by-permit basis. This
provides a great deal of flexibility to tailor monitoring requiren~nts to each
individual discharger. In addition, since permits are written for a five-year term,
they can be used to require comprehensive monitonng programs that have the
poUmti~ to evaluate discha~e treads.
Requests for information under Section .’~,08 of" the CWA are usually done
more on an as necessary, basis, and can provide a mechanism to fill some of
gaps associated with applications and monltonng requirements in permits or U)
answer other necessary permitang quesaons.
The NPDES program takes two very different approaches to controlling
pollutants in storm water discharges. Storm water requirements for industrial
faciliaes ate established in permits issued by EPA or by an authorized NPDES
State. The second approach to storm water controls is through the involvement
of municipal governments. Under this second approach, EPA or authorized
NPDES States ~ssue permits for discharges from municipal s~parate storm sc~ver
systems which require the muniopai permmee to develop and implement
mUfll(:lp~.l storm water management programs.
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U~iNO NPDI~ ST00Jd WAT~ DATA

~ii~s; g~p ~li~s; ~ ~b~ ~ a ~

I~i~d~ ~ f~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

¯

Any ~l~t fi~ in ~ ~li~’s ~D~ ~it

¯

~G. pH, ~D~, ~D. ~. ~ ~,
Any ~iu~t ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~t

¯

Row ~u~u ~ ~ of ~ ~w n~.
o~ di~hargc for the storm cv~ ~pl~.
flow ~t 7

¯

~ ~ ~ du~fi~ (in ~) of ~
~n~] ~u~men~ or ~ of ~
which g~ ~e ~pl~ ~noff. ~d
5~ ev~ ~mp]~ ~d the ~ of ~ p~s
(g~zcr ~ O. I inch ~n~]) sto~ evil (in
addizJ~, individ~ appli~ti~s must ~n
~l storm wa~£ ouff~]5 have ~ ~s~
~n~ o[ n~-sto~ w~ di~g~.

¯

~ ~ym w¢~ ~ui~ ~or ~h
~ui~ for mJ ~ g~ ~d pH.

~e A~cnc~ d~v~lo~ ~e group applJ~bon p~s
momlonn~ burden on industnal facilities and to provide a large,
~n~l~l~ ~ba~ of m~mnng ~ from cl~s of indusm~
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MUNICIPAL STORM WATEII MONI’I~ItBCG I~IJL’I~

dnn~ng ~ter supply for ~e city. ~ ~o~ ~ ~i~g ~ ~ ~

fmm3~ to95~. Wimmeex~pu~of~~~a

SAustin’s storm water monitoring program is also augmem~l by a ooperabv~
monito,~ng program wi~h USGS.
"~he sites monitored included one undeveloped watershed serving as a ontl, oi,
four catchments coinciding with either low or medium densily residential
do,,eiol~ment, on~ high-developed mix I~tween resldentJ=l and commerc~ and
one hlghiy de~elolx~d ,:ommerctal. Five of ~he seven si~es ~ substam~ly
I~iow lO0 =’l’~ in size.

j
f
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The City also developed an action-level ocrdation ~ for ~
indicator pollutant based on typical pollutant sources or activities. These aou~es
or activiti~ include; consmaction nmoff, sanit,~/sew~s, t~miliz~
industrial fnciliti~, traastxmation, illicit cononcti~as, ag~’ultu~ montT,
matrix can be used to investipte the mo~ likely son~ of ¯ pe~bJem beaus on
the ~-tk)n level jxoduced for an indivklual su~m
Sam Clara Valley Noa-p~at Sea~e i’Mlatke C~ral
Saata Clara Valley Water District ($CV’WD) it the lead or
agency working in cooperation with 14 other California municipalities addl~
issues relamd to non-point source polludon onlrol. The purpose of monito~
to collect data necessary to assess compliance with ¯ copper wastelond alk)casion
es~blished for the San Francisco Bay (a 304(I) listed wate~oody), and to moai~"
for pollutants that have caused frequont excondances of nung’rk: ~ quality
objectives (WQO) (24).
In their FY92-FY93 Annual Report, Santa Clara Valley relX~ed ~11
¯rater quality objecuves are frequ=ndy exceeded for tomJ copper and total
and sometimes for total lead. Chronic water quality objectives are freqmlly
exceeded for total copper, total zinc, and to~aJ lead. The Report further
tha! acute excondanoes were no~ obse~nd for the dissolved metal conconu’alions
and infrequent chronic exc~dances were observed for dissolved
Chemical analyses were performed on flow-weighted composite samples ~
from several in-stream monitoring stations. The results of the toxicity t~
rtvcaJed that coilected samples were toxic to G, riod~o, however, ~
were variable based on [he season I1~! samples were collecmd.
Statistical analysis of the data revualed that long-term ~’end analysis could
he performed for a number of pollutants at two stream stations (one in the
Guadalupe River and one in Coyo.- Creek). Conversely, data variability was
obse~,,ed to he much greater at two other in-sU~am stations (Calabazas Creek and
Sunnyvale East Channel). The Annual Report noted that gatistical methods
would allow for grouping of the data for long-term uend analysis from Calal)azas
station with that of Guadalupe River and Coyole Creek stations. F.xl=nsive
chann¢lization in the Sunnyvale East Channel is believed to he a reason that
momtorzng data cannot tx used wzth other stalions for long-turin trend analysis
(24).
Santa Clara Valley has also instituu:=d a comprehensive sourc~ id~nLificaUon
program to ~dentzz-y potential sources and land uses susp~:ted o1" contributing
stgnzficant amounts of toxic meh~s. For example, Santa Clara Valley recg-ndy
completed a study of the conmbution of heavy metals from automouve br’a~
pads (Woo(Iw~d-Clyde 1994). The r~sults of this study s,Jgge.~ [hat brake pads
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implanen,-IJoa ~aas=. There a~ a nund~er ot’ danmts oomaied ’ai~hin tile

b.

~ Ev~t~: ~s e~ ~ ~m

life ~fi~ u~. ~s inf~ ~ ~

im~t, A di~l ~ of ~is ~t of ~
(~ill I~I), Unli~ ~y ~r u~ ~ ~s
S~MM ~ ~i~ly ~ ~ a p~n~ ~

S~ ~ ~ im~ ~ ~ly ~mu~ ~ ~,
inputs f~us on ~r~ ~d I~ u~ ~el~t ~.
C~uemly. SLAMM is in~ Io pmvi~ info~fl~ ~ ~
q~i~"

f~uently atmbut~ m ~n~ic fl~ing ~d ~r wa~r q~i~,
erosion, including es~blishin~ flow ~ucfi~s in ~cr ~ ~t
~wning ~ ~d pmt~U~ of fi~ ~fuge m (22).
*SLAMM ~p~nts a t~ff ~tw~n ~e ~st of extensive ~
providing information [o sup~n planing level d~ision-m~ng.
op~numty to quickly consider lhe costs ~d ~nefi~ of m~y
~ntml s~[eg~es. The dc~clopmen[ of SLAMM’s s~ifi~lly f~u~
s~l sto~ ¢v~u which
o~ f~nt
hydrolog~
~ w~r q~ll~ lflVeS[Ig~S (2l, 22),
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d.

Id~nllfl~a~Io~ and

Drainage $~mmu, OmtaU,
~ P~km ~ (~llum~

e.

~ ~ U~u

~ is t~ ~g~ng f~bili~ ~ysis which f~l~s
~ ~tegon~. ~ ~gi~ng f~ibility
~ific ~diU~s ~ithin a ~cu~
a.

S~e S~i~ Am Ava~b~y,
for ~e ~fing of ~ois. i~l~ing
~flt ~i~
~fions i~l~e
i~fifi~fi~ of si~ m pm~
pmvid~
a~li~

b.

~ing and ~i~ge ~fits or Wat~
SLA~ ~n~ ~
d~e or I~ fl~ing ~iti~s may
~ls.

~e fi~ ~m~t o~ the pl~ning
which en~l~ th~ d~v~lopm~nt o~ a cost-sh~ng agr~menL Using in~
f~m ~e p~v~ous pl~nmK st~s, ~e ag~ment
~st-sh~l~ proj~ts t~t may ehg~ble for ~tching ~ ~u~s.
EPA ~ ~view~ available ~mpling
munso~ ~ 2 ~rmtl aPph~tions I~at~ throughout
¯ ~s ~v~w w~ to ~ln a ~r~t~r appr~aaon
~ll~tmg storm ~atcr ~mphng ~
the~ 23 mumo~t~s, at I~st 1~ provad~ ~m~ ~pling ~ which

V
0
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I~lnformation on land use type was provided for 36 sampling sites.
"This does not include several watersheds monitored by USGS which ra/lged in
s~z= from 4,032 acres (6.3 sq. mi) to 74,240 (22.3 sq. mi.).
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95th Peecemile Con~mtralioa (t~
~t of ~ v~ ~le
~). ~~
~t ~ ~ ~ ~).
S~ ~ ~cu~ ~y

U~ ~ ~ G~p A~

~i~el~ ~ p~t ~n. high ~tims
Ioenbfz~ the ~nu~ ~ of
m~um or st~u~ ~tmls wh~

q

~el~ ~ ~ M~

appl~catlon sstcs. ~p and w~te mate~ p~mn~
stem eJ~mc Cene~tm~ ~aCtli~,
water ~t~t works, f~ ~d
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.chemical wa~. qu~l. tty c~i.’teri~ exceedance hequoncy ~e’veMed Ih~ biok~
= .~.. _wate/q .uaa!y cntena ~..~eo~es. occuned (.27). Th~s result oukl
suggest that cnemtcaJ water quahty cnter~ see on~ smngent enough,
Ohio oh.served .that in cases where.only .bio~. ica~ impairment was obaen~d,
~~_U~,.S~_.
o!.tml .~.
l~t:s,ltaUon,
l~.nnc, tpally
IOM~
dl..s.:~v.ed
oxygerllol’pl~ic
namm~ m;erat~on,
arm
are nol
O,rectly
mea.~red
by chemical~rk:h~,
momtonng, with the ~XCelXion of low dissolved
(~hemicaJ causes of impairment were obsemeod in ~).7% of assessed
.segme~.ts. H ~.ow~r.. the ability to detect chemical excoedances is heavily
_,o~___.o~n. t on ouler factors s~u~. h ~ adequate..sa~ing h~..ues~. ~ the
o~ .mon,tonng parameters, e4ore ,mponanuy, however, Uldo’s apefionce
unoe..ncom ~ .bot.h .~mi .~i and n~...-lams, icaJ causes ~n s~multanonualy

.con~mt)ute .~._m~_~. ~. tmpam.ent which ts only evident ~n~
~cnn,ques i~7, ,~a).

~n recmw.ng
g Ne per.m,~t
mustoue
~ .ocus
exclUSeVely ~ chemical-specific monitorinl~.
wal.erterm.
iml~.CtS
~ ~o storm .water alschm’ges. Ful~Jm’mo~, relyin~
o~fnemlca~-specmc mom~onn.g noes nol nece~._ .!y result in a good repre:leal~3o~

~:vt:n.s~vel.y ~ cnem~ca~-spec, i.l!c .mon,mn.ng ~ as a hasis o.f Imori~izing
natural evatuat]ons, and sediment analysts) for asses~ng receiving water impacts
(19, 20, 23, 25. 27, 28).
Monitoring During the Permit Term:
The regulations, as they apply monitoring during the permit term, do not
specifically require M$4s to perform chemicaJ-$pocific monitoring only. The
regulations provide flexibility to a MS4 to design a monitoring program to
support the objectives of their storm water management program. However.
M$4s should take into consideration three significant factors when designing a
monitoring program:
Complying with the statutory provision that effectively prohibits
non-storm water discharges into storm sewer~;
2.

Information to support a determinatzon that pollutants ate being
r~JucexJ to the maximum extent practicable; and

3.

Information to support a determirmtlon as to whether discharge~
from MS4s ate or are not attaining applicable State water quaJity
standards.

The implications of each of these pmnts are discussed below.
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STORMWATI~. MOI~TORINO ~

Attainment ol’ Water Q~mli~,
Tbe..zbility o.f ~torm warn, di .zchax~e~ .h~ MS4s.lo meet applicd~
water quality Stan.da~ds rel~, n.s an zmportant t .ssne.bm u requi .~d.- ..u~mi ~
_u__r~z_ t..m. tu.mry, tmme~..or,,..~umen~..$ .mpnt .z~.zo~s and munk:ilmlilies
assen:o .real such a goaJ.ZS heather re~..zsac or ach,evable because of the ~
aspects o7 storm water d:scharges, wh,le others maintain current warn" quality
:x~ddards are n~. applicable to...wat w~. th~.r d.isc.hm’ges.. This is ¯ ~omplex issue
~ o.m.pte,,, a.nsw~rs wz,, re.q. u,re rurmer ,nv .~pzion. Give¯ ~
cump~auve e:~.ect.s o~storm water a,schar~j~ on .rece, vinl~ water quality and ~
s,g.m.n .~ce o!.~ome~" ~acto~rs Such as nmm: quam.:ty: habzm~ alteration.t, pokey,
~_~,nyo, r_o_montx,catz.ons~ ~utu~ storm, wam’..montu~, ng IX~.mms will likdy
©volve from an empuasz$ on llemlcaJ-$peclll¢ mOllltOnllg ¯lOllS, Io o1~ that ~
fully inu:gmm other methods such as the use of emvimnme~ml indicators.
ladus~Hal Stona Water Momiterb~t
Evaluating Etrectivmzess ot General Permits I’er ladmWi~
NPDES permits for storm wa~r discharges assuciazed with indusu’ial
activity are unlike NPDE.~ permits for traditional sources such as sewage
tr~tment, plants a~d industria.l_ proems wastcwaters.in that they generally do nm
rety on me u~ o, numeric etlluent Izmztatzons. Rather, most NPDES permits for
storm water discharges associated with industrial activity have required th~
implementation of pollution prevention measures and best mmmgemem IXaClines
(BMPs). While the pollution prevention/BMp a~h has a number of
programmatic advantages, a major disadvantage of this approach is ~ it
~be~s me¯ re.ore d!.ffic.ult to evaluate t.~e effectiveness of" the permit requi,-~mn~u~.
unng mat
tuuon
preventzon plans are effective should be a key objective of
indusU~l
stormpo,
water
monitoring.

,,~

EPA is currently reviewing a number of. mmhods to evaluate abe
eff.ectiveness of permit r~luzrements for storm water discharges associaed with
industrial actsvitv and storm water monitoring results may play an important pro1
in th:s efforl. These include d~ntifymg m~sures, such as the number of
indusmal facilities that have ob~ned permit coverage and that have prepared
pollutzon preventzon plans to control their storm water, reviewing select pollubon
prevention plans to extract unique, innovative and creative techniques for sU)rm
water control, conductin~ pollution prevention plan audits of" c~nain high lmority
raolmes, working with industry trade associations and other groups ~o ini,~-five
cooperative eftons to assess the effectiveness of permiL,~ for industrial s~m
water, ~mplemenling environmental indicators, andpossibly collecting and
analyzing trenci~, in slorm water monitoring results for induslJ~J discharge~
across the country.
As more NPDES permstting is conducted on a watershed basis, monitoring
of industrial storm v, aler chscharges will be necessary for developing State
watershed stralegies, identtlymg h~gh priority sources within watersheds and for
calculaung wasteload allocations for permitting purposes.
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USlNO NPI)~ ~ WATt. DATA
SUMMAIt¥;
Due m the nature of storm wmler imp~tz, it is expeclnd that mum~
o .r~..
water
. .m~e!toring
programs
evolve
overtime,
timemonito~ng
am MS4s pin
~
!ng w,n
tss.ues
ot storm water
qua.will
tp/for
the t~m
.Imp’tuna
!llMl~.~w!th stte-sj~ectfic. storm wa.t~...1~ .l~’ms._ Givee that nmay MS4s

~1

can ~.. ex .p~cto0.to va.~. }.n me,r omp~tty m~. NPDES storm waler ~
~ so
~iow
flextbtlqy.
EPA
also reco~ntzes
that cost
of moeiz~’ing
wgl.de :r~ .~ts
stgnzncant
factor,
however,
EPA eecoun~es
MS4s
to desip
~tlonng
programs
that yi~.ld
.u~.,’fulprograms
informmion
their storm-water
gement
program.
MOmtonng
needtotosupport
be cm’efully
designed to
~a~ulmzpl!sh
u~ful
.1~._
.rp~’s
.b~.h
in
the
short-term
and
in
the
ioeg-~m
for
r~u ato0 mumctpa, ty. tts ltt,~ary. am weiJ am for NPDES the pes’ndtt~

audmrityo

To accomplish this. municipal storm ~ monitoring eff.o~s must be
caJ~fully designed with a specific programmatic purpose in mind, and then the
most. appropriate monitoring tools should be se]ectnd to moet this pu~o~.
Mumctpal storm water monitonng prngrams can be designed to support
gcmds, inc|uding:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Identifying/evaluating puHulant leveb of db, cha~es from ~
and sites;
Evaluatin~ .hydraulic condidoes;
Charactenztng the performan~ of specific controls and providing
information to support site-specific BMP designs;
Evaluating the overall eff~-tiveneam of a m water mmmgemem
program:
Identifying water quality impacts andlor trends in water quality;
Estimat!nglrefining estimates of pollutant luadinp;
Supporting watershed protectiee/planning efforts; and,
Supporting physical, chemical and biological amsessm~ts of
receiving waters;
Suppor~ng ~afi~d ~nd~ ~i~ng.

number of key queslions and issues have arisen in relationship to the purpose and
methods for monitonng. Underlying the~ questions and issues is the central
goaJ of" trying to find the appropriate mix of monitoring tools to get information
in a cost.~ffective manner to successfully implement NPDES storm water
programs. Monitoring approaches developed under the NPDES storm wa~’
program should consider a broad set of monitoring tools, including envinmmental
indzcators. This zs particularly true due to the intermittent nature of" stornl
discharges; the sigmficant variability of pollutants in storm water; and the
difficulties in correlating end-of-pipe storm water dischaz-ge data directly to
quality impacts and benefits.
EPA anticipates that a number of monitoring approaches will pla), a
municipal storm wat¢r ~nonitoring strategies in the future, including: discharge
monitoring for chemical-specific parameters or toxicity’, hiosurveys,
bioas~ssm~nts, haDiLa! a.~,sgssnl~nts, inztl-gam morutonng, alzd .r~liment
mt)n~lor]ng. DzlZ~rcnt goals tor ~, mumopa] storm water nzanzgem~ll program
can be best supported by different monitonng =ppro;ches.

I
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STORMWA’rgR MONITORING: LO~AL MLEqlClPAL

¯gencies, ~e role of monitoring in the mandate, deficienc~ whi~ can ~
in the monitoring results and the impact of the~ defgioncie~ on the
of local ttormwater NPDE~ permit Woggam$.

~’

adrninismRor 1 was looking forward to the monitoring programs requinM by the
stormwater NPDES permit regulations. Fruswated by the obligation to implement
a water quality control program and to comply with pre-existing unrelated standan~
without benefit of supporUng data, the pendency ofa stngtured program of gientifi~
measurement was encou~ging.
Implementation of the mandated stormwater monitoring programs Ou~ugh the
NPDES permits promised help in defining the physical and chemical cha~:~" of
urba~ stormwater. In addition, these monitoring effor~ promised the abifity to
identify the long-term changes produced by the stormwater permit progmm~.
Unfortunately, the optimism generated by anticipation of solid stormwate~" quality
data is rapidly deteriorating.
On the basis of an increasing body of work, it seems cl~ar stormwater ~annot,
within the limits of existing resources, be chara~,,.fiz~d sufficiently accurately to
determine the appropriateness or effectiveness of the stormwater quality controls local
agencies ~ required to implement. Paradoxically, it is likely monitoring
will divert cntica~ funding away from activities which could actually improve
stormwater quality.

* General Manager/Secretary. Fresno Metropolitan Flood Control DistricL
5469 E. Olive Avenue. Frtsao. California 93726

[~" "--
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business and local government to spend hundreds or millions of dollars annually
stormwater quality was sold on the basis ~at preliminary conclusimm genm’ls~ b~/
NURP could be speci~’u~lly confirmed and qnaatifmd by ¯ am/on-wide i~mi¢ driv~m
The Multiole Obieetivm of Smrm~-~ee
Because or the inherent depend~ or the stormws~ re~ula~or~ effort on the
program’s monitorin$ omponent, thai component has I~oem a~signod ¯ v~
diverse objoc~ves by the numy key parties of
¯

Activists, ~gulators and legislators mus~ use ~he monilmiag
to demonstrate that stonnwater pollu~on is, in fact, ¯
ma.uiv~ cxpenditure~ requin~l to achieve °ckma-up’.
Enforcement interests must demonsume that si~e and use si~ific
a~o~: brought Iga~n~ CWA ~

¯

Municipalities and business r~luire dala which will SUlN~rt
diversion of financial tesourees to stormw’a~t qnalia/,
differentiate be~veen inefficient contn)ls and those which are co~
effective.

Many other interests also color the m’uctu~ of the monitoring program.
Some a~e involved for the pure delight of research; ~ have an interm~ shaped by
¯ pn)fit and loss s~atement.
The impact of such a diversity of interests is compounded by two addilional
factors which a~ most significant. The tint is the absence of a national strategy for
stormwater monitoring and data development. The second is the ad hoc nature of the
stormwater permit, with the structure of each of the permit monitoring programs
being determined at the discretion of a relatively independent pernfit writer.
Unlike NURP, which established clear objectives and guidelines toward the
goal of a nationally significant data base, the stormwater NPDES permit Im:~ggam has
as many different monitoring strategies as it has permits.
The result of this diversified interest in stormwater monitoring has been ¯
predictable disjointedness among the various monitoring programs. Some am
conducting research on beneficial use impacts; others are examining sources. Some
are examining land use differences while others try to explain hydrologic impacts.
Some ~ still trying to determine how stormwat~:t discharges differ from trathtio~

I
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Monitor*rig ~omtm ~ ~t~ct
~nge in Sto~ater

Nil.

o

~

Mil.

Ten Year Monitoring Program Costs
(Annual costs in 1994 dollara; sampling,
laboratory, and analytical costa only, excludes
equipment and installation.)
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HOW CONGRESS SHOULD ACT ON STORMWATI~R

Aqmt IO, 1~94

’ Howard Holme, Sl~nford Unive~ity A.B., 1967 wi~h dis~nctioe, and H~
Yale l.~w School, J.D. 1972, is an envinmmen~d and waler lawye~ a~ Faifl’teld
and Woods, P.C., Sui~ 2400, 1700 Lincoln St., D~nv~, Co. 80203-4~24. (30"3)
830-2400, fax (303) 830-1033.

i
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Tra~, 396 F. Supt}. 1393 (D.D.C. 1~75), aff’d. NI~ v. ~, ~568 P.7,d 1369
(D~ Cir. 1977); EPA reSutat~ns in Ma~ch 19"/6, EP^ ~ in 1~79;
~, 673 F.2d 392 (DC Ch’. 1980); EPA s~ Se~ ~5,
198~, 49 FR 37,998: EPA p~t~aals in Ma~ch and ~ 198.5, :55 FR 47,991.
The Wa=~ Qual~ ,~ of 19~7 aa=nl~d to cure d~ 8en~al inck of sumnwas~
l~"mits i~ suspesadJq the petsltM ~ ¯aid 8lJowJsl8 ~PA Oo IJoJN
"Phase I" feSuladom w~ adored t~ d= EPA on Novemb~

Resuladom fo~ "Ptnse !I" (811 o~bef asm~swst~ discha~s)
o~ishltlJy t~lui~d to be Jsaued lpy Ocsobcf 1, 199~, 8rid Phase [1 aouJc~ a~s~
no( ~luired to obuin ¯ su~nwa~er permit u~dl October I, 1992. EPA mialed
the orisinal October 1, 1992 deadline, and Co~n~ sbo~Jy daeteaf~r
the Pt,,ue 11 de--dlines t’~m years to (X:tobe~" 1, 1994. 42 U.S.C. | 13~7,(p).
phas~ II pin.am, and rabed ques~iom of amp’riding ~h~ CWA to aflow EPA to
Phase 11 faciqtics. 5"/FR 41,344, 41,349, (Sept. 9, 1~P~2).z Many

for ~ormwa~er from num~alit~e~ ~er~ng population~ o1" a~ ~ 100.000 w~re
e~ma~ed (in the mo~t comprehensive ~’udy y¢~ done) to have a capit~l
$406 billion and annual co~ of $542 biilion--abo~ one-tenth of the
Nationa/Product) Yet even this impossible I~vci of ~ndi~ p~ly would
S~:nune~o e~£ma~s i~ would ~ $2 billion to ~y, (v~iia~ly
un~cc~ssfully) to m~ WQSs for 5 me~ls. ~ramento ~udied ~ ~ of
compliance wKh only 5 common metals, chromium, coppe~, I~do
ignoring organics ~ "f~w data cxi~ on ~h~ o~¢uu~tious of

!
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with numenc effluent limizatiom and wW,,r qualiz~ ~.~e~nt to ~tion ~2(2)(D). ~te Rein 103-2~7, "Wa~ Poilu~
~ntion ~ Con~l Act of l~. ~n of ~ Co~i~ on ~vi~
a~ ~blic Wo~ to ~y S. 2~3. May 10, l~. ~ ~
"W~n ~is [!0 y~r] ~ expi~s. NPD~ ~iu f~ Uo~wa~r
~ iacl~ ~/orc~le a~c e~uem limitmiom in t~e ~
mherNPDE$pe~it. ~ "Su~timm H~ ~gislation ~o ~u~ ~
Water Act ln~uc~ Ap~l 21. 1~. BNA Daily Envimment R~n, No.
pp. E-I-E--53 (April ~. i~). ~n~ to ~ ~ ~ion pm~bi~,
ex~ptiom, ~it ~qu~m=n~ to comply wi~ ~ effl~m

d~

For ¢x~ple. ~um 23. 1~. ~ Co~l~ on G~ Wa~r
Aim~tives of ~ Natio~ ~h C~il ~id ~1o~

g~wamr to ~fe ~g ~s, u ~ll~ for m f~e~l laws,
~logi~lly f~ible. ~ 1972 Cl~n Water Acl w~h ~t ~ ~I~
"~o ~to~ a~ ~main ~ c~cal, p~sic~. ~ biological
~ion ~ ~ers." ~ion lOl(a). "Imeg~" ~Id ~v¢ ~ ~
Webs~er’s ~i~ Inte~tio~l Dictio~ m ~ "~mpl¢te ~ u~iv~,"
~d ~ ~n ~t¢~ to m~ "~ ~ompmmismg ~ to
moral. ~mic, or o~er value’* of f~c~om of om p~ ~ billion, ~llion,
even ~llion. C~mi~l inmg~ of wamr. at l~t ~ ~ny w~Id
~tm~l g~l ~t ~ d~e of ~llu~ into ~ ~vigable wa~
of ~ ~llumnt by any ~n s~ll ~ ~I." ~tion 301.~°

Combi~ ~wer ~e~ows (CS~). ~mg add~ m mw
~2(q), ~ ~w ~ogn~ as ~t ~mg able to ~ach WQSs by 2~.
"~ble prog~ss towa~ a~i~nt of appli~ble wamr ~li~ s~.
~ ~te~ ca~ol a~ should ~t m~e all wa~er ~t clean. WQSs
hu~s or ~ou~s of t~es more stnngem ~ d~ing wamr s~.
~s~ily s~ngent. ~mlly dung short sto~ eve~.
~ p~t goals ~t ~ ~t even w~n ~ ~tion ~ mm of b~liom
of dolla~ ~r year for over 3 d~ades (1972 to 2~). WQSs will
ac~evable m 2~, just as ~ey ~e ~t ac~evable ~ I~. F~r. ~ pmblm
of sto~water ~uon d~s ~t jmti~ ~ a~.

R0040959

/

of pollmion. As this program moves fxom a command and co~xol program l~
a voluut~y program, it make~ sense to allow pollution ~ and
sources such as asr~’ultme to join in the polludou taducskx~ l~s,
sumnwam" di~.harses m oo~ included.
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,

~o~ of ~ibfli~, ~~~~,~~

of Cons~, ~ pm~ ~ v~
~xibili~ will ~ ~ w ~ ~

sto~wa~r ~llu~n by p~ ~

For ~ p~ ~, o~ or a f~
~ ~mUve for ~ ~ of ~ ~]
m ~olu~, ~z low m mx~i~ or ~
~llu~ my ~ low in volu~, ~ ~, f~ e~ple,
w~ch hun ~ ~my. If o~ ~ ~ p~l~,
oil ~yclm ~t b~ for ~ of
~ sto~wa~r pmg~ ~I
~I~ a~ ~ ~o~my. ~ A~wr
for ~ ~ple~n~zion of ~ p~ w~h wdl ~ve
h~ ~1~ ~ ~ ~my for ~

R0040962
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See also 55 F"R 12,098 (Ma~ch 21, 1991); ~, ~ F.2d ~,
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13. "HisKm~lly,
and ~lys~ of m~ ~m; ~.

~?." ~ H~ Ho~, ~.,
!~; ~lly A. ~, m ~ "~
14. N~~ ~~~A, ~~~

bv~ ~i~ Now?,

for wa~ ~ ~v~ ~
m v~ for a ~i~ ~m of
16.

A.M.
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Identification of performance of cmuml mechanisms, dogammmtkm of
documen~t~on of watt" quality impro~m~a i~ t~quit~l b? EPA
mmtitming ~ults a~ indicating that ~ ~ ~ ~
EPA mandate i$ that urban nmoff mtut meet WQ~ in re~ u~m~.

INtroit ~t~ are too intlqa~t ia detmnining ~ M
To show w~th Sl)~ pt~l~bility ¯ 20~ pollutant redta:fion i,. florin
mlui~ Fr~qo to ~ Im~:nt monitoring budget by ¯ faglor ~ 4. ~

I~.

th~s will not provide s~al~cuJiy ~ remd~.

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Must. document unce~nty in the dtla.
Agrte with Mike’s (~aok) p~iorifizafion, but empitaais i~ mt his
Iow~t priority, pollutant
Our monitoring programs at~ not suppm~tg munagemmt dec~kma.
Need Congressional help to set ~he nationaJ ~t str~.
Need to get away from end-of-pipe mea~m~meat.
Need to l~ng¢ the presumption thai it i~ easy Io idmlify
stormwater quality i~blenu.
A

How Conlr~s Should Ag/o~ Stormwala.
Howard Holme
Congress should te~’ite the s,~tute to ~lUire a reasonable program, mbsidized by
the federll government, allowing mun~cipafil~es to solve real watel" quality
The requi,ement of water q~lity standards (WQ$) must be rel~led, recognizing
that WQS ate ~mpo~sible and unnecessary to meet. Present ~quirement
require 10% of the national GNP.
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Human hl/th is the higint piinci~ for WQ ~ llPA lliimiill

Slomvnuor pollulion ¢ummi sllould im¯ volumllrl, ~

Quliion:

Proposal is inimlsiinl, but ¢lmlrm~# Io ¢unlnt mind ol ~
Also, how will su~miful bid/is lit monilmld io i I1~ Iplmd
the money and lhieve lll~miilli llillts?

~ommmlt:

(Holms) Nov# i~ ddie ~ ~ ~ bu ~ i;
llmildii’t we plil~ to fix oui" own

Question:
Answl~.

How i$ el:ological health includl~l in your pi~?
If Conireis de~ns it ~, thai just add digs provision to die

Question:

Ohio data bltse ¢ontriidie~ the onclusion that siormwalei / not

Answer:

identify ~ pr~lem$.
A valid ~iticism, but current WQ It is slill ehemilily ol~lld in
idenlifying pr~lem$ and nm addressing II pr~lem. Tim~ is
n~eded to develop the appropriat Ioois.

Question:
Answer.

Given the fact ~ the present monitoring is not insl~-rin$ Ih~
desired questions, does EPA intend to change its rui~s and
regulations regarding moniloring?
Maybe the wrong type of monitoring was selected, if ¯ municipality thinks its monitoring program is not accomplishing its
purpose, ~ chinge ~ progrlm.

Que~on: Swietlik (EPA) indiciled that there is flexibility in the monitoring
program. How do we educate permit writers Io inierptei the ~
in a simillr ration?
This is a problem and I~.quires in education program. Thee is a
Answer:
gap in the informauo~ and guidince that EPA can give them.
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pARAMETERS TO REPORT WITH BMP MONITOBING DATA
By Bm g. Ud~mm~ M..,~.qC~

Th~$ I~aer presents m argument for s~t~a~lizafion of the physig~ dmaig~
limatic, aeological, biological, and me~orolo~cal pmamete~ being gepot~l along
with the data acquiged by vtltions investigator’s on ~ perfm~an~ of Mmgtoml
stormwateg Best Management Practic~.’~ (BMPs) used to etthance ~rmwatet, quality.
Also. a standard minimum list of such pcwamete~ ia mggemed. Such ¯ fiat ia needed if
we want to have ¯ meaningful exchange ofdata among tbe vaginns ~ being
conducted d~,oughout the world. Transfentbility of performance gemdts and
consistency, or lack of it, in the performance of rations BMPs h~ been an ongoing
problem. A mutually agreed upon minimum list oft~-porting pagameters that c~ be
used to relate the perfomumce of BMPs to some, or Idl, of these pffatt~qe~ could
begin to address this problem. Over time such stnoda~li~t~on will onset’ve tbe
resou~es being expended by vm’ions field investigations and mey eventually lead to
improvements in the selection of, and ~e design of, various BMPs.
INTRODUL-’TION
Much data have been collected over the past 10 to 20 yean on the performance
or "e~ciency" of many structural ston~water quality BMPs. Most exi-~n8 data reint~
to the performance of detention basins (i.e., detention basins that drain out completely
a~er a storm nmoff end. sometimes called "dr/pond’), retention ponds (i.e., ponds
that have a permanent pool of water and retain at least part of one storm’s runoff af~er
its runoff period ends, sometimes caJled "wet pond’) ~ wetlands. Less data m
available on field effectiveness of other types of BMPs. However, this data and/or its
reporting lacks consistency. In addition, many of the ~ported results do not show
clear mathematical relationships bew,.een the performance of similar BMPs among
various slte~ in which they we~ investigated. One of the reasons may be that
* Chief. Mas~ex Planning & South Platte River Prograrns, Urban Drainage and
Flood Control Dismct, 2,*80 West 26th Avenue. State 156B, Denver, Colorado.
3O6
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summarizing thes~dy. The forme~meritsmuehmoeedmiL Also, shonlddmabe

et~ed as eveat mean ocncenuatims for each stone or shonld e~ey be eq~ted as a
-

set of disc~e sample data obtained at diffe~m times du~ a atam? The~ is a aml

Typically, literatwe ~em the mmtituenU ~ mmitemi, theiz removal
efficien~ies and associated flows. Sometimes the ~mitueats ase ~ as EMC~
entering and leaving the BMP facility, while at o~et times d~a ~ ~m~ted
individual di~,te utmples taken dmmghout the runoffev~l, evon though
~mple~ m= of~e~ eomposimd into ¯ single EMC. Fur eem~, it i~
that sgormwater BMP data be ~’poned =, paired inflow and outflow EMCs fo~ =it the
events sampled, along with The eve~s volume of nmoff(iniio~ ~ out~ow if
differ¯t) m~l I~’at coastia~at ~’moval ~ ~ eat5 ~
The collection and t~-porting ofdik~qe sample data taken at vafiom ~
during runoff events is nm discouzagad by the above ~:ommemiation. It i&
reD, expensive to test each disc~qe s~mple for a mmsber of mmtituont& and mmsy
stormwater data collection effom elec~ to test only the flow ~ighted eompmite
~ample to fred the storm’s EMC. if budgets penni~, howev~, muds unden~am~ ~ta
be gained thmngh the collection and analysis of discrete water quality ~Lole$
throughout the runoffhydrograph. For constancy, the rs’potling of storm compo~te
EMCs in published litc~’ature is recommended. However, ~ sample data should
be made available to other investigators upon request as ASCII ur d~a base files,
aiong with the organization and formm of these files.
lnconsistencie~ also occur in the liter¯trine in z~potling removal efliciencies. To
cope with this, it is recommended that the percent removal (PR) for any constituent be
calculated and reported for each monitored event using the inflow and outflow
If the facility, records less surface outflow than inflow, as can be the case when
infiltration/percolation occurs, the outflow lead~ should be t~-pot~d fo~ the $urfane
component based on the measured outflows, and for the subsorfa~e component baaed
on the estimates of the water infiltrated/percolated, into the ground. Tlds should
prevent the impression ~ infiltration/percolation actually eliminates
instead of. as sometimes happens, wansfemng them to the groundwater flow t~-gizne.
Equation 1 is suggested as the basic equation for calculating the percent ~emoval rate
of any sampled constituent

"’

--’~

~,R = v.. E~zc. - v.. F_J4C..100
in which,

PR =
¥. =
£MC. =

perce~! constituent load r~moved,
storm runoff volume inflow into the BMP facility,
event mean concenlratien of inflow volmne,
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GENI~RAL PARAMETERR TO CON~IDFR FOR ALL RMI~
The~ are ¯ number of general pammete~ that should be recorded aad ~oned,
regardless oftbe type of BMP being tested. Some of tbese can be used to asaea~ the
aquatic environment and the toxicology of0g con~fituems being monitored.
$~ch as tempemtme, give the investigator an idea oftbe fluid’s density and viscosity.
both of which influence the settleability of solids. Table I lists ¯ numbe~ ofsuch
gene~ pantmete~. All of them can be measured in the field and, ~cept for VSD.
relatively inexpemiv¢ to obtain.
RUNOFF P.ARAMWI’ER .~
imperviousness, always report the Tributary Watershed (AT), its Total Percent
Imperviousness (1179 and the Percent of the Total Imperviousness that is Hy~aulically
Connected (llC) to the slorm conveyance system. Often not reported in the literature
is information about storm runoff peaks, runoff volumes or storms, and base flow~
associated with BMP facilities. Figure I illustrates storm nmoffevents as a lime ~as
of hydrographs, which information can be summarized using a probability disuibulion
graph sbown in Figur~ 2. To help us find relationships between nmoffdistribution
data at a vane~, of sites being monitored and the performance of these BMPs, it is
recommended that. as a minimum, runoff data (and outflow data if different) be
summarized a~ suggested below for Runoff Volume, Storm Runoff Duration and Storm
Runoff lnter-Evem Time parameters as follows:
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TABLE I. GENERAL PARAML:’i~J~ TO RF.PORT FOR ALL
lnletand
O~tlet

Plun, profile und datailk itgluding dLmensious and devebtms of th
inlet and outlet world, hg|tJde inflow bs,fl~s e~d outlet trgdj gac~ if
any.
Water teml~’ature of ildluent, effluent and Ix~sibly IEe pond

Temp

VS£)
Alkalinity &
Hardness
Conductivity

Solar
Radiation

Maintenance

Facility
Description

coefficients of variation.
] Settling velocity disthbution of the sedintents in slmmwater
J from a number of settling co, unto tests.
i Affect the solubility and the toxicity of reel¯Is and of other cmtsfituents.
To I~ measun:d and t~-pon~d u tl~ Event Mean ~tmiou (EMC)
of the facility influent and effluenL
Provides ¯ s ~gate indicator of iom¢ activity in the ~ter ohmm,
which may indicate the availability of texJc forms of metals to aquatic
life. Reporting dissolved metals along with total metals dala pmvidas
an indicator of potentially available toxic forms.
Affects the ~olubility and toxicity of meta~ ~ o~er g~
lndic,~ms ~ ~ Immm~m o be w,~.~mred in the field and
reported as the mean of the measured values.
Reported daily from the nearest fi~t-onier U.S. Weather stafiott.
for retention ponds, wetlands and oth~ biologically active
water quality facilities. Summarize this data as the mean of daily
averages for each monitoring season and their coefficients of variation.
Provide type and beqttency of rnmntenalge such as d~dging of
sediments, harvesting, mowing, g~novin8 and replacing filter media.
etc.
Full description of the BMP. including layout, typical cross-section and
~rofile, inlet and outlet details, vegetative cover, etc.

Runoff Volmne Parameters Durine Menilnrin_e
Y, =

Volum~ of the average runoffevent in wat=-d~l tam (in).

g~uo =

Volume of the ~0th pe~entile runoff’event in water,bed mm (in),

CV~-

Coefficient of Vacation in the volumes of nmoff events (
in wl~¢h V~z)., - Standard deviation of Runoff volumes,
Volume of the seasonal dry weather base flow in watershed mm (in),
Average nmoff peak rate "m m3/s (h3/snc),

CVoe= Coefficient of Variation of flow ~
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Littoral Zono

SECTION ~"A

Fisure 3. Plan of an Idealized Retention Pond. (Alter UDFCD, 1992)
Surface Area and Pond Layout Parametm:
Ap

=

Surface area of the permanent pool in m2 (f12),

At

=

Surface area of the littoral z~ne (zone < 0.5 m (I.5 h) deep) in m2 (ft2),

Av =

Surface area of the top of the stm:harge detention basra in m2 (~2),

L~,

=

Length of the permanent pool or flow path in m (It),

Lo

=

Length of the surcharge detention basin in m

AF

=

Surface area of the forebay in m2 (h2),

L~

=

Length of the forebay in m (~).
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Figure4. Planofsn idesfized F.xtended DetenfiouBss~ (Af~’I./DFCD, 1992)

-

Smface area of th~ extmdad detmtfion brain in m2 (f12).

-

Lenglh ofth~ extlmded det~tion besin in m (It),

,.

Surf~ arm of the bottom st~¢ (i.e.. losm+ basin) in m2 (It2).

=

Total Volume of the extended detention b~s~n in m3 (f13)

=

Volume of the I~ttom stage only of the basin in m3 (f~3)

-

Volume of the Foretmy in m3 (f~3)

Use the same Emptying Time parameters a~ defined for the retention pond.
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Figure 6. Profile of an Idealized Wetland Bottom Channel. (After UDFCD, 1992)

R0040987

Figure 7. Plan of an Idealized Sand Filter Basin. (Af~ UDFCD, 1986)
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Figure 8. An Idealized Sand Film’ lal~c (Ali~r Shave, 1993)
PARAmeTERS FOR OIL_ G~E ~D S~ ~
An oil, ~ ~d ~d ~p is ~ ~dcrg~ ~ si~l~ ~ ~ o~ ill~
in Fi~ 9. I~ is no~ing mo~ ~en a s~i~ ~nfig~on ors ~fion ~. ~ a

~

~

J
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Use the stone ~ 7~ pmmmm m defined for a mmuioe poud.

Figure 10. An ldeafized Pe~.olation Tr~,ch. (Al~.r Urboeas & Stah~ 1993)
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The PtaPose of this lat~r is to ngommend the utilization of comistzat atmm ~tzr
mottitorin$ technklues so thtt dzt ~olltgtut oa tl: dl’~tiv~a~ of individu~ best
mmsagement practices (BMPs) will not only be useful fo~ ¯ I~tJculsr site,
¯ lso b~ useful for ~ml~ing ~li~s of similar BMPs in ocher
types of BMP$. The dat~ collected may then be useful fo~
settfing chsracte~sfics of inflow solids and physical features of the BMP) that might
I~ve led to the perfonn~nce I~vzls achieved. Tl~s p~oer lwesatts ¯ list ofcomtituaas
~hat m~ rzco~ fro’ m~/ys~s of smnples ollected as ¯ part of studies assessing
the effec6veness of ~ s~onn wate~ BMPs. it also discus~ oth~
that affect data trzasfasbility, such as effecfiven~s zst~nmioos, stttisticsl-t~stins.

Columbia~ Suite 990. Portland, Oregon 97201.
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Tsble I presents ¯ list of su~ standard onstituents for muessin8 the
ef1"ectivene~ of BMPs. The table includes a t1~ caet ~ Oreson) fm each
of the tests,

I
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STORMWATEI MONTFORB~O ~
9

Suslxmdexl sediments ar~ often used as ¯ sunopte fo+ o~er omamiaan~ which bind
or adsorb easily with fin~ particulate mat~’, including hem~r mclais. ~ TSS
is often highly correlated with other parameters, it is most often nix II slrong enou~i
cm’relation to ¢liminale the need to address other Iwamelen qxm:ificuily. Figure I is
Im ~xmpl¢ of To~ I~l vs. TSS relationships found in tim= NPDES monisor~ in
Pordand, Or~on at t~ indusuial sl~ons m~d 8 commerc~ slatioo. The muounl olP
statistically significant for on~ of the s~atinns. FiL, u~ :2 shows pooled data from all
t~ s,~tions monitored in Portland, (~-gon end lrrom the se~n ststions that w~
piped systems~ Although the relationship is statis~icuJly si~nirJctm, it does nm explain
¯ significant m~ount of the v~abili~/. However, TSS is (me good ~ of
pollu~tm removal ¢ITJciency 8rid should be included in any e~mlumion of BMP

R0041000

._

The advantage of particle size tests is that they ar~ much more cost-effective. Settling
column tests to determine the range of panicle settling velocities are labor intensive.
Using a setthng test ,#.’ith only one settling time may not reveal the tr’ae differences
x..ith regard to settling characteristics among inflo,~,’s to different 8MP$.
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BMP £valuatiem - Statistical Ce~addemtlean
There are scveml ~ of BMP evalu~ions thin may be onduc:~L Fir~ Ibe
mandard evaluation or" ¯ single BMP, ~sdn~ inlX~ aad oulpu~ second, the evalua~n
of muldple BMPs within ¯ basin; and third, the evaluadcm of ¯ BMP wleh muldlde
inlets (wbe~ it might be impo~ble to eva/u~e ~e BMP miliz~ inpu~/ou~). F~
the second and third, the only practical method of evalum~ my be ¯ dov, m~esm
snalysls of before and ~ implement~on of BMP(s). Thb will eequire th~ ¯
rigorous s~ds~cal epproanh be spplind in selec~ the number of ~mple~ to be
ollec~d ~o ussure dmec~on of ¯ given level of change. As a~ e~smple of the
of samples required m de~ec~ ¯ "U~e" difference, Table ~ p~e~ne.s sn snaly~is of mm
of the NPDES mordtoring ~t~ons wbe~ I0 flow-weighted ompo~l ssmple~ ~
ollec~d. The Fanno Creek ~.~on is ¯ large (~bou~ 1,200 screw) ~
~chmenl, while the MI ~t~on is s smaller (M~ou! 100 ~.~s) mL~ed l~nd use s~i~m.
An snalysis of ¯ v~anco-ba~d ~es~ was utilized to de~nnine how m~ny

2

tha! the difference will be found ~o be significant, with ¯ ~% level of sl~tif~m~e
(Sol~l and Rohlf, I%9). The resul~ sre shown in Tabk ~. Th~ ~dy~s ~ ~o/
~- ..... ~’~
consider potential ~ssonal effects on the ollectio~ ofds~ ~ a fsctor. Eve~ m, q~Me
¯ large ntunber of ~ple~ would be required to de~~ ¯ ~% to 20~ diffe~oce in
us~
oncen~a~ions. Tbe~ ~re humerus examples in the li~,m~re wbe~ d/freebees of
these levels ere reposed based upon much fewer s~mples ~ i~di~ed b~ I/~
an~ysls. This indicates the need to be mo~ rigorous with t~prd to ~ttsficai ~
of reported effectiveness estimates. To detect larger changes, the number of samptm
becomes reasonable. The mixed land use catchment in PonJand is comntly ~
studied for the effectiveness of the implementation of a number of somme ontrols and
o~er controls ~a do no~ lend themselves to input/output temmg. Examples include
ma~ntenauce cha,-~ges (catch basin cleaning, street sweeping), education (business and
residences), uee planting, etc. Post-BMP monitoring will be conducted along with
qualita~ve evalumions.
Other Cemideratiom
There is a need to conduct d~ weather anaJyses between storms on BMPs with dry
wead~er flows. It may be that pollutanta captured during storms are slowly released
dunng dry weather discharges.
Biological assessments such as those discussed by Eric Livingston in this conferen~
should be explored as an alternative to just utilizing chemical measures of
effectiveness. Long-term trends in receiving water quality, coupled with biologicaJ
assessments, would likely he a much better gage of the success of the implementation
of BMPs, e’specially on an area-wide basis.
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There is m gr~m need to Imve consistency with the onmimmm and methods ~
ons~ Lsm~s. It is r~:~nmend~ that resemrche~ who unde~e BJ~P
effec~va~,,~, studies consider the recommendmions su~g~:u~! hm~ ~x som~
recommendations dcveloped baszd upon fu~h~ analysis of this subject. EPA dmuld
rcqui~ studies r~eivmg fcda~ funding to conduct BMP zft’ectivmzss stud~ which
Adumwledseme~ts
Th~ author wishes to thank Wayne Hubs, ~ Driscoll, Gaff Boyd, a~l K.,’ism
Reininga for their helpfu/discussions and comments on tl~ subjec~

Cooke, T. and C. Lee. 1993. Toxicity Identification Evaluations m San Franci.~o
Bay Area Runoff. Proceedings of 66th Wa~er Environment Federation Confm~x~.
Anaheim, Carl fomia.
Driscoll, E.D., P.E. Shelley, and E.W. Strecker. 1990. Pollutant Loadings and
impacts from Storm 9,’ater Runoff, Volume 111: Analytical Inves~iga~on and Research
Repor~ FIIWA-RD-gg-00g, Federal Highway Adminis~-ation.
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Monitored 5=nenm~ May 1991 amd Jaima~ 1993. Submitted to Bua~au of"
Envimnmm~ ~ Ciq~ of ~ ~
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l~z GLIN (Grin L~ L~fomm~ Nawork. qz=am
Clam.
¯

I~l~ w~ ~ ~li~ is ~-I~
~ ~ by ~li~ if it is ~

~s a~bu~ m ~ B~.

M~ ~ of ~i~t ~mu~, ~i~t
~d~s ~t ~Id ~ ~ of ~ ~,
~I for ~lid ~ ~s (n~ ~ ~), but

~ ~e of fl~ i~l~ in ~cula6~
~ of m~ s~ volu~ ~ ~ flow

I~I~ ~s~h~ ~ ~ ~M ~ f~ ~ ~

~9
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STOPJt/WA’r~I~ MONITOI~IO ~

Safety should be included ia the BINP evohaa~m; I~ a m~l M ~I~, ~

(nice to have).

Answer.
(~o~:

formal orp~izsfioo?
We a~e not Jeady to pmpote a mandaJory pe0~ram.
Then~ a~ ¯ number of oehe~ areas whe~ standardizalioa w~uJd be
useful, such as moeito~n$. Should the Council (or ASTM, ~
ASCE, eec.) work oa these

Mijht be u~d.
o.
Answ~:

about Io~golerm efficiencies over several eve~s?
Good point - I need to look at my equations. (1N~-<:o~feeence
z~sponse: Suggest using a~ithmetic avenges of n~mvel eJTzciencim
¯

effocu of one or more very lar&,e, apj~,

Answer:
Comment:

must have and nice to have ca~?
Most of ~he pamme~-n defined in ~he paper are "mu~ haves"
BMP as,~essments.
Class pz~mete~ into "must have" and "nke to have." Nood to
define some crile~ia for differenl~a~ng be~veen: 1) e~eaded
detention ponds wi~h a permanent pool; 2) "wet pond*, which ha~ a
biological component in lil/or~ vegeo~on and permanent pool; and

~m~

3) w~d.
Quesdo,~:
Answer:

How about including mea~mement ~ (error emimate~)?
Vevj good poinL

Question:
Answer:.

Shouldn’t we aJso report if a facilJ~ is oo-lLoe vev~u~ off-line?
Ye~.

Comment:

We should Imve a simple procedure for measuring setlJing velocily
dismbutmn. (Editor’s note: Hans Brombach, a German
is working on such a device, and lhe CSO people have be,m
one for some time).

I
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~i~’~i~ will ty~ally def,,,- ~ ~
Con~ ~ m ~ad~ (~)
~f-life ~ ~ ~), ~ ~
~h ~ 1) ~t~ of

env~, ~ ~, ex~ ~
oxyg~ ~le~ion) or 3) ~n of ~
~ or ~ ~ (e,S. ~lys~L

~ on ~ (e.g. ~ or w~) ~
~mbi~ ~ o~ ~ ~ ~
d~ge l~on, Non-~ ~ of ~w~

~/~doa ~ for
di~ge flow. ~mg eff~ ~ ~ ~
~em for t~-~la~ c~e my ~ f~
~a~on ~ low ~ of ~ivmg
may ~ ~ orn ~ ~ I~er

sto~ ¢vem will d~ ~ g¢~
co~umties m sto~wamr. S~i~
c~ge ~m~lly ~gb ~e ~ due m ~1
~t~. ~l c~ge m env~men~
mm~nm~, ~ flow ~cm~ dduuon ~i~),
In ~, sto~watet evem c~tefis~ics
~ere will ~ ~e-~lat~ c~ges m flow
~lal~ c~nges m ~e~vmg system water
c~c~nst~cs ~ ex~ple ~ provid~ from ~
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The ~ults from tiffs testing ~wesl a sliglzly diffems mge-n~l tozic~. A
major cause of this apparent change in to~ic effect is tha~ lhe time of ellmat~
stormwater ~lated omamiaana is nea~ the expected nan~al ~ ~ f~
¯ e r~crocox assay, and well in excess of ~ e~ ~]es ~ ll~ rc~m"
assay. A valid qnesUo~ that migh~ be a.~ed is iu~ these to~ retails
meaningful? We have .,neasu~d toxicity, buc assigning importan~ ~o ~
of toxi,-ity is very diffk-uh t~..aus~ the Iink between eculely ~ eveals ,rod IOl~~erm, or ¢.hami¢, effect is ~ ~
To get a htndle on potential chronic toxk:ity we mtm tammany of a
number of studies have ~k’monstrated "impact" from uonnw~, Im~Ulafly
urban runoff(Whiting and Clifford, 1983; Garie and McAatosh, 1986; Willem~a
et al., 1990: Basc.omhe et al., 1990; Milae et al., 1992). In lhete ~
measurements are ttsually made of water column, and mme~im~ ~
ondition. A link to chronic ~oxicity is sugges~d in many of these malim, and
elevated envimnme~ onceatratJom of omamiaana have been relalzd to
stol’l~Wat~rloading. The major difficulty in these assessments is that i~ is
to separate stormwater effects from other wam~ influe~es, and, by their
nanue, these assessmena connect multiple events, which may differentially aHe~t
receiving system condition. In wat.rsheds changed from their natural
effects ob*~-ved may be more from global causes, such as wal~’thed d~
than from specific factors, such as single or multiple storm event changes to
~eceiving system, either physical or chemical. Funhe~, we simply do not Imow
enough abou~ the connection between episod~ event effe~ to a~ly develop
a comprehensive asses.~nem of ¢.Immic effec~ that a~e specifr.ally smrmwateg
Where a~e we leh in ~ analysis? A symhesis of lJme-~cale effe~s
produced by stormwa~er is possible. In ¯ single event, there will most likely be
nvo periods when concemnuon of ontammams is highest. The fn’s~ is associated
with the ftm flush, the second associau~ with the resuspension of previously
deposited ontaminants. During an event, the concentration and ume of exposure
of the fu’st flush con~mmants may or may not produce measurable mx~ity.
Nonetheless, the addition of ¢on~minants to the receiving system may have long
term onsequences. If the con~nant is onservauve, it is possible th= it will
accumulate, tnd exposure oncemrauons may reach levels that produce chronic,
and possibly even acute, toxicity in target organisms, If a comammam is non¢or, servauve, i~s degractation products may extend the effect of a storm event by
causing envtronmema| change well beyond the umt hydrograph. It is also
posstble ~a~ degradat,on b.vproducts may produce chronic toxicity, or aculely
toxsc concentrauons may be produced some tm~e aher ~he eve~ that added
primal* contamsnan! to ~ r~’cetvmg system. In addmon, physicaJ disl~Hotnc~
caused by the storm event may mcrea.s~ toxic effects. For eumple soour or
dtsloCatton of organisms may increas~ tbeu" susceptibdiW to toxic coulami~s.
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1. Stormwater/NPS Management Section, Florida Dept. of Envimnmenlai
Protection, 26~O Blzir Stone Rd, TzllM~q~, FL 32399-2400
2. Sediment Research Group, FDEP, 3~O0 Commonweailh Bird, TaJlahas.~e,
Florida
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~te for gene~ envtronmcn~
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STOIU~/ATEI. MONITOIUNQ ~

international in~caJibration =xcn:ise (l.zx’ing and Ranuda, 1988) Ix~ ~mwed Ihat
sedim~t tra~ metal dam from diffract labomtor~ my not be ~mnpoml~ if
differ~t sample digestion te~qu~ ate
Part 3. Distin~uishin~ Natural vs. Anthmo~m~ie=Itv Enri~,h~,A ~i...~methods to r~liably and a~cur’~ely coll~ct and analyze sediment samples ~
the ~ext step was to develop an in~-tive tool to de~,mine wh~er ~ im
sediments were natural or from human activi~a. To understand this a.~mmn~ tool,
one must ge.ne~lly undo’stand the geochemical processes that govern Ihe behlv~0¢
and fate of metals in estuatine and ma~ine waters. Natural esto~ine sedimemts am
predominamly composed of hver-tmnsponnd debris ~sulting from contia~tai
weathering. The solid debris is composed chiefly of chemically fesis~qt minerals,
such as quartz and clay minends, which ~re the alteration pmducss of ~
aluminosilicate minerals. The weathering solution also contains dissolved metals
I~acbed f,’om the parent rock. Because of thor low solubilitim, however, rite
u’ansporting solution (e.g., rivers) can’ies low amounts of metals. Mint metals
u-~nsponnd by rivers ~ tightly bound in th~ aluminosilicau~ solid pimaes. As ¯
onsequence, weatbenng causes little fr~tionation bctwo~ the naturally occun’ing
metals and aluminum.

._

L

In g~neral, when dissolved metals horn natural or amhmpogenic sources ~ome in
contact with saline water, they quickly adsmb to particulate martin" and am removed
from the water column to bottom sediments. Thus, metals from ~ natural and
anthropogenic sources ultimately m’~ ccmcent~ated in estuarine sediraenta, not r, be
water column. Since much of the natural component of metals in estuarin= sediments
is cbemicaily bound in tbe aluminosilic~ structure, u~ mc~ls gcnmally am
immobile. However, the adsorbed anthropogenic or "pollutant" compommt is mo~
loosely bound and may be more available to estu~’ine biota and may be released to
the water column when s=liments are disturbed (e.g., by dr~lging or sux’ms).
The tool for interpreting metal concentrations in ¢stuarine sexliments is based on
demonsu~t~, naturaJly oceumng relationships between metals and aluminum.
Specifically, natural me~/aJuminum relationships were used to develop guidelines
to distinguish naturaJ from conmminat~ sediments for severaJ metals commonly
released to the environment from anthropogenic activities. Aluminum ~ cbosa~
as a reference element to normalize s~timent metes concen~’ations for sevm*al
re~ons:

1. After silicon, it is the most abundant natu~ly occun’ing me~l;
:2. It is highly refractory~
3. The relative proporuons of me~s and aluminum in cnmal materials a~e fairly
constant~

4. l[s concentration is ra~ly influenced by anthropogenic sources.
Using the data from s~lim~nts coll~c~:l a~d ana]yz~l as pa~t of the Statewicle Survey
of Clean Reference Sites. a metal to aluminum normalization method was d~elop~l r (FDEP, 1988). At these sites, se~l|menl meal concentrations gea¢~lly are expected
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probable effects range should be |ivea the highest priority in implemenling sedimemt
quality management options. However, direct ~ a.uessment is ~ at
The possible effects range is the oaceat~ion range of ¯ specific sediment

on~minam with uncermn adverse bioJo~ effects {NOEL < pmsilde effem
range < PEL). Tlds range is likely to be dependent
bioavaJlability, tha~ may influence the loxicity oflhe substm~e.. Sedimm~-as~ocimed
IraJl within this range. Sediments with conraminan| cnocealratin~ within this rm~e

require funber assessmen~ to de~-nnine the biolocical significance of the
contamina[ion. In general, further assessrnem would be
designed to evaluate the biological signif’Jcance of sedimem-amx:iated

to key spec~e~ of aqua~ biou.

The no effects ran~ of sedimant ~t~ninant o~centr~inoz
are rarely or never observed (no effecu range ~ NOEL). Sediments with
oncentrations of ontaminants ~ithin the no efl’ecu range 8re
~¢cep~able quali~ for those caa~ninants. In general, further iav~stigatioes of
sediment quality o~li[ions within this range are rela[ivcJy
biological ~sting may be required ~o vaJida~e the results of the inil~l aslezlme~t of
lhe poten~ll for adverse biologic~] eff~’ts, pa~iculady in
of Iota] organic ca~oon, acid volatile sulfide, and/or ~ vlriabt=i Ibal could
influ~ce the bioavailability of sedimant-asso~ialed ce~amir~$
A Framework For Assessine Site- _s~-cific Sedime~lt I:)u~li~ C,:.-,~:~.-.~ in
MacDonald (1993) dev~lol~d a t’r’amcwork for the Florida
Env~ronm~n~ Protection for futur~ use o£seclim=m quality ass~sme~/guidelin~ ~d
m|al~l Ioo|s. This framework, which id~ntifi=l essential consider~ons Io
in conducting si~,.-SlX~fic .~:lim=nt quaJity assessm~t programs, :onsis~ of:
I. C:o]lnct Historical ~ and Wa~" Use lnforn~lion
¯ Land uses - curmnl and historical~ industria], ommer~ia]
¯ In/raslructur~ including s~ormwa~r
¯ Poilu[ion sourc=~ - point and nonpoin~
¯ Hydrology, physiogr-~phy,
2. C:oll~ct and EvaJuatt Existing Sedim~l! Olemis~ry
¯ $~dim~nt d~osiuon location, patt,’rn$, ~ansport,
¯ Sediment physics] and ch~miczl chara~’teris~ics
¯ T~mporal ~nd spa[i~l vanabilit),, v~nically and horbolllally
¯ D~te.,’min,- da~ r=liabi]ity, ac~p~bility, applicabili~
3. (::oiler Suppl~m~n~aJ $~dimcnt C:hcmisu’y Data
¯ D~rmin~ contaminants, sampling locations
¯ D~hn~aU~ t~’mpor’~ and spau~l v~’~abiliiy in s=liment o~tamina~on
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=~uatine aediment quality in Florida. Howev~, the~ guidelines are ix~isdalrj aid,
as such, have ~lain limilabons on lheh" ap~. ~, SQ&(’~:
¯ ^~ applicable to marine and =stoam= wa~n only, not to freshw~er s)mms.
¯ Should no~ be used in lieu of wav~ quafity cri~ria. Hov~-ver, they m), be used

mmg~t regutatiom.
¯ Should ne~ be mad to define uaifena values far ~edimeat quality ~ a IIte~’kle
basis (i.e., ~ ~oukl not be taed as ledimeat quality crite~l).
¯ Sh°uld n°~ be u~nd as criteria for I~e di~ of dgedged ~ lad ihotlld ilel
replace formal a.~,exunea! pro~c~ls embli~xl for distill ofd~ ~
¯ Should no~ be ~ directly as numerical clean-up levels It ~,verely emllmhmted
$ite~ (e.g., Supeffund ~ites).
¯ Are designed to determine the i~ for mdirnenl~ eeatlmialall ta
induce biological effectt. Direcl caute and effect relitkmhii~ ~mttid lint I~
infen’ed whea comparing chemical data to the remmmeaded guidefia~.
¯ Have beea derived primarily from acute to~city ~ndy re~lts. ~ ~ Iro
available on the chronic re,antes of aquati~ organhms to mntlmiaantl aslaciited

¯ --~

¯
’

¯ Should be ~ wia~ other a.~e~meat tools and Im)toc~ls, mall as Ihe FDI~
metals interpretive tool and the Greea Book (E~A and ACE, 1991), to provide
ompreben~ive evaluations of ~dimeal quality.
¯ Were developed using information from various North Alneri~ hx:atinea. The~
data may no~ be repre.~ntative of the wide range of Florida u~dimeat type~. ~
this res.~n, caution should be e~erci.~ed in uling the~ guidelines, pl:ticularly in
uarbonate-dominat~ tedimenu in ~outhem Florida.
Pa~ 5. U,~in~ the Sediment A~.~essment Tool,~ MacDonald (1993) t’tre~ the
importance of combining the efl’ec~-bau~ guidelines and Ore metals interpletive tool.
MacDonald examines data on levels of ~liment-a..~3ciated lead from two
geochemically distinct systems, Bi~uayne Bay and Apalachicola Bay, to illu.~rate ~e
integrated sediment quality ax.~ssmenl framework. Figure 3 shows at amlmary of the
avadable data fFDEP, 1994) on the levels of u:diment-a.~sOCiated lead in rite Miami
area. The data, u)ned by increa.stng concentration, were a~signed ~aruple numbe~
of | to 108. Evaluation using the SQAGs suggest,~ that approximately 15~ of
samples fall withill the probable effects concentration range (exceed the PEL of 160
mg/kg). Another 20% of the samples fall within the possible effecL~ range ~
the NOEL and the PEL). Therefore, companng sediment chemistry data with the
numerical SQAGs suggests a relauvely high probability of oboe.tying advene
biologlcaJ efle~ts. Further exammaaon of the.~e data usin~ the mehl]s inl~ve
u3ol <Flgure 4) demonstrate~ [hat se~imenl~ from this area a~ clearly
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prediction limits emblished for clean ~i~e~. ~oncordaac=

In A~ ~y, ~ghly
NO~ of 21 m~kg
A~hi~la ~y
~ni~ num~

of ~ ~.
In I~, ~ ~i~t
~di~

Atl~, which

~i~ly ~o~ FD~
~gth~ by i~lu~ of ~imen{
T~ds ~,
~ ind~£nt ~ne ~h f~ili~ I~ in ~
includes info~aU~
chl~na~ hyd~$, ~I~I~
hyd~ns. A T~hni~ Volume ~m~i~ ~is ~
info~abon for u~rs of ~is d~umenL Al~gh
fully ~ ~imem ~n~mi~tion ~ong Ro~’x
¯ e high~ ~n~nt~ti~s of ~n~mi~ ~ ~i~
~nter~. However, low
of~n~mination of sites id~[i~ in ~e Ad~. Regio~ ~iWdng
in living ~u~es ~d ~iments, follow~ by ~i~t ~
~ommend~ w k~p
BIO~GICAL CO~ MO~R~G
Sin~ cna~mem of the F~e~ CI~ Water A~, ~t ~
~d ~smre wa~er
phy~i~l m~urements of the water column. While ~is ~h
~ssmg [he ch~ts of continuous
wastewa~crs, il cannol accu~tely
in~ten[ ~urces such ~ stormwa~r or ~r ~int

I
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Intermittent diselu~ges create shock losdinss to ¯ ~ body with Ihe ec~
effects depending on complex interactioas of man), variables. Moreover, most
stormwater pollutants become attached to sediment pericles or set~ quickly, ~
detrimen~ effects over a long period. Furthe~mo~, ~ dis::ha~es d~mde
habitat (eg, channel and bank erosion) and cause u~nendous silmion, neahn
which ate detec~ by warn" chemistry sampling, Karr eL at. (19~6)
environmental factors affecting mos~ aquatic ecosystems ~ five nm~m"
chemical variables, bimic intm-actions, ~ n~ime, Imbi~ sUucun~ and
sourec. These factors inr~-act to dmcrmine ~ integrity o~ ~ ~sources reflecled
by the residen! aquaGc life. Alter.ions to th~ physical, cbe~nical, or biok~
process can adv~sely affect the aqu~ic biota and, ~m~fo~, the I~
of tl~ water body. Monitoring n~qhods int~r-aliog all five elasscs ~-e necesssl~ to
accuracy assess and manage surfaca wa~ quaJity and aqua~ iif~ re~oon~s.
Inclusion of biological community mneitoring allows ¯ mole ho~lic, syslems
approach dmt greatly enhances surfac~ water quality essmsment and ~
While chemical data refl~t short-term conditions thai ~xist when ¯ p~icular ~
is ollie’ted. biological communities accum~ly indica~ overall envimmn~mlaJ
because they continuously inhabit rec~iviog waters wh~e they integra~ ¯ ya~
environmen-,I influences - chemical, physical and biological.
components of aq,,~tic communities. Bioassessments are best usu:l to desect aqualic
life impairments and assess their relative severity. Once an impairment is
additional chemical and biological toxicity testing can identi~ the causuive agent and
its source. Both biological and chemical methods play critical roles in soccess~ul
pollution control and environmen~ management programs. "They are
complemenm,-’y, not mutually exclusive, approaches t~ enhance overall program
effectiveness.
Some advantages of bi~ts are:
i. Biological communities reflect overa]l ecological integrity (chemical, physical
and biological).
2. Over nine, biologic.a] communities integrate ~he effects of diffe~nt su~ssots,
providing a measure of fluctuating environmental conditions.
3. By integrating responses to highly variable pollutant inputs, biological
communities provide a practical approach for monitoring stormwam’/no~pomt
source impacts and the effectiveness of best management pmcbces.
4. Routine monitonng of biologicaJ communities can be relatively inexpensive,
parucula~ly when compared to the cost of assessing toxic substances.
5. The public as very interested in u~e status of biological communities as a measu~
of cnvironmen~ health.
6. BiologicaJ communities offer a practical way to evaluate the habitat degrad~on
typically associated with stormwa~cr discharges.
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4. IX-veloplnent of a llinlolicll l)atl BI.~, M to Lii Wli/k~ F.IIMIIIilII, ¯

~ (omI~m Ixogrammiog fin,. $28,~0. (Ci~011sry Imf~}.

Comnonent I. Del~nim,in~ ECO~L~i~n{ and ~.I,~,;0. ~ ~;i,,.. Slilinl
frameworks can profoundly influence the eff~i~ne~ of n~h, ~,
maaagemem of n~ny warn" r~ource pmblen~, ~ly Ibose ~ I~
and no,~point source~. Traditionally, w~ ha~ relied oa ~ ~ ~

However, these units do no~ orrerqx~ to I~nern$ in v~, ~ Ira/
form, land use, climate, r~nfall m elher char~-Ie~s~s k ~ e~ ~ ~
variations in surface water quality or aqu~ or~sm~.
Effective water quality managem~m programs mus~ rec~ Ihe li~ of
land/water in~’act~ons, nonpo~m source~, a~d regim~l vari~6m~ in ~
quality. Water q~ality ~ues.raneots need ¯ r~ frame~q~ I~.
I. compme regional land and wares
3. e~ablish realistic, ~’-hiev~ble ~hemical ~d b~,~al
4. assess I1~ effects of all ~ollutioa sear~# wiflfia ¯ waler~d, espy
interminem diseharges;
~. predic~ ~he effectiveness of management ~
6. prior~tize assessment and managemem efl’om~
"7. locate monitoring and s~x~ial sludy siles; and

Omernik (198~) pro~ using spatial fl-~neworks based o11 ec~ mginns
(ecoregions) to a.~sess the health of aquatic systems. Ecoregions me a~as of
homogeneity in ecological systems and relationships be~wecn o~ and their
environments. Eeoregions usually ~e defined by Ixuterns of homogenei~/ in a
combination of factors such a~ climate, physiography, geology, soils, ve~ and
dominant land uses. These regions also define a~as within which ~ a~ diH~’ent
patterns in human stresses on the environment and different pat~’ns in the existing
and attainable quality of environmen~l reseurce~. Ecoregio~s reflect simil&ilJes in
the type, quality and quanti~y of water resource~ and the factors affec~og them.
Therefore, regional patterns of environmemal factors re~cc~ mgin~l patterns in
surface water quaJity.
Omemik (198’7) originally identified 76 ecoregions in the onterminous Uni~l
including three in Flo~da. These ecoregions were useful t’or s~’~Uf~/iog s~x~im$ in
Arkansas, Nebraska, Ohio, Oregon, Wa.~ington, and Wisconsin. They were
to set water quality standards in Arkansa.~, la~e management goals in Minneso~, and
to d~velop biocriter~a in Ohio. Hov, ever, in many states, ~e resolu6on of the
ecoregions v, as o~" insuf~¢ient detail leading to collaborative projects involving
EPA regions and ~he EPA F_.nvlr~nmcn~l Reseaxch Lab-Corvallis to re~n~ ~coregions
and delineate submgions.
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and subregionaJ bounda,-’ie~ digitizin~ the boundary lines, ceesfin~ d~iml ovenwes,
and producing maps; ~nd m~is~ng M’~" m6ew by role maaage~ m~d ~kmfim. To
delineate sub~,gions in Florida, am’ial and salcJlite inmk, es, maps, lad othel’
biological communities. Analysis of this infomation led to lhe definiboa of
following ecoregions and sube~ions in Florida (Griffin eL M., 1994):
and Hills, DoughenylMahaana Plains, and Tiftco Uplandrralblmsee Hills
2. The Southern Coastal Plain Ecoregion, with ~ix ~uMegimu - Gulf
F~woods, Southwesm~ Florida Flanvoods, Cenu~J Fkx~a Ridg~ and
Flatwood~.
Big Cypress, Miami Ridge md Atinn6c Co~laJ Su~p, md Sombem ~ md
Once ecoregions and ~ub~egions a~e deline~ed and f~.Jd verified,
framework, these sites a~low us !o ev’~luate the envircomenlaJ health of ¯ locke by
ompanng" it to a known reference site - a key concelx in K,m’ and l~lley’s
definition of bio~ integrity, whi¢~ compares ~ite ev~uasiom to the ~
ommunit? o( "natura] habita~ within ¯ region’.
Rct’¢rcnco sites must be carc(ully selected because they wig Ix~ used for two puqx)ses:
(I) l~’nchmxrk for =s~blishing rc~ionaJ biochte~a; and, (2) ~cotml s~tes to w11~1
test sites wig be compared. The two ma~n criteria for selectin~ r~fc~sco sites
that [hcy be minim~Jly imperil and tha( they repr~nt the r=gion’s naturaJ bioJof, k:a]
community. The idca~ rcl’¢rcncc s~te wi]] have extensive, nalura], hlMl’~l
a diversity of substrata matenaJs: i~aturaJ physical structures; a natural hydrograpb;
a represemativ¢ and diverse abundam~ ot’naturaJly-oecumng biological communities;
and a minimum of known, human induced disturbances or discharges.
guidelines for selecting reference sites a~e given in I~A (1989a).
To selec! stream subeco~gion ~f~-eac¢ sites in Rorida, th~ following steps weze
token:
I. Using GIS techniques, information about the generaJ c~ristics of e~ch
ecoregion a~d subregion was analyzed Io better understand represeatagiv~
conditions. Information r~viewed includnd topographic maps, land ,,u, and soft
maps, county highway maps, vege~alionaJ coverage maps, Landsat imagery, and
the 1988 and 1990 Florida Water Quality Assessment 305(b) ~’pom.
2. A s~t of" stream sites with surface watersheds that aplx~, r~ia~ively undisturbed
and entirely within a sube~:oregion was chosen in which candiAa.te reference sites
were located. Th~ actual num~ of sites per watershed is a funcuon of the
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65G
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and cover, channel conditions, bank stability and ripmian zone vegetm~m Imsed z~
their capacity Io support a stable, well balanced benthic community.
Most of the Inchnical objectives of Compommt il have bern achieved (FDE~, 1994b).
However, all SOPs continue to be reviewed. Using DEP tminiog funds, DEP’s
biologists attend quarterly "Biocriteria ~xnmillue Meetings" when= they ~
in workshops, discussions, and field exercises Io learn about the bio~ie~nem
protocols. Beginning in the summer of 1992, DEP biologists ~ the Tallelmmen
and distr~ oflices conducted bie~ssessments, following Ihe imx=edums set fo~h
the SOP, at all of the candidate r~ference sites. Sampling ~ ~ sire, I~1
additionaJ reference sites, has continued on a summer-winter manpling sdmlule.
Comoonent 111. Data Analysis. [:)evelo~_ merit of Metrie~ and Index of gimle lmem’i~._.
Framework for Habitat Assessmenu: An analysis of the reference sil= habitat
was undertaken to (I) chancterize the expected or typical conditicm fo~ habilm
parameters in least-disturbed steams and (2) refine file existing habim~ evaluation
methods. Sites were classified by (I) ~ ap~re~ate r~)e~on.,~ion~ (~, ?~,
?~0 identifi~ with ~he biometrics; (2) U~’ir d~ign~tion ~ ~ of ¯ ~
subecorogional si~ versus all ~te~ and, (3) by ~ ~dition~ ~ ~ tim= of
sampling. It was determined by analysis of the biologicaJ data Ihat the ~
subecoregions wet= the most appropriate classification scheme to explain vatinbility
in the dam. Statistical analysis of the dam was used to identify the habitm femures
that have a limited amount of variability and could be used to define the
condition. The typicaJ conditions, based on one sampling event and mdy four
sampling sites in two subecoregions (75e~), will be modifted whe~ Ib= results of
additional sampling events at~ evalumed.
Framework for Biometrics: Metrics allow the ecologist to use meaningful indicalm"
attributes to assess the status of communities in reslxmse to perturbation. The
definition of a metric is a cha.mcteristic of the biota that changes in some predictable
way with increased human influence (Barbour et al., in review). By using multiple
memcs to assess biological condition, the information available about the elements
and processes of aquatic communities is maximized. The validity of an integrated
assessment using multiple metrics is supported by the use of measurements of
bioiogicaJ attributes firmly rooted in sound ecological principles (Karr m al. 1986;
Fausch e~ al. 1990; Lyons 1992).
The development of appropriate meu’ics follows a determination of (1) ~ Io be
sampled, (2) the biological characteristics of reference conditions, and to a certain
extent, (3) the anthropogenic influences being assess,~l, in many situaUons, multiple
stressors impact ecological resources, and specific "cause-and-effect" assessments
may be difficult. However, changes in individual metrics or suites of met~cs in
respOnSe to p~nurbation by certain stressors (or Sets thereof) are important diagnostic
assessment indicatt~rs. For this rr.ason, use of a multimemc approach for evaluating
nonpomt source effects upon the bio~l is a more powerful ~OI ~ O~liuon~l
approaches [o bioass~ssment.
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The dis~ribulions of values o~ Ibe 14 candidate melxic$
box-~nd-whisker plots for each oflbe ni~ subem~in~ inves~alaJ, The coadltem
pattern that emerged from this analysis w~s that biological ~ olr Flocidz ztmlmz
te~d to aggregate in three ~roqq)s: the mbecoregions of’ the Flork~ pnabend~ (~f,
~, h, and ?Sa), the suln(xtor~ion$ of IX~insular FIoH~ (75b, , and d), lad
subecoregions in th~ ~ of Flocid~ (7~ and f). Hctxic values of imnbend~
streams seem to indicate hiiher ~ qualiP] than in the pmin~dz. Tbe
HiL~nhoff Biotic Index, an index o~" Iol~ran! specks, was lowest in pmthand~
streams. Diversity and tan¯ richeess ~ sli~hdy hi|her in Fenhand]e
Metric values of poninsulat szt~ms indicated lower q,mlit~ than in tbe p~lthalmd~
rdi~ht]y hJ~her than the noflheast econ~ions. These ]¯st two subemregioa~ tile
Okefcnoke~ Swamps and Plains, and the Sca Isl¯nd$ Flatwooda,
lowest stream q,,.nity of any 04" tbe ref’~nce sites. However, ouzly
znaiyzed from this area. and I ~ sample would aJiow ompadsom to be made

There were, however, some difT~ in m~ric ~.~ ,monl ~ zut~mq~m
Flatwood$, aplx~rs intermediate or Uam~tionzl betwee~ n~ion 6~, the
Plains and th~ other Sonthem ~ Ptain subecor~ion$, ?Sb,
r~ver~l meu~cs hzvin~ intermediate values in subeco~ion 7~. The
Flatwoods, subecou~ion ?~a. receSv~s nmoff from subecor~in~ 6~f-, g, and b, and
has lower topographic w.]ief’ than ecot~ion
k. similar graphicaJ analysis of" meuic vaJues plotted by stream type
weaker influence olr stream type, with only trout of’ thilleen t~trics
vaJu~ in ca]carcou$ and alluvia] slr~am$ than in sand-bottom sue¯ms. Two of" the
meu’ic$ az~ indic¯ton of" the varify and abundanc~ of" crusta~ans and molluscs,
which are expect~l to I~ more abundant in caJcium-rich w’aten.
~ on the above analysis, the following classification olr F]or~
r~-omm~nded:
¯ Streams otr the Florida Panhandle, comprising ~ ,~uth~.stem Plains ocorelion
(0~f’, g, h) and the Gull" Co¯s! F]atwond$ (’/~¯).
¯ Streams of’ peninsular Florida, comprising the Southwestern
(TSh), th~ Cen.-aJ Florida ~dg~ and Uplands (75), and tl~ Ea.~m Florida
Flatwond$ (7~d).
¯ Streams ol" not’the¯stern Florida, comprising the Ok~l"enolte~ Swanzps and Plains
(7~e) and the Sea Island F]atwoods (’/~f’).
¯ AlluviaJ streams and rivers U~at receive inflow from sever~] subeco~io~$. TEe
aJluviaJ rivers ate chacacterized by a predominance of surface run-off,
fluctuations in water quaiity and flow and a relabvely high sediment Io~d.
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Each of the three major groups is also a cmdguons geograi~ n~gion (penlmnd~
peninsula, and nonbeast), with observable physical and chemical diffeeences between
the three regions. ~ observed nt~ional biological diff~ ate pmlly eoJaled io
acid-base chemistry of the regions. Peninsula Fimida is dominated by Unte~o~
bedrock, and surface and ground waters age typgaJly weJl-buffeeed. Water in
panhandle and northeastern Florida ate more often poorly-buffered or acidic.
Relationships between ambient pH and severaJ ~ vaJnes are se~ and can be
explained by sl.,ong onelafions between certa~ f~maJ groups and water" ~ ¯
ce~ain pH.
Metric CaJibration: The candidate metrics ~ then caJibt~led through an
of both refe~nce and impa.’ed sites. The ability of ¯ met~ to disc~n~nate ~
a reference and a Imo~n imp~rod site is ~ssenbaJ if the ~ it to be useful
monitoring and a.~e~ment ~
Data from the Florida DEP’s Point Souree Program were used to evaluate the
performance of metrics at impaired site~ and to determine their ability to ~ligriminate
between "good" and "bad" biologica~ ondition. Site~ in this point ~ot~rne program
were either upstream or downstream of known point ~oun:e dischargen. Many of
the upstream control sites in the point souree program were not nece~arily good
reference site~, because of habitat degradation or rome other reason. Two
considerations in using the point ~ouree data are that aJthough the ~ of mllection
was ~e ~ame as that of the reference site~, ~ome point uxtrce data were collected the
previous year; and the m~hods used in the point u~urce program were similar, but
not identical in aJI respects to those employed in the nonpoint ~onrce program.
However, these considerations did not prevent integraaon of the data from the two
programs to evaJuate discriminatory ability.
The evaluation and judgement of the core metric~ concluded that five of the metrics,
the EPT Index. Number of Tota~ Taxa. Shannon-Wiener Index, Florida Index,
Percent Filterers. were relatively strong in discriminating impairment. Two
metrics--the Number of Chlronomidae Ta, xa and Percent Gatherers--were not u~eful
at a]l in discriminating between reference and impaired ~ite$. it was recommended
that the.~ two metrics be removed from the suit,- of core metrics, pending analysis
of addition&l data.
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A corollary study was perfo,’med Io compm~ bio~gi~l samq~mg mellmds Io
determine whether" (I) Hester-Dendy artificial iulmmte ~ ilmvide ~
representative of stream biological slams, and (2) wbethl~ dip Isels m" XeSl~-Delldy’|

m~ more powerful for detecting biological imlmirmem. Rmmlm from ~
analysis of meu’ics suggest that dip ne~ dam axe as good or summdi ~ ~
Haster-Dendy dam in dimnguishing biological impiirmem hi Flmidl smmms. ~
results, together with the fa~ that use ol’a Hes~’-Dendy is mine ~ imlm~ve and
costly, support the use of dip n~ olle~ion$ as the IX~
ollecting gear for the ~ monitoring program in ~
developed by aggregating the meu~cs tha~ proved ~qmmive ~o imlepemdem
of impacts. Aggregation simplit’~es management and decision-mi~g m ~ ¯ single
index value is used to dew, mine whmber a~-tine is needed. ~ eu~ mmme of
action needed (e.g., restoration, mitigation, enfon:emem) is mot delmmimed by I~
index value, but by analysis of Ihe omlxmem mea’ics. "l’ne a~ used Io
¯ Florida index was to develop expectations for Ihe values o~r ea~ o~ I~
from the ~ferenee data s~, and to score metrics acco~ling
the range of refe~nce expectations. Metrics within the range ~ ¯ I1~ ~
tho~ ou~ide rec~ve ¯ low score. The index value is ~ k ~m ~ ,h,, umrk:
scores. The index is further normalized to refmence con~lion, m:J~ i the
distribution of index values in the t~fere~e sites t’mms I~ e~ for lhe

_

I

In an assessment, streams can be judged for impalrmem based om the re,mined index
value. If the index value is below ¯ criterion, then the stemm is.jlldged imp.
The index value criterion is based on the index value ~ in
streams; for example, the 25th percentile (lower quartile) ole I~lmmce
is commonly used. Reference sites had been carefully selected Io be relx~se~tive
of least impacted conditions in each ecoregicm, and invesdg~ml involved in site
selection and sampling were confident Ilmt the refetenoe siles ~ted best
available conditions in Florida streams. Tl~refore, the ~ querlile of inch
distribuuon in refereace sites was selected as Ihe crite~on for Ibe minimum v¯]ue olr
the metric representative of r~fer~nce conditions. Thus, any melric value
the lower quartile of the r~fer,-’nc~ distribution received the higbe~ possible score.
Using this rationale, sconng criteria were developed which am ¯ modification of the
methodology of" Karr et al.(1086; Karr 1991).. Using the scori~ crileria, ¯
invertebrate index for Florida was ~lcula~d in thre~ diff~em ~mys as alternatives
for optimizing the index.
¯ All metrics summed.
¯ As above, but with the Shannon-Wiener Index removed since it is smx)gly
correlated with the Percent of. Dominant T~xon as well as with To~l Numbm" ole
Tax¯ and, therefore, may b~ r~Jundant with these.
¯ As above, but with all weak metrics removed. W¢~k melrics a~e 1Jmse with
limited ability to discnmina~,- between referenc~ and impaired condiUom.
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fo~ th~s~ ass~ssn~’nt tools is not easy, quk:L nor inexpensive. Uldmmdy,
of 1~ eff~ is ~ ~ q~ ~ ~ ~
eff~tively ~s, ~ ~ ~ ~1~ ~iu~
~ge~t eff~. Me~ ~tin~ ~ily ~ ~y

~mmunity-l~el ~t~ or ex~ ~ ~ I m[~ ~i~
~: ~ (4) i~ ~ ~~~

~lluti~ ~, ~ ~ u~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~s
w ~ the ~t~ ~th of ~ ~ s~ in ~ ~s.
of a bi~ment ~uld ~ ~ ~im q~i~. ~ ~ a ~i~
~cu~ sy~em, if ~ ~i~ at ~ im~ ~ ~ ~
di~t ~m~ of bioJ~i~ ~i~ ~ ~ ~. If ~
~fe~fT~s~ntof~im~h~- lf~.~
~l~n~ ~ a~p~ si~-~iflc ~f~ ~ m ~
app~px~a~ ~fe~cc site t~ is ~, ~ible ~ of ~ bi~t
<1) no biol~i~ ~ (2) eff~ d~ w ~i~t ~; (3) eff~ d~
~iment or water q~i~y; or (4) eff~ ~ ~ a ~i~

~nem~t, ~ib~tion, ~d testing of ~ ~b~ ~i~t ~ bioi~i~
~mmunity ~mcnt t~ls in Flon~. ~ ~t is ~xi~s ~ ~ u~K
¯ e~ t~ls to ~ttcr as~ss the ef~ of in~it~nt ~llu~t ~,
e(~v~e~ of BMPs ~d m~e~t ping.ms, p~ ~s
subbasins for ~agement acti~cs, ~d, in ~jun~ with ~e ~ ~t
dist~cts, to develop ~d implement ~ s~wal~ ~llu~t
(PLRGs) r~uir~ b~ S~te Wat~ Policy ~ ~mg ~lish~ ~gh ~ ~’s
Su~a~ Water Improvement ~d M~agem~l Prog~. ~e ~i~t ~ biol~i~
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biological and bahia! data. For ~e delm~mont a) saccesg’uily iml~mtml lira
bioaue~mem program, a "user-friendly" pro~rlm should be derek. A
con~actor has ~ hired to review the current Plmida DEP omputm’ programs
for handling specific biological da~ se~ and ~o modify them la iaciude ~m
p~seat suite of metrics and assmsat~t approach.
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The overall phosphorus removal rate for the I I years from 1981 through
1~1 v.~.s about 17 kgJye~. About 40% of the phosphorus removaJ occurred in the
FBM from sedimemat,on processes, while the remaining occurt~ in the chemic~
u’catmen! facility. This phosphorus rt’moval would theoratic~lly cause 8 geductioa in
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This test shows that the trend was vet), significant (P<O.OOl) and was th~ ~ at
hoth sampling stations (P:1,0OO). The seasonal trend tests only compal~d data
obtained for each season, such as comparing a’ends for June observations aJone. The
station-sea,on interaction term shows that the chlorophyll a concentration tzenda at
the two stations were also very similar for all months (P=I.O00). Therefore. the
sampling data from hoth stolons were combined for further analyses.
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tests found no significam diffa~nces between lake sample phoqsho~8

~
stmion
~
T~

IS35
0.~33
I .~
!~43
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0.~
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~he Yea~ °f °bs~rvation (av~a~ rainfall of abou~ ~0 ram, wi~h a ~.ff~ of
~ of~ O. I~
~of~~~ ~~ I~

~ ~~ ~g ~ f~ ~ (~ ~ of~ I~

~ - ~n [~-T~d~ + M~ f~.T~t~d~ + ~ [~-T~ ~
~ Sn is~ a~e~~~~~’
Mn is ~ ~t p~ ~ ~ in~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~,
i is ~ ~p~ ~ di~ ~ ~ ~ ~, M~2 ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~di~ ~ y~~ ~
~ eff~ of~g~ i~ ~ I~e ~y ~ ~ ~ a ~

d~t ~ ~ ex~-T~d) f~ ~ ~ ~fion 2. A ~t y~s ~
¯ ~i~ v~ (~), ~ a di~ ~ five y~ ~o~ ~ ~y ~
~i~ ~ f~ ~e RO~ng~. S~il~y, a ~ ~y~ ~
of~ ~uili~
~ ob~
It ~d ~f~ ~ ~v~ y~ ~fo~ ~t
~ eff~
ofa ~ ~~ ~d
~ ~ilu~t ~ ~d ~ a ~or eff~ ~ ~ i~ ~il~t

~ average I~de level of~n~l ofa~ut 36 ~n~ d~g ~ y~ of
~a~ent pl~t o~tion. It is ~fi~ t~t ~ wo~d ~ve ~ ~ut a 1.6
times i~ in phosp~ di~ into ~e RO~ng~j0n if~ ~
~st~ ~ ~t o~ting. ~e~ ~ a ~ti~ v~ation in ~e y~ to y~
phospho~ di~g~, but ~v~ ~ w~ ~ident. If~ ~ ~ ~ ~
phosp~ di~ge$ wo~d ~ve ~ over ~e ~0 y~ ~ ~m ~ut 50
to 75 kg ~r y~. Wi~ ~a~ent, ~e di~g~ we~ ~ld ~latively ~t ~
a~ut 50 kg ~r ye~ (~ evidenced ~ ~ I~k of~y o~ ~
~ncent~tion ~nd in ~e l~e). D~ng 1984 ~ugh 1987, ~e ph~pho~
di~h~ges were quite 1o~ com~ to o~ y~, but i~d subtilely ~
1988 ~d 1989 ~ of ~e I~k of ~ter ~a~t d~ng ~ ~ly mild
~nt~.
Fig~ ~4 is n plot of~ ~ av~ge I~e p~ ~~ ~
time. [f~e~ ~ ~n no ~en~ ~ ~s~ co~ m ~ ~e ~d
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have shown s r~latively ~teady increase from about ~0 to about 100 pg/L ov~the 20
year period. With treatment, the lake phosphorus ~*geatratiom w~ held within ¯
~elatively narrower range (from about 50 to 75 I~,/L). The lake
concentration improvements averaged about 50 pg/L over this period oftime,
gompered to an expected theoRtical improvement ofabout 100 jq,/L. "l’he~fete, only
about one-half of the theot~fieaJ impmvemeut ~ probably begause of

~_

l~o

1973 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 8,5 86 87 88 89 90 91
~ Measured P conc., ug/L
~P onc., ~ If no ueamw~
Fii~ure 14. Effem of u~m~x on Lake P.~nia~s~o tmai plmq~s r.mcemlbOm (j~L).

The m-lake flow balancing method (FBM) for storage of excess stormwat~
dunng periods of high flows allowed for lower treatment flow rates, while still
enabling a large fraction of the stormwater to be treated for phosphorus removal. Tbe
treatment system also enabled lake water to be treated during periods of low (or no)
stormwater flow. The treatment of the stormwater before lake discharge accounted
for about 70 percent of the total observed phosphorus discharge reductions, while the
lake water treatment was responsible for the remaining 30 percent of the discharge
reductions. The lake water was treated dunng 60 percent of the operatin8 time, but
resulted in less phosphorus removal, compared to stormwater treatment. The
increased efi~ciency of phosphors removal from stormwatcr compared to lake watt"
’
v,~s likely due to the more abundant particulate forms of phosphorus that werer ....
n-moved tn the FBM by sedimentation and by the stormwater’$ higher dissolved
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In add~on to the Uad~ wabe’ ctwnil~y analyl~, ~ll:m~eon will be dl~k~d
regarding ~ bi~ical impacts ~et urbanize’den may h~ve on lhe weterlhed. Morn
frequent and more ~ etomlwater ~ degrade hlbitet by I¢ouhng benlm and
smomenng hal) tats w~th asdimant A m~n~y of ~e nm~idal ~earn~ throughout ~e
Slate was recently compteted w’nere various I~ and habita~ measume were
made. The results of t~e sunny wi~ bo used to inleq)ret hal~et and I~ data

plish suctl an etfo~1. A weterahed approech is asen as Itle idasl wly ~o iddrasl lind
use and pen~it needs, but the Idlocet~on of ~ ~ oMI CWl be

The State of De~aware ~ had a National ~ 0i~ Elimination Sy~em
Program (NI=OES) in effect since 1974, w~en ~ wogram m de~ by ~le
En~ronmental Protect~n Agency (El=A). That program has prov~ed an effm
mechanism of contro~ over Jnduethal discharges eince ~ben. In 1991. ¯ etatewide ~
mere contro~ and stormwater management program was also imp~mentsd ~ ~e
Oe~artrnent of Natural Resources and Environmental Con~ (Oepenmant) whcee
pnmary purpose was to reduce the water quanl~y and wetar quality impacts the! new
development actn/itms might have on recei~r~ m
These two programs have had l~e coordthet~on over the ~ m years as pem~t
apphcatloris sul:)mi[led to both programs have been considered on an indMduaJ be,
sis witl~ no l,nkege of these fwo programs to target ~ on a weterar~d-wide ~
The im!oiementat,:)n of the statew~de st on’nwater management program has ~
as a basel~ne program for new development actnntJes wt~e ~ governments, designers, and land developers acqu,re an understanding of the types of o~ligatk]’~
and practices that are necessary for urban land de~k~)manl~.
When legislation for Me statew, de stormweter menageme~ pn)gmm was ~ approve~, the need for a coorcl,nated watersr, ed approach, wa~ recognized. The~ are
many s,tuat,ons wl~era aclverse ,mpacts have already occurred from a water quan~y
or water ~ual,ty perspective. In those situations, irnplementa~on of convoys on new
deve~ooment act,v, ties ,s ,mportant Dut there has to be a process where exJsl]ng prot)~ems can ~)e addressed so that an exist,rig s,tuation can be aPl~mved. The Sediment
and Stormwater Law has a sect,on devoted to those s,tuatJons where a comprehan.
s,ve approach to resource protect,on can be l:)Urm.md. Tha~ section is defined as
Cr,ter,a for Oes,gnated Watersheds.
T~e Oes,cjnate~1 Wa;ershe<~ pro~:ess represents a consensus approac~ to addra~
existing water cluant~" or c~,,a~,ty prot~iems w,tl’,n a watershecl and prevent ~
lems from t:)e<;orn~ng worse. An ~mporlanl c~’nponen! of ~ OesK:jnated Watershed
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~ ~a~. ~ watmh~ ana~is will all~ f~ a ~m~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ap~opnate f~ ~e indus~es to ~ ~j~ in
s~ ~f~. ~e use of ~e SWMM m~ ~1 gNe ~ ~
~sidM ~ s~c ~lu~n~ of ~ ~ r~d to ~e ~

r~ulati~s have a ~seline r~uir~t rela~ng to ~ r~ in
~s ~m a n~ ~and use a~ ~p{eb~ of ~ ~ a~.
may ~et~lne ~at n~nen~s are ~e ~ ~llu~n~ of ~. In
cr~efia f~ ~manent st~ater ma~gem~ prac~ ~ ~
~es may ~ r~uJr~ Io pr~de f~ nu~t r~ m ~di~ to
u~ raids r~ r~u~L
Habi~t ~ Bi~i~ M~
Habl~t ~uali~ and biol~=~l measures ~n ~ ~t~ff~e t~= f~
efl~t=v~ess of sto~water ~ntr~s. Measures of ~e ~d~ of
n~ to ~aluate the eff~Neness of c~ols. In ~is r~ard flint a~
nont~dal streams =n the watersh~ n~ to ~ c~sider~ f~ ~r~ reds.
~ese resources are dtrectly affect~ by urban st~mwat~ ~nd are
f~ other malor pollut~ sources. ~us, =l is relatwely easy to relate
st~mwater to the resDonse of the resour~. ~dly; gh~i=l h~i~l
~asur~ I~ s~e~s are well es~bhs~ m ~ I=t~a~e. ~ ~
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A similar response was documented by the Ohm EPA when biological motlitonng data
were actaed to the,r 305(b) assessment. Approxtmatahj 50% of ~e sVeam segments
that were determmeO :o be =mpa,red in 1991 were wnpa~ed base~ upon biotogicaJ
measurements alone (Rankm. 1991). In othe~ words. Ihe State would have i(lentJfled
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% El~r abundance % ol ean~le Ih~ are EPTe

s

~~

(~di~m): ~ d~W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.

by ~ ~ ~

~
+

(m~n ~ ~ ~ ~
E~

"~
~P
~

~
17
3

~
25
~

8
4
2

~.5
16.1
3.0

24.6
~.1
~.9

"~
~
~

13
19
6

~
21
17

10
5
3

~.8
~.2
15.1

9.1
~.5
~.8

21.9
~.1
~.4

~2
24.6
~.9
~onomic n~ness ~), EPT ~ness (E~, ~t E~ ~ ~E~,

Measures of hab~l quali~ us~ b~ ONREC are sh~ ~1~ in Table 6. ~ ~
f~r ~pes ~ measures: ~eral ~ara~e~st~ (d~r~ ~ ~ann~), ms~
measur~ (var~e~ an~ abundance of s~bie ~bi~ts sub~ in ~e wat~ s~
s~a~s and r~es, ~d~ce of ~e~smo~. and the quah~ of ~s), sUeam ~k ~
s~res (~ence of eros)on a~d the ~ of v~e~b~ al~ ~ks), ~d ri~i~ z~
~as~res (shade and w~O~ of b~ z~e). ~e ~ ~e ~ f~ ~ ~

i+
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mmr~m ~at ’m~

~~~)
~~)
~~)
(g) ~, ~m) ~, ~) ~ ~, (~ ~
~i~ qual~. ~ ~n~s in~ ~ ~. ~us, ~ ~
mags b~ ~ s~i~t ~ ~ ~), ~ ~ ~ u~

~e ~ ~ s~s ~ me ~p~ ~~ ~ ~ by EPA
done by ~ing the valu~ ~ ea~ i~Mdum ~ ~ r~er~ ~.
ence va~u~ are de~ ~ sites ~at are least a~er~ ~ m~. ~ s~
,nO.dual metr~ are add~ t~ to pr~u~ a si~ ~e ~ ~ ~e. A
s~hng system is us~ to pr~uce a single ha~t q~i~ ~e ~ ~
s~re f~ ~ site. The s~ ~e r~ ~ .~ ~ ~.
~°ther s~eng~ of ~is appr~ is ~ abil~ to d~e.. ~ ~p~nt to ~ ..
~1 communi~ is ~us~ by ha~t ~ water quali~ s~s~s. ~e ~i~ ~
~1 data are plog~ w~ biol~y ~ ~e y-~is (de~ent ramie) ~d ~t
x-~rs (,nde~ndent vanable). F~gure 7 zllus~ates this ~es~b~ of ~ (M~
al., 1992). ~ sh~n, ~e majon~ of s~tes (69%) m ~e ~l p~in r~ ~ ~ S~te
had ~m~zred b oily, and the malon~ of ~ im~ were ~us~ by "~ ~
ha~J~t. 80% of the s~z~ with "p~ bi~y ~d "~ ph~ ~L
In ~e fall of 1~3. ma~oznve~ebrate and habi=l da~ ~re ellen at 57 s~
No~hern P=e0mont ecol,=on. The r~ion =s hea~ly ur~an~ and pr~i0~ ~e
for evaluating the sens~t~w~ of these measures to ur~nizat=~ and stemware.
foll~=ng are prehmzna~ results. F=gure 8 sh~ a str~g relab~sbzp be~ ha~l
anO b=ot~=~l quah~. In aOO~l~on. 100% of ~e s~l~ ~ "~ blol~y had ~
"~ phys=~l ha~=~t, whde 92% of ~e s~t~ ~ "g~- ~ ~ ,g~ ~
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The total eatJmated direct project costs for ~i8 watershed project are $736,942, whk:h
omputes to $9S Pe~ hectare ($39/~cro) to acconq)tish the nacosaa~y eflorL This coat
d°ea n°t include the State or Incaf government coots for State or ioca~ kmde~ staff
project suc~ 8s fisheries Or wildlife Investigations. Addi~ionl prod~ or m of

To ;°°k at the overall effo~1. # wouJd provide a bane~t to undermm~l Ibe oMa 8ooock
ated wi~ sampiing and data analysis. In ~ of Instnm~slion, ~
purchased three ISCO automatic san~ore and bubt)Ior flow units at a toted cost of
$~ 9.S00. in ecJclitJo~ to the automatic sampie~, two YSI ckt~ k:~gere woro purchlm~
at a t°tal cost of $12.~0 wh~ ~re prog~mmable to meaujre tem~ermre, DO, pH,
data e~Jysis. Tal)le 10 Presants repreeant,~ve coats for data anajy~. The nun~er of
eampJes was ammaJ~ ~ order to ~ represm~tNe costs ~ sample wWy~8, but the
unit COSTS are accurate if the following OnSbtl~ntS ale to be sampled. The ~
costs do not include costs associated with m collects of m Sernl:~ ~
lectJon is being done by ~wa~is~e maff hm,.ing zome expedance with m eoi~B~logic~ men,ring to conduct the hal~t ea~nt, flow meazumm~t, basic
water quality 8naly~s. and a macromverl~’ate collection costs ~ $1,200
per site. At least 2S aires are necessary in the wsterehed to project an accurate
eantatzon of stream hea~. Long term trends, in ralst~on to watershed helrdl, would
r~luire analysis once every two years. The index pehod should be ~ In
the tstl Wen vegetabon and algae die off makes analysis easier and shows what
happened over the summer, which is considered tho c~cal perk)d in term8 of tornpera~ure end DO. tc~eal~y, a~pro~Jmataly 1/2 of the sites should be checkod oech year
with ¯ total evaluation of eli 2,5 of tt~ sites oc:~r~ every two years. T~o annual
for this work would be $14,400 compared to the much greeter cGet asaociated ~

Thee are ¯ number of es~c~"ts of t~is project that are expected to provk:Je stepping
stones for stormwate~ management program evolution and for 8n approach to resource prefer,on on a more comprehansive ~esis. From 8 stormwater management
program perslDeCt~ve, one product of this effort will be the considerabon of SWMM
from an ~nclnnOual site les~gn stanclpo~nt. Historically, stormwatal managalne~l des~gn has been basecl on hyOrologlc moclels that have no watal quality design
nents. SWMM, esDecxally from a suspende~ scdids stanclpo~nt, can provide infomlat~on relating to the Dertormance of a storrnwatm’ management basin for water qual~’y
zn aclcl~t~on to water quantity. T~e ;ntent will be to pro~cle b’aining for ~ design
consultants ancl recjulatory agencies over the nexl two years so that a change to the
regulabons sidelining stormwater cles;gn using Itm SWMM rnodet coul~ be
phshed.
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SWMM Duet and linking of SWMM to N:Ir..JINFO, future wMerlhed planning Mlofll
are expectad to be less man the o~t bar hecWe lot ins project, In fac~ If lhe one
planning is reduced to $63.47 pet lle~am ($~.70/,lcm). This II ~ ¯
accurate piclure o! what ¯ similar O~ would be for other ’,~lersbed q)eciflc planning
efforts. The cost per hectare may be an in~inVdalin9 faclor depend#~ on the size of

be ~e develol~ oral Irr~plomontat~o~ of at wa~or~lso~ i)mlo~tlon pll,~ kddno i,~~)~
funding mechanism such as I e’,ormwiter Ut~bI. In ~ to ~le ~ Itself, I~ ~
considered necessary to attempt such an effo~ to provk~ s~ff with 01o ~pofti~ to
conduct watershed studies, especially in ~ of wa~erahed appmachas being o0nsidereal in the revised Clean Wat~ ~
The exT)ected results of the study effod ~ be seen in two areas: pogtk~ and sciont~’fic. From a political perspect,ve, the results of the effort ~ fonn the basis ~ kind
ments accept the concJusions of the study ~ and astabiish criteria ~ lind
issues In the watershed. In addition, ~le final product ~ nlcessitale a lunding manhl.
nism |o~ implementation of study recommendl~onl, and the City ~ld County mum
From ¯ Scientific basis, there ~e 8 number of pa:)duct~ from ~ effo~ ~ ~
|ac~litate resource protection throughout the Stata. T~e cleveloprtlelli of an
ing sflell tor the SWMM mo~el w~ll facilitate the u~ of that iT~:)clel oll other,dvBl~rsh~l~.
Expenences learned through this initial effort related to data collection and analysl~
modelling, and consideration of alternative al0~oaches to resource protectk)n will be
valuable elsewhere. The linkage of chemical and biologic monitoring multi ~ ~
provide a valuable tool for consideration of overall stream heath transferable to other
watersheds. The consideration of watemhed in~en~usness and expec~Jonl fo~
n~ntenance (x restoraSon of stream health also is valuable |o recognize.
Condusionl
Watershed analysis, especially from a wat~ quality standpoint, is data intensive wtd
costly to implement in terms of funding, time. and experlJse. For these reasons the
most accurate models are generally not used on a widespread b;~sis. On this project
rt was te~t that the detail needed must be adequate to "sell" the City and County on the
need to take aggressrve action if .Silver Lake is to be protected. A similar approach in
other watersheds will have to be considered very carefully before a simile~ commitmen| is made. It is hoped |hal the conclusions of this study will sell resource prote¢bon programs elsewhere in the State.
From a water ~u_~nt~_~ perspecl re, the cost of watershed analysis tends to be within
reasonal:)le bounds, hut the COSt o! a com~ehensive analysis from a w=fer ~

i
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Time-Soak Toxic [trects t. A~e ~

¯

A single storm event ~ddo~ pmduc~
~ w~ ~e ~g~ ~ ~

~e Minx ~t - ~ ~ve a 3 ~u~
W sto~ ~; p~Icm is it d~’t give ~ a
R~fer ~ ~ ~m ~Igium is a ~ ~
H~c~ ~ ~ ~ w~l ~bE~ a ~ ~ng ~

~m~:

Tem~ntu~, pH, ~,
~abl~ ~ ~ ~ l~g ~,
~ng, o~ ~

~on:

For ~DL why ~’~ we ~
bi~imilafi~ ~i~?
G~ ida, but a ve~ hgo~s
¯ is. ASTM i~ likely to pm~

Answ~:
~on:

~ ~e rotifer ~st w~ done, ~n’t ~e ~ism
d~te ~n~on for a l~g h~, ~her
~ndition?
Answer:
~a~ is t~e ~d it is why l~g-t~ ex~u~
~me~hing different. We n~ lo h~dle th~
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kills and other Phase I and 2 impects. What about them~ other
~ ~ ~y is ~ f~ ~ ~ ~y ~ ~, ~

~. U#ng~~ ~u ~~ ~~
~

Mu~ ~ ~is ~ ~nt, ~ ~ ~ ~’t ~ ~ ~ a

~:

Will b~i~ ~i~

~, li~ ~ ~ m ~ m

a ~ "~- ~i~ ~ is ~k ~ ~ a ~ fi~ ~
U~~~~M~
~ of ~mfi~ is ~ ~ ~tub~ ~ of ~i~ ~ ~. ~
~pling of ~t ~ gi~ ~ ~i~
Simply ~ n~ ~ve a ~le ~ ~ q~ity ~ ~r ~ - ~ly ~ ~U ~
10~ of ~ 1~, f~ m~. Nor ~ ~y ~ ~gh ~ ~ ~
~i~t g~

~Y Pm~ ~ng ~ ~m m ~umin~.
Bi~m~ have ~ ~ p~ to do. EPA ~d bi~t
p~ls ~ article, but ~ey must ~ a~li~ in a way ~ is ~m~le m
¯ e ~tu~ ~bt~ in a ~gton. Ev~ ~gi~ s~if~ity ~y ~t ~
~y ~ve ~ ~just ~ I~
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Answer:.

Yes.

(~k~stio~:
Answer:

Have YOU used ~h in your bie~ index,/
We have used i~ve~brate~

Wster QusIJty ~ trem Stormusd~.

Answ~: Ye~, but the~ was some tr~.~o~ of farmbed Io housinj (this nmy

~ ~t

in~ ~ycling f~ m~ ~ u~ ~a~ ~ ~
~ ~f.
into exisOng ~. T~t~[ sys~m ~ j~ ~ a ~ ~.
t

SAS m~ms ~1 ~ ~ u~. UnloVely, ~ S~rd
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Answer:

The cost was 4 ~ts/1000 pIIOaSS, 20~ Of WhJC~ WaS ~ ¢POmI Ode

Question:

Wire is the cost effectiwness of this umunmt se~asiv= 1o
altenmives?
End-of-pipe t~e~tn~nt is s~edmes ~, b~ ~ i~ ~ ¯
lack of rand, making this optioe less cxpemive than alU:mmives that

Answer:

,’

Answ~:

This is genm’all~ site-speci~,

Answer:.

applica~on?
It was an EPA d~mo~stmtio~ proje~’t, and I did no( get involved in
the permithng (ask Rich Field). This m~od is ¯ good op~om

Answer:

It got 2-3 fe~’t thick a~l caused som~ dam~e to the sl~uct~e, it
was easy to patch the curtain in ~he spring and reatmch any loose
wo~J. We have 10 yc~s of expc~eoce in Swcd~ and 6 in

(~tioo:
Answer:

is chemical addition feasible on a large
Whether or no~ it is feasible is site-specific. This is n~lly ¯ big
wet pond, and chemical addition may not be necessary to achiev~
what you axe U’~n8 to do.

Question:
Answer:

What was the rate of s~liment accumulation?
The rate is about 1 inch per year. It nc~ded to be dredged al~er 10
years.

Comment:

You incorporated both monitoring and modeling. We should do
more of that.
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National Pollutant Discharge Elimination S~an O~ES) pmnit, wh~
¯ e discharge of storm water rela~d u) iMumial a~vi~. ~x=au~ pnllul~m
prevention is the priman! focus of this regulatory program, most ~ Onvinmmm~
~encies believe that the chemical monito~ng of nmoff will pm:lu~ iml~m~
information to help to focus planning efforts and id~mtify cun~mt
movements. As it has in the I~, chemical monitoring
a flow propo~onal sample will likely be requimt because it is
accurately repmsem the actual discha~e of conlaminants (USEPA, 1992).
Unfortuna~y, this type of runoff sampling ~JU~klUe is
difficult, and ve~ brae omumin$.
This study was designed as an evaluation of the v~ious
techniques available for ollecting industrial sile runoff. The impomm~ of inch ¯
comparison becomes clear as one considers thai indu.m’i,- will rdy on Ihe ~emlU el"
these ~nalyses to mxke decisions reg;u’ding changes to ~ storm waler poilulioa
prevention plans, an obligation of the indust~l storm warn" l:mmiL
The first step of this study was to establish esim~a for omp~i~g Ihe diff~mt
techniques. The criteria seJecled we~:
How di~cult it is to select ¯ ~ (Site ~:bon)
S~unpling osts
How concentrations compare to flow composite (Accur~y)
How concentrations ompare among scvend ~onns (Repmduc~)
How well concentrations repres~t the soun:e of’po~lubon
(Representativeness)
Technical expertise required to use ~he me~hod (Techni~ DilScui~y)
Three industrial sites were selected for study based upon si~
being directed to a single outfall, and a desire to conp~ate wi~h the project. In
addition, the runoff" at the outfall had to be related only to tbe ac~viries
particular industry.
Initially, no single sampling method was considered as su~rior based on
previously listed crilena. All of the sampling methods were compared al all three
indus~al sites. The following sampling techniqueS were compm’ed: full storm flow
composite, full storm lime composite, first 30 minu~ time composite, rime disc~te,
and source area samplers, and the concqx of the n~w sourcz sample.

!
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wa~ pl~ in
i~h ~ick
~ of ~ ~ sl~e. A~ ~ ~ ~um ~ m ~ ~y
~ a ~e
~ple.
~~
~plen
~p~.
New ~
u~ to ~
the mnoff~t the ~pt~ w~ld ~ t~ ~, ~--. ~m~
go do~ for
uay lo~ for
~plin8 ~ u ~ ti~ ~ w~ ~ ~ oft~ ~ ~ ~w ~
~Oa.

~~RY
C~ning
~e gl~s
~mples, ~d
phosphors
double disfill~ ~ter, w~ ag~n wi~ ~ ~d fi~ly ~ ~ ~bk
disUIl~ water. ~mpler ~ps
phos~o~s
Sample
Sample ~ll~ti~
~noff event, but in no c~ mo~ ~ six ~u~ af~ ~ ~n ~t ~.
~ll~t~ ~mples were ref~gent~ until they we~ mmbin~ into a mm~
~d spht for ~alysis. P~ation p~u~ we~
x~e USGS
Wi~onsm S~te
comme~i~ la~nto~ for ~ly~s of ~ org~i~
~e Ume
fotlewtn~
~Cu), ~n~ (~ ~Co3), ~d (Pb). Magnesium (Mg), Nic~ (NiL T~
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(TS), Suspunded Solids (as) and Zinc (Za). The ~ ~ ~ampi~ ~
analyzed for Antimony (Sb), At~.i~ (As), l~llium (I~), Cadmium (Ca’),
(Ca), Chromium (Or), COD, Cu, Hardness, i~o, Mg, Ammonia-N, Nilral= ~
Nia-atg.N. Total K~eJdalfl Ni~, Ni, TmaJ [aho~, 13. SS aad

s~.,~ spam.~
Sample mixing and spli~ng was puffonned at the USGS Water
I.,abomory, located on Seybotd Road in Madison. The s~nples oming from
same az~s were combined into ¯ composite sample and split, usin~ a Tellon cooled
chum splitter. After spX~tt, in& each omposite samite, the chum q)lJtter ~ Hnled
three t~mes with double distilled water. Separate sample control fonts ~ u~od Io
docum~t which samples we~ combined, their volumes, and additional om~ om
Sample i’~tioe
Tlne samples collected for metaJ anaJysis ware pn,’served w~th 2.:5 nd otr :):5S
acid (HNO3), and nutrient analysis were preset~.ed ~th 2.~ nd ot"25 sulfuric acid
(H2504). The samples for total and suslx~ded solids and ~ had no Im=ervativel
added. The samples for Use toxicity test were ref~gerated at 40C.
Water QuaUt7 Aml~sis
Water quality data were transferred from the State laboratory o~ Hy~one (SLOH) Io
the USGS’s QWDATA dam base. ASCII files were created by QWDATA and
exported to ¯ PC DOS computer for load computations using EXCEL :5.0 soltw~re.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From the standpoint of the number of samples taken during the storm event, the time
composite method tong more samples than the other methods during ~e retire mrm
went, followed by the flow composite, time discrete and the fir~ 30 minutes,
Table i details the number of subs¯topics collected in four differtm methods for
storm water analysis. All but the first 30 minutes had samples representing all of the

hydrogr, p~.

Site sele~io~
The first step in the industrial storm water runoff pmjec~ was to sumnmrize the
information from the industrial sites¯ The information from industry group
applications w~ selected to determine the possible industries to be monitored.
Twenty-six SIC codes were selected Ixa.sed on the EPA toxicity code (I low and 10
high), The descriptions of the raw materials and finished products that possibly were
in contact with the storm water was ulx~ated from the storm water runoff applicat~m.

I
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TABLE I. Numbes of samples collected 5y four dJffe~m

for ~ wat~ anaJ~
DAT~

FLOW
COMPOSITE

TIME
DISQ~_I=T£

TIME
COMII’O~ITE ~0 MII~J’rB~

AC-~6-3O-93
AC-08-05-93
AC-08-19-93

23
8
7

6
6
8

TOTAl,

~

20

PPG-08-0~-93
PPG-08-09-93
PPG4Y)- 13-93
TOTAL

11
I1
26
~

6
6
$
20

2~
22
2~
7~

3
3
3
9

WR-06-13-.93
WR-06-17-93
WR-06-29-93
WR-ffT-l?-93
WR-O7-25-93
TOTAL,

13
13
20
8
30
84

6
6
8
7
7
34

15
2,1
26
II
3O
I0~

3

41
72
40

1~

2
3
3

8
L-

3
3
4
18

The comp~ison of the sampling me~hods called for the selection of sites that f~lfiil
~he criteria described in the introduction. The s~udy ~ncounterod a significant amount
of’ dif’fieulty in accommodating ~ll the sampling methods at a single ouffall. The fact
that from 474 industries only 94 presen~:l isolated dr~nag¢ as~as mad~ th~ site
selection difficult. The fact that of the 94 sites, only 14 lud a single pip~ outfalJ
suitable for actuate flow measurement coupled with a minimal amount of gravd at
the site, only compounded sie," selection difficulty. The sampling methods that ~
samples at the end of a pipe have a high degree of’ difficulty ia seJecting the

Table 2 presents the cost of the equipment for different sampling: methods. Table 2
shows that sampling methods that t~k¢ samples proportional to flow r~te discharge
the most expensr,’e due to the equipment utilized to run the sampler~, the
\
communicauon accessories, the data loggers to store the iafo.-mauon and the shelte~ ~.- ---

I
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TABLE 3.

3 (~ ~)

2

Eff~:( ot’ nund)~r of storms on ~~

~4

~

--

~

..

3 (~ ~)

II

153

133

¯ ~l 6 ~ ~

.~%

.~%

.~%

~ (~ ~)

7

67

71

¯ D~[ ? VS S

14%

9%

8%

3?%

195% for su~nd~ ~lids at W~ lnte~tion~ ~able 3).
differen~ of the four const~tuena ~mw~ ~cu~ when
comp~ with a single sto~ evem ch~c~n=tion. T~Ie 3 illu~
humor of even~ ce~nly h~ ~ eff~t on the accu~cy of
~1 ~e si~cs when a single storm w~ chic[end, extreme v~ of ~ f~r
~sBtuen~ ~y~ were found. ~~ v~ucs Mp~n~ for gl ~e =~ m~i~.

~ ""
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TABLE 5. Reproducibility in flow composite {xagentraliom and time

discrete fo~ fu,st 30 ndmaes of the store

i

,
¯

’

aoca s’r a

"I

8/~/93

I$

33

9"/

20~

132

32.$

33

"~,
i

8/$/93
~/9/93
9113/93

I?
16
21

26
4"/
i7

160
140
160

ZSO
273
173

13S
136
126

236
~
140

T/
49
4.$

1~
314
"/4

6/13/93
6/17~93
6/29/93
7117/93
7/~/93

at
12
,5
I1

14
12
19
14

WARMAN I~ATIONAL
82
I~S
75
155
140
159
112
131
lg7
53
143
6~
~4
120
$2
128
68
167
36
133

39
~6
14
22
1"/

39
lg
39
106

CV%

38%

20%

39%

~

32%

37%

15%

TABLE 6. Ranking of ~e reproducibility for different ~ampling methodl
Method
l~ow composite
Time diu:rete
Time composite
(high frequency)
Time composite
(low frequency)
First 30 mmules

Reproduclbillt~
Good
Good
Pore"
Poor
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Self-mo~iwring will be required as pa~ of ~be ~orm ~ i~
Wi~n induing.
~II~ by a ~llu6~ p~
~ I~1 of ~iu~ ~ff f~

~ of~
~pl~s

~s. ~is

~ ~ ~pling a~ch fm ~lf-~i~ng is ~ ~ m ~
~11~
~le
~ito~ng ~t~ wi~ a
~u~

~ logger.
~pling ~hniques ~u~
ins~m~ti~, ~d d~s not n~ ~e ~m~ of hydrology
p~nciples.
difficulty of gl~ng
~it.
~e ~mpling me~s that utili~ pm~nio~ flow
degr~ of ~hnic~ difficulty which is refl~ in ~ ~st (flu~, ~,
ins~men~tion ~d t~hmc~
difficulty for the
low ~h~logy, ~d
Table 7 illust~tes
~e flow com~stt¢ ~mplcs
~owmg ~e ch~tensucs of ~e ~nf~l event. ~is dens ~n~s
m ~ge ~e p~t ~memn ~rdtng
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The dam from the samples collected by source ~ sample~ in ~ ~ ~

The comparison of measured volume with volume estimated by Pitt and Vmx, hmm’
1989 Source Lzmding and Ma~mgement Model (SLAMM) at each site is shown in
table I0. The runoff values of the volume measured and estimmed for AC ~
varied from minus 3~ to 23~ for three events comparod, The o¢~ foe’
Warman International varied from minus 14~ to 14~, The omlmrison Of the two
flow measurements methods is a way to relate tlm concentrations mmmeed by tlm
four sampling methods. The attempt is to relate the results of the cm~eatr~ioa io
hydrological and meteorological data. This is aa attempt to a~swtt with ¯ degree of
confidence what are the influences that the different source treat pl~y im the
concentration at the outfall. When determining if¯ facility is discha~giog high ~
of contaminants it is more important to know the oacentratiott at tlm so~r¢~ th~a k
concentration at the ouffall and it is more important to know tlm runoff volume of
each source area than the total volume at the out fall. The systematic mouitoriag Of
the structur£ BMP’s must he developed and f’mld tested because without ¯ Insr
hydrologicaJ relationship between the sources and the coocentmion at the outfall it is
impossible to determine the effectiveness of such BMP’s. The transfca’ability of the
results can be used to compare the effectiveness of the BMP’s on reducing the
contaminants. The model SLAMM to estimate volume runoff(Table I0) is suffici~t
to permit systematic analysis of the data at a variety of industrial sites. To mnssum
the effectiveness of the BMP’s two key parameters must be obtained and reported in
all the BMP’s installed. These are the concentrations at the sourc, and the volume of
runoff. These two parameters need to he reported in every pollution prevention plan
to test its effectiveness. The reporting of the concentrations and runoffvolumo
(Table I0) appears to give respectable data to draw conclusions now on how the data
is related to the source, and in the future to determine the BMP’s at different

--

i-

-=/

Conclusions
Industries and municipalities have already sta~ed to monitor and colloct storm
data in a variety of ways, using different sampling methods (manual or automatic,
flow or time based}. Much of the data will be associated with the efficiency of future
storm water management practices. It is very important that if a variety of sampling
methods are to be used as management assessment tools, the), be carefully evaluated
to understand if they can adequately fulfill the task.
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TABLE I0. Compifison o~ measured volume with volualz Imlimald

-

AC

6/13/93
6/17/93
6/29/93
7/17/93
7/25/93

WARMAN INTilNATIONAL
6,200
6,200
3,000
3,100
4,300
3,~10
1,400
1,600
12,300
12,~00

0%
3%
-14%
14%

in order to ~ understand how these metbeds may fulfill i plniculir isk, Table
i I p~,~ts a way to visualize their ffectiveness through a ranking of storm witzr
smnpling methods according to an evllualJoa of the visions aspects involvld ill
selecting a monitoring method. These aspects of moaitoring a~e: site ~, coal,
technica/difficulty, most represenl~ive, accuracy and reproducibility, in order to
select the best sampling method, ~ach method has been ranked numerically accocdi~

~m~

As was shown in Table 3, one ot" the most problematic aspects of automatic flow
based sampling is site selcction, due to the difficulty in finding the proper outfall for
mst~qlation of the flow m~asuring device, in Table I 1, 0~ sampling equipment and
methods that do not utilize flow measuring devices are indicated as ~asi~" to instaJI It
an outf~ll, having lower costs associated with their use, and l~ss techaical difficulty.
if the consideration of proximity to the source or most represemative sample is ¯
higher concern, Table 11 indicates thai the source sampler methyl will be much
useful, when coml~ed to the flow b~-.~l a~d time hased automatic sampling
methods, in ~ldition, it is hoped thai the accu~-acy a~d reproducibility o[ the new
design of source s~pler will be superior to the past designs. If we instead coasidl~.
I~t sampling at the outl’~JI givc~ the most represenl~,Uve sample, ~ the time
composite is the be~ method.
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The use of best mmmgemem practiees (BMPs) to ~ the impact d smm
water ~ often involves engineered features such us wet lad dcy ponds, ~
of BMP are essentially ~e same: to reduce peak flo~; to remove suspended
solids; to provide opponuni~ for natu~ systems to reduce oncentrmiom of
dissolved organic sad inor~=,fi¢ pollutants; mM to control erosion, lnteg~l to the
use of such systems is the need for ¯ monitoring progrmn to sssess t/~
effectiveness of these BMPs in reducing pollutant lozds in disdmrged storm
water. Federal and State re~lations include specific requirements for industrial
and municipal storm w~ter monitoring programs that can be, and often a~e, labor
xnd resource intensive practices. While the storm water regulations have specific
requirements for monitoring of discha~es for permitting purposes, there rentals
¯ need to continue the development of representative and cost-effective
monitoring systems that provide data on the efficiency of ¯ vaziety oiv structur~
best management praaice (BMP) s3~stems. Data must be usable both for the
purpose of demonstrating pullumat removal efl’icicncy, and for the more general
purpose of providing process information to facilitate development of design
criteria. This paper examines current monitoring requiremena, key elements in
the design of a monitoring program, and current meflxxts for assessing the
effectiveness of runoff ontrots.

~Virginia Tech Civil Engineering Dcpaa~’nen~, Northern Virginia Graduate
Cemcr, 2990 Tel-star Coun~ Falls Church, VA 23220;, ZOccoquaa Wate~,~hed
Monitoring Laborato~, 9408 Prince William St. M~nassas, VA 22110;, ~’irginia
Tech Civil Engineering. Departmem. Blacksburg. VA 24061-0105.
457
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systems are not available, Thus, most mo~toring programs using field sampling
and analy~s sTstems probably will requh’e a method vaJidafion element.
The momtoring requirement~ of regnlato~ programs should aJway~ be considered
in the design of a monitoring program for storm water BMPs. Incorporating
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EPA provided only llmitad dlmmioa of ~ tm~gq~ m m~ m
precipitation data to determine what ~filutod ¯ ~ ~ ~
the document G~znce Mamml for t~e P~l~mutkm o~ Pwt I o~ t~e ~ Pm~t
,4p~ fo~ O~c~,p~ Mu,~c~,e Smmnte Seo~ Se~r S~e~ (4O). A
paper by Hamiltoa (]5) diseussed the al~ used in ~ an ~-vuinntian
to determine the cz’iteri,, for a representative storm eve~ in the
a~d Greensboro, North Carolina a~ea. For the Winston-Salem a,-ea, the
Ocean a~d /mz~spboric ,~dndnimatiou (NO/~) used aze ~

¯

~

I. A storm w~ defined by ¯ total raiMall aggumul~on of nt ~ O.l
inch. with rates averaging at I¢~t 0.0l inch p~ hour.
~ Data were recorded on at lea~t an hou~ bm~
3. The staxz of a rainfnil event beshu in an bou~when =t lemt 0.01 incb
of rainfall is re~orded.
4. The m~nimum d~ period to signal the end of a ~ ev~t was l0
hours.
5. At least ]0 years of data were requited for anal,~s (data from 194g
The City of Greep.zboro, North ~trolina u~d the zam~ data act, but uand two
different paxamete~
1. The minimum dry period to signal the end of an event waz 3 houri.
2. The minimum dry period prior to the staxt of an event wm ~
(per the regulatory definition).
Even though the same data set was used for these studie~ there w=..z ¯
difference in the values for representative storm eventz, with the NOAA approagh
yielding consistently higher value~ for duration, frequency, total precipitation,
average precipitation. This difference led the North Carotin¯ Depaxln~nt of
Environmental Management (NCDEM) to define a storm ~vcnt as 8 storm haw
a precipitation depth of 0.2 to 0.8 inch a~d a duration of 3 to 13 hour~.
letzerz from NCDEM specifically recommended 8gnimt the ~ of hlgh-inten~it~0
short-duration storms as a representativ© storm went.
Other studie~ used different methods for determining what constituted ¯ ~w" ....
representative stomz. Thrush and DeLeon (38) recommended u.~ng data fxom
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lenerate a bydrozraph that
~ (24) ~ ~fi~ ~~~~a~~
~ V-~t~ ~
~, 1.~, ~ Z~ ~e~r ~C ~
~ ~ip

~ w~ ~o~
~ ~-~ flu~;

f~ ~ ~~om ~ a ~ ~~ ~~ (14) ~
a 0.76 ~ l.~m ~
~~ofp~~~~~
fl~ s~e~ ~d ~te a
higher fl~ ~l~tic~
~lin~ ~ o~te
¯ at th~ ~e more ~t~, more di~lt
hi~ fl~ ~d ~ ~ten
flume may ~ ~ im~nt ~mide~
~e often hi~ h s~nded
may ~ pmble~ from
or ~ flo~ ~lu~ng
A ~mnd~ ~ ~ch
~ch~ s~ge-hei~t det~or ~ s~i~t
¯ e fl~ ~ a ~n~ion of time
~pling technique h~ ~er~ drawba~
~11 ~ve to ~ available at ve~
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sediments. The study concluded that onc~trztiom of zmpund~l ~ ~
the associated pullutantz were routinely lower in manually computed surfam
Generally, the magnitude o~ th~ difference in4n’eaw.d with flow gate. One ~

sedknenu than the intngrated samiks.
addi~o~al d~cu:~o~ OWML (30) u~ an inu~miv~ mim~mpu~, aa
an~/os-to-disital convener, sad ¯ 10 psiS ont~t pr~sure traasdt~z~ to
uorm flows. The computer recalv~ ¯ sips/born tbe t.’~asdmzr (via the A/D

coaverter) m~/calculat~ the unge us~ the fo/lowias equatioa:

PT = preuure umuducer ,~gnal in milllvu/u
The factor of 4.614 is required to om~rt/~/psi ~o/~/~oh

If the stage has O..~n at least 0.1 foot over each of the last three successiv~
a~nutes, a storm event is considered to hsve begun, and the computer stare
continuous monitoring and triggering of an automatic sampling device to collect
a flow-weighted composite sample. Base flow data 8re written to d~sk ever] bout
8~d storm flow data every 10 atinutes. The data record includes: date., time,
stage, flow, dischzrge, incremental discharge, and wbethcr a sample was collected.
The data record is down/oaded to an IBM-compatible format for anaJysis.
Using the value for total votume for ¯ storm event, along with values for tbe
number of samples to be collected and ¯ known sample size for compu~ited
samples (both set by the investigator), the volume of storm water flow between
cottectinn of each sampt¢ may be calculated using the following relationship
d~-us~d by Thnnb and Dc/.zon (38):

v, . ~v. v.
v.
Where: V, - runoff voJume (P)
F51 = volume of flow per sampling interval (P)
N = number of samples
Vs. V,~ = Volumes of incremental and compu~ited samples (1’)
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Pr°pmed
s°me spec~
~JPe~ of BMPsby
thst
might be
flows Jmowu
to be contaminated
~ ltmes
of emplo~d
lX~t~ms.fer storm umte~
i:)r~marily on the hydraulic conducth, ity of the mtdeflyi~ soft. HiBbe~ hydraulic
onduc~ivipj ~diows morn rapid movement of waxer into the 8round, snd
poliutants to u~vel farther into the ~ ohunn before tuber pmces~ for
e~mmple., adsorption, begin to retard the ~ Oetermi~i~
wbic~ water in.rdu~es into the ~ (i,~ ~ m~k~vie/) b
accompiLshed u~ng ¯ permeameter or piezomeu~ wells. Tbe desipt ~d
oj~rs~iou of these devices M~ well de~.~bed in the lltelltol.e ~KJ
discussed in detefl. For ¯ detsiled di~us~oa o( the operation of theso de~ce~
the reader should refer to ¯ tezt on bydroseok~, such 8s by Fetter (13)

DriscoU (~1).

Tensiometm 8re used to determine the nel~ve bead exerted by the tendency
of water to infiltrate into the ground. /m adepl, stio~ of ¯ tensiometer csm be
used to collect s~mples of bLfiltrated water. One study by tbe OWM]..
¯ device onstructed by 8~t~cbing ¯ porous cup (simibr to those used
tensiometers) to one end of ¯ five-foot-long PVC pipe, and ¯ rubber plu~ (to
create an airtight seal) to the otber end..4, sample collectin~ tube was pe.ued
through the rubber plug and extended to the bottom of the porous cup and ¯
second tube for applying pressure or vacuum to the system was i~5sed through
the rubber plug and extended halfway down the pipe. The device was pinced into
¯ bored liole approximately three feet deep, and pocked into pl¯ce with exc~ated
soils to prevent surface water from passing dowu into the soll 8Jo~side the
pipe. Twent),-four hours prior to sampling. ¯ vacuum was applied to the shorter
tube in the system to r~verse the negative pressure bead and so drsw water from
the soil into the porous cup. Samples were collected from the device by
pressure via the shorter tube, thus forcin~ the water up the longer tube a~l into
the sample container.
There 8re many methods for estimating in.rdtration of storm water. The reader
b direcled to Driscoll (11) for an excellent discussion of these establbbed
methods. One new method to determine volume losses due to in,lit¯finn not
described by Driscoll was developed by KaJita et oL (19). They descn’bed ¯
n’a~ematicaJ method to model losses from the side walls and bottom of poeded
t]eids under variable water table conditions. The field ¯spiels of their study used
an exp~rimentaJ plot ate not readily adaptable to the study of systems such
ponds, wetlands, and swaJes. However, their results do suggest that verdcad lad
lateraJ in/iltration losses from ponded systems ~n be predicted wilh ¯ ldgh
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degree of ~"umcy, provided adequate bydmlogi¢ dun m~ tameable. The ~edtk
factors that would need to be Imoqam include: so~moimu~ dmractmts&m,

There ~ze two rmmom to monitor the deposltiom d mlimmms in
BM.Ps. Fint‘ one of ~ prima~ reasons ~or sto¢~ ~ ~at ~
is to eonu’ol erosive losses of soil into wmerw~ys, Imnm~ dqxmitioa o~ sedimmm
in storm water BMPs can severely impact stor~e ¢up~ity. Sa’ie~’s study (37)
of suspended sediments and metals removal by ~ E]lyu, ¯ small lake oumide
Chicago, shmved that in the ¢our~ of 10 years, the ~ uouuuula~l 8,300 m’
of sediments, ¯ 13 per cent loss of storage ~ty. Se~ad, taxi equ~y
impormat‘ is the cumulative effects of poHuumts mmoc~uxl ~ sediments on the
benthic ommunity, rooted vegetatiork uad the land wbure spoils from d~
the BMP are ultimately disposecl of. This ll~ point is ~ o~ gpm:ial
cornmeal Studies by a variety of resem’ehers show flint ~ melais fzom ~
runoff actumalate in sediments at relatively high oocenuufions. For e~mple,
StriegJ’s study found mean oncentrutiom of eoppe~, lead, and zinc were 275,
1,750, and 228 mg/kg d~ weight, respectively. N’~btin~ie (29) also found
concentrations of lead u high us 1,400 n~ T’ne~ values for lead
concentrations sre of particuiax concern in that tl~ exceed ~ 1,000
concentration used by EPA us ¯ guideline for remedial ~livitim under
Superfund. No data ~e available, but an intere~ question arises us to bow
dredged sediment would fare if subjected to the Tox~:ity C]mm~erisfi¢ !.~
Procedure (TCLP) test to determine if it is ¯ dm,-ucterisl~ bazardom waste
under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Under the Federal
RCRA program us desc~bed in 40 CFR §261.24, ¯ wus~ demop.strates the
charactemtic of toxicity for lead if the TCLP extract com:entrmion is greater titan

5.0 ppm

~ was stated previously, the r’ate of migration or" Lkluid or ~qucous pollutants
into the Found depends prima~ly on the hydraulic concluctivi~ of the underlying
soil. Higher conductivity allows more rapid movement of water into tl~ ground,
and consequently less time for degradative‘ f’dtering, or udso~tive p~ to
occur. Other factors, however, do play a major role in the ability of ¯ pollutant
to associate with sediment. Oxidation-reduction potential, pFL temperature,
presence of hydrous gels of iron or aluminum all play ¯ ml,- Adsorption o/
pollutants onto sediment, however, is of particular conceru. Adsorption is
greatest when sediment particles have a high surface ~’ea/muss ratio; when .
s~diment particles have negatively charged su~aces, as is the ~ for silts and
clays; when the s~diment has a high cation-exchange capacity, and when organic
cm’bon fra~ons in the s~diment are high.
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~diment ~fore ~

~#~tic pump p~d~ su~on to d~w ~ter
mo~tored into the ~.~ ~dimen~fion ~r
~ ~e ~ttom of ~e ch~r. Water
~nd m~ ~itioned at
~pling tech~ques in t~t it pr~des
¯ e ch~emti~ of
~ d~g h~ever, require the mump~on ~at
~er ~ repre~ntative of the ~iment a~mulab~ at ~e ~ttom ~ ~ B~.
One ~iblc m~ifi~tion to ~e o~ration of ~ ~tem for ~lle~ ~pl~
from ~e ~ttom would
~tem wi~ filtered water ~ken
¯ ~d~men~ ~d then ~ile~ the ~mple. ~o~er
effe~vene~ of ~ BMP at rcm~ of p~cles of
~ from ~e ~et ~to
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the point that the nut~orit~ of metsls in storm wster 8z~ found smbed to
particulates or in su’oa~Jy ompiexed m’pnic foam thst 8~e not
bioavaSlable. Tbese stodies showed that althoosh stona wires’ quslit~ was quite L
variable., the relationship between bioavailable sad total oocemratiom wasjr
consistent. The factors controlling the specintioa between dissolved and
bioavailable forms include: (!) suspended muds types, (2) pH of the water, (3)
total metals concentration, and (4) dissolved organic carbon ooceatratkm and
character. Paulson and Amy developed ¯ computer model ~ the EPA’s
MINTEOA2 to predict the speciation of copper, zinc. and lead into bioavaflable
and nonbioavaflable forms. The results of the modeling effort suggest that in
addition to analysis of total metals, an estimate of the bioavailable concentration
would be worthwhile in asse~ potential impact to aquatic
The second area of concern is that several of the analyses required under the
regulations are nonspecif]¢ tests. For example, the test for "oil and grease" is
non-specific. Standard Me~hod.v defines "oil and grease" as any ompuu~
recovered as a substance soluble in trichlomu’ifloroethane or other solvents. This
is not specific for hydrocarbons; chlorophyl[, organic dyes, and other mmpuunds
will be included in the results from this test. If possible, in tdditioa to these
nonspec~fic analyses, it is recommended that during the first few smnp[ing rounds
analysis be conducted for a larger suite of specific constituents (for example,
chlorophyll) than is required under the regulations. Once the initial rounds of
sampling are completed, the suite of constituents can be winnowed down to ¯
manageable and cost-effective suite by eliminating those compounds that are not
detected. This is not to say that the nonspecific tests are not valuable toots; Wass
(46) used the oil and grease method with moderate success in evaluating the
effectiveness of a submerged-flow vegetated treatment sy3tem used to tre¯t runoff"
from a vehicle maintenance yard. The only problem encountered with using this
non-specific method occurred when cold-mix asphalt was used to construct beans
to redirect ~noff at the study site. An unusually heavy rain leached some of the
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constituents h~nn the asphalt, musing ¯ short term blloreme io d~

Little defini~e wor~ Ires been pub~hed ~ ~ of ~ ~
~eatmem m the growth of p~mts or tuber oqanisms, nor does tbore appear so
~l~ble work discusses either the results of gimu~ted ~ ~ ~ effe~t~ of
~t~e~es. For example.Gresse~a/. (14)conducted ~niatetesgaggludyofruao~
and sediment ~ from roll revue under ~ ~ TI~ ~udy
demoest~tud that seeding density for mrfgr~m p~ ¯ m~jor ~ ill il~ ~gl~ty to
act as ¯ sediment trap, a~l the conclusion was made that weH-maintsis~d
residential turfgrass stands shouM ontribut~ to decrem~ total nmo~ vohu~
and r~diment Ioodings. IAtde other resea~h has been dooe in feint years oo
the effectivenes~ of v~iou~ grasses ~ sediment traps or ml their ~lglity Io
assiznilate d~solved pollutan~ Cleaxly, this is an area wbe~e additional resean:h
is needed. The u~ of reed beds for sludge dewatering was discussed by Kim
(20). This study suggests that beds containing the reed J~u~miza axe an
effective means of dewatering sludges from I to I0 percent ~ suggesting
this species may be a v~luable means of pmmot~ evapotzampis’afion
£~n~ Mefhad~ (2) provides an excellent dis~uss~m of mxelxed teclmiques for
smnpling mncrophylon in method I0400. The s’e.4tder is d~’ected to th~
for the dctaiis of thes~ sampling techniques. It is impo~m to note that tbes~
techniques axe not spec~cally developed for storm wa~er Blt~ however, they
should certa~z~y be applicable.
Vegetation monitoring was conducted as paz~ of the study by t~ OWMI- (30)
discussed elsewhere in this paper. The vegetation annly~s consisted of
identification plant species and a biomass measurement The biomass
measurement was conducted by ~mm~ng to ground level the plains in randomly
spaced circulas plots with an axea of ! m0. The haxvested plants were sepaxated
by species, washed w~th a weak acid solutio~ and oven ~ to constant weight.
Be.low-ground bioma.~ was estimated by excavating a 12 cm by 20cm soil sample
u~mg a piece of PVC pipe. Plant materiaJ was manu~lly sel~rnted from the soil,
washed with a weak acid, and dried. Samples were collected throughout the
growing season and the biomass measurement technique repeated to give an
indic-~tion as to the rate o~ biomass production. A decornposi~on study wns
conducted by placing a known amount of washed and dried plato litter from
known species into 36 Porous polyester bags and placing ~ bags ~n axeas
where those plains were dominant Eve~ month, s~ bags were removed at
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rmxJom tnd weighed to determino tbe quamity el’ plant ~ Ibmt lind
decomposed. The study did not tttemlx to am’alma biomas~ im3ducl~xt ~
pollutam remov~ efk’ic(ency, but these procedures Idlowed tn mmJ,ysh of tbu rmt~
¯ , which oJ~mic matter ~gumulated in the wetland under sm~.
requirements in NPDES permits, inciedin8 those for storm water
There ate problems with toxicity te~ting for storm water flows. As pehzted out
by Lsom (17), one "glaring defkieneg’ with toxicity testing is the lack of ¯
laboratory certification program. ~ollins e ~/. (10) pointed out that one ~ tbo
most dif~cult problems with conducting tuxkity testing oa strain wategs usJn
fathead minnow~ or Oap/u~ stems ~ the 36-buor masimum boklinj ttm8
permitted. Because it can be difficult to detem~ne when there will be ¯
e~ent (a tact borne out by local television weather forecasts 8~8s the 13,5.), the
laboratory may not have ¯ ready supply of test o~ of the q~jwopriate ~
Further, these tests are expensive. Many researcbev~ buve examined the
for microbial toxicity testing as ¯ menas of providing ¯ mor~ ~-e~iv~ ~
however, none of tbes~ tests have proven to be as effective ms Ibe st~ndmd tes~
using fatbead minnows or ~. For example, ~ ~nd ~mnan (4)
8~-ssed the potemiaJ for using the cornmerc~Jly av~labJe Microtox¯ test and ¯
procedure using enriched nitrifier cultures. Their study showed Ihst neither test
was as sensitive as the Dap/u~ test. $tand~zrd Methods, J&h ~ contains
proposed methods for toxicity testing of aquatic plmtts. One tech~qno is foe
Duckweed .and the other for ¯ variety of v~ular pim~ts. "Unese 8re laboratmy
~¢chn~quos and have not yet been q~proved, noe lutve these techniques been
mJapted to field use-

There are many areas still to be explored in conducting resean:h on monitoring
of storm water BMPs. One of the most important areas where research could be
focu~d ~s the development of standard methods for conducting studies of storm
water BMPs. Currently, there are few standard practices in the field. Th~s nudges
relating da(a from one study to L’~other ve~ difficult at best, and imjx~ble at
worst A short list of prolx~ls for research into standard~ protocols for
storm water BMP ev~lu~*ions follows.
1. Oevelopmem of standard methods for the cahl)ration m~d operation of
remote seusorz.
2. Development of standard method5 for metering flow (Le., use of standard
designs of weirs, flumes, or other sy3tems).
3. Development of a standard method for sampling infdwated
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Because of the t~me variation of both flow rate ~nd
stonm~ater runoff during ator~ events and in the outflow
from trear~aent strUctures, pollutant control Performance
monitoring r~q~irea the collection of flow-weighted
composite a~lea over both the inflow and outflow
hydrographa. Additionally, if dz~ mther inflow is
Present. inter event (between storsm) flow monitoring~md
sm~pling is required for on-line structures such as wetdetention ~ain~ in order to quantify water quality
corm~ituent flux under dry weaCher-~eflow conditions.
Sto~ ~n~ Mnni~o~t~__. Flme-~lghted composite
samples should ha collected using an automatic
drivenb~time integrated flo~smamir~menta (flow p~ced)
to produce either a single ollection o~ta~naw direct
am.plea in separate containers.

Eoth method~
frequent flo~-Paced samples to ha
hydrograph to assure development taken Over a atom
concentration ([NC) composite that of an event mean
is falling
haaed and
on many
e~mple al£quots throughout the rising,
flow Periods of the runoff hydrograpb or treatment
etructur~ discharge hydrograph. L~borato~-y
c~.t. are min£~zed in comparison to di.cret.
characterization.
In comparison, d~acre~e sa~pllng allows the
characterization of pollutograph effects ~ storm
events because the individuality of each flow-Paced
sample aliquot is maintained by separate containers.
This p~rmits water quality constituent characterization
of each individual sample to identify the time variation
of concentration (pollutograph) ~ the mathematical
composiuing of individual sample aliquot
values to produce EMC.values. This method also allows
for ~he flexibility to prepare a flow-weighted, manually
composited sample from a portion of ~he individual sample
aliquots and reservation of the aliq~ot remainder for
individual analytical characterization. As an example,
this approach can be used to Produce ~Ollutographs for
lower cost indicator Parameters such as conventional
pollutan~s an~ making a manual composite £MC determina~ion for ~he more cos~ly toxic organic constituents.
A good ~arge~ for hydrOgraph water quality constituent characterization is ~o collec~ ali~uo~s over at
least 80 percen~ of ~he ~otal storm hy~ro~raph volume.
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Having actual monitored event-specific rainfa~Idata
at hand, the investigator can make astute decisions on
future target 8terms for priority monitoring, or to
assess what the previously accumulated control
mance data set represents with respect to average annual
conditions.
Target storm identification should also
address identification of seasonal storms
winter/summer) for monitoring ~hrough review of long-ter~
monthly average rainfall ~o~als.
Although it is always desirable ~o acquire as much
treatment s~ruc~ure inflow and outflow data as posslble,
allowable study time and fiscal constraints must be
considered in se~ting realistic data acquisition targets.
It is reconun.ended that monitoring programs targe~
acquisition of between 10 and 20 s~orm event
inflow/outflow and baseflow data sets over s two- to
~hree-yesr period. In the urban land use envirorm~nt0
storm depth must typically exceed 0.2 inch before
sufficient runoff/infLow is produced to allow trestmen~
s~ruc~ures inflow/outflow automated sample collection.
Of course, this generalization is influenced by site-

R0041187

These curves were developed for Austin, TX ~sing
50 years of hourly rainfall da~a and field-verified
runoff coefficients. The percent of annual runoff
Is no~ captured is bypassed untreated.
This can be

R0041188
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addressed in a moni~orlng prOgr~ b~ eondue~ing inflow/
outflow water balance calculations
or ~ ~hird f~ ~ni~or c~ ~ ins~l~ ~s~r~ of
~he off-}~ne fZwspZ~er ~o~fy~sses

~ Pr~ious~y ~ion~, ~t-d~ntion
such. all surfacs disc~rge fr~ ~he ksin Is ov~rflw.

Since h~aulic resldence’ ~e affects ~he dlssol~
pl~ ~d algal blologi~al uptake, wa~er
conversion, and waner col~/m~Imen~ Interaction,
i~r~anc ~ha~ perfo~nce moni~orlng pr~r~
range of s~o~ even~ ~d in~er-~en~ m~le oll~ion
acn~vi~es ~o ad~esm ~hls highly var~ r~e of
operating conditions. ~Is ~m i~r~anc In o~er ~o
em~llsh ~he average ~d e~ variation In ontrol
perfo~nce under ~he influence of ~he local
~cle. For ex~le, ex~r~e events which Pr~uce high
fl~ ra~es can resus~nd se~l~ ~erials ~
"negative" ~11u~an~ removal efflclencies,
short-circuiting of flows c~ occur If ~slns are
desired wlnhou~ sufficien~ ~ffling or length no width
ra~ios and, ~hus, greatly r~uce ~llu~
Perfo~nce. ~di~ionally, in~er-~n~ flus
Also, d~ ~s~ns such as ex~end~ detention ~d
fil~rauion ~sins which are confi~r~ on-llne are also
s~jec~ ~o resuspensio~/washou~ during ex~re~e
events and narge~ s~o~s for ~he monitoring ~r~r~
should a~nemp~ ~o ~an~ify ~his occurrence. Therefore,
the perfo~ance variability associated wi~h on-line
~rea~men~ s~ruc~ures is much higher th~ off-line sys~
~d ~his should ~ ad~essed through more ~ensive
monitoring plus.

Basic ~a analys~s for each monitored s~o~
should include:
~) wa~er ~ali~y cons~inuen~s infl~/
ou~flo~ ~C de~e~ina~ion from ~he analytical l~ra~o~
resulns in co~inanion wi~h ~he inflow/outflow
if ~ime-paced discrete s~ple collection ~as
and 2) perfo~ance of an inflow/ouuflow wa~er
balence calculation ~o assure ~ha~ inflows and discharges
have ade~a~ely ac3oun~ed for any gains or losses
~ke ~y necessa~ ass~p~ions. All s~o~da~a se~s are
~hen used ~oge~her ~o calculate peri~ of record
pollu~ removal control efficiency.
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Where Posaible, PaLred £n~l~
should ~ us~ £n c~£~
~ ~fl~ s~o~
¯ on c~ ~ ~r=o~ gra~tcaZlF (h£s~

.

- ~"

sca~er Plo~s, e~.} ~/or ~h ~e use of

~a should ~ r~l~ for ~ Inconm£m~en¢lem
~en Anfl~ ~ ou~fl~

~o en~nee~ and PZ~ows
removal efficiency fo~ - --,

;-~ ~ ~=oa~
-~ ~o ~ic~l Z~-~.~

~ Often ~ 81~iflc~. ~s~ loadinge
enCe~ing ~d leaving the ~ ove~ Ohm enci~e ~nlCo~
in~e~al ~e $~ se~ra~ely ~ ~alua~ ~i~

~o~al ~) x 100
only~d
a~=opriate for 8to~ ~8 ~
~seflow This
peri~moCh~
wi~h ~ir~isinfl~
which e~ibi~ .~ accurate flow ~l~ce.
~ror c~ ~ ln~r~uced ~ us;__

’
.

ou~fl~
¯ ~a
S1~ific~

M~i~ ~ading RaCe R~ucCion. Past e~erience ~m
sho~ ~hat _~st_ runoff Pr~eSsem
distributed =nu that co~arisons o~ ~are
l~will provide an ade~ate es~i~te o~ the ~llut~
~
removal efficiency.
~ alte~ative approach for
calcuia~ing removal ef£iciencies also uses the entire
Paired sto~ data set generated a~ each monitoring
station. Zn this method, the event me~ concentration
(~C)
for each sto~ is multiplied ~ the total
flow.
Statistically analyze ~he entire ~Pulation
inflow and outflow sto~ loads for all events
de~e~ine the median s~o~ even~ loading a~ ~he inlet
outlet of the treatmen~ s~ructure. R~vai rates are
compu~ using the following fo~ula:
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Question:
Answer:

With source area samplers is plugging a problem.’?
Yes that’s a problem, but with redundant samplers, not all of tlvem ....
plug.
r
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summariz~ closing remarks, 8s well tt qu~k~as/ommonts from

l~¢xibility venus direction - best is probably clear direction combined
with flexible implementat~a:
¯
¯
¯

Maximum extent practicable - needs definition.
Water quality standards - depends on CWA, but if no
reauthorization, will be onsMering again, as a matter for
EPA policy.
Monitoring requirements - watershed approach/indicators,
are good ideas, but what should be emphasis? In long run
shift away from ioadings and more toward watersheds and

ic=ors.

Monitoring - EPA is probably reqniri~g too much, a~l
monitoring could be redirecled to watersbed pro~ion. EPA should
require less chemical a~l more biological monitoring. We ~I to
develop measures that give confidence. Expoct that th~$ will be a~
important subject at the next conference.
BMPs - There is, in effect, widespread experimentation. We need
much more engineering work on design, performance, and
cost-effectiveness.
Illicit connection programs are well developed.
Broader federal action needed on:
¯

Diazinon
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~n a~ and I.~:~: ~ ~ ~ ~~
~ms ~at toxic ~nt~ ~ ~r ~ ~,
of ~e sho~-~ ex~su~ of ~ b~ ~ ~ ~
conc~m~fions. ~r i~biii~ ~ ~ ~ff~ ~i~o~
~n u~ ~ff ~ali~ ~ ~ ~ of ~ ~
one of ~ ~: Ei~r ~ fl~ i~ of ~

¯ chemica~ quali~ of u~ ~ff. ~ ~i~ s~M

~urce control ~r~gh g~ ~i~ ~,

¯

~blish s ~blic sws~/~
~ Unit. ~ public su~m ~ p~on
~snccm~nt of u~an strum cnvi~, it will
hap~n. The public must ~lice i~lf ~ ~g~ ~ Pm~r
chemical ~ndl~g, litter, ~ illegal du~g, ~ ~
at work. ~ucation ~ awa~n~ ~ key ~g~n~
achieving ~is, a~ should ~ a p~ori~ pmg~ for

¯

~v~lon b~eline ~mnlin~ n~ms to ~t imn~v~
ment in the ~ol~ic syqem multin~ f~m t~
~ The HPD~ sto~wa~r ~to~g ~ui~men~
n¢~ to de-emphasi~ chemical mo~mfin¢ ~ ~
bioassessmen~ a~ habi~t assessmem, We sh~ld ~ a
chemical parameter list similar to ~at pr~ by E~c Str~ker
in ~ Session V[ workshop, a~ ~rn our a~en~on
bioassessment and habi~t as~ssment. Eric Livingston
developing an excellent pro~ol; or may~ we ~ u~ a
simplified procure, such as the one su~es~ b~ ~rl Shaver
a~ ]o~ Max~, for u~ in urbaniz~ ar~ ~t will give us
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EPA needs ¯ complete restructuring - combine various
wastewater programs rather than continue the
balkanized syslem.
EPA should demand and support local water management
*~ a uni~d effort.
Comment: Oregon has a state committee, like the one in Cali~nia,
which is pro-active and which goes to the state iel~iatora
with recommendations on what the stale ~
should say.
Comment: Agree with enforcement ¢omn~nt. but how to ~e~
message across to those who do enforcement? They oeed
to be in the loop in a positive, rather than just punitive,
Comment: Commanication ~ap$ be~veen regulators a~ different levels
a problem, EPA would appreciate advice on how to
improve pClll~t writer training.

Comment: Agrees with shifting money from monitoring to good
Co~e~t: O~r city I~ < I1~,1~ population, .~ we a~

It is important to integrate urban watershed managememt
into stormwater, rather than vice-versa.
The one place we get a lot of support is with public
education. It is more profitable and less costly than
BMPs.
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Comment: Suggest ¯ national demographic analysis/survey - show
who’s there and what’s exposed (in ¯ chemk:al or water
quality sense), This could be don~ through EPA.
Note also that we’ve gnt~n into some CSO oncepis, and
we need to look at which, if any, of those oncepU are
¯ pplic¯ble to stormwater. In Ibis light, could include
treatability studies - implies stormwater treatment. Should
we accept dry weather flow in treatment plant¯? Should
we use pipes for storage? Should we put in flow control
devices?
Comment: Treatability analysis of runoff is needed, maybe using
innov¯tive settling velocity procedures.
Comment: We should sldft more to biological criteria; need to be
cautious since big chemical increases could occtlr witho~
being noticed.
Question:
Answer:

Question:
Answer:

Will flexibility in monitoring requirements filter down to
permit writers?
(Mike Cook) - already exists and will try to emphasize to
permit writers, especially biological vs. chemical
monitoring.
On the tie between monitoring results and enforcement,
can it be written in to avoid use of resnits in third-party
law suits?
(Mike Cook) - Does not know of any permits being
written that will require monitoring results to be used in
enforcement.

Comment: EPA should restructure program to integrate all of
wastewater management; should require states to develop
comprehensive basin management plans; EPA should
redirect 319 funds to support this.
(~omment: Regulated parties could develop compliance check lists
without waiting for regulator.
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among public and private sources. [ndustz7 ~tould
with regulatorz and public mt bio~saes~aenta. ]aduat~
can also help in educati~

._

Comment: Source control was endorsed over sW,_cturnl BMPs by 8

larp v~.

Comment: Public education should build on existi~ programs.
Comment: If we standardize reporting procedures for BMP
assessments, should this group be ¯ focus for reviewing
and disseminating l~ulu?
Comment: There is ¯ lot of overlap in studies (some overlap m~ded
because of site-specificity), but should we set prioritim
~ then allow local authorities to ~ould select from ~
long as procedures are stmxlardized?.

i

.

In the San Francisco Bay area, 5 programs now
coordinate monltorin~ and meet with regulators to set
priorities and minimize overlap. Pans of the monitoring
prosram are allocated to various participants.
Commem: Durin~ the interval between these conferences we could
recommend tha~ the UWRRC sponsor sessions (at least
annually) at other related conferences OVEF, WRPM Div.
of ASCE).
Comment: Issue of fairness in monitoring should be addressed.
Measure close to the source or at the outfail? Ne.~d to
decide the best approach, assuming the goal is to get
contaminants out of the receiving waters. Recommend
monitoring close to the source (although this may be
unfair to industry).
Comment: Enforcement should consider rewards, not only
punishment; an example of incentives and punishments
exists; regulator could adopt an attitude of helpfulness, as
is the ea~ in other countries,

r--
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Comment: What we need ont of confcrence~ is ¯ synlbes~ o~ what
we have learned am/what we should do next - wi~ is our
level of knowledge (and uncer~), a~l ~ are we in
various areas, For example, we learned i we don’t
have to redo NURP.
Comment: Need specific recommendations on wa~r quality standards
applied to stormwater. We may be be~er off ~ such
standards if they can be made a~proprin~. Also,
agreement with earlier ommem i exis~ wa~r
quality standards are an impedim~
Comment: Most permit holders will never hear what we have
learned, and it is up to EPA to disaemin~. NPS News
Comment: Regulators will never solve the problem of "poinflem
personal pollution." There is an initiative to iem’n bow to
change behavior (National Geographic NPS Fonun).
Comment: It is disappointing how poorly we have.m’ticulated the
NPS problem and solutions. Without it we can’t achieve
our goals.
CHAIRMAN’S CLOSinG COMMENTS
How do we communicate what we have discussed this week? Tho
Proce~lings will convey the presentations and summarins of the
discussions. The challenge to you, the attendees, is to further e:r, pand
the information learned in a way that goes beyond what is contained in
Regarding Mike Cook’s challenge to the UWRRC to coordinate
research activities; not determined how we will do it, ~x~cially flow
of money. This is a step in right direction. NAFSMA is very
interested and r~present~l by managers; they are hopeful that we, tbe
Urban Water Resources Research Council, can join with them and
APWA.
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Tremendous progress has been made in finding illicit connections
~nks to Field’s and Pin’s efforts; nevertheless, issues stiH remain on
eliminating these conaec:tions.

._

1 believe we have characterized nmoff well enough, and don’t have to
do more in small cities. Any further activity along the~ liens will not

reveal saythiag new.

Everyone is afraid of compliance monitoring for stormwater
discharges - afraid rite effort will be concentrated on eed-of-pipe
monitoring (which would only be a rehash of the ~trront water quality
stormwater characterization).
Monitoring of receiving waters is the toughest problem - we’ve
already seen regulatory requirements which do nothing to improve the
environment. Need to develop protocols for biological, chemical, and
physical monitoring. Protocols should not be specifically dictated but
set appropriately for each site. Need muitidisciplinary approach.
Reiterated .systemization of reporting, but not suggested for
compliance monitoring.
Finally, it should be pointed out that the at~eedees at this conference
have training and experience that far exceeds that of the majority of
the people in the field. This fact alone makes conferences such u this
vi~l sources of information for practitioners. It is equally important
for us to devote some resources to the training of our own
professionals.

~._~
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C~tr HI{~HWAY ~’ro~lWA’rl~l I~UNOFF MONrrORIN~

~fion (~A) ~
"1

F~ ~d

~ugom ~m

~e Natio~l Pollu~t D~e EH~on S~em ~D~)
re~a6om ~ required mu~p~i~es
~e ~un~ to re~ntly enpge
stouter runoff. For ~fion ~p~n~,
~T ~mpiled ~g~ay stouter ~off ~e~fion

M~x of the ~ting back~ound dam c~a~e~ng hi~y sto~r
~ ~om s~dies ~do~ed by FHWA in the ~d.~enbes ~d ei~
"SieUr, Water ~ali~ Engineer, Staff ~si~ - Hyd~li~ ~Io~
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~d!~.inc_.luded
n.itorin
data from
separate
itona
~ 16
eats m t~enver,n~_
t~lorado.
Assummary
of 993
the FHWA
data
(~mte~aa
at mediaa
v~ues for hishway site mediaa eoneenuafiom) is iacluded ia Table L

NiU’atc + Nitril¢

~

0.46

0,78

rl ~n

0.4

FHWA defined common source, and types of pollutant~ found in
stormwater runoff, and the~ are li~ted in Table 2.
Sources ot ~ommoa Higlmsy Pol!a~ats (i;TIWA~, 1~4)

Zinc
iron

Tire wr.at, mo/~ oi~ ~ea~
Autobodv ru~, lit,| highway sU’g~me.& ~,~-~ ....

Cadmium

Tb’© wear, ta~ic~de applb-~,i,~a

! Bromide
C~anide
Sothum, Cakfum
Chloride
Petroleum
P-chl~mated
biphenyt
Pathog. cmc bacteria

pails

F.xhau~
A~ticakc omlxmnd t~,~d to ke~p ~,’_~ ~ ~,,,,t-Deiong salts, gre.a~
Dcic~nlz s~ts
5pills, lul:wiCanlS, anti[rcez~ and hydtaulk fl,,~l~
Pe.~qic~dc~ almoetph~r~ dcl:~ PCB calaJ)~ in iyalhelk:
Soil, biter, bird dropping& hvt-u_~w~ ami ttodtyatd
Clulch and brake fining weas
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"~e oncentration of polluumts in b~hw~ stonlm’ater
fa~o~ such ~: pr~pi~ ime~, ~ ~ ~u~; ~;
geomet~ ~ d~ge feamr~ ~nt
su~ing ~ ~ (u~ ~ m~). ~

~ ~d ~lter d~ ~ ~

¯¯

en~e ~te~
¯ ~ fi~ s~ (~, ~ ~ter
u~ in a~te ~to~ ~ o~
~ m u~u~ ~ ~

l~ti~ly, ~T ~idered ~i~ ~ ~ site ~at
~W~ which w~ I~ted on inte~te !-~, e~ending f~m j~t
~liy dire~ion~ interch~ge ~th inten~te !-70 to Fox s~ee~
~ ~T of 149,~ ~th a drainage ~¢a
~ w~ ~een Au~st 1976 and July 1~ du~ng which ~ ~m 16
even~ ~ ~lle~ed. Using this site ~ h~ever, not ~ible
I-~ re~ion work ~ndy in pr~ w~re
~T therefore ~luated sever~ o~er ~te~v~ ~d ~le~d a
site for ~e monito~ng. ~e site ~ l~ted on lnte~te
~le~st Z~. ~T for l-~ is 95,~. ~nage
7~9 Ha of C~s ~ght~f-way (RO~, s~ing at ~ie~
of Che~ Creek and ending at ~le~t 3.~ ~er
~ea includes paved su~aces (s~ highway I~es pl~ ~l~r)
vegetated su~aces (median and ~e~ ~een the cdgc~f~i]
gOW fen~). Sto~water ~noff from ~
Oeek ~ou~ a ~.~ ~ ou~

~- -
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~TORM~AI~R ~ N~
By comparing CDOT’s ~ ~ ~A’s ~ it ~ ~ ~

~e differe~ in ~ is ~t~ ~e to a ~ ~ ~C
sto~ ~1 at ~e !-~ rite (~10 m~). V~m for s~
are much I~er (6~ mg/L ~d !14 m~) w~ch m
at sto~ Pl ~uld ~ due to a s~ m~ifion ~t ~

impr~emen~ in refi~ng pr~s ~u~g d~r
gre~s~ redu~ion in i~i~de a~li~fio~ due to e~n~
~6ng ~

From a re~lato~ ~ive, C~ d~ ~t e~ at
engage in addition~ sto~wa~r mo~t~ effo~ for ~
1. ~sting dat& Much dam ~rea~ ~u ~at ~a~e~
sto~ater ~noff. Additio~ ~m ~ not sh~ different
th~ alre~ ob~
Z ~t/~nefit ~tio. ~nefi~ of ~ ~ ~ ~ ve~ I~ w~n
~m~ed ~th the high ~t of
3. ~ent mo~to~ng effo~ ~ other ~Ts. ~er
departments (i.e. Text. W~hington, ~egon) a~ ~e m~
involved in highway ~noff mo~lonng effo~. In the ~ture,
e~c~ to compile this data ~d ~mpare it ve~ ~s
FHWA’s dat& ~ter evaluating th~ da~ C~T ~11
~ition to ~ ~y ~nher momto~ng n~
From a re.arch ~ive, C~T ~ to engage in

[
R0041220

HIb"HWAY ~TORM WA’g~t gb~iOl~

1. Goal 1: Monitor three (out of 13) pemument sediment pom~ that ~
constructed as part of ~"~g3’~s Straight ~eek Water (]uafity and
Erosion ~ontrol project. The intent is to as~ss the ~ Of thu~
ponds in removing sediments in highway and sno~m¢lt gum~ ~

2. Goal 2: ~onitor hish~a~ snob-melt runoff du~ ~ in ~

regulation. EM~s and poilutan~ loads of highu~ay s~, ~
Data collected during monitoring at 1-225 adds more data to that avaflabl~
from FTIWA. However, this new data may not be very representative due
to the small number of events sampled. Accor~fing to FI-IWA: "nocan~ of
~ inherent va~abillty in EMCs, a limited sampling effort consisting Of only
a few storm events may produce a poor estimate of site characteristics.¯
Monitoring requirements such as the ones i~lud¢d in the NPDES
regulation result in high costs with little benefits due to: the lack of d~med
and specific goals and guidelines; the e=~sting data; and the h~h cost of
monitoring equipment and sample analyses. It is expected and hoped that
in the future, regulatory agencies will a.~ess the above prior to r~r¢ th~
regulated ~mmunity to engage in cosily monitoring fforts which will
produce little benefits towards the huprovement of stormwatex quafity.

L "¢-onstitucnts of Highway Runoff’, FIqWA-RDSI, volumes 042, 043, 044,
045, 046, and 047, 1981
2. "Sources and Migxation of Highway Runoff Pollutaats’, FI~WA-RI~4,
volumes 001, O0~ 003, and 004, 1984
3. "Effect~ of Highway Runoff on Receiv~g Waters’, FHWA-Rg~4,
volumes 062, 063, 064, 065, and 066, 1985.
4. "Pollutant l,~ading$ and Impact.~ from Highway Stormwater Runoff",
FHWA-RD88, volumes 006, tX)7, 008, and 009, 1990
5. "National Pollutant Dischagge Elin~n~fion System Storn~ater
Regulatmn’, Code of Federal Regulatior~ 122.26, 1993.
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Undeveloped
SF P, csidm~
h41: Res,/O~Jce
Com./Ind.
Roedway

77
!:~!
97
216
32O

7
12
14
14
25

0.1:3
0.70
0.63
0.61
0.4O

~
1.60
!.76
~
1.20

0.04
0~8
0.:38
0.46
0.22

Step two: Standmdiz~ all mean oncemrmion values to 8 dimmui0mJms
~
:

!

this e.xample. M = 3. s~d S ,,, i-581 fo~ a series of numbers 1.2. 3. 4, and ~).
SAS STANDARD pmcedu~ (SAS ln~tme. 19~7). ~he smndmdized mmm

Sten MC = [(IV~-];~I/O,,, IS]+ M

[!1

value. Cc~.spondinl m the MC mtrix above, the mandmdinnd MC mmfix is:

Un~veloped
SFResid~mial
MFResJOffice
~xn./ind.
Roadway

1.47
2.67
1.80
3.70
5.37

1,~3 0.52
2.42 4.38
2-85 3.93
2.94 3.79
5.53 2.36

0.58 0.68
3.39 3.06
3.74 3.99
4.79 4.82
2~1 2.44

0.90
3.18 ¯
3.27
4.00
3.65

The values in the marx above m~ the land-use ~ for each pollutant
The values in ~he column labeled "Avg." are the overtll land-use i~licgs for each
Step tb.ree: The wate~hed-rype index (w’rl) can be derived in the same
manner ts steps 1-2. In this case the mauix of MC values consism of ~
types (rural, submban, and Urban) and pollutant pm-tmeters.
Step four. Assuming the deveiopn~nt index is a linear combination of L.I
tnd W’I’I in ~e following focrrc
DI = (L.I + WTtr}~

[2]
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"one side overflow weir." The Filippi limitef, due to its specially pt~filed shapeq
¯ llows for excellent hydraulic ontrol of l~)w, but I~ litd~ ~ om
~ are many potential applications fo~ the Filippl ~
¯
¯
¯

,.
!

In combined sewer systems
Upstream wastewater treatment plants or nmoff storage tanks
Surface water collection (fi~t flushes of concentrated nmoff) to be

The excellent hydraulic control is ob~ned by its unique onfiguration - venturi
channel at the inlet, changes in flow direction, short specially-shaped ~ngle-sided
overflow edge, and guiding grooves at the outlet to pt’event blockage.

e.-"

The Filippi limiter is patented in most ount.’ies, and ha~ successfully been used
in various European countries since 1982.
1

Intnodu,.-tion
commonly used technic~ terms. The most appropriate term to describe the
Filippi device is "flow limiter." The,,’ flow limiters may not only be used in
combined sewers to avoid flooding, but also upstream of wastcwater t~eatment
facilities and runoff storage tanks or settling basins. Another potentiaJ application
for such precise flow limiters would be to divert the first flush of concentrated
runoff to a wastewater treatment plant.

i
t Genend &tanager, Ta~x-Ex SA. l~te du Ch,t~an:l 50 ^, CH-1018
Lausanne. Switzerland.
569
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flow limi~tion$ ¯t various points in ~ mvm~ge systmns ~o iml~w~ ~
Irnatment, and thus improve warn" quality. Mr. Filippi began his
work on n flow limi~m" in 1975, and the Filippi flow ~ w~ fumli), ~
The Filimi Storm Wmm" Flow Limiee~
Before be~inaing design, Mr. Filippi defined the following filmi~ which ~
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

"

Flow limiting action wilh higbe~ lmmible
Exchangeable - to allow for changes in flow r~ ov~ ~
Shortest possible overall length.
Blockage- and mainlenan~-fren willmm movi~ ~
Minimize receiving w¯m" poiluli0m.

, .....

Mr. Filippi rnalised early that no theor~ic~l hydnmli¢ ¢ak~lations would ~
¯ de, vice m=eting these criteria, so the development ~ don= om a fuH-~
outdoor ~.sting appm~tus (wRh all of its inhe~mt shmlcomings). ’r~ fil~ fullscale ~esting device was ins~led alonpide a small riv=z nna~ Lmmone,
Switzerland. Unfortunately, ~his devic= was carri~l aw~y during ¯ ~v~r s~nu,
The cun’=nt testing d~vic= is insmll~d on the grounds of the UnivemlT Ind ~I~
~ole PolyXcchnique F~d~rale de Lausanne. ~ installation inclu~s ¯ dam
two Im’ge manholes for demonstrations and dev=lopm=m of additimml

7

9

Testing consist~l of ¯ large number of trials m~d hydraulic testing, which r=sul~md
in the developn~nt of the first model, design~ for ¯ flow through [I~ devil= olr
62 litres per second. Subsequent development ~sulted in the cr=ation of a total
of 15 models, covering ¯ range of flows between 3 and 205 litres/second.
there are more th~n 600 devices, with yawing cal~citi=s, installed
The main characteristics which, account for [I~ Filippi limdm"s excellent
hydraulic onu’ol are (s~= Figu¢= I):
¯
¯
¯
¯

The venturi chann~l at the inlet with its two changes in flow
dirtction.
The specially-shaped "outcaster" which throws out all flow
exceeding the design throughput.
The overflow edge (weir) has a specLal hydraulic shape which is
not honzonta].
The guiding grooves at the end of the overflow edge (which have
no hydraulic function, but which prevent adhesion of debris which
could crea~ blockages).

!
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Overflow.weir and flow Iimlfer
Hydraulic flow graphics
of the 14 standard unifs
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same is true within the limim" itself, bum~m fl~ ~mturi e.H~:t will ~ I~
flow velocities ~hro~gh tl~ Filil~ dmmd.
If the gradient upsa’eam is higl~" ~m~ I~ ~llo~d for ¯ given ~ it
important to modify th¢ incoming gradient within a dis~anc~ of no~ I~ i 5
meters upstream. T~ loss in grad~ is coml~mamd fo~ within Ih~ F’flip~i
manhole (see Figure 3). "r~ use of an "antony b~aimr= ~ is
if me gradient of ~ incoming smear is ~ high.
The device can also be used with shallow slopes. When dmigning for such ~asm,
there is no loss of level in th~ overflow se~er, and therefore no d~sign ~
The overflow must b~ allowed to flow out of th~ Filippi manhol~ to avoid flo~
back into th~ limiter, and to guaram~ tl~ maaimum throughput. On~ possibl~
solution (Figu~ 3) is Is~ use of I ~ pipe m:fion, ~ i re~angular
channel (Figm~ 4).
If overflow mns~ be diverted to the lefL it is rinsible to allo~ this ~ to pm
under the limiter, or alternatively, m us~ ¯ special ovm-llow chamber, ~
m ~h~ oufl~ of ti~ iimim’.
relief unit, which is installed in th~ san~ manh~ to Ivoid any build up of ~
pressure upsa’eam dining heavy storms.
The Filippi limiters are installed in circular ot r~’taagular nmnholes. For
smaller units, prefabricated GRP (glnssfiber reinforced poly~’der) units m~
used. When using the smaller units, it may I~ advisable to add an automatic
rinsing system to avoid blockages. A sOl©hold-operated valve on a timer (to
allow, say, for two rinsings per day), employing two spray nozal~s, has bom~
used successfully for this purpose. The valv~ can I~ battery-operated, if
nocc:ssary.
I~aus~ dry-weather flows ate only a few li~-rdsecond. No rinsing is required
for the larger models.
Tynical Aoplications with the Filippi Flow Limiler
The Filippi flow limiter has t~en used in the following types of insmll~io~s:

¯

As a flow limiter in a combined s~¢r m avoid both upstxeam ~
downstream flooding.
As a flow diver~er or limiter upstream of a stormwater basin wh=r~
the through flow bypasses the basin.
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RCRA IMPUTATIONS FOR ~ IN
STORMWATER BMPI
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S~OI~M~rATE~ ~ ~

5~2

THE BASIS FOR. NATURE AND IMPORTANCg O!~ STORMWATI~
BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES ~MPs~
Typi~ sumnw~r BIV~ i~, as mmmp~

¯

lu~rmiom pmmi~

~n~ ~ ~ ~ ~w ~

m~guhon ~. ~ ~iy ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~llu~t i~ in ~o~t~ ~. ~ ~n (~ ~le) f~ of~
EPA ~ d~ ~( ~ m~ ~~ of TSS ~ ~i~* ~

~ulat~ons) ~s ~ m~ o~ ~ chcm~ ~m~s mg~ by R~ ~ ~
~rb ohm ~mCn~. ~s noted ~ ~r~ ~ S~ (1~3): "~ ~llu~U
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appreciable quantities of pesticides and ~ ~ (Novotny lad ~
1981 ). C)O~r toxic pollulants occm th~ the us~ of woducts for de-kill m~l
weed, rodent and insect control (Beaton =t al., 19"/2) Hydrogatbnna cast ~
from spills, l~tks or blow-off of minor lulxit:atk~ antifna~=, hydraulk fluid sad
asphalt surface leachate (Schueler, 19~7). The City of Seattle (19~9) fo~md low
concentrations of vwious EPA Priority PoButents ingluding pmtigidel, ~
and polynuclest und polycy¢li© aromatic
In certain municipal and indns~ial ser6ngs, the Wobebility of dtttct~g
listed chemicals in slormwater nmoff is significant. We emld~sia= tl~ word
detect because the detection limits for many RCRA-list=I substanges ~=
in pa~s per billion. Practically, this can mean that ¯ few tablespoons of¯ sol~mt
in the runoff from a large indus~ial site will be dete~ed by stmgllrd ~

chromatograph/mass specu~n~er (’OOMS’) lab metho~ Comide~ the
of municipal or industrial vehicle equipment malntenmge faciliti~. Evm with
good housekeeping practices and source onlgol$ in place, it is visually ~
that certain hydraulic fluids, ~ solvents and other gCRA-iisted
will sporadically come into contact with stonnwater mid that they will be
in sediments in on-site BMPs, assuming that such sedimmu m~ monitond.
In larger municipal settings, the pmb@bility of RCRA-lisU~I ~emicsts emterilM
stormwater is high, because it is not practical to implmn~’m rigorous soun:~ cotm~
measures uniformly over vast ar~as, The benefit of incn~ed dilution flow is not
gr~at enough to overcome the problem ~ det~tinn levels for the
constituents are so low. Pesticides, p~’ticuiarly herbicides m~d insecticides,
chemicals commonly used by homeowners, the wide army of cbemic, al$
~.~th automobiles and others can enter typical urban drainage systems at
innumerable locations and, with approprime monitoring, they will be
In summas’y, municipal and indusu’iai stormwater runoffcan ontain lgmic.als dim
are listed under RCRA as hazardous wnstes~ These chemicals will be found im
sediments that accumulate in BMPs.
EFFE(7rlVENESN OF BMP AT REMOVING SEDIMENTs~ARTICULA’rg
MATTER THAT ~ONTAIN CHE~,IICALS OF CONCERN
Typical storrnv.ater BMPs can be quite effective at pollutant removal via
sedimentation (the s~ttling out of paniculate matte~ Dora the water column onto
the bottom of the BMP. such that the particulate matter becomes a deposit).
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pla.~ics) and ~be lis~d w~e is onskk~d by ~ Io be ¯
hazaedous waste. Evm small concenuatinns of ~ listnd w~ie can
~ large vo~um~ of matnial "l~wdous w~," u Ihl*-,,, ~,,
¯

Tbe Duived-Fmm Rule (40 (~FR §§~I.XcX2Xi) and 261.Xo’)(2))
It" solid was~ is onsid~d haswdous was~ ~ if i~ m
oftbe imx~’e rule, then any residue ~)m the ~ m0ra0e ~

Under existing EPA policy, environmental media - inch u ~ o~
debris - that "contain" ¯ h~zaedous ~ must be hisdlod u
haza~lous waste. It is tbe contalnod-in policy, rather ~ tbe
mixture or derived.from rule~ ~ is mos~ likely to
sediments within the scope of RCRA regulations. A ~ nfinimis
exception to the contained-in principle ~a be made on ¯ silospecific basis (57 FR ~J71~4, August 18, 1992). EPA
burden of domonsa’atiug that contaminated media do, in fact,
paaoply of RCRA regulations. S~ e.g., C’hemi~ W~
~)~S)])~)l..~ 869 F.2d 1526, 15)7-40 (D.C. Cir. 19~9).
¯

The Natu~ of the Soua:e Mate~
Simply because a chemical regulated by RCRA is detected in BMP
sediments, the sediments are not necessarily ~gardous t~n after
discarded. If, for example, a spent halugenalnd solvent listed as
haz~dous waste is detected in detention pond sediments, those
sediments would be hazardous wa~ under the mi.xlxa’e rule only
if the source of the spent solvent containcd more than ten percent
of that solvent by volume (40 CFR §261.31 (F001 WL~S)).
potential source is located, there must also be a way for
precipitation/runoff to come into contact With th~ chemical. If no
product with greater th~a ten percent of the listed solvent is fou~
or if contact with precipitation/runoff (including via spills)
unlikely, the pond sodiments would nol be classified bazardmas
waste.
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in small drainage ~ the ~ fat stzictly contgollim~ the
kinds of chemicais that ent~" the drainage system ~e he, tat tlum in
larger lu~ts with multiple WOlgrty owners. ~is states th:
however, it is a point that merits emphasis. To Wovide m
example, ¯ vehicle maintenance facility that is three ~ in
and which receives no nmoff from ed~oin~ng propenks, should be
able to implenumt ngonms source onu’ols without difficultT. All
work on vehicles ~ o¢~at indoors. Floor dmim md SUmln
should be connecu~l to pretreatm~m facilities, which in turn
discharge to the samta~ sewer. Thoughtful drainage cksigu
decisions can be made. Fat example, vehicle parking arena am be
strips~ and the conveyances can be lined with vegetation. Both of
these practices ~II promote the interaction ofcbemkals ofcom:atn
w~th veg=tation and soils, mcl will also encourage infiltratizu.

i
i
3.

To "localize" the problem, statmwater "preu~amtent" facilities
should be considered. For ex,~rnple, immediately upstream fs~m a
statmwater wefia.,u:L it may be feasible to in-all a sedimentation
basin. Even with a r~-ntion time of as littl© as ! 5 minutes (where
soil conditions are favorable), a significant fraction of the total
sediment load can be removed from the stormwatet prka’ to
discharge into the wetland. This not only localizes sediments and
the pollutants that adsorb to them, but also benefits the wetland

4.

Adopt measures to reduce the quantity of sediment that will enter
the BMP over tsme. The smaJler the sediment load that
accumulates, the less frequently the sediment has to be removed.
This is of vital importance because RCRA in most instances
becomes relevant only when sediments agtuaJly need to be
removed. R~gorous erosion and sediment control practices, both
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Ameriem,~ Miniem Comuess v. EPA. ~4 F.2d 1177, 1192-93, D.C. C~. 1917.
American Minine Conme~ v. EPA. 907 F.2d 1179, D.C. CAr. 19~0.
American Petroleum Imtitme v. EPA. 906 F.2d 729, D.C. Cir. 1990.
Ameri~n Society of Civil En~jn~m~ (’ASCE*) ~d Wm~ Envimmnm~
Federation (’WEF’) M~au~l o/ P~ti¢¢ ~ov t~ D~igm m~l Com~’~io~
o/UvSam S~o~ev Managem~,~ ~ystewu, ASCE Manual of Pm~i~ No.
77 published by ASCE. H~w York, N~w Yod~ 1993.
Bemon. J., J. Skog, E. Shidey and R, How~ll Wa~ev L~a/~ Mamu~ - dm~ o~"

Berma~ L., C, H~nline, N. Ryan and J. Thome Urba~ Rumor." W~t~ ~i11~
Solutions. Amen.an Public Wod~ Amo~i~ion Sp~ial I~ No. 61.
1991.
California Sm~ W~.r l~sour~s Control Board (’SWRCB’) C~i~
S~ormwater B~st Mar~gement Practice Has~lbooi~ (Mu~il~
lndu~rial/Commer~ial and Consu~ction Activity), Mare.h, 1993.
Chemical Waste Management v. EPPb 869 F.2d 1526, 1537-40, D.C. Cir. 19~9.
City of Seattle Waler ~)uali~y Best Management Practice: Mamml for Com~rcial
Code of Fede~l Regulation~ "Identification and Li~in8 of Hazardm~ Wa~e" 44)
CFR 261, July 1, 1993.
Denver Regional Council of Governmem~ (’DRCOG’) Urban Rtmoff~)uali~y In
th~ Den~er Region, 1983.
Federal Regi~-r "H&zardeus W~ Identification Rule" 57 FR 21450, May 20,
1992.
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-

4~Z ~ 14, 1~3.
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F~ ~e" 57 FR 371~,

Conferee. ~
19~.
~li~ W~
Best M~ Pr~tices . Tec~ f~ Re~i~ No~P~

w~ ~
Me~e~em. V~ No~d
V~ No~ Redid C~y, 19~1.
~1, C.W.; K. Ellis; T.
for Wa~ ~i~
~fe~ion Facilities; ASCE, N~ Yo~ N~ y~ ! 9~2.
"~ CO--on R~v~ A~" (’RC~’) 42 USC ~1~!~ 19~.
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¯ Low Coat

The Vortox Co. of Claremont, CA., has developed ~nd
applied
foroutfalla
patents (from
on a method
stormwateE
sheetflow,
end of of
thesampling
pipe) and
"In-thepipe- during partial or full flow. This unique method is
automatic, 100% mechanical and inexpensive when compared to
other automatic samplers. The Vortox sampler is findi~xj
widespread acceptance among state regulators, environmental
consultants, industrial sites, municipalities, as well as
military bases.

~
~

Who is Vortox? How did we become involved in the
design and manufacture of a stormwater sampler?

S

The Vortox Company has been in the business of
manufacturing air cleaners for internal combustion engines
for 76 years. We held one of the first patents for the oil
bath air cleaner.
Vortox supplies to OEM’s such as
Chrysler, Peterbilt, Kenworth as well as some aftermarket
applications in alternate fuel conversions. We also lend
our eXpertise in design and sheet metal fabrication to the
jobshop market.

~
l

Our involvement in stormwater sampling was the result
of studying the ~A regulations as it pertained to our
industrial site. This led us into an investigation into
the accepted methods of sampling stormwater and a
~Director of Engineering, Vortox Co., 121 South Indian Hill
Blvd., Claremon~, CA 91711-4997

~-
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deter~ination that no one ~thod of saspling was
convenient, simple, safe, obtained a quality sable and waa
cost e~ec~ive. ~t ~he Vo~ox plant ~ite ~ ~ve t~ {)}
~£n~e which ~st ~ ~a~l~. ~ter dete~ini~ t~t
could no~ ~a~le ~nually~ obtained ~o~es
sa~lers which ~uld ~st several t~ ~llara
three (3} ~chines. At ~his ~int, Vor~ox was dateline,s
develop a s~le sa~ling concep~ and gain accep~ce
~he ~s ~geles Regional B~rd ~or i~s use a~ Vo~ox.
buil~ a pro~o~ and ~i~ed l~ ~o ~ ~ wi~h a
re~es~ ~o use ~he~h~ ~or coll~i~s~o~a~er
a~ ~he Vor~ox plan~. The re~la~or~ a~ ~ ~
region no~ only gave us approval ~ ~h~gh~ e~h o~
~h~ ~o ask us ~o sh~ ~he p~o~ ~o the
Regional Boards ~hroughou~ ~he e~a~e. ~l ~
~rds in Califomia e~a~ed ~hey ~uld ac~p~ ~his
o[ sampling, ~nclud£ng ~he ~n c~i~ wi~h ~i~ng
o~ CaZi~o~ia’s s~o~a~er radiations, ~ley
San Francisco Bay Region. Vor~ox ~de t~ decision
patent the concep~ ~d enter into ~nufacturing ~
~rke~£ng the sailer, ge ~ravel~ to adjoining states
asking re~la~ors, chemists and onsultants to critics t~
approach we had ~aken.The fee~ck was always ~si~ive ~
in addition ~o Califo~ia’s accep~ce, ~ ob~aln~
acceptance fr~ U~ah, Colorado, Or~on,
~er 2~ years of
washington and Sou~h Carolina.
pr~uc~ion, we have over 350 sadists ~ra~ing In
field which includes mili~a~ ~ses (Na~ and ~r Force),
ai~or~s (Santa Barbara & ~s ~geles Co~y, ~},
~nicipali~ies (City of San Diego, ~, City of
Francisco, ~, Counties of Orange and S~ ~Ino ~).
The U.S.G.S. has officially rec~nded ~he Vor~ox sailer
~ used in some of ~heir s~o~wa~er res~nsibiliules for
~he milldam. Industrial si~e applications r~ge f~
ve~ la~es~ co,rations {CocaCola) ~o ~he
businesmn.
We demonstrated ~he sampler for Bill Swie~lik,
Fredrick, Kim Hankins and Nan~ ~ingham of U.S.E.P.A. in
Washington, DC, wi~h ve~ ~si~ive fee~ck and a re~es~
~o have an independen~ la~ra~o~ ~n a ~es~ co~aring ~he
resul~S o~ an electronic au~o~ic sampler se~ing nex~
a Vor~ox automatic sampler in a spiked s~ream of wa~er
collec~ing samples a~ differen~ flow ra~es. The resul~s
from ~he ~wo samplers were vir~ually ~he same. Copies
~he la~raUo~ repor~ is available u~n
Pi~re I, will identify ~he key c~nen~s of ~he
samplers as a11 ~he sadists ~rk on one ~sic principle.
How does ~he Vor~ox sampler ~rk? The prl~
of ~his produc~ is ~o capture gr~ samples and/or com~si~e
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(ontinuoue collec~ion) samplee. ~he t~pe 316 a t~ 304
stainless s~eel sailer i8 ~nu~ac~u~ in ~e (3)
confi~ra~ono: F~re 1, T~ 3 liter (.8 gallon)
for surface ~1~. Fibre 2, The 21 lt~er (S.5 gall~)
caller ~or out,ace ~1~. F~ 3, ~e 3 l~er (.8
¯ ~n-~he-Pt~- 8a~ler ~or end o~ p~ or
8~o~a~er 8ys~e~. ~e 3 l~er (.8 gallon) ~
for ~he g~an~rd ~e8~o ~or Ph, ~SS, ~, ~alm
8~c~f~c conduc~vi~y. ~e 5.5 gallon sailer is u~d ~or
applications re~irlng la~er oa~le vol~m (i.e. bloassay ~es~a) such as J~ream ~ds.We have had re,eBbs
a ~re ~ner~ surface ~h~ a~a~nless g~eel. To ~e~ ~h~s
re~ea~, ~ devel~d ~ ~8~ved Teflon
~ applied, as an option, ~o ~ o~ the ~n~e~l ~r~g o~

3 LITER

FIGURE i
(.8 GALLON)
STOR~ WATER SAMPLER
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FICHE 3
"IN-THE-PIPE" 3 LITER (.8 ~N) S~
IN 610~ (29 IN~} PIPE
The ~hree (3) confi~ra~ions are available ~i~h a dam
around ~he orifice (Fig. 4) ~o allow hea~ particles in ~he
effluen~ ~o se~le ou~ in ~he sedimen~ pan before entering
~he sampler ~ w~hou~ ~he dam (Fig. 5) so ~he fluid flows
i~edia~ely into ~he sampler.

I
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sample bottle and open the valve. The sample will be
~ransferred with ver~ little exposure to the air,
Occasionally shake the sampler to keep the heavy particles
£n suspension and insure equitable transfer of all

FI~ 6

!
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d~e~led ~or cle~n up b~ ~U~ing the hex he~d
cen~e~or~ v~ve (Fig. 1) clockwise. Th~ d~eng~ge~
cen~e~or~ v~lve ~r~ ~he do~le ~ll v~lve he~d
¯ ep~r~~ ~he ~p~er ~n~o ~hree (3) C~nen~
Pho~ph~e de~ergen~ and ~c~bed wi~h ~ b~h ~0 re~ve ~n~

c~eck ~h~ ~he cen~e~rc valve i~ closed ~d
~d~uscing 8crew ~8 ~oned ~n ~he desired

The 3 ~i~er (.8 ~llon) 8~ler c~n ~ ~U~nded
8Cain~e~ 8~eel cable ~nea~h ex~ng gr~e8 w~ch a drop
~x dep~ o~ ~Pprox~ma~e~ 40~ ~ (~5 ~n). The c~b~e
~aced ~hrou~h ~he opening8 ~n ~he g~a~e and ~ached
e~e~ on ~he 8ampler~ ~The cable and e~e~
~he ~Ce~ When ~n Place. The sample ~8 co~ecCed ~8 ~hee~
~ow ~ove8 ac~o~ and ~ro~h ~he ~a~e ~n~o ~he ~op
8a~p~e~. No~e: The 21 li~er (~.5 g~l) ~p~er c~oC
8~spended due Co the ~e~g~ when ~u~
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SUSPENDED 3 LITER (.8 GALLON) SAMPLER
IN EXISTING DROP BOX WITH GRATE
In situations where there are no existing drop boxes
(Fig. i0~, we have a ki~ approach in both the 3 liter (.8
gallon) and 21 liter (5.5 gallon) sampler (Fig. 11) which
includes the sampler, sump housing and a traffic rated
grate for below grade installation. You simply dig orb ore
a hole in the ground (508 mm) (20 inches} in diameter and
610 ~m (24 inch) deep for ~he 3 liter (.8 gallon) sampler
or 559 mm (22 inch) in diameter and 838 ~m (33 inch} deep
for ~he 21 li~er (5.5 gallon) sampler to accommodate the
sump. The sump is placed in ~he hole and the grate rests
on the ~op flange of ~he sump. The top surface of ~he
gra~e should be a~ grade level or slightly below. The sump
and gra~e can be a permanent ins~allanion by pouring
concrete around ~hem or ~hey can be portable, as in s~resm
beds (Fig. 12) by using soil or gravel around the sump.
Field experience has shown these installations Lake a
little over one hour.
Once the sump housing and grate rim are in place, the
sampler drops inside ~he sump (Fig. 10) and locks in place
by aligning two (2) keyhole slo~s in ~he flange of the
sampler wi~h welded s~uds located on ~he horizonal surface
of ~he sump collar. A slight ~urn of the sampler will
engage the stud and lock ~he sampler in place. Replace
gra~e plate in ~he rim, secure wi~h ~wo (2) Allen screws
and you are ready to collec~ your sample.
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The .in-theopipeo sampler was developed out of
requests fro~ California ,,micipalities to be able
bypass a small base flo~ and catch ea~les at high or full
flow. we were asked to accommodate pipe sizes fro~ 305 m
(12 inches) diameter to 914 am (36 inches) diamter. The
concept we developed uses the sam double bell valve.
intake adjusting screw and outlet valve (Fig. 8) packaged
in a 76 mm (3 inch) diameter stainless steel pipe. The
device for anchoring the sa~qaler (in-the-pipe) is an
expanding stainless steel band which is locked into place
by an inflatable bladder or a ~chanical turnbuckle. The
expanding band can re~ain in-the-pipe and the sampler
simply disengages by sliding out the o~en end of the pipe.

....... ,.,..~, ..-~.-..~

/-

~ ~,~ _
FIGURE 13
3 LITER (.8 C~LON) "IN-~IE-PIPE SAMPLER
What we have presented is a brief description of a
family of liquid samplers which offers a variety of
methodology for sa~,pling. The equipment is simple, durable,
100% mechan%cal and user friendly at an affordable cost.
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I Act~sonic Divisio~ ORE International, Inc.
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STORMWAT~ M4~qlTOP,~O N~

the Stowawa~-r _Mana~mem M~I (S~M). ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
of ~ o~1 ~Im~ ~h ~ s~ ~m f~ ~ ~ ~

flowing (i.e., m ~ly-fiU~ ~dui~ ~ ~ ~h) ~ i~
(p~s~) ~n~. Addi~ ~t ~u~ m ~
subj~ to ~kfl~. ~ve~ flow, ~ ~ly gove~ hy~. ~ ~
~ly d~ flo~ over s~h a wide ~ of~i~ p~
~n~ m ~ ~t~ ~d ~ ~ ~ ~ s~y ~
~pli~o~. M~ ~ ~nve flo~e ~m ~nu ofw~
(~mg s~ vs. ~ ~1~o~) m s~ly ~ ~e of ~
A ~ sui~k ~h is ~vel~ ~m cms~m of~ hy~
~u~ ~. wi~ a derived pn~iple ~ app~ to flow ~u~
~tion; i.e., flou~ is ~uiv~ent m multiplic~ ofa ~ av~e ~
vel~i~ Ii~s t~ ~ss-~Uon~ ~ o~ c~duit flow. Si~ flows
~ge ~m p~i~ full t~ugh s~ conditions, ~u~nt of
~ ~ to del~ ~e ~ss-~ion~ flow ~a (b~d u~ ~ ~
av~e flow ve~.
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INTRODUCTION
infilu~tins through pen’ious mrf~ges imduding ~mslmds md woods. This
infiltrating wates- is relatively mgootm~mled. Udmnimti~ howew~, reduam ~
permeable soil surface m~t through whirls reghm~ by infdtrmio~ occun. This
the waters available for r~harg¢ ~ in.rased qu~ntili~ of pollutantS. With
mbanization, waters having ~le~ted g~t~minant ~ ~ao nghasge
groundwater including effluent ft~m domestic aeptig tami~ wamtm~’at~
percolation basins and industrial weste injectimt ~r.ils, infiltrating asmmwaSng, mad
infiitratin~ watt. from ag~cultt~al in~afioo. This pnpes’ is ¯ ondea~tioo of a
detailed report (Pitt. et al.. 199~ ) and addresses po~a~ial wmmoNva~m, la~061msm

An extensive literature review (Pitt. et ~1., t~) of stomtwater poH,,~-,,~ that
have the potential to contaminate WouooNvat~ ’~s obtained by sean:t~ of iwomitamat
databases. Areas of particular oncern we~ smwces of pollutants, atomswateg

So~ces of Pollutants
High b,tcteria populations have ~ found in ssot’mwat~ sheetflow samples

from sidewalks, roads, and som~ ba~ gnmnd (mil~-t~d f~om Iocadom whet~ dogs
would most likely be "v,~dked"). Tables I and 2 stmamm’~e toxJc~t
and likely souses or locations having some of the higJ~st onceutmfiotss found
during an eazlier phase of this EPA-fimded ~ (Pitt and Field, 1990). The
de~ection frequencies for the heavy metals age close to 100% for all source ai~am ai~
~he detection f~-quencies for the orgamcs tanged from 10% to 23%. V~¢lg s~.rv~ce

areas had the greatest frequencies and oncentmimu of olnerved
TABLE 1. Concentrations of Metals in Obsm,~ A~m (J~g/L)
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(EPA 1992a).

(Critns 1985).

s~dimenmtion o~ filtrmion ~ (Amman, S, ~ a/., I
Snadies at ~harge Imsins in Fresno ~lifon~ round that ~ ~ mdmium,
nmay y~ars (Nightingale 19878). At ¯ cai~me~i,al site,, J~weveg, nick~, chml~l
a~a (Wilson, et al. 1990). Allowing pe~:olefion ponds to go dry betweea stanm can
(Hampson 1986).
Similarities in wmer quality ~ nmoffwater and groumJwmer have shown
that the~ is .sigoificam downward movem~ of ~,r and iron in sancly and ioun~
mils. Arsenic, nickel, and lead, however, did not significantly move downward
~Ju~ugh the soil to the groundwam.. The exception to this was some lowuward
movement of lead with the pe~.olation water in sandy soils beneath Fresno
stormwster r~charg¢ basins (Nightingale 1987b). Zinc v, hich is mo~e soluble than
iron, has been found in higher concentrabons in g~undwa~r than iron. The order of
attenuation in the vadose zone from iafilumin~ stmmv,~-r is: zinc (most mobile) ¯
lead > cadmium > manganese > ¢ol~q~er > iron > chromium > nickel > almuiaum
(leas~ mobile) (Harper 1988).

!

Soil is not very effective st removing salts. Salts flxst m~ still in the percolation
water alter it travels through the vadose zone will contaminate the
(Sabol, et al. 1987: and Bouwer 1987). Infiltration of sxormwater has led to ~
~n sodium and chloride concen~rstions ~ove bmciq~und oncen~’stions. Fe~iliz~
and pe~cide sa~s als~ ac~.umulme in urban areas and can leach through the soil to
l~e gmtmdwaler (Merkel, ctal, 1988). $1t~lies ofdepth oflxfllulanl penellltinn in
s~il ~ave shown that sulfate and polassium ¢oncentrau~s decrease with depth,
whe~.as u~lium, calcium, bicarbonate, aad chloride cencenu-a~ions ine~ease with
depth (Close. 1987~ K- and Simmons. 19~6). Once comaminalien with sal~ begins.
l~e movemenl of ~alls into the gr~undwate~ can be ~api,.~ The sall concenlralion may
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¯ Bromide and coral o~m~k: ~
,, Pesticides, in both filterable and toni mmp~
¯ Me~Js. in both fil~’able and to4ul samp&e ~
~ followin$ u~mn nmoffcempounds with the polm~aJ k) mll~
infilUl~on and injecdo~ opm~ns:
poedic~ ©logging of clay soils)
¯ Suspendnd solids (to d~s~mine the nend for ~limemalioe ~ to
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Cola summe~ in.ms, Shiria Scoa ~1 Camill~ Hubl~d, ~mis~l i~ ~1~ ~
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gobenson in the construction of the u.eatment device that will be ~ duging the
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of the preliminary ueaunent column test using soil and other media.
Ka~n Gordon. Marry Tmscott. Keith Hendex~m. John Hess. Cathm~
and other personnel of Henderson. Br~-n & Hess. Forked River. New Je~ey. w~re
instrumenmJ in carrying out the field sampling, coordinating with kami agencies, and
collecting necessary site data for the S~.afford. New Jersey test sites. The City of
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analyzed for a wide range of mxk~ms nsinS detec~on I/mira bum abom I
pg/L and onvmuJonal pollutants. ConstinJents being analy’J~l include heav,/.m~als
(copper. cadmium, lead. and zin~) and orpnics (phenols, PAHs, phthala~
herbM:idns, and pest~ckles). ParOle size dis~zibufions, us~ ¯ Coulter Multi..Siz~r
l]e, a~e also being made, ie addition to conve~innaJ a~mlyses for COD, mjor iota.
nuu~ems, suspended and dissolved solids, torbidip/, color, pH. and ondu~ivily.
n~ductinns in tox~cit7.
DISCUSSION: PRELIMINARy DESIGN OF THE MCTT AND EX~r.L"T-r.D
PERFORMANCE

Catchbasins have been found to be effective in removing pollutants assogiated
with o~’ser runoff solids (Lager and Smith 1976, Pitt and Bissonnene 1985).
High reductions in total and suspended solids (SS) (up to 44% reduction, depending
on the inflowmg wa,,-r rate) were indicated by a number of prior studies. While
relatively few pollutants are associated with ~ coarser solids, their r~noval will
d~cre.ase mam~nar, ce of the o~er chambers.
The so.e of the MCTT catchbasin sump is controlled by three factors:
runoff flow rate. the suspended solids (SS) concentration in the runoff, and the
desired frequency at which the catchbasin will be ¢lem~l so as ~ to sacri/’~.~
efficiency. Figure 2 ls a plot of the acctunulation or" SS versus accumulative rain.
This plot provides aa approxunat,on for stung the catchbasin.
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Table I. Median Toxk:ity Redu,.-tiom
~)

(~s)

6
12

~.~ x
4.9 x 10

~

(~)

2.~ z 10
1.2 x 10
8.2 x 10

~g c~ w~ ~f ~ ~ (1. lm or ~.5
w~ ~Id for ~lf ~ long. For ~ ~liow~

ill~ ~ e~ of diff~ ~ voi~,
~ ~ff, ~ing s~ll sm~ hydml~y

average, ~ it ~ld ~ desimb~ to
~s value. S~il~ly, if ~ storage vol~
~uctio~ ~ ~cula~ by ~w~g
(~m Table ~ ~ ~ a~i ~ge of
~ldmg ~ri~ w~ 24 ~ for a 2.1 m (7
~ff ~m a 38.1 ~ (1.5 i~h) m~,
~ ~, for ~ ~ ex~ mx~i~ ~on of 73~ (0.75 X 0.98
Fi~ 5 ~ ~ exte~ion of Table
Bi~n~h~ for die, rent a~l con~l levels
from 6 to 72 h~rs ~ storage voices from
~ff for a 2. l m (7 fi) deep M~. ~is
s~ of ~ main ~lin~ c~m~ a~
ob~in a ce~am level of control (toxici~ ~on).
~ is s~llower ~n 2.1 m (7 ~),
w~ld o~y ~ ~lf ~ long, ~t ~
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This 27 nun runoff volun~ onespomb Io ¯ rain dep~ of abou~ 31 mm (i.22
xJ’~x~ It }, ¯ surtac~ ar~a of 25.5 m¯ (273 ft~), mad a dep~of’2.1 m ~/it). "I~
toxicity reductions in the main settling cbaml~, for c~ sunoff is alxmat g2~.
This device would capture and treat about ~0% o1’ the ~ nmoft" ~ ~ 92%
level, resultin8 in an annual toxicity n~ductinn odr alxxat 74~5 (0.8 X

--

Additional ~tn~ot ~uld result f’~om dae l’dt~’. The ~ ef1~ueaat ~
the main settling clmmlx~" would be dil~"te~ towasds a mixed p~t and s~od fgt~,
which must provid~ ¯ surfac~ hydraulic lo~in~ rate of’betwe~ 1,5 and 5 m pet"
day (5 and ZO ft ~ day), and hsv~ a ~ od’at least 0.5 m (18 i~.). Im

easily acc~$ible for mintenanc~, The d~vice should he imp, dle ~
catchi~sin should he cJ~sned, and t~ sofbes~ pillows s~)uld be eanbela~ed, at
cv~f~ six mondm,r
PRF.LIM[NAR¥ ODSFJtYATIOHS
A pilot-scale MCTT was set up to cap~ra n~off from ¯ parkin~ MM vehicle
service ¯re¯ on the campus oftbe University of ALdmma at Bin~. The
catchhasin/grit chamber is ¯ ~ cm vertical PVC pipe omainin~ ¯bouz 6 L of 3 cm
diameter packing column spheres. The main settling cbember is about !.3 m2 in
¯ r~a and I m dccp which with a 48 h settling time should r~sult in ¯ Js~dian
toxicity reduction of about 90%. Th~ fil~r chamber is about 1.5 m2 in m and
conmim 0.5 m of sand and peat directly on 0.15 m or" send over ¯ I’me
pissdc
screen an¯ coarse gravel that covers d~ und©rdrain. A Ound~rtmomTM film" fabric
also covers the top of the filter media to distribute th~ w¯m. over ~ film" surfac~
by reducing d~ water infilu’ation rate through ~ filter and ~o provld~ addiLional
pollutant csp(urc.
During a StorlTI event, nmoff from the parking lot is pumped imo tbe
catchhasinigrit chamber automatically. During filling, an air pump supplies air m
aeration stones Iocat~ in the main settling chamber. When the settling lmmber is
full. all pumps and samplers cease. After ¯ quiescent settling period of up to 72
hours water is pumped through tbe filter media and discharged. Monitoring bepn
in late ~,Jay and five st~)rms (of the 12 proposed) have been evaluated by d~ end olr
June 19’~ C:~mpletion of the monitoring and laboratory analyses is expec~d by
the end of September 1994. T’~ following paragraphs briefly sumnmriz~ th~
available data obtained to
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~ ~ ofCi~l ~ ~ ~l ~ ~ U~ of
819573) ~ ~ S~ ~ ~bi~ ~ ~l~on C~I
EPA ~ ~ni~ ~ ~e of ~ ~ ~ fll~ m ~y
~i~ ~h~im ~ ~ film f~
field ~iafi~ ~pl~g. ~ ~g of~ ~1~

~s~~~~~ field~~
~ ~ ~ I~ in s msid~fi~ ~
S~o~ NJ. ~ fil~ f~fics ~ filing
~a~ ~g ~g~t~ ~ff~ a ~ ~ag ~ on ~ ~ of U~.
~e mo~to~g ~gr~ ~g~ in J~,~
e~nt ~pl~ ~m ~ d~ ~
~d me~lic m~l ~ym. m ~
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¯ Solids (total mlld~ di~olved mfds. mump~d~ solids,
¯ Physical parameters (tmbidity, ¢xxtdu~livity, pH and
¯ Toxicity (usin~ ¯ MicrmoxTM unit from ~)

¯ Pastick ~ (us/aS ¯ Coul~" Multbizer He)
T~ble I. Pmmueen~ Havim~ Sipifi~ady t,m~r Efllmat ~ ~
gMCON Usll. Niln~ (Av~M mamal dSciaw-T for bdlmms > 02 illff~

Opem-m
CstclubenJ8.

Tud~dity (0 to 65%, 8vmp 919~)~
Color (0 to 50%, awnge I~).
Torsi Solids

Those pmamem.s not listed in Table I did not show any s~gnific.ant diff~ce in
influent and effluent concentrations. Other paramete~ ctmently being analyzed
include PAlls, phenols, phthalate estevJ, herbicides and pesticides, and heavy metals.
COD, toxicity, and the organic and metaJli¢ toxicants are all being analyzed on both
filtered and unfiltered samp:e portions. Only the optimal catchbnsin has shown
significant (and important) pollutant reductions for major parmnete~. The SoilSave
showed consistent scounng of downstream .sediment, while both Ihe SoilSave
the optimal catchbasin showed slight increases for several major ions, most likely
associated with contact with concrete and other drainage system materials. The
optimal catchbasin performance (32°/, ~moval for suspended solids) is wi~in the
range gtq~orted during earlier studie~ as rtpom:d above.
Filter Fabric and Filter Media Performance. Initial testing of the film’ fab¢ics
was performed using particle size distnbutinn coml~msons. The t~t water was ¯
composite of typical storm,.vater runoff samples cun~tly being analy’z~ in our
laboratory. The largest particle size found in the analyses was about 90
indicating the typical predominance of smaller particles in runoff. Theae film"
fabrics and media can be divided into four different performance classes, for the
particle range 6 to 41 pro. as shown in Table 2. Our current research is testing these
materials in much greater detail. The filters and media being selected for furlher
study r~prcu:nt a w~de range of performance (both in respect to removing
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dilution of urban stonnwa~r runoff with the m:~ving warms at the Ix~nt of
mixing. If adequate dilution were not available, it wo~ld be likely that the aquatic
life habitat associated with stormwater runoff would be seventy limited by other
factors, such as available
Third, the duration of exposure that aquatic organisms can ~ from ¯
runoff event should he considered in the interpretation of stonnwalm, quality dlta
and in the application of existing Waler quality criteria. The impact of a chemical
contaminant on an aquatic organism depends on the duration of the ot~sm’l
exposure to the given level of avmlable forms of the contaminant. The US EPA
water quality criteria were developed for protection of highly sensiti~e zpoclea
under worst-case exposure conditions. The aquatic life criteria value~ lizled in
Table I to which the concentrations of contaminants in urban runoff
compared are what the US EPA considers to he chronic exposure criteria valuez,
specified as 4-day average concentrations. The 4-day average was somewhlt
arbitra~ly selected by the US EPA to represent a wo~t-~e expomre ~ituafion so
the criteria would be protective under chronic exposure ond~fiorlS 0ifetime o~
critical lifestage exposure). With few exceptions, many types of aquatic orpnismz
could he exposed to the criterion concent~tions of available forms of man), types
of contaminants for somewhat longer than 4 days without adverse impact.
stormwater runoff events are typicaJly shun-term and episodic in nature;
water organisms would not he expected to he exposed to the available forms of
contaminants in urban $tormwater runoff for critical chronic exposure duretions.
Thus, the chronic exposure criteria are over-protective for most urban stormwat~
runoff situations and for most onmminanl.s.

"-

¯

The US EPA also lists I-hr criteria value~ to repres~t worst-case shortegt~rm exposure situations and the associated concern for acute toxicity to aquatic
life. Application of such criteria values to urban stormwater runoff would also be
over-protective for most contaminants in urban stormwater runoff and most aquatic
life forms. Many forms of aquatic life can readily survive exposure to available
forms of chemical contaminants at the acute criterion concentration for severaJ-day
periods without adverse impacts. Generally, the concentration of a toxic
contaminant that would Id]l 50% of test organisms in a 4-day exposure period iz
50 to 100 times the chronic safe (no impact) concentration of that contaminant.
Even a much larger t~ctor would be expected to apply to typical stormwater runoff
situations where the exposure of receiving water organisms would be expected to
be on the order of a few hours to a day or so. There are no reliable chemical
criteria by which to evaluate the potential adverse impacts on aquatic life-related
heneficial uses of receiving waters that could he caused by the shorl-duration
exposures to cont~ninants in the vicinity of a storrnwater runoff discharge.
]n addition to the over-protective aspects of the criteria discussed above, the
US EPA water quahty criteria specify that the I-hr criteria values not he exceeded
mo~ than once in three ye41~, to allow for "recovery" of the perturbed system,
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Clearly establish the objectives of ~be monitori~ ~
Uaders~nd the nature and assessm~t of "wa~, q~l’~,~," I~ ~ ~
of the receivin$ waler, and wau~ quality ~

_

undermml appropriate appm~.h~ for th~ ~ of ~ for
¯

¯

¯

¯
¯

¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Examine the resulu of I~’~ons ~udies m ~in i~formmia~ m~ I~
concemraUon ranges and the ¯Xl~’md va~ability (~miai aml Im~m~l) of
is re~iving the runoff.
If no reliable data are aveilable from pn..viou~ midies, or if e~i~ml d~,. m~
inadequate to define the variability of cofllaminan! ~ ~nd ~
ehasac~risties needed to establish ¯ reliable moflimrm~ Im~ram, ondae~ ¯
pilot sludy for similar type~ of land u~e to ma£e the~
Lis~ factors that caa influence results of the sludy aad haw ij~..y may iafl,,ea~e
incorporate that information in the in~.-rprelafion of lke sludy ~
Determine the statistical level of oafideace at whid~ ~ objective of the
moeitonng program i,~ to be achieved and undersl,md il~ Blevaa~ to assessing
"water quality significance."
If th¯ purpose of the moniua’ing pm~ram is to deu~mine ¢kaa~ in warn"
quality characteristics that could be influem:ed by the stot, mwaler nmoff, select
the n~gnitude of change that is to be delectod and dean Ike monitoring
program for the runoff and receiving waters a~cordiagly.
Determine what factors control or influence the desi&,~led beae~dai uses of
the wate~oody of concern, e.g., habitat, hydrodynamics, pollulams,
For each stormwater discharge point, determine the aumher and kx:~oa of
discharge/runoff and receiving-waler samples Io be collected ia order to
achieve the desired statis6cal confidence level and to de~rmine ~ quality
significance of the paramelers of ¢.oecern.
Select sampling techniques aad methods ot analysa to mec~ the study
objectives and level of confidence desired, heing cascful to¯void the ",~tand~
methods syndrome."
Verify that sample collection and analytical methods a~ appropriate for each
discharge and for the wateYoody Rceiving the discharge for various seasons
of the year.
Conduc~ s[udies to evaluate the precision of sampling and analybca] pr~x:edures
and technique, the reliability of sample preservation, and the spatial and
temporal v~nability of the sy.~m under investigation.
Critically examine the relauonship betweea the msula of pre~t and I:~
,~tudies.
Review data for reliability and ,~ufficiency as they are collected.
AnaJyze and ~n|erpre! data as sufficient information is collected. Consider
modifications m the program thin may b~ indicaa~l by the d~a as they am
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a contaminant that is regulated because of its potential to bioatammulat= ia ftzh
tissue and render the tissue to he judged unsuitable fo~ human cumumla~
mercury) exc~ds water quality cl’itena.stand,~ls dgzigned to pmvem
bioaccumulatioa, the studies of the impacts of I~t runoff on receiving wlleg
quality should include measuremetzt of the It~,rcury coegentrafio~ ill ~ ~
tissue Of appropriately selected fish types or o6Nez, edible aquati~ life. if she
oncantration of mercury in the edible tissue is less thin She FD& Acti~ L~mit m’
other appropriate standard, it may be concluded that wbetevet" She pitt
of mercury have been from all seumes, and despite the m~asumd
in runoff, those digharges are not r~ulting in excessive m~cury in fi~ ti~zzw,,
i.e.. ate nm adversely affecting that aspect of the beneficial use. The finding of
what are detenmned to be "excessive" concentrations of megga~ in ~ without
a concomitant finding of "excessive" concentration of mercury in fish tissue (tl~
reason for concern about mercury) is not uncommon. This is because th~ 1.15 EPA
criterion for mercury does not consider the fact th,at mercu~ exim in ¯ wi~
variety of chemical forms, only some of which ate available to be taken up b~ fish
tissue. If. however, excessive levels of mercury wese found in she edible
of fish in the waters receiving the stormwater disch~ge, additional studies would
need to be ~nducted to determine whether the stormwater runoff-a,s,~gintod
mercury was the cause or a significant contributor to the exc~=sive mercury in She
fish tissue. Such an a~se~sment would requiru the conduct of ~ific stud~l
designed to uddress that issue by qualified individual~.

(e.g.,

-

For many contaminants in stormwzter runoff that occur at etevated
concentrations, the concern is the potential for toxicity to aquatic life. $inoe such
assessments cannot generally be made on the basis of measured conc~ltrafio~ of
contaminants in runoff or ~ceiving water, it is impotent that the ~ormwatta"
quaJity monitoring program include direct assessment of aquatic life toxicity of
discharge at carefully selected locations in the receiving waters. Some ufoan
stormwater discharges will ~use toxicity to test organisms in the commonly nm
standard toxicity tests. However, such toxicity tests tend to greatly overestima~
the toxicity that would be expected in the waters receiving the discharges. That
is because the duration of exposure and the exposure conditions in the test system
z~ far worse (adverse) than those normally received lay aq..=tic organisms in the
receiving ~ters. Therefore, finding toxicity in toxicity tests of a stormwat~
runoff ¢~,mple or of a sample of receiving water contmning she discharge shoukl
not he interpreted to mean that the stormwater is having a significant adverse
impact on the designated beneficial use~ of the receiving waters. The toxicity t~ts
conducted should be site-specific studies of the ty~ described by L~ and Jon~
(1991b) which properly mimic the exposure conditions that organisms would likely
encounter in the receiving waters for the stormwat=r discharge.
Befor~ entering into comprehensive site-specific studies of the impact~ of
stormwater runoff-a~so~i=,ted potentially toxic cont,~minants in re~iving watex~,
however, ttt$ impon,~nt to determine whether the receiving waters are. m fact,
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equilibrium be quicldy achieved in the nx~ving w==n. This will tardy I~ #=
case. Further, those models require infornm~ion on compk=mion and m
reactions Ihat may occur in ~ceiving waten but for which then~ a~e no
thermodynamic data available. Chemical me~u~m~u, pers~, oflh=
runoff or of ~ rex~ving wa~ will no~ provide ~liable infocmaliom oo ~
po~ntial biological effects of chemical contaminanls in the s~l~mwllm"
Direc~ measuremenu of biological effec~ su~ ~ Ioxici~y and

-

Lee and Jones-Lee (1994) have ~fly discusaed ¯ vecy
problem associated with the approach being used by the US F..PA in ~uilti~
cbemical o~mmiuants in aquatic sys~ms ~zZ will beo0m~ of ~
significance in ~gulating stormwzter-zssocialed contamin,z~$. This
evolves out of the .Agency’s Independent .Applicability Policy in which chemic~specific water quality criteria and slate standards are presumed m be
applicable ~o contaminants in point and non-point source dischar~.-nmoff. TI~
Policy means that in those situations where excessive conc~lral~ms of chemzicli
contaminants above the US EPA wa~" qualipj criteria ace found wbex= k
exceedance is of concern b~.ause of po~mia] aquatic life toxicipj, yet
measurements of the receiving waters for the discha~e show no Iqu~ lif~
toxicity to several sensitive forms of aquatic life, still requires the o~lxol of
chemical contaminants causing the exceedance. This is the situation that h,~
developed for copper in San Francisco Bay. The US EP.A’$ Independe~
.Applicability Policy is obviously technicaJly invalid and should be abandoned.
Bio]ogicaJ effects-based criteria should take precedence over chemical-specific
criter~ in ~’gulatin$ chemicz] co~mmiuan~

F’

Monitodn_e of Performance of BMP’s

I

Jones-Lee and Lee (1994) and Lee and Jones-lee (1994b) discus~xl
approaches to evaluate the efficacy of structural BIvlP’$ for the o~troi of
stormwater runoff-associated con~minants. They emphasized the importance of
not following the convemiona] approach of jndging the efficacy based on changes
in the total conccntratzons of contaminants across the BMP (upst~am vs.
downslream). If the purpose of constructing a BMP for an exis~ng discha~e is
zo improve the designated water qualitylbeneficial use~ of watts r=~’iving the
stormwater discharge, it is important to select, judge and monitor the performance
of the BMP based on changes in the receiving water quality. This will neces~ta~
the conduct of site-specific studies of tJ~ receiving water ~ discussed ibove.
C~ol’~lusiOnS
The storm,~’a~et qt~lity momtonng prog~ms typir.~ly :~Klucted ~y
s~gnificantly d¢fic~en~ ~n providing information to properly assess the impact of
s~ormw:,tcr runoff-associated chemical coni~mmants on the designated

r -
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DEI~CIIllqCi~S IN MONITORD~O
u~e~ of the warm receiving the runoff. The data generated by the~e ~
monitoring programs provide an exaggerated impression of Iha lxNeal~! ~
quality impacts that can readily be ~ by environmental activi~ and other~
against stormwater discharger~ in an aP.empt to force compliance with
that have nothing to do with protection of the water quaiitylde~gnated
use~ of water~ receiving stormwater nmoff. Stormwam" dia:h,~’get’$, need
expand the scope of their monitoring pn)gmms to properly evaluate lbe
quality impacts of the presence of chemical contaminants in onceatration~ above
federal water qt~lity criteria and ~ate water quality standard~. $ite-~mciftg wailer
quality m~dies that Woperly incorporate aquatic chemimy and aquatic I~
into the study design and data interp~ation can provide ~e needed intorm~ioa to
properly evaluate whethe~ elevmed conceau~ions of
contaminants which lead to violations of warn" quaJity ~ ~.,
impairing the dosigmlled benefi~iai us~ of tbe watefnodi~ na:~viag tbe

-

Quality Management," IN: Critical Issues in Water and WasteW’=,,~, Proc. ASCI~
National Confe~once on EavironmeataJ Engine~ing, ,New York, NY, pp. 524-:~$I,
July (1994~.
Lee, (3. F., "Comments on ’Staff Proposal for Modification to Watea" Quality
Order No. 91-13 DWQ Waste Discha,-ge Requirements for Dischargers of Sl~m
Water Associated with Industrial Activities," Submitted to the Sts/e Wateg
Remurce~ Control Board, Sa~mmeato, CA, 6pp, Selgembe~ (1992).

U

Lee, G. F., and Jones, R. A., "Will EPA’s Nationwide Urban Runoff Study
Achieve Useful Results?" Civil Eagincering 51:86-87 (198]).
Lee, G. F., and Jones, R. A., "Comments on General Industrial Stormwatet
Permit adopted by the California Sate Water Resources Conu’ol Board," Submitted
to the State Water Resources Control Board, Sacramento, CA, 7pp (1991a).
Lee, G. F., and Jones, R. A., "Suggested Approach for Assessing Warn" Quality
Impacts of Urban Stormwater Drainage," IN: Symt)osium Pr~ceedines on Urban
l~, American Water Resources Association Symposium, November 1990,
AWRA TPS-91-4, AWRA, Bet~esda, MD, pp. 139-15] (1991b).
Lee, G. P.. and Jones. R. A., "Water Quality Aspects of Dredging and Dredged
Sediment Disposal." IN: Handbook of Dredeine Eneineerint,. McGraw Hi]], pp.
9-23 to 9-~9 (1992).
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lntegrmion otr m:civing water quality moddiag with
imlmm of BMI~.

3.

The municipal permit moaito~ing requirem~ she~d be re-a~amd em ms
annual basis. Changes to the monitoring plan shoukl be nngmiamd

4.

We must include the co~to~bution of ~,ricultur~ mciivities ~ an ov~mU
monitoring plan. not jusz u~z ~ of smmw~t~ ~mm mtmm

:

The following me two impomm netem~ minds:
possible) among w’atet~ed conditi~m, aquatic ~
conditions, and biological response. Tlwsc dam ~ be
used to define conditioas that nmi to be maintained
ecosystem s~bility and productivity, and to determi~
effectiveness of various mitigation and management

~

ecmyst~m k, vzls.

’~

~m~

l~-van~iv¢ ~ mnm~.
~

6.

As a consulmat, in order to give betm" advice to my finn’s clients, ! need
to be aware of a v-m’icty of BMPs, both source and t~aunent oatmis, ~
most importantly, tJ~e cffectivca~ of th~se BMPs.
At this point in time, linle is known about the effectiveness of th~ vast
majority of these BMPs. Data a~ available oa some of the more omamm
treatment control (structural) BMPs, such as several types of detention
basins aad swales. Hm~e~, thesz dam yield a wi~ range of BMP
effectiveness.
Thus, a well though out and funded research progr-~m is needed to mine
accurately predict the effecuvcacss of many BMPs under a wide varimy o(
conditions (climatic, geogr-sphi¢, c~astructiun controls, maintenance
frequcacy).
Ther~ was some emphasis o~ structural (treatment) commls at this
conference, however the CWA emphamzes the r-duction or" polluumu in
storm water. This Ic~Os us to source controls, aad the need for resem’ch to
define thcs~ source controls and their effectiveness. The use of unlexded
gaso|mc ss a good example of r~luction of a pollutant duc to source
control.
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Stormwater NPDES Related Monitoring Needs Ixase~ vadous
perspectives anti expertise from industry, as well as state and
local governments, on the monitoring requirsnleNS of the Cry’rent U.S. Environmental Protection Agency NPDES regulations,
and particularly those governing discharges o~ stom~water to Ihe environment. Twenty-five invited papers review methods of
locating inappropriate discharges to sto(m drains, system runoff
characterization, monitoring receiving trends, and policy and
institutional issues of NPDES monitoring. BMP monitoring fo~
data transferability, and protocols for mor~:m~ BMP for effeotiveness are also a~Irs~
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FOREWORD
The Urtmn Wmer Resources Research Council (UWILI~ of Ihe American Society
Civil En~neers has for more then ~0 years been ¯ leader ~ Ihe ~ of urban runo~
techntdngy among researchers, pcacti~iot~rs sad ndm~mslrators. A sea’s of Enl~e~
Found¯lion ~.ou(¢rences. held in Ihe United States and abroed, has born rote ot’the ntaljor
vehk:les for this transfer. This Wocg~hngs relaX’Is on the ~ Coaklem:e ill the serk’s.
A! the preceding such conference ou "’Cunem Praclice and Desion Crileria for Runoff"
Waler Quality Control." held in 198~ in Polosi. Missowi. it was ~ Ihel there was ¯
great deal o( lechnology, developed in Europe specil’~ca/ly for ~ Bush cmllrol and
omhned ~wer pollution problems in North Ame~~ O( ~ Jmeres~
pl’esentat~o~s o~1 relrofittin| o( existing urban sySlelllS and Ol~Mve detanlioll
facility design. As ¯ rcsuh. Ihe UWRRC. together ~ Eurolw, an o~. decided
that the besl way to exploit the polential o1" this ~ lechndo~, was to hold all
En~neering Foundatiou Couferenc¢ in Europe. itlvolvi~ bolh Fdmqxmn and
Amer~an en~neers.
All papers a! the conference wef~ by invitation, and m Wesemed by well-known
scien,,s~s ¯nd en~incus. Each was revived prkw ~o acceptance bf the
sessJou chairman, and by Ihe editor of Ihe proceedings. Each pa~,r was presenled by
the au~horo and subjecled Io discussm~ and review by Ihe ontrerence pnrlk:ipanta. The
papers a~e grouped by session, and the session chairman is lisled in the table el’contents.
One supplemental paper, submitted alter the conference, has also been included. All
papers arc ligible for discussaon in the appropriate AS~E journal, al~ all papers arc
eligible for ASCE awards.
The Conference organizers express their sincere ~l~m I~ lhe F.a~nc~n~
Foundation for providing financial and administrative suplx~, and pank:ulady to
Herman Bieber and Jack Donald,,on. for provkJing outstanding assistance in the
day-to-day on-site management of the (~onference and related activit~s. Finally. we
would like to thank Mr. James Elder and Mr. Dennis A|hayde. oft he U. $. Env~)nmentai
Proteeaon Agency. and Mr. Peter Stahre. Gatukontot~t Maim. for an¯n~ng funding
support fo~ the eanference.
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.,

vetershod. (Bimvas, 1970, Pp.213-219) Nar/otte,s
L~tnotf~ studies yore ~8L~ied out on ~e 8eL~
vate~mh~ which te~t~ Ln Paris at ~o ~ntlue~e ot
~e Selne a~ Xa~e rivers. Znteres~t~ly, ~rtottoo8
place of bl~, Dijon In ~s~ ~n~ral ~e~, ~ on
~ee yca~ ot rainfall ~ ~ In his rainfall i~estigati~.
He us~ ~e annual p~ipl~t/on a~ DL~on ~ estL~
a~uaZ rainfall vol~ on ~ 8ei~ River vater~.
StreantZ~ ~asu~nts on ~e SoL~ 8~ P~rLs yLeZd~
annua~ ~o~ volvo ~o~ ~e vatersh~. ~o~ voZ~
~nd ~o ~ a~u~ o~-sL~ o~ ~e rainfall vol~ cl~rZy
LndLca~/~ ~e suff/c/en~ of rainfall ~o 8~
~notf. ~rLotto ~rto~ a sLnlZar raLnt811 - dL~
study on a la~o sprl~.
Z~ ~rlo~e also pre~ a ~nuscrtpt tot a ~k
~lon ot va~er and other ~lulds (~al~e du ~ve~nt des
eaux e~ des au~res co~s ~luldes). Ap~rently ~tng
~at dea~ was t~nent, Nario~e gave ~e ~nuscrip~
a ~rle~ and scholar who carrl~ ~e pro)~ through
P~l~ca~lon in 1686. Titles o~ ~e ~tvo ~s o~
suqqest ~ 1~ yes a pred~essor ot ~ent ~luld
~anlcs
~ a resul~ ot ln~lrles going back at least 23 centuries,
~e hydrol~lc ~cle is n~ ~derst~ ~o
continuous, unsteady tr~latton o~ ~e va~e= resource
~rom the 8~mosphere to and under ~e land aureate
various processes, ~ck to ~e a~nosphere. ~e hydrol~lc
cycle ~s dynanLc In tha~ the ~ant~ty and ~81/ty of water
a~ a pa~lcular l~at~on nay va~ ~reatly wl~
N~th~n the hydrol~lc cycle, va~er ~y appear ~n all three
of l~s s~a~es: sol~d, l~ld, and ~as. ~d water
engineers and scientists continue to seek fu~her
unders~andlnq of ~he hydrol~lc ~cle a~ of l~s res~nse
~o cultural c~n~es.

Heasurenen~ or predLc~lon of vol~etrtc dfscha~e
¯nd c~annets, o~e~ dams, ~h~ougb o~L~tces, and a~
ea~ttes~ ~Lmes, vo~e~tc dLscha~e ~as ~ough~ ~o be
de~e~Lned so~ety by c~oss-sec~Lonat a~ea. Z~e
dtsc~s~e o~ ua~er Ls a ~unc~Lon o~ c~oss-sec~Lonat a~ea
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Leonsrdo ontrtlmtod to dAsch~r~e neam~em~ by
detsrulning river velocity profiles AS vortical and
horizontal planes. He used special floats and walked
alonq ~hs river pushing 8n odouotsr for distmme ut~lle be
measured t~l~ by minglng up sed dots the ~181~ltl
lnc/dentally, Loonardo plsnnod to m:lts ¯ boor o~ v~er
and Identified 15 chaptsrs. Based on ~ chapter
(e.q., rivers, repairin~ ~he banks of ravers,
canals, aachinoa turned by water, raAsinq water} has Meek
could have been tAt.led ~Water Itese~r~es ~n~IneerLn~t.
Unfortunately, he never bad tAae to cea~le~e the

Hydrostatic principles ere frequently and routinely used
In urban water nanaqsnent to calculate ~he pressures and
forces exerted by rater. For as--pie, hydrostatics
Into ~hs structural dsslqn of ear,hen barns and
outlet works and tloodvalle. Hydrostatics Is else applied
In floodprooflnq of existing and new
comtercisl, and o~her structures and in calculating ~he
stability of tanks and o~her vessels ~otelly or
subnerged In saturated soil.

~m~

Nndern hydrostatic principles vers lsrqely developed by
Archimedes (287-212 B.C.), ~he Greek theore~lolen and
mathematician. The son of an astrononer, Archimedes vas
born in Syracuse, Sicily and devoted hil career te
advancing na~henattcs and inventing or refining nechanlcal
devices such as the water screw and war sochlnes or
enqtnee. Interestlnqly, archtnedes died when Syracuse
fell to ~he Ronans. The Greeks used sons ear aachlnes
developed by Archinedes In ~hslr defense of ~he
(Rouse end Incs, 1963, pp. 15-19).

d~

According to legend, &rchtnedes discovered ~hs buoyancy
principle while ba~htng nude In a public bath. A very
excited Archtnedes Is supposed to have left 1~he bel~ and
run ~hrouqh the streets naked shouting "Eureka (I have
found itl)e (Rouse and Ince, 1963, p. 16). If he was In
fact that exuberant about this discovery of the buoyancy
principle, his actions would certainly be excused given
the usefulness of his york In nodern water sonsgenent.
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One of the oldoet ~Jor d~un~ v~m ~ons~.o~ ]~ ~
on r.he Nile River in vhat vss already r4ypt in about 3000
B.C. (BLsvss, 1970, pp. 2-S). He denned t~e lILle :Just
ups=roan st Naphis, sn ancient city an4 one-tf~ cap~Ltal
of Egypt, about 200 ICtlomete~s (12S miles) tram
Ned/tez~mnean 808 n~tr vt~t 18 nov Cairo.
King Nones apparently ons=z-doted the 450 meter (1470
foot) Zong, 15 aster (SO =oat) high dan on the RLZe
on the fertile, foz~er river bed end tloodplaLn o=
lfile. Second, the dam yes par~ o= 8 prote~ive
around Nenph/s consisting o= the divo~nd river, ¯ 1aim,
and ¯ canal. The dan =unctioned =or st least :~500 years.
Another o= the oldest ~novn dams is the Ssdd ol Katm
about 18 n:les south of Cairo, Egypt. AlthomJh the dam
vas spparentZy shor~-Zived, according to Bisvss (1970~
pp. S-7) the resmsnt8 veto not discovered until 155S and
rena/n to this day.
Cons=retad approxinstely be~veen 2950 and 27S0 B.., the
du yes probably intended to provide drinking v~ter for
yorker¯ and animals at 8 nearby quarry. The 106
(348 foot) Zong, 11 rioter (37 foot) high dan vss
onstro~ced of rubble nasonry. ~here vsa no spi/lvay end
mol-~ar was not used in Construction.
although the dan van to intercept runott from a 186 square
kilometer (72 square lilo) tributary area, the restllting
reservoir had a capacity of only 568,000 cubic ae~ers (460
acre-feet). This van equivalent to 0.3 centimeters (0.12
Inches) of runoff =ram the vstershed.
Because of the absence of a spillvay and the very
storage capacity, this first dan yea dooend to early
failure. Lack of sediment dapoa:~ts at the site suggest
that the dan failed in the first flood season.
The Egyptian engineers probably benefitted =ran the failed
Sadd el Kafara effort. Lessons learned nay have ln¢luded
the need for a spillway, a stable and cohesive
and a storage capacity commensurate with the tributary
watershed.
For example, the £~yptiana subsequently
cons~r~c~ed a 2000 meter (6560 feet) long, 6 meter (20
feet) high, roc)~-filled dam In SyrLa In the 14
B.C. This :34 century old dan Is still In use (Bisvas,
1970, pp. 5-8).
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aeeu~ed tha~ evaporation end Infiltration tot ¯ given

Given ~eL: tla~ h~esLn, ~y
ould ~ app11~ ~ ~1v~1
prec/~ly, ~o dally raLntalls. ~ Lt
van X ~rcen~ of annual raLnta11, ~en X ~en~ ot ~y
given ~1ly taints11 ~ld a~ ~ ~11y st~tl~.
~e desL~ to onve~ rainfall to ~ott
idea ot a ~nott ta~or or ~tticient.
tow dally ow other rlLntl~ de~ on
~atLo ot a~ual ~tt ~o ~ual stre~tl~.
s~cit/~lly, ~tt vii qr~lly
by ta~ors su~ as va~r~ sly, soL1
~ v~e~tL~,
~ 1S47, ~e toll~L~ /1~-~1~ ~tLon to~la vas

~e~

Q - ~ dL~a~e Ln ~Lc
C ~ d/~nsLonless ~t
Z - ~xL~ daily :a/ntsll L. /n~ea (~ u~ 1.5
¯ o 2.0 in~en)

Z~Lsh enqinee~ ~oaaa 3. Nulvaney (1822-1892), in bin 1851
pa~ in ~he P~eed/ngs o~ ~he Znx~L~u~e o~ Civil
E~Lnee~x ot l~eland, se~ to~h ~he
n~ ca11~ ~he ~loyd-DavLex ~ in some countries
(e.g,, G~ea~ B~L~a/n) and ~he ~a~ional
(e.g., ~e U.S.).
Xulvaney’s
waLntall-~nott p~exx and his influence on
~v~es/rat~onal meth~ L8 xuggest~ by h~n state.ha a~ut
~hat LS n~ called ~e time o~ concentration
1970, p. 303):
~e first ~tter ot La~nce to
asce~aLned Ln the case oC
oT mountain cerement, Ls ~e t~
vhlch a fl~ re.ires to attain
maximum holght,
during tho
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ontinuance of ¯ unL~om z~e o~
ot rain. Thin may be an¯mad ~o be
falls on the moat remo~ portion ot
the ~tclment, to I~av~l to
outlet, to: At eppea:¯ to me tl~t
discharge must be greats¯q: ~ the
supply from every portion of
the point of dischaz~je, suppom:Lng, ne
above promised, the rate of sui~ly to
continue con¯tent, In this leng~A ot
time being ascertained, ve may
that the discharge viI1 be the
Ircular¯hoe of ¯ fall of rain
occurr/nq, of the sexism uniform
rate of faII for that t~e...mo
havAng ascertained the extent, tom
and average tncltnatton ot
catchment, ve may be able to
deteZlAne, Ln the ft:mt place, the
duration of constant :aLe requLz~d to
produce a maxtmua discharge, stud
consequently to fax upon the maxims
rate of :aLnfall applAcable ~o the
Mulvaney should probably be honored for his sea£nal york
by havinq the method ~amed aft¯r hiz. No~ever~ the mathod
is called the Lloyd-Davies fOZlUla in Great Br:LtaLn
because D. g. Lloyd-Davies published the paper on the
subject Ln the Proceedings of the Znst/tut/on of Civil
Engineers in 1906.
For the oriqin of the vord =rat:Lonal= In the rational
me~:hod and for early field measurements on the urban
rainfall-runoff process, one must go to 1~e U.S. in the
late 19th century.
E~il Kulchling, City EncJlneer of
Rochester, Nay York, carried out some important
experiments in the course of his york (KuLchling, 1889;
](¢Pherson, 2969). Xuichlin~ yes concez-nod vith commonly
used methods based on rainfall periods of one hour or
more. He hypothesized Chat ahorq:er period8 of more
tn~ense rainfall may cause larcjer flora and, a~cord:Lnqly,
perhaps score severs vere being unders~Lzod.
Therefore,
KuLchLinc] performed
measurements on ~ive sub-basins in Rochester, rancJing
s2ze [rom Z0 to 14S hectares (25 to :JS7 acres). Based on
his measurements, he concluded the follovinq:
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¯vet¯g¯ rainfall intensity during ¯
of ti~e ec~el to the tLae of
tot the selected recur~n~ interval
i~ches per baur
A-

tributary me Ln m

it L¯ ¯ppsrently often misused. Consider, for ¯x--pie,
the results of the su:vey of 32 U.8. caammitiea (Ardis
el., 1969) Ln vhi©h the staffs vere asked to ~pply the
rational method. Only six of the communities
method orre~ly, ~e ~oat ~ e~ors being the
relieving:
l) [ailing to consider r¯lnf¯ll ¯8 being variable,
that is, as being dependent on the tL~e of ~on~entr¯tion.
2) Calculating flora for lnd/vidu~l sub-basins ~nd
simply s,,--Lag them to get total flov for the
rather than determining ¯ rainfall intensity ~nd veight~d
runoff oefficient for each successive dommtreaa point
in the dr¯/nag¯ aystea.
3)
account for fl~ time in st¯re severs
in oapeti~j the tlae of
Another videly held misconception about the ~loydDavies/rational eethod is ~hat the time of concentration
corresponds to ~he duration of ~hs sto~. ~h¯ time of
concentration is simply the critical time period used to
deter¯in¯ average rainfall intensity free intensitydirection-frequency curves¯ Inasmuch as rainfall is ¯
random event, it is possible that a rainfall event could
have a duration equal to the time of concentration of a
sub-basin. Hey¯vet0 Lt is much more likely ~hat the total
duration of s s~oz-a rill be longer than the tlae of
concen~rstion used in the rational method. Further¯re,
~he critical duration of ln~eres~ could occur anyvhere
vi~hin the s~oz~.
Hi¯use of the rstiorml ~e~hod in
calculating peak discharges and volumes is discussed by
t~alesh (1989, pp. 100-111).
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corps of engineers tar bridges and 8treeta). This
civilian corps vaa tamed to distLJw~ish the publio ~ork~
responsibilities of ~H ~ ~
rsapone/bilities o~ ~ho long standing ~orps o~ military
engineers (CozTm dos Zngenieurs du Genie nllitaire).

2
-.-

The Ecola dos Pants o1: Chanesee~ vim founded in 1947 to
educate ~ho young and greying core of vhat ve vo~ld nov
call civil engineers. As a result, the vo:d ingeniour,
vhich traditionally neant crafts¯m-builder, nov began to
professional (Plan¯n, 1989, p~. 40-49).
Henry Phlllbez~ Gaspard Darcy (1803-1858) was a member of
Prance, he returned there after
vaa given responsibility for designing end
¯ he municipal rater supply system. Ber~uae the ~upleted
aystan functioned so ~e11, Darcy was later ro~ined as a
consultant an a s/-llar proJoc~ by ~ £ty at ~rusaols,
To gala further insight in~o ~he behavior of sand
filters, vhich vers one oaponent of the Dijon rater
supply syatea, Darcy onduCted experinenta on flay through
porous media. Prior to his research, aechanical energy
loss through a porous aediua vaa thought to
proportions1 to the square root of velocity or the rate of
flay. Hoverer, his experiments demon¯Orated ~J~at energy
lose is proportional to velocity am ¯~a~ed in ~hat Is no~
called Darcy,a
v - k (dh/dl)
Hhora

k-

coefficient of perae~btILty vith din~nalona
of velocity

h- each¯nits1 energy or total bald per uJlit
voiqht ot liquid vith dimensions of Zangl:h
1-

distance in the dLrs~cLon of flov vLth
dinensions of length

Darcy published the results of his experimen~s and the
equation he developed as paz-~ of hie 1856 repor~ (Lea
tontaines pu~lLques de 18 villa de Dijon) on r.he Dijon
wa~er supply (Rouse and lace, 1963, pp. 169-191).
Daroy appears to have been motivated to experiment vith
flay through porous nedLe--vhLch led to a ~undsnental
discovery--in order to nora conscientiously carry ou~ his
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Sher~m, L. K., ~Str~an-l’low h-ms ~ntaZ1 ~ ~e ~ItGraph ~,e ~. M~ ~., ~r11, 1~3~, ~. 501-505.
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~rch, 1961.
YOrk~ 1989.
E~=aUl. DIv., ~. ~. ¢1V. ~ng., Vol. 96, No. ~1, 1970,
p. 193.
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The four interest groups described above will
.steps diff..e~ntly.snd may haw ~ly divm’g~mt o~k~ioms on tl~ foUow~|

o

o
o

0
o
o

w,l! it. be feasible to .e.hmm~te
to. m~. use. end~
pn.vate~ty ..mlun .t~n.eo.reson .,s ~iltng to
~t..snou.m roeo .s~.t
.~.t wet clegree m risk do potmti~.
~.~.o~ .a~ 0~..so~.rce. cbaracten~,cs .lihety to ~ over time?
~_ms t$ .rmmcum~y tmponant, m me ~0mma of udmn nmolf
..._v~_,,.use me..runon..guanttt~vlquahty.as.p~s of ¯ t~ ~ d~ma.to early building to maturity.
wnat is .th.e bebavior./proe~-ss, v~fe~ by pollt~nts may
enter r~cewmg waters mrougn ninon-:
Is pollutant entry into t]! water es~ronmen¢ ¯ flaoCticm of the
rose of runoff, amount of nmoff, or time of runoff’?
Is it most appropriate for individual pollutants or c~sses of
pollutants to be regulated by public ag~H:ies for the subject setring?

Estimate Probable Pollutant
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

In the environmem or in runoff?.
At’ what time during nmoff; that
or a~ter discharge into receiving waters.’?
Given statistical summaries of the US EPA natin~l ufoan nmoff
program (NURP~ data, do the unique characteristics of the study
area. in .question argue for projected polluter conc~a~ation$ that
are tow, mgn or average, and why?
.To what extent do site specific data need to be collected? Phrased
m .a~other way, bow reliably can data he extrapolated to the
.s .~t~c setting?
what are the natural "background" levels of polluumts?
~ "illicit discharges" likely to he a probl~n?
wnat is the pollutant’s minimum detection level? What is the
practical detection level? If the
subject to a 40 percent error under the best of laboratory conditions, what is the significance for regulatory standards?

Evaluate Impacts on Receiving Waters
o
o
o

Are existing water quality classifications and standards reasonable for the ~ceiving stream? If the receis~ng stream ~ not
yet been classified, ~.hat discharge standards are appropriate?
Are a.nt~Opated impacts actual or hypothetical?
For the speof,¢ setting, can impacts be estegor~zed as: (I} very
}ikels to occur, regardless of site specific considerations, (2}
likel~ to occur given a certain set of site specific conditions,
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Yhe NKA v£11 be z~sponsLble fo~ ~ett~g
ons~tS for sewe~ tree~t t~k4, 8to~

1~ for ~P t~g ~ £nteres~ ~ to ~le
by ~gor~m ~t~m to ~ ~t:o11~ ~mm
r~Zator ~e ~ D~or ~ral (~) Of ~ Off£~ Of
~ator So~co8 ~o ~8 tensile fo~ ~
mch~o~d, that the long te~ assets are ~ ~t~F
~nta~nod ~ ~at ~y costs ~g p~ ~ tO
the c~8~r for asset ~t~ce ~d a~e~
~v~ro~ntal 8t~da:~ a~ fa~r after ~
for effLc~cy ~ro~t8 to ~ e~ £r~ a
ev~n: ~:e as An the pr~A~8 ez~le of ~
to restr~ ~ opt~e of a ut~Z~ty ~ m
scco~t~le ~or ~

~ cr~o~s ~t~ce wso ~ ~ly a~£1~le
~mg~t ~t~on solutions t~d to ~ 02 ~ cost
and ~ce~a~n ~ef~t. Th~8 £1 no ~ongo~ no¢osma~ w~
the ~mZ~h of ~nfo~t~on on 8yst~ ~rfo~ce ~d ~
fa~lure. However, the vo1~ of ~nfo~t~on ~r~ to
~ ollected ~d ~nte~e~ed should not
~:es~ted. Z~ ~8 relatedly easy to ~ust~fy
cost of D:a~qe ~ea S~ud~e8 ~d ~t~t ~t
PZ~: when the ov~d~ce of fZo~ng ~d ~11ut~on
8eZf-ev~den~. To ~Anta~n ~he ~deZ8 ~d
¯ ystm on a long te~ bas~a 8o as to ~ ~le to ~
exercise The ~1l~e o~ ~he Inner, ken
(IT) age ~s one ~he water lndust~ has 8t~ tO
up ~o bu~ h~s~o~ ~8 no~ ~oo encouraging wh~, a~te:
f~rmt 150 years, ~e basi ~nfo~t~on ~ut
location ~s s:~ll too ~:o~tly lack~g.
It w~11 ~ 8 t:agedy for the In.arty, ~o
~d ~he co~, ~f ~he f~rs~ real o~ty ~o
~de~ake ~n~eg:a~ed ca~c~en~ pl~ were ~o
:~ssed ~d the approa~ ~scre~ted due to
8ua~ng bas£c ~a wh~ ~ o~her process ~nduotr~eo
~ for
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_~U~onl Ire ~ tel
~~’.
~lem. ~ere ~me;~~k/Ll of ~o P~tosm ~

..ULd~pre~

~11u~ are ~1~ ~1~ ~e
N~ro~ lnvestt atlo
aln ~ vl~ ~ ~ .
lnterrelatt~,=~,~ ~. have ~n ~ ot -~ ..... ~t_
.

~e lnte~retatlon ot ~e d~ta tr~ su~ In~t1+atl~:
~te~lna~1on ot ¯ ~rac~rlstlc
a~ 1~ statistical varlat1~

-, =~ ~e s~tlstlcal v~latlon.
Pr~esses, invoh.. .....
emlcal and b£ol~i~l ~en~na.
~yIlcal,
~e develo~n~ of de~e~lnlstlc descrtptlo~
hydraulic PhenOmena, e.g. In available computer PrOems
like S~, ~p end NOUSE, has ~en
can accurately simulate ~e ~ott P~esses.
Stage Can ~ ad~ately slmulated ¢Om~r~ to r~llty,
~he ~els are ad~ua~ely ~l~bra~
~nves~lqa~lon.
~lcal ~l~res tot ~e ~ce~aln~y
(Paulsen, 1987) :
Runoff v01~ In m:
Pot ~he csllbrs~ed vol~e ~off da~a ~e s~anda~
devla~on Is 4-7t tot he aaan ~low; 20-40~ tot
indlv~dual even~. For ~he non-callbre~ even~
aame ~lqures are: 3-10t a~ 20-40t.
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2

For the calibrated mass transport at pollutant
standard deviation L8 10-30~ tar the Seen ma88t 50140~ for the individu81 event. For the non-e.~llbt-sM
event8 ~’w a,t-e flquz’o8 ~t-e~ 50-60e end 50-150~J.
These date ere Just exenples ot the qenerel trend in the
literature. It 18 postulated that It hem not been P~siblo
to slnulate the pollutant runoff without ¯ very significant
residual statistical variation. It deter~lnlstl~
description of pollutant transport le to be appllod
practice, the siqnlflcent statistical verlatlo~ has to ha
accounted for. The atocbestlc variation is so blq that
there 18 reason to question the hoed to develop elaborate
deternlnlstlc slnulatlon tools.
Data tron several lnvestiqatlons have ~ analysed in
order to detarnlne enptrlcal relations between
11ks rain intensity, rain depth, duration, seen and
flov, etc. Essentially, they have been unsuccesful. An
lnvestlqatlon of 811 available, quality ontrolled
free Scandinavia did not produce relationships ~hlcA ould
stand the test of statistical
One exception Is the results from The lietherlands
1985: Onderdallnden end Tier, 1986). Due to excessive
8edt~entation in virtuslly horizontal Interceptors the
cbncentration becones dependent on the

/

Where such lnvestlqatlons have not revealed
relationships the best approach is to use a sleple
characteristic concentration: the event moan oncentration,
and to account for its statistical variation (U.S.
Envlrormental Protect£on Aqency0 1983: Harrenc4s, 19JES).
P - ~.c, + ~(~ + C.) - (~ + ~)C,
P
Q.
O,
C.

~m~

Is the total transport
ls the vaste~ater
Is the runoff
18 the concentration in tJle waatawater
18 the concentration ~rom eros:~on In the pipe
18 the noah oncentrst~Lon

Zndica~Jon8 are ~hat the atat:~stical variation 18
no.ally distributed, at least qood enouqh for p~actic81
8pplica~Lon. The standard deviation is in the order of 0.6°
0.9 on ~he natural lo~8Ftt.t~, correspondinq to ¯ fa~or
unce~taint¥ of 1.8-2.5.

R0041410

These probabilities are difficult to detect in practice,
because they requlre sany saaples in ~he season. Ho~ever,
the criteria {or rare events can ~e used as desi~
criteria.
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6.~

2

10 ~mo~

Time of ex~ 12 hours ....
2

Time of exposure 1 hour
Simulated (12 hours)

S imu~ed ( 1 hour )

In a rlver exposed to ~mblned sever overtime

;

Ptqura 1. Yhe distribution lm ba~ed m ~alimmdietm and delayed oxygen depletion.
statistics is ~mq~red with the dimt~ibu~ia~ ot
required ozyg~m in rivers /n Ommmrk.
Overflows are often dlscharqed into snell trlbutsrLee
upstream in the system. These small rivers ere sensitive to
these shock loads. It is the experience in Denmark, ~hst
such overflows will not comply with ~he criteria unless
very costly storeqe tanks are installed in ~he system.
is Often considered extrsvsqant by practitioners, because
the ~ule is much ~ore strlnqent competed to the tredltlonal
rules. However, ~here are only 1~ree loqlcal reactions to
~he eltuation:
Build the required etoreqe tanks, which may he
expensive.
Relocate tJle overflow structure, ~ich amy be
expensive too.
Declassify the flyer to ¯ Eower standard, which
of course is cheap.
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Zn order to save ~e lnvest~nt
class~ft~ as ~r~ of ~e ~r s~.
~rk q~s In ~e o~l~e

~ere has ~n c~ce~ ~or ~e e~f~ o~ ~ 41~ o~
~en~tally ~oxtc s~ances vl~h
very ompllc~ issue, bu~ resear~
~en~al ~llu~n~s are ~ox~c only
to~aI oncen~ra~lo~ in ~e ~noff
~e criteria for acute ~ox~ct~y.
dis~ri~*on ~veen ~he soluble fo~
~mplexed fo~ is such ~ha~ ~e ~ox/
~s ~ a fraction of ~e ~o~1
Acute ~oxicl~y due ~o me~als and refrac~
consider~ ~o ~ a ser*o~ probl~
~ff.

~rien~
~rlen~s cause eu~rophlca~ion. Z~
on ~he recelvinq va~er ~ha~ ~s, e.q. over ~e year or
~he season. I~ As meaninqless ~o 1~k a~ ~he dlscha~e of
nutrients from ~noff alone. The con~rA~Aon fr~
runoff As ~us~ one of many con~ribu~Aons. Fr~enL1y,
a small con~ri~ion (Hatreds,
con~rAbu~ion can ~ sl~IfAcan~ ~hen
~as~e~a~er has ~en An~er~p~.
The ~s~ approac~ Lo ~he calcula~Aon of
lake from co~ned se~er overflovs
raAn serAes ~rouqh a callbra~ed ~el of ~e se~er
The acc~ula~ed dlscharqe can ~ calculat~ for each year
covered by ~e serAes. ~ ex~ple is qiven in Fi~re 3. The
s~a~As~Lcal uncer~aln~y of ~he concentration of ~he
indAvidual even~ is damped by ~he accumulation. It As an
An~eres~inq fac~ ~ha~ ~he dAsc~arqe varies
from one year ~o the o~her due ~o ~eoro1~ical
varla~ions.

R0041415
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Indications ere that the ~e~le dleoh~rqed with t3te
dlsc~rqe ~lnt to ~n~a~lons ~ich ~y ~lve rise
toxic ree~l~ ~o ~e bio~ llv1~ in ~e ~l~t or
LI Jk~e~,
8clen~Iflc ovldon~ for d~r1~n~1 eff~ l~vo ~
~ des~r~, ~ ~he lnp21~lons are ~te~y.
~at the dl~harqe f~ the s~tea ~as *1~~.
~o~s excessive Af ~e ~o~f f~ se~ra~ sys~

~o trndLtLonni f~un on ~ttutL~ d~t~ rnLn ~ff to
Dtn~hn~ou ~rontoc ~nn ~nt n~o nLmpty dtvo~

from t~ ~ tl~ a~ d~i~ ~o ovofl~. ~s L8 a d~Ac
~eno~non.
I~ 18 an essential feature ~hat ~e clarlfter ~ tolerale
hiqh flov for s shor~ ~lN, ~ only low fl~ for a
¯ ~ne. The ~ncreas~ s~oraqe ~n ~e c8~c~en~ In order
pro~ec~ ~he u~rean rectplon~s from ~he ~11u~lon
overflovs w~11 ~ncroase ~he ~r~ of hiqh flow after rain
8~ ~he ~rea~nen~ plan~. The ~rad~lonal design can
lo~er ~ acceptS.
~o ~hole sys~e~ nus~ ~ l~k~ a~ as one en~l~y. ~o
des~qn has ~o ~ ~s~ on sys~e~ analysis in o~er
reach reasonably operas1 deslqn and o~ra~lon. Ne are
~yond ~he ~ne vhen ~ese ~ers could ~ deal~
simple ~les of ~.

~e traditional ~les for the r~lation of outfl~ fr~
serrate syste~ and ~ r~ulat~on of overflow f~
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~O Coati,tee on Ilydrolegi~l Itese~ (1t85)$
Urban Are~s, l~o~e~din~s ~d Zato~l~t/on No. 33
-~ntorn~tlon~l Conference, Negeningen, 266p.

ceedLmjs and ZnforsmtLon No. 36e Znterna~Lonel
Negeninqen, 349p.
UUnk g.O.B. (198S): Ur~n StO~lVster Runoff PolZut/on,
Comlttee on Hydroloqicsl Reseez~h: I~ter in Urban Areas,
Proceedings end Information No. 33, Zn~enmtLmml
ference, tlegeningen, 77-98.
U.$. ~nvironaental Proration ~qency (1~71)1 $~o~
Nanage~ent Nodal0 Vol. I - IV, Netc~lt mid ~Sdy,
Univ. of Florida, and Na~.er Itesour~e~ ~m/Ineers. Z~O,.
reports no. 11024DO~07-05-09-10/71.

~_

U.S. tnvironaen~sl l~o~ec~lon Aqency (1983)~ F£n~l Results
of tJle Na~lonslvide Urban Runoff Program, Vol.
PlsrmirK~ Division, U. S. ~nvtt~naanl~l Prol~cl:lon A~ency,
U.S. ~nviron~entsl Pro~ec~Lon ~Wency (1988) :
Pollutant: D/s~arqe gliaLns~lon Sys1:on ~eZlLt Appl/c~l:ion
Re, In,ions for S~o~ t~s~er DLsclmrqes, Federal
53~ no. 253~ Dace&bar 1999~ 4~416-49487.
VLsser ~. N. oq LL Jkle~a b. ( 1989 ) : ~ffecl~ of
aLcropollu~nts iron sever systm u~ a~Lc o~Lm:
~)
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by L. Scott ~©ker1, ~ ~

P~guletiona ere bein~ prepared by the United States
Enviromaental
Protection Agenc~
for
paz~it
application r~re~n~s for munlc£~l se~a~
s~or~ater dtscharges. ~al go~nts An ~
UnAt~ S~ates ~£11 ~ requi~ to devel~ s~ater
a~o~a~er d£scharqe ~8. ~t8 ~r ~tne8
~he ~ckground, s~a~us, and enforc~n~ prov£m£onm
of the s~o~ater ~t~ pr~r~ fr~ the l~al
gover~nt ~rspective. ~ny ~tro~ll~n ~Nss In
the United Sta~es onsist of several t~e~ndent
local qover~n~s and the advan~a~s of
~ro~l~tan-~de 8~o~ater ~a~e~nt a~che8
are discuseS.

Rains finally ~gan to fall on the city. a d~ught
had been in progress and the gentle ~oling rains ~re a
welcome relief to the urban residents of ~. ~e
rainfall slowly intensified and soon water was m~lng its
way fr~ r~ftops, yards, ~rks, ~d parking lots to the
s~reets and fr~ there to sto~ s~r inlets In the
streets and from ~ere to $~ewhere else.
~e rains also alerted the ~ny gover~n~ agents
who had ~en standing by ~he some 89~ sto~ se~r outlet$
in ~th~ for several ~nths. Finally some action. The
agents were on the track of one of the biqges~ busts of
this type ever. ~th~ had failed to obtain ~lts for
~heir s~orm se~r discharges and the agents had sus~cted
~hat i~ would eventually rain and illegal discharges
would occur. Time yes limited for the elected Office
holders and public works officials of ~h~ they had
neglected ~is problem t~ long.
xecutive Director, Urban Drainage and FI~ Control
Dlstrlct~ 2480 ~est 26th Avenue~ Suite 15~B, ~nver~
Colorado 80211
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PrOCess of vrLt/ng regulations that set forth m~nimu~
aPptication requirements for Permits for Smnicipel storm
sewer discharges. Pinal regulations ere expected to be
Pronulgated by USSPA in 1990. In aJ~ont
A~ertcan states, authority to administer 40 of the 52
program has been delegated to ~he states through the
National Pollutant Discharge Sllalnation System (NPDP~)
Program. In the few states without such ~thority,
will he the regulatory agency. BotJt ~he states and U~PA
have been issuing NPDSS Per~ita for Paint
Sources such as publicly O~ned seWage treatment plant
effluent and industrial waste discharges for many years.
Bo~h DSgPA and the states have virtually
however, in the £..u, nc. o: Per~tt. ~or’X~:~
stor~ster dAacharges.
The USSpA has publlshed Proposed re~LLattona and the
period for public comment was open from D~’e~ber 8, 1988
to March 7, 1989. USSPA received c~mSents fron over 400
Parties and cOements totaled over 3,000 pa~es. This Is a
high level of response end it indicates the cOnCern over
the i~pact of the proposed regulation. The hierarchy of
authority is flowing fro: the federal level down. USSPA
a.~. ~_~
the states
will wll~
essentially
the regulators
and
countie.,
~ tha he
regulateon.
:h. co.t
~-m~n~ng
controls
w~ll
~
borne
at
the
local
level
o£
there is to
nosubm~rapplication
indication and little
Iikelibo~d
of federal
required
state or USSP&
for
s to the
or atate financial support. Local
govenment8 will he
a NPDES permit
their municipal storm Se~er system.
The regulations being Promulgated by DS£PA will est~bllsh
minimum regulrements ~or the application for permits as
well as some requirements for co:pllance.
be issued within a year after applications Permits w111
and the permits will set forth in detail what local
a:e submitted,
governments need to do to meet compliance requirements.
Congress in the 1987 CWA sPeclficslly identified
requirements for municipal separate storm se~er discharge
permlts thereby establishing the fact that tbey are to be
addressed differently than permits for other point
sources of pollution. ~he 1987 CWA specifically states
that permits for discharges from municipal storm
may be issued on a system- or ~urisdiction-~ide
Prior to this clarification the approach bei~ taken was
to require a separate permit ~or each storm sewerbasis.
discharge point. ~his would have meant literally the
preparation of millions o~ individual permits for all the
urban stormwater outfalls in the United States. This was
an absurd proposition and the cost o~ submitting
applications alone was estimated to b~ $8 billion. This
was an ±mportant change by COngress.
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Congress in the 1987 CW& a18o defined ~hat
municipalities yore to be required to do to control storm
sever discharges. The 1987 CNA states that penLtts for
discharges from municipal storm sm~re =shall
ontrols to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the
maximum extent practicable, including mansge~ent
practices, control techniques and system, design and
engineering methods, and such other provisions am the
Administrator or the State determines appropriate for the
ontrol of such pollutants." The operative ~ord8 are "to
the maximum extent practicable" (MEP). tfhlle there does
not exist at this time a precise definition of laP, it is
important to note that It must be different frco the
operative term ebest available demonstrated ontrol
technology" vhich applies to other point sources. The
implication of the term MEP is that controls need not be
end-ofopipe methods.
Congress recognized the
~prscticalIty of treating all stormwnter discharges, and
established the requirement of doing ~he best Job that
reasonable, or in their terms practicable. Xt ~ould not
be practicable, for example, to construct treatment
facilities for all storm sever outfalls even though such
treatment may have been demonstrated to be
feasible. Xt would s~mply be unaffordeble. The 1987
CWA, on the other hand, specified that pemmita for
stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity
must meet all existing applicable requirements including
technology and water quality based standards. The new
act, however, made significant changes to ~he permit
standards for discharges from municipal separate storm
severs as noted above.
In some areas of the United States it is believed
that non-stormvater connections to storm
contribute sign~£icant pollution, Such nonostormwater
connections are termed i~llc~t connections. Congress
the 19~? C~ included the provision thst permits for
discharges from municipal storm sewers shall include a
requirement to effectively prohibit non-stores*star
discharges or illicit connections into the storm sewers.
There seems to be general support from local governments
that illicit connections should be eliminated, and in
fact some local governments have been actively pursuing
the elimination of illicit connections for sometime.

The regula~ion and con~rol of municipal separate
storm sewers is in its infancy in the United States.
Congress has se~ forth a basle direction and USEPA now
has she opportunity to develop a program that ~s
reasonable and implementable by local governments. USZPA
~s being
pressured and even threatened by ~he
environmental con~unity to show no quarter in their
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should ~ develo~ Ln a flezLble ~er to al~
s~cL~£ ~nd£Lons ~o re:1~ the wide r~ ot
Consistent wl~ ~e intent of Congress, ~A
stat~ their goal to de~lop ~tt
require~nts tha~ are su~ficiently ~lexible ~ all~
develo~nt o~ site s~ific ~it ~ltto~.
approach Is lm~r~ant to l~al g~er~nts ~
~na9e~nt pr~r~s can ~ ~1o~ that r~ntse
particular characteristics of each l~al g~nt
region. US~A’o thrust in ~eir pro~s~ ~latl~
to force the develo~nt of s~ater ~ality ~g~nt
plans and pr~r~s in ~he ur~n areas o~ t~
States. The ~nag~nt pl~s can ~ ~ilor~
to ~e onditions o~ ~he l~al situations.
~ile the ~sic re.larry approach as
intent, some of ~he re~ir~nts of USZPA’s
~it application will ~ difficult l~ not ~ssible to
acc~plish in the pressed t~ ~ri~ of t~ Fears. For
exa~le, local qover~nts will have a~ut nine ~n~s
~nstall a sto~ater ~81~ty ~n~tor~ng IyI~
the necessary data, evaluate the da~a, and u~
estimate ~llutan~ loads ~r~ the ent&re
ito~wa~er lys~. Also four ~nag~nt plans ~11
to ~ prepared and an asses~ent of pro~s~ ~t~lI
~de in addition to ~ny o~r r~&rlnti.

;

Also, iome of the pro~l~ application
are t~ I~clf~c for nat~onv~de application. ~ll
~ncons~stent w~th ~SEPA*s ~I~C premise that
~8 needed ~o ta~lor pewits to l~al condlt~onI. For
example, USEPA proposes to Include ~n the application
s~pl~ng from representative outfalls ~n 8 very
manner. S~ples shall ~ collected o~
d~scharges from three representative sto~ events
occur at least one ~nth apart. In so~ l~a~ons ~n
United States particularly ~n the arid or semi-arid ~It
rainfall ~s unpredictable and ieasonable and t~ ~y not
be possible to obtain data fr~ ~hree representa~&~
sto~ events at leas~ one ~nth apart. ~an~at~ve
~s required for a s~c~f~ed l~s~ of ~llu~ants totall~
126. The Cos~ of ~h~s ashot ~une a~proach ~I ~o ~ ~rne
entirely by local gover~en~s. Earlier ~ederal I~nsor~
data collection programs ~n ~he United S~ates, such
~he Nationwide Urban Runoff Proqr~ (NURP) complet~
198], ~nd~a~ed that ~st of ~he 126 ~r~terl
re~red are no~ presen~ ~n ~he s~pleI. From
~over~en~’8 ~rspec~ve, n~ely ~he en~&~y tha~ has
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Record, 3une 22, 1989~ =Pursuing Environmental C:lam ~
Ground for Prosecutors.= Rocky Hountain lle~s,
19~9~ "Water Pl&nt in Golden Subject of Probe,"
:~ountain Reds. June 17, 1959! "[PA Sues
Residents Over Dumplnq In River," Rocky Notmta~a Re~a,
April 1, 1959: "gPA, Stuffed with Steroids, ~les
L~al Control," ~ky ~taln Ne~, ~rch 30,
1989j etc.~ etc.
~e ~ssaqe £s clee~. ~n~~Z£tLes will
able to ~gnore the re~lr~nt to obta/n
dtschar~e ~m~s. £nvtro~n~al ~ups ap~
w~lltnq to u~l~ze ~he provisions o~ ~e ~
to ~ stepping up en~orc~nt actions. ~,
aup~rt ~or such enforce~nt act~m also m
At ~is ~nt ~n t~ cost ~s not ~e ~J~
It can ~ arqued, ~ver, ~at if upl~n
the sto~ater regulations ~m at~ o~er~s
expensive" there could ~ a publi ~cklash 8~ loss of
public sup~rt. Congress 8p~ar~ to ~ ~nsit~ve to
~h~s ~en~81 when they ~n~r~uc~ ~e tern ~x~
extent pract~cable." The USEPA a18o has e~s~
sens~ttvtt~ to reality by de-e~hastztng
controls and ~haslz~ng so,ca controls.
The states 81so have to ~ ~n~
enforcement actions that ~y ~ taken
mun~clpaiLty. The FWP~ contakns a prowls ~m
whenever 8 mun~c~pal~ Is a par~y ~o a c~vL1
brouqht by ~he Un~ed S~a~es, ~he sta~e sh811 ~ jo~n~
as a par~y. The s~a~e ~s 1~able ~or pa~n~ of
~ud~e~n~ entered a~a~n8~ ~he munlc~pali~y ~o
~ha~ ~he laws of ~he s~ate preven~ ~he n~ic~11ty
ra~s~n~ revenues needed ~o c~ply w~h ~e ~mnt.
Potentially, Congress has c~ed ~he re~nues
en~re s~a~es to ~he enforce~n~ of c~v~l actions brough~
by ~he Un~ed
~T H~PENS AT ~E
Typical large me~ro areas £n ~he Un1~
cons~s~ of a core city, several large suburb~
many small suburban Lncorporated jurisdtcti~s,
urbanized unincorporated areas.
Hovever, the current
re~u~at~ons be~n~ pro~sed by USEPA affect only
~ar~er than 100,000, or only ~rt~ons of the ~arqer metro
areas. The strategy of USEPA ~s to ~t ~he ~n~t~
perm~tt~n~ effort to relatively few ~tt~s and
require applications from the smaller avities at
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later date. According to ~& (1988) pez~its vail be
initially required by 170 carlos in the United States.
Th~s represents a small per~enl~ge o~ all the caries and
ounties An tht United States, but ~bout 25 percent at
the population.
Stonnvater lyltema in metropolitan areas are ~mplex
sad it Is not uncommon for atom seVers to pass from one
~emunity Into another. Certainly, drainage
boundaries seldom oincide vt~h jurisdictional boundaries
and stormvater typically flays from one ~mmunlty to
another. ~hiXe the proposed USKPA rmJulattons vail alloy
or possLbly require petlttts from entities with systems
connected to an entity that has to obtain a permit, ~hAs
viii likely be ~he exception. So initially at least the
lnterjuriadictional omplezity of stoz~ sever
will be somewhat ignored. USEPA argues, however, that
811 communities viii eventually be required to obtain
permits0 so it is only a matter of time before entire
metro areas will fall under the peXl~ttAng program.
OSgPA has proposed to Initially require permits from
large incorporated cities and later from sheller caries
and unincorporated urban areas. Pe~nAts logically have
to be given to the unit of government that contrail or
owns the stor~ sever IyJtE# and that has laird use
control in the area tributa=y to the stoz~ sever system.
This generally means cities and countles In ~hs OnAt~d
States. However, because of the regional nature of
stormwater and receiving water bodies there are
advantages to an area-vide or regional approach to
atormvater quality management.
Because of the larqe variety of local polAttoal
arrangements in metro areas of the United States no one
single approach viii be uniforuly applicable. There are
few if any metropolitan areas that are alike. It vii1,
therefore, be up to each metro ares to forge regional
approaches that fit the situation. A possibility v£ll be
the requirement of each city and county (for
unincorporated areas) in a metro area to obtain a
but for s regional organization to be a coperm£ttee for
certain aspects of permit requirements. A logical
regional activity would be stormwater quality mon£torAng.
If each local 3urisdic:ion has to pursue a monitorIng
system on their own, the costs would be greater than
one monitoring system for an entire region could be
installed. In the Denver, Colorado metro area there are
31 incorporated cities and towns and five counties that
have unincorporated areas with significant urban
development. Based on the monitoring requirements in
USEPA’s proposed regulations, the cost of collecting the
required quantitative data from representative outfalls
for the permit application was estimated for both
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conditions. For a re~ton-wide ~onitorlng systma the cost
was est.tmated to be $1S0,000, an4 for 3~ sepaz’ate
monitoring syst~s ~he cost was entl~ ~o
~ndeflnttely as s ~rt of the ~11~ phse a~
similar cost differential ~uld ~
Other l~tcal areas of r~lonal in~l~nt incl~o
developmnt of reqlon~ide criteria for
application, and ons~ruct£on of ~s~ ~:d£~lon of
~t appl£caeions where sto~ ~: sys~s
~n~erconnec~ed~ assistance In reviw of pro~sals
reduce ~he discharge of ~llutants in stemmer fr~
develo~nts: assistance vl~ design, onse~ctl~ ~d
maintenance of stoma~er ~all~y facilities that ~m
~re ~han one unit of local ~over~nt~ ~velo~nt
and ass~s~an~ vt~h ~ucatlonal pro~rm~ and ~vel~nt
¯ of area-wide erosion ontrol ~asures ~o ~ re~
hey ~nst~ct/on.
~al gover~nts vLll generallF hl~ to
res~nsLble for all actLons that r~lre ~lLce
L.e., land use authorLty~ and any actLvLtLes ~at ~uld
~ ~culLar to an LndLvLdual entLty. For emple, l~al
gover~nts ~uld have to adopt ordLnan~s that ~uld
require developers to Install ~’s such as sto~ater
qualL~y ~nds, adopt ordinances r~LrLng ~at erosion
control ~asures ~ Lmplmnted during any laud
disturbing activity, implement pr~r~s to
Illicit connections to their sto~ s~rs, construct
enforce B~’s as necessary where va~er ~alLty proble~
require It, and ~mplement public progr~s to prate
improved public practices such as use o~1 and antifreeze
collection Instead o: LndLscr~Lnate
The approach ~ing taken by USZPA In the lnLtLal
rou~ of ~LttLng vLll tend to encourage ~lkankzatLon
because the smaller entitles ~st likely will not have to
obtain ~rmLts. The likely decision of a smaller city
v~ll be to delay as long as ~ss~ble ~e day of
reckonLnq, leaving only the c~es over 100,000 going
throuqh the initial ~LttLng process. Thus~
portions of metro areas vLll be going throuqh the
pe~ittLn~ process, and there may ~ little ~ncen~Lve for
a smaller co.unity to participate and share Ln the cost
of application requirements. Conversely~ when the
comes for the smaller co.unities to obtain ~heLr
the lar~er cL~ies vLll have little incentive to
the smaller co~unltkes unless their coats can
recovered or reduced.
Hav~n~ sa~d this, he.ever. ~t s~ply ~kes sense
approach many of the sto~ater ~uall~y
~ssues on
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reqLona! basle. Zo locatlonn With ex/nt£ng re~Lo~al
entitles there may be etfortn to obtain Pemita for
enti1.e region. This
~_eneral Purpose govew.__°,uld be done with both
LvPerm/ttees. ?he re:~-nc-~-.a.nd a regiOnal
local
thai1" peni£t. ?he argument can be made to
c~tie8 end COunties that t
t

~)eto1.e they .._ *,~;e8 to voluntee~ ._ ---; however, ~o
optLl~etic." -,w 1.equ/red to do ~.~_ ap, pxy for

?he Vnlted States is heeding
requirement of r ula
adopted h~ .~_ ..g
egulations ....
Y em8. ~he
¯ -Anzmua re---:
~acen
Coast.as_
~ v/11
-"~ ~:~7 CWA
~iu~remeflts
fo- .~
: ~ coat
no ......
and L8 --.~

~e USEPA has nuh~._~_~separate 8to~

"= e~ce~ing 100,0008
" and Unincor~ra,~
eventually....
~ ~equlred
to obtai
r- ~ U~Da~
area8
~se= regulation. _ _
n slm/lar
~uZd
S~Ormwa~er ~o ~he max~m~ ex~en~’~’arge o~ ~11u~ant8 ~
~:_rr°~°szn~ not ~o e, ....... Practicable .~
d 1.educe s~or~--~s~ manaqemen*.
, bu~
The burden of
stO~ater manan.~.-.
Placating a-a - - 9°ver~ents, n~-~;-="~ .Pr°gr~s wil] "~ , ~unaing the
--allable.
Th~ - ~-a; or state ~,.a;-_" -..~re are no
what the ~- ;’" ~e~zts that wi;
-""~’9 sup~rt
as time ~r~es for c~ lia
-~ as ~11
=anagemen~ plans
regale=ends
and
~Yto
toLocal
adoptConditlon~
mo-:~ _. proceed
vill hay
prOVzdes £or Severe penaltze~ ~zt re
met or i~ a municipality
COUnty £akA8 to
a Pe~it within the t~e ailOwed,
e
are
apply
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The enforcement provisions Ln the rlfl~A vii1 be ¯
motLv¯ting factor for Iocll 9ov~rns~nt¯ to emke
effort¯ to euJlit permit eppli©etion¯ Ln ¯ timely mr
end to take seriously ompliance requirements. CIvLI~
action¯ may be t¯ken by ~he OSEPA or u¥ citL¯en.
Environment group¯ have been active in suing polluter¯
end even the USgPA vhen USEFA ha¯ not properly
LepIemented envi~onmentaI lay¯. The USEPA aIso has
¯ tapped up enforcement of I~PCA provision¯ 8rid resulting
regulation¯. Consequently, local governments can look
forward to ¯ctive oversight regarding ~he£r response ~o
USEPA regulation¯ nov haLag promulgated.
The regulation of ¯tozlwater quality viii represent
¯ significant effort in the United States. The cost or
the effectiveness of the program 1¯ not Jmotm at
time, but the commitment of the United Ste~ee ~o
improving water quality expressed through Congress is
cle¯r. Clean rater is a high priority, end the clean
rater effort ha¯ fAnally reached separate storm severe.

USEPA, Proposed Rule, "National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination Sy¯tem Permit &ppIication Regulation¯ for
Storm Water Disch¯rge¯," Federal Regl¯ter, Vol. 53, No.
235, p. 4944~, Dec¯ether 7, 19|$.
USEPA, "Notice of Propo¯ed Rulemaking |NP~q) for National
Pollutant Di¯charge Elimination Sy¯tem |NPDES) Permit
AppIicatLon ~equirement¯ for Storm Water D£¯charge¯,"
¯ ummar~, Office of Enforcement and Per~t¯~ November
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discherqe o~ any ~11u~nt ~o nav~q~le va~ tr~ b
souse ~less ~he dksc~e As au~rlz~ ~ a Na~/onal
Discharge ~11aLne~Lon Syst~ (NPD~) ~t. Ho~ve=,
:adLCLonally ~us~ on onC:ollL~ ~11u~nCs Ln
troa ~licly ~ trea~nt ~rks (~s)’ ~ ind~t~/al
n~: ot :easons. A~ ~e onse~ o£ ~e p:~:~ In 1972, ~y
were not adequately ontrolled, ~ ~pre~
env~ro~n~al problem. In add~l~: ~age ~alIs
ind~rlal pr~ess d~scha~es ~:e ~slly 1~t1~
~l~lon.
have ~oae tncreasl~ly ~de: cont.1, ~t has ~ ~t~nt
~at ~:e d~t:use s~tces o= ~11utlon ere al~ ~or’~uses ot
~ater ~al~ty problem. ~ dlt~use ~u=~s ot ~ate= ~11~tton,
such as aqrLcultural sto~ water d~harqes a~ IrrLqatLon return
tlo~s, are ststutorlly exeapt~ ~o~ ~e N~ pr~r~. Cont~ls
’ Director, Office of Nater ~fo~e~nt and
~v~ro~ental Prot~tlon bq~cy, W~ton, D.C. 20460
’ In ~e Unlt~ States, ~st sewaqe trea~nt plants are
by I~aI qovern~nt entltles. 5e~aqe tres~nt p!ants
o~ed by 1~aI qover~nt ~t~t~es are ca11~ p~11cly
trea~nt vor~ or
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~ ~rfo~ end verl~y, ~veral NstL~l ~s~ o~
qusllty are avaiZable. Pot ~e ~e o[ ~e~
ur~n ~o[[ and other s~ ~r ~I~ s~
~ a non~nt source ~11utl~, sigh l~1Zy,
~noff Is dlscharqed ~hro~h ~nv~s ~ as ~ate
s~rs or o~er conveyances ~Ich a~ ~ ~
~al~ty ~nventory, 1988 Re~ ~ ~r~8o ~s
~ ~e S~tes ~der ~1~ 305(b) of ~ ~.
~ies tha~ are not fully su~r~i~ d~i~t~ ~s
~11u~ion sources causlnq ~he u~ i~i~. ~
Indlca~es ~hst a w~de rsnqe of sou~ ca~ wa~
~nolud~ co~In~ sewer overtl~s (C~}, ~rs~
dlscharqes, aqrl~l~ure, s~lvi~l~, ~i~,
e~rac~ion, and la~ 41s~sel as ~elI as ~ a~ ~us~rlal
pr~ess d~scharqes. Zn qeneral, ~s ~ l~rlsl
dlscharqes are Iden~Ifi~ as each ~ri~i~ ~ ~ I0
~rcen~ of ~e va~er ~a11~y I=~Imn~ p~lm In l~es
flyers, ~I~ ~Ift~e s~ o: ~11u~lon ~i~ m~Ible
~ a resul~ of ~hese ~s of tl~l~, a~ ~
a~n~en~s ~o the ~A r~ri~ ~e lapl~a~ion
requ~reaen~s ~or s~o~ va~er dlsch~es, ~ ~vl~n~1
~o~ec~Jon ~en~ (EPA) has ~ ~o devel~ a~ ~aple~n~
National s~rat~les ~ r~late ~ C~ ~ s~ ~ter
dlschorqes.

EPA esthetes ~hat ~here are approxl~ly 1,200 o--niXies
w~th ~ned sever system, and ~ese systeas o~rate 15,000
20,000 CSos, aany of vhlch are clus~er~ ~n ~older’ develo~
areas In ~e ~stern Unl~
:n a relatively fay cl~es, ~Jor effo~ ~o ~ntrol C~s ~ve
already ~en undertaken. Varl~ control s~at~ies ~ve
such as: Ch~caqo’s underqround tunnel systea; San
~)or Interceptor systea: a 400 aill~on qallon ~r day svirl
concentrator coupl~ w~ other ollation sys~o controls
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with industrial ¯ctivity ¯nd dlsch~r~es f~ mmlclpal sei~t~
sto:l sever systems se:vLng ¯ population of 100,000 o= ~or¯.
liPD~S systee which has trndltlonally focussed o~ end-of-pipe
treatment requirements. Instead of emphaslling end-~f-pipe
treatment for controlling discharqes fz~ aunicipel
s~ora sevez~, the prngrsa emphasizes the development of ¯its
specific municipal storm water :anaqeaent prngraas. ~e Agency
earl¯ions that aunicLpel s~o:a water management pro~r~ vii1
generally have tour major
- ~ontrol ot non-s~orm water dLscha~es, Lnclndtng illicit
connections, spills end impr~mr dunplng to municipal
- control of construction si~e z~notf ~o t~e municipal
separate s~orm ¯ever sys~;
- control of runoff tro~ residentlsX and ~rc/el sites
(this is what U~e Nationwide Urban eunoft Proqree or
NURP usllnd urban runoff) ~o munlo/pal separate
sever systems; ~
- control st industrial site runott ~o municipal separat~
s~orm sever
EPA envisions that permit requireman~s for municipal separate
storm sewer systems will be developed in s flexible ~anner ~o
allow site-specific permit conditions to reflect the wide range
st impacts that can be associated wit:~l these discharges.
for different municipalities will place ditferent e~phasis on
controlling various components of discharges tro~ municipal storm
s~srs.

¯ he Agenc~ has begun the development of t~o studies
evaluating other storm water discharges, Two major classes of
discharges ell1 be addressed in the studies:
- discharges from municipal separate storm sever system; and
- non-municipal storm water discharges from individual
facilities.
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¯ re port of urbar, lzed arK¯ vhlctt are derided by the Buz~eu st
census. Yhese urbanized ~H are popul¯tion centare of SO,O00 or
nero people co¯prised of ¯ central city vith surrounding 010~¯1¥
settled areas vi~h ¯ Popu1ation density tmi~ ia generally
gre¯ter th¯n 1,000 people.
In 1980, 139 nellie¯ people, or 61 percent of the tats1
population in the United St¯tee lived within 366 urbanized
Those 8rosa only covered 1.5 percent of the t~t:al land are st
United States. ~orttone of over 3~300 Incorporated cities,
to~ns and vlllaqee, ¯01 ountloe and about 600
terns end tot~tshipo are port of urbanized area¯. ~H local
qovernnents account for on1¥ 16 percent st t~e nation’s
incorporated places, 19 percent of the ou~tlns an~ ¯ por~ent
the unincorporated ~mms end
EPA
that 141
of the 366
ares¯
¯re within
served
in port
byestimates
ombined sower
systens.
Theurbanized
percentage
of ¯rH
considerably. The Aqency’ estlna~es that CSOs serve as such as
2St of the population in all urbanized areas, while overlnq less
than ?t of the tote1 area of 811 urbanized areas. Alnnet all
widespread new develops¯st Involves separate store ashore.
The studies yell provide a description of a ¯unbar of
pollutlon sources whlch affect pollutants in dlecharqes frma
nunlclpal separate stern sewer systen, Includlnq non-store
dlscherqes, construction site runoff, runoff fron resldentlal and
counerclal ¯re¯s, and Indus~ri¯1 site runoff.
Non-s~o~-~ Wste~
Prellninar~ tnfor~atlon fro¯ the studies indicates that nonstor~ water dlschar~]es to nuntc~pal separate eto~l sewers can be
caused by one or ~ore of ~he fol/ovtnq:
- illicit connections and cross connections
industrial, o=-erciel and sanitary sewaqe eourcns:
-lmpropor dispose1 of
- aptlls7
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emptying tL~e. Such aene/tivity ~e~.s are miggea~:ed
vhenever other Precipitation data ez~ used for t~’ie
pwoc:eduro.

¯

~ 0.4

¯

STORM DURATIOll -- HOURS

After ~e ~otal rainfall r~ in ~~ in~

’

In vhL~, Vr . to~al ~off vol~ for a sto~,
~a~ershed ln~es or
C " ~off c~ttloLen~
~e sto~ Ln ~n~es of ~ten.
For a gLven detention pond or ~s/n ~ ~s a hr.full vol~e V~ vLth an emptying tLae Te, Its average
q - v, / %
~e ~nott vol~e cap~u~e ~paci~y, vu,

v, - v~ + q ~,
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0.2,
0

O.t

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

~e ~xin/z~ ~ eize ~ ~e~ ~ 1:1
talent to the ~o£~ capture rate £~lon.
~lnt ~s rea~ed ~e captu~ rate 1~r~s teeter
~e relative capure volvo size. Attar ~ls
reach~ ~e ~ncreeses ~n ~e ~pture rats ~ less
~an orrespondi~ ~ncreases In relative ~p~e vol~
size. In O~er ~rds, ~hen ~e ~int of ~x~izatlon
passed, dln~n~shinq reruns are e~rle~ It ~
vol~e is ~ncreased any tu~er. Zn Flare 2 ex~ple,
~x~ntzed ~nt ~curs When ~e relative ~ptu~
e~al to 0.18. At ~s ~nt ~e ~pture in to~l ~
release slowly apProxlnately 82 ~ent of ~e enti~
~noft depth ~at has ~cured durin~ ~e 40 y~r
~r~. Th~s relative capture vol~e ~s ~en ~e~
actual vol~e using E~at~on ~, ~ly~
(O.lS) (o.s
" 0.27 vatersh~ ln~e8 (6.86
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eta ~ouevhat diminished e~ficienC~o ~ sensitivity
next,

0.2/
0.5 1 I.S 2 2.5 3 3.5
UTI0: (~sl~ Vol./ ~xte. Vo|.)
FL~ S. ge~Ltivit¥ of ~ure Volume glue.
R~oval of Sus~nd~
~ attempt yes ude to teat ~e u~itivLty of the
aurcha~e detention volu~e ~ve ~s ~nent pool leve~
on ~e snn~l r~oval rates o~ total sus~ ~o11~ in
s~o~a~e:. For lack o~ 1~1 da~ on s~
vel~/~Les, ~e da~a given by EPA (1986) was
severa1 capture vol~e sLzes. Es~es vere Mde
dynaaLc removals durLnq ~e ~0~ events
~/escen~ reaoval~ Ln ~e ~nd ~veen s~o~.
a surcha~e capture vol~e e~al ~0 70 ~rcent
~x/aLzed volume, ~he a~ual removaZ oC ?SS by
es~/~ed a~ 86 ~rcen~. ~Ls compares ~o an
ra~e o~ 88 ~rcen~ annual rea~al o~ ?US vhen us/nq
~xLaLz~ capture vol~e, and only a 90 ~rcen~
rata vhen using tvLce ~e uxLaL:~ voZ~.
It ap~ars fron ~e ptel~a/na~ satiates
~e ~nver rain qauqe records ~a~ i~ is ~8ible to r~u~
~e capture vol~e for a ve~ deten~lon ~ and see
vi~ually no effect on ~he annual removal ef~Iclen~ o~
~e facility. Fi~re 5 suqqests ~at the ~e desl~
volume could ~ se~ 25 ~o 35 percent less
~xiaized capture vol~e. Obviously ~Is suqqes~ion needs
more testing. If verified, savings In ~e cons~ctlon of
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practically not measurable. In o~ber wo~, the 80
percentile capture volume should prov14e ve~ ~ long
ter~ TSS removal rete~. Also, basins st this olze
flt easily vithtn either on-site dotentlou
daelqned for control of runoff peaks or vlth4~ ~

.._

At the same time, the remove1 st dlsmeA~ed
such as phosphorous or nitrates, Is primarily the function
of residence time within the permanent t~thr peel st the
~vot ~o~t~ betveen stor~m. ZncroasA~j the ~turc
above this pool should have little affect e~ t~e
efftclmnctea of these compounds, similarly, m~h~ ponds=
have limited remover afftclonciea st dissolved nu~lent~
since their primary removal mechenAam A: ~edA:enth~Aon
(~:rlzzard, st. el., 1956; Schuoler, 19171 ltoemner,
el., 1918; Stahre and U~mas, IDes).
D~TERNXNATXON Or RDNOI~ OmI~XCX~JIT
Ueinq figure 4 or riqure 6 it Is possible to quickly
estimate an effective size of a sto=m~atar quality
detention basin. Since the enqtneer has to
smaller runoff events when dealln~ with atorm~ater
quality, an appropriate runoff coefficient needs to ha
used. In 1982 £PA published data as part of the
study on rainfall depth vs. runoff volume. &lthomjh EPA
did acknovledqe some reqional differences, much o~ the
United States was found to be well represented by the data
plotted in r~qure 7. The curve in this ftqure is a third
order reqressed polynomial vtth the reqression coefficient
i~~ - 0.79. This value of 1~: implies a reasonably mtronq
correlation betveen the watershed Imperviousness, X, In
percent and the runoff coefficient, C, for the range
data collected by EPA. Since the NUI~P study covered two
year period, In our opinion this relationship Is ~uetlfled
for 2-year recurrence probability and smaller eto~.

~m~

[XAMPX~ OF ~A3XN SXZXNG

U

An example Is used next to demonstrate how to
determine a "maximized~ capture volu~e for an extended
detention basin. A 100 acre (40.5 hectares) multi-family
residential tributary vatershed that ham 60 percent of its
area covered by Impervious surfaces Is used am the example
conditions.
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Z0 40 60 80 100
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Flgu~o ?, Runof~ Coef~Iclen~: Klaed on IIURP Det8 for
2-year and Smaller Sterns.
Using Figure ? the runoff oef~iclent for ~
vetershed, C - 0.4, Is estimated. A ~ell performing
extended detention basin, according to Grizzard, st. el.
(1985), needs to capture approximately the mean seasoital
runoff and release It over 8 24 hour l~rtod, which ~
suggested could he accomplished if the brim-full volume is
drained in 40 to 40 hours. Yhus, using the 80 percentile
~rve on Figure 6 end ¯ brim-full drain tI~ of 40 ho~ a
deaiqn volume of 0.22 vstershed Inches (7.62 mr) is
obtained. This is the runoff from a 0.55 Inch (14
stern and equates to 1.8 acre fee~: (2,300 cubic asters) of
et~rel~e.
CONCLGSZON8
An lnvastiqation of sizinq storwwater quality
facilities for maximized capture of stormvater runoff
events and their perfornance In ramovtnq eettleable
pollutants revealed that simplified design guidelines ere
possible. These ~uldelines can be developed using
or regional rain gauge records.
The procedure for the development of these simplified
guidelines uses a Runoff Volume Point Dlaqran method to
approximate a continuous simulation process in combination
vith an optimization routine. This procedure was
conve~ed by’ 1:he authors Into computer software.
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A ~ detention ~ 18 i s~al ~l~e ~h
r~uce ~en~lal ~11ut=n~ ~~8 on r~tvt~
ft~ serrate 8~r~ catc~nt8. Zn this ~tr~t~
the n~d for urb~ sto~ator ~ut~t ~8~

-’~

¯ distinct~on ~t~en J~t 8~ ec~at~ elf--s
rece~ving ~aters ~s of ~)or ~rtance ~l~ reset to
urban runoff ~ut~on fr~ ~n~ s~r ~rf~
(CSO’s) as ~ as 8toaster r~off (~). ~te eff~
~ke d~sso~v~ o~gen dep~etion 8~ ~cter1~
cont~nat~on are a~st exclusively ass~lat~
Acc~u~at~ve effects ~ke eutreph~cation due to nutrient
d~scharges and deterioration of the ~osystm fr~
~tal8 and organic micro~llutant8 ~y ~ mn In
receiving ~aters fr~ ~th C~ ~ ~.
acc~ulative effects are relat~ to ~lrly - Or
~ether C~ or S~ plays the ~re ~rtint role Is ~t
only de~ndent on the relative 82ze of the eff~tl~
ca~c~en~ areas bu~ also on ~he dlscharg~ vol~s
~he concentrations In ~he urban ~noff. Characteristic
values of nu~rien~s and hea~ ~al oncen~ra~£o~
runoff wa~er fr~ Danish c~£ned s~r~ calines ~nclud£nq contributions fr~ resus~ solids
sewers bu~ exc~uslve of sewage on~ribu~ons separate sewered areas are sh~ In ~able 1.
hea~ ~al concentrations are of s~llar order of
magnitude for ~hese ~wo sources whereas nu~rien~ on~n~rations are a factor of ~u~ 5 l~er In S~.
on a yearly basis discharged vol~ ~r ~£~ area of a
.........................................................

~Assocta~e Professor, Env£ro~n~al Engineerin~
rarefy, ~par~en~ of Civil Engineering, Universl~y of
~l~rg, Sohngaardsho~sve~ 57, 9000 Aal~rg, ~rk.
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The main characteristics for the detention ponds ~hich
will be discussed in this paper is the onlster~o of ¯
permanent water vol~e during inter-event dzy po:lod8
between successive storms. Therefore, these detention
ponds are referred to as vet. D~e to this permanent
volume, pollutants in the store~ater runoff are given ¯
residence time before discharge to re~eiving waters
determined by runoff and pond charecterintics.
removal fr~ the water phase by degradation and
accumulation in the sed~nents and plsnt hi,mass may
place and thus reduce pollutant man8 10~11ng8
receiving water bmlles.
Different systems for vet detention ponds ¯an be
proposed. T~o tl~es are sho~n in figure 1 and 2
consult, 1989). In the foil¯ring, emphasis will be givon
to design characteristics for the type sbotm In figure

-o \- .-Fig.

1 Principle of a vet detention pond with
horizontal flow. Su~erged plants as well as

Fi~. 2

Principle of a wet detention ~N with vertical
flow ~hrough a s~one fll~er ~.
plants may
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solids in v~t detention pcmd8 mm be ~orrelat~d vith ~
1rye-Jacobsen et
It Is seen t~t ~e residence t~ for ~ ~ ~te~ for ~ decem£~t£on o~
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96 h and for low return periods betveen 3 ~m~ths ~mi 3.3
years (HvItv~d-Jacobsen and Yo~sef~ 1988). ~ OD
observations it seems reasonable to select about 72 h am
a minimum inter-event dry period to allow sufficient
for pollutants removal (Hvitved-Jacobsen et el. 0 1914 and
Yousef et el., 1986). If in addition a 4-6 month
period for exceeding the inter-event dry perimi
accepted for designing detention ponds° 250-300 e= per
effective hectare should be recos~ended for ¯
wet
detention pond. Based on Investigations and smlel
putations this volume is for exsaple expected to result
in about 60t re~val of phosphorus (Ev£tved-~ao~n
el.0 19S? and Toet et el., 1989).
It should be ~entioned that the curves sh~a in figure 4
are sensitive to the choice of the 3 ~m raln~all
l£mlt for the rainfall record. If the hydraulics of ~he
detention pond Is known, probably different ourvee
be obtained if the runoff water was routed ~hro~ the
pond. However, It seems important to obtain inter-event
dry periods with minimum disturbance of the water olu~m
- except for small runoff events orrespond£ng to < 3
of rainfall depth and wind Induced a£x£ng - In order to
ensure quiescent onditions in ~ha wa~er phase for
J~nproved particle
Noreover, it is important to note that the design
procedure proposed does not directly allow onslder¯tton
of physical, chemical and biological reactions or
hydraulic factors In the design criterion, l~ese
will be emphasized in subsequent studies.
Water depth and variations
Because of the required retention of nutrients
(phosphorus) and heav~ metals in the sediments of ¯ wet
detention pond, aerobic conditions in the water phase and
in the top layer of the sediments should be predominant.
Furthermore, for aesthetic reasons and to maintain an
acceptable level of aquatic life, the dissolved oxygen
concentration should be reco:mended ¯ 4 mg
Due to the demands for an acceptable dissolved oxygen
level a fairly shallow detention pond should be
co~:~ended. Also this corresponds for security reasons
with the intention to let these ponds form parts of
recreational facilities in city areas. A maxlJaum water
depth under steady state dry weather conditions equal to
1.0-1o5 m should be recommended.
During a runoff event this steady state level will
increase. The need for detention capacity versus flow
fr~ the detention pond is shown in figure 5 for low
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¯ Submerged plants v111 result Ln dissolved oxygen
variations during day and night. Provided that the
plant biomass is limited, ~he dissolved oxygen
conditions can be expected to be improved.
¯ Plants will improve the conditions 2or
of particles and reduce the risk o2 resuspensio~
because of rod~od wind exposure. ~n
attendant
phenemenon i8 a rndu~ed reaeratioa rate.

2
__

¯ Plants will increase the active 8urfaco o2 ~he
system. Increased physical and chemical
of e.g. colloidal particles and absorption in
biofllms may take place. &leo direct plant up~ske
may be active in the pollutant remo~ pro~ss.
¯ Observations from Danish lakes have shown that ~
existence o2 aacroph~cea redu=e eh,
bless.
These facts indicate that a 1L~Lted vegetation of rooted
plants is valuable in a vet detentioa pond. Partial
removal of excessive vegetation night ~ske place by hand
and by asses of special-purpose machines.
Establls~en~ of 8 catch besi~!
Suspended solids associated wl~h s~o~ater rune22
roughly consist of large grit pertiole8 and msall
P, rtIcle, made up of organic ,8 yell u incrganic ~on.
stituents. Pollutants are n~lnly axsociated vi~h
small particles which might settle far free ~
structure (Svenason, 1987).
It 18 observed that grit particles settle near the Inflo~
structure and this part of the detention pond often needs
more frequent maintenance than the rest of the pond. For
this reason the detention pond should be race, ended
desiq~ed in two compartments. The basin close to the
inflow of the storn~ater is designed as a simple catch
basin
(grit>chan~e=)
order
to re~ove
inorganicms.
particles
about 0.1In
am.
Design
of this
part should
e.g. based on a settling rate .~ 0.005-9.006
mean stor~ intensity of 105 £.s-~-eff.ha-* and a returD
period of 0.25 year.
& h~aulic surface loading co=respending to 20 m~.eff.ha" for the catch basin should be

Specific pond characteristics
The following characteristics 2or a wet detention pond
should be mentioned~
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¯ The detention pond should be ~m~strtmted vlth
sloping banks for security re¯seem and £n order to
¯ 11o~ for vegetation along tim banJm.
¯ S~ll Infiltration r~ be reduced by u~£ng s membrane
of pl¯stlc or 18y.
Investiqstlons have shown that the heavy smtals m
retained In the upper fw cm of the sedlJmato kn ¯
detention pond (Yousef et ¯1., 1984 and Hvltvod-Jeobsen et ¯1., 1987). Therefore, if s natural
stats dry ~eather water table ¯an be established
there is probably no need for ¯ membrane.
¯ In order to roduoa n~Lxlng batsmen lncoml~q stormwater and water In the pond, ¯ length to vldth ratio
of 3-4 should be r~cmu~endnd. Vertloel d~ff~s~r¯
placed at one of the short sides of th~ peed 18 ¯
pona£bl¯ lnflo~ arrangement.
¯ & sandy bottom layer ls appropriate for the
phytes to take root and to distinq~Lsh
original bottom and settled s~torlsl¯.

A ~et detention pond should be designed and
in a way that maintenance ~d operation are kept at ¯
mlnlmum level. Although given the present 1Lmltod
experience It is difficult to give recm~end~tio~s
this respect, the following should be mentioned:
¯ Grit from the catch basin should be removed st least
every second year. Therefore, access with
to this part of the detention pond should be
¯ Dredging of the sedL~enta in the detention pond once
every 10-20 years should be expected. Because of the
heavy metal content the sediments should be proper

d.posed
of. The ---oat to ba
an increase In sediment depth

The first vet detention pond baaed on the
princ~ples sho~m in this paper is no~ under constr~tIon
and viii be in operation December 1959. The detentJ, on
pond viii be established In the catchment are¯ of
city of Viborg mainly in order to reduce the phosphorus
loadings on the urban twin-lakes (~vitved-Jaoobaen and
Jensen, 1988).
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7

The detention poed ~h£ch ~8 8ho~n on f~gure 8 and ~ ~8
designed based o~ storns~ator runoff from 16 offo~ttv~
hectares. ~ outflw frm the pond w~.ii v&r~ bet~oo~ S
and 10 toJ0~.

2
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eater quallt~ improvementc to dleaharlae rrmu the oonntru@t|on
et sl.. |lill||.

Permeable pavia| with porous concrete block surface.
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2

TABLE t.

liana pollutant oo~eantretioap
oak-bane drain affluent.

the some rainfall robins, and hence any rapid trantar of
pollutants gem extremely limited. Fiald measurements reported b~
Smith (1984) confirmed the very low overland runo[r occurrinE on
Any
ions-torn transmission
of
pollutantx to ,roundwmt~r has not be~n fully msemased, however.
In field studies conducted by M~lnquist and Hard (19N2)
no
adverse effects were reported a~ detectable with dispoeml to
around of stormwetor from residential and lleht co~mmrciml aroma.
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h
discharges [row traditions[ urban Impermeable pavement.~-
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Figure 9 - geisht of fine ~dtmont eccoaul~tod on ~och layer of
the cooties of the model permeable pavements,
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2

Fll~ure

11 -

Accumulation or or:enic material

..

e p .....

c~mponant

tax. of th. tot.l

to tel model section (~ttom)

or

,.dittnt
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Poroneble 8urfooo Blook~so
©ollooted on the Notttnsham permeable concrete bleak pevinl. The
field osporteenteL site was m,dirlod Ln He, 1988 end odvonteBo
wee token to ram, re eonplos of both the Iravel bodd|n8 lelor end
the undorl,in8 #ootoztilo to eoeose sediment blockeso.
Also in
February. He,. AuBust end November IBSB campion of the Irevoi In
the Inlet halos In the block p~vin, ears removed end sodleont
oontont moeeurod |ass Table 4).
Loborator~ toots mere ondu©tod on samples of the sootoztl|o to
determine the eodloant ontent to ceuao biocke,o.
|locke,o yen
defined to exist ahon under on Initial hoed of iON Otorneetor,
the ester hod not ¢onplotol, drnlnod theoush the Iootoxtllo Ln
houPa.
Tea note of etormeator eeoploe were used: luill pot
Liquor oontotninl both arsenic end lnor,enlo portlolos: end
liquor fr6o the waehins of sravol to rouses aoeontlelil inorsen|o
silts.
The ontent o( sediment In the ,ooteztllo spooleoee to
©nuns hlocknso gas:
LoP sull~ pot liquors. 0.000 Sloe organic/loot,eats esdlmoot
for ,ravel aashtnJe.

0.094 l/co lear,chic sediment.

The more varied nature and size of perticloe in the suli~ liquor
proeueobl, produced ¯ earn damsel, pecked Is,or which roqu|rod
Lees meee of materiel then In the case ~f the ears uniform
lnorjanic particles to cause blockasa, glthcut the seals:tile
retain particles the steve1 could not he blocked, se 8 etoad,
state became established be:uses episodes of
deposition end
wsihoff of perillee from the 8revel later.
A laboratory nods1 of the complete surface etructuro, lncludin8
oncrete block. ,rave! end 8ootextllo. wan tooted to monitor the
deposition of eedleonts at vartoue levels below the
After the equivalent of ten ~eers" rainfall from EuL~y pot
Liquor epp|lod to one inlet halo.
the model eae taken apart end
the
the sediment content of the Breve1 In the inlet halo end tn
The
8revel boddln8 was measured.
Fisure 13 shown the results.
upper half of the |mist hole had O.~S~ sodieent (h, eol~htl ee ¯
percontsss of the ~ravel content:
the lower half 0.65~: the top
hnLf of the beddlns layer between O.S and 0%. ~ennlOE out from
|meodlately be|am the hole: the bottom heir of the prays| beddln:
in,or between 0.6 end 0.2~. simiterly (armies out; end the
2
sedleont content of the eeotext£1a was O.O07s/ce ¯ Am the nodal
allowed ~or inflow through only one inlet, the interaction
adjacent sad|Bent inlets ~as not reproduced, he.ever, the model
did sul~est that sediment :as transported :tth storm:nter {n(low
to
ltore:ltor
throuehout the our(ace structure,
and failure of
be caused by
infiltrate
the surra~e could not be assumed to
There ~ns
simple biockaee of the inlet helen b~ sediment.
the~
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TABLE 4. Sediment and pol|utent eoe©entretion in 8revel in inlet
holes, boddin8 lo~or end enderl~tml
permembln blook I~vin~.
#ootoztlle for

materiel
b~ ooLsht

of sediment
b~ :elsht

For sediment

nsmls

~ ImpreEnetlon
In 8eotoatlle

usu/8 :

j/am

¯ ~°-~tdl~Qol-Au-gceYe|-~:ta_thc0vsh_~4mnce~t.||esto
Februer~
Ns~
Ausunt
November
(h~h the

~ Na~

1.43
0.98
1.S4
1.$8

3.8J
3.$9
3.01
3.70

1.37

t.78

)

0.090
0.088
0.081
0.0~8

0.110
O.lOJ
0.101
0.~0

0.0048

POouibilftr that the failure yea caused
e) blockejo of the Jeotoztile uith sediment content of the order
O.OS to 0.18/ca . acco~dins to the nature of the sediment:
b) blockeso o~ the entire sravel boddins layer by sediment, thus
preventin8 the movement of additional sediment ~rom the inlet.
Further sediment deposition on the surface of the block pavinj
then mlaht not ento~ the inlet holes and it8 fate depend u~n
the use end characteristics of the site e.8. vhether ~ind forces
dispersed deposits, or not. in ~hich caa~ they miEht sccuuulate
to s level at uhich vehicle tyre leeds compacted thee. health8
the inlet holes to storauste~.
Overs11. It ~ould appear that failure of the ~meeble concrete
block pavia8 to infiltrate stormueter gould be the result of
8eneral ~ilting or the gravel beddin8 and inlet holes until
sediment :es caused to be Stored on the s,trt~co. From that
tt uouJd require the natural packinK at sediment ittoid~ the inlet
holes to be disturbed by ~xternaJly applied lo~dJ from vehicle
tyre8 to determine eventual failure.
~ofore f~ilure the
~ou]d 8onere~J~ ~mpode movolent o( sediments

into the sub-bile.
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13 - Sedlme.t occumul~t|o, nt d~pth~ w|thi, th~ Steve|filled hole o.d beddlt~: grnv~l .~ ¯ pnrcent,gn b:
Of pornooblo, concroto block pnv|ni.
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i Pollutant onoontrmtioo near the ¯urfe~o.
Romodiol lurks to Roinotnto ~urfnn¯ laflltrntl,mlt
The ftoid observations lane Table 41 ~td the latter model eu88ost
that the etornoetor mevemt of oodimont through the lraveJ
the inlet holes mould mei¯t¯t¯ ¯ sediment content of some 1
I.$K (by voisht) In the ¯revel.
The need for ronedlsl garbs on
the surgeon structure to avoid problems of poor infiltration
¯ lght be forouernod b, sadimemt oe~tsnts increasing merkod|y
above this range.
The remedial moths undid involve the lifting of the oouorotn
blocko end their stacking for re usa the remove| of the bedding
gravel end gooteotilo ie,or for safe tipping in view of their
pol|utent content: and the Placement of nee geotastlle, now
gr¯vsi and the block pevtn~ over the orljin¯l sub-bisse 8tru©tu~o.
Esporionos ougasxta that the ~ork o¯n be qu|¢kl, ¯nd. therefore
cheaply0 undertaken. The cost of now metori¯la is small relative
to labour snd machine coats, which ere thomxo|voo kept
minimum b, the ease of ¯ocean to the working are¯.
Unfortunately. the remedial ~orks required on porous me ¯
conotructions to reinstate ~urfoce infiltration rotes mrs not no
streiJhtforsard. The macadam surface requires ¯sohinn excavation
end. because the p~soegn of sediments into the sub-been is
unrestricted, ths possibility exists that in anne canoe the subbase any cease to be free-draining and require replacement.
Henna |t me, be ¯nticfpotod that there viii be higher coats for
reinstatement per unit ares with porous macadam.
The effective lifeopan of either form of surfaoing |o difficult
to ossoxx as external factors dominate performance. ~xa¯plos of
earl, failure have been reported (o.K. Hog]end at s|. (1987|).
due to high rotes of material deposition on the surfaces by
nature] or human nct|ons.
Under the conditions sxiotin8 st the
Nottingham sites of permeable conorete block pnving, where no
surface swooping or maintenance woo conducted but the goners1
area was veil-established with little credible sell in the
vicinity,
it was estimated that the lifsspon of the surfaces was
of the order of ]5 years before ronndtal norko.
H,drograph Attenuation and Discharge Volume
The absolute offsets on pollution discharge from permeable
pavements hove bee, outlined obove, however, these conetructiono
hovw the odditionol benefits that they reduce the rates of
stormwnter dixchorse and total volume, even when connected win
eqJb-bes~ droin~ to ~ storm drninmse system. |lance the total mane
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Figure 15 - Hysto~rsph. hydro~rsph end cuem|ativs plots for drain
dora dry wosthor.
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Tmo prlno~pel nacheni~ms of meter qul||t~ enhanoement Izllt
permeable pevonontl: sadimontutlon/tlltretton:
end ohomiotJ
adsorption upon materials within the structural.
The solootlon
of appropriate materials et the deafen stele
mould
alias
particular attention to be siren to specific site. sto~muntor
pollutant removal.
The accumulation of sediments ~st
accepted on essential to the overall eftoctivonoms of ~sble
pavements In stormuator qualJt~ menejomont, and desists ~optod
uhiab facilitate remedial works st suitable intervals.
Permeable ~vomonts ere most udventasoous who~ used over
plain areas, intorcoptin8 rainfall at source. The elimination
surface streams on permeable pavements mlnimlsoe tlo~
end tlo: paths available for the stormuator entraf~nt at
surteao ~ilut~tu.
The

L

above features or permeable ~voments aenn thnt tho~ offer’

in appropriate j~ound conditions it may be ~ssibleaut°b
1)
dispose of stormwator to Iroundgeter on site.
2) Gtheruiso. with the enhancement at effluent quality,
bale drains from ~rous macadam and permeable concrete block
pavane constructions may be onnected directly to an
31
Becmuso dlschmrEe r~tes ~ro reduced ~nd mly N [urtbor
modified by reml-tlme control mechanisms at the outtell fr~ the
construction, it is possible to discherse to treatment :orks at
times at log tlo~ tar further Improvement in quality ~tore tins1
dischsrse.
4)
The lares stor8Eo capacity in permeable pavements with stone
sub-bases hsvin~ larae void space offers the opportunity for
water re-use ~or on-site irrtKetion end appropriate ’aro~" water
purposes.

characteristics
og
concrete
8rid
abatement
~V~JJ~ID_~]~.
Vir=inle Ester Resources Research
Blm~ksburs, VA.24060. U,S.A,, p 59.

~vomonto.
Centre,

FuJLt8. S.. 1984.
E:perimonta] souor a~utom for reduction o~
urban storm runoff. ~£~G~. Third Int. Conf. on Urban Store
Orelneso. Vo1.3, PlanntnK end ~ontroi o~ Urban Store
Eds.
P.
Dalmor. P-A. Malmquimt and A. SJobors. ~ha~aors
UnJvorglt~ o~ TochnoloK~. Gotobor8, Suedes. pp.1211 - 1220.
~-"
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Sto~u~a~er sttanuetLon ne~od~ veto Ln~
pri~rLly in o~er ~o a~id fl~, give relief

L~roasL~ ~L~n~
qr~L~ ~ast Ln Sv~on iJ ~Z 88 Ln ~ ~er
~trLes. ~e reason for ~Ls is ~t ~e oLdos~
the sevaqersqo sys~, ~t~ Ln ~ ~L~L~
nLne~n~ cen~u~, ere qet~ old ~ u~ent~y
renovation. N~ s~n sreas are ~ to
~er~d~ ~eraqe syst~. ~ ~a~s rosult in
on~rL~e8 to ~he fu~hor envL~al ~a~lon
surface raters. ~e ~o~ yearly ~ o~ ~n rater
~neqe~ Ln Sveden yes ~l~le~ ~ ~ ~
bLll/on Sv~Lah ~a ~or ~o ye~ ~80 (Falk,
P~plo in ~e ur~ co~LtLes a~ ~t i~l/n~ ~o
~e tax Lncreases n~ for an L~r~e~nt of va~er
~nsqenen~, nor vL1~ ~ey sccep~ f~er d~ada~ion of
envLronnen~. Hence, ~re efficient, ~rf~ a~ ~eap
~s of vs~er ~naqe~n~ ~n c~L~ ~t ~ develop.
~e idea of 8e~ra~ion of vas~e- s~ sto~a~er sys~m Ln
cL~Les Ln S~eden van ~ndon~ d~ ~e early 19SO’s,
slate ~ vas rea~Lz~ ~a~ L~ L8 ~~y

’Profeaaor-in-Charqa and 1~he Chief of
at Hater Resources Enqine~r/nq, UnlvarsLty of Land, Box
118, S-22100 Lu~d. Sweden.
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number of sites bt~re the On~t 8uporstru:tlon has
onstruct4d w88
Th¯ LnflltratLon cal~clty of n~ly ~
Superstructure surface is about 500-600 ms/u~n.
infiltration capacity tests perto~ed on the perl~ng 1o~
after about 5 years of intensive use, the average
infiltration capacity was 6S =-/ale with ¯ maxima ~00
am/ale and ninlaua I "Isle. Xntlltz~t/on ta~t~ ~a4e on
other surfaces gave simLlar ~esults, ~l~Ll~ that e~en
oldest surfaces have an in, ill, salon cap¯city ~L~~
by several ti~es the rainfall tntmmi~y of any ii~n
(He, last e~. el., 1987a, b).
~e eff~-t~ On ~m runoff p~’.~x’~ of ~ll~q
superstructure pavements. ~ to tits tam o~
latices from an 0.2 ka catc~ent In Go~
(Rio~czyno~icz st. al., lees). Simulation ~lth the
water 158naqsaent Nods1 (S~() ires stem ¯ peakoflo~
reduction ot a~out 60 t ~hon the Omit Superstructure was
¯~ployed.
pavements in the city of ~ vet~ made us~q the
another project (for a detailed description ot t.he smdeltng
procedure, see Niemczynovicz, 1984). with re~ard ~o
simulation of r~noff from the city, it ~as a~suaed that tJ~e
q~o~nd under the pavement us totally
Pe:aeable surfaces are simulated to a~t as detention
haains~ the z~noff is delayed, bet t4~ velum¯ is not
reduced. In practice, of course, there ~ld be anne
Infiltration to the q=o~nd and the runoff ~olu~e vould also
ha reduced. Results of the steulat.~ons for one observed
rainfall event are sho~n In Ftq~e 1. Rotion that the
~unoff from both co~btned sewers and stor~ater conduits is
strongly attenuated. The peak-flo~ :~dw:tico f=om the
co~tned systeu is about 75t and from t~e atot~tmtsr
about 9Of. Simulations made for other rainfall events
the same order of mm~It~e of peal~-flo~ reductions.
The pollution-reducing capacity of Imr~oa~lo imvmNnts
Studied in a full-scale field test co~du~t:ed in Lurid
(Hoqland and N/eaczyno~icZ, lS86; Hoqland st. el.,
Free analyses of several pollution constituents In
drainage water r~nnlnq off from the teat areas, and from
analyses of pollution In ghe body of the pavement, It was
concluded that about SOt of ~Jle ~otal solids, phosphorus
and heavy metals contained In s~orweter remain In the body
of the pavement. In our hypothetical example involving the
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¯

very @ncoureqlnq. l~llu~lon ~ranaport through the structure
seen8 to stop on the level of gootm.:tlle ~laxue underlying
¯ he onstruction. Yhero yes generally
neasura~le
increase o5 pollution Ln ~e 8oll beneath ~hen°~onstru~--tion
observed. Figure 2 sche--tically shove t.he distribution at
pollution in the construction and Ln the underlying soL1
veto no clogging tendencies observed. ~ t~es~"
.h..ave been .onS/treed by 5ield observations

.~upersr~c~ure

ure for sl~r~a

Some aaintenanca problems nay occur if the porous peveaent
is built before const~uction in the area is oapleted.
Heavy traffic of lorries and building machiner~ nay dasaqe
the paveaent construction and reault in clogging. ~ha
lnSiltration capacity o5 the teat surface in Lurid, ~hich
yes exposed to extreaely heavy trafSlc of construction
10 ==/aln (Hoqlend at. el., 19eTa}.
r
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The ides of onstructinq porous pavements
Superstructure hss been pu~ J~to practice In Su~4e~, end
during the l¯s~: ten years the number st z~sidenttsl
where porous pay¯sam-- t~8 tme~ mms~od is gro~lng
quickly.
The porous pavan¯st onstructions have a
when it cones to reduclnq and attenuating
runoff. Tt iS h/qhly te~pt/n~ ~o use ~his
¯ larqer scale. FLeld and lsborstxsry tests have shot¯ that
the porous pavenen~s have the ability to z~du~e pollut10e~
in 8toruweter on ¯ teapots! scale ~npersble with
Hlenq~h
oparetAon
/.o.to~ 20 years.
o~ever, of
the
po~’~lon of
st exlstinq
pollutionsurfaces
~L~a~tn~
~ro~ndwetsr 18 8t111 n~t really Immm.
!1o~ is the tlae to decade If l~e qeae~l
ee~J~od8 of AnfALtration of urban tmt.ers to Ute qround ~n
be qiven. The obvious hydroloqical, envirmmen~al and
econonLcal ha¯¯fAts whic~ are c~rl~in o~ s short
of sons years nust be veLqb~ed aqsLnst potential
qroundweter cent¯nineties risks on ¯ lomjer tins scale.
As necessary to be sure t~at the o14 philosophy of
dilution, tdlAch has been proven vro~q for receivAnq
will not be repeated An ¯ppIAcs~.ton to ~’mmdtm~
resource¯. This is imps¯st in terns of ~he
roaching sust~JJ~ble develojmm~o
Appead~ Z. -I~tar~mes
1.

Carlseon, L., Palk, J. I19771 UL’t~n
Sweden- Tnventory of the Pr~lesm and ~helr Co~8.
~JUtS~lSn Pu~.N0123.
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Darts, ¥., H~oz~.h, P., iltemczynowlc8
Vs~enhantertnqi Tl~ort. VIq-och vattenJ:ygqar~n nr 10,
stockholn pp. 4.

3.

Palk, J.11980) Urban If~oloqy. Dep.l~star Jtes.~tq.
University of Lurid Report NO 3045 13 pp.

4. Falk, J. 11989) Personal
5.

Hall, J., Hoqland, is., JOe¯non, L., Wahl¯an, T. (1988)
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17.

XieaczynovLcx ,3., ?elk,.

250-258.
~q~n~ ~li~i~ on

F~rtl Bop. ot ~y 24-29 ~11 1988.
Solution of all ~blm or t ~reat to~ ~e ~?
~. Zn~. Conf. ?oplcal
22. S~V

(1985).

Avloppsvat~en/nfil~ration.

S~Lsh). gordlsk
NordLs~ N1nLs~e~&de~. ZS~ 91-?$90-~31-4.
23.

S~ (198~). ZnfLl~ratLon av hus~ll~vlo~.

S~Lsh). ~ggfors~1~sr~e~ ~ No ?13:1981, 3S0
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De~elolmmc

~Lcoo ~

dLf~ere~eg ~en Se~raKe a~ Rl~r desL~ ~~.
~en ~lderl~ se~ral Xa~ drat~Ke ~ ~Ln r~rs t~ to ~
express ~ ~evel of ~r~o~e Ln ce~ o~ ~ ~ re~
~n ~ ~s o~ a rL~r can ~ ~ ~o o~r-~L~L For u~r
catc~nts this ~y ~ as l~ as ~ce in ~n~ fi~ ~rs, ~r for
~st ~ln rivers the level o~ ~r~o~e is set at s hi~r le~l
de~/~ on the desree of risk ~th of ~Se a~ to life s~h an e~nt
represents. In ~ny cases t~se ob)ecttves a~so ~ to ~ relat~ to
the risk of ~jor disaster ~re exce~e of t~ le~l of ~o~e
~y require oxtraordi~ precauci~ to ~ ~.
local fl~in d~ to t~ l~cy of a l~
s
shor~er recu~ ~ri~s are o£~en ~ide~ accep~e.
Ig ~s
suggesced, ~’~ ~or e~ple. ~ i~ 18 s~iall~ acce~e ~or
Ch~s ~F~o:~nce. ex~Lence ~cked up ~ ~L~oFL~. ~s s~
severaKe desiKn ~t~s pgovide this level o~ seato if a dest~
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Petaissib,~o Outlet In.m~:

2

~nsrally the assessasnt of rates of irLov ~n he ~ upoa a
[actual knovledse o£ the physical capacity of the system. ~h2s
may depend on specific pinch points uhoro such th~nK8 as a
or ~vert liu~ts flov altheush tt my be aocoasar~ co use a
h~dreu~lc ncdsl to detezuino the capacities ~d effects
dif£oront hydroloslc s~lutio~s.
A less setisfector~ but coemon o~opt ts thet of zero increase
in nmo£f, ~hore ~ assos~nt t8 ~ o~ t~ IL~ly ~tos
prior to ~o~nt ~lch are ~ ~ ~ ~r~t
dLsc~rse to ~ rocoLvL~
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Inprovononts to ¯ vatersbad the silo of Tsmp~ ~ay All be expensive,
he~ce de¢lsiotm rill be based ow tba enalysis of tba ost
aS¯Lost the elpected benefit to the recetvin~ voter. This ost/bee¯fit
effective ~thln the priority r~ln8.
a five step epproach to the ptoblmo has boon developed:Initial Dete Collectio~
I~d ueo/pollut¯nt lo6di~ r¯te
~81c~etton of pollutant lo~ds for o~ch sub-basin
Sub-t-sin prioritis~t/o~
Detailed plmmiq for selected

T~pic¯l of the L~plo~ent~tion of this approach is the g~res
Jr~n~ S~y ~i~ ~t ~ ~th & ~/llecp/e ~ti~ ~i~rs
Umber ~lity In t~ ~tee Ri~r. ~ich i8 a trl~ta~ to T~
is ~l~ ad~rsel~ affected ~ ur~ ~ ~ sto~ator ~ff.
~ntities of ~llutant8 ~tsti~ of ~tals. ~tri~ts, ~sticides
~rbicides are v~s~d into t~ ri~r a~ its trl~taries duri~
~lcsll~ 8~Z of t~ ~llutant l~l~ in t~ ~tec tier
In an effort to r~ce ~Zutant ~£~s iIIKi8~ ~th sto~ater
~ff. a fle~d-~e~ ~nsttatton project vie ~ted ~ar gates
~reek. ~ dr~i~se ~rei ~tri~t~ to ~8rt8 Creek v~s solect~
t~ site for this project ~ca~e it ~slelJ~ chrJctetllttc8
of urea i~ residential stor~ator ~off as it ox~rio~e8
~trlont l~dL~s a~ s~tatl~. ~ts ~to~d-~o~ de~tratL~ project
o~lst~ of t~o treat~n~ system: A Sto~ KA~ h~r~lc se~rstor
s~ a srass~ ~o retention area.
subtropica1. ~ relative ~id~t~ Is hlSh, t~ vinters 8:0 mild
short in duration, a~ the s~rs are lo~ ~ ~t vith
rai~lll. A t~ieal year is ~prls~ of 8 s~r vet 8eis~ lasti~
fr~ J~e throush Septem~r a~ a dry season lastl~ fr~ ~to~t
t~gh ~y. ~e average tota~ a~l rsl~ll~ ~ts to ~.29
Clilte i~irec~ly affects biologic forces a~ l~l~o8
develo~nt of lnor8an~ lectors such as soil p~oftle fettle.
tu~, these factors sy substantially affect non~lnt s~ce ~llutl~
l~din~ rates durinK different ~rl~s of the year. Host onvir~ntal
~Ke caused b~ ur~n vashoff is the res~ of the ~ss ~vash off~ of
~llutants rather t~n the instantaneous q~ltty at a st~lo ~int
tl~. ~e ~ss ~llutanc load de~s on eashoff a~ t~ inter-event
antecedent dry ~rl~ (Ci~ ~tveen sto~ events) rather
severity of the sto~ event.
~r~her~re, t~ ~ss ~llutant
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g¯ner¯lly per¯l¯t lou~er into ¯ storm thaa the efirct flush
you, d m/~eet. Therefore, tr~n~ oysto~ ~oL~ ~or truant
to ~trace ~re m t~ front ~1 Jt~ ~ ~ m~or

~r~ t~ ~t seas~, s/~o this ~8 ~ t~ ~r~ty of
~11utants are sc~r~ a~ va8~ off into ~ace ~tor
~refore. l/~tolos/c81 [actors, s~h as ra/~l. ~t,
light availability. ~ /~roas~ ta~ratures ~y ~i~
pro[~ biological i~cts on surface ~aters d~t~
1~ rates ~lch ~ pr~e ~te pr~tivity stresses

~ re~ts of this st~ L~tcato t~t ~th troa~
~easiblo ~8~ ~or trostt~ ~ stouter ~, ~r
pro~ect ~st ~ revl~ ~ a case ~ case ~sLs. ~ dLs~v~Ses
t~t t~y re.ire lares la~ areas. ~e~tely siz~ la~
alte~tt~ ~y ~t ~ ~1~e for creatL~ scot.star ~ff
elilti~ system d~ to 1~ availability,
~8teriM costs ~y ~mo r~r t~8 ~to~tt~

gros/~ ~tr~

~ Stem ~ ~rator Syst~ ~s se~ra~ ~v~ses over
a~ e~ectr~~cy to o~rate, it ~cupLeJ o~ a ~ract~on
area re~r~ for Krass~ ~ales, ~ ~t can ~ t~t~l~
sto~ sever s~ste~ v~th m~r ~tcat~,
h~ra~ics are ava~1ab~e. ~e re~rt ~X~ t~t de~

~ recreation t~t surface vashoff fr~ ~n areas can
severe env~ro~nta~ ~Ke ~ls Ants ~st~ the ~ete
onventUal draL~e ptact~ce:~ Convent~o~ C~b~ Savage S~sten ~y ~ ~ e~fect~ve
ens~l~ t~t a~ the racer dta~m~ ft~ t~ ~
to a pr~r treat~nt ~ac~ty. Xts d~sadvantaKes, vh~ch ~l~e
need to ~e vast~ va~l~ rates of f~ ~th ~n the
tteat~nt ~otMs a~ the onsequen~ ~ed ~or ombAn~
dur~ extre~ sto~ events ~s ~ to t~ ~v
sMstens ~t~ e~fe~ttve~y
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This s~smple Is based o~ the drainaSs roquitemeuts ~or
Part.rsVp, ~l~, ~or ~1*8 btiret bs L~,
~ ~sl~ of this de.leant, In accede ~th t~
aut~rit~’s 8~rd re~iremnts re~ir~ t~t
~8k rate of ~2~ to t~ vatorc~rso o~ 28 l/s s~d ~t ~ o~
vlth storaso ~ provt~ to c~tatn any sto~stot
~1~t~ ~ sits ~d ~t ~ ox~:~o~ ~to ~t’o~ntly
e~ 3~ ~esrs (as a 1e~1 o~ ~r~o~o). ~ersr~ s~or~e
ro~Lr~ for t~ ~re ~te~nt sto~ up to 8 ~ tn [0 ~a: sto~ a~tor
vhlch surface storsKo Ln a~t Kr~ sva2os or car ~rkt~ sr~s ~d
~ ~mitt~. A dotail~ h~rolosic a~lysis
s~ ~ Ta~e8 5, 6 ~ 7.
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Commntion~l C4mbined Smmrq~ System:

/

Foul irLov :
Storm Flay:
To~l Flov:

0.96
62.7|
63.72

Pipe 1

DLa (,m) 300

Foul 1flay :
Stocu I~ov:
To~l Flov:

1.59
lOt. 7~
103.33

Pi~ 2

Dt~ (m)

375

F~ ~w :
Scom ~:
To~I FI~:

3.33
19S.1~
198.68

Pi~ 3

Die (m)

~

~ .....
~~
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~"

3.33

r~ size ~0 ~ 2/s t~.t~

6.h7

Pl~ size 225 ~ ~/8 378.20
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by ~. Conr~tin~

In Sv/tzerlsnd, as ~n many o~her steam in ~wope,
common practice ~o feed rainwater fall/nq on roads L~d Ln
squares v~a catch ~s/ns ~o ~he ~l~ sever system.
catch ~sin sc~s is a se~llnq ~vice, and has always
cons~~ ~o pro~ec~ ~e sewer system from de~si~s.
H~ever, ~e actual situation is such ~ha~ catch
only ~r~ally ~rfo~ ~hls ~ask a~ ~s~. ~l~
s~ers canno~ ~ avoidS.
Never~eless a~ least
pro~r~ion of ~he sand and o~er ontaminants pr~uc~ are
f~ ~n~o ~he s~e=aqe system. ~r and Novak (1982)
~o~e "~ha~ ~he role of catch ~s~ns ~n ~he road
system is ques~ionable insofar as ~hey re~sin ~n ~elr
catch pl~s no~ only sand, but also orqanlc sus~
ma~er, when rainfall is 1~, bu~ are hardly able ~o
such su~ances and instead discha~e ~em ¯from ~hetr mud
catch p~ a~ a htqher level o~ hea~ rain.
Sand, qravel and o~her ma~erials in~r~uc~ ~n~o
dra~naqe system wi~h ~he rain~a~er v~a s~ree~ ~nle~s
accumulate a~ d~fferen~ ~ln~s, one of ~hese ~in~s
~he catch ~s~n. ~r~nq cleaninq sand is also convey~
:rom ~he sawer. ~f~er hea~ rain some o~ ~hese
are fed ~n~o ~he recipients (co~n~ sever system) via
s~o~ va~er dlscharqes. ~rqe quan~i~es of sand are
re~ained ~n ~he sand catches of ~he vas~eva~er ~rea~n~
plan~s. Ex~=emely fine particles reach ~he s~aqe sludqe
via ~e pre-clariflca~lon and blol~cal purification
s~aqe.

’Head of t~e Planning ~partment, Clty ~alnage Offl~,
B~ndlis~r. 108, 8064 Zurich, ~i~zerland
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Studies and

4.21 Hydraul~c tests
Due to the tact that catch baatns cannot ompletely tulftll
the task assiqned to them, tests were carried out An the
laborstory in 1985 (ZurAch CAty Sewer Depar~ent, 1985).
Zn partAcular, the tests were intended to provAde
Jnfor~ation on the possible eiphonAnq oft at the basin
contents under certain hydraulic conditAons. However, no
etphoninq effect was observed In the ZurAch type catch
basAn, even at a baaAn supply rate at 25 1/s (equivalent to
a raAn AntensAty at approx. 400 1/e ha on a draAnage area
of approx. 600 ~’), end ¯ 45t bottoa qradlent of the outlet
paps 150 n An dAameter. On the other hand At was shown
that as the water flow rate and level at the eedA~ented
sludqe An the catch basin Ancreaaed, aludqe whAch had
already been sedimented was also washed out. Also washout
has been observed with mediu~ rain AntensAties , even it
there is little sedimentation In the catch basin. When the
sludqe level As approxAmately 10 cm below the tneraAon
arch, practAcally the sa~e quantAty of material As washed
out as ted An.
4.22 Theorettcal considerations
Zt can be demonstrated, by calculations, that the Zurich
catch basAns, or catch beaAna at a simAlar desAqn used in
the rest at SwAtzerland, ere not capable at retainin~
trectAone.
Under the qeneral conditAona described in SectAon 4.12,
only sand ~rains of approxAmately 1 ~ ~raAn dtameter and
larger can be sedAmented in heavy rain, even under
hydraulic conditions. At rain intensittes as low as 50-100
l/s, all the sand qraAns fro= 0.2mm dAam. would be washed
out. Such raAn events occur more than ten tames a year.
¯ he eftecttveness of the catch basAns is also qreatly
Ampaired by unfavourable conditions, e.g. by the fact that
the material effectively accumulated An the catch baaAn can
be liqhter than sand, as a result at which larger g~aAns
are also washed out.
A h~qh sludge level reduces the
settl~nq space, having an unfavourable hydraulic effect.
Most importantly, all the water falling down through the
inlet gives r~se to considerable turbulence in the settlln~
area, thereby greatly reducing the settlAng effect and
swirllng up t~e material already set,led.
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Ig was sup~s~ ~g ~e Lnleg design, the ~errain,
~y~ o[ develo~ zones, and g~e aeg~ o~ streeg cleaning
would have a signi~ic~ e~ on ~e ~llling p~ess, and
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¯ hese onsiderations sho~ t~at ~hn ~opo~raphlca! and
settlement-specific charac~orlatica may possibly ~vo a
certain Influence on ~he volume at sludge stored in ~be
catch basins° but ere m~cb less significant In comparison
to street leaning.
It van expected that ~e use o5 gravel en ~ho reade An
vinter ~ould Ancreaae ~he sedAman~ation In ~e
bmsina~ but a fe~ results have sho~n l~at q~Aa As not
cane. This nLght bu duo to thorough road cleenAng at~e~
~J~ ano~ mal~s.
An important result yam, hoverer, oe~/:)liahed An
relieving obeervatAonm:
(a) Of 63 catch I~eAna o~erved~ around halt reache4
¯ slu~le level of only about 10 ~ or less after a yanr.
An example of I~tts Is ~ven In ~lqlttre 3.

120

~1~ ¯ ¯ one ¯ ..ooeeee. one

sludge I~I

20
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~b) Only in less than 10~ of ~ases did ~.he sludcje
etteln ¯ suI~tenti¯1 l~vel in ~e ~sln. Pl~e 4 s~ a
typ~caZ p~ot,
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(b) ~ere such dart a~la~os, a cash ~s~n 8~

. n.

2

~

,,

F’q

~fl

J’iqure 5. I, onq-~erl C-,tch~asin Sl~Sqe I)epU~ - ltoten~ivo

For s lore accurate evaluation o£ the econoiAc end
ecological beneflts of catch basins a ease balance was .ads
for the City of Zurich (Fiqure 6). ?he qusntitlea of
81udqe were surveyed by the competent depar~ents, and ere
represented in ?able 1. Certain assumptions had to be
eade, when convertinq to d~y substance, reqsrdinq water
content, specific qravity, qual:Lty, etc. However,
results obtained lead to some relsrkeble conclusions:
(8) Over half of the road dirt can be re~ov~ b~
clesninq of the road surface (48.6t) and rail cleaning]
(5.2t).
Effect:~ve dry cleaninq of tJle traffic areas, by
the lathed couonly used in Swiss cltiea, can ensure
less than half of road dirt reaches ~he sewer system.
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(hi

Of the road dirt reaching the dr¯Image eystea|

o approximately
halt
reaches
~he sevaqe sludge
proportion)
Ln the prened
Po~t-cl¯ritL~at/on
basins.(fine
o ¯~out ¯ firth can be retained in the sand ~raps ot
the vast¯rater treatment p~antm
o only a~out a tanth L¯ retained in the catch basin
o about a further tenth in ted into the recipient
at.ream via discharge structures
o approximately one tventLeth Lm removed tr~ the
sever system by c~man/ng.

Road dirt is removed from many points of accumulation:
¯ treat cleaninq~ rail cleanLnq, catch basin cleaning, sever
cleaning, emptying ¯end traps, removal of savage sludge.
This raises ~he specific question of ~he economy ot
emptyLnq catch basins, for it appears to be extremely
expensive to have to empty around 50,000 catch basins about
once a year, vhen only St of the road dirt accumulated L¯
retained, as appears to be ~e case in Zurich.
Por a comparative examination o£ ~his economy,
foil¯ring variants rill ba compared (Yable
Variant A: System vi~h catch basins
Variant B: System vith direct inlets (without catch
basins) (The associated costs vould be incurred, for
example, after all the catch basin¯ had been replaced by
direct inlets, as part o£ road reconstruction, etc.).
A consideration of the overall costs of ~eecvinq road dirt
shovs very clearly that the construction and operation of
catch basins is not economical qiven the Imthod of dry
cleaninq the streets, sever claaninq vith high pressure
vashinq practised today, and the efficient sand traps in
vast¯water treatment plants. The main aavinq that can be
achieved lies Ln the capltal service associated vi~h the
catch basins. The savinqs in operation depend on vhere the
material not retained in a catch basin accumulates, and boy
it is to ba removed. 1£ most of thls material is washed
into the vastewater treatment plant durinq the hiqh
pressure sewer washing, which takes place reqularly,
considerable savings may also be expected in bo~Jl operation
and removal.
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S) RenainLnq catch basins st a variety ot different
points o
6) ¢leaning every one to L~o yo~rs
7) Renewal ot additions1 a~cu~ulstLon ot sand Ln t~e s~nd
trap Ln t~e vesteveter treatment plant.
8) Renown! ot additional a~usuletion of tLne antertala
In the aludqe, accordinq to ~easure taken ( e. g.
agriculture, falling or incineration).
9) ~sau~ption: costa of direct inlets approxAMtely halt
that of catch basins.

The
effect, as far am environmental proration to
concerned, is achieved when the roads arm dry cleaned. Of
the points of acou~ulatlon of road dirt in the a~var
systes, two points are of particular iaportance fro~
ecological point of view: storavater discharges end sewage
sludge.

If catch basins were to be dispensed with It could be
sssu~ed that sobs of the quantities of dirt not re~ained
sight reach the recipients via ator~water diachargavorka.
It is very difficult to quantify thin, but logical
considerations all point in the opposite direction, sanely
~hat catch basins have a detr/sental affect free the point
of view of water conservation.
~hen It is considered that ~oat heavy ~etal pollution, for
example, adheres to the finest dirt and sand particles, it
should be expected that in light rain the fine dirt froB
the street is washed into the catch basins sad in retained
there. But if the rainfall is only slightly sore intense,
this fraction is washed out of the catch basins In
concentrated for~, and hlqher dir~concentrstions are found
in the overflow water than if the catch basins wars not
present (Dauber and Novak, 1982).
Heasuresents of saterlal in catch basins also Indicate
increases in concentrations of hydrocarbons. The effect
durinq rainfall would probably be the sase for the etor~
water discharge works as In ~he case of heavy
Another point is that the dlrt-laden water in the catch
basin begins to putrefy.
If it is washed into
vastewater treatment plant during rain, this ~ay tend to
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2
Hovable Trough

-~/eir

Pot

Sand Trap

~o ~nt ares of s cash ~sln Is ~ly 1tm1~
400 n~ (1). A d~scha~o of 100 1/s.ha ca~es 8 ~low ra~e ot
~u~ 4 1/s iron such a ca~~n~. Under ~eso
~e tl~ rs~es a~ tes~ duration ~re chosen, ~velen~

5
15
30

0,50

1,00

2,00

3,00 5,00

0,38
1,13
2,25

0,75
2,25
4,50

1,50 2,25 3,75
4,50 6,75 11,25
9~00 13,50 22,50

10,00
7,50
22,50
45,00

~. ~nicl* sizes and ~11utlon loa~ ~ charge ~
basin vere chosen ~s~ u~n earlier research vo~k (2).
Table 2 gives an ove~1ev ~uC ~e ~XcXe slz~
~11uClon loads.
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Frac~:lon
No.

Pawt:lcle SLze8

Pr:~:lon
LOad

1~!

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I

¯ 0,025
0,025 - 0,08
0,08 - 0,26
0,16 - 0,25
0,25 - 0~SO
0,50 - 1,,00
1,00 - 1,60
¯ 1,60

5
20
25
20
30
40
50

1%’act:Ion
No.

To~1
Load

2-8
2-8
3-8
3-8
:3 - 8
3-0

35
70
205
220
180
240
300

Yable 2 - P~rtiole ,ELm, Poll~l~im
-m~

shotm in FLq~re 2:

¯ Lcj~re 2 a) Dry Catch Basin (D~ Gully Pc~ - ~p).
~e surface
slo~ed ~cket. Mainly ~r~lcles of big size and ~lsh
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Met Catch Basin
Fez" 811 vet catch benin teats no significant correlation
between the passed load end ~he level of accumulated lo~d
van ~ound. Except in test 2, t~e panned load increases tro~
about lot up to SSt at a flov rate of 10 l/s. Concluding
these results /4 can be described 88 a function of ~be flov
rate. Piqure 4 and Table 3b illustrate the ttmctional
description of F-~ for all paz~cicle sizes. &qsin there is
a systeeatic dependency-a~onq the particle size fractions.
The biqqer the particles the hiqher ~he cleaninq efficiency
of ti~e ca~.ch basin. Nerel¥ fraction 7 in the ranqs of 1or
and fraction 2 In ~he range of high tier rates do not
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2

an emp~y slo~N ~cke~
a~ hlqh ~1~ ra~es

catch ~sAns were found
1/8. Hence L~ ~o11~
o~ ~e catch

Yhe investlqatlons concentrated mainly on two kLnds ot
catch basins (YLqure 5), vhLch are used An ~be city of
Xannover. ~’he dry catch basin differs in the smaller volu~e
of the slotted bucke~. Yhe vet ca/~ch basin uses ¯ pipe,
dippinq in~o the wa~er of the settlAn~ pat to hinder
eaAsstons free the eater.

TAqur~ S - a) Dry G~lly Po~ b) Net Gully
~ne catch basin eain~enance As performed by ~e ~lcA~l
cleansAnq service o~ ~e c~y of Hannover. ~e d~ catch
~s~ns shall ~ cleaned ~vice or ~ee ~laes a year. A
o£ 2 or 3 workers empties ~e slotted bucko~ into an o~n
~ra~ler. ~u~ 70 ~o 80 ca~c~ ~slns can ~ cleaned durl~
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2
Th¯ romoval efflcl¯ncy of ~atch be~Irm /s characterized in
qener¯l by physlcal and Cheatcal Paraaeters. Due to
lack ot
the surface
~Lntor~atton
~he ¯¢cuaulatlon
on
of ¯11about
tale other
par¯asters,and
~e re¯oval
parater
to~al suspended solid¯ (TSS) ¯hell be used for lonq
siaul¯tlon. The siaul¯tton soda1 XOSZN is ontinu~mly
staul¯tinq ~he processes of prec/p/tatton los¯e¯, runoff
oncentration, eocuaul¯tion and reaoval of
pollutants and pollution re~oval by catch be¯in¯. Nll~h
¯ odel, ¯ 11 year lon~ ter~ simulation was ca~Tted out.
¯ assured data vere used to calibrate and verify t~e
function and ~lle Fro-function wAthin the 41tferent
areas. The follovAn~j functions had been fitting best 1:o
¯ assured de~a (l~lq. S).
Ca~ch~en~ area

Calibration
error

Verification Nuaber
e~or

Dry catch basin
ResAdenti¯l road

16,5t

10,$t

154

Dry catch basin
Thorough fare

=0, 0t

23,6t

30

Net catch basin
Residential road

.0,0t

17,0t

10

"

--

ifet catch basin
Yable 6 - CalLbratlon and ve:lftcat.ton e~
Table 6 shows the errors for callbratlon end verltlcation. They are in s renqe of 10t to 30t, which can be
accepted for ~he furl:her simulation. The efficiency of
catch basins in ~he ~odel of ~he laboratory was auch better
than under real conditions on ~he ~oade. This is caused by
~he ¯hor~ tera measurements in
Slmt~ettc catcha~nt area
The efficiency of sto~’a rater !"-ree/~ent depends on ~he
rainfall-runoff process and on the surface charaCteris~:ics. The aa~n sources of surface pollution are the
a~.eospheric depost~,~on and the pollution caused by
~’,raffic. Therefore ~he surface areas of roofs, re¯i-
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Dependlnq on the lmnd use of the pave4 surface, the re~o~el
etfictency As 2,2t to $,3t to: the 4ry catch basin an4
10,4t to 43t to= the tm~ ~tch basalt (Yable 9). ~e
e~flciency (t) is better, the ao:e :os4s are wlth£n
catchaent. Ot ourse0 the aaount ct 41sc~arqed pollutl~
load ts also qrea~er ~he~. Yhe reaoval efficiency is
At the ataosphe:ic deposition As qreat, since the
load of U~e ~ot surface can’t be treated by ~at~ basins.
Zn qeneral the dry catch basJ.n J~a oltly ~etul to hi.rider
cloqqlnq vithtn the sa~er pipe. Zt ~a nearly ~elm to
reaove ~SS out of the store rater. ~he effActency of
catch basins As such ~e~tet, but stall not ~oo4 enouqh !~

Zn separate seversqe systeas ashy envlronaental probl--occur due to the qreat pollutant loads of physical and
chemical parameters. Often t~e ontent.rations of aany
parameters are such qras~er than st the outlet of
plants and sceetiaes qreater than at oabined setmraGe
over~lovs (6). Since the discharges are pollutinq the
recei-vinq water discontinuously and 4urinq av~ry s~om
event ~he aSS is a serious source of
pall~tlon. The store ~eter needs to be treated in cases of
heavy and ~dlua polluted surfaces. Y~o
strateqlas can be dlstlnq~Ished an4 qualified like In Table
~0;
* Decentralized treatment as
- Street leansinq
- Catch basins
- Znfllt~atton systems
* Centralize~ treat:sent as
-

Detention ponds
Svirl separators
Tnflltration systsas
Veqetativa controls
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Type of cstch-

A1 - 90: S: 5

~Vl

&V3

&V2

~V4

~P

~P

~P

~P

~P

~P

~P

nin

nin

min

nin

min

min

min

5,0 25,7
~,8 17,6
5,7 29,3
4,3 120,1
7~0 36,0
5,3 24,7
7,2 37,0
5,4
25,4
38,4
7,4
5,6 26,3
7,7 39,7
5,8 27,3
7,8 40,5
5,9 2?,8

4,0
3,0
4,?
3,6
6,3
4,7

20,5
14,1

3~4
2,5

17,4
11,9

2,9
2~2

15,2
10,4

24,4
16,8

4,1
3,1

21,3
14,6

32,2
22~2

5,7
4,4

29,7
20,4

3,?
2,8
5,4
4,1

6,S
4,9

33,5
23~0

6,0
4,5

30,9
21,2

S,~
4,2

6,8
5,2

35,2
24~2

6,3
4~8

32,8
22,5

6,0
4,5

7,2
5,4

37,1
25,5

6,8
S,2

35~2
24,2

7,4
5,6

~8,2
26,2

7,0
5,3

36,4
2S,0

A8 ~ 55:20:25

8,0
6,0

41,1
28,2

7,6
5,7

39,0
26,8

7,2
5,5

37,3
25,6

6,5
4,9
6,7
5,1
6,9
5~3

A9 - 40:50:10

8,2
6,2

42,4
29,0

7,9
6,0

40,6
27,9

7,6
5,8

39,4
27,1

7,4
5,6

19,0
13,1
27,7
19,0
28,9
19,8
30~8
21,2
33,6
23,1
34,9
23,9
35,9
24~6
38,3
26,3

~A10~ 40:35:25

8,3
6,3

42,7
29,3

8,0
6~1

7,8
s,g

All- 40:20:40

8,3
6,3

43,0
29,5

8,1
6,1

41,3
28,4
41,8
28,7

40,2
27,6
40,8
27,9

7,6
5,7
~,7
5,8

39,2
26~9
39,9
27,3

A2 m 85:10:5
A3 - ?0:25: S
A4 - 70:20:10
AS m 70:10:20
~ m 55:40: S
A7 ~ 55:30:15

7,9
6,0

Arf: PercenEage of r~f surface
Art: Percentage of residential road surface
Atf: Percentage cf ~oroughfare
AV 1-4 : A~mospheric pollution load 300 ~o 900 kg/ha-m
max: Maximum removal efficient, i~ake area: 50 m2
=in: Minimum removal efficiency, Intake area: 500 m2
~P: D~ catch
WGP: We~ catch basin
~bls 9 - immmml efficiency of (~) in dLffez~mt catch
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occur ~ithin ¯ ehor~ period, a ne~ ~onsl~r~~lo. of ~
pipes My ~e efficient. All t~tese ec~ivities o~t ¯ lot ot
~ork end money. But still t~e ae~er deposit~ are ¯ merlmm
envtronaen~l ~nd operetimml

~e maintenance costs tot cleansinq of cet~.lt I~sins and
remove1 of sewer deposits shell be estimated very
1’he city of SltDqEN (S00,000 inlqehltents) ~ave us some brief
infer’marion abou~ tlteir maintenance costa in 1983. Yltis
qive an idea of ~e costs in qeneral. A furtJser
lnvestiqetion shell be done to calculate the maintenance
costa in del~il,

20 specie1 lorries and 40 ~rkera ere required to ole~n
tmjether 1900 ~ s~et p~,
10.000.000,-

20 lo~1~ x 500.000,- ~

2.000.000,- ~/~

40 ~:~e:s x S0.000,- ~/~

~sl~ (~P) have to ~ cl~n~
57.000 d~
tv~ce a year a~ 19.000 ~t catch ~slns (~) have
year.
A
teaa (A) of ~r~ wrkm
clean~ once
cleans~nq a~ut 100 ~P/day ust~ a s~11 10~. A ~m (B)
ot tvo vorkers is cleans~nq a~u~ 40 ~P/4ay us~ a
s~c~al lorry. Zn averaqe ~ve ~0 ~ clean~:
ST0 ~P/day s tea~ A

~p

: 6 seal1 lorries x 50.000,- ~
~prectatlon: 10 years
6 x ~ ~orkers x 50.000,- ~/a

~nual costs, ~ole city:

300.000,- ~
30.000,900.O00,930.000,-
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: 3 special lo:~,tes x SO0.O00,- DILt.SO0.o00~.
Deprec/mtLon: 10 Years
150.000,3 x 2 vorkerl x 50.000,- DN/8
300.000,Annual oos~, ~bole cLty:

450.000,-

¯ O~Sl maLntensn~e
4 ¯ 310.000,- ~l

Yhe pollutant removal by catch be~Lns Ln I~st G@raany nssds
to be Improved. OLtterent strategies are Practicable to
inprove the syate~s. Zn Table 11 the pros and cons of
dLtterent strategies are documented very brLetly.
atrats(jies can be described as tollob1.

¯.

’

J’

No catch
basins
Nalntenance
costs

++

~ catch
baslns
only

Wet ca~.ch
basins
only

+

Improved
catch
basins

-

÷

0

0

0

se~er
deposits

0

+

+

opera,:ion
rellabLli~:y

0

0

0

cons~z~sl:lon

pOllu~Lon
saell
emLsslons

~

-

+
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sys~.

ca~ ~sins in ~ ~utor.
~nst~ion os~s: S~op
Sto~ va~or ~llut/on: Increase
central troa~ nay ~

S~r do~si~s: In ~in~ systo~ ~ro do~si~

Net cat~ ~elns ~ly.
Naintonanco coats: Increase
s~cial lorries can
cleansing of re: cs~~ ~sins is ~ch sl~er.
Cons~ction os~s: Ve~
catc~ ~sin a cons~ction st~e
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¢o-V,/n~:l sever system
Dry catch I ,.t catch
hasLn
besLn
vLthout
onst~st/on

bucket

catch
bas£n

Sanita~Lon
vLl~ onst~-’ siphon catch basin
~Lon york/new
ona~ction

Separate sever systaa
Dz~ catch I Wet catch
basLn
basin
bucket

catch
basin

sever deposits:
siphon catch basin
no sever deposits:
overtlov catch basin

bucket
vi thout
slots
0do~
holes at
the botto:

~sln (~)

~~
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--teriel, the polluted ato=a rater viii .tu~’Jter be
by this aatertal. By this ~he re.oval ef~loiency
rapidly. It the filtration capacity Ls lees tben ~be Lnfl~
rate, the at:o~ ~ater shall be stored vll~ln l~e bracket.
case of vez~ hiqh lnfl~ rates, the blq holes at

¯ or ~Ln~ sys~e~ wi~ w~ cat~ ~slns a ca~
Is p~s~, ~here t~e ln~l~ ~ss~ a sLott~
leaves ~e ca~cb ~sln t~b a stun (F~o
~ere~, also du:t~ ~ewa~e s~om (lnfl~ > O,S
a~:ox~aa~ely lO0-1-flush~, vh~ch keep ~n~
~ves all s~t~n~s In ~e s~n~a~lon well.
e~nslve suction cleansl~ of ~e s~p~ ca~
nc~ n~essa~. ~e d~:~s has ~o ~ =~
~ke~. ~e sl~on can ~ ~ns~ll~ ve~ easy ~

~o= 8o~e~e 8~e~ vi~ ~ ~ ~stns ~o
o~=lctency can ~ ~nprov~ ~ ~tn~ an
cons~~ton ~hlch can ~ ~1~ ~n~o ~e outlet. ~o ~1o
~uces ~e ou~tlov and by ~s ~e ~u:~loncoJ
s~l~n~a~ton yell (Fibre ?b). Zn case ot ~e lntl~
shall ~ s~or~ s~ later discharq~ over ~o ~orfl~.
over~l~ catch ~stn has ~o ~ s~lon lesn~,

In c~/n~ syste~ vt~ or w/~ou~ seve~
siphon catch ~sLn shall ~ installS. In serrate syst~
wt~hou~ s~r de~st~s In ~e san~ p~ ~e over~l~
catch ~stn shall ~ us~.
In case of sower de,sits In ~he sanl~a~ pl~s
serrate sys~ea the siphon ca~c~ ~sin can ~ adap~
the dt~eren~ ~ndi~ions (F~re 7a). ~ts catch
features an additional throttled ou~le~ with over~l~
veil as a s~phon and s slo~ ~cket. ~rl~ ~ers~
rainfall ~he ~nflov passes ~e catch ~s~n ~o~h
~hrottle into ~e s~o~ sever, vhtle solids se~le
~he s~L=en~a~on veil. In aa~or s~o~ ~he ~ro~le
constrains the r~ular outle~ rate and the catch
~111s up ~o ~he siphon cres~. The siphon Is
e=pties the veil i~ludinq ~he accuaula~ s~t~n~s
~e sanitary sever. The ~ro~le is slz~ to ~ve
siphon sc~tva~ only rarely (e.q. 10 ~l~s s year).
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stay the ~flt~ol
~lat~ area. ~opt~nq

~e ~S was develo~
ur~n
s~o~
facilities
~o~off.
effusively ca~ ~llu~an~s, ~ere~
ont::~tl~ to the tap~eaent
infiltration and s~oraqe. ~e I sb~ ~e ~axnaqe area
In which ~e ~S

(a) Zntil~ra~
o Infiltration lnle~ - plac~ eve~ ~0 ~ters
alo~ ~ sides of ~e r~ds (see r*~e 2)
o lnfLl~ratlon ~enches - laid alonq ~h sLdes
of ~e roads, and conn~ v~ ~e ~nfLltra~Lon inlets,
as sh~ ~n Flare 3.
LHead, ~rea~aent Facilities Deaiqn Section and ’ Head,
Sewer Oeslqn Section, laproveaent and Reconstruction
Division, Severaqe Bureau. Tokyo Metropolitan Govern=end,
Ohte~achi 2-6-2, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100 Japan.
-- ~
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Inflltrstion In~t
o--eewe~ Pipe
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I)~rate drain
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Itrench
~ over flow
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¯ he construction costs of the ESS are about 20 percent
higher than the cost ot conventional sewer aysteas. ~he
authors believe, however, that the ~SS should not be
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J.

2
runoff am/ llollutlon Io~IIi~8.
In ombined sower syetsos, the e~ount ot
overflows to the public rater bodLss depends on
~to~a~ar ~£I~ _ate° ~ntrl~e to r~ ~llutl~
ra~on ¢a~tt/es. Zn t£~, h~ver,
~y ~ r~uc~ ~ ~e acc~ulatlon of
~ a result, actua~ ~asure~nts o~ ~e striation ot
ca~c/ty~ ~re carr/~ out tot ~e stay sres.
pr~sszo~ o~ ca~cLty r~u~on Ls
practical a~s~qn pur~ses, ~e./ntL1~atL~ ca~cLty tot
each ~ o: tacLILty ~s sh~ Ln Y~le

,

’

infllt~tton inlet

_~~
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infiltration tre~h
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month
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¯
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~
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2
[road sur~a~e ~e~u~ lo~m~p
!
amount of residual loadtngs
o~ road surf¯ce~:oof-topfet~.

¯ l
Ps

I
to the se~er lin$~

Lm

] Pollution a~t~t in ~SS

]residual Ioad~nqs n the sewer llne I~
I
i~et re¯that 1oadlnqs flow~nq In ~

Lw ¯ Ls * Lp

2.

It can express total pollution loadinqs discharqe.

It can express the. re-accu~ula~:ion after s
rainfall event.
The basic foraulae for dry-veather pollution
discharqes ere:
L, - C ¯ Pp" ¯ ~" ¯ {~ - ~c)
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¥oar

i~lnfall IL’vent~
per year

~962

88

~03

1964
lg6s
1966
1967
1~68

76
80
~$
77~
91

~078
ISS?
14~S
1056
156~

2970
1971
2972
1~73
1974
2975
~976
1977
2978
1979
1980
1981

66
74
68~
61
ii
71
8~
66
68
78
77
65

1143
1391
1577:
2222
2472
14~
1453
1449
995:
1402
2482
1422

678
657
781
554
772
657
702
648
549
714
740
589

76

1363

680

(~)

~
o.
’
.

Average

(~)

Pz’eoipi~tion
(m)

(3)

!~11
(hours)

(4)

7~7
66S
767

Note: s . Naximum and ’ - NLniJlUm

(b) Ratio of ImpeL~meable A:Om - The ratio
impel-nesble ares (lap) vas measured on serial photos uaincJ
s diqitizeF. Roofs vere generally counted as inpezle~ble
in the area se~vedby combined severs, since roof runoff is
introduced throuqh star: ~ater inlets. Hoverer, after tho
survey of this model ares, 20 pe:cent of roof :unoff yam
found to flay into pe~nesble areas, such aa qardens. As a
result, l~e impermeable ares was found to cover 57.2
percent o5 the total nodal area.
(c)
Cslculation condition~ fo: ~unoff - the~e
conditions are described in Table 7, and one of ~he reaulta
is shown in Flq~re 12.
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5’able 8. Pz"eoip~t, atlcm Range ia ¯ ~ea~
Range
~re- Range ot
ot ?Laee quen~y P~ecAp.

(~)

66-?0
71°75
?6-80
81085
86-90
91-95

Flc~r’e

(a) (3)

rrequency

(4)

4 100101100
2 ZIOZ-Z~O0
6 ~201°~300
0 1302-1400
4 1401-1500
1 1501-1600

]
~
Z
2
8
4

Rax~e o~ ~otal
RaAn~all Houre quenc~

(s)

(~)

$5Z-600
601°8S0
6SZ-?O0
701-750
751-800
801-8S0

4
6
3
1

12. Re~ul~ o£ iha~off Si~letio~
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Infiltration and storeqe capacity yes e~tL~ted assuming ¯
specified progroesLon of clogging, end r.hese values were
(i) Amount of Nateriele Captured by ~qs Facilities Date tram SeCtion 1-4 (Table 3 ) uere used Ln t~Ls
2.4 Overall ~stiaation ot Pollutant Load ~eduction
Yhe aaount of pollutant load reduction trc~ ¯ caabined
sewer systee depends on ~he frequency and volume of
overflow to public water t~d/es, with ESS, the overflows
are determined by the runoff reductLon and interception
ratios, taking into account the re~oval of clc~ing
--terlels.
The results of calculations for 1975, based on the
onditions outlined above, ere shotm in Tables 11 and
end say ba muaaar/zed am follows:
(a) ?requency of Overflow - Overflow frequency wee
reduced to 7/year usLnq ESS (vLth a tote1 ot 71 rs/nfall
events in t~e year), oaparnd to 36/year without ~SS, or ¯
reduction of Slt.
(b) overflow Load/nqs
overflow loedinge were
reduced to 4.7, 3.4 and 19.2 kq/hectsre for BOD, COD and
SS, respoctivsly, using ~SS. Without ESS the load/ngs were
ssti~ated to be 103. l, 76. l and 223.3 kg/hsctare,
respectively. Loadinqs were thus reduced 9St for BOD, 96~
for COD and Sit for $5.
(c) ?oral Het-iteather Loadinqs - Under vet-weather
conditions, ~he total discharqed load from ESS yea 96.2,
110.0 and 1S6.4 kq/hectare, respectively, for BOD, COD and
SS. From the combined system without £$5 these loedinqe
were 326.2, 294.S and 642.3 kq/hsctsra, respectively.
Thus, total loadlnqs were reduced by ESS by 71% for BOD,
63t for COD end 76t for
(d) Total Annual Loads - Total annual d~s~hsrqae
usinq £$5 were ~28.9, 686.9 and 589.1 kq/hect.are for BOD,
COD and SS, respectively, while without ESS these were
estimated to ~e 758.9, 871.4 and 1075.0 kq/hectare,
respectively. Thus, total loads were reduced by ZSS by
for BOD, 2It for COD, and 45t for
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~J. S. EXI~ERZENCE

Thll paper summarizes U.5. practice st utilizing inlet
ontrol concepts to reduce the impacts st urban runoff
flood£ng 8nd pollution by manipulat£on of street inflov to
catchbeslna. Today , there exist over 1S,000 ouch
Installations in North ~nerlcn. Host lnstallstlons involve
restriction of catchbasln outflow ~o ~use surface lntl~
be re-d~rec~ed by overland routes ~o ~re subtile discharge
~n~s or ~o underground s~orage ~anks. A relatively
ftsctkon of these ~nstallat~ons are mean~ to directly
street pending. The pte~nderance of ~nstallatAonJ An~l~
ret~o-f~tt~ng existing systems to mitigate collection ~y~t~
sutcharg~n~ ~ to reduce exf~ltrat~on and ~nflltraton ex~nge
w~th~n idJacen~ sewer systems , and to cause reduction of

control or stormwatet mana~emen~ (S~) ~lth~n the
8ett~ng. Descriptions / p~o~ect concepts , costs ~ cost
sav~ngs ate presented ~o~ ~le~nted,pto~ects ~n Cleyeland~
Oh~o; S8g~naw,Hlch~an;
Hontteal,Canad8;
~nd
Zlllno~s. Co~n t~es o~ ~1o~ ontrollers used In ~he US are
described along ~h opetat~on81 experience . Sever81
research effo~ts 8i~d at definin~ the clo~qabllity limits of
vat~ous ~ypes of catchbas~n controllers are described.
Several case studies I~e presented , ~nclud~ng an overview
of an onqo~ng Boston, ~, CSO Fac~l~ Plann~n~
which entails ca~c~as~n ~e~o~ng using ~nle~ controls
~o ~educe ~he cos~ o~ co~ned se~e~ over~low con~rol
approx~el~ 8 ~housand ac~es of dense u~ban 8~e8.

* Associate , Havens ; Emerson, Znc. Boston,
to~mer P~esSden~ , Environmental Des~qn ; Planning, Znc.
253 washington S~. Belmont, ~. 02178~ 61~-484-8087
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(S~)

2

1.1. ~RVI~
~
h88 ~s hts~orlcal r~s In Scandinavia
has been used ~hroughou~ Sweden and~e=e ~he
Denma:~
:eh~llt~a~lng unde:stzed ~ined 8e~r8 ~o :elle~
:loodlng . The central idea Is ~o on~:ol o= lkml~ surface
s~ormwa~er Inputs ln~o underlying sewers, and iso~en
referred to 88 "lnle~ control" . This practice 18 widely used
for base~n~ finding and drainage ontrol In ~1o ~ ~lne
lllknols , and ~ebec and Is ~ldely uo~ as a C~
~ny sewerage system hydraulic surcharging p=oble~ can ~
mitigated using " lnle~ control" as 8 way ~o lessen ~he osts
o~ expensive "outle~ con~rol~ :elle~ 8e~erS. Hyb=ld
solutions e~loy~n9 ~Ch oncepts generally result and
Such solutions were developed for several areas ~o~alln~
sbou~ 1200 acres in Par~, Ohio ( Cleveland
area) . S~ was applied ~o s~or: drains ( -over/under~
systems - see Flqure 1) ~o lessen ~he "ou~le~ rel~ef~ need
~o~ surqln~ sanitary lines ~o ml~l~a~e basemen~
(Plsano e~ al.~ 1982). For one such area ( 290 acres)
Parma ,the hybrid approach reduced the cost of ne~
cons~ruc~ton by over 100 t and generated a broader range of
benefits ~han anticipated. ( See Section 3 - " Ridge Road ~
Pa~ Case Study~ ).
Zn E~clld, Ohio ( nea: Fa:~ and s~ua~ed on ~he shoreline st
~a~e E~te ) nea~ly 2000 ca~chbasln ~es~:tc~o:s ( vo:~e~
~h:o~les) have been ~ns~alled ~o 1~:t~ s~o:m ~1o~ ~o
ove:/unde: serenade s~s~ems ~o ~el~eve basemen~
S~nce ~he land mass ~n £ucl~d monotonically slope~ ~o
~ake , ~eleased ca~c~bas~n ~low moves by ove:land rou~es ~o
s~o:~ d:a~ns ou~le~t~ ~o ~he ~ake (Sm~sson, 1981).
A ~ood example shoving ~he Co~tned Se~e: Ove:tlov (CSO)
con~ol po~en~al o~ ~he ca~c~as~n S~ ~s depicted In

2. Four vortex con~rollers a=e proposed ~o be placed
ca~chbasins which are connected ~o a co~ined se~er lateral
on Westmoreland S~ree~ ( Boston) ~o induce surface gutter
flow down ~o an exls~ing separate system on Adams Stree~
(Pisano and Pierstroff, 1988). This m~cro casement is ~n the
lower Neponse~ CSO Facility area in Boston. The action saves
$120,000 in new s~orm drains needed to separate the co~Ined
se~er on ~hls s~ree~ for ~he pur~se of CSO reduction . This
scheme ~as one of six small- scale SWM projects
collec~ively wi~h o~her earl~er completed (1981) CSO control
elements, satisfied regulatory requlremen~s for the sewer
shed ( 750 acres) .
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This new plan was developed as part of ¯ Value gngineering
study (Havens and gmereon, 1987) to determine if a new :slier
trunk sewer, the final element of 1981 CSO program Plan ,
needed to be constructed
This new relief sewer ~ould
require construction alon~ the main egress into the
community. Disruption would be significant and the COSt of
construction was estimated at 1.2 SH . It Is estimated that
the new Sk~( program will save an estimated $0.5 million ,
and wall eliminate the need to Implement an unpopular
project. Boston is presently experimenting with
flow controllers in one of these nlcro
A~ overview is presented in Pert 3 of $1~4 onsiderations
Investigated as a perL of the ongoing Boston CSO
Plan . Roughly 8 thousand areas of mixed combined and
separated ( overlayed ) systems ) were investigated for Slit4
opportunities similar to the Westmoreland Street solution.
Recently a S~4 solution was proposed as part of a scheme for
deflecting stormwater - first - flush " from an urbanized
area impacting Lake Oulnslgamond In Worcester, Naee. The Lake
has an eno~ous recreational usage and preservation of water
quality is vital to the con~aunlty. The program is underway
and is reviewed In Section 3- Case Stud£es.
1-2 SNH CONC~T
Conceptually, "the stormwater management strategy ¯ In the
urbanized context starts at the very top
searches for opportunities to control and :anage
so that the pipes do not overload as you move downstream
($misson, 1981; Wiener, 1984). 111 possible forms of
above/underground storage are used to hold the water till
receiving pipe can handle the flow without surcharge, or
sometimes to transfer surface flow from co=~ined systems to
separated systems ( see Figure 3 ). The analysis begins at
the top of ~he system and progressively ~oves downstream to
the outlet. The idea is either to reduce ombined sewer
overflow peaks or to reduce combined sewage volumes .
The amoun~ of stormwa~er ~hat can be feasibly detained by
"Inlet control" methods is in part a function of the sewer
system’s capacity to convey flow. ":nlet control" enables
the designer to maximize the detention storage potential
any system given i~s ability to convey flows.
Rigorous
application of "inlet con~rol" reveals ~be marginal COSt
effectiveness of positive relief measures.
Figure 3 plc~orlally shows some of the Sk~ methods’. For
example, a widely employed me~hod in ~he midwesE and Ontario
, Canada is ~o reduce direc~ uncontrolled flow ~o Ehe sewer
by rerou~ing roof downspouts [o splash pads
dutch drains/ dry wells / crea~e~ previous areas/ street
ca~chbaslns.
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Temporary Street pending le eta11 another method. Flow
controllers can be placed An cetohbasAns to create t~orery
controlled street pending. By prevent£ng or slowing
overload, the sewage system Is able to cope with the
thus preventing overflows end basement becku ¯
shows a schematic representation n^~,...__ _ ~ ’ Figure
Conditions for street pending considerations (Naleah end
echoer fmen~
Flow reetrictors placed within catchbaaine are widely used
to Anduee overland flow from eensAtlve areas to either outlet
dLscharge poLnta or mOre attractive caPture/storage locat/one
(Pisano, 1982, 1987, 1987; Smlseon, 198=, 1985). The
LavaZ , Canada
Is the process of "flow.slipplngm raters
Harlgot area down to the Riviera Des Pra£rloe. These
stormwaters would otherwise be captured and drained by
extsting combined sewers to ¯ newly constructed
1tat and ~uture treatment. (Preener 1~85)
Speed humps (asphalt) can 81eo be placed to direct overl~xl
flow to storage or to maximize street storage potential.
SyStems of catchbasin ~low controllers and speed hunpe can
generate at low coat, controlled Street a~orege. ~here
excess of 80 such systems constructed In Parma , Ohio and
Skokie,Zllinois (walesh 6 Schoeffman, 1985; Pisano, 1982).
Speed humps are gently contoured In ontrast to speed
"bumps-. There has been no reporting of snow plow
problems.
Placed at specific points within the system, in-line
controllers can 81so act as dammtng devices to
8~orsge space that may be available In the existing
and/or to direct flow to off-lane storage
Shallow underground off-line storage tanks/basins placed
behind curbline/park~ays/back alleys or in open park areas
a:e other methods of "urbanized s~ormwater management -.
These de~ention tanks are meant to temporarily Store excess
s~orm~a~er beyond s~reet s~orage for controlled bleedback (
vor~sx valves ) ~n~o se~er system. Shallow new storm drains
connected ~n~o existing and/or new ca~chbasins draining to
storage tanks are often used to strategically locate
underground Sto:age ±n open areas (F£sa~o et el., 1982;
Hlsner, 1984; Halesh and $choeffman, 198~; Plsano, 1982;
Hun~c~pal Enhancers Assoctat~on o~ NeE. Ohio, 1987; Donohue
£ng~neers, 198~; O’Brken i Gets, 1~82; Hat,hews, 1982).
There are over 200 such cft-l~ne shallow detention stereos
tnstallat~ons in ~he grea~er ¢leveland area (spilt between
combined se~e: systems an~ "over/under" sewerage systems).
r~gure ~ sho~s a ~yp~cal ~ns~alla~ton tn Cl~y of Parma ,
Ohio. Ca~chbaslns are ~npu~ted ln~o ~he 42" RCP ~ank
vor~ex flo~ ~hro~le on unde:flov ~o rel£eve surcharge. Up
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until

recentlye" Wet p£t ¯

type throttle chambere have

1-3 9~[~]~S ~D DIS~V~GIS O~ ~
¯ ene£~= of using ~he "ur~n~zed s~o~a~er ~aagemen~ " ~n
local areas ~th co~ned seeers can generally be s~g~zed
a) minimizes ~he need and degree for sewer separaglon and
local :elle~ se~ers
b)

provides
~edta~e
in areas wl~h mos~ severe
base:en~ flood~n~ problems, leaving less c~l~cal areas
until funds ~come available

c) lessens C50 and pollution loads since re~alned ~ranslen~
s~ormwa~er (and co~ned sewer s~ored fn-l~ne) dra~n back
d) provides an adaptive approach for control ~ha~ can be
a~lted ~n s~a~es and ~en as ~me and funds perm~, be
~n~e~ra~ed w~h more expensive s~ruc~ural control
measures ~o provide ul~e pro~ec~on.
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p~a:eTesS:iCeS access ~o ~e, ~si~, as ~o pla~e ~s~ ~
~is ~ec~i~e is ~::encly used o a~e ~/e~n~
in several larqe co~ined seared areas in eastern
The:e are :ou~hly 2300 such Ans~alla~Aons ~n ~he ?o~nship
areas oE Sagi~av, Michigan (Pisano, 1987) . A
co~e[cia! p:~uc~ using ~is concep~ called , * "[Z*FI~,
co~::olle: ~s e~:~ed in the Canadian :srkec. ~he device
a one piece molded hoF~: style place made ~ ~lye~hylene
toa~ed plastic. Flov obstruction control is provideJ by
~ou: "~in" design molded onto ~he :es~ic~o~ place
a~u~ ~he o:i~ice outlet. No U.S. ex~rience has been
The ~ou:~h class o~ controls fo: :es~:tc~lng ~1ow8
place:en~ o~ device5 in ~he ca~chbasin oucle~ co effectively
reduce ~he leader pipe ou~le~ area. An advantage ot
class o~ controls is ~ha~ ~o~ low flows , ~hey do not
interfere vi~h ~he 9:a~ing cap~u:e. ~8~e: i~ backed up In ~he
ca~chbasin only du:ing large ~lows ~a~ exceed ~he
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top or below the grating. (See Figure 6). This option results
in a lower flow capture efficiency . The disadvantage of this
method is that the grating cepture is reduced over

omplete range of flows, meaning that for snmll events
during which the piping system has adequate capacity,
flow reduction occurs. Debris can become packed in the cloeed
grating and can be difficult to remove.

Still another tl~e of control is the placement of horisonta~
orifice plates below the cetct~asin gratinq..(See Figure ?).

H

& variation Is to slightly convex the plate to permit 8elide
and leaves to slough toward the orifice . The sise of the
orifice In the plate restricts the flow to the desired level.
Besides being inexpensive to fabricate, the head required for
sizing the orifice is simply the expected street pending

depth. A disadvantage of this method is that the horlsont81
plate restricts access to the basin, as the pllte must be
removed before the catchbasln or Inle~ can be cleaned.
This technique is currently used to abate basement f1ooding
in several large combined sewered areas in eastern Michigan.
There are roughly 2300 such installations in the Township
areas of Saginaw, Michigan (Pisano, 1987). A recent
commercial product using this concept called , " "EZ-FIOW "
controller has emerged in the Canadian market. The device is
a one piece molded hopper style plate made from polyethylene
foamed plastic. Flow obstruction control is provided by a
four "fin" design molded onto the restrictor plate surface
about the orifice outlet. No U.S. experience has been noted.
The fourth class of controls for restricting flows are
placement of devices in the catchbasin outlet to effectlvel¥
reduce the leader pipe outlet area. An advantage of this
class of controls is tha~ for low flows , they do not
interfere with ~he grating capture. Water is backed up in the
cetchbasln only during large flows that exceed the capacity
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The Scepter flow regulator £8 a PVC Injection molded orifice
that can be lnse:~ed In catchbastn leader or mounted on the
catchbaain wall so ¯s to cover the leader. The orifice has ¯
diamond shape with ¯ keyhole at the bottom. The purpose
the keyhole is to lower the aump level and keep the upper
par~ of the orifice free of floattnq debris. During
significant flow , ~he wa~er level within the cetohbasin
flees and passes flow ~hrough ~he upper diamond shape portion
of the device.The device was developed in Canada and ha¯ been
extensively used In new 51~4 inlet con~rol scheme¯ with ¯
lower flow restricting limit of about O.$ of¯ (Wiener,
B. Cr~emc
This orifice device is mounted over the leader pipe inside
the catchbasln. It consists of 8 frame bolted ~o the
catchbasln wall to encircle the leader pipe, and an orifice
section which slides Into the frame. The orifice section
consists of ~wo PVC shee~¯ : one contains a trapezoidal
opening 10" at the bottom and 3 1/2" a~ ~he top about
Inches ~all; the second plate, called ~he weir plate,
adjustable and can be fastened to ~he orifice plate with
nylon bol~s . The weir plate allows adjustment of the
restricted area for flow passage. The orifice section
remove¯hie to permit removal and cleaning(14).
C. Vortex Flow Throttling Devices
¯ ) General
Figure 9 depicts ¯ standard push-fl~ "O’-rtng type device for
catchb¯stns with 3ultable sumps. This device was developed in
Denmark In ~he mid ?O’s. The inlet is the square - shaped
hole In ~he upper fore, round, wh~le ~he discharge occurs
~hrou~h an internal or£~lce within the vor~ex drum . This
square-shaped intake is weT1 below ~he normal wa~er level In
~he sump and Is below Ch~ ~ener¯l re~on o~ float¯bias.
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The back portion of the device to simply the onnect£on ptpo
vl~h s~op rings for "O-ring" =ubber gaskets. A gas trap
results due to ~he gaske~ connection end the intake being
belou the Jump va~er level. £xls~tng leader pipes ~n
catchbastns a~e often "out-of-round- requiring a small
segment of PVC or VCP to be grou~ed In before £naer~.lng the
device. Another alternative ts ~o segmen~ ~he devtce and
g~ou~ ~he dev*ce’s ou~le~ pipe Ln~o ~he leader~ and ~hen
onnec~ ~he "vortex drum" vL~h a aechantcal ~l~ed o118r
o~ec~ton.
Figure 10-A shays ~he layou~ fo~ Wes~ Ge~n tnle~ w~h a
"gully" screen ~or ~8pp*ng and ca~chtng s~tcks, rock8 and
floa~ables ¯ ~ vortex ~h~o~le con~ols ~he dtscharge ~om
~he *nle~ (Pksano, 1988). Sho~ tn Ftgu~e 10-8 ts an advanced
~orm of vortex ~h~o~le ( German design ). The dev*ce
consts~s o~ ~wo dtsh-heads velded ~oge~he~ w*~h a specLal
~lared tn~ake and ~t~ed v*~h adjustable ort~Lce *nser~s ~o
~A~ changAng the stage / dAscharge flay characteristi.
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dla~ter rnnge st 3=.8- (0.25- 1.5 cfs release rate ~ange ).
Host st the devices used on ombined ae~r
lesser release ~ates resulting Ln or~f~c:yetis ~ve had
4-. (0.25-0.5 ~s release rate range ). rot a few P~ects
Nlndsor, Ontario during the late ?0’
devices With 2" orifices were used to restrict
s , Severe1 hund:ed
dtsc~rglng
a~Zl~/a~te~ ~o~b~ned sewer
D. HengLng Tr~8
~e fLnal ~th~ diseased Ls ~he use
" ~ "- J "~ create the flo~ ?aped plastL¢
Sch~ft~n, 1985). r/gu~e 11 lhows the la~ut.
Over(Walesh
1000 and
Control
devices have been Installed in Skokle ¯ Zllinols.
?bls setup
has aZao been used to ontrol the outtlow fron 8~11o~
UndergrOUnd storage

2-5 [X~£RZ~HC[ ~D CLOGGzHG £V~Z~S
The vortex throttle has probably received the greatest
attention due to the CO~erclal claim of "non-clogging.
vOrtex flow action, and the high cos~ of ~he devices. Since
1976 When the device was ~lrst installed In EuclId~ there
have been a number o~ reporttngs
ho*tles lodg*ng themselves In *he °:~:~:s*£c cup and pop ’
(Presumabl~ during ~tsing and talllnq Se~ences
during
- Shaped
events). ~here have ~een ~ew ~epo~ed instances
~here the
devices have clogged with sand and rocks. This Problem has
OCCurred where the devices were installed in cntChbasins or
In inlets with insufficient sump space.
One no~able drawback of this technology is ~he inability to
actually see by inspection whether the device is clogged
since the intake is Submerged). In Practice, the rate of
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observed street level drain down ( where street pending in
intended) £s generally used to detect such problems.

2

Catchbasin devices were Installed end evaluated for the
EPA 108 Program in Rochester, Hew York as pert of 8 R&D
evetumtion on a combined sewer system (O’Brien end Gets,
1982). Different tankage applicetlons and cetchoas£n devices
within combined systems were evaluated in Cleveland
(Hetthews, 1982) . Zt was concluded that fouling can occur la
inlets (where no sumps are provided to catch debris), or
where cstchbesin sump depth is limited or not maintained.
Minimum device size :ecomaended Ls a unit baying a minL~u~ 3"
orifice outlet .
Zt is interesting to note that there have been no reported
new combined sewer applications using devices with an outlet
orifice less than 3" since the late 70’s. Geremn experience
with very small ( less than 2" orifice units) has not been
favorably due to cloggege (Pleats, 1988). r:oa~practice It
seems that devices having orifice range of 3"-4 are about L . .
the practical lower limit.
As pert of a SRH technology review and basis of design scheme
for the Vlllsqe of Skokie, Zllinois , Donshue £nglneers in
1984 conducted s one season (fall) evaluation of
potential for various types of flow restrictors (release rate
range of 0.12- 0.?8 cfs ) within a drainage ares having large
numbers of deciduous trees (Donahue ~nglneers, 1985)
Horizontal orifice plates, grating restrictions,
T:aps, Sceptors, Cromacs and Danish - type vortex valves were
evaluated . This assessment was conducted to select the best
flow control device for "inlet control" of the Howard Street
District ( roughly 800 acres) of combined sewer area impacted
by basement flooding problems.
:t was concluded that the Hanging Trap, the Scepter, and the
vortex throttle were equal in performance . All o~her devices
were adversely impacted by leaf cloggage. The Hanging Trap
was chosen ~o be :os~ cos~ effective since the first cost of

the plastic Hanging Trap is about $25. I~ is fabricated of
readily available materials, and is easily grouted in place
(and reportedly easy ~o snap off and replace)
In 1985 Hanging Trap flow throttles were installed in
approximately 300 ca~chbasins and as the outlet control in 8
underground concrete ~anks ~Ithln the Howard Street District
in Skokie, Illinois. A number of asphalt speed hump systems
were also installed to create minor surface pondlng areas
~i~h drainage back ~o nearby inlets .A post evaluation phase
indicated no substantial problems. Design and implementatlon
for a second area (1200 acres) is in progress . A higher
~ensi~y of underground tanks is envisioned as ~he area is
more commercial in nature.
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2

o~ 0.S cfs was the satisfactory lower limit. At
unacceptable . The C~omac constantly clogqed end a release
rate o~ I cfs was dee~d as the lower practical lim£~ .
~isner ~ound ~ha~ the vortex valves vere nearly cl~o~ree.
He ~ound ~hat the German vortex throttle could not be clogged
under any conditions . The German device was ~he only device
~ested ~or release ~ates under 0.2 cfs and was
fo~ s release rs~e as low as 0.11 cfs. ~tsne~ ~ound thst the
intake of the Danish vortex valve could be cl~ged, but only
under extremely adverse conditions such as high rate mixed
trsns~rt o~ large ~wiqs and leaves. The lowes~ release rate
used ~or the Danish device was 0.23
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3 C~.q~ SII~D Z~,~

The "Ridge Road Program ¯ yes one of ~he three pro~ect=s
completed during the period of 1gel- 1984 ~n ~am , Ohio
suburb o£ Cleveland) . ~h~l p~o~ec~ bes~ exemplk~es
control concepts to m~ga~e d~££~cult su~ace ~l~ng and
s~ormwa~er rela~ed base~n~ ~l~ng ~n a dense uw~n a~ea.
¯ he p:o~ec~ also :educed sp:lng ~n~tl~:a~lon contributions
~he sanitary :e~: syz~ea and even~lly to ~he ~.
The area known as the "Triangle - ~n Pa~ AS a top~rapbl~
"d~shed" shaped area ( 30 acres) s~uated ~th~n ~he
port,on of a 2S0 acre drainage system . The ~e~rein ~n
~a~ershed ~s h~lly ~l~h deep valleys, and the land generally
slopes ~o ~he "Triangle- (see r~gu=e 13 fo~ location).
input from 1200 ac~es upstr~m. The 290 ac~e a=ea is highly
developed vL~h 1200 homes and many omaewcLel
establishments. The area is crossed by tvo ma~or
arteries and ~s served by an "oven/undersystem (see Figure 1 for ~Lcal layout). ~Ls method
o~n severage system confL~ratLon throughou~ ~he Cle~land
area and Ln other ~tropolL~an a~e8s in ~he U.S.
PrLo~ to this pro~ect, the "TrLangle~ endured severe basmnt
fl~dLn~ resulting from surchargLn~ sanitary seuers du:Lng
heavy rainstorms ( a~ leas~ 3-4 episodes per year) . The
cause of surcharge s~ems from ~he undersized 8~orm
~h~ch canno~ handle s~orms flo~s~ p~essurlze~ surcharge and
leak s~gnif~cant amounts o~ clear ~a~er into ~he rock f~lled
" french dra~n" ~rench section ¯ Since ~he se~er ~o~n~s
~he sanitary se~er are ~nvariabl~ cracked or brokene ~he
surcharge cond~ion ~h~n ~he rock f~lled ~rench adversely

affects ~he sanitary sewe~ plp~ng~ ul~i~ely resul~Ing
basemen~ flowing.
Ba~emen~ flooding In ~he "Triangle" ~s further exacerbated
~he poor hydraulic ounlen conditions of ~he local saniEary
systems discharging ~o ~he ~runk sanitary se~er .The ~runk
sanitary sewer passlng ~hrough ~he s~udy area receives
slgnlflcan~ upstream we~ wea~he= rela~ed Inputs. IE ~hen
becomes flow-cons~ralned by a sudden fla~enlng ot grade
downstream of’~he s~udy area.
Due ~o ~he rolling ~erraln , ~here are nu~rous ~low valley
pockets" ~hroughou~ ~he entire 290 acre area. The s~o~
drains are generally Inadequate . Surface ~a~er which canno~
escape via "major overland rou~es" a~ ~hese low
loca~ions,
accumulates and severe s~ree~ flooding resul~s.
Prior ~o ~hls pro~ec~, bo~h s~ree~ and basemen~ flooding
fre~en~ly and simultaneously occurred In the "Triangle"
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during he¯vy aummer ~hunder ltorn8 . Slmll¯r probleam
experienced throughout the entire 290 acre ¯re¯ bu~ Were not
as severe as An the" Trtangle-.
An solution contemplated earlier was to onstruct ¯
underground off-line detention basin for relieving the
sanitary trunk sever coming into the study ¯re¯ ,
construct sanitary relief severs throughout the "?rl¯nole to
Estimated cost of these improvements was $2.2 mLllion~ Only
basement flooding In the homes within the -Triangle. wOuld be
affected . Surface water flooding would not be addressed.
The alternative (implemented) sotution involved inter
controls on the storm sever system within the entire (290
acre) catchment area to minimize sanitary relief sever
improvements. Dual concepts of both "inlet" and
ontrols were COnsidered .
Under controlled conditions, experiments v, re conducted to
relate the degree of storm 8ever surcharge to sanitary sever
Infiltration for d£fferent diameter storm PApas . These
results were used ~o relate sanitary sewer infiltration as ¯
function ot storm sewer hydraulic control .
A hydrologic model was used ( BRRL method), and different
stormvater Inlet control strategies were Investigated for
assumed levels of’full pipe or less" flow conditions . The
aim was
to determine whether suffic£ent storm 8ever
exfAltration reduction could either eliminate or minimize
the need for sanitary system Improvements ¯ Cost effective
analyses however AndiCa~ed that Inlet control could not
reduce sanitary sewer surcharge to acceptable levels .
Several relief sanitary sewer segments £mprovements were
needed. The final solution entailed ¯ "hybrid = of inlet (
stormwater management of storm drains ) and outlet ( sanitary
sewer relief ) controls.
¯ he following set of inlet controls were implemented as part
of the s~orm sewer system improvement program. A schematic of
s portion o~ the study area controlled is shown in Figure 14.
(s)
(~)
(¢)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Storm/sant~ary manhole rehabilitation
Re-~rou~Anq ~low-constratned pipe se~nent8
Overland flow "~raintng. harms
Surface s~ora~e ~erms for surface storage
Re-cons~ruc~ton of low curbs to maximize surface storage
Xns~alla~lon of catchY¯sin vor~ex ~hrottles to induce
S~ree~ surface s~ora~e or overland flow to tanks
{q) Mew catchY¯sAns to intercept Overland flow
(h) Mew s~allow drains ~o dewa~er low "trapped- stree~ areas
(A) Under,round s~ora~e ~anks with ou~le~ vortex throttles
(~) Disconnection o~ residential downspouts ( front only).
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Construction costa in 1984 were $875w000 ( SNN inlet
2
controls - $600,000 and sanitary sever segments . $275,000).
Unit cost of underground ¯forage ranged from $6.50 to
-$g.?5/cubic foot (utility re-location, tank¯, flow
controllers, pavement replacement etc.) Zest¯lied
flow controllers ranged from $700-$900 per basin. ( today ¯
stainless steel vortex throttles would cost $$00-$?00 due to
rises in raw material costs). Surf¯ca ¯tar¯g¯ generated
averaged about $4 per cubic foot. Total savings equalled
about $1 million dollars (Pin¯no, 1982}.
The pro~ect has mitigated surface water pending end has
provided basement flooding protection throughout the entire
290 acre area including the "Triangle-. To date there ha¯
been only one reported instance of basement flooding in the
"Triangle- ( 198S during ¯ 20 year ~torm ) ¯ Although not
Intended , spring sanitary sewer xnfiltra~ton has been
significantly reduced .
3.2 ~ake ~lnslg~mond, ~orcester~ 14~an.
Summary details of an extremely cost effective aolutLon are
presented for decreasing the nutrient lo¯dinga from an
portion of the urbanized area imp¯ctlng Lake Oulnsig~mond In
k~rchester, Mass. The Lake is ¯ narrow mile-long recreational
water body surrounded by dense urban patterns ( residential
and commercial ). It is rapidly becoming eutrophic from
s~ormwater discharges. Sewer8 within the study area era
"over/undern systems .
Zn the ?O’s the greater metropolitan 8re¯ of Watch¯¯tar ( 2rid
largest City in Mass. ) was investigated £n ¯ 208 Are¯wide
study, which then led to an Intensive National Urban Runoff
Program (NURP) program of the Lake ~uinslgamond watershed in
the early 80’s. Extremely high bacteria1 landings end high
phosphorous emissions were noted from a 320 acre are8 , the
Belmont Street Drain . Zn 1986, ¯ study was initiated to
develop the "basis of design - details for specific
stormwater storage/ treatment controls for ~hls watershed.
The 1987-88 investigation commenced with a thorough physical
survey of the sewerage system. Critical observations and
measurements during dry and runoff periods indicated that the
dominant nutrLen~ source Ls contaminated storm drain base
flow. It Ls believed that these emissions result from
intermixing of contaminants within the "over sewer ) w~th the "under" (storm sewer ) during
(sanitary
events ( surcharge conditions ) ¯ During ensuing dry periods
contaminated has¯flow emanates from ~he rock filled trench
systems .The service area Ls extremely steep ¯
and
original storm drains were designed to handle about
the 1
year storm . Surcharge levels Ln portions of the system are
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3.3 Sk~ Considerations -1989 ~oston CSO Fscll£ty Plan Study

1

2

In the late ?0’s , s CSO fscllity plan was prepared for the
greater Boston ares. The new agency created by court decrees
the Msss. Water Resources Authority (NMRA)w decided to
investigate the concept of deep tunnels in view of the
favorable tunneling costs experienced in Hilwsukee. Satellite
trestmen~w sewer separation , surface storage and deep
tunnels were considered in the laSS effort.

"-

In addition, a Best Management Program (BM~) LS to be
developed for each of the 14 member neighborhoods and
communtt~s within the CSO area. Figure 16 shows the HMRACSO
service area. In-system s~orsge , S~Q4 ~ sewer flushing,
s~reet sweeping . and c8~chbssin lean£ng ~ere the major
concepts considered.
Production functions ( level of scale versus pollutant
removal ) and cost functions were developed for each of the
options considered for each area. These functions were then
used in sn optimization analysis to determine the best mix of
controls for increasing levels of pollutant or overflow
voluse removal (19).
Three general Sm4 options ware
(s)

Partial Separation ( "PS" ) : direct discoupling of
small combined sewer segments directly to nearby
separated systems.

(b)

Flow Slipping (’FS’) : restrlc~ing combined sewered
catchbssins to move overland ( usually not more than s
bloc~ ) street
loadstreetWithpondin~
connectional relessedint° flowsex~s~lng
separate system
was
not considered.

(c)

Storage ("S" )~ Detaining combined sewer street load
using s~all tanks with ou~let flow throttle.

In order to develop adequate cross-sectional sample data for
the production functions ,several large areas representing a
broad spectrum of control possib~lities were selected . Two
ma~or areas chosen are shown in Figure 16.

U

Area A ( about 900 acres ) is generally combined and its land
mass is Interior with fe~ drainage outlets. Area B ( about
800 acres ) is mostly separated with small combined sewer ¯
pockets". Since th~s area is situated near a ma~or river and
Boston ~ar~or, there are many drainage outlets. Area B is
typical of old combined areas overlayed with relatively new
sanitary
systems, Land use in both areas Is densely
residential wi~h mixed hilly
and flat terrain. It was
believed that these two areas represented a wide mix of
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FIGURE 18 - Portion of Mass. Water Relourc~s Auttt~tty
(MWRA) ~ Servl(:l Alia Considered fo¢ SWM Cofltnl!
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pXping systems so tha~ os~s and levels of achievable ontrol
could be extrapolated to the other
Naps were reviewed, street by street within the pilot areas
~o develop a large se~ of SWH possibilities. For most of the
"windshield" Inspected to ascertain general feasibility.
Preliminary solutions end costs yore developed .
A total of 56 individual smll SWN pro~ects were identified
and costed for local conditions . Pro~ect areas ranged in
size from 0.5 ~o ? acres. There was about an equal
distribution of the three SWN categories ("PS’, "FS’wmS’) .
Using these pro~ects as the date base # scaling factors (
extent of feasibility and costs ) were developed for
ne£ghborhoods w£th£n ~he I~4RA service ares.

¯

Complete separaL~on cons~ruction costs ( including
engineering and contLngency ) for the t~o sample areas ranged
from $90,000 ~o $120,00 per acre. Similar costs for the mrS"
pro~ects averaged $11,300 per acre . Average costs for the
"PS" pro~ec~s were $33,000. Costs for the "S" type pro~ects
were similar to complete separation due to the general lack
of street slting opportun£~ies ( end achievable scale ) to
s£~ua~e small curb-s~de underground tanks. Parks and green
spaces were specifically excluded.
For area B , 57t of ~he co~lned sewered area could be
impacted by S~H controls , and 48.6t of this area
controllable by "PS" pro~ects . The balance As spilt between
"FS" and "S" pro~ec~s .
The optimization procedure generally selected In-system
storage as ~he least cos~ BHP option~ and for some areas
street sweeping and catchbastn cleaning were also
(CH2/OIILL, 1989). SWN options were nevertheless
for several areas, particularly w~thln pilot area B.
Since in-line s~orage was considered difficult to achieve as
a BHP ( much more study was perceived to be necessary for
implementat~on ) ,only a limited area was selected for
line s~orage ( value was obvious).
Stree~ sweepln~ and
ca~chbasin cleaning a~ present levels were recorr~ended as BHP
controls. These conclusions are presently under review by
the :e~ulatory agencies and interested community groups (19).

CONCLUSIONS
The perceived value of SWM for CSO control is s~ill in its
infancy in ~he United States. In Canada , the practice is
widespread, particularly in the Ontario provence. The concept
is highly opportunistic , but can result in significant cost
savings.
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A number of Implemented case studies have shown that
aPPZicstion of inlet control concepts to minimize the extent
o~ outZet control relief systems ¯ i.e.
solution strategies, result in substantial crenttn9 hybrid
Successful examples to date In the U.S. have been
cost ~eductlone.

Choice of ~he aPpropria~e cetchbasln flow controller for a
given design application is difficult . Vortex
should be used when the intended release rates are less than
0.2 cfs. Other devices may be suitable for higher tlo~
, provided ~he:e is mlnl~l Presence o~ deciduous leaves (
i.e., la:qe psrkln9 ~11s ), and ~he 11kellh~d o~
levels of ~[n~enance can be assumed. I~ ~hese onditions
Canno~ be sa~lsfled , ~hen vor~ex ~h~o~les should be used
~o~ des19n release :a~es of 0.2-0.S cfs. Because
Increasing size and cos~, vOr~ex ~hwo~les beco~ leas
a~:ac~lve ~han o~he: options fo: design release
exceeding 0.75 cfs.
Besides release ra~e, ~he ~s~ ~ de~e~Inan~ in
con~:ol device selection is ~he presence o~ deciduous
w~htn ~he l~edla~e catchment. Hlnlmu: ca~chbasln
depths of a~ leas~ 15 laches are :eco~nded above ~he lnve:~
of ~he res~rlc~ln device ~l~h ca~c~aaln cleanln9 a~
on an annual ~sls9.
~F~C~S
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S:1sson,R.
S~o~ Sewer ~alysls for Implementation ot
Znle~ Con~rol,
Euclld,
Ohio,
Hydro Research
; Development, Brls~ol, U.K., Jan., 1981

3.

Ptsano ~. & U~llza~ton of Ca~chbastn Res~:lc~ors ~o
P~ers~ro[f Htn[m[ze Se~er Separa~/on Cos~s,Ne~ England
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~ye. Relief Se~e~
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Experience w~ S~orm~a~er Hanagemen~ ~n
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o develop i~estiqa~ive ~ec~i~ea to
q~e~nt8 in identityL~
~ainage sys~o~; ~
o pmenC case s~ud/es ot te~L~
sol~ted n~ici~lities in idontity~ cr~sDischa~es ~n s~o~ drainaqe ou~falls ~n
co~lnat~on o~ d~-veather base flus;
~off; sn~elC racer; ~n~e~l~ent diseases ot
debris, rash-waters, and o~er vas~e ~Cer~als ln~o
s~o~ drains; and ~e relatively continuous diseases

;

1. Ass~sCan~ ~ofessor, ~pa~en~ of Civil ~l~rt~,
~e University of Alaba~ ac B~n~h~ (U~)
Station, Bl~2~haa, AlUm 35294.
2. Chief, Sto~ and Co~n~ Saver ~llutton Con~l
Pr~raa, U.S. Env~ro~en~al Pro~ec~lon Aqen~,
~o~r2dqe Ave. (~-104), Zd2son, Nev Jersey 08837.
3. InsC~cCor, ~pa~en~ of Civil Z~2neerlnq, U~.
4. Senior Enq~neer, ~vard Clyde Consultants, 101
Han~o Ave., Oakland, Hew Jersey 07436.
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of sanitary and Induatrlsl oross-onnect~dvastes.
discharges include storavatsr ~het contains ~he vashoff
of pollutants free all land surfaces durLnq riles,
Includ/nq waahoff of pollutants from areas such as

industrial material and waste storage areas, gas
service areas, parklnq lots, and o~her Lndustrlsl and
commercial areas, etc. Yherefore, ~he qualLty of urban
runoff can vary greatly wi~h time {dry versus vet-

weather, cold versus varu weather, sic.) end loose!on.
The discharge of sanitary and industrial vistas ln~o
store drainage (cross-onnec~ions) can los4 to serious
water pollution problems. Xn many cases, atoru drain
discharges are badly polluted by stora~atsr alone~
without the additional pollutant loadinqs associa~ed
with sanitary or industrial connections. The addition of
sanitary wastes increases the concentrations of oxy~Jendauandlnq organic solids and nutrients, and
the nuaber of pathogenic aicroorqanlsma In t~e
induced discharqa. Industrial wastes can be highly
variable, but can substantially increase the
concentrations of many filterable heavy ~e~ls in
runoff, as an example. In many cases, annual discha~e
loadings from stor~vater outfalla can be greatly
affected by dry-weather discherqss (Pitt and Shavlsy
1982: Pitt 1984: and Pitt and NcLean 1986, as sxaaples).
Dry-weather and wet-weather urban runoff flo~s have been
uonitored during many urban storw runoff studies ~hat
have found that discharges observed at outfalla
dry weather were significantly different from wetweather runoff, ware and cold weather runoff was also
contrasted during some studies and was also found
quite different. Durinq ~he Castro Valley, California,
Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) study, Pitt and
Shavley (1982) found that the dry-weather flows were
very hard and had very few nonfilterable pollutant~
while the s~or~vater runoff was quite soft and had
substantial nonfilterable metals. The dry-weather flows
were found to contribute substantial quantities of many
pollutants, even though the concentrations were not
h~qh. ?he long duration of baseflows ~n eany areas
Horl:h /maraca (about 95 percent of the time) off-sat
their lower concen~rations and lower flow rates as
co:pared to we~-wea~her (stot~water) flows.
?he Bellevue, waahin~ton, HURP project (Pitt and
Bissonne~e 1984) sum~arized ~he reported incidents of
~n~era~t~en~ discharges and dumpings of pollutants into
~he local s~orw drainage system. During a three year
period of ~:e, abou~ 50 c~izen contacts were made to
~he Bellevue S~or~ and Surface Wa~er U~tlity District
concerning wa~er quall~y problems. ~bou~ 25 percent of
~ha co,plaints concerned oil being discha~qed into ator~
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CROSS’CONNECTIONS ANALYSIS
o over-~aterAn~ runott
o dAr~ sprayA~ ot ~A~ ~
o

2

pA~ s

o wa~i~ ot ~y~ ~
0 ~au~
0 i~r d/n~10~ O~e ~01d
s~s~s

~i~ ons/de~ in a se
g~ineer/n9
o~ Ni
Study
1~auk~_~e
......
are
~ing inco~rat~
intoram
~eres
onplo~t
~, ~_
EPA
__~_~i~
~1. ~e
o~erctal and Industrial appr~ Is
differentiating industrial ~t~ories s~ress~~
i~ustrial disease ~it pr~r~. ~
~
~e savage relat~ Sources aM
~ould ~ :elativeiy continuous An tX~ duwa~ion. ~e
O~er Sources vould be lnte~lteene. ~ a drainage e~
increases Ln size, hovever~ ~e
~n~e~ses ~a~ d~-vea ....... I/~Y
¯ ndivldual inte~tten~’~,~?~a~es alS~iat~
referenced Previously fo~ £1~8 at ~e ~n/tor~
oUttalls ~st o£ ~e time during d~ veather,
~ough ~e Cloys ve:e ve~ 1~
~e tlovs also chanse ~
_4~ ~Laes. ~e
of ~e day for the monitored Toronto industrial ou~tall
(Pitt and NO.an 1986). Some ~rend: Yore also no~ for
d~-veather ou~fall flows for different ~1aea of ~e
year (especially In ~e COlder areas).
~ls s~udy Is identifying ~i~e Physical, biol~t~l,
o~ chemical characteristics tha~ would distillsb ~e
different £1ow sources. After ~e ~tentlal
categories are LdentLCLed, additional
~OUld Pr~eed upstreaa Ln
specific sources.
Sewerage ~o iden~lfy ~e
~nltorinq
~ pupil og th8 monitor~ PrOCures Is to s
~e out£alls into ghre ........ .
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level of confidence) to Identlt~v vttlch o~ttmllm nee4
furl~er analyses and lnveetiqetions. These
mrs: (1) pathogenic or toxic pollu~nt sources,
nuisance end aquatic life ~hreetenirw pollu~nt
and ()) unpolluted rater sources. The pathogenic and
toxic pollutant source category ~ould be ~nsidere4
mast severe end ould cause disease upon rater
or consumption end significant impacts on receivln~
rater organisms. They may also cause si(JnifLcant vet~r
treatment problems tot dmmstreaa sensuae~s, mapecLally
for soluble metal and organic toxicants. These
pollutants may originate from sanl~ry, cmmer~Aml, and
industrial vssteveter rome-connections. Other
residential area sources (besides sanitary vam~m*ate:)
such as inappropriate household toxicant disposal,
automobile engine de-greasing, vehicle aseAdent oleanup, and irrigation runoff from landscaped areas
excessively treated vi~h chemicals (fertilizers and
pesticides) may also be considered An ~him most critical
Nuisance and aquatic 1Ale ~hreatentmj pollu~nt sources
can originate from residential areas and may lnclmle
laundry vaetee, landscaping irrigation runoff,
automobile vashinq, construction mite devaterlr~, and
vashinq of ready-mix trucks. These pollutants can
excessive algal grov~he0 tastes and odors in dmmatreaa
rater supplies, offensive coarse solids and flcatables,
end highly colored, turbid or odorous raters.
Clean rater discharged through stormvster outfalle can
originate from nature1 springs feeding urban creek~ l"~let
have been onver~ed to storm drains, lnflltretleg
qroundvster, infiltrating domestic rater from rater line
lmak~,
The proposed manitoring approach Is separated into ~hree

o initial field surveys
o confirmatory chemical analyses.
These three initial phases viii be folloved by detailed
storm drainage and site investigations to identify
specific pollutant contributors and control options, as
appropriate.
An important requirement of the methodology is that an
initial field screening effort vould require minimal
effor~ and vould have little chance of missing a
seriously contaminated out fall. ~his screening progrum
would then be followed by a more in-depth analysis to
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near ~ho outfell ~n pFovido evidence ~tat ln~ppropr~e~
dlscha~e8 ~rl~cally ~r. H~er. ~ ~r~
~o ~e ~alls signttLcan~ly L~roaso ~e p~/IL~y
~slble a~LvLtLes ~y ~ ~tr~t/~

so.rate ~e ~ttaZls
into clear Op~Z~ ~ o~
probleme ~t~orles. ~n ~ ot ~e ~
Investigate, only o~l~ probl~ at ~e ~t
critical ~ttalls resulted in lnsutticien~ ~eiv~
water ~ality implements. It ~y ~ ~t ~
eventually o:~ al1 c~s~lon p~l~
~ugh~t a city, not ~ust the ~t ~e~ p~l~.
~is screeni~ procure should ~ere~ore ~
as )use an initial efto~ that ~s ~ ~ to11~-~
vi~ ~ro detail~ on~i~to~ /~estiqat/~ a~ ~
outfalls a~ receiving va~er non/~ori~ ~ d~t
p~ ¯
Candida~e ~ranetero. ~ny dt~o~n~
~s are ~Lnq evaluated as pa~ ot ~Ls pro~. ~e
LnL~Lal s~reenL~ e~o~ should L~l~e ~
o placenen~ of ou~fall LdentLtL~tLon
0 out,all dLs~a~e ~1~ est/~te~
o flea,shies, coarse solids, olor~ o~1 ~een, ~
~or character/stlcs of water:
o other ou~fall a~a chara~@rlstl~, such as
stains, debrls, ~qe to concrete, corroslon~
~usual plant qr~, or abse~e of plants~
o water t~rature~
o co~uct iv/ty;
o eu::c~an~ concentration.
~ese ~aractertstlcs can ~ relatively easy to obtain
a~ ~e outfall location, dependt~ on the
de~ec~on llni~s for ~e chenical analyses and
interferences. The selection of ~e pr~edures ~o use to
obtain ~he tracer concentrations w~ll depend on ~F
condi~lons, nest no~ably ~e e~c~ed ~racer
concentrations In ~he uncontaainated base fl~s a~ in
~he potential cross-connec~lon source flows, alo~
~he needed probabilities of de~ec~ion 8~ the
contanina~ton level, k description of ~e ~echn£~es
~In~ developed as pa~ of ~his study ~o help ~n ~e
selection of the analytical pr~edure8 is given later in
~his pa~r. O~her factors affecting pr~edure selection
include
o~ use, sn~1y~cal ~n~er:erences, os~ of
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¯

A Wastewater Master Plan. which w~l ix~sv~de edequale ~weyan~ ~
uc.aUnent facilities for IX~jected futu~ wascewaler flows and~ reduce

¯

A Stormwater Muter Plan, which will safely manage flooding luned by

¯ ^ Combined ~ Overflow Ivta~er Plan, which will adequmely cemmi
combined sewer overflows (C$Os) du~in| high-rivor stages md
It is unclear m d~ IneS~tt time what I¢v¢1 of control will ultimmr, ly be required
for C$Os. For this reason, a key ¢~nent of the CSO-comml plan is to develop ¯
"b.u!lding bluck’~hased
~e_n~.,..as.nated
appr?a..,
u .p..o9.
h, which
will allowa~l
seqncnlial
analysis onsm~tion
of ru=ivingofwere.
facilities
Thus. the
’ moniumng
acmeve increasingly bigher levels
of control as d~ need
:s a’ flying" plan," providing a road map that id~m~ifies the Iocalion lad typa of facilities
that are to be constructed but nm specifying the ultimate size of those facilities,
However, space is reserved to build facilities dmt will conuo~

case that I¢v¢1 of cza:ol is finally mquimJ in my given ~
For the proposes of the SWIM Propan~ the taudy area. wbich couqxises the
4 la.sq_.u~m. -hale a~a of Hamilme Coumy, Ohio. was divided into nine major
areas. Thrs paper describes how this approach to nmtaer.plmming is being applied m
One of tbese, me Duck Cn:ek Draim~ Area 0).
PHYSICAL SETTING
The Duck L-~n~k Dreinage A~a is located in ~e sombeast quadrant of Hamihon
County in southwestern Ohio adjac~m to t~ Ohio River and immafiat¢ly west of
Little Miami River (Figure 1). The Ohio River is a large, muddy, fast-flowing
trihuta~ to ~ Mississippi River. ~ drainage a~a of the Ohio River at Cincinnati is
76.$80 square miles (198.257 square kilometers). The Little Mi~tmi
of the ~kalnag¢ a~a. has a watershed of 1.757 square mil~s (4~49 squa~ kilom~t~s)
and has been classified as a Scenic River over much of its length, incleding the
portions adjacent to the Duck Creek Drainage Am. About $.100 acres (2.070
hectares) of the total of 17..581 a~ts (7.115 hcctares) in t/~ drainage a~a drain to
~se two major rivers, while t~ remaining 70 p~m~m is drained by Duck Creek and
Over 80 percent of the drainage area is sewered, with combined sewers
comprising 60 percent of the sewet, ed area and separate sewers comprising 40 percent
of the sewered asia. More than half of the sewers were built befo~ 19~0, and both
su’uctural and hydraulic deficiencies have been reported. Figure 2 show the areas
served hy combined sewers and by separate sewers. It also shows the eighteen
watersheds into which the drainage ~ was divided for the purposes of this study.
The interceptor sewer system, which is shown on Figure 3, diverts dryweather sanitaq~ flows and a portion of the wet-weather flow to the Litd¢ Miami
W’Xg"T’P. Wastewater flows f~om the remainder of the dninagc area a~ intercepted by
the Delta Avenue Pump Station, located along the Ohio River. The exisung capacity of
this pump station, whlch pumps flows into the LiRIe Miami W~lq’P, is 9,000 gallons
per minute (570 litc~ per second).
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Deerfleld Creek

intercemor\

L.~Io Miami

LEGEND
!.~ WATIU~HED NUHeF..R~

" COMBINED SEWER INTERCEPTOR SYSTEM

I

RGURE

IN DUCK CREEK DRAINAGE AREA
I
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~egulators
staU¢
............ to.o~
m.test~t~,
sewerL,
v" .u~uaU.y
...... ’~.6u~.are
u-~a,
~a~/onsssun$
a 8s"~e wish
a l~ inlet
(wida or all d thea~

RECOMMENDED ~OR~A~R ~ON~Y~ ~RO~

-,~- .;.]-sunace storage
s.cs rot ~-s~ stage r~utu~ w~ ~ av~lable, ~nt
we~ ~o~end~. ~ ~aJysis s~w~ that a~ut
sto~combin~ ~w~ n~d~ to ~ e~ ~placed or
st~ctural integ~ty of ~e exis~ng ~wer ~d ons~~bili~
~ign~nt of ~ ~ng
~reas which ~e not cushily ~ed by sto~ ~we~. ~n~l ~asu~s we~
designed to resolve each of ~e~ problems; most of these ~u~s
JmpJement~ i~ately (wi~ t~ av~ble ruing I~ls ~ ~ ~iW). whik a few
measures will stgmficamly inc~ase the volume of
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ANALYSIS OF THE LITTLE MIAMI WASTEWATER TREATMENT
PLANT
mxx~LJuJe Miami Wtst~water TJuuuem PJ~t (WWTP)
s- .,~7" ucr "ow .ccxn~. from t~e Duck Cr~k Duin~e AmL

a~t~ ~-w~m= now of 2~ m~ (!.1 m3~),

~TIMATE OF COMB~ED SE~R OV~O~

A lum~d ~onal f~ula c~fficicnt ~0~ w~ ~pli~ f~ ~h ~
avenge cva~ion o£ 0.~ inches (~ milkmen)
depression s~o~ge wu ~1 a~ 0.~ ~ches(l.3 ~). A volu~ o£ 0.~ i~s (].0

Existing ove~ow volumes can ~ pmj~ed
(exposed m c£s ~r a~ ~ inches ~ hour) de[e~n~
cap~i;y, in~ca~es ~e l~aUons o( CS~ whe~ ime~ep~
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2

a.va.ame: . he.tore, m.~s pmceam pinpoints w~t-weudmr hydmuik: de, lk:~nci~-

.un.nl.. we.t:weamer oncliuees. zhe mlep.-’eptor can only capnu, e die runoff ~ronl
.mnzzuso~ uezv~en 0.02 and 0.05 in/hr (0.$ m i.3 mmdzr), Fur lai~rrai~dlm,~lS,
.interceptor su~Ma’ging.pre.vents.~ow_ .~pt .u~d by the re~u~ato~ from mien|
mzereClxor. C~3s resuiung nora msm.czea! mlm:eptor calmcily occur du~ d~

and floo~n~ of ~he m~er~-pmr, l~y-uma~-r flows in the ~nu~Tmr m sulmuc~l
~ me m¯zimum hydr~u.lic eap~ty o( ~he ~ se .~m~n. ! which flows om o(
poUutam loads a~ key Ioca~ons alon~ the ~nlercep~’ syslem. Based o~ int~,.eploc
capncity, an average of abou~ ~O m ~0 ovenqows Ira’ year o~u~ in ~he Du~k Cn~k
Dr~nage AreL Insufft~ent in~¢epux eapaci~,/resuhs in appmxima~y ru~e ~e
CSOs ~au.se ~he g~eates: impa~s whe’re high pollutam loads enm" into mudl
suzams. This ~s most pronounced a: the oude~s of ~he combined sc’,vers draining
Watersheds 7, 8, and 17, (shown as ~he a~a upsue, am of A on Figu~ 4) wl~re abou~
2;5~ of ~e ~ot~l C~O pollution f~wn the Duck C~ek drainal~e m’ea enters the
upsu’~.am po~on o( the f~e4’lowing Duck Cr~k. In add~rlon, almos~ all IEe CSO
pollution in lower Duck Creek enters upslre~m oir B oa i~q~ 4; ~ locadoa is near ¯
residential area which includes pa:ks where water ontacl occurs. CSO Ioadin&s to
other mbuta]’y sin’.ares a~ not u high but a~ s~U o(conczm due to the close Frox~,,~y
Other CSOs enter lazy. streams but ~ o(equal ¢x~cm. For example, about a
I-3/4-milc (2.8 kin) s~tch Of the Little Miami River near the confluence with
Creek (shown as C on Figure 4) is contaminated by the (:SOs which occur ,,, the
divenion sw, acture located a! ~he junction of the Duck Cre~k and Little Duck Cn~k
interceptors. Water-qualit7 impacts from CSOs into the Ohio River ¯| rite Delta
Avenue Pump Station and the Little Miami ~ 0xxh located in ~he southern
portion of the drainage area. constitute about 30% or" ~hc total C$O po]i-bon load
generated in the Duck Creek Drainage Area but ;u~ somewhal less serious titan those in
the rest of the dr~nage ~ea because of the higher assimilative capacity of the Ohio
River. In the Ohio. th~ most stmous water-quality problem is coliform polhi6on due m
potential public health imp¯is on near-sho~ recreation and waler contact while
boatin|.
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Figure 4
TYPICAL STORAGE FACILITY
(FROM BROMBA~I-I, 19~9)
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woum nm be used 811 the lime mad tneks ould be t~co out of service
Alternative D: Deep TmmBd

foilowins:
¯ The uamei should be 36 fect (11 m)in diamaec, :meuc~l in had tuck :fX)
to 400 fect (61 to 122 m) below abe 8roumL

¯

Regions/ sto~gn facilities should be oemucted wbe~,v~r the cost d

($4 m~d or 2.4 m3/s). "rbe pump stmioa would dischs~ into aJe exist|

1) If slorage in the tunnel w~e decnmsed by changing Ihe 8lipunent shown in
Figure 9 (i.t., by significsndy shos~-ning it), the tunnel would m captu~
enough o( the combined sewage m be e~fec~ve.
2) it is not cost-effective to decrease the stocsg¢ in the runnel by rufucin| the
tunnel diameter, since the inc~mcntal cost of driUing a small~ tunnel is not
significantly less than the cost to drill ¯ 36-foo((lira) diamete~ tunnel ~s
¯
The majo~ advantage of ¯ deep tunnel is that most of the facilities m~ located
below ground, minimizing problems in several areas, incJoding potential utility
obstruc~ons, land ru:luircn~nts, and odor. Befo~ selecting this aRemativ¢, howard,
further investigation of the tunnel is nocessar~ to ensure that geologicaJ conditions are
appropriate for izs consa’uction (e.g., to locate the h~d-mck lay= and an), fault lines
which could impact the tunnel dunng an e~-thquake). Storage at the Li-le Miami
~ is provided b), ¯ 13-rag (0.6 m3) equa~izatinn ravin us cleschbod shov~
Alternative E: Sanit,,r),lStom Sewer Separution
Sewer sepan~on is definecl as the division or" an existing combined sewer
into non-interconnected sani~r,/and srotm s~wer systems. Tbec~etically, complete
sewer sep-~r;mon is th= only rncasu~ which can completely eliminate combined sew~
overflows. There a~ several major disadvantages involved in separating the two
syslcms:
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ASC~ 1989. pp. 3~9-377. "

a-,,un
o~uaT:
~-~UR..I.m....-.
Area C,u~pp~_r
U r
.W. oonuaqualuckel River
lnlertealor
Dr~in~..
Hodd User’~
6)

ual verllo~ 4, ~nqro~en~l Research Labor-JinX,

mens, ~ AuJ~t, 1988.
Hydrologic Engineerin| ~’at~r, U.S. Army ~ of Easineen. Storage,
Trestment, Overflow, RuJioft Modd (STORM) User~ M~nusi. l~vis,
Cflifanti~, Au~us~ 1977.

7) Rcem=, Lm7 A.. ~ohn A. Aldrich,
Management Model User’s Manual Version 4, AddeMum I EXTRAN.
Eav~oruncaul Re~.atr.h Ltlxx~tory. Office of Re~esa:h sad Dev~ U.$.
Eavimameaul Pnxeccioa Ajeac~, Afl~as Georgia, Ausus~ 1988.
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was la~e ~ever, pr/~rAly fr~ ~
Xn ~ I~SO’s, a ~ssAve ~i~ d~el~n~
Lni~Lat~. ~ epAdemLc of ~ra~yf~ An ~ An
also ~e ~ona~or o~ an exp~ive ~LldL~ o~ Ln~
~18eo as I r~ul~.
¯ ~ ~* .~ ot ~ ~sso,8, ~e~ yes a ~n8~ on
~rL~8 of t~ se~rate 8yst~. Pla~ tot m d~el~n~
had ~en ~ ~ng~ in ~ last ntnute.
~rL~ of tra~L~Lon, ~8sLs van lo14 on
~ shLtt ~n ~ ~vL~ ove~o~ vaIkL~ Ln
~ dLr~L~.
~e I9~O~s ~ ~ chara~rLz~ as ~ ~aIa~
~o ~sLc choLces ~re ~de. ~ t~nt pI~
l~liz~ a~ the /n~e~e~or stature yam do~.
The ~ra~e ~ver sys~en vaa ~e ~ly ~slble
¯Lve Lf ~e ~Ln~s L~ve~ ot ~e8~
s~ld give ~ull
A~ ~he oM of ~he 1960’s ~he ~Lc81 s~ s~e
s ~:al core of pre-v8~ ~Ln~ sys~en ou~
~8t-var so.rate 8ysten conn~ to ~e central ~re.
The oftLcLal ~lLcy tr~ ~e n~ ~v/~ntal
~a~ to ~ v/th ~Ls p:oblem yam 8eparatLon
ex~s~L~ ~Ln~ s~e~s. ~h/s ~o~Ldable
eve:, and ce~s~nly ~ ~L~ any en~usLasa
S~:LzL~ ~e ~L~ 1940-~970, ~ can Lden~L£y
concensus o~ ~e nertts ot the co~Ln~ systen An
18~e 1930’s, an /n~ense dLscussLon and ~es~Lon/ng
~hese ~ri~s durLnq ~he 1940’s, 8 ~ransL~Lon
ILnLnq-up for ~e se~ra~e sys~en durL~ ~he 1950’s a~
non-reflec~Lnq on~Lnua~Lon d~ng ~e 1960"s.
b 1970~m - ¯ ~ri~ o~
Research on ur~n hydrol~ sca~ in Sv~en in the
~Lnnin~ of ~e 1970"s. The :eason ~o~ ~Ls yam Chat
nov had ~o~ o~Lous ~aC s~o~ racer in
undiluted as earlier exacted and Cha~ you
a~ ~re accurate ~Ch~s ~or ~he di~nsionL~
(Fnlk, 1979 and 1983). Appli~ research ~sed on
infiltration o~ s~o~ weber ~d ~sCly ~Ln~nc~
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The lg40"s - ¯ petLo4 st traasitJ~n
Durinc/ the 1960"s end 19?O*s ~ So-Galled
proqrsume- yes ca=tied through. Row t~ilding8 tot
¯ lllion People vet¯ erected. Zn 19SO this prngrs=-e vno
finalized. Thin sins ~e~nt that nov exploitation In the
areas o5 voter supply and severaqs decreased
& nov era o5 ~naqenent instead o5 exploitation started.
There yore no longer different opinions t~tveen the
author/ties and the nunicipalitles on vhethe: noaeu~es
had to be taken on the seversqs systen, lehst still
fernd yes sore the priority o5 undertaking certain tasks.
The change in the opinion st the nuni¢ipalitLe8 nay be
explained by the tact that tt~ costs for running the
existing sever¯go systens veto steadily increasing and
that personnel nov uno~cupind by exploitation were ~here.
The rshablitatLon plan oncel~ l¯un~hed by ~ an~
ported on in guidelines (SNV 1983e and 1983b) h~d its
focus on the environs¯oral ssp~cta. In 1957 (V~V,
the $~edish Miter end lisstovster Works As¯solution publtshnd guidelines for how to sake priorities vhen plan*
ninq ~aintsnsncs, renewal and iaproveaents st the voter
supply and ¯overage netvorks. This itrst~ uy ha
upon as s ontinuation of and ouples¯at to the york
so[e in to~.
The elm of ¯torn valor nanagsnent was fOUrlUlstod by
(SNV, 2983¯) as:
=... to u~nsqe storuvater in a ray that ¯Lnintses nuisances for buildings and environs¯at and that ¯ininizss
the costs of invostnent8, operation end naLntanance.*
This el¯ nay be reached Lf the follovLng scans are
garbed:
the prevaL1Lnq voter budget onndLtLons should be consldored vhen planning an ur~n area,
o stor~ rater should be nan¯god at the source vhsn
sLbl¯,
o ¯assures should be taken to prevent s deterioration of
the gual/ty o5 ¯torn voter,
o the risks of surchsrqes and overflovs should be
sized by using eli possible neons of tZov equalization,
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The UnLt~d Ststas ~L~Z
(EPA) ~ ~n ~e ~eoe o[ d~e~opL~ n~
e[for~ tot d/scha~es tr~ ~Ln~ ~r ~r~l~
(~) a~ dLsc~orqes 2r~ se~a~e 8to~

deveZ~ u~er ~e C~ean Ha~er ~ (~) tot
follwt~ four t~s of di~s are dl~:
o ~ss d~scha~ to ~In~ s~
o I~ustrial si~e ~off to ~in~

~ea/cal ~g/neer, T~lcal ~raa ~elo~n=
~Lon, Office of ~ater ~torce~t and
~lshL~ton, ~, 20460.
’ ChLef, ?~hnLcal Pr~ ~velo~n~ ~Lon,
OffLce of wa~er ~ntorceaen~ a~ Pe~Lts,
20460.
’ In ~ny situations, HPD~S ~L~s have
~L~en for dLscharges of Lnd~trLal pr~esl vas~e
~o serrate I~o~ seve~s. £PA has pwo~s~ r~ula~Lon
~ha~ vLll generally alloy ~hese dlscharqes
~ey are ~n coaplLanc~ vL~ ~Lt ~nd/~Lons
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¯ P& e¯t/aatas th¯t there ¯re approxLaateZy 1,200
o~aun/ties with oabined sever systeas, and these
¯ ysteas operate 15,000 to 20,000 CSOs. Nsny of tJ~se
C8Os ¯re clustered in ’older’ developed are¯¯ An ~te
¯astern United S~ate¯, t~e Greet Lakes Region
so¯tiered ¯re¯¯ of the t~e¯t Coast. Xn ¯ tel¯rArely few
eunicipalitLes, as¯or effort¯ ~o control CSOs have
already been undertaken. Varied control strategies have
eaerqed, such ¯s: Chicaqo*s underqround tunnel
Sen rr¯ncisco’s ~a~)or interceptor sy¯~ea~ ¯ 400
gallon per day swirl oncentrator ooupled vAth An-lAne
storage control¯ in t~¯shinq~on DC: end the
separation projects under, ekes by ¯ nua~er of Gities.
However, ~he ~a:)ority of ¢oa~unLties h¯ve not adequately
addressed C5Os. As ¯ result, r#A¯ issued ~he
on Auq~¯t 10~ 1989.
Coai01ned Sewer Overflow Strate~
Yhe National CSO Strateqy establishes ¯ fraaevork for
ontrelllnq CSOs which includes t~e followinq sinLmum
technoloqy I~sed requireesnts for all CSO discharqes:

"~"

o Proper operation and reqular esintenance proqraas
tar ¯ever systeas and CSOs~
o Naxlaua use of ollec~ion ¯ystee [or storage;
o Review and aodiflcetion of pretreat~ent proqrm
assure Ca¯ impacts are einLsLzed~
~
’i

o Naxi..Izetlon of flay to sevaqe treat-rent plant
o Prohibition of dry-weather flovs; and
o Controls of solid end flea,able esterLJls Ln
discharges.
Nest coa~)Lned sever systems have ~ultiple CSO
dlscharqe points. Con~rols in various part¯ of the
cosbined systea w111 usually differ. Prlorltles for
point of discharge into the separate store swat. (see
Dece~d>e: 7, 1988 (5~ FR 49443)). ~his paper only
addresses the lden:~fication and control of non-st¯el
ato~ water d~acharqea to separate store swore that
currently ere without ¯ NPDF~ pareit.
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o Net ~eether or ~ore atrlnqent all ~eather
o Source ontrols directed at. reducir~g pollutants in
~
!.
~
"
~
"-;

_

syaten’.

o ~nd-ot-plpe treatnent ot (:SO dischargos~
o Proper operation and requler ~aintanance pto~rm
for sewer systeas end C~O~;
o ~axlmm use at ollection systo~ tar stor~e:
o NexLuizmtion of tl~w ~o sewage tremt~nt plaa~ and
o Sewer separation’.
Tn addition to consLderinq industrial
when developLnq control strategies, operators at eoabined
systons ~sy consider usLnq high volu~e disc~arqes
LndustrLml faoll/ttos to flush sewers durinq perim/s at
dry weather. For exseple, ean¥ relatively clean
dischsrqes, such aS non-contact ccoltmj voters are
either discharged to separate stars sewers or discha~nd
directly to surface waters. These discherqes ~ay serve
ms inexpensive sou:cos of water for periodic aetmr line
tlu~ln~.

On Dece~er ?, 1988, (53 1~ 49416), ~1=~
NPDES persit application requireaents tot dlscharqea
ce~’~eln types of separate store severs, including sto~’m
water dlscharqes associated with industrial activity and
discharqes fron nuntctpal separate store met systens
leL’v~n~J I populstion of 100,000 or sore.

’ Source controls dlrect~d st reducinq pollutants in
runoff and spills dlschsrqed to combined setmr
are sieilsr to those for runoff and spills to eeperato
stor~ sewer systeas, and are discussed In sore
later in this paper.
’ Sewer separation should only be u~ed as s merm to
ieprove water cluslity where the net pollutant load
discharged to surface waters is decreased or other
environsentsl benefits result (such as
discharqes to sens~t:~ve recelvinq stree~e), lihen
evaluatlnq a sewer separation strateqy, t~s pollutant
loads associated with store water dlscharqes b~lch will
be taken out of the coabined syatee should be considered.
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the wetezlhed sfld tits n~tu~ of e~:lv:Ltie~

3~

2

hiqh priority include ~ho~e t~atz ere a~timtary
sources of 1.~rticulate or le~d elf emiseion~ ~t
arm clsaslfied as a ~-Jor emittinq facility
chemicals’; operate on-mite len~ disposal unlit;
arm locate~ in drsinaqe basins with imp~ated or
sensitive receiving waters or widespread indumtrial
activity. Priorities can be baaed on t cambinatLcm
of several sources of /nformetion, including
discharge monitorLn~ data (provided by either ~
municipality or the Industry), ~ate de~-r/bln~ the
quality of ~he receivinq water, end other nonquantitative ~ata descrlb/nq the nature o~
industrial ectlvlty or the re~eivi~ ~ter.
0 Mm~a ~_~ Dmvelo~ Con~roIa . A an~e~seltt
should include procedures and me~bo~a tar ~evelopin~
ontrols
for non-storm
water in
diecherqea
~ wll dl~
am
tar reducinq
pollutant~
storm water
tram industrial sites. ~e process o£ de
controls should include e~equate publio
Perticipation. Options tar these ontrol~

¯ [PA requletLorm at 40 CFR 52.21(b)(1) deflate
"m~or stationary source~ as a facility ~hLch iea mr
of a class of industries which is specifically liel~d in
the re~alation which emits, or has the potential ~o
100 tons per year or more of certain pollutant-- lncl~din~
elemental lead and particulates. O~ler an~or sources
include sources were the industry type is not
specifically listed and ~hat emit, or have the potential
to emit, 250 tons per year or more of certain pollu~anth
lncludin~ elemental lead and particulates.
’ Section 31] of Title Ill of the Superfund
k~andaents and Reauthorization Act requires operators of
certain facilities that manufacture, import, process, or
otherwise use certain toxic chemicals report annually
their releases of those chemicals to any environmental
media. Listed chemical include 329 toxic chemicals
listed at 40 CFR 372.45. After 1989, the threshold
quantities of listed chemicals that the facility
¯ anufscture, import or process In order to be required to
suJ~mtt a release report is 25,000 pounds Per year. Yhe
threshold for a use other than manufacturing l,portinq or
processing of listed toxic chemicals ia 10,000 pounds Per
year. £PA promulgated a final requlstion clarifylnq these
reporting requirements on February 16, 1988 (53 Fit 4500).
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o Coa~llance Monltorirm and P~dur~z ~
~ - A coaplisnce proqram should Include
reporting and appropriate monitoring requirements.
Plans for vhan and ho~ to conduct ~nspect~one should
be developed. Provls~ons for penalties and
sanctions for failure to oaply should be developed.

~
C.

NOH-~TOR~ MATER DZSCllARGES TO S~FARATE STORN

Non-afore water dLs~ha~ee to separate stot~
~nclude a vide variety of sources, including
connections’, improper duaplnq, spills, leaklu~e troa
aelfunctionlng o= leaking sanitary swat 11nes~
contaminated q~ound water or leakage free atora~e
end transfer areas. Nessures to ontrol spills and
visible leakage can be ~nco:Tx)reted
practices (~(P) plans (see below).
:n aany cases, operators ot Industrial facilities
nay be unaware of illicit discharges or leakage
underground st¯rage tanks or o~her non-visible
Zn aoae cases, Illicit connections to st¯re setmra ~ere
Installed before ~eir legal prohibition, end have since
been fo~Jotten about. For exmsple, illicit connections
are often associated vlth floor d:eine ~bat ere connect~J
to separate atom severs. Rinse waters used to lean or
cool objects, and o~her process vaeteveters say be
discharged to the separate ¯torn sever via ~he Improperly
connected floor drain. ~11ese non-etoz~vater discharges
to a st¯:¯ sever may be inadvertent with the operator
unaware that t~he floor drain is connected to Me atom
sewer. In ~.hls case, ~hs key to controlling these
discharges is to Identify then.
O. NEYHODS TO IDENTIFY NON-STO~NW&TER DXSCKMtG~STO
SEPARATE STOP31SE~ERS
Several nethods for identifying the presence of nonst¯re water discharges are discussed belo~. A
cosprehensive evaluation to non-¯torn water discharges st
a facility nay incorporate severs1 aethnda.
o Scheaa~ics - tfhere they exlst, accurate pipinq
scheaatics can be ~nspected as ¯ first step in

’ Illici~ discharges are point source discharges of
pollutants ~hat are not coaposed entirel~ of ¯torn water
and ~hs~ are not identified ~n an NPD£S pernit which are
diacharqed to aepara~e sto~ severs that result In
discharges to waters of ~he United States.
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~aterLsla oL’ onstructLon tot containers lumd2tn~
hazardous substances or toxLc pollutants are ~spatLblo
v~t~ t~e onts/ner’s on~enta ned surtmm~tn~
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of ontrols such as epL11 prevention neasuruc, oan be
considered to prevent catastrophic events ~hat
to surface or ground voter

Vn rome cares, the ellnlnetlo~ of a pollu~:lo~
may be the most cost effective ray to on~ol pollu~anto
tn storu voter die.horses associated vith
activity. Op~fon8 £or eliminating pollutlo~ source8
include reducing on-site air emission8 affecting
quality, changing chemicals used at the facility end
movir~ otoreqe areas Late buildings. An ezample
eource ella/netLon is ~t many ~ood preserving
t°cLlltLeo vhLch have used Pentachlorophenol 88 ¯
preeervotive in the past have 8~ltehed to
preservatives. An exmsple of source el/nLcatLon at rood
preservLng plants usLng LnorqonI~ preaervetLvea suc~
chromated copper arsenate (CCA), is the cam at runott
from drLp pads as a voter supply in n~king aqueous
p=eservLng ~olut/onm.

1. National ¢osblned Sever Overtlo~ Strategy,
A~t 10, 1989.
2. Notional Pollutant Dlscharqe Elimination
Perltt Application Re~dlot/on8 for S~:orl Notor
DIsc~tar~em, USEPA, December 7, 1988 (53 t~ 49416).
3. "NPDEs Beat Nonaqement Practices Guidance Document;
USEPA, Office of Water Znforcemant and
Had~il~j~.on DG, 1981.
4. Stooge, C.W., Cleary, J.G., Throe, H.N.,
Nenaqemant Practices for Control of Toxic and Hazardous
Na~erlolom, Proceedings of 1982 Hazardous BeterLel Spill¯
Conference, Government Institute, Rcokvtlle, ND, April,
5. Cleary, J.S., O.O. lvins, O.O. Kahreberqer, C.P. Ryan
and C.H. Stuewe, mNPDES Best Nanaqeman~ Practices
Gu/dance Do~umen~a, XnduotrAal ~nviror~ental Research
Lal=oratory, EPA, Cincinnati, OH, 1979.
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’Sever depar~ent, Seine Saint-Denis county,
99, avenue du General de Gaulle, 91110 Roany-aou~-bola,
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Al~houqh research people
p=ac~i~Lone~ are ~v/nc~
~aLnage and ~ltu~Lon p:ob2eas, ~ny ~lA~LcA~ s~122
~u2d :a~er ~1~ easy ~Zut/ons

~ ~ o~he: ha~, ~e ~Zlo Ls
tar It is ~easLble to ~qe
a~ ~11ut/on ~erfl~s v/~Ln a d~/ ~ envL~t.
avaLlabLllty of ~ers at reZatL~ly 1~ ~t~ Ln
~n~ct/on vLth a ~re ~uti~s
dec/s/on ~kers ~ard ~e const~ct/~ o~
s~rs, have p:ovLd~ ~re sup~:~ ~o: ~he /aple~n~L~
AapXeaen~/nq a ~ncep~ual app:oach
desL~ o~ R~ systems Ls n~ o:Len~ ~a~ ga/n/~ ~e
acceptance of ~h d~LsLon ~kers a~ s~: ~,
~e:e~ avoLdA~ dLs~pCLons
~d ~:ea~s ~ long ~e~ ~ ~rto~.

~e tL~ ondL~Lon to: Laple~n~/~
ac~LevL~ sho~ ~e~ results Ls
capabilities for control vi~Ln
vol~e and location of storage
vs~er au~horL~Les defLninq o.on ob~/ves for plannL~,
desL~, cons~c~Lon, ~Ln~enance
Nonltorinq a s~er newark (ralnqaqe a~ ~er l~el
sensors, ~noff and flow sLaula~Aons) usua11~
s~ep ~oward a ~re accurate unders~a~Lnq ot exLs~A~ ~1~
~e~s, on ~e ray ~ a ~re ~plex
The decisLon ~o s~a~ an overall ~ proJ~ n~s a
~lA~tcal a~eeaen~ and a vLllAnqness of sever ~nage~
Ln~ra~e exLs~Lnq Lnde~nden~ 1~al controls ~ ~o u~e
exLs~lnq orqanAza~1on schema.
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action fro~ an operator durlnq the hydrologic response time
at Controlled se~er sub-networks?

At the decision stoqe of a p~oJece,., the economlo
of ~TC systems to obtain the necessary financial support
a t~aqh and biased task. This is because th.hare usually is
no aiqnificant s~ort-tarm benefit to be expected tr~m
dynamic ontrol.
This situation leads W~C projects to lind lsmadlato
higher removal at total pollution load at treatmen~ plan~s.

Considerinq th.he intuitive e~ctattons of people ~ho
been onductlnq a manual and static operation of severe for
many years before a ~ system is implemented, ~ first
obvious requirement Is to help ~Orkera solve their routine
tasks. The loqlc of improvement from an orqenigational
perspective
~ould claim ~hat only after achiovinq a
satisfactory level of tl~ts basic ~o~1 can ~ tntroduco
techniques to pr~/reea to a dynamic ontrol that v111 be
validated by cumulated experience.
Information on fall~zea and malfm~tlone obtained
a monttorinq system Is a familiar talk ~het is
for many automatized pu~plnq stations or treatment plants,
but Its lnteqretlon into an RTC system can provide
Performance and understandlnq durlnq rainfall events, and
help to define proposals for future Improvements. The qoal
of 1~ is not to replace~ all manual oPerations, and mdurlnq
event dynamic control should be implemented on a limited
number of selected sites, at least at the outset.
Operational objectives can be defined as follc~s:
~ttar
protection
and
for
vorkars
durlnq(e)
their
daily
Inspection
andamalatsnce
maintenance
activities
~b} Provide information about flow measurement: and
malfunctioninq sewer equipment
(c) Update and improve qutdellnes for anticipated
manual operation where local control is not conducted
automatically
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¯ uriod ember¯ ¯re ¯till inmpoc~ed (nero trmquont but
¯ hotter inspections), Mtd ¯11 ~orker¯ ore o~eclotm
they nova vL~hLn ¯ d¯nqerous e~*tvLronnent (indeed ~
exit¯ ¯¯l¯ry b~¯use of s¯ntt~ry h¯zards), and their first
ob~oc~Lve t¯ to tm s¯fe when ~ ¯by vith/n or ~alk
Untortunst¯ly0 J~C ¯rid¯ nm~ h¯s¯rd8 since gets¯ and
tr¯nslent tier8 can ~e saLy¯ted from sensor ¯/gn~ls
¯ hrouqh control ¯lqorL~us. consequently, q¯~s and
¯ ctuator8 should be set beck on manual oper¯t/on vhen
yorker¯ move dotmn~resn, otherwise RTC vould no~
¯ co¯pied tree ¯ security ¯tandpoLnt. when hydrologloal
a¯ai¯~nce ¯nd 1ocklnq f¯cilltle¯ are provided ~o vorkorn~
dynamic ontrol scheme¯ ¯re mere ea¯Lly accepted. Figure
1 provides a all¯greta 8hovLnq RYC ooordir~tion procedures.
So, the initial ¯~to of the net~rk before ¯ rsLn~¯ll
event ermet t~ considered 8¯ ¯ fixed ¯~tL¢ configuration
from one d¯y ~o another. ~he control center enforce8
coordin¯tion ~o q¯t ¯n ¯cceptahlm conflquretlon for
each d¯y of the year, dependlnq on expected rainfall
pattern {dry re¯that, toy rein, mocl¯r¯te rain, hlqh r¯in,
convective Lnntsbillty).
CoezimtLng ml an4 ¯uS.malaria opez~i.an
does not alloy menus1 operation of qste¯ and ~etrs
bern), ~ust: because some Wl~ assumption req~ire¯ that any
flo~ var~at£on should be oriqins~ed by an ¯uto~atl¢ device.
R~:: operation should find ¯ compromise in vhich experienced
workers retain the Initiative in ¯~tea ~her¯ adjustment of
qa~e poslt~on ~s not very dependent upon re,stall
~ntenslty, and dynamic control of unsteady sto~3n*¯~er
at detention basins or co~b:~ned se~er ove~flo~m ¯lonq
Interceptors Is conducted exclusively by t~ained people at
a ontrol center.
Such an approach req~ire¯ active coordination e~d
co~nlcst~on support v~thtn ",.he i~C system, to s¯ve
and prepare decisions be:ora, durinq and lseedimtely
after
pre¢~p~.at~on events. In this context., ~beform~ is related
a
to assistance, ~durLng" to act:~on, and "after to
evaluation.
One may therefore q~eas the benefll:
kno~Lnq In advance the precipitation patterns, and even
more so the predLctlnq of the ea~nLtude and dietrll~ltion
l:hrouqh time and space of rainfall Intensity (e.g.
time, duration and mean rainfall insert¯it:y).
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Ipor,
ur.tion I I..hort dur.tion Idi .r ,on or l*-,t.tionl
]local inspection i
|(less than 4Smnl,]
[~thout noroal |
|flo~ divertion
|
/(no required
|

| local inspection,| ]of nor~l flows for
] with noel flow |
]hydraulic works or
| diversion
I |sewer rehabilitation
[.inspection within|
| I working dsy
| ]fplonnin| tlmexdurstionl

~at 8h30 am and in30 pa,ch.ckLn

|~ideotext display daily updated rain[ I
|forecasts and prograued inspections[

|coordination meeting ¯

Ifor definition of
I
lapecific Procedures, |
|perticularl, onditlons~
|for looking
and
/
moderate or hesvv ¯ ~e~|’inspeetion] [~nlocktn|
iates
I

LOt *orks ~

|

rainfall within ~ hr~’~is delayed~
or convective cells |
zn expected within ~"qwjth contro~
next 3 hrs or existing|
|center
convective instabilitvl
"
/
jumt before starting se~er inspection
call control center for next I hr
rain forecast and check accordance
with h~drau]ic configuration
’lock immediate upstream gates,In
accordance with predefined procedure~
~
[inspection~
at the end of inspection,unlock gates]
[then ca]] back control center

~ expected
has been included :
.at 8h30 am and lh30 pm
check on videotext
display daily updated
rain forecasts
.if probability of
moderate or heavy rain
keep contact with
ontrol center
.if heavy rainfall
within less than I hr
or convective cells,
control center may ask
immediate
and
unlockin|evacuation

~Lqu~o 1. Coo~dLnot/on P~x:~mJu~e~ for ~r Xn~i~--tLo~ of
ttorU Upon DLrect InCluen~e of ~1 ~
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Wemther
Ser,’Sce

~7~

CONTROL

d.i~y

I-eteotei di.pJ*y.I Ir.’.,.Ze 1

forecaets,
radar

]IS an radar ~eage] {aeaeureeentx| Fain foreeaet[
~+aetelllte data ~

~

supervisor
on duty

3 1eve! warnings

rain forecasts
on v*deotext
~Or sewer dept

|syxtee

to maintenance
dependinl on
rain forecasts

|
| |x|eulatlon
J [aodellin~

¯ orecast ~ed on R~ar I~qe~ for 7/S/~9 (1~40 and 1600)
Dlr~£on

- 52.~ or ~

(Previous Values 23.S~ a~ 70.3"

Zone

Seine-Saln~-~nls
Croul~-Moree-Vlellle Met
~rds de Seine
~rds de Merne
Reseau Unl~ire

~ula~tve
Rainfall (~)
2.2
2.2
1,0
3.0
~.2

t ~urface

1.4
0.9
0.0
3.3
1.4

(Source: Seine Sain~-~nis

~i~eqe Infomtion for s ~ver ~
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+S ~, ~roa~ ~he sensor eLqnai dotm ~o the tLnsl ~1~
pr~ision of +ZO~ sh~Xd ~ sup~ ~ ~ 1~1
~yond ~e tll~e=i~ ~l~es v111 ~ ~omsm~
:ol28ble on-line valldetlo~ ot va~ 1~e1 ~.

Zns~lla~lon ot vel~/~y sensors to~ ~ ~inly ~s~
:~lr~n~ tot ~l~qe a~t tl~, ~ ~
hor~zonta~ ~l~ies at one o~ ~ sel~ ~er
are o~nly us~, a~ s~ra~ Is de~en~ on ~e ot
~le pheno~na ~ hy~aullc re-s~nslon ot so11~
durtnq h~qh tlovs. ~lnl~ vel~lty ~asurmn~
rainfall ~d rater 1~el data, ~en ~
~nsistency ~ cal~lat~ or slaulat~ tl~, ~y
~ ~sls for a ~lrst on-line validation.
~ality sensors £or ~ sever syst~. ~ s £1:st step,
see~ reasonable to utilize ~end ~alysis applications
a prel~slns~ control of co~n~ seer
~ertl~,
~int~ vel~lty and s~ ~1~ ~.

~t o£ ~e actua~rs are ~ a~ qates, ~t ~ere
increas~nq Interest in ex~rlaent~nq wl~ n~ hydraulic
onfl~at~o~, ~tnly due ~ ~ln~enance

A co~n approach is to use wate~r~f el~trtcal drives
for ~sl~ion con~roll~ qa~es ~d hydraulic devices for
r~la~i~ qa~es, includi~ a pr~eftn~ safe ~sition
case of a aa~or r~la~ion failure. Nos~ qa~e
proble~ coae free leakaqe ass~ia~ vlth lapro~r
sea~nq durlnq const~c~ion, and free corrosion or
proble~ ass~a~ vl~h lnsufficlen~ use. Co~n
qa~es us~ for sever flo~ ~n~rol are sluice qa~es, radial
qa~es, flap qa~es ~d, increas~n~ly, ad~le
cres~ weirs.
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8pacific hydraulic canfiguratlonm fa~ tier
Inflatable dana - this hydraulic devl~e yam firnt
implemented on rivers in the USA. ~he cont~rol is be~ed on
fllltnq and emp~yinq volumes ot air or fresh rater vithin
a low pressure recirculatinq system. All hydraulic
electric equipment are Installed in s separate room
disconnected from the sever, and maintenance constraints
are lower. ~he main limitation for requlation of combined
sever overflows is the lack of reliable device to measure
accurately the height ot the dam, ~hether rater is flow~n~
over It or not.

vortex floe ncetrol
Yhia static device is ex~ena/vely used in Ge~lany to
control ombined sever in flays being carried to the
treatment plant durinq ¯ precipitation event.
performance is Lnaured throuqh a standard dnaiqn, and
maintenance is elaine1 since there is no ~ovinq omponent.
ktr-regu~atmd pri~.ng siphons
¯ he use of siphons instead of gates for atOZlVa~er tier
ontrol in severs resulted tram construction and
maintenance considerations.
Nuch of thin hydraulic
structure is concrete vithout saving par~a, and negative
pressure inside the siphon is ontrolled throuqh an air
entrance requlstLon. Corrosion is a smaller problem,
maintenance access is easier and less costly, and
roqulation components are standard Lndustrlal products (see
Fiqure 4). The use of requlated siphons looks premising,
~t req~lator performance still can be improved throucjh
more research and on-slim operational evaluation.
3.3 l~cal oontr01
3.3.1 L~cal c~mt.rol
Local control is carrLed out at ptmpinq stations, detentlon
t~ssins, diversion of conblned sever overflovs, hydraulic
measurement sites, etc. When control schemes ere complex
or very dependent upon supervisory condltiona, t/lets is
widespread tendency to use a local computer to perform a
flow ontrol strateqy, and to activate safety control
schemes dependLnq on faLlure confiqu:atLons.
Durlnq preclpLtation events, 8n operator at a control
center nay take a de~LsLon to select nay set points for
fIov contro~, or to qlve priority ~o a predefined qato
position, or to start se/ected pumps, l,ocal Jot point
values ere assumed to handle, independently at each sits,
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I Itiqh pez~onteqo ot Itqnltlcent eventa~ and ~l~lly ~
v111 be ohanqed only 8~ter validation by an o~perien~ed
operator, or throm/h a supervisory analysis and arose

"--

all¯cation o~ nev sot poLnt~ Is ~naidored s
deviation tree a knmm roto~ence, vhic~ Is local control.
Dependln~ on the type an~ d~retlon o~ failures, tlon
ontrol parlor¯ante vii1 be lured proqreseively f~ on
excellent supervisory onntrol dam to an ultiaato static
control, it no unuel operation Is available at tble
critical moment.
Thouqh duplication ot
¯ desiqn tmuld be acre efficient tot extras¯
because of saints¯ShOO constraints and random envlronaen!~l
hazards in set¯re. Back-return strategies,
activation ot ..perato .le~z~e~h.I.l ccaixmen., m
closer to the traditional attitude ot se~er personnel.
from ¯ ¯ecu:ity stendpelnt, 1~ impleaent oaplex requletlon
¯chemee to control actuators that ¯hould ~ork On ¯
frequency basis, an4 propcz"ctonol int~-el derivative (PID)
re~lation should be need restrictively ~nd ~er~ed vl~Ji
simulator 1~ole.
3.3.~ Ogmrmt.ion ucasta~Lnta
Sone WI~ operation tom try to be actively present fron
tho vory begtnnin~ at the doai~n atageo Undor e~h
conditions, 18q tin before operation has
stqniflcantly reduced and acre reliable onntrol sob¯see
have resulted.
Spe~lficetions for loc¯1 ¯entre1 should respond to
environ¯ants1 constraints (ha¯sly h~aidity and corrosion),
and include stainless steel co¯pone¯is, haetinq, easy
access tot saint¯hence, standard industrial oep~nents,
adequate location for vire connectlnq plastic pipes vlthtn
the concrete vorks, enforced control of elec~lc¯l
Installation (adequate connections, reliable quality ct
components, protection a~ainst cu:rent f luotustlons,
exhaustive on-s~e tests, etc. ~hen, for ~lntenance,
electrical vlrinq d~a~raaa need to be periodically checked
and updated, and a proper and logical lden~tftostlon ot
sensors and actuators should be aqree~ upon et
beq~nninq and used at ¯11 levels of the R~C
Xaintenance of luc¯l control equip¯ant requires ¯ aedlcal
care type of approach. Periodic exercis~n~ of actuator¯
and control aches¯s, as v¯11 ¯¯ quid¯line¯ for
probable failure causes, ere nocoos¯~ ~o increase the
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and neuo~y handtinq m.y aries vt~Jt ¯11 designed
z~nninq, when adding npe~2fic nay f~t.ions or updating
hax’dvere ~onf:Lqur¯tion.

---

Generally, onbinad se~er overflo~n (C80) ¯~
frequent. For CSO, seas kno~ledqe can be ~ollectad from
~1e8, baaed on experience with manuaZ operation, l~at ha~e
been used for years, ~.(x~ether vi~J~ ~one prec~/~81
reason/ng, but ¯1nest no previous valid~ted nxper/erme or
updated knowledge is sva/lahle for urban flood ~on~rol.
On llJ~ 81uul¯tlon8 brlnq ¯ no~o ~onKehen~Iv

--

carried out vl~J~ validated neaeurenen~s and
Off-line sinulattone can help by cre¯tJJt~ ~ome rouqb
comparison
~e op~rsgor oof flov patterns for ¯ first trend nnalysl¯ by
Piqure 6 mho~8 ~sphicsl outputs of on-line simulation
nodellinq at a detention basln, for 8 2-year rerun1 purled
precipitation vil~ ¯ shoz~ duration but htqb intensity at
the ~eqinninq. The precipitation anount vl~in I hour
varied free 25 an at ~e detention basin do~n to 18 an in
~e upper parts of ~he catchment, and naxlnun intensity
100 an/h: viCJlin s 5 ninu~e interval ~KI 60 "n/h: wiUlin ¯
15-ninute
7~ound 30.000 n’ ~ere stored ¯t ~he detention basin, ~hich
regulated a onstant 8 e:/sec outflow, since ~he opera,or
de.ideal to apply ¯ loc81 strateqy. Underestimation of
8inulated inflows and ~ater levels ¯t the detention be¯in
cones fron ¯ qreater contribution of pervious areas ~han
estiaated by the nodal. Such on llne outputs ~ere
considered useful for a trend ¯nalysls by t~e operator.
The optlalzatlon technique is derived free dy~saic
proqraaainq, with a coordination procedure to reduce
dinah¯ions of the problea to be solved, and is coabined
vlth siapllfled s~eulat~on ~odels. Tt iS actually USed for
requlstion st 3 detention basins in the Paris area, and it
is viewed as a deviation capability free Ioc¯I control
strateqles t.hrouqh an adaptive durinq-event analysle, includlnq posslble decisions at each ]O-elnuta interval.
~s sensitive to sewer confiquratlon disturbances.
A heuristics approach, naaely expert systeas, look~
proelsinq where a relevant accuaulsted knowledqe is
available, and where RTC is v~ewed as an ex~enalon and
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(a)

~,e~er vorkera genera$1y have a lo~ o5 experience

are: v~et quality o5 ~aLntensn~e should be achieved? Hhat
La r~e acceptable a~nual¯.cost for --Lntenanae? Hey
should existing pe~onnel still be involved vLthLn a
sys~?
(b) Substitution pz~oedu=ee (pez~-~n~el on duty)
should be considered, pez"cLouIarly at night or d~Lng
en~. In this reqe~, procedures ~o identify ta/luzes and
to ~ake corrective actions should be duoua~t~d
£ncluded in ~:a£ntng p=o~aas ~o be effective
(] ~ alternatives Antz~duce a hey approac,hz
anticipation, risk evaluation, and on-event ~oord/natien.
Uneven :esponaes to these cha~es nay arise, 2t
technological Laproveesn~s age not sha:ed by nest o~ ~e
~ne aaJor p:oblen o5 R~ sever operation ls parfoz~an~e
evaluation, beyond any statistical or econonlcal ~nalys£s.
~ operation teens vould like ~o easily learn
historical sl~Lficant aven~s, and imp=eve ¯ reprnduc~/ve
intuitive reasoning ~or any future event. T~at seees
feasible for trend analysis, but no clear ansver exists
assess correctly nay on-line ¢on~ol decisions f~oa postevent evaluation.
4.] An overview at the ~ ezl~wience /n ~
At the presen~ tins, 7 urban distric~s ere operating large
scale R~C syateas, and some other cities, aainly over
100.000 inhabitants, are extendinq local monitorLnq eyeless
or aak/nq initial steps for iapleaentinq Lnteqrated

,y,t,..

Main applications dear vith puaplnq s~ations, stornvatsr
detention basins and coabined se~er overflows. Operating
R?~ systeas sake an ex~ensive use of radar i~aqsry, or
pec~ co use i~, for prellaAnary anticipation of rainfall.
Leg us review the : above-aentloned syateas and briefly
evaluate each specific approach Co R~ operation:
iteqLonal Paris area system
~e main purpose is Co supervise va~er level aeasureaents,
and correspondinq calculated flows, alonq reqional
sewers ~a~ brinq was~ewater flows Co Achares
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~e ~rC spprooc~ Is ori~ ~ ~lvi~ fl~ ~1
/ntl~s tron n~ u~iz~ areas. A tull in~stiqa~/~
o~ri~nt on ~lov r~lat/on at detentL~
onductS, to set up 8 i.~a~ l~al ~n~rol
provides ~e highest s~lsoiblo outfl~, de~L~
pr~ip/tatlon ~aaure~nts ~ tnte~late intl--.
use o~ ~t~ro~jical rear is ve~ /ntGmt~ vi~n
routine o~ratlon. A n~ ~ti~ration at
/nt~rat~ flexible ~re

Nan~ distr/~ ourre~ t~ tZsmh
steep catch~nts to a flat ~z~ area.
~nter Ls ~ar~ vL~ su~Ls/on
supply, ua~n eft-rts hove ~en or/ent~ to
o~ratLnq la~rat~ ~d ~mblo t~ls ~o~
~rtom~e of sen~rs, neLnly ~8L~eq~ ~ ~er 1~el
sensors. Nancy dLstrL~ has ac~ulat~
o~ratLnq underqr~,~d deten~Lon ~sLns
vL~ sl~o ~slt cleanly, ~er ~ ~ns~aLn~.
CL~ at ~11e
~Ls Ls ~e ~t r~en~ ~ systen
~Ln p~oble~ 8:0 do~t~ ~1~1~, as yell
seve~ ove:tlo~ along the Ned/te~anesn
envL~onnentsl Lnpec~s on the ~Ln ~ach
~e ~LnnLnq, tJ*ere vas a strong vLllL~ess
sub,taLon funct tone, and to enforce a~eptance o~
systea ~ all ~r~onnel vhose work ~as relat~ v~ swats.
A clear choice va: aade to lapleaent a broad
approach. It l~k. proalslnq but no o~ratlon evaluation
ava11~le at ~s tl~.
5.
~ratlnq ~ alternatives ne~ a pr~resstve 8dsptatLo~
froa a usual hy~,,)l~cal and technol~cal approach
dynaa~c orqan~zat ton at su~rvls~on, de~ndlnq on ex~
~teorol~cal s~tuat~ons and e~e~al
the se~er configuration.
C~rdlnatlon coast taints, dertv~ area co~natlon of
ins~ct~ons v~th t~tentlal autoaat~c activation
r~re consistent e:~orts to su~se actual s~te
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early 1970s, co~ln~ s~e~ ~erfl~ (~) ~n~ol,
oherently ~e developuen~ of its mupp~l~ tml~,
has 18qqed. Th~s has ~en due ~o ~he r~la~o~
on con~rol of i~ustri81 and nuni¢£~l
Bu~ nov a switch In r~ula~o~ pr£ori~les has pu~
va~er sanaqe~en~ on ~he national aqenda. ~orkable practical ideas are ne~ed as ~e U.S. ~orks ~o solve
~a~er problems on a ~iqh~ regula~o~ ~8ble.
ly, 8 nu~eg o~ researchers and pracg~gloners have ~de
useful congr~bugtons go CSO conggol gechnol~y ~n ghe lean
years. ~e york of Dr. Cello V~gasov~c of ghe Hun~c~pal~gy
of Heggo~llgan Seaggle, and Dr. Wolfqa~ Sch~11~ o~ ghe
Swiss Federal Znstttute for water Resources a~ ~11utlon
Con~rol are hobble.
~o~her ~rend affec~lnq ~he planni~a~deslqn of~O
con~rol systems is ~he movemen~ ~o en~e~r~se ~Jde ne~work~nq, ~he l~nk~nq of all computer based ac~tv~ies In
orqan~za~ion ~n~o 8 s~le co~un~ca~lons he,york. Con~rol
sys~ens used ~o operate as an ~sland of automation
u~l~ies; i~ was no~ practical ~o build l~n~s
activities. T~ay’s ~rends re~re ~ha~ u~l~les plan
~n~eqra~e ~he~r conpu~er sys~ens ~e~her ~o share da~a and
o~ra~nq results.
~81 Y~e C~ Control
eReal ~me con~rol of co~in~ s~er system"
ra~her qeneral ~e~ ~ha~ could apply ~o any con~rol
Initiative ~ha~ applies ~o a co~ned sewer system.
refers here ~o a conprehens~ve system, lnclud~nq central

1. Principal £nqineer, R. W. Beck and Associates, Suite
600, 2101 Fourth Avenue, Seattle, Washinqton, 98121 (206)
441-7500.
3~0
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~ined sever collec~Lon sys~e~. ~e ~e o~
system ~s ~o control s~oraqe ~acilt~les ~ ~1
ot ~rdlna~ion ot s~oraqe a~ dlfteren~ mt~em In
vide basis.

~ ot S~orage on a

1969 --A~
CSO
~he
aba~emen~
da~ ot ~he
w88~nvl:on~n~al
a~
YAge -- ~

~he Na~lonal ~11U~an~ Discha~e Ellm~Ion
(NPOEs), emph~slzed ~he reduction of m~In~ ~a
industrial and mun~clpal ~rea~men~ plan~
Federal ~undi~ of municlpal ~11u~on control
concentrated on aanl~a~ ~rea~n~ plan~ e~anslon
cons~~ion.
for Nany~nlclpal
who
had~n
CSO aba~emen~eqencles
In ~he 1970s
found
~ha~devel~i~pla~
t~eral
would no~ ~ available, and ~a~ ~he~r enerqles would
~o~ally ~nvolved In meeting ~he ~ough federal a~a~a~s for
~rea~men~ plan~ effluent.
Substantial comple~lon o~ ~e control o~
~rea~men~ plan~ e~luen~s have ~reed up ~ll~Ical enemies
~o a~ack ~he PrOblems ot surface va~er ~no~. ~e
~i~ system has been overhauled ~o ~nclude regulation of
s~o~a~er d~scharqes. C~les will need ~o be ~n omPliance wi~h ~he new s~andards by ~he mid 1990s. Pot ~os,
~he s~andards w~11 re~ire no more ~han one over~l~ even~
~r year.
Zn ~h~s accelerated envlronmen~, cl~les ne~
e~lo~ all resources ~o achieve ~he desired surface
s~and~rds. Red,red ~s a coordinated approach ~ha~ ~kes
maximum use o~ ex~s~nq resources, builds cost
new sUr[ace Va~er control ~ac~li~es, and coordinates ~he
~hole ~n~o an e~fec~ve, °P~m~zed opera,ion. Computer
based da~a acquisition and control s~raceq~es can help
=ake ~h~s ~ork, minin~Zinq ~he need ~or "concrete and
S~eel- and heIp~nq Coordinate ~he surface wa~er manaqemen~
sys~e~ of a
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pm~ered by o~p~ters-on-a-~hlp ~lch ~ould ~ plac~
Centraliz~ ~0 ont~l has ~d ¯ slnilar e~r~.
onpu~er ~hat, In vet ~8~her, ~ld ont~l ovo~ ~1
elenen~ d~rectly. For ~nstance, ~n Seattle (~lser
CSO control s~c~ures could ~ u~er l~al ontrolle~
d~veather. In wet weather, ~e 1~81 on~rollermld~
b~ss~ ~o all~ dlrec~ ontrol by ~e central ~r
~e ratse/l~er control of ~ch gate. ~e pr~m
~e a 9ate Anvolv~ ~e toll~l~:
A ralse or lo~r ~M was lssQ~ a~ transaA~
~e recta
A scan o[ the re~te statl~ was o~uct~ to determine that ~e ~ ~a~ recelv~ a~ ~e ~a~
A ~rl~lc s~n of the renote station was o~u~ to
dateline ~he pr~ress ot ~he qa~e ~ve~n~.
A co.and was lssu~ ~o ~e re~e s~atton to s~op
raise or l~r
~s pr~ess was, o~ coupe, co~u~ ac~ss leas~
~elephone channels, which are nos~ likely ~o ta~l durl~
per~s of precipitation. V~eved fron t~ay~s
~e approach seens seriously flayed a~ violates generally
accepted s~andards for naln~a~nlnq h~qh sys~rellabllt~y.
The nex~ generation of sys~ens would lmpr~e in these
8res~.

In ~he hid ~o la~e 1970s, the firs~ generation
n~croprocessor based controllers becane avallablo.
provided ~he user ~h the ability to pr~ran local closed
and co~unicate with a central station using asynchronous
data transmission. Now it became possible to isolate the
direct control of flnal elements at the local controller,
and limit control action from the central station to
changes In setpoint (Buzcek and Chantri11, 1984).
T~ay there exists a whole market of standard control
pr~ucts that are integrated t~ether (at least within each
manufacturer’s pr~uct line) to provide a hierarchical
st~cture for control of CSO storage facilities on a
system-wide basis. The growth of networking standards now
pewits effective integration of control systems Into other
utility functions such as design and planni~.
Data
collected by a control system can be easily and ~ickly
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used to analyze system operation, and provide ¯
for planning sad design of capital Lapro,~aents.
ontro~ 8entrees Developments
ConsLdersble pFo~res8 has been made over ~he lest 30
years In developing conputer nodels end control strategies
for flow prediction and control of ombined le~er ollection systems. Notable efforts arm those operating Ln
Seattle, wsshing~on and l~ms, Ohio, and the devolOl~ent
efforts of Dr. Cello V/tssovlc and Dr. Wolfgeng Schilling.

¯

Nest st the demonstration projects for CSO control
built tn the early 19708 provided no nora than supervisory
control of gates and pumps in the collection syoton. Zn
Seattle, software was developed to Implement a system vide
control strategy which represented an initial attempt ~o
coordinate ~se of £n-llno storage Ln ombined ae~ero. ~hto
strategy resided an an applications program In the osntrsl
computer that controlled the remote in-line storage
facilities. The program achieved the tallowing ob~ectivos:
Zt provided elevated setpeints, less conservative than
the setpolnts used for lo~sl control without the
central computer. ~his provided more effective use of
system conveyance capacLty.
Zt included a simple slgorl~hn for spreading storage
use among neighboring in-line storage sites.
Zt established priorities between different subsystems of the collection system for access to the
conveyance capacity of the system. Areas of the
system that would overflow into fresh water were given
priority over areas that overflowed to sea water.
Lies Control Software
The City of Lima, Ohio developed a CSO control system
in the late 1970s. Control software yam developed (Brueck,
1982) to provide coordinated control of in-line storage
facilities in the main riverfront sever. A ma~or feature
of the work was to combine control of in-storage with
control of river gates regulating overflows to the Ottawa
River.
The Vltssovie Nodal Based Devslopesot
The Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle (Seattle
Metro) is i~plementing a comprehensive upqrade of the
combined sewer control strateqy for its West Point collsc-
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manually with operator Intervention. The simulation can be
predicted flo~s oen lmprovo oporetin~ lsproveaonts, but
only up to 30 minutes into the future. Flo~ prediction
beyond 30 minutes does not seen to improve operating
Dr. Schillinq has also stressed the importance of
recoqnlztng the multiple objectives of every
collection system. Control objectives ere nonyw sn4
sometimes conflictinq, rsquLrlnq prioritlzetLon. ObjectIves include: providing safety for human life, protection
of utility and other property, water pollution control,
minimization of operation end maintenance costs.

The early efforts to develop autmsated (:SO control
streteqies, conducted at Seattle and Lima, used fairly
simple, fixed strsteqy methods to direct system-vide
operation of combined sewer collection systems. These
systems achieved substantial improvement over previous
methods of ontrol usinq technology available at that time
end simple control algorithms.
Research by Dr. Labadte and others, end development
york by Dr. Vitasovic have focussed the technolo~j~ of
optimization and computer based medals on the problem.
Research by Dr. Schilling has provided an overall analysis
of the problem and the buildinq of s onceptual
tot utility menaqers to use in tormulat~nq their streteqlc
qoals for overall manaqement of a system of CSO controls.
One of the keys to effective development of real time
CSO controls is to understand to what extent advanced
modelinq and optimization techniques can be effectively
utilized. Throuqhout the computer aqe there has been an
underly~nq assumption that, q~ven a bi~ enouqh computer and
enouqh sensors, ve can build a model to accurately predict
the behavior of most natural or man-made systems. The
h~story-of econometric and ~eather modelinq are prime
examples of th~s attitude. Only in recent years have we,
throuqh the new theory of chaos, begun to reco<Jnize that
smell perturbations ~n any system can have enormous
consequences, ~hat the flap of a butterfly vin~ in South
Ame~c~ can affect the weather in £u:ope (Gleick, 1988).
We can never bu~14 a medal, or s sensor network, that can
oessure such infinitesimal events.
Although the model~nq of sewer systems has not
commanded even s fraction o~ the resources that have been
used ~n weather modeling, the same principles apply. Up to
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These guidelines ware based on studies which were
conducted by civil engineers. Parameters considered were
derived free their experiences w~th traditional wsatewatar
trestnent. These guidelines neitJier Consider the dynamic
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(screwing as ~ addition to "£1r~ £lu~h sto~age’).
E~E~U
CO~I~TION 2

C~/n~ Sewage ~ ~

1986/87 In ~
14. Sept.
17. Sept.
19.Okt.
20.Ok~.
23. Okt.
25. Ok~.
23.Nov.
19.~z.

9.1
22.4
9.4
10.6
27.1
15
11.2
16.4

~
i 3651
~10739
~ 3268
~ 4752
J13208
~ 7135
] 4052

~P

~0

~b~ ~¢E@~
2811
8211
2932
2693
7025
3646
3658
6419

840
1188
336
See
2908
14~8
3~4
1417

( 9441
~56236 37395

198~
3~
1~05 35 94

~1~9

~2

0
134:
1471
3275

14
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100
47
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Durlnq 23 tnvestlqseed CSO events between O~ober 1986
end 3use 1987 sore than 95t of the CSO voltme was treated
b~ screening. During 20 CSO events the o~bined sewage m
oapletel¥ treated by softening. Only during 3 events tmre
untreated CSO’8 discharged in~ the receiving waters (Table
4).

’-

The results st this lnvestLqetLon ere cont/rled by the
observations of the screenLnq effects in the stone structure
between September 1984 end October 1986. During this
period 102 CSO events veto ol~erved: durLnq 92 CSO even~
the combined sewage vii completely ~rested by screening,
durir~ 10 events the combined sewage
warn
discharged into ~ rsoeivlng
DSaeussio~ ot the results
(s) The resovsl efficiency ot coarse subetsn©e8 vtth
the tnvestiqsted screens (perforated plstes with hole~ ot
6 en die~eter) is sufficient. Until the lo~q/n~ st the
screen the roceivLnq waters ls yell pz’otec~ tro~
aesthetic problens caused by visible coarse subetsnces from
ombined sewage over~lo~.
(b) The effsotlveness ot the so=arming structure
glfensu for the plannlng ondLtions is not
Only ? out of 29 CSO events ~ere conpletely frosted by
screening during the /nvestiqsted period.
(c) The effectiveness ot the screening
$sqenbac.~ Ln Hochdorf with respect to frequency
completely treated CSO Ls significantly higher: 20 out ot
23 CSO events were coepletely treated by screening durinq
t~he investigation. ?he observation of overtlo~
bel:veen 1984 and 1986 confirm the results gained during the
investigation period: 92 ou~ o5 102 observed CSO events
were coepletely treated by the screening.
(d) There are sons significant differences bstveen
the cstchnen~ areas Elfenau (urbsn residential area) and
Hochdor~ (village) and between the drainage systems Ln ~oth
areas. )’or ~hLs reason l~ Ls st111 not possible ~0
definitely Judge the value of the specific screen surface
ms s design parade,;or.
(e) The deslqn assuaptlons for screens without
cleaninq during the opera~ion, based on the pilot
inves~iqa~ton in Bern, were too
(f) ?he e~fec~iveness of ~he clea,inq
(flushing after ~he opera~lon) ~s sufticten~.
experience Gained by ~he opera~lon of ~he ~ull size
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~e ~o o~qen depletion Ln ~he ~nlsh
ex~rLenc~ s~nce 1981, ~he Dan18~
se~t~ ~r* ~n 5000 L~bLg~n~s ~fore
~e e~nsion of ~e Cres~en~ plen~
~e ~0 the Lncreas~ f~s on ~he ~11uCLon problm it can
~ an~Lcl~ ~hat ~e protection of
racers v~11 de~nd a sL~itLc~C
size of deCenCLon ~sLns ~he ~nLsh s~/eCy, ~al ~0 ~e cost of ~e e~ns/~ of
~e Crea~n~ plan~s. ~Ls
analys~ ~ Harris (1989).
~e u~enC problem fsc~ is the efte~ of ~hst d~elo~n~
on ~e des/qn and o~ra~Lon of ~he Crea~en~ planes. Zt has
o~ into f~us Cha~ the oOs1 system,
~he treatment plane, has ~0
~is concep~ ~s derived ~he
of the oOs1 sysCea. ThLs ~r deals vL~ ~e ~CenClal of

’Professor, Technical Universt~y of Denesrk, Oldq. 115,
2000 Lynqby, Dermsrk.
Director of PH-Cormult ApS.
Kulsvle~of~en 29, 2800 Ly~lqby, D~n~ark.
~htef ~nqinoor, Z. K~uqer AS, Gledeaxeve~ 363, 2860
Soel=orq,
420
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~nqineere are slvsys preoccupied vlth the technol~/y of the
plant. However, the ~,ln qovorntnq factors ere to be found
An relation to the pollution of the receiving waters. Yhe
IAn features of the problem are:

~
~

~.-

¯.

-the ~eceLvLng
-the dLschaz~s poLnto
-the pollu~n~
-the tLae scale
~dsy, the design of tree.set plan~s Le a highly
sophisticated engineering science, end the operation caZls
for LncreasLnq skills. ?ha tendency Ls to sake
centralized treatment plants, covering large sever
catchment areas. ?he location is chosen st the least
sensitive of the local receiving raters. Hoverer,
outlets of the separate sewer systems and the combined
never overflows arm still diachsrqing into the local, often
very sensitive, receiving waters - like small creeks.

~.~

YypLcsl for Denmark Ls the interceptor carrying the dally
flow to the treatment plant near the coast for discharge to
the marine environment. Upstream the intezTLt~ent
dLscharqes durinq rain pollute the snell lakes and croaks
in the tributaries inland. ?hers in s whole spectrum of
combinations to this scheme. Yhe problem Ls to evaluate th~
system aa an entity.
Pollutants from a combined sever system can be taken as an
example. ?iqure 1 shows the effect of storaqe on the yearly
diacharqe of nutrients and metal (lead) from the combined
system (Spildevsndskomittan, 1986; Henze, 1987). Tt LS an
LnterestLnq fact that the nutrient load on the tots1 system
ls not stronqly affected by storaqe. ?he reason Is that the
dilution of the sewaqe brin~a the concentration in the
overflow dove to concentrations close to the concentrations
in ~he effluent from the treatment plant dur~nq rain. ?or
the to~al load fro~ t~e system a~oraqe ta not really important. Hoveve~, for the local upstream small sensitive
:eca~vinq water It may ~:m very Important. ?he total
ciLscharqe of lead La ver~ stronqly affected by atoraqs,
because is ~ derlve~ ~rom ~he runoff and because i~ la
affecClvaly removed from ~e water in the treatment plant.
The discharqe of 80D poses a very dlfferent problem. ?he
reason ~s ~hat ~he yearly d~scharqe from combined sever
overflows is no~ the best Parameter vlth vhlch to evaluate
~he resul~nq pollution: oxyqen depletion In ~.ha recelvinq
water. It ls oh. lndlvlduel event thaC creates ~hs problem.
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~ordinqly, the p~blem has ~o ~ evaZuat~ on ~e ~sls
of e~re~ s~m~is~Xcs o~ ~e events w~ ~e hlqh~ 1~
on ~e ~s~ sens1~ive
~e solution is ~o se~ ~he va~er ~al~y s~ards for
receXv~nq ~y of wa~er ~sed on ex~eme s~s~/cs for
~11u~an~s vX~ an a~e etfec~ (~c~er~al ~11u~ton,
~ox~c substances and oxygen deple~Xon) and annual load for
acc~ula~q ~11u~an~s (nutrients, me~als, and ~rsLs~en~
organics). Th~s should ~ co~ned vl~ s~andard~z~
meshes of calcula~ ~Lssible loads ~n each recekv~nq
va~er Involved. On ~h~s ~sis is deriv~ a se~
constraints on ~he engineering system, wh~ ~s~
a~ere4 ~o - ~ desLqn and by o~ra~on (Hatreds,
PH~onsul~, 1989).
~ TZ~ ~L OF ~ S~
~e hydraul/ ~rfo~nce of ~ny co~in~ m~er mys~e~ ts
no~ sa~Xs~ac~ory due ~o ~lo~tnq and unacceptable
f~om CSO~s. On ~he o~he~ hand ~s~ conven~o~lly dest~

R0041772
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aystees contain sn unutlllze~ pO~entlel tot re~ucln~
et/m/nsttnq ~hese pr~l~. ~e ~a~ of a~Levl~
Real TL~ ~ntrol {~) ot ~ ~[~ ~s
system.
~adltlonally s~r syote~ are desl~ tot
durl~ ~st rain stem ~e storage ~l~s o~
dstmntion ~slns ~lIl not ~ ut~llz~ up to
~ example of ~e n~atlve ~e~e8 ot
often re~r~ case ~ha~ ~m 8re over~l~ ~1o
storage ca~clty ot near~ ~slns ls ~t ~ully u~ll~s~.
~e ~ system 81~ at ~xl~n utlllzatl~ ot avaLl~le
8~oraqe vol~ and tl~ ~clty ot ~he system,
u~rad~ 1~8 ~rfo~ce to #n oF1~1 or ~ly
stage ~or all raln sto~ ~a~ It Is e~
~ ~ system tot 8 se~er net~rk ~ls~ of so~ors
r~lstors, such as sluice gates, ~ps, a~ lnflat~lo
r~r dam, a ~elenet~ system for ~ tra~n/~ton,
a contFol unLt. The contFol ~ vhLch 8n
and/or a h~n o~rator, Lssues ~ L~t~Lo~
r~u18~ors on the ~sLs of ~he r~
system. In case of a ~npu~er, ~
fo~u18~ ~ 8 control s~ra~. A sko~h of
for sewers to sh~ In Fibre 2.
In general ~he ~o1~ o~ ~ 8ym~e~ lncl~l~
hard.are ~s ~ell ~o~ and ~he~r use v~dempread.
~n~eres~ for ~e drainage engineer ~a ~e
~hese zys~e~ ~o me.oF ne~or~ 8~ ~he develo~n~
control stretches. The s~at~les can ~ cat~or~z~
(a) Relatively simple ~1~ of the
t~ ~8~ u~n a r~ord~ actual state of ~e system.
(b) ~tln~zatlon uslnq say 11neat pr~rm~
~n co~natlon ~th c~ent Pt~lct~ons ~s~ on on-line
s~nulatlon8.

The presets tn Gladsaxe and Taar~ descrt~ tn
follow~nq l~nes are ~sed on ~F~ I s~ra~eqIes.
de~e~in~ se~-~ln~s are op~lalz~ on ~e ~s£s of off-
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draLn~e e~l~er) viii
o~fnLze ~ ~ nyst~.

sL~itor Ln oheSion

~si8 of ~e ~y~aulic
h~rauli~lly ~ sensitive
expr~s~ in say ~
~e ~11ds ~e~ in
order of 99.5t. The
a~t ~mt the sludqe ~arm~er/st/cs ~y
to tL~, as ~e sl~qe
Cons~ently the clarLfLer
~e ~ ~e f~~i~i~ of
~eo~tically divided into di~erent sones repr~i~
differen~ sl~qe ~ncen~rs~ions:
sludge se~lLnq z~e,
sl~ge ~tckeni~ zoo.
~er no~al ~ ~a~er conditions
Is kep~ eap~y of sludge, i.e.
~e biorea~or by re~urn sludge ~pinq is ke~ at ¯ level
At an increas~ hydraulic load,
clarifier increases. Ho~lly,
Lncreas~ ss yell Ln order to raise slu~e re~val.
H~ver, ~e conditions
~en the surface overfl~ rate is increase, ~e se~lL~
~iae ~or slud9e ~r~lcles is r~uc~, and the sho~
cir~i~inq ~veen ~a~ inle~
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In order to utllAze t~e ~mete rater tr~at~nt pleu,~t in
optimum ray so as to gain ~i~m ~s~ble trea~n~
ettlc~ency, ~t Is desirable to ~t:ol ~e ln~l~t ~
sower system a~ the trea~nt pl~t as an ~t/ty ~
control ~hat can ~ ~nt~11~.
~e of ~e ~st ln~ant ~l~a to ~ ~le ~ ~1
the fl~. ~e prl~ a~ s~ond8~ clarl~to~ ~e
units ~st susceptible to vattatlons in the h~reullc
a~ ~ey are also ~e ~Lts IL~t/ng ~e h~au~/
of ~o plan~.
Per example, the s~o~a~ lar/fLer ~ts 8 limit ~
hy~aulLc ca~cLty o~ the total b~ol~/cal syst~ ~
~e m~t o~ rater ~at can ~e~o b/ol~l~al
~ optlmizN usaqe of ~e available h~raul/ ~c1~
~ obtained by real time control ~ere ~e claritt~
.
~rto~ence ont/nuo~ly cont~ls ~e e~t o~ v~ter sen~
¯ o ~e plan~.

’

~e sludqe level In ~he clarifler and su8~ ~11dm
~s overflov can easily ~ continuously ~asur~, 8~
these ~ra~ters characterize the clartf~er ~rfomn~
fairly well ~ey can ~ u~ for ~nt~l
~lnq into ~re soph/s~Lca~ control s~ra~Les for
~ ~e
eaLssLons, L~ Ls also ve~ la~r~t
consLdera~Lon ~e dlssolv~
~e Ideal situation ~uld ~ to ~ able con~Ln~usly ~o
ch~k waste va~er contaalna~/on levels Ln relation ~o plan~
~rfo~ance, ~o evaluate the ~nefL~ of ~ea~n~
of by~ss Ln relation ~o ~tal plant and sever systea
~llu~on loads.
The imminent to reachlnq this level of cont~l has
~en lack o: :ellable senso:s and ~:~ly lack of ~n~:ol
s~:a~ies and ~e11£nq ~ls.
T=es~men~ Plan~ H~ule ~he f~s~ s~e~ have ~en ~en
quantify the ~nefLts of an improv~ control, a~ ~t will
naturally encouraqe fur~er ~ork In ~is field.

~s the 5~ computations are ~s~ on a larqe nu~r
rain s~or:s represen~nq a ~lae span of ~ny years, ~he
t~ea~:en~ m~ule £s develo~d uslnq a sl:pl£stlc appr~ch~.__
in order ~o avo£d excessive computational ~£~. ~e ~ule
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See l~tg~re 4, 8ho~lnq the ,xmput:atto~el pz~medure o~ 8~d~A
end ~ troetnont nodule. Xn tho present versAo~ ot the
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2
ot sl~llfl~ ro~at~ ~t~n ~ 8~1t1~ ottl~
~entratl~ In ~ ln~t ~ ~ ~ ~ratl~ ot ~

~
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~ ~ of ~he ?8a~ ProJ~ ~e trea~n~ plant
o~ ~e ~ ~el viii ~ develo~ fu~er ~o /nc1~e
a~ the ~res~en~ plan~, such as r~laCLon of Lnfl~ as
f~ctLon of the sludge leveZ Ln ~e fL~l claritiers,
:e~latton o~ ~ect:culst~on ftoa ~tnal clar~t~en
aerat1~ ~s a~ by-~ss of ~e bLol~lcal s~ep Of
sever sys~m ~o a complete ~el ~o~ ~n~ra~ ~ ot
seve~ system and ~rea~n~ plan~. The ttrs~ s~ep
develop an lnte~a~ R~ oft-line simulator usL~
relatively s~mple ~n-~hen-elsea s~ra~ ~m~ u~n
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2
The only nechants~ for flu-htng ~his vaterbody ls
cso and tidal exchange. The fZo~ :~JUZa~o: located
about :300 ft upatreu of the o~tfall passes up to 51
cfs to the interceptor flowing to the so.age tresenont
plant located 8bout a nile tr~a ~he I~N facility.

-

barrels, each 10 ft high by 15 tt wide. One of
barrels t8 not in use. The facility is built of

~
~

rocghly parallel to the shore line. The natural Creek
bottoa is the tan~ bottle, and t~e naturel shoreline is
one of ~he °valise. The outer longitudinal avails Ls
~omprLsnd at a solid ~L~ain suspended fwom ~ho
pontoons to ~ho Creek bott~ and ~he end lateral
pontoons suspend a cuz~aln only pa~Aally (6 ft Ante
~he water) to pez~tt exchange of CSO and Creek water at
the Creek batten. The intermediate lateral pontoons
provide access for structural 9~¥ wares, ¢leanout, and
water sanpllmj. They could also be used for additional
type openings to enhance flow distribution.

~.
~m~

Figures :2 and 3 sho~ the plan and elevation views,
respectively of the denonstratlon plant. Sin~s
has a lover density than the Creek saltwater, it fills
the tank volume s~trl~lnq frou 1:he top. As shots in
Figure 3, stretlficatlon and 8 corresponding boundary
layer is for~ed between the CSO and t~he saltwater.
During the filling sequence, l~e saltwater Is replaced
by ~he CSO causing ~he saltwater to be dlscha~/ed
~hc ~ank ~hrough ~he end lateral curtain opening.
When edditional flay can be handled by the downstream
plant end intercepting sewer, a floating pump sta~s to
pump beck the CSO to ~he interceptor. Creek saltwater
reenters the tenk through the end opening replacing the
CSO in the tenk and the bounder~ leyer rises towards
the surface. When the laye~ reaches the intake of the
COO pump, ¯ salinity probe, indicating relatively high
Creek water dilution, eutoeattcally switches the pump
off.- At thet moment the tank is filled with saltwater
again and ready to receive the new stoz~.
The pontoon syetem is suppoz~ed by means of stressed
wires ~ixed to land anchorings end ¯ counterweight
tower. The weight of the 12-in. st~ut pipe is balanced
by an enlarged pontoon with ¯ spherical beefing. The
strut also maintains a unifor~ distance between the
shoreline and the side or longitudinal pontoon line
which is always in tension caused by the lend base
counter~eigh~ tower.
This design maintains the
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vLth ¯ flexible hose ~ can be moved to any posLtLca
in the first rB~ facility compartment. The dome is
raised and lo~ered by a ratchet lever and cable. Ilhen
the dome i¯ lowered to the deeiz~l po~ition ¯ meal1
pump sprays water inside the dome nixing the
blanket and ¯ large punp IAf~m ~ ~o~.~ntreted
(sludge and sprayed rater) to the C~O pmnpback
The density at the bottou layer as well a¯ the bottom
profile Ls ~onitored by ¯ poz~ble ¯~spended ~olid8
eater (~r-Control; node1 Nex-P). Solids p~mpbe~k In
the second o~partnent ls accomplished by ¯ portable
suction punp.
A tide level gang¯ was harked on the ou~fall faca with
nean tide level as 0.0 (with 3 in. inorenental marking¯
up to 6 ft above and below). Additional equipment
fabricated by the operators to handle tlcatable~ ~bA~h
vlil be described later.

~ Ve/~sw.---The total volu:e contained by the FEN
facility varies with the tides. The shoreline ham ¯
significant slope into the Creek and the betto~ 1¯
irregular due to the head-end scouring and subsequent
settling free and of the CSO and it~ ¯¯lid¯,
respectively. ?ha value¯trio configuration roughly
resenbles a triangular prise. Figure 7 is ¯ graphic
representation of F~q facility value¯ to tidal stage
relationship. Volumes yore calculated from hathemetric
maesureeents. The facility volume at maan tide l¯
about 410,000 gal and range¯ from 160,000 to 650,000
frum a re¯an-low to high tide.
¯ ~/~ Pm~d~.--Monltorinq the salinity gradient from
Creek surface to bottom to deternine CSO and Creek
water stratification is the key eleeent of this
project. The monitorinq includes dot¯mining salinity
profiles at seven stations alo~ the lateral pontoons
within the FW4 facility and two outside the curtains
both a~ter the CSO event ends and durtn~ its pumpbaok.
Figures 8-10 contain profiles for CSO events during
low0 high, and rising tide, respectively that show the
stratification which identifies the ¢50 volune stored
within the PBM facility. The "&~ pontoon stations ere
closest to the outfall and the "C~ stations are at the
facility discharge end. & pictorial presentation of
the displacement of Creek water by the CSO from the
surface downward is shove in Figure 11.
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vhlch vsre observed, leak&re or escape o~ttslda the side
curtain could be seen. Ninor leak~je (St-lOt) is
Inherent v£th the FEW fa©iltty; however, major Zeakage
occurred due to the relative small size of the
facility. Yhe recovery of the ontained volume
from 7?t-ZOOt for the four atom shove.

--

¯~tmar~snw.~.---,X,o 4ate, one botto~ nsludgo.
vtth the dose mechanism yes ~onducted. Positioning of
the "sludge done" pongoon yes determined by scanning
the bottcu vith the sludge blanket meter. Deposits In
the second compartment veto pumped cut uel~j the
portable suction pump.
Fka~d~s Remw~.--A 1 ln. aperture 60° Incline4 ~anual
rekinq screen is used for floatables removal.
floatahles which accumulate before the second and last
pontoons are also removed manually. From November 1988
throuqh June 1989 a total of 11,000 Ib of trash and
"
floatsbles yore removed. Coarse floatsblss recovery
(based on visual estimates} is gSt.
Floatebles r~aovsl apparatus ould have been better
desiqned and automated but, as stated previously, 4us
to funding liettations for this developmental project
end the bss*c desire to demonstrate the PEN, lay-ost
equipment yes used.
~sta
Total project costs are about $?00,000 of vhich
$56~,000 was for equip~en~ and const~ction. Capital
cost estimates for full-scale facilities as a function
of facility volume are shorn on ~iqure 12 and acco:dlng
to a const:uction cost breakdovn for a 10 HG facility
on Figure 13. Operational costs include O&M labor,
pover supply, inst~ent supplies, and hsul*nq fees
vary videly baaed on qeo~raphical area, fac£l*t¥
confl~ration, final desLqn, proximity to s tres~ent
plant, size, end perfoz~ance requirements.
Permit Conside~atlone
Waterfront activity is subject to federal and state
requla~i~ns.
The Fresh Creek FBH demonstration
~acilit~ required a york pe~it from the Hey York City
Department of Poz~ca and Te~inala, a Tidal re,lands
Pe~-m~t from the New York State Departmen~ of
£nv~rormental Conser~a~ion, a~d an Army Corps of

|
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PILE DRIVING
FORCE MAIN 8,$7:i

1.71~

PROPR I ETARY
EQUI Pl~ENT
19.2711

12.85g
LANDSCAPE

ELECTRI

~W 8UILDIN6

I NSTRLR’IENTAT ION

OUOG(T COST $

o]sotz’~ot 1o~ Coat

?he F~( syste~ o~ pontoons and cut,sine can be
installed in estuartne raters and effectively
captures CSO based on:
(1) rio structural danagee or naterlal degradation
occurrinq after hare than one year of operation.
A tear in the side curtain early in the program
was repaired within one day by chenical bonding
of material. The eysten has been exposed to
tidal ranges up to 7 ft and on at least two
occasions to winds ~ustin~ to 40 nph. It ham not
yet been exposed to major ice conditions.
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(2) C80 doe¯ ottectLvel¥ dLeplnce n~turul
rater lnstdo the fa©tZtt:y and form8 an
identifiable Itrltl Ibovl /t, (the Ilrtll@
en~b~Lng the ~O ¯toted to be ~ aut, to an
exL¯tLng Lnttrceptor for treatment.
trens/t/onel layer ot rater tto~ 6 Ln. - 12 Ln.
¯ t the boundary Lntet~eoe sLxe¯ t~ ~O~-SO~ ot
Creek voter.
¯

Other th8~ the dynu/o voZu~ee ~nct rates o~
Lnflov, the rectors vhLch trifle¯rico the amount st
etfecttve ¯torage volu~e ere.t:lda~ phaae at:
time o5 CSO event end pu~pLng, tLme period
storage unttl ¯tart of ret~
punptng, return
pump ¢¯pecLty, end dovnotreum Let¯tempter and
treatment plant cep~£ty.

a

The exL¯tLng denonstratLon plant Le ¯LgnLtLcan~ly
¯ nail compared to the CSO entetLng. The Lntenso
cso from th, I~rr.l¯ causnd "blovout- to occur,
L.*., release of CSO under the sfde curtALn.
ThL¯ oondLtLon i¯ further aggravated by
present confLqur¯tLon vhLch ham the ¯Ldo curtaLn
cro¯¯/nq the flo~ pl~e line true the o~ttall;
hoverer, the plant i¯ euffLc/ent to address lt~
demonstration ob~jectLves vhLch ere (¯) structure1
durab/1Lty and (b) CSO storage

¯

The FBN facility 1¯ very effec~Lve Ln trappLng
coarse float¯bias. Baaed on visual estinatLon,
95t rattlers1 can be ecconpl/¯hed.

¯

Settled bottom aol/d¯ end sludge can be pumped
beck by ver~ou¯ means.

¯

The relatively low coat end ease of tecL11ty
Lnstallation enables a less LntenaLve urban
hydroloqlc design procedure 8tnce the faciItty
can either be nade larger fron start or facility
conpertnents ~sy be added afeer trlal operation.

¯

The physical confiquratlon of an FBI( Is crlttcal
~o i~s perfornance with these reconendattons
belnq isporeane: (a) ~he dlacharge end
cross-sectional area should be ¯qua/ to or
than t.hae, of ~ha sulfa11 so am not to cause a
hydraullc conseric~ion, anhanclnq CSO leakage
under ~he cur~alna and (b) ~.here should be free
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Fig. ~:

T~C~I ~at;n~ curve of a vortex
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rig. 8:

He11ol bend "FI111X)t"
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Irtg. g:

Sc~ I~oe~l ~tt.h hinged mov~eble I~r ec~
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Fig. 10:

Lo~ I)r~tlur~ ~oft r1~:~r :tlm::k fle~,
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|n order to ascertain ha~ often, hc~ long end ~het overfl~ actually
occurred, n~er storm overflot, tanks are often fltted vtth
msurlng systm. Figure 2 sha~ an extol¯ of ~uch a "Se~er ~ In
the dlv~reton ¢hMIber.

2

11~ts tea mtcrogrocesw ~tatned ~n ¯ gas-tight mtertng box vlth ¯
ptezo-mtstant Pressure re¢o~Ol~ ~mec~ed to a et~ttc dtvtng bell.
The devtce ts capable of msurtng the ~ater level m ¯1nude for ¯
year pottered by the butlt-tn batteries. The frequency an@ duretton of
256 ~eter 1eve1 stages ere Internally calculated end rm~x~ecl ~ ¯
r~movable ~emory card. Thts card can he reed by ¯ mtc~ cmil)ut~r
Flg~re 13). Ou~’atton accurrmlce can be reed off end noted by hand at
the tank frm a dtsplay,
1n-line first-flush tank. Over s ma~ttorlng wtod of 10 mm~ths, the
tank ~es flooded for 5.goo mtnute~o As the tank ~ter lev~l ~ncree~e.
the length of time that ¯gtven lever ~s exceeded canttnually
cr~ases. The storm-overflow ¢m tnto olaeratlon for ¯ total Of 450
mtnutes. The htghest ~eter le~1 exceeded for one mtnute m 295
above the tmmr edge of the dtvtng hell. From the overflo~ hetght
overflo~ duration tt ts posstble go calculate the amount of
~htch hel been dticherged tnto the r~cetvtn~ t~eger. COIl~Utm- Irle|ylts

10. llmte Surv.~t_l__~_._~.~..e~L.It.~e~ Tl~e
fo~ example, the outf1~ont~11e~ for ¯ t~nk bec~m~ block¯do
dry ~ather flo~ ~111 fill the tank ~Ithln a fe~ ho~re, end ghen
lor~ period during ~htch this ~:)t)llml WIS Jgnorld by lo¢ll authoneed to be r~gularly ~tnt~tned,
It is not difficult go understand that lnsl:~tton ts ttm ohering.
SusPect tanks have go be Checked probably once a week. In eddttton
che<~ktng ell tanks after every rainstorm, manhole covers have to he
~ned. the tank entered. Bet¯use of the safety regulations thts ~eIf the c¢~ts ~n~urrad fo~ often ~asted t~tps e~ calculated, tt
bl~:Cl~es clear that remote su~etllence ~s ~rth the ln~estmm~t.
the ki~TP the stat~s on the c~rrent outflow or ~eter level can he
autc~aatlcelly querrled via a telep~:me llne every h(~r. or o~ dem~md
tf ¯ fault ts suspected.
The next ste~ ~}d be go t~ste11 cut--tic montto~tn~ sysLm
~he Storm overf~o~ tanks ~/htch tiou}d co{ltt(1u4~¥ che~k a~d record all
im~0o~tent co~ttto~S. ~rtze m~esu~ed velue~ and o~ce a day. say at
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He are avare o£ the problems o£ the first £1ush, which is
caused by res~spension
problems
o~gen deple~Lon cu~e An ~e river
hap~n at least once a year.
~e p~oblem
any seve~ system - can ~ d~mln~sh~ or avo~d~ by ch~st~
severs with a dry ~eather channel vhere the s~aqe
~rans~r~ durA~ ~P As complete.
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~o ~ ’ .

:

~caa/onally lnd~trLal dLacha~e~ ~ntr/~te highly
~oncen~ra~ed effluen~. ~ preven~ ~ne
fro~ Lnfluencl~ ~he C~ oncen~ra~lon~ ~Lal m~
mus~ ~ ~aken. Acco~/~ ~o G~ a~i~ional ~1~ for
seo~a~er re~en~/on ~nks ~k~ ~ p~/d~.
efflc£en~ molu~Ion Is preer~t.
Noas~os ~tv~n the star not~rk a~ ~o r/vo~
~en deple~Lon ~ hilly concen~ra~ C~ Ln m~Lll
o~e~ed. ~caaionally ~ho ex~en~ LS o~vo any
love1 (FLare 7). ~sLnq vi~ hydr~en ~roxLdo (H~,)
a sul~able ae~h~ for dLaLnishLnq ~e o~on de~
controlled chemical oxidation. ~Ls hap~ns ~
o~en (a bypr~uc~ of ~e d~ay of H,O,) vhon
pumps.
~here are no residual reaction pr~uc~s
river.
If doslnq Is dons correctly, ~here is no
fauna and flora [9]. ~ 1~ CSO ~11u~ion levels ~he
~akes place a~ a pro~lonally slow reaction ~i~.
can ~ r~ard~ as an advan~aqeo~ tl~-release
~lonq ~e river LIp~, ~hree dos~nq s~a~lons are
succesfully. ~he c~ty of Ereaen ln~ends ~o deslqn such
station as a s~an~ as veil. FI~e 8 sh~s a ~£~1
s~a~ton.
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Oxygenation of Rivers
Occasionally the ox~/qsnation of rivers is appllod [9]
(Fiquro 10].
~hia aeasure selden is sui~blo for
sattsfylnq ~Jle peak oxyqen demands of, sa¥~ 0.5 nmcjll,h,
vhtch may be caused by CSO. Physical oxyqonatlon measures
of ~hat kind achieve oxyqen input up ~o ~he saturation
value {7 - 10 ¯q/l), vhich may not be sufficient in ¯
number of cases. Tn addition, this measure demands high
Investment, and the efficiency is hlqhly dependent on
vhich lovers ~he overall efficiency. Oxyqenation of rivers
~hore£oro is a g~xl means 1£ oxyqen is needed on ¯
continuous basle.
Retention of Orqanisas
Zn addition to all of ~he techniques mentioned above,
measures to retaLn orqan/sas in a river stretch seem to be
of vLtal Lap¯trance.
They should be direct.ed at
orqanisas whLch are
representative of natural river
quality. Host o5 the recoaaended measures have not yet
been sufficiently quantified.
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Over ~he last years ~he b~Lldinq of s~raqe
¯ ~a~aen~ at ~Ln~ a~aqe ove~fl~
savage net~rks Ln ~e ~eral Re~I~¢ of
tncress~. Acco~Lnq ~o ~e la~es~ assassin,s, ~r
atomizer ~er~lov ~anks have, up ~til
~e additional r~i:e~nt to~ s~ome~e: ove:tl~ ~
the Pede:el Rep~lic ~n ~ es~i~t~ ~hly
n~r at inhabitants and t~ ~he exten~
sewage sys~ea. So~ 72t or ca. 40 million
connoted to the ~l~ s~eqe system.
~a~, ~o~ ~ 1,500 l~abl~an~s, ~ere
s~omate: ~nk, ~hen, in tutu:e ~ s~i~ionel
stomite~ tl~ v111 still ~
~he eft~ on ~he p:o~Lon at lakes
prenen~, elploy~ng 5 ~11u~an~ ~aae~e~s.
es~iaa~Aon o~ ~he ett~lveness
h~ever, ~n ~ndAvldual cases, ~e :ea~tve
able,Ayes can spear
Par siaplittca~ion, in ~e cal~la~i~s carr~
~he cos~s of s~o~a~er ~erfl~ ~ks are appli~.
s~er valise of ~he sever systems ~he c~ cu~em could,
In any case, chanqe. ~ CSO’s are
~t~h sufficiently larq~ s~o~va~er s~oraqe
follovtnq conside=a~lons apply also tar
netvorks v~th a larqe n~r of different
ins~allations. Up ~til nov ~he effe~s of C~ on rives
and l~es canno~ ~ descrl~ ad~ately. H~ever~
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Exl~)~n Stog~of STP

;’l~n-e 3:

Crd~,~l Romloll ~ntensdyrcnt

Reduction of ~mual Load ot Suspended So114~
~’lu’ouqh Biological l~iriflcation and CSO
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2.5

LoadLnq on Lakes and ~ivera Due to Sevaq@
Treatment Plant £f:Xuent

The purification effect o5 bloloq/cal sewage trea~.~ent
plants has already been displayed qraphLcally in F/qures 1
to 5. For the ~nd~vidual expansion a~agea ~ha follov~nq
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KWl) for the blol~r~l basic pur~tl~e~on ~en be ~pplled
aa gtven An ~able ~).

J.

2

For fuz~her oat ~onsLderat/orm ~ho annual ~o8~8 fo~
2nd expansion 8t~qo are tssuned as beLn~ ca. 17 t, for
3rd exparmion attqe ca. 40 t and UIO 41:h exparmion 8~ge
annual oata are pre~en~ed Ln Figure 7.
3.2 $tOZlVater
The 8pecif.lc building ~oat8 for enclosed J~ot-mmter ~
~tn, In a~ord~nce vt~ current oat levOla, be
u tollmm (~le 10):
5~ble 10.

2S0
S~
1,000
1,~0
2,000

spe~Lfio ~/ldi~ ~ t~ ~1~

3,6S0 ¯ 2,020.~, 350 .~,~00.1,O00.-

~e o~ratLnq ~sts of ~e sto~ate~ t~s can, 8~o~1~
Per the de~e~LnatLon ot ~e annual se~Lee ~ capL~l
~s as8~ ~at the 8to~vmter ~8nks are ~Ltten o~t Ln
~esul~s an annual tn~e~eB~ ~en~ o~ 4.5 t of ~e ~o~al
wl~ ~e ~la~on density, tn~tous a~ea levels and
s~o~w~e~ ~ank vol~es 8s selected tn Se~lon 2~
~ld~n~ and o~a~n~ ~s~s a8 ~ell as ~he so~t~
c8p~81 can ~ conve~ ~ ~nhab~an~. ~e annual
resultLn~ from th~s for dlfferen~ rater proration
retirements are also en~er~ In Flare 7. ~ s~andard
comparison for ~e CSO tree,neat here ~he critical rainfall
ln~ens~y, r~t~, 18 selected ~een 10 and 50 1/(s.ha).
Under ~h~s, ~he costs for sto~a~er ~anks for ~he
of co~n~ 8evade, which ensures a con~rablo
trea~nent for s~o~wa~er over flora, is ~derst~.
b~ol~cal sewage ~rea~n~ plan~s dur~nq s~o~ veather are

~--
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~eL’e are, ee ¯ r~le, ~any otoz~v~r
in¯tell¯floss piece4 1, the sewer network vhlch, in part:,
can dlech¯rqa into lo~ perfo~nc¯ wee¯ivan9 refers. Ybe
m¯qe puritLcation pl¯nt c¯n, on the other hand, be on ¯
lake or river with lar~er 21~s and hatter water quality.
Xn such cases an ln~re¯¯ed Ca¯ tree¯st can brlW
the o~bLned sevaqe rim¯St usually c¯~ war¯
substances wh/ch can pro4uce he¯vy deposttln~ and ~¯lble
silt~nq up of lakes end rlvere. ~he result¯n~ comte tar the
re~oval of such e~fec1~ can currently be conslderable
vhlch, vlthin the :raaework at the eMOve and very qener¯11y
held co¯par¯tire calculations, e:¯ not rayon into
Zt Is to ha further oonsld¯rnd, that 1~e
pollut¯nts frca star¯water overflo~ install¯floss ~e, in
the mln, btoloqicelly e¯s/ly deqr¯dable. :In cemln
situations, e.g. in st¯ear, with lo~ water flo~ an4
oxyqen content, it can case to a crlt:Lc¯l 1ca¯ of ~
in la~e¯ and ravers.
It A¯ Am~or~ant for the further ~ater poIlutlon control o~
re~etv~nq ~atera that, An the PnderaI l~epublic o~ ~ermany,
al~ost 7S t at the inhabitants ere nonnectnd to bLoloqical
¯ e~aqe treats¯st pl¯nts. Yhe ¯lternetive therefore 11as In
not whether ¯ bioloqical savaqe treatment plant or CSO
treats¯st lnstallattons should be built but in how an
optiaua for the protection of lakes and r:Lvera can be
achieved with the future available investment ~ean~. ~e
scope of CSO treat¯ant - tnsotar as it qoes beyond the
I~orksheet A 128 - will have to be laid dotrn, as for the
necessary vaster¯tar purification, depandinq on water flo~,
the use and the required water quality of the lakes ~nd
rivers. Tf the water Slow is sufficiently larqe and now
already lies at least at Natar ~uality Class ;TZ, than the
ass¯assent of the east effective water pollution ontrol
cost calculations are carried out. Here, ¯¯ s rule, ¯e~aqe
pur~fication plants with bioloqical basic purification are
to be as¯used.
~s is to be seen troa Fiqures 1 to 5, the residue1 1cads
for the pollutant parameters investtqated can c~rrently
reduced on1¥ slightly with an advanced sew¯q¯ purification.
Nith CSO treat¯ant hiqher deqradation effects can partially
be achieved. To this end it was lnvastiqsted in s
cost calculation whether it is sore scan¯sic tar a better
water qualtty to expand the hioloqioal sew¯q¯ treatment
plants for an advanced sew¯q¯ purificat~on accordinq to
d:~f:erent expansion stsqes (X142 to K~4) Or to expand the
CSO treat¯ant tar different requtreaents. Yhe results
t~t~s ainiaua cost invest/gab/on are listed in Table 11.
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~l’ROINJClION

U.S. ~1~ S~ ~o~ ~ ~ Nafi~e O~ Ru~ ~
f~ ~at ~ ~ s~wa~ ~h~ ~ ~bu~ m
~oh~s ~ ~i~g ~ ~sul~g in a ~ ~ ~1~ ~ ~
M publ~ a~ a~u~ ~wm~ ~ag~t away ~ ~ oM
~ ~a~ flow ~y ~ ~ f~lid~. ~ e~ple in ~ ~n~
~r s~ ~ s~w~er ~ w~a~ ~ ~ve~ m ~ ~

~ ~ ~blic W~ A~fi~ ~h ~fi~ (IN)
~ ~e ~ ~pit~ ~ ~ ~ w~ $22 billi~ (~ 1~ do~).
(1981) es~ ~at ~ of 1~8 ~ ~ m~m ~ s~

~au~ of ~e ~u~ of ~e info~on f~ I~ g~em~n~ ~
~pl~ ~ ~ l~k of signific~ f~e~ in~lv~m in ~ ~g~
~. A~g ~e few mf~hon$ av~lable ~ ~ cite ~ 1983
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The structurM failure is the pin,dominant mode. Typically it s~ar~ wi~h a minor
del’ect such as leaking joinL~, corrosion, bad bedd~g or or~king. This ini~aJ defec~
can funhe~ deteriorate when water c~n flow inlo or out of the s~wer or when wa~er
flows panll¢l u~ the sewer through the bedding material c~using soil migrator. In
warmer climates the pr~,ence of hydrogen sul~le m s~wag¢ combu~s wid~
ccmdezts~ wat~ st the crown of the sewer form.s sulfu~ a~l 0Genow, 1980)
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URBAN STORMWATER INi~,AS’rRu~ruRB

n~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (1~) f~ ~g
~ ~ ~ e~ f~.~~ M ~ 1.~<~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T~e~b 09~).

~~ f~]~ of ~ ~ sys~ by ~g ~ ~u~
D~G~

m~b~i~on ~ ~l~nc o~ ~gc sy~. ~n (1988)
~enU~a~ of ~e key sys~m a~mbut~. ~s i~]~s pi~ ~
mv~ elev~, des~ flow, ~ flow, ~ of ins~h~. ~
oval ~iU~ of ~ ~w~ge system ~ ~ field ~.
~ IgtO~l~ by ~S Of lap top ~utc~ u~ ~ ~I1~ ~
to ~e ~. S~ w~ld idcn~fy ~k~ f~ ex~ple, u ~].
while o~ wOl ~ludc ~~ ds~nsions s~h ~ ~l~ inch
m leng~ ~ c~p~d to ~l ~ch in ~d~ ~d I-2 i~s ~ ~n~.
~te~uon ~ mfil~uon ~ inflow c~ ~ ci~ lighG ~
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This is enszatislly aa expmt sys~m czpsbiz o~ .mi/i~n| ps~viously co~clmd
mainumen~ and mlmbilitatien infomuaion w mKmmmmKI mKI
~habilimtion scarifies. ~ tugg~t~d ~habifiwtiom activity is w.lected f~m
~osu m ~lso included such as nm~oving and g~cing mu~ac~ orm at entry
~u:avation ~ ~ s~ ~ a~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~smust ~m ~~dm~
~u~ng mul~ple ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

B~I m ~. (1~) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

670,~ ~ a 410 ~ ~le ~ ~ h~s ~ a~ge ~ ~ ~t 7~ ~

~le ~ ~ b~ ~m ~t ~ ~ ~ ~y ~
~~~~~ l) ~ #~ ~,2) ~ ~, 3)
~ ~ file ~ 4) ~ ~ file. ~ pi~ fi~ ~ ~ f~h
~ ~ wh~h ~ ~ is i~ ~ ~ n~ ~ which ~ pi~ ~
pi~ ~, ~ pi~ ~, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ins~, ~ u~
~ ~ in~ ~ ~te i~ f~ ~ Aut~ ~, ~
num~, ~ ~ id~dfi~fi~ num~ m which ~ ~ ~ i~ ~

~le. ~nt ~ ~ t w~le. ~e ~ fil~ i~l~ i~
~s ~ me en~ ~w~ ~ s~h ~ flow f~ ~at ~ u~ f~ ~y
~ fl~ ~ ~ pi~ ~ ~ ~u~ ~ ~g ~ ~ul~
~gh ~phi~ lnf~fi~ S~t~ (G~) ~ ~ng ~ ~f~
~ f~ h~ng ~ g~phical inf~ti~, s~h ~ ~at ~ f~
~nage mf~s~. ~ c~t to ~qu~ ~ sup~ a GIS ~y ~ ~c~ve
gv~ m~p~i~es, in ~ to ~ni~ ~e ~st of develop~nt of a GIS
w~]d ~low ~e evalua~ of ~ hy~ulic ~n~ of ~e st~watcr
~ ~m ~e ~pping enfant. Wc~r ~d Schacf~ (1~) ~
~IS t~hnol~ into ~e Aut~ package. ~ ~ ~ty of P~ Angel~
W~in~on. ~ey ~vide linkage ~tw~n v~s low ~t ~i~ ~w~
~ucts ~d ~ut~. V~ous ext~ ~ules w~ p~ ~d
Aut~ s~h ~ a p~kage ~at ~o~s t ~plc~ st~wat~ and
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~ ~s of s~t~ ~y~s ha~ ~n
~nu ~ ~b~ ~nage f~fiihes. J~s ~ W~ght (1989) ~ve~
~habili~on in~. A ~er mvcnt~
d~ by ~ (1989) w~ impl~nt~ by
~hu~ Wa~r Reds Au~w m 1988.
US ~ insulates in ~hng the ~p~
ex~ system would aid in ~e dc~nati~ of ~ cff~ts of ~w f~li~
~na~ of ad)us~n~ n~ ~ ~e c~nt system ~fil~ ctal., 1989).
New s~te~cs have ~n p~ f~ ~ abat~nt of ~llu~on ~ ~ci~ng
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¯ he A.z~X;~ g4 pwo~’~ was s~,~ in ~g~5 ~ ~ V~ ~
va~lnq s~aqes of deve~o~n~. Yhe ~n obJ~v~ of
~ese m~ud~es are ~o improve s~ruln~ena~
early dts~osls and ~reatnent ot 8~ursl
qeo~lc81 8n~11es. Varl~ M~ s~ ~e:
~sed ~ls have ~en dovelo~ ~0 help carW ~ ~e ~s~
involv~ in s~er reh~ili~/on. ~ese incl~ an e~
systea for ~e s~:~ural and qeot~ical dla~sls o~
s~er newark as ~ell as a decision aid ~1
~e ~s~ appropriate reh~tli~lon
¯ he ex~ sys~ea ~as p~ in and on~p ot p~l~on
a V~ 750 in c011~ra~lon vl~h ~ance~s National
Civil ~q~neerinq (~ole Na~onale des~n~s
?he sys~ea was la~er~on~o~e Z~rsonal
Several ~rkl~ ~ups have ~en crea~ and cha~
~he inves~iqa~ion of s~cittc as~s of sewer aain~enance
and repair. The ~op~cs l~k~ a~ include ~e ca~es
s~c~al anoaalies (qeo~hntcal, aqetnq, corrosion
e~c.), ~he ~y~s of rehab~ll~aion works ~ssible,
differen~ ~nt~orinq and si~e lnves~iqa~on ~l~es as
~ell as ~e qeneral pla~inq ~d d~slon pr~ess.

~hie~ ~qlneer in ~tflctal ln~elliqence
Consul~an~ in Knovledqe ~qlneerlnq, ~IL, 14~, ~uleva~
de Valay, ~2707 ~£5 C~ex, ~rance.
~lrec~or of ~a~er Nanaqeaen~ and ~11c HealS, Val
de Name County Council, 1nqenie~ des Pon~s e~ Chaussees,
Cre~e~l, France.
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So as to assure en sfflolent ln~’.oqrstlo~ of t/to APOGU 94
pro:Sect s study yea conducted vlth the elm of having 8
rations/ use of the /nfornation ~anaged by the
Name County Council. A specislisod teas of sever
and technicians has been trained to Use different s~tulo~
of the APOGEE 94 systen. Work 18 ontLnu£ng on
and improving the User Interfaces and on sxtendlng and
validating the knovledge base.

The Vsl de Name County first began to give thought to the
process st optlmizlnq the plannlng of ~he rel~bllltot/on st
sever networks in the early 19s0*s. After investigating
clesslcel maintenance plannlnq techniques, the idea emerged
of developing an expert system approach to both
disqnosls and the rehabilitation of the sever netvork. A
feassbL11ty study was conducted in ollst~ratlon with
Prsnce,s National School of Civil F~qineerinq
Nationals des Pont ot Chauss6os).
This first k~o~iodqo 8ysten was restricted to the diagnosis
of the state of repair of the network
qoctochnital disorders (NacGllct~lst, 1986). The expert
systts vss progressed in end on top of Proloq on ¯ VAX
The kno~ledqs bess yes provlded by an Internal expert of
the Vsl de Name County and was orqanised in the fo~
"and/or- ruls tress. The expert mymtem, which Consisted of
approximately fifty rules, yam later tested on severs1
hundred sever sections in a town in the VSl do Name
County. The initial results of this test run proved to be
pronisinq end it yes decided to Include ¯ prototype expert
Several French orqan/sattons hacm involved in the nex~
phase of development of the expert system, these included
the Val de Name County, the Ninistry of Urbaniss, the
£cole Nationals des Posts et Chauss#es and various research
orqaniaar.ions. St.udy groups vere crea~ed end charged with
the investiqation of specific aspects of sever maintenance
and repair. The main objective of these s~.udy groups
to produce handbooks on specific aspects of sever
saint;seance. The knowledge in these handJ:xx)ks yes later
extracted and for~alLsed as as to be in ¯ usable fo~l for
the expert systes. These rules are of the follovinq form:
Soil slope is greater then 5 de~ees
Hydrological conditions favour earth slide
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(f) Yhe aubstantlal ~Inlstratlve an~ technlo~1
investaent needed in anelysln~ the rehabilitation proble~
encouraqed decisions ~o be baaed sore on past actions
ra~her than on a fresh look at the sta~e of the problea.
¯ he study qroup Zookud et several decision aid
and exaained their adequacy for plennl~j rnh~tlitation
vorks, the soni~orirKj of s~ructures and de,ailed sl~e
lnvestl~ations. These ~e~hods Included (Souysaon et el.
1988 ) :
(e)

Cross as~rix lal~ct ~lysls

(b)

Nulti-ettrlbute utility theory

(I

Outrankinq

(d)

Ele~cre

(e)

Pertinence trees

(f)

Puzzy loqlc and endorseaent

Yha study qroup recoa~ended an approach
pertinence trees and fuzzy loqlc. Yhis approach consisted
in ela~oretinq a ant of decialon r~lee of the
siqns of deqredatlon of the structure era
MAMIFEST
there ia a HIGH risk of vertical ollepee
AND

the structure is CIA)$E to ZliPORTMIT
infrastructures
TDiPORAR¥ consolidation works are t~GZ]iT.

¯ he conclusions of these rules can be coabined to create
rule trees.
~he advantaqes of this approach are the
follo~lnq:
(z) Tt iS possible to obtain ze~aantic state~ente
which co~ine the influence of several factors (the
different structural risks, the ~ulner~1ltty of the
surroundinq environaen~, the various roles of the atruct~s
in question)
(b) ~he aethod provides an efficient and concise way
of desllnq ~ith uncertainty, lqnorsnce and se~anttc
leprecision (there is no need for the elaboration of z

R0041890

~ L~r~LIL~)
() ~e app~ch ~ ~e d~LsLon
a~ ho~o ~ble st deal/~ vl~
(d) ~o sys~ea ~ly s/mp11~/~

Iym~eI for structural d~m~omLm ~m ~11 ~m
scare of ~he ~olLqLcal I~1es, ~e I~udy group
res~ns/ble for ~e ~E~ 94 pr~r~
varLous rays Ln vhLch ~ese resul~ ~uld
into ~e exLsC/nq pra~Lo~ of ~ Val ~ ~e ~y

co~1l.

Nany a~ori of ~e vii de ~e Cowry ere dLr~ly or
Indirectly ~ncern~ ~ ~e in~
~£ 94 sys~ea. A s~udy vas ondu~ vL~ ~e ~011~1~

/nvolv~ ac~rdlng ~0 ~e roles ~ey play~
(b) ~ exhaua~Lve lls~Ln~ of ~e ~s of
us~, ~eLr orLgLns, ~he cl~ut~ ~ey ~011~ a~ ~heLr
t/nal
(c) ?he l~atLons
and
~ans
storage
of Lnfo~a~Lon,
average
t~n
overof~rL~
(d) ~e Lden~l~Lca~Lon of ~e var/~s pr~ess~
~rou~h vhLch ~nfo~on Ls eL~er ~ransfo~ or
(e) ?he Lden~LfLcatLon of ~e Ln~erac~Lons
~he varLous actors a~ ~e ~s of /nfomtlon going
~rouqh ~he sys~a
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A recent au---~ey of perceived ~£vor qual£ty

~o ~al Hater ~tho~t~os ~d o~r ro~le
~tvo~

1~80 ~d 1~85 (~0, 2~8~) shows ~

~al~ty
o~

~ral s~rem Pa~lar~y ~n ~e ~s~ o~
~d second ~he ~ra~m~once o~ ~ho

oldo:

~ndust:~al

onurbat ~ons

polZu~on ~n the second ot ~eso;
wa~e~cou~ae8. Xn pa~AcuAar, the ~6Zo o~ ~b~
sys~m ~n on~=~t~ng to r£~r poZZu~on ~s proa~t~
pollu~on ontrol, within ~he ~ve: BaS~n
Progr~e, ~1 dolcr~d. ~on o~le~on, ~ho prowl
o~ ~hA8 Progrme (CIAtforde e~ al, 1986) wall
~e ~a~e: ln~us~:y ~o ~age ~he ~alA~y o~ u:b~
~d car~ out pollution on~rol ~ll~=el ~
~ec~vo ~d o8~ o~o~
~e~
~
hal
~J8~lo ~ ~o past.
~_
~n the ~ the t~cal ~a~nago syst~ (FLare 1)
core o~ c~ned 8tverl ~ ~h@ o~der cen~
separate seve=s ~n the s~urb8. N~ su~ a ~a~ago
syst~, there ~e three ~8s~le 8ou=ces o~ ~llutAon.

~ Pollution H~ag~en~ Group, wa~e= ~soar~ Centre,
8~ Uni~ed
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sewage ~a~e ~ s~lat~ ~1 (~)

to ~Z~te pl~t ~=fo~co to ~t~

FolZov~g ~ f=~ t~ ~d ~o ~a~e ~ ~o~
econ~ ~d ~vArO~taZ ~e~Ats ~ ~
of :oal ~ control to~o8. 8u~ t~l~ o~l
a ~s to ~8e the ~=fo~ o~ ~o
e~fe~A~ess ot su~ ~tAts.
Perhaps ~ ~st s~L~Ac~t ~ ~l~t ~ ~
e~rA~ce An ~e ~Zo~nt of ~SGx~ ~ ~
~derlt~ng ot t~ ~v~ o~ ~11ut~tl
se~= systu, vhi~ ~s result~ f:~ ~e
that up to 25~000~ o~ se~:s An the ~ a~ a~e~,
s~ ~gree, by An~A~ se~ntatAon (CX~, 198~).
So~t deposits ~n c~Aned 8e~:8 ~y ~mse
level ot ~:~o~ce 0£ ~e syst~ by :~uc~nq
capacity, ~b~ ~y lead to su:~:qe, flo~q
pt~ature
o~:a~on 0£ 8to~ sewage o~:fl~l. Zn
ad~tAon,
the ~s~rge of ~11ut~ts ass~Aat~
se~nt
de.sAra du=Ang 8to~ e~s ~y result
greater ~llu~Aon ot ~ater o~8es.
~::ent serrate ~sA~ practAse As ba8~ on ~ oncep~
o~ self-le~sAng ve1¢~ty. Ho~eve:, desA~
~hAch Anc¢~o:ate non-cohesAve sed~n~ t:~ ~eo~
~Y ~ ~appropr~ate re= =eal se~r se~8 gvAdence
suggests ~hat t~Acally up to 80t 0£ the g=oss ~lZutAon
load ~lcha:ged ~:om a save: 8ylt~ ~y ~ de:A~ed
~e e:osAon o~ An-pA~ de~sA~s. Hence, At ~8
¯ n se~: processes
~d
:ela~ed ~o ~he pr~uc~on
of ~h~s ~11u~
losd
~e~e~o:e,
~o~ ~e hy~auZ~ desA~ ~d ~lu~Aon
alleviation as~c~8 o£ sewerage reh~ilita~ion, ~d also
sewerage o~ramions, grea~er ~fo~ion is n~ded
define ~he f~d~n~al nature ~d characteristics
o~in~ sewer sed~nn deposits. Sedimen~
coupled wash s~pling fo: physical ~d ~cal
~s ~ used ~o pr~uce a five ca~ego~ classlfAca~ien
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’Associate, Charles Hoverd and Associates, 303-1111
01an¯hard, Victoria, British Colu~bte, Canada VaN 2H7.
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Impacts head the list, p~smIbly reflectln~ the relmtlvely
lo~ level of knovledqe about such vater~ and ~he effect~
chemical end biological water quality of pollutant
dtecharqes Into thee. Noreover, It reflects the fact thai:
it vlIl be virtually laposelble to aaaple and req~lato
diacharqes (establish dlacharqe criteria that will apply to
all discharqe points - witness the current difficulties
the U. S. In prouulgatlng eto~r~ater discharge
requlatlons), end that ve therefore need better knowledge
about which peranetare to nonltor, ~hether stream biota
criteria would be better, and ~hether appropriate
organisu can be foun~ to aid in receiving water quality
aonitoring.
T~o ~ needs ~era the next hlqheat :Ln priority. They
were research into real-ties aonitoring techniques° and
research on the effects of ~et-vemther flo~s on treataent
plant perforaance. Both, In a¥ opinion, reflect the tact
that ue are beqtnnlrw to Aapleaent ne~ techniq~es for the
control of Pollution froe store and oabined
dlscharqes, and find ourselves lackAnq basic lnforaatl~
uhich to evaluate systee performance. Studies in Denaarkw
for instance, suqqest that treataent processes, and
particularly the final clarifIers, viii have to be
if treateent plants are to treat la~Je voluaea of coabinnd
se~aqe. This vii1 require not on1¥ research lnto the
processes the--elves, and par~icularly ho~ effective they
are in reaovlng other than mconventIonalm Pollutants,
also Into the techniques used to aeasure their perforaan~e
and sake appropriate ad)ust~ents to correct operational
probleas.
A related Ares eas further research Into 1:he treataent
efficiency of end-of-pApa treetaent devices. Specifically,
~e need to kn~ the ratio

p,
where

P’

P, ~ ~nnual load with treetaent
P, - Annual load without treataent
for such paraeeters as TSS, VSS, BOO, N~ 0 P~,
or~hophoaphate, and selected toxic continents.
Another hey Ires on the list is the rehabilitation of
urban streams, which aeans research into the techniques for
restorin~ de~raded urban vatercouraea to either their
oriqinal condition, or to s condition that is ecolo~ically
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and aesthetlcally
prevention
~etr aes~etlc
water ~ali~y e~a~e~nt, ~lle
~ro ~i~i~
ont~llinq
r~eiv~ only
the sense
ve~ desirable,
practical ~ ~tally-a~le ~ of i~l~nti~
~ ~n~s.
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a larqe volume of ~11u~ va~r m ~ ~ ~.
In ~st cases ~e t~eat~nt facility ~n ~t ~1o
this larqe flov o~ rater ~cur=l~ durt~ i short

~As As es~tally advewse An a stt~tton ~e=e a

NOV 8ysto~ d~crl~ in ~18 re~ UH a
~ate assu:es ~ consent ~1~ ~t ~ ~e ~sln to ~o

hsavtet ~:t~cles ~c~s. Fl~ttnq natte= can ~
by seafarer yells or screens. ~ertl~tn~ rater
free o~ ~aes~he~tc ~tcles.
~ t~s of reten~ton/s~t~n~a~lon ~sln are ~:
1) Staple Buffer ~stn.
2) Buffer ~sln ~1~ pro~ ~ertl~.
3) Buffer ~sln vi~ ~reenl~ Sys~.
~Enq~neer, Ntll He,all.u, Rud. Diesels~r. 2, 8404
Win~er~ur, S~i~zerland, and :President, N111 Engtneerl~,
P. O. ~x 181624, Cassel~r~, Florida 32718.
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Store¯tar 5Zo~s ta the butter basin and is collected.
¯ ha voluie o5 the basin h¯s been calcuZetnd based on
rainfall ¯ ao~nt and ¯re¯ o5 ollation. A
11,1t, ~b. tl, to t~. treat¯ant t¯clZlt¥ ~1,~
¯
and the trestient taclllt¥.
:f the beeln volmm 18
su551clent, no rater needs to be diiped Into the
tsc/llt¥, the basin Le empty and Lt La cleaned by an
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Fl~t ontroll~ r~la~r qates are ~£dely ~ to l£nlt
_
the tlov rate out of the retention ~stn.A fl~t tns~
retention ~sAn actuntes a s~lde valve on the 4~ sA~ at
the ~sLn.~ the vo~er
By o~LmLzL~ ~e g~t~ of ~e r~lstor an ~-~
llnearlty can ~ achlev~.
~ far Su~rlor to a characterls~Ic
Vo~ex Valve.
A co~Inat~on of two sllde valves as
Zt is ve~ easy to cha~e ~e tl~ ra~ ~ ~ tl~t
r~ulator is Lnstall~.
In fa~ ~e d~tter~

Characteristics of ¯ tZoat ~t.rell~d r~qulator
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r~lator qate. ~e ~ ~s ~t
height ditter~ 11~ o~r ~ ot
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l, lq~r~ 5 : Retention Main ~ith Pro~mc~ed Overflow
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US Ps~ent)
~i¯ basin act¯ as a sedimentation ha¯in ~nd the overflw
As protected by a s~een.
¯ he screen retains mll flostinq rotter Independent of their
specific veiqht. Tl~e ¯y¯tea As more efficient t~mn a
floatinq separator vall, since ¯nythin~ that does not
settle and doe¯ not float on the s~rta~e is retained ms
veil (paper, napkins,
Should an overflo~ situation
dumped via emergency
separator val 1.
After the basin has b~en emptied, the
tlushinq apparatus.

r~ONSTAI~T FLOW)
Pigm*’e 6 : Diagr-,, of Sc~’eening

TO TRE4T~NT F~NT
Plqure 7: ~u~avay of Sc~e~nln~ In--tallst/on (s/mpl/fied).
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PLqure S shovs a retentLon bes/n vith overtlov ~:eenLng
end pro~ec~ed emergency Overflov. ?he screen germ cIeaned
ohm auto~at/ Dm~p
c~1maned
by ¯ second Duap
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Background
As stormwat~r and sno~wnelt flew across ~he urban
landscape, countless contaminants are can’ied into our
rivers, lakes, and estuaries. The elfects of thee contaminant d~scharges on the environment can be were.
Water quality and sediment charectedstk:s can be degraded, threatening the biological Integrity of our urban
water bodies. In addition to urban runoff quality, the
quantity of urban stonnwatar and snowmed that roaches
urban s~mams can cause were physical harm to sensit,re ecosystems, ln~uding those well I~/ond urban-

plica~)n ofbest management IXactloes.
PU~
The purpo~ of th|l IMninar ~ il to mlkl
available to a much wider audience the valuate
rna~on presented at the NllJonal Conference on Ud:~n
Runoff Management. This put)liCalkxl Onlpdsee 53
pets that m Wesented at the conference. The
address 8 broad s~c~-’~um of programma~ and tedlnt-

The ~ nlsnagefllellt of ull)Bn wstereh~d$ ~ I ~

lengiog and complex task. As urban watersheds are ¯ Watarshed ptlNdng
cle~oped, they produce a ~e-specific mix of pollutants
that can adversely affect water and sediment quality, ¯ Stormwater management ~
Nso, wire increased urbaniza~on comes increased ira- ¯ Regulatory muee
permeability, resulting in higher ~:m’nwator flowl to
streams that can cause streambed and streambenk en)- ¯ Monitodng, modoling, Ind o~
merit
because government jurisdictions rareb/coinc~e with ¯ Design and applica~xl of best m~lagement pracwatershed boundaries. So, to overcome tl,-~moe ins~turices and controls
tJonal o~stacles and implement effective urban watershed management programs, comprehensive and ¯ Education and inforrna~)n ~
coon:linated management strategies are needed.
The papers in this publk:alJon rewesent the coilectfve
The National Conference on Urban Runoff Management know~ and experience of many talented individuals
was held in Chicago, Illinois, from March 30 to April 2, .who have developed and are implement~og and sw3x)rt1993. The purpose of t~is conference was to bring to- Jng watershed management programs at the federal,
gerber national experts in the field of urban watershed state, county, and local level. As a result, this document
management to discuss and share ideas ancl ap- will be a valuable resource to regulators, watershed
proachas for effective ud~an watershed management, managernantprogram personnel, and others interested
This 4-clay conference addressed a w~be variety of instJ- in developing and implernant~n9 a successful urban watershed management pn)gram.
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Watershed Planning and Program Integration

Edc H. I.Jvlngsto~t
Florida Depar~men! of Environmental Regulation, Tallahassee, FlorM~

Abst~ct
Since passage of the Clean Water Act, federal, Stale,
and local governments together with the privete sector
have spent billions of dollars eltarnpting to meet the
acl’s goals of restoring and maintaining the chemical,
physical, end biological integrily of the nation’s waters,
While great progress has been made, es~lcially with
respect to reducing ll’aditional I:)oint sources of pollution,
we are faced wilh a much more complex and difficult
challenge: reducing ~ pollution associated with our
even/dey acl~vities. Facing the environmental challenges presented I~ rlonpoinl sources end slotlTiwater
dis~lan:jes requires a more comprehensive arid inte. grated aPtxnach, asl~ecial~ if wa are to maximize the
environmental benefits in a cosl-elfective manner. This
approach is known as watershed management--the
integration, on a watershed basis, Of the management
of lend resources, water resources, social-cultural resources, financial resources, end iofraslruclura. Implementation of this epproach requires a cool)erative
Watershed Management Team effort involving all levels
of government, the privete sector, end each ~tizen.
Besides addressing the need ~r watershed management,
this I:)aper discusses bhef~ the many components of a
comprehensive watershed management program. Ke~
program elements include growth management, land
preservation/purchase, wetlands/floodplains protection,
erosion ancl seOiment control, stormwater management,
wastewater management, watershed prioril~zation and
targeting, inspec~ons and maintenance, research, public eclucation, and dedicated funding sources. Other
papers in this publication review the evolution of Flof
K1a’s watershecl management program, with emprtasis
on successes and failures together with recommenda.
t~ons to improve the environmental effectiveness of the
program (e.g., "The Evolution of Florida’s Stormwater/
WatersheO Management Program’).

Introdu~J~n
When land within ¯ watershed is changed ~ ill nllurat stale to egrtcoltural land end then Io urban land,
mar~ complex interconnected changes occur Io
nalural systems within the waterahed. These chlng~
can and do have profound effects on the health of
Ihese systems as wall as their Inhal:~ants. A8 Eid
Shaver describes in his paper, one of ~ gr~taM
changes is the alteral~on of I~ watarehed’s hydlology,
especlall~ the infiltrative capacily of ~ land. ~
al~, the eve,,day activities of humans within the water.
shed add many potential ellviroilmeritsl (:Olltalllirlirlta to
the watershed that can be ass~ ITansl)Ortad ~ ~
telion and runoff.
Managing stormwatef end nonpoin! sources Of polfultoft
presents man~ complex challetlges 1o the walM rasourc~
manager that are somewhat unique and quite differerll
from those ellcountered when managing
point s~Jrces of pollutiorl. These challenges include:
¯ Integrating land-use management, because change
;n land use creates the stomlwater ~.
¯ Educating the public ~ how everyday ~
contrib~e to the stomlwater/nonpoint source ixol~.
lem ~ how the~ must ba part Of tile
¯ Developing a management framework that is based
On the fact that "we all live downst~’eanf and that
stormwater flows am not constrained by pol~
boundary lines.
¯ Obtaining the coopera~on end coordination Of neigh.
Ix)ring political entities that exist within a watershed.
¯ Not Only managing stormwatsr from new deve~
but retrofitling existing "drainage systems" that were
l~uilt solely to convey runoff away from developed lands
to the nearest water boo’y as quickly as possible.
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Secondly, constraints imposed by current stormwater
treatment technology, such as treatment efficiency, land
needs, and maintenance needs, and by the costs of
assessing and solving existing stownwater/nonpoint
source pollution problems call for a cooperative and
regional framework. AdditiOnally, the proliferation of federal programs and requirements imposed by federal
legislation, such as the Federal Clean Water Act and the
Coastal Zone Management Act, has caused fragmentation of efforts and created program ’lurf wars" and even
conflicts between programs within the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Other federal programs such as the National Flood Insurance Program,
the Section 205 flood control program, end even egricultural crop subsidy programs directly conflict with
achieving the goals set forth in vedous environmental
laws and programs. Finally, current environmental management approaches rely on regulatory efforts that attempt to compensate for adverse effects caused by lend
alteration activities on a particular site. Implementing a
watershed management approach helps to overcome
all of these challenges and, just as importanb’y, allows
inclusion of planning efforts that can prevent problems.
This allows for more extensive use of less expensive
nonstructural management Prectic~.

Watershed Management
"Watershed menagement" is a flexible framework for
integrating the management of all resources (land, biological, water, infrast~uctura, human, economic) w~thin a
watershed. Basically, it is the managing of human
activities so as to cause the least disruption to natural
systems and native flora and fauna. With respect to the
management of stormwater end norq~olnt sources, It~
crucial factor is the integration of the management of
land use, water/stormwater, and infraslructure. Watershed
management has numerous facets, including planning,
educabon, regulation, monitu~ng, and enforcement, that
are performed on a watershed basis,
The watershed management approach discussed in this
paper must be flexible. The size of the watershed to be
managed can be very large (a river basin) or very small
(a subbasin). Selection of watershed size depends on
many factors, including ecological systems in the watershed, ground-water hydrologic influences, the type and
scope of resource management problems and goals,
and the level of resources available. A~litionally, the
institu:ional framework for watershed management will
vary greatly ~epending on the legal framework that has
been established in state law and local ordinances.

they discharge to receiving waters, presents many cornplex challenges, Correcting these proble~ will be
tremaly expensive and tochnica~y difficult, end ~ill lake
a long time. Accordingly, we need to re-evaluate our
current approach to ztormwater management to shift ~
emphasis towards more ¢ornprehen~ve, prevention-od.
ented strategies such IB water~l~
The following comperi~m illustmt~ the differe~ I~.
twean the usual piecemeal apl:~Zch fo IIomtw~r manegement and a comprehan~ve watershed approach (1):
¯ The usual approach: For exi~ng urban devalo~
merit, the usual aplxoech le to addre~ local ~
water problems without evaluating the potential for
the runoff control measure to cause adverse
in downstream areea. In the case of new urban de.
velopment, stormwat~ msnagefllent ra~K~lsibllttj~
would be delegated to local land devaloper~ ~
each would be ~ for con~lll~’~tg stollllW~
ter management facilities on the development ~ to
maintain postdevalol:~t peak ~ rate,
ume, and pollutant loads from I~ ~ at predevalop.
" mant levels. There would be llgle or no consideralk~
of the cumulative effects of the devalof~e~ w~
their individual stormwater systern~ on ~ I~ ~
government stom~vatsr inhasb’ucture or Itm downstream lan~ and watsre.
¯ The watershed apl:xcach: This option invofv~ ~
retorting a comprehensive watershed p/an, le~own II
the "master plan," to identify the mo~t
control measures and the optimal Iocation~ to conlml
watershao~:ie activities. The watershed approach
typically involves combinations of b~ following:
- Reviewing the watershed and its chare~ to
assess problems and potential solu/k~s.
- Strategically locating a single stormwater rnanage.
ment facility (a regional system) to conb’ol ~
velopment runoff from sevoral projects within a
basin (or from a fully developed basin or subbe~in).
- Providing stormwater conveyance improvements
where necessary ups~earn from ~ regional facility.
- Employing nonstructural measures throughout the
watershed, such as acquisition of floodplains, wetlands, and natural stomlwater depreasiona/ storage areas; soundly planned land use; limitation~
on the amount of imperviousness; grassed swak~
rather than storm sewers; and roof runoff direction
to pervious areas.

While the usual approach to urban stormwater management is relatively easy to administer, it offers several
Advantages of Watershed Management
disadvantages. There is a greater risk of negative effects, particularly in watersheds that cover several jurisAs discussed above, solving our nation’s stormwa,
dictions. Insignificant flood protection benefits result
ter/nonl:x)int source problems, especially retrofitting exfrom empha sfs on the effects of minor localized flooding.
istfng "drainage systems" to reduce the pollutant loads
Ineffecbve runoff control throughout the watershed is
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caused by the falkJre to evaluate iccaticnal differences in
the benefits of stormwater management facilities. Ralativaly high local costs for facility maintenance are incuffed, as am unnecessary co~ associated with the use
of small-scale stnx~ral solutions rather than large-scale
~ soh,’tions, which typically are much cheaper,
Included among the poesible nagetJve effects of this
piecemeal approach to stormwater management are the

facilities that the public feels are primarily recrealk)nal
facilities that merit protac~on for water quality.
Another advantage of watershed management is that
We resource management goals can be more resource
oriented. Prevention practices and programs to protect
natural systems and beneficial uses of our water bodies
can be stressed. These typically are more cost effective
than byin9 to restore natural systems after ~ have

been adversely affected by human activtlkm that occur
¯ It may only partially solve the major flooding problem(s),

within a watershed.

¯ It may solve flooding problems in the upstream jurisdiction but create flooding problems in downstream
jurier~:lions,

Watershed managen~nt allows coordinaUon of iofra.
structure improvements with point and nonpoint sou~
management programs and, mast ~ provides
a vital link between ~ use and water resources man¯ Randomly located detention basins may actually in- agemenL
crease downstream peak flows.

¯ Maintenance nea~ and costs essoc~ted with numerous onsite runoff controls are very high.
¯ Significant capital and o!:)eration/maintenance expenditures may be wasted.
¯ The costs of remedial st~ucturel solutions likely will
be much greater than the cost of ¯ pro!)er managemerit program.
The watershed master planning approach offers signiflcant advantages over the piecemeal approach, it promises reductions in capital and operation/maintenance
costa end reductions in the risk of downstream flooding
and erosion, parbcularty in multijurledictional water,
sheds. It offers better op!)ortunities to manage existing
stormwater prot)lems and the ability to consider and use
nonstructural controls. Other benefita include increased
of)portunities for recreational uses of stormwater controis, potential contridutiens to local land-use planning,
enhanced o¢)portunities for stormwatar reuse, and
popularity among land developers,

Watershed Management Framework
There is no single approach or institutional framework
for establishing a watershed management program.
While establishing a watershed management institutional and legal framework would be easiest if we could
start with ¯ clean slate, we cannot. There is an existing
legal framework in each state, county, and city. ~
may differ greatly. In some states, there will be ¯ long
list of existing laws, rules, and programs that have been
set up to respond to earlier state needs. In other Mates,
there will be very few laws, rule~, end programs that car
form a foundation for establishing watershed managemerit programs. Therefore, One of the keys to o~ening
the watershed management door is flexibility. In some
cases, the focus will be on enacting new laws. In other
cases, the emphasis will be on revising existing laws
(ordinances) to better integrate and coordinate Wograms and ol:)ject~ves.
Another key to establishing a watershed management
framework is patience. Getting state laws or local ordinances enacted or modified is not an easy process. A
long-term game plan must be developed and pursued
with diligence. Each component of a watershed management program has ita own controversies, guaranteeing that public debate will be vociferous on many issues.
Therefore, priorities must be established. Typically, ~
ority setting depends on state resource problems and
needs, public sentiment, and the degree to which an
issue becomes "sexy," thereby receiving coverage by the
news media. In many cases, it may take several years
to get a parbcular piece of legislation passed or re~sed.

There are some disadvantages to the watershed abproach:
¯ In advance, local governments must conduct studies
to locate and develop preliminary designs for regional
stonnwster management facilities.
¯ Local governments must develop and adhere to a
future land-use plan so that the regional facility is
properly designed to capture runoff from the planned
amount of development and impervious surfaces,
¯ Local governments must finance, design, and construct the regional stormwater management facilities
before most development occurs and provide for reimbursement by develof:)ers over a builclout period
that can last many years.

To succeed, education of elected officials, state agency
mana~rs, and the public must I:~ a priority. Public panicF
pabon an0 support are essential in building a consensus.
I~lany of ~e issues that watershed management programs
a0clress are complex and not easily demonstTatad.
¯
In some
cases, localmaintenance
governmentsactivities
may have
con- Managers
stormwater
and other
sources
of
cluct
exl~aor0inary
forto
regional
polluson0ofunlike
tile managers
ofnonpoint
tm~ IX~nt
sources
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of pollution, cannot point to pipes that continuously discharge effluents. Therefore, promoters of watershed
management programs must use multimedia pmsenta,
tions to not only educate but also to entertain. You must
sell the need for watershed menagementl
Another key to success is to take advantage of any
opfx)rtunities that arise. Unfortunately, these oppurtunities often occur after a natural disaster that results in the
loss of property or lives. After Hurricanes Frederick and
Andrew struck South Carolina and South Florida, respactively, considerable public debate arose about
buJidjn~ codes, land uses, and cisvalopment within sensitive and susceptible coastal area-whether to allow
rebuilding in these areas and whether public programs
such as the National Flood Insurance Program should
subsidize development in such areas. These debates,
especially of the costs and benefits, can be used to help
build support for growth management and land acquisition programs. Furthermore. flooding (and in a few Iocales, water quality problems) can be used to break the
"hydro-illogical cycle" and gain support for stonnwatar
management progrems and local stormwater utilities,
Finally, in building a watershed management frame,
work, one must establish clear goals for the overall
program. Some important goals include:
""

¯ Condnu#y of storrnwater/watershed management
programs over a long period, which is required to
correct existing probl~ns and prevent future ones.
¯ Cooperation between federal, state, and local gov.
sectors; and all dlb~ls.
¯ Communication to educate ourselves and elected officials about how we are all part of the problenl and
how we can and must be part of Ihe solution.
¯ Coordination of stormweter retrofitting to reduce
pollutant loading end of other natural systems msto.
ration activities with other proposed infrastructure
improvements (e.g., road projects) or de~
redevelopment pmjents to maximize benefits and
cost-e~enese.
¯ Creatfvffy in best management Wactica t~lology,
in funding sources, and in our approach to solving
these complex, cost)’y problems.
¯ Consistency in implementing laws, rules, and pro.
grams nationally and statawide to assure equity and
fairness for everyone.
¯ Cash in large amounts and over a long period to
correct existing problems and prevent future ones.

¯ Providing opportunities for preventive nonslnJctural
controls in addition to structural controls that can help
to rr~tigeta the inl)acts of human actlvibes within a
watershed,

¯ Commitment to solving our current ~ and pre.
venting future ones so that we can ensure that our
children have a bright ft.,tura (’Just Say No To Stormwater Pollution").

¯ Establishing clearly defined, holistic natural resource
management goals.

Watershed Management Program
Components

¯ ,Se~ng priorities, both in terms of a long-term lagislative agenda and by targeting watersheds,

Watershed management involves the integration of
management programs addressing the many differing
human activities that occur within a watershed. This
section discusses briefly many different components or
programs that lypically are considered a pan of watershed management. The following list and discussion of
programs is not all inclusive. Other programs addressing
specific state or regional needs have been implemented
around the country. In developing or implementing programs, it is important to take advantage of information
and technology transfer clearinghouses and to commu.
nicate with people in other states, cities, and counties
who have implemented similar programs.

¯ Encouraging public participation so that everyone
"buys in" and feels that they are part of the solution,
¯ Integrating all available tools and resources into a
coordinated, cost-effective, cooperative approach,
¯ Finding dedicated funding sources outside the main
funding stream (also known as "general revenues’)
so that the watershed management programs do not
compete with law enforcement, education, or other
high-priority societal needs.

Each of the various watershed management programs
includes common aspects such as planning, ho~istic goais,
science/technical support, implementation (usually with
I~oth regulatory and nonregulatory approaches), and
extensive I~ublic participation. Public participation is
needed in all aspects of the program: planning, rule
development and adoption, permitting, and inspect~on/enforcement. Pregrams must also address how to
distain adequate funding and staffing; how to train staff

In developing, selling, establishing, and implementing a
watershed management framework and associated programs, ~t ~s very ~mportant to keep in mind "the big Cs
of watershed management" (2):
¯ Comprehensive management of people, land use,
natural resources, water resources, and infrastructure throughout a watershed,

4
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end the PUblic, especially the regulated community; how
to ensure inspection end compliance; and how to
ensure long-term operation and maintenance of strucrural controls. Finally, programs must be evaluated
regularly to optimize their environmental effectiveness,
cost-effectiveness, end efficiency in providing service.
This requires a commitment to monitoring programs
that can actually ascertain if the program’s goals era
Typically, these programs are implemented following
enactment of a slate law that requires a state agency to
set up a program to address a spedfic concern. Program implementation via legislative mandate usually
helps to ensure that a program has adequate legal
authority and staffing/funding supporL Some of the programs discussed can and have been established by the
passage of a rule by a state agency using its general
legislative powers, for example, programs for public
education, pollution prevention, rnonitming, end priori.
tizing target watersheds. Given the current scientific
data on the pollutants found in stormwatar, erosion and
segment control and even etormwater Imatment programs can be established using general water pollution
conVol authorizes. These programs are very staff/rasource intensive, however, requiring lagisiative approval
of budget requests at ¯ minimum.
Common watershed management programs include
both planning and regulation. It is important to under,
stand Itm difference between comprehensive planning
and permitlJng. Both are needed to effectively manege
growth end protect the quality of our environment end
our citizens’ quality of life:
¯ Comprehensive planning allows a community to
make decisions about how and where growth will
occur in the future. Comprehensive planning asks, is
this the r~ght location, is this the right Urea, and is this
the hght intensity for the proposed use of the land?
Comprehensive planning seeks to prevent problems
(soc~J, econorn~c, environmentaJ) before developmerit occurs,
¯ Perrniffing, on the other hand, asks only, how can we
do the best job wth this davelobment on this pe~cular site? Permi~ng is site-specific and seeks only to
mitigate the impacts of the land-use decision. There
always are inherent limitabons in any regulatory program that comprehensive planning can help to overcome. Principal among these limitations is the fact
that permitting is piecemeal and does not consider
cumulatrve effects. Therefore, regulation and permit,
ring cannot substitute for planning,
Watershe~:l planning and management programs must
include two equal components: the land planning
framework and the water planning framework. An exam-

l~e ~. p~m~l ~l~mmxt Wmm me W~
~ I~

W~W ~

~ cm~ow.~nt reg.m~
Lm~ mmp~rce mm
Fteg~o~ ~ mm

w~w ~
Sm~ w~w mnegmw~
s~m ram, ~

pie of the hterarchlal relalion~htp of Ihese plenning
frameworks is shown in Tal~e 1.
Following is a discussion of many of the program comportents that typically are ~ of ¯ watsmhed
merit framework. These c~1 be divided ~ Illree
categoric:
¯ Land plenning ~ men~eme~
¯ Water planning ~l nw~gement
¯ General resources planning and men~gement
Lind Planning arid MarlagerlM~
Component~
Land planning end management programs often
called growth management programs. It is importer to
understand the clear distinc~ona I=etw~n growth
egement, comprehensive planning, end land/envlfolt.
mental regulalJon:
¯ Growth managernenf looks at broad issues ~nd at
the interrelationship of systems--natural systems,
infrastructure, land use, and people. It attempts to
assess how well wehave been providing for the
needs of our cibzens in the past and, when new
people move here, to determine what Itmir needs
and how they will be provided. Growth management
~ ~ planning, natural mscuf~
management, public facilities planning, housing, reoreation, economic development, and lntergovem.
mental coordination.
¯ Comprehensive planning is a governmental process
for inventorying resources, establishing prlorllJes,
tablishing a vision of where a community wants to
go, and determining how to get there. It is ¯ systematic way of looking at the different components of ¯
community, county, region, and state.
¯ Regulations are the specific con~’ois applied to different types of development activities to regulate and
minimize their negative impacts. Typically, regulations are administere~l by all levels of govemmen/,
federal, state, and local. At the local level, land development regulabons are the ordinances I~t impk)ment the local comprehensive plan.
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Components that need to be addressed by a state wetlends/flcodp~n Wotection act thcfude:
¯ Defining "wetland." A wetlar~ should be defined by
three characteristics: the elevation end duration of
flooding, the presence of certain wetland-specific
plants, and hydric soil conditions. The law should
clearly state that wetlands are considered to be "waters" just like ¯ river, lake, or estuary,
¯ Establishing a standard method to delineate wetlands. Wetlande represent the transitional edge betwean waters and uplands. Determining where a
wetland ends and the upland begins is neither en
easy nor an uncontroversial undertaking. Wetland
scientists should be allowed to establish combinetions of hydrok)gk:, vegetation, and soil indicators and
a process by which to "draw the wegand line."
¯ Requiring consistent statewide application of the wetland definition and wetland jurisdictional delineation
method by all levels of government,
¯ Establishing wagand pmtection/manegement goals
and pulicies that can set the basis for wegand regulations and bemiring chtaha,
¯ Creating goals and poticies that foster more cost-elfective pollution prevention approaches by stressing
wetland avoidance rather then mitigation.
¯ Requiring or encouraging regional mkigation banks
rather then onsita relegation,
¯ Establishing a fair permitting process tilat ensures
public perticipetion, equity, an appeals process, and
¯ Nlowing, with strict pmtrealment requirements, the
incorporation of certain weUands into domestic
wastewater and stormwster management/reuse systerns, provided that the ecological characteristics of
the wetland are protected, restored, or enhanced,
¯ Requiring the annual tracking of wetland losses and
mibgetion efforts, successes, and failures,
¯ Providing for assumption, by the state, of the federal
Section 404 weUands program,
State and Local Land I~eearvatlon and
Acqulaltion
Regulating and restricting the use of private properly/are
very controversial. The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled
several times, however, that state end local governments have the legal authority to do so. In fact, it is the
rasponsii:~lny of government to ensure b~e hea~, safety,
and welfare of the public. Restricting what can and
cannot be done on a particular piece of proberly helps
to maintain prof)erty values and to prevent contaminat~on of air, land, water, and human resources. Care must

be taken, however, to avoid the "taking of property."
One way to help ensure that this goal is met end Ihat
extremely crucial or sensitive lands within a watershed
are preserved is to implement land acquisition programs.
The federal government has implemented several types
of land acquisition programs that have helped to proserve sensitive lands, protect vital wildlife habitats, and
establish recreational lands, such as our national parks
and national wildlife refuges. Federal budget problems
and intense competition for the limited federal land acquisition funds, however, makes it (:rdficult to gain these
monies to obtain properties, especially those that do not
have national or at least regional significance. Additionally, federal funding programs generally require msiching funds from state end/or local governments.
Therefore, the establishment of state and local land
acquisition programs can greatly incmese the ability to
purchase and protect sensitive lands and, equally knpurtantly, to capture limited federal funds.
Establishing state or local land acquisition pmgmn~
requires extensive citizen participation and support. You
will be asking the public to tax themselves to raise
money to purchase lands, presenm them, and provide
recreational opportunities. You must "sell" the program.
Catchy phrases and acronyms are helpful. Citizens
must see that they or their children will benefit and that
the funds will be spent wisely and cost-effectively. Land
acquisition programs must avoid conflicts of interest and
be administered with great integrity and openness.
A state and local land preservation and acquisition act
eralk)ns:
¯ Clearty defined program goals and policies. These
will form the foundation for determining what types
of properties will be purchased end how purchasing
priorities will be established. The program’s goals
and policies should advocate the preservation and
restoration of lands that contribute nonstructuraJ environmental benefits, Additional resource management
factors that should be considered in purchasing lands
include open space and recreationzd and wildlife
¯ Integrated and coordinated federal, state, local, and
private land preservation and acquisition program.s.
This will maximize the ability to leverage funds from
various sources. Establishing interconnected wildlife
corridors and greenways should be a priority.
¯ Extensive participation by citizens, private conservation groups, and state and local governments to esta~lisr~ program regulations, administrative IXOced~ss,
and, most importantly, land-buying phoribes.
¯ The long-term ownership and ac~,e land management
of tr~e property once it is purchased. Which agency
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will be in charge, an environmental agency? A parks
and recreation agency? A r~shehes or wildlife agency?
A private organization (i.e., Nature Conmancy,
Trust for Public Land)? Does ¯ land management

exam~ of how, over years, an existing law is reviled
to establish or refine existing or new environmentll
requirements or IXOgrems.

ment be/unded?

country include many common and similar environ-

¯ Dedicated funding sources. Purchasing large quantities of land end then managing the land, especially
with public access and use, requires significant funds
over a long period. To obtain sufficient funds, it may
be desirable for a state or local gevornment to use
its ability to sell bonds. Bonds can raise large
amounts of money at one time, which can then be
paid off like a mortgage, l-lowevar, that requires having a source of funds that is stable and predictable
over the life of the bond. Fees on real estate Vansactions (e.g., docurnentery stamps) and local o~on
sales taxes have been used extensively around the
Water Re#ource# Planning and Management

mental requirements end mandates, there is also considerablevahationemongstetes.Amajor reesonlorlNl
ferently. For exarn~e, some stete~ enact sN)~reta erosion and sediment control ac~ and stomtwater
management acts, Other states combine these two very
important wetm~hed management components. In
some states, the law governing the sl~ng and uee of
onsite wastewater disposal systems is found within ¯
state’s general health code law, while in other slam It
is found within the environmental lew. These three
tershed management components will be dlscuseed a~
separate topics even mough thor legislative authodly
often is Integrated Into ¯ stato’8 environmental ~
State environmental ~ laws generally contort

in general, the United States is blessed with an ¯bun.
dance of clean water resources. Water generally is
available whenever we went it, in whatever quantity we
desire and at a very low cost. Consequently, less attantk)n end emphasis have been placed on water resources planning and management, aspecJally from a
holistic apWoach" In the past, water planning and management programs were implemented usually to address a c~sis that had arisen. The continuing growth of
our nation’s population, however, continues to exert
ever-growing demands on our vulnerable end limited
water resources. Additionally, the need to begin re¯nag,
ing unconventional pollution sources such as stormwa.
ter and other nonpoint sources requires a re-evaluation
of the way we manage water. Accordingly, water resource planning and management programs are recalv,
ing increased attention and evaluation.
¯ .
Within th~s
subcategory of wetershad management programs, we include water quantity and quality programs
for the protection and management of surface and
ground waters, as well as general environmental protection programs. All of these programs usually include
both pollution prevention aspects and pollution Vastrnent aspects,
Environmental Protection
Most states have enacted some tYlDe of state environmental protection act. typically to control traditional point
sources of pollution. Generally, these laws are patterned
somewhat after the federal Clean Water Act. These laws

¯ Establishment of the slate environmantsj agency, along
with its legal ~ and powem end responsi:Wties.
¯ Establishment of an "environmental regulation com.
mission," generally composed of citizens appointsd
by a pol~ body (i.e., governor), which usully
holds public wod~ end adopts the state’s envlronrnental regulations and sta~l~ds.
¯ Permitting evaluation c~tteda, permit fees, and administrative procedures, which typically include ¯ leg¯J,
administrative he~ing process to appeal permitting
decisions.
¯ Programs, with adequate legal authority/direction and
resources (staffing and funding), to address general
environmental pmtectX)n and management of air, land,
and water resources (surface and ground water).
¯ Programs, with adequate legal authority/direction and
resources, to minimize the impacts of s~oecific polfution
sources such as wastewater and industhal disc~
solid wastes, hazardous wastes, and toxic wastes.
¯ Pollution prevenbon programs such as "Amnesty
Day," which allows citizens to safely dispose of hazardous or toxic household wastes; used oil recycling
centers; waste reduction and assistance programs
for industry; "Adopt a Road (Stream, Lake, Bay,
Shoreline)" programs; recycling; and "Farmstead
sistance" (’Farm’A’Sysr’) programs.
¯ Programs to restore environmentally damaged lands
and waters, especially critical areas such as wetlands, floodplains, steep slopes, and eroding lands .....

get revised fre(:lUently as either a new state environmental crisis or concern arises or the Clean Water Act
gets amended by Congress. This law is an excellent

¯ Programs to monitor the health of the environment
and to assess the effectiveness of watershed man-
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egernent programs. Monitoring programs need to insight of programs, especially regulatory ones, data.
cluda sampling of the water column, sediment, and
gated
downwards for implam~tatlo~ is essential ~o
b~ogical communily. They need to be able to proensure
program conaistancy.
vide information concerning long.term lmnds in environmental health, as well as the status of the health ¯ Developing a state water policy to provide guidance
of selected water bodies or natural systems,
for the irr~lementation of all water programs and
regulations in the state, which should be adopted a/
Water Resources Planning and Management
a rula, preferably as part of the state’s envtronn~ntld

.~.

Many states have enacted a water resources act that
based on and consistent with the goals and policies
is distinct and separate from the state environmental
in the state planning act. State, regional, and local
protection act, perhal~s because the planning and
water regulations and programs must be consistent
management of water resources is essential to the conwith the state water policy. Ideally, gceis and policies
tinued survival o! life on our planet and because water in a local compmherv-..~v ptan should also be consiee
is a major determinant of economic daveiopmant and
tent with the poticy.
quality of life. Water resources planning and manage.
ment must include considaration of both water quantity ¯ Providing the districts with dedicated sources of
revenue to ensure long-term, adequate funding of
(water supply, water allocation, flooding) and water
necessary water resou,’ce menagement Wograms.
quality. A state water resources act needs to be tully
Sources used in parts of the country irK:lude ad
integrated with the state environmental protection ecL It
must ensure that |mplementation of programs by both
/orem assessments (prof~ taxes), fees on walm"
use, permitting fees, and special assessments.
the state environmental protec~on agency and state/
regional water resources agency is coordinated, consisSupplemental Smface Water and Environmental
tent, and complimentary.
A state water resources act creates the framework for
water resources planning and management programs to There are several watershed management component
be undertaken by state, regional, and local govern- programs that may be established within one of the
ments. Using the goals and policies of the state compre- above two statutes or which may be established
hensive planning act, the environmental regulation statute separately.
commissK)n adopts a regulation known as its state water Erosion and Sedlmeflt Control Act/Program. Land
policy. This rule contains general policy statements ad- distud)ing activities are among the largest source of
dressing the myriad water resource tof~cs, such as sediments and particle-borne pollutants. Preventing
water supply and conse~al~on, surface water preserva- erosion and minimizing and capturing sediments, eepetlon and management, and natural systems preserve- clally from construction sites, are essential parts of any
tion end management. It provides guidance for the watershed management framework. Since 1972, over
implementation of all water resource programs and 20 states have enacted erosion and sediment
regulal~ons, whether by a state, regional, or local enl~ly,
The act could establish regional "water(shed) manage- laws and programs.
ment distr~ts" which are set up on the basis of water- Establishment of an erosion prevention and sediment
shed boundanes. The districts would conduct regional control law or program should include the following com.
watershed planning, help coordinate water manage- ponents and considaral~ons:
ment efforts undertaken by local agencies to ensure lhat ¯ Cleady defined legal authority, goals/performance
watershedwide goals are met cooperatively, and oberstandards, and responsibilities of the implementing
ate regulatory and research programs,
state and/or regional or local agencies.
A state water resources act should include such pro¯ Assurance that publicly funded projects, especially
gram components and consldera~ons as:
highways, must comply w~th all program requirements, and an encouragement for these projects to
¯ Establishing water(shed) management districLs to administer special regional (watershed) water planning
serve as models.
and management programs. These distncts should ¯ Determination of whether utili~/construction, agdculprovide statutory authorities and be given broacl powrural, and forestry projects are to be included in the
ers to protect, manage, anti restore surface- and
program.
ground-water resources.
¯
Agency
responsibilities and relationships. "l’yplcally,
¯ Se~ng the institutional relationships between the
implementation of an erosion and sediment control
state environmental agency, regional water manageprogram involves a state agency and a regional/local
ment 0istricLs, and local governments. Strong overagency such as a soil and water conservation distr~
9
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or a local govomment. D~egatlon of the program
from the state to the local agency must involve close
oversight to ensure consistency.
¯ Adequate staffing and other resources to conduct
research on the effectiveness of control measures,
develop sclentir~.ally sound rules, and conduct training and education programs for plan reviewers, inspectors, developers, engineers, and site contrac,
tots. A state training and certification program for plan
reviewers, inspectors, and contractors is highly recommended because it is very unlikely that public
agencies will ever obtain sufficient staffing to conduct
inspections of construction s~tes on a regular basis.
¯ Mutual integration of the state erosion and sediment
program, the state stomlwater management program, and the new federal National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Stormwatar
Permit~ng Program.

agency such as a water(shed) managemerl! ~
soil and water conservation district, or a local gov.
enlmenL Delegation of the progrant from ~ m to
the local agency must involve close oversight to ensure consistency.
¯ General goals end minimal treatment pe~
standards (on which best management practice ds.
sign criteria will be based) based on the state water
policy, and a biological or resource based peltomlance standard for redudng the pollutant loading from
existing drainage sys~ml.
¯ Adequate staffing for planning, coon:klan, pemlib
ring, and enforcement, and resources to conduct research on the effectiveness of control measures; to
develop scientifically sound rules; and to coftdlx~
veining and education pmgrems for plan rm~ewer~,
inspectors, developers, engineers, and ~te conrad.
tore.

Stormwater M~nagement Act/Program. Most states
¯ A state training and certification program for ~
have implemented some type of stormwater "drainage"
reviewers, inspectors, and contractors. This is highly
program to ensure that their citizens and their properties
recommended, because it is very unlikely that public
are protected from flooding. In some states, special
agencies will ever obtain sufficient staffing to condu~
"drainage districts" or "drain commissions" have been
inspections of stormwater systems either dudllg oltestablished at a regional or local level. Today, however,
struction or afterwards on a regular basis. These prowe know that stormwater is also one of the major
grams can be integrated with similar ero~:m ~
sources of pollutant loadings to our nation’s rivers,
sediment control Wogrems.
lakes, and estuaries. Stormwatar management is evolving slowly from its "drainage" focus to a much more
¯ Integration of b~e state stonnwater managenle~ pro.
comprehensive, multiple-objective program that adgram with the state erosion and sediment ¢onlrol
dresses stormwater quality and quantity. Stormwater
program and with the new federal NPDES Stommm.
programs must attempt to prevent or minimize stormwater Permitting Program.
ter problems associated with new land-use activities but
must also develop programs to reduce the pollutant
¯ A mechanism, such as stormwatar opemt~rig per.
mits, to ensure that stonnwater management ~
loading discharged from older "drainage systems." This
are inspected at least annually to datemline malnte.
latter obiective is extremely difficult and expensive to
nance needs and that systems are maintained and
address. Watershed management approaches are essential, Typically, a state storrnwater management prooperated properly. Ideally, this system is implemented
by a local stormwater utility which provides the owner
gram begins by addressing the problems associated
with new land uses and then evolves into a more cornof a properly maintained and operated stomlwater
prehensive, watershed-based program to address the
system with a storrmvatar utility fee credit as an economic incentive.
retrofitting of older stormwatar systems.
¯
Components and considerations that need to be adStatutory authority for the establishment of dedicat~l
funding sources for stormwater management prodressed by a state stormwater management act/programs at both the state and local level. At the state
gram incJude:
level, small fees on concrete, asphalt, fertilizer, or
¯ Clearly defined legal authority, goals/performance
pesticides might be considered. At the local level,
standards, and responsibilities of the implementing
stormwater utilities are widely used around the courtstate and/or regional or local agencies,
try with great success.
¯ Assurance that publicly funded 1~, es~lly highWatershed Prloritizatlon and Targeting AcUProgrlRt.
ways, comply with all program requirements, and an
The ever-growing number of water resources prot~ems
encouragement for these prolects to serve as models,
along with the financial constraints faced by all levels of
government strongly suggest a need for the establish¯ Agency resrx)nsibilities and relationships. Typically,
ment of watershed prioritization and targeting programs.
~mr)lementat~on o! a stormwater management DroMany
states, often as part of the implementation of
gram involves a state agency and a regional/local
stormwater/nonl:x~nt source management programs, have
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set up such programs (4, 5). Considerations and components of a state watershed priod~zation and targeting
act/program inclucle:
¯ Clearly .identifying which state, regional, and local
agencies will be involved in establishing priority watershecls. Public participalk)n is essential to ensure
the coopofll~on and "buy in= of citizens around the
state and within the targeted watershed. Cooperation
and joint ventures with private lend cunse~vation
¯ Providing guidance on what factors will be considered in Itm prio~tization process. These may inc~uda
requirements such as water bodies being of statewide or regional significance or of a certain level of
degradation; me level of local government and c~zen
suppo~, especially by those lend owners that will
need to install management praclJcea; and the avail,
ability of local matching funds,
¯ Providing a legal mechanism for the ac~ of the

"priority list" by the appropriate state, regional, or
local agency. Ensuring that the list is reviewed on a
regular basis and updated or refined as needed.

¯ The edoption of OSDS roguleUons that govern Itm
types of OSDS systems (e.g., dminfields, mound lye.
terns, aerobic un~), the siting of sysWns (e.g., waWtable elevation, soil types, setbacks from wellandl/
waters), the design and pedormance of OSOS (e.g.,
secondary Imatmenr? nitrates <10 rag/L?), ~
nation of whether surface discharges will be allowed
and under what conditions, inspections during construction and throughout the use of the system, and

O

¯ Reguler inspeclkxl (every 2 to 3 years) and maintenance (e.g., pumpout, dminfield) to help ensure that
OSDSs continue to function properly. The eachlishrnent of OSDS management l~ which have
defined mice areas, funding sources, and ~
authority, is one mechanism mat can be used. Another method of ensuring that OSDSs continue to
function prupedy is to require inspect~f~ and
greding/malntenance of systems whenever a property is sold.

2
-

General Resource# Planning and
Management Programs

¯ Providing a dedicated source of funds (state, regionel, local) to devel(~ and implement a watershed
management plan within a reelistic time schedule,

One of the challenges of implementing watershed management frameworks and programs is their con~
interwoven nature. Many aspects of watershed management transcend the simple classification scheme
Onaita Wastew~ter Mmlagement Act/Program. The
oulJined at the beginning of this section. These include
nation’s rapid population growth and the accompanying
the need for broad-besed natural resource management
move to the suburbs and even more rural areas has led
programs and for environmental educalk)n WogrenlS,
to a tremendous proliferation of the use of onsita wasteespecially those integrated into the cunJculum of
water disposal systems (OSDSs). Often considered an
K-12 education system. In many states, separate ageninexpensive alternative to cenValized wastewater col.
c~es have been established that have responsibility for
lectJon and treatment systems, OSDSs can cause or
the management of land, fish and wildlife, agriculture,
conthbuto to health and environmental resource probmining, and parks and recreation. Often a state forestry
lems which are difficult and very expensive to solve. Like
department is responsible for the acquisition and manmany areas of nonpoint source management, OSDS
agement of state forest lands. The aclNities and prowograms need to sti’ess prevention but also be able to
grams of these agencies typically are an essential
correct problems related to the past use and misuse of
component of watershed managemenL Close coordinathese systems. Traditionally, state health departments
tion and cooparation between these agencies and the
rather than state environmental or water resources
other "primary" agencies involved in watershed managencies have administered OSDS programs. It is inagement are needed to ensure that programs do not
creasingly evident, however, that OSDSs are a major
conthbutor to impairment of aquatic systems,
conflict and to maximize the benefits and cost-effectiv~
ness of all programs.
Asla~onsitewestewatermanagemantacf/pmgramshou~
Additionally, while nearly even/ natural resources reJnclucle the fo,ow~ng components and considerations:
source management agency has some type of environ¯ Clearly defined legal authority, goals/performance
mental eclucation programs, these typically are narrowly
focused, dealing with a particular program. The growing
standercls, and responsibilities of the state, regional,
or local entities involved in the implementation of the
importance of nontraclitional pollution sources such as
stormwater and nonpoint sources requires the developprogram,
ment ancl implementation of a broad-based environ.
¯ Goals and performance standards that not only acImental curriculum that begins teaching children in
dress Vaditional health concerns but that also require
kindergarten anti continues all the way through their
consideration of the potential environmental effects
senior year of high school. Each of us must understand
of OSDSs.
the basic interrelationships of the air, land, and water
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and how our everyday acidities can and do con~bute
to the degradation of our natural systems. We must
re-establish tl~ e~ic of stewardship, and the best way
to accomplish this i~ throug~ the education of our youth,

Example State Watershed Management
Initiattves

Several states have developed and implemented some
or many of the watershed management program componants discussed above. In recent years, states have
begun to tn/to integrate ongoing programs into a more
comprehensive watershed management framework.
Within this publication can be found papers that describe or discuss state programs such as Delaware and
Florida, regional programs such as the Puget Sound
(Washington) Management Program and the San Francisco Bay Program, and local programs such as the
Prince George’s County (Me.and) and Summit County

(Ohio) programs,

a retating schedule among the basins, and the corre~
tion of management needs (monitndng, planning, per.
mitring, enforcement) with ruff and r~oun~
allocations. North Carotina priodtized and scheduled lie

17 ba~s based on cor~daration of me nature and
extent of known Wof~ems, a basin’s impo~znca in terms
balancing.
For each basin in turn, Norlh Caro~na will Perform the
15-step process outlined below (6):
1. Compile all existing relevant infomtetjon on basin
cheractedstics and water qual~y.
2. Define the water quality goals and objeclMm for
water bodies within the basin. Revise as necessary
as more data are obtained.
3. Identify the critical issues (e.g., water supply protec.

tion, sh~lfish hervasflng) and current water quality

One of the ways in which existing programs, especially
planning and regulatory programs, can evolve into an
integrated watershed approach is demonstrated by the
ongoing efforts in North Carolina. The North Carolina
Division of Environmental Management (NCDEM) has
developed a plan in which basins, not stream reaches,
are the basic unit of water quality rnanagemenL The
objectives of North Carotina’s Ba~nwida Water Quality
Management Initiative incJuda (6):
¯ Identify priodly problem areas and pollution sources
that merit particular pollutant control, using modifica.
tions of rules (e.g., basin criteria) and increased enforcarnent.
¯ Determine the optimal water quality management
strategy and distribution of assimilative capacity for
each of the 17 major river basins wilhin the state,
¯ Prepare, in cooperation with local governments and
c~tizens0 comprehensive ~ management plans
that set forth ~ rationale, approaches, and long-term
management goals and strategie~ for each basin.
¯ Implement innovative management approaches that
protect the state’s surface water quality, encourage
the equitable clistrJbution of assimilative capacity, and
allow for sound economic planning and growth,

problems within the basin. Determine the major factors and sources (IX)int, nonpoint, habitat degradelion) that contribute to the problems.
4. Priodtize the basin’s water quality concerns and
CrilJca~ issues, Ensure public pmlidpatJon and ~
from other government agencies and nongovemment groops.
5. Define the subbasin management units using basin
eas, and critical issues.
6. Identify needs for add~=nal information.
7. Collect additional infomtetion.
8. Analyze, integrate, and interpret the information collected. Revisit Steps 2 through 5 in light of the new
informetion.
9. Determine and evaluate the management options
for each management unit in the basin.
10. Select final management approaches for the basin
and targeted subbasins.
11. Complete the draft whole basin rnanagemant plan.
Perform additional modeling and other analyses to
finalize wasteload allocations.

The whole-basin initiative is envisioned as a fully integratecl approach to water quality assessment and management. It integrates planning, monitoring, modeling,
point source permitting and control, nonpoint source
control, and enforcement within a basin. NCDEM has
reschecluled its NPDES permit activities so that permit
renewals within a given basin w~ll occur simultaneously
and will ~ repeated at 5-year intervals,

12. Distribute the draft plan for review and comment.
anU conduct public hearings.
13. Revise the plan as appropriate in response to com.
ments. Ensure adoption of the plan by the state’s
environmental management commission.
14. Implement the management approaches, including
point and nonpoint source controls‘

One of the difficulties in implementing a basin-wide
approach is the set~ing of priorities, the establishment of

15. Monitor the program’s success and update the plan
even/5 years.
12
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The Evolution of Florida’s Stormwater/Watershed Management Program

Ed© H. Livingston
Florida Department of Environmental ~
Tlillahassee, Florida

~
¯ .~
~

Research conducted during the late 1970s as part of the
Section 208 Water Quality Management Program identiffed pollutant loading from stormwatsr discharges as
the major source of water quality degradation in Flodda.
This paper reviews the evolution of Florida’s stormwafar
regulatory program, from its initial emphasis on controlling stormwater problems from new development to its
current emphasis on reduding pollutant loading from
existing development. The philosophical and technical
basis for the program are discussed, as are the program’s major components. The paper emphasizes how
the program is beginning to address the r-Mmfiffing of
existing "drainage syslams.=
Developing and implemendng a statewide stormwater
management program requires several key components. Research must be undertaken to develop statew~da rainfall distribution statistics, determine storrnwater
pollutant loading characteristics, datermine the effectiveness of various stormwater treatment practices, and
identify key design criteria for each lypa of best management practice. Education is essential and must be
targeted at many different audiences: design engineers,
state and local govemmant staff and elected officials,
construction personnel, inspectors, maintenance staff,
and c~zens. Dedicated funding sources at both state and
local levels are very imporlant, especially if the program
is to achieve the desired environmental benefits and for
retrofitting. Most importantly, integration of stormwater
regulatory programs w~th other resource management
programs on a watershed basis must occur for maxi.
mum environmental results and cost-effectiveness,

Introduction
Florida is blessed with a multitude of natural systems,
from the Iongleaf pine-wvegrass hills of the Panhandle
to the sinkhole anti sand ri(Jge lakes of the central hclga,
the Evergla(Jes "River of Grass," and the coral reefs of
the Keys. Abundant sur/ace.water resources incJucle

Plentiful ground-water aquifers provlc~ over 90 percent
of the state’s rasidlmts with drinking waW. Add Ihe
state’s ctimate and it’s easy to see why many consider
the Sunshine State a favored vacation dastinaifon and
why Ihe state has eeqoerienced phenomenal growth lin0e
the 1970s. Today, Florida is the foullh most populous
state, and its population is s’dil growing rapidly, ~
not at ~ 900 people per day (300,000 per year) rite
that occurred throughout the 1970s and lgS0s.
Florida’s natural eyst~ms, especially its surface. ~nd
ground-water resources, are exlremely vulnerable and
easily damaged. This is partially the result of Ihe state’s

sandy porous soils, kerst geology, and abundant rainfall.
The negative impacts of unplennad growth were seen
as eady as the 1930s, whensuuttmastFledda,scoasfal
water supply was threatened by sallwatsr inlrusion into
the fragile freshwater aquifer that supplied most of the
potable water for the rapidly expanding population. By
the 1970s, it was becoming all too clear that unl)lannad
land-use, development, and water-use decisions were
altanng the state in a manner lhat, if left unchecked,
could lead to profound, irrebievable loss of the very
natural beauty Itmt brought residents and tourists to
Florida. Extensive destruction of wetlands, bulldozing of
beach and dune systems, continued saltwater inlmsk:m
into freshwater aquifers, and the extensive pollulk~l of
the state’s rivers, lakes and estuaries were only soma
of the negative impacts of this rapid growth.
Fortunately, Florida’s c~dzens and elected officials beca.me educated about these problems and began derek
ol:)lng programs to protect and manage the state’s
natural resources. Florida began serious and compre.
hensNe efforts to manage its land and water resources
and its growth as the environmental movement in the
nation and the state gained strength in the early 1970s.
Florida’s natural resources management programs have
evolved over a 2g-year period. Collectively, the individual laws anti programs enacted during this period can
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be considered "Florida’s Watershed Management Program." In many cases, theae laws have been integrated
the adoption of regulations by valious state, regional,
end local agenck~.
The evolution of Florida’s watershed management program typically involves the following sequence: 1) concem about a specific "pollutant" or problem creates a
resource/environmental management program which
usually begins by focusing on "new sources" (site basis);
2) over time, as new sources are controlled and the
effectiveness of the program in(teases, the focus shifts
to cleaning up "older sources" (watershed o( regional
basis): 3) ultimately, the focus shifts to integrating the
program with similar ones to aliminate eny duplication

Fiorlda’s Stormweter Program:

results of research being ~:mductad under the 20e
gram. DER also eatabl~hed a stormwatM ~sk force
environmental communiti~. A revised stommltm’ rule,
Chapter 17-25, FAC, was d~veloped over 2 yelrl, Invoiving more Ihen 100 mealings between dq~llment
staff and the regulator/inte~ and Ihe dila~tlon
of 29 official rule drafts for rm and ¢ommlnL The
rule was adopted by the state’s Envir~
tion Commission (ERC) and became ~ in FebnP
an/ 1982. The adopted rule required I I~
permit for all new stormw~ ischa~ and Ior medi.
fications to existing ~ I~ wire modified to
Increese flow or poautant
The stormwatar rule had to be ~ w#Nn Ihe

. poliutent discharges: ~ ellluont Imita-

The Beginning
Section 208 of the Federal Clean Water Act required the
development of areawide water quality management
plans to control point and nonpoint sources of pollution,
As part of Flonda’s program conducted during the late
1970s and early 1980s, many inYestigatlons were undertaken to assess the impacts of stcrmwater and the
effactivenassofveriousbestmenaoementprectices(1},
These studies demonstrated that stormwater, whether
from agriculture, forestn/, or uil)an lands, was the pr~man/source of pollutant loading to Florida’s receiving
waters. Subsequently, it was concluded that the ability
to meet the Clean Water Act objective of fishable and
swimmeble waters would require the implementation of
stormwatar programs to reduce me daliven/of pollutants
from stormwatar discharges.
Recognition of this problem, along ~ the availability
of federal funds, led Florida to dralt regulations to control
stormwatar in the late 1970s. The first official state
regulation specifioa~ly addressing stormwatar was
adopted in 1979 as pert of Chapter 17-4, Florida Admin.
istrative Code {FAC). Chapter 17-4248 was the first
a~tempt to reguiaCe this source of pollution, which, at
the time, was not Yen/well understood. Under Chapter
17-4.248, the Florida Department of G:nvironmentai
Regulation {DER) based its decision to order a permit
on a determination of the "insignificance" or "significane" of the stormwater discharge. This determination
seems reasonable in concept; however, in practice,
such a decision can be as variable as the personalities
involve~. What may appear insignificant to the owner of
a shopping center may actually be a significant pollutant
load into an already overloaded stream,
In adopting Chapter 17-4,248, DER intended that the
rule would be rev,sed when more detailed information
on nonpo=nt source management became available,
About a year aller adoption, DER began reviewing the

in0 the technical and economic achlevilblty of lhnae
contrdis; and water qual~ eftll~ent
which reflect the water quality ~tandard~ and ~
pollutant Icadings set up by state pem~it (2). The
approach can be developed and Im~ted through
biomonitoring based on whole effluent foxi~, ~ It
van/ applicable to st~’mwater. Florida’s ~
growth, the ac¢ompanyin0 ~ealk~1 of tena of
of new stomlwatar discharges, and lhe lack of dita on
stomlwatar loading tox~ ~ this approach lJrlint.
p~ementaple, however.
Guidance on the devaloprnent of stormwater regulatory
programs and the role of water quality criteria has been
issued by the U.S. EnYironmental Protactlon Agency
(FPA) (3). The guidance recognizes that best
ment practices {BMPs) are ~ Wimen/machenism to
enable the achievement of wetar quality stat~ards. For
the purposes of this paper, aBMPisa~:xltroltachnlque
that is used for a given set of site conditions to achieve
stormwater quality end quantity enhancement at minimal cost. Further, the guidance recommends that state
programs include the foilow~no steps:
¯ Design of BMPs based on sito-spec~c conditions;
tachnicai, institu~onal, and economi~ feasibllib/; and
the water quality standards of the receiving waters.
¯ Monitoring to ensure that prac~es are con’e~
signed and ap~lad.
¯ Monitoring to determine both the effectiveness of
BMPs in meeting water quality standards and
alx)ropriateness of water quality criteria in reasonably
ensuring protection of beneficial uses.
¯ Adjustment of BMPs when it is found that water quality standards are not being protected to a designed
level, an~or evalual~on and possible adjusunent of
water quality standards.
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TMIiol. BMP1~rNlmentVoiumoofm,$ _to~m,,~__ ___m~._.~.~lo __(,~.~.~IN._.~_" .

information becomes ~nmileble ~out the field ellscth~

hess of various types of 8MPs.

control BMP, am the most ~ alommmw ~

In addition to the alormwater treatment volumes, other
design and dea~prmance standards have been sot to
ensure that BIdPs function o~timally to attain the stormwater treatment goal and othar management objec~vas
(9). These guidelines will be discussed for each of the

and Infiltration of the first flush, thoa~:)y Wovk:Hng total
pollutant removal for all stormwater that is retained on
alto. To reduce oporalk)n needs, Incro~ea ~eMholk:o,
and reduce the land area needed for alonnwater lro4t.
merit, retention ¯teas should bo Incorpoalltod Into ¯

8MPs currently being used extensively in ~

site’s lendsca~ng and open-space ¯roam. Eflectivono~

Swa~s am de~no~ by ~h~" 403, /qo~a ~tett~s

¯ ~nfl~treting tho stonnwate~ troatmen~ vofums

mont practice. Treatment is achieved through divaa~ion

(FS), as manufactured trenches Ihat:

72 hr or within 24 hr if the retention ~ is gra~ed.

¯ Have a top wid~to-depth ratio of the ~oss section
equal to or 9re¯tar than 6:1, or side slopes equal to
or 9reater than 3 ft horizontal to 1 It vo01ical.

¯ Gras~ng the retention ares Ix)ttom and ~is alo~e,
which reduces maintenance and maintains soil InfilImtion ~.

¯ Contain contiguous areas of st¯¯din9 or flowing water

¯ Maintaining st least 3 It between the bottom of the

¯ Am planted with or have stabilized vagetetion SUitable for so~l stabilizatk)n, s~oa’nwater Ueatment, and
nutrient uptake,
¯ Are designed to take into account soil arodibility, soil
percoiabon, slope, slope length, and drainage area
so as to prevent erosk)n and reduce pollutant concentretion of any discharge.
Swale Veatment of stormwater is accomplished prim¯rily by infiltration of runoff and secondarily by adsorption
and vegetative filtration and uptake (10). Recent invastigahons have concluded that Florida soil, slope, and
water table condibons essentially preclude the use of
swates as the sole BMP to treat stormwater (11). Therefore. the greatest utilily of swale¯ is as a pretreatment
BMP within a BMP treatment train sformwatar system.
Infiltration pretreatment can be easily accomplished by
using raised storm sewer inlets within the swale, or by
elevating driveway culverts or using swale bloc~ to
create small retention areas,

¯ In karst-sensitiva areas, using several mH, shallow
infiltration areas to prevent formation of soluflon pipe
sinkholes within the system.
ExfllUation trenches lypically am used in highly urbanized areas where land is unavailable for retenlinn basins.
They consist of a rock-filled trench surrounded by filter
~ in which a I:~lorsted pipe is placed. The stomlwa~
treatment volume is stored within the I~Pe and exfiifmtea
out of the per/orations into the gravel envalo~ and into
the surrounding soil. Pretreatrnant with catch basins to
remove sediments and other del~s is essential to prevent clogging. To extend longevity and reduce maintenance, exfiltration systems should always be off-line.

Detention With Filtration

Detention with filtration systems were proposed as an
alternative to retention for small projects (less than 8
acres) in those areas of Florida where local conditions,
especially flat to~)graphy and high water tables, prevent
infiltrating Me stormwater treatment volume. The filters
Retention
must consist of 2 ft of natural soil or other suitable
Off-line retenbon areas, which receive the first flush fine-textured granular rneOia that meetcertain
volume only while the laler runoff is diverted to a flood hens, including:
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2
-

¯ Rlters must have pore sl)ac~laq]eeno~h to pro.
vide sulticlent flow capacity so that the filter perme-

".a~z. W~OmnVeaovl~lm

WhO o# M is~t 14 dqm.

.

natural soil is used for fll~atlon, the f~ter mateha~ 1)
will be washed (less than 1 percent sill, (::~ly, or or.
materials within the filter, 2) will have a uniformity
ccefficlent between 1.5 and 4.0, and 3) will have an
effective grin size of 0.20 to 0.55 nvn in diameter.

¯ I.Jnom zone plato ~ Im~ ¯ nmlm~ ~0 pm:ent
un~r~l~~ ~m~o~ed.2 m r,m~ and oew

¯ W’dl recover the ~eetmant vofume (bleed down)
within 72hr.
Rl~rs are placed in the bottom or sides of detenticn
areas, where the filtered stonnwa~" is co~lec~d in an
underdrain pipe and then discharged. Expehance has

"
~r~e w.~u~e is m:emn,en~l~ Max~m,~hm~l
¯ "rhe ~k,w w,~, ~t,,een ~ma~e~m meu~ ~e

construcL Operation is also difficult because of low hydraulic head’ end maintenance is heady ~. It
is not a question of if a tilter will ck)9, only when it will
cl°g" In addition, fillers ara deaigned to ramove paniculate pollutants and do not remove dissolved pollutants
such as phosphorus or zinc. Therefore, filtration systerns am not recommended for use except under very
w)ecial conditk:ms and where a full-time maintenance
entity such as a local government wi, assume such

"
¯
¯
the detention lake 8hore4ine are technique~ ~ have

re~x:me~llli~.

~ u~l Imqu~n~.

Wet Detentkm

Wetland Treabnent

Wet detention systems consist of a pe~nane~t water
pcx~, an overtying zone in which the stonnwater treatment volume temporarily increases the depth while it is
stored and slowly released, and a shallow littoral zone
(biological filter). In addition to their high pollutant rernoval eff~ancies (12), wet detention systems can also
provK~e aesthetic and re~’eatlonal amenities, a source
of fil~ for the developer, and even ’lake fronf’ properly,
which brings a premium ;:xice.
Wet detention criteria am listed in Table 2. These have
been develo;~l to take full advantage of the biological,
physical, and chemical assimilation processes occurring
within the wet detention system. If the system is designed as a development ameni~, the use of pretreat,
ment BMPs integrated into the overall stormwater
management system is hi~/recommen(:~ed to prevent
algal blooms or othor Perturbahons that would reduce
the aesthetic value. Raised storm sewers in grassed
areas such as parking lot landscape islands, swale
conveyances, and penmete~ swaleJberm systems along

Wetland Veatment was authorized by the 1964 Hender.
son Wetlands Protection Act, which allows stormwater
Veatment in wetlands that ere connected to other stets
waters by a constructed ditch or by an intermittent water
course that flows in direct response to rainfall, thereby
causing the water table to rise above ground suflace.
Not on~ does this take advantage of natural Vea~nent
mechanisms bul it gives another economic value to
wetlands-an incentive to the developer to use, not
destroy, tha wetland--and it revitalizes ditched and
drained wetlands by providing water.
Wetlands may be viewed as nature’s kJd~
store stormwater, dampen floodwaters, transform IX~lutants, and even retain pollutants, b~ereby provk~ natural
stormwater treatment (13). Care must be taken, however, to protect the numerous assimilation mechanisms
within the wetland plants and sediments. In addition, the
wetland hydroperiod---the duration tttat water stays at
various levels--must be protected or restored because
it determines the form. function, and nature of the
wetland. Therefore, pretreatment pract~s to attenuate
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treatment train concept must be used to provide pretreatment, which normally includes 8 prelreatmont lake ~
Ihat Is constructed adRc~t to the wetland.
Both DER’s and the districts’ stonnwater rules essentJally require a new development to include a compre¯ The trestment vofume ~ per Tel)le 1, w~th the treat- number of d~ferent BMPs are ~sgre~s~ into a ccmwemont volume sk)w~y recovered in no less than 120hr hensive system ~hat Wovides aeslhedc and recmstk)nal
with no morn than half of the volume discharged amenities in addition to traditional stommatar manage¯ Stomtwator must sheet flow evenly Ihrough the wet.
sediments, and microorganisms. Spmacler males,

The Challenge Ahead
The implementation o~ Rodda’s stom~amr treatment

merit master systems constructed before the stormwater rule was implemented. These systems were

¯ The hydrupe~ must be protected or restored,
mined by the storage volume availel~e ber~ean the
non.el low and high elevations. Thase elevations are
and moss lines, water stain lines, adventitious root

tents presents many technical, ~, and financial

tril~tlon and reck/deb~ lines,
e- ~ and sediment comrct during construction is
essential because only a few inches of segment ~
posited in b~e wstJand wili destroy the we~and filter.
e Inflow/cx~flow monitoring, sediment metal levels, end
vegetative ~mnsect monitoring are required to hall:)
evaluate the effectiveness of these systems and the
impacts of stonnwater ac~tJons to we~an~,

areas make conventlonel BMPs infeasible in most instances. Current state ~aws and ins~utionel arrangements
prornote piecemeal, crisis-solving approaches aimed
at managing stormwater wflflin political boundaries, yet
~onnwater follows watershed boundaries. Lan~-use plann,ng and mana~’nent must be fully integrated into the
stonnwater management scheme. Retrofi~ng is also
~’o~il~vely expensive, and many local governments
are alrea~ short of funds. Therefore, solving our existing ur’oa~ storrnwater problems requires ~,
Aclministration of the Stormwater Rule
coordinated, creative approec~es and technolow.
Urn:let the Florida Water Resources Act of 1972, OER, Following is a brief discussion of some of the essenlJst
a water quality agency, ser~es as the umbrella adminis- elements of a comprehensive long-term effort to reduce
tering agency delegating authority to five regional pollutant loac~ngs from older stonnwater systems.
WMOs wflose primary functions histo~cally have been
relate~ to water quantity management. Tharefore0 a
second o~e~ive in develo0ing the sto~mwater rule was i&’aters~edMa/M~e~en~
to coo~inate the water quality considerations of DER’s A watershed approach t~at integrates lan~use ~lannlng
sto~mwater permits with the water quantity as;~:ts of w~ ~e c~velopment of stonnwster i~re is essenthe dis~cts’ surface water management permits,
hal. After all, it is the intensification of land use and the
In adc~Jtion, the delegation of the stormwater permit- increase in impervious surfaces within a watershed Ihat
the sto~mwater and water resources manageting prcx~ram allows for minor adjustments to stormwater create
merit
problems.
a watersl~ed managerule design and pedormance standards to better reflect ment team effort,Consequently,
involving
state
and local governments
regional conditions. Florida is a very diverse state, with
with the private sector, is necessary. In tact,
major vanations in soils, geology, topography, and rain- together
fall that can directly affect theusab,lity and treatment local governments are the primary team member because
they determine
zoning
and land
effectiveness of a BMP. Such problems can be mini. perm,ts
and inspect
projects,
and use,
haveissue
codebuilding
enforce19
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merit powers that can hoip to ensure that stermwater
systems ere ~ operated and maintained,
Local governments need to identify and map the existing
natural stormwater system: the creeks, wetlands, flood
plains, clreinageways, and natural depression areas,
Once mapped, these areas need to be zoned for consecretion or low-intensity uses compatible with the functigris provided by the natural system. The existing
constructed stormwatar system must also be mapped,
and essential characteristics such as pipe size, drain,
age areas, and invert elevations must be determined,
This information should then be fully integrated with the
existing and future lend-uae plan for the watershed and
a master stormwater management pien developed and
implemented. The Growth Management Act of 1985,
which requires all local governments to adept comprehensive plans addressing current and future lend use
with infrastructure needs, establishes a base structure
that could promote ¯ watershed management approach,

pick up the small particles (<60 microns) that contain
high concentrations of metals and other pollutants could
also prove valuable in reducing stormwater foadinge,
especially from downtown business districts where
other BMPs usually are infeasil:le. Education programs
for the general public and for professionals invofved In
stormwater management also are vital. Citizens must
understand how their everyday activities contribute to
stormwater polluUon. For example, citizens should not
discard leaves, grass clippings, used motor oil, or other
material into swales or storm sewers. Getting youth and
citizen groups involved in storm sewer stenciling projects (’Dump No Wastes, Drains To Lake’) is an excellent way of reducing dumping of potential pollutants into
these conveyances. Even more importantly, compre.
hensive training and certification programs are rleeded
for those in Ihe private and public sectors who design,
construc~ inspect, q)erete, end maintain stofll~
management systems.

Treatment Requirement~ for Older SJIMems

Funding

Numerous problems inherent in ¯ highly urbanized area
prevent the application of new development stormwater
treatment standards from being imposed on ok:ler systerns. Instead, a ’~,~utershed loading" concept is proposed
which considers the beneficial uses of the receiving
waters and the total stormwatar load that can be essimilated by the receiving waters. The actual treatment level
would depend on the watarshed’s total allowable loading, which is based on citizen desires for certain hensficial uses of the receiving water. The amount of load
reduction needed to restore or maintain the desired
beneficial uses of the receiving waters is knotwt as the
poilutant load reduction goal (PLRG).

The cost of providing needed stonllwater infrestructure
improvements to address current end future flooding
and water quality problems is gigenlic. Yet local governmerits are already struggling financially, end ~
revenue sources such as property taxes cannot be relied on to pay for stormwater management. Instead, ¯
dedicated source of revenue based on conldbuUons to
the stormwater problem is needed. The stonlwvater ~
ity can provide this. The city of Tallehessee ~
Florida’s first ston~wvater utilily in Octol:er 1986, and
over 50 local govemmsnts have followed this example.
Innovative BMPs

Selective Targeting
The extremely high cost of retrofitting older urban stormwater systems also implies a need for careful evalu,
ation of pollutant reduction goals. A long-term (25 to
40 years) plan based on prioritization of watersheds
such that existing systems are selectively targeted for
modification is needed to ensure that citizens receive
the greatest benefit (pollutant load reduction, flood protection) for the dollar. The upgrading of older systems
must also be coordinated with other already planned
infrastructure improvements such as road widenings,
An excellent example of this approach is the Orlando
Street.scape Project. While downtown streets were tom
up for this downtown renovation, the existing stormwater system was meditied 13y the addition of off-line
extiltration systems to reduce pollution loads to down.
town lakes,
Nonstructural BMPs and source controls also must be
used extensively to reduce stormwater poliut,on from
already pevelof~ areas. Improved street swee~s that

The infeasibllity of using Vaditional BMPs to reduce
stormwater pollutant loads in highly urbanized areas
means that creative and innovative BMPs are needed.
For example, alum injection within storm sewers was
used in Tallahassee to reduce stormwater loadings to
Lake Ella (14). A sonic flow meter measures storm
sewer flow, causing a flow-proportional dose of aluminum sulfate to be injected and mixed with the polluted
stormwater. As the alum mixes with the stormwater,
a small floc is produced which attracts suspended
and dissolved pollutants by adsorption and enmeshment into and onto the floc particles. The floc then
serlles to the lake’s bottom sediments, gradually blanketing and incorporating into the sediments and
therel~y reclucing internal recycling of nutrients and
metals. Other advantages of alum injection include
excellent pollutant reduction (>85 percent) and relatively low construction and operations costs, esoecially
for the hi,ibis, ur’oanized areas. This type of system has
I:)een installed at several locations in Florida with exceotJonal treatment efficiencies.
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Porous concmto consists of specially formulated mix.
tires of Portland cement, uniform ol:)en-graded coarse
aggregate, and water. When properly mixed and installed, porous concrete surfaces have a high percent,
age of void apace which allows rapid percolation of
rainfall and runoff. Porous concrete is being used widely
in Florida, espacially for parking lots, and could be an
important aMP to reduce stormwatsr loadings in highly
urbanized areas. Recent field investigations of porous
concrete parking areas that have been in place for up
to 12 years revealed that the infiltml~n capacity of the
concrete has not decreased significantly, a major concem (15). Further information about the use, design, and
consU,JCtion of porous concrete surfaces is available

(is).

into the ground. At Lake Greenwood, the surrounding
city-owned land is being converted into an urban wet.
land and expanded lake. The wetland and lake is a
complex treatment frain that incoq)oratea many BIdPI
into a very aesthetically pleasing stormwater system
and park that even includes reuse of stianwatsr to
irrigate the park and adjacent c~y.owned cemetmy.
Near the CitNs Bowl, a packed-bed ~ I~ter h~
been installed that will treat water from Lake Clear dur.
ing times of no rainfall. In addition to improved stormw~
tsr management, citizens are receiving the added
benefits of recreation and o~0~n space. In additk)n, the
retrofitting project has stimulated redevek)f)ment and
renovation of existing prober~es, thereby providing c#i-

zans with economic benefits as ~ values ri~.

Regional stormwatsr systems that manage stcrrnwator
from several davelopmants or an entire drainage basin

offer many advantages over the piecemeal almrcech
that relies on small, individual onske systems. They
provide economies of scale in construction, operation,
and maintenance. Regional systems can also help manage storrnwater from existing and future land uses and
will be a central part of any reVofitling program. The use
of regional systems is another good reason for a wawshed management approach that fully integrates land
use and stormwatsr manegemanL

Chronologic Evolution of Florida’e
Watershed Management Program
Following is a chronology of the establishment and revision of Florida statutes and programs that are considered cornerstones of the state’s overall watershed
management efforts. As such, this ~ traces the
evolution of Florida’s watershed management program.
1970

Cheater 370, FS, created the Coastal Coon::linaling
Council, which was the first state effort at Integrating
Many of the above elements of a watershedwide rues. coastal
resources.
Initial efforts
1970 toand
1975
state/regional
programs
in thefrom
protection
usefo-of
ter stormwater planning alX)roach are being imple.
manted by the city of Orlando. The cW has adopted an cused on a comprehensive msource-beseq coastal proThe Southeast Lakes Program~A Model

excellent local stormwater ordinance and developed a
fine community education program and a prtoritized
urban lake management program (16). One of the
most innovative programs is the Southeast Lakes Projeer, which is designed to correct flooding problems and
to reduce stormwater pollutant loads to 15 urban lakes
and 58 drainage wells that currently convey untreated
stormwater to an aquifer. A corrective watershed management plan was cooperatively developed by the city,
its ~onsuItants, DEll, and the St. Johns River WMD. The
pro~ect was initiated not because of enforcement of
water quality standards but because of a loss of beneficial uses and tocal citizen desires and perceptions,
Modifications to the existing stormwater systems will be
made over a 10-year period, with tieatment requirements based on "net environmental improvement" and
total watershed load.
One of the most important asl:~=~cts of the project is the
use of innovative BMP de.signs that promote multiple
obiectives and take advantage of city-owned properlies,
At AI Coith Park, a sDreader swale will be built on the
park’s perimeter. When it rains, runoff will enter and fill
the swale, overtopping the Sidewalk berm and sheet
flow across the grassed parkland where it will percolate

tsction program.
1972

A package of land and water planning, regulation, and
acquisition programs was created:
¯ Chapter 380, FS: This creates the Develo!)ments of
Regional Impact (DRI) and Ames of ~ State Concem (ACSC) land planning and management programs.
¯ Chapter 373, FS: The Florida Water Resources Act
establishes the state’s five regional WMDs; deslgnares the Department of Pollution ConUol as the
oversight agency for the WMDs; requires the development of a state water plan; and allows for the
regulation of the water res~)urce. WMOs financed by
a(Y va/orem property, taxing authority of up to 1
($1/$1000 value) which is set in the Florida ConstF
tutJon. NWFWMD millage capped at 0.05 mil.
¯ Chapter 259, FS: The Land Conservation Act establisl~es a program, commonly known as the Environmentally Endangered Lands Program, which
authorizes the state to purchase critical and sensitive
lands; envis=oned as a 10-year program investing
$200 million and funded by the sale of state bonds.
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1973
.
In Chapter 403, FS, the Florida Environmental Protection Act renames the Department of Pollution Control
as the Oepartment of Environmental Reguiafion and
broadens its powers, duties, and programs. This law is
the state’s general erMronmental protection act. It is
amended almost annually as new environmental con.
ceres and needs arise and as existing programs evolve,

Chapter 163, FS, the Local Government Comprehen.
sive Planning Act and the state’s first growth menagement iagislal~on, was recommended by the first
Environmental Land Management Study Committee
(ELMS I). The law requires all cities and counties to
prepare comprehensive plans which are submitted for
review to the state’s land planning agency, ths Department of Community Affairs, which in lure sends the
plans to other state agencies for review and comment,
However, the LGCPAcontains no "teeth." Local governments are under no statuto~ requirement to revise their
plans by incoqx)rsting the comments and recommendations made by the state reviewing agencies. Further.
more, they are not required to pass land development
regulations to implement their plane.

reliable coastal sediment sarnl~ analylk:al, and as.
sessment tacJlniques.
1979
The first components of the state’s Amawide Water
Quality Management Ptan, the Agriculture Nonpoint
Source Plan and the Silviculture Nonpoint Source Pllln,
are submitted to and approved by EPA. Thase call for
non-regulatory approach wilh a regubltoty backstop If
BMPs required by farm consenmlion plans are ~ Implemented or if the forestry BMPs required by Ihe slaws
adopted Silviculture BMP Marius/are not folimmd.
Chapter17-4.248, FAC, the state’s firM ~ rule,
is adopted by the state ERC as a rule of DER. This rule
is intended as a tempomey regulation until ongoing msearch on BMP design ~ ~ss is completld.
The rule’s adoption is con~x~versial, but data
during from 208 program s~:lies concluMvely show lbet
stormwater runoff, especially from ud)an land use~ and
highways, is a "pollutant" and therefore should be controlled. Fkxida’s continuing rapid growlh makss It Iraparative that treatment of mater, using BMI:~ be
required for new stormwater discharges that wotJld be
"a significant source of pollution."
Chapter 253, FS, is amended to establish the Cort~M.
ration and Recreation Land (CARL) Trust Fund. which
provides additional ~unding for th~ puf~ ~ ~
mentally Endangered Lands and other lands deemed

Implementation by EPA and the states of Section 208
of the 1972 Clean Water Act occurs, requiring the
development of Areawide Water Quality Management
Plans. This was the first national program directed at
the assessment and control of nonpoint sources of pollution. In Florida, millions of federal grant dollars allows
the DER and 12 "Designated Area Agencies" to undertake extensive research on nonpoint source impacts,
sources, controls, conUol effectiveness, and costs. These
data provide the scientific basis for the development and

Through action taken by the Governor and C~
Save Our Coasts land acquisition program is establisbed.
The program proposes to spend $200 million over 10
years to purchase coastal lands such as beaches, shorelines, and sensitive areas. Funding is provided by

treatment of stormwater for new development and redevelopment projects,

authorized in Chapter 375, FS, which sets policy on how
the Land Acquisition Trust Fund is to be administered.

1978

Chapter 373. FS0 is amended with the cmal~n ofltm Save
Our Rivers land acquisition program. Administered by
WMDs, this program proposes to spend $320 million
over 10 years to pumhase wetlands, flco~, and other
lands necessary for water management, water supply,
and the conservation and protec~on of water rasourc~.

Chapter 380, FS, is amended, adding Part II, the Florida
Coastal Management Act, which requires establishment
of a program based on existing statutes and rules to
serve as a basis for receiving federal approval under
the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. After
approval of the program by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Aclministration, Office of Coastal Zone Management, federal grants fund many initiatives to betler
protect anti manage coastal resources. One parlicular
initiative estabhshes an estuarlne watershed managemerit program w~th emphasis on sediment mapping,
Th=s project leads to the development of innovabve,

and CabineL
1981

1982
Chapter 17-25, FAC. is adopted by the ERC after 2 yeem
of rule adoption workshops and 29 official rule drefts.
The rule is technology based rather than water quality
based, although the state’s water quality standards
rema~nasabacksto~oshouldastormwaterdischergebe
caus=ng violat,ons. A performance standard of 80 per-
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cent average annual load reduction is recommended,
based on BMP effectiveness and cost data, to establish
equity with m~nimurn Imatrnent levels for point source
discharges. The rule oreates design criteria for various
types of BMPs, including retention, detention with filtration, and wet detention. The rule creates "general permits" for certain types of BMPs (i.e., retention, detention
with fil~ation) if they are built to the design criteria.
Implementation of the rule is delegated to the South
Florida WMD, allowing stormwater b’estment requirements to be merged with stormwater quant~ (flood
control) requirements in one permit.

for Flork~’s growth over the next 10 years. Each state
agency is to Prepare an agency functional plan, based
on thestate plan, on which its buclgetapprofxiations will
be made. Unfortunately, one of the most impo~a~ ale.
merits of the state plan, the development and ado~lon
of a capital plan and budget, is never prepared. However, the plan contains imp(xtant goals and ~ in
25 different ames, including water resomce~ cea~d
and marina resources, naturel systen~ and recreation,
air quality, waste management, land use, mining, agdculture, public facilities, and ~tion.
Important and relevant goel~ include:

Chapter 403, FS, is revised to create Section IX, which
is known as the Henderson Wetlands Protection Act.
This legislation expands the authority of the DER to
protect wetlands; establishes administrative procedures
to allow lendewners to obtain legally binding "weltand
lines’; allows the OER to consider fish and wildlife habitat, endangered species, and historical and archaeofogical resource and other relevant concerns in we~and
permitting; allows the use of certain wel/anda for incorporetion into domestic westawater and stormwatar management systems; ~’8nsfers weltand regulation for
agriculture and forestry activities to the WMDs; and
requires the WMOs to protect isolated weltands and
consider fish and wildlife habitat requirements.
The Southwest Flonda Water Management Oistrict
(SWFWMO) receives delegation of the stormwater role.
In the late 1970s and early lg0Os, an extensive appreisal of Florida’s growth management system was
undertaken, which concluded that the existing system
was not working. Shaped by the Final Report of Ihe
Govemods Task Fon~ on Flesource Management (1980)
and the second Environmental Land Management
Study Committee (ELMS If), a totally new blueprint for
managtng growth emerged. The ELMS II Committee
recommencled a comprehensive package of integrated
stata, regional, and locaJ comprehensive planning; reforrns
to the Dill law; and coastal protection improvements.
The state legislature responded between 1984 and
1986 by enacting several laws. For example, Chapter
186, FS, the State and Regional Planning Act, mandates
that the Governor’s Office prepare a state comprehen,
sJve plan and present it to the 1985 state legislature, it
also requires the preparation of regional plans by the
state’s 11 re<jional planning councils and provides them
vath $500,000 for plan preparation.

Chapter 187, FS, the State Comprehensive Plan, onginally Js envisioned to be a leadership document--the
foundat=on of the entire planning process--with strong,
measurable, and strategic goals that will set the course

¯ Ensure the availability of an adequate water ~pply.
¯ Maintain the functions of nalurel
¯ Maintain ~nd enhance exi~ing sud~ce- and groundwater quality.
Important and relevant policies include:
¯ Eliminate the discharge of inadequ~ Imel~l
weslewatar and 8tonnw~ter.
¯ Protect natural systems in lieu of S~lJcturel 8lterna.
~ves, and restore modified systam~
¯ Promote water conservation end the use ~ muse
of vented westawater and stormwater.
¯ Establish minimum flows and levels for surface w~.
mrs to ensure protection of natural Slmten~.

Chapter 163, FS, is amended with enactment of the
Local Government Comprehensive Planning and Land
Development Regulation Act of 1985. This law requires
all local governments to Prepare local comprehensive
plans and implementing regulations, which must he consistent with the goals and poticles of the state and
regional plans. Numerous state and regional agencies
review the local plans and submit their objections, recommendations, and comments to the Department of
Community Affairs for ti’ansmittal to the local government. This time the local plans must be revised to
incorporate the objections, recommendations, and commeats. Furthermore, local governments face sanctions
from the state that could result in the loss of state
funding if adopted local plans are not consistent with the
state and regional plans.
Florida’s revised growth management system is built
arouncl three key requirements: consistency, concurrency, and compactness. The consistency requirement
establishes the "integrated policy framework," whereby
the goals and policies of the state plan frame a system
of vertical consistency. State agency functional plans
and Reg=onal Planning Council regional plans must be
cons=stenl with the goals and policies of the state
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plan while local plans are required to be consistent
with the goals and policies of the stile and appropriate
regional plan. Local land development regulations
(LOlls) must also be consistent with the local plans
goals and policies. Horizontal consistency at the local
level also is required to ensure that the plans of neighbering local governments are compatible. Consistency
is the strong cord that holds the growth management
system togeg~r,

19~7
Chapter 373, FS, is revised to add a new section, the
Surface Water Improvement end Management (SWIM)
Act, which establishes six state priority water ~ It
directs the WMDs, under DER supervision, to prepare
a priority water body list and develop and adopt comwehensive watershed management plans to presenm
restore the water bodies. It Ixovides $15 million from

general revenue sources end requires ¯ match from the
Concurrerlcy is the most powerful policy requirement
built into the growth management system. It requires
stite and local gevemments to abandon their long.
stinding policy of deficit financing growth by implement.
ing a "pay as you grow system." Once local plans and
LDRs are edeptid, a local government may approve
develo~rnent only if the public facilities and services
(infrastnJcture) needed to accommodate the impact of
the prof:osed development can be in place concurrent
with the impacts of the developrnenL Public facilities and
servzces subject to the concurrency requirements are
roads, stormwatir management, solid waste, potible
water, wastewater, parks and recreation, and, if applicable, mass transit. Level of sen~ce stindards acceptible
to the community must be established for each type of
public facility,
Compact uYoan development goals and policies are built
into the State Comprehensive Plan and into regional
plans. Such policies as separating rural and urban land
uses, discouraging urban spra,..a, encouraging urban
in-fill development, making maximal use of existing infrastx~Jcture, and encouraging compact uYoan developmant form the basis for this requiremenL
1986

WMDs. The act does not establish a dedicated funding
source, maldng the program dei~nd~nt on uncellain
annual appropriations from the legislature.
19~8
Chapter 17-43, FAC, the SWIM rule, is edq:~d by Ibe
EFIC. It sets forth factors to consider in the selection of
priority water bodies, epedfies b~e forr~t for SWIM
plans to ensure some consistency, and establishes administrative processes for the dev~t and adoption of SWIM plans by the WMDs and for their submittal
to OER for review and approval.
The Stite Nonpoint Source Assessment and Managemerit Plan, prepared pursuant to Section 319 of the
federal Clean Water Act, is submitted to EPA and
proved. This qualifies the stite for Section 319 nonpoint
source implementition grants, which ere used for BMP
demonstration projects and to refine existing nonpoint
source management programs. The delineation of ~
state’s ecoregions (based on river systems), selection
of ecoregion reference sites, and modification of EPA’s
Rapid Bioassessment Protocols and metrics for use in
Florida ere initiated.

Chapters 373 and 403, FS, are revised as part of the
1989 stormwater legislation. The legislation clarifies the
stormwater program’s multiple goals and objectives;
sets forth the program’s institutional framework, which
involves a partnership between DER, the WMDs, and
local governments; defines the responsibilities of each
entity; addresses the need for the treatment of agricultural runoff by amending Chapter 187, FS, to add a
policy in the Agriculture Element to "eliminate the ~
charge of inaclequately treated agricultural wastewater
and stormwateY’; further promotes the watershed
proach being used by the SWIM program; attempts to
integrate the stormwater program, SWIM program, and
local comprehensive planning program (but does not
succeed); establishes State Water Policy, an existing
but little-used DEll rule, as the primary implementition
guidance document for stormwater and all water resources management programs; and creates the Stite
Stormwater C)emonstration Grant Fund as an incentive
to local governments to implement stormwater ublities
and provides $2 rn~llion.

Chapter 403.0893, FS, is created as the only surviving
section of a stormwater management bill that was developed over a 10-month period. The bill was an attempt
to put into statute a cost-effective, timely process to
retrofit existing drainage systems to reduce the pollutant
Ioadings dischar~..-=,~:l to water bodies. Only the section
creating explicit legislative authority for local governments to estal~lish stormwater utilities or special stormwater management benefit areas is enacted,
The St. ,Johns lliver WMO adopts Chapter 40C-42,
FAC, and the Suwannee lliver WMD adopts Chapter
40B-4. FAC. Adoption of these two stormwater management regulations and the addition of staff to imple,
merit these programs allows C)ER to delegate
administration of ~ts storTnwater treatment rule to these
WME)s, which, ~n turn, allows E)ER’s stormwater quality permit to be coml:~ned with the districts’ stormwater
quantity permit,
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Chapter 17-40, FAC, State Water Policy, undergoes a
total revision and reorganization so/hat it can be used
as guidance by all envies implementing water resource
management programs and regulations. Se~don 1740.420 is created and includes the goals, policies, and
institutional framework for ~ state’s stormwater management program.
DER is designated as the lead agency with responsibility for setting goals for the program, for providing
overall program guidance, for overseeing Jmplementa.
tion of the program by the WMi:)s, and for coordinating
with EPA, especially with the advent of the new Natk)nal
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System stomlwater per-

mi~ng program,

WMDs are the chief administrators of the stormwater
regulatory program (quantity and quality); they are responsibie for preparing SWIM watershed msnagament
plans, which include the establishment of stormwater
PLRGs: they provide technical assistance to local govemmeots, especially with respect to basin planning and
the development of stormwater master plans,
Local governments are the frontli,-~es in the stormwater/watershed management program because they determine land use and provide stormwatar and o/her
infrastructure. They are encouraged, but not required, to
set up stormwater ublities to provide a dedicated funding
source for their stormwater program. Their sto~nwater
responsibilities include preparation of a stomlwater
master plan to address needs imposed by existing land
uses and those needs to be created by future growth;
of:)eretion and maintenance activities; capital improve.
rnents of intrastruc~re; and pul~lic education. They are
encourage<l to set up an operating permit system
wherein stormwater systems are inspected annually to
ensure that needed maintenance is performed,
Important ~oais include:
¯ Preventing stormwater prcl:)fems from land-use
changes and restoring (~..=graded water bodies by reducing the pollution contributions from older stormwater systems.
¯ Retaining se<liment on site (:luring construction,
¯ Trying to ensure that the stormwater peak discharge
ra~e, volume, and pollutant loading are no greater
after a site is developed than before.
Important minimum treatment performance standards
include:

quality water bodi~.
¯ Reducing, on a watershed basis, the pollutant loading
from older ston’nwater systems as needed to protect,
maintain, or restore the beneficial uses of Ihe receiv.
ing water body.

Chapter 375, FS, is amended with/he cmstion of Preservation 2000, a lO.yeer land acqui~lion Wogram with
a goal of spending $300 million per year. The legisJalion
divided available annual funding among seven programs:
CARL, Save Our Rivers (SOR), Florida Commonitis~
Trust, State Parks, State Forests, State Wildlife Ama~,
and Rails to Trails. The program is funded/he first year
by state bonds becked by an increase in ~ documentary stamp fee. Unfononately, a long-term dedica~l
funding source is not identified, making the program
subject to annual legislative appropriations. Between
1972 and 1991,/he state’s land acquisition Wogreml
have invested over $1.5 billion to buy over 1.2 mi/Ikxl
acres. Equally important, as a result of the rote land
acquisition programs, 14 Florida counties have created
local programs that currently commit up to $600 million
for land conservation. Revenue sources for these local
land acquisition programs incfude local oplk)n ~ lax,
impact fees, added properly taxes, and local bonds.
1991
Chapter 40C-42, FAC, is completely revised by/he SL
Johns River WMD to modily the design criteria for
st..o~nwater treatment SUPs so that they will achieve/he
minimum treatment levels set in State Water Policy.
Stormwater reuse becomes essential for deve~
discharging to Outstanding Florida Waters.
Chapter 40C-44, FAC, is adopted by ~ St. Johns River
WMD to rogulate certain agricultural pumped discharges (formerly regulated as industrial wastewater)
and estat)lJshes design and performance criteria for
these agricultural stormwater managament systems.
The SWF’WMD initiates development of an agricultural
stormwater management program for certain types of
agricultural activities including row crops and citrus. The
program includes rogulatory incentives to obtain technF
cal assistance from U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil
Conservation Service, or other qualified individuals to
prepare and implement a farm-specific resource management plan that contains certain required BMPs.
1992

DI=R and the WMDs, in response to increasing dee 80 percent average annual load reduction for new
mands on the state’s waters and the increasing number
stormwater discl~arges to most water I:x~lies.
of water quantity and cluality problems, begin the deve/¯ 95 percent average annual load reduction for new theseoPment
districtofplans,
vath the DI=R’s
plan, will
clistricttogether
water management
plans, collact~vely
stormwater discharges to Outstancl~ng Florida Wa- create the state water management plan. These plans
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are based on the goals and policies set in Slate Water
Policy and in the slate comprehensive plan. For each of
four major areas (water SUl:X)ly, water quality, flood protectlon, natural systems protection), four key planning

identify urban growth centers; set slmteglas to protect
identified areas of state and regional environmental
importance; and provide guidelines for determining
where urban growth is apprc3)date and should be en-

¯ Resource assessment to identify current or anticJ-

adopted by the legislature. However, to what extent

¯ Examination of ~
¯ Oeclerstion of poficy.

and regional policy plans must be ~onsJstent wib’l the
state pien is unknown-to be recommended by the
Governor and ack~)ted as law by the 1994 legislature.

¯ Deslgnatk)n of Implemenlation strategies.
Section 314 Federal Clean Lake Program Lake Assessment Grant is obtained to inmate the delineation of lake
ecoreglons, select lake ecoreglon reference sites, and
test/validete lake bioassessment sampling protocole
and ~

The act also provided greater flexibility and less requiremerits in local cor13)mhenslv~ piens for 8msll class (.~5,000)
and counties (~;50,000); sb’eerrdined the plan amendment
I:,’ocess by limiting the types of revisions recluinng alate
review and approval; slmra~hened the kx:al plan evalustlon and appraisal ~; terminated or made ~

me ~ of regk]~ impact (DFU) process in :~lain areas and revised the ORI process; and autxxtz~

1993
Chapters 373 and 403, FS, are revised extensively as

part of the DER/Dapertment of Natural Resources
merger to create the [~rtment of Environmante! Protection (DEP) and as a part of the Env~roflmanlal Permit
Straamtining bill. The goals of the streamlining bill are
to eliminate dop~ication, especially in permitting: in~’ease administrative and environmental effectiveness
by increasing delegation of programs from DEP to the
WMDs: and ensure greater program consistency end
integration. Key specific actions of the bill include:
¯ Moving the "We~ands Protection Act" fTom Chapter
403 to Chapter 373, FS, thereby delegating the wetland resource permits to the WMDs except for certain
projects that require other types of DEP permits,
¯ Merging the exisbng surface water/stormweter managemant permit with the wetland resource permit to
create an environmental resource permit,
¯ Redefining wetlands based on their hydrology, vegu.
ration, and soils, and requiring the development of a
single wetland delineation method that will be used
by the DEP, WMDs, and local governments,
Recommendations of the third Environmental Lands
Management Study Commitlee (ELMS III) are enacted
into ~aw (with a 180-page act), thereby amending several state laws. The act seeks to strengthen the state
planning process by:
¯ Requiring the Governor to biannually review and analyze the state comprehensive plan and recommend
any necessary revisions,
¯ Requiring the Governor to prepare a new growth
management portion of the state comprehensive
plan. This is to provide a more detai~ed and strategic
state pol~’y guiclance for state, regional, and local
governments in implementing the state plan. It is to

Discussion and Recornrnenclatlone
Fiodda has established a wide variety of laws, regu~tions, and programs at the state, regional, and local level
to protect, manage, and restore the state’s incred~
valuable yet vulnerable natural resources, especially
water resources. There is no doubt thet these program~
have been effective in helping to reduce adverse int.
pacts on natural resources resulting from the
rapid and continuing growth over the past 20 y~lre.
Even with the impiementetion of these progrerns, however, many of Florida’s nalural resources have been
severely strained or degraded. Some of these adverse
effects can be stllibuted to activiUes thet occurred before the implementation of modem watershed managemant programs, such as the chennelizaUon of the
Kissimmee River and the creaUon of the vast drainage
canal netwcrk south of Lake Okeachobee, both of which
are contributing to the decline of Lake Okeachobee, the
Everglades, and Florida Bay. Other adverse impacts,
though, are directly related to the state’s rapid growth
and development during the last 20 years. These include water supply problems, water quality problems,
cleclining habitat, and impacts on endangered species
such as the manatee and the Fionda panther.
Why are these edverse impacts still occurring given the
wide range of watershed management programs that
have been implemented in Florida? What cOuld be
done to reduce these effects and possibly restore aF
ready degraded areas? Following is a list of program
deficiencies and recommendations to correct them:
¯ While the statutes enacted by the legisla.~ure may be
helpful, insufficient resources have been provided to
the governmental entities that are to implement the
prcxjrams. The state’s reliance on sales tax as it pr~.
mary means of raising "general revenues" means that
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state revenues are tied closely to economic conditigris. Relying on such sources during a recession,
especially when Population growth is still occuning,
means that the state budget is nearly always in crisis,

Dedicated sources of funding are needed if watershed management programs are going to compete
for limited state resources and have adequate resources to actually achieve their intended benefits.
¯ The statutes and programs are not fully integrated,
leaving gaps in both land planning and water planning programs. In particular, there is a need to better
interjrate water and land planning and regulatory programs. The local government growth management
program needs to be more closely connected to state
and rogk)naJ water management programs. The requirements set forth in State Water Policy and in the
district/state water management plans need to be
used by local governments in their land-use planning
programs. These local plans need to be consistent
among all state, regional, and local programs.
¯ Greater emphasis needs to be placed on ensuring
the long-term maintenance and operation of storm,
water management aystems. Beg¯use these systems
are a part of the local infrastructure, local 90vetoments need to take a more active role in this area.
Establishing stormwater operation permits as part of
a stormwater utility funded prngram is an excellent
way of providing an economic incentive to a land
owner to maintain and operate on onsite stormwater
¯ management system properly.
¯ Greater emphasis needs to be placed on erosk)n and
sediment control on construction sites and on utility
installation projects. A major deficiency is ensuring
the regular inspection of erosion preventk)n and se~
merit control practices. Implementation of a training
and certification program for inspectors and contractor supervisors, similar to the Certified Construction
Reviewer Program in Delaware, is needed.
¯ Retrofitting existing drainage systems to reduce their
pollutant loading is one of the biggest, most difficult,
and most expansive challenges the state has ever
faced. One of the major problems in meeting this
challenge is the need to develop new stormwater
treatment techniques that are not land intensive,
Funding of demonstration projects and for research

the way through high school. Additionally, because of
the large number of pa~ who am moving Io
asl~clally redress, continuous education programs are
needed to educate these people about the vulnaral~

ity and importance of Florida’s natural resources.
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The State of Delaware Sediment Control and Stormwater Management Program

Ead Shaver
Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental ~

Institutional Philosophy
Before submitting proposed legP’:lalton regarding stormof the State of Delaware Department of Natural Resources end Environmental Control (DNREC) conducted an extensive educetional program to document
the serious nature of water quantity and quality probiems that exist state.de. This problem documentation
was successful in that elected officials, affected indusl~es, and the general public acknowledged the need for
a comprehensive a~roach to sediment conti’ol and
stormwater management. The statewlde legislation was
unanimously approved in four committees and on the
floor of both the state senate and the house of representatives. The local conservation districts ware instrumental in their support of the legislation. In addition, the
regulations detailing ltm legislative requirements were
approved with no negative comments after an extensive
educational process and w~th the assistance of a regulatory advisory committee,

.apwoval au~hor~y. Local cora~vetion disUicts and
dsdicbons, however, may request ~ of tow
¯ Sediment control end stum,rwatar management plan
approval.
¯ Inspec~on dudng co~lslnlclion.
¯ Postconatructk)n inspection of permanent stonT~Water
facil~s.
¯ Education and training.
The sediment control end stormwatar management ~
review and approval process must be comptetad before
any building or grading permits are issued. Cdtada for
plan review and approval are contained in state reguletions, and design aids and handbooks have been cleveroped or approved by DNREC. One important distinc~lon
of the Delaware program is that the delegated local
agency handles day-to-day inspec~on responsibilities.

A basic premise of the program is Itmt sed~nent conlroi
duhng constructk)n and stormwatar quan~ty and water
quality control postconstruction are all coral)orients of
an overall stormwatar management program that functions from the time that construction is initiated through
the lifespan of the constructed project (Figure 1). Program implementation was initiated on July 1, 1991, and
the initial emphasis of the program is to prevent existing
flooding or water quality issues from worsening. The
intent is to limit further degradation until more ¢omprehensive, watershed-specific approaches, as detailed in
the state legislation and regulations, can be adopted.

Oudr~
Con=tn~:~n

Program Structure

E,~,~,,~ ~

Management

~ Conm~

J

The structure of the sediment and stormwater manage.
ment program is based on the premise that ultimate
program resl:)onsibility must rest with the state. In the
case of Delaware, the state agency responsible for program implementation is DNREC. DNREC is the ultimate Flour= 1. S==m~w==e~

/
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Projects for which site compliance cannot be achieved
are transferred to the state, where progressive, aggres- may be disturbed at any one time to fac~ifate phasing
siva enforcement is carried out. State enforcement op- of a projecL
tJons inclube c~vil and criminal penalty provisions,
The regulations specifically require Ihat water quality
must achieve an equivalent removal efr~’lancy of 80
Control Practices
percent for suspended solids. From a permanent stomlSite ¢or~rol practices (Rgums 2 and 3) am grouped into water management standpoint, initkd ~deralion for
two categories: temporary practices during construction con~’ot must be a pond that hal I perman~ po~ of
and permanent practices for postconstruction runoff, water. These wet ponds also have an exlanded ~
tk:m requirement placed on them in addition to peak flow
Sediment control practices, designed for temporary site convol of larger storms. Ponds having a nom~al pool are
control, must co~ly wi~ the Delaware Erosion ar~
over eittw normally dry extended det~nlion
Sediment Control Han~ook. This handbook details nu- preferred
ponds
or
infiltration
praclices due to Ihetr documantld
marous practices that am available for use depending
on al:~licability. The plan review process ensures that performance record~ and the ability of wet pondl to
reduce do~mstream nutrient Ioeding~ Wet ponds, if

V

munity wh~e ~ are I~aced. A majo~ ~pham b
In addition to the ~’adilional sh’uctural controls that the being placed on construc~ wetlands Im a pdm~

handbook contains, the regulations have several re.
quiremants that are important to providing overall site
control. Site stabilizal~on must be accomplished if the
distud~ed areas are not being actively, worked for a
period in excess of 14 days. In addition, unless modified
for a s~ecific lype of project, no more than 20 acres

stormwater trea~ant system in upland ~ The ~
ware program does not encourage the use of exlaling
wetlands for stonnwam. ImalmanL
Another ~ for site ¢or~ol is ~ use of inflllrllinn
practices. These Practices ~r~ allowed but riot ef~)~.
aged due to their potential for clogging and concam
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ground-water pollution. Experience in other jurisdictions
has demonstrated the potential that infiltration practices
have for clogging, Where infiltration practices are used,
upslope arid downslof)e impacts in the event of clogging
are carefully considered during the plan review process,
Infiltration of stormwater runoff is a necessary componont of an overall stormwater management program, but
critical safeguards relating to filtering of stormwater arid
ground-water pollution concerns must be considered
before design approval.
Filtration of runoff also must be a program component
either as a stanckalone practice or in conjunction with
other practices, primarily infiltration. Common filtration
practices generally raly on vegetative filtering of runoff
over filter strips or through swale systems. On highly
!mpervious sites, vegetetive filters often are not feasible;
in these situations, a sand filter design may be appropriate for initial water quality treatment (Figure 4). ,Several variations in sand filter designs may be aR~licable
from site to site, but defined design chtaria must be
followed if the system is to be effective at pollutant
removal

Unique Features
Several features of the Delaware program are uniqua,
The regulations cleady require that stormwater manage,
ment practices achieve an 80-percant reduction in suspandecf solids load after a site has been developed. The
only other state to present a s~milar performance criteria
is Florida. The 80-percent figure was selected based on
a review of documented stormwater practice perform,
ances around the coun.’ry. That level of Performance can
be achieved with present technology applicabon. Longterm removal rates in excess of 80 percent may require
extraordinary measures such as water reuse, which

may be required on a local bern but which is not prac~ from a statowide ~.
O

The concq)t of delegation of program componsn~ is
fairly unique with respect to program implementation. In
Delaware, each aspect of program implementetk)n n~y
be delegated, with DNREC acting as a safety net in Ihe
event that a conservation district or a local government
fails to adequately implement an aspect of the program.
The initleJ concapt of clelegetion wes deveinped in Mary.
expanded in the Delewam lew and regulations to On.

corm.s al~ aspects of program implementation. The
actual interaction of state and local Wogram inlplementers has quiclW become a partnership effort, wilh the
state proving technical expertise and educational
training while the conservation districts end local govemments provide for actual program implementetlon.
A mejor way in which the Oelaware program is Unklue
is in the use of privately provided Irtsc)eotors (CeflJfled
Construction Reviewers). The land developer on lerger
projects (over 50 acres in size or where the state or
delegated inspection agency requires) must provide
sediment control and stormwater inspectors to assist the
appropriate governmental ins~)ctJon agency. These in.
s4:)ectors must attend and pass a DNREC course on
inspaction, inspect active constnx:tion sites at least
once a week, arid submif an inspection report to the
develor,~r/contractor and the inspa~on agency on their
findings arid recommendations. The inspection agency
still must periodically inspect the site to ensure the
adequacy of ~ta controls, but the designated inspector
reduces the frequency of inspec~on for the insbectk)n
agency. Failure to accurately racord s~te condi~ns or
failure to hotly e~ther the contmctor/d~ or inspect~on agency ot site deficisncles may jecpardiz~

Overtancl
Flow
18 I~. od ~

Sed~menlalm Chamoer

(He~w Segments.

O~n~. f:~r=)
With

Flgurl 4. S~nd fllt~’ ~eelgn.
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f~ enfonmmem action against the contractor/developer.
Another important concept that is becoming increasingly
popular among states implementing sediment control
programs is the requirement that contractors must have
a responsible individual(s) certified as having attended
a DNREC course for sediment control and stormwater
managernenL The Delaware course lasts approximately
4 hours and attempts to acquaint contractors with the
importance of good site erosion and sediment control
and stormwater management, as well as with their responsibllibas under the law. The contractor certification
program is extremely popular with contractors and reducas the "we-they" problems that often exist in reguia-

tory programs.
Evolution

The stormwater utility is expected to accompany the
Designated Watershed concept as a mechanism to fund
the watershed studies, planning, design, ireplenw~.
tion of practices, and the maintenance of completed
stormweter management structures.
One area that has not been setisfactodly addressed at
this time is the maintenance of residential stomlwetm’
management struc~ras. Commercial stmmwater management structure maintenance is not expected to prosent a significant problem, because one entity
generally responsible for overall site maintenance; rasidential ston~vater management structure maintenance,
however, is not so easily assured. At this t~le, restdential maintenance is generally the responsibility of a comm.nity association, but eventually that rasponsit)il#y

must become a public responsibility if maintenance is to

The program o~scussed above represents the initial
phase of program implementation in Delaware. The nexl
step relates to addressing stormwater management
from a walershed perspective. The sediment and stormwater regulations contain a Oasignatad Watershed concept that allows for the design and construction of
practices on a watershed basis that, when coupled with
land-use planning, wetland restoration, and other nonstsuctural pract~’.es, reduces exisbng fk)oding problems
or improves existing water quality. The expectation is
that one watershed will be designated in each county to
sane as a model for other watersheds. These watersheds will be studied in:xn ¯ hydrologic, water quality,
and stream habitat and diversity standpoint, and alternatwe land uses and storrnweter controls will be considered along with their impact on water quality. Based on
the results of the watershed study, a recommended
approach for watershed protection will be developed in
conjunction with local government officials that presents
a blueprint for future resource protection in these Designated Watersheds.
Funding is another area that must be addressed if the
initial program is to be expanded. The state law and
regulations provide a framework for expanding tradibonal funding mechanisms with more innovative types
of funding. The regulations contain significant inforrnabon on the consideration of stormwetor utilities (user

be assured. If that shift of responsibility is to occur, a
dedicated funding source, such as a stonllWater utJity,
will have to be iml)lernented.
The issue of land use and its relationship to ~
quantity and water quality needs to evolve if resource
protectk)n is to be accomplished. Signirk?,ant effort will
be expended in educating local government officials on
the importance of wetlands, open space, greanwayl,
cluster development, and other options to conventk)nal
"cookie cutter" zoning. The Designated Watershed
proach will provide specific details on the benefits of
alternative land-use approaches and Itmir impacts on
water quality and aqua~c resources.
An effective stonnwater management program must be
multifaceted in its approach and implementatk)n. It must
cross conventional lines that are based on an erroneous
assumption that total resource protection can be provided through the implementation of stnJctural controls
that are considered only after entire site utilization has
been maximized. Land-use limitations, dedicated open
space, vegetated buffer areas, and reduced impervious
areas are all components of an overall resource protection strategy. The implementation of a sthJClUral conln:d
strategy alone will only reduce the rale of resource decline.
That type of program needs to be implemented as a fb’st
step, but programs should recognize the need for cont~.
ued evolubon for true resource protectkm to cocu~.
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Section 6217 Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program:
Program Development and Approval Guidance

J.W. Peyton Robertlon, Jr.
National Oceanic and Atmosphed© Admlniltlltlolt,

Office °f Oce’n and Coastal R--urce Management, W.Nngton, DC

Abstract

which EPA and NOAA will evaluate state coasteJ non.

In recognition of the fact that over half of the nation’s
po~xJiation I~es in coastal areas and that nonpoint
source pollution remains a significant limiting factor in
attaining coastal water quality goals. Coogress enacted
Section 62.17 of the Coastal Zone ACt Reauthorization
Amendments of 1990 (CZARA). Section 6217 estabJishes a requirement that states with federally a;~)roveq
coastal zone management programs devel~ and iraplement coastal nonpoint pollution contro~ Programs to
address nonpoint sources affecting coastal waters,

This paper provk:les an ovmview of the I:xogram ~
merit and ~ guidance by’ Ixiefly descri~InO the eiements of the program deveicpmant process and
nacessa~, components for an al~rovable stale program.
Incim:led in this ~ are coastal zone
nxx~fice~ recommer~tk)ns; idan~ceticn of nonpoint
sources to be a~lress~; implementation of management
measures; additional management measures~cdtical
areas; enforceable policies and mechanisms; program
coordination, public participation, and technical ~
These coastal nonpoint Wograms are to be imple- lance; and the program approval process.
rnented through changes to state nonpoint source pot.
Iution programs approved by the U.S. Environmental
Overview
Protection Agency (EPA) under Section 319 of the Clean
Water Act and through changes to state coastal zone
As part of I~e Coastal Zone Act Reaufhorizalion Arnm~k
management Programs approved by IN) National Oce.
ments of 1990 (CZARA), Congress enacted a naw Section
anic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) under
6217,en~led’Prolect~ngCoastalWalers.-"rtCsnewascSection 306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act. The
Ik)n requires states w~! federaJly approved coastal zone
central purpose of Section 6217 is to strengthen the
msnagemsnt Programs todevelol)andimplemantcoaslal
links between federal and state coastal zone and water
nonpoint pollution contro~ prog~ms (refe~’ed to here as
quality management programs and thereby enhance
coastal nonpoint Programs)t
state and local efforts to manage land uses that affect
grams am to build and expand upon exis~ng efforts to
coastal water quality. States are to achieve this by irncon~’ol nor~coint pollulk)n by state coastal zone manage.
plementing 1 ) management measures in conformity with
ment and nonpoint source control a~
guidance published by EPA under Section 6217(g) of
Section 6217(g) of the statute requires the U.S. Envi.
CZARA, referred to as the (g) guidance or the manageronmental Protection Agency (EPA), in consultation
ment measures guidance, and 2) additional managewith the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminislxa.
ment measures developed by states where necessary
bon (NOAA), the U.S. Fish and VV~ldlife Service, and other
to achieve and maintain water quality standards.
federal agencies, to publish and periodically update
"guidance for specifying management measures for
In addition to the (g) guidance, NOAA and EPA have
sources of nonpoint pollution in coastal waters." This
jointly produced program development and approval
guidance that outlines the requirements for state coastal
nonpoint programs. The program guidance outlines the
1"the fe~’m "state" refers Io states, len’#ones, and commonwe&,~.m
process by which states will OevelolD their programs anti
hawng coasta! management pro~’ams a~o~:wed undo’ Set,on 30~
ot me Coas~ Zone Management ~ There we cunen0y 29 ~
submit them for approval. It also includes the cnter~a by
Wograms.
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technical guidance, or (g) guidance, was published on
January 18, 1883. A companion guidance document,
entitied Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program:
Program Development and Approval Guidance, was
also released on the same date. Though the program
guidance was not required by the statute, NOAA and

applicable water quality ~tandard~ and protect ~
ignated uses with respe~ to:
- Land uses lhat, indiv~ or cu~, may
cause (x contrbute signi~can~ to a dagredalm of

EPA ~veloped me guidance in an effort to identify
cleady the necessary elements for an approvable state
.The statute sets out a two-tiered process for implementing menagement measures. First, states are to implemerit technology-based management measures
throughout ltm Section 6217 management area. Second, states must implement additional management
measures where water quality standards are not atrained or maintained. The states are to determine these
additional measures. The program guidance further exptains the justification necessary to exclude any nonpoint source category or subcetegory from the first tier
of a state coastal nonpoint program and sets out the
components each state program should includa. The
program guidance provides for a threshold review process that allows states to work with NOAA and EPA to
evaluate their existing nonpoint programs and identify
gaps that need to be filled. Finally, the program guidance
establishes a process for submiffing programs to NOAA
and EPA for approval and a schedule for program development, approval, and implementalkm.
The focus of this paper is the *nuts and bdits" of each
state coastal nonpoint program. Each program will vary
due to unique differences in both state physiographic
features and government sVucture. Even so, the basic
components of a state coastal nonpoinf program need
to include those elements idantil~l in ~ statute and
discussed in the program guidance.

Statutory Requirements
Section 6217 requires that several elements be included
in each state coastal nonpoint program in order to receNe NOAA and EPA approval. These basic statutory
requirements, excerpted from Itm program guidance,
appear below. State programs must:
¯ Be c~osely coordinated w~th existing slate and local
water quaIW plans and programs developed pursuan*,
to Sections 208, 303, 319 and 320 of the Clean Water
Act, and with state coastaJ zone management programs.
¯ Provide for the implementation, at a minimum, of
management measures in conformily with the guidance publishecl un~ler Section 6217(g) to protect
coastal waters generally,
¯ Prowde for the implementation and continuing revislon from ~Jme to time of aclclitional management
measures that are necessary to a~taln an0 maintain

ing applicable water quality standards or protecting
daelgnala(I uses ot 2) coastal warm that are ~

- Critical coast~ areas adjacent to coastal watm
that are failing to attain or maintain warm quality
standards or that ~re threatened by reasonably
fo~aseaable increases in pollutant Ioadings.
¯ Provide for technical and outer amstance to local
governments and ~e public to implement addilional
management measwel.
¯ Provide ~ for put:dic pa~ in all
pects of ~ program.
¯ Establish mechanisms to improve coordinalk)n
Iwean state agencies and belwean state and local
officials responsible for len~use programs and perm~ting, water quality permitting and enforcement,
habitat protectk)n, and public health and safety.
¯ Propose to modify state coastal zone boundaries as
the state determines is necessary to ~
NOAA recommendations under Section 6217(e),
which are based on findings that modifica~)ns to the
inland boundary of a State coastal zone are necessery to more effectively manage lend and water uses
to protect coastal waters.

Program Devllopment
The Section 6217 Management Area
The stetute requires that NOAA conduct a review of
each state’s existing coastal zone boundary to deter.
mine whether or not the area encompassed by the
boundary includes the land and water uses that have
"significant" impacts on the state’s coastal waters. The
impact of land and water uses on coastal waters is
considered both "individually and cumulatively." In
¯
cases where NOAA f,nds
that modifications to the inland
boundary of a state’s existing coastal zone are necessary to more effectively manage land and water uses,
NOAA is required to recommend a modification to the
existing coastal zone. Although expressed in terms of a
recommendation that a state modify its coastal zone
bounaary, NOAA’s recommendation also defines what
NOAA and EPA believe should be the geographic scope
of that state’s coastal nonpoint program, Le., the "6217
management area."
NOAAcon(Jucted a review of each state’s coastal zone
boun(~ary, using existing national clata to evaluate land
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and water uses within the slate. The national data inctuded information on such parameters as population,
land area, harvested crop land, and soil loss from crop
land. Information was compiled for each state and summarized in a draft document entitled NationalSummary:
State Characte~zation Reports.
In evaluating indicators of nonpoint source pollution,
NOAA analYZed data for areas within thastate’s existing
coastal zone and for areas within and outside of coastal
watersheds. NOAA used the smallest U.S. Geological
Survey mapping unit as a definition of the coastal watershed. In cases where indicators suggested that nonpoint pollution beyond the coastal watershed might have
a significant impact on coastal waters, NOAA assessed
the need to further extend the boundary to encompass
these land and water uses. The area finally rec~nmended by NOAA for inclusion (both the land area
encompassed by the existing coastal zone boundary
and any area landward of the existing boundary) con~tutes the 6217 management ara~
NOAA recently provided recommendations to states for
modifying their existing coastal zone boundaries. These
boundary recommendations generally conform with the
state coastal watershed boundaries, except in cases
where indicators of nonpo~nt pollution beyond the
coastal watershed appear significant. In such cases,
NOAA recommends that an additional area landward of
the coastal watershed be included in the 6217 management area. In addition to the boundary recommenda.
tions, NOAA issued a set of draft criteria that states may
use in developing their response to the boundary modification recommendation. The final boundary determina,
tion will be accomplished through the state response to
the NOAA recommendation and a public review and
comment process at the state level. States have the
option of eifhar extending their existing coastal zone
boundary inland or exercising other state authorities
within ~ 6217 management area.
Identification of Nonpoint Sources To Be
Addre#sed
The basic premise of Section 6217 is that technology.
based controls should be implemented for all nonpoint
sources that, either individually or cumulatively, have
significant impacts on coastal waters. There need not
be a demonstration that an individual source has an
impact on water quality. In this sense, Section 6217 is
akin to the technology-based al~roach of the point source
program un(~r the Clean Water Ac~. For program approval, states are to implement management measures
throughout the 6217 management area for alf nonpoint
source categones (e.g., agriculture) and subcategories
(e.g., confinecl anfmal facilities) identifiecl in the management measures guidance. States also may include management measures for other sources (e.g., mining) not

identified in Ihe guidance if the slate d~mrmlnes such
The program guidance provides for exclusions of nonpoint source categodea and sub~tegoriea under car.
taln circumstances. If the state can demonstrate that the
source is neifher prasant nor anticipated in the 6217
management area, the source may be exclud~l. Stet~
also may exclude sources that do not, individually or
comulatively, prasant significant adverse effects to living
coastal resources or human health. It should be noted
that the burden of proof is on the slate to damonslmte
that the application of the management measurea to
the remeiniog sources will protect coastal waters ganerally. In other words, if a state wishes to excltKle a
particular nonpoint source categ(xy from managemeat
rneasuras implementation, the state must damon~a~
that the nonpoint categery does no{ (and is not ~
expected to) present signiticant Idverea effects to living
coastal resources or human health.
rnentabon of the naJonala and data used to jusllfy the
exclusion. The program guidance induclas ce~aln factors
Itmt may be considered in exclusions. They are as
¯ Pollutant Ioadinge or estimates of Ioadings from the
sources.
¯ Intensity of land use.
¯ Ecok~gical and human health dsk associated with the
source.
NOAA and EPA will review the information provided by
the state to determine if the category or subcategory
may be excluded from the coastal nonpoint program.
Implementation of the (g) Management
Maaaur~#
State programs need to provide detailed information on
how each of the management measures will be implernented. The program guidance includes a description
of the information to be included in the coastal noopoint
program for each nonpoint category and subcategory.
This information includes the scope, stnJcture, and coyerage of the state program; the designated lead agency
and supporting agencies that will implement the program; a program implementation schedule with milestones; enforceable policies and mechanisms to ensure
management measure implementation; interagency coorclination mechanisms; a process to identify practices
to implement the management measures; operation,
maintenance, and inspection procedures to ensure continuing performance of the measures; and monitoring
actNit~es to evaluate the effectiveness of the measures.
States may already have programs in place that can be
incorporated into the coastal nonpoint program. Slates
nee(~ to provide information on how these existing pro-
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grams can be used to implement the management
Enforceable Policle# rand Mechanlem#
measures and identify where necessary changes will be
made. For example, a stall may have a program that
Besides the provisions for stall coastal nonpoi~ prorequires local ordinances for erosion and sediment con- grams found in Section 6217, CZARA also amended
trol. Because the program guidance requires "enforce- Section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act
able policies and mechanisms" at ltm state level, the
(CZMA) to require that (before approving a coastal zone
slate would have to show soma means of ensuring iccal
management program) NOAA finds "... the manageimplementation of erosion and sediment control. This ment program contains enforceable policies and
could be in the form of backup state enforcement or mechanisms to implement ~ appliceble requlmments
soma other state oversight of local programs,
of the coastal nonpoint pollu~on control program of the
Where states do not have existing programs to address state required by Section 6217..." (Sect~)n 306(d)16).
The CZMA also includes a definition of "enforceable
a given nonpoint callgory or sul)callgery, they will have
policy’: "It]he llnn ’enfotcseble policy’ means stall
to develop new authorities and programs to ensure
implementation of the management measures. This policies which are legally binding through constttutionaJ
may include developing new state authority. Both exist- provisions, laws, regulations, land use plans, ordiing and new programs need to be incoq)orated into the a stale exerts control over private and public land
coastal nonpo~nt wogram.
water uses and natural resources in the oas~l zone."
Addi#onal Management Menures/Crltical
The program guidance outlines a variety of both roguAren
latory and nonrogulatory approaches that a state may
The program guidance requires states to implement
design to meet the requirement for enforceable poiiedd~onal management measures under two cond~ons:
cies and mechanisms. Examples of regulatmy
prcechas include permit programs, local zoning
¯ Where coastal water quality remains impaired even
requirements, and state laws. Nonregulatory
a~llr implementation of the (g) measures,
pruaches could include economic inoen~ves (such as
¯ in areas whose func~on is critical to water qual~y,
cost-share programs) or disincentives (such as taxes
or user fees). Nonregulatory approaches must be
States must first lder~fl/waters that are threallnad or
hacked by enforceable state euthori~y to ensure manimpaired as a result of nonpoint pollution impacts. Land
agemant measure implementation.
adjacent to these waters pla~s a par~culariy important
ro~e in altaining or maintaining water quality. There may
Several existing state programs to contro~ nonpoint
ha s~uations where new and expanding land uses could
sources are packed by state laws. In other cases, state
result in further impacts to threatened or impaired we.
requirements am delegated to local euthorflias fl)r tinters from nonpoint sources, beyond those controlled by Plementation or reh/on state funds, which provide costthe (g) measures. The purpose of additional manage- share monies for implementing practices. Fo~ a state
ment measures in this case is pollu~on preven~on to coastal nonpoint program to be approvable, the state
avo~l water quality prod)ms that m~ht o~’~se devek~f), needs to demonsUall that these programs am ultimately su~)ject to state enforcement authorfly. An examAdditional management measures also are required for
pie of how this might work for a cost-sham program that
coastal waters that are not attaining or maintaining applicable state water Quality standards or protecting des- is curren~ voluntary is for the state to back up the
voluntary program with a "had actor" provision in state
~gnated uses. There are two instances where states will
law. In cases where part~pation in the voluntary proneed to implement additional management measures
clue to water quality impairments. First, if a state has gram does not result in implementation of the management measures, the state would have the ability to
identified waters that are failing to meet water quality
standards and determines that existing pollution preven- penalize the "t)ed actors" or ~K)se who failed to take
tion activ~ies an~or the implementation of the (g) meas- a(~’anta~e of the voluntary opportunity.
ures will no! be adequate to achieve water Quality
Traditional regulatory approaches could offer more
stanclards, the .~tate will have to implement additional
rect state oversight of management measures implemeasures for those waters at the time of program ap- mentation. A state could issue general permits for
proval. The seconcl is following implementation of the
specific source cater)ties that include certain criteria
(g) measures and monitoring to evaluate effectiveness that must pe met by a~l those who meet the category
of the (g) measures. If a state determines that water
~lefinition. Conditions on the ~eneral permit would allow
Qua~i~ iml~a~rments (as a result of no~x)~nt sources) tailoring of requirements for site-specific circumstances.
exist even aher implementation of the (g) measures, the
Issuance of individual permits (such as those issued by
state wi~l have to implement adOitional management
many states for septic systems) could also ha used for
measures,
a specific entity.
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Program Coordination, Public Participation,
and TechnicalAssistance
The program guidance requires several other program
elements, incloding provision for administrative coordina,
tion, public pertkW~tion, and technical assistance. These
elements are critical to success~ irrq:)lementa~)n of
coastal nonpoint programs because they provide necessary linkages be~een state, regional, and local governments;
betweenbe~,’een guvamment agencies and ~he p~lic; and
guvemment agencies and affected user groups,
Such linkages ensure the involvement of a variety of
players and, if v~ell developed, build sVon9 support for
Administrative coordination is inherent in the invoh~
ment of state coastal zone management agencies and
state water quality agencies as equal partners in the
development of coastal nonpoint programs. These ties
need to be further enhanced through the involvement of
other state agencies (such as state forestry, state agdculture, and state health departments) and with local
governments who will be instrumental in implementing
programs at the ground level Such relationships can be
fur~er defined and solidified through memoranda of
agreement, joint permiffing processes, cross training of
staff, and interagency committees,
Public participation is an integral part of the coastal
nonpoint program because public support is necessary
to ensure effective program devaiopment and imple,
mentation. The program guidance requires that states
must provide of)portunities for public participation in all
aspects of the coastal nonpoint program. Specifk-.ally,
each state needs to demonstrate that its program has
undergone public review and comment before submi~l
to NOAA and EPA for al:~)rovei.

January 19, 1993, giving states until July 19, 1995, to
submit their programs (see timeline below). During this
period, states have opportunities to meet with NOAA
and EPA and discuss their progress on program derek
opment. The program guidance establishes a threshold
review process whereby NOAA and EPA conduct an
initial review of a state’s program to address key issues
and decision points. Threshold review is veiuntmy but
provides an o~x)rtunW for states to ldent~ gaps in
programs eady in the process, giving a better k:lea of
what to expect when the program is finally sut)mittad for
approval. It also helps focus ,~imited resources where
manner.
In addition to threshold review, the program guidance
sets out a conditional approval provision for state Wograms that are submitted without all of the nacessa~y
elements for final approvei. NOAA end EPA recognize
(under limited circumstances) that a state may submit
program for which all necessary enforceable
and mechanisms ere in place but that the state may
need additional time to develop steta, regional, or local
authorities to implement the state requirements.
such circumstances, NOAA and EPA may grant conditional approval of a state program for a period of 1 year.
Final approval of the program would depend on the
state’s ability to demonstrate that all necessa~ enfon~
able Policies and mechanisme are in p~ace. Aconditlonei
approval will not affect the date by which states must
achieve full implementation of the (g) measures. Full
implementation still must proceed and be completed
within 3 years of the first federal approval action,
whether that approval is conditional or not.

Summary
Technical assistance is particularly important in providing regional and local governments with needed direc.
Table I presents ¯ Umeline for coastal nonpoint program
tion on how to implement the provisions of state coastal
development, approval, and implementation.
nonpoint programs. The statute outlines a variety of
technical assistance areas, including "assistance in deTa~e 1. Coastal Nonlx)ln! Program Oevelolxneflt,
~nd
velopiog ordinances and regulations, technical guldance, and modeling to predict and assess the
Oete
Pro~
effectiveness of such measures, training, financial incentives, demonstration projects, and other innovations
JanuaW 1993 F’maf (g) measures and Wogram ac~roval
to protect coastal water quality and designated uses." January t993
Technical assistance also will be necessary for affected
Coastal nonpolnt program
0~reshokl rewew (opbonal), fon~nforrnel
user groups and the public. The program guidance also
inclu0es assurances that NOAA and EPA will conbnua Ju~y 1995 Stela~ sub’nit finaJ Section 6217
to provKte technical assistance to states as they develop
and implement their programs.
January 1996 EPA/NOAA comc~e renew o~ slate Ixo~’wrm

Program Submission and Approval

Jan.~ ,~ ste,e ~e~*ns ~,~,on

States have 30 months from the publication of the final (g)
guidance to develop their coastal nonpoint programs.
The final (g) guidance document was published on

Janua~, 1 ~Js
Jlnu~ 2001
Janua~ zoo4

Ful =’~emante~on of (g)
Con~lebon o~ 2-year mo~le~,~g
Ful ~t~t~on of =ddrOo~
fne~N
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Compliance With the
1991 South Carolina Stormwater Management and Sediment Reduction Act

K. Flint Holbrook and William E. Spearman, III
South Carolina Land Resources Conservation Commlssimt,
Columbia, South Carolina
Abstract
The 1991 Storrnwater Management and Sediment Reduction Act is comprehensive legislation intended to
address the management of stormwater runoff from a
watershed perspective. The ACt establishes a statewida
program reeking requirements consistent across political boundaries, it gives local governments several options to address specific problems though the creation
of stormwater utilities or designated watarsheqs. Consk~erations are made for cil~zan complaints and input
into program developrTzent and operation.

Introduction
Stormwater management and sediment reduction is an
integral part of nonpoint source pollution conVol.
Amendments to the federal Clean Water Act in recent
years have emphasized stormwater management and
sediment control as basic parts of National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitling.
Several states recognized erosion and sediment conb-ol
as a major problem in the early 1970s. States had used
different approaches, ranging from comprehensive
statewide regulatory legislation (e.g., North Carolina) to
t~e voluntary approach of enabling legislation to allow
local governments to enact ordinances to regulate erosion and sediment control on the local level. Traditionally, stormwater management was not part of enabling
legislation or statewide programs,
In the early to mid 1980s, some states began to incorporate stormwater management into these programs.
The Clean Water Act amendments strengthened the
case for atlaching the .~tormwater management issue
to ~e erosBon and sediment control programs. To date,
several states have implemented Combined programs,
South Carolina passed enabling legislation in 1971 to
allow local governments to pass ordinances to regulate erosion and sediment control. This approach met

with ve~ little success: only 22 local ordinances were
passed in 22 years. In 1983, the Erosion and Sediment
Reduction Act was passed to regulate state-owned
lands. This act was to set an example for local pro.
grams. The act exempted the South Carolina De~artmerit of Highways and Public TranNxxtation by
requ|dng them to establish a program of their own.
In 1991, the South Carolina General ~ recognized the increasing ~ms from years of mismanagement of stormwater runoff. On May 27, 1991,
Governor Carroll Camel signed the 1991 Stormwatar
Management and Sediment Reduction Act. Pursuant
Regulal~on 72-300 became effective June 26, 1992.

Requirements of theAct
The 1991 act sets minimum standards for program
development for control of sediment and water quarttity statewide. The act allows local governments to ee.
tablish stormwater utilities and designated watersheds.
It also mandates a statewida regulatory program for
stormwater management and sediment reduction.
The intent is to delegate program components to local
governments or conservation districts. There are four
components to the program: plan review, inspection,
enforcement, and education and training. Criteria for
delegation of each component is set forth in the regulations. Any or all of the components may be delegated. The delegation is valid for 3 years. The South
Carolina Land Resources Conservation Commission
provides oversight of the local pr~ram to ensure its
proper operation. In the event that delegation is not
requested, the commission operates the program
within that jurisdiction or until a local entity requests
delegation. The local government has first right of
refusal to request delegation. If the local government
chooses not to request delegation, the local conservation district may request the delegation,
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The commission retains jurisdiction of certain activities to the exclusion of ell others. The commission will
permit activities by persons with eminent domain, the
federal government, and all local governments.

Requirements for Individual Site
Development
Minimum standards are established for individual site
development. There are important dates that should be
recognized when determining specific requirements for
site development. The effective date of the act was May
27, 1992. The effective date of Regulation 72-300 was
June 26, 1992. NI sites with land-disturbing activities
that affect 5 acres or more and that began on or after
October 1, 1992, are required to permit through this
program regardless of local program status. Beginning
July 1, 1993, any land-disturbing activity starting on or
after that date in the fifteen most populated counties as
listed in Section 72-303 must permit through the pro.
gram. Additional counties are phased in for 1994 and
1995. Size limits have been set for land disturbances
from 0 to 2 acres as a reporting requirarnent following
guidance in 72-307(H). Permits for land disturbencos of
2 to 5 acres are required under the guidelines of 72307(I). Land disturbances greater than 5 acres must
folk)w SeaJon 72-3O7.

Site-Specific Requirements
The site-specific requirements have some general similarities to the federal Clean Water Act requirements for
construction. One of the major differences addresses
the quantity of water released. These regulations are
broken into different parts according to the stage of ~
land-disturbing activity,
Postconstruction requirements include both quantitative
and qualitative controls. For quantity control, postdevelopment release rates for the 2-yesr/24-hour and
10-year/24-hour design storms are controlled to the
2-year/24-hour and 10-year/24-hour predeveloped release rates. Quality controls for the first flush are implemented where ponds are the proposed method of
control. A wet pond requires capture of the first half inch
of runoff volume from the impervious areas site. This
flow can be mixed with the clean permanent pool
volume and discharged over 24 hours. A dry pond
requires that the first 1 inch of runoff volume from
impervious areas is captured and released over 24
hours. The first flush must be separated from the
additional flow into the dry basin,

During construction, the recluimment is quslitalt~e, dealing excluswely with control of offsita discharge of seclment. A performance standard of 80 percent removal
(total suspended solids in versus total suspended/ollcll
out) or an efficiency of an effluent standard of 0.5 mL/L
peak effluent settable solid concentration, whichever is
most ~nlant, must be adtiwsd. Sites with 10 distwbed
acres draining to a single point are required to have a
sedimant besJn. Otherwise, a combination of stnx:tural
and nonstructurel practices may be used. Them is no
sampling requirement to Drove con~ with these
standards. Plans are developed using modeling lechniques to IXl)dtct perfomtance of INs stand~d kx’ the
lO-yeer/24-hour design =tomt
rnsnts, is requirsd aspart oftheoverall:~an.’lllemlqu~nc=’
Aconslnx:tionsequence, one of the most lmporlant mqulm.
which is de~ bY theprojact dimlgnsr, (x~tainsal ~ita
adivitlas, from instaling line pmtsclion to ~nsl
and paving. Ck~e com~ with the constmclion ill re.
quimd.Thacontmctormustlcllowthissequsnc~withmo~
rmal~ns allowed for unforeseen
~ sequence is not rt~ modir~:L

Inspection and Enforcement
Site inspection is of primary importance to opereUons of
this program. Without inspection, the program is
doomed to failure. Weekly unannounced site
tions are rnsdo on each site. Furlher, a set of
plans is required to be held on
Enforcement provisions in the act provide for fines of up
to $1,000 per day. Also, stop-work orders may be Issued. These enforcement provisions ere used when
violations occur and cooperation is not received to cotrect the problem. There are no criminal penelt~s associated with violations of this act.
Enfomement actions mquira that the owner be nct~rtsd by
certified mail of any violation. Land-crmtur~ng
commencing without a permit am subject to en ~
sto!:)-wod( order. Vmlatk)ns are cited in the inspection mport, with a copy given to the desJgnatsd day-to-day contact and a copy mailed to the owner. If tom,dye action is
not taken within the specified time frame, a cortJfled Isttar
is mailed to the owner. This latter ou~ines the corrective
actx:)n required and the penaJties to be &~lssed. "

Citizen Complaint Process

A citizen may file a complaint concerning any portion of
program operation or site-specific regulation. The complaint is filed v~th the implementing agency for act,(m. If
Where ponds are not the proposed method of control,
satisfaction is not achieved, a hearing may be ranonstructural controls are required. Ripanan vegetation quested. This heahng must follow procedures listed in
strips, grass waterways, sand filters, and o~er measthe South Carolina Administrative Procedures ACL If
ures to meet postconstruction water quahty concerns
satisfaction is not achieved in this hearing, the complaint
are acceptable alternatives,
may be appealed in the court system.
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Florida’s Growth Management Program

Eric H. Uvlnglton
Florida Department of Environmental Flegulltlon, Tllllhlllee, Florida

Between 1970 and 1990, Florida’s population nearly
doubled, from 6,791,418 to 12,937,926. Recognizing
that this rapid growth--up to 900 paople par day._could
oven~helm the state’s social, economic, and environmental resources, the Florida legislature twice passed
¯ growth management acts. This paper reviews the histocy of growth management in Florida, with emphasis on
the differences between the 1975 end 1986 legislation,
The state’s current growth management program and
process is di~:~l, focusing on the institutional framework and the relationship to the state’s water quality
management program. The role of various state and
regionel resource management agencies in the review
and approval of local govemment comprehensive rdens
and the implementing land development regulations is
discussed, including specific areas of Florida’s growth
management program that are essential to the menagement of water resources. The paper also presents examples of goals within the State Comprehensive Plan
that can form the foundation for watershed management
and the maintenance and restoration of water resources. Lessons learned in the implementation of Florida’s growth management program are reviewed, with
recommendations made to improve the program’s envi-

ronmental effectiveness.

growing rapidly, although not at the rata of 900 people
per day (3(X),OOO par year) ltmt occurred throu~ the
1970s end 1geOl.
The negel~ve impacts of unplanned growth were seen
as early as the 1930s, when southeast Florida’s coastal
water supply was threatened by saltwater intrusion into
the fragile freshwater aquifer that supplied most of the
potable water for the rapidly expanding po~. By
the 1970s, it was becoming all too clear that unc)larmed
land use and development decisions were altorblg the
state in a manner that, if left unchecked, could lead to
profound, irretrievable loss of the ve~ natural beauty
that brought residents and tourists to Florida. Extensive
destruction of wetlands, bulldozing of beach end dune
systems, continued saltwater intrusion into freshwater
.
aqu,fers,
and the extensive pollution of ~ state’s rivers,
lakes, and estuaries were only some of the negalbre
impacts of this rapid growth.

What Is Growth Management?
Florida is one of eight states to have knplementod a growth
managementpregrarn (1). Understanding Florida’s growth
management system requires a ciear understanding of

~e distinc’0ons be~veen gn~vm management, comprehen.
=ve planning, and land/environrnental regulations:

Introduction
Florida’s c’~zens and political leaders accepted the notion that the strong and sustained growth that Florida
enjoyed afler World War II was an unmixed blessing that
would ensure economic health with no negative effects,
It was assumed that growth not only paid for itself but
also produced surplus revenues for state and local gayemments. Florida’s pubhc policy toward growth during
the 1950s and 1960s could best be described as "Build
now, worry later."

¯ Growth management looks at broad issues and at
the interrelationship of systems: natural systems, infrastructure, land use, and people. It attempts to assess how well we have provided for the needs of our
citizens in the past and on how to determine and
provide for the needs of new citizens. Growth management encompasses comprehensive planning,
natural resource management, public facilities planning, housing, recreation, economic development.
and intergovemmental coordination.

Dunng this period. Florida grew at a phenomenal rate
with the population rising from 2.771,305 in 1950 to
6,791.418 in 1970 and to 12,937,926 in 1990. Today.

* Comprehensive planning is a govemmantal process
for inventorying resources, establishing priorities,
taDlishing a vision of where a community wants to
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go, and determining how to get there. It is a system- In 1975, at the recommendation of the first Environ.
atic way of looking at the different components of a mental Land Management Study Committee (ELMS I),
community, county, region, and state.
the Legislature enacted the state’s first growth manage¯ Regu/ations are the specific controls applied to difment legislation. Chapter 163, F.S., the Local Governferent types of daveloprnent activities to regulate and
ment Comprehensive Planning Act (LGCPA), required
all cities and counties to prepare a comprehensive plan.
minimize their negative impacts. Typically, regulations
These plans were subrnitted for review to the state’s
are administered by all levels of government, federal,
state, and local. At the local level, land davelopment
land planning agency, the Department of Community
Affairs (DCA), which in tum sent the plans to other state
regulations are the ordinances that implement the
local comprehensive plan.
agencies for review and comment.

Comprehensive Planning Versus
Regulation
Comprehensive planning allows a community to make
decisions about how and where future growth will occur,
Comprehensive planning asks, Is this the right location?
Is this the right t~me? Is this the right intensity for the
proposed use of the land?. Comprehensive planning
seeks to prevent problems (social, economic, environ,
mental) before davalopment occurs,
Permitting, on the other hand, asks only, How can we
do the best job with this development on this particular
site? Permitting is site-specific and seeks only to miti.
gate the impacts of the land-use decision. Limitations
are always inherent in any regulatory program, and
comprehensive planning can help to overcome them.
Principal among these limitations is the fact that permit.
ting is piecemeal and does not consider cumulative
effects. Therefore, regulation and permitting cannot substitute for planning. Both are needed to manage growth
effectively and to protect quality of life.

Growth Management in Florida, Chapter 1
Florida began serious and comprehensive efforts to
manage its growth as the environmental movement in
the nation and the state gained strength. In 1972, the
Florida legislature enacted the first modern package of
land and water planning, regulation, and acquisition programs. This package included:
¯ Chapter 373, Florida Statutes (F.S.), establishing the
state’s five regional water management districts, requiring the development of a state water plan, and
allowing for the regulation of the water resource,
¯ Chapter 403, F.S., establishing the state’s Department of Environmental Ilegulation and its powers
and duties,
¯ Chapter 259, F.S., establishing the Environmentally
Endangered Lancls program, which authorized the
state to purchase critical an(l sensitive lands,

Despite the legislature’s good intentions, the growth
management legislafion passed in the 1970s contained
fatal flaws. First, the LGCPA contained no "teeth." Local
governments ware under no statutory requirement to
revise their plans by incorporating the comments and
recommendations that the state agencies invotved in the
review of the local comprehensive plans had mada.
Furthermore, they were not required to pass land
opment regulations to implement their plans. Most iraportantly, state and local officials never recognized that
substantial new funding would have to be provided to
make the program work. Funding was essential for the
mandated planning, for supporting the costs of infrastructure, and for implementing strategies to manage
growth. Finally, the law did not require local governments to ensure that public facilities and services kept
up with the demands imposed by population growth. As
Florida’s population continued to boom in the 1980s, this
failure to connect the costs of growth with lan~use
pecisions and population increases resulted in billions
of dollars of backlog in public facilifies and sen~ices,
increased strain on existing facilities, and an ever-increasing deficit in the quality of life for Floridians.

Growth Management in Florida, Chapter 2
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, an extensive
praisal of Florida’s growth management system was
undertaken; the appraisal concluded that the exis~ng
system was not working. Shaped by the Final Report of
the Governor’s Task Force on Resource Management
(1980) and the second Environmental Land Management Study Committee (ELMS II), a totally new blueprint
for managing growth emerged. The ELMS II recommended a comprehensive package of integrated state,
regional, and local comprehensive planning, reforms to
the Dill law, and coastal protection improvements. The
legislature responded by enacting the following grow~
management framework:
¯ The State and Regional Planning Act of 1984 (Chapter 186, F.S.) man(lated that the Governor’s Office
prepare a state comprehensive plan and present it to
the 1985 legislature. It also required the preparation
of regional plans by the state’s 11 regional planning
councds and provided $500,000 for plan preparation.

¯ Chapter 380, F.S., creating the Developments of Regional Impact (DFII) and Areas of Critical State Concern (ACSC) programs,
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¯ The 1985 State Comprehensive Plan (Chapter 187,
F.S.) originally was envisioned to be a leadership
document--the foundation of the entire planning
Prncess--with strong, measurable, and strategic
goals that would set the course for Florida’s growth
over the next 10 years. Each state agency was to
prepare an agency functional plan, based on the
State Comprehensive Plan, upon which its budget
apPropriations would be made. Unfortunately, one of
the most i~nt elements of the State Plan---the
development and adoption of a capital plan and
budget---was never prepare¢l,
¯ The Local Government Con’c~rehensive Planning and
Land Development Regulation Act of 1985 (Chapter
163, F.S.) required all local governments to prepare
local comprehensive plans and implement regulations consistent with the goals and Ix~icies of the
state and regional plans. Numerous state and regional agencies reviewed the local plans and submitted their objections, recommendations, and comments to the Department of Community Affairs for
transmittal to the local government. This time, the
local plans had to be revised to incorporate the objections, recommendations, and comments. Further.
more, local governments faced sanctions from the
state that could result in the loss of state funding if
adopted local plans were not consistent with the state

and regional plans.

Florida’s revised growth management system is built
around three key requirements: consistency, concurrency, and compactness:
¯ The consistency requirement established the "integrated policy framework," whereby the goals and pollcies of the State Plan framed a system of vertical
consistency. State agency functional plans and regional planning council regional plans had to be consistent with the goals and policies of the State Plan,
while local plans had to be consistent with the goals
and POlicies of the state and apPropriate regional
plan. Furthermore, the indNidual elements of each
local plan must be internally consistent, a requirement that has the power to make local plans into
coherent, meaningful, balanced documents for guid~ng the future of a communi~. Local land development regulations (LDRs) must also be consistent with
the local plan’s goals and policies. Horizontal consistency at the local level also is required to ensure that
the plans of I)eighboring local governments are cornpatible. Conszstency is the strong cord that holds the
growth management system together,
¯ Concurrency is the most powerful policy requirement
buzlt into the growth management system. It requires
state ancl local governments to abandon their longstanding policy of ~ehcit financing growtr~ by implement~ng a "pay as you grow system." Once local

plans and LDRs are adopted, a local govemment
may al~xove a development only if the pubtic faclli~ea
and services (infrastructure) needed to accommodate
the impact of the proposed development can bein place
concurrent with the impacts of the development,
Public facilities and services subject to the concur"rency requirements are rcecis, ston~va~ management.
so~ld waste, potable water, wastawater, parks and
recreation, and, if app--, mass tranltt.
¯ Compact ufoan development goal~ and ICXdiciea are
built into the State Comprehensive Plan and into
regional plans. Policies such as sepanlting rural and
urban land uses, di,~coureging urt)an ~’awl, eneout.
aging urban in-fill development, making maximum use
of existing infrastructure, and encouraging compact
urban davalopment fore1 the basl~ for this requ~

Synopsis of the 1985 Growth

Management

CoRtent of Lo~I Comprehen#1ve Plan# (2)
The plans are prepared in accordance with the minimum
requirements set forth in Rule 9J-5, Flodda Adminislrerive Code (FAC), "Minimum Cdterla for Review of Local
Government Comprehensive Plans and Determination
of Compliance."
~ I=~e ~ Plait?
The local govemmant may designate itself as the local
planning agency (LPA) or designate a LPA by ordinance
to prepare the plan and recommend it to the local government for adoption. Procedures assuring maximum
public input and participation must be implemented by
the local government and the LPA.
What la Included in the Plan?
Plans shall consist of materials, written or graphic,
including maps, as are appropriate for the prescription of goals, objectives, principles, guidelines, and
standards for the orderly and balanced future economic,
social, physical, environmental, and fiscal development of the area. The plan must contain the nine required
elements and, if the local government population exceeds 50,000, a Mass Transit Element and an Aviation
and Port Element.
What Are the Required Plan Elements?
These elements must be internally consistent and economically feasible. Each element consists of data analysis along with the setling of goals and policies to achieve
desired results. The elements includa:
1. Ca/~ital /ml~rovements Element, which must consider the proiecte~l need and location of public facilities over the next 5 years:
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a) This element must contain a component with
principles for construction of new public facilities
or for increasing capacity of existing facilities,
b) A component must also be provided outlining
principles for correcting existing public facility
deficiencies,
c) The element must set forth standards to ensure
availability and adequacy of public facilities.
d) It must establish the acceptable levels of mice
for all facilities,
2. Future Land Use Element, which must includa a future
land use map. The map and policies of this element
must be based on studies, data, and surveys that
determine the projected population changes, show
the distribution and amount of land for each land
use type (e.g., residential, commercial, industrial)
needed to accommodate the growth, show the
availability of public services, address renewal of
blighted areas, and eliminate nonconforming uses.
3. Traffic Circulation Element, showing existing and
profx)sed ~’ansportatk)n mutes needed to achieve
the desired level of mice based on future population and land uses.

v

4. Public Services/Facilities Element, which establiahas the level of service for wastawatar, solid
waste, stormwater, end potable water. An analysis
must be undertaken to determine whether existing
facilities are providing current residents with the
desired level of service, and whether these facilities
can meet the demands for service created by projected future development; to identify any existing or
future service deficiencies; to determine strategies
and schedules for correcting these deficiencies: and
to insert these needed infrastructure improvements
into the Capital Improvements Element.
5. Conservation Element, to provide principles and
guidelines for the conservation, use, and proteclion of natural resources, inCluding air, water, recharge areas, wetlands, estuarine marshes, soils,
beaches, floodplains, rivers, bays, lakes, wildlife
and manna habitat, and other natural and environmental resources.
6. Recreation and Olden SDace Element, which must
establish a level of serwce for recreational facilities,
set forth how these w~ll be met as the population
grows, and ensure public access to beaches,
7. Housing Element, w~th standards and principles to
be followed to ensure the provision of housing for
ex~st~ncj residents and provi<3e for future growth. It
must also include provisions for ac~equate sites of
future housing for low and moderate income persons, for mopde homes, and for group homes,

8. Coastal Management Element, which must be prepared by those jurisdictions having a coastline. This
element is to set forth policies to maintain, restore,
and enhance the overall quality of the coastal zone
environment, including wildlife; to protect human life
against the effects of natural disasters; and to limit
public expenditures Ihat sul~dize development in
high-hazard coesfal areas.
9. Intergovemmental CooRtination Element, to coordi.
nate the plan with IfK~e of adjacent local governments, school boards, spec~l districts, etc.
The Plan Adoption and Review Proceu
Local plans era submitted to the DCA at ¯ rate of 10 to
15 par month in accordance with the schedule and dates
set out in Rule 9J-5, FAC.
The local government sends the proposed plan to DCA
for review and written comment. DCA in turn sends
copies to other state agencies for review end comment
¯ .
within
45 days. Within 45 days after receiving comments
from these other agencies, the DCA issues an
lions, Recommendations, and Comments (ORC) Report, which summarizes the comments received from all
of the reviewing agencies. The local government hal 60
days to revise the plan, hold a public beadng, and
fonnally adopt iL
Upon adopting the revised plan, the local govemrsent
sends the adopted plan to DCA. DCA has 45 days to
review and issue a legal Notice of Intent to find the plan
"in compliance" or "not in compliance." The term "in
compliance" means consistent with the State Compmhansive Plan, the Regional Plan, and Rule 9J-5, which
sets forth minimum criteria.
If the local plan is found to be not in compliance, the
following process occurs:
¯ A formal Chapter 120, F.S., Adminisb’atwe Headng is
held, at which the local government can show by a
preponderance of evidence that the plan is in cornpliance. A Final Order upholding or overturning DCA’s
determinabon of compliance is sent to the Governor
and Cabinet.
¯ If the plan is not in compliance, the Governor and
Cabinet can either specify remedial actions to bring the
plan into compliance or impose sanctions on the local
government, resulting in the loss of state revenue
sharing funds, loss of state funds for road improvements, and loss of eligibility for some grant programs.
If the local plan is found to be in compliance:
¯ A legal no~ice of intent is I:)ub~Lshed in a local newspaper.
¯ Within 21 days, any affected party may file a petition
for a formal Chapter 120 hearing to appeal DCA’s
compliance decision.
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¯ After the hearing, a final order ts issued that either
upholds or overturns the DCA compliance detsrmination" If overturned, the Governcr and Cabinet again cen
either specify remedial actions or impose sanctions.
Plan Adoption end Approval Status

from other stats egenct~; and send Ihe ORC Repe~t to the local governmant.
4. The local government conducts a pubtic haadng
adopt the amendmenL

As of August 1993, a total of 186 local comprehen-

sive plans were in con~ance, while 30 were not in comPiience. Another 212 Plans had been brought into

compliance through a negotiated con~iance agreement

Implemerlting the Plan: Adopting Laird

Development Regulatior~
A key feature of the 1985 growth management legls/a-

between the DCA and the local gevemrnent, end 29
plans that were not in compliance have a pending compliance agreement that has net been signed (3). Ot the
259 local comprehensive plans determined to be not in
compliance, the compliance issues that caused the finck
ings to be made are summarized in Table I (4).

tion is the requirement that local governments adopt
LDRs within 1 year after submission of Itm revised plan
to DCA for formal review. LDRs are defined in Chapter
163, F.S., as "ordinances enacted.., for the regulalk)n
of any aspect of develolmlenL. They are an exercise of
the general governmental police power for the protso.

The Plan Amendment Prone~

~n of the public health, safety, and welfare. LDRs must
eddreas, at a minimum, the fogowing areas:

Chapter 163 limits amendments to an edopted comlxehensive plan to ont~, twice a year. These amendments
must be adopted following the same procedure as when
the plan was first adopted. The plan amendment review
process is similar to the original plan review process,
involving the following steps:

¯ Subdivisions.
¯ Implementation of land-use natsgodes included in the
lend-use elementand map (zoning), along with regulabons to ensure the compatibility of adjacent land
uses end to provide for open

¯ Prots~on of potable water welfflelc~
1. The land owner submits a request for plan amend..
ment to the local government. Usueily this must ¯ Stormwatsr management (cluanl~ty and quality).
inolucle certain data and information to help the local ¯ Prots~on of environmentally sensitive land.
government determine the potential impacts of the
proposed amendment.
¯ Signage.
2. The local government holds a public hearing to
determine whether to adopt the proposed plan
3. Proposed plan amendments are submitted to the
OCA for review to ensure consistency with state and
regional plans and with Rule 9J-5o/::)CA transmits
the amendment to other state a~ncies for their
review and comment within 30 days. DCA has a
total of 45 days to review the amendments; incorporate comments, objections and recommendations
Table 1. ComW~ncs ~ss~e
comp~n=e ~
NatutaJ resource prc,~-1~n
Leve~ o~ ssnnce mndw~
Lar~ u~
Concun’ency managen~t! mm
A~oma~e hou~ng
Fmanaal basely
Coa~l,~ mlmageme~
Intargovemm~tll cootdmil~m
Land develof~e~t regulalx)n

~,,._h~_

psr~:,

198
le3
163
128
89
84
59
56
21

76
71
63
49
34
32
23
22
8

¯ Public facilities end seNices to meet or exc~t~l the
established level of mice standards.
The LDRs must be adopted by ordinance, and the
tlon process must comply with the net~ce end public
hearing process set forth in Flodda law. Finally, the LDRs
must be combined into a single land development code.
Unlike local plans, LDRs do not undergo comprehensive
state review and approval. The DCA may, review and
take action on individual LDRs under only two circumstances. The first Js for "completeness review," in which
the DCA must have reasonable grounds to believe that
a local government has totally failed to adopt any of the
required LDRs. "Reasonable grounds" means that {:)CA
has received a letter(s) from a party or parties stating facts
that show the local government has failed to adopt one
or more of the required LDRs. OCA can then require a
local government to submit its LDRs for review. DCA
then enters into a pehod of review and consultation with
the local government to determine whether the local
government has complied with statutory requirements.
If I::)CA determines that a local government has failed to
adoDt one or more required LDRs, it notifies the local
government within 30 days. The local government then
must adopt ~ LDRs end subm~ them to DCA. If the local
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government fails to ado~ the LDRs, DCAinstitutes action
in circuit court to require adol:~on of the required LDRs,
The second type of state review is to assure that the
LDRs "implement and are consistent with the local cornprehensive plan." This review looks more closely at the
actual content and substance of the ordinances. This
review can only be initiated by a "substantially affected
person" (citizen), however, and it cannot be initiated by
the DCA. A consistency chellenge must occur within 12
months after the final adoption of the LDR. The substantially affected person must petition DCA to initiate a
Chapter 120 administrative headng. If DCA reviews the
information in the petition and determines that the LDRs
are not consistent with the plan, then DCA requests an
administrative hearing. If DCA reviews the infomlation
in the petition and determines that the LDRs are consistent with the plan, then the affected party can request
an administrative hearing. If the Final Order from the
administrative hearing finds the LDR is inconsistent,
then the Governor and Cabinet determine what types of
sanctions will be imposed on the local govemmenL
Comprehensive Plans and the Protection of
Natural Resources
A main puq)ose of the comprehensive planning program
is to maintain, restore, and protect Florida’s very valuable, vulnerable natural resources. The goals and policies set forth in the State Comprehensive Plan along
with the requir,3ments in Rule 9J-5, which set forth spacific ob~.~::tives and policies that must be included in
each plan element, provRie the basis for the protection
of natural resources,
W~thin the State Comprehensive Plan, goals and policies that specifically address minimizing impacts of various activities on natural resources and the general
conservation, protection, and proper use and management of natural resources are found within the Water
Resources, Coastal/Marine Resources, Natural Systerns and Recreation Lands, Air Quality, Waste Matar~als, Land Use, Mining, Agriculture, Public Facilities,
Conservation, and Transportation Elements. The following are examples of these goals and policies,
For the Water Resources Element, the goal is to "assure the availability of an adequate supply of water..,
and.., maintain the functions of natural systems and
the overall present level of surface and ground-water
quality, Florida shall improve and restore the quality of
waters not presently meeting water quality standards."
Policies include:

especially marine, es~uarine, and aqua~ ecosysterns.
¯ Discourage the channelization, diversion, (x’ damming of natural riverine systems.
¯ Encourage the develof:x~nt of a st~ct ~ management program to wese~ hydmlogica~
wetlands and o~et natural ~ ~
¯ Protect surface and groond-wa~ qualily and quenlity.
¯ Elim~ate ~e discharge of ~ treated
water and stormwatar runoff into waters of the ~tetl.
Coastal/Marine Resources polic~ include:
¯ Accelerate public acquisition of coasteJ and beachfront land to protect coastal and marina reaourc~.
¯ Avoid spending state funds that subsidize develol)ment in high-hazard coastal areas.
¯ Protect coastal and marine msourcea and dune
terns from the adverse impacts of development.
For the Natural Systems and Recreational Lends Ele.
ment, the goal is to protect and acquire unique natural
habitats and ecosystems and to restore degraded natural systems. Policies include:
¯ Protect and restore the ecological func’dons Of wetlands systems to ensure their long-term environmental, economic, and recmstional value.
¯ Promote restoration of the Everglades system and of
the hydrological and ecological functions of degraded
or disrupted surface waters.
¯ Implement a comprehensive planning, management,
and acquisition program to ensure the integrity of
Florida’s river systems.
Agriculture policies include:
¯ Eliminate the discharge of inadequately treated agricultural wastewater and stormwater runoff to surface
waters.
¯ Conserve soil resources to prevent sedimentation of
state waters.
Rule 9J-5 contains many minimum requirements for
goals, objectives, and policies that are directly related to
the conservation, protection, and proper use and management of natural resources. The following are some
examples.
Public Facilities policies include:

¯ Protect and use natural water systems in lieu of strucrural alternatives, and restore modified systems,

¯ Correct existing facility deficiencies and coordinate
the extension of, or increases in the capacity of, facilities to meet future needs.

¯ Establish minimum seasonal flows and levels for surface waters to ensure protection of natural resources,

¯ Maximize the use of existing facilities to discourage
urban sprawl.
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¯ Regulate land use and development to protect the
functions of natural stormwater features and natural
ground-water aquifer recharge areas,
Conservation policies irK:lode:
¯ Conserve, appropriately use, and protect the quantily
and quality of water, minerals, soils, native vegetative
communities, fisheries, wildlife, and wildlife habitat,
e Protect air quality, native vegetative communities,
and water quality,
¯ Protection and conservation of the natural functions
of soils, fisheries, wildlife habitats, surface waters,
ground waters, and beaches and shorelines,

Growth Management in Florida, Chapter 3

~,

After several years of living with and implementing the
1985 growth management law, numerous issues were
arising that suggested that the program needed fine
tuning. On one side were people who thought that the
program and process were hindering economic development, stepping on private property rights, and becoming cumbersome administratively. Others felt that the
program was not adequately protecting social, economic, and environmental resources. In 1991, the third
Environmental Land Management Stuo’y Committee
(ELMS III) was formed to provide recommendatiorts to
the 1993 legislature on ways to further improve and
refine Florida’s growth management laws. The Committee’s report included the following conclusion (5):
Rodda’s growth management process is not in a state
of disrepair, but it needs some immediate attention,
More importantly, it needs executive leadership to
protect the substantial investment that has been
made so that it will not be lost, or worse, become a
liability. Decisions that are made over the next 12 to
18 months will determine whether our efforts will be
able to deliver the promises "made. The tools for
managing future growth and change are in place,
The challenge is whether these tOOls and our leadership can respond when asked to perform.
The Committee’s Final Report and Recommendations
formed the basis for a new planning and growth manage,
ment act w~ich passed by overwhelming margins in both
the house and the senate in the cJosing days of the 1993
session. Among the provisions of the 180-page law are
some maior changes relating to state planning, regional
planning, the DRI process, local planning and concurrency, and infrastructure funding as explained below (6).

and strategic¯ goals that would set a course for the state’s
growth and guide the development and implemantetion of
state programs. State agency and program budgeting
clecisions, however, never were changed to incorporate
the State Plan’s requirements. Furthermore, key componants of the State Plan---the capital plan and bu~
never were developed or adopted. These omis~on~
have resulted in a lack of a cohesive, Integrated, comprehansive vision of Florida’s future as well as a lack of
financial resources to implement the program and to
correct existing infrastructure derzcte~des.
The 1993 Growth Management Act streflgthen~ the
state planning process in two ways. First, it requires the
Governor’s Office to review and analyze the State Cornprehensive Plan biannually and submit a written repo~
recommending revisions or explaining why no revlaion~
are nocessan/. Second, the act requires that a new
Growth Management Element be prepared and submitted to the 1994 legislature. The element must be strafegic in nature; provide guidance for state, regional, and
local actions necessan/to implement the State Plan;
identify metropolitan and urban growth centers; asteblish strategies to protect identified areas of slate and
regional environmental significance; and provide guidelines for determining where urban growth is appropriate
and should be encouraged.
Regional Planning
The 1993 Growth Management Act greatly changes the
role and powers of the regional planning councils. The
regional planning councils are charged with planning
and coordinating intergovemmental solutions to muMjurisdictional growth-related problems, with no regulaton/authority. Regional policy plans will now be required
to address only affordable housing, economic development, emergency preparedness, regionally signif’w.ant
natural resources, and regional transportation, and
these plans will no longer be a basis for determining the
consistency of local plans.
The DRI Ptt~eu
The act provides for the termination of the DRI process
in large jurisdictions (counties greater than 100,000
population) when they adopt specific intergovemmentel
coordination mechanisms. The law also greatly revises
the DRI process in those counties and cities that retain
the process. Fewer projects willbe considered DRIs, the
regional planning councils will be allowed to address
only state and regional resources or facilities, and the
review process is expedited for projects that are consistent with the local comprehensive plan.

State Planning
One of the biggest criticisms of Florida’s growth management system ~s the lack of strong lea~lershi¢) at the state
level. The State ComprehensNe Plan originally was envi.
s~oned as a leadership o~:x;ument w~th strong, measurable,

Local Planning
The act makes several very substantial changes in the
lOCal planning process, especially with respect to the
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plan amendment review process, sanctions, intergov,
emmental coordination, and evaluation and appraisal
reports. The plan amendment review process is streamlined, with DCA issuing an ORC Report for a proposed
amendment only if a regional planning council, affected
person, or local government requests if or if DCA decities to conduct such a review. All adopted plan amendments will be reviewed by DCA for compliance with state
laws. The law greatly changes and strengthens the
.evaluation and review reporting requirements. The DCA
is directed to adopt a rule establishing a pllasod schedule for the submittal of evaluation and apl:xaisal reports
no later than 6 years after local plan adoption and then
every 5 years thereafter.
Concurrency and Infrastructure Funding
The act (xx~ties DCA’s existing concurrency management
rule and policies, thereby providing specific legislative
guidance on this critical component of the planning
process. To avoid conflicts with other state planning goals,
the act authorizes local governments to provide an exception from transportation concurrency requirements in
areas designated for urban in-till deve~t, urban
redevelopment areas, existing urt~n service areas, or
certain downtown revitalization areas. The act authorizes local governments to adopt a "pay and go" system
for transportation concurrency if the local plan includes
a financially feasible capital improvement plan to upgrade transportation facilities and establishes an impact
fee or other system requiring the devek~:)er to pay its fair
share of needed transportation facilities. Unfortunately,
while ELMS III recommended a 10-cent stalewide gas
tax increase to provide infrastructure funding, the iegislature only aulfx)dzed local governments to increase the
local option gas tax by up to 5 cents.

Recommendations
Based on experience with Flodda’sgrowttlmanagement
programs over the past 15 years, the following recommendations are merle to streamline the wocess and
enhance protection of Florida’s natural resources.
The program and its requirements must recognize the
inherently different growth management needs of highly
urbanize(l areas or rapidly growing areas and separate
them from the planning needs of rural areas, especially
those with very slow growth rates. Flexibility, with consistency, is the key.
Rural local governments, especiall’/in those areas ex[Der~encing growth, have the most to gain from comprehensive planning. Hopefully, they can avoid the
mistakes that have been ma~le in central and southern
Flor~cla where unplanned growth a0versely affected so-

c~al, economic, and environmental resources. Rural k)cal governments, however, need extensive technical
assistance and funding to develop and imptement sound
comprehensive plans.
Probably the greatest hindrance to solving Florida’s
existing growth management problems and preventing future growth from exacerbating them is the implementation, at both state and local levels, of dedicated
funding sources. At the state level, the Growth Management Program, the Surface Water Improvement and
Management Program, the State Stomlwater Demonstration Grant Program, and the Preservation 2000
Land Acquisition Program are underfunded and depend
on annual legislative appropriations. Dedicated funding
sources such as increases in documentary stamp ~
or the placement of smell fees on products such as
concrete, asphalt, fertilizer, pesticides, and water use
or even electric bills could generate sufflolent funding
levels to ensure that these programs succeed. At the
local level, impact fees, gasoline taxes, and the establishment of storrnwater utilities (already implemented by
over 50 local governments) are essential if funds sufl~
ciant to pay for needed inh’astructure improvements are
to be raised.
The state’s land planning and water planning frameworks need to be better integrated. In particular, the
Department of Environmental Regulation and the f~ve
regional water menagement districts need to be the lead
agencies involved with water menagement issues.
Greater consistency and integration is needed between
local comprehensNe plans and requirements set forth in
State Water Policy, Chapter 17-40, FAC. Currently, local
comprehensive plans only are required to "consider"
State Water Policy rather than to be "consistent
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Storrnwater and the Clean Water Act:
Municipal Separate Storm Sewers in the Moratorium

Kevin Weiss
Office of Wsstewater Enforcement end Compliance, Office of Water,
U.S. Environ.ntal Protection Agency, W.shington, DC
AbatrBof
Urt)an stormwater and related pollutant sources have
been shown to be major sources of water quality impairmant. Section 402(p)(6) of the Clean Water Act requires
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to identify
additional stormwater sources to be regulated to protect
water quality under Phase II of the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDE$) program. Mitigating water quality impairment associated with urpan
runoff requires comprehensive efforts with special eraphasis on comprehensive approaches to stormwater
management for new levelopmant. Municipal governtions for maldng many of the day-to-day decisions
necessary to address problems associated with stormwater, including measures to minimize the risks to water
resources associated with stormwater from areas undargoing urbanization. In addition, municipalities have
the police power neecled to implement some comlxP
nants of stormwater programs and the ability to collect
funds to be used in program implementation. This paper
looks at the use of NPDES permits for discharges from
municipal separate storm sewers systems in urt)anized
areas as a tool for defining the federal/state/municipal
relationship for addressing storrnwater management,

Environmental Background

indicates that urban runoff is a major source of impelr.
ment for 53 percent of impaired estuary acres, 36 percent of impaired ocean coastal miles, 29 ~ of
impaired lake acres, 6 percent of impaired Great Lake
shoreline, and 9.6 percent of impaired river miles. The
report also indicates that combined sewer ovedlows,
which are a mixture of urban runoff, senita~/sewage,
and industrial process discharges, are sources of Intpairment for 4 percent of impaired estuary acres, 3.6
percent of impaired ocean coastal miles, 7.5 percent of
impaired Great Lakes shoreline, and 2.8 percent of impaired river miles. Urt)an runoff affects receiving warms
in or near urban po!:)ulation centers and Iherefore may
most people.
Surface water resources are affected by Iwo charecteristics of uman runoff: 1) elevated pollution concanl~ations and Ioadings and 2) changes in flow patterns that
accompany urbanization. The nature of the receiving
water determines whether increased pollutant Ioading~
or changes to natural flow patterns or a combination of
both are causes of impairment. For example, slower
moving rivers, streams, lakes, and estuaries can be
more sensitive to increased pollutant Ioadings than to
changes in flow patterns. Conversely, faster moving
streams, such as those found in hilly or mountainous
areas, can flush pollutants but may be sensitive to drematic changes in flow patterns. A good comparison of
these impacts is provided by Pitt, who compares irapacts in Coyote Creek (San Jose, California), a $1mam
with relatively slow flows, with impacts in Kelsey and
Bear Creeks (Bellevue, Washington), streams with high
flows a~d good flushing capabilities (2, 3).

Urt)an stormwater discharges have been shown to be a
major cause of impairment of surface water resources,
The National Water Quality Inventory 1990 Re¢)ort to
Congress provides a general assessment of surface
water quality based on biennial reports submitted by the
slates under Section 305(b) of the Clean Water Act
(CWA). The report indicates that of the rivers, lakes, and
estuaries that the states assessed, roughly 60 to 70
Sources of Pollutants In Urban
percent are supporting the uses for which they were
Stormwater
0esignated. U~oan lands, however, only account for 2 Pollutants discharged from municipal separate storm
percent of lands in the United Slates (1). The report sewer systems originaLa from a variety of diffuse
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,

including pathogens, metals, nutrients, oil and grease,
metals, phenols, and solvents. Removal of these nonstormwater pollutant sources often provides opportunjties for dramatic improvement in the quality of
discharges from separate storm sewers,

merit plant that provides advanced treatment and that
senres about 2 million people (the Blue Plains sewage
treatment plant), and from major industrial process
wastewater discharges located in Maryland and Vtr.
ginla.

Residential and Commercial Runoff

When analyzing annual Ioedinge associated with urban
run°if, it is important to recognize that discharges of ud~ln
runoff are highly internment, and that the short-term loadings associated with individual events will be high and
may have shocldoading effects on receiving water.

Residential and commercial activities are the predemihate land uses in most urbanized areas (UAs), typically
occupying between 55 to 85 percent of the total area,
Major pollutants associated with residential and commercial runoff include heavy metals, oxygen demanding
materials, bacteria, nutrients, flnatables, organics, pesticides, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and
other toxic organic pollutants.
From 1978 through 1983, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) provided funding and guidance to
Itm Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) to study
~ nature of runoff from commercial and residential
areas. The NURP study provides insight into what can
be considered background levels of pollutants in runoff
from residential and commercial land uses. Sites used
in the NURP study were carefully selected so that they
were not affected by pollutant contributions from construction sites, industrial ac’,Nities, or illicit connections.
Data from several sites had to be eliminated from the
study because of elevated pollutant loads associated
with these sources,
Data collected in NURP indicated that on an annual
loadings basis, suspended solids in discharges from
separate storm sewers draining runoff from residential
and commercial areas are approximately an order of
magnitude or more greater than in effluent from sewage
treatment plants receiving secondary treatment. In addition, the study indicated that annual Ioadings of chemical oxygen demand (COD) is comparable in magnitude
with effluent from sewage treatment plants receiving
secondary treatmanL
Table 2 compares annual pollutant loadings for three
metals--zinc, lead, and copper--from urban runoff from
the Metropolitan Washington UA, from a sewage treat-

Pollutant Ioedings for urban stormwater are based on
the "Simple Method" developed by the Washington Metropotitan Council of Governments (7). Pollutant concerttrations used in this model were based on those
published in U.S. EPA (8). The values for leao were
reduced by 75 percent to account for assumed reduc.
tions due to reductk)ns in the use of lead in gasoline.
Pollutant Ioadings for direct dischargers in the Toxics
Release Inventory are as reported in Cameron (9). The
Toxics Release Inventow contains data on toxic chemical releases by industrial facilities that use 10,000 it) or
more of specified toxic chemicals and does not Incfude
all releases from all industrial facilities in a state.
Industrial Runoff
A number of studies indicate that runoff from induslrlal
land uses has relatively poorer water quality than othar
general land uses (8, 10-13). In general, a greater vadety and larger amounts of toxic materials can be used,
produced, stored, or transported in industrial areas. Ind,Jstrial activities that can provide a significant source of
pollutants to stormwater from industrial sites include
loading and unloading, outdoor storage, outdoor processes, illicit connections or management practices, and
waste disposal practices. In addition, many heavy industhai areas have a large degree of impewiousness, which
results in high volumes of runoff. Atmospheric deposition
and spills and leaks associated with material transport
can contribute to significant levels of toxic constituents
in runoff to areas surrounding or in close proximity to
heavy industrial activity.

Table 2. Annual P~lutaflt I.~KIIngc (In POunds) In ,Stm~w~er From Selected Pollutant
Pollutant

Z~nc
Lead
Col~t~r
N~’ogen
Pt~

BOO5

Utl~n Stormwatm, From
Metro~ltan WalhlngtOu

480,000
132,600
113,000
~ 30.000.000
1.200,000

9.500.000

All MO and VA Direct Industrial
Blue ~lnc POTWe

1987 Toxic P-_,~-__~_

137,000
5,500
21.000
12.000.000

113.000
! .400.000

m~lue Plains POT3N Io,10~ng~ estwnates based on EPA Peta!! Coml~ance Syslem (PCS) data for 1989.

132,000
3!
127,000
Not available

Not avadal~e
Not
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RunoffFrom Construction Activities
Every 10 years, the Bureau of Census defines UAs to
The amount of sediment in stormwater discharges from of large urban centers of 50,000 or more. UAs are
characterize the population and developmenl patterns
construction sites can van/considerably, depending on
whether the discharges are uncontrolled or whether efcomposed of a central c~ty (or cities) with a surrounding
fectNe management practices are implemented at the
closely settled area. The population of the entire UA
construction site. Sediment loads from uncontrolled or
must be greater than 50,000 persons. The closely setinadequately controlled construction sites have been
tied area outside of the cily, the urban fdnge, mu~ have
reported to be on the order of 35 to 45 tons/acre/year,
a population density generally greater g~an 1,000 perSediment loads from uncontrolled construction sites are
sons per square mile (just over 1.5 persons per acre) to
typically 10 to 20 times that of agricultural lands, with
~ con
included.
The not
bounderies
of UAs are based
on popusediment loads as high as 100 times that of agricultural
patterns,
political boundaries;
Iherefom,
Ihey
lands and typically 1,000to2,000 timesthat of forest lands,
do not include significant portions of rural lind,
Over a short period, construction sites can contribute
The Bureau of Census has defined 386 UAs in Ihe
more sediment to streams than was previously depos.
United States based on the 1990 Census. These UAs
ited over several decades,
have a combined population of 158.3 million, or 63.6
percent of the nation’s total population;2 howevor, these
Changes to Flow Patterns: Physical
areas only account for 1.5 to 2 percent of the land
Impact~
surface of the countn/. Most increases in po~ullllon
occur in urban fringe or suburban municipalities ralher
Urbanization can result in dramelic changes to the natural flow patterns of urban streams and wetlands. In
than in core citiea.3
undeveloped watersheds, most rainfall infiltrates into the
ground and recharges ground-water supplies. Urbanize.
Cle~n Water Act Requirementl
tJon alters the natural vegetation and natural infiltration
In 1972, the CWA was emended to provide Ihet the
characteristics of ¯ watershed, which results in much
higher peak flows and reduced base flows in urban
discharge of any pollutants to waters of the United
streams. Increased peak flows can result in stream bank
States from a point source is unlawful, except where the
discharge is authorized by an NPDES permiL The tern1
erosion, streambed scour, flooding, channalization, and
"point source" is broadly defined to include’any
elimination or alteration of habitat (14). Increases in
ibie, confined and discrete conveyance, including but
peak flows can also create ttm need to modify stream
not limited to any pipe, ditch, [or] channel ....
channels through a variety of engineered structures,
from which
such as retaining walls, dp-rap, and channel dredging,
pollutants are or may be discharged." (Congress has
specifically exempted agricultural stom~vater disIncreased imperviousness and loss of wetlands and
charges and return flows from irrigated agriculture from
natural flow channels also decrease the amount of rain.
the definition of point source.) Although the definition of
water available for ground-water ~. Reduced ground
point source is ven/broad, prior to 1987, efforts under
water levels reduce base flows in streams duhng dn/
the NPDES program to control water pollution have
weather periods, which impaJrs the aquatic habltat, impairs
focused on controlling pollutants in discharges from
riparian wetlands, and makes receiving streams more
sensitive to other pollutant inputs and seclimentation.
~ are in unmcoq~otated Ix~tion= of ounties. In ~ ~ the
owever, m most States, ~nc~uding New Eng~ancl,
Lake, r~lwestem, and most we=em state=,
In the United States, population patterns typically ~ not in T~ 3.) p o~ = m~no~ ~= ¢~v~o~.
follow the political boundaries of municipalities. Prior to
1950, many large core cities annexed additional fringe
=The Census Bureau defines urban l~opulatJons mo~e Ixo~lly than
areas as populations of the urban center increased. The
uAs. Urban Pol)u~a~nos include t~e popula~ns of UAs and any olhe~
der-,=e population of 2.500 o~" more people. The 1990 Cens~
trend of core cities ~ncreasing in area through annexacares that 28.8 mill~on people who hved out=de of UAs
!ion has largely stopped in most major UAs. In most
as urban PolDulat~ons. The Bureau of Censu~ ctass~lted
mat are no! classified as urban (~nc1’.K:Img UAS) es ru~aJ. The |~0
states, smaller =suburban" local governments surrounding
Census end=ca!as It~1! 61.6 mdl~on people were c~aasified es IMng in
the core city are retained or created.~ Thus, today most
rut=
urban centers are composed of a large core city sur~ !99o census ~n~ca!as mat the tot= po~euo~ of ~e Unit~
rounded by several smaller "suburban" municipalities.
Sta!es *ncreaseo by 22.1 rndl~on between 1980 end 1990. Of this

Development Patterns

growlJl. 86 percent (19 n~lhon) was in Census~lesignated UAs.
~The pafferr~ and f1~nct)ons o! lo(:aJ gov~’nments m suburban fnnge
areas vary ft’ow~ state to state In some states, such as Mary;aria,
V=rg=n~a, Flo~la. and Cahfo~’n=a, =,nO. to s lesser Oegree, a number of
=ouo~e~n s!alas eno Texas. l&rge urban POl)ulat~ons outs~le of co~e

w~tf’1 a poDulahon of 100,000 or f~xe 8ccounted tot 22

growtr~ (4 9 rr.i~ on) whde suburban areas s~ro~nding ff’tes~ are~
grew by 115 rn,lhon (52 percent of ~ na~onal total). A’IO~M 12
percent of ~e nat=oriel growlrl (2.6 rndi~on) occurred
not hays = co~e afy of 10Oo000 o~ more.
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publicly owned treatment works (POTWs) and industrial
process wastewaters. The major exception to this are
the 10 effluent limitation guRlelines that EPA has issued
for stormwater discharges: cement manufacturing (40
CFR 411), teedlots (40 CFR 412), fertilizer manufactur,
ing (40 CFR 418), Petroleum refining (40 CFR 419),
phosphate manufacturing (40 CFR 422), steam electric
(40 CFR 423), coal mining (40 CFR 434), mineral mining
and processing (40 CFR 436), ore mining and dressing
(40 CFR 440), and asphalt emulsion (40 CFR 443).
As Pen of the Water Quality Act of 1987, Congress
added Section 402(p) to the CWA to require EPA to
develop a comprehensive, phased program for regulatod stormwater discharges under the NPDES program. Under the first phase of the post-1987 program,
EPA is to develop requirements for:.
¯ Stormwater discharges associated with industrial
activity.
¯ Discharges from large municipal separate storm sewer
systems (systems serving a population of 250,000 or
more) and medium municipal separate storm sewer
systems (systems serving a population of I00,000 to
250,0(X)).
e Discharges that are designated by EPA or an
NPDES-approved state as needing an NPDES permit because the discharge conthbutes to a violation
. of a water quatily standard or is a significant conthbutot of pollutants to waters of the United States.

and methods to control stormwater discharges to the
extent necessary to mitigate impacts on water quelily.
Based on the two studies, EPA is required to issue
regulations by no later than October 1, 1993, that designate additional stormwater discharges to be regu~atad
to protect water quality and establish a comprehensive
program to regulate such designated sources. The program must, at a minimum:
¯ Establish priodllas.
¯ Establish requirements for state stormwater management programs.
¯ Establish expeddioue deadlines.
The program may include perfom’mnce standards,
guidelines, gu~lance, management practices, and treatment requirements, as appropriate.
The 1987 amendments to the CWA made significant
changes to the permit¯ requirements for discharges from
municipal separate storm sewers. Section 402(p)(3)(B)
of the CWA provides that NPDES permits for such disct.Irges:
¯ May be issued on a system, or judsdictlonwide basis.
¯ Shall include a requirement to e~ I~’ohiblt nonstormwater discharges into storm ,sewers.
¯ Shall require controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable, including
management practices, control techniques and systern, design and engineering methods, and such
ate for
the
contro~ as
of the
such
pollutants.
other
provisions
Director
determines appropri.

Section 402(p)(1) of the CWA creates a temporary
moratohum on the requirement that point source discharges of pollutants to U.S. waters must be authorized Initial Implementation
by an NPDES permit for other stormwatar discharges.4
Under the moratorium, EPA is prohibited from issuing
On November 16. 1990, EPApublished lha init~ NPDES
NPDES permits for discharges composed entirely of
regulations under Section 402(p) of the CWA (see 55 FR
stormwater that are not specifically exempted from the
47990). The November 16, 1990, regulations:
moratorium (the discharges listed above to be ed¯ Defined the initial scope of the program by defining
dressed dunng the first phase of the program) prior to
the terms "stormwater discharge associated with inOctober 1, 19947 Before this time, EPA, in consultation
w~th the states, is required to conduct lwo studies on
dusthal activity" and large and medium "municipal
separate storm sewer systems."
stormwater discharges. The first study is to identify
those stormwater discharges or classes of stormwater
¯ Established permit application requirements.
discharges for which permits are not required phor to
¯
Established deadlines.
October 1, 1994, an(i to determine° to the maximum extent
practicable, the nature and extent of pollutants in such
The regulatory definitions of large and medium municiclischarges. The second study is to establish procedures
pal separate storm sewer systems sl:)ec~fically identified
173 incoq~orate~ cities and 47 counties, and allowed for
~rhe Conference R¢~oo~1 fo~ ~e 1987 amendmer~ to ~e C~NA !xoadclitional designations of adiacent municipalities on a
v~es ~a! after ~ moraJonum enos on Octooer 1. 1994. "a//mun~c~pa~
sega~am s;orm sewers are s~Jbjec! 1o 0’le re<lu~remen[s ot Secl]ons
case-by-case basis. EPA estimates that 400 additional
3oi and 4O2" (e~o~a.~s ,.ooe~) (IS).
municipalities with a combined population of about 16
SThe 1987 amendments 1o B~e CWA o~,g,nal~y Wov~Oe~ that the moram~ll~on ~Deople have been designated by EPA and author
1o~um o~ other’ sto~rmwater 0~sc~ar~es (Wa~er Resources
iZe~ NPDES states, and that 23 cities w~th a population
rne~t Act) ex~e on Oclober 1. 1992 Urger the amenclmenLs, EPA Of 100,000 or more (and a combined population of 8.6
was re~J~reo to ~ssue aoo~l~onal fe~u~a~o~s to a~lres~ ~ese sources,
miJho~ People) have been excJuded from stormwater
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requirements due to large populations served by combined sewer systems.
The November 16, 1990, regulations were based on
1980 Census data. Data from the 1990 Census indicares thai 30 additional cities have a population of more
than 100,000, and five of the cities listed in the Novembet 16, 1990, regulations no longer have a population of
100,000 or more. In eddition, the 1990 Census indicates
that 12 additional counbes have an unincorporated, urbanized population of 100,000, and two counties listed
in the November 16, 1990, regulations no longer have
an unincorporated, urbanized population of 100,000.
The November 16, 1990, regulations also established
requirements for a comprehensive, two-part permit application for discharges from large and medium municipal seiDarate storm sewer systems. The major objectives
of the permit al:q:dication requirements are to ensure that
municipalities develop comprehensive municipal storm,
water management programs that address water quality,
and to begin to implement these programs,
Tho permit application requirements for discharges from
municipal separate storm sewer systems represent a
new approach to addressing pollutant sources under the
NPDES program. NPDES permit application requiremerits for other lypes of discharges traditionally focused
on sampling end-of-pipe discharges. Permit applications
for discharges from municipal separate storm sewer
systems place a lesser emphasis on discharge sampling
for a number of reasons, including the large number of
discharge points commonly associated with municipal
systems and the recognition that many municipalities
were only initiating efforts to reduce pollutants in stormwater discharges at the time (see 55 FR 47990). Munici.
palities are required to submit comprehensive
applications providing information lhat: 1) identifies mejor sources of pollution to the system, 2) characterizes
pollutants in system discharges. 3) describes existing
and proposed municipal stormwater management programs, and 4) describes the administrative and legal
aspects of the municipal stormwater management program.
Perhaps the most important aspect of the permit application requirements is that they lay out the framework
for municipalities to propose comprehensive municipal
stormwater management programs. When developing
permit conditions, permit writers will consider the management programs that are pro~x~sed as part of the
permit al:~olications. The municipal stormwater management programs envisioned by the November 16, 1990,
regulations address the tour following areas:

controls are generally more cost effect¯ and municipalities do not have to incur costs directly. FlefrolH.
ring controls for existing develof)ment can also be
considered where practicable. Another focus is veoe.
ration maintenance and snow removal activibes for
roads. Other source control measures, such as b’ansportation plans, can be required where practicable.
¯ Measures to reduce pollutants in runo# from kxfus.
tnalfacilities:EPAan~cipateslhatalargepercentage
of stormwater discharges associated wilh Industrial
activity discharge through municipaJ secarate storm
sewer systems. The Agency intends to (xxxdinate
requirements in permits for stormwater cr~charges
associated with industrial activity with efforts to develop municipal stormwater management programs
in permits for discharges from municipal separate
storm sewer systems serving a population of 100,000
or more. Under this coordinated effort, municipal per.
mittses will have a major role in implementing programs to control pollutants from stomwmter
associated with industrial activity that discharges
through their municipal ear)¯rate store1 sewers. For
example, municipal operators can assist EPA and
authorized NPDES states in identifying priority stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity;,
reviewing and evaluating stormwater pollulion prevention plans developed by industrial facilities pursuant to NPDES permit requirements; and complying
with requirements. (See 56 FR 40972 for a more
complete description of the relationship EPA intends
to develop between federal, state, and local governments for controlling pollutants in stormwater from
industrial sources.)
¯ Measures to reduce pollutants in runoff from construction sites: Many municipalities currently have
sediment and erosion requirements for construction
activities. These programs, however, often are not
adequately implemented or enforced. NPDES permit
conditions for municipalities are expected to focus on
ensunng adequate municipal implementation and eftforcement of their controls. (See 57 FR 41206 and
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments
[17].)
¯ Measures to detect and control nonstormwater dis.
charges to the storm sewer system: Nonstormwater
discharges to separate storm sewer systems are a
major po;lutant source in many municipalities. EPA
anticipates that permits will require municipalities to
continue field screening efforts started during the permit application phase of the program and to undertake other efforts to detect and coptrol nonstormwater
discharges.
For a more complete description of the components of
a municipal stormwater managemenl program, see
Guidance Manua/ /or the Preparation of Part 2 of the

¯ Measures to reduce [~ollutants in runoff from residen,
t~al and commercial areas." A major focus of this program component is controlling pollutants in
stormwater from new development where stormwater
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NPDES Permit ,A~plicetions for Discharges From Munic~al Separate Storm Sewer Systems (16).
The November 16, 1990, regulations take two very different approaches to defining the roles of different levels
of government. With respect to permits for large and
medium municipal systems, the efforts of the NPDES
permit authority (EPA or an authorized NPDES state)
are directed toward ensuring that municipalities develop
and implement stormwater management programs to
control pollutants to the maximum extent practicable,
Unper these requirements, the NPDES program can
define the role of municipalities in a flexible manner that
allows local governments to assist in identifying priority
pollutant sources within the municipality and to develop
and implement appropriate controls for such discharges,
With respect to permits for stormwater discharges essociated with industrial activity, the NPDES permit authority has a direct role in regulating individual industrial
s~tes,

Inatitutlotl~l Con~ldetwtiot~
Municipalities contain the institutions that are critical for
surface water resource protection programs. Urban
stormwater management has been, is, and w~ll continue
to be primahly tim responsibilily of local govemmants
(18). Municipalities install or oversee the InstaJlation of
storm sewer systems to provide drainage for lands used
for residential, commercial, and indusldal activities as
wall as roads and highways. Munic~il~s can provide
the institutional framework necessary to inter
many components of an effeclive Morm~ltor managemerit program.
Components of a com~)rehansive stotmwatsr manage.
ment program Ihat only municipalities can effectively
address include land use planning, detailed oversight of
new development, maintenance of roads, retrofitt~
controls in areas of existing development, and operation
and maintenance of municipal storm drains. Municl~
lies can provide the detailed planning necasse~j to int.

Moratorium Sources: Why Municipalities?

plemont watershed and other risk-based approaches.

Section 402(p)(6) of the CWA requires EPA to issue
regulations that desk:joate adeitional stormwater discharges to be regulated to protect water quality and that
establish a comprehensive program to regulate such
designated sources. EPA can generally take two different approaches to identifying classes of discharges to
be regulated by NPDES permits: 1) to require munici,
palities to develop systemwide stormwater manage,
mentprograms, o~ 2) to require NPDES permit coverage
for targeted commercial and residential facilities. When
evaluating whether to address selected municipalities
in the regulatory program required under Sec~K)fl
402(p)(6), the following factors should be consk:lered:

The role of municipalities under the NPDES progllm is
to make stormwater management programs wod(.
involves ov~seeing day-to-day program
identifying local priorities and pollutant sources, deveioping detailed program requirements, condacting
inspections and evaluations, monitoring activities, assessing impacts to surface water resources, inidating
compliance efforts, and ensudng effective outreach.
nicipal activities can be funded by a vadety of mochanisms, including general revenues, develog~" fees,
flood control assessments, and stormwater utilities.
Raising funds at the municipal level can provide a municipalitywide source of funds that can b~en be directed
at phority projects. Thus, comprehensive programs can
be implemented in a phased manner over a long period.
In addition, such an approach takes advantage of potlutant trading concepts by directing resources from
many sources to phority sources.

¯ There are institutional consideretions,
¯ Some existing municipal functions can be modified
to address stormwater concerns in a cost-effective
manner.

The role of the federal government and authorized
NPDES states under the NPDES municipal stormwatar
program is to ensure that regulated entities implement
¯ There are pollutant load considerabons,
pollution control measures. In the municipal stormwater
area, this means providing oversight to guide the direc¯ Issuing Permits to municipalities allows for municipal
tion of municipal programs and providing technical asprograms that incorporate innovative controls, such
sistance. Oversight activities include issuing permits
as market-based incentives and pollutant trading,
that establish the framework for mun~pal stormwater
control programs and taking targeted enforcement ace MuniciPelities are in the best position to address high
tJons, for example, when municipalities fail to develop
risk sources, including new development, and to proand implement a program. In addition, the NPDES
tect priority resources and watersheds,
authority must work in partnership with municipalities to
¯ Some municipal actNities are significant pollutant
ensure that, where appropriate, priority pollutant
sources,
sources that municipalities may have difficulty controlling, such as certain federal or state facilities, are directly
¯ Municipalities
can
ensure
maintenance
of
structural
issued
NPDESMumley,
PermitsAssociate
for their stormwatar
discharges.
controls and implementation of nonstructural measures. As Thomas
Water Resource
Control
¯ Municipal participation is necessary for regional or
systemwide stormwater management programs,
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Engineer at the San Francisco Regional Water Quality
Control Board (19)states:
Successful control of urban runoff will require a
carrot, a stick, and ¯.
. the implementation of cornmort-sense, cost-effective, environmentally beneficial measures .... We need incentives to change
our ways.., we now have a big stick to drive these
needed efforts, in the form of the NPDES stormwatar regulations [for municipalities] which require the
implementation of these measures. Fortunately, the
current regulations promote flexibility~ and don’t irre
pose a lot of bureaucratic red tape, and therein lies
the carroL
Expanding the Mission of Existing Municipal
Progran~
Municipalities typically operate programs whose primery
mission is to address a set of concerns other than
stormwater or water quality. Expansion of the mission
of these existing municipal programs to address stormwater concerns can be much more cost effective than
initiating entirely new programs. Municipal functions that
can be adapted to assist in providing stormwater management benefits include oversight of new develof)ment, pretreatment program implementation, fire safely
inspections, flood control, trash collection, menagement
of municipal lands, and road meintenance. Municipal
lands, for example, can provide retrofit oprx)rtunities for
a number of reasons. The use of municipal lands for
retrofits lypically does not require additiOnal properly
purchases. In addition, the use of municipal lands ensures opportunities to provide future meintanance and
securily in preservation of the retrofit control. (See
Washington State Department of Ecology [20~ for special stormwater management practices for public buildings and streets; vehicle and equipment maintenance
shops; maintenance of open space areas; meintenance
of public stormwater facilities; maintenance of roadside
vegetation and ditches; maintenance of public utility
comdors; water and sewer districts and departments;
and port districts,)
In addition, many municipal activities and programs
can be significant sources of pollutants, such as road
maintenance, road construction, siting and operating
flood control dewces, maintenance of municipal vehicles,
municipal lano~ills, and alq:)orts.7 Expanding the mission
of these programs can assist in the development of a
6Cor~cems have I~ee~ r~sed regard, n~ ~e re<lu~rernents under ~he
CUrrent Clean Water Act ~at NPDES permits for mun)c~p~J separate
Storm sewers, ~n ed~l,t~on to mandating the re<~uct~on of Pollutants to
~ maximum ex’~en! practicable, rnus~ ensure corr~ol~ance w~b’l water
~ua~fy stand,lros. The water Clu~dy sta~oards ~ssue ~s not ,~,scusse~

~ ~ p~er.

~Sorne munv..~pal ac~w~es ere considered to be tnclus~aJ act~wbes
un0er ~e NPDES program. Sec~on 1068 of 0~e Intermoo~al Surface
Tr~nsporlat~on Eff~oency Act o! 1991 placed stormwater d~s~l~arges

penrasive municipal ethic regarding stomlwatar management that ensures effective use of munic~pa/ resources and mitigates the effects of mtmicipal acttvilk~
that can affect water resources.

Regional or Systernwide Programs
Urban stormwater is a diffuse source of poflutinn. The
impacts of stormwater on receiving waters generaJly
cannot be attributed to individual sources Or discharge
points; rather, the cumulative effects of many Q~charges
from widespread areas of urban develel)ment in a we.
tershed are of mew concern. Often, el)woacltes Ihat
success.
Contn~ of urban stormwater is cr~cal from a regk)r~
perspective, which addresses the entire UA. The lack of
regionalorsystemwideplanningisoftencJtadlsamajot
reason for incomplete and unsuccessful stormwatar
control efforts and for the inability to protect downstream
areas from stormwater from upstream developmenL A
comprehensive stormwator menagement program clmnot rely sole/y on addressing indNiddal sources within
large UAs.
A regional al~roach can also bdng togelher financial
resources, planning, and scientific expertise not o~or.
wise available for individual municipalities, thereby increasing the likelihood for success. Regional erlffiies
that can play an important role in planning, imp~menting, and evaluating stormwater programs include flood
control districts, stormwater or drainage districts, ~ounties, and Councils of Govemmenta.

Pollutant Load Considerations
UAs comprise a mixture of different lend uses. For general planning purposes, most UAs are distributed as
follows: residential, 50 to 70 percent; commercial, 10 to
20 percent; industrial, 10 to 15 percent;, open area, 10
to 15 percent (13). Concentrations of pollutants in stormwater from nonindustrial areas can be assumed to be
roughly the same for different land use types, but the
degree of imperviousness plays an important role in
determining pollutant loads (8). This is because meny
diffuse sources of pollutants to urban stormwator operate in different land use areas, and areawide sources
are important. While commercial and indusVial land
uses generally have a higher level of imperviousness
than some ~/pes of residential development, a large
amount of residential area will result in residential land
use being a major pollutant Source to stormwater. For
example, a study of the Santa Clara Valley found that
the volume of stormwater flows from residential and
assooateO wd1~ ~ndus~’~a~ aC~N~ty owned or o~o~eled by ¯ municipality
~tha r)opulat]on of less ~an 100,000 in I!ne morelotium from NPDES
pern~t requ.’emenl~.
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commercial lend uses in the Valley was 10 times greater Flexibility in Selecting Measures
than the volume of flow from industrial uses. The loading
of metals in stormwater flows from residential and corn. Municipal stormwater management programs should be
mercial lands was estimated to be 5 to 30
times greater comprehensive efforts that address a wide range of
than from industrial lands (11).
innovative measures in addition to traditional commandancl-control requirements. Federal or state permigiog
A program that only addresses industrial stormwater programs generally have limited flexibility to directly
flows is limited because it only addresses a fraction of implement many types of innovative control strategies
the total urban stormwater flows. Similarly, programs in a widespread manner. Requiring municipalities to
to address illicit connections to storm sewers should obtain NPDES permits for their municipal systems could
address municipal sources. Municipalities have respon- c~eate a regulatory framework that could support
sibilities associated with several i~nt classes of nicipalities’ use of innovative controls, sucll as market.
illicit connections, including senitary collection systems based incenlives.
(ownership of collection system), improper connections For example, municipalities can fund stormwater probetween sanitary and storm sewer systems, and im- grams with a utility rate system that accounts for ~
proper connections from residential or commercial at- imparvious area at a site, which is roughly profx~ionel
eas. For example, investigations in Houston, Texas, to the amount of stormwater generated at the site. A
indicated that most of the city’s problems associated survey of 54 stormwater agencies with stormwater utiliwith nonstormwater discharges to the separate storm ties located in 19 states indicated that 70 percent of
sewer system Ware associated with broken Wastewater .agencies surveyed based their utility on the amount of
collection system lines discharging to its stormwater Impervious area at a site, while an additional 17 Percent
collection system (21).
besed their utility on the product of area times an intensity of 0eveiopment, which can approximate impervious
area
(22). Such a rate system can also consider whether
In general, municipal programs should include legal
authority to address the majority of stormwater sources stormwater controls are provided at a site. These
into their municipal system. However, this does not proaches create market-pased incentives for reducing
mean that a municipality should have to ensure that site imperiousness (thereby reducing stormwater voi.
umes and pollutant loads) and for installing and oparatevery existing residential, commercial, or industrial site ing
stormwater maesuras. (See U.S. EPA for a list of 21
within its jurisdiction actively controls its stormwater,
municipal
stormwater utilities that provide ore~Is for
Rather, municipalities should develop programs that resuit in the implementation of practicable controls for onsite stormwater management [23].)
high-priority sources that maximize cost-effectiveness Municipalities have a wicle range of tools for ensuring
by consi0ering possible sources and conditions w~thin stormwater control measures occur with new developthe jurisdiction. In addition, EPA must be a partner in merit. For example, municipalities can have zoning proefforts to control selected priority sources, such as in. visions that establish selbacks for buffer zones, limit the
dustrial, federal, and state facilities. For example, some amount of impervious area, require maintaining minimunicipalities have indicated that practical Problems are mum amounts of open st)ace, and encourage cluster
associated with controlling stormwater from federal and development. Municipalities can also develop watershed
state facilities. In such cases, a partnership between the management plans that provide for preserval~on of floodmunicipality and the NPDES authority may be appropri- plains, weltands, shoreline, and other critical areas. In
ate where the municipality identifies high-risk state and eddition, during the building plan approval process, mufederal facilities for the NPDE$ authority to consi0er nicipalities can designate, through deed modification or
issuing an NPDE8 permit directly.
other means, an entity or individual who is responsible
for maintaining thestormwater management systems of
a new clevelopment. Controls on siting, installing, and
In addition, the Agency should lead national efforts to maintaining septic systems and for ensuring proper
directly reduce some pollutant sources or find pro0uct sanitary
sewer connections can reduce pollutant 0lesubstitutes. For example, federal requirements under charges from municipal separate storm sewer systems.
the Clean Air Act have resulted in significant decreases
in the use of leacl fn gasoline, which in turn have resulted Other innovative approaches to stormwater managein decreases in lead concentrations in urban runoff, ment include used oil and/or household hazardous
Other areas of national regulatfon anchor pollution pre. waste municipal collection programs. Municipalities can
vention efforts that have been suggeste0 are reOuct~on conduct portions of public outreach programs in a more
in the amount of zznc zn t~res, recluct~ons in the amount cost-effective way than other levels of government. For
of copper in brake pads, an0 lower emission standarcls example, municipalities can stencil catchbasins to minim~ze improper clumping of materials and send informafor particulate emfss~ons for chesel engines (I I ).
tional flyers ~th water or sewer bills.
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Another approach is for s municipatlty to use pollutant
trading concepts to select cost-effective controls. One
example of pollutant trading is for a municipality to allow
a developer to contribute to an offsite regional stormwa,
ter measure where onsite measures are not feasible,
Other pollutant trading concepts am discussed in Santa
Ciara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program
(11) and U.S. EPA (24). It should be noted that some
concerns have been raised regarding trading structural
controls for nonstructural controls where opportunities
to install structural controls can be lost and the continued imT)lemantation of nonstmctural controls cannot be
assured.
Municipalities can also incorporate volunte~y compo,
nents into their municipal stormwater management programs, such as adopt-a-highway litter programs or
adopt-a-stream programs. In addition, the devek)pmant
of storrnwater programs at the municipal level can encourage high levels of public input from local groups.

site level. Municipalities can accomplish these tasks
with a much greater sensitivity to local conditions and in
a more equitable and reasonable manner. In addition,
municipalities can develop watershed plans that consider the tradeoffs associated with the placement of
onsite controls and regional stormwater management
approaches. Some municipalities advocate stonnwater
control strategies that usea mix Of reglonalcontxotsand
onsite controls that reflects watershed hydroloW. Advantages of this approach are said to include better
control of peak flows; reduced impacts to streams end
riparian wetlands; improved pollutant removel efr~clencies: lower costs: a signir~.an~ higher likelihood of
adequate maintenance; andracreatJonel arnanityvalues
(26).

The ability Of EPA or NPDES states to conduct such
detailed planning is limited. For example, EPA indicated
that a consideration of possible water quality impacts
.
. the ~ming of releases from onsite stormassociated
wi~
water management meeauras invofves a complex array
FTex/b/llly To Address Hlgh-R/sk Sources and
To Protect Priority Re#ource# and Watersheds of variables, inc~ucling the nature and locat~ons of other
activities within a watershed, and is generally beyond
Controlling pollutants in stormwater involves addressing the scope of the Agency’s NPDES general permits for
many and diffuse pollutant sources. The nature of the stormwater from construction activities (see 57 FR
problem calls for focusing on priority sources and era- 41202),
¯ ¯ consi~vation of mitigatk)n measures
Mun~pal
phasizing controls in priority watersheds. Municipalities for numerous
smaller projects in a watershed may better
are in the best position to evaluate local conditions and maintain the integrity of an aquatic ecosystem.
to determine local priorities for implementing and overseeing contro~ strategies and measures that ensure the A goal of the stormwater program should be that munldwater quality impacts of land use activities in its jurisdic- palities have planning procedures to ldentffy and ed.
tlon are mitigated, This is particularly true when evalu- dress the potential impacts of development on water
ating the r~sks of new development,
resources. NPDES permits for municipal separate storm
sewer
systems can assist in reaching this goal W enUrbanixatlon is a gradual process that sparls decades and
occurs over a w~de region. It is composed of hundreds of sunng that municipalities consider the impact of stormwater on surface waters. Traditionally, the ma)or
time frames. The true scope of water resource degrade, to remove as much stormwater runoff from developed
tion associated ~th urbanization may not fully manifest lands as soon as possible, To achieve this goal, local
at the waterst~ scale for many years. This presents l~e gevemmants have constructed thousands of miles of
challenge of evaluating the impact of individual develop- curb, gutter, road side ditches, and other storm sewers
merit proposals over the long term at the watershed to convey stormwaters as quickly and as efficiently as
scale (25) and planning appropriately. Such detailed
to the nearest stream (’18), Efforts often focus
planning can only occur on the municipai level,a Detailed possible
on
channelization
projects that attempt to make streams
efforts to plan and oversee new development could not
more "efficient" at conveying waters downstream. Ex(and should not) l~e undertaken at the federal level,
tensive channelizatlon proiects and other stream
Municipalities ty~lly have planning processes and ad. provements," such as concrete.lined walls or heavy
min~sl~at~e systems in place to adclress some aspects of riprap, can destroy the habitat value of streams.
new development. When municipalities ;~lan for new
0eveloprnent, the total 0evelopment of the area can be A few communities have developed programs where
considered. Th~s can l:rovide a much more comprehen- stormwater is managed for multiple purposes, including
s~ve basis for planning than when developers plan at me controlling watar quantity (to avoid floo0ing and stream
scour and to maintain stream flows clurJng d~/weather
by recharging ~)round water clunng ston’ns) and improving
"E:PA r~is recogmzeO t~a! many local governments tyD~cally require
seo,rnen~ and erosion D~ans. grading plans an~1.ror storrnwater manwater quality. A range of alternative stormwater control
a~ernent plans ma! are s~gndx:antly more Oe~a~leO an0 are ac¢on~a-

n~o<~ oy a more r~o~ous review pcocess man mose re<lu, re<~ unOer
FPA-~S,SUeO ~eneraJ ;)errl~ (,57 FR 41196).

measures and fecilities can l~e implemented to serve
mlJItil::)ie ~urposes effectively. The natural cycJes and

~rOC~.$ses that occur l:)efore ~and development are used
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as a guide for managing stormwater afler development management devices through deed modification prior to
has occurred, and natural flow patterns and rates of site development or through ordinances.
discharge are retained through special storrnwater control facilities and measures. Natural processes are in. Moratorium Sources: Which
corporated into the design of many "so~ engineered Municipalities?
systems, including vegetated buffers, greenways,
revegetation of stormwater systems, wetland creation or Public comrnentors on previous NPDES storrnwatar
retention for stormwater management, and onsite reten, rulemakings have identified a number of principles that
tion, detention, or infiltration systems. Policies emerging are critical to successful implementation of NPDES re..
from these programs include:
quirernents for a slormwater regulatory program (55 FR
¯ Reducing peak flows and improving stormwater qual- ~:~9):
ity through onsite retention.
¯ Municipalities should be regulated as equitably as
¯ Reducing the volume of stormwater leaving the site
using natural infiltration.
¯ Major sources of pollutants must be addressed
through control, treatment, or prevention.
¯ Releasing stotmwater from onsite facilities at a rate
similar to the predevelopment runoff rate.
~, The approach must be administratively realistic and
achievable.
¯ Managing for smaller storm events as well as those
larger storm events that can cause major floods.
= New development should be addressed.
¯ Protecting wetlands and floodplains as natural storm- ¯ Programs must be coordinated or developed on a
water storage areas,
regional basis to avoid fragmentation or balkanized
programs and to support watershed approaches.
¯ Making stormwater facilities amenities of the development (such as retaining natural drainage channels ¯ Regional approaches are necessary to address inter.
or providing attractive landscaping for stormwater
related discharges into the municipal separate storm
management ponds) and encouraging open space
sewer system.
and recreational uses.
Municipalities associated with Census-designated UA,I
¯ Developing programs that relate erosion and sedi. or a subset thereof appear to meet most of the criteria
ment controls during construction with stormwater in a way that makes them candidates for consideratio~
management after construction is completed,
for Phase II stormwater requirements. Additional munici.
The implementation of this approach typically involves pal candidates for Phase II requirements are pockets of
somewhat higher costs for development plan review by high growth levels outside of Census-designated UAs
local governments but lower costs for ston’nwater facility and areas with large seasonal activities (e.g., some
tourist towns) that are not classified as part of a Censusconstruction, and results in lower social costs,
designated UA because of small year-round popula.
~ns.
Maintenance of Control~
The installation of structural controls (e.g., wet ponds, Equitable Treatment/Major Poflutant Sourcel
infiltration devices) during the construction phase of new
development is often cited as a key component to a Currently, NPDES requirements for discharges from
successful stormwater program. To continue Io operate, municipal separate storm sewer systems focus on core
these devices need to be maintained every 5 to 15 cities, and generally do not address UAs surrounding
years. Lack of maintenance is often cited as a leading core cities in a comprehensive manner, The regulations
do address 47 counties that were selected because they
cause of failure of stormwater management devices,
had significant populations in unincorporated, urbanized
While NPDES permits for stormwater discharges from portions of the county. In most UAs, however, areas
construction activities disturbing more than 5 acres can Surrounding core cities are broken into incorporated
require the installation of stormwater measures during areas and/or minor civil divisions with populations of
the construction phase of a project, permit coverage for less than 100,000. These areas are not addressed by
resiclentia~ and commercial sites ends when the site is current NPDES requirements even though they may be
stabilized. Therefore, NPDES permits for stormwater in a heavily populated county. For example, 400 courtdischarged from construction sites may not be able to ties have a population of greater than 100,000 but are
ensure the cont=nued maintenance of these sites. Mu- not addressed by the current NPC)ES regulations.
nic=pahhes are ~n a better Pos[hon to require or conduct
maintenance activities for these devices. For example, At least three factors are important to consider when
mumc~pahties can require maintenance of stormwater determ~mng whether municipalities are being regulated
as equitable as possible: 1) demographic patlerns as,so-
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ciated with per capita income; 2) the pollutant sources
that are being addressed; and 3) the ability to control
maior pollutant sources. Some states have also advocated national NPDES requirements to ensure national
consistency and to prevent economic disincentives that
make it difficult for states and municipalities to implernent progressive stormwater management programs
(57 FR 41205).

of most of these cities remained the same, while the
populations of many large cities decreased.
Most growth in UAs occurs in areas that were not required to obtain an NPDES permit for their stormwater
discharge before October 1, 1992. Between 1970 and
1980, the population of UAs outside of cities with a
POpulation of 100,000 or more increased 30 times more
The per capita income of suburban fringe areas is (an increase of 18.9 million) than the population of these
typically significantly higher than the per capita income cities. This growth resulted from both inmeases in popuof core cities. A 1991 report by the National League of lation densities of existing urban lands zmd by the urCities indicates that the per capita incomes of residents banization of previously rural lands. Factors such as
in the largest cities is only on average 59 percent of lower costs of land, commercial space, and residential
the per capita incomes in the surrounding suburbs, housing continue to cause urban sprawl even in UAs
The magnitude of these income disparities was cited as that are not experiencing population growth.
a clear indicator of the disparities in t~x bases. The Equity and pollutant source considerations would
report also suggested that continued demographic shifts pear at least to require that NPDES requirements be
are expected to increase these differences (27). In ad- extended to cover suburban fringe municipalities in Cendition, municipal governments associated with core sus-designated UAs in which one or more large or mecities often provide a greater range of services than dium municipal separate storm sewer systems are
surrounding areas, resulting in higher per capita munici. already subject to NPDES requirements. Municipalities
pal government costs,
with a large or medium municipal system should not be
solely responsible for implementing NPDES storm.
As discussed above, the pollutant sources associated held
water requirements when stormwater from suburban
with urban stormwater are diffuse in nature and are municipalities limits the opportunities of the core cities
associated with widespread areas of development. Can.
sus data from 1990 indicate that approximately 46 per- to effectively protect water resources.
cent of the total area and 35 percent of the total Perhaps a more equitable approach would be to expopulation of UAs containing a city with a population of pandNPDES requirements to cover municipalities as.
100,000 or more are located outside of the core city in sociated with Census-designated UAs of a specified
suburban fringe areas.~ As a rough approximation, sub- size (e.g., 100,000 or 50,000), This approach would
urban fringe areas are generating as much stormwater ensure that urban centers of similar size and the
pollution as core cities with a population of 100,000 or largest sources of urban runoff would be subject to
more. Failure to address suburban fringe areas outside program requirements.
of these cities would severely limit the ability of the core
city to protect receiving waters.
Administratively Ach/evable/New Development
The equity issue is also related to the types of controls In core cities, urban streams are typically already heavthat are available to municipalities. Older, densely de- ily degraded, with limited opportunities for full restoreveloped core cities have limited opportunities to control tion. Significant opportunities exist in suburban fringe
pollutants in their slormwater (8). Areas with substantial areas, however, to conduct new development in a way
new growth, however, including many suburban fringe that mitigates impacts on water resources. A basic prinareas, have greater opportunities to ensure appropriate ciple of stormwater controls is that developing controls
stormwater management and mitigate impacts to receiv. for new development is much more cost effective (8) and
ing waters associated with new growth,
institutionally feasible than retrofitting old development.
Between 1970 and 1980, the population of incorporated EPA has also indicated that, where properly planned,
cities w~th a population of 100,000 or more (those with stormwater controls can increase the property values
municipa~ separate storm sewer systems addressed by and satisfy consumer aesthetic needs (56 FR 40989).
NPDES regulations before October 1, 1992)increased by Municipalities oflen oversee the development process.
only 0.6 mithon, w~th much of this increase associated with They usually have some form of approval or permit
the a~it~on of the populations of 17 cities that had popu- because enforcement can be stringent (e.g., stop-wod~
program
in place~
Developers
have
incentives
comply,
tarpons of 100,000 or more for the first time. The land area
orders),
and the
developer
usually
wantstoto
have a
~}n ~e United S,’ates. most people served by com~necf sewers are
~:ale0~nclbes w~th a populaI,on of lO0,000or more(S7 FR41349).
Thus the percen=age of urban,zeal POlDulat=on served by separate
stem Sewers ~n Suburban fr=nge areas =s h~gher t~han in0~cated above,

workable relationship with the municipality to ensure
that future projects proceed smoothly. In addition, the
costs of the controls are not borne by the municipal!ty
dlrectty but rather by the developer, Several states with
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progressive stormwater management programs have
initially focused on new development (e.g., Maryland, ies with a Population of 100,000 or more." If suburban
Florida, and Delaware). This is unlike the approach municipalities fail to develop adequate storrnwater pmtaken in the !987 amendments to the CWA, which in- .grams, ~ ability of core cities adequately to protect the
itially focused on core cities with litlJe or no growth and receiving waters of the core city will be limited. As Tucker
temporarily excluded suburban municipalities. The No- (18) states,
vember 16, 1990, EPA regulations addressed 47 coun.
Dealing with drainage across jurisdictional lines is
ties and 173 cities. The counties that were addressed
important .... The ability to look at urban stormwater
where in a han(:fful of states, primarily Maryland, Virmanagement from a regional or metropolitan wide
ginia, Florida, and California. While the Agency was able
to address suburban growth in these states, in most
perspective is important. The larger drainageways
typically flow from one jurisdiction to another and
parts of the country the regulations only address core
what happens in one entity can impact others. Plancities and exclude suburban o~velopment,
ning should be approached on a basinwide basis
Perhaps the biggest challenge associated with Phase II
and not stop at jurisdictional boundaries .... Once
NPDES stormwater requirements for municipalities is
the Phase II regulations for NPDES permits for muthe potentially large number of small municipalities
nicipal separate storm sewers become a reality,
that should be addressed. Census-designated UAs
more metropolitan areas will seriously consider
offer advantages over broader classifications of metroglonal approaches to stormwater management.
politan areas, SuCh as Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas (SMSAs), t0 in that UAs do not include significant
amounts of rural areas or small urban municipalities Conclusion
that are isolated from larger urban centers. In many Urban stormwater discharges have been shown to be a ¯
parts of the country, however, suburban urban ~nge major source of water quality impairment. Section
areas are broken into a significant number of small 402(p)(6) of the CWA requires EPA to identify additional
municipal entities (see Table 3). In developing Phase II stormwater sources to be regulated to protect water
requirements for municipalities, EPA could consider pro. quality. In UAs, pollutants associated with sto~nwater
rnoting regional approaches, developing tiered require- come from many sources distributed throughout the
merits for different sizes of municipalities, and limiting area of urban development. Commercial and residenlial
requirements or providing exemptions for very small areas appear to be significant sources of pollutants,
municipalities. For example, the Agency could consider along with certain municipal activities. Municipal governfocusing requirements for smal~ municipalities on a few merits in UAs must play a significant role in developing
key program components, such as new development, and implementing programs that effectively address pdmunicipal activities that affect stormwater quality (e.g., ority Pollutant sources within their jurisdictions. Munici.
road building and maintenance), illicit connections, and pal governments have the critical institutional framework
public education.
for making the day-to-day decisions to address these
problems, to minimize or prevent the risk associated
with
stormwater from areas undergoing urbanization,
ReglonalApproache~
and to collect the majority of funds necessary to impleAs discussed above, regional approaches to stormwater ment the comprehensive programs needed to address
management offer a number of advantages, including urban stormwater management. The condition of a weproviding municipalities with the opportunity to pool terbody is a reflection of watershed management and
resources and to address stormwater management land use characteristics. To ensure that the waterbody
with a more holistJc watershed approach. Sucoessful pro- is protected and maimained, citizens must be empowgrams must face the challenge that municipalities do not ered to work together to that end.
follow watershed boundaries. Currentty, the NPDES municipal StOrTnw te~ program principally
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Municipal Permitting: An Agency Perspective

William D. TMe
Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance, Office of Water,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washingtort, DC
This paper presents the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA’s) perspective regarding the municipal
side of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systern (NPDES) stormwater program. It begins by briefly
providing some background information on the stormwater program. It then highlights an EPA review of costs
that municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s)
have incurred or anticipate incurring during the next 5
years. After discussing the types of programs that MS45
proposed in their Part 2 applications, the paper concludes by presenting the current status of the permitting
process.

Background

2

permit application requirements and applicalion deadllne~
for all MS4s covered under Phase I of the stormwatet
program. For MS4s required to obtain e stormwat~r
permit, EPA established a two-part permit application
process. The Part 1 application primarily focuses on II
municipality’s existing stormwater management
ties and inclucles the following components:

"-

¯ General information
¯ Discharge characterization
¯ Existing lega~ authority
¯ Existing stormwater managerne~t program~

The Water Quality Act (WQA) of 1987 added Section
402(p) to the Clean Water Act (CWA). In Section 402(p), ¯ Existing fiscal resources
MS4s serving a population of 100,000 or more must
obtain an NPDES permit for their stormwater dis- The Part 2 application requires additional information
charges. Section 402(p)(3)(A) specifically provides that that builds on the information submitled with the Part 1
application. Rather than emphasizing current stormwapermits for these discharges:
ter management activities, however, the Part 2 applica¯ May be issued on a system- or jurisdictionwide basis, t~on focuses on what future stormwater management
¯ Shall include a requirement to effectively prohibit non- activities an MS4 will a~opt. Major components of ttm
Part 2 application are similar to those identified above;
stormwater discharges into storm sewers,
however, their level of detail is much greater.
¯ Shall require controls to reduce the discharge of polSome
of the major highlights of the stormwater program
lutants to the maximum extent practicable; controls
may include management practices, techniques, sys- involve:
tern design and engineering methods, and such other ¯ Obtaining the adequate legal authority to implement
provisions as the Administrator or the state deteran MS4’s stormwater management program.
mines appropriate for control of such pollutants.
¯ Developing estimates of annual pollutant Ioadings
NPDES permits historically have imposed en~Fof.pipe
and a schedule to submit seasonal pollutant Ioadings
controls on industrial and publicly owned treatment
estimates.
works discharges. The legislative history of the WQA,
however, indicates that Congress does not consider ¯ Developing a monitoring program to run throughout
the permit term.
end-of-p~pe controls to be necessarily appropriate for
stormwater discharges from MS4s. Consequently, in ¯ Developing a site-specific and comprehensive stormthe November 16, 1990, Federal Register, EPA pub-water management program .....
lished a final rule intended to reflect the unique nature
of discharges from MS4s. The final rule establishes ¯ Conducting an assessment of the effec0veness of
stormwater controls.
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= Conducting a fiscal analysis of the costs to implement the applicant’s proposed stormwater management program.
The cornerstone of the stormwater program is the requirement that MS4s must develop site-specific and
comprehensive stormwater management programs,
MS4s should employ all program requirements identifled in the final rule. Given their geographical, climatological, and physical differences, however, MS4s
can exercise discretion when establishing priorities for
their site-specific stormwater management programs,
For example, an MS4 in a densely populated urban
corridor is not reasonably expected to have the same
program priorities as an MS4 servicing an area experiencing rapid development. Later, the paper presents a few different approaches and types of programs
that various MS4s are proposing. First, however, is a
brief discussion of the present status of the MS4
per~tting process.

Present Status of the MSA Perrnitting
Proces~
Effects of the 1990 Decennial Censum
In the November 16, 1990, Federa/Register, EPA identified 2!9 municipalities required to seek coverage under an NPDES stormwater permit. Appendices F and H
of 40 CFR 122 identified 73 of these municipalities as
large MS4s. Similarly, Appendices G and I of 40 CFR
122 identified 146 municipalities as medium MS4s. EPA
based these 219 identifications on the definition of a
municipal separate storm sewer system, which incorpm
rates population data from the latest Decennial Census.
In this case, the 1980 Census helped identity the 219
MS4s. Recently, however, the results of the 1990 Decennial Census have become available and, consequently, affect more municipalities. EPA is currently
drafting a Federal Register notice (FRN) that identifies
42 additional municipalities (30 cities and 12 counties)
that now meet the definition of a medium MS4 based on
the results of the 1990 Census. Sixty percent of the new
cities now required to seek NPDES permits are in the
state of California, while 33 percent of the new counties
are located in the state of Ftonda.
In contrast to the number of newly identified MS4s, the
1990 Census found that f~’e cities and two counties
dropped in population to below 100,000. Although these
municipalities no longer satisfy the definition of a medium MS4, two counties and one city still participate in
the stormwater program.
Next, the paper discusses municipalities that the appendices of 40 CFR 122 did not originally identify
but that nevertheless have been designated as
Phase I sources.

Designated MS4m
Section 402(p)(2)(E) and 40 CFR 122.21(b)(4)(iii) and
(7)(iii) provide that permitting agencies may use their
authority in designating municipalities that operate
separate storm sewer systems and serve populations of
less than 100,000 as regulated MS4s. EPA has corm
piled some preliminary information on the number of
these municipalities, some of which are volunteering to
participate in the program. Based on the best inlorn~,
tion available to date, it appears that states and EPA
regions designated small municipalities as regulated
MS4s primarily because they share common watersheds or are interconnected with a nearby regulated
MS4. In at least two states, EPA observed that all incor,
porated cities below a population of 100,000 were designated if they are within the boundary of a regulated
MS4 (county); therefore, these municipalities must submita stormwater permit application. EPA is currenUy
tn/ing to determine what permit application deadlines
have been established for these designated MS4s and
whether they are participating as coapplicants with a
regulated MS4 or are [ding as single applicants.
Table 1 summarizes some preliminary data on ~ number of cities, counties, and special districts that have
either been designated or who are voluntarily parlJcipat,
ing in the program as Phase I stormwater sources.
EPA considers the figures presented in Table 1 I:X’~iminary because additional information is still pending
from three Regional Water Quality Control Boards
(RWQCBs). Some general observations, however, are
noteworthy. First, 65 percent of the designated cities in
Region 4 are located in the state of Florida. tn the case
of the 47 designated special districts, 26 are state departments of transportation, 11 are flood control districts,
Table I. S~mman/of U.~
Ep~,
De~gnat=d
Reglo~
c~t~=
1
2
3

o
o
13

4

236

S
8
7
a

1
o
1
I
127
1

~=
10
Totat

3~0

o
o
s

o
o
2

0
o
0
0

2

1
22

47
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four are state universities, three are port authorities, and
three represent a group of water conb’ol districts.
Effects of Combined Sewer Overflow
Exclusions
The NPDES stormwater regulations aflow municipalities
to deduct the population served by combined sewer
systems from the total population served by the MS4. To
date, this provision has exempted 29 municipalities aS
Phase I sources. An additional eight large MS4s have
been reclassified as medium MS4s. Table 2 provides a
breakdown of combined sewer overflow (CSO) exckp
sions by EPA region.
Current Permit Applicatiot~
As noted eadier, the NPDES stormwater regulations
require MS4s to submit a two-part permit application.
Table 3 provides the latest information available on the
number of submissions of Part 1 and Part 2 applications.
This tab/e specifically excludes permit application sul~
missions for thestates ofCa/ifornia andNevada.
The next section of this paper summarizes the results of
a recent EPA effort to clocumant costs that MS4s have
incurred or are expected to incur over a 5-year period,
The information represents the most specific information
EPA has received to date on stormwater costs associated with the stormwater program,

Table 3. Summary ot Pert I and Pert 2 Sub~=~= by ElM
Regkm
Medium
EP,&
Medium
large
MS4=,
I.a~ge
MS4=,
MS4=,
Regl~
~~
Pert =
Pert 1
1
~
o
o
o
2
o
o
s
~
lo
o
tt
4
24
o
=o
s
12
0
s
e
7
o
I
7
7
~,
o
~
~
~
2
a
1
lo
e
o
4
To~
74
4
~4
¯ C=,omia RWOCBs have ~ pem-,it= ~ 1~0
Information is still pending Irom Ihree RWQCS=. The
Nevada h~ ~ssued fina~ P~m~ fo~ it~ reg~,,~l MS4=.
=pp~c~ Submission figures lot EPA Region ~

~op~,c.at~n= ~t ate cutrenl~y unOat r~

stormwater management programs. These costs ate
based on fiscal information provided in Part 2 permit
applications. The primary purpose of this effort is to
assist EPA’s Office of Water in determining the cost
burden that results from developing and implementing
Review of MS4 Program Cost Data
programs in response to the NPDES stormwater regulations. To that end, EPA has developed a preliminary
EPA recently conducted an analysis of Part 2 applica- draft
estimate for the total annual per capita cost to
tions in an effort to gain a better understanding of costs develop
and implement the stormwater management
associated with implementing the municipal effort of the program over
5-year period. Some background infor.
stormwater program. EPA is currently completing a re- marion on the aanalysis
may provide a basis for better
view that documents the costs that 20 MS4s expect to
understanding
the
results.
incur or have incurred as a result of implementing their
Applications Reviewed

T~ =. Sum~ry of CSO Ex=u~o~= by EP,& P~k~
El=’.&
Region

Medium
MS,==

Medium
to Lar~
MS4=

Lar~
U~4=

1
2
3
4
5

To’~,!

5
7
2
0
S

~
4
o
o
0

6

o
2
~
o
2

0

613
3
0
8

7
~
~

0

0
o
o

0

0

2
o
o

10

1

2
0
~

4
o
~

1

Total

0

21

2

8

8

37

EPA selected the Part 2 applications for this analysis
from among those that had been submitted to permitting
agencies by the November 16, 1992, deadline. EPA
selected municipalities located throughout the countn/
lo obtain a more realistic representation of the cost data.
Thus, eight MS4s are located in the eastern part of the
United States, seven in the central part, and five in the
west. Selected municipalities also fall within eight of the
nine Rainfall Zones of the United States. The 20 munici.
palities reviewed are:
¯ Aurora, Colorado
¯ Baltimore, Maryland
¯ Charlotte, North Carolina
¯ Dallas,

Texas

¯ Denver, Colorado
65
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¯ Fairfax County, Virginie
¯ Hards Counbj, Texas
¯ Honolulu, Hawaii

the stormwater program imposed on municipalities.
Whenever possible, therefore, a breakout between new
and existing program costs was made for each reviewed
application.

¯ Houston, Texas
¯ King County, Washington

Urnltatior~

¯ Lakewood, Colora(:lo
¯ Norfolk, Virginia
¯ Philadelphia, Pennsytvania
¯ Phoenix, Arizona
¯ Prince Georges County, Maryland
¯ Seattle, Washington
¯ Tampa, Floddl
¯ Tucson, Arizona
¯ Tulsa, Oklahoma
¯ Virginia Beach, Virginia

At this point, it is crucial to note some of the lirnitatkm$
associated with this analysis. First and forenK>st are
limitations with the sample. Applications selected represented mostly large MS4s; therefore, EPA cannot be
certain that these results are fully representative of costs
that medium MS4s would report. Ne ,a~ty 68 percent of
the regulated MS4s were not required to have ,submitted
their Part 2 applications at the time EPA conducted this
analysis. Consequently, this limits the availability of Part
2 applications that the analysis could have included.
One other important consideration with regard to the
sample selection is that the results may be overstated
in instances where M~4s are subject to mote stringent
local and regional controls or other environmental ini~atires fo~ stormwatar management.

Based on the 1990 Decennial Census, the combined
populations of these MS4s totaled over 11.3 million,
Fifteen percent of the.~e MS4s have populations exceeding I million, 75 percent have populations between
250,000 and 1 million, and 10 percent have populations
of less than 250,000. With the exception of Aurora and
Lakewood, Colorado, all of these MS4s were previously
identified as large MS4s in the November 16, 1991,
Fe~lera/Register.

The second limitation is that, in many instances, ~
did not include the cost of projects normally included
in a capital improvement program (CIP). Although
these projects often pertain to flood control, future CIP
projects typically will have features that also eddre~s
stormwater quality. Therefore, although providing the
additional benefit of improved stormwatar quality may
be in response to the stormwater program, the analy~ie
results do not typically reflect these associated costs.
In contrast, EPA did not attempt 1o exclude significant
Grouping of CoM Da~l
costs that MS4s reported for programs unreasonably
This analysis broke down the actual and estimated costs attributed to the stormwater program, even though they
that MS4s reported in their applications into the follow- probably would have existed regardless of the storming eight major program components:
water program.
¯ Public education
The third limitation reflects the difficulty in making direct
comparisons between applicants. The regulations pro¯ Monitoring
vide flexibility to the MS4s with regard to proposing
¯ Commercial and residential
stormwater management programs that reduce or elimi.
hate the contribution of pollutants in stormwater diS* Construction
charges to the maximum extent practicable. The diverse
approaches to stormwater management that MS4s have
¯ Industrial facilities
proposed reflect this flexibility. MS4s also used a variety
¯ Maintenance of controls
of methods to report annual cost clara.
¯ Improper discharges
¯ Miscellaneous
EPA selected these categories because they generally
reflect the variety of COSTS reported in the apphcations
and are largety consistent with the categories outlined
in the permit application regulations. Each of these eight
major categories were further subdivided into specific
program components. An uncierlyzng obiective of this
effort was to cleterm=ne the addzt~onal financial burden

Inconsistencies that existed within individual applications account for the fourth limitation. In many instances,
the text describing a proposed stormwater management
program component often did not correlate with the cost
information provided For example, the application may
have =ndicated that an existing program would cover an
activity, but the fiscal analysis section of the application
d~d not provide the costs associated with the existing
program, Often, MS4s reported that an existing stormwater management program was "absorbing" a new
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proposed program. The MS4s, however, provided no
lhe Part 2 guidance manual, EPA acknowledges that
separate fiscal data in the application,
this is not always possible if an MS4 lacks the enabling
Finally, the results of this analysis suggest that in a legislative authority to
number of instances MS4s both overreported and un- In these cases, applicants need to provide a schedule
clerreporled costs. EPA did not attempt to excJude any as to when adequate legal authority will be obtained.
reported costs from this analysis. Consequently, EPA Is
allempting only to document average costs,
Six municipalities stated that they had obtained the
adequate legal authority to carry out the requirements
Resutt~
of the storrnwater regulations. One municipality antict.
Of the 20 MS4 applications reviewed, the average an- 1993, and one anticipated having the authority within 2
nuai reported cost for both new and existing programs years. As a genera/note, municipalities reported existing
ranged from $211,000 or $0.76 per capita (’rampa Bay, ordinances that addressed most of the legal authority
Rorida) to $98 million or $190.85 per capita (Seattle,
requirements of the regulations, especially with regard
Washington). Table 4 highlights the ranges of average 1o
controlling improper discharges, illegal dumping, and
annual costs that municipalities reported,
erosk~ and seciment control Wovisions. ~ compreha~.
Using population data from the 1990 Census, EPA cal- siva nature of the stom’~watar regulations, however,
culated a preliminary average annual per capita cost for quired most municipalities to establish new ordinence~
both new and existing programs of $23.91. Bas~ on or update existing ones, particularly for obtaining the
information reported by MS4s, it appears that costs for necessary authority to conduct monitoring and sun,,eil.
new Programs or initiatives typically ranged from 10 to lance of stormwatar discharges from private scurc~.
15 percent of the average annual cost. As noted earlier,
EPA reviewed Part 2 applications mostly from large Several municipalities provided detailed excerpts or, in
MS4s. As medium MS4 applications become available, some cases, the complete taxt of their comprehens~e
EPA anticipates examining cost data from some of these stormwater ordinances. For example, Seattle, Washington, and Prince Georges County, Maryland, provided the
¯ applications as well.
text of their grading, erosion, and control ordinances,
while King County, Washington, provided the text of both
Programs the Part 2 Application=
its
water quality ordinance and Its pesticide regulation.
Proposed
Ordinances of both Seattle, Washington, and Prince
Having reviewed some of the cost data, this paper will Georges County, Maryland, addressed the requirenow present more specific cletails and examples of the merits of the stormwater regulations in addition to other
types of stormwater management programs proposed in local or regional initiatives, such as the Puget Sound
a number of Part 2 permit applications. The discus. Water Quality Management Plan and the Chesapeake
sions’s structure follows the organization of the Part 2 Bay Preservation Act, respect~e~.
application (e.g., adequate legal authority, source k:lantification, ct~aracterization data, and management pro- Source Identification
grams). The cliscussion’s scope is confined to some
observations on a sample of eight Part 2 applications.
The principle requirement of the source identffk-.ation
component of the Part 2 application is to identify any
Legal,4uthority
previously unknown major ouffalls and to compile an
According to the stormwater regulations, municipalities industrial inventory. The industrial inventory must then
must demonstrate that they possess the edequale legal be organized on a watershed basis. Perhaps one of the
authority to implement their stormwater management biggest challenges of the permit application is identifying
activities when they submit their Part 2 applications. In all major ouffal/s that comprise the storm sewer system.
Several MS4s reportecl using the analytical capabilities
Tibia 4. Ranget of .~ve~g~ A~nul/ Co=t= R~oo~t=~ by
of their geographic information systems (GISs) Io IdenMun~c~Jue=
tify potential locations of curtails not previously identified
Av~,~g~ ~nual Co==
In the Parl 1 application. A few applicants specifically
Numbs-of Mu~c~p=~_=
noted that this was a particularly effective approach,
L~ U~n $1,000,000
AJthough a GIS is not a requirement of the stormwatar
4
$I,o0o,0o0 Io $s,0o0,0o0
regulations, EPA recognizes that GISs are well suited
e
for many of the activities associated with stormwater
$5.0oo,000 to $10.0o0.0o0
5
management. Out of the eight applications reviewed, at
Grazier ~"tan $I0.000,000
5
least s=x rep~rled having GIS capabilil~,, while one applicant anticipated having GIS capability In the near future.
67
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Characterization D~m
The characterization data potion of the Part 2 application
requires an MS4 to submit the results of wet weather
sampling with the application. More specifically, applicants must submit sampling data for five to 10 outfalls
from at least three representative storm events. EPA has
not had an oppo~unity to conduct a detailed analysis of

~ stormwater discharges. Second, the e~mates could
be used as part of a screening process when establishing priorities for stormwater management activities.
One applicant specifically noted using loading estimates
in this manner. Some applicants noted that these estlmates had limited value and that other means of representing sampling data would be more appropriate.

this information. Some general observations, however, The Part 2 application requires applicants to maintain an
ongoing monitoring program for the duration of lt~ term
First, although many oft he applicants reported complet- of the permit. An approach proposed by the city of
Ing their wet weather sampling requirements, they typi. Baltimore, Ma~and, warrants special mention. ~
calh/ expressed similar difficulties In doing so. MS4s more proposed a comprehensive and phas~ approach
often noted that they had to sample several more than to monitoring which consists of four major component=:
the requisite minimum of three storm events to obtain
the number of requisite samples. In one Instance, an = Dry weather stormwater outfall monitoring
applicant reported that it took a total of 18 storm event~ ¯ Pollutant ~ource
to obtain the requisite number of samples. Applicants
also frequently cited that they had to discard samples ¯ Long-term trend monitoring
because a particular storm’s duration and rainfall accu- ¯ Stormwater runoff monltottng
mulation did not meet the requirements of a reprecity ldent~f’e~:f the following six rnajor goals to
sentative storm event. Other problems commonly cited The
monitoring
program:
included sampling during storm events with frequenl
starts/stops and the logistics of mobilizing sampling ¯ Dry weather screening: This entails developing a
crews at the onset of a storm event. The unpredictability
"water quality dry weather flow" database to assist
of storm events and the logistics associated with wet
isolating watersheds that may require further inveslk
weather sampling prompted at least four of the eight
gation as potential sites of illicit connec~x~.
MS4s to use automatic samplers.
¯ Dry weather source tracking: This entails conducting
In at least one instance, an MS4 obtaine<:l approval to
investigations to detect and eliminate sources of
use available historical data to satisfy the majority of
weather
their sampling requirements. In this case, the applicant ¯ Toxicity testing: A pilot toxicity testing program would
needed to sample one additional storm event at two
evaluate the impact of pollutants on a receiving water
sampling sites. Applicants often cited that concentra,
ecosystem due to unknown contaminants and syner.
tion data compared well with the results of the NURP
gistic effects.
stuo’y. In general, the eight MS4s reported that the
results of the analysis of composite samples exhibited ¯ Stream ecosystem database: A database that
characteristic concentrations for metals such a.~ copscribes the biological inlegrity of the receiving
per, cadmium, zinc, and lead. The sampling data also
streams could assist in analyzing long-term trenda,
suggest that the concentration of organic contamiprioritizing management practices, and assessing the
nants oflen fell below detection levels for composite
effe~iveness of management programs.
samples. Individual grab samples, however, detected
¯ Storrnwater runoff and best management practice
many organic contaminants.
(BMP) assessments: This effort could characterize
The second major con’q:~onent of this portion of the applistormwater runoff quality and assess the effective.
catior~ requires the municipalities to estimate annual
ness of BMPs that may be used in the future.
pollutant loadings. EPA allows MS4s the flexibility of ¯ Receiving stream water quality database: This
selecting an appropriate method to estimate pollutant
tails establishing dry and wet weather flow water
Ioadings. A maiority of the eight applicants elected to use
qualih/clatabases
for major stream systems that can
computer models such as SWMM, PS, and the CDM
be useo for conducting long-term assessments and
Non~x:)int Source model to estimate annual Ioadings. Afew
cletermining the effectiveness of watershed manageapplicants eiecte<:/to use the simple method developed
merit programs.
by the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments.
The city’s proposal to establish a stream ecosystem
EPA expected that computing pollutant Ioadings would database is particularly noteworthy because it would
satisfy at least two obieclives. First, loathing estimates
provide the ci~ with a baseline of its existing biological
woulo’ raise the level of awareness within municipalities community (e.g., benthic macroinvertebrate population
of the relative magn~.x:le of pollutant Ioad~ngs assoctated and cliversity). It would also provide a basis from which
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to conduct a long-term assessment of the effectiveness
of watershed management activities. More importantly,
it would allow the opportunity to gain a greater under,
standing of the effects of stormwater discharges on a
specific aquatic habitat. Finally, the city is closely coor.
dinating its monitoring program with several subwatershed studies to determine the effectiveness of certain
BMPs in protecting receiving water quality, including
aquatic habitat.

Implementing a comprehensive stormwater management
program is a complex effort that requires the participalion of numerous inter- and intragovernmental agencies.
Before implementing a program, a municipality needs to
establish program priorities. It may be helpful at this
point to briefly illustrate one app/icant’s approach to
establishing criteda for prioritizing basins for watershed
management activities.
In 1987, King County, Washington, ~ a "Basin
Management Program=
Reconnaissance Program" that provided the informalk:~
Of course, the cornerstone of the two-part permit appli, necessary to establish an initial basin planning prloritication is the requirement that MS4~ develop site-spe- zation scheme. The county provided ¯ complete set of
cific and comprehensive stormwater management the results of this effort with its Part 1 application. King
programs. Each applicant must address four major County established four major prlodtization categories
with commensurate criteria for each catego~. The major
areas in its application:
categories and criteria are as followl:
¯ A description of structural and source control rheas.
¯
Existing probleflll
ures to reduce pollutants in runoff from residential
- I-am:~ldel
and commercial ere/Is.
- Erosion/Sediment
¯ A description of procedures to detect and remove Illicit
- Flooding
¯
Future
problen’B
¯ A description of structural and source control measures
to reduce pollutants in runoff from industrial areas.
- Unincorporated land in King County
- SubdivislorVPlat activl’d~
¯ A description of programs to maintain structural and
- Popular/on growth
nonstructural BMPs to reduce pollutants from construction sites.
- Permilled residential un~
In most instances, applicants elect to follow the apptica. ¯ Existing resourcel
lion format established in the November 16, 1990, Fed- Stream habitat
eral Register to describe their management programs.
In-stream resources
From an initial review of eight applications, it appears
that many MS4s are proposing approaches that entail
- Wet/and value
phasing in components of their programs over the permit
- Wet/and storage potenlJal
term. Applicants not only cited economic reasons for this
Water quality poterttial
approach but also the desire to ensure that a particular
BMP is effect~,,e before it is implemented on a system. ¯ Urgency/Timeliness
wide basis. For example, several applicants reported
- Other Agency interest
influence the periormance of a specific structural control
before its use on a systemwide basis. Pending the
resutts of these studies, applicants proposed modifying
their watershed management programs accordingly,
While a phased approach may be reasonable in some
instances, there are cases where the permitting authority may not consider it appropriate,
In one of the reviewed cases, an applicant proposed a
phased approached to its illicit connections program,
~though EPA acknowledges the effort necessary to
detect and isolate the source of an illicit connection, a
phase(i approach appears to overlook the immediate
benefits of a fully implemented illicit connections program. This is especially true for municipalities in densely
populated urban corriOors that have both separate and
combined sewer systems.

For all 37 basins identified, King County assigns a numerical rating to each criterion and a composite score
for each major category, then establishes a total basin
numerical rating. After completing basin pdodtization
ranking, the county proceeds with a six-step basin plannine process. The first step is the formation of a basin
plan team consisting of a project manager, biologists,
geologists, water quality specialists, engineers, resource planners, mapping and GIS technicians, and
graphics support. In the next step, the team collects data
that include information on ra nfall flow levels, geologi.
cal makeup, geomorphoogy habitat complexity and allvers~ty, fish utilization, and water quality. The basin plan
team may spend up to 2 years compiling data.
The third and fourth steps entail computer modeling of
a basin’s hydrology and predicting the effects of altema-
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rive land-use activities. The results of the modeling elforts assist in developing a current and future conditions
report that documents existing conditions and provides
an analysis of future trends,
The fifth step entails drafting a basin plan and conducting public meetings and hearings. After necessary modification, the team finalizes the draft plan and submits it
to the King County Council for approval. Following approval, the King County Surface Water Management
(SWM) Division is responsible for implementing the besin plan. King County SWM anticipated completing 12
of its 37 basin plans by the end of 1992.
The King County basin planning program reflects a
resource-intensive effort and a commitment to reducing
the deleterious effects of stormwater discharges. Municipalities that are essentially new to stormwater management may find elements of King County’s program
not only innovative and informative but also adaptable
to their needs,

MS4s proposed some general observations about par-

¯

ticular program components, First, a majority of the
applications placed a heavy emphasis on minimizing
future problems associated with stormwator management, specifically in the area of long-term planning for
future development. In several instances, MS4s reported that they had either completed or initiated the
development of stormwater management master plans
for major watersheds,
Also, MS4s are increasingly requiring approval of erosion and sediment control plans before approving a site
plan or allowing construction to begin. Similarly, many
MS,Is require permanent BMPs (privately financed),
such as installation of retention/detention basins for all
new developments over a certain size area. MS4s also
frequently reported that inspections programs had been
or are being established to ensure maintenance of publicly and privately owned BMPs over their useful lile. In
at least one instance, an MS4 provides an economic
incentive to install BMPs by establishing a BMP crediting system for non-single-family residences.
A co~pte of al~icants also rel:x:~ed a substantial commitment to preserving open space¯ In one case, a municipality reported that it is pursuing a "Greenways" program
that could potentially preserve 16,000 acres as open
space. To date. 400 acres have been preserved. Similady, one county has established a stream valley park
system. All major streams in the county are to become
part of the park system. In this instance, the county has
imposed an additional requirement: new development
must provide for buffer zones or easements,

Over the long term, approaches like these may minimize
the need to construct costly structural controls to remove
pollutants from stormwater discharges. Moreover, this
preventative approach to stormwater management
can potentially reduce the significant costs that some
municipalities are incurring to restore degraded stream
corridors and wetlands. EPA recognizes that this is
contentious issue. It is encouraging to note, however,
the emphasis municipal applicants are placing on
community involvement and public outreach programs.
The "adopt-a-stream" program and other similar cornmunity-based environmental programs, such as
household hazardous waste collection, routinely
peered in Part 2 applications.
Paraphrasing one applicant’s comment, the goals o~ a
stormwator management program cannot be fully
achieved unless there is participation and conseneu~
among those who are affected. Otherwise, past practices will continue to have a detrimental influence on
valuable water resources within our communities.

Current EPA Activities in the Area of MS4
Permitting
Several EPA regions and state permitting aulhodties
have supporled the formation of an MS4 steering cornmittee to look at specific issues pertinent to MS4 permits. The steering committee is looking at program
components and permits that may be suitable as model
programs or model permits. It also will assist in deter.
mining how to incorporate core elements of a stormwater program into an MS4 permit. Lastly, the steering
committee will be exploring alternative mechanisms of
exchanging information on stormwater management.
The committee will coordinate this particular effort with
ongoing outreach a~vities at EPA.
EPA also is conducting a municipal assessment project
(MAP) that continues to examine the progress of the
municipal permitting process. This entails compiling in.
formation on the status of both permit applications and
permit development. Whenever possible, EPA will auggest future improvements or enhancements to the MS4
permitting process. EPA is continuing to compile information on MS4s designated by state permitting agen.
cies and EPA regions. Other objectives of the MAP
include examining the Part 2 applications in more detail
to identify programs as potential model candidates.
As the permitting process moves from the develop
merit of permit applications to permil development, EPA
anticipates distributing information on the progress of
perm=t development to permitting authorities. Hopefully,
this approach will benefit all those participating in the
permitting process.
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Municipal Stormwater Permitting: A California Perspective

Thomas E. Mumley
Callfomla Regiona~ Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region,
Oakland, Califom~
Abstract

Background

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board,
San Francisco Bay Region (Regional Board), began a
program for control of stormwater discharges from urban areas in 1987. The initial focus of tha program has
been on the municipalities in Santa Clara and
Alameda counties. An areawide approach was promoted in which all the cities in each county, the
county, and the county flood control agency worked
collectively. The Santa Clara and Alameda programs
were issued municipal stormwater National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits in
June 1990 and August 1991, respectively. These elforts have focused on implementation of stormwater
management programs rather than on the NPDES
permit itself. Essentially, the permit serves as an enforceable mechanism requiring implementation of the
programs developed by the municipalities and approved by the Regional Board.
The municipal stormwater management programs all
involve similar elements, including public informa.
tiorVparticipation, elimination of illegal discharges, public agency activities, control of industrial/commercial
stormwater discharges, new development management, stormwater treatment, program evaluation, and
monitoring. The process of developing these programs
has uncovered several issues and problems, mostly
nontechnical, which could potentially impede successful
implementation. On the other hand, workable solutions
to most of these problems have a~so been identified. The
essential ingredient of the process that has enabled
progress has been a cooperative, Proactive relationship
befween the Regional Board and municipalities. Continuation of th=s process ~s expected to result in a realishc and meaningful municipal stormwater NPDES
permit program.

The California Regional Water Quality Contr(~ Board,
San Francisco Bay Region (Regional Board), is
state water pollution control agency responsible for ~
tection of San Francisco Bay and its tributaries.
Francisco Bay is a highly urbanized estuary and as such
receives significant loads of pollutants through ~
charges of urban runoff. The responsibilities Of the
gional Board include water quality contro~ planning,
control of nonl:>oint sources of pollution, and issuance
and enforcement of NPDES permits. Using ils auff’mdties, the Regional Board began a program for control of
stormwater discharges from urban areas in 1987. The
initial focus of the program was on the most highly
urbanized areas, which include the municipalities in
Santa Clara and Alameda counties. An areawide
proach was promoted in which all the c~es in each
county, the county, and the county flood control agency
worked collectively.

Santa Clara and Alameda counties developed their programs through a strategic planning process (1). The
process followed a series of steps that involved establishing program goals and framework; compiling existing
information; assessing water quality problems through
collection and anah/sis of c~ata and modeling of pollutant
loads; ident lying, screening, and selecting appropriate
control measures; and establishing a plan for implementation. This planning process lead to development of a
comprehensive stormwater management plan by each
program (2, 3). In addition, institutional arrangements,
legal authorities, and fiscal resources fo~ implementa.
tion were addressed.
The efforts of the RegiOnal BOard and the Santa Clara
and Alameda municipalities were well under way when
the stormwaterNational Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit regulations were promulgated
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in November 1990. The Regional Board found the information that the planning process followed by the two
areawide programs provided was equivalent to federal
permit application requirements. Consequently, the Regional Board issued municipal stormwater NPDES permits to the Santa Clara and Alameda programs in June
1990 and August 1991, respectively, which required
implementation of their slormwaler management plans,
Issuance of these "early" permits served to recognize
the accomplishments of the two programs and to provide a focus on implementation actions while avoiding
the time delays and costs associated with the promulgated application requirements. We also have focused
attention on the adequacy and effectiveness of the
stormwater management plans rather than the permits,
Essentially, the permit serves as an enforceable mecha.
nism requiring implementation of the programs devaloped by the municipalities and approved by the
Regional
The efforts of the Santa Clara and Alameda municipalt,
ties have provided a meaningful framework for and the
essential elements of an effective stormwater management program. A similar approach is being followed by
municipalities in the other urban areas of the San Fran.
cisco Bay region. The process of developing these programs has uncovered several issues and problems,
mostly nontechnical, which could potentially impede
successful implementation. On the other hand, work.
able solutions to mostof these probtems have also been
k:lentified. The following discussion provides a status
i’eport of the San Francisco Bay programs, a description
of the elements of the slormwater managamant programs, and insight into the problems encountered and
their solutions.

San Francisco Bay Region Municipal
Stormwater Programs

¯ Alameda County Urban Runoff Clean Water Program
including the county and all cities:
- Population approximately 1,250,000
- NPDES permit issued October 1991
¯ Contra Costa Cities, County, District Stormwater Poilution Control Program inck,ding ~ county and all
climes:
- Population approximately 800,000
- Part 1 Ap~ication subn~ted May 1992
- Part 2 Application due May 1993
¯ San Mateo County Urban Runoff Clean Water Program, including the county and all cities:
- Population approximately 650,000 (no city nor
county has population more than 100,000)
-Combined Parts I and2Applicatlon due May 199’3
¯ Caltrans, including all operation, maintenance, end
construct~n actMtiel:
- Incomplete application submitted July 1992
- Complete application due May 1993
¯ City of Vallejo:
- Population more than !00,000 (as of 1990 Cencue)
- Part 1 Application due March 19g~
- Part 2 Appl~?,ation due March 1994
¯ Cities of Fairfield and Suisun City Joint Program:
- Population more than 100,000
- Part 1 Application due March 1993
- Part 2 Application due March 1994

Municipal Stormwater Program Elements

In the San Francisco Bay region, heady all municipalities in urban areas have stormwater management programs and NPDES permits under way or under
development. The Regional Board has encouraged, recognized, or required areaw~de programs in which all
municipalities within a watershed or municipal systems
that interconnect are managed under one program, tn
addition, municipal flood management agencies are included as co-permittees. The California Transportation
Department (Caltrans) is required to implement a stormwater management program for all storm drain systems
w~thin the region. The municipal stormwater programs
in the San Francisco Bay region are listed below.
¯ Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control
Program, including the county and all cities:
- Population approximately 1,500,000
- NPDES permit issued June 1990

The municipal stormwater management programs all
involve similar elements except for Caltrans, which will
not be discussed here. These include public informstion/participation, elimination of illegal discharges, public agency activities, control of industrial/commercial
stormwater discharges, new development manage.
ment, stormwater treatment, program evaluation, and
monitoring. The activities associated with each of these
essential program components are presenled below.
Public InforrnatlolVPartlc/pation
This element is considered the most important early
action and is th~ cornerstone of effective pollution prevention. Its objectives are to inform the public, commarcial entities, and industries about the proper use and
disposal of materials and waste and to correct practices
of stormwater runoff pollution control. Activities include
development of general and focused information maten~ts anc~ p0blic service announcements. Participation
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activities indude citizen rnonitorJng programs, stenciling
of storm drain inlets with no clumping signs, and organ,
ized creek cleanups.

design, erosion control, and permanent stormwator controt rneasuras.

Elimination of Illegal Dl#charge~

Stormwater Treatment

Elimination of illicit connections to the storm drain systern and the prevention of illegal dumping are other
esssntial early action elements. The obiectNe is to ansure that only stormwater or otherwise authorized discharges enter storm drains, Activities include inspection
of storm drain ouffafls, surveillance of storm drain systerns, and enforcement action=,
PubllcAger~cyActlvltl~

~,

The initial focus of the stormwater management
grams is on pollution prevention and source control.
Treatment of stormwater is expected to be a ¢o~/
alternative. There may be opportunities, however,
Installation or retrofitting of structural controls. The
objectives of this element are to etuo’y the vadoul
treatment atternatives available, 1o te~t the feasibility
of conducting the activities, and to determine the effectiveness
of thehas
treatment
pilot-scale
pro}acts.
initial focus
beenthrough
on existing
wetland

Many public agency activities affect stormwater poilu- systems, flood control detention basins, and traittion. Some activities prevent or remove stormwater pot. ment of parking ~ot runoff.
lution, while other activities are sources of pollution,
The objective of this element is to ensure that routine
Program Evalu~Uow
municipal operations and maintenance activities are
initiated or improved to reduce the likelihood that polStormwater management programs are expected to
change as they mature. Consequently, they should
lutants are discharged to the storm drain system,
have built-in flexibility to allow for changes in prioriActivities include street sweeping; maintenance of
ties, needs, or levels of awareness. The objective of
storm drain inlets, lines and channels, and catch bathis element is to provide a comprehensive annual
sins; corporation yard management; and recycling
evaluation and report of program effectiveness. Meuprograms. Coordination of road maintenance and
flood control activities with the stormwater manage,
ures of effectiveness include quantitative monitoring
to assess the effectiveness of specific control melmmerit program is also inclu~led,
ures and detailed accounting of program accompllah.
ments and funds and staff hours expended. The
Control of Industrial/Commercial Stormwater
annual report provides an overall evaluation of the
DIBcharges
program and sets forth plans and schedules for the
Industrial and commercial sources may contribute a
upcoming year. The annual report is considered a
substantial pollutant loading to a municipal storm drain
program’s self audit and provides a mechanism to
system, The objective of this element is to identify and
propose modifications to the stormwater management
effectively control industrial and commercial sources of
plan in response to program accomplishments or failconcern. Activities include compiling a list of industrial
ures. The annual report also serves as the key reguand commercial sources, identifying appropriate poilulaton/ tool for providing accountability and public
tion prevention and control measures, and inspecting
review in accordance with the NPDES permit.
facilities. The focus is not only on facilities associated
w~th industrial activity as defined in the stormwater regu.
Monfforill~
iations but on any facility that conducts industrial activities, as well as commercial facilities such as automotive
Monitoring is an essential component of any pollution
operations and restaurants. This effort is expecled to
control program. The objectives are to obtain quantita.
complement federal and state industrial slormwater partire information to measure program progress and atmitring efforts,
fectiveness, to identify sources of pollutants, and to
o~,cument reduction in pollutant loads. The success of
New Development Management
a monitoring program can be measured by the ability to
make more informed decisions on a program’s direction
Areas of new development and redevelopment offer the
and effectiveness. Monitoring activities include baseline
greatest potential for implementation of the most effecmonitoring of storm drain discharges and receiving
tire pollution prevention and control measures. The ohters and focused special studies to identify sources of
iective of this element is to reduce the likelihood of
pollutants and to evaluate the effectiveness of specific
pollutants entering the storm drain system from areas of
control measures. Types of monitoring include water
new development and significant redevelopment, both
column measurements, sediment measurements, and
dunng and after construction. Act~wties include review
nonsampling and analysis measurements, such as
of existing local permitting procedures and modification
number of outfalls inspected or amount of matedal
of the procedures to identify and assign appropriate site
moved by maintenance. Toxicity identJtication evalu-
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ations are an integral component of monitoring pro- lishing a stormwater utility, assessment district, or ofhe~
grams in the San Francisco Bay area.
funding mechanisms is cumbersome and requires stretags: planning.

Municipal Stormwater Program Problems

The process of developing these programs has uncov.
ered several issues and problems, mostly nontechnical
in nature, that could potentially impede successful implementation. The first step towards avoiding or solving
these problems is understanding whet they are and how
they may affect a program. The following discussion
provides insight into the more common problems,
InternalAgency CoordirlMio~
Municipalities are public agencies, often with multiple
departments serving different functions, that are an integral part of stormwater management. The missions
and actions of separate departments are often carded
out without coordination with other departments. Com.
mitments or actions by planning department personnel
that are not coordinated with public works result in problame. All affected departments must participate in devel,
opment of a sto~’nwater management program. The
stormwater program plan also must dearly identify the
roles and levels of participation of all involved depart.
men=.
External Agency Coordinatiow
In a~:lition to coordination within a municipality, communication and coordination is nece.ss~ between adjacent cities, the county, and regional organizations such
as flood control and wastewater treatment agencies.
Historically, there may have been little need for coordination, or problems encountered by other programs may
have created barriers. As with the internal agency issue
noted above, all affected agencies must participate in
the program development process and clearty understand their implementation responsibilities,
Res/stance by Key Indlviduale

Legal L~$tJ~a
Initial review of existing local ordinances may result in
the conclusion that suff~’iant legal authorities already
exist. Later on in the development process, however,
when specific implementation activities are lden~ied,
the existing authority may be found to be too vague or
unsuitable. Review of legal issues should be part of the
annual evaluation process.
Competing Mandate=
Mandates by other programs within a municipality or by
external agencies may directly conflict with stormwater
program mandates, Examples include fire deparlmentl
prohibiting inside or covered storage of certain matedals or the obvious conflict between eradication of vegaration with herbicides in flood control channels and
water quality concerns.
Prob/emAwarenesslUnder~tending
To solve or manage a problem, one must first under.
stand the problem. Effective pollution prevendon requires a new way of thinking that may be foreign to thcee
accustomed to more conventional engineering solutions. A subset of this issue involves those who deny that
a problem exists.
Resistance to Maintenance Reepon$1bility
Municipal programs are expected to result in Installation
of some structural controls, particularly in areas of new
development or significant redevelopment. A frequently
encountered barrier is that municipalities are not willing
to take on the additional maintenance responsibility
sociated with new structural controls.

Individuals play a strong role in local gevemment, Consequently, one or more key individuals can make or
break a program. Often one individual causes the interhal and external coordination problems noted above,
Also, in the early development stages of a program, until
dedicated personnel are identified, individuals may resist the additional work load required of them to make
the program work.

Problem Sources Beyond MunlclpalAufhority
Many sources of stormwater pollution involve atmos.
pheric emissions, automobile wear (e.g., brakes, tires),
and household products over which a municipality has
no control. Transportation related issues are beyond the
control of a single municipality, State and federal cootdination w~th local programs is essential.

Flnanc/a/ Resourcee
Without dedicated financial resources, a stormwater
management program is destined to fail. Programs that
Oo not start the process to secure dedicated funds early
in program development find themselves unable to cornmit to a meaningful program. The Process of estab-

Lack of Tools To Evaluate Effect/vene=e
The effectiveness of pollution prevention measures is
difficult to quantify. Natural variability in stormwater quatity may mask ~mprovements associated with certain
control measures. Surrogate measures and ana~ical
tools to evaluate stormwater management program effe~veness should be petter defined.
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Municipal Stormwater Program Solutions
The efforts of the Regional Board and the municipalities
in the San Francisco Bay area have overcome many of
the problems noted above. The essential ingredient of
the process that has enabled progress has been a
cooperative, proactive relationship between the Regional Board and municipalities. A discussion of some
of the solutions that have evolved follows,
Carrot and StickAppro~
At the onset of each new municipal program, the Regional Board has made it clear that stormwater pollution
is a serious problem that must be dealt with and that the
best solutions will only happen at the local level. The
carrot has been an offer to the municipalities to control
their own destinies rather than waiting for the powers
that be in Sacramento or Washington to determine what
they can or cannot do. This approach allows the municipalities to identify and select the measures that are
workable for them and, most importantly, that are most
cost-effective. On the other hand, the Regional Board
has also made it clear that participation is not voluntary
and that failure to commit to meaningful actions will
result in enforcement actions.

pollution problems. What works in one municipality may
not work in another. Also, flexibility provides a reward
mechanism for those municipalities who are committed
and proac’dve.
PhasedAppro~e,,h
The phased approach promotes a strategy based on
goat setting, identification of actions, planning and
preparation for planned actions, small-scale Impleme~
ration, and finally full-scale implementation. Evaluation
is essential to each step. It must be recognized that
some actions may be implemented Irnrnediately or In
shorl term, while others may take many years to fully
implemenL
Pilot Studlee
Although many conVol measures have been demonstrated to be effective, such measures often need testing within the conditions of a specific municipality. Pilot
studies also provide an opportunity to identify factors
such as operation and maintenance parameters or
technical factors such as legal issues that may not be
apparent. They also provide a mechanism for demonstrating acceptability to concerned parties and should
be considered a first step leading to successful wi<:kp
scale implementel~m.

Round Table Forum
Contrary to the conventionel regulatory approach, in
which the regulator demands and the regulatee reacts, Annual Program Audit
the Regional Board has promoted a round table forum
in which all involved parties work collectively and coop- Recurring evaluation is essential. At a minimum, proeratively to identify solutions that ao~lress the concerns gram participants and the regulator should annually
evaluate program progress. This comprehensive annual
and means of all involved. This approach has also proaudit should identify program successes as well as faik
vided a mechanism for participation by all affected interures and should provide a mechanism to steer the pro.
nal and external public agencies,
gram in the most effective direcbon.
Regular Meeting~
Conclusions
The Regional Board has met in the round table format
with municipalities throughout the program development
Focusing on the described municipal stormwater program
process. Meetings have been held at least monthly. This elements and taking a cooperative approach to solving
problems have led to ~ development of successful
has allowed for timely and effective decision-making,
Focused work groups to address specific problems or stormwater rnar~agement programs by municipal~es in
the San Francisco Bay area. Although program implernem
program elements have also been formed,
ration is in the early stages and total success cannot be
claimed, the programs are successful in that they present
Minimization of Bureaucracy
a
workable framework fo~ implementation of meaningful
The stormwater poliution problem is not a conventional
actJons.
Essential to the process is strategic planning,
problem that can be sotved by conventional means. Any
accountabil~,
and recurnng evaluation of program dire¢.
program is doomed to fail if it is mired in red tape. To
tion, success, end failure.
promote innov,~tive solutions, the regulators must be
willing to promote innovative regulatory mechanisms.
The NPDES permit issued to a municipality is not going
to solve the stormwater pollution problem--it can only
serve as a tool to facilitate action. The success of the
Flexibility
mumcipal stormwater permit program will be recognized
To truly present a carrot to entice municipalities and
mun,c~palities are committed to action, and
promote innovative solutions, the regulator must be will- when
N PDES permits merely require municipalities to do what
ing to be flexible. No one solution ex=sts for stormwater
they have commit’ted to do.
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Stormwater Management Ordinance Approaches in Northeastem Illinois

Dennis W, Dreher
Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission, Chicago, Illinois

Abstract

History

Stormwater drainage and detention is widely regulated
by local ordinances in northeastern Illinois. Eady ordinances, going back to about 1970, focused exclusively
on the prevention of increased flooding and nuisance
drainage problems. Recent ordinances address the oh.
jectives of preventing flooding and channel erosion, preserving predevelopment hydrology, protecting water
quality and aquatic habitat, providing recreational op
portunities, and enhancing aesthetic conoitions,

~,

St rrnw ter drainage and detention has been widely
regulated by local ordinances In northeastern Illinois
since the early 1970s. Early ordinances we~ implemented because of a rocognit~on that rapid suburban
development was causing more frequent and more
damaging flooding and drainage problems. Flooding
and drainage problems in the region are exacerbated by
the very flat landscape; typical ground slopes range
from 0.5 to 4 percent. As a result, even a slight increase
The basis for many of the newer ordinances is a model in flood volumes and rates can expose large additional
ordinance developed by the Northeastern Illinois Plan- areas to flooding.
ning Commission. The "Model Stormwater Drainage Most early ordinances required storage of the 100-year
and Detention Ordinance" calls for *natural" drainage rainfall event. These ordinances were based on requireprances to minimize increases in runoff volumes and ments developed by the Metropolitan Water Reclarna.
rates and for detention basins that control the full range tion Districl of Greater Chicago (MWRDGC). MWRDGC
of flood events and effectively remove stormwater pot- requires sewer permits for new development within
lutants.
Cook County, the largest and most populous in the
six-county
northeastern
Illinois region.
ManyMWRDGC’a
communiThe model ordinance requires detention designs that ties
in the outer
*collar" counties
followed
limit the 10G-year release to 0.15 f~/sec/acre and the lead and c~=veloped similar ordinances.
2-year release to 0.04 ff3/sec/acre. These rates are
actually lower than the local predevelopment runoff At the same time that municipalities began to implement
rates and are based on observed capacities of the stormwater detention controls for new development,
downstream channel system. Detention design also most also required via subdivision ordinances that new
must incorporate water quality mitigation features, in- development be drained by curb and gutter and storm
eluding permanent pools or created wetlands, stilling sewer systems. This drainage philosophy was intended
basins, and the ability to avoid short-circuiting. Further, to reduce local drainage problems but resulted in inthe model ordinance strongly discourages detention in creased rates and volumes of runoff.
onstream locations or in existing wetlands.
The quality of urban runoff began to receive some atlenAs multipurpose ordinances are implemented, several tion in the late 1970s with the completion of the
issues remain. Some municipal officials are concerned Areawide Water Quality Management Plan by the Northabout the aesthetics and maintenance needs of wet- eastern Illinois Planning Commission (NIPC) (1). This
lan~-type detention basins and natural drainage prac- plan reported much higher pollutant loads for urban
t~ces, such as vegetated swates. Technica~ debate land-use categories compared with rural land uses. As
continues over the effectiveness of on-line and on- a consequence, the plan recommended that stormwater
stream detention, both from a water quality and flood Ioadings of suspended solids and biologicaJ oxygen de-prevention perspective. Also, the appropriateness of us- mand (BOD) be reducecl by 50 percent by appropriate
ing existing wetlands for stormwater detention remains best management practices (BMPs) for all new develto be determined,
opment. Despite the recommendations of the plan, few
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changes occurred in the stormwater management strat- The primary purposes of the ordinance are to minimize
egy of local governments, which addressed exclusively the stormwater-related effects of development on downthe quantity of runoff but not the quality,
stream and local flooding, stream channel erosion,
water qualil% and aquatic habitat.

Assessment of Ordinance Effectiveness

The model ordinance is intended to apply to all develIn 1986 and 1987, large areas of northeastern Illinois opment,
redevelopment. It requires the subwere besieged by major rico:Is, with total damage esti- mittal ofincluding
a basic drainage plan consisting of =
mates exceeding $100 million. In some locales, flood Iopographic map, a detailed description of the existing
flows exceeded the reported l O0-year frequency event,
proposed drainage system, and a descriptor of
Of particular concern was the observation that large and
sensitive
features such as wst~ands. An
floo~ damages had occurred in watersheds that had advancedenvironmental
drainage plan is required for sites larger than
0eveloped extensively since the implementation of ~ 10 acres. The advanced plan should inctede ~ rates,
tention ordinances in the early 1970s. This lead to the velocities, and elevations at representative points in the
suspicion that detention was not preventing increases drainage system for events up to the 100-year. The
in flood flows,
following are some important ordinance standards and
To address these concerns, NIPC was funded by the criteria:
Illinois Department of Transportation, Division of Water
reduction hierarchy:. The ordinance requir~
Resources, to investigate the effectiveness of existing ¯ Runoff
the evaluation of site design practP, es that minimize
stormwater detention ordinances. First, a literature rethe increase in runoff volumes and rates. A prefar.
view was performed to assess the effectiveness of deence is stated for, in order, rninimizatio~ of hydraulk
tention in various locales around the country. Next, a
cally connected impervious surfaces, use of open
comprehensive watershed m<x~ling study was per.
vegetated swales and channels and natural ~
formed to evaluate both the effects of urbanization and
sions, and infiltration practices. Traditional storm
a range of existing and proposed stormwater detention
sewer approaches are discouraged unless ~
controls. The study concluded that the detention stand,
measures are not practical.
ards that most communities required were nol adequate
to prevent increases in flooding due to new development ¯ 100-year re/ease rate: The peak 100-year discharge
(2). Other local studies initiated by the Soil Conservation
should not exceed 0.15 ft3/sec/acre, This release rate
Service reached similar conclusions (3). Several speis related to the capacity of the downstream channel/
cific weaknesses were identified:
floodplain system for extn~rne flood events. The rele~er~=d detention effectiveness evaluation indicated that
¯ Detention volumes were inadequate to store the inthis
release rate shouki prevent development-related
tended 100-year design event due to outdated rainfall
increases
in flooding for watersheds up to at least 30
statistics and/or simplistic hydrologic design techsquare miles in size (and probably much larger).
nique~.
¯ Required 100-year release rates were typically based ¯ 2-year release rate: The beak discharge for events
up to the 2-year event should not exceed 0.04
on site predevelopment runoff rates rather than ohff3/secJacre. This release rate is designe~ to minimize
served instream flood flow rates,
increases in the magnitude and frequency of ~ in¯ Because detention outlets were designed to explicitly
stream 2-year event, which is sometimes associated
control only the 100-year event, smaller flood events
with bankfull flow conditions. This requirement is in(e.g., the 2-year event) typically passed through detended to minimize increases in stream channel erotention facilities with inadequate control,
sion. This release rate also will provide extended
ponding for small storm events, which will enhance
The study also noted two problems in addition to floodpollutant
removal.
ing impacts. The first was increased stream channel
erosion, caused in part by the increased magnitude and ¯ Detention storage requirements: The design maxifrequency of small floods. The sec~,nd was water quality
mum storage should be based on the runoff from the
impairment due to inadequately controlled urban runoff.
100-year, 24-hour event. Storage should be computed based on hydrograph methods, such as TR-55
New Model Ordinance Approach
or TR-20. Design rainfall should be based on ttm
Illinois State Water Survey’s Bultetin 70 (5), which
With the preceding problems in mind, NIPC was consupersedes the U.S. Weather Bureau’s Technical Patracted 1o develop an updated model stormwater ordiper No. 40 (6). Bulletin 70, which is based on a
nance. This "Model Stormwater Drainage and Detent=on
precipitation database that is more extensive and
Ordinance" (4) was developed with the assistance of a
more current, reports a 100-year, 24-hour rainfall of
regionwide, multiagency lechnical advisory committee.
7.6 in., while Technical Paper 40 recommends 5.8 in,
78
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¯ Water quality design features for detention: The or- watershed-based flood rernediation measures as well
dinance indicates a preference for wet detention as uniform, countywide stormwater regulatk)ns.
basins over dry extended detention facilities to maxiSo far, comprehensive countywide ordinances have
mize pollutant removal potential. For wet basins, the
been implemented in two counties, DuPage (7) and
ordinance includes design criteria for depths, shoreline slopes, permanent pool volume, and inlet/outlet
Lake (8). These ordinances address traditional stormwater drainage and detention concerns as well as floodorientation. For dry extended delention basins, the
plain management, soil erosion and sediment control,
ordinance includes design criteria for velocity dissiand stream and wetland protection. The ordinanc~
pation at inlets and inlet/outlet orientation,
incorporate many standards from the NIPC models and
¯ Detention in floodways and stream channels: The
address multipurpose objec~es of preventing flooding
ordinance discourages detention in designated floodand channel erosion, preserving predevelopment
ways, particularly in onstream locations with upstream
drology, protecting water quality and aquatic habitat,
drainage areas larger than about 1 to 2 square miles,
providing recreational opportunities, and enhancing
The principal concerns with onstream detention are
aesthetic conditions. Probably the most remarkable elethat it may be less effective in mitigating stormwater
ment of these new ordinances is their inctusion of some
pollutants and it allows stormwater pollutants to be
basic stormwater BMPs that are intended to addre~
discharged into stream channels without a~luate
both stormwater quantity and quality concerr~
pretreatment.
Countywide stormwater planning efforts also have
¯ Detention in we#ands: Use of existing wetlands to
gun in Cook, Kane, and McHenry Counties. Many
accommodate stormwater detention requirements is
munities in these counties have individually begun to
strongly discouraged. The ordinance requires that all
up<late their ordinances. Some of the impetus for ordistormwater be stored and routed through a 2-year
nance updates has come from watershed-based
water quality detention facility (consistent with the
groups, such as the Butterfield Creek Steering Commit.
previous design criteria) before being discharged to
tee. This group developed a comprehensive ordinance
a wetland. The ordinance allows a~litiona/storage,
for seven watershed communities all laced with similar
up to the lO0-year event, to be provided in a wetland
problems of overbank flooding, stream channel erosion,
if it can be shown that the wetland is low in quality
end water quality degradation (9).
and that proposed detention modifications will mainfain or improve its habitat and other beneficial funcOther communities are updating ordinances based on
requirements of the Illinois Environmental ProteclJon
tions,
Agency (IEPA) as a condition for facility planning area
Overall, the new model ordinance is one of the most
amendments for expanded wastewater service. These
stringent in the country in its storage and release rate
requirements are based on provisions of the Illinois
requirements for minimizing the effects of development
Water Quality Management Plan and essentially require
on downstream flooding. The new ordinance also inthat development within new FPA expansions not
ctudes, for the first time, some basic requirements for
versely
affect water quality, either due to point or nonBMPs to mitigate stormwater quality effects,
point sources.

Recent Improvements in Local
Storrnwater Regulations
As an advisory agency, NIPC has no authority to require
compliance with its model ordinances. Similarly, there is
no comprehensive state requirement for local stormwater regulations. Because of recent experience with devastating floods, however, many communities were
eager to COnSider alternatives to stormwater standards
that were a decade or more old.
The process of evaluating new ordinances was facilitared by state legislation, passed after the floods of
1986 and 1987, that authorized northeastern illinois
counties to estabhsh stormwater management committees
(SMCs). These comm~tlees, with equal representation
from county government and mumc~pahties, were
authorized to develop comprehensive, binding stormwater management plans, Tt~ese plans included both

The IEPA also is delegated to implement the new
NPDES requirements for stormwater discharges. In particular, as part of its new general permit for construction
site activities, IEPA requires the development of a poilution prevention plan tha*. must include provisions for soil
erosion and sediment control as well as stormwater
BMPs such as detention facilities, vegetated swales and
natural depressions, infiltration practices, and velocity
dissipation measures (10). While the construction site
general permit does not mandate the adoption of ordinances, it does provide further incentive to local governments to begin to add stormwater quality control
measures to their existing ordinances.
Regionwide enthusiasm for inclusion of water quality
BMPs in stormwater ordinances is still somewhat limited
because of a lack of awareness among many stormwater engineers, local officials, and the public of the adverse effects of stormwater runoff on water quality and
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aquatic life. This perception appears to be at least pertly
related to the long-term degradation of urban water
bodies in the region and the lack of a prominent focal
point, such as a Chesapeake Bay or Puget Sound, for
viewing stormwater quality impacts,

Some Current Issue~

benthic organisms. Onstream detention essentially uses
the stream as a treatment device. Because of typically
shorter residence times relative to offline facilities, however, onstream facilities may not be very effective in
trapping stormwater runoff pollutants and protecting
downstream water bodies. While the appropriateness of
onstream detention in northeastern Illinois merits additional debate, currently this debate is not fully consider.
ing the potential adverse water quality and habitat
impacts of onstream facilities.
Another unresolved issue is the appropriateness of
ing existing wetlands for stormwater detention. Section
404 permits have been issued for the incorporation of
detention into existing wetlands and mitigation web
lands. If a wetland is impounded without the introduction
of fill material, a Section 404 permit may not even be
required. Limited water quality protection is provided by
several new stormwater ordinances and the NIPC
model ordinance, which require pretreatmant of stormwater before it is discharged into a wettand. Even if
stormwater quality effects are reasonably mitigated,
however, detention in a wetland can radically affect
hydrology. In particular, detention is likely to pond water
more frequently and at greater depths than in a natural
wetland. Such alterations can adversely affect sensitive
plant communities and wildlife.

As multipurpose stormwater ordinances are adopted
throughout the region, several issues remain. Some
municipal officials are concerned about the aesthetics
and maintenance needs of wetland-type detention hasins and natural drainage practices, such as vegetated
swales. Technical debate continues over the effectivehess of on-line and onstream detention, both from a
water quality and flood prevention perspec0ve. Also, the
appropriateness of using existing wel~tands for stormwa,
ter detention remains to be resolve(l,
Perhaps the most important consideration of local goveminent officials regarding stormwater drainage is public acceptance, which generally translates as the
avoidance of "nuisance" drainage conditions. Some
commonly cited nuisance concerns include extended
saturation or ponding on lawns or swales, "weedy" vegetation, mosquito breeding potential, and wet detention
areas. These concerns have driven many communities
to require highly engineered drainage systems, including curbs and gutters, storm sewers, and concrete channels, which rapidly convey runoff from the site. Some Conclu$|otll
public works officials also argue that engineered drainStormwater management ordinances have evolved
age systems are less expensive to maintain,
matically in northeastern Illinois since their introduction
There is growing support, however, in other parts of the over 20 years ago. Always a leader in flood prevention,
country and in a few northeastern Illinois communities northeastern Illinois now has some of the most stringent
for "natural" drainage practices using vegetated swales, standards in the nation for detention volumes and rechannels, and filter strips and o’eated wetlands. In adcr¢~ lease rates.
to providing significant pollutant removal and runoff reduction benefits, natural practices may be much less Evolving from an early emphasis on local drainage
flood prevention, many ordinances now recognize
expensive to install and, at least to some, are preferred and
the importance of water quality mitigation and habitat
~ejtheticafly
overofengineered
systems.systems
Progress
in been
gain- protection. Some newer ordinances reflect a revised
acceptance
natural drainage
has
slow in northeastern Illinois. Successful ongoing de- philosophy of stormwater management that takes adof natural drainage and storage functions, with
monstration projects, innovative new corporate campus vantage
the
objective
of limiting stormwater runoff rates, volume,
developments, and improved public education should
be helpful in advancing natural drainage approaches, and quality to predevelopment conditions. Much remains to be learned, however, about effective designs
Onstream stormwater detention is a desirable altema- for BMPs such as wetland detention, filter strips, and
tive to many site design engineers in the region. In a infiltration practices.
typical situation, such facilities generalfy do not provide
regional detention for the entire upstream watershed; References
rather, they s’erve the storage requirements of a devel- 1 Northeastern Illinois Planning Cornm~ior~. 1979. Ateawi(ie ~
opment adjacent to the floodplain. As previously menQuarry rnanagemenl plan C,h~cago, IL
tioned, however, there are significant concerns about

the effects and effectiveness of onstream facilities,
These facilities alter the free-flowing nature of streams,
creating impoundments susceptible to sedimentation
and eutrophication Impoundments can impede the up-

stream m~grat~on of fish and the downstream drift of

2 Dreher. D.W. GC Schaefer, end D.L Hey. 1989. Evaluation of

stotmwater delention effectrveness ~n nor’t~eastern Itl~t~. ~
cago. IL: Nort!}e~slefn Ili,no~s Pta~nin, g

3 Barlels. R.M 1987 Stormwater rnanagemerlt: When onsite ~
tenbo~ reduces s~eam flooding In: Pto,:~ed~s of the Eleven~
Annua~ Confere,’-K:e of the A.ssociabon of State FIo,o~p~ain Mat~g.-

ers. Seattle, WA (June).
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The Lower Colorado River Authority Nonpoint Source
Pollution Control Ordinance

Thomas F. Cumin
Lower Colorado River Authority, Austin, Tex~

Abstract
Urban development can be manage~ to control nonpoint
source pollution using a vadety of meUx)ds. The method
selected is typically a func0on of the jurisdictional
agency’s authority (or lack thereof), the use and desired
quality of the receiving waters, and the impact on and
acceptance by the public,
The Lower Colorado River Authority (LCRA) is a conservation and reclamation district created by Texas legisla,
tion. LCRA is responsible for the conservation, control,
and preservation of the waters of the Colorado River and
its tributaries within a 10-county area. Given this responsibility but not land-use control authority, LCRA has
developed a nonpoint source pollutk)n control ordinance
with a technology-based approach,
The ordinance requires a large percentage of ~ poilutants generated from new development to be removed
before stormwater discharge from the property. A technical manual accompanies the ordinance and explains
how to calculate the expecled increase in pollution and
the various management practices a developer may
employ to achieve the required pollutant removal stand,
ards. The developer and engineer determine what cornbination of management practices are most compatible
w~th their site and development plan.
This paper Pr°vk:~esthe methedologyandl:~’imaryfeatures
of the ordinance and technical manual. The reasoning
behind this approach is explained, with discussion regarding the strengths and weaknesses of a technology,
based ordinance,

Introduction
The Lower Colorac~ River Authority (LCRA) is a conser.
vabon and reclamation distnc~ create~ by the Texas legistature in 1934. LCRA is also a self-sufficent pubt~: utility
con-~any. The authon~s responsibil~es are many ar~
inclu0e energy generation, water ~pply, floo~ control,

management Of certain pu~c lards, and preaer~on

While given these respons~13tlitles, LCRA has
authority and can only exercise powers expressly given
by the legislature. As such, LCRA cannot regulate land
use, impose zoning or site development restrictions, or
assess taxes. LCRA can, however, promulgate or~
nonces to control water pollution within its 10-county
statutory, area.
With these powers and limitations, LCRA has developed
an ordinance to control nonpoint source (NPS) pollution
from urban development. The o~clinance does not irapose any land-use regulatio~-s other than to establish
technok:>gy-based po/lutant reduction standard for new
development.

Background
In 1988. the LCRA beard of directors approved a water
quality leadership policy stating LCRA’s goals regarding
water quality protection. This policy directed staff to
develop a program to control NPS pollution within
10-county area, commencing with the area of the Highland Lakes.
The Highland Lakes are a chain of seven lakes located
west of Austin, Texas. The lakes were created in the
1930s and 1940s for floocl control, water supp~, and
hydroelectric generation. In the early 1980s, the area
around the lakes experienced tremendous growth In
development activity. This growth prompted concern
about the long-term health of the lakes.
A Pollution Control Approach
From the outset, LCRA was limited in the number of
options available to manage development for control of
NPS pollution. We realized, however, that it must be
artacke~l in several ways. The initial effort was ~ public
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education program, the highlight of which was a 30-rainute video entitled, "Pointless Pollution: America’s Water
Crisis," narrated by Walter Cronkite.
Realizing that public education alone would not protect
water quality, LCRA staff began addressing the control
of NPS pollution through a regulatory program. Lacking
lan~use control or zoning power, LCRA selected a strategy to reduce the quantity of pollution generated by new
development that would otherwise be received by the
lakes,

cover, the magnitude and frequency of runoff increases
dramalP..ally.
Just as runoff from an undeveloped waterst~ed hes
carveq out a stream channel over time to convey typical
runoff events, the increased volume and frequency of
runoff from an urbanized area will recor~figura the
straambank to create a larger conveyance system. The
result is erosion of streambanks transporting sediment
to receiving water bodies, degrading of undercut
streams, removal of aquatic habitat, and loss of public
end private properly.

In December 1989, the LCRA board of directors adopted
the Lake Travis NPS Pollution Control Ordinance, the
first of its kind ever promulgated by a river authority in
tt~e state of Texas. In March 1991, a similar ordinance
was passed to cover the upper Highland Lakes, which
includes Lakes Buchanan, Inks, LBJ, and Marble Falls.

The approach LCRA has taken to control straamt:~nk
erosion is to require detainment of postdeveloped runoff
to predeveloped runoff conditions for the 1-year ck~
storm. Stream morphology is generally d’~atad by the
2-year ston-n event.

A Nonpolnt Source Control Ordinance

To sirr~ily the perm~’,~g process, the technic= menu¢

The main strategy of the Lake Travis NPS Pollution
Control Ordinance is to establish a set of pollution reduction performance standards. Pollution reduction
would be through three methods: 1) removal of a specifled percentage of the projected increase in annual NPS
pollution load; 2) streambank erosion protection via
stormwater detenbon requirements; and 3) employment
of erosion controls during construction.
Pollution Reduction Standarde
LCRA’s primary goal was to develop a pollution prevention strategy to protect the lakes. At the same time,
consicleratJon was given to producing feasible standaKLs
that would not prevent clevelopment activfty,
The basic requirement of the ordinance is the removal
of 70 percent or more of the increased po~lubon generated
over background or undeveloped condiOons. Highe~ removal rates are required for steeply .sk:~=d property or land
kx:ated adjacent to the lakes. The required removal rates
were chosen first from a water quality standpoint, but also
ware considered feasible. Analysis of existing developments and the anticipated performance of best management practices (BMPs) showed possibilities of signit’~ant
lan~use restriction if h~:jher removal stanc~r0s were ernp!oyed. Adoitionally, mernl:>ers of LCRA’s boarcl of directors
represent heir restive counl~es or serv~’e areas, a
m,a~ority of which are predominantly rural. VVhile the board
a0opted an environmental leadership polly, its concern
about imposing regulations that co~id a~ersely affect
local economic ck.=~ve;opment was c~ear.
Strearnbank Erosion Control
Urt>anization of a site or area can have a great impact
on the 0ownstream conveyance system. As pavement
and rcoflops replace the natural soil anti vegetatJve

provides the required detention volume in inches of runoff
as a func’0on of impervious cover. These detention votun~
requirements can be incoqx>rated into the use of BMPs to
meet the pollutant removal performance standard~
Temporary Erosion Control
The ordinance requires erosion and sedimentation tO
be controlled throughou~, the development process. For
permitted activities, an erosion control plan is required
for review and approval. Activities not requiring a per.
mit, such as the construction of a single-family home,
also require erosion controls to be in place until revege.
tation occurs.
The technical manual provides guidance for appropriata
erosion controls. These strategies include minimization
of area cleared; physical controls such as sill fence~,
brush berms, and rock berms; downstream vegetative
buffers; diversion of upstream flow; flow spreading; ~
tour furrowing; loose straw or jute netting for soil protec.
tion; and use of structural BMPs as sedimentation
basins during construction.

Technical Manual
The ordinance is accompanied by a technical manual that
prowls explanation and guiclance for the applicant or
engineer. Inclucled in the techn~.al manual are permiffing
woceclures, pollutant Ioacling calculations, and design
standards ar~ efficienc~es of management practices,
Types of Pollution
Urbanization causes numerous forms of pollution.
Ar~alysis of al! pollutant elements through a permitling
program woulcl encumber both the applicant and review
boOy LCF:tA has classified these forms of pollution into
three clistinct groups =mportant to the protechon of the
lakes: secl~mentation, eutrophication, and toxins. LCRA
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then selected an indicator pollutant to represent these
categories. Indicator pollutants are total suspended sol.
ids (TSS) for sedimentation, total phosphorus (TP) for
eutrophication, and oil and grease (O&G) for toxins,

Background and developed pollutant concentratk)rt~ for
the indicator pollutants are provided. These values were
acquired primarily from so’eaning local and national
reports. The average pollutant concentrations used for
¯ TSS consist of coilo~al and sett~eable particulate met- condil~:~ns
shown under
in Table
1.
ind~..ator ~re
pollutants
background
and developed
ter. In alkaline waters such as those of the Highland
Lakes, metals tend to precipitate and become particu- T,,t~ 1. Awr=~ l~tutant ¢on~z~zeon~ kzr Ir~o~=~or
late matter. In addition, some organic compounds such
as chlordane and polychlortnated biphenyts tend to be
adsorbed onto sediment particles.
~~r~und (m~,)
¯ TP can be indicative of other nutrients. While the
nitrogen cycle is different, plant and microbial uptake
occurs for both elements,
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¯ O&G, while encompassing both nontoxic and toxic
organic compounds, represents petroloum hydrocarbon pollutants, including carcinogens such as ben- The menner in which this information is supplied within
zene and toluene and chlorinated compounds such the technical manual results in reasonable estimates of
a development’s potential pollution impact while making
as pesticides and herbicides.
calculations simple and conslstenL
These indicator pollutants are used to represent the
array of pollutants generated. It is reasonable to assume ~lect/on of Management
that removal of these indicator pollutants will result in
The technical manual provides design criteria and
removal of other pollutants not specifically analyzed,
meted removal efficiencies for BMPs. The manual
intended to provide guidance to the applicant in selectPo/lutarlt LOa~l#
ing BMPs. The applicant must select the BMPs that
will enable the development to meet the c~teria of the
A mass loading equation is used to calculate the pollut- ordinance. The basic strategy for selecting BMPs is to
ant load under existing and developed conditions. This
the pollutant removal requirements with site and
determines the increase in pollution generated over match
development
characteristics. Consideration must be
background conditions. The equation is a product of given to drainage
area, soil type, and topography to
annual runoff volume and the average stormwater Ix)l- sele~ BMPs effectively.
lutant concentration.
The technical manual provides the expected removel
The pollutant load is calculated in pounds per year and efficiencies for BMPs with a Performance history. Most
is represented as follows:
of this data is based on criteria presented in nationally
published documents. For structural BMPs, a Percent
L = A * RF ¯ Rv ¯ C * K,
removal efficiency is provided for each indicator pollutant. This is then multiplied by the percent of the total
where L = annual pollutant load (pounds)
average annual runoff volume to be captured by the
A = area of development (acres)
proposed BMP. The product is the expected removal
RF = average annual rainfall (inches)
efficiency of that BMP. This is done for each indicator
Rv = average runoff-to-rainfall ratio
pollutant. The analysis and performance standard for
C = average pollutant concentration (rag/L)
O&G is applied only to developments other than singleK = unit conversion factor (0.2266)
family residential use. The focus on O&G is on commerland and parking lots instead of single-family
The runoff-to-rainfall ratio equation used is as presented cial
residential
neighborhoods. Efficiencies used for each
in the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments BMP are shown
in Table 2.
document ¢ontro/hng Urban Runoff. A Practical Manual
for Planning.7 and Designing Urban BMPs. This regres- Other BMPs for which removal effic~encies are provided
sion e~uation simplifies the runoff-to-rainfall relationship inciu0e vegetated filter ships, street sweeping, and poiluto a function of impervious cover as fo!lows:
t~on source removal credit for using an integrated pest
mar~gement plan.
Rv = 0.05 + (0.009 ,, IC),
where IC is impervious cover in percent

The manual promotes the use of innovative practices as
long as the appl~.ant can document the potentzal effectiveness of the practice. LCRA may also require, by ordinance,
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TSS Eff. (total) = [1-((1-0.2).(1-0.537).(1-0.716))],100
= 89.5 percent
TP Eff. (total) = [1-((1-0.I)*(1-0.179),(1-0.716))].100
= 79.0 percent
O&G Eft. (total) = [1-((1-0.15)*(1-0.09),(1-0.716))],100
= 78.0 percent
Therefore, the above controls would meet the performance standard requirements of the ordinance. Had infilt~ation not been a viable option, other potential solutions
include 1 ) a street sweeping program with a l-in. volume
extended detention basin followed by 8.4 acres of vogetative filter strip (fair condition, 2- to -7 percent slope) or
2) a street sweeping program with three extended cletention ponds, each of 2-in. capture volume,

Administration
Maintenance Agreernente

leadership statement by applying ordinar~e standards
to the office complex.
The offices are located on 11.7 acres of land and consist
of 250,000 ~ of office space with ctose to 600 parking
spaces. Site IC is approximately 55 percent. Due to
constraints, innovation had to be applied to achieve
performance standards of the ordinan~.
A series of BMPs are employed on the site, Including a
full integrated past management and xedscape plan, a
street sweeping program, five surface ponds compos~
of extended detention ponds, a peat/send filter, and Im
enhanced (partial wet pond) extended detenl~:~n pond.
There are also subsurface treatment devices that inc~ude off-line water quality catch basins co.eying to a
sand filtration system beneath a parking lot and
peat/sand filtering system under an open-space frottt
yard area. Infiltration practices could not be used clue to
soil conditions. LCRA has acquired grants from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency to monitor the effec~eness of soma of lt=e innovative practices being
prod on this project.

Maintenance of BMPs is critical to their long-term performance. Without maintenance, the effective life of a
BMP may be limited to a couple of years. Relying on
good faith or volunteer efforts has not shown to be an
effective way to maintain these pollution controls.

The total construction cost associated with the NPS
controls on this project was $250,000. This represerltl
about 1.5 percent of the total project ~

The ordinance requires that a NPS Best Management
Practice Maintenance Permit be issued upon acceptable completion of construction. Whether through a
homeowner’s association or through the land owner as
an individual, a maintenance association must be
formed. The maintenance association is to post financial
security or create a fund for the purpose of maintaining
all BMPs implemented to meet tile ordinance,

The Del Webb Corporation is in the planning stages of
developing a 2,400-acre active adult community west
of Austin, Texas. The project is within the jurisdiction of
the Lake Travis NPS Pollution Conb’ol Ordinance. ENN
Webb is presently going through a master plan
proval phase with LCRA.

Enforcerne~t
A necessary portion of any regulatory program is the
ability to impose penalties for not complying with the
regulations. The ordinance contains a violations section
that allows financial penalties to be imposed for violations of a provision of the ordinance,

Case Application
The ordinance is relatively new, and there have been
few opportunities to evaluate its effectiveness. Two
projects of note have shown the impacl that the ordinance has had on development,
LCRA Office Complex
The first project of note is construction of LCRA’s general office buildings. While not located in an area under
the purview of the ordinance, LCRA chose to make a

Sun City

The development is predominantly single-family resldential and entails 4,200 single-family homes with recreational amenities. The overall proposed IC for the ~
is siightJy less than 30 percent. The project has incorporated in the preliminary design 60 to 70 structura~ BMPI
to meet the Performance requirements of the ordinance.
Over 90 percent of the runoff from the development will
convey to a structural BMP of some form. The structural
pract~.~.es proposed include extended detention ponds,
wet ponds, retention ponds, sedimentation ponds, and
infiltration practices. These structural facil~es take up 5
percent of the totaJ land area.
In a~lit~on, the development includes a roadway system
that has vegetated filter stdps throughout and grass-lin~
swales for stormwater conveyance. Commercial areas
include a street sweeping program, and areas left as
native open space receive credit for pollution reduction
as low-maintenance landscapes.
The cost of meeting the performance standards of the
o~d~nance has been estimated by the applicant to be about
$1,300 per single-family home. It is quite possible that
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an eoortomy of scale is malized, asstudiesbefomon:~nanoe
implementation estimated a per-unif cost of almost twice
this amount for developments of similar net density,

Pros and Conl

the full reliance on this new technology to maintain a
high level of pollution removal over the long term, Recognition of the requirements for maintaining these faollities at their expected performance standards over the
~ong term has yet to occur.

The quality of any development management strategy
has to be measured on the basis of what it achieves
versus the impacts it may create,
Strengths of a Technology.Based Approach

Notwithstanding the urban sprawl issue, Ihere is no questJon that on a site-specific basis the reduction of IC and
maintenance of land in a natural vegetative slate ate
fco~orcof means of redudng pollu~n from ~at site.

A technology-based approach to control NPS pollution
from urbanization has several strengths. The first is the
transferability of this approach to other jurisdictions,
Creating pollution reduc0on strategies of this kind can
be applied on a city, county, watershed, or statewide
basis. The only variables may be in the selection of
BMPs that are compatible with a region and ~ percentage of annual runoff captured based on rainfall patterns.

The technology-based approach only onsidem water
quality issues. Land use is at the disposal of the landowner. There are locations where aesthetics, views, and
protection of existing vegetation and habitat are equally
as important as the quality of water, This ordinance does
not directly address these other considerations.

Implementing land-use restrictions from a density o¢ IC
standpoint can be difficult due to public opposition. The
technology.based approach gives the landowner the
freedom to determine the highest use of the land with
consideration given to the increasing costs of providing
and maintaining additional BMPs to compensate for
dense development. It is theoretically possible for a
landowner to use even/square inch of land for development purposes if the developer is willing to incur the
increased cost of subsurface stormwater treatment or
even mechanicaJ treatrnanL

Conclusion

The standards for achieving compliance with a
technology-based ordinance are clear. The approach
is simple, with straightforward calculations. This cookbook approach minimizes staffing requirements for review of applications,
Density or IC limitations are a best management pracbce. More pollution could be discharged, however, from
a less dense ~velopment with no other BMPs than from
a more intense development with BMPs. There is also
concern that density controls contribute to urban sprawt,
which may result in poorer water quality on a regional
basis and may ao’versely affecl air quality through increased vehicular operating time.
Finally, there is no question that implementation of this
technolooy-based practice mitigates some of the water
quality impacts associated with urbanization.

LCRA considers the NPS ordnance to be an exce~te~
beginning in protecting the quality of the watem of
Highland Lakes and Colorado River, Close !o a millkxt
people rely on the Highland Lakes for ckinldng water sup.
~ and countless thousands for recreational and aeslhetic
puq:x:)se$.
LCRA is commitled to evaluating the effectiveness of
this ordinance. Depending on the actual development
that takes place around the Highland Lakes, the actual
pollution removal achieved, and the change in water
quality evidenced, more or less restrictive standards or
alternate practices may be required. The effectiveness
of the ordinance must be analyzed as development
takes place to ensure good water quality.
There are limitations in our knowle~3e of BMPs and of
pollution generation from various land uses. The currant
version of the technical manual is already in need of
revision to account for research performed over the last
few years. The calculations do not adequately address
certain land uses, such as golf courses, nurseries, or
parks, due to the low IC yet high maintenance associatod with these land uses, particularly as they pertain to
pestJcides and nuthents.

Finally, it is LCRA’s desire to ultimately connect the
pollution removal standards of the ordinance to established water quality standards of the receiving waters.
Weaknesses ofa Technology-BasedApproach
There is much work to be performed before a full underThe sole use of a technology-based pollution reduction standing of the o’ynamics of the lakes and Colorado
strategy has weaknesses as well. First and foremost is River permit us to achieve this goal.
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New Development Standards In the Puget Sound Basin

Peter B. Birch
Olympia, Washington

Abstract

Introductlon

The Puget Sound Water Quality Management Plan
(PSWQMP) calls for all counties and cities in the Puget
Sound drainage basin to adopt ordinances that require
stormwater control for new development and redevelopment. Ordinances were to be a~pted by July I, 1994.
The PSWQMP also directed the Washington Depart.
ment of Ecology to prepare technical guidance and a
n’KX~I ordinance to assist local governments in irnp~menting these standards,

Puget Sound, which is located in western Washington
State, has been the focus of ¯ comwehensive watt"
quality improvement effort in recent years--especially
since documentation of Ik’er tumors in English sole and
toxics in sediments and with increasing closures of
shellfish beds (I). Initial efforts culminated in 1986, with
the publication of the Puget Sound Water Qua//ty Management Plan (PSWQMP) and subsequent amendmerits in 1989 and 1991 (2). In 1991, Puget Sound was
In response, the Department of Ecology has prepared listed as an Estuary of National Significance under Secseveral sets of minimum requirements that are aoptied tion 320 of the federal Clean Water Act.
based on the type and size of proposed development. The section of the PSWQMP that covers ston’nwater
These include:
management calls for all counties and cities in ~ Puget
¯ Simplified erosion and sediment controls and a small Sound drainage basin to ac~t ordinances that require
parcel erosion and sediment control plan for small stormwater control for new development and redevelop
developments (under 5,000 f~ impervious surface), ment by July I, 1994. The plan also requires all local
in the basin to adopt operation and ma~nsingle.family homes, and land-disturbing act~,,ities gevemments
tenance
programs
for new and existing public and prk
undo- I acre.
rate storTnwatar systems. Local governments located
¯ A set of 11 minimum requirements for proposed new within census-defined urbanized areas have additional
development of large parcels (5,000 f~ impervious requirements that include:
surface and greater) and/or land-disturbing activities
over I acre. The requirements include erosion and ¯ Identification and ranking of significant pollutant
sources.
sedir~ent control, and source control and treatment
best management practices designed to prevent or ¯ Corrective a~ons for problem drains.
minimize impacts to receiving waters. A stormwater
site plan is also required for this level of development. ¯ A water quality response prog~arn.
¯ The same 11 requirements apply to large parcels wi~ ¯ Assurance of funding.
less than I acre of land-disturbing activities except
that the small parcel erosion and sediment require- ¯ Local coordina~:)n.
ments are substituted for the large parcel erosion and ¯ Public education.
sediment controls.
¯ Compliance measures.
If redevelopment is proposed, the same minimum requ~rements apply, subject to a set of thresholds and ¯ An implementation schedule.
criteria for applying the minimum requirements to all or * As a last resort in problem areas retrofitting of control
part of the site.
.
measures.
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The PSWQMP also directed the Washington State De- eral associated requirements specific to Washington
partment of Ecology (Ecology) to prepare a best man- laws; therefore, some modifications would be needed
agement practices (BMPs) technical manual (3) and ¯ for application of the minimum requirements to areas
program guidance manual containing model ordinances outside of Washington. The model ordinance that was
and other supplemental g~idance (4) to assist local
asguicianceforenactingthe minimum requiregovernments in implementing plan requirements. The prepared
merits is contained in the program guidance manual (4).
guidance prepared for new development and redevel- The ful/guidance package may be on::lemd from Eco/ogy
opment consists of several sets of minimum require- by calling (206) 438-7116. The currant ¢os~ of the techments that are applied depending on ~ type end size nical manual is $24.85 plus postage, and of the program
of proposed development. In summary, these include: guidance man~J~ is $28.00 plus postage.
¯ Simplified erosion and sediment controls (ESCs) and
a small parcet ESC plan for small developments (under
5,000 ft2 impervious surface), detached single-family The following defirdlions are useful to the understanding
homes and duplexes, and land-disturbing activities of the minimum requbernentl:
under 1 acre.
¯ A set of 11 minimum requirements for proposed new
tidily equivalent to the Storrnwater Management Mandevelopment of large parcels (5,000 ~ impervious
ua/~/he Puget Sound Basin (3). (The PSWQMP
surface and greater) and/or land-disturbing activities
requires all counties and cities located in the Puget
over 1 acre. The requirements include ESC and source
Sound basin to adopt a manual that is the same or
control and treatment BMPs designed to prevent or
subst~
equivalent to ttds manual by July 1, 1994.)
minimize impacts to receiving waters. A stormwate~
site plan is also required for this level of development. ¯ New o~ Development consisting of ian~
disturbing activities; structural development, inolud¯ Thesame 11 requirements apply toiargeparceiswith
ing construc0o~, installation or expansion of
less than 1 acre of land-disturbing activities except
building or other structure; creation of impervious surthat the small parcel ESC are substituted for the large
faces; Class IV general forest practices that are conparcel ESCs.
versions from B’nber land to other uses; and
If redevelopment is proposed, the same minimum requirements apply, subject to ¯ set of thresholds and
RCW58.17.(~L:~0.Al~othe~’forestpract~cesarK:/comrn~t.
criteria for applying tt~e minimum requirements to all or
cial agriculture ate no~ considered new developme~
part of the site.
¯ Redevelopment: On an already developed site, the
The BMP manual that Ecology prepared contains a full
creation or addition of impervious surfaces; structural
description of the minimum requirements and technical
developrnent including constructJon, installation, or
guidance on how to meet them. In essence, develop
expansion of a building or other structure, and/or
ment sites are to demonstrate compliance with the rereplacement of an impervious surface that is not part
quirements by preparing and implementing a
of a routine maintenance activity; and land-disturbing
stormwater site plan that includes an appropriate selecactivities associated with structural or impervious retion of BMPs from the manual,
development.
Two maior components of a stormwater site plan are an ¯ Impervious surface: A hard surface that either preESC plan and a permanent stormwater quality control
vents or retards the entry of water into the soil mantle
(PSQC) plan. The ESC plan is intended to be temporary
as under natural conditions prior to development,
in nature to control pollution generatecl during the conand/or a hard surface area that causes water to run
struction and landscaping phase only, primarily erosion
off the surface in greater quantities or at an increased
and sediment. The PSQC plan is intended to provide
rate of flow from the flow present under natural
permanent BMPs for the control of pollution and other
ditions prior to developmenL
impacts from stormwater runoff after construction is
completed. For small si~es, this is met by implementing a
¯ Land.disturbing activity: Any activity that results in a
small parcel ero~on an~ sediment control (SPESC) plan.
change in the existing soil cover (both vogetative and
nonvegetative) arK:l/or the existing soil topography.
Further details of these plans are contained in the StormLand-distu~ing actrvities include, but are not limited
water Management Manual for ~*~e Puget Sound Basin (3).
to, demolition, construction, clearing, grading, filling,
and excavation.
The following .s~:~0ons ~cnbe the minimum requirements
as they apply to local governments in the Puget Sound ¯ Source control BMP. A BMP that is intended to prebasin anti have been aclaptecI directly from the
vent pollutants from entering stormwatar. Examples
technical manual (3). The clescription also includes sevinclude covering an activity, controlling erosion,
89
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directing wash water to a sanitary sewer, end altedng
a practice that results in pollution prevention.

Exemptions
Commercial agriculture and forest practices regulated
under Title 222 WAC, except for Class IV general forest
practices that are conversions from timber land to other
uses, are exempt from the provisions of the minimum
requirements. All other new development is subject to
b~e ~nimum requirements.

Small Parcel Minimum Requirements
The following new development shall be required to
control erosion and sediment during construction, to
permanently stabilize soil exposed dudng construction,
to comply with Small Parcel Requirements 1 through 5,
and to prepare a SPESC plan:

¯ ~nd~duaL detached single-family resk~ences and du¯ Creation or addition of less than 5,000 ~ of impervious surface area.
¯ Land-disturbing act~ilJes of less lhan 1 ecru.

Smafl Parcel Requirement 3:
Protection of Adjacent Propertle~
Adjacent properties shall be protected from sediment
deposition by appropriate use of vegetatk, e buffer sldps,
seclment barriers or rCters, dikes or mushing, or by ¯ combination of It~se measures and other appropriate BMPs.
Small Parcel Requirement 4: Malntenan¢~
All ESC BMPs shall be regularly inspected and maintsined to ensure continued performance of lheir in-

tended function.
Small Parcel Requirement $: Other BMPe
As required by the k)ca/plan-approval authority, ofher
appropriate BMPs to rn~gate Ihe effects of Increased
runoff shaJl be applied.

Application of Minimum Requirements for
New Development and Redevelopment
New Development

All new development that includes the creation or addition of 5,000 ~ or greater of new impervious surface
Supplemental Guidelines
area and/or land-disturbing activities of 1 acre or
The object~e of these requirements is to address the below
andcomply
be in agreement
with
a stormwater1 site
plan.11
shall
with Minimum
Requirements
through
cumulative effect of sediment coming from a large
number of small sites. The SPESC plan is meant All new development that includes the creation or eddlto be temporary in nature to deal with erosion and
tion of 5,000 ~ or more of new impervious surface area
sediment generated during the construction phase
and land-disturbing activities of less than 1 acre shall
only. Local governments may choose to apply addicomply with Minimum Requirements 2 through 11 below
tional pern~nent, site-specific Stormwater controls to
and the Small Parcel Minimum Requirements listed
small parcels,
above. This category of ~L~,velopment requires preparalk:m
of a stormwater site plan that inctudes a SPESC plan.

Small Parcel Requirement I:
Construction Acce=~ Route

Construction vehicle access shall be limited to one route
whenever possible. Access points shall be stabilized
with quarry spall or crushed rock to minimize the tracking of sedin~ent onto public roacls,
Small Parcel Requirement 2:
Stabilization of DenudedArema
All ex~x~sed soils shall be stabilized by suitable application of BMPs, including but not limited to sod or other
vegetation, plastic covering, mulching, or application of
ground base on areas to be paved. All BMPs shall be
selecte~, designed, and maintainecl in accorclance with
an approved manual. From October 1 through April 30,
no unworked s~ils shall remain exposed for more than
2 days. From May 1 through September 30, no unworked soils shall remain exposed for more than 7 c~ays.

Redevelopment
Where redevelopment of 1 acre or greater occurs, new
~evelopment Minimum Requirements 1 through 11
ply to that portion of the site that is being redeyeloped,
and so~Jrce control BMPs shall be applie~ to the e~tire site,
including adjoining parcels if they are part of the project.
Where one or more of the following conditions apply, ¯
stormwater site plan shall be prepared that includes a
schedule for implementing Minimum Requirements 1
through 11 below to the maximum extent pra~cabie for
the entire site, including adjoining parcels if they are part
of the project:
= Existing sites greater than 1 acre in size with 50
percent or more impervious surface.
¯ Sites that discharge to a receiving water that has ¯
0ocumented water qualit~ problem.
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¯ Sites where ~ nee~ for ad~onal stom~ater co~t~
mea~res h~ ~en ~ ~ro~h a ~sin plan
or o~ ~1 ~nni~ a=~.
~te: An a~t~ a~ i~nt~ ~n ~an (Mink
mum R~uire~nt 9) ~y ~ u~ to ~ r~uir~
~nts ~t are ~ to a ~ ~sin.)
Minimum Requlm~nt 1: Erosion a~
~iment Con~
NI new d~e~t a~ r~~m ~at ~1~
lan~istu~i~ a~i~es of 1 a~e ~ ~e ~11 c~
~ ~r~ Pardi ESC R~uir~n~ 1 ~r~h 15 ~
~w, ~mplia~ shall ~ d~s~at~ ~rough im~
~n~t~n of a ~ Pa~l ESC ~n.
NI pro~ devel~n~ ~re ~dis~ing ac~v~ies 5,~ ~ and greater b~ less t~n 1 ame am
plann~ shall imp~ment t~ S~II Pamel Minimum
R~uiremen~ a~, as ~1 as Minimum R~uir~
~nts 2 ~ro~h 11 ~.

Large Pardi ESC R~uirmeN 3:
Adja~t Pr~s
P~ies adja~nt Io
from ~i~nt ~.
Su~l~en~l Gui~li~
~ ~e~i~ a well-v~t~
~r ~h~ter of
~fimeter ~ntrols s~
dikes, ~ s~i~nt ~si~;
~ ~"
V~e~t~ buff~ s~ ~y
~ff in ~t ~w ~ e~. Burr s~ ~ ~
at least 25 ~ ~. If at any b~ ~ ~e~t~ b~
s~ip al~e is f~nd to
~nt ~ement onto a~a~t W~, ~1 ~
~r ~n~ must
~r~ Pm~l ESC R~ulrme~ 4:
S~ll~i~ of ~dim~
~i~nt ~s
~mers, a~ o~r BMPs int~
site shall ~ ~stm~ as a
~Ps shall ~ ~n~nal ~f~e
~ke ~a~. Earn s~r~ ~h
d~ersi~s ~all
b~ i~t~ in ~ P~I E~ ~u~ 1.

~r~ ~r~l ESC R~uirm~t 1: S~MIi~
~d ~i~nt Tr~
~ ~ ~ls ~ ~ ~1~ ~ ~e ~i~t~
of BMPs. Fr~ ~ 1 ~ ~1 ~, ~ u~ ~ls
~ r~in ~ f~ ~ ~n 2 ~. F~ May 1
to ~te~ ~, ~ u~ ~ ~11 ~in ~
f~ ~re ~n 7 ~, P~ ffi ~ ~ ~, ~ter
~fl ~1~ ~ ~ a ~t ~ u ~
~, ~ ~ a~te BMPs ~lr ~ ~.

~rge P~I ESC R~ui~nt
SI~

$u~lemental Gui~lines. ~is ~tedon a~lies both
to soils not yet at final grade a~ soils at final gra~. The
~ of s~biliza~on BMP us~ may differ ~nding ~
¯ e ~n~ of b~ t~t ~e ~1 is ~ re~in un~.
~1 s~liza~ mf~ to BMPs ~t Wot~ ~f f~ ~
~ f~ of ~i~ i~, ~ng ~, a~ ~nd.
~i~ ~ in~ ~ ~ish~nt,
mushing, plas~ ~vefing, a~ ~ ~ a~l~n of
gravel ~se ~ areas to ~ ~v~. ~1 ~il~a~ ~asures should ~ a~r~te for ~e b~ of y~, s~e ~dibons, and es~mat~ dura~ of u~. S~ st~ mu~
~ s~biJ~z~ or prot~ ~ ~i~nt ~i~ ~asurns to prevent ~il t~, ind~ng ~ ffi ~.
These r~uirements are es~ial~ im~nt in areas
adjacent t~ streams, ~tlan~, or other sensitive or
~t~/areas,

C~ and fill sl~ shall ~ ~s~n~ a~ ~s~ in
a manner ~at minimizes er~n. In advt.,
~all ~ sta~liz~ in a~n~
R~uire~nt 1.
Supplemen~l Gul~li~s.
gNen ~ ~e ~
~, ups~ ~ ~ea, gr~wat~ ~,
ot~ ~i~ fa~. Sl~s ~t
~g ex~e~ ~in 2 y~
W~ ~ a~ ~ s~il~ing ~ u~l
~e W~ ~ ~
~rge Pardi ESC R~uirment 6: ~n~olllng
Offslte Eroz~
Pr~e~ies and wate~ays ~wnstream fr~
ment sites shall
creases in the volume, vel~i~, and ~k flow rate
stormwater ~noff from ~e proj~ ~te.

~r~ Parcel ESC R~ulrement 2: ~]lneated
Clearing and Ea~ment Limits

~rge Pardi ESC R~ulrement 7: S~bll~tl~
Tempora~ Conveyan~ Channels

In the field, clearing I;mits a~or any easements, setbacks, sensit~ve/crit~l areas and their buffers, trees,
and 0ra~nage ~urses shall ~ ~rked,

All tempora~ onsJte conveyance channels shall
designed, constru~ed, and s~b~l~z~ to pr~ent erosion
from the ex~ed vel~i~ of flow from a 2-year, 24-h~r
91
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frequency storm for the developed condition. Stebiliza. Large Parcel ESC Requirement 13: Control of
tion adequate to prevent erosion of outlets, adjacent Pollutants Other Than Sediment on Constructl~t
straambanks, slopes, and cbwnstream reaches shall be Sites
provk:led at ~e outlets of al~ conveyance systems.
All pollutants other than sediment lhat occur on site
during construction shall be handled and ¢lispo~Kl
Large Parcel E$C Requlrem~t 8: Storm Omln
of In a manner that clces not cause co~tamlnat~on of
Inlet Proteetkm
stormwat~’.
.aJl storm drain inlets made operaMa during constn~ctlon
shall be protected so that stormwate~ Nnoff shall not
L~rg~ P~rcel E$C R~qulr~me~t 14: Malnt~
enter the conveyance system without first be!ng filtered
or otherwise treated to remove sediment.
All temporary and permanent erosion and ~edlment
trol BMPs shall be maintained and repalred as needed
ensure
continued performance
of their
Large Parcel ESC R~qulrement g: Ur~:l~rground
t~on.to,ajl
maintenance
~ repair shall
be intended
conductedfuncin
The constn~ctlon of underground util~ lines is subject
to the follow~ng P..dt~’~:
¯ Where feasible, no more than 500 ft of tmoch shall
be opened at one l~me.
¯ Where consistent with safe~y and space considerafions,
s~e of excavated
treochas.material shall be p~aced on the uphill
¯ Trench dewatedng 0evices shall okscharge into a
sediment trap or sediment pond.
.Large Parcel ESC Requlr~t 10: Con~tructlo~
Acceea Routea
Whereve~ construction vehicle access routes intersect
paved roads, provisions must be made to minimize the
transport of sediment (mud) onto the paved road. If

sediment is ~ans~orted onto a road su~ace, the roa~
shall be cleaned thoroughly at the end of each day.
Sediment shall be removed from roads by shoveling or
sweeping and shall be transported to a contro,ed sedi.
ment clisposat area. Street washing shall be allowed
only attar sediment is removed in this manner,

Larg~ Parcel E$C R~qulm’~nt 18: ~
Performance bonding or other appropriate financial
struments shall be required for all projects to et~ur~
compliance with the approved ESC
Minimum Requirement 2: Preservatlon of
Natural Drainage Syetetrm
Natura~ drainage patterns shall be maintained and d~charges from the site shall occur at ~ natural ~
to the maximum extent practP...ab~.
Supplefr~rffa! Guk~llrm~
Natural drainage systems provi0e many water quality
benefits and should be preserved to the fullest extent

possiOle. ~n a0dition to conveying and attenuaOng
stOtTnwater runoff, these systems are less erosive, provide grounO-water recharge, and support important
plant and wildlife resources. Effective use of the natural
system can maintain environmental a~aesthet~c attdbutes of a site as well as be a cost-effective measure to
convey sto~nlwater runoff.

Large Parcel ESC Requlrement 11: Removal of
Temporary BMPa
AJI temporary erosion and sediment control BMPs shall
be removed within 30 days after final site stabilization is
achievecf or afler the temporary BMPs are no longer
nee0ecL Trapped sediment shall be removed or stabilized on site. Disturbed soil areas resulting from remeval
shall be ~ermanently stabilized,
Large Parcel ESC Requirement 12: Dewaterlng
Construction Sites
Dewatsring devices shall discharg~ into a sediment tra~
o~ sediment pond.

Creating new drainage patterns requires more site disturbance and can upset the stream 0ynamics of the
drainage system, thus tending to increase erosion and
s~dimentation. Creating new discharge points can
ate significant streambank erosion problems because
~e receiving water body typically must adjust to the new
flows. Newly created drainage pa~lems sel0om, if ever,
provide the multiple benefits of natural drainage sys.
terns. Where no conveyance system exists at the adjacant downstream pro~erly line and the discharge was
previously unconcentrat~:l flow or significantly lower
concentrated flow, then measures must be taken to
prevent downstream imi~acts. Necessary drainage
easements may need to be obtained from 0ownstraam
property owners.
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Minimum Requirement 3: Source Control of
Poflutton
Source control BMPs shall be applied to all projects to
the maximum extent practicable. Source control BMPs
shall be selected, designed, and maintained according
to an approved manual,
An adopted and implemented basin plan (Minimum Requirement 9) may be used to develop source control
requirements that are tailored to a specific basin; how.
ever, in all circumstances, source control BMPs shall be
required for all sites,
ObJecthte
The intention of source control BMPs is to prevent
stormwater from coming in contact with pollutants. A
cost-effective means of reducing pollutants in storrnwa,
ter, source control BMPs should be a first consideret~on
in all project=,

.~

M/nlmum Requirement 4: Runoff Treatment
BMP#
All projects shall provide treatment of stormwater. Treat.
ment BMPs shall be s~zeq to capture and treat the water
quality o~sign storm, clefinad as ~ 6-month, 24-hour
return period storrn. Tt~e first priodty for treatment shall be
to infiltrate as much as possible of the water qual~ design
storm, if site conditions are appropriate and ground water
quality will not be impaired. Direct discheJ’ge of untmat~:l
stormwater to ground water can cause serious pollution
problems. All treatment BMPs shall be selected, designed,
and maintained according to an approved manual,
Stormwater treatment BMPs shall not be built within a
natural vegetated buffer, except for necessary conveyance as approved by the local government,
An adopted and implemented basin plan (Minimum Requirement 9) may be used to develop runoff treatment
requirements that are tailored to a specific basin,

Minimum Requirement $: Streambank
Erosion Control
The requirement below applies only to situations where
stormwater runoff is disohargeq directly or indirectly to
a stream, and must be met in acldition to the requirements
in Minimum Requirement 4, Runolf Treab’nont BMPs.
Stormwater discharges to streams shall contro/streambank erosion by limiting the peak rate of runolf from
individual development sites to 50 percent of the exiting condition, 2-year, 24-hour design storr~ while maintaining the existing condition peak runoff rate for the
10-year, 24-hour and 100-year, 24-hour design storms.
As the first priority, streambank erosion control BMP~
shall utilize infiltration to the fullest extent practicable,
only if site conditions are appropriate and ground-water
quality is protected, Strearnbank eroston control BMPI
shall be selected, Signed, ¯nd maintained according
to ¯n apfxoved m~nual,
Stormwater treatment BMPs ~hall not be built within ¯
natural vegetated buffer, except for necessary convey.
ante as approved by the local govemmenL
An adepted and implemented basin plan (Minimum
Requirement 9) may be used to develop streambank
erosion control requirements that are tailored to ¯
specific baaln.
Supple~l
This requirement is intended to reduce the frequency
and magnitude of bankfull flow conditions, which ere
highly erosive and increase dramatically as a result of
development. Conventional flood detention prac0ces de
not adequately control streambank erosion because
only the peak rate of flow is de<teased, not the
quency nor duration of banldull conditiop.s.

Reduction of flows through infiltration decreases
strearnbank erosion and helps to maintain base flow
throughout the summer months. Infiltration should only
be used, however, where groundwater quality is not
Supplemental Guidelines
threatened by such discharges. The use of an artificial
treatment system, such as an aquatard, should be conThe water quality design storm (the 6-month, 24-hour sidered in areas with highly permeable soils. Treatment
design storm, in this instance) is intended to capture of the water quality design storm must be accomplished
more than 9~ percent of annual runoff,
before discharge to these soils. If highly permeable soils
Infiltration can provide both treatment of stormwater, are present, they should be utilized for streambank erothrough the ability of certain soils to remove pollutants, sion control by infiltrating flows greater than the water
and volume control of stormwater, by decreasing the quality design storm.
amount of water that runs off, to surface water, Infiltration can be very effective at treating stormwater runoff, Minimum Requ/rement 6: Wetlan~
but soil conditions must be appropriate to achieve effec- The requirements below apply only to situations where
tive treatment while not affecting ground-water re- stormwater discharges directly or indirectly through a
sources. Methods currently in use, such as direct conveyance system into a wetland, and must be met in
discharge into dry wells, do not achieve adequate water addition to the requirements in Minimum Requirement
quality treatment.
4, Runoff Treatment BMPs:
93
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¯ Stormwater discharges to wetlands must be controlled and treated to the extent necessary to meet state
water quality standards,
¯ Discharges to wetlands shall maintain the hydrope,
riod and flows of existing site conditions to the extent
necessary to protect the characteristic uses of the
wetland. Prior to discharging to a wetland, alternative
discharge locations shall be evaluated, and natural
water storage and infiltration opportunities outside
the wetland shall be ma,ximized,
¯ Created wetlands that are intended to mitigate the
loss of wetland acreage, function, and value shall not
be designed to also treat stormwater,
¯ For constructed wetlands to be considered treatment
systems, they must be constructed on sites that are
not wetlands managed for stormwater treatment. If
these systems are not managed and maintained in
accordance with an approved manual for a period
exceeding 3 years, these systems may no longer be
conr;~dered constructed wetJands.
¯ Stormwater treatment BMPs shall not be built within
a natural vegetated buffer, except for necessary conveyance as approved by the local government,
An adopted and implemented basin plan (Minimum Requirement 9) may be used to develop requirements for
wetlands that are taik:xed to a specific basin,

This requirement seeks to ensure that wetlands receive
the same level of protection as any other state waters.
Wetlands are extremely important natural resources that
provide multiple stormwaler benefits, including groundwater recharge, flood control, and streambank erosior~
protection. Development can readily affect wetlands unless careful planning and management are conducted.
Stormwater discharges from urban development due to
pollutants in the runoff and also due to disruption of
natural hydrologic functioning of the wetland system
severely degrade wetlands. Changes in water levels
and the duration of inundations are of port~’ular con-

Minimum Requirement 7: Water Quality
Sensitive Area$
Where local governments determine that the minimum
requirements ~o not provide adequate protection of
water quality sensitive areas, either on site or within the
basin, more stringent controls shall be required to protect water quality,
Stormwater treatment BMPs shall not be built within a
natural ve~etate~l buffer, except for necessary conveyance as approved by the local government,

An adopted and implemented basin plan (Minimum Requirement 9) may be used to develop requirements for
water quality sensitive areas that are tailored to ¯ specific basin.

V
~r ~
"r

Supplemental Guldelinel
Water quality sensitive areas are areas that are senai- ¯
tire to a change in water quality, including but not limited
to lakes, ground-water management areas, grourKIwater special protection areas, sole source aquifers,
critical aquifer recharge areas, ~ head protection ateas, closed depressions, fish spawning and rearing
habitat, wildlife habitat, and shelffish protection areas.
Areas that can cause water quality problems, such as
steep or unstable slopes or erosive stream bankl,
should also be included. Water quality sensitk, e areea
may be identified through jurisdiction-wide inventories,
watershed planning processes, local drainage basin
planning, and/or on a site-by-site basis.
Minimum Requirement 8: Offsite Analysis and
Mitigation
All development projects shall conduct an analysis of
offsite water quality impacts resulting from the project
and shall mitigate these impacts. The analysis shall
extend a minimum of one-fourth of a mile downsVeam
from the project. The existing or potential impacts to be
evaluated and mitigated shall include, but not be limited

~- -,

¯ Excessive sedimentalkfn.

U

¯ Streambank erosk~.
¯ Discharges to ground-water contributing or recharge
zones.
¯ V’~ations of water quality ~
¯ Spills and discharges of priority pollutants.

Minimum Requirement 9: Basin Planning
Adopted and implemented watershed-based basin
plans may be used Io modify any or all of the Minimum Requirements provided that the level of proteclion for surface or ground water achieved by the
basin plan will equal or exceed that which would be
achieved by the Minimum Requirements in the
sence of a basin plan, Basin plans shall evaluate and
include, as necessary, retrofitting of BMPs for existing
development an(l/or redevelopment in order to achieve
watershed-wide pollutant reduction goals. Standards
cleveiooed from basin plans shall not modify any of
the above requirements until the basra plan is formally
adoptecl and fully implemented by local government.
Basin plans shall be developed according to an approved manual.
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Supplemental Guldellne~
of s~fefy, function, environmental protection and
cility maintenance, based upon sound engineering,
While Minimum Requirements 3 through 7 establish
am fully reel
protection standards for individual sites, they do not
evaluate the o~,~erall pollution impacts and protection = Special physical circumstances or con~ions affectopportunitms that could exist at the watershed level. For
ing the properly are such that strict application of
a basin plan to serve as a means of modifying the
these provisions would (:~oriva Ihe applicant of ~1
Minimum Requirements, it must be formally adopted by
reasonable use of the parcel of land in question, ~
all jurisdi~ons that have responsibilities under the basin
eve~ effort to find creative ways to meet the Intent
plan, and construction and regulations called for by the
of the minimum standards has been
plan must be complete; this is what is meant by an
"adopted and implemented" basin plan.
¯ The granting of the excel~on will no~ be detrimental
to the public health and welfare, nor injurious to
Basin planning provides a mechanism by which the
properties in the vicinity and/or downslmam nor to
onsite standards can be evaluated and refined based on
the
quality of state water=.
an anal/sis of an entire watershed. Basin plans are
especially well suited to develop control strategies to ¯ The except~:)n Is the least possibte exception that
address impacts from future dovelopment and to correct
could be granted to comply with the intent of
specific problems whose sources are known or susMinimum Requlremen~
bected. Basin plans can be effec0ve at addressing both
long-term cumulative impacts of pollutant loads and Supplements! Guldelinee
short-term acute impacts of pollutanl concentrations, as
well as hydrologic impacts to streams and wetlands.
The Plan Approval Authority is encouraged to impcee
In general, the standards established by basin plans will additional or more stringent criteria as appropriate for
be site-specific but may be augmented wi~ regional solu- its area. Additior, ally, criteria that may ba Inapprotions for source control (Minimum Requirement 2) and priate or too restrictive for an area may be modified
streambank erosion control (Minimum Requirement 4). through basin planning (Minimum Requirement
Modification of any of the Minimum Requiremente that
are deemed inappropriate for the site may be clone by
Minimum Requirement 10: Oper~tion ~nd
g~anting an exception.
Mainten~now
A~ operation and maintenance schedule shall be pro- The exception procedure is an important element of
vialed for all propose~ stormwater facilities and BMPs, the plan review and enforcement programs. It is
and the party (or parties) responsible for maintenance tended to maintain a flexible working relationship batween local officials and applicants. Plan Approval
and operation shall be identified.
Authorities should consider these requests judiciously,
keeping in mind both the need of the applicant to maxiMinimum Requirement ff: Financial Liability
mize cost-effectiveness and the need to protect offsite
Performance bonding or other appropriate financial in- proper~es and resources from damage.
struments shall be required for all projects to ensure
compliance with these requirements.
Reference=
~’~"~pt/o/~
Exceptions to Minimum Requirements 1 through 11 may
be granted prior to p~..rmit approval and construction. An
exception may be granted following a public hearing,
provided that a written finding of fact is prepared that
addresses the following:
¯ The exception provk:~es equivalent environmental protection and is in the public interesL and the objectives

1. I=SWQ~ f988. State o¢ ~e Sound r~porL Pu9~ Sound
Ou=it7 Au~or~ty, O~p~p~=. WA
2. pswQ~ f~2. Puget ~r~ w~ter qu=W rna~g~’~ent
puget Soun~ Water Ou~J~y Au~, Ch~mpi=. WA (Febru~y).
3. w~s~ingto~ stat~ D~p~r,~nt o~ Eco~. 1 ~2. Stormw~t~ ~
agement manuaJ for I~e Puget Sour~ b~.sin. Pubhcat~o~ No. Sl-7~
4. Washington Department of Ecok:x~y 1992. Stortll~t~r ~
manua! for ~e Puget Sound basra. Publ~cabo~ hk:~. ~2-32. (Vol. I)
~nd 9~-33 ~rVo~. II) (July).
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Ordinances for the Protection of Surface Water Bodies: Septic Systems, Docks
and Other Structures, Wildlife Corridors, Sensitive Aquatic Habitats, Vegetative
Buffer Zones, and Bank/Shoreline Stabilization

Martin Kelly
Southwest Flodda Water Management District, Tampa, Florida

Nancy Phllllpe
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5, Chicago, Illlnoll

Introduction

were drafted to supf~ort en ecologically end legally
defensible argument. While legal information contained
Local government can substantially protect surface
in the (:letaited issue papers focuses on lhe Florida
water bodies by enac’dng and enforcing appropriate or.
experience, ~ ecological arguments are valid ov~
dinancas. As pert of its Surface Water Improvement and
much lerger geographic area.
Management (SWIM) Program, the Sou~wast Florida
Water Management District (SWF’WMD) in consultation
It is not possible to consider In detail the productl of
w~th advisory committees developed a list of seven isthis project; however, this paper attempts Io transfer
sues that needed ordinance models. As a result, ~
flavor and scope of inforrnat~on available on each of
SWFWMD outlined and funded a project for moclel ordiissues. The paper provides an overview on the need/
nance development. The scope of the projec; included
justification for a particular ordinance, menlJons some
preparing model ordinance language to address seven
of the technical issues that should be considered, and
specific issues, drafting indk, idual papers addressing
recommends necessary components of a viable ordlthe ecological and legal significance of each issue, end
nance. (The U.S. Environmenta~ Protection Agency [EPA]
developing a decision model for local government plan.
is currently condensing the body of this work [1].)
nets to use in determining the applicability or need for
ordinance adoption. The private consulting firm Heniger Project History
and Ray, Inc., of Crystal R~ver, Floricla, developed under
contract the model ordinances, issue papers, and deckThe State of Flor~Ja p~ssed the SWIM Act in 1987 estab.
sion model,
lishing a program similar to the Clean Lakes Program but
This paper highlights ~ results of and recommendations
encompassing all surface waters (i.e., estuaries, rivers,
for ordinances addressing six of the seven project issues:
springs, lakes, and swamps [2]). The Act mandated that
each
of the state’s five water management districts dip
¯ Placement and maintenance of in(jvidual sepbc ~
velop a list of priority water bodies and begin developing
management plans for each of them. Once a manage.
¯ Regulation of docks and other appurtenance structures
men! plan rece~,,ed approval, monies from the SWIM
¯ Establishment of wildlife corridors
Trust Fund could help implement projects outlined in
specific management p~an for each water body.
¯ Protection of environmentally sensitive habitats
¯ Vegetatk, e buffer zones

During plan development for a number of water bodies,
several advisory commitlees suggested that drafting
and enacting ordinances at the local government level
(municipality or county), particularly w~th regard to land
The seventh issue, "Stormwater Management and Treat(:Jevelopment issues, could do much to protect water
ment," is covered in other papers in this publication.
bodies from degraclation. Such ordinances would be
Because any ordinance is likely to face challenges, proactive in that they woulcI avoid or minimize ant~oflen from a number of opposing camps, issue papers patec~ Ueleterious impacts. SWIM staff at the SWFWMD
¯ Erosion control and bank stabilization
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in consultation with various members of advisory cornmittees identified the seven issues that required model
ordinances,
Although passage of the SWIM Act gave the state’s
water management districts no new regulatory authority,
the SWFWMD felt it was appropriate to develop model
ordinances for oonsideration by local governments. Because enactment of ordinances that affect development
are likely to invoke challenges, SWFWMD deemed It

cal o~site sewage disposal system (OSDS) ordinance
might require, for example, a minimum of at least 24 in.
between the bottom of the absorption (drain) field and
the seasonal high water tabte. Virtually eve~ Health arid
Rehabilitative Sewicas (HRS) ~xker in Florida who
familiar with OSDS permlffing can cite at least
example of a drain field Iolally l~;~emed underwater
during Florida’s ~umm~ ~ ~

but also to develop "issue papers" detailing the ecok>gicai
justifications for a given ordinanca. Issue papers would
also review similar ordinances already enacted in Florida and elsewhere (i.e., establish precedence) and consider the legality of enacting a particular ordinance,
Heniger and Ray, Inc., employed the al:O’oprlate technical and legal authorities to draft the issue papers and
ordinance language. The project resulted in a series of
seven issue papers, five model ordinances, a decision
model (planning document), and a report summarizing
"The Law of Surface Water Management in Florida."

absolutely neceasa~y. The typical OSD8 otmer i=
unknowledgeable regarding proper O~:)S m~intl,.
nance. In fact, many owner= are unaware that lepllc
tanks should be pumped out pedodical~ to remo~
accumulated ~t~ptage. Ayere ~ Assoctat~ (5)
ported that it is "relatively common for homeownetl to
have never serviced ltm septic tank cludng lheir
pancy in the home,"

Placement and Maintenance of Individual
Septic Systems (3)

monsy by ~crea~ng the=~e betwean neededpumpou~
Low-flow t~lets and shower heads and "graywat~"

Design, ~ting, and co~ of a proper OSD8 do

Water conservation within the hon~ can reduce
flow and attendant pollutant load. This exter~ls lhe ~
of the drain field, reduces system failures, and

reuse are examples of water conservalk~ measur~
¯Almost invariably when potential sources of pollutants that can reduce potable water consumptk:)n. Siegdst (6)
to a water body are discussed, the topic of septic tanks reported that eliminating the use of garbage d~
arises. Many people assume that their sep~ systems are in connection with OSDSs could (~u’ease the total ~
operating effectively simply because failure is not obvi. pended solids load by as much as 37
ous (i.e., bkx:ked plumbing, standi.’xj water over the drain
field). As Brown (4) has pointed out, a system’s technical A host of findings in the literature support ltte developfailure (the inability to effectively process the waste)
ment of ordinances to regulate septic systems. Interest.
goes unnoticed; as long as the homeowner is not incon- ingly, Cooper and Rezek (7) found that most of ~
venienced, the system usually remains unrepaired,
heavy metals in the typical OSDS effluent stream origiSeptic systems can fail for two basic reasons: poor nated from pigments used in cosmetics. In addition, EPA
design or poor maintenance. Design includes not only (8) found that compounds from septic tank cteaning
(i.e., methylene chloride and trk:hloroethane)
the tank and drain field layout, but also the soils and solvents
hinder septic tank operation by killing bacteria
hydrologic character of the site. Maintenance implies a actually
promote decomposition. Bick~ et al. (g) concluded
periodic check and cleaning of the tank and possibly the that
that
nitrate-nitrogen contamination of ground water by
drain field, and a consideration of the substances dis- OSDSs
is a national problem and that high concantracharged to the system,
tions in many areas pose a health risk to infants. Yatas
Effective treatment in the drain field requires soils of the and Yates (10) documented the extreme distances that
proper permeability. For example, soils that are too per- certain microorganisms can move and remain viable.
meable permit the tank effluent to travel too rapidly away Certain viruses, because of their small size and long
from the drain field and do not allow for proper biologic survival times, were found as far as a mile from ttlair
treatment in the biomat. Alternately, impermeable soils source in karst areas, an especially significant subsurbecome clogged with effluent, causing lateral or upward face geologic feature in Florida.
seepage. In the latler case, the homeowner may be Certain authors have also correlated.septic tank density
inconvenienced, but in the former the owner may as- (allowable units per acre) with ground-water contaminasume everything is working fine.
tion (10, 11), Recommended acceptable densities vary
Soil absorption fields must I;e above the surficial water greatly, with densities being a function of soils, depth to
table. If not, the system will cease to function effectively, water table, and distance from surface water bodies.
An unsaturated zone ensures a desirable effluent velec- Any entity considering a local ordinance to regulate
ity away from the drain field and gOOd aeration in the septic tanks can, based on the literature, consider sevzone where aerobic decomposition should occur. A typi- eral options that might be more restric0ve (protective)
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than existing regulalk)ns. These can relate to soils,
depth to ground water, densities, and distance to surface
water. These options may take the form of pumpout and
inspection requirements, alternative septic systems,
prohibitions (e.g., no garbage disposals), and even
"moratoriums" in already contaminated or totally unsuit,
able areas,
Regulation of Docks and Appurtenance

Structures (12)

chloride (CZC), fluorochrome arsonate pheno~ (FCAP),
pentachlo(opheno! (which provides a clean, paintable
sudace), and creosote-potr~, ~ (14).’NIfx)ugh
the pertinent regulatory agencies.., test and register
these substances as generally safe for use," Czefwinald
and McPherson (12) concluded Ihat ~rasearch ~
ducted in preparation of this paper revealed litlle data o~
information on the biologic effects of wood ~
on (nontarget) aquaUc and marine

Czerwinski and McPherson (12) thoroughly defined the reinforced concrete, B::~, and polyvinyf ¢hlodda
various classes of docks and marinas (e.g., private sinStyrofoam (expanded bead ~ polystyrene) il
gle family, mul’dslip resident~l, and commercial marinas), (PVC).
still
common
in float~ (:locks, Illlhough it may not be
The intended use and size of a facility are important from
both an impact and a regulatory standpoint, but space ltm =,, .~,.. ,o.=~ ~
bead foam po~styrene tends to I:xeak up
cloes not allow us to consider these in detail; the inter- Unfortunately,
ested reader should consult the original document or the easily, has a long life, and may be ingests~ by and be
condensation being prepared by Simpson (1). To be harmful to wildlife. In addition, ch~o~f~ at~
effective, an ordinance must clearly define what is to be used in the manufacturing process. Safer but more
regulated. It is advantageous to include definitions pensive altemativea such as petro~e~tvf~ant
and sealed solid (as opposed to extruded) foam
within the body of the ordinance to avoid ambiguity that styrene
are
available.
could seriously limit ordinance effectiveness.
The potential need to adopt an ordinance on a local level Docks and appurtenance structures should not intermay be determined by considering projected increases fete with navigation. In Flodda, for example, a dock
in the number of registered boats in an area. As an not considered a navigation hazard if it does not exceed
example, in F!orida there are approximately 48 boats per 20 to 25 percent of the distance ac;’oss the water body,
thousand residents. This reflects a 300-peroent increase is limited to the minimum distance necessary to provtda
in the number of registered boats since 1964. Florida reasonable access to navigable watars (whlch is getw.
ranks fourth nationally in the number of registered boats, ally defined to be approximately 4 It below mean o(
and the Florida Department of Natural Resources has ordinary low water), and does not infdnge upon the
projected a 48-percent increase to 712,349 boats by ~ main navigational channel or upon the riparian r~ Of
adjacent property owners. For safety reasons,
year 2005 (13).
may be required to be fitted with navigational aida
Environmental impacts associated with docks and ap- (e.g., lights or reflectors).
purtenance structures (e.g., boathouses, gazebos, and
diving platforms) can be direct or indirect Direct impacts Turbidity and sedimentation problems can result from
relate to areas adjacent to and covered by these struc, construction activities. Such impacts, however, ate likely
tures, and would typically include the transitional zone to be small compared with other activ~es unless the
between the upland, wetland, and open water. The "~it. construction requires a large area and considerable
total zones provide many valuable ecological functions, time, as might be the case with commerciaJ marinas.
including flood storage, erosion and sedimentation con- Florida water quality regulations, however, do not allow
trol, filtration of surface water runoff, and essential habi- turbidity in excess of 29 nephelometric tud:Wdity unlt~
tat for flora and fauna" (12). Indirect effects, which are above background in any case, and regulatory agenck~
due to the attendant use of these structures, include may require the installation of turb~ty screens or
effects attributable to outboard exhausts, fuel spills, protective barriers. Turbidity problems more likely arise
sanitation facilities, and prop scour,
indirectly from effects such as prop scour as boats make
When regulating these structures, the actual construc- use of docking facilities,
tion materials shoulcl be conside:ed. The list is long and
Shading of the water column and the littoral shelf can
varied. Wood is probably the most widely useU material, also affect the environment. Shading may not be II
particularly for single-family facilities. Whereas un- problem in areas where a tree canopy already exl~tl,
treated wood is no match for the aquatic environment, but obviously it can affect areas previously unshaded.
chemically treated wo(x:l may last for 15 to 20 years CzervAnski and McPherson (12), however, cite no ~without replacement. Chemicals used in treatment proc- entific studies on the direct effects of shading by ~
esses inclucle ammoniacal copper arsenate (ACA), or appurte~,ar~ce structures, Employing some simplelitchromatecl copper arsenate (CCA), creosote-coal tar ing an0 0esign criteria can avoid or at least lessen any
(CCT), acid copper chromate (ACC), chromated zinc potential ~etrimental effects. Sug0eslX>ns inctuda:

,,,,,
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light-dependent resources requinng protection.
¯ Eievating struclures in areas high in light-dependent
resources (e.g., grass beds).
¯ Substantially elevating accessways, boardwalks, (x
other appurtenance stn~’tures that arb rKX as water

depenc~L

(e.g., leaving 1-in. gaps between boards),
Another obvious effect is ~at installation of docks and
attendant structures directly alters lfle shoreline. In Florida, for example, a lakefront resiclent desiring access
may remove a 25-ft w~de bend of vegeta~k)n to open
water without a permit and without revegetat~ng the
area. These areas frequently suffer cieadng in associatk)n with clocks and similar structures. Depending on lot
s~ze, then, It is conceivable Itmt residents may remov~
as much as half of ~e shor~ine vegetaUon for access

without needing a ~

~’

Fortunately regulaton/agencies may have the ability to
consider the cumulative impacts of projects in deciding
w~ether to issue a permit. Florida’s Department of Environmentat Regulation, by virtue of its "dredge and filr"
responsibilities, requires a permit to consb%,ct ¯ dock or
other structures that affect wetlands. "Therefore, these
agencies here the authority to review, suggest altema,
Wes ... or deny projects based upon the ’foreseeable,’
future cumulative impacts. However, the ability to deny
a project besed upon future, ant~pated cumuielJve impacts can be subjective and is cautiously exercised clue
to the potential for legal challenge. This is most likely to
be a supportable factor in pro~’t review when specific
endengered species concerns are at issue" (12).
Of course, not all shoreline changes are detdmentsl. For
example, a clock coulcl expose previously densely vegetared areas, thus creating open sano~ areas that can
provk;Je valuable fish bedding areas. Docks and related
structures can also proviOe cover or serve as substrate
for aquatic organisms,
Most indirect environrnentel effects ascribable to clocks
and appurtenance structures result from recreational
boating antivity. These include potential effects from
outboard motor exhaust contaminants, prop cJredging,
sanitation devices, fuel an~ oil spills, and antifouling
boat paints. Rather than consider most boating impacts
in detail here, the rea~er can refer to the review by
Wagner (15),

EPA, due to the results of documented acute and
chronic effects, has proposed maximum concentratior~
of 26 and 10 parts per tdllion in fresh and marine water,
respec~ely, for the protection of fish a,’x:l other aquatic
orgenisms. They have further proposed resi~c~ng sales
of TBT to certified commercial pastick:le app~tom for

ity are important consid~tiona. They am, however,
difficult to implement wi~ respect to docks and oUler
water-dependent structures. Czerwinsld and McPherson (12) did no~ cite studies Itlat defined how one might
set scientifically defensible limits. This is ciearly an aree
needing research. Adthough often discussed and
beted, reguiation is diffk~uit on this premise clue to Ihe
lack of quantifiable dill.
Docks and water-dependent structures should be
located so as to rnlnimize adverse environmental im-

pacts. Where possible, eulJx~es should encourage
multislip facilities over the use of many individual docks.
Approval of di:>cks should include cdterfa for preserv~
a portion of the remaining unaffected shoreline, such as
conservatio~ easements or shoreline buffers. ~
helpful measure may be to consider construction of
boat ramps in lieu of (:Jocks; a careful analysis, however,
is necessary to ensure consideration of increases in
boat traffic and of the need for appropriate provisions to
b’r~t ramp usage.

The Need for, Rationale for, and
Implementation of Wildlife Dlsperlal
Corridors (16)
The SWIM Act was careful to stress the state’s desire to
restore or preserve the natural systems associated wittt
its surface water bodies as well as ~ water quality.
There is a growing awareness among resource managers that preserving fauna and flora invok, es strategies
that sl~etch beyond watershed and govemmentel
boundaries. The need to implement a system of faunal
corndors may be the hardest issue to grasp in this paper,
end it is doubtful that the authors can do more than
intTocluce the topic. In fact, to a resource manager wi~
a background in water-related issues, the issue paper
develope~ by Harris (16) may appear exhaustJve and
rhetorical and is almost cer’Lain to pose unfamiliar questions and problems.

Model ordinance language proposecJ w~th rege~ to this
Ant/fouling paints, which prevent fouling of hulls by matopic (i.e., faunal corridors) was unlike the others clevelnne organisms (e.g., barnacles), pose an unusual probope~. Accordingly, we have referred to the wod( as an
lem. Tradit~ona~ coatings contain leacl, copper, and
"article" rather than an ordinance. The proposed artJcie
organotin compounds. For antJfou ing, the organotins
are especially effectJve because they continuously reserves only to provi0e a means by which the
lease active ingreclients into the water. One of the orboundanes and natural amenities of a WCSD [Wildlife Corridor Special District], as well es nonnatural
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characteristics and associated implications, can be
identified. Once the WCSD has been identified, and
a strategy for its protection and management developed, an ordinance is required to actually create the
WCSD. Due to the many site-specitic characteristics Invoh,.ed in defining the areal extent, physical characteristics and management implications of
the WCSD, such an ordinance is impossible to develop in a "generic" form that would be applicable to
all jurisdictions and geographic areas in which the
ordinance potentially would be used, This Artic~
does, however, provide general guidelines for the
creation of a WCSD, while also providing a method
by which virtually all information needed for a
WCSD-creation ordinance can be collected.

As noted by Harris (16), "a confusing paradox to many
is the fact that habitat fragmentation may enhance local
wildlife diverse, while simultaneously reducing
biotic diversity at a somewhat larger scale." Hards exI~alns this paradox is due to the action of the follow~l
rrmchanism~:
¯ Populations lose gene~ integdly due to being lequestered within patches (i.e.,
¯ "Forest-interkx" and "area-sensilJve" species Ihlt
cannot exist wtlhln small habitat I)a~:hes am lost.
¯ Weedy species Ihat m :haraclerfa~ of disturbed
environments Increase in abundance.

Hards (16) suggested that it is not possible to appreciate ¯ Important ecological processes are ciSml)ted.
the need for ~ a system for faunal movement Geographic separation of populations and gene poole
"1. Throughout most of North American history,
humans and their developments have occurred as localized entities in an expansive
and interconnected matrix of undeveloped
natural ecosystems; now, it is the natural
systems that occur as localized entities in a

separation, however, which creates small isolated pop~
latk:)ns preventing germ fk)w, can lead to eliminaUon of
populations and even exlJnction of species. As an exampie, Harris (16) cites the following statistics on 1he degree of inbreeding depression that has already occurred
in isolated populations of the Florida panther:

"2. The second issue is the current biological
diversity crisis. W’dhout a keen awareness
of the breadth of the dimensions and rapid.
~ at which biological divers~ (biodiversity)
is currently being eroded there can be no
grasp of the graylyof
remedial
that must be taken.

today, less than a dozen are reproducUvely unrelated.

"3. The third critical issue concerns ~ need of
plants and animals to move; without carefully weighing the value of plant and animal
movement corridors against other alterna.
tive conservation actions it is not possible
to achieve balance and perspective in approaching these concerns."
Harris (16) makes a semantical distinction between the
terms "wildlife" and "faunal," with faunal relating specifioally to native animal species. Although it is important to
appreciate how others may apply these terms, this paper applies them more or less interchangeably,
The need for implementing a system of faunal corridors
is recent. Depending on the degree of development in
an area, the need becomes more pressing in some
areas than others. The need appears great in Florida.
His!orically, human pevelopments have occurred as islands in a matrix of natural ecological communities; now,
however, the pattern has changed, with unaltered natural communities occurring as islands in a predominately
human*altered environment,

¯ The percentage of inferlJle spermatozoa in all male
Florida panthers examined in recent years exceeds
90 percank
¯ Of all the male Florida panthers examined, only about
50 percent have two distended testicles, and "it remains a matter of speculation if or when the highly
inbred males might exhibit bilateral cryptorchldism
and be unable to reproduce at all."
Roads are a significant fragmenting force because, unlike the passive fragmentation caused by areas such as
farm ileitis, roads possess an active mortality-causing
force---the associated traffic. Lalo (17) has estimated
that nationally trucks and automobiles kill as many as
100 million vertebrates annually. Over 146,000 deer
were killed on U.S. highways in 1974 (18). Adams and
Gels (19) and Voorhees and Cassel (20) present statJstics showing that within the contiguous 48 states and
within individual states, the amount of land set aside in
the form of national parks, wildlife refuges, and game
management areas is smaller than the land that roads
and rail right-of-ways occupy. Vehicles, including boats,
represent one of the most significant sources of mortality
for all of Florida’s large threatened, rare, and endan.
gerecl vertebrates. These include the panther, key deer,
black bear, eagle, crocodile, and manatee. Data cited by
Harris (16) even suggest that the number of road kills
increases in direct proportion to vehicle speed.
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¯ They alte~ light, wind, temperature, humid’~y, evaporation rates, and noise level as they create a different
microclimate in and near the ri~It-of-ways.
¯ Exhaust fumes cause avoidance by some species,
and heavy metals accumulate in those that occur
adjacent to roadways (21),
¯ Pesticides used to maintain right-of-ways affect non.
target ~ants and animals as well.
Right-of-ways have led to the creation of a different type
of ecological community. Harris (16) cites numerous
examples of opportunis~ predators that’run roadsides"
in search of pray.

fragments, are not adequate protection for many ~
cles; if these species am to be protected, ~ mu~t
connect these habitat fragments. Simple green belts ere
not sufficient because corridors of non-native h~bit~t
welcome "weedy" species. Interconnecting corridors
must be consistent with the habitats they are connecting
to avoid "edge effects’; the wrong types of cont:~-s
could conceivably hasten the spread of exotic or weedy
species. Currently in Florida, considerable funds are
being spent to "Save Our Rivers" and protect the water
quality of streams. Careful consideration and l~anning
could ensure that these programs accomplish a dual
function by protecting our biological diversity as well. As
Harris (16) states, "When sufflcienW wide, streamside
management zones serve as critically important habitat
for many rare and endangered native species. But unless the streamside zones connect larger tracts of habitat or protected areas they may function simply as long
narrow fragments of habitat."

quality benefits (erosion and sedimentation control encl
removal of pollutants such as nutrients and heavy metals), and wildlife habitat bener~ (food source, breedi~,
nesting, spawning, and wildlife protection) (L~).
When wetlands ere allowed to remain In their natural
state, they maximize multiple benefits and acNeve
affect l~ natural function and resultant ~fits of
wetland, such as change the quality of Ihe water
ing ~ wetland, the hydrologic cycle of ~e wetland, lind
the physical structure of the wedand (24). Several
sources can affect the quality of water entering Ihe
wetland, including point end no~:~nt pollution, nutrient
enrichment, and sedlrn~tation (25), The hydrolo~:
creased surface flows, and decreased grou~
base flows. In addition, filling, dredging, and
~ can affect the phys~,,al structure of the wetland (g~),
By identifying the sources of impacts to these valuable
areas, one can begin to develop the necessen/element=
of a local of.dinance that would help to restore ~
maintain ecological Integrity. An ordinance should
dress the wetlancl system from a hofistic perspeofJ~,
not as iso4ated areas. Some recommendetion~ for ¯
wetlands protection ordinance include the following:
¯ Consider individual and cumulative impacts on
aquatic habitats from anthropogenlc elterat~’~. Environmentally sensitive systems can degrade from
the accumulation effect of many individual human
activities (27),
¯ Develop specific performance standards. Performance standarcls will allow local governments to use

populations from being expatriated, to preserve biodiminimizes negative impacts (28).
versity, and ultimately to allow populations to adapt to
maior climatic and geologic changes. Because of the ¯ Develop financial incentives that encourage local
geographic scope involved, corriclcrs are an issue that
proper owners to protect aquatic habitats, If envfwill require cooperation and coordination between local,
ronmentally sensitive areas are to be protected
rogional, and state govemments and agencies,
through long-term management of private lands, land
owners must be compensated accordingly (29).

Protecting Environmentally Sensitive

Aquatic Habitats (22)
¯ Develop mechanisms by which local government facilitates the property owner’s efforts to protect equal~c
Aquatic habitafs include lakes, rivers, streams, estuaries
habitats. If proper channels exist for conservation
and bays, spnngs, and wetlands. These habitat areas are
easements
and reduced tax assessments, voluntary
typically subject to a variety of differing agency jurisdicefforts to protect environmentally sensitive areas may
tions. Quite commonly, though, ordinances developed at
increase (29).
the local level protect wetlands (including marshes,
swamps, bogs, ponds, and wet prairies). Local wetland
state and federal permi~ng process~.
resource areas promote the local quality of life as well ¯ Coordinate
at the local level will ensure compliance
as the quality of the environment. The advantages in- Coordination
with all requirements that serve to protect, enhance,
clude hydrologic functions (flood control, runoff velocity
or restore environmentally sensitive areas.
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¯

~

¯ Identify state and federally exempted activities that
contribute to the degradation of aquatic habitat, and
regulate those activities locally,
= Develop an appropriate definition of aquatic habitat,
An adopted definition will define the areas of jurisdiction
for local, state, and federal regulat~s; few definitions,
however, adequately describe all environmentally
sensitive areas (29). Local definitions can provide
greater protection for those areas not adequately protected by state or federal regulations,
¯ Develop a long-term plan for the protection of aquatic
resource areas, and develop management objectives
that will provide the desired level of protection,
¯ Provide for local enforcement. Taldng responsibility
for local environmentally sartsitive areas ensures
maximum protec0on,
¯ Along with the above requirements, additional elements
can be consk:~ared:
¯ Create a mechanism to develop site-specific upland
buffer zone~,
¯ Create a mechanism to implement fixed-distance upland buffer zones,
¯ Create a mechanism to implement no constructioNno
disturbance zones.
¯ Allow for restoration of disturbed areas at ratios
greater than 1:1.
¯ Incorporate endangered, threatened, and specialconcern species into upland buffer zone consideration,
¯ Encourage the use of creative site planning to preserve and protect sensitive aquatic habitats.

maintenance of the quality of the nearby water resource.
Processes such as deposition, absorption, and transformation help remove pollutants such as sediment, phosphorus, nitrogen, and heavy metals from overland flows.
Also, when vegetation is present, it tends to reduce the
temperature of storm flows, thereby maintaining water
body temperatures (34, 35).
When activities related to urbardzalJon dzsturb vegetative
transition zones, the benefits realized can be ~r~rninished
or even lost. With the removal of the complex ecological
area, habitat values decrease, resulting in a loss of
species diversity and richness (36, 37). ~ization
activities can also disrupt the hydrologic balance of
nea~y water bodies. Typically, surface water hydrok)gy
cha~,ges to reflect the increase in the volume and rate
of surface flows. This causes increased streambank
erosion adjacent to the disturbed area as well as downstream. Streambank erosion reduces water clarity,
stroys benthic habitat, interferes with aquatic plant
transpiration processes, and reduces stream storage
capacity. Removal of vegetative transition zones affects
ground-water flow by reducing the overall infiltration rate
of surface water to ground water. The decrease in surface water recharge can affect the hydroperiod of
nearby wetlands, which are heavily dependant on
ground-watar discharge, and nearby stream base
Removing transition zones also affects water quality by
allowing pollutants to enter the watercourse untreatsd.
One of the most obvious water quality impacts is the
increase in sedimentation to the receiving waters (30).

Because vegetate-re transition areas provide stx:~ valuable ecological benefits, protection measures need to
be implemented to ensure their preservatk>n. The size
of these areas, however, tends to be site specific and
requires individualized management approaches.
Therefore,
ordinances
are the most effective and
Vegetative Buffer Zones (30)
adaptive tool tolocal
facilitate
preservation.
A transition zone is an area between a water body In developing an ordinance for vegetative ~ zones,
(e.g., wetland, lake, river) and upland areas. The area
of tand that a transition zone occupies varies and is efforts should maximize the benefits to wildlife, habitat,
greatly influenced by topography. In areas of major topo- hydrology, and water quality. Methodologies have been
graphic changes, the transition zone tends to be small developed to "engineer" vegetative transition areas in a
(1 to 2 ft). In areas where tol:x:xjraphic changes are supportable, defensible manner. In general, the recomslight, the transition zone tends to increase in size sub- mendations for vegetative transition areas are:
stantially (30 to 50 ft).
¯ Minimize disturbances of vegetative transilJon zone
Vegetative transition zones provide multiple benefits to
when possible through the use of site fingerprinting.
Limiting the extent of disturbance will greatly reduce
the surrounding area. First, they are ecologically cornplex, as the assemblage of plants and animals can be
the potential of negative water quality impacts.
characteristic of the nearby water body as well as the
upland area. Within these areas, substantial ecological ¯ Develop local requirements for "no-build" and "nodisturbance" zones. Protective buffer zones can be
divers=~ can occur (31-33). Second, transition zones
imptemented in such a way to allow for construction
help maintain a balanced hydrologic cycle by retarding
while
minimizing the impact of development.
the flow of surface runoff volumes through absorption
and by a!~owing for infiltration into the ground water¯ ¯ Encourage alternative land use planning that can pro.
Vegetative transition zones also play a major role in the
tect vegetative transition areas. Planning techniques
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are valuable tools that can afford long-term protection
creasing storm, volumes and rates of discharge. This
and management of vegetative areas,
movement of storm flows through water channels tends
¯ Develop cdteria for vegetative transition areas based to erode and undercut banks and shorelines over time.
on defensible procedures. This is an important step The resultant erosion reduces water quality through
that will implement vegetation protection measures in creased turbidity as well as destruction of existing bank
a nonbiased manner. Based on identifiable and sci- and shoreline habitat and smothering of downstream
entific procedures, arguments can be made for suc- habitat areas (29, 41).
cessful long-term implementation.
Bank and shoreline stabilization is an Important element
Examples of recommendations for vegetative transition necessary to protect multiple ecological benefits. ~
follow:
nances that recognize this can be developed to addres~
¯ Area size of 30 to 550 fl may be necessary when local management needs. Bank and shoreline stabilizaground-water drawdown is an issue (using surficial tion typically should include an array of approaches es
outlined below:.
aquifer data and structure drawdown calculations).
¯ Area size of 75 ft for coarse sand, 200 ft for fine sand, ¯ Promote nonstruchJral methods such as revogetation
and 450 ft for silty soils should be cor~sidered to
and preservation of vegetation because they are art
protect water quality (utilizing Technical Release FR]
inexpensive and benef’~al approach. Studies have
55, local soils data, and soil deposition formula),
shown that nonstructural practices can Wovide multiple benefits to bank and shoreline areas where ira¯ Area size of 322 ft for fresh and saltwater marshes,
piemented. Also, construction costs are subatanl~lly
550 ft for hardwood swamps, and 732 tt for border,
lower than traditional structural meb"K)de (41, 42).
ing sandhill communities to protect wildlife habitat
(based on indicator species and 50 percent other ¯ Limit use of structural methods to when erosive
present species),
forces are s~gnificant. Public perceptions and eesthetics have led to the construction of stnJctural methods
Providing for Erosion Control and
in areas where nonstructural methods could have
Bank/Shoreline Stabilization (38)
worked. Structural methods should be the last option
when addressing bank or shoreline erosion.
Banks and shorelines are those areas that occur along
streams, lakes, ponds, rivers, wetlands, and estuaries
where water meets land. The topography of banks and ¯ Develop an appropriate definition for banks and
shorelines. Good definitions provide jurisdictional
shorelines can range from very steep to very gradual,
boundanes to those attempting to imp/ement protecThese areas can be considered a subset of the vegeta,
tion measures.
tire transition areas.
Banks and shorelines provide many benefits to the ¯ Develop a long-term comprehensive plan for ~ protection of banks and shorelines. Comprehensive
environment, incJuding prevention of erosion, storage
and attenuation of runoff, and provision of valuable planning will ensure that bank areas and shorelines
remain in their natural state.
habitat for fish and wildlife (39). Stabilization, which
prevents erosion, occurs below the water line via root
systems, as well as above the water line through ab- Additional recommendations for the protection and pressorption of raindrop energy and overland flow velocity. ervation of banks and shorelines can include:
Both physical characteristics and stability of the bank
environmental goals through shoreline stabiliand/or shoreline accomplish the storage and attenuation ¯ Meet
zation regulations that are performance based (not
of runoff. The provision of habitat is also accomplished
numerical).
through physical stability and the unique physical characteristics of the bank and/or shoreline. Often, ecologi- ¯ Allow for flexibility to integrate structural and noncal zones will be apparent and consistent with the
structural methods.
shoreline, and provide special habitat for various plant
and animal species (29).
¯ Address instability caused by water-based and landbased activities.
As water bodies continue to support human activities
both on and near the water, impacts will occur to the ¯ Develop financial incentives that encourage the local
bank and shoreline area. Flows of increased water
property owner to employ nonstructural techniques.
n’~vement from actrvities such as boating can cause
¯ Prohibit the use of noxious plants while encouraging
erosion, damage to vegetahon. and increased turbidity
the use of native plant spec=es.
in aquatic habitat areas (40). Urbanization commonly
results in a change in the surface water hydrology, in- ¯ Provide design standards.
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Conclusion
~ile much of ~e inf~ati~ ~si~r~ in ~is ~r

was gathered with a f~us on Florida. we feel it ~n
~ e~ra~t~ to o~er s~tes. N~h =dinan~
~n ~ enacted to address singular issues. ~ is ~,er
to develop a more ~mprehens~e a~r~ to devel~nt r~iew. This ki~ of ~r~ ~n ~imina~
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Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention and Control Planning:
San Francisco Bay Experience#

Thomas E. Mundey
California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Fmrmb¢o Bay Region
Oakland, Callforni~

Abstrl~--t
tributaries.
The California Regional Water Ouality Control Board,
San Francisco Bay Region, began a program for control of urban runoff pollution in 1987, The initial focus of
the program has been on the municipalities in Santa
Clara and A~arnada counties. Both county programs
followed a s~milar methodology consisting of the follow.
ing steps: establish program goals and framework; cornpile existing information; assess water quality problems
through collection and analysis of data and modeling of
pollutant loads; identify, screen, and select appropriate
contro~ measures; and establish a plan for implement¯.
tion. The Alameda program had the benefit of lagging
behind the Santa Clara program by about 1 year. This
provi(~ed the A~arneda program w~th the advantage of
streamlining efforts based on the successes of the
Santa Clara program.
The experiences of these programs provide even further
insight into streamlining and optimizing the planning
process. Understanding the benefits of each step of the
planning process enables a municipality to focus limited
resources on the more critical factors affecting development of an implementation plan. For example, a municipality may weigh the cost of obtaining new data to make
more informed decisions with the risk associated with
making assumptions in the selection and implementation of control measures in lieu of data acquisition. Lessons learned to date are now being utilized by other
municipalities in the San Francisco Bay area, leading
towards timeh/and cost-effectNe clevelopment of urban
runoff management programs,

San Francisco Bay b a highly ufbardzed
estuary and, as such, receives significant loads of pok
lutants through discharges of urban runoff. The Regional Board began a program for control of urban rullOff
on a watershed basis in 1987. The goals of the Regional
Board’s program ere to protect beneficial uses through
attainment of water quality standards in waters of the
region and to reduce pollutants in urban runoff to
maximum extent pract~,able. These two goals reflect ¯
dual water quality and technology based approach and
serve to integrate specific regulatory programs such
the stormwater National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit program. The Regional Board
has promoted an are¯wide approach, with the
focus of the program on the municipal~es in Santa Clara
andAJameds counties. This has led to the davelopmont of
& pseudowatershed..based program in each county.
The Regional Board program goals also serve as
primary goals of the specific municipal urban runoff
programs. We recognize, however, that attainment of
such broadh/ defined goals can only be achieved
through a carefully planned strategy. Both county programs followe~ a similar strategy consisting of the fok
lowing steps: establish program goals and framework;
compile existing information; assess water quality prot>.
lems through collection and analysis of data and mock
eling of pollutant loads; identify, screen, and select
appropriate control measures; and establish a p~an for
implementation. Normally, such steps would proceed in
sequence. With an understanding of the purpose of
each step and its relation to the others, however, one
may cons~r a nonsequent~al or parallel process. The
Alameda program commenced approximately 1 year
after the Santa Clara program and had the ao~,antage
of being able to streamline efforts based on the successes of the Santa Clara program. The lessons learned
by the Santa Clara and AJameda programs provide valuable insight for optimizing the planning process.

Introduction
The California Regional Water Quality Control Board,
San Francisco Bay Region (Regional Board), is the
state water po]lution control agency responsible for protec[ing the beneficial uses of San Francisco B~y ancl its
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The Regional Board served as a facilitator in the devel- mapping needs, and to the selection of appropriate
opment of both the programs, but it has been the coop- control measures.
erative, proactive approach of the municipalities that has
resulted in the developrnent of a technically sound and Neither of the programs chose to focus resources on
cost-effective urban runoff program. The following dis- detailed mapping efforts. Rather, available maps were
cussion reflects the experiences and accomplishments used to compile information. Development of more deof the Regional Board and the Santa Clera andAlameda tailed maps, specifically geographical information
terns, was deferred to the implementation phase of
programs,
progr3m when funding mechanisms would be in place
and the cost could be better ~
Planning Strategy Stepe
Monitoring and Modeling
Program Fremewoi.k
Development of an effective urban runoff management Both the Santa Clara and Alameda programs conducted
program first requires an effective framework that in- comprehensive monitoring and modeling programs (1,
volves participation by all pertinent municipal agencies. 2). The objectives of lt~se programs were to charao.
Initiation of both county programs began with creation terize existing wata~ quality conditk:ms within ~ton’n
of a task force ~ participants from city and county drains and urban creeks and to estimate urban runoff
public works, city and county planning, sewage treat- pollutant loading. The programs included hydro!ogic
ment wodcs, and flood control. The task force served as a monitoring, wet and dry weather water quality monitor.
forum for communicatio~ among the involved agencies, as ing, sediment monitoring, and toxicity monitoring using
well as an oversight body to track all the steps of the acute and chronic bioassays. Data were compiled and
planning process. Specific ac0vities included estab- used to calibrate and verify the Storm Water Managelishment of program goals, devek:)pment of a mernoran, ment Model for estimating pollutant loads. The load
dum of agreement among be par0cipating agencies, estimates were also used to compare the relate condesignat~:)n of a lead agency for anticipated contracts, and tributions of treated wasteweter and urban runoff
development of a work plan Ior be planning strategy. The charges to the bay.
work plan ident~ied the specific tasks and timelines of be Results of both monitoring programs were ~rntllr.
I:~anning strategy, iden~eq respons~e parties and con- Heavy metal concentrations in receiving watem
suftant needs, and identified be financial resources nec- crease~ during wet weathe,’. The metals primarily deessary for completion of the planning Wocess.
tected were cadmium, copper, lead, nickel, and zinc.
Both programs relied on extensive consulting services Pesticides and petroleum hydrocarbons ware prevalent
for preparation of the planning process work plan and in sedirnents. Metal concentrations were distinctly diffm’.
implementation of the planning tasks. Although the pro- ent for discharges from open space, commercial/reslgrams benefited from this approach, an overreliance on dential, and indus~al areas. It was also determined that
outside help may result in insufficient awareness and annual urban runoff pollutant loads were equal to or
expertise within the ultimate implementation agencies of greater than treated wastewatar discharges, depending
the urban runoff management program. An effective on the amount of precipitation.
approach should use new or existing municipal person- Each of the monitoring and modeling programs cost
nel as much as possible throughout the planning proc- from $1 to $2 million. Much valuable information was
ess Outside services may play a valuable role, but they gained, and there were strong driving forces for obtainwill be most effective when specific technical or other ing the pollutant load information. Future programs may
needs have been identified and communication and not have this level of available resources dudng the
cross t~aining with municipal staff are provided,
planning process, however. Municipalities must weigh
the cost of obtaining new data to make more informed
Cornp/lat/on of Existing Information
decisions with the risk associated with making assurnpIdentification and compilation of existing information are tions in the selection and implementation of control
essential early steps in the process. The Alameda and measures in lieu of data acquisition, Newly developing
Santa Clara programs benefited from these steps for programs in the San Francisco Bay Area are taking this
several reasons, including that they provicled a learning latter approach, in part benefiting from the information
experience on the importance of the relationship of land- developed by the Santa Clara and A~arneda programs.
use information to water quality. Much Pertinent informa. Selection of Control Measure#
tion already existed, and many existing municipal
activities were involvecl in the management of urban The process of selecting appropriate urban runoff poilurunoff and pollutant sources. This information was criti- t=on Control measures invotves three steps: 1) compila.
cal to the ic~entification of monitoring, modeling, and tion of candidate control measures, 2) consideration of
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the candidate measures based on screening criteria,
and 3) selection of control measures (3). The key to the
success of the process was establishing meaningful
selection criteria. The selection criteria addressed pol.
lutant control effectiveness, reliability, and sustainability;
capital, operation, and maintenance costs; public and
agency acceptability; consistency with regulatory requirements; and legal and environmental liability,
An inventory of candidate control measures was developed through a review of technical literature and other
urban runoff control programs. In addition, technical and
managerial personnel from other state, county, and city
agencies were interviewed. This initla! screening produced a list of 92 separate candidate control measures,
Upon application of the established screening criteria,
the list was reduced to 59 control measures. The final
step involved consideration of the overall costs of implemeriting all the control measures, with priority given to
pollution prevention and source control measure~ over
structural or treatment based controls. This final stef)
ultimately lead to the selection of 41 separate control
measures for implementation.
The Alameda program had the advantage of following
the Santa Clara program. Consequently, the Alameda
program streamlined the process by capitalizing on the
efforts and progress of the Santa Clara program. The
Alameda program also factored in the requirements of
the storm water NPDES regulations. As more programs
are developed, we expect the selection process to become even more streamlined, particularly in areas of
similar land use and climatic conditions such ~s the San
Francisco Bay area.

ilI~ (:f~::harges. Irrlproved operation and maintenance
activities are being implemented under a phased ~
ule where the effioency of various inlet cleaning procedures ~.re being evaluated on a pilot scale first (4, 5).
Development of a comprehensive ~nd effective ~
mentation plan for an urban runoff control program is the
most critical and difficult step in the planning
The difficulties encountered are generally nontechnk~l
in nature and involve legal, financial, and in~
limitations. The key to avoiding or oven:x:~ming such
limitations is recognizing them early in the planning
process and integrating their solution into the planning
process. For example, the planning process work ~
should include tasks to address legal authorities, funding
mechanisms, and institutional arrangements, rather ~
waiting until a technical irnplementation plan is drafted. In
essence, development of the implementation plan
commence with initiation of the planning pmces~
Con¢|gsJoftl
Development of an effective urban runoff control program requires a wall-defined planning strategy. The
periences of the Regional Board and the Santa Clam
and Alameda programs provide insight on how to
ciently proceed through the planning process. Unde~standing the benefits of each step of the planning
process enables a municipality to focus limited resources on the more critical factors affecting development of an implementation plan. These factors include
a mu.~iagency task force; clear goals and a work plan
for the planning process; compilation of all available
information, with a strong emphasis on review of other
programs; strategic focus of monitoring, modeling, and
mapping resources; criteria for selection of control
measures; and the foresight to commence development
of the implementation plan at the beginning of the planning process. Lessons learned to date are now being
used by other municipalities in the San Francisco Bay
area, leading to timely and cost-effective development
of urban runoff management programs.

Irnplementatlott Plait
The final stage of the planning process is to develop a
plan for implementation of control measures. The implementation plan should provide a clear framework of
stated goals, tasks to achieve them, an evaluation process, and a mechanism for n~dification of the plan based
on program successes and failures. The task forces of
the Santa Clara and Alameda programs played a critical
role in the development of their implementation plans. Reference8
The mull:agency involvement on the tasks forces el- 1. Woodw~d-Clyde Consultants. 1~g1~ Santa Cl~r= VeJley
lowed for a consensus-building process that resulted in
so~rce study, Vol. I: Loads essess~’nent report. S~lnt~ Ct~1 V~ley
establishing responsible agencies and institutional arNonpo~t Source Pollu’0on Con~o~ Progr=m.
rangements for implementation.
2. Woodward-Clyde Consultants. lg~1. Loads L~,es~’rtent r~
,~Jameda County Urban Runoff Ck~n Wat~ Program.
The Regional Board did not intend to require immediate
3.
Woodwar~.C~yde
Consultants. 1989. Santa Clue V~lleynonpolnl
implementation of all control measures. Through ins.o~rce study. VoW. I1: Con~’o~ measure repo~L S~’~t~ C~tr= Yl3iey
volvemen! with the respective task forces, high-priority,
Nonpoint Source Po~lubon Control Progr~’n.
early-action measures were identified, and schedules
4. SCVNSF:~CP !991. Storm water m,=,nagernen~ pl~n. ~ ~
for phased implementation of the remaining measures
v=~y Nonpo~nt Source Pollution Control Pro~lm.
were established. For example, targeted earty actions
s
ACURCVVP
1991 Stocrn water menagen’=ent plan.
inclu0ed a pulIK; information program and surveil~ary-.e for
County Urt~,tn Runoff C~ean Wate~ Progr~n~
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Whole Basin Planning: Practical Lessons Learned From
North Carolina, Delaware, and Washington

Michael L. Bowman
Tetra Tech, Inc., Owtngs Mills, Maryland
Clayton S. Creager
The Cadmua Group, Inc., Petaluma, Callforr~
Abstract

¯ Build in flexibility to the process development and
basin planning processes.
Governments at all levels are broadening their view of
water quality protection and are developing and imple. ¯ Define issues to address in order to translate objecmenting innovative strategies to achieve greater water tires for basin planning into specific tasks.
resources wotecbon. Many of these efforts center on
"whole basin planning," which encourages active coordi- ¯ Implementing basin I:~anning, the states found, does r~
na~n across the full range of resource management I:xonecessarily lead to disruption of existing program=.
grams to maximize the efficiency of program planning and
administration, data collection and anah/sis, pollution What Is Whole Basin Planning?
prevention and control implementation, habitat protection
and restorat~:~n, permitting, and enforcerner~
There is a growing awareness in the United State~
that point source water pollution control programs have
Basin planning consists of two phases. The first deve!ops been successful, but that nonpoint sources, ground.
the design of the state- or multistate-s~oecific framework water contamination (1, 2), and habitat degradation (3)
under which basin planning will be performed. The continue to diminish the quality of the nation’s water
second phase implements the basin planning process, supply. Point source chemical controls, while largely
North Carolina, Delaware, and Washington have each effecbve, have not led to the achievement, mainteemployed a consensus-building, workshop-based nance, nor protection of the three suppor~ng cornpoprocess to develop planning frameworks. Delaware nents of clean water provided in Section 101(a) of the
and Washington are currently in the framework design Clean Water Act (CWA): chemical, physical, and biologiphase. North Carolina implemented basinwide plan- cal integrity. Nonchemical stressors resulting from
ning in 1991. Preliminary results are encouraging, with nonpoint source pollution (e.g., "clean sediment,"
improvements to the state’s monitoring program, data creased stream temperature, highly modified flow remanagement, analysis and assessment, and water quality gimes) can lead to direc~ and indirect impacts on
program administrative functions being demonstrated, physical ar~ biological integrity. A broad perspective on
Several aspects of the framework development process water resources management is required to reduce and
as employe~ in these three states stand out as practical eliminate such stresses. Government agencies at fedsuggestions for other states and federal and local agen- eral, state, and local levels are widening their views of
water quatiry protection and are developing and implecies considering basin planning:
menting innovative strategies to achieve greater water
¯ Clearly define the state-specific objectmes to be resources protection. Many of these efforts center on ttm
achieved,
concept of a "whole basin I~annir~ (WBP) approach,
realigns water pollution control programs to operate
¯ Encourage stakeholder involvement at the agency in which
a more comprehensive ~ c~:>n:linated fashion.
staff level.
The underpinnings of basin planning can be found in
¯ Allow time for discussion of ideas and iterations durfecleral le~lisiation, notably numerous sections of the
ing framework development.
CWA (Table 1 ). Section 303(e/explicitly requires each
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resources, designated uses of the waterbodies, or a
combination of these, resulting from manrnede pollution
and natural processes, based on a review of environmental data. A probabilistic approach, as is used in
ecological dsk assessment (9), has not been applied in
basin planning. Phillips (10), however, argues for a probabilistic approach to targeting nonpoint source pollution
control in a watershed context. Basin planning estabfishes a framework within which a more probabilistic risk
assessment can be parforrr~:l,

basins and derek)ping and irnp~emenl~ng basinwide
management strategies.

Stakeholder Involvelflet~
All parties with a stake In ~ specific local situation
should participate in problem analysis and creation of
solutions. The invok.ement of potentially affected partlell
(’stakeholders’) during the development of basin
is crucial to the success of those plar,.s. The manner in
which stakeholders are involved may van/fi’om state to
Problems that may pose risks in a watershed inolucle:
state, but a key act~dty for them, regerdless of location,
is to reach consensus ort goals and approaches for
¯ Industrial wastewater discharges,
correcting a watershed’s problems, specific actions nec¯ Municipal wastewater, stormwater, or combined essary to achieve those goals, and processes for
sewer overftow~
clinating implementation activities end evaluating the
efficacy of problem solul~ons. The potential pool of
¯ Waste dumping and injection,
stakeholders can be ve~/broad and should be tallorld
to individual basins. Potential basin plan partJct~
¯ Nonpolnt source runoff or seepage,
Inctucle member= of:,
¯ Accidental toxics releases.
¯ State environmental, public health, agricultural, and
¯ Atmospheric clepo.~lon,
natural resources agenckm.
¯ Habitat alteration, including wetlands loss.
¯ Local/regional boards, commissions, and eganc.ie=.
¯ Flow alteratJonl.
¯ EPA water and o~er progratn~
Specific stressors within watersheds are targeted based ¯ Other federal agencies (e.g., U,S, Department of AOon their potential to procluce impairment to human
riculture--Soil Conservatior~ Service, U.S, Departhealth, ecological resources, or designated uses. Unment of the Interior, U.S. Army Corps of Engineefl).
clef a whole basin planning framework, the highest risk
stressors within watersheds are ldentif’~=d using, for ex- ¯ Indian tril:)e~.
ample, water quality and biological monitoring data, land ¯ The public.
use information, information on location of critical resources, and tools such as water quality models and ¯ Private wildlife and conservation organizations,
geographic information systems (GIS). The stressors ¯ Indu~w.
with the greatest potential to yield impairments are targeted for integrated assessment and corrective action ¯ The academic community.
involving cooperative efforts between muP.iple jurisdic- ¯ The fanning community.
tions and interest groups. The targeting process may
range from qualitative ranking to computerized tech- Integratad Solutiotl#
niques that incorporate various numeric criteria and
weighting factors (11). Difficult management problems The basin approach provides a framework to design the
may not be completely addressed over the course of optimal mix of water quality management strategies by
one basin planning cycle (5 years is being used in North integrating and coordinating across program and
Carolina). This can be used to advantage, however, by agency boundaries. Integrated solutions implemented
breaking the identified problems into components that by basin management teams use limited resources to
can be solved, or for which measurable progress toward address the most significant water quality problems
a solution can be rr~ade during a cycle,
without losing sight of and planning for other factors
to the degradation of the resource. Integra.
The basin planning process itself can be broken into contributing
through the basin approach provides a means to
phases with near- ano’ long-term goals. For example, tion
achieve the short- and long-term goals for the basin by
near-term goals could include coordinating the permit- allowing the application of resources both in a timely and
ring and monitoring schedules by basin, promoting pub- geographically targeted manner. Integrated solul~ons
lic participation in basin planning, and expanding anc~ are possible because of a framework that encourages
improwng wasteload allocation analyses and evaluation an interclisc~pl~nary anti interagency team Io develop the
of nonpo~nt sources. Long-term goals coulcl include pp- most appropriate plan rather than impose predetertim=zing the distribubon of assimilative capacity w~thin m~ned solutions.
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Whole Basin Planning in Three States
Before basin planning (the second, operational stage in
Mitchell’s construct [7]) per se is implemented, it must
be preceded by a process to design the framework
within which it will operate (Mitchell’s first, conceptual
stage [7]). This design process will be specific to each
state that implements whole basin planning due to differences in target resources (e.g., a large number of
rivers and streams versus lakes), the objectives of iraplementing basin plans (e.g., a water quality permitting
focus versus an aquatic resources management focus),
and differing organizational structure and implementation constraints. We draw on experiences in North Carolina, Delaware, and Washington during the h’amework
design stage of basin planning and k:/entify several prac.
tP...al lessons that can be applied by other states, EPA
regions, or other government units.

Workshop results were used to produce a draft internal
document describing the North Carolina Whole Basin
Water Quality Management Framework.
The draft framework document was distrib~ed within
the Water Quality Section for review and commeflL The
revised document was circulated to a broeder audience,
including other state and federal agencies and selected
academics. The draft framework documant was presented at an implementation workshop, which included
broader agency and pub/ic participation than previous
meetings, The document was revised once again based
on comments received at the implementation workshop
and submitted to the North Carolina Environment Management Commission (EMC) for approval. The EMC
approved the basin approach in 1991.

The framework document has been revised twice s~nce
its approval by the EMC. These changes reflect nee<led
North Carolln~
refinements recognized dudng the implementation and
development of specific basin plans. These revisior~
The Framew~,k
have expanded the focus of basin plans and incorporate
broader
elements
of the that
watertheresources
program
in
North Carolina Division of Environmental Managemont North
Carolina
to ensure
state’s basin
planning
(NCDEM) Water Quality Section conside,-ed an Na- objectNes are being appropriately addressed.
bonal Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
basin permitting strategy as early as 1989. However, The final consensus basin approach established
due to resource limitations, NCDEM was unable to de- rotating basin schedule for NPDES permiffing, monitor.
velop a framework document describing the strategy to ing, and nonpoint source program implementation. These
submit to the North Carolina Environmental Manage- activities are performed for each basin on a 5-year
ment Commission for approval. NCDEM submitted a cycle, with several basins moving through the planning
request for funding to the EPA Office of Policy, Planning cycle together. A general sequence of tasks over the
and Evaluation, Water Policy Branch, for a facilitator to 5-year planning cycle is illustrated in Figure 2. North
assist with the 6evelopment of a basin approach for Carolina basin plans are viewed as reports to the public,
North Carolina. This consensus-building process was policymakers, and the regulated community. Revisior~
initiated in 1990.
to the framework are addressing an insufficient pub/ic
outreach program for the development of specific basin
The Proee==
plans. Basin plans report on the current status of
The first step in the process involved a series of individ- surface waters in the basin, i~=nt~y major water quarw
ual interviews with several members of the NCDEM concerns and issues, summarize projected trends in
~velopment and water quality, identify long-range menWater Quality Section staff, including all branch chiefs, agement
goals for the basin, present recommended
The benefits of expanding the focus from solely a
management
options, and discuss implementation
NPDES permitting strategy to more comprehensive involvement of the water quality program soon became plans (12). The plan also presents potential changes in
apparent. It was also clear that there was broad-based
support for the basin approach but that individual views
of that approach varied in several critica! areas. The goal
~’~ ~
of the consensus process was to successfully synthe~"~=’*"=~"~[
J
size those individual views.
~ ~,o s=,= [
The nexl step involved a series of small group meetings
~ ~ o==
to begin outlining a framework lor the basin approach.
~-,~=.~,, u~ ~ L
The results of these group meetings formed the basis
s.,.:,u~ ~=,=~,= ~
I
f°r a =straw °utline" c°mpiled bY the facilitat°r’ The straw
outline was usecl to provicle structure for a "clevelop~*’" ~"~ t
menf workshop attended by a large portion of the Water
Ouali~ Section staff. The purl~o.~e of the workshop was
to finalize the outline and i0entit~ consensus positions. Figure 2. General I~quer~ct of p~anNr~@
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discharger waste limits and recommendations for reduc,
tions in nonpoint source Ioadings. North Carolina Basinwide Water Quality Management Plans de not,
however, currently target specific physical habitat restoration issues or projects,

-~’

benefits to multiple resource cat~jories (e.g., riparian
zone revegetation, which reduces nonpoint source Ioadings and improves habitat). It is less likely that DNREC
will need to "retrofit" the basin planning process at a later
stage.

Barriers to Implementatlo~
The Proee~
A major impediment to the development and implernen.
tation of the North Carolina basinwide approach has DNREC’s framework design process beg~n with
also been the greatest source of strength: the CWA. The series of interviews of department staff by a facilitator
strength comes from the merger of traditionally regula- to gain a better understanding of their goatt for basin
tory programs, having strong legal precedence for en- planning in Delaware. Following cor~ of ~
fomement, with voluntary compliance programs, which interviews in late summer 1992, a workshop was held
have a strong public involvement component. Each ap- for DNREC staff in September 199’2 to provide detailed
background information on whole basin planning and
proach has enhanced the application of the other,
to begin to identify existing roles and responsibili~
The barriers result from the manner in which the CWA of the various functional units wi~in the departmenL
has been implemented, using a programmatic approach The workshop provided an opportunity for deparlment
with specific grant and entitlement programs. This has staff to identify perce~ed needs for basin planning in
led to a lack of c~ordination and integration in address- Delaware and to begin an initial formulation of goals and
ing water quality issues that require comprehensive objectives (14).
strategies. The program funding requirements reduce
the flexibility of the state to commit funds to targeted A second workshop was held in January 1993 with
DNREC staff and representatives from other state, local,
water quality issues.
and federal agencies. The goal of this session wa~ to
establish commitment and direction for basin I~anntng
Next ~
in the state. The 3 months between the first and second
A useful reform of the grants process would give states workshops proved to be a very fertile incubation period
wit~ defined basin frameworks authority to establish for agency staff to consicler the design of a planning
water quality priorities within basins. This approach approach. Key outcomes of the discussions were:
would also reduce redundant application and reporting
requirements that are tulfillecl with the basin plans. Flexi- ¯ Identification of a strategy of sequen~al involvement
of a larger group of participants as ~ framework
b~lity in this regard would enhance the North Carolina
planning effort proceeds.
approach. EPA is currently using a l~al block grant
funding program with North Carolina.
¯ Firm commitment by agency staff to build ~ planning process from the bottom up, together with ~
Del~lw#lre
stakeholders who will actually implement it, reth~
than imposing the plan without their input.
The Framework
¯
The Delaware Department of Natural Resources and A clear statement that an expanded definition of
=clean water" (i.e., inclusive of biological resources,
Environmental Control (DNREC) identified a need to physical habitat, and watershed linkages) would
focus existing water resources programs on priority
sure that Delaware’s basin approach is consistent
watersheds. Basin planning will provide DNREC with
with
the goals and objectives of programs and agenthe ability to (,ssess pollution, living resources, and hat>icies other than DNREC water programs. Maintaining
tat problems, and manage Delaware’s resources in a
the focus on =clean water" will allow the regulato~
comprehensive manner (13). The department’s perspeccomponents of the basin approach to remain firmly
five on basin planning, explicitly incorporating living
grounded
in legal and policy precedents provided by
resources and habitat degradation, from the outset of
the
CWA.
the process is significant from several standpoints. By
including a wicle range of basin management facets ¯ Detailed discussion of whether to 1) proceed with
immediate implementation of WBP in all basins at
(Figure 1), DNREC will be more likely to proactively
identify potential cost savings (e.g., combining aspects
once, or 2) proceed incrementally, implementing the
of current water quality and fisheries monitoring activistrategy in a single basin and then assessing the
bes), watershed stressors with multiple impacts (e.g.,
results and modifying the tran~ework as appropnata.
loss of vegetate<~ riparian bu~ler zones, which increases
*
Tentative
delineation of basin management units
nonpo~nt source delivery to waterboOies and Oegracles
that
combine
groups of Delaware’s 35 watersheds
aquatic and terrestrial habitat), and solutions with
(Figure 3).
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The review groups will be rite focus of planning actJvil~
for several months. Following completion of their deliberations, a framework design workshop will be convened to review the components of ~ planning proce~
proposed by the groups, to make appropriate modifica.
tk~’~s, and to establish a draft basin planning framework
for subsequent review by sta~,
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The Washington State Deparlment of Ecology (DOE)
Water Quality Program (WQP), Environmental Inveetigations and Laboratory Services (ELLS), and Central
Programs are currenb’y developing the water quarry
component of e broader DOE basin approach to oatuml
resource management. The process is the culmination
of a long-term planning program that satisfies a stat~sponsored
Efficiency
derstanding
between
EPA Commission
Region 10requirement
and DOE. The
also fulfills the requirements of a Memorandum of UI~

i

development of the basinwide water quality management program framework document is not yet final.
Therefore, the summary description offered here
subject to change. The development of ~ ba.sinwt~
approach in Washington was also assisted by an indepondent facilitator.

Flgur~ 3. Tentative ~l~lJo~ of b~lln maP, ag~’~nt unltl In
~l~,~r~.

The Washington basin approach for water quatlly management involves coordinating issuance of wastewater
clischarge permits and nonpoint source planning conclucled by the WQP and Central Program’s Industrial
Section (to the extent practicable), It also involves water
c~uality monitoring, intensive field investigations, and
TM DL development conducted by DOE’s Environmental
Investigations and Laboratory Services Program. Other
programs w~thin DOE also have developed or are developing basin approaches for their areas of responsibility
(e,g., Coastal Zone Management, wetlands). All of
basin approaches within DOE will be merged into one
resource management program at a later date.
Beginning in mid-1993, each of the WQP’s four regions
commitled one basin per year to this geographically
targeted, risk-based approach. The 64 Water Resource
Inventory Areas (rNer basins) will be lumped into 20
basin management units. Each of the four regions will
complete a basin water quality management plan each
year. All of the basin management units across the
state will be corni~letecl in a 5-year cycle. Each
basin will be revisitecl every 5 years to festal1 the
cycle of clara COllection, assessment, public outreach,
planning, an~ implementation. Basin management
teams are active in each basin management unit every

Workshop participants identified a wide range of issues
to ad0ress cluring the formulation of the basin planning
framework. Review groups were establishe~ to explore
these issues in greater detail and prepare specific cornponents of a planning framework c~cument. Tooical
areas being examined by these groups are:
¯ Implementation, coordination, and instft’ubonal barriers
¯ Management units, data management, and monitoring
¯ Public outreach and education
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year of the S-year basin management cycle Basins are
simply sta~ered at different steps in the cycle. The
Washington approach is viewed as a long-tern1 commit.
ment to a stable management structure that allows DOE
to build on previous efforts.
Integration of the DOE prog~m with local planning
agencies is a key issue in Washington. DOE is placing
a strong emphasis on stakeholder invoNement through
a public outreach program that is active at each step of
the basin cycle. The roles and responsibilities of all of
the participants on the basin planning team have not
been finalized. DOE, however, is looking for a mechanism that promotes public and other agency involve.
ment in all phases of the basin planning pr(xmss. The
exception would be when the regulatory activities of the
basin planning team might directly affect ¯ part~cipanL

HOW Is Whole Basin Planning Working?
Nor~ Carolina
Although only one state is actually performing basin
planning, the results so far are encouraging. EPA’s Ofrice of Water, Watershed Branch, sponsored a survey of
the staff of the NCDEM Water Quality Sec~3n
basin planning was initiated there. Po~n~al ~
ments and increased efficiency in North Carolina’s watt’
quality program were suggested in several ~
Monlto~ir~ Progl’~l~

Following implementation of basin planning, NCDEM
was able to increase the numb~ of water quality
piing stations and parameters measured. The raspor~
dents
attributed this ir~rease to t~ ability to optk’nJze
Next S’t~e
sampling strategies under a basin approach. The amblEPA flexibil~y is nead~ in numerous progrern compo- ent water quality monitoring network has been rnaln~
nents to facilitate DOE’s Vans~on to the basin ap- tained. NCDEM staff anticipate fur’,~er Improvements to
proach, including:
the monitoring network as a result of Increased coordl¯ Usi~ exPended/expired perm~ to achieve synchro- nation with other resource agencies and ~ larger
in the monitoring program.
niza~on Of perm,s w~in basins, end l:~K~ause certain of the regulated community
’
permits will receive a low priority ranking for risk of
Data Management, Anab/~l~, and
wate~c~x~ impalrmenL
¯ AJlow~ng basin plens to fulfill various CWA reporting Dudng development of a basin planning approach,
North Carolina identified major improvements to data
requirements (e.g., 305(b), 319).
management and analysis (both hardware end soft= Using basin plans as both numedc end qualitative ware) as being crucial to the success of the approach.
TMDLs.
Improved capabilities in this area are expected to
duce the Water
Section’s
reliance
on North
= Administering staff/financial resources among vari. Carolina’s
centralQuality
computing
services
and significantly
ous program components (e.g., number of inspec, reduce the Section’s computing costs. Cost savings
t~ts and audits).
be used to upgrade in-house hardware and softwe, m,
¯ Focusing on the results of the water quality program which will in turn allow ready access to monitoring and
rather than specific intermediate evaluation criteria, geographic data needed to support basin planning.
=’ Recognizing that certain state discharge permits Of particular note to municipalities is the ability to fund
(e.g., ground water) may take precedence for man- a staff position with the Water Quality Section to
agement over certain NPDES permits,
in the development of basin plans from the perspect~v~
of
fulfilling municipal stormwater planning and control
EPA Region 10 and DOE are working together to requirements.
North Carolina cities will benefit from this
resolve these issues to the extent possible within the
arrangement
by
being able to reduce or eliminate redurv
current configuration of the CWA. The elimination of all
institutional ban’iers between EPA regional offices and dent monitoring and modeling.
states may require some amendment of the CWA as Significant improvements have been made in assessing
part of its reauthortzat~on,
water quality issues. The development of a framewod(
Washington is conb.’nuing to resolve internal implemen- for basin planning included integration of analysis time
tat~n bamars by establishing a cross-program work group requirements with monitoring schedules, thus monitor.
to address issues that were identified at the develop- ing now more directly supports water quality modeling.
ment workshop, DOE also con.~iders the basinwioe By 3hilling to a basin focus, modeling is performed for
water quality management framework document that is a greater length of stream segments in the state. This
allows consideration of more innovative sodeveloped through this current consensus process the expansion
first phase of DOE’s transition to basin resource m3n- lutions to water resources management issues, such as
pollutant tracling, and enhances the state’s ability to
agement.
prepare TMDLs.
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Admlnl~rlztk~
North Carolina’s basin approach was designed to avoid
agency reorganization. The approach has led to
changes in roles and responsibilities for staff and
branches within NCDEM. Staff resources have been
shifted to place a greater emphasis on data acquisition
and assessment. Information flow and coordination of
activities between branches has significantly increased,
A basin coordinator position was created to ensure the
timely flow of information throughout the preparation of
basin plans. In addition to improved communication and
coordination within the NCDEM, there is increased cooperation with other local, state, and federal agencies,

in the state over the next 5 years and will be updated at
,5-year interv~l~.
North Carolina’s basinwide planning process has
primary goals "to identify and restore full use o/
ently impaired waters, to identify and protect highly
ued resource waters, and to manage problem pollutant=
throughout the basin so as to maintain full use of unimpaired waters while a~ting populalion
creases and economic growth" (12). NCOEM identified
near- and long-term object~,,es for its basinwide planning process that apply to the preparation of basin ~
(illustrated conceptually in figure 2). Near-term objectires are defined as those fully or partially achievable
during the initial 5-year planning cycle. They include
Potential Benefit= to the Regulated Commufdty
implementing management strategies to significandy
Basin planning has not been in place long enough to duce point and nonpoint source pollution and maJdng
have provided directly measurable benefits to the regu- measurable improvements toward addressing n~ajor
lated community. However, the Water Quality Section sues identified in each of’the basin plans. Longer-tern1
identifies several anticipated benefits. Consolidation of objectives include refining the recommended basinv~tle
dischargers into consortia along stream reaches will management strategies during subsequent plannlngcyprovide an economy of scale with respect to permit cles based on the results of monitoring and in’~plerrten.
monitoring requirements. Dischargers in management ration activities from the initial round of planning (12).
units are expected to be able to combine permit moni. The Neuse River basinwide plan Is a cornprehen,~e
toring activities and cooperate in the preparation of asthat can serve as a n’Kx:lal for other stata~
sessments. NCDEM also expects permits to be more document
considering
basin planning. A~ outline of the corttenta of
stable because of the expanded spatial and temporal the document
is provided in Table ~..
scope of assessments per/orr~ during the basin planning cycle. Basin planning allows more comprehensive Practical Lessons From Framework
assessment of existing and proposed pollution sources, Development
and is more effective in accounting for future impacts.
Thus, permit conditions would need to be updated lass As noted ¯adler, several states are in the process of
frequently, potentially reducing costs to both NCDEM developing a whole basin planning framework, or have
and permitlees. Increased accuracy in the assessment cornpleled the framework and implemented basin planof a basin’s assimila0ve capacity will allow better iden. ning. Several aspects of the framework development
tification of the level and types of controls necessary to process in these states stand out as practical suggesachieve and maintain desired aquatic resources quality, tions for other state, federal, and local agencies that
Basin planning will help lead to the selection of an may be considering basin planning:
optimal set of pollution control methods, potentially re¯ Clearly define the specific objectives to be achieved:
ducing costs.
This will determine the scope of the programs to be
involved. The objectives are a positive statement of
Neuse River Bas/nw/de Plan
the issues to be addressed and resolved through the
North Carolina has implemented basinwide planning
basin approach. This step eliminates uncertainty rebeginning with the Neuse River basin (Figure 4). Basingarding the focus of the consensus process. Basin
wide plans w~ll be prepared for the remaining 16 basins
planning entails a considerable shift in thinking and
practice regarding the manner in which resources will
be managed. It moves agencies (and other stakeholders) from programmatic-based management to
resource-based management. This shift does not
necessarily require agency reorganization, but .~ does
require emphasis on and sustained commitment to
exlensive communication and information sharing
across programmatic lines.
* Encourage stakeho/~ler invo/vement at agency staff
/eve/: The basin approach allows redefinition of func-

~

Figure 4. North Carolina b~$1n= (Neul~ River hi~hl|ghted),

tional relationships without formal reorganization.
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’r~ ~. ~ RP,~,Ba~,k~ I~e
v~>ouc~

Ge~erW ~ I~

eagerly embraced the approach in those states
where staff pa~cipat~on was enoourag~l.

~ o~ I~ N~u~ ~
~n~m ~

* Allow time for adequate, thorough ~scussion of
and iterations during the development of the pro~e~
frameworlc Development of a basin plenning process
is complex and, as noted above, requires a shift in
agency thinking and practice. A/though no hard-and.
fast guic~anca can be given on the specific lengths of
time that are needed for each of the phases of It~
framework development process, experience in three
states suggests that a minimum of 12 to 18 month~
should be allowed. By ¯flowing adequato ~ f(x
agency staff to thoroughly explore potentlaJ requirements of basin planning and issues identified dudng
the preparation of a planning framework, a much
stronger process will resuiL

Invo~u=~on =o ~e B~rr, W~
M~n~g~n~nt &op~o=h
B~.~nt~ Respo~s~u~es W~hin
NCDEM Wate~ Qu~ly Se¢~o~
~ ~ Geo~=;:~ F~a~
.
Laaa Use, °pulaJ~°n’
Grow~ TreP~

Meio~ sueac~ Water Use= =no
Sources ~ Cau=~ o~
wate~ Poilu~k>n In ~e
Neu~ Ba=n

~’oouctk~
Deen~ Causes ot I=o~n
Point ,Soun:e= o~ Pokemn

w=~ Oue~y Staa~ ~ I~e Nonpo~ Soue~e= o~ Pokeioe
Ne~e Basin
~Sou~e...
w~lBiologic¯]
TyI~ of W~t~
uu~ty$ ~r~
Da~
N~=th, e W,,t~ Oua~/,Subba=~
,s~,m.~s
Neuse RNer MatnsW,
Methods ~ Determining W~
ou~ty "use suppoe-Rae~rm~
Em~ng Point =r~ Nonpo~ I~’o~k~on
Souse Conl~o~ P/ograml

Integrating Point and Nonpoint

Soume Polut~oe Contr~
,Se’~tegies
Po~n~ Source Po~uaoe P.,onu=
Through Norlt~ Caro4ina’s NPDEs
Permitting Progrlim

~ Go=~,
~" ~u=~y ~
Cor, c~n=
~.d Recommen~

Prowerm
¯
~ W=er
=~ P~’~ ~O~, Cor, c~n=

~~~~

~,teg~ ~ Oxygen ~
Managernen~ S~=teg~e= fo~

B~r, wi~ ~ Sunv~y
an~ Fut=,e Ini~at~v~=

Build in flexibility to the development process as well
as the whole basin planning process ~ The thre~
states discussed in this paper have al~ employed
consensus-bui cling, workshop-based process to
velop planning frameworks. On occasion, workshops
have been rescheduled at the last minute when It
became clear that adequate numbers of partictpar~
WOuld not be available because of scheduling ~
flicts. AJSO, workshop agent/as underwent substantial
modification at the session when it became clear
participants nee~:t more in-depth discussion of ba.
sin planning concepts or Particular issues they had
iclentifJed. These conditions should not be viewed
a negative light--they are
certain
to occurwith
in
a consensus process, ar~ almost
the ability
to respond
flexibility is essential to maintaining the momentum
generatecl earlier in the process.
¯

¯ Define issues to address in orderto Pans/ate objecEve$
for basin planning into specific tasks: Identification Of
certain core issues is essential for translating statespecific basin planning objecOves to specific tasks
¯
that will pe accomphshed
in the development of basin
plans. Some issues that have been commonly identifiecl across several states thus far include cross-pro.
gram coordination, roles ancl responsibilities in the
existing resource management scheme versus modifications necessary to implement basin planning,
iC~J an(~ regulatory implications at the state and federeJ
level, anti human an~ cap~ta/resources needs.

Ove~ew o~ Neu~ Bas~
Goa~s =n~ O0~ect~m=
Neuse NPDES Permlt1~ng an~
TMDL Strategies

Non~:,nt Source CoeVo~
SVateg~es ar~ Pr~,’tbes
Fuh.e’e Mocleling Pno~ibes
Future Mo~itonng Pr~or~es
Future Programma~ Ini’0abves

The more broacl~y base~ the transition effort, the less
confusion in the implementation of the approach. The
basin approach also "flattens" organizations by shilling more Oecision-making responsibility to basin
learns. Therefore, staff =nvolvement is critical to tievelopment of the basin approach. Staff made many
valuable contributions to the process anti more

As notecl above, basin planning emphasizes cross.
program communication and ccordinat~q. InsMu0onaJ
an~ regulatory constraints, which vary from state to
state, may leacl to some disruption of existing programs Outing the transition periocL Such ~isruptions
can be minim~ze(~ by carefully consiclering the ste~os
nee0ed to move from programmatic to resource.
basecl management 0uring the framework develop.
ment process.
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V
Application of Urban Targeting and Priorltization Methodology to Butterfleld

L

Creek, Cook and Will Counties, IIIInoM

Dennis Dreher and Thomas Prk~

1

Northeastern Illinois Planning Commlsslon,
Chicago, llllnoM

Abstr~c,t
This paper describes the applicability of a methodology,
developed by a consultant for the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, to select, target, and phoritize best
management practices (BMPs) in an urban watershed,
The methodology was demonstrated in the Bu~terfield
Creek watershed in South Cook County, Illinois. This
watershed was selected because there are no major
point sources of discharge to lJ~ creek, thus the impacts
due to nonpoint sources aline could be addressed,
The meffxx:liligy considered watershed land use, contributing nonpoint sources, and stream use a[’tainment
to identJhj priority areas for BMPs and then to prioritize
those areas. The primary focus of the methodology, as
o~iginally developed, was to reduce problematic pollutant loads via appropriate BMPs. One shortcoming of the
procedure was that it was limited to pollutant loads and,
therefore, was not readily able to address other factors,
such as the physical habitat impairments that affect
many urban streams. Several enhancements were
added to the methodology to address this situation. AJso,
the watershed configuration made interpretation of the
prtoritization results less straightforward.
The targeting methodology was enhanced in this application by presenting stormwater runoff rate as an additional targeted factor. Similarly, BMP selection and
quantification were enhanced by representing the control of stormwater runoff rate by detention retrofitting,

Introduction
Purpose

2

This methodology considers watershed land use, contributing nonpoint sources, and stream use attainment
to identify priodty areas for BMPs. The primary focus of
the meff~x~otogy, as developed, is to reduce problematic
pollutant loads via appropriate BMPs. The methodology
does not, however, address other constraints to stream
use attainment, such as hydrologic destabtlization ~
loss of physical habitaL
Butlerfietd Creek was selected for ttds demonstmti(m for
several reasons. First, watershed impacts are ~
due to nonpoint sources; there are no major point
sources of discharge to the creek. Second, a preliminary
nonpoint source management plan was being devetoped under a Section 319 grant, and this meffxx:lology
could be used to assist in development of that plan. As
a result, this paper presents analyses and results from bo~
the preliminary nonpoint source p~an (2) and the targeting methodology application (3). These two projects
were °riginallY d°cumented separately’ as referenced"
Assessment of Butterfield Creek problems has benefitted
from the presence of a group known as the Butterfield
Creek Steenng Committee. The committse includes repnp
sentatives from seven local governments in ~ watershed,
and its mission is to address comprehensive stormwater
management issues. While the primary focus of ~ committee has been the reduction of existing flooding probterns, it also
has identified
’¯
the protec0on and improvemeflt
of water quality as major objectives. While committee
members are concerned about water quality, they are
also concerned about the potential expense of retrofitring urban BMPs in already developed areas. Therefore,
a goal is to target BMPs to priority areas, where their
effectiveness is r~ximized.

The purpose of this paper is to report on a demonstra.
tion of a methodology developed by Woodward-Clyde
Background
Consultants for the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to select, target, and pnoritize best man- Butter’field Creek drains a 26-square-mile watershed
agement pract~es (BMPs) in an urban watershed (1). in Cook and Will Counties in northeastern, suburban
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Illinois. Its land use is largely re~dential and commercial the undeveloped land lies in upstream parts of the wa.
in downstream areas. Much of the upstream watershed tershed, particularly the west branch.
is presently undeveloped, although urbanization is
ticipeted. Existing water quality and stream use data
Stream Condltiorm
indicate degraded conditions. There are no major permitted point source discharges to the stream, leading to
Stream conditions were assessed based on review of
the conclusion that nonpoint source impacts are the
existing aquatic life, water quality, and sediment quality
likely causative factors for the observed conditions,
data as described in the preliminary nonpoint source
plan (2). Physical habitat data were collected during
development of the preliminary nonpoiN source manTargeting and Priorltlzation Procedure
agement plan.
The elements of the targeting and priodtizatJon procedure are as follows:
Aquatic Life, Water Quality, and Sediment Quality
¯ Characterization of the watershed, including:
The existing data indicated degraded
- Subwatershed identification
conditions throughout the watershed. As is typical with
many urban streams, species diversity and number are
- Land-use identff’K:alJon
quite
low relative to less urbanized streams in Illinofs.
- Nonpoint source impacts
Water quality conditions were also generally degraded,
¯ Incorporation of additional relevant factors, based on
particularly in the more urban reaches. Sediment quality
watershed conditions, into the documented targeting
data paralleled the water quality data, with more eleprocedure,
vated levels recoKied in urban reaches.
¯ Calculation of pollutant loads and completion of tar¯ PriodtizalJon of drainage areas for nonpoint control.

Characterization of Butterfleld Creek
Subwatershedldentiflcatiorl
-Butterfield Creek is composed of three primary subwatersheds; the mainstem, the east branch, and the
west branch. The two branches are parallel systems that
are tributary to the mainstem. Approximately 25 percent
of the watershed drains to the east branch, and approximately 36 percent of the watershed drains to the west
branch, The remaining 39 percent of the watershed
drains directly to the mainstem, which is entirely downstream of the two branches,
Land.Use Identification

Physical habitat conditions in Butterfield Creek were
assessed during field visits to the creek. Data were
collected on stream condition reporting forms created
for the nonpoint source management planning effort.
Conditions such as degree of channelization, stream
and riparian vegetation, substrate material, erosion
and sedimentation, and observations of banthics and
macroinvertebrates and fish species were recorded.
The site visits indicated highly vadabte conditions. The
west and east branches tended to be highly chartnelized as a result of agricultural and urban drainage
activities. Mainstem reaches tended to be less altered
.but appeared to suffer from the effects of flow destabilization due to urban stormwater runoff. Channel
erosion and widening was prevalent in many downstream reaches.
Assessment of Nonpolnt Source Impacts

Land use in the Butterfield Creek watershed was interpreted from 1990 aerial photographs (1 in. equals 400
ft). This information was then digitized and entered into
an AFIC/INFO geographic information system. Subwatershed boundaries also were entered into the systern, and land-use totals were cumulated for both the
total watershed and the three distinct subwatersheds
(west branch, east branch, and mainstem). This information is presented in Table 1.

Considering all available information from Butlerfield
Creek and comparing its charactedslJcs to other stTeams
in Illinois, the following conclusions were made regarding nonpoint source impairment in Butterfield Creek.
Stream Uses
Many potential stream uses identified by the Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA) are inherentJy
constrained by the size and flow of Butter’field Creek.
Uses that Butlerfield Creek can be expected to support
and that were evaluated are fish and aquatic wildlife
(inclucling warm water fishery), body contacl recreation,
and noncontact recreation. IEPA assessments indicate
that present stTeam uses are mo<:lerate~y impaired.

About 55 percent of the watershed has been developed
into the following urban land-use categories: industrial,
commerciat/inst=tutionaf, residential, highway/arteria!
roa~lway, railroacl, ancI urban park and golf course. The
remair~er, including woedlan~wetland areas, agncuftural
land, and vacant ~an~J, rema=ns undeveloped. Most of
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While Bulterfield Creek is not presently used to a greet
dagree for water-based rec~eetion, it is a potentially
valuable unit of the clownsb’eam Thorn Creek and Utile
Calumet River systems. Also, Buttedield Creek is a
valuable indicator of the nonpoint source effects of urbanization on receiving stream quality in norlheastem
Illinois. Improvement of uses in the larger streams will
require the successful restoration of so’earns such ~s
ButtarSeld Creek.
Stream Uea Iml~mt=
Based on exi~ng data, the most readily identified impacts to uses in Butterfield Creek are related to degracled physical conditions. These conditions include
degradecl physical habitat, as evidenced by artificially
modified or eroded channels, and impaired aesthetics,
due in part to ~=bris and trash. Low dissolved oxygen
also appears to be a limiting constraint to improved
aquatic life uses, parfcularly in the east branch and
several reaches of the mainstem.
Several other water quality factors, including toxJcit~ to
aquatic life, tumidity, and siltation, were identified as
contributing constraints to improved stream uses. Based
on existing (data from Buttert~eld Creek and other urban
streams, however, whether these water qualit~ factors
by themselves limit the potential stream uses in much
of Butlerfielcf Creek is unclear.

0.64

e.~

O~

lizatJon, c~anr~ erosion, bacterial contamination, nubtent enrichment, ~ noxious aquatic plants/algae.
Other suspected causes of use impairment include
heavy metals, pesticicles, oil and grease, unknown
icity, organic enrichment, and suspended solids. Again,
relying on the existing database, determining the degree
to which these latter causes ao’verse~y affect stream uao
attainment is diffculL
Co~trlbuting Nonpolnt Soureee
The most prevalent nonpoint source responsible for use
impairment in Butterfield Creek is urban runoff, which
causes both physical and chemical degradation of the
creek. Other significant nonpoint sources include streambank modifications, channelization, and removaJ of riparian vegetation.
Several other sources have been identified as conth’b.
uting to stream use impairment, although their relative
effects are much less certain. These include on.site wastewater systems, illici~ sewer connecOons, g<:df course rune0,
~aininoJfilling of wetlanc~s, construction s~te runoff, detxis
jams,q:>eaver clams, carp/nuisance fish, and nonirrigated
crop preduct~n.

Finally, potential pointosource-related impacts were noted
but coulci not be quantified. These included the treated
Cause= of Stte=m Use Impact=
wet-weather discharge from ~e fern’s" Homewood wastewater
treatment
wastewater
discharges
The prima~ causes of stream use impacts in Butterfielcl Ely’s Mobile
Homeplant,
Park and
Icllewild Country
Club,from
end
Creek include physical habitat alterations, flow destabi- sanitary sewer overflows.
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Application of Urban Targeting
Methodology

and its larger channe~ dimensions allow greete~ potential
for full stream u~.

Overview of Procedure

Computation of Pollutant Loadir~e

Objectives of Butterfield Creek Applioalk:m

The methoo~ogy report describes a procedure fo~
mating pollutant
by land-use
category.
The
This section descn’bes the application of ~ targeting procedure
involves Icadings
the assignment
of runoff
coefficient~
methodology to Buttertield Creek. The major puq:~se of and pollutant concentrations to watershed land uses.
this effort is to assess the applicability of the rnethodology for nonpoint source watershed planning in northRunoff Cee~
eastern II!inois streams.
The first step is to assign a dimensionless runoff
Comparlaon of Butterfleld Creek Application to
coefficient to each land use. The runoff coefficient is
Example Waterahed
measure of the watershed response to rainfall event=
The assessment of nonpoint source impacts h~s led to and is intended to be equivalent to the total storm runoff
some very important conclusions that drive the epplica- divided by the total rainfall volume for runoff-producing
tion of the targeting methodology for But~ertieid Creek. rain events. The runoff coefficient (Rv) Is estimated from
Perhaps unlike many other ufoan watersheds, the non- the percent imperviousness of individual land uses by
point source assessment of Bulter~eld Creek did not the following equation (4):
identif~ pollutants delivered by urban runoff (e.g.,
metals, toxic organic.F.) as the primary cause of u=e
Rv = 0.05 + (0.009 ¯ percent Impervious). (Eq.1)
impairment. Instead, physical disturbances, inctudictg
stream channelization and flow destabilization, appear While this melt~xlology is quite simplistic with respect
to be among the most significant causes of impairment, to true watershed hydrologic response, it is an eppro~
(Considering both physical and chemical effects, urban ate way to represent the relative runoff responsea of
runoff is the most important nonpoint source requiring different land uses to pollutant-generating rainfall/runolf
remediation in the mainstem of the creek.) This conclu- events. As such, it represents only the short-term ~ursion causes the BMP selection procedure to emphasize face component of runoff and is not intended to relxemeasures that control runoff rate as well as runoff quai- sent the complete storm hydrograph.
ity. Because there is not a wide range of potential BMPs
addressing this problem, BMP select,on becomes more Pollutant Concenb, atlone
straightforward. AS a result, this paper places mo~e emphasis on the targeting aspect of the methodelogy.
The methodology report also includes suggested pollUtAnother difference between Buttarfleld Croek and the ant concentrations for different land uses. These conexample watershed presented in the methodology re- centrations can be used in conjunction with the runoff
port is that stream use attainment in Buttertield Creek coefficients to estimate differences in expected pollutant
loads for different land uses. The methodology report
does not vary dramatically among subwatersheds.
three subwatersheds of Butterfield Creek ere signifi, makes it clear, however, that these concentrations are
cantly impaired, although the causes of impairment vary not intended to be used in the estimation of actual
pollutant loads for the area. Also, the methodology resubstantially among the subwatarsheds.
port provides concentrations for just six land-use types.
Still another difference between Bu~erfield Creek and the Four additional land uses were used to represent Butexample watershed is the orientation of the subwater- lerfield Creek, and pollutant concentrations for these
sheds. In the example, there were three parallel stream were derived from both local sources (5) and the methsegments. In Butlertield Creek, there are two parallel ~ rep<xL
stream segments that are tributary to the third. Therefore,
BMPs implemented in the two upstream watersheds Table 2 summarizes the runoff coefficient and pollutant
affect both the local watershed and the downstream concentration assumptions for the Butlerfield Creekland
watershed. Similarly, adequately a~:lressing problems uses. These estimates are used to reflect relate differin the ~ownstream subwatershed without applying some ences in runoff rates and pollutant loads and are not
inten~=~l to estimate actual loads.
BMPs in upstream areas may be impossible,
Further, the three watersheds differ significantly in the
leve~s of potential use attainability. Both the west and Pollutant Loading=
east branches are headwater streams with low dry- Pollutant loads from runoff and concentration are cornweather flows. Mainstem flows are more substantial, puteq as follows:
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Mass load (pound~) =
Rv ¯ area (ac~es) ¯ cor~centTation (mg/L) ¯ 0.227.
(Sq. 2)

grease (O&G), total phospt~rus (TP), ~ copper,
Table 7 summarizes storm rl~.

Total Suapended $ollda. Evaluation of T~le 3 IrKIThis computation provides an estimate of the relative cares that TSS loads van/by subwatemhed, but not to
pollutant load per inch of runoff-producing rain.
a great Uegree. There is, however, a great de~l of vialability in Ioadings between lan~use categories. Th~
Runoff Ratll
variability is based on differences in runoff coefTKdentl
and pollutant concentrations (summarized in Table 2).
As previously indicated in the summan/ of nonpoint
source impacts to the watershed, pollutant Ioadings in Figure 1 presents TSS Ioadings In a different fashk:m.
stormwater runoff do not appear to be the limiting cause This map visually represents loading intensity. It
of stream use attainment. The quantity or rate of runoff gests, for example, that TSS loads could be reduced
f~om urban land uses, however, does appear to be a significantly by targeting just those areas of the waterlimiting constraint to improved stream uses, especially shed that contribute at high rates (e.g., greater than
for aquatic life. In particular, the expansion of impervious 4,000 Ib/mi~). The nonpoint source assessment of Butsurfaces increases the rate and volume of runoff for terfield Creek identified TSS as a contributing cause of
storm events and reduces stream base flow. This altered use impairment, particularly for aquatic life and recreahydrology destabilizes the receiving stream channel and tional uses. While TSS does not appear to be as impor.
a~versely affects habitat. Another cause of Physical tant as some other identified causes of use impairment
habitat impairment is channel modification (e.g., chan- (such as flow destabilization, physical habitat alteration,
nelization, armoring),
and channel erosion), it still should be addressed in the
AJthough runoff rate was not used as a targeting factor final watershed management plan. The targeting inforduring development of the methodology, it can be incor- matron presented in this section will be useful in ~terporated readily. The runoff coefficient provides a similar mining a comprehensive control strategy.
indicator of runoff "bad" as the product of runoff coeffi- Oil and Grease. 08,(3 Ioadings as presented In Table 4
cient and concentTation provides for pollutant load.
vary dramatically by both subwatershed and land use.
The reason for this greater variabil~ is the fact that oil
Comparison of Re/at/ve Loads: Targeting
and grease is assumed to originate completely from
deve!oped urban areas. Therefore, there is a relatively
Watershed Pollutant Lo~II
small loading in the mostly nonurbanized west branch
Using the methodology descr;bed in the previous sec- subwatershed.
tion, pollutant and runoff loads were estimated by land- As with TSS, if O&G control was a high priority for
use category for each subwatershed and the overall stream use remediation, it would be relatk, ely easy to
watershed. Tables 3 through 6 summarize pollutant identify areas for BMP targeting by using a map similar
toadings for total suspended solicls (TSS), oil and to Figure 1 for O&G. As indicated in the nonpoint source
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uses. Figure 2 ~kes clear ~at eff~ive
to~! ~r ~dings ~uld ~ achiev~
relabvely s~ll fra~on of ~e total wate~h~ for

To~l Phosphorus. To~l ~ospho~s badings as pr~
~nt~ in Table 5 va~ the least among ~e ~u~
~t~ories. This is explain~ by ~e fa~ ~t mlaW~
high concentrations are assu~d f~ Iow~ensi~ resi~ntial and agricultural land u~s, and ~ concen~at~ns counte~alan~ ~e relatNe~ bw ~noff
~fficients for these u~s.

Available da~, ~ver, sug~st ~at ~r
major ~use of stream u~ impair~nt in Bu~
Cr~k, While violations of ~e c~er water
standard ~cur wi~ ~me fr~uen~, ac~e toxic~
fish 0ue to ~r con~n~ations in stormwater
not a~ar to ~ ~oble~t=c. None~ele~,
~ u~ as an efl~e surr~ate for o~er u~an
toxi~nts, pa~i~lady other h~
~l=eved to play a ro~ in limibng aquabc life

Cop~r. The last ~llutant to ~ present~ is ~r.
~p~r Ioad~ngs are present~ in Table 6 and Figure 2,
Retat~ve differences in ~p~r I~dings are similar to
~o~ ob~wed f~ O&G in ~at the ~aviest ~dings
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~torm Runoff. Nthough runoff is not a pollutant, it has mary constrainf to using infiltration practices is the relabeen show~ to be nearty as important as pollutant load- tively impervious soils of the region.
ing for causing degradation of stream uses. Storm runoff
Most existing detention facilities in the watershed were
"loadings" in units of acre-inch/inch of rain are presented
built without consideration of pollutant removal functions
in Table 7 and Figure 3. Relative differences in storm
or rate control of more routine events. Investigation of
runoff Ioadings are similar to those observed for O&G
typical facilities, however, suggests that most could be
and copper, and high rates of runoff are from intensely
readily retrofitted by installing new ouget contmt~ and
developed urban land uses. Table 7 suggests that, as
with the urban pollutants, targeting a relatively smell
performing minor regrading to achieve substantial waler
quality and rate control benefits. SimBady, ~ am
area could reduce the overall loading by a substantial
open areas (e.g., ,school yards, pad~, vacant land)
proportion. Figure 3 indicates that the same areas contributing high copper loads are contributing high storm
the watershed where detention could be constructed
adjacent to existing uncontrolled developmentl.
runoff rata~,
Evaluatiort of BMP Alternath~a for Butte~eld
C~t~k
The methodology report describes several BMP types,
including cletentk)n, retention, vegetative controls, and
source controls. Each of these were discussed briefly in
the Butterfield Creek targeting report (3), and that discussion will not be repeated here. The important conclusions from that discussion follow.
The feasibility of implementing certain BMPs differs dramatically between remedial applications (i.e., existing
development) and preventative applications (i.e., new
development or redevelopment). Most of the municipalities in the Butterfield Creek watershed have recently
adopted comprehensive stormwater menagement ordinances that require implementation of effective detentJon designs for development activities and require
site-by-site evaluation of other BMPs, such as infiltration
ITenches, filter strips, and vegetated buffers. The ordinance discussed here was developed by the Butterfield
Creek Steering Cornm~ee.
The limiting cause of stream use impairment in Butterfield Creek is hydrologic destabilization and streambank
modification/channelization. After addressing these
problems, however, full uses still may not be supported
without a~:lressing contributing water quality factors,
Thus, BMPs for Butterfield Creek must control both
runoff rates or volumes and pollutant Ioadings.

Detention retrofiffing has the benefit of controlling both
water quality and runoff rate to address stream
impairments as well as flood control benefits, which m
often perceived as greater needs. Thus, detenlk~
retrofitting has the greatest potential for reducing ~
straints to stream uses as well as the greatest ~
rnentabllity. Targeting of detention retrofitlJng
discussed in the following seclJon.
Reduction of Pollutant a~d ~torm Runoff ~
via Detention
To demonstrate how targeting of BMPs can remediatl
high pollutant Ioadings in Butterfield Creek, it was
sumed that detention basin retrofitting would be applied
to land uses contributing high copper loads. Thase lip
ciuded industrial, commercial/institutional, and high,
density residential uses, representing 16 percent of ~
total watershed area. For purposes of this evaluation, it
is assumed that under existing conditions there is no
effective detention-based control of copper runoff from
these land uses. This is generally true in that much of
the historical development in the watershed occurred
without detention requirements. Further, most detention
facilities built subsequent to the promulgation of ordinance requirements did not include pollutant removal
features. Another significant contributor of copper loads,
highways/arterial roads, was not considered for this
BMP because of the general unavailability of land within
right-of-ways to implement detention.
Targeting is also demonstrated for remediating high
storm-runoff rates. Because the same land uses that
contribute high copper Ioadings also contribute the highest runoff rates, the same 16 percent of the area will be
targetecl for runoff rate control. As wfth copper, it is
assumed that under existing conditions there is no effective control of the 2-year and smaller storm events
most affected by urbanization.

Stormwater detention is a widely accepted practice in
the watershed, and recent experience indicates that the
stringent designs that accommodate pollutant removal
functions are implementable. The generally accepted
detention design for new development among watershed communities calls for limiting the runoff rate for the
2-year storm to 0.04 f’P/sec/acre. This should provide
effective pollutant removal as well as control of rates for
most storm events. Virtually the only other management
practice capable of controlling runoff volumes (and
rates) is infiltration (retention devices). This practice,
however, has not been widely applied in the watershed
or throughout the northeastern Illinois region. The pn-

Effective detention retrofiring designs, based on fully
detaining runoff from the 2-year storm (as now required
by most Butterlield Creek communities), was assumed
to remove 60 percent of the copper load. Table 8 and
Figure 4 show the effects of this action. By controlling
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just 16 percent of the watershed via detention retrofit,
ting, the total watershed copper load is reduced from
29.2 Ib/~n. of rain to 19.3 Ib/in. of rain, a 34-percent
reduction. This example demonstrates quite cfaarly the
value of being able to target BMPs within a watershed,

loads, and implementabifity of controls) to rank subwatersheds. The relative importance of these factocs is
indP-’atecl by assigning weights. As discussed previously,
the Butterfield Creek watershed orientation is different
from the exan’~e presented in the methodology report
and, as a result, may not be as approwiate for this lype
of priodtizat~n as the example. Noneb’~ms, Ihe luggested p,’ioritization methodo~ is i,ust~ated in the
follow~ng exarl~.

It is assumed fl’~t effective detefllk)n retrofiring, which
inclubes control of runoff from the 2-year storm to 0.04
f~/sec/acre, can limit the storm runoff rates (not volumes) for high-intensity land uses to the runoff rate from
nonurbanized land. Table 9 and Figure 5 illusVate
effects of this conVol being applied to industrial, cornA~lgllmerlt of Priorltizatlon Factors
merc~al/institutional, and high-density residenUal land
The methock~ogy report recommends the assignment of
uses. Comparing Table 7 to Table 9 indicates that the
factors based on relative rankings. For purposes of
shod-term, storm runoff rate is reduced by 35 percent
evaluation, the ranking scale ranges f~om 0 to 10.
for the entire watershed, from 0.22 in. per in. of rain to
0.14 in. per in. of rain. The reduction in storm runoff rate Water Bo(Jy Importa~ ~
is even more dramatic for the mainstem (39 percent), in SVeam size factors are assigned In proport~ to Ihe
other words, if detention retrofi~ng can be implemented
for just 16 percent of the oreek watershed, short-term
total drainage area providing ~ to the sb’eam. Subwe.
storm runoff can be reduced dramatically, thereby retorshed drainage area rank values were Prmdouelycomclucing downstream bank erosion and habitat destabili,
puted and are pmsentad in Table 1.
zation effects. While detention reVofiffing will have
relatively riffle effect on total runoff volumes, it w~ll derekBenefclal U~e ~
en stormwater runoff peaks substantially and also proUse-type ranks are based on the nature of potential use
cluce sign~cant pollutant removal benefits,
of the stream reach. The mainstem is assigned a relatively high rank because of the presence of ripadl~

Application of Watershed Prioritization

public open space and because its ,size and

Analysis
The mathorJology report briefly describes a procedure
for pr~or~zing subwatersheds for BMP targeting. This
procedure relies on a number of faclors (including water
body importance; type, status, arK/level of use; pollutant

characterislP..s offer the most potential for aque~c life
and recreational uses. The west and east branches m
assigned relatively lower ranks because of their mote
limited potential and because of the perception, patticulady for sec’tions of the east branch, that the stream’s
primary funct~:m Ls drainage.

Tab~ I. ~ Loedl~g~ ~ Detm’d~on B~ln Retr~,flr~ for Im:k~tHad, Comme~c;.a~l, and HIBh-D~ P,e~klm’dl~

I~_ _-_---~_- ~
P,,omm~ay~
~ res~dor~lJ

H~gh~ ~
V~

Open lar, d,’u,t~ pe~k
H~hwW/arum~ ro~
Agr~cuRure
Woo~Pw~llend
Railroad
Watershe~ tota~

0.07

Mile
O. 14

0.04

0.2

2.3~

1.7’

1.55

4.4

1.19

2.3

3.51

~.0

0.18

1.54

0.9

0.14

1.9

0.18

0.9

0.10

0.03
2.35
0.57
0.13

0.02
1.1S
0.~
0.02

0.4

0.1

0.23
1.2~
0.03
0.04
0.21
8.5
4.4

0.3
4.~
0.9
0.2
0.4
19.3

0.1
4.3
0.1
0.1
1.4
0.8

0.45
1.17

0.21

0.03

0.12

5.2

5.6
2.9

Watershe~ rar~k va~ue
2.7
~ ~cen! ~ r~:luclx~ as~urr, e~ to* ~a~get~ arl

10.0
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m~ ~is fa~. SI~ ~ff ~ f~ am ~
~e me~ r~ ~ ~at u~r ~ ~ T~ 7.
¯ e ~ter~nation of this favor, It is assu~ in ~s
~ample ~at u~ s~s refl~s ~e ~ree of restora.
~n a~ prot~b~ ne~ to a~ieve ~i~ ~nefic~l
u~s. ~u~ ~ of t~ ~a~es ~ ~milar in i~
mlaWe ~ree of aq~c life u~ implant, similar
favors are a~ign~. T~ ~instem’s ~nki~ is sligh~
~wer, howwer, ~u~ of ~ grater ~vel of s~ea~
~e a~ pr~n~ su~.

~flc/a/ U~ ~1
This favor refl~ ~e I~1 of s~eam u~ re~t~e to
o~er water ~ies in ~e ~r~t watersh~. For BuYerfield Creek subwatersh~s, u~ I~el considers a~essible ri~r~n and a~ssible ~n s~ce (e.g., ~r~
and golf ~u~es) and the presen~ of residential land
u~ ad)a~nt to the stream ~or. W~ ~e~ fact,s
~nsi~r~, the ma(nstem ~ assign~ ~ highest ranking, followed ~ ~e e~t brash and ~e west ~an~.
Poll~ant L~=
This favor r~re~nts t~ d~r~ of ~(~ant loading or
~ other ~u~ that is im~iring water ~y use. In
¯ is example, runoff rate (ra~er than quali~) is u~ to

Imple~n~bill~ of ~
~is favor is a~u~ to r~nt ~ r~a~ ~
of imple~n~bili~ of ~ ~asures. In ~is exam~,
~e r~mmen~ contr~ ~asure to r~uce st~
off rates is ~tention ~sin re~ofi~ng. ~ was di~
pr~i~s~, retrofi~ing of existing highway/a~er~l r~
~b~ ~11 not ~ feasible in ~st areas. ~y~ t~t,
distinguishing ~e relaUve i~men~ili~ ~ re~o~
ba~d on institutional or t~hni~l favors is not easy.
¯ is rea~n, ranks are assigned on ~ ~sis of ~rsh~ size an~ the re,We d~r~ of high~ensi~ u~n
~vel~nt. A~ther fa=or ~at muld have ~n ~.
si~r~ is the relate proxim~ of ~rget~ la~ ~.
~r~ ~n~n~ations of ~r~t~ ~nd u~s ~u~ ~
readi~ ~ addre~ ~rough ~ ~st-eff~e
gi~l ~n~s.
Table 10 presents ran~ for each of ~e~ fa~s
subwatersh~. It inclu~s an assignment of fa=ors
the to~( watersh~ as ~11. The re~mmend~ basis
assignment of total watersh~ favors is not desc~
in the meth~lo~ repot. In ~e Bu~eld Cr~k example, totals of the subwalersh~ ranks are us~ f~
~th stream size and stormwater rate. F~ ~e re~ni~
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Table ~0, nutte~¢ ~,~ek Prio~z~ Ane~y~
¯ enefi~ll/Uee

~l~ To

T~

~~

3.~

4

7

3

~~

2~

~

8

3

4.81

O

4

S~

~

4

3~

e

3.~

6

7

4A

4

4.6~

fa~s, ~xi~ ~v~a~s of ~ ~te~
Asslgn~n~ of Re~ve W~
~e ~~ re~ r~niz~ ~t ~ fa~
¯ e~ differe~s ~ a~nt~ for ~ a~igni~ differ~t ~hts to ~ favor. T~ r~ al~ r~;zes
~t ~ns~rable subj~i~ is invo~ in ~e ~i~
of fa=om a~ ~e assortment of ranks ~ re~t~e
~.
~u~bns ~ r~re~n~t~ fi~ t~ wate~,
~d~ ~ ~e~ Cr~k St~ ~, ~
~ns~r~ in a~ning relat~e ~ights f~ B~e~ield
O~k T~ ~1 ~n~t, ~r, ~ ~
~at challenging for ~veral reasons. First, as indictS,
~aluation of the different favors is qu~e subj~e, a~
quantifi~tion, even in relat~e terms, is difficult. ~nd,
~ile ~e list~ evaluation favors are clea~ i~nt
~ ~ e~nt m~n of u~ ~rain~ in B~e~
Cr~k, they are difficult to ~m~re and weight relatwe
to ea~ o~er. Third, as discus~d previously, ~u~
~o of ~e stream ~anches flow into the third, the re~dia~on of pr~lems in the third branch (the mainstem) is
clea~ not ind~endent of rem~ial a~Nities in ~e other
bra~hes. The example from the meth~ol~ re~
does not dir~ refl~t his interd~nden~.
Bearing in mind these qualifications, weights were
assigned to the i~entified factors by following the pr~
dure ~ri~d in ~e meth~olow re~. As s~n in
Table 10, ~ual weights of 25 are assign~ to the four
bctom. F~ ~e ~neF~iakuse ~t~o~, weights are ass~ to the three su~tegories ~ that they total 25.

exam~e in ~e ~~ ~, ~r.

In ~aluafing ~ m~l~ ~ ~is ~i~n to
field Cr~k. ~ w~t ~a~h a~rent~ r~s
~es qu~e ~11 in the ~li~-t~im~e~nt ~t~. In
reali~, its high ~ore in ~is ~t~ is
relatively li~ high~ens~ u~ni~ ~in ~ ~,
sh~ and, therelore, ~ relat~e ~ of~n~d. T~
~anch r~Nes ~e Io~st ~r~ti~ ~e ~u~
s~llest in waters~ =ze a~ ~u~ ~
re~ve to ~t~t~l ~nef~l ~.
~e inte~re~t~n of ~ to~l water~
higher ban ea~ of ~e subwaters~ ~res,
what pe~lexing. The W~ure a~li~ to B~
Cr~k, ~h establishes total watersh~ ran~
erages ~ sums of the subwatersh~ ran~, a~a~
results in ~e to~l watersh~ r~iving ~e h~h~t
~ore. This implies that protein rem~iation
tion) always should ~ addres~ watersh~,
~ite the resu~s of subwatersh~ wi~itiza~on. It
may sug~st that ~e assumptions us~ in ar~
total watersh~ ranks are not a~r~riate a~,
fore, the to~l watershed ~ore s~ld not ~ ~r~
wi~ the subwatershed ~s.

~erall, the resul~ of this simple ana~sis are quRe
interesting. Intuitively, if limit~ funds are availa~e for
remedial ~asures, ~ makes sen~ to ~nd ~ in
subwatersh~s in which stream use has
tential for impr~ement and in which rem~ial a~i~
are most implemen~ble. The results f~ B~e~
Cr~k, in which the mainstem and west bran~ r~e
similarly high targeting ~ores, are general~ consist~t
with this logic. B~au~ ~nditions in the ~instem
Results of Waters~d PrioHtizatlon
are ~e~ndent on nonpoint contributions from ~e east
On the ~sis of the assignment of weights and factors branch, however, it may not be ~ssible to eliminate
as descried above, stormwater rate controts should critical use constraints and Io fully restore ~inst~
~ appli~ first to the west branch, followed clo~ly by stream u~s ~thout a~lying eff~We BMPs ~ter~ ~instem, and ben be east branch. Just as in ~e sh~.
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Other PHoritization Application#
Application of the pfiodtization in this watershed was not
straightforward due to the configuration of the water,
shed. Based on the experience gained in this appiication, however, it is apparent that there are two cases in
which the prioritization methodology would be more usefu! and straightforward. The first case would be in prioritizing restoration efforts between separate watersheds
under a single management agency or funding source.
The second case would be in prioritizing efforts within a
single watershed tributary to a critical resource (e.g.,
recreational lake, high-quality stream segment, water

tion, which emphasizes relative Ioadings among isnd.
use types and subwatarsheds, this simplicity is appropriate and appears to produce reasonable reau~ for
Butte~eld Creak. One shortcoming is that the technical
procedure is limited to pollutant loads. Inclusion of runoff
rates was readily incorporated into the metbodofogy,
however, making it more useful for urban streams ~
as Butterr~ld Creek.

Urban Tal’~et/n~
The urban targeting component of lhe melhodok:@/
worked quite well, especially when combined with mapsup~ reservoir).
ping, which highlighted relative pollutant con~
by land
use.
Targeting
also provided
a faidy
clearrat~)
in~Prlorltlzlng Between Distinct Water.rod=
cation
of the
relative
pollutant
(and high
runoff
During ~’elopment of a statewide or regionwide ~ contribut~on~ by aubwaterehed.
point source control program, limited funds often must
be prioritized between distinct watersheds within the BMPSelectk~
region. This methodology provides a relatively objective
method for assigning priorities to watersheds competing Effective BMP selec~on must take into acoount the
for funds, To ensure acceptance of the results of the causes of stream use impairment as well as the ph~
of the watershed and the drainage ~
prioritization and to avoid conflicts between competing characteristics
watershed officials, involving the officials and interested tern. In the application of the recommended BMP ~
methodology to Butterfieid Creek, it was clear ~
pa~es from all of the watersheds in the assignment of tion
that contro~ both pollutant loads and runoff rathe
ranldng and weighting factors is yen/ important. Be- BMPs
would
be
required. As a result, detantk:~ facility retro~t.
cause they all have participated in that process and ting became,
somewhat by default, the selected BMP
agreed on the ranks and weights, it will be difficult for
them to dispute the outcome of the priodtization results, for evaluation. The quantification procedure recomTherefore, a rational schedule can be developed for mended in the methodology repor~ worked quite w~l
and was enhanced by the mapping of pollutant loadinge.
expenditures and efforts in the various watersheds.
Priorlt/zing Wlthin ¯ Water=heal
During cleveloprnent of a watershed nonpoint source
management plan, a particular resource within the wa.
tershed often motivates development of the plan. The
methodology could be used readily to prioritize targeted
land uses within that watershed. In this case, however,
the beneficial use and probably even the stream size
factors would be meaningless because all subwatersheds would be tributary to the same resource whose
uses are being protected. The only two factors that
would be used would be the pollutant load (or stormwater rate) and the ability to implement,

Waterehed Prlorltlzation
The application of watershed prioritization to Butterfk~:/
Creek, based on assigning ranks and weights to priori.
tJzation factors among subwatersheds, was accomplished with some difficulty. Part of this difficulty was
related to the subwatershed orientation in Butterfleld
Creek, in which two stream segments were tributary to
a third. The existing methodology is not structured to
address this situation. A related difficulty was the subjectNity involved in assigning relative ranks and weights
to unrelated prioritization factors. The methodology
would be more useful for prioritizing between distinct
watersheds or pnoritizing within a watershed all tributary
to a single cribcal resource.

Summary and Conclusions
This report has discussed some of the strengths and
weaknesses of the urban targeting and Priontization meth- Remedial Versus Preventative Application#
Odology as applied to Burtertield Creek in northeastern The Butter~etd Creek app/ication of the targeting and BMP
Illinois. Highlights of this evaluation are discussed below, selection methodology focused on BMPs to remediate
existing stream use impairments. This methodo/ogy could
Technical Representation
potentials/be applied to assess preventative BMPs as
The methodology recommends a relatively simple meth- well. In this context, pollutant loads could be assessed
odolog~, for generating pollutant loads and assessing for a nonurbanized watershed, for a fully urbanized water.
BMP effectiveness. For purposes of this type of applica, shed without BMPs, and for a fully urbanized watershed
with BMPs. For a nonurbanized watershed, however,
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some of the stream-use prioritizatJon factors become
irrelevant, assuming that stream use is relatively unimpaired before urbanization. In the Butterfielcl Creek watershed, several preventative BMPs have already been
chosen for newly urbanizing areas, These include soil
erosion and sediment control measures, effective stormwater drainage and detention controls, and stream and
wetland protection requirements. These preventative
BMPs have been endorsed by most watershed communities because of their multipurpose benefits (i.e., nonpoint control, flood prevention, channel erosion control,
and aesthetic enhancement) and implementability,
Partly for reasons of equity, local officials have no strong
desire to target or prioritize these BMPs to particular
land uses or subwatershe(ts.

The primary limitations of the methodology may be its
subjectivity and the fact that it attempts to represent
complex watershed interrelationships in a relatively simpie fashion. These shortcomings can be addressed by
Woberly qualifying assumptions and providing thorough
clocumantation of results, as well as by involving all of
lhe interested parties in the ranking and weighting pmcess. Without the proper awareness of ~ essum!>.
tJons, however, the methodology is capable of producing
misleading or counterintuitive results. Another potenlJal
shortcoming of the methodology, revealed in its apptication to Butterfield Creek, is the diff’K~Jlty In representing
interdependent (i.e., upstream-downstTeam) subwater.
sheds and stream reaches.

Conclusio~
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Development of a Comprehensive Urban Nonpoint Pollution Control Program

Jennifer M. Smith and Larry S. Coffman

Prince George’s County Government, Department of Environrnental Resources,
Landover, Maryland
Abstract
Comprehensive urban nonpoint pollut~:)n contrcl is a new,
rapidly developing mul~disclplinary field. Signif~ant water
quality improvemenls will be achieved when all state and
local govemrnents have the necessan/resources, know~eck:je, skills, and vision to implement effectNe programs,
Urban nonpoint poiluOon has Uaditionally been addressed
by relying heavily on structural stom’P~ater control devices
to treat contaminated runoff. Yet, this "band-aid" approach
has proven rela0vely ineffective for controlling such a ubiquitous ar~ poorly defined problewL

resources, and insight needed to respond to difrmult
challenges and provide the most appropriate sen’ices
and solutions. Effective water quality improvement
depend on Me ability of municipalities to appropriately
implement an array of preventative measures, manage.
ment strategies, and treatment technologies for dealing
with all aspects of water pollution.

Traditional off,site structural treatment is only one of ~
tools available for addressing this national problem. At the
local level a variety of other innoval~va too~s must be
tailored to the unique problems and characteristics of
particular site, land use, community, or wat~.s.hed. Nonpoint source pollution will be fully and e~ controlled
municipalities understand how to idenl~fy pm0lerns, evaluate alternatives, and implement so~u’dons.

The objective of this paper is to illustrate some of the
rna~y problems, issues, and obstacles that fecleral,
state, and local government agencies must address to
facilitate further advancements in urban water quality
control. A more comprehensive, watershed approach
must be developed, specifically focusing on source preDiscussion
vention programs, improved technology, and intraThe magnitude and scope of critical issues associated
agency coordination. Measuring the effectiveness of
’ current urban nonpo~nt
¯ source contrcl programs, such
with
innovative source control programs, such as public education, will become essential for targeting problems, (NPDES)
be appreciated
to ensureSystem
sucas theprogram,
National must
Pollutant
Discharge Elimination
focusing goals, and allocating resources to areas need- cess. To effectively implement the NPDES regulations,
ing improvemenL
municipalities must address the following questions:
Guidance for implementing these nonpoint poilu’don contro~ strategies is needed to assist state and local governHow Will the NPDES Goals Be Met?
merits. The nature, magnitude, and scope of urban
The success of the municipal NPDES program in achievnonpoint source pollution, one of the most fundamental
ing the water improvement objectives of the Clean Water
and universal problems facing local governments, are ~.
Act
will depend heavily on the ability and commitment
sues ~at have yet to be adequately resolved. Without
of each municipality to develop focused and effective
program guidance and leadership, the urban nonpoint
comprehensive pollution control programs. To reduce
pollution problem will persist and the quality of our nation’s
nonpoint pollution to the maximum exlent possible,
waters will furlt~er’deteriorate,
local governments must be prepared to support and
effectively implement the full range of necessary proIntroduct;ort
gram components and to shill their programs to a more
To address the complex nature of the national water balanced approach between prevention and treatment.
pollution problem ancl the comprehensiveness of nonpoint pollution control, all states and municipalities must Municipal governments need active leadership that erahave access to the understanding, expertise, knowledge, powers each jurisdiction with the necessary knowledge,
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skills, and resources to implement effective programs. Ultimately, each municipality’s success will be
judged based on the ability to effectively implement
program constituents related to planning, coordination,
integration, education, prevention, management, maintenance, inspection, enforcement, funding, and appropriate
use of technology. Many roadblocks, however, will inhibit the ability to accomplish these objectives. Funding
and competition with other local programs are obvious
barriers, while misunderstanding the nature of the problem, setting incorrect priorities, and focusing programs on
nonVaditional prevention sVategies are less obvious pit-

"band-aid" approach instead of a more comprehenslw
approach in which both preventstJve and treatment
measures are employed within a watershed.
With the many years of experience that some munick
palities now have using treatment devices, it is becoming clear that many current treatment practices ~’e
riddled with inherent problems that may be difficult, if not
impossible !o overcome. Problems such as burdensome
maintenance, improper construction0 inadequate design,
ineffective site managemonL and ~he latest ~
posed by federal and state ~ permitting require-

current treatment practices in ufoan nonpoint soume potWhat Does Each Jurisdiction Need?
lution con~ol need to be care/ully evaluated.
The successful integration of effective nonpolnt source
pollution reduction programs into traditional local storm- Reliance on treatment technology as Ihe pd,’nary ~,
water programs is more easily accomplished if impte- proach to pollution control can result in failure of ¯
mentation problems ere identified and thoroughly program. Many current treatment practices cause
addressed. These problems can concern:
lems that limit, restrict, or prohibit their use. l"hu~, in
more recent study, Prince George’s County, Man/fend,
¯ Legal, financial, and political liabilities and i,~suas,
found that of 151 urban nonpoint source treatment dee Public awareness, acceptance, ~ education,
vices constructed or put into operation within the pa~ 5
only 60 percent were functioning as deaign~l.
¯ Development and implementation of adequate in- years,
Given such limitations, it would be Inappropriate to guk~
spection programs for construction and maintenance, other local jurisdictions to heavily rely on treatment tech¯ Development and implementation of effective an. nology in the hope of greatly improving water quality,
forcement programs.
Do We Effectively Control New Developmef~
¯ Funding options for various programs.
¯ Integration, coordination, and enhancement of exist- One problem that has yet to be adequately addressed
is an effective and comprehensive approach to environing programs.
mentally safe development. Current programs primarily
¯ A/location and sharing of private, public, and corpo- focus on treatment controls for new development and
rate resources,
generally do not consider or incorporate other imt:xxtant
¯ Understanding the techniques, approaches, strata- pollution reduction and prevention strategies.
gies, and philosophies of comprehensive water qual- New development must be designed in such a manner
ity planning,
that onsite treatment of stormwater runoff can be effec¯ Development of mechanisms for technology transfer tive. In addition, prevention must become an integrated
part of site 0evelopment through public education, iraand implementation of innovative practices,
piementation of site maintenance and management
¯ The need for practical guidance on program devel- plans, and industrial process changes.
opmenL
The goal of an effective stormwater management site
Local governments will be looking for guidance on how plan should be the integration of preventive, manageto overcome these obstacles. Thus guidance on effec- ment, and treatment devices that can el/ecrU’ely mitigate
tive model programs must take into account the effect all ao~,erse water quality impacts associated with the
policy decisions have at the local level,
development. New development can be easily regulated
and pollution abatement requirements selected from a
Can We Depend on Treatment Technology?
broad range of options can be imposed, including:
Historically, stormwater programs have addressed water ¯ Greater use of open and surface drainage systems.
pollubon from a treatment standpoint, making them rather
symptomatic and ineffective. Typical programs rely heavily ¯ Limited and creative grading to encourage onsite retent=on and to enhance grounoLwater recharge.
on structural treatment devices to control contaminated
runoff from new development. As a result, current water ¯ Treatment of surface water by maximizing biological,
pollution control programs address problems through a
chemical, and physical treatment devices.
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¯ Requiring grounds maintenance plan~,
¯ Education programs for developers and the public,
¯ Use of effective construction and maintenance inspection and enforcement progrem~,
¯ Greater preservation of existing natural water quality
and habitat features,
What Do We Do About Existing Development?
Comrolling nonpoint source pollution from existing deveiopment represents the greatest challenge but offers the
most potential for attainment of overall pollution reduc,
tion goals. Water pollution problems associated with
existing development are the most difficult to control and
.require the most complicated mix of approaches. Typical
=ssues include a lack of regulations requiring retrofitting
of facilities, a lack of available space to construct onsite
controls, limited incentives, difficulty in identifying problems and solutions, a lack of public awareness, a lack
of funding, and limitecl experience with source control
and prevention programs. To aclclress these issues, municipaJities should consicler the following:
¯ A community and/or watershed-based approach,
* Baseline data collection needs,
¯ Investigative approaches and tools.
¯ Water quality data collection and use.
¯ Public outreach programs.
¯ Regulatory action~,
¯ Inspec~:m.

programs and directing and focusing them on a common
goal would be extremely valuable and useful. AJthough
many water quality-related pollution control prograrn~
exist, few coordinate oversight in order to pool resources and combine effom.
Existing water quality proteclJon and community outreach programs can be easily enhanced or expanded to
incorporate ack~itional water quality education and
forcement programs. For example, in Prince George’s
.County, the police community relalJons program is work.
mg with the state’s Department of Environmental Resources, the U.S. Attorney’s O1~ and local cilJzen~
groups to incoq:x>rate water pollution Oonlrol educationld
information into the program. In conjunction wilh a state,
feck~al, and local enforcement training program, ~ eflott
focuses on b’~ enfomement of waler quelily re~.
The final aspect of a comprehensive program is to cotisider all possible sources of water pollution, point and
nonpolnt source alike. Combining the invest~atJon and
enforcement efforts of both programs could help eliminate loopholes in the system and facilitate effec~ve use
of existing resources. Irna~stigators and enforcement
agents at all levels of government must pool b’~dr resources and continuously exchange information regan::r~ng

How WIll We Measure the Effectivetleu of
NPDES Progreml?

¯ Enforcement.
¯ ~sive maintenance and management p~ns.
¯ Retrofit opportunities,
¯ Innova~ve control technology.
¯ Lake, stream, and wetland restoration and enhancemenL
How Comprehensive Is Comprehensive?
A comprehensive program not only uses dedicated local
government personnel, but also integrates existing programs and personnel at the state and federal level,
Coordination, cooperation, communication, and participation among all agencies involved with programs related to water quality improvements are essential for
efficient use of available resources.
Many important water quality-related programs have
been independently developed over time that achieve a
variety of environmental objectives. Iclentilying all such

Municipal governments, scientists, environmentalists,
and the public will continue to ask, How effective are
source controls? Various plans have been discussed as
a result of the NPDES stormwater permit application
requirements to quantify the effectiveness of municipal
programs. Among these is the water quality standards
approach that is currenUy used in the NPDES industrial
point source discharge program.
The water quality standards approach to measuring the
effecl~veness of urban nonpolnt source conb’oVprevenlJon
programs will require extensive water quality base-flow
and storm-event monitoring. In the past, however, water
quality monitoring programs, either with automated equip.
ment or manual sampling, have proven to be clif~-ult and
costly to implement. Problems wi~ drought conditions,
weather predictions, equipment errors, and the Physical
constraints associated w~th manuaJ sampling present par.
ticular challenges. Utbmately, municipalities, which will be
responsible fo~ implementing source conb’ol programs and
measuring their effecliveness, will nee~ to rely on ~
availability of low-cost, flexible alternatives.
The success of source control programs will rest on
the ability of small and meclium-s~ze municipalities to
iml:)lement comprehensive and effective water quality
control programs. How these programs are structured
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and the number of programs Implemented will u~mately
determine the effectiveness of u~:mn nonpoin! source
pollution control efforts. The focus of efforts should not
be on the development of water quality standards but
on the development and implementation of a wide range
of prevention, management, and tmaVnent programs,
Summ~ry
Significant recluctions in urban nonpoint pollution will
be achieved only when effective treatment, prevention,
management tools, strategies, and programs have
been fully developed and implemented. Given

@earer picture of the nature and scope of the problem,
howthe piece~ willfit together ls bet~er understood. None.
th~ess, effec~’e efforts w~ll require time, p~tience, and
cooperatkxl. NI governments, agencies, and o~
cleaiing with these issues must wod~ together to develop
the technology necessary for a nationally conlprehensire urban nonpoint source conb-ol program. Momentum
for change must be sustained by ~ strong leadership, and expertise in this ever-growing and compticared field must be appropriately channeled to develop
st~te-of-ltm-art technology, and notjustto restate IL
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Site Planning From a Watershed Perspective

Nancy J. Phllgpa
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5, Chk~ago, gHn~ll
Elizabeth T. Lewis
U.S.

Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Servtce, Grayllake, Iffinoll

Abetrl~-,t
The site planning review process involves consideration
of the impacts on water resources that can result from
the pro~sed a~vity, including changes in water quar~
and quantity. These changes can affect areas immediately adjacent to the site, as well as distant areas of the
watershed. Therefore, site-specific and watershed issues must be considered when developing solut~ns for
proper manageff~lL
An important first step in the process involves locating
the project site within the watershed and becoming familiar wi~ ~ watershed charactedst~L Secondly,
analysis of the impact of site development on the resource areas within the watershed should be conducted
so that management objectives can be identified. This
aids in the idantif~-~al~on of best management practices
that can meet mana~nlent ob’.~(.~vas for the site and
the watershed,

3) inventory of natural systems, 4) ldendficatJon of ira.
pacts from development, 5) development of manage.
merit goals and objeclJves, and 6) developrnerlt of
recommendations for n~galk)n.

Delineation of the Wete~lhed
A watershed is an area of land that drains to a well~r
resource such as a we,and, river, or lake. Depend~
on the size and topography, watersheds can contain
numerous thbutaries, such as streams and ditches,
ponding areas such as detantk)n structures, natural
pOrK:IS, and wetlands.
Rainwater and snowmelt that do not evaporate or
trate into the soil run off into a nearby tributary of
ponding area, then flow to the main wet/and, river, Or
lake within that watershed. Through this linkage, II’m
upper portions of s watershed can affect downstream

areas, Thus, the qual~ of a we,and, stream, or lake
Irltroduotlon

oflen reflects the land use and other activities being
conducted in upstream areas. Because the relationship
of cause and effect can exland for large distances
throughout the entire watershed, it is Important to address environmental management issues from a watershed perspectNe.

Site planning tends to occur o(1 a limited scale, usually
when developing individuaJ sites, such as sulxlivisions,
commercial developments, industrial parks, residential
areas, and schools, as well as infrastructure such as
roao’ways and bricks. Together, these sites compose
an urban area.

Use of topographic maps is a common method of locating and delineating the boundahes of watersheds. To
locate a site on a topographic map, the site plan should
be c/oseh/examined. A topographic map represents the
physical features of the rand such as hills, valleys, besins, ri~jes, end channels. The mapping technique
used is based on elevabon data (usually mean sea
level) anti contour intervals (commonly of 10 It). Distinc.
tire features such as road intersections and curves,
towns, agricultural fielcl boundaries, streams, and lakes
make acceptable lan~:lmarks. These landmarks can be
used to locate the approxir’r~ate site on a topographic
map. The nex~ step is to clelineate the watershe<:l I~it

As sites within the urbanizing area develop, water resources such as streams, lakes, wetlands, and ground
water degrade. Because of the incremental nature of
development and the cumulative effect that developrnent can have on resources, the site planning process
must involve consicleration of the watershed within
which the development is occurnng. The watershed
approach, which allows for a comprehensNe evaluation
of the 0eve/opment process, contains several elements
that together form a review process: 1 ) cle;ineation of
the watershed and subbasins, 2) inventory of soils,
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contains the site. Below is an outline of steps necessary
¯
to delineate a watersh~l:
1. Use a topographic map(s) to locate the river, lake,
stream, wetland, or other water bodies of interest
(see Figure 1).

mapped at 50-fl intervals. Contour lines spaced far
apart indicate that the landscape is more level and
gently sloping. Contour lines spaced very close to{}ether indicate dramatic changes (rise or fall) in
elevation over a short distance (see Figure 4). To
determine the final elevation of a location, simply
2. Trace the watercourse from its source to its mouth,
add
or subtract the appropriate contour interval for
including the tributaries. This step determines the
every thin line or the appropriate lntewal for event
general beginning and ending boundaries (see
thick line.
F’~ure 2).
4. Check the slope of the landscape by locating two
3. Examine the lines on the topographic map that are
adjacent contour I~nes and determine their respective
near the watercourse; these are referred to as corv
elevations. The slope is calculated as the change in
tour lines (see Figure 3). Contour lines connect all
elevation divided by the distance. A clepressed area
points of equal elevation above or below a known
(valley, ravine, swale) is represented by a sedes of
reference alevation. The thick contour lines have a
contour lines "pointing" towards the highest etevanumber associated with them, indicating the elevation (see Figure 5). A higher area (,’t:lge, hill) is reprotion. The thin contour lines are usually mapped at
seated by a ser~es of contour lines "pointing" towan:b
lO-fl intervals, and the thick lines am usually
the lowest elevation (see F’~gure6).

"

Figure 1. B~= RIv=, watzrzh~

L~k~,
F~ur~ 2. We=t Br~nch ~ul~wat=r~’~L

Fteure 4. Roodpl~ln= ~nd
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Determine the direction of drainage in the area of
the water body by drawing arrows perpendicular to
a series of contour lines that decreases in elevation,
Stormwater runoff seeks the path of least resistance
as it travels downsiope. The "path" is the shortest
distance between contours, hence a perpendicular
route (see Figure 7).
Mark the break points surrounding the water body.
The "break points" are the highest elevations where
half of the runoff would drain towards one body of
water and the other half would drain towards another body of water (see Figure 8).
1oo

A

Inventory of SolII
Locating the site on the ~ls map requires a U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) Soil Conservation
Service (SCS) soil survey of the county. Select
appropriate soil sheet for the site by exarnirdng the Inol~r
to Map Sheets. Each numbered sectior~ corresponds to
a soil sheeL After obtaining the necessary soil
locate the site by using distinguishing lar~rks, such
as road intersecbons, field outlines, creeks, and rivers.
Note the map unit symbols that are In that area. Map
letters, or a combination of numbers and letters, Soll
surveys differ from state to state and county to county.
Some soils are symbolized by letters and others by
numbers. Figure 10 ~ a typical soils map found in

7o

~o

an SCS soil suwey.

A

A variety of information that can be used to evaluate
sites is contained within the soil survey and maps. The
different types of information contained in the soil survey
include land capability classification, suitability tables,
slopes, erosiveness, wetness, permeability, and ~rain-

F~ S. ~
co~o~ L~=
’

7. Connect the break points with a line following the ~
est elevations in the area. The completed line represents the boundary of the watershed (see Figure 9).

/ ~,~o ~ ~
~ 11o J~7
~1~ ~y
e

Land Capability Classific~Uon
~
~

B

The land capability cla ssifioation shows the suitability of
the soils for various types of activities, from farming to
engineadng. The capability classification, denoted by
roman numerals, suggests ways to manage and use the
soils and highlights any potential hazards. Included in
the capability classification are subclasses of erosion,
wetness, shallowness, and climate limitations, indicated
by small letters after the roman numerals. These sub.
classes signal a soil’s tendency, for example, toward~
Suitability Table=
Suitability tables are found in the section located after
the soil descriptions and management capability group
ings, They designate the soil’s suitability for vaticus cattp
gories of uses, including wildlife plantings, septic fields,
building foundations, and road subgrades. This table
can highlight some potential hazards for sites planned
on questionable soils. For example, soils that are appropriate for a road subgrade may not always do as well for
septic fields.

Slopes
7. O~r~-uon of d~na¢~,

Steepness of slopes can be easily determined by looking foror
theletters.
capital letter
behindare
the usually
first sedesvery
of
numbers
The posted
"A" slopes
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gentle, with B, C, and D slopes progressively steeper.
Knowing the slopes on the site helps determine the
amount of grading required and the amount of earth to
be moved. Slope steepness also indicates the potential
for problems with erosion and stabilization of the site.
Ero~lvene~

Other Informatiott
Other symbols used on a soil survey may denote a
wetland or marsh, or the presence of heavy clays, ~
p.ressional areas, intermittent streams, springs, end eros=o~ spots. These features are not always found on a
topographic map. This infon~ation is particularly impor.
tant when doing cur.son/site ev~luatiort=.
The most important point to remember when using the
infon’nation in a soil survey is to recognize that it hal
inherent limitations. Due to the scale in the field vemul
that of an aerial photograph, ltm soil survey can only
point towards a situation that may need further investJgatlon. Any Questions raised by the soil survey should
be followed by an onsite soil determination by a qualified
soil scientist.

The soil survey sections entitled "l~)etailed Soil Map
Units" and "Classification of the Soils" provide more
specific information regarding the soils and their formations and uses. It is important to scan these sections for
any potential erosion problems. Knowing a soil is erosire in nature is useful when analyzing how construc,
tion, mass grading, and clearing could affect the site.
This can help predict how much ,soil loss could occur
and pinpoint the best erosion and sediment controls to
be used on the site. An erosion problem already present
on the site may be indicated by the use of a number after Inventory of Natural Systernl
the symbol depicting the soil type and slope on the map Most areas have National Wetland Inventon/ (NWI)
(e.g., 10482).
maps produced by the U.S Fish and Wildlife Sendce, On
the NWl maps, the wetlands are defined as "lands blnsitional between aquatk: and terrestrial systems where
Wetl~e~
water table is usually at or near the surface, or the
To determine if the soil present on the site is hydric or the
land
covered by shallow water." In addition, the deft"wet," the soil description section and land capability nitionisrequires
that one or more of the following three
classification indicate whether or not that ‘soil has a attributes be present: "1) at least pedoclically the land
water table at or near the surface. Most of the wet soils supports predominantly hydrophytes, 2) the substrate il
occur in valley bottoms or depressional areas. On the predominantly undrained hydric ‘soil, or 3) the substrate
soil map itself, the wetness may be designated with a is non.soil and is saturated with or covered by shallow
"W" preceding or following the soil symbol. Knowing if a water
‘some time during ~ growing season of each
soil has a tendency towards wetness can signal poten- year." at
Therefore,
these maps contain information on
tial hazards. A site originally planned for septic systems sites that have lakes,
and streams, as well as
may have to turn to sewer and water, or a site could such areas as marshes,rivers,
bogs, and swamps.
contain wetlands that require protection,
Some counties have advanced wetland mapping that
delineates critical areas in need of protection from conPermeability
struction disturbances using the NWI maps as one of
Soi~ permeability is important to a variety of people when their criteria. Recently, SCS has inventoried wetlands in
looking at a potential construction site. The permeability agricultural fields and adjacent areas. In addition, SCS
of the soil can determine if the site is appropriate for a I~ ~s also identified highly erodible cropland fields. These
detention pond, a septic field, or an infiltration trench. In areas, if developed, will have special needs for soil
addition, knowing if the ‘soil has a slow or fast perme* erosion and sediment control measures.
ability can alert the planner to the potential for ponding
Other natural systems that need to be included in the
or ground-water vulnerability.
watershed review process are ground-water resources,
such as aquifers, and recharge areas to public and
Drainage Patterne
private wells. Many states have mapped their groundSoil surveys typically have a smaller scale than a topo- water resource areas, and local municipalities ,should
graphic map; therefore, more detail pertaining to the have maps showing the location of and contribution
landscape can be shown. Drainage patterns are impor- zones to public wells.
tant to identify. Drainage patterns highlight how the land It is important to examine several additional maps to
slopes and drains and in what direction. This is impor- gain a proper perspective on other developments in the
tant when considering a site for development, as it is watershed. Comprehensive zoning and plan maps re.advisable to keep the natural drainage pattern intact veal current land use and plans for the future of the area.
wher~ever p~ssible Utilizing natural drainage can elimimaps are invaluable when determining what
nate the need for regrading and rerouting of runoff from These
stormwater
best management practices (BMPs) should
the site.
be applied to the site. If development currently exists
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upstream or more development is planned, caution may
need to be taken when situating homes or businesses
near a stream. Conversely, if the proposed development
will be upstream of existing developments, detention
measures may be needed to prevent downstream floo~ing. Whatevar the situation, knowing where develop
ments are and where they will be helps determine what
means and methods of prevention and protection need
to be taken.

Identification of Impacts From

where (for log-transformed data)
C= = expected concentration of pollutant x
Z = standard normal probability (for specified
probability of occurrenoe)
Cm = median pollutant concantratk:m
COV = coefficient of varialJon
To estimate probability, use the equation

z=

Development

Once the !ocational information for the project has been
gathered and the contributing watershed identified, it il
necessary to consider the impacts the development will
have on the watershed. In general, the major impacts
will be alterations in water quality, water hydrology, and
terrestrial and/or aquatic habitat. Some simple mathods
allow initial judgments to be made as to the exlent of the
impact and the level of mit~jatJon required to protect, the
s~rrounding ecosystem (1).
Changea in Water Quality

(Eq. 2)

Pollutant Loadl
Some pollutants are likely to have long-term (chronic)
effects on environmental systems because of pollutant
loading rates. Typically, the pollutants considered to
have a chronic impact on water quality are nutriente,
sediments, toxic metals, organics, and some
demanding substances. One approach relies on the
development of unit area loading rates for various
lutants for different land uses. The unit area loading
values are generally a numerical value based on the
area of land use (1).

As people inhabit and use the lands around them, they
deposit various pollutants on the land. When rainfall and
runoff occur, these pollutants are washed into receiving
waters. As urban development occurs within the water,
shed and the land use changes, pollutants, loading
rates, and the concentration of pollutants discharged to
~ receiving waters also change. Many studies have
been conducted during the past 20 years to characterize
the types and amounts of pollutants associated with
vanous land uses, including urban lend uses. A review
of the results indicates that different types of land use
generate ~ypical" pollutants, at amounts within a range
of values (2). (These values have been consolidated
into a single value based on statistical analysis of all
data.)

Many methods have been developed to estimate the
pollutant load that would be expected from a proposed
development. The anticipated value can be compared
with the existing pollutant loads to determine the
crease in pollutant ~oading. One of the easiest methoda
to use is the Simple Method (3). This method uses
readily available information but is limited to sites less
that 1 square mile in area. Loading information gathered
can be used to judge whether some type of runoff
treatment will be needed before discharging to the receiving waters. The equation for estimating pollutant
loads is found in Equation 3.

Pollutant Concentration

L = (P) (Pj) (l:L,) ((3) (A) (0227)

Some pollutants are more likely to have shorl-term
(acute) effects on environmental systems because of
the pollutant concentration. Typically, the pollutants considered to have an acute impact on water quality are
oxygen-demanding substances and bacteria. Using an
equation that considers normal probability, median poIlutant concentrations, and variability, estimates can be
made of the probability that pollutant concentrations will
exceed acceptable water quality standards. The equations used for esLimating concentrations and probability
of exceedances are found in Equations 1 and 2 (2).

(Eq. 3)

where
L = annual mass of pollutant export (ll:Vyr)
P = annual precipitation (in.)
Pj = correction factor for smaller storms that do not
produce runoff (dimensionless)
Rv = runoff coefficient (dimensionless)
C = average concentration of pollutant
A = site area (acres)

To estimate expect~--~l concentrations, use the equation
C~ = Cm (exp [Z (ln (l+COV}2)’,’zj)

When concentration is in rng/L,

When concentration is in pg/L,

(Eq. 1)

L = (P) (P=) (1:~) (C) (A) (0.000227)

(Eq. 4)

~
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ChangesIn Water Hydrology
As development oecurs within the watershed, the degree
of imperviousness within the watershed often increases,
Impervious surfaces do not allow rainfall to infiltrate as
would occur in an undeveloped setting; as a result, more
rainfall becomes runoff. As the amount of imperviousness increases, so does the amount of runoff from ~
site. Taken individually and cumula~ely, the increase in
runoff will change the hydrology of the watershed, Depending on the location of the site within the watershed
and on development conditions in other areas of the
watershed, changes in watershed hydrology can negatively affect downstream properties, causing flooding
and property destruction, and also lead to downstream
bank destabilization, erosion, and scouring, In some
areas of the country, land subsidence becomes an issue
if the water table is lowered because of the lack of
ground-water recharge. This problem can be addressed
through ordinances that stipulate all pre- and post’de.
velopment runoff rates for the entire watershed be
sidered when a single site is being developed.
A commonly used method for determining the we- and
postdeveiopment runoff rates for a site and watershed
is SCS Technical Release 55, "Urban Hydrology for
Small Watersheds." TR55 can serve as an initial screening procedure for estimating runoff values, An advanrage of the procedure is its ease of use through charts
and availability on computer disk (4).
Alterations In Terrestrial and Aquatic Habi~t
As more undisturbed lands near shore areas are con.
vetted into urban and suburban land uses, areas once
inhabited by terrestrial and aquatic animal and plant
species are minimized or destroyed. As native habitats
have continued to decrease over the years, more attention has been given to the need to protect and preserve
them. In many areas, endangered species laws serve
to protect habitat areas for those plants and animals
appearing on state and federal endangered speoes list.
AJthough this is helpful, it does little to protect more
prolific and less sensitive plant and animal species that
are burdened by urban development. Consideration of
and accommodations for plant and animal species
should and can be incorporated into the individual site
planning process as well as the watershed management
strategy.

Development of Management Goals and
Objectives
An effective method to review site development is to first
consider what the overall watershed management objectJves are. One place to start looking for this type of
information is within the existing state water quality

levelsthat are protective to human and biological health,
and assign designated uses for the resource. A management approach can consist of a review of the existing
and potential designated uses for the resources within
the watershed, and can attain or preserve these use~.
In addition, local agencies may have developed
agement objectives through such mechanisms as watershed protection districts.
A simple hierarchy of management objec~as has been
presented by Schueler et al. (5), which consists of
the followir~
¯ Reducing increases in pollutant loading and
concentration.
* Reducing the sevedty of impacts of pollutant loading
and urbanization.
¯ Addressing specific pollutantl.
¯ Protecting sensitive are==.
¯ Controlling floods.
¯ Restoring the
Whipple (6) also uses a hierarchical method of
nated uses as management ob~:
¯ Habitat of threatened or endangered species and outstanding natural resource waters.
¯ Water supply from both surface and ground.
¯ Other areas to be protected.
¯ Those not needing protection.
Figure 11 presents a resource area hierarchy consisting of:
¯ Baseline urban nonpoint source pollutant conl~t
¯ Baseline urban resource protection
¯ Control of specific pollutants
¯ Protection of sensitive resource areas
¯ Flood control

Management
"Baseline" Urban Nonpoint Source Pollutant Control
"Baseline" Urban Resource Protection
Control of Specific Po~lu~lult$

Protection of Sensitive Resource
Flood Control

standards. Water quahty standards give numerical values and narrative descriptions for various pollutants, at Figure 11. Resource Itll h~erlrchy.
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Development of Recommendations for
reduce the potential for pollutant loading. Many of the
Mitigation
pollution prevention practices are referred to as nonAfter consideration has been given to the degree to
structural BMPs. These practices can include such
activities as public education, zoning ordinances,
which changes in water quality, hydrology, and habitat
alterations potentially affect the watershed and the site
planning procedures, restricted use policies,
and after management goals and objectives have been
overlay district.
identified, it is necessary to ~yelop management s~’ate- ¯ Habitat protection: An effect3ve tool for I~e resto~ljon
gies that mitigate impacts to the level desired. This is
and management of habitat areas is the impleme~
accomplished through the use of rnitiga0on techniques,
ration
of measures to e~.~Jre ~ ~
commonly referred to as BMPs. These ~ can take
Habitat protection is usuab/accomplished through
~ form of engineered practices, called structural BMPs,
structural BMPs, ~ as ~ corddor
or nonengineered practices, called nonstructural BMPs.
wetland
protec0on programs, critical habitat ~
BMPs can be implemented on a site-specific basis and
on a regional o~ watershed basis. The overall management programs, and zoning tools suc~ as open space
merits and creative Isnd-use p~anning techniquel
objectNes and the severity of impacts from developmertt
(cluster developme~).
may dictate the degree of mitigation required (7).
¯ Runoff atfenuatior~. One of ~e most effec~e
In selecting BMPs for a site, it ts Important to consk:ler
to manage stormwater flows is to prever~t end redu¢~
I) how the BMPs will function as a system; 2) how the
them. Much of this can be accomplished Ihtoug~ ¯
practice will meet watershed- and site-specific managereduction in site impervious cover. Reduction in imment objectives, such as pollutant load and concentra,
pervious cover allows for increased i~filtratk)~. Olttar
tion reduction, control of storm volumes, and provision
practices that attenuate runoff are drywells,
of habitat; and 3) what some of the limitations and uses
sion storage, and approwiately placed Infiltration
of the pracl~ces am.
trenches. Impiementin~ these practices reduces
other impacts of development by reducing runo(~
Best Management Practice Sy~tetl~
ume, floed occurrence, pollutant loads and
tratio~s, and stream degradat~m.
Structural ancl nonstructural BMPs differ in their design,
limitabons, and opt~maJ applicability (i.e., ac~lressing pol- ¯ Runoff conveyance: Runoff conveyenca ~
!utant loads, habitat, or hyclrology). While some BMPs are
serve to transport the storm flows from the point of
implemented to provide a wimary objective, secondary
origin to the runoff pretreatment and traatmettt SYlmitigation and benefits also are commonly provided. For
tern. Runoff conveyance systems can allow 1o~ limexarn~, a we1 c~etent~on pond optirnally func0ons to iraited treatment levels, as in the case of grassed
prove water qualit~ through pollutant load recluctJon but
swales with check clams and exfiltration device=.
can also function to balance water hydrology and proOtt~er conveyance systems for stormwater inclu~:~
vicle habitat. BMPs can be grouped into cliscrete funcstructural eiements, such as pipes with flow sp~it~rs.
tional units that a~dress clifferent aspects of stormwater
management. These units are pollution prevention, habitat = Runoff pretreatment: Runoff pretreatment is the pro~
protection, runoff attenuation, runoff conveyance, runoff ess whereby runoff is diverted through Pratreatment
practices. These practices usually prolong end impretreatment, ancl runoff treatment. The units, taken
prove the efficiency of the treatment device. Pre0"eattogether, form the BMP system. The BMPs selected to
ment practices inclucle vegetated filter strips, dpatien
meet watershed- and site-specific objectives generally
systems, seffiing basins, and water quality inlets.
will be from all of these functional units. Figure 12 ¢iepicts a BMP systems approach, ~scribed below:
¯ Runoff treatment.. Runoff treatment practices are d~v~es clesigned to ~’eat s~ormwater runoff and remove
¯ Po//ution prevention.. An effective approach to menpollutants through a number of processes, including
aging pollutants in urban settings is to prevent or
adsorption, ~’ansformat;~, and sefIling before entry to
Water Ouallty
R~noff A~enuztJ~

Habitat

Hydrology
Runoff Conv~,ano~ Runoff Pr~Mm~n~ I=,~noff Tre4~

S~=:~i

Figure 12. BMP lyl.t~m=
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the resource area. Treath’~lt devices are considered
the final component of the BMP system. Some familiar lreat~nent devices include detention, retention, and
infiltratiott.
Several additional issues need to be considered when
0eveloping recommendat~ns fo~ prac0ces. Among these
are acceptance of practices by landowners and the
aesthetic quality of the practices. Although these issues
seem minor, disgruntled landowners can inhibit irr~ementation of effective long-term management programs.
A fmquen~ ovedcoked but ~ consideration for stormwater managemontisthedevetopmenloflong.termmain.
tenance and financing programs. BMPs, once installed,
require upkeep and periodic repairs. Long-term urban
runoff management programs require a commitment to
maintain technical end program supporl staff.
Determine Reduction or Protection Measures
Necessary To Achieve Objectives and Meet
Watershed and Site-Specific Need=
To develop a management strategy, it is important to
integrate watershecl needs with site-specific needs. The
simplest approach is to first consicler the broader watershed nee<is and then "work in" site-specific neects around
them. Examples of broad watershed management neath
are protecting public water supplies, river con’ldors and
riparian areas, wetlands and wildlife habitat; preserv.
ing!expanding open space; or meeting a watersheo’wi0e
pollutant reducbon goal. To adi:lress these needs, management practices such as no construction/no disturbance buffer zones, creative site layout practices,
impervious cover limitations, tree disturbance restnct~ons, total site disturbance limitations, and riparian enhancement zones may be utilized. These management
practices tend to define or refine areas for the actual site
development and site-specific practices,
On the site level, ~ broader watershed management
practices incoq:>orated, more specific needs can be addressed. Examples of site-specific management needs
are preventing or managing soils loss, lowering the
postdeve~opment discharge rate and volume, enhancing riparian areas, and reducing pollutant loads from the
site. To address these needs, management practices
such as developing and implementing a pre,antive soil
erosion control plan, and installing such items as ternporary sedir~ent basins, siltation fencing, dry wells, infiltration trenches, wet ponds, and native plant species
planting may be utilized,

Best Management Practice

Llrnltatiot~

To provide information on the limitations end uses of
BMPs, several charts have been developS. The most
recently completed of these is found in Schueler el ai.
(5). Summary information can also be found in Schueter
(3) and U.S. EPA (8). Informal~:~n contained in the charts
includes ao’vantages, disadvantages, cost eff’~ency,
limitations for ground-water depth, and soils. Schueler
and colleagues consolidated information on repottlXl
BMP efficiency in a s~milar chart form (5). All of
information can help ~ decision-maker determine
most effec~e mix of practices to meet stated objec0ves.
Figures 13 and 14 provide en example of the BMP
limitation charts avaJlab~.

Benefits of Watershed Planning
The most obvious benefit realized f~om a watershed
planning approach is the installation of BMPs to mitigate
water managemen~ issues before serious problems msuit. A~ance planning saves valuable resources at
state and local level, which could be used in other areal.
Economies of scala can also be realized as a result of
the watershed approach. When installing regional pracrices, larger areas within the watershed can be
on a per unit area cost basis. This will be beneficial to
the development community and the local jurisdiction=.
Restoration is always more expensive than prevention.
Most restoration costs are associated with damage off
site and downstream by runoff and sedimentation. As
emphasized earlier, the amount and velocity of runoff
flowing off site can cause severe erosion of streambanks and watercourses. Watershed planning can elimk
hate restoration costs by examining the surrounding
area proposed for development. With preliminary runoff
control measures, much downstream and offsite ~
age can be prevented and controlled.
Another hazard of poor planning involves dredging of
sediment-laden streams, channels, and lakes. Dredging
is a very expensive solution to a problem that could have
been prevented for a fraction of the cost. Again, proper
examination of an area on a watershed basis can target
erosive soils and extensive urbanization with BMPs to
keep offsite erosion and sedimentation from occurring.

Mitigation invok, es creating sensitive habitat areas, usually wetlands, after they have been replaced by filling or
construction. Mitigation can often be avoided if some
advanced watershed planning is undertaken. By delineating sensitive areas early, alterations in construcbon
It is important to remember that a combination of BMPs plans can be worked around the sites. In planning large
is often necessary to achieve desired object=yes. No one through
land acquis=tions
and
greenbeltand
planning.
areas, sensitive
areas can be
designated
protectecl
single practice will provide sit necessary mitigation or
benefits. Table 1 provides an example of how watershed
Finally, by doing advance~ watershed planning the poobjectives can direct selection of various practices,
tential for court actions in the case of flooding, erosion
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The Soil Conservation Districts’ Role in Site Plan Review

Glenn Bowen
Kent Conservation District, Dover, Delaware
Eric H. Buehl and John M. Garcla, Jr.
Sussex Conservation District, Georgetown, Delaware

Abstract

Background

Officially organized nearly 50 years ago, both ~ Kent
and Sussex Conservation Districts have been at the
forefront of soil and water conservation. The more specitic role of the conservation districts in sediment control
and stormwater management is tied to two legislative
initiatives. In 1978, the De!aware State Legislature
passed an Eros~ and Sedimanf Contro~ Law (Chapter
40, Title 7, De!aware Code). In 1991, this law was
amended to inckKle stormwate~ managomenL
Because certain lypes of construction can increase
sediment yields by 2,000 brnes, Sediment control m a
r~cessary first step on any construction s~te. The conservation disthcts’ role in reviewing site plans is based
on the importance of sediment control for liming the
degradation of surface water.
The conservation districts review site plans for stormwater management quantity control to ensure that the risk
of downstream flooding is reduced and stream channel
erosion is controlled, This is achieved by sustaining
predevet~pment runoff rates for the 2-, 10-, and 100year storm events at the postdevelopment state and
maintaining similar hydrograph timing for peak flows
before and after development,

Delaware, the first slate to reUfy the Constitution, in
1787, has a rich histon/ dating back to pre-colonial
times. Delaware is 1,978 square miles; drily Rhode
Island has less land mass. Located entirely on the DeiMarVa (Delaware, Ma~4and, and Virginia) Peninsula,
Delaware is a 2- to 3-hour ddve from Ba~more, Mary.
land; Washington, DC; I:~adelphia, Pennsy/vania;
Norfolk, Virginia.
Location between the Chesapeake and Delaware Bays
and the At!antic Ocean Wovk:les for a ~ala climate.
Delaware receives 45 in. of rainfall annuagy, and Kent
and Sussex Counties experience an average of 187
fi’ost-free days a year. New Castle County, the nor~.
ernmost of the three Delaware counties, is papally locared in the Piedmont region, while the rest of the state
is in the Atlantic coastal I~ain. Delaware’s gently rolling
topography starts at sea level and peaks at 368 ff in the
northern part of the state.
Wrth a statew~de population of just over 666,000, Detaware has unique demographics, Currentty, two-thirds of
the population is located on less than one-third of the
land in the state. Northern New Castle County, in which
the c~ of Wilmington lies, is within easy commuting
distance of Philadelphia and northeastern Maryland.
The city of Dover, located in Kent County in the ~."~ntral
portion of ~hs st.~te, is not only the state capital but in
1992 was officially designated a metropolitan area. Ke~t
County, which has considerabla land in agricultural Wo.duction, is also the home of Dover Air Force Base, a
central military airlift command facility. Both of these
factors have combined to produce considerable growth
around the capital city.

When reviewing site plans, the conservation ~sthcts also
consider the quality of stormwater runoff. The order of
preference for prances to improve water quality, according to Delaware law, is as follows: ponds with a permanent pool, eYten~L~:f detenbon ponds without a permanent
pool, and infiltration systems. The acceptabil=ty of other
practices that can remove up to 80 p~rcent of the suspen0ed solids in runoff is determined on a case-by-case
basis. The Kent and Sussex Conservation D,stricts have
promoted sand filtration systems and biofiltration swales
lot water quality treatment where applicable,

Sussex County. the southernmost of the three counties,
has two areas of interest that have brought considerable
development to a primarily rural area. One is a 25-mile
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strelch of Atlantic Ocean shoreline. The other area is
a minimal amount of public opposition and
commonly referred to as the "Inland Bays" region, which encountered
has 80 miles of shoreline located directly behind the gained lhe full support of the state legislature.
coastal barrier dune system. Although the resident Thus, on July 1, 1991, the Erosion and Sediment Conpopulation of Sussex County is just over 113,000, during trol Law was amended to include stormwater manage.
the peak of the tourist season (July 4th weekend) the ment. The conservation districts are now the lead
population balloons to an estimated 300,000 people,
agencies imp~rnenting this law. The program is consick
In 1969, Governor Russell Peterson assigned a task eted by many to be a model of efficiency, not only from
a cost perspective but also in terms of the rapid turnforce to study the steady decline of shellfish and finfish around
time for plan reviews, which is extremely imporpopulations as wall as related environmental issues of
tant
for
interested parties in this age of fax machines,
concern for the Inland Bays region. Reports and studies
over the subsequent two decades pointed to the neces- electronic mail, and cellul~" 1:~.
sity of encouraging land-use planning and establishing Scop~ of Site Plan Review
various water quality initiatives regarding agricultural
land and land that couk:J be developed.
Review of site plans for consthJc0on projects has evolved
from mere suggestions provided by a district employee
Steady growth in the state’s metropolitan areas was not concerning
what might work best at a particular Iocatk:m
surprising. The increasing development in the two more to an engineered
plan showing the projecl’s
rural counties of Kent and Sussex, however, brought the location, the site’stopographic
details, and specifications for all precconservation districts to the forefront of soil and water rices to be used. To illustrate the plan review proce,s~,
conservation efforts at land clevek:~pment pro~ec~,
wa occasionally refer in this paper to a project for "Running Brook Estates and Business Pad¢’ (F’~jre 1).
The Role of the Conservation District=
Plan review goes beyond looking at blueprints to
In their first 50 years, the conservation districts were that specif~.ations meet minimum standards set forth in
primarily involved in agricultural issues affecting local state laws and regulations. Material that district inspeo.
landowners. Historically, each district has been run by a tots frequently use to assess a project include:
board of seven elected supervisors, most of whom are
local farmers, and has functioned as a otearinghcxjse for ¯ The state erosion and sediment control handbook.
current information about the construction and mainte- ¯ The district sediment and stormwater manual.
nance of drainageways, wildlife ponds, and water control structures; ul:~tates on the availability of technical ¯ County soil surveys.
and financial assistance for tarmersand other residents; ¯ U.S. Geological Survey topographic mapa.
and education activities related to resource manage¯ Federal Emergency Management Agency floodzofle
merit and protection.
maps.
In 1978, Delaware passed an Erosion and Sediment
Control Law covering most types of residential, commer- = State/Federal wetland inventories.
cial, industrial, and institutional construction. In 1980, ¯ The Delaware Department of Transportation (DelDot)
the conservation districts were enlisted to implement the
specification book.
law by the Delaware Department of Natural Resources
and Environmental Control (DNREC). DNREC turned to ¯ Equipment manufacturer specifications and literature.
¯ e conservation districts because of their intimate know- The most important tool for ensuring a thorough design
ledge of the counties in terms of cons~uents, soils, topo- as well as a consistent and efficient review is the man~raphy and local and county governmental structure, agement plan checklist. Figure 2 presents the checklist
Moreover, the conservation districts had a proven ability used by the Kent Conservation DistncL
t~ run cost-effective programs wi~ a minimum of ~ tape."
From 1980 to 1987, dovelopment authorities were pri. Sediment Control
mariiy concerned with erosion and sediment control in A plan for sediment control and storn’rwater manage.
regard to all types of new construction. Stormwater ment usually evolves from the site or grading plan I:xJt
management was handled by various state and munici- includes the location, dimensions, and details for the
pal agencies on an "as needed" basis to control flooding, required erosion and sediment controls.
Then, in 1989~ DNREC began the long process of establ=shing a stalewide stormwater management law to In some cases, designers or developers choose to use
the stormwater facility as a sediment trap or basin. This
address both runoff quantity control anti water quality =s
easily accomphshed by modifying the facility’s outlet
concerns. Using an approach that involved not only the control
structure to include the necessary filtration
regulators but also the regulated community, DNREC
devices (Figure 3). Although use of an infiltratK)n basin
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as a se~imer~t trap is get.rally d~.~o~raged, o~ ~

¯ Ve~ta~ ~i~nts liM ~n~t ~ ~

are r~om~nd~. ~e is to dir~ a~ ~i~1-~
~noff to a V~ (F~u~ 4, ~st ~). ~o~er ~
to I~ve ~e ~sin 12 to 24 in. a~ finis~ gra~ un~l
~ s~e ~ ~1~; ~ ~ ~ ~n r~ a~
~e ~sin g~ a~di~ to ~e ~an’s ~ns.

mulch, and ~il a~~ n~.
¯ A ~# f~: ~n~ us~ ~V~m ~ ~
~ s~ls as a ~ter fll~ ~.
O~en ~e review ~ r~ls unique or un~
~e ~na~nt ~an must ~d~ ~ ~ns~u~ion =te features requiring that the dis~ in~ ~e
~uence and establish ~e ~in~ 3t ~i~ va~ous a~itional site visit, hold m~tings ~ ~sig~rs, ~
~ntrol ins~l~ations must ~ a~, re~v~, corn- ~ek t~hni~l guidance from ~e S~I ~n~ma~
~et~, ~ a~vat~. F~ ~n f~tures, ~ as era- S~ice or ~e DNREC ~is~n of S~I and Wat~ ~
~nkment ~nds, t~ con~a~or ~y ~ r~uired to
~ation. For example, ~use of the unique ~ils ~
noti~ ~e dis~ct in--tot ~en ~nstm~ is about
the DelMarVa Peninsula, erosion ~ems n~
to ~mmen~. This g~es ~e irish=or ~e ~uni~ ~t~ that a list of ~il er~ibili~ (K) values (F~ure 5),
to r~mphasize ~e im~nce of such as~ of ~e as determin~ ~ ~e Univer~l S~I Loss Equati~, ~
~mpile~ for ~e pr~ominant soi~ ~s shown on ~
ins~l~ations as a cutoff ke~h a~ the e~r~n~ ~illways dimensions and to visual~ ins~ ~r stmc- ~iment and stormwater plan for Running Br~k ~.
~res, anti~ ~llars, and ~e f~ndafion preparation. ~tes and Business Park (F~ure 6). Such lists ~t on~
ex~=te the review pr~ but al~ help ~s~n~
A~i~na~ ~i~t ~ f~ ~ ~t~
~er ~e~re for ~e r~iew ~mm~t ~.
in the plan include ~e following (~ al~ F~ure 4):
¯ R~k~h~k ~ms: U~ for vel~ and eros~n Stormwater Management for Quanti~
c~V~ in ditches a~ swales.
Control
¯ Perimeter dike~s~les, ea~h dikes, lem~m~
The adver~ impac~ of stormwater runoff have ~n
s~/es: U~ to convey ~noff to a ~ap ~ as a well d~ument~. Dama~ ~u~d ~ fl~ s~ea~
clean-water diversion,
anO r~vers has ~st millions of dollars in ~ ~s~s
anO has Oegra~ the qual~ of ~e ~ti~’s waters.
= A stabihzed ~nstmction entrant.. St~e ~re
R~ucing t~e risk of ~wnstream fl~ing and s~ea~
u~ to minim~e ~i~t ~ac~ onto r~ays,
channel erosion a~er land devet~ment i~ ~e pd~
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KENT CONSERVATION DISTRICT
SEDIMENT AND STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
SUBMISSION i~U II~KII~S
l~Revle~ le predicated upon receipt of one set of plans and applicable revIm4
and insl~CtiOn fee.
2~Uponsubmitted
notlfIcatAon
of approval°
additional
set of plane
be
to be stamped
and kept one
available
on the onetructIon
eASemuet
a~ all

l~ProvIde the na~e, mailing address, and phone number of the o~ner of the
.property, the lend developer, the engineer or consultant and the applicant.
Provide names of adjacent property o~nars on the plan.
2~lnclude the following notes:
A~The Kent Conservation District must be notified in writing five
days prior to co~,encIng with construction.
Failure to do
constitutes a violation of the approved SedL~ent and
Hanagement Plan.
B~Hevlew
approval
the Sediment
and
Hanagement Plan
shalland
notor
relieve
theofcontractor
from
hieStore~ater
or bar responsibilities
for
compliance with the rec~lrementl of the Sediment and Stormwater
Regulations, nor shall it relieve the contractor fro~ e~rorl
omllsionl In the approved plan.
C_~zf f-he approved plan needs to be modified, additional sediment and
stornn~ater control measurer may be re~lred as deemed necessary by
the Xent Conservation D~atrlct.
D~The Xent Conservation District reserves the right to enter private
property for purposes of periodic site inspection.
Following soil disturbance or redlsturbance~ Permanent or
~stabilAzation shall be co-plated within 14 calender days as to the
surface of all perimeter sediment controls, topsoil stockplles~ and
all other disturbed or graded areas on the project site.
3~Include Signed O~ner’s Certification o~ the following statements
must be ~i~ned in ink on ~ach plan submitted):
A~I, the undersigned, certify that all land learing~ onstruction and
develo~ent shall be done p~rsuant to the approved plan.
B
I, the undersLgned~ certify that responsible personnel certified by
~DNREC will be In charge of on-site learing and land disturbing

actlvltIe,.

C~NERAL REQUIRE~NTS
Provide I legend on the Sediment and Stormwater Kanage~ent Plan.
2~Provlde a "limit of disturbance- line and the disturbed area in acrea.
3~Provide a vicinity map with a scale of l" ¯ i mile.
4~Provide a north arrow on the plan.

5-’----~axlmum plan scale of l" - 100’

6~Plans must be submitted on 24"x36"
When two or more sheets are used to Illustrate the plan view, an index
sheet is required, Illustrating the entire pro~ect on one 24"x36" sheet.
8~Provlds existing and proposed contours based on mean sea level datum
provided at one foot intervals. Total contributing drainage area must be
shown regardless of being located on or off-slte.

9~For foO~
smal~grid
projects,
provide
existing
and datum,
propose~
elevations
on a SO
system, based
o~ mean
sea level
with spot
high and
1owpointe.
10
.S~ate and Federal wetlands must be accurately delineated.
lZ~Delinea~e the Hational Flood Insurance Program ZOO Year Flood Zone.
Provide soils mapping on plan with a general description of each soil.
13~$=reams mu$~ be delineated.
~

F~u~ 2, Samp~ sediment snd sto~mwat~r marmgement ~ chtcidist,
r --
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STOR~WATER )~AGFJ~T
l__Show drainage calculations considering off-slte contributing
~rovlde pre and post-development velocities, ~ak ra~es of dls~h~rge,

Lnflo~ and outflo~ hydrographs of sto~a~er runoff ~t Ill existing and
p~o~sed ~Ints of discharge from the 8~te for the 2 ~ear and l0 year
discharge Including ve~etatlon and meth~ of f1~ conveyance froths land

version of USDA So~1 Conservation Service TR-20 or TR-5S, wl~h the Delmarva
Unit Hydro9raph. The storm duration for ~tattonal ~r~ses shal; be
~he 24 hour rainfall event. The pre-develo~ent ~ak dischar~e ra~e shall

be computed ass~ing that all land uses £a the sl~e to ~ develo~d are in
9008 hydrologic condition.
Sub-watershed areas must be delineated on the plan for ~th the pre ~n~
3
--’~st-develo~nt
conditions,
~rovide the area In acres of each sub
watershed.
4
Provide d~rectional 8toaster fl~ ~rows ~or all existing an~ pro~0~
channels, p~s,

5

QUANTITY: Post-develo~en~ ~ak ra~es of discharge fo~ the 2 and 10 year
discharge for the 2 and 10 year fre~ency oto~ events.
~o release ~he f~rs~ I/2 inch of runoff ~r~ the si~e over a 24 hour
~rlod. Practices no~ having a ~anen~ ~1 shall ~ designed ~o release
the flrs~ i~ch of runoff fr~ ~he si~e over a 24 hour ~r~.
INFIL~TI~

l__Inflltration practices shall be used only when the foll~ing criteria can
be met or exceeded:

A__S~etems shall be designed to accept, at least, the first inch of
runoff from all streets, roadways and ~rk~ng l~te. (Including
ontributin~ drainage
f~iters establlshed prior to runoff entering the
C . A sus~nded solids f~iter icc~panles the practice, when vegetation
--is used there shill ~ it least i 20 foot lengUh of vegetative
filter.
D
The ~tt~ of the ~nf~itratlon practice Is at leas~ 3 feet a~ve t~
E~The system ~nall be designed to drain c~pletely In 48 houri.
seasonal high water table. This info~ation must be 8u~it~ed
G

the plan.
Infiltration practtces greater than 3 f~t deep shall be located
least 20 feet from basement walls.
Infiltration practices ~eslgned to handle runoff fr~
parking areas shall be a min~um of 150 feet fr~ any public

private water supply well.
Infiltration practices shall have overflo~ systems with measures to
p:ovide a non-erosive velocity of flow along its length and at the
surfs11.
J~The ~1o~ of the bottom of the infiltration practice shall not exceed
5 percent.
K
Infiltratlon practices shall not be /n~talle~ on or atop m ~1o~
whose natural angle of incline exceeds 20 percent.
L
Infiltration p;actices shall not be installed In fill material.
M
Unless allowe~ on a specific project, ~nfiltration practices will
only be per~i~ted for the primary purism of water
e~hancement.
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reason for establishing a program that encourages
stormwater management quantity control. Indeed, it has
also been shown that flood peaks after development can
increase by more than 500-fold.

~

The conservation districts’ role in stormwat~ management quantity control is to ensure that discharge rates
for the 2- and 10-year, 24-hour duratk>n storm events do
not increase following development. The districts
review management plan data on hydrograph timing
and runoff volumes to ensure that areas downs,’earn of
development sites are not adversely affected. The d~trtcts prefer mu~ple-storm control because it is generally accepted as the most appropriate management
approach for a wide range of stcrm discharges.

Dewater~ ~ W,,’m~l ~ FIII~

oo~ ~ Sr~.~ ~ ¯ o,,~ ~
=~.~ ,~ f=~
~h
-,o~=to, ~
=ev=

s~x~, s~==:,~
w~ s~o,~ P~=
Figure & OuOet omro~ =l~¢tu~ f= =,~lm~,~t =n~ =t~m~=.
t~r =o~mL

28

$t3~ 29

,To compute stormwater discharges, procedures desc~::~d
m the Soil Conservation Service’s Technical ~
(TR) 20 and TR55 are used. Along with being generally
user friendly, TR20 and TR55 procedures facilitate the
production of required hydrographs and ~ cornicing
of runoff storage requirements. Sussex and Kent Counties--and the DelMarVa Peninsula generally--fall urK~r
the TR20 and TR55 Type II rainfall dis~.
Early in the model’s development, concerns were
pressed that this rainfall distribution did not accurately
represent the DelMarVa Peninsula, with its gener~ly
gentiy rolling topography, sandy soils, and limited o~tfalls. As a result, studies w~’e performed and ¯ new

~;~
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di~nsi~less, ~n~e~G u~ ~dr~r~ph w~s ~el~ to ~ u~ wi~ ~e T~ II rainfall dis~ibu~. T~s
hydr~ra~, nam~ the ~lMa~a Hydr~raph, ~ u~
in Kent and Su~x ~unties. T~ DelMarVa ~dr~raph ~n d~elop ~ak flow rates up to ~ ~rcent
of those using just the g~en di~nsionless ~n~etic
h~dr~raph wi~ ~ T~ II rainfall dist~b~on,

Stormw~ter M~n~gement for ~u~l~

Control

Sto~water is pdmaH~ ~g~ for quanti~ con~ol
~th ~nds. In the Running Br~k Estates and Busine~
Pa~ example, thr~ sto~water ~nagement ~nds
are us~ (~e Figure 7). The ~o ~nds at the south side
of ~e site were siz~ in accordan~ with standard criteria (i.e., using ~e 2- and l~year, 24-hour duration
sto~ ~ents for discha~e rates). The third ~nd is
siz~ for a watersh~ ~th no positive ouffall, a unique
situation that o~en exists on the DelMarVa Peninsula. In
such situations, when all ~ssibilities to achieve an o~fall have ~en exhausted, the faciliW is siz~ for ~e
l~year storm event ~noff volu~. A m~ified 10~year
fl~ zone is then determin~ to es~blish finished liar
elevations for any pro~nies that could ~ affected by
storms larger than the l~year event. Infiltration can ~
factor~ in to r~u~ ~e size of such statures.

~e ~eferr~ ~th~ for water quali~ ~ea~t
of a reten~, ~ ~t," ~. S~ a ~ ~ a ~
nent ~1 ~pable of holding up to 1/2 in. of
the drainage area The elevation of ~e ~ is ~termined by the low flow orifi~ of ~e ou~et st~re
(Figure 3), from which the first
Thus, a~ve this elevation, 2~h~r e~e~
is provided for the 1/2 in. of
requir~ in ~e ~nst~ction of a wet
~nch. The ~nch is a 1~
~rimeter of the ~nd, a~roxi~tely 1
~sign elevation of the ~rmanent ~1, on ~i~
~tion ~y ~ planted or allow~ to grow natural~.
establishment of a thick mat of v~etation offe~ water
quali~ impr~e~nts ~r~gh ~i~n~n, fll~,
and nutrient uptake. In a~ition, once ~is marshy area
is establ}sh~, it may help deter public a~ss to
~rmanen~ ~ol area. Con~ation distri~s o~en
~urage add=t~on of a wet ~nd as a water qualiN ~ure when soil and ground-water ~ndi~o~
~propdate.

When ~vel~ment is pro~s~ in u~an areas and site
space is I~mite~, the 0istr~ ins~ctor has the flexibiIi~
to reduce the stormwater management quanti~ r~u,re~nts to ~ose related to quall~, as discus~ =n the
ne~ s~.

Figure 7 sho~ a wet ~nd in the ~uthwest ~er of
Running 8r~k Estates and Business Park that was
installe~ to ~Dture and prov*de water quali~ ~ea~t
for a ma~or=~ of the site’s runoff. The ~nd’s irr~ular
shoreline and its proximi~ to wetlands (~uth of the site)
make ~e pond aes~etically a~aling and ~ an

R0042105

More common for new construction projects is the detention, or "dry,= pond, which detains runoff during a
storm but then drains completely to a dry state. To meet
regulations, a dry pond must be designed with a low flow
orifice that provides extended detention of the first inch
of runoff for a 24-hour period. While this appears to be
an increase from the 1/2 in. required for wet ponds,
actually the reverse is true. The first flush is generally
accepted to be the first inch of runoff, but because wet
ponds have been shown to provide better sedimentation
and nutTient uptake, a volume credit is given for the use
of a wet pond. This reduces the extended detention
requirements by 50 percenL
Figure 7 shows a pond at the southern edge of Running
Brook Estates and Business Park that provides extended
detention for runoff from a large portion of the residential
development. Discharge is to the wetland areas sout~
of the site~ Based on studies by the Mercer County
Conservation District in New Jersey, the bottom and
sides of this pond need to be planted with a wildflower
mix. This type of vegetation will reduce the necessity of
mowing to once a year, in the tall, greatly reducing
maintenance expenses and increasing visual appeal.
While state law requires a 3:1 side slope rat~ for ponds

If the use of ponds is not feasible on a site, an infiltTa~Jon
system should be consk:lere~. Infiltration trenches, in
which perforated pipe is placed on a stone bed surrounded by filter fabric, am often preferred for urban
sites, where higher land values make such systems
particularly cost efficient. Infittration trenches are generally considered less cost-effective for larger sites.
Another type of infiltratio~ system is the basin. The infiltrat~on basin depicted in the northeast comer of Running
Brook Estates and Business Park in Figure 7 is used for
the r~o-pos~vs-.ouffaJl situation described above. The infiltration method of runoff management is encouraged for
water quality enhancement but is discouraged for water
quantity control due to the high potential for failure.
State law also allows the use of any practice that can
ach~ove 80-percent removal of suspended solids in stormwater runoff. One such practice, the use of Sand filters,
has been effective in Delaware. Sand filtration can also
be effectNe to, capturing hydrocarbons, whichcan escape
from ponds. Such systems function much like a septic
system, w~th a sediment chamber leading to a filtration
chamber (F~gure 8); however, the majority of runoff iS
stored ahead of the structure in two grassed swales.
Because this design is new, a strict maintenance sched.
ule has been developed that must be followed until
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¯
!

~~ ~n ~ ~. T~ ~t~ ~ ~ ~
~t~ ~e~ 3 ~s and any ~r~ ~s ~.
On~ a ~ear, ~ ~i~n~on ~a~ m~s~ ~ ~al~
ated and t~ ~llut~ top ~yer of ~nd re~ a~
r~lac~. Eve~ 5 y~rs. ~ en~m ~lu~ ~ ~ ~

~ r~.
~ot~r a~p~ble ~t~ of infiltra~ is ~ ~ ~
v~tated swales, an apwoach refe~ to ~ ~ofi~abon. GNen ~eir li~ar ~nfigura~, v~t~ sw~
~ste~ ~y ~ e~cial~ a~r~te f~ ~li~t~
u~n sigh~ ~ere a water quali~ ~nd m~ht o~
~ u~.
Ru~ff ~om ~e non.st ~mer of Running ~
Es~tes and Business Pa~ is ~eat~ in ~o biofil~ation
swales ~fore ~ enters the ~ ditch ~at s~rates ~
res~ntJa~ su~ivision ~om the ~sJness ~ ~
swales are I~t~ on either si~ of the f~e~ ~
lea~ing to the ~tch crowing, The fores~ ~,
~ich was ins~l~ ~use fire laws r~uire ~ ac~ ~nts for devel~ents of th~s s~ze, is ~r~t~
~th a ~inatJon of revue and a wildflo~r m~x, ~i~
~ ~n~ation ~stri~ man~tes for ~e quali~ and
aesthetic as~ of swa~s.

T~ ana~is was ~
~ flows at ~e ana~s~s ~nt s~ In R~re 7.
favors were al~ ~ns~r~ in fl~l~
~te p~n (~ F~ures 9, 10,

Site Ins~cti~
Plan r~i~ is n~ ~e on~ ele~nt of ~iment
and sto~water ~ment ~l~at~ to
va~on disth~s. To k~p ~y-t~y ~ra~on
w~ram ~thin ~e a~n~, t~ ~n~a~n d~
al~ conduct sfle visits ~r~i~l~ du~ng ~nst~
and ~en on an annual ~sis to ~ ~inte~
in--ions of all ~iet~ facilities. A ~n~t~ ~i~
~nan~ plan f~ each facili~, ~n~ing ~ re~nsi~
~es, must ~ es~blis~
~.

~ ,.

Conclusion

The ~st im~nt role the ~n~a~on dis~ h~e
in site plan review is prov~ing t~hni~
lan~wners, Oesigners, and ~n~a~ors wi~ re~ to
~diment control and st~ater ~nagem~L T~
~i~s’ s~ff priOe therapies on their wo~ing rela~
~use ~e~ swages at Running Br~k Estates and sh~ps anO kno~e of ~e evo~ s~ua~s in
Bus~ness Park on~ r~Ne water qual~ ~eat~nt, a state’s c~n~es.
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V
The Role of Landscapes in Stormwater Management

Steven I. Apfelbaum
Applied Ecological Services, In~.,
Brodhead, Wisconsin
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Abstract
Introduction
This paper presents evidence that many existing Diverse and productive prairies, wetlands, savannil,
streams did not have conspicuous channels and were
other ecological systems occupied hundreds of rollnot identified during preseffiement times (prior to 1830s and
lions
of acres in wesetttement North America. These
in the midwestem United States). Many currently iden- ecological
systems have been replaced by a vast aci’e.
tiffed first-, second-, ancl third-order streams were iden. age of tilled and developed lands. LanoLuse change~
tiffed as vegetated swales, wetlands, wet prairies, and have modified the cepabilil~, of the upland systems and
swamps in the original land survey records of the U.S. small depressional wetlands =n the uplands to retain
General Land Office.
water and assimilate nutrients and other materials that
The data presented show that significant increases in now flow from the land into aquabc systems, streams,
discharge for low, median, and high flows have occurred and wetlands. The historical plant communities that
since settlement. Stream channels have formed inad- were dominated by deep-rooted, long-lived, and productive species have been primarily replaced by annual
vertently
or were
created
drain land
for development
and agricultural
land
uses. to
Currently,
discharges
may be species (corn, soybeans, wheat) or shallow rooted non200 to 400 times greater than historical levels, based on native species (bluegrass lawns, brome grass fields).
data from !886 to the present for the Des Plaines River The native vegetation was efficient at using water and
in Illinois, a 620-square-mile watershed. Histonc data nutrients, and consequently maintained very high levels
document how this river had no measurable discharge of carbon fixation and primary productivity. Modem comor very low flow conditions for over 60 percent of each munities, in turn, are productive but primarily above.
ground, in contrast to the prairie ecosystem where
year during the period from 1886 to 1904.
perhaps 70 percent of the biomass was actually created
This study suggests that land-use changes in the pre- belowground in highly developed root systems. These
vious upland/prairie watershed have resulted in a changes in the landscape and vegetation coupled with
change from a diffuse and slow overland flow to in- intentional stormwater management have changed the
creased runoff, concentrated flows, and significantly re- lag time for water to remain in uplands and consequently
duced lag time. Preliminary modeling suggests the the rate ancl volume of water leaving the landscape.
following results: reduced infiltration, rec/uced evaporation and evapotranspiration, greatly increased runoff The Des Plalnes River
and hy0raulic volatility, and increased sediment yields
and instream water quality problems caused by desta- Changes that have occurred on me uplands and how
these changes have affected the hydrology of wetlands
bilization of sb’eambanks,
and aquatic systems can be illustrated using historical
The opportunity to emulate historical stormwater be- and more recent data to illustrate trends in discharge of
havior by integrating upland landscape features in major river systems. The Des Plaines River was chosen
urban clevelopments and agricultural lands offers as a .~tudy watershed because of available historical
stormwater management options that are easier to data and trackable changes in watershed rand uses.
mainta=n, less expensive over time. attractive, and
Des Plaines River originates southeast of Burlingpossibly more efficient compared with many convert- The
ton
in
southeastern W=sconsin, flows for over 90 river
tJonal stormwater management solutions and the use
miles through agricultural, urban, and suburban landof b~ofiltration wetlands,
scape through northeastern Illinois and the Chicago
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region, then flows wes! and south, meeting wi~ another
river and becoming the Illinois River. The historical data
presented are from a case before the Illinois Supreme
Court and a circuit court (U.S. Department of War vs.
Economy Power and Light, 1904) that dealt with Itte
navigability of the Des Plaines River. The data were
derived from a gauge station installed and operated at
present-day Riverside, Illinois, from 1886 to 1904. The
U.S Geological Survey has maintained this same station since 1943, Historical data from 1886 to 1904 include a single-stage measurement per day and weeidy
discharge measurements (rating curves). For our studies, duration flow curves were created for the years 1886
to 1904 and 1943 to 1990. The data were compared
using median values of discharge (50 percent) and al~:~
using low and high levels of discharge as indicated by
the 75 percent and 10 percent values derived from Ifte
annual duration flow curves 1886 to 1904 and 1943 to
1990. The watershed area gauged at Riverside is
proximately 620 square miles (400,000 acrel).

been tilled and/or was developed. In contrasL approxk
mately 70 to 80 percent of the watershed is now deveh
oped or under annually tilled agriculture land uses.
Annual duration flow curve values based on ~ regression anah/sis suggested very significant incre,~ses
in discharge since 1886; perhaps 250 to 400 times
(Figure 1). In 1886, the median discharge was 4 ft~/se¢..
In contrast, in recenl years the median discharge has
been 700 to 800 ft3/sec. Trends in low, medium, and high
flOW values for the Des Plaines RNer have undengone
very signifk’.ant increases.
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Preliminary watershed hydrok)gic modeling suggests
that the watershed and discharge data for 1886 to 1904
had already been modified by development and agricuttural land uses; the Des Plaines River watershed was
settled in the late 1830s, and thus 50 years of land use
and development had passed before the 1886 data were
collec!ed. Other data resulting from the litigation suggested very clearly that the discharge of water from the
Des Plaines River was significantly less between 1886
Io 1904 compared with present (:Jay discharge. Because
the litigation contested navigability, evidence was presented using daily stage, discharge, and water depth
data on the opportunity for COmmercial navigation on the
river. The data suggested that between 1886 and 1904,
for an average 92 days per year, the river had no ragasurable discharge, An additional 117 days per year, the
river had 60 ~/sec or less discharge, which was equal
to a depth of less than 3 in. at Rfversi~le. Base~ on these
statistics, over 60 percent of the year the 40<3,000 acre
watershe~ yielded no water or such low flows that navigafion was not possible or rel=able. Another 10 to 25
percent of the year the river was covered with ice.
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I=’lgur~ 1, Uneer regre~lo~ artery,ell end mw data p/otl Of
Plaines River discharge at Riverside, IIInoll, I$~ tO
lgs~. Low, median, end high flow data were

from duration-flow curves f~r 75, ~0, end 10 perc~t.
u~ ennue~ flow I~,el= (1).
Additional supporting evidence of the significance of
changes in the watershed and river is available, The
original land survey records for parts of the Des Plaines
R~ver where section lines were surveyed identified that
reaches of the river haU no discernable channels, Where
channels now occur, in the 1830s surveyors found wet
prairies, swamps, and swales but usually no conspicuous or measurable channel widths, Channels and
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"pools" were identified in some locations and with
greater frequency downstream in the watershed. The
original land surveyors were under contract by the
U.S. Government Land Office to document the vegetation types covering the land and to identifij, where
possible, the widths and depths of streams when they
were encountered during the process of laying out the
section lines,

Sediment and Pollutant Managemeftt
Because many pollutants in stormwater require water to
dislodge and translocate the suspended solids to which
they are adsorbed, there is a great opportunity to emulate historical functions by using upland systems to perform biofiltration functions, increase lag time, and
reduce total volume and rate of runoff.
Increased discharge and velocity of water moving
Conclusions and Applications of the
through channels has been documented to greati’y affect
instream water quality. Perhaps as much as 70 percent
Findings
of instream sediment loads come from ¢hanne~ and
These data suggest very clearly that highly significant bank destabilization associated with the higher velocity
changes in the hydrology, hydraulics, and water yield waters and with solufluction and mass wasting of banks
from the Des Plaines River watershed have occurred after flood waters recede (2). Stabilizing (or at leeat
since settlement. Other major river and watershed reducing) hydraulic pulsing in streams can best be ~csystems have yielded similar results, suggesting the cornplished by desynchronization and reduction of t~ibutransferability of the concepts and general conclu- tary stormwater volumes and runoff rates from uplands.
sions reached from the studies of the Des Plaines This can be accomplished by integrating substantial
River. These findings and their applications are dis- upland perennial vegetated buffers throughout develop.
cussed below,
ments and agricultural land uses. Buffers are designed
not only to convey water and minimize erosion (i.e.,
grassy waterways) but also to atlenuata hydraulic ~
Natural Ecological System Function~ and
ing, settle solids and adsorbed nutrients, and reduce
Processes Should Be Emulated
and diffuse the velocity, energy, and quantity of water
entering rNers, wetlands, and other lowland hebital~.
Using upland microdepressional storage, perhaps in the
Water Yield
form of ephemeral wetland systems and swales in the
uplands, also would emulate the historical landscape
The historica, landscapes "managed" stormwater very conditions
and functions.
differently than it is managed by present-day strategies.
Historical data clearly indicate that a relatively small Appl|c~tionl
percentage of the precipitation in a watershed actually
resulted in measurable runoff and water leaving the Several example projects of "conservation developwatershed. In fact, preliminary analysis suggests very merits" are now being completed, which integrate up to
strongly that an average 60 to 70 percent of the precipi- 50 to 60 percent of the urban development as open
tation in the watershed did not leave the watershed from space planted to perennial native prairie, wet swales,
the Des Plaines River; this water was lost through and other upland communities (as site amenities). Hyevaporation and evapotranspiration. Analysis predicts hernia is a 132-acre residential development in Highland
that approximately 20 to 30 percent infiltrated and may Park, Illinois, designed and constructed by Red Seal
have contributed indirectly to base flow in the streams Development Corporation, Northbrook, Illinois. Empidand directly to base flow in wetlands in the watershed. cal data from Hybernia suggest that the use of upland
During a full year, the balance of the water directly vegetation systems in combination with ponded areas
contributed to flow in the =river," where an identifiable has resulted in the rate and volume of discharge being
river channel now occurs,
essentially unchanged before and after development.
Another project, Prairie Crossing, is a 677-acre residen.
Present-day water management strategies involve col- tial project designed to offer comprehensive on,site
lection, concentrdtion, and managed release of water, stormwater management in uplands and created lake
These activities are generally performed in developed systems. Exlensive upland prairie and wet swale sysparcels in the lower topographic positions. Historically, terns biofilter runoff and enhance the quality and reduce
a greater percentage of water was lost through evapo, the quantity of water reaching wetlands and lakes in the
ration and evapotranspiration from upland systems. In development.
these situations, microdepressionat storage and disDersed rather than concentrated storage occurred, In these types of proiects, upland vegetation takes sevyears to fully offer stormwater management baneWeaver (!) documented the ability of the foliage of eral
fits.
in
planted prairies, surface soil structure develops a
native perennial grassland vegetahon to ~ntercept over
three-dimensional aspect in 3 to 5 years. The develop.
an =rich of rain with no runoff generated,
ment of this structure seems to have an important role
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both in offering microdepressional storage and increas- Proposals have been made to allow ~ materials coning the lag time for retaining water in upland systems,
centrated in biofiltration wetlands to simply be buded by
Restoration and native species plantings also have pro- each additional sediment load or to be intentionally burvided benefits where ecological system degradation has led by adding additional soil. Contaminant mobility
led to increased water and sediment yields. Where eco- through biological pathways still occurs, however, from
logical degradation is occurring indirectly because hu- beneath considerable sediment burial. In fact, in the
man activities on the landscape have reduced or Great Lakes, contamination from PCBs that are often
eliminated major processes (such as natural wildfires), several feet below the surface of the sediments have.
restoration can provide vegetation and stormwater man- contributed to major increased mortality rates and rna~or
agement benefits. Wildfires have been all but eliminated morphological problems in predacious birds such as
since human settlement has occurred, especially in at- cormorants, terns, and gulls (6, 7). The literature on
eas that contain forests, savanna, or oak woods. In the wetland biofiltration inadequately addresses contami.
absence of fires in many oak woods and savannas, a nant mobility routes through biological systems and the
dense shading develops caused by increased tree can- potential threat to the viability of biological systems.
opy and dense shrub developrnenL Where this has Because wetlands are so attractive to biological organoccurred, s reduced ground cover and soil stabilizing isms (and, in fact, the biological organisms are often key
vegetation grows under the low-light conditions. Conse- to the successful functions of the blofiltration wetlands)
quently, highly erodible topsoils containing the seeds, it is necessary to rethink and carefully design biofiltTalJon
roots, and tubers of the soil stabilizing vegetation and wetland systems in the future,
higher volumes and rates of water can run off from these Far too often, people view the lowland environrnentl
degraded savanna sites. The process of savanna dete- (i.e., rivers, wetlands) as the locations for treating or
rioration has been documented; restoration has used physically removing problems created in the upland enprescribed burning and other strategies (3-5). Reestal>- vironments. The studies briefly described in the previous
lishment of ground cover vegetation is key to reducing section, however, suggest that stormwater, sediment
runoff, improving water quality, and reestablishing an loads, and the varied contaminants may be best maninfiltration component in degraded, timbered systems,
aged on upland systems. Although the land cost for
using upland rather than lowland environments for
Should Wetlands Be Used for Sediment
stormwater management may be higher, ~ efficiency
Managemen~ or Should Thi= Occur on the
and reduction in potential contaminant problems may be
Upland=?
greater. A landscape with many upland microdeprassional storage opportunities and a large buffering capacBecause wetlands often provide what little wildlife habi- ity might offer more efficient processing than would a
tat remains in developed landscapes, and because they single biofiltration wetland at the downstream end. Each
are attractive to wildlife, their use for stormwater man- buffer or Oepressional wetland would need to treat a
agement must be carefully considered. Currently, a na- smaller volume of water and contaminants. AJSO, upland
tionat movement is afoot to use created (and often or dispersed stormwater treatment facilities would have
natural) wetlands for stormwater management and significantly reduced long-term maintenance costs and
biofiltration. Many studies of existing high-quality wet- represent a more sustainable approach to management
lands, however, provide little or no evidence that they of
stormwater. Centralized biofiltration wetlands, on the
historically served important biological filtration and other hand, have high maintenance requirements and
sediment management functions. Sediment deposition potential problems that include decreases in removal
was generally episodic (e.g., after wildfires), was of efficiency for some materials in the short and long term.
shod duration, and yielded small sediment loads compared with loads from present-day agricultural and de- There Are No Controlled Year-Round (and
veloped lands.
Long-Term) Studies of Removal Efficlencle=
Use of wetlands for biofiltration can actually aggravate Comparing Uplands and Wetland=
existing problems for many wetland wildlife species. For The stormwater treatment literature indicates that use of
example, in the Chicago region it is not unusual to find wetlands and measurements of removal efficiencies
100 to 200 pads per million lead (and other contami- have been based primarily on removal during storm
nants) in tadpoles (especially in frog species with a events passing through the biofiltration wetlands. Year2-year tadpole stage, such as leopard frogs, bullfrogs, round contaminant mass-balance data are largely unand green frogs) found in wetlands receiving highway available. Nongrowing season studies have
stormwater. It is imperative to understand the potent=al documented the export of materials to be significant;
long-term toxic effects on biological systems associated consequently, removal efficiencies for some materials
with stormwater management in wetlands and contami- (e.g., metals, phosphorus) are not likely to be signifi.
nant mobility,
cantly reduced from what has been documented for
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storm event sampling. Wetland efficlencies need to be References
experimentally controlled and compared with upland remoral efficiencies, which also have not been studied in
detail (with the exception of removals for several key
study in
elements such as phosphorus). The ability of up, and
(soil colloids) systems to provide reliable and long-term
n~, s~n Frar~tco, CA: W.H. Freeman ~ C~.
binding and retention for many contaminants has been
demonstrated (8).
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The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
Advanced Identification Proce~

Sue Elston
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5, Chicago, HIInots

~’

Abstract
Advanced Identification (ADID) is a planning process
designed to ~dentify and help protect high-quality wet.
land resources. The ADID process is a joint efforl between the U.S. Environmental Protec~on Agency (EPA)
and the U.S. An~y Corps of Engineers, in which wetland
functions and values are evaluated to determine which
wetlands within an ADID study area are high quality and
should be protected from future fi!l ac’dvit~es or, in some
cases, which wetlands are of ecologically low value and
could be considered as potential future fill sites. ADID
prov~les the local communh’y w~th information on the
value of wetland areas that may be affected by their
acth/~es as well as a preliminary indication of factors
that are likely to be considered dudng permit review of
a Section 404 permit application,
FinalADID products usually consist of a technicalreport
that includes the data gathered during the ADID stuOy,
a description of how the wetland evaluation was ok~ne,
and a set of maps that identify the sites determined to
be e~er unsuitable or suitable for filling a~vif~es. EPA
works closely with other federal, state, and local agencies as well as the public throughout the ADID process,
Each ADID process is designed a little clifferentJy to
meet the specific wettsnd planning needs of the local

Introduction
In an effc>rt to provide protec’don to remaining wetlands, the
U.S. Environmental Protec’bon Agency(EpA),incoopera.
t~n w~th the U.S. Army Cor~s of Engineers (COE) and
other federal, state, and local agenoes, may k~en~fy wettancLs and other waters of the United States as generalh/
unsu~*e or su~able for the discharge of dreo43ed or f~l~
rnateriaf before receiving a ,S~’t~on 4C)4 I:>errn~t application,
This Ao~vancec~ Identification (AE)IE)) prc~cess is authonz~
by the re~ju:at~ons per, aining to Secbon 4C~ of the Clean
Water Act. During the ADIE) process, EPA, COE, and

olher federal, state, and local agencies collect inform~
lion on the values of wetlands and olher waters of
United States to determine which wetlands in ~me ADID
study area are of high functiona~ value and should be
protected from future fill activities and, in some ceaes,
which wetlands are of tow functiona~ value and could
be considered as potential fill sites.

What Is an ADID?
ADID ts an advanced planning process designed to
provide an additional level of protection to wetlands
other waters of the United States. The ADID process
one of the few tools currently available to EPA and
regulatory agencies that can help address resourcespecific issues from a broader perspective. Typically,
Section 404 permiffing actions are considered on
case-by-case basis. ADID provides the opportunity to
evaluate permit requests against wetland resource concams from a watershed or regional perspectk, e. Therefore, ADID can be used to address large geographic
issues such as regional wetland loss, to provide
information needed to better evaluate cumulative loss
impacts, and to provide more detailed ecological informatron than is typicalh! available to regulatory decisionmakers.
A planning tool, ADID is advisory not regulatory in nature. ADID provides landowners and developers with
advance information, allowing them to plan w~th more
predictability regarding the Section 404 permiffing program. ADID can provide environmental groups, resource agencies, or other groups with information that
can be used to guide protection or restoration efforts.
AEHE) also can give information on local wetland loss
t~encls. Most importantly, ADID can provide local comrnunmt~es with information on specific values of local
wet{anOs that can be used to help develop local ordinances or other planning efforts designed to protect
wetlands with values important to the community.
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ADID projects van/in size and scope. Stuo~/areas range
in size from 100 acres to 4,000 square mills and have
been initiated throughout the country. Nationally, 35
ADID projects have been compllted, and 36 are onge.
ing. The ADID process can be very resource intensive,
depending o~ the scope of the project. From start to
finish, the time to complete the ADID process can range
from 6 months to several years,
Final ADID products vary from project to project. Typi.
cally, a completed ADID includes a map that identifies
areas that are either unsuitable or suitable for fill, a
database thal contains the information used to make the
ADID determination, and a technical summary clocumerit that explains how the wetland evaluatmns ware
done and what criteria were used to make the unsuit,
abie/suitabiedeterminatio~s. BeforeADIDiscompllted,
a joint public notice is issued by EPA end COE and a
public meeting is heid to solicit public comment on the
products. Public c~mments are consicllred before the
final ADID determinations are made. The final maps,
supporting data, and technical summary decurnent are
all available to the pubtic upon requaSL

.~

In Region 5’s experience, ADID is most effective where
there is strong local support for such a project. ADID
.projects that involve local agencies can be tailored to
address Ioca~ needs o~ problems, such as flood control,
water quality probllms, or habitat loss. Participation of
local agencies in the ADID process not only proviclls
valuable local perspective and expertLse but also the
opportunity for ADID determinations to be included in
local comprehensive planning efforts and wetland pro-

high-quality wetlands, as well as an opportunity for Ihe
county to work with federal agencies to resolve local
wetland issues. In addition, the county was beginning to
work on a stormwater and wetland proteclJon ordinance.
The county viewed the ADID process as an opportunity
to work with federal and state agencies to develop an
evaluation me~o<3oiogy for local welJands that could be
used to guide irnl:~mentation of the Woposed ~
nance.
The Lake County ADID process was startlld in the fall
of 1989. The first meeting included representeljves from
federal, state, and local agencies and public lntere~
groups. The goals of lhe ADID process ~ explained,
and the wotland functions and values to be evaluated
were selected based on local needs. A technical advtson/ committee was formed consisting of representatives from EPA, COE, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, the Soil Conservation Service, ~ Illinois DIP
parl~ent of Consefvatiott, ~ Lake County Forest
serve District, the Lake County Department of
Management Services, the Lake County Department of
Planning, the Lake County Soil and Water Conservation
District, ~ Lake County Stormwater Managemetlt
Commission, and the Northeastern tllinol~ Planning
Commission. The committee’s task was to cllvalop the
methodotoglls to evaluate tt~ selected wetland runeboris and values. Due to resource constraints, the
mittee decided to focus on identifying high-quality
wetland sites only. Sites identified as being of high
functional value wouk:l be considered unsuitable for
ing ac0vlties.

tection ordinances.
Lake County, Itlinots, contains many lakes and weltand=
and is undergoing rapid urban cllvelopment. Issues
Lake County ADID
such as degradation of water quality, flooding probtema,
EPA Region 5, in cooperation wi~ COE and several and habitat toss are of local concern. Based on theee
other federal, state, and local agencies, completed an concerns, the committee selected the following five watADID project in Lake County, Illinois, in January 1993. land functions to evaluate for the ADID study:.
The following is a brief overview of how ~ ADID proc- ¯ Biological community value
ess worked in Lake County.
¯ Storrnwater storage value
Lake County is 460 square mills and is located in
northeastern Illinois. This county has been under inten. ¯ Shoreline/bank stabilization value
sive development pressure for the last 5 to 10 years. ¯ Sediment/toxicant retention value
Lake County also contains a significant proportion of the
wetlands and lakes within Illinois. The majonty of wet- ¯ Nutrient removal/transformation value
lands within Lake County are isolated or above the In considering evaluation methodologies, the committee
headwaters; therefore, many small wetland fills (less immediately determined that the selected approach
than 10 acres) were authorized under Nationwide Per- must be capable of dealing with a very large nurnbe~ of
mit 26. EPA and COE were concerned that, cumula- wetlands. The final evaluation methodologies develtive~y, these fills could have a significant negative effect o~:1 for use in the Lake County ADID process ware
on aquatic resources in Lake County.
combinations of portions of the Wetland Evaluabon
(~/ET) developed for COE (1) and the MinLake County was interestecI in supporting an ADID stuo~/ Technique
nesota
Wetla
nc~ Evaluation Metho~:~logy (2) developed
~:)ecause local citizens were raising many wetland 0evelopr~ent issues. The county hoped that the ADID process by the St. Paul District of COE. Portions of these methwoul0 provide an a~lclitional level of protection tot the oclolog~es were aclapted to meet the needs of the Lake
County ADID process. The evaluation methodologies
17!
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and the criteria used to determine which wetlands and
streams were of high functional value are described in
Oetail in the Lake County ADID final report (3),
The welJands identified as being of high functional value
were considered generally unsuitable for filling activi.
ties. A wetland was determined to be of high functional
value, or unsuitable, if the site included high-quality
biotic communities or if the site provided three of the four
stormwater storage or water quality functions. This ADID
study also identified high-quality stream corridors that
are designated as being unsuitable.
The preliminary Lake County ADID designations were
published in a joint public notice issued by COE and
EPA. Also available for public review and comment were
the evaluation methodologies used, scale maps (1 in, =
1,000 ft) showing the location of all sites of high functJonal value, and data sheets corresponding to each site
identified as being of high functional value. A public
meeting also was held to gather further public comment.
After considering all the public comments, five sites
were added to the list of areas of high functional value.
Approximately 24,000 acres of wetlands, lakes, and
streams were identified as high functional value s~tes,
These sites include both public and privately owned
property and represent about 39 percent of the wetJands
and lakes remaining in the county. The Record of Deci.
sion, final public notice, report, and finalized maps were
published in January 1993.

Results end Effectivene~l
It is difficult to accurately assess how effective the Lake
County ADID study was in providing an additional level
of prolection for wetlands. The ADID maps have been
used by both developers and public entJt~es such as the
Illinois Department of Transportation during site plan.
ning In addition, COE relies heavily on the informatK~n
provided by the ADID study to guile permit decisions for
ADID sites. The county, however, has not yet imptemented its wetland protec’don ordinance. Once the

counts wetland protection ordinance is in place, not
only will the county provide protection for ADID sites but
the orclinance will also require that a buffer area be
maintained around all ADID ~4~s.
While ADID or similar advanced planning processes are
resource intensive, these types of studies can be well
worth the effort if the projects are well designed and
resulting information is incotporaled into local comptehensive planning efforts that will guide local land-u~e
decisions. In addition Io focusing on Sectk)n 404 issue~,
ADID can be tailored to provide InformalJon needed for
a variety of other wetland related issues. For example,
ADID can be deskjned to provide infon, nation that es~
in the selection of wetland restoralJon sites. Advanced
wetland planning studies also can be components of larger
p~anniog efforts (e.g., watershed WotectJon slmtegles) or
parts of geographic ir~tlalNes (e,g., remedial action plane
and lakew~le managemont planl).
Sumlltll’y
ADID is one of the few tools available to EPA and other
regulatory agencies that can substantially addres.s
source-specific issues from a broader ecological perspective. ADID can be used in an innovative manner to
address large, geographically based issues. Within In
urban setting, ADID can provide information to communities regarding the functions and values of local wetlands and can guide local protection and restoration
efforts while focusing on local problems or concerns.
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Wisconsin Smart Program: Starkweather Creek

William P. Fitzpatrick
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, Madison, Wisconsin

Abstract

.~

Starkweather Creek drains a 23-square-mile’ urban watershed in the city of Madison, Wisconsin. Urban runoff
had resulted in elevated levels of biochemical oxygen
demand, mercury, lead, zinc, cadmium, and oil and
grease in the sediments and a severely degraded fish
and macroinvertebrate habitat. Historically, the creek
had received significant amounts of stormwater and
industrial waste discharges. Industrial activities in the
watershed had inclu~l metal fabrication, battery
manufacturing, meat packing, and food processing,
Starkweather is the second largest tributary and the
largest source of mercury to Lake Monona, a principal
recreation lake for the Madison area. Downstream
transport of sediments and associated pollutants from
the Starkweather watershed effects the quality of this
important lake, which is under a fish advisory to anglers
to restrict consumption of larger walleyes due to elevated mercury levels,

k)cated in the city of Madison. The creek and its water.
shed have been extensively altered as a result of urbank
zabon. Extensive ditching, channelization, wegartd
draining and filling, and impervious structure develop.
ment have shape(/the hydrology and water quality of
the creek.
Stark’weather Creek has been affected by both point and
nonp~nt pollution over time. The creek drains a heavily
industrialized portion of the city where metal fabrication,
ballery manufacturing, meat packing, end food proceas~g
occurred. Urban nonpoint runoff is believed to have contributed significant levels of pollutants in recent years.

Recent monitoring indicated that the creek had elevated
levels of sediment oxygen demand, biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD), mercury, lead, zinc, cadmium, and oil
and grease in the sediments and a severely degraded
fish and macroinverlebrate habitat. Concern for the levels of contaminants in the sediments of the creek
To address contamination in the creek and Lake also encompassedthedownstreamirnpactsofthesedk
tended beyond the stream channel and its habitat and
Monona and to implement the recommendation of the rnents on Lake Monona.
local priority watershed plan, Wisconsin’s Sediment
Management and Remediation Techniques program seLake Monona has a mercury advisory on large walleye
lected Stark’weather as a sediment remediation demondue to excessive levels of the metal in the tissues of this
stration project. A joint U.S. Environmental Protection
fish. Stark’weather Creek, identified as the largest
Agent3,, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources,
source of mercury to the lake, was targeted for remedlacounty, and city project was developed to 1) reduce
tion to restore the aquatic habitat of the creek and to
nonpoint loading, 2) control the impacts of in-place conprotect Lake Monona.
taminants, and 3) restore the recreational value and
aquatic habitat of the creek. This $1 million program Wisconsin Sediment Management and
included the dredging of 17,000 yd3 of contaminated Remediation Techniques Program
sediments, construction of stormwater detention ponds,
development of streambank erosion controls, and
In response to the growing awareness of natural
aquatic habitat restoration,
sources managers of the continuing impacts of in-~ac.,e
pollutants associated with sediment deposits in the
Introduction
state’s waterways, the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) established an interdisciplinary team
Starkweather Creek, located on the northeast side of
to develop necessary assessment and remediation
Madison, Wisconsin, is the city’s largest urban watertools to restore aflectL=d waters of the state. The Wisshed, draining 23 square miles (Figure 1). The creek
consin Sediment Management and Remediation Techdischarges to Lake Monona, a pr=ncipal recreation lake
tuques (SMART) Program has brought together
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expense in envi~or)mental toxicology, aquatic ~i~t
as~ment, hydrographic su~eying, ~iment ma~
ping, ~iment engin~dng, and rem~ial t~hnol~.
The SMART Pr~ram has ~o ~sic res~nsibilities: 1)
~fine ~e e~ent of s~i~nt contamination and ira~s on the waters of ~e state and 2) guide the re~
diation of con~minat~ ~imen~.
The SMART Pr~ram ~rdinates the state’s ~n~minat~ s~iment a~ivities ~th vadous universities and
f~eral programs, such as ~e U.S. Environmen~l Prm
t~tion Agent’s Su~ffund and Great Lakes National
Pr~ram Office As~ss~nt and Rem~iation of Con~minated S~ment (ARCS) pr~rams,

Monitoring Data
Starkweather Cr~k, the first ~d~menI cleanup demonstrahon of the W=sconsin SMART Pr~ram, provid~ an
op~uni~ 1o use a~ance monitoring of the many com~nents of an aquatic system aff~ted by contamination

to ~fi~ t~ ~r~ o~ ~im~t
water quali~, and aquatic habi~t (Table 1). Later
~ons of this pa~r address ~nitodng peffo~ dudng
drying to a~ss ~- and offsite im~ of ~ d~.
Postrem~iation ~nitoring will continue for 2 ye~ to
~ument the changes and re~n~ of the cr~

Remedlation Planning
S~eather Creek was ~l~t~ as the first ~i~nt
remediation demonstration for the SMART Pr~ram
ba~d on recommen~tions from ~e s~1e’s DNR man.
agement districts, on the relative small ~le of
and on ranking of the site with ~e SMART ~l~on
criteria. This criteria inclu~:
= Impair~ uses of ~e water ~
= Ad~uate ~ for feasibili~ a~
¯ Upstream ~llution ~ur~ ~ntr~s

m ~=~nts. Several a~nt t~nq~s were u~ = L~I sup~
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¯ Adequate aoce~

regulations were followed and the work plan was corn
sistent with program policies and goals.

¯ Integration with oilier state and local programs
The specific project goals and objectives were developed
by a project implementation team assembled from representatives of relevant state and local agencies and bu~eaus who guided the development of the project work
plan, schedule, and budget. Individual members were
responsible for ensuring that their program’s relevant
T~ 1. A Sum,~ty of S~=rk~=ath~ C~k t=~’=~=Uo~
Mo,nitor~g D=t=
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Following the development of the initial work plan, public
informational meetings were held to solicit comments
and suggestions. Presentations were also given to
neighborhood associations and local environmental
groups. Fact sheets outlining the proposed scope of
wori~ were distributed at these meetings. These meetings provided the implementation team with feedback
on the scope and schedule of the work plan and a sense
of the public’s priorities regarding lhe restoration. Mo~t
of the public responses were requests for furthe~ clarification of the monitoring data, the permitting proce~,
environmental safeguards during remediation, and putential exposure of local residents to contaminants in the
sediments. One of the most frequent concerns for local
residents was the removal of trees along the creek. The
comments provided by the public and interested organizations were, where practical, incoq~x)rated into the wod~
plan. For example, the replanting and vegetative restoration aspects of the project were developed in greater
detail and the scope of the replanting was increased to
address the concerns expressed at the public meeting=.
Press releases and direct mailing to interested ¢itizet~
and residents were used to keep the public invotved end
informed on the progress of the project.

Work Plan
The Starkweather Implementation Team developed the
remediation work plan to achieve the goals of reducing
pollutant loading to Lake Monona, restoring the aquatic
habitat and fishery, and improving recreational use and
access to the creek. The work plan included the follow.
ing tasks to achieve these goals:
¯ Dredge 17,000 yo~ of contaminated sediments.

o.o3-o,1"/~
3.3-14.6
m~/L
(37.5--120%
=a~.~t~o~)
lo--.~ ~
0.0~--1 ~ ~

¢oo
Ammor~.N
Fr~h ~
Fre~hwat~. drum
(~¯ .~tr~,

0.16-.0.4~ ~
m~~/

¯ Improve the habit for fish and aquatic life through
riprapping.

c=.p (,v~

o.o0-0.~I ppm

¯ Regrade and stabilize the eroding creek banks.
¯ Establish shoreline buffer zones.
¯ Use vegetative management to improve terrestrial
habitat,
¯ Create public access paths and fishing platforms.

10-19/~.)

,~e~. 18-~6 in.) mer~l’y
~ Rsh Blolccumulltlotl
~r~’mws, 2-wk
0,012.-0.016 ppm

ex,~o~t¯
~nno~s, ~

rr~tcu~
0.0~2-0.01S ~

e~po~.=re
memurf
Tozlctty Ch~tic’l’erisU¢ LMchlng Proc~lurl (TCLP)

¯ Enhance public awareness and stewardship.

Sed~r~ent’ leaching <1 m04. I~e

Dredging was selected as the means to remove the
contaminated sediments, eliminate downstream loading
Of these contaminants, and restore the depth and diversity of the aquatic habitat. Survey cross sections of the
creek were established at lO0-ft intervals through the
project site and were measured for water depth and
secl~ment thickness. These data were used to model the
volume and mass of contaminated sediments to be

=¯st (~ee samples)
S,~lltr~nl Mal:~ino
Survey~l cross s~:~ons "t ~00-~ Int~=~,
17.000 y~ of soft ,s~Elirrlenf rr~as~Jl’~:l
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removed from the channel. In addition to removing con.
taminants from the creek, 1he enlarged cross-sectional
area of the channel would maintain a greater depth of
water capable of holding more dissolved oxygen and
would provide more cover and structure for aquatic life.
The dredging of the creek channel increased the aver.
age depth from 1.5 to 4 ft. The average maximum depth
of the channel thalweg was increased from 2 to 7 ft.
Figure 2 is a typical cross section of the creek showing
the pre- and postproject channel geometry and changes
in water depth and strearnbanks,
Hydraulic studies of the creek channel and Lake
Monona were performed to assess the local and regional impacts of dredging Stark’weather Creek. This
work was performed to assess issues related to
changes in water surface elevations, channel stability,
base level lowering, and potential upstream bed erosion. Starkweather Creek throughout the project area is
in the backwater of Lake Monona. The water surface
elevation of the creek is the same as the downstream
lake. Therefore, the deepening of the creek by dredging
would not decrease the water surface elevation or prOmote upstream bed or bank erosion,
Riprapping was selected for shoreline protection to proSect the bank soils from waves and currents and to provide
structure for fish and aquatic life, Sheet pile was used
in selected areas where the steepness of the shoreline
required vertical protection and regrading was not fee.
s~le (e.g., near buildings, roadways, and bridges). Vertical
shore protection (sheet pile) was avoided in most areas
because it presents a less than natural appearance and
forms a barrier to aquatic life migraOon from water to land.
The banks of Starkweather Creek exhibited significant
undercutting and failure and were a significant source
of sediment to the creek. The failure of the creek banks
undermined shoreline trees and vegetation and produced a perpetuating process of landward erosion of
2 --

increasingly steep banks. Eventually, the creek would
have reached a hydraulic equilibrium by reshaping Ihe
channel geometry to a much wider and ~allower channel.
This I~’ocess would have eliminated ~ ~ and small
boating uses, however, and would have undermined
local structures such as roao~.ays, I::~ges, and
The banks of the creek were stabi,zed by regrading the
abovewater sk)pes from vertical to 3:1 (horizontal:verti.
cal), covering with protective riprap, and finally topping
with a 6-in. seed bed planted to native grasses, shrul~,
and trees, The near shore areas of the ~ banks were
planted to provide a vegetative buffs’ zone to f~ter potlutants carded by ovedand flows to the creek.

The terrestrial habitat along Stadmealt’~" Creek, ~
degraded, did prm4de important food end cover to inse¢~
birds, and animals. Principal goals of the remedlalJon
project were to carefully manage all construction llctivtties to minimize disturbances to the existing vegetation,
to restore quality terrestrial areas disturbed by the creek
restoration construction activities, and to improve the
habitat where possible. A vegetation management and
restoration plan was developed by the city’s landscape
architects to identify existing important tree and shrub
specimens along the creek that were to be protected
during construction work. The management and
ration plan was integrated with the construction plar~,
and close cooperation between the landscape archiSects, contractors, the DNR, and city engirteerlng staff
was used to resolve conflicting needs for access and
mobility of the heavy equipment and the need to preserve desirable species. Trees and shrubs were initi~ly
either classified for saving or removal before construc.
tion. To reduce disturbance to the site and ~ costs of
revegetation, the landscape architects and construction
supervisors performed a final walking tour of the site to
identify additional trees and shrubs, initially classified for
removal, that could be saved if practical.’ This proces~
provided the supervising field engineer with the discretion to either modify the construction plans and activities
in the field to try to preserve existing vegetation or to
permit the construction contractors to remove the specimens to facilitate access and work activities.
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was scheduled
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~
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Figurl 2. St, irk’welShes Creek example cross lection showing
the channel p~’Oflls before end after dre{Igtng.

pies. Planting would be located and spaced to provide
optimal habitat areas along the shore of varying species,
heights, and distribution.
Public
walk the site without distu~ing the wildlife areas or
tramphng the banks of the creek. Land.~’ape architects
designed walkways to connect the project site with
existing city Darks and natural areas. Access to the creek
WaS prov~led

by low-lying shore areas and fishing/canoe
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access platforms constructed into higher creek banks
near the water line,
Public awareness and stewardship was encouraged
from the star~ to involve local groups throughout the
project from early project design through final restoration. Regular press releases, media interviews, talks to
neighborhood groups, direct mailings on project activities, aquatic education tours, fishing-for.kids clinic, and
a volunteer planting event were used to keep people
involved in and informed about the reatoration,

Permits and Regulatory Review

and contain the sediment and carriage water. The facilily
is square in plan view with 7-ft berms built of local clay
soils, The bottom was unlined but consisted of severlll
feet of clay. Local monitoring wells ptovk:le data o~
potential leachate from the facility. A co~l~l"ete drop inlet
spillway was built into the facility to allow exces~ wal~’
to be pumped to a sanitary sewer if neck.
The retention site was built to contain 17,000 yd ~
sediment with a 25-percenl bulking lactor and Io provide
a minimum of 1.5 ff of freeboard to contain ~irect ~
cipitation and provide a margin o~ safely.

The environmental restoration of Stark’weather Creek Dewatered sadiments from ~ facility are available for
included construction activities that were under the a~. use as cover on the landfill,
ministrative and regulatory jurisdiction of several programs and agencies. Guidance from members of the Site Pr~p~r~ti@~
implementation team representing the state’s Water A double silt curtain of geotex’dle fabric was placed
Regulation and Zoning, Solid Waste, and Environmental
the creek at the downstream end of the project
Assessment Bureaus were incoqx)rated in the develop- across
in mioLNovembar 1992. The silt curtains were intended
ment of the project work plan and constru~on plans, to
trap debris in the streamflow generated by constrt~.
City personnel guided the Planning for compliance with tion
ac0vitieso In addition, the porous fabric wa~ Inkx:al ordinances and coordination with local utilities,
tended
to trap sediments resuspended by the dredging.
Permits were necessary for dredging and shoreline ex. The curtains
were held in place at the top by a half-tnctl
cavation an~ filling. In addition, regulatory review and steel
cable
tied
to trees on the bank and weighted at ~
approval was requested for the management of sadibottom
by
a
heavy
logging chai~.
ments dredged from the creek. Related regulatk)ns requiring compliance were historical and archeological Utility representatives iclentified and marked all pipesite assessment, floodplain zoning regulations, ~ lines, cables, and utility facilities along ~ creek in I~
state environmental assessment guidelines. The city of project area.
Madison was the applicant for the construction work.
Because many portions of the creek shoreline in the Site clearing and grading for heavy equipment acoe~
work area are privately owned, the permit required that followed the installation of the silt curtains. Access roa~ll
either all riparian landowners individually apply for per. and trees to be left undisturbed were clearly identified
mits or that the~ assign the city to act as their agent for to minimize site disturbances and the cost of restoring
the permit apPlication. A form letter was senl to the vegetation.
riparian landowners requesting their approval for the city
to apply for the permit in their behalf. All riparian land- Dr~dgir~
owners in the project area approved, and copies of the Dredging began on the upstream end of the west branch
signoff letters were then Submitted to the U.S. Army of Starkweather Creek on November 19, 1992. Dredg.
Corps of Engineers and DNR.
ing was performed with a backhoe. Construction actedties were staged through the project area such that
Corlstructlorl
approximately 100 yd of streambed was dredged, ~
Fotlowing completion of the construction plans, sealed banks were shaped to a stable slope, and then the site
bids were requested from qualified, interested contrac- was riprapped. The goal of this sequence was to minitots. The lowest of five bids was accepted. Speedway mize the size of the project area opened by construction.
Sand anti Gravel, Inc., of Maclison, Wisconsin, was In addition, because the project is in a residentiaJ neighawarded the contract with a bid 17 percent lower than borhoed, keeping the principal work confined to a limited
area at one time minimized noise and dust in the area.
the h~hest bid.
Dredging, bank shaping, and stabilization proceede4:l in
Retention Site
a clownstream direction on the west branch to the conThe sediment retention and (:/ewatering fac liry 6 miles fluence with the east branch. When the west branoh was
southeast of the pro]ect area, was buift in January 1992. finished, work moved to the upstream end of the east
The s~te covered 2.8 acres and was buiJt on county. branch Approximately 12 Oump trucks were used to
the clredged
sediments
to theevery
retention
facility. To
owned land at the local municipal landNI. The sedimenthaut
Trucks
were loaded
on average
5 minutes.
retention facility was designed to clewater the sediments prevent leakage from the trucks, the tailgates were fitted
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with neoprene seals, and chain binders were used to
prov~le a backup to the tailgate lock. No sediment spills
occurred during hauling. Dredging was completed on
Januar~ 27, 1993. Bank shaping and stabilization work
finished 2 weeks lat~.

duc~, pH, alkalinity, hardness, temperature, cissolved oxygen).

V

Monitoring results indicate that there was no significant
difference between the water qualih/parameters at the
upstream reference sites and at the downstream end of
Neady 14,000 tons of riprap and 3,400 tons of crushed
the project on the dates of sampling. Figura 3 is a plot
stone ware used on the project. Bank shaping involved
3,200 yo~ of soil.
of selected water quality parameters measured On
camber 3, 1992, during ~ dredging activities. On
date, dredging was performed approximately 300 y¢l
Dredge Monitorir~
downstream of the upstream reference sampling site On
the west branch. Sampling was also performed at the
Monitoring during dredging and other construction work
first bddge downstream of the dredging site. Other data
was performed to track the impact of these activities On
shown in Figure 3 were obtained on the same date at a
the creek and Lake Monona. Visual observations were
reference site on the east branch above the project and
made daily of the degree of turbidih/changes caused by
at two locations on the downstream end at the slit cur.
construction. Best management practices’related to the
rains. In can be seen in this figure that data from the
work on site were used to minimize the instream and
dredging site show significantly higher values lhen It
offsite impacts. Water sampling for chemical analyses
¯ ¯
other samphng sites.
The concentrations from the dow~
was performed on a weekly basis at upstream reference
stream
end
of
the project (at the silt curtains), howev~,
sites, downstream of the dredging, and above and beare equivalent to the undisturbed reference sites for
low the silt curtains. Creek water samples ware ariamost parameters, indicating that the resuspension of
Iyzed for metals (arsenic, cadmium, calcium, copper,
sediment and pollutants from ~ dredging had rrdnlmutn
chromium, iron, lead, magnesium, nick31, zinc), nutrients
offsite impacts. Lead and zinc values did exhibit In
(ammonia, nitrate and nitrite, total Kjeldahl nitrogen,
increase at the downstream site samples (Figure 3)
total phosphorus), and general water qualily parameters
compared
with the upstream reference sites; howevlr,
(suspended solids, chemical oxygen demand, BOD, ~
the values at the downstream sites were wi~in

O

2

_,
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range of vslues measured over lJrne al the undisturbed
reference sites. Lead and zinc concentratk3ns in water
a! the downstream end of the project were wall below
State Water Quality C~efia NR105 for acute and
chronic toxicity in all water samples,
The silt curtains had little effect on the water quality of
the strearn--nearty all parameters were at the same
levels above and below the curlains. Sediments and
associated contaminants resuspended by the clredging
work seltled fairly quickly in the creek channel, and
~ownstream loading to Lake Monona remained at beckground levels during the consthJction work. This project
deployed the silt curtains normal to the streamflow (i.e.,
across the w~clth of the channel) in an attempt to trap
debris generated by the construction activity and to
contro~ resuspended sediments. The curtains wore elfective in trapping floating debris; however, they were
not always effective in filtering solids from the sbeernflow. Figure 3 shows a slight drop in solids concentration
across the silt curtain; however, the difference in concentration is fairly low and was not seen in most water
sampling atays. Field observations of the performance
of the curtains showed that during all but the lowest
base flow, the curtains would "billow oul" to the clowr~
stream, allowing the streamflow to pass beneath the
curlaJr~,

of construction work. Additional monitoring Intoncl~l to
document the restored conditions of the creek Include
fish shocking surveys, caged fish bioaccumulatJon, sediment bio~ssay, sediment chemistry, qualitative h~)il~t
assessment, and macroinvertebrate sampling (sediment and artificial substrate). These addit~tal aclJvit~
will be performed over Itm next 2 years Io assess It~
success or failure of the restoration wor~, help to refine
further work at other aquatic restoration projects, and
guide the development of standard procedures for sediment assessment work.

Summary and Conclusion
Contaminated sediments can be managed 1O restore
lost beneficial uses of a degraded waterway. The erMronmental restoration of Stark’weather Creek has demonstreted that ~ knowledge and sldlls of vadot~
environmental programs can be successfully coordinated to accurately assess the degree of contamination,
identify necessary sediment removal and clispos~ ~
niques, develop and implement a cross-program
plan, and carefully monitor the site disturbance and final
restoralk:)n.

Some important aspects of this project that were cd’dcal
to P,s successfut implementation were cross-program
coorclination ancl communication, public cornmunicaPostremedlation M0nltodng
t~ns and feedback, construction field supervision, and
a significant
investment
in work
environmental
Routine water quality sampling will continua on a guide the
o~eveloprnent
of the
plan andmonitoring
¢locumentto
monthly bas~s for a least a yea~ following ~ comple~m the results of ~ restoration.
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Woff Lake Erosion Prevention

Roger D. Nanney
Soil Conservation Service, Crown Point, Indiana
Abstract
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Region 5, in cooperation with the Lake County, Indiana,
Soil and Water Conservation District, the City of Hammond, Board of Park Commissioners, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service,
prevented bank erosion on over 300 m of the east shore
of Wolf Lake. This project was funded through a $70,000
grant from EPA under Section 319(h) of the Claan Water
Act. EPA had identified Wolf Lake as parf of the Internal
Joint Commission’s Great Lakes Area of Concern, along
w~th the Grand Calumet River Basin in northwest Indiana. Vadous sources of sediment were contaminating
.the lake, but the Park Board determined that the shoreline erosion was the highest priority. The bank was also
one of the few remaining habitats of silvenNeed (Poten.
til/a anserina), a plant on the Indiana endangered species list. A member of the rose family (Rosaceae),
silverweed grows on wet, sandy shores in Canada south
to Iowa, the Great Lakes, and coastal New England.
When the Indiana Department of Natural Resources
identified the plant at the site, the project was in jeopardy until a compromise was reached. Limestone riprap
was chosen as the nonpoint source pollutiordbest management practice material to stabilize the 0.3- to 1.0-m
bank. Wave action induced by wind was the cause of
the bank erosion problem. Average fetch exposure,
shore geometry, and shore orientation proved to IT= the
significant factors in designing a successful shoreline
protection system,

Introduction
The southern shoreline of Lake Michigan, in northwestern Indiana, is one of the major urban and industrial
centers in the Great Lakes reg=on and includes the cities
of East Chicago, Gary, Hammond. and Whiting in Lake
County, Indiana (1). The heavy industry in this area
contains approximately 40 percent of the steel making
capacity of the United States. and one of the largest
petrochemical complexes in this country. This combma-

~on has created one of the most environmentally degraded areas within ~ entire Great Lakes basin.
Wolf Lake is located in the northwest comer of the
region and is an important remnant of what once was a
large Lake M~chigan bey. As the Great Lakes’ levels
dropped from the Nipissing through the AJgona to the
present-day Lake Mich~jan, several coasta~ area lakes
developed (2). Among these lakes were Calumet, Hyde,
W°lf, Berry, and George. Today, only Calumet, Woff, and
small remnants of Lake George remain; the others
drained and filled to allow for development (3).
The present surface area of the lake is 156 ha in Inclanl
and 170 ha in Illinois. As would be expected because it
was once a shallow bay, Wolf Lake is shallow, ~ a
mean depth of only 1.5 m. The maximum depth is listed
as 5.5 m in areas influenced by past sand mining (1).
Wolf Lake is not protected by natural features such as
hills or stands of trees. Therefore, strong winds frequently cause wave action to pound the eastern shorn.
line and create erosion and sedimenL

Shoreline Erosion and Protection
Few things are a bigger eyesore and problem for lakeshore users than an eroding shoreline. A variety of lake
shoreline protection practices are designed to stabilize
and protect these areas against the forces of erosion,
such as scour and erosion from wave action, ice action,
seepage, and runoff from upland areas. These practices
are both nonstructural (vegetation or beach sloping) and
structural (flexible structures such as riprap and rigid
structures such as seawalls).
Shoreline erosion is a significant problem in several
areas along Wolf Lake’s shoreline. The problem has
been documented by historical photographs and personal accounts, but estimating the volume of shoreline
eroded is difficult. Photographs indicate that the eastern
shore has receded 15 m. Photographs from 1938, when
compared with recenl photographs, show that the area
has receded at a rate of about 0.3 m/yr.
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The lake’s shallow water depth, long wind fetch, and Where the wave action could get between the conorete,
motor boat use all contribute to the waves eroding the the erosion continued to advance.
shoreline. The scarcity of rooted littoral vegetation and
~ sand, slag, and gravel texture of the scoured littoral The undercutting of a fishing pier at the south end of the
sediment are further evidence of wave action. Fetch is area demonstrated the strength of the wave action
defined as the distance a wind blows unobstrucled over the site. Although the average fetch at the site is about
water, especially as a factor affecting the buildup of 1,000 m, the wave energy is funneled to the northeast
waves. The average fetch exposure, shore geomet~/, and southeast shoreline by a manmade island located
and shore orientation are significant factors in success. 200 m offshore. The maximum depth of the bay area
ful shoreline stabilization (4).
created by this erosion is only 3 m, with the majority at
Vegetation effectively controls runoff erosion on slopes no more than 1.5 m.
or banks leading down to the water’s edge; however, SCS recommended that the 300-m shoreline be stabt.
vegetation is ineffective against direct wave action or lized with riprap. In the winter of 1990, the Lake County
seepage-caused bank slumping (5). Diverse, moder. Soil and Water Conservation District applied to EPA for
ately dense stands of aquatic plants are desirable in a a Section 319 grant of $70,000 to stabilize the shoreline.
lake’s littoral zone. Emergent aquatic plant communities SCS completed the designs, and the Park Board sought
protect the shoreline from erosion by damping the force permit applications from IDEM, the Indiana Departmetlt
of waves and stabilizing shoreline soils (6).
of Natural Resources (IDNR), and the Army Coq:~ of
Riprap armoring is a flexible structure constructed of Engineers (CUE). Several coordination meetings were
stone and gravel that is designed to protect steep shore- held with the Park Board to keep them informed of the
lines from wave action, ice action, and slumping due to progress of the various activities. The Park Board
seepage. The riprap is flexible in that it will move slightly proved the final plans in the spring of 1991, and permitl
under certain conditions. This improves its ability to were approved that summer.
~ dissipate wave energy.
Seawalls, bulkheads, and retaining walls are rigid structures used where steep banks prohibit the sloping forms
of protection. Seawalls do not primarily dissipate wave
energy but rather redirect the wave energy away from
the shore (7).

During the permit review wocess, an IDNR biologist kJen¯ied ~ presence of silverweed (Poten~lla anserina)
the site. Silverweed, which is on ~ IDNR endangered
soecies list, was growing in patches along the eastern
shoreline. Silverweed is a prostrate species that sends up
yellow flowers with leaves on a separate stalk. The leave~
are strikingly silver beneath, divided into 7 to 25 paired,
sharp-toothed leaflets that increase in size upward. The
Site Evaluetiort
tota~ plant length ranges from 0.3 to 1.0 m, and it flowe~
in
through August (8). This plant was also in danger
The Hammond Park Board had been in contact with the of June
losing
its habitat as ~ shoreline eroded back. The
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) Region
IDNR approved of the riprap project with the stipulal~m
5 office in Chicago, Illinois, about an ongoing erosion that
care be taken to avoid main dusters of the plant.
problem at Wolf Lake in Hammond, Indiana. The site
was actively eroding and endangering the east shoreline Riprap Size and Placement
for 300 m. This was part of the Internal Joint Commission’s Area of Concern and was identified in the area
Remedial Action Plan (RAP) by the Indiana Department A stone revetment, riprap involves more than simply
of Environmental Management (IDEM). The Park Board dumping rocks on the shoreline. The SCS area-office
called on EPA for technical and financial assistance, and engineer developed a design, which was reviewed by
the SCS state engineer. This design included the invesproject development began.
~at~on of the average depth of the bay water, wave height,
In the fa!l of 1990, the eastern shoreline of Wolf Lake depth of dropoff, and the orientation of cdtical winds.
was surveyed by the Soil Conservation Service (SCS).
The survey revealed a water depth ranging from 0.3 to The largest wave that can reach shore is 0.8 times the
1.0 m, with a vertical dropoff. This area had been erod- depth of the water (9). This would generate a wave
ing for an undetermined amount of time and had height of 1.2 m where the water depth is 1.5 m. A
reached a point where it would soon undercut a pedes- max=mum wave height of 0.5 m would be reached for a
trian trail connecting a picnic area with the beach. Over 1,000-m fetch over 6-m deep water with a 16 rn!sec wind
the years, the Park Board had allowed large pieces of speed (9) Therefore, NAS No. R-5 (46 cm maximum,
broken concrete to be dumped along the shoreline to try D50 23 cm, m~n~mum 13 cm) graded riprap was chosen
to control the erosion. This had slowed the erosion for the armor stone (9). For the bedding or filter stone,
process in some areas but accelerated =tm others, NAS No. FS-2 (5 cm maximum, average No. 4, No. 100
minimum) would be used.
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With the existing concrete in place, it was difficult to ¯ Weight, size, shape, and composition of the stone.
determine the amount of riprap needed. An estimate
was made based on an average dprap thickness of 0.6 ¯ Grad¯lion of the stone.
m and enough bedding stone to fill in the voids on a ¯ Height of the wave.
typical cross section 300 m long. The plans called for a
2:1 sl°pe for the finished riprap, which meant 800 metric ¯ Steepness and stability of the protected
tons of bedding stone and 615 metric tons of riprap was
needed.
¯ Stability and effectiveness of the filter or bedding
material (12).
The Park Board recek, ed bids for the work and awarded
the contract in the late summer of 1992, The cost for References
actual purchase and placement of material was $133.00 1.
per linear meter. Additional costs associated with the
19~9. Prelimiru~y an~ly~ of the =h~tow grou~d-w~ter
project were for design, administration, and construction
~. vlc~nlty of ~e Gr~’~ C,=um~ Rh,~Ind~n=
Supervision. The construction of the 30G-m barrier took
~est~,-n Ir, d~ U.S. Geo~ogk~ Sure/
7 working days, including hauling the stone from a
s8-4~. =n~t=n~l~ IN.
quarry within 16 kin. Stone was placed using a large 2. Ba~, j., ~ R. Johr~on. 1~0. E,’w~ro~men~
hydraulic backhoe and a front-end loader,
of wo~ L=J~. TAP Repo~ No. TAP~011~S. h~’nmon~,
Chapters 16and 17 of the SCS NationalEnginee~ing
Field Manual (10) contain detailed discussions on the
selection and placement of riprap for erosion control.

ing to~tr~ ¯ remedi~ ~ p~n ~ ~ Gr=’~d
~ ~nd~.~ H~- Sh~ C~. Unpu~ed
IN.

Discussion and Conclusion

.~1~

3. H°~owalh, M.,M. Res~dn, MMulduk,~.~R. To~ I~0. W~.

The nonpoint source/best management practice (BMP)
~-openy. j. S~ w=ter Cot=err.
of limestone riprap was selected for the Wolf Lake pro- s. Mccom=~ s. 1~. S~’~ane pmt~t~ L~
ject. Selection was based on the need for the practice
to withstand wave energy, be cost effective, and be s. N~=h~s, S~ ~. ~ ~ ~
compatible with the endangered species plant found at
,,~’~=n~ L~¯ Ras~,oV ~
the site. Revegetation was not selected as the BMP
7. Jones, w.w., ~ ,/. M=~-n~=. ~0. Ced~ ~
because the site was unstable and few plants could
~y. s~x~to~, ~N: ~nd~r=
stand up to the wave action. The erosive force of wave s. Pete~’so~, FL 1~68. Yellow Ik~we~¯: A field g~de to ~
action limits plants survival in open lakes. Aquatic
No~ff~=te~n =~d Noflhce~.~J No~t A,medc&
Houghton M~tn
rnacrophytes may not grow in areas where wind fetch
exceeds 850 m (11). A seawall or other rigid BMPs were s. N,,t~o~= ~ Sto~ A~,¢~. ~TS. ~
not selected because of their higher cost and the distureros~:~ ~ =¯aliment
bance to the site that would be required for their instal. Io so# ConservatJo~ Serv’~e. 19~. Nat~on= e,~ginee~ field
lation. Another alternative not discussed here, because
u=. w=-~gton, PC: u.s. Dep~tment of Agrlcu~tu~.
of the major site disturbance it would require, is regrad- ~. Harvey, R.M., J.R. Picket~ and R.D. Bates. 1987. Envtronmer~d
ing of the bank to a stable slope,
factors co~t~olllng the g~ow~ ~ dtsb’Jl)u~ort of
¯ qua~ macrophytes tn two South C¯rolin= re~ervofr=.
The design characteristics of the site taken into consid,
e~ov M, gn’ff. 324,.%255.
eration were fetch exposure, shore geometry, and shore 12. Sea~cy, J.K.. 1970. Use of rJp~p fo~ b~rtk ~otect~3n.
orientation. In addition, the resistance of dumped stone
Engineering Circular No. 11. WeshJngto~, DC: U.$. Dep~rt~eN
of Trartsport~bon. Avail¯Me as ~, reprint from U.S. GPO,
to displacement by waves depends on:
v~gton, DC.
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Incorporating Ecological Concepts and Biological Criteria In the Assessment and
Management of Urban Nonpoint Source Pollution

Chds O. Yoder
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, Division of Surface Water,
Ecological Assessment Section, Columbus, Ohio

Abstract
The health and well-being of the aquatic biota in surface
waters are important barometers of how effectNely we
are achieving the goals of the Clean Water Act (CWA);
namely, the maintenance and restoration of biological
integrity and the basic intent of water quality standards,
Yet, these tangible products of the CWA regulatory and
water quality planning and management efforts are frequently not linked nor equated with the more popularized notion of chemical.physical water quality chteria
and other surrogate indicators and endpoints. Simply
stated, biological integrity is the comb~hed result of
chemical, physical, and biological processes. Nowhere
in water quality management and assessment is the
interaction of these three factors more apparent than
with nonpoint sources. Management efforts that rely
solely on comparatively simple chemical-physical water
quality criteria surrogates frequently do not result in the
full restoration of ecological integrity. Therefore, ecologi,
cal concepts, criteria, and assessment tools must be
incorporated into the prioritizatJon and evaluation of nonpoint source pollution abatement efforts,

Introductiorl
The monitoring of surface waters and evaluation of the
biological integrity goal of the Clean Water Act (CWA)
have historically been predominated by nonbiological
measures such as chemical-physical water quality (1).
W~i=e this approach may have fostered an impression
of empirical validity and legal defensibility, it has not
suff~cientty measured the ecological health and well-being of aquatic resources. An illustration of this point was
demonstrated in a comparison of the abilities of chemical water quality criteria and biological criteria to detect
aquatic life ~mpa~rment based on ambient monitoring in
Ohio. Out of 645 water-body segments analyzed, bioIog~cat impairment was evident in 49.8 percent of the
cases where no impairments of chemical water quality

criteria were observed (2). While this discrepancy may
at first seem remarkable, the masons for it are many and
complex. Biological communities respond to and tn~grate a wide variety of chemioal, physical, ar~ biological
factors in the environment whethe~ t~,ey are of natural
or anthropogenic origin. Simpl~ ~ted, controlling
chemical water quality criteria alone Goes not ensure the
ecological integrity of water resources (1).
The health and well-being of surface water msouroes
are the combinecl result of chemical, physical, and bid.
logical processes (Figure 1). To be truly successful in
meeting these goals, monitoring and assessment tools
are needed that measure both the interacting processes
and the integrated result of these processes (3). This is
especially true for nonpoint sources because many of
the effects involve the interactions of these factors. BIOlogical criteria offer a way to measure the end result of
nonpoint source management efforts and successflJlly
accomplish the protection of surface water resources.
Biological communities respond to environmental irrv
pacts that chemical-physical water quality criteda alone
cannot adequately discriminata or even detect. Habitat
degradation and sedimentation are two prevalent impacts of nonpoint source origin that simply cannot be
measured by chemical-physical criteria alone. As illustrated by Figure 1, the combination of chemical and
physical factors results in surface water use impairments from nonpoint sources.
The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recent/y adopted biological criteria in its water quality
standards (WQS) regulations. These criteria are based
on measurable endpo~nts regarding the health and wellbeing of aquatic communities. They are further struc.
lured into the state’s WQS regulations within a system
of tiered aquatic hfe uses from which numerical biological criteria are derived using a regional reference site
approach (4-7). These numerical expressions of biological goat attainment criteria are essentially the end
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efforts {13-16), has filled important practical and theoretical gaps not always fuIfillod by previously available
ecological processes (8), d~stillation of such information
single-dimension indices. Multimetric evaluation mechato readily comprehendible expressions is both practical
nisms, such as the IBI, extract ecologically relevant
and necessary. The advent of new-generation evaluinformation from complex biological community data
at~on mechanisms, such as the Index of 8~otic integrity
wh~le preserving the opportunity to analyze such data on
(IBI) (1, 9, 10), the Index of Well-Being /Iwb) (11, 12), ability is also addresse~ within this syster~. Variability is
a multivariate
basis. The probtem
of biotoqical
dataand
varithe Invertebrate Community index (ICi) (5), and similar controlled
by specifying
standardized
methods

R0042129

procedures (17) that are then con,pressed through the
application of multimetric evaluation.mechanisms (e.g.,
IBI, ICI) and stratified by accounting for regional and
physical variability and potential (e.g., ecoregions, t~ered
aquatic life uses). The results are evaluation rneche.
nisms, such as the IBI and ICI, that have acceptably low
replicate variability (18-20).

Ecoregional Blocriterla and Determination
of Use Attainment
Biological criteria can play an especially i~oortant role
in nonpoint source assessment and management because they directly represent an important environmental goal and regulatory endpoint (i.e., the biological
integrity goal of the CWA). Nurnemus studies have
documented this capability. Gammon et el. (21) docu.
mented a "gradient" of compositional and functional
shifts in the fish and macroinvertebrate communities of
small agricultural watersheds in central Incline. Corn.
munity responses ranged from an increase in biomess
with mild enrichment to complete shifts in community
function. Impacts from animal feedlots had ~ most
pronounced effects. In the latter case, the condition of
the immediate riparian zone was conelated with the
degree of impalrmenL
Later work by Gammon et el. (22) suggests that non.
point sources are impeding any further biolog~al irnprovements observed in larger rivers ~ primarily to
reducecl point source impacts. This is similar to oOserrations that Ohio EPA has made in the Scioto FINer
downstream from Columbus. Urban nonpoint source
impacts are well known and have also been docu.
mentecl by numerous investigators. Klein (23) do(umented a relationship between increasing urbanization
and biological impairment, noting that the latter does not
become severe until urbanization reaches 30 percent of
the watershed area. Steedman (24) used a modification
of the IBI to demonstrate the influence of urban land use
anc~ riparian zone integrity in Lake Ontario tributaries,
Steedman developed a mo~el relationship between the
IBI and these two environmental factors,

in accounting for natural landscape variabilily Beceuae
of landscape variability, uniform and overly simplified
approaches to nonpoint source management often fail
to produce the desired results (26).
Biological cdteria in Ohio are based on two principal
organism groups: fish and macrolnvertebrates. Numed.
cal biological criteria for rivers and streams were derived
from the results of sampling conducted at more than 350
reference sites that typify the "least impacted" condil~)n
within each ecoregion (5, 6). This information was used
.within the existing framework of t~ered aquatic fife uses
=n the Ohio WQS regulations to establish attainable,
baseline biological community performance expectations on a regional basis. Biological criteria vary by
ecoregion, aquatic life-use Uesignation, site type, and
biological index. The resulting criteda for two of the
"fishable, swimmable" uses, Warmwater Habitat (WWH)
and Exceptional Warmwater Habitat (EWH), are shown
in Figure 2.
Procedures for determining the use attainment status of
Ohio’s ibtic surface waters were also developed (5, 27).
Using the numerical biocriteria as defined by the Ohio
WQS regulations, use attainment status is determined
as follows:
¯ Full: Use attainment Is considered full if ell of ltte
applicable numeric indices exhibit attainment of the
respective biological criteria; this means that the
aquatic.life goals of the Ohio WQS regulations a~
being attained.

¯ Partial: At least one organism group exhibits nonattainment of the numeric biocriteria, but no lower than
a narrative rating of’fair," and the other group exhibits
attainmenL
¯ Non: Neither organism group exhibits attainment of
the ecoregional biocriteria, or one organism group
reflects a narrative rating of "poor" or "very poor,"
even if the other group exhibits attainment.

Following these rules, a use attainment table is constructed on a longitudinal mainstem or watershed basis.
Biological monitoring of nonpoint source impacts and Information included in the table includes sampling Iopollution abatement efforts conducted in concert with the cation (river mile index), biological index scores, the
use of more traclitional assessment tools (e.g., chemi- Qualitative Habitat Evaluation Index (QHEI) score, atcal-physical) can produce the type of evaluation needed tainment status, and comments about important siteto cletermine where nonpoint source management el- specific factors such as proximity to pollution sources.
forls Shoulcf be focuse~, what some of the management An example of how to construct a use attainment table
goals shoulcl be, and what determines the eventual is provic~ed in Table 1.
success (i.e., enc~ result) of such efforts. At the same
time, a wel!-conceived monitoring program can yield
muir;purpose information that can be ap~ieci to similar Aquatic Ecosystems at RIsk
situations without the neeU to perform site-sDecific moni- Ecosystems that possess or reflect integrity (as envitot;rig everywhere. This iS best accomplishecl when a characterizecl
thebiological
followingintegrity
attributes
(1):of the CWA) are
sioned bybythe
goal
lancls~ape-partitioning framework, such as ecoregions
(25t ancI the subcomponents, is used as an initia~ step ¯ The inherent Potential of the system is realized.
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Many rivers and streams nationwide fail to exhibit the more than 4,380 miles of streams and rivers that have
characteristics of healthy ecosystems. Recent esti- not yet been fully monitored and evaluated (33).
mates indicate that as many as 98 percent of Iotic
ecosystems are degraded to a detectable degree (29). While much attention is generally given to toxic subKarr et el. (30) illustrated the extent to which the Illinois stances in urban nonpoint source runoff, evidence Sugand Maumee River basin fish communities have de- gests that nontoxio effects are more widespread, at least
clined (:luring the past 50 years: two-thirds of the original in Ohio and the Midwest. The second leading cause of
fauna were lost from the former and more than 40 impairment identitied by the 1992 Ohio Water Resouroe
percent from the latter. Losses of naiad mollusks and Inventory, sedimentation (or siltation) resulting from urcrayfish have been even greater. In Ohio, long-term ban and other land-use activities is the most pervasive
declines in fish communities have been extensively single cause of impairment from nonpoint sources in
documented by Trautman (31). More recent information Ohio. Sedimentation is responsible for more impairment
indicates that the fraction of the fish fauna that is imper- (over 1,400 miles of stream and rivers and 23,000 acres
lied or declining has increased from 30 to 40 percent of lakes, ponds, and reservoirs) than any other cause
since 1980 (32). This information indicates that Iotic except organic enrlohrnent/dissoived oxygen, with
ecosystems are threatened in both Ohio and nation, which it is c!osely allied in urban and agricultural areas.
w~de, an indication that existing frameworks for water Since Ohio conducted the Ohio Water Resource Invert.
res°urce protection end management haveboenessen, tory in 1988 (34), this cause category has surpassed
tially ineffective in preventing large-scale losses of eco- ammonia and heavy metals in rank. If the storewide
logical integrity. This is particularly true for ecosystems monitoring database were distributed more equally
affected by habitat degradation, riparian encroachment, across the state, sedimentetion would likely be found to
excess sedimentation, organic enrichment, end nutrient be the leading cause of impairment.
enrichment. All or most of these forms of degradation
are evident in areas affected by urban nonpoint sources. Nttmugh sediment deposition in both loU¢ and lenlic
environments is a natural process, it becomes e prot)lem
Urban Nonpolnt Source Pollution In Ohio
when the capability of the ecosystem to "assimilate" any
is exceeded. Sediment depcelteq in
Urban watersheds in Ohio have exhibited a familiar and excess delivery
and rivers comes primarily from stream bank
well-known legacy of aqua~ resource degradation, streams
Few, if any, functionally healthy watersheds exist in the erosion and in runoff from upland erosion. The effectl
much more severe in streams and rivers with deolder, heavily urbanized parts of the Midwest. Good are
graded
zones and low gradient. Given similar
quantitative estimates of the proportion of surface we- rates of riparian
erosion,
the effects of sedimentation are much
ters that are degraded by urbanization are lacking, how. worse in channel-modified
and riparian zone-degraded
ever, particularly for headwater streams. It is also widely streams than in more natural,
intact habitats. In chartperceived that the restoration of beneficial aquatic life
nel-modified
streams,
incoming
slit and sediment reuses in most heavily urbanized areas is not practically main within and continue to degrade
the stream
attainable. This in itself presents a barrier to any notion
of attaining existing use designations or upgrading use channel, instead of being deposited in the immediate
designations for waters classified for less than fishable riparian "floodplain" during high flow periods (35). This
and swimmable uses. The assignment of appropriate also adds to and increases the sediment bedtoad that
to affect the substrates long after the runoff
aquatic life and recreational uses is a challenge ltmt continues
events have ceased.
Ohio EPA has dealt with over the past 15 years.
Urban and suburban development activities that have One of the more prevalent results is substrate era.
the greatest impacts on aquatic life it, Ohio include the beddedness, which occurs when an excess of fine me.
wholesale modification of watershed hydrology, riparian terials, particularly clayey silts and fine sand, fills the
vegetation degradation and removal, direct instream other~nse open interstitial spaces between larger subhabitat degradation via channelization, construclion and strates (Figure 3). In extreme cases, the coarser subother drainage enhancement activities, sedimentation strates may be "smothered’; in other cases, the
and siltation caused by stream-bank erosion (which is substrate can be cemented together, or "armor plated."
strongly linked to riparian encroachment), and contribu, In either event, the principal ecological consequence is
tions of chemical pollutants. Statew~de, urban and sub- the loss of available benthic surface area for aquatic
urban sources are responsible for impairment (maior organisms (particularly macroinvertebrates) and as a
and moderate magnitude sources) in more than 927 location for the development of fish eggs and larvae.
mi~es of streams and rivers and more than 23,000 acres The soft substrates afforded by the increased accumuof lakes, ponds, and reservoirs (32). These activmes lation of fine materials atso provicle an excellent habitat
also threaten existing use attainment in nearly 160 miles for the growth of undesirable algae, Thus. to success.
ol streams and rwvers and may be a potent;at problem in fully abate the adverse impacts of sediment, we need to
be as concerned with what each event leaves behind as
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~l~t Im~ ~ ~ls f~m of s~em ~t~ ~.
much as with what ~kes place in ~e water column
during ea~ event,

Esti~tes of gross erosion alone ~ not a~ays ~
late with a~erse im~cts to aquatic ~mmunities, ~.
¯ ough this is a frequently cited criterion for prio~zi~
nonpoint source management effo~s. So~ of ~e ar~s
of ~hio that have the highest rates of gross eros~
(e.g, East Corn Bert Plain, Interior Plateau, and Western
A;legheny Plateau ~oregions) al~ have ~me of ~
most diverse an~ fun~;onafty healthy as~mbla~s of
aquatic life a~ the least affect~ reference and other sites
(32). Many of the streams in these ~regions have
relatively in~ct r~parian and instream habitat and thus
are "buflere~ against the natural~ eros~e conditions.
The detrimental effects of ~d~mentatlon ~em to be ~
worst ~n areas of the state where the pr~ion of clayey
silts are highest, stream gradient is ~e ~west, a~

The effe~s of ~imen~tion on aquatic life are ~e most
~vere in the e~r~ions of Ohio where:
¯ Erosion and ru~ff are m~rate to h~h.
¯ Clayey sifts that aHach to an~ fill the interstices ~~een c~r~ substrates are pre~minant.
¯ Streams and r~ers lack the abili~ to ex~l s~nts
from the ~w-flow channel, which results in a longer
retention t~me and greater ~sit=on of silt in the
most crit~l habi~,
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riparian encroachment and modificaiion are extensive
(i.e., Huron/Erie Lake Plain and porlions of the East
Com Belt Plain and Erie/Ontario Lake Plain ecoregions).
The interaction between nonpoint source runoff and
riparian and instream habitat must be appreciated and
understood if impacts such as sedimentation are to be
effectively dealt with. Figure 4 illustrates the interdependency of the rate of runoff, increased sediment delivery,
in-channe! habitat degradation, riparian zone condition,
and substrate condition. An effect involving any one
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Flgure 4. Iluetritlon of the ©omplex Interaction of nonpotnt
¯ our¢e r~u~d change= n hydrology en~ ~4dirnent

~Jellven/and how eech ~lngly and in omblnaUo~ ~n

~legr~Oe Inetreem =,aft dpiden hlblllt,

Bioassessrnent of Urban Watershedl
Biological criteria and bioassessment mett~)ds can and
Old play a key rote in several areas of nonpoint source
management. As a basis for determining use impairments, biocriteria have played a central rate in the Ohio
Nonpoint Source Assessments (33, 37), the biennial
Ohio Water Resource Inventory (305b report) (32), and
watershed.specific assessments of which Ohio EPA
completes from 6 to 12 each year. ~ cdteda
represent a measurable and tangible goal against which
the effectiveness of nonpoint source polhJtJon abatemeat programs and individual projects can be judged.
Biological assessments, however, must be accompa.
need by appropriate chemical-physical measures, landuse considerations, and source infomtation necessary
to establish l’eakages between the land-use activities
the instream res~

steacly-state water quality criteria and ecok~ indica.
tors. While we have observed biocdteria attainment with
chemical water quality criteria excee~ce~ in only
fraction of the comparisons, the chemical data am
largely from grab samples collected during summer-fall
low flow situations. In many cases, we have failed to
detect chemical crileria exceedences during low
yet biocriteria impairment is apparent. The correspondence of biocriteria attainment with water quality criteria

exceeclences measured under elevated flows has not
been observed with any regularity. Nonetheless, we

lative changes reflected by most or even all of the ment observed in affected urban watersheds is due to
interdependent
factors.
Two
factors that
that res~lts
are influenced
fact~r can set ~~
a chain
~f ev~nts
in cumu- have
tha~ much
~f the bl~criteria
watersurmised
quality criteria
exceedences
that haven~nattainoccurred
in the conversion of watersheds by urban development during elevated flow events that preceded the biological
are an increased rate of runoff and increased sediment sampling. Reaching such a conclusion, however, is
delivery. These two factors then combine to influence made possible only by examining other evidence
other important aspects of stream habitat, such as riper- yond water column clata.
Jan zone integrity and increased substrate embedded.
hess. In effect, a change in one of these factors can In many urban settings, sediment chemical concenttaresult in a cascading chain of events that eventually tions frequently are highly or extremely elevated comcause aquatic life use impairment or inhibit the ability of reference sites. Contaminated sediments enter the
a degraded stream to be successfully rehabilitated. pared with concentrations measured at least-affected
Thus, considerations of previously ignored aspects such aquatic environment during episodic releases from point
as riparian and instream habitat and watershed dynam- sources and during runoff events from nonpoint sources.
its must be included in urban nonpoint source assess- The correspondence between increasingly e~evated
meat and abatement strategies,
sediment concentrations and declining aquatic community Performance is demonstrated by Figure 5. A sediThe direct and indirect effects of sedimentation and the ment classification scheme derived by Kelly and Hire
associated nutrient enrichment are becoming especially (38) for illinois streams was used to classify results for
apparent in the larger mainstem rivers. Both sediment sediment chemical anatyses at sites wffh corresponding
and nutrient enrichment impacts have targely been over- biological data. Sediment chemical concentrations are
looked anti will not only require a change m the status classified as nonelevated, slightly elevated, elevated,
quo of water quahty management but also in the inter- highly elevated, and exlremely elevated as the concendisciplinary solutions and information gathenng that trations ~ncrease beyond the mean concentration at
demonstrates the character and magnitude of these background sites. The results for four heavy metal parameters (arsenic, cadmium, lead, and zinc) commonly
impacts (36).
encountered in urban settings show that the frequency
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areas. As with many of the Ohio watersheds that are
more heavily affected by point and nonpoint sources, the
majority of sampling sites either fail to attain the applicable biological criteria or are only in partial attainment,
Out of 57 sampling sites in the enbre watershed, only 11

(19 percent)fulty attained the applicable biological criteria. These results demonstrate the degree of degradation that exists in most urban watersheds and the
multiple source causes.
r
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Another issue of critical importance to the management
of urban watersheds is also apparent in Table 1, use
attainability. Many of the use designations listed for the
various streams of the Nimishillen Creek basin are rec.
ommended uses, meaning that a different aquatic life
use applied at the time of the sampling. An important
objective of the biological sampling conducted by Ohio
EPA is to 0etermine the appropriate aquatic life-use designatior~. If the results of the sampling and data analysis
suggest that the existing use designat~,~ is inappropriate
(or the stream is presently unclassified), the approwiate
use is recommended. These recommenda~ns are then
proposed in a WQS rulernaking procedure and adopted
after consideratio~ of public input,

Applications to Nonpolnt Sour~
Management
Steedman (24) observed the IBI to be negatively corretared with urban land use. The land use within the 10 to
100 km2 area upstream from a site was the most imporrant in predicting the IBI, which suggests that "extraneous" information was likely included if whole watershed
land-use area was used. Steedmen (24) also determined that the condition of the riparian zone was in
important covariate (a measure of independent vatlation) with urban land use in addition to other factom,
such as sedimentation and nutrient enrichment. A model
relationship between these factors and the IB/was de..
veloped and provided the basis to predict when file IBI
Figure 6 illustrates the relative distribution of IBI scores would decline below a certain threshold level with cerbased on biological monitoring conducted by Ohio EPA tain combinations of riparian zone width and percent of
in several urban and suburban watersheds throughout urbanization. In the Steedman (24) study, the domain of
Ohio. These range in size from relatively sn~ll headwa- degradation for Toronto area streams ranged from
ter streams (less than a 20-square-mile watershed area) 75-percent riparian removal at O-percent urbanization to
to increasingly larger streams and rivers. For the smaller O-percent riparian removal at 55-parcent urbanization.
watersheds, there is a pattern of lower IBI soores and a These results indicate that it is possible to establish the
subsequent loss of biological integrity with an increasing bounds within which the combination of watershed kind
degree of urbanization. The baseline biological criterion use and riparian zone condition must be maintained for
for the WWH use designation is not attained by any (or a target level of biological community performance to
only a few) sampling sites in the older urban water- persist. It seems plausible that such relationships could
sheds, such as the Cwahoga River and Little Cuyahoga be established for many other watersheds, provided the
River of northeastern Ohio and Mill Creek in Cincinnati. database is sufficiently developed not only for biological
The IBI scores in these watersheds are indicative of communities but also for land-use composition and rk
poor and very poor water resource quality. The Rocky parian corridor condition. Additionally including the conRiver basin is largely a suburban area of Cleveland upon cept of ecoregions and subecoregions should lead to the
which municipal wastewater discharges have had an development of criteria for land use and riparian zones
extensive impact, but despite this the basin exhibits that would ensure the maintenance of biocriterta perhigher IBI scores. The highest IBI scores were observed formance levels in streams and rivers over fairly broad
in Rocky Fork (Columbus area), Taylor Creek (Cincinnati areas witt~out the need to develop a site-specific dataarea), and Little Miami River (southwest Ohio) tn]:)utar- base everywhere.
ies, which have only recently begun to be suburbanized.
These three watersheds also lack some of the compan- Wel~lesigned biological surveys can fit well into Itie
ion impacts of the older urban areas, namely, combined watershed approach to nonpoint source management.
Because the biota respond to and integrate all of the
s~wer overflows and indusb’ial discharges,
various factors that affect a particular water body, they
For the larger streams and rivers, the pattern was simi- are essentially the end product of what happens within
lar, with the older urban areas exhibiting the lowest IBI watersheds. The important issue is that ambient rnoniscores and the less urbanized and suburban water, toring be conducted as part of the nonpoint source
sheds exhibiting higher scores, some of which attain the assessment and management process, and that it be
WWH criteria. The major exceptions, however, involve performed correctly in terms of timing, methods, and
the two large mainstem rivers (Great Miami River and design. Monitoring alone is not enough, however.
Scioto River) which exhibit higher IBI scores despite Federal, state, local, and private efforts to remediate
flowing within urban settings. This illustrates the influ- nonpoint source impairments must include an interdisence of river and upstream watershed size on the ability ciplinary approach that goes beyond water column
of a river or stream to withstand increased urbanization, chemistry impacts to include the cumulative range of
Both the Great Miami River and Scioto River mainstems factors responsible for ecosystem degradation that has
originate in rural areas and are qu~te large when they been documented over the past century. Existing reguenter the C)a~’ton and Columbus urban areas. Thus, lations and standards have only been locally successful
reducing water resource declines attributable to wastream size relative to the watershed and the influence in
tershed
and ripar;an zone degradation. Effective protecof land-use patterns are important to understand=ng and
tion and rehabilitation strategies require the targeting of
managing local nonpomt source impacts,
large areas and individual sites (39) as well as the
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incorporation of ecological concepts In the status quo of
tal~ishing water quality-besed effluent limitatk)ns for
lan~use management practices an(/policies,
point sources using steady-state assumptions. While
Ohio EPA has initiated the development of policies that this approach has been successful in reducing point
will ensure a holistic approach to nonpoint source man- source Ioadings of commonly discharged substances, it
agement. For example, we have specified a minimum holds much less promise for highly dynamic inputs from
width of two to three times the bank full channel width diffuse sources. For nonpoint source management to
es necessary to protect riparian zones and ensure the truly result in the restoration and preservation of biologiintegrity of instream habitat. This also ensures that the cal integrity, we must regan~ streams as an interactive
ability of the stream to assimilate nonpoint source runoff component of the landscape where multiple inputs and
will be maintained. To be completely successful, how- influences act togetha~ to detem’~ine Itm health of
ever, this measure must be accompanied by ltm app~i, aquatic resource.
cation of best management practices in the uplands.
Such an approach goes well beyond a singular concern Urban watershed management and protoc’don issues
for the concentration of pollutants in the water column will continue to develop as new infom~alJon is revealed
and must be incorporated into the total maximum daily and relationships between instream bio!ogical commuload approach envisioned by the U.S. Environmental nity performance and watershed factors are better dip
Protection Agency as an integral part of urban nonpoint veloped. Nonetheless, some of what we know now
should be included in current management strategies.
source runoff management.
Urban and suburban development must become pmacThus, it seems that we have s choice in the manage, tire; that is, developmen~ must be designed to accom.
ment of urban nonpoint sources, as portrayed by Figure modate the features of the natural lano’scepe
7. Extending the traditional process by which we have include common sense features such as setbacks from
managed chemical pollutants discharged by point riparian zones. Regulatory agencies also share rasponsources during the past 15 to 20 years to nonpoint sibility, particularly in resolving use attainability Issue~.
sources is exemplified by treating streams as once- Watersheds that exhibit the attainment of aquatic
through flow conduits that are essentially isolated from use biocriteria should be protected to maintain the cur.
interactions with the landscape. This is commonly ex- rent conditions. Frequently our attention seems to
emplified by simplified mass.-balance approaches to as. emphasize high quality or unique habitats; however,

Multiple Source,
Dynamic Inputs

Mass Balance Outl:~t
A, Stream ss an isolated,
once-through flow corlOuit
(el¯so’y-state, mechanical system)

Assimilated Output
B, Stream as an interactive
component
of the
landscape
(o~am,c,
IN, rig
ay~lem)

F~ure 7. ’["wo views of ¯ ¯tre,~m ¯¢olylbm: ~.. The It;’eam il viewed I¯ ¯n Isol¯te~ onveylnce fu ¯tat~¢ so~Jrce wa.,t~l
runoff wfth the net water column out’put ¯$ ¯ rrml.s balance function of flow ¯rid concentration, e. The Itte¯nl II Ift
interactive compor~ent of the landscape with dynamic and multiple Iource inputs and ~lJmiLated outpuf II Iffected by
t~%e lur~’o,JndIP=.(i Jilrt~l t/M, hlb~tat, geology, ~Is, end other biotic end =b;otlc
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Overview of Contaminated Sediment Assessment Methods

Diane Dennls-Ragler
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Great Lakes National Program Offi¢e,
Chicago, Illinois
Urban runoff has significantly contributed to the con.
Assessment Components
tamination of lakes, dvers, and streams. After years of
accumulation in the water, toxic chemicals have found
Sample Design and Collection
their way to the bottom sediments. These contaminants
can be directly toxic to fish and other aquatic organismsThe ultimate goal of assessment is to determine the
as well as significant sources of contaminants to wildlife,
scope and extent of contamination, including the megHuman health effect concerns arise primarily from connitude and spatial bounds of the problem. Assessment
sumption of contaminated fish and water fowl. Assessneeds direct sample design. Sediment sampling proing contaminated sediments is a difficult task due to the
grams are most often undertaken to achieve one or
complex nature of the sediment matrix, contaminant
more of the following objectives: to fulfill a regulatory
mixtures, end the physical dynamics of the waterways,
testing requirement, to determine characteristic ambient
To determine the scope and extent of the sediment
levels, to monitor trends in contamination leve~s, to idencontamination at a particular site, a comprehensive
tffy hot spots of contamination, and to screen for poter~.
sediment assessment program must be developed,
hal problems. These different objectives lead to different
sampling designs. For example, a study for a dredging
In recognition of the significance of the problem, the
project may have a specific set of guidelines on samAssessment and Remediation of Contaminated Sedipiing frequency, sample s~te selection methodology, and
ments (ARCS) program was authorized for 6 years--by
other parameters already determined by exi~ng, speCongress under Section 118(c)(3) of the Water Quality
cific guidance. The design for a study to track sediment
Act of 1987 and the Great Lakes Critical Program Act of
contamination trends would expend its resources to
1990---to develop and demonstrate new and innovative
sample fewer sites more frequently. A study to ipentify
methods both to assess and to treat contaminated sedihot spots would concentrate efforts on fewer sites within
ments. The ARCS program developed an "Integrated
zones known to be mostly contaminated, while an initial
Contaminated Sediments Assessment Approach" for
screening study might take few randomly distributed
use in the Great Lakes A~eas of Concern (1). This
samples for analysis together with some "observation"
approach includes:
samples to supplement the analytical results.
¯ Sampling design and quality assurance
¯ Sample collection
¯ Chemical analysis
¯ Toxicity testing
¯ Benthic community structure survey
¯ Tumors and abnormalities
These six topics are the focus of this paper,

The most appropriate sample collection device for a
specific study depends on the study objectives, sampiing conditions, parameters to be analyzed, and cosL
Three general types of devices are used to collect sediment samples: dredges, grab samplers, and corers.
Core samples give by far the most complete information;
thus. corers should be the sampler of choice whenever
possible. Deep core sampling gives a three-dimensional
p~cture of the situation. This allows characterization of
the depth of contamination. Before a river or lake botlom
is dredged in an effort to remove contamination, knowing whether more serious contamination wilt be uncovered ~s vital. All of this information guides remadiation
decisions.
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The ARCS program concentrated on three levels of
sampling data:
¯ Historical data can give some preliminary clues to
what may be present at a site. Consideration of historical data can help to move the sample design process in the proper direction. Historical data have some
limitations, however, that bear consideration. Often
data are only available for surface sediments, and
quality assurance may be in question,

of anthropogenic contamination; heavy metals can be
toxic to benthic organisrns.
For a typical Great Lakes site, grain size, TOC, and
AVS analyses should be done; the other fNe analyses
should be performed accordingly. For example, if heavy
metals in a particular area are not a problem, they could
be omitted from the scheme. Nso, if certain other ~
taminants are suspecled in an area, they should be
included as test parameters (e.g., tributyt tin and methyl
mercury).
¯ Reconnaissance sampling data involve characterizing a large area with "quick and dirty" screening
tests on fewer samples. This data can help eliminate Toxicity Te#ting
some of the parameters of concern, thus allowing Although chemical analysis is an illuminating part of the
more extensive testing of toxic substances present assessment process, chemical analysis alone does not
at the site.
determine impacts. Bioavailability is key to determining
¯ Detai/ed assesament data involve the more extensive whether or not toxic contaminants will cause effects. Fo~
chemistry and biological testing to fully characterize example, it is possible to find a situation where high
concentrations of contaminants are present but no toxic
a hot spoL
effects are manifested in the benthic community; in such
a situation, the contaminants may not be bioavailable to
Chemical and Phy$1calAnalyBis
the benthic community. In any case, further toxicity testSampling efforts are performed with a variety of objec- ing would be required. One way to evaluate bioavailabik
tires in mind. Therefore, minimal chemical and physical ity is by performing toxicity tests. Toxicity tests measure
parameter testing requirements vary between studies or the effects of sediment contamination test organisms.
programs. Some chemical and physical parameters, Test organisms can be exposed direct~ to sediments
however, should be common to most programs unless (solid phase) or to sediment slurries called elutriatas.
evidence precludes their consideration:
The ARCS program evaluated over 40 toxi¢~, tests
¯ Particle or grain size is a physical parameter that during the assessment program at three pdor~, areas
determines the distribution of particles. Size is impor- of concern. Based on the results of the ARCS program,
tant because finer grained sediments tend to bind a battery of tests should include Microtox and Daphnia
magna (7-day, three-brood survival reproduction solid
contaminants more than coarse sediments do.
assay) because they are good screening assays,
¯ Total organic carbon (’I’OC) is an important indicator phase
relatively
discriminatory, and well correlated
of bioavailability for nonionic hydrophobic organic with other sensitive,
assay responses. In addition, one or two of
pollutants,
the following tests should be included in the assay bat.
¯ Acid volatile sulfides (AVS) have been found to be tery: P~mepha/es prome/as (larval growth solid phase),
closely related to the toxicity of sediment-related as- Hya/e//a azteca (7-day survival solid phase), Cefiodaph.
nia dubia (three-brood surviva~ and reproduction, solid
sociated metals,
or elutriate phase), and Hexagenia bilineata (10-day
¯ Poiyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are semivolatile survival and molting, solid or elutriate phase).
organic pollutants, several of which are potential carcinogens and are linked to tumors in fish.
Benthic Community Survey
¯ Polych/orinated biphenyls (PCBs)are chlorinated or- Benthic communities are communities of organisms
ganic compounds once used for numerous purposes, that live in or on sediment. In most benthic community
including as a dielectric fluid in electrical transform- structure assessments, primary emphasis is placed on
ers.
determimng the species that are present and the distri¯ Pesticides are synthetic compounds predominantly bution of individuals among those species. Information
used in agricdlture to control crop-damaging insects, on benthic community composition and abundance is
typically used in conjunction with information in the sci¯ Other semivolatiles include acid,’base neutral com- entific literature to infer the distribution of species and
pounds (ABNs) such as phenols, naphthenes, and individuals. Because sediment quality affects all major
toluenes,
structural and functional attributes of benthic communiin generally predictable ways, benthic community
¯ Heavy metals are naturally occurring in the enwron- ties
structure assessment is a valuable tool for evaluating
ment, but an excess of metals can be an indication secl=ment
quahty and its effects on a major biological
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component of freshwater ecosystems. Specific assess- Sediment Quaflty Value8
ment methods are available to complement the chemical and toxicological portions of the sediment quality As stated before, the numbers obtained from chemical
testing are not very significant by themselves. If you
assessrnenL
have a gr~y-area situation, in which the chemisb"7 nurm
Freshwater benthic macroinverlebrate communities are bars are high but toxicity or biological alteration is not
used in the following ways to assess the quality of the necessarily evident, deciding whether this is or will bewater resource:
come a problem may be difficulL In such a case, comparison of one’s particular program numbers ~
¯ Identification of the quality of ambient sites through existing
numbers could give information on how to
a knowledge of the pollution tolerances and life his- ceed. There are three general types of sediment quality
tory requirements of benthic mao’oinvertebrates,
values (2):
¯ Establishment of standards based on community per- ¯ Equilibrium partitioning is a theoretical approach that
formance at multiple reference sites throughout an
focuses on predicting the chemical interactions ~
ecoregion or other regionalization categories,
sediments, interstit~ water (i.e., the water between ~
ment particles), and contaminants. Chemicaly contaml¯ Comparison of the quality of reference sites with test
hated sediments are expected to cause adveme
sites,
biological effects if the predicted interstitial w~ter
concentration for a given contaminant exceeds
¯ Comparison of the quality of ambient sites with hischronic water quality Criterion for that contaminant.
torical data to identify temporal trends,
¯
The
empidca/effects-basedapproach (e.g., sediment
¯ Determination of spatial gradients of contamination
quality
triad or apparent effects threshold) combines
for source characterization,
measures of sediment chemistry, sediment toxicity,
and/or benthic infauna communities to determine the
Turnot~ andAbnorm~lltle8
overall sediment quality.
Tumors and other abnormalities are another useful ¯ National status and trends is a statistical approach
assessment tool. These abnormalities are believed to
that uses chemical data assembled from modeling
be caused by contaminants present in the sediments,
laboratory and field studies to determine the ranges
in chemical concentration that are rarely, sometimes,
specifically PAHs. A typical use of this type of study
would be to analyze for tumors and abnormalities
and usually associated with toxicity.
before and after cleanup to see if a change in the Each approach has advantages and disadvantages.
incidence rate occurred. In the ARCS program, inves. The best approach is selected based on each programs’
tigation of tumors and abnormalities helped to char- particular needs.
acterize the different areas of concern. For example,
in the Ashtabula and Buffalo Rivers we found numer.
due liver and external abnormalities in Brown Bull- Risk Assessment
head, such as lip papillomas, preneoplastic lesions, After studying the data received from the chemistry,
and neoplastic lesions,
toxicity, and environmental impact analysis, the final
assessment step is an evaluation of associated risk to
human, aquatic, and wildlife. What is the risk now, and
Interpretation and Use of Data
what is it potentially? This involves evaluating exposure
All data are useless without an interpretation scheme, to and impacts resulting from contact with contaminated
Using or looking at data in isolation can lead to false sediments and media contaminated by sediment conconclusions. Therefore, it is important to look at all taminants. If several sites are involved, a pdodtizatlon
aspects of data using some type of integrated process system may be needed as a decision-making tool for
to aid decision-making,
remedial acl~ons.
The ARCS program used two levels of evaluation: baseData Depiction
line and comprehensive hazard evaluations. Baseline
human health hazard evaluations were performed for all
Data cannot be easily interpreted from tables. Data five priori~ demonstration areas and were developed
need to be depicted ~n a visual manner, such that hot from available site-specific information. The baseline
spot~, grachent depth informat on, and trends are evi- hazard evaluations described the hazards to receptors
dent. One way to accomplish this goal is to make a map under present s~te conditions. This baseline assessment
of the site and plot data results on the map. A three-di- also examined all potential pathways for human expomens~onal map can be most useful in data depiction,
sure to sediments for each given location. Comprehan-
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sire hazard evaluations were performed for the Buffalo
R~er and Saginaw Bay areas. Results from ARCS stu~ies showed that consumption of contaminated fish prov~ed the greatest risk to human health,

Con¢luslonl

merit process should be carefully considered and tellored to the needs and goals of that pa~cular program.
All data must be integrated for decisions to be based on
a preponderance of evidence and to yield the most
definltNe of results.

There are a number of ~oproaches to the ,~ssessment Referen¢~
process. The main components ~’e sempie design,
chemical and physical analysis, biological testing end
r~t~ S~llment~. Ie92 work p~. Chlca~, I1~ ~ ~ Nedats interpretation. Within that framework, choices are
mao~e as to what course to follow. Regardless of which
EPA.
e.ssessment path one takes, each phase of the assess. 2. u.S.
EP.a~23/R.e2i0~. ~ IX~.
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Linked Watershed/Water.Body Model

Southwest

Martin Kelly
Flodda Water Management District, Tampa, Florida
Ronald Glovannelli and Michael WaltMI
Dames and Moore, Inc., Tamps, Florida

Tim Wool
AScl, Athens, Georgil
Abstract
With passage of the state’s Surface Water Improvement
and Management (SWIM) Act of 1987, the Southwest
Florida Water Management District realized a need for
an integrated eutrophication model incorporating both a
watershed loading model and ¯ water-body response
model. In addition, because many watershed models
depend on land use and soils mapping data, a modeling
.system that could take advantage of data already stored
in the district’s geographical information system (GIS)
would be useful,
This paper describes the desirable atl]’ibutes of such a
modeling system, the means used to select the appropriate moclel components, the actual modeling system
developed, and an application of the model. The roodeling system is constructed around two U.S. Environmental Protection Ageno/ supported models--Storm
Water Management Model (SWMM) and Water Quality
Analysis Simulation Program Model (WASP4)--and is
linked to the ARC/INFO GIS. Rather than the details of
SWMM or WASP4, the paper focuses on the
SWMM/WASP Interactive Support Program (SWISP),
the interactive, menu-driven user environment that ellows for the easy execution of the linked watershe~water-body modeling system of programs. With
SWISP, the user can view and edit input data sets as
well as execute and graphically postprocess the results,
The modeling system is being tested and refined sequentially on three test sites. The paper presents the
results of testing to date on a specific case study: Lake
Thonotosassa, a hypereutrophic, 800-acre lake in
Hillsborough Count, Florida. The o~jective of the modeling is to allow for the assessment of various restoration strategies for improving in-lake water quality. The
modehng system, which is PC based and in the public

Oomain, will be available for public release in the fall of
1993, along with a user’s manuII.
Introductiott
With passage of the state’s Surface Water Improvement
and Management (SWIM) Act of 1987, the Southwest
Florida Water Management District (SWFWMD) realized a need for an integrated eutrophication model incorporating both a watershed pollutant loading model
and a water-body response model. In addition, because
many watershed models depend on land use and soils
mapping data, a modeling system that could take advantage of data already stored in the district’s geographical information system (GIS) would be useful. The
stated objective of the watershed/water-body modeling
project was =to select and/or link a watershed(s) end
water-body eutrophication model for use in prioritizing
land-use management and pollu0on control strategies
and evaluating the effects of implementation of best
management practices (BMPs) on in-lake water quality
and naturalsysterns."
A variety of watershed models exist that make it poselhie, within limited degrees of certainty, to evaluate the
effects ofland-usepracticeson receiving watars. These
models are used to prioritize watersheds that contribute
the greatest loading to a water body. When coupled with
an appropriate moo~l of the receiving water body, the
model system can be used to predict how changes in
land use will affect the receiving pody, both in terms of
water quantity and quality.
A watershed model is an important planning tool for
evaluating the contributions from existing conditions and
projecting contributions under different scenarios. A watershe~water-boo’y mode! system allows those using
them to make decisions regarding attemative land use,
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zoning, treatment, and BMP options, thus altering con*
stituent Ioadings to a receiving water b(x:ly,

¯ The water-body model should consider the temporal
and spatial variation as required to simulate criticaJ
water quality conditions and processes.
Water quality/ecological models are designed to mimic
in-waterbody Uynamica as the result of inputs and to ¯ The model should be sensitive to trophic dynamics
predict trophic state or other conditions of interest,
and exchanges between trophi¢ levels.
These models allow the modeler to predict lake condi.
lions based on known or projected inputs, and thus ¯ The water-body model should predict the trophi¢
state using existing empirical relationships already
evaluate how changes in loading will affect the overall
developed for Florida lakes.
health of a water body. Decisions with regard to how
much of a load reduction is required to produce desired
in-lake effects can be made, and the benefits of impie. Model Selection
menting a pa~cular corrective strategy can be as- Dames and Moore, Inc., was selected to develop the
sessecl,
district’s LWWM. The district also established a modelFrom a water-body management perspective, it is de.sir, ing technical advisory committee (’rAC) composed of
able to have as a decision tool a linked moclel that various recognized modeling and GIS experts from
couples the attributes of both watershed and water-body other agencies, academia, and private consulting firms.
The primary
of themodeling
TAC was goals
to aid and
the district
models. With such a moclel, it would be possible to its consultant
in goal
finalizing
the listand
of
evaluate how changes in land use will, for example, desirable model attributes to be used in an evaluation
affect the trophic state (and other states) of a surface
water body.
of exi~ng candidate models. One of the initial tasl~
accomplished by Dames and Moore was a literature and
model comparison report (1) with recommended models
Model Attributel
to be used in the proposed LWWM. This review focused
Prior to selecting a consultant, dist,’Jct staff developed a on model capabilities with regard to the overall LWWM
list of 13 (Jesirable attributes of a linked water- project objectives and did not include a rigorous inves.
shed/water-body model (LWWM):
tigation of the background and theory behind each
¯ Data can be input directty into the linked model from model.
the disthct’s GIS (ARC/INFO) database.
Dames and Moore, following the examples of Basta and
(2) and Donigian and Huber (3), developed spe¯ The mode~ system should consist of "off the shelf" Bower
cific evaluation criteria to objectively review candidate
watershed and water-boo’y models, although some models consistent with district objectives. Dames and
customizing may be required. (Proprietary software Moore, with the aid of the TAC and before identifying
is not acceptable.)
available models, developed four criteria to be used on
¯ Calibration and validation data requirements should a preselection basis to identify candidate models for
further considerabon:
not be excessive,
¯ The model can be applied to most Florida aquatic ¯ The models must have written clocumantation.
systems with the watershed component suitable for ¯ The models must be maintained, either formally (i.e.,
estuarine systems,
funded model caretaker) or informally (through active
use and application).
¯ The model has a storm event or seasonally based
watershed component, yet it is capable of yielding ¯ The models must be PC based or have the capability
annualized values,
of being easily transportable to the PC environment.
¯ The output of the watershed model component ¯ The models must be nonproprietary.
should be fully compatible with the input of the waterBased on the above criteria and considering district
body model component,
requirements for review of certain specifically named
¯ The model should be user-friendly, menu-driven, in- models, a first-cut list of candk:Jate n’Kx~ls was developed
teractNe, and fully documented,
followed by a final list of candidate models (Table 1).
¯ The water-body model considers the physical, chemi- The modeling TAC was relied on heavily to eliminate
cal, and biological parameters and processes neces- models from further consideration and ultimately arrived
sary to simulate the eutrophication process and at the two selected models, SWMM and WASP4. The
attendant water quality conditions,
rationale for ehminating certain models is detailed by
and Moore (1); it was Uecided that the too(/el¯ The model is sensitrve to eolian, sediment, and Dames
mg system should rely on a single watershed model.
ground-water inputs.
After considerable discussion, certain models were
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T=b~= 1.=nd
U=tMoore,
o~ Re=~
CanUI=t= MoU~= l~v=lu=t~ ~ ~
Inc., for Possll:de In¢orpor=~on In the
SWF’WMD’s Unked Witer~hed/W~ter.Boo’y Model
Syltem (1)
Wat~rthed Models
W=t~r.Bo~/~x~e~
AGNPS
,~,NSWERS
CREAMS

BATHTUB
BETTER
CE-OUAL-R1

OR3M-OU~
EPA-~A
EUTROMOD

CE-OU~.W2
HSPF
NUTRIENT LOADINGITROPHIC

Ultimately, SWMM and WASP4 were selected because
these models were determined to be "sufficiently complex to be usable for the most data intensive studies, but
have the capability of ’turning off’ or ’zeroing out’ components such that the model can be made simple. The
models are public domain, and both are supported by
the EPA. In addition, full documentation is available for
both models, and they have each been well tested,
including several applications in the southwest Florida
area" (1). The rnodels selected were not the best for
every application; however, they were considered to be
thOse that best mat the objectives of the SWFWMD.

STATE (EUTROMOO)

GLE~M,S
Hs~

OUAL=EU
w~s~,4

STORM

Linked Watershed/Water-Body Modeling

System Development

The LWWM incorporates three major environmental
modeling componenl=:
¯ Runoff (point and nonpolnt)
¯ Hydrodynamic/Hydraulic routing

eliminated because of their primarily rural or agricultural
applicability, other models were eliminated on the basis
of limited maintenance, and considerable irv~ho~jse debate and discussion centered on the advantages and
disadvantages of "mechanistic" versus "empirical" type
models. Despite its selection, there was concern that
SWMM was too complicated to use without extensive
training and experience and that this would affect ttm
desirable attribute of being user friendly and easy to
apply (or misapply); this was considered a disadvantage
common to all "mechanistic" models considered,
SWMM is pnmarily an urban n’K:~el, and although it has
been applied in nonurban areas successfully, the erosion and sedimentation capabilities are not as detailed
as most rural or agricultural models. Another disadvantage of SWMM is that subbasins must be defined homogeneously with respect to land use for the water quality
routines, and this restriction would limit to some exlent
the enhancement that could be easily affor~=~l by a GIS
linkage (1). Similar type considerations as those men.
tioned above were used to eliminate candidate water.
body models from further consideration.

A schematic of the above program linkage is shown in
Figure 1.

Eventually, WASP4 was selected as the appropriate
"mechanistic" model to complement the watershed toading model. The TAC noted that the model was well
maintained, tested, and documented. Although identifled as the most complex of the selected water-body
mo~els, it was also the most flexible because of its
ability to simutate processes, which allows it to be used
at either a screening or predictNe level depending on
the availability of data, the experience of the user, and

The LWWM was developed to allow engineers and scientists to rapidly evaluate the effects of both point and
nonpoint source loads on receiving waters. The LWWM
model obtains land-use information from a GIS that can
be used to swiftly generate land-use and soil-type data
for the runoff component of the LWWM system, SWMM.
The SWMM model calculates event-driven runoff loads
for both nonpoint and point sources. This time series of
loads anti water quantity runoff is then used as input for
the receiving water model, WASP4 (EUTRO4). The in-

the objective of the application. Although flexible, the

TAC indicated that WASP4 was still perceived as being
extremely ~ata intensive (1).

¯Tima variable water quality modeling
In essence, the LWWM operates as follow~:
¯ It obtains land-use and soil-type information from
ARC/INFO coded output.
¯ It incorporates this information into the runoff
nent of SWMM.
¯ SWMM calculates event-driven runoff loads of both
point and nonpoint sources.
¯ The LWWM uses the hydrodynamic model, RIVMOD,
to describe tt~e longitudinal distributions of flow in ~
investigated water body.
¯ WASP4 incorporates these loads, flow distributions,
and water quality information and simulates waterbody interactions.

formabon generated by the models will be accessible to

users via interactive graphs and other user-friendly interraces.
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and most widely used urban quantity/quality models in
existence today,
SWMM
simulates
real storm events
on the
basis of
~[~ ~’~--~ rainfall hyetographs, land
use,
topography
end
system
characterization to predict outcomes in the form of quality and quantity values. SWMM is composed of various
computational blocks that can be run as stand-alone
~ ~ ~.~_~ ~ programs. The LWWM simplif.s this process by select.
ing the appropriate blocks to run. The blocks used by
LWWM and their funcbon are as follow~:
I~ur= 1. Unk~l w=t=’=h~V~at~r-boey mo~l (LW!/Wl).
GeographicM Information System Interface
A GIS is a computer program used for the entry, management, analysis, and display of geographic or mappable information. GIS systems typically include all of
the functions of a computer-aided design (CAD) system,
as well as the powerful analytical and modeling capebilities of a full-featured relational database. The power
of a GIS lies in its ability to derive problem-solving
information from existing data through such techniques
as map overlays and modeling, and to store this information in an organized, usable fown.
GIS analytical techniques are applied to generate automatically the input data sets for the SWMM watershed
model. The software used for development of these data
sets is ARC/INFO, an industry-standard GIS from Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI). This sol1ware is the primary GIS platform in use at the SWFWMD
and at all other water management districts throughout
the stats, Several other federal, state, regional, and
local agencies have also adopted ARC/INFO as a standard and are preparing comprehensive geographic databases in this format. The SWFWMD has compiled an
extensive geographic database of the entire district in
an ARC/INFO format, including detailed coverages for
the U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation
Service (SCS) soils, land use and cover, and basin
boundaries. These data are compiled using automated
ARC/INFO techniques to generate an input data file for
the LWWM.
S WMM
SWMM (4) is a comprehensive mathematicaf model for
the simulation of urban water quantity and quality in
storm an0 combined sewer system, All asDects of urban
hydrologic and water quality cycles are simulated,
SWMM was cleveloped between 19~9 and 1971 by a
consulting team under contract with the U.S. Environmental Protect=on Agency (EPA). It was one of the first
such models and has been continually maintainec~ and
up0ate~. The SWMM model is perhaps the best known

¯ Runoff block: Performs hydrologic and water quality
modeling with elementary hydraulic routines.
¯ Combine btoclc Combines interface files to aggregate results of multiple runs.
¯ Rain block: Processes National Weather See~ice
(NWS) precipitation data from magnetic tape or disk.
All other computational blocks within SWMM are either
not applicable to the LWWM model or their func0on is
alreao~’ incorporated within the LWWM (i,e., graphic and
tabular processing of output).
The LWWM mode! uses SWMM Version 4.2 but h~
been tested successfully with older versions.
RIVMOD Implementation
RIVMOD is a dynamic numerical, hydrodynamic riverine
model that describes the longitudinal distributions of
flows in a one-dimensional water body through l~me.
The primary criteria for selecting RIVMOD is the need
to describe spatially varying flows in a water body
through time. The model is applicable to rivers, streams,
tidal estuaries, reservoirs, and other water bodies where
the one-dimensional assumption is appropriate.
RIVMOD solves the governing flow equations in a manner that allows prediction of gradually or highly varying
flows through time and space. The model has the capebility of handling flow or head as boundary conditions.
The specification of head as a boundary condition allows use of the model where an open boundary is
required (e g, an estuary or a river flowing into a lake).
Algorithms are employed in RIVMOD to allow it to provide WASP4 with flows, volumes, and water velocities.
WASP Implementation
The WASP4 modeling system (5) was designed to provide the generality and flexibility necessary for analyzing
a variety of water quality problems in a diverse set of
water bodies. The model considers the hydroo~,/namics
of large branching rivers, reservoirs, and estuaries; the
mass transport in poncls, streams, lakes, reservoirs,
r=ver~,, estuaries, and coastal waters; and the kinetic
interact=ons of eutrophication-dissolved oxygen and
sediment-toxic chemicals.
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WASP4 is a dynamic compartment modeling program
for aquatic systems, including both the water column
and the underlying benthos. The time-varying processes
of advection, dispersion, point and diffuse mass loading,
and boundary exchange are represented in the basic
program. The flexibility afforded by the Water Quality
Analysis Simulation Program is unique. WASP4 permits
the modeler to structure one-, two-, and three-dimen.
sional models; allows the specification of time-variable
exchange coefficients, advective flows, waste loads,
and water quality boundary conditions; and permits taiIored structuring of the kinetic processes, all within the
larger modeling framework, without having to write or
rewrite large secbons of computer code.
WASP4 simulates the movement and interaction of pollutants within the water using two programs to simulate
two of the major classes of water quality problems:
conventional pollution (involving dissolved oxygen, biochemical oxygen demand, nitrogen, phosphorus, and
eutrophication) and toxic pollution (involving organic
chemicals, metals, and sediment),
Because of WASP4’s generalized framework and dy.
namic structure, it is relatively easy to link it to other
simulation models. WASP4 was modified to read loads
from an external file created by SWMM. This allows
¯ WASP4 to Ul:x:tate its point and nonpoint source loading
information daily

files to activate for manipulation and/or execution.
SWISP automatically loads the correct simulation model
based on the type of input dataset selected; upon execution of the model, SWISP provides the input data file
names that will be executed. When the simulation is
compleled, SWISP is automatically reloaded so that the
results may be postprocessed.
SWMMRunoffPreprocet, ior(PreR{IN)
The PreRUN program (F~gure 3) was cleveloped to aid
the user in the development of SWMM RUNOFF block
input datasets (SWMM Version 4.2x and higher). PreRUN provides intuitive data entry forms that successful
guide the user through the development of syntactically
correct datasets. Additionally, the PreRUN program can
import a GIS file that is created before executing the
preprocessor. The GIS interface file provides soil-type
and land-use classifications to the PreRUN program so
that the user can quickly give parameters to the SWMM
Runoff block. PreRUN is designed to work with or without the GIS interface f~e.
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(SWISP)
SWISP (Figure 2) is an interactive, menu-driven user
environment that allows for the easy execution of the
m~
=~.- -.~ ,-.~ ~., x,..,
,.,= ~.~
LW%VM system of programs. SWISP allows you to view
=,=.~=.
,,,..
,.
,,=.,
and edit WASP/RIVMOD/SWMM input clatasets as well
as execute and postprocess the results. SWISP is the Flgu~ :i. SWMM Ru,off Pt.proc~Mo~ pr.Ru~).
Windows of the LWVVMs; once the user executes
SWISP, the user can perform all functions related to all The power of the PreRUN preprocessor lies in its ability
the simulation models. SWISP provides file manage, to imporl a GIS interface file. The GtS file contains
ment, which allows the user to select a file or a set of land-use and soil classification data for user-delineated
watershed subbasins: this information is used by PreRUN to develop area weighted calculations for the

~
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PreWASP Interactive Preprocessor (PreWASP)
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The PreWASP program (Figure 4) aids the user in the
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~. SWMM/WASP Interactive Support Program (SW]SP).

The preprocessor provides predefined environments
(ponds, lakes, rivers, estuaries) that can be modified to
match site-specific geometries, or the user may elect to
build one from scratch. The PreWASP program allows
the user to rapidly develop an input dataset by providing
forms that can be filled out quickly using several "Quick
Fdl" edit functions. The PreWASP program allows the
user to select the level of complexity at which to apply
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Linking SWMM to WASP4

.~ ~.

SWMM and WASP4 are link~ u~ ~ L~S~Y
pr~ram. The linkage is genedc and allows the u~r

~u~ 4. ~w~ ~tm~ ~ pmw~.
¯ e m~l and Wo~des da~ f~ ~t am n~d to
a~li~ ~t I~ of ~x~.
Unked Water-~y~aters~d Postpmcessor
(LWDSPL@
~e ~t~ g~h~ ~r~r LWDS~Y al~
¯ e u~r to rapidly ~sualize ~e resume of WASP,
RI~OD, DYN~D, a~ SWMM ~mula~ns. LWDS~Y
and SWISP are ~e on~ ~are n~ to pr~ess the
lar~ array of result files that can ~ pr~u~d from
simula~ons of t~ m~els ~ntain~ in ~e L~M.
LWDSPLY allows ~e u~r to view ~e resu~ ~th
graphi~l~ and ~bular~ and has options for e~ing
~ to ~rea~sh~ts. LWDSPLY has ~e ~pabilit~s to
pr~ more ~an one simulation result file at a ~
(~e files must ~ from the same m~l), and allows ~e
plo~i~ of up to four graphs on the screen simul~neoust. These four plots (view ~s) ~n ~ ~nipulat~
ind~idual~ to show different result. As wi~ all ~e
prefab, ~nte~-sensit~e help is available at any ~me
~in the pr~ram ~ simp~ pressing F1 for help or
~T-H for a lis~ng of ~e key~ar~ map (Figure 5).
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6), plot, a~ ex~ info~tion ve~ rap~. All simu~t~n resume can ~ plo~ or wri~en to an ~CII ~
table or ex~ to a sprea~s~t fi~, LWDS~Y a~
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eutrophi~tion ~1. This lin~ is a~is~ ~
creating a SWMM ~ne bl~k inte~a~ using ~
A~II c~bine ~k ~. PreRUN is ~t to ~eate
¯ is file ~ ~fauR. T~ ~er must ~1~ ~ WASP4
~OXI ~ EUTRO) ~1 ~ ~ ~ S~M file b
to ~ link~; this al~ LWDS~Y to ~nfigure ~f ~
O~ t~ a~ate lin~ ~ has ~ ~,
the user is then r~uir~ to map ~e a~r~ate S~M
~nduit IDs to WASP ~ments (F~ure 7). Note ~t~
~n ~p m~e than one ~uit’s ID to a W~P ~
ment; LWDSPLY~IIc~bine~ou~. LWDSPLY~I
not c~k any err~s r~ardi~ ~e ~ng, ~ ~
bur~n is ~ ~e u~r to fill ~is ~ o~ ~. ~
figure ~low shows ~e ~ enW s~n f~ ~ ~n
to s~ment ~ing. Note ~at all ~e ~nduit I~ ~ ~t
ne~ to ~ ~d out to WASP ~n~; ~ u~r
on~ n~s to ~ con~r~ ~ ~e ~u~s ~at aff~
~e water ~.
On~ ~e ~nduit to s~nt mapping ~s ~n ~
pietY, ~e SWMM Nnoff constituen~ must ~ ma~
to the WASP4 s~te variables. The u~r must ~p ~e
SWMM s~te variables to the W~P s~te vari~l~. The
linage allows the u~r to fractionate a SWMM s~te
variable to ~vera! WASP state variables. The exam~e
given below sho~ the mapping of to~l nitr~en (~I~.
lat~ by SWMM) into ~r~ s~te variables of WASWs
EUTRO4 (NH3, NO3, and organic nitr~en). To a~
plish this, the user must s~i~ ~e ~rcentage of ~e
total ~WMM cons~tuent runoff mass ~at ~11 ~ into
each WASP ~stem This ~tion is pre~nted to ~e u~r
~use SWMM ~pically ~lculates ~ss ~noff for
total nitrogen an~ to~l phosphors, while WASP n~
mtr~en Ioa~ed as ammonia, nitrate, and or~nic ni~
gen, as well as phosphorus Ioad~ as o~h~ho~hate
and organic phosphorus. There is no error choking
done here. The ~r~ntages conve~ed can ~ le~ t~n
or greater than 1~ ~r~nt.
When the user is completed with the mapping functions, LWDSPLYwitlpromptthe user forafilename
to which to write the nonpoint source inteffa~ file.
WASP ex~ the n~int ~r~ fi~s tO have ~e ~tension .NPS.

j
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Figm S.

Vie~ng ~ In !~ LWD~q.Y.
steeper on the eastern section when compared with the
southern and western sections. This lake was chosen in
part due to the relatively large clatabase available as ~
result of recentJy completed diagnostJc/feasibilit~j stud-
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I/~p~ SWMM onduit ID= to WAS~ ~nt=.

Model System Application---Lake
Thonotosassa, Florida
Study Area Description
Lake Thonotosassa is located in northeast Hillsborough
County, Floricla (Figure 8). The lake has a surface area
of 813 acres, with a maximum depth of approximately
16 feet. It is triL~utary to the Hillsborough river system, a
source of water supply for Tampa, and a part of the
Tampa Bay ecosystem providing freshwater to the estuary.
The watershed is approximately 55 square miles and
extends east to P~ant City ancl south to Sy(:lney (Figure
8). Elevation in the watershecI ranges from 35 ft National
C~eo(:ieti¢ Vertical Datum (NGVD) along the shorehne of
the~aketo 145 fl in the eastern section of the catchment,
The area in general has relatively milcl slopes but is

Available data included topographic maps, land use,
soils, rainfall, wind, solar radiation, water levels, and
water quality. These data were utilized in the model
setup and calibration processes. Modeling consisted of
~eveloping a database linkage from the GIS, watershed
modeling with the SWMM model, and water-body modeling with RIVMOD and WASP4. The modeling scenarios are described below.
Digitized land use and soils data were obtained from the
SWFWMD on magnetic tapes and downloaded to the
Dames and Moore ARC/INFO system. Drainage divides
that define subbasins were digitized as an additional
overlay, These clata provided the basis for developing
the ".GDF file, which was linked with the SWMM model
via the PRESWMM program package. These maps
were directly output from the GIS. In a(~lition, the GIS
was usecI to provicle aggregate maps for soils and land
use.
The GIS identified 42 land uses at up to Level III for ltm
watershed. SWMM is capable of utilizing five land uses
in its watershed modeling. A decision was therefore
macle to aggregate land uses to provi~le five classes
with similar characteristics. The classes selected were
urban, agriculture, open, wetlands, and uplands. To
maintain fJexibility in re~lefining aggregates during the
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modeling process, the unaggregat~ GIS ~t~
~ed as ~1 inp~ to PRESWMM. PRES~M t~
Wov~ ~e a~r@t~ ~n~u~ ~ for ~li~
pu~s.
SCS ~ils ~ on ~e GIS are ~re ~i~ ~
r~uir~ for ~eli~ ~ses. These da~ ~re ~
gre~t~ in t~ GIS to ~ovi~ ~i~ of hydr~
~il grou~ A, B, C, ~ D, as prov~ ~ t~ Hilt~o~
~un~ ~ils ~p a~ ~u~t (7).

A~er ~e ~el was ~t up, a da~ ~ ~ ~
for ~libration. T~ ~d~ was from Ju~ 11, 1~1,
~1 24, 1~, and was ~1~ to ~i~ ~
able di~harge measurement r~. The ~
~librat~ by ~ndu~ng a ~ries of ~ m~,
~ring simulat~ a~ ~asur~ ~, and adju~i~
m~t~.
The ~librat~n was ba~d p~mad~ on ~ c~l~ at
~o stations, LT~ and LT-5. S~tion LT-5 is I~t~
Pem~non Creek just upstream of ~ Baker Cr~
~nfluen~, which represents 40 ~rc~t of t~ to~l
watersh~. The other ~libration ~int is s~n LT~,
which ~vers 98 ~rcent of the lake’s ~tersh~.
difference in flows be~een ~e~ s~ti~s is ~t
tribut~ by ~ker Cr~k draining the sou~em ~ of
~e ~tchment. The final ~librati~ plot f~ LT~
~own in F~ure 9.

~e S~M ~1 (RUNOFF hick) was us~ to ~.
~te ~th water quant~ and water qual~ inflo~ to ~
lake. ~fore ~e inp~ file was ~t up, ~e watersh~ was
~ment~ into ~ su~=ns. The su~sins were ~
fin~ ~ ~ning to~ra~ic, ~nd-u~, and ~ils
~"
To ~t up SWMM, PRES~M was u~ to cr~te ~
inp~ file consisting of informaO~ from ~e GIS s~
.
and u~r ~n~ol input (UCI). The GIS system pro~
~
land-u~ and soils information, as pr~ious~ di~.
The~ data ~ed as input to PRESWMM. ~i~ ~
ated the input file for SWMM. In a~ition, UCIs ~e ~ ~
input into the PRESWMM intera~ive pr~ram. ~e~ ~ ~=
UCIs inclu~ da~ on ~tchment slo~s, ~edand Mannings roughness ~efficient (n). eva~ration, infil~at~ ~ ~
rates, basin widths, ~rcent of dir~tly conne~ing im~v~ous area (DCtA), depression storage, channel sl~,
channel lengths, channel geomet~, and channel Mannings roughness coefficient (n). Channel ~sln lin~ges
~, ~, ~.~ =~.=~ ~ ~=~ ~
are also defin~ so that the m~el ~n r~e flo~ fr~
~=
~e land ~nt to channels, and from channels to
o~er c~n~ls.

=~~
-- ~

~
"- "

Fl~ur= ~. ~ke Im~ ~I~B~
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The SWMM water quality setup used the same setup as
for the water quantity except that coefficients that define
buildup/washoff rates and rating curves were added to
the routine. The calibration was performed by comparing water quality concentrations for measured and simu.
lated total nitrogen and total phosphorus. The procedure
was a sequence of model runs, comparing results, and
adjusting parameterl.

#10

Water-Body Modellt~g
Water and pollutant loading inflows gene~’ated by
SWMM ware used as input to the lake, and the lake
water quality was simulated. The following two models
were used: 1) RIVMOD was used to simulate the dynamics of the inflows, outflows, and change storage in
the lake, and 2) EUTRO4 used the simulated hydrodynamics and relevant quality parameters to simulate ~
lake’s water quality.

#~

#4
Sources of pollutants to the lake were identiF-md,
emphasis on nutrient loading. An in-lake mode/ m
applied by utilizing ambient water quality data and flowl
and pollutant loadings from the watershed to model
"~
current in-lake processes. The n’Kx:/e/was calilxated for
nitrogen, phosphorus, and chlorophyll-a. WASP4 wal
(~)
the lake model used in simulating the in-lake proce~.
N
The lake and inlet channel was subdivided into 10 seg~, #1
merits. Four of the segments were in the inlet channel
o
(Baker Creek). These segments were included to a/low
~ = F==
some flexibility in modification, if necessary, of the nutrient input to the lake during the lake water quality caiibration process. The lake had six segments; this wa~
bathym~rl© map.
believed to be adequate considering that there were
only two water quality data collection stations. The final dissolved oxygen were also included in the mode/.
segment represents the lake outflow pomL The segmen- These were obtained by app~ng monthly dissolved
oxygen data to SWMM simulated flows.
tation is shown in Figure 10.
The eutrophication water quality model (EUTRO4) was Seven environmental parameters were included in the
set up as a system of 10 water column segments (Figure setup. The parameters defined values
10) to coincide with the hydrodynamic setup. Model time temperature, ammonia flux, phosphate flux, and sediment
step was one day, with simulation for all eight systems oxygen demand. Salinity and temperature were derived
of the WASP4 intermediate Eutrophication Kinetics from field measurements. Some of the constants aseopackage. The eight systems are ammonia, nitrate+hi- ciated with the environmental parameters were pointe~
trate, orthophosphate, chlorophyll-a, biochemical oxy- used in combination with various time functions to define
gen demand, dissolved oxygen, organic nitrogen, and time series of water temperature, solar radiation, frecorganic phosphorus. Water column segments interact tion daylight hours, and wind velocity. Time series of
with each other both by advective flows and diffusive water temperature, solar radiation, and wind velocity
exchange,
were derived from the available data discussed above.
The SWMM m,o<:~l generated loads of total nitrogen, pendent
information
presented
in Chow
(8).
Fraclion of
daylight hours
was obtained
from
latitude-~latotal phosphorus, and biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD). For water quality modeling, data on nitrate-niirate nitrogen, organic nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, or- Initialconstituent concentration was based on the meas.
thophosphate, an~ organic phosphorus were required, urements of June 26, 1991, and initial model time. OrThese constituents were estimated by applying ganic phosphorus was assumed to be the difference
stoichiometr~c ratios obtained from the data collected between total phosphorus and orthophosphate. It is reCduring the extensive data collection penod. Loads of ogmzed, however, that organic phosphorus may be
overestimated because of particulate f~rns of inorganic
210
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phosphorus. Organic nitrogen was calculated from total
Kjetdahl nitrogen and ammonia,

~.,~.
t.~

were derived primarily from the literature (9), although
some field measurements were used as guidance to
determine constants. These constants were phrnadly
calibration factors,

t4o

=-"

,-,c~=,,~m=

0.s
0.4
o.2

.

o.o
,~
o
Calibration was accomplished by adjusting constants
soo
within reasonable limits until a satisfactory fit between
measured and simulated data was obtained (Figures 11
to 13). In some instances, although the model fit was by 1=igur~ 11. BOO ,,n~l ~d~/ll.e ~l=~41mk ~ Thono,
no means perfect, the model was considered calibrated
w~thin the constraints of the various estimates of inflows
Summary
and environmental parameters. Constraints were associated with each of the eight systems in the eutrophicaThe development end model components of
tion package: ammonia, nitrate-nitrate, orthophosphate,
LWWM system and its user environment, SWISP, have
phytoplankton, BOD, dissolved oxygen, organic nitrobeen described. The LWWM has been applied to
gen, and organic phosphorus. Ammonia, nitrate-nitrate,
Thonotosassa and its watershed. Water quantity and
and organic nitrogen are subsystems of the nitrogen
quality originating from the watershed were modeled
cycle; orthophosphate and organic phosphorus are
pollutant loading to the lake. In-lake processes were
subsystems of the phosphorus cycle; and BOD and
then simulated. Refinements are being made to the
dissolved oxygen are subsystems of the dissolved oxyLVWVM system in anticipation of project completion in
gen balance. All systems interact.
September 1993. The resultant modeling system will be
tested on two other systems, one a river flowing into In
o.o4
estua~ (i.e., Lit’de Manatee) and one a series of 19 interm
0.o.15
Connected lakes (i.e., the Winter Haven chain of lakel).
Anvnonll
Jm Mea~r~
It is anticipated that the resultant modeling system will
0.03.
become the district standard for eutrophication modelo.o~s,
ing of its surface water bodies. The final code and user’@
Nitrate .NZr~e
0.02.
manual for SWISP will be public dornain, and it is hoped

~[

~

F

resource managers in developing pollutant load redlJ~
t~on strategies for their water bodies.

o.o~.
o.0o5,

¯
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AUTO_ Qh An Urban Runoff Quality/Quantity Model With a GIS Interface

Michael L Terstrlep and Mlng T. ~
Office of Spatial Data Analysis & Information,
Illinois State Water Survey, Champaign, IIIinolt

Abstract
This paper describes the development and application
of the AUTO_QI model, which the authors developed at
the Illinois State Water Survey in Champaign, Illinois.
The paper includes background information on the Illinois Urban Drainage Area Simulator (ILLUDAS), on
which AUTO_Qf is hydrologically based. AUTO_QI
stands for AUTOmated Quality-ILLUDAS. The model is
automated in the sense that it includes an optional
geographic information system (GIS) interface using
ARC/INFO software. The Quality-ILLUDAS portion of
the name indicates that the model simulates quality as
well as quantity of runoff from an urban area.
AUTO_QI uses a continuous simulation of soil moisture
to provide reliable estimates of antecedent moisture
conditions for the simulation of selected runoff events.
The soil moisture simulation requires a continuous precipitation record for the period of interest, The user may
then specify some base rainfall above which the runoff
volume and pollutant loading are then simulated for
each event in the record. The resulting series of runoff
volumes or pollutant Ioadings may then undergo statistical analysis. For each catchment in the study area, the
user must provide soils and land cover information as
well as buildup and washoff factors for each pollutant of
interest. The model can simulate multiple drainage outfall points for a given rainfall record and group the results
for different receiving waters. The user may incorporate
specific best management practices (BMPs) into the
simulation for comparison of Ioadings with and without
BMPs. The paper also discusses use of the GIS interface including processing of remotely sensed data.

usage reflects their reliability for stormwater drainage
design. Models that incoq~orate urban runoff water quality are available but are lass common. The main reasons
for this are:
¯ The water quality component is lass
¯ The models require extensive input data.
¯ The models lack vedficatJorl.
The relatively infrequent use of a water quality component is unfortunate because urban water quality modeling is a convenient tool for assessing pollutant Ioadings.
Considering the high cost of monitoring and the lack of
extensive data for using a statistical approach,
proper model with field data verification is a logical and
feasible method for water quality assessments.
The principal investigators have developed an approach
(5) that greatly reduces the cost of applying a deterministic model Q-ILLUDAS (6) to a relatively large area.
This approach incorporates the ARC/INFO geographic
information system (GIS) for data management. The
savings comes from automation of input files. Readily
available automated data include the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) LUDA Level II land use data and the
U.S. Census Bureau’s DIME or TIGER/LINE file for
population, housing, and street density. The streams,
soils, and other data are also available in the Illinois and
other state and federal GIS databases. This method is
very effective for simulating regional urban runoff laadings that involve large databases and multiple outfalis.
The model and GIS interface are known as AUTO QI.
-

Literature Review

Introduction
Models for simulation of urban runoff hydrographs such
as the Illinois Urban Drainage Area Simulator (ILLUDAS) (1), Stormwater Management Model (SWMM)
(2, 3), and Storage, Treatment, Overflow, Runoff Model
(STORM) (4) have been used for some time. Their wide

Shaw (7) describes the special hydrologic problems of
urban runoff as follows. The problem of estimating runoff
from storm rainfall depends on the characler of the
catchment surface. The degree of urbanization (extent
of imperwous area) greatly affects the volume of runoff
obta,ned from a g,ven rainfall. Retention of rainfall by
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initial wetting of surfaces and abso,;ption by vegetation
and pervious areas reduces the amount of storm runoff, As reported by Sonnen (32), the state of the mathemat~
These surface conditions also affect the time distribution cel urban water quality model was fairly dismal a decade
of the runoff. Computational methods used to obtain ago. Little has changed since then because the physical
runoff from the rainfall should allow for the charac- processes are so complex that they defy efforts to reteristics of the surface area to be drained. Thus, the first duce them to mathematical statements. Consequar~tfy,
efforts in urban runoff modeling were to relate runoff semiempirical methods are often used.
from storm rainfall to the catchment characteristics.
Deposition rand Accumulation of Pollutants on
The first stormwater sewer design method was the ra- Impervious Surfaces
tional method by Kuchling (8). Sherman (9) introduced
the unit hydrograph method. After the development of As described by Novothy and Chestars (13), the primary
digital computers, early urban hydrologic models were sources of pollutants are wet and dry atmospheric depodeveloped, such as those by James (10), Papadalds sition, litter, and traffic. Pollutants deposited on the surand Preul (11), Terstriep and Stall (1), and McPherson face during a dry period can be can’ied by wind and
and Schneider (12). One characteristic of urban runoff traffic and accumulate near the curb or rned~an barrier.
is that during the early minutes of a storm, urban runoff Thus, many studies report the streetl:x:dlutant loading by
mainly derives from the impervious surfaces. Contril:x~. unit length of curb.
tions from the pervious portion of the basin are highly The street refuse that runoff washes to storm sewe~
variable and more difficult to define. Other research contains many contaminants. Significant amount~ of
results may be found in Novotny and Chesters (13), organics, heavy metals, pesticides, and bacteria are
Hann et al. (14), and Shaw (7).
commonly associated with street refuse. Factors that
Many conducted early urban runoff water quality rood. affect the pollutant accumulation rates are atmosphe~c
eling research, including Sartor and Boyd (15), Hydro- fallout, wind, traffic, litter deposition, vegetation, and
logic Engineering Center (4), McPherson (16), part~le size distributi~.
Sutherland and McCuen (17), U.S. EPA (18-20), and Pollutant accumulation in an urban area has ¯ sigNfiNoel and Terstriep (6). Donigian and Hube~ (21) pre- cant randem component; thus, no mathematicaJ model
pared a comprehensive review of modeling of nonpoint
totally reliable results. Consequenti’y, one cornsource water quality in urban and nonurban areas, yields
mon concept used is the storage-input-outputschematic
Other reviews that consider surface runoff quality rood. approach,
which assumes that the amount of accumuels include Feldman (22), Huber and Heaney (23), lated pollutants
on a surface can be desc~bed as a
Kibler (24), Whipple et al. (25), Barnwel (26, 27), Huber simple mass balance
formula:
(28, 29), Beclient and Huber (30), and Viessman et
(31).
dP/dt ,= A - r
(Eq. 1)
T=I~ 1. Uriah Runoff Ouallty ~
Model
Authotl
ou,~u..~
Hy~o~ogk: E~inear~ng C.~ntw
SWMM
Hub~ et =1.
STORM
Hydrologic E~g~’~ng C,~t=
MUNP
Sut~hertand =r~f McCuen

where
A = pollutant accumulation rate (ItYday)
r = pollutant removal rate (Ib/day)
P = amount of street refuse or dust/dirt
present on the street (Ib)
t = time in days

Year
lgTS
I~S
1~’r7
t~Te

Q-ILLUDAS

Noel and Terstnep

QQS

1982

Geige~ and Dor~

’1~0

HSPF

Johanason et el.

Integrating Equation 1, the~:
P = A/r [1 - exp (-rt)] + C

(Eq. 2)

where
Table 1 shows a partiaJ list of urban water quality models,
exp = exponential function
For a detailed description of each of the mo’Jels, the
C = undefined constant
reader may review the respective references. This section will limit its discussion to the deposition and accuUsing the empirical data from U.S. EPA (33), the
mulation of pollutants on impervious surfaces and rameters were c~efined for the Washington, DC, area
removal of solids from the street surface,
as follows:
A = (ATMFL + LIT) (SW/2), 1.15 TD
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where

r = 0.00116 exp [0.0884 (’rs + WS)]
C=O

Yalln Equatkm
Of numerous equations published in the literature, the
Yalin equation (36) is probably one of the best for
scribing suspension and transport of particles by abellow flow typica! for rills and street gutters. The equatio~
has been reported in the following form:

ATMFL = atmospheric fallout rate (~/rn=/day)
LIT = litter deposition rate (g/mZlday)
SW = street width (fit)
TD = traffic density (thousand =xlee/day)
TS = traffic speed (kfit/hr)
WS = wind speed (krn/hr)

P = 0.635 $ [1 - In (1 + as) ,fa$)]

(Eq. 3)

Sutheriand and McCuen (17) made another attempt by
dew, loping a set of refuse accumulation func0ons using
P = particle transport ~ unit width of flow
(g/m/eac)
ave~llge daily traffic volume and pavement condition
s = (Y/Yc~) -1
expressed by the present serviceability index (PSI). The
results are a set of accumulation equations in terms of
a = 2.451, -o,4 ~
in = natural log function
the,so tnput factors,
The accumulation of street refuse is the main pollution The variables are defined as follows:
source in urban areas. Novotny and Chesters (13) reponud on typical urban street refuse. Table 2 also pre.
Y = particle bed load tractive force =
sent, findings from research on this topic.
[(p= - 1)gD]
p, = particle density (g/c-ca~)
The Chicago results indicate that multiple-family areas
Yor = the critP..al trac~e force at which sediment
gen(~rate about three times more street dirt than singlemovement begins (newton/m=)
fam=ly areas. The commercial and industrial areas genD
=
particle diameter (fit)
eratu about five and seven times more than the
P’° = sheer velocity (m/sac)
single-family areas.
g = gravity acceleration (m/sact)
The Street refuse accumulation rate based on the eight
Amorican cities (15, 35) is two to four times higher than Based on Yalin’s equation, Suthedand and McCuen (17)
the Chicago dust]dirt accumulation rate. This reflects the developed a washoff model. The model is based on the
w~du variations in pollutant accumulation rates in exist- relationship between percentage removal of total solids
ing measured field data for different cities,
in a particle range (0.001 to 1.0 am) due to a total
rainfall volume of 1/2 in. and correlation factor Kj such
Refu=e Washoff by Surface Runoff
that:
When surface runoff occurs on imperious surfaces, the Tej = Kj (TSi)
(Eq. 4)
splashing effect of rain droplets and the drag forces of
the flow put particles in motion. Sedimentation literature where
inclucees many hydraulic models that are potentially applicable to the problem of particle suspension and trans.
TSj = percentage removal of total solids in e
port. Two models used frequen~ in urban runoff
particle range due to total rainfall volume J,
moduling are described below,
measured in rnfit
Table 2. Street Refu~e

L~nd Uae

Eight American Cltle~ (15,
To~f Solids

Chicago (34)
Dust and Dirt

~

~/curb miles/day

fb,’ac~/dsy

g/curb miles/day

Stogie f~’ntly

’10.4

Mull]pie family

48
66

C<x’r~rc~l

34.2
49.1

2.1’
6.8a
9-7~

69

13.1=
13.7=

I r~hj~ I~IiiI

68,4

13.5=

127

25.1=

Ib,~,;,-;,’,~

=’The ~*rb dens~ in Ch~cag~ and e~t Amenca~ cibes w~s assumed IPt ff~e aul~o~s to be 90 m/area,
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Kj = factor relating TSj and TSl
TS = percentage removal of total solids in the
particle range due to a total rainfall of 1/2
in.

reports the results both with and without BMP conditions. The simulation process may be examined by looking ~t wet and dry periods.
Ru~

Sartor et al. Weahoff Functkm
The Sartor et al, washoff function is based on the firstorder washoff function (15, 35):

Runoff may only occur dudng a "wet period," a day
during which rainfall occurs. Dudng these potential runoff periods, the model requires hourly rainfall amounts.
dP/dt = - Ku r P
(Eq. 5) The basin is assumed to have three types of area:
directly connected paved area, supplemental paved
where
area, and contributing grassed area. As the name implies, runoff from the directly connected paved area
P = amount of solids remaining in
flows directly to the storm system. Runoff from the supplemental paved area flows first across the grassed
poun(~
t = time in (lays
area and is thus subjected to infiltration losses. The
remainder of the basin is assumed to be grassed area
Ku = constant depending on street
so all rain falling on this surface is also subjected to
surface characteristics (called
infiltration Iossea.
urban washoff coefficient)
r = rainfall intensity (inJhr)
Plved Area
The constant Ku was found independent of particle size
within the studied range of 10 to 1,000 iJ~n. The inteThe model distinguishes between directly connected
grated form of the equation can be expressed as:
paved area and supplemental paved area. The losses
from directly connected paved area consist of initial
Pt = P= [1 - exp (-Ku r t)]
(Eq. 6) we~ng and depression storage. These losses are combined and treated as an initial loss; they are subtracted
where
from the beginning of the rainfall pattern. After subtracting these losses from the rainfall pattern, the remainder
Po = initial mass of solids in the curb
of the rainfall appears as effective rainfall and thereby
storage
as runoff from the paved
Pi = mass of matedal removed by rain
with duration t
Gras.tmd Area Runoff
exp = exponential function
Computation of grassed area runoff includes runoff from
In spite of the Sartor concept’s highly empirical nature
the supplementa~ paved area because both are suband arbitrarily chosen constants, many urban runoff
jected to infiltration, As in the case of paved area runoff,
models such as SWMM (2, 3) and STORM (4) have
rainfall is the primary input for grassed area runoff
incorporated it.
culations. The modifications that must change the rainfall patlem to grassed area runoff are much more
AUTO_Q! Model
complex than in the paved area case, The procedure
followed here first adds in supplemental paved area
Model Overview
runoff, then subtracts initial and infiltration losses.
AUTO_QI actually comprises three programs known as
In this model, rainfall on the supplemental paved area
HYDRO, LOAD, and BMP. These programs run in seis simply distributed by linear weighting over the entire
rles, each using output from the previous program as
grassed area, thereby modih/ing the actual rainfall for
input along with additional information from the user,
grassed areas such that:
HYDRO performs a continuous simulation of soil tools.
ture based on a daily and hourly rainfall record that the
R’ = R (1.0 + SPNCGA)
user provides. It also computes runoff volume for each
(Eq. 7)
event above some user-specified rainfall amount. LOAD
where
uses these runoff volumes along with additiona~ pollutant accumulation and washoff information to calculate
R’ = effective rainfall on the grassed area
pollutant Ioadings for each runoff event. The BMP proR = actual rainfall
gram then reduces these Ioadings in accordance with
SPA = supplemental paved area
user-specified best management practices (BMPs) and
CGA = contributing grassed area
216
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In an urban basin, bluegrass turf most often covers the
area that is not paved. When rain falls on this turf, there
are two principal losses. The first is associated with
depression storage and the second with infiltration into
the soil. In this model, depression storage fills and maintains, and infiltration is satisfied before any runoff takes
place. Depression storage is normally considered to be
0.20 in., but the rnodel provides for this to be varied,

change these values to suit their own experience. For
further references, see Eagleson (37) and Richey (38).

Irffllttwtlon Rate
Knowing the water storage available for infi/tration within
a soil mantle makes it possible to compute the Infi~ratJon
rate at any time from the Horton equation, as given by
Chow
(39):
The dominant and far more complex loss of rainfall on
grassed areas is caused by infiltration. The theoretical
f = f= + (fo - f=) exp(-kt)
approach to evaluating infiltration rates uses the phylll(Eq. 8)
cal properties of the soil to estimate the water storage
available in the soil mantle, and evaluates the role of thl~ where
water storage as rain water infiltrates into and through
f= = final infiltration rate (inJhr)
the soil mantle. The original ILLUDAS manual provides
f0 = initial infiltration rate (iflJhr)
details of water storage in soil and infiltration rates
k = shape factor
through soil. The following text offers only brief de,scrip,
t = time from start of rainfall (hr)
tk~ts.
exp = exponential functk~e
Water Storage in $011
The amount of water that the soil mantle can store
depends on the total pore space available in the soil
between the soil particles. This model divides the total
water stored in the soil mantle into two principal parts.
The first of these is gravitational water. This is the water
that will drain out of soil by gravity. The second is
evapotranspiration (ET) water. This is the water that
plants can remove through evapotranspiration,
Soil moisture storage capacity varies with soil type and
may be classed by hydrologic soil group. This rno0el
considers seven hydrologic soil groups. The U.S. Soil
Conservation Service 0esoribes the hydrologic soil
groups as follows:
A = low runoff potential and high
infiltration rate (consists of sand
and gravel)
AB = soil having properties between soil
types A and B
B = moderate infiltration rate and
moderately well drained
BC = soil having properties between soil
~pes B and C
C = slow infiltration rate (may have a
layer that impedes downward
movement of water)
CD = soil having properties between soil
types C and D
D = high runoff potential and very slow
infiltration rate (consists of clays
with a permanent high water table
and high swelling potential)

This equation is solved by the Newton-Raphson technique for given f= and fo values that depend on
properties supplied by the user. A shape factor {k) of 2
was used to provide the shape best reflecting natural
conditions.
The total amount of infiltration dudng a storm ev~t
depends on the total amount of soil moisture (ET water
and gravitational water) in storage. The highe~ the
amount of available soil moisture, the lower the amount
of infiltration, and vice versa. This model distn’butes the
total amount of infiltration among ET storage and gravl..
tational storage in a preassigned 60:40 ratio. AUTO_QI
continuously simulates soil moisture so that a reliable
soil moisture is available at the beginning of any evenL
During dry pedods, the modet operates on two different
time steps: daily if there is no rainfall on the current clay
and hourly if there is rainfall at some time during the
current day. During dry periods, depression storage and
soil moisture depend on:
¯ Evaporation, at a user supplied rate, from ~:~oression
storage.
¯ Infiltration from depression storage, with the infiltra.
tion volume separated in a 60:40 ratio into ET water
and gravitational water.
¯ Evapetranspiration, at a user specified rate, from ET
water storage.
¯ Percolation, at a constant rate f¢, from gravitational
water storage.

Spatial Distribution of Runoff Processe#
The model assumes all of the wet period and dry period
Appendix B supplies def=~ult values of soil moisture processes
use of a triangular
Figure
l(a) shows
are spatialtydistribution,
distributed, and
simulates
by the a
storage capac=ry for different Soil types. Users can distribution assumed to vary linearly from zero to twK;e
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L
0

So

1o0

0

SO

FI~

¯ e user-s~fi~ mean val.e ~er ~e ~tc~ment
area. ~, as a~ exam~te, is the ~an ~ious
~re~o~ storage. Figure l(b) shows the co~current
pr~i~ of ~re~i~ stora~ an~ infiltration ~te~-

PoH~ Ge~

~a~on are assu~ to ~ spatial~ distribute, ~ey are
also assum~ to ~ total~ ind~ndent of one a~ther
physiol,. Depre~ion storage may ~erefore have a
uniform distribution wi~ re~t to infiffrab~ ~tenbal.

~nerates ~e was~ff of different ~ll~n~
storm ~ent, LOAD uses linear a~mulati~ a~
nentia! washofl ~uations. The u~r ~lies ~e nu~
~r of ~llu~n~ and as~iat~ chara~ed~
~i~ a~umula~n rate a~ daily re~v= ra~.

The ~ncu~ent pr~essing of infilVat~ a~ ~we~ion
storage, Figures 1(c) and l(d), assu~s ~at infil~ati~
~tential va~ing from zero to 2FINC is ~sfied f~ a
~icufar level ~ supply, S, ~fore consisting depression storage. The su~ rate S is defin~ as the sum of
the rainfal! and the uniformly distrib~ volu~ of ~
pression storage at the s~ of ~e inte~al. The volu~
~low S and ~n cuwes 2FINC and M~ repr~
~nts the mo=sture supply to depression storage in ~e
inte~al and is pr~ss~ ac~rding to ~e a~ve di~us.
sion of F~gures l(a) and l(b). The volu~ remaini~
~low S and a~ve the cu~e ~u~ ~ M~ is ~e
surface Nnofl volume for ~e hour.

A~er ~nera~ an eff~e ~et~ra~
~s an~ im~J~s areas. ~e rainfall ~s

b

D~ P~
One form of ma~ bala~e formula in ~rete
~e linear accumulation ~uation, ~h
ant~ent ~llu~nt I~d at ~e ~inni~ of ~ ~t
as follows:
Pt = P~ (l-r) + A

(Eq. 9)

~re
P~ = initial ~ad at ~ t-1
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P~ = load at time t
r = background removal rate
A = daily accumulation rate

* The removal mechanlsrns used.

Wet Perkxl=
At the start of rainfall, the amount of a particular pollutant
on a surface that produces runoff will be Po, in Ib/acre.
Assuming that the pounds of pollutant washed off in any
l~me interval, ~ are propor’donal to the pounds remaining
on the ground, P, the first order differentia~ equation is:

¯ The
fraction
of the annual runoff volume that is ef~
cienUy
treated.
¯ The nature of urban pollutants being removed.
The AUTO_QI mode~ cloes not model specific BMP
processes but represents the effectiveness of BMPs by
a removal efficiency factor. The mo<:Jel can handle one
or more BMPs in a catchment or portion of a catchment.
The pollutant removal factor may be Inferred from field

-dP/dt=kP

(Eq. 10) eling analyses, or theoretical consicleralJons. Moet
When integrated, this co,wefts into the exponential wash- model users, however, must rely on literature values U
off function for the removal of the surface loads as follows: a starting point.
The particulate related poflutents, such as sediment and
Po - P = Po(1 - exp(-kt))
lead, are relatively easy to remove by common removal
(Eq. 11)
mechanisms, such as settling. Soluble pollutants,
as nutrients, are much more diff’~ult to remove. The
settling mechanism has little or no efilect on ~ pok
lutants. Therefore, biological mechanisms, such es tJpPo- P = washoff bad (ItYacf~)
take by bacteria, algae, rooted equetJc plirlta, or
k = proportionality constant
terrestrial vegetation, are often used. A datailed descdpt = storm duration in houri
tion of individual BMPs can be found in Schueler (40)
and Novothy and Cheerers (13).
To determine k, the model use~ the same assumption The model a!lows users to test the potenldal enhan¢~eas the SWMM model. Therefore, k varies in direct pro- ment of water quality by implementing one or more
po~on to the rate of runoff such that:
BMPs in a catchment or group of catchments. The user
k=B
specifies what portion, in percent, of a catchment
desired BMPs will affect and the removal efficlenoy of
the BMPs. The model output lists ~ load and EMC
where
without BMPs, followed by the load and EMC expected
with BMPs. The user may apl~y this same procedure to
i = runoff (in./hr)
reflect existing conditions if one or more BMPs Ire
B = constant
already in place.
To determine B, it was assumed that a uniform runoff of
1/2 in./hr would wash away 90 percent of the pollutant Data Preparation
from paved areas and 50 percent of the pollutant from
grassed areas in 1 hour. That leads to a value for B of Interfacing the GIS Databm~e
4.6 for paved areas and 1.4 for grassed areas, These
Urban runoff quantity and quality are highly depend.
are default values that the user can modify,
ent on the land use and hydrologic soil type. To tabuTo find the washoff load, apply each constituent’s load- late the land use/soil complex for a large basin is a
ing parameters to the buildup function to determine the time-consuming process. To simplify the data collectinitial load (by land use). Then apply the exponential ing process, an optional ARC Macro Language (AML)
washoff equation for impervious and pervious areas¯ program was developed to retrieve the land use/soil
The event mean concentration (EMC) is determined by layers in a format suitable for model input.
dividing the total washoff loads by the runoff volume for The AML includes a menu-driven data review feature
each land use.
with two windows on the screen. The right window
displays an index map of the whole drainage basin
Best Management Practices
and the subbasin boundaries. The user can select a
BMPs are the measures implemented to reduce pollutants subbasin and display the land use, soi! layers, Streets,
from source areas, or in streams and recen/ing waters, and storm sewers, if the user wants the land.use Input
Many factors govern BMP pollutant removal abit=ry, file of a specific subbasin, the AML retrieves the atSchueler (40) outlined three primary interrelated faclors: tribute data and generates an ASCI~ file for the modal
input.
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AML Progran~
The AML programs link end provide the user interface
between the GIS, which runs on a PRIME, and the
AUTO_Qt program, which runs on a PC. These programs process the data that AUTO_QI uses and also
enable the user to view the graphic data at the subbasln
level via a menu. The programs should be used with
ESRI’s ARC/INFO software on a PRIME computer and
are grouped into two functions: the preprocessor programs and the menu system programs. PREPROCESSORLANDSOILAML, PREPROCESSORBMP.AML., and
RUNIT.AML are the names of the three main programs.
PREPROCESSORLANDSOIL.AML uses the soil, land
use, and BMP coverages to create a soil/land-use file
for input to the AUTO_QI model. PREPROCESSORBMP.AML uses land-use and BMP coverages to
create BMP applic&tion files for the AUTO_QI model,
RUNIT.AML accesses the ARC/INFO menu system to
view the coverages and INFO data. This menu also
allows the user to choose and view individual subbasins

distinct vertices or nodes. Other features are political
boundaries and topologic features (e.g., rivers, shorelines, canals, railroads, airports). Additional alamographic information is also available in the a~L~O data.
This includes state, county, and standard metropolitan
statistical area codes, aggregate family income, aggregate rental cost for occupied dwelling units, and numerous other demographic staUs’dcs. The data can be
plotted by census tract. The source map scale II
! :100,000. The street layer Is valuable fo(e~matlng the
pollutant accumulation rate and the impewlousnesa of
the drainage basin.

GIS Database Layers

Overview

Soil layer

Due to the lack of observed data in the Lake Calumet
area, the AUTO_QI model was verified by using the
Boneyard Creek Basin in Champaign-Urbane, Illinois,.
The USGS has continuously gauged this station since
1948. The watershed area was reduced from 4.7 to 3.6
square miles in 1960 by a diversion. The basin contains
a portion of Urbane, the commercial center of Chainpaign, and the University of Illinois campus. The central
business district of Champaign makes up 7.5 percent of
the drainage area and is nearly 100 percent impervious.
Other city properties, including predominantly residantial along with some commercial and light industrial,
constitute an additional 81.2 percent of the basin. The
remaining 11.3 percent of the basin is in perks, open
space, and other land-use classes. Measurements have
found the basin to be approximately 44 percent total
paved area, which includes approximately 24 percent of
direct connected paved area, 13 percent of supplementel paved area, and 7 percent of nonconnected paved
area. The soils of the basin are predominantly Flanigan
silt loam of hydrologic class B (8).

The statewide land-use maps are available from the
U.S. Geographical Survey LUDA digital database (41).
The land uses are classified based on LUDA Level I1,
which contains 37 land-use categories (Appendix D).
Digital Landsat image data or scanning aerial photographs have updated land-use/cover information (4244). The Illinois State Water Survey has developed
image analysis capability using the ERDAS image processing package (45). The results of a classified land use
can easily be transferred to the ARC/INFO system.
Street Layer (DIME file/TIGER/LINE file)
Either the 1980 DIME file or the 1990 TIGER/LINE file,
which were created by the U.S. Census Bureau, can
provide the street coverage. The DIME and TIGER/LINE
files comprise street segment records. A segment is
defined as the length of a street feature between two

,,~

./.

The database may also include an automated storm
sewer network. The AML menu system provides for INs
coverage. The coverage is not required by the NVIL,
however, and is not needed by AUTO_QI.

Model Verification

Land U~e I..~yer

~’ |

Sewer Network

and their data layers.

in 1985, funding from the Illinois Department of Mines
and Minerals (IDMM) allowed for the digitization of the
statewide "General Soil Map of Illinois" for the Illinois
GIS system. This map contains 57 general soil associa¯tions in Illinois. The attribute data include the soil surface
color, surface code, and the hydrologic class (well drained,
moderately well drained, somewhat well drained, and
poody drained). The AUTO_QI model needs this hydrologic soil clas.wf~;at~on for hydro~:>gic modeling. The soume
map scale for the soil associations is 1:500,000.

I/’
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R~Jnoff Simulation
For runoff simulation, rainfall data for’3 years were
chosen. These years represent low (25 percent), average (50 percent), and high (75 percent) annual exceedence of rainfall. Table 3 displays these data.
Land uses in the basin were simplified into two categories. Table 4 lists the land-use parameters for these
categories which were used to vedfy ~ model.
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Table 3. S44ectnd Year~ and Total Annual Rainfall
Year

’retel Ralnfal! (in.)

l~Se
l~’e
le77

3s.N
32.e3
42.44

Chanea ~
E~eeede~ea
Table 6 tabulates the pollutant accumulaUon/decay pa*
(perce~t)
Comme~te
rameters required by the model and used in this study,
so
Av~e y~
The accumulation rate and removal rate were selected
7s
D~ year
based on typical Midwest urban runoff basins, No at2s
wet ye~
tempt was made to adjust these parameters to fit

TaMe 4. Land.Uea I~raemm~

Land u~e

Water Quality Paramotera

Table 7 tabulates the comparisons be.*weefl simulated

uses
Land ~
~2
code
% PA % sPA DF...q (In.) DEPO (In.)

ResU~J
11
15
2O
~
12
so
s
% PA = pav~ ~rea In pe~er~
% sPA = su~eme~j I~V~ ~-~ ~n pee~n~
DEPI = impeNIou$ depression etomge dq~h
DEPG. pervious ~Jeprassk)n etomge ~

0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1

washoff and actual washoff of total suspended solids
(TSS), phosphorus (P), and lead (Pb). The results of lhis
verification are disappointing. They demonstrate, however, the problems of water quality simulation wiJhout
verification and calibration data. The buildup and
washoff factors in ~ model could be adjusted to "callbrate" the model to this" data set and produce better
results, but that was not lhe intent hem.
TaMe e. Warm’ Ou~ll(y
AN
(Ib,~rw~y)

Results of Runoff Simulation

The events selected allowed the actual event runoff
volume to be distinguished with reasonable confidence .St~>ended
7.63OO
from the continuous runoff data. Table 5 presents the
actual events for the "average year" of 1959,
Phoe~ana
o.01~e
Figure 2 shows that AUTO-QI does an acceptable job
of reproducing runoff volumes for dry, average, and wet t4~
o.otoo
years. The simulated runoff/rainfall ratio for these 3
years is approximately 20 percent, which is consistent Sus~oen(~ e.sS0o
with the observed data and with what has been found

previously (1).
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Water quali~y data for Boneyard Creek were available
ARI ¯ ~coumu~,oe rm ~ trr~e~o.~ m
for eight events in 1982 from a study by Bender et al.
Anp. Accumula~on rate for pervious m
(46). Simulated water quality data were compared with Rn. RRi
Remo~aJ
¯ Remov~J
rata
ratefo~
for porous
Impe,’vtou~
m
those 1982 data.

4.so

~.so
S.oo

Tal~e S. ~ of Runoff S~mulmJon fo( Select~ Even~ In I~OO
Date

S~rnuleted
Runoff (in.)

Gram Runoff
(%)

0.07

0.0~

0.15
0.02
0.035
0.024
0.$1

0.16
0.03
0.07
0.02
0.SO

3
4
3
2
7

8.00

0.185

0.19

4

23.00

0.32

0.31

2

0.10e

0,11

1

Dry Day¯

Rainfall (in.)

Event Duralh:m (hr)

Obl;erv~l Runoff {in.)

7/23/59

3.21

0.51

6.00

7/27/59
W2S’S9
W01/59
~:J/59
10/10,~9

3.17
6.00
2.63
8.00
3~63

0.80
023
0.3g

S.OO
5.OO
6.oo
2.00
9.OO

11/04/59

0,0e

0.8~

11/13,/59

0, !3

1.3~

5,67

0,68

15.00

12/10/59

0.18
2.52
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Summary

The model was verified by using data from the Boneyard
Creek drainage basin in Urbana, Illinois. The three sets
of rainfall data selected represent wet, average, and dry
years. The input data consist of daily and hourly rainfalls, percent impervious and supplemental paved areas, depression storage, initial and final infiltration rates,
¯ Water quantity/quality model, called AUTO_QI.
gravitational and evapotranspiration soil storage, pollution accumulation and removal rate, and washoff factor.
¯ A convenient menu system called QIMENU for preWhen comparing the outputs with the observed data for
paring and editing inputs, viewing the outputs, runthe Boneyard Creek basin, the results indicated that the
ning the model, and assisting users.
model performed well for runoff volume. The simulations
¯ A GIS interface called RUNIT, and other GIS proc- of pollutant Ioadings using the uncalibrated model were
essing programs,
poor and indicate the need for furlher tsstJng and calibration.
The AUTO_Qt modet, which provides continuous s~nulat~on, consists of three main components: HYDRO, LOAD,
and BMP. HYDRO uses a runoff/soil moisture accounting procedure, pervious and impervious depression
Acknowledgments
storage, interception, Horton infiltration curves, and
water storage in the soils to generate runoff volumes for
This research was funded by Region 5 Water Division,
each event in the record. LOAD is the water quality
Watershed Management Unit, EPA, Chicago, Illinois,
simulator that uses the output from HYDRO along with
and the Great Lakes National Program Office, EPA,
the pollutant accumulation and exponent washoff funcWashington, DC. The EPA Project Officer was Thomas
tions to generate loads and EMCs. BMP is the best
E. Davenpoll.
management practices simulator that handles numerous separate or overlapping BMPs and produces the
The principal investigators of this report were Michael L.
rno~l output. The user may simulate the impacts of
Terstriep
and Ming T. Lee. Thomas Davenport, EPA
pollution reduction at multiple storrnwater ouffall points.
Regional Nonpoint Source Coordinator, reviewed the
eady versions of this report and provided a number of
outialIThe resultspoints.can be viewed at one out/all point or multiple
helpful comments and suggestions. Douglas Noel developed the program for the original Q-ILLUDAS mode!,
QIMENU aids users with preparation of input files, seconsulted on this project, and provided a general outline
lection of parameters, running the model, testing the
for the revised computer program. M. Razeur Rahman
BMPs, and viewing the output,
wrote the LOAD and BMP portion of the model. Evan P.
The GIS interface uses the AML and automates the
Mills wrote the menu-driven program QIMENU for bangeneration of the major input files for AUTO_QI. It also
dling the inputs and outputs. Amelia V. Greene wrote the
provides the user with a menu-driven program to review
AML program for the GIS interface. John Brother preGIS coverages on the screen,
pared the graphical work.
A new comprehensive ~ package was developed
on the basis of two proven models for urban water
quantity/quality assessment, ILLUDAS and Q-ILLUDAS.
The package consists of three main parts:

Tab~¯ 7. W=$hoff Loed ~lmulat~o~ for Setecfad Ev~,tfa of 1~2
Date

Rainfall (in.)

Runoff (in.)

Sire. (ib)

Obj. (Ib)

Sire. (Ib)

Obl, (lb)

Sire. (Ib)

3/19/82
4/02/82
4/15/82
4’16/82
6/15/82
6/1,5/82
6/26/82

0.52
0.66
0.12
0.60
0.43
1.17
0.98

0.08
0.11
0.01
0.10
0.07
0.21
0.16

12o312
6,954
2.388
19.549
25,409
3,302
29,808

18,777
89,17S
3,332
52,087
25,857
30,969
22,931

18
10
10
28
36
5
43

18
7S
7
46
29
4~
31

7/18/82

15
S
3
23
29
5
35

1.14

11
77
4
48
lS
35
5

0.30

5,070

19,001

8

26

6

11
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Source Loading and Management Model ($LAMM)
Robert Pitt

Department of Clvll Engineering, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama
John Voorhe~

Introduction
The Source Loading and Management Model (SLAMM)
was developed to more efficiently evaluate st rmwater
control practices. It soon became evident that to accurarely evaluate the effectiveness of stormwater controls
at an outfalI, the sources of the Pollutants, or problem
water flows, must be known. SLAMM has evolved to
include a vadety of source area and end-of-pipe conb-ols
andthe ability topredict the concentrations and loadings
of many different Pollutants from many Potential source
areas, SLAMM calculates mass balances for both par.
tfculate and dissolved po~lutants and runoff flow volumes
for different development characteristics and rainfalls, It
was designed to give relatively sirn~le estimates (Pollutant mass discharges and control measure effects) for a
very ierge variety of Potentia! cond~ons.
SLAMM was developed pdrnad~y as a planning level
tool, for example, to generate information needed to
make planning level decisions while not generating or
requiring superfluous information. Its primary capabilities include predicting flow and Pollutant discharges that
reflect a broad variety of development conditions and
the use of many combinations of common urban runoff
control practices. Control practices evaluated by
SLAMM include detention ponds, infiltration devices,
porous pavements, grass swales, catchbasin cleaning,
and stTeet cleaning, These controls can be evaluated in
many combinations and at many source areas as well
as the ouffall location. SLAMM also predicts the relative
contributions of different source areas (e.g., roofs,
streets, parking areas, landscaped areas, undevelo!ce~
areas) for each land use investigated. As an aid in
designing urban drainage systems, SLAMM also calculares U.S. De~arlrT~nt of Agriculture Soil Conservation
S~rvice (SC$1 curve numbers (CNs) that reflec~ specific
development and control characteristics. These CNs
can then be used in conjunction with available urban

drainage procedures to reflect the water quanlfly reduction benefits of stormwater quality controls.
SLAMM is normally use~ to predict source area
butJons and ouffall discharges, but SLAMM (I) has
been used in conjunction with a receiving water mod~
(HSPF) to examine the ultimate effects of urban runoff.
The development of SLAMM began in ~ mid-1970s,
primarily as a ~ata reduction tool for use in eady street
c~eaning and pollutant source identification projects
sored by the U.S. Environmental Protectk~ AgUe
(EPA’s) Storm and Combined Sower Pollut~1 ConITOl
Program (2-4). Much of the information contained in
SLAMM was obtained during EPA’s Natlonwk:le Urban
Runoff Program (NURP) (5), es~ecially the eady

A~da County, California (6), and the Bellevue, Wash.
ington (7) projects. The completion of the moo~ was
made possible by the remainder of the NURP projects
and additional field studies and programming support
s;:)onsored by the Ontario Ministry of ~ Environrneflt
(8), the Wisconsin Deparlment of Natural Resources (9),
and EPA Region 5 (this report). Early users of SLAMM
incJuded the Ontario Ministry of the Environrnenl’$
Toronto Area Watershed Management Strategy (TAWMS)
stuo~/(8) and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources’ Priority Watershed Program (9), SLAMM can
now be effectively used as a too; to enable watershed
planners to obtain a better understanding of the effectiveness of different control practice progrems.
A logical ap1:)roach to stormwater management requires
k~owie~e of the problems that are to be sok.ed, ~
sources of the problem pollutants, and the effect~eness
of stormwater management practices that can control
the problem pol~utants at their sources and at ouffalis.
SLAMM is designed to provide informetjon on the last
two aspects of this al:~oroach.
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Stormwater Probleml
Before stomw~ter contn:~ programs can be selected and
evaluated, it is necessary to understand the stormwater
problems in local receiving waters. Table 1 lists t~:~ical
receiving water problems associated with both the longterm accumulation of pollutants and ~ short-te~m (eventrelated) buildup of pollutants. Many of these problems
have been commonly found in urban receiving waters in
many areas of the United States (10)~ Because these
prot~erns are so diverse, an equally ~ variety of indivldual stormwater co~trols must usually be used together,
Unfortunately, combinations of controls are diflw, uit to
analyze using conventional stormwater modsls or the
results of monitoring activities. SLAMM was developed
to effectively examine control practices and land uses
that may affect these receiving water problems,
1"=1=1= t. /y~ ~ ~t=r Iwee~e=
Lo~-Temt Prob~=wt=
A~oc~t~ W~
Aecareu~Uoa= ~
I=,~lutont=

S~:l~mentat~oe i~ =tom~r=t~
¢on~y=nc~ ~/=~m= ~ ~
r~ce~ng ~.
¯ Nuis~nc~ =~g=e ge:~we~ ~rom
nuuent ¢=c~ges.
¯

¯

Sho~-1"orm ~
A=.=oe~t~ w~m
High Pollutant
Con==,n~’etloea or
Frequent High ~
(Evict ~t=a)

tnedil:~a fish, un~rird~,~:~e w~tor,

ar~ s~s to k~s ~ns~we eque~
o~gonen~ c~=s~ by to= ~a=w
meuu= one c~gon~c=,
¯ Swt~e’~g t~=:=h ~:~ure= ~om
p=u’~ogonc ~g~=m=.
¯ W=t~ qu~ v~o~at~,
¯ prop~ ~n~g~ fro~ i~c~
r, oo~ing =-~ ara=’~,’~ga w=em
f~ilurea.

¯ H~b~t~t ~estru~oe c=~ ~
frequent high ~ rotes (e.g., I~
¯ :~:~u~, bank erosion, flushing
org~’~ms Oownstr~).

center areas are directly connected, and the roadside
is most likely drained by cufos and gutters, ~ example.
Different land uses, of course, are also associated
with different levels of pollutant generation. For exampie, industrial areas usually have the greatest pollutant
accumulations.
Figure 2 shows how SLAMM consk:le~ a variety
pollutant and flow routings that may occur in urban
areas. SLAMM routes material from unco~soun~
directly to the drainage system or to adjacenl dkeclly
connected or pervious areas, which in turn dram to
collection system Each of these areas ~ pollutant
deposition mechanisms in addition to ~ mechanisms associated with them. As an e~ml~e, unconnected sources, which may include rooftops draining to
pervious areas or bare ground and landscaped
are affected by regional air pollutant ~ (from
point source emissions or from tugitive dust) and
sources that would affect all surfaces. Pollutant ~
from these unconnected sources are caused by wind
removal and rain runoff washoff, which tk~ts ~=’ectly to
the drainage system or to adjacent areas. The drainage
system may include oufes and gutters, wher~ there
limited deposition, and catch basins and ~
which may remove substantial participates that
transporled in the drainage system. Directly co, netted
impervious areas include paved surfaces lhat drain
rectly to the drainage system. These source areas
also affected by regional pollutant deposition, in addition
to wind removal and controlled removal processes, ~Jch
as street cleaning. Onsite storage is also important on
paved surfaces because of the large amount of partictpate pollutants that are not washed off, blow~ off, or
removed by direct cleaning (2, 4, 6).

Figure 3 shows how SLAMM proceeds through the me.
jar calculations. There is a double set of nested loops in
SLAMM Computational Processes
the analyses where runoff volume and suspended solids
(particulate residue) are calculated for each source area
Figure 1 illustrates the development characteristics that and then for each rain. These calculations co~slder the
affect stormwater quality and quantity. This figure shows effects of each source area control, in addition to the
a variety of drainage systems, from concrete cu~ and runoff pattern between areas. Suspended solids washoff
gutters to grass swales, along with directly connected and runoff volume from each individual area for each
roof drainage systems and drainage systems that drain rain are summed for the entire drainage system. The
to pervious areas. "Development characteristics" o~fine effects of the drainage system controls (catch basins or
the magnitude of these drainage efficieno/ attributes, grass swales, for example) are then calculated. Finally,
along with the areas associated with each surface type the effects of the out/all controls are calculated.
(e.g., road surfaces, roofs, landscaped areas). The use SLAMM uses the water volume and suspended solids
of SLAMM shows that these characteristics greatly af- concentrations at the ouffall to calculate t~ other palfact runoff quality and quantity. Land use alone is usually lutant concentrations and Ioadings. SLAMM keeps track
not sufficient to 0escri~e these characteristics. Drainage of the porlion of the total outt~ll suspen~:l soik:ts loadtype (cur~s and gutters or grass swales) and roof con- ing and runoff volume that originated from each source
neclions are pro~a~ly the most important attributes af- area. The sus~3ended solids fractions are tt~=n used to
fecting runoff quantity and quality. These attributes are 0evelop weighted loading faclors assoc~ate~ wi~ each
not cl=rectty related to land use, I~ut some trends are pollutant. In a similar manner, dissolved pollutant conobvious; most roofs in strip commercial and shopping centrations and toadings are calculated base~ on ~
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water controls (affecting source areas, drainage Wetams, and outfalls) together, for a long series of rains.
Another is its ability to accurately describe a drainage
area in sufficient detail for water quality investigations
without requiring a great deal of superfluous information
that field studies have shown to be of little value in acculately predicting discharge results. SLAMM also applie~
stochastic analysis procedures to represent actual uncertainty in model input parameters to better pred’~’t the
actual range of ouffall conditions (especially pollutant
concentrations). The main reason SLAMM was devaloped, however, was because of problem areas in many
existing urban runoff models. The following paragraphs
briefly describe small storm hydrology and particulate
washoff, the most signiticant of these problem areas.
Smafl Stonn Hydrology
One of the rna~ prot~er~ with conventiona~ stormwat~.
models concerns runoff volume estimates associated
with small storms. Figures 4 and 5 show the importance
of common small storms when considering total annual
pollutant discharges. Figure 4 shows the accumulative
rain count and the associated accumulalJve runoff voluma
for a medium density residential area in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, based on 1983 monitored data (11). This figure
shows that the median rain, by count, was about 0.3 in.,
while the rain associated with the median runoff quantity
is about 0.75 in. Therefore, more than half of the runoff
from this common medium density residential area was
associated with rain events that were smaller that
0.75 in. The 1983 rains (which were monitored during
the Milwaukee NURP project) included several
large storms, which are also shown on Figure 4. These

I~ur~ 3. SL~MM ¢a~culatlo~ ~
percentage of water volume that originates from each of
the source areas within the drainage system.
SLAMM predicts urban runoff discharge parameters (total storm runoff flow volume, flow-weighted pollutant
concentrations, and total storm pollutant yields) for
many individual storms and for the complete study period. It has built-in Monte Carlo sampling procedures to
consider many of the uncertainties common in model
input values. This enables the model output to be ex.
pressed in probabilistic terms that represent the likely
range of results expected.
Unique Aspects of SLAMM

o-

,

SLAMM is unique in many aspects. One of the most

important aspects is its ability to consider many storm-

Rgure 4. Milwaukee rain and runoff dlatrlb~Jtlon$ (medium-

~na~ty ~==lo~n~=~ am=).
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F’~ur, S. I~uke, ~ dl~:har~ dlslrix~ms (nmSum.
~r~ st~ (3 to 5 in. in ~) dist~ F~ure 4
~u~, on avera~, ~e Mitwauk~ area ~
~e 3.~in. storm ~e~ 5 y~rs. If ~e~ ~r~ ~i~
~t ~ur in ~st years, then the ~gni~
small rains ~ ~ ~en great.
F~um 5 ~ ~ a~u~We ~s of
ar~. Ca~ulating ~e ~rc~ge of ~e t~l h~
~liu~n~ (~n~ ~i~, c~m~l o~en ~,
as~at~ with each ind~idual ~r~ area
~t~, a~ ~d) ~n~ du~ng 1~3 in Mi~auestimates of ~e relatNe im~n~ of ~ch ~ur~
~ at ~e ~ site as ~ rain an~ m~ff ~ ~ in
F~um 4 (11). Wh~ F~um 5 is ~r~ w~ F~ure 4, to ~ quantified. The relate ~ll~nt di~r~s fr~
runoff a~ di~ dis~s ~r ve~ =mi~r. This each area
~ a ~ way of i~i~ng ~t ~ ~gni~nt ke~ of ant stren~s as~iat~ ~h ~ ar~.
~o~t~ ~n~ns ~e ~ f~ diff~ent size When the ~me of concenVation and ~e rain durat~n are
~. Subs~n~l va~ns in ~ll~nt ~nVa~ns ~ual for an area, ~e ~imum runoff rate f~ ~at rain
~m ~, ~t ~ were ~n~m a~
~o~ ~ze. Simian ~lus~s ~re ~t~ ~en all of
NURP da~ ~re ~aluat~ (5). ~eref~e, a~rate~
~owi~ the ~ff volu~ is ve~ im~nt ~en s~i~ runoff to the ~int of concern. If the rain duration exthe time of ~ncentration, ben ~e ~imum
~ifu~nt diehards. By ~er un~rs~i~ the sign~- ~s
runoff
rate is maintain~ until the rain ends. ~en
~ anO ru~ff ~ra~ ~ten~lof ~e~ s~ll rains, rain ends,
the runoff rate U~rea~s a~ording to a
runoff ~o~e~ ~li ~ ~ u~m~.
recession cu~e for that su~a~. The example ~own in
Figure 6 illustrates the concept of variable ~ntributing Figure 6 is for a rain Uuration greater than ~e ~s of
areas as appli~ to u~n watersh~s. This f=gure inUi- concentrations for the strut su~aces and o~er im~r.
~tes the relative significance of thr~ ma~or sour~ vious areas, but sho~er than the time of con~n~
areas (strut su~aces, other impe~ous su~aces, an~ for the ~ious areas. Simitar ~noff quantities o~ginat~ from each of the thr~ source areas for this ex~ious su~aces) in an u~an area. The individual flow
rates ass~iat~ w;th each of these source areas in- ample. If the same rain intens~ ~urs but las~ for
crease =~nt~l their t~me of ~ncentrations are met. The ~ice the duration (a less frequent storm), the ~noff
flow rate then remains constant ton each source area rates for the street su~a~es an~ other im~ious sur.
until the rain event ends. When the rain stops, runoH faces w~ll be the same until the end of the rain, when
r~ess=on cu~,es occur, draining the ;nO~viduai source their recession cu~es wou;~ ~gin. The pe~;ous surareas. The ~hree component hYdrOgraphs are then face contribution woul~
aOO~ t~e~her to form the complete hydr~raph for the the ;onger rain ~urat;on. If the ~ rain intensi~ ~urs
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but only for half of the origina! duration, the street surfaces time of concentration is barely met, and the other
impervious surfaces would not have reached their time
of concentration. In this last example, the pervious surfaces would barely begin to cause runoff. In this last
case, the street surfaces are the dominant source of
runoff water. By knowing the relative contributions of
water and pollutants from each source area, it is possible to evaluate potential source area runoff controls for
different rains,

about I ram, while the total rainfall losses were about
6 ram, These maximum losses occurred after about 20
mm of rain. For a relatively small rain of about 7 ram,
almost one-half of the rain falling on this pavement did
not contribute to runoff. During smeller storms, the majority of tile rainfall did not contribute to runoff. These
rainfall losses for pavement are substant~ly greater than
commonly consk~ered in stormwater models. Most stom~
water models use rainfall-runoff relationships that have
been developed and used for many years for drainage
design. Drainage design is concerned with rain depths
F’~gure 7 shows rnonitored rainfall-runoff results from one of
at least several inches. When these same procedures
of a series of tests conducted to investigate runoff losses are used to estimate the runoff associated with common
associated with common small rains on pavement (13). small storms (which are the most important in water
This figure indicates that initial abstractions (detention quality investigations), the runoff predictions can be
storage plus evaporat~n losses) for Ibis pavement totaled highly inaccurate. As an example, Figure 8 is a plot of
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the obsew~ runoff for different rain depths in Milwaukee
during the 1983 NURP investigations. It was noted pre- occurred at this site. The CN values approach the CN
viously that several storms were monitored during this values that would be selected for this type of site only
period that were very large. The volumetric runoff coef- for rains greater than several inches in depth. The CN
flcient (the ratio of runoff to rain depth) observed varies values are substantially greater for the smaller common
for each rain depth. This ratio can be about 0.1 for storms, especially for rains less than the 1-in. minimum
storms of about 0.5 in. but may approach 0.4 for a rain criteria given bySCS (14) for the use of this proce.
moderate size storm of 2.5 in. or greater which is typi- dure. These results are similar to those obtained at
cally associated with drainage events. The NURP study many other sites. In almost all cases, lhe CN values for
(5), however, recommended the use of constant (aver. storms of less than 0.5 in. are 90 or greater. Therefore,
age) volumetric runoff coefficients for the stormwater the smaller ston’ns contribute much more runoff than
permit process. Therefore, the runoff volumes of com. would typically be assumed if using SCS procedures.
The CN method was initially developed, and is mo~t
mon small storms would most likely be overpredicted,
appropriate, for use in the design of drainage systernl
Figure 9 shows the calculated SCS (14) CNs associated associated with storms of much greater size than lhoea
with different storms at a medium density residential site of interest in stormwater quality invesUgationa.
in Milwaukee. This figure shows that the CN values vary SLAMM makes runoff predictions using the small store1
dramatically for the different rain depths that actually hydrology methods developed by Pitt (13). Figure 10
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~000

F~ure T0. Com~,rclaf shopping center rurK>ff verfflcatJOn.
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shows me verification of the small storm hydrology
method used in SLAMM for storms from a commercial
area in Milwaukee. This figure shows that the calculated
runoff for many storms over a ~:le range of conditions
was very close to the actual observed runoff. Figure 11
shows a similar plot of the predicted versus observed
n~noff for a Milwauk~ m~ium densi~/residential arm.
These two sites were substantially different from each
other in the amount of impervious surfaces and in the
way these areas were connected to the drainage systern. Similar satisfactory comparisons using these small
storm hydrology models for a wide range of rain events
have been made for other locations, including Poland,
Oregon (15), and Toronto,~o.0o ~Canada__ _(8)"

Partlculate Washoff

V

Another unique feature of SLAMM is its use of a washoff
m~l to ~’edict the lo~.~s of su~ndod solids fr~’~
different surfaces. Figure 12 is a plot of the suspended
solids concentrations for different rain depths for sheetfl~w runoff from paved sur~ during controll~:~ tasts
in Toronto (13). This figure shows local "first-flush" elfects, with a trend of decreasing suspended solids concentration with increasing rain depth. During the
smallest rains, these concentrations are shown to be
about several hundred milligrams per liter, and as high
as 4,000 mg/L. The suspended solids concentrations during the largest events (about 1 in. in ~th) decreased

F]gur$11. Medlum,-dens~ty res~dentl~ mtN ~
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F’~url 12. Pavement "flrsl-flush" ItJIpende~ solidi oncentrlflo~11 113).
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dramaticaf~ to about 10 rng/L These data were obtained
during con~:)lled small storm hydrology and particulate (<0.45 ~m) during an example controlled street surface
test (13). These plots indicate the accumulative
washoff tes:s using carefully controlled and constant washoff
gram
per
square meter washoff as a function of rain
rain intens~es. A first flush of pollutants, as seen in thla
figure, is like~ only to occur for relatively small homoge.
neous surfaces subjected to relatively constant rain Intensities. F=rst flushes at storm drain outfalls may not be
commonly observed because ,)f the muting of rr~ny
different ir~vidual first-flush flows that are mixed. Because the h ghest concentrations associated with these
individual f~ws reach the out/all at different t~mes, these
individual first flushes are mixed and lost. More significantly, later t~mes during a rain may have much higher
periods of peak rain intensities, resulting in peak w~hoff
o.=
late in a storm. Intermittent periods of high rein Intensl.
ties later in rains likely cause lOCalized periods of high
runoff pollutant concentrations that may occur long after
the beginnir~j of the rain. Therefore, first-flush situations
o~
are most like,/to occur for homogeneous drainage areas (such as for large paved areas or roofs) during
rela~ely constant rain intensives.
02

SLAMM ca.~ulates suspended solids washoff based on
individual first-flush (exponential) plots for each surface.
These p!ots are derived from observations during reins
and during controlled tests (8). The use of individual
surtace was.~off plots has been vedfied using runoff
observations from large and complex drainages (13).
Figures 13 t~rough 15 show washoff plots for totaJ sol.
iris, suspended solids (>0.45 wn), and dissolved solids
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depth. Also show~ on these figures are the total street
dirt Ioadings. As an example, Figure 13 shows that 13,8
~/m2 of total solids were on the street surfaces before
the controlled rain event. After about 15 mm of rain fell
on the test sites, almost 90 percent of the Particulates
that would wash off (about 3 g/m~) did, similar to the
rain depth needed lot "complete" washoff as roported
by earlier studies by Sartor and Boy.d (16). The total
quantity of material that could possibly wash off
(about 3 g/m~), however, is a small fraction of the
total loading that was on the street (13.8 g/rn~). If the
relationship between total available loading and total
loading of particulates is not considered (as In many
stormwater models), then the predicted washoff would
be greaT in error,
Figure 14 is similar to F’K;Jure 13 but shows the smallest
parlP.~ sizes (’dissolved solids," < 0.45 Izrn) as a function
of washoff. Here, the total loading of the filterable solids
on the streets was only about 1 g/m2, and almost all of
these small particles were available for washoff during
these rains. Figure 15 shows the washoff of largest
particles (’suspended solids," > 0.45 wn) on the street,

Here, the street loading was 12.6 g/rr~, with only about
1.8 g/m2 available for washoff. The predicted washoff of
suspended solids could be in error by 700 percent if the
total loading on the street was assumed to be removable
by rains. SLAMM uses test results from Pitt (13)
measured the washoff and street dirt loading availability
relationships for many street surfaces, rain intensitie~;
and street dirt Ioadings to more accurately I:Xedict
amount of washoff.
Another common problem with stormwatar models is
the use of incorrect particulate accumulation rates for
different surfaces. Figure 16 shows an example of the
accumutation and deposit~ of ~ surface parl~.dat~
for two residential areas monitored in San Jose, Callfor.
nia (2). The two areas were venj similar in land use but ~e
street textures were quite differenL The good condition
asphalt streets were quife smooth, wh,e the oil and scream
overlaid streets were very rough. Immediately after intensk, e street ck)aning, the rough sl~’eets s~ll had substan.
~1 particulate Ioadings, while the smooth streets had
substantially lass. The accumulation of debris on the
streets also increased the street dirt Ioadings over time.
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The accumulation rates were very similar for these two
different streets having the same land uses. The Ioa~
ings on the streets at any given time, however, were
quite different because of the greatly different initial
loading values (permanent storage ioadings). If infrequent street dirt loading observations are made, the true
shape of the accumulation rate curve may not be accurarely known. As an example, the early Sartor and Boyd
(16) test results that have been used in many stormwater models assumed that the initial loading values after
rains were close to zero, instead of the actual substantial
initial Ioadings. The accumulation rates were calculated
by using the slope between each individual loading
value and the origin (zero time and zero loading), rather
than between loaclings from adjacent sampling times,
which can easily result in accumulation rates many
times greater than actually occurred.
The street dirt deposition rates were found to be o~.ly a
function of the land uses, but the street dirt Ioadings
were a function of the land use and street texture, The
accumulation rates slowly decreased as a function of
time and eventually became zero, with the loading remaining constant after a period of about 1 month of
either no street cleaning or no rains. Figure 16 shows
that the ~1:)osition and accumulation rates on the
streets were about the same until about 1 or 2 weeks
atter a rain. If the streets were not cleaned for longer
periods, then the accumulation rate decreased because
of fugitive clust losses of street dirt to surrounding areas
by winds or vehicle turbulence. In most areas of the
united States (having rains at least every week or two),
the actual accumulation of mater~al on street surfaces is
likely constant, with liffie fugitive dust losses (2).

SLAMM inctu~es a large number of street dirt accumu.
lation and deposition rate relationships that have been
obtained for many monitoring sites throughout the
United States and Canada. The accumulation rates are
a function of the land uses, while the initial Ioadings on
the streets are a function of street texture. The decrees.
ing accumulation rate is also a function of the lime aflm"
a street cleaning or large rain evanL

Monte Carlo Simulation of Pollutants
Strengths Associated With Runoff From
Various Urban Source Areal
Ini~al versions of SLAMM only used average c~!~entralk~n
factors for diffemntland-use areas and source areas. This
was satisfactory for predicting the event mean concetp
Irations (EMC, as used by NURP [5]) for an extended
ent land uses. Figure 17 is a plot of the event mean
concentrations at a Toronto test site (8). The obsented
concentrations are compared with ~ SLAMM prediclKI
concentrations for a long-term simulation. All of the ~
dicted EMCva~ues are close to the o~ EMCvaluee.
To predict the probability distributions of the concenlre.
I~)ns, however, it was necessary to inckx:le probab~ity i’tlormalion for the concentrations found in the different source
areas. Sta~lk::al analyses of concenlration data (altO.
ing to relate concentration bends to rain depths and season, for example) from these cifferant source areas hav~
not been able to explain all of the observed variations ~n
concenVation. The statistical analyses also indicete Ihll
pollutant conc~entral~on values from ~ source areas
are distributed log normally. Therefore, log-normally ~
t~butecl ran<:kxn concentral~:~n values are used in SLAMM
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Figurl 17. Obl4rv~d and mocleled pollutant onc~ntrlUo, t~ (’To~ceto Inclultrt~ ~te) (I).
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for these different areas. The results are predictions tor
concentration ~istributJoos at the outfall. This can pro.
vide estimates of cnterla violations for different stormwater pollutants at an outfall fcr long, continuous
simulations.

as public education and good housekeeping practices,
that are not quantified by SLAMM. The most important
information shown on this sheet is the land use, the type
of the gutter or drainage system, and the method of
drainage from roofs and large paved areas to the drainage system. The efficiency of drainage in an area, sl0e*
An Example Analysis Using SLAMM To
cif~,ally if roof runoff or parking runoff drains across
Identify the Sources of Pollutants and To
grass surfaces, can be very important when determining
Evaluate Different Control Programs
the amount of water and pollutants that enter the outfall
Similarly, the presence of grass swales in an
Table 2 is a field sheet that has been developed to assist system.
area may substantially reduce the amount of pollutants
users of SLAMM to describe test watershed areas. This
water discharged. This informatk)n is therefore resheet is used to evaluate stormwater contro~ retrofit and
quired to use SLAMM.
practices in existing developed areas, and to examine
how different new development standards effect runoff
conditions. Much of ~ information on the sheet is not The areas of the different surfaces in each land use are
actually required to operate SLAMM but is very impor, also very important for SLAMM. Figure 18 is an example
tant when considering a(:Mitionaf control programs, such showing the areas of different surfaces for a medium
density residential area in Milwaukee. As shown in ~

Income ~:
Age of deve~pment:
Ir~tul~:

Lo~
<1~0
,Sd’,o¢

I~,~=um
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’Sl-"/0
O~ (t~/l~):
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Sl~eet ~lope:
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TrafSc s~eeO:
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example, streets make up between 10 and 20 percent
of the Iotal area, while landscaped areas can make up typical medium density residential area showing the perabout half of the drainage area. The variation of these centage of different pollutants originating from different
different surfaces can be very large within a designated major sources, as a function of rain depth. As an example,
area. The analysis of many candidate areas may there- Figure 19 shows the areas where water is originating.
fore be necessary to understand how effective or con- For storms of up to about 0.1 in. in depth, street surfaces
sistent the model results may be for a general lan~-.use contribute about one-half to the total runoff to the outfall.
This con~bution decreased to about 20 percent for storms
classification.
greater than about 0.25 in. in depth. This decrease in
Control practices evaluated by SLAMM include infiltra- the sK3nificance of streets as a source of water is easocition trenches, seepage pits, disconnections of directly ated with an increase in water contributions from landconnected roofs and paved areas, percolation’ponds, scapad areas (which make up more than 75 percent of
s~eet cJeaning, porous pavements, catchbas~n cleaning, the area and have clayey soils). Similarly, the signiflgrass swales, and wet detention ponds. These devices cance of runoff from driveways and roofs also starts off
can be used singly or in combination, at source areas or relatively high and then decreases with increasing storm
at ouffalls, or, in the case of grass swales and catchbas- depth. Figures 20 and 21 are similar plots for suspended
ins, within the drainage system. In addition, SLAMM solids and lead. These show that streets contribute
provides a great deal of flexibility in describing the sizes most all of these pollutants for the smallest storms up to
and other design aspects for these different practices,
about 0.1 in. The contributions from landscaped
One of the first problems in evaluating an urban area for then become 0ominanL Figure 22 shows ~ the contrk
stormwater controls is the need to understand where the butions of Phosphates are more evenly distributed
pollutants of concern are originating under different rain tween streets, driveways, and rooftops for the small stom~
conditions. Figures 19 through 22 are examples for a but the contributions from landscaped areas completely
d°rninate for storms greater than about 0.25in. in depih.

t.o

4.0

Figure 19. Row Sources for exarnl~ medium-density resl~entiat area ha~ng layey =mils.

Figure 20. Suspended ~did$ source= for exsmpls medlun’~:lenslt’y re01dent~l
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Figure 21. ’rot~ ~e~ ~rc:es ~or exan~)le medtum-de~e/ty
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and for ~ifferent ~llu~nts va~ ~rama~l~, d~i~
on the chara=eristi~ of ~evel~nt f~ ~e ar~ and
~he ~urce ~n~ols u~. A~in, a major u~ of S~MM
ts to ~er unders~nd ~e role of different ~ur~ of
strut cleaning (or any o~er me~ to r~u~
washoff of ~aniculates from struts) ~y ~ ve~ eff~tire for the smallest storms but would have ve~ liffie
~nef~t for storms greater ~an a~ut 0.25 in. in ~pth.
Erosion control from lan~ap~ su~aces, ~wever,
~Y ~ eff~tive ~er a wi~er range of storms.

~tch~sin ~d ~t ~ni~ ~.

t

This residential area, which was ~d ~ ac~l ~rmingham,
~n 1~1 to 1980, has ~ consols. T~ u~ of
The following list shows the different control pr~rams ~tchbasin cleaning an~ s~eet cleaning in ~e ar~ w~
that were investigated in this hY~thetical m~ium den- evaluated. Grass swale u~ was also ~aluat~,
swales are an unlikely retrofit ~tion and wou~
si~ resi0en=zal area having clayey soils:
appropriate for newly devel~ing areas.
= ~se level (as built in 1961 to 1980, wit~ no a~itional however,
consols),
diver the r~f runoH away from the drainage system
onto grass suNaces for infiltration
~ ~t~wn cleanly,
merits. In a~d~t~on, wet detention ~n~s ~n ~ retrofitte~ ~n dtNerent areas and at ~aHs. BeW~s ~o~
= Strut cleanly,
controls examined lnd~vidual~, catch~sin a~ strut
clean=rig Controls combined were also evaluate, in
Gra~ swales,
d~t=on to the combination of d=~nn~ting s~e of
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rooftops and the use of grass swales. Finally, the prospect of using all of the controls together was examined,
The following list shows a general clescription of this
hypothetical area:
¯ All curb and gutter drainage (in fair condition),

90 percent suspended solids control. It would need 3 ft
of dead storage and live storage equal to runoff from
1.25.in. rain. A 90-degree V notch weir and a 5-ft wide
emergency spillway could be used. No seepage or
evaporation was assumed. The total annual cost was
estimated to be about $130 per watershed acre.

¯ 70 percent of roofs draining to landscaped areas.
¯ 50 percent of driveways draining to lawns.

Table 3 summarizes the SLAMM results fo~ runoff volume,
solids,
filterable
phosphate,
and total
¯ 90 percent of streets of intermediate texture (remain. lead suspended
for 100 acres
of this
medium
density residential
lng are rough).
area. The only control practices evaluated that would
¯ No street cleaning,
reduce runoff volume are the grass swales and roof
disconnections.
All of the other control practk~s evalu¯ No catchbasins,
ated do not infiltrate stormwater. Table 3 also shows the
About one-half of the driveways currently drain to land- total annual average volumetric runoff coefficient (Fly)
scaped areas, while the other half drain directly to the for these different options. The base level of control h~B
pavement or the drainage system. Almost all of the an annual flow-weighted Rv of about 0.3, while the use
streets are of intermediate texture, and about 10 percent °f swales would reduce the Rv to about 0,1. O~ly a small
are rough textured. There currently is no street cleaning reduction of Rv (less than 10 percent) would be associated with complete roof disconnections compared with
or catchbasin c~eaning,
the existing situation because of the large amount of roof
The level of catchbasin use that was investigated for this disconnections that already occur. The suspanded
3
site included 950 ft of total sump volume per 100 acres lds analyses shows that catchbasin cleaning alone
(typical for this land use), with a cost of about $50 per COuld result in about 14 percent suspended solids recatchbasin cleaning. Typically, catch basins in this area ductions. Street cleaning would have ven/little benefit,
could be cleaned about twice a year for a total annual while the use of grass swales would reduca the suscost of about $85 per acre of the watershed,
pended solids discharges by about 60 percanL Gres~
Street cleaning could also be used, with a monthly swales would have minimal effect on the reduction of
cleaning effort of about $30 per year per watershed suspended solids concentrations at the outfall. (They
acre. Light parking and no parking restrictions during are primarily an infiltration device, having very little illcleaning are assumed, and the cleaning cost is esti- tering benefits.) Wet detention ponds would remove
about 90 percent of the mass and concentrations of
mated to be $80 per curb mile.
suspended solids. Similar observations can be made for
Grass swale drainage was also investigated. Assuming filterable phosphates and lead.
that swales could be used throughout the area, there
could be 350 ft of swales per acre (typical for this land
Figures 23 through 26 show the maximum percentage
use), with swales 3.5 ft wide, Because of the clayey soil
COnditions, an average infiltration rate of about 0.5 in./hr reductions in runoff volume and pollutants, along with
was used in this analysis based on many different dou- associated unit removal costs. As an example, Figure
ble-ring infiltrometer tests of typical soil conditions, 23 shows that roof disconnections would have a ve~’
Swales cost much less than conventional curb and gut- small potential maximum benefit for runoff volume reter systems but require increased maintenance. Again, duction, at a very high unit cost compared with other
the use of grass swales is appropriate for new develop- practices. The use of grass swales could have about a
60-percent reduction at minimal cost. The use of roof
ment but not for retrofitting in this area.
disconnection plus swales would slightly increase the
Roof disconnections could also be used as a control maximum benefit to about 65 percent, at a small unit
measure by directing all roof drains to landscaped at- cost. Obv ously, the use of roof disconneclions alone, or
eas. The obiective would be to direct all the roof drains all controlled practices combined, is very inefficient for
to landscaped areas. Because 70 percent of the roofs this example. For suspended solids control, catchbasin
already drain to the landscaped areas, only 30 percent cleaning and street cleaning would have minimal benefit
could be further d~sconnected, at a cost of about $125 at h~gh cost, while the use of grass swales WOuld proper household. The estimated total annual cost would duce a substantial benefit at very small cost. If additional
be about $10 per watershed acre.
control is necessary, however, the use of wet detention
An out,all wet detention pond suitable for 100 acres of this I:~nds may be necessary at a higher cost. If close to a
reed=urn clens=ty residential area would have a wet pond 95-percent reduction of suspended solids was required,
surface of 0.5 percent of drainage area for approximately then all of the controls mvesbgated could be used togerber, but at substantial cost.
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estate ~e relat~e ~n~i~ns of differ~t ~l~n~
~om different ar~s ~in a ~x watemh~.
S~M ~n a~so ~ u~d to examine ~e ~ eff~
~ of different i~i~i ~n~ol ~ms, or ~nati~s of ~nV~ w~ra~, ~t ~ld ~ I~t~ at
~u~ ar~ ~ at ~ ~ls,
~

S~MM is unique ~r~ w~h ~t st~ater ~eis. S~ifi~l~, ~e u~ of small sto~ h~r~ ~
p~i~ ~ cont~5ons of ~ff ~om different ~
areasa~euseofp~latewashoffal~ri~ ~ve
greaUy enhanc~ the accura~ of S~M. In addi~,
S~M r~uires a minimum amount of inf~t~ to
~ ~ area under ~nsidera~on and engin~
~sign ~ra~tem for different control pra~s,
S~MM is a ve~ u~ful t~l in guiding planne~ and
wa~rsh~ mana~rs in ~vising ~ntrol s~at~ies. It
~S alSO ~n us~ to q~nti~ and justi~ the ~nefi~
as~t~ w~ sto~ater ~n~ols f~ new~ ~vel~
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Management Program
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Abstract
controls designed to cost-effectively manage lhe polA geographic information system (GIS) based Water.
lutants of concern, This allows determination of which
shed Simulation Model (GWSM) was developed for
flows and loads need to be controlled. Smeller, 100stormwater pollution control in Prince George’s County,
to 400-acre drainage basins can also be evaluated
Maryland, using the Stormwater Management MoOel
with alternative land uses and management prac(SWMM 4.2), ARC/INFO (6.1), and data postproces,
ticks.
sors. The GWSM was designed to perform planning
level assessments of water quality concentrations and Introduction
Ioadings for 12 water quality parameters in 41 primary
watersheds within the county. The model combines con. The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
tinuous watershed modeling and the spatial analysis (NPDES) municipal stormwater permit regulations recapabilities of a GIS in a single, integrated system op
from the Clean Water Act Reauthorization of
erating on a Sun Sparc 2 workstation. The user selects suiting
1987
require
large counties and municipalities to dea watershed to determine daily, monthly, seasonal, or velop comprehensive
stormwater management proannual stormwater pollutant Ioadings using the SWMM grams. For complex urban fringe areas such as Pdnce
output. Additional routines analyze stormwater control
structures and user-defined subbasins. GWSM output George’s County, Maryland, prioritizing stormwater
is saved for watershed comparisons using both graphi- problems and developing cost-effective menagement
techniques is a primary objective if program resources
cal and tabular formats,
are to be efficiently allocated. The geographic informaGWSM allows county water resources planners to per- tion system (GIS) based Watershed Simulation Model
(GWSM) was designed to support the development and
form analyses in the following areas:
implementation
of the county’s stormwater manage¯ Priontize problem watersheds.. Ident~y where impacts ment program. GWSM
enables planning assessment at
are most severe based on pollutant-specific data. Bo~ the watershed level through estimation of pollutant loads
tempora~ and spatial problems and trends are identified, and flows for current land use conditions and future
¯ /ntegration with water quality databases.. Data from buiidout scenarios, with or without structural controls. At
national databases, including STORET, WATSTORE, the small basin level, alternative slormwater control sceand Reachfile I~1 streams, are used in characterizing nanos can be evaluated for user.defined areas,
the water resources of the StUd,/area.
¯ Alternative land use assessment: Water quality im- Existing Watershed Models
pacts and trends, based on land use changes or A variety of moclels are available f~ simulating water
future master planning scenarios, can be eva~uated,
quantity andQual~tyona watershed scale (1).These range
¯ Screemng soluhons/m~croscale analysis.. Management orfrom
storm
loads to Oetermmistic
yield flow
and
retatrveh/simple
empirical mo0eis
mo~els that
~at predict
annual
assessment tools provide planning level screening of pollutant loads for a variety of flow conditions.
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Simple models, such as the U.S. Environmental Protec.
tion Agency (EPA) Screening Procedures (2) model and
the Simple Method (3), commonly aggregate the physical parameters for an entire watershed and calculate
loads on an annual or seasonal time step. Nthough this
reduces the amount of input data and time required to
apply the model, it does not allow for an examination of
the variations between storm events or water quality problems occurring over a wide range of hydrologic ¢onddions.
Complex rnodals, such as SWMM (4) end the Hyclrologic Simulation Program-Fortran (HSPF) (5), simulate
hydrologic processes that generate runoff and pollutant
loads in a continuous manner rather than relying on
simplified rates of change (1). This class of model can
use time series climatic data for continuous simulation
over several years, enabling analysis of not only annual loads and flows but also of single events or a
series of storm=.

co~n~
S~mu=at~on I

Pc
Sn-,~ll
W,,t~,h~’=

GIS
Coun~

,,~ s~==.,=~

Previous Studies
GIS is increasingly used for watershed assessment in
support of various water resources programs (6). A review of available literature shows that the use of GIS in
conjunction with hydrologic models comprises a major
part of the current activities. The use of GIS for hydrologic modeling can be divided into two general approaches: 1)performing watershed modeling analyses
directly within a GIS package using empirical or lumped
moo~!s and 2) processing input data for use with a
separate or partially linked watershed model,
Empirical modeling wilhin a GIS environment includes an
approach using the modified Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) for evaluating silvicultural activities and control programs in Montana (7). Tim et al. (8) coupled
empirical simulation modeling with a GIS to identity
critical areas of nonpoint source pollution in Virginia. On
the other hand, linked GIS and hydrologic modeling
approaches include a study by Ross and Tara (9)
using a GIS to perform spatial data referencing and
data processing while traditional hydrologic coOes performed the calculations for time-dependent surfaceand ground-water simulations. Terstriep and Lee (10)
developed AUTO_QI, a GIS-based interface for watershed delineation and input data formatting to the
Q-ILLUDAS model.

Modeling Approach: The Prince George’s
County GIS-Based Watershed Simulation
Model
The GWSM developed for the Prince George’s County
stormwater program combines results from a watershed
rnodel withGISanalyhcroutmes. F=gure 1 illustrates this
modular modeling approach. The GWSM uses a continuous simulation model to generate single land-use
water quality and quantity t~me ser~es data. ARCilNFO,

combining
used to select a watershed and determine its physical
characteristics, including drainage area and lano~-use
distribution. The single land-use time series, along with
the land-use and drainage area files, are processed by
a series of Fortran routines to determine watershed
loads and summary statistics (Figure 1 ). Results can be
interactively displayed for watershed comparisons and
managoment assessment. As with AUTO_QI (10), the
GWSM moOeling approach uses the GIS to furnish data
for use with a continuous simulation model. Unlike other
approaches, however, GWSM uses preprocessed out.
put from a watershed model to calculate storm flows and
pollutant loads for the study watershed.
Although SWMM was used for this application of
GWSM, results from other continuous simulation rnodels can also be included in the model. This modular
approach enables increased simulation accuracy as
calibrated models become available. Further, several
medels can be used within a single application, combining the strengths of each. For instance, SWMM could
be used for urban areas, while HSPF could be applied
to agricultural lands within a single study area.

Input Data Requirements
GWSM requires both ARC/INFO vector coverages
an~i continuous simulation model output for each
land-use type modeled. Coverages include watershed
boundaries and current lanU-use files. Input data for
SWMM include parameters for the rainfall, temperature, and runoff blocks for each of the nine homoge.
nous land-use basins.
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A Case Study: Collington Branoh

distribution for the Collington Branch watershed. This
case study demonstrates how the GWSM can be
Water resource managers face multiple questions on plied using a three-step apf:>roach: 1) identify and target
how best to manage stormwater on a regional, water- problem watersheds, 2) identify pollutant sources and
shed, and subbasin scale. In Prince George’s County, characterize pollutants, and 3) conceptually identify
an area covering over 480 square mi~es, there are 41 control measures and evaluate future land-u~e
watersheds of varying size and land-use distribution. changes.
The proximity of the county to the fast-growing metropolitan Washington, DC, area makes stormwater man- Watershed Problem Identfficatiott
agement a complex and pressing problem.
Targetiltg
An assessment of the predominantly forested and agrt- Often, the first questions that water resource managers
cultura! Collington Branch watershed, covering approxi- ask are, How can problem watersheds be identified, and
mately 14,820 acres and draining to the Western Branch how do watersheds compare with each other in terms
and to the Patuxent River, was performed as a demon, of pollutant loads and flows? GWSM enables the rapid
st’ration of the GWSM. Figure 2 is the watershed selec, analysis of the relative contributions of each watershed
tion screen from the GWSM, including the land-use to the total load, Performing a complete assessment and
interpretation of the data within 10 minutes. The result~

Watershed

,

/
/

/

/

,

/

Figure 2. Watershed selection acrean for me Collington Branch water=he, d, Including land-use dtatTIb~Jtlo~.
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include estimates of annual, mean monthly, and monthly
loads for the watershed for 12 parameters. Each constituent may be viewed either as a percentage of the
total load or in actual units (pounds or cubic feet). Figure
3 presents the graphical display from GWSM showing
the total nitrogen load for the Collington Branch, illustrating the changes in loads due to climatic variability,
A comparison between two watersheds is easily performed to assess load and flow estimates and review
results graphically. Multiple applications provide a rapid
assessment of all the major watersheds in the county,
This phase of the GWSM analysis provides information
to answer the questions, Which are the likely water
quality impacts, and how significant are they compared
to other waters.he<Is?
Identify Pollutant Sourcea and Characterize
Poflutant of Concern

Management Screening
In this phase, implementing the most cost-effective controis is addressed. To address control measures, the
relationship between storm size, runoff volume, and
pollutant load must be assessed. For example, what
storm sizes contribute the largest pollutant loads, and
which storm size should be targeted? The analytic tou.
tines in GWSM provide graphical answers to these
questions. Figure 5 presents lead loads by storm size,
indicating that targeting only a percentage of runoff will
control over half of the total load. Figure 6 illustrates the
rainfall/runoff characteristics of the watershed, with the
majority of storms generating less than 0.05 in. of runoff.
These estimates will vary by watershed and type of
pollutant, but GWSM allows rapid analysis of each pollutant and multiple watersheds.
Management evaluation is done at bol~ watershed- and
site-specific levels. Over an entire watershed, what is
the optimal control level for structural water quality facilities? GWSM includes a stormwater pond routine
calculates the pollutant mitigating effects of different

Once problem watersheds are identified and targeted
for further analysis, the water quality problems must be
clearly defined. What are the sources of the pollutants
of concern? An analysis of the pollutant contribution by
land use is included in GWSM, calculating constituent
load by land use for each of the 12 parameters, F~gure
!~o
4 shows total nitrogen contributions for each lend use in
the Collington Branch, indicating that agricultural areas
are the primary source¯ This provides important infor. L~
mation for targeting control programs throughout the
watershed"
the p°llutant programs.
I°ads is an irm t s°
portant issueCharacterizing
for developing management
The following questions are answered at this phase:
What pollutants are of primary concern? What are their
0 ~ ~
sources and spatial and temporal characteristics? How
do their loads vary seasonally and annually?. What are
the temporal variations between po utants’~ To answer

these questions, GWSM provides graphical displays of
mean monthly, mean annual, and annual pollutant loads
for each pollutant.

~,’,
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Figure 4, Tol=l nitrogen told by lind ul~ Collln~to~

w=t=.=hea.

’

~ TN (MA = 361,511.6 Ib)

20O
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2

Figure 3, Annual summary of tota! nitrogen Io~d, Co~linglon
Branch watershed, dlusttating changes in loads due
Iio climatic variability’,

Figure 5. Lead distribution b~ slo~’m liZa, Coltington B~lnch
watershed.
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control levels and retention times. At a site-specific level,
such as a proposed new subdivision, similar structures
can also be evaluated to allow optimal design criteria to
be selected. Figure 7 illustrates the phosphorus contri.
bution for a simulated residential subdivision, and the
pollutant reduction from a stormwater pond designed
to control for 0.3 in. of runoff. As seen in Figure 7, the
mean annual phosphorus 10ad was reduced from 453 to
277 Ib by the simulated structure,
Managers must address how future changes will affect
water quality. On the watershed level, what will be the
impact of urbanization on flow and pollutants loads? At
the subbasin level, how will proposed wojects change
the runoff characteristics? Both land use scenarios can
be evaluated in GWSM. On the watershed scale, the
current land use can be interactively changed with a
"point-and.click" menu. At the subbasin level, a user-defined basin may be modeled, with the land-use distribu.
tion entered into a pulldown menu. At both watershed
and subbasin levels, once a land-use scenario is selected, GWSM calculates the anticipated pollution
Ioads. The results can then be compared with preexisting conditions. The following questions are answered
during the final phase of GWSM: How do pollutant loads
relate to rainfall and runoff distribution and ntensity9
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Figure 6. Row (f’~quency) dl=trlbutton ~ ItZ~’m IIz~, Colllngto,~
Branch watershed.
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Figure 7.

What is the optimal control level for structural practices?
What are the likely impacts of future land-use changes
on water quality?
Stormwater Management: Future Model

Applications

The NPDES stormwater permit regulations have creatad
new challenges and opportunities for state, county, and
city water resource programs. Water resource managers are faced with often conflicting stormwater management objectives and forced to make decisions that
weigh the costs and benefits of each. For instance,
water quality and flood control objectives do not always coincide. The design and management of regional stormwater ponds will vary depending on
whether water quantity control or water quality control
is the primary objective.
To address the complex array of stormwat~, issues,
more sophisticated analytical tools and techniques are
needed. Watershed models that effectively evaluate ak
temative scenarios and allow for optimization routines
for differing management objectives are in demand.
Integrating environmental data, such as wetland areas,
bioassessment information, structural and nonstructural
best management practice (BMP) optimization, and per.
mit and monitoring information will be required in a
user-friendly GIS package.
As the NPDES stormwater regulations are implemented
at the county and local level, unique management pro.
grams will develop according to specific water quality
and resource availability issues. As these programs take
shape, GIS and GIS-based models and informabon
management systems are likely to play larger roles in
assessing problems and crafting solutions.
Concluslon~
The GWSM enabled the rapid assessment of Prince
George’s County’s stormwater problem areas and ~

evaluation of control measures. GWSM was develop~,=d to
support the development of the county’s stormwater management program. The model incorporates the s~’engths of
continuous simulation modeling with the spatial analysis
techniques of GIS in an integrated system. Together, ttle GIS

and data processing routines allow for further analys~s and
interpretation of t~me series data from the SVVMM n’~.
ComfOrting continuous t~me senes data ~ georeferenoed

~:.~. ~.;~
~
~:~’ :~:~’ ~ ~’ .......... :,:- .... .: .:.,. ,.
auno~ (,n)

..._. ~ ~

Pho~,horu~ contribution for ~ $irnul~t~d residential
subchvision with a stormwater pond designed to control for 0.3 in. of runoff,

interpretation of the resutts. As additional data from monitonng both homogenous land-use basins and in-slzeam
Iocations becomes available from t,he long.term monitoring
program developed as part ol the NPDES Part 2 permit,
the accuracy of the model will increase.
AS technologies

for developing and evaluating stormwa-

ter programs ~ncrease ~n sophistication, the questions
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Watershed Screening and Targeting Tool (WST0
Leslie L Shoemaker and Mohammed Lahlou
Tetra Tech, Inc., Fairfax, Yirglnil

Abstract

sign, and construction. Water resource managers can

Screening-level tools allow managers to understand,
evaluate, and compare the water quality problems of
watersheds so that they can be priorffized. The Watershed S~’eening and Targeting Toot (WSTT) makes it
easier for watershed managers in federal, state, and
local agencies to conduct these evaluations by providing
access to the necessary data and information and facilitaring the assessment itself. This prototype has been
Oevelope~ as a cooperative project for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 4 and the Office
of Wetlands, Oceans, and Watersheds in support of the
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) program.

use screening-level evaluations to help assess, cornpare, and prioritize the water quality problems of water.
sheds within their jurisdictions. The Watershed
Screening and Targeting Tool (WSTI’) makes it easier
for watershed managers in federal, state, and local
agencies to conduct these evaluations by providing
easy access to the necessary data and facilitet~ng tergeting assessments. A prototype of WSTI" has been
developed that allows access to data for Alabama and
Georgia. WSTT operates on ¯ personal con’lput~
(286+) in a DOS environment.

The WSTT is an interactive, user-friendly, two-step WSTT provides an interactive, user-ffiendly, two-step
evaluation and targeting process. The first step allows evaluation and targeting process (Figure 1). The first
for preliminary screening based on multiple criteria, allows for preliminary screening based on multiple oriteEach criterion can be compared with a default or user- ha. Each criterion can be compared with a default or
defined reference value. Data from EPA mainframe da- user-defined reference value. Data from U.S. Environtabases allow the user to compare reference values with mental Protection Agency (EPA) mainframe databases
land-use and water quality observations from water- allow the user to compare reference values with landsheds under consideration. The second level of target, use and water quality observations from watersheds
ing, comparative analysis, allows for a more detailed under consideration. The second level of targeting, cornexamination of watersheds. In addition, this analysis parative analysis, allows for a more detailed examine.
permits the user to include subjective weights and addi- tion of watersheds. In addition, this analysis permits ~
tional data to the targeting procedure. The algorithms for user to include subjecbve weights and additional data in
this targeting system are based on a hierarchical struc- the targeting procedure. The algorithms for this targeting
ture of obiectives and criteria, where a set of up to seven system are based on a hierarchical structure of objeccriteria can be used to describe the comparison objec- tires and criteria, where a set of up to seven cdteria can
tires. Although the analysis objectives are project spe- be used to describe the comparison objectives. Atcific, the procedures are developed to use either though the analysis objectives are project specific, the
user-specified data or information from provided data- procedures are developed to use either user-specified
bases. Weights can be entered to give greater or lesser data or information from provided databases. Weights
value to particular criteria. This paper presents exam- can be entered to give greater or lesser value to particu.
pies of the application of these techniques to sample let ¢fiteda.
watersheds in Alabama.
Watershed prioritization and targeting invok, e a mulIntroduction
tistep decision-making process using both technical o"iTargeting of watersheds is used to allocate increasingly teria and subjective judgement. The use of formal
scarce water management resources for data collection, targeting pro~;edures throughout this process can assist
in structuring the problem while taking into account all
rnodel~ng studies, and management assessment, de- pertinent
and site-specific concerns.
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Selectk~n
J’W~er~hed
l-- Se4ec~ Stale
I ~ G~mle Re~

;- C;,-,~;~
~. Se~ec~ Data
~ ~ ~ Cme~

~ E~ W~ S~

Mu~i~eria ana~sis t~hn~ues can aM in W~i~
availablo info~at~ in a ~e s~r~ ~a~w~,
lea~ing to a rational ~tization of wat~sh~s. T~
pr~ures ~n ~ u~d in ~e To~l Maximum Dai~
LoaO (TMDL) pr~ess to Menti~ ~ ~r~s, mtr~e
relevant water quali~ a~ watersh~ da~, and ana~ze
¯ e~ ~a~ within a s~ur~ fra~ to determi~
~ich waters~s require mana~nt. The a~an~ges of stmctur~ d~ision-~king technique~s~
ally ~en dealing with numerous watersh~s ~ere
¯ e ranking in order of wiori~ is not ~ious a phor~
include analysis dir~ toward ~e sele~ion of ~inent d~ision criteria and identifi~on of ~tential
~ndidate watersh~s; credibil~ of the sele~ion pr~ess by the use of ~monstrate~ an~ valid decis~on-making t~hniques; r~u~ions in ~e cost an~ brae for ~ata
co/le~ion a~ pro~ssing through a multipha~ screening pr~e~; ~erat~ve evaluation of watersheds; and increas~ un~ers~nd~ng of ~e various banffs.
For the incor~ration of targeting criteria an~ the generation of repots, WS~ is distributed with and relies on
~ata that were sel~vely ~wnloaded from EPA’s ~infra~ ~mputer. The ~a~ba~s that it u~s inclu~ an
accounting uniV~l~ unit (CU) summa~ ~ble, land
use (U.S. Department of Agricul~re Natural Resour~
Invento~ summa~ of acres ~r land-use catego~),
water qual~ (EPA STORET ambient water qua~ ~ata
summar=zed by CU for 50 ~rameters), referen~ levels
(~sed on EPA water quali~ criteria), water supplies
(number, flow, I~ation, an~ ~), ~int sources (num~r, flow, Io~fion, and ~), and water b~ies (humOr
an~ size). The~ ~ata, always available to the public,

~ ~d~l~ ~n diW~uR to a~ ~ fa~tar~ ~ EPA’s ~in~a~. Thro~h WS~,
are readi~ a~sib~. Using
~n ~rate r~s, in ~e
u~, water quali~, ~ter susie, i~~n~,
~int ~r~ facitit~s in ea~
The da~ ~at are dis~but~ w~ WS~ ~n
us~ to prate prelimina~ data input files for a ~rshed screening model (WSM) which, for this proto~ vers~, ~n ~
Ala~ma. The watersh~ scr~ni~ meth~l~ ~rmi~ simple watershe~ a~essmen~ ~at pr~i~ dai~
m~ff, streamflow, erosion, ~di~nt load, a~ n~nt
washoff. T~ WSM relies on ob~ pr~ipi~t~n
te~rature ~ from
n~cipal ~in~ sour~ Ioa~ esti~bons from ~llutant
~ntrations in ~e literature, an~ non~int sour~ I~di~
~n~ions for ~l~t~ ~n~ uses ba~d on I~era~m
values. Users can readily m~i~ or r~ise the Inp~ da~
to refle~ s~t~s~ific condi~ons. Ou~ ~ta from
m~el simulabons ~n
prwi~ ~ the o~er ~t~ases.

Review of Potential Targeting Procedures
Most multicriteria ~cision t~hniques
plastron to ~e pfiori~zation and ~rgefing pr~ ~n
~ ground into thr~ ~t~o~es:
* S~uent~a/ehmination: T~hniques to eliminate watersheas that do ~t show any ne~ for ~ntrols.
= ~m~nan~ th~: T~hniques to eliminate inferior or
dominated ~tershe~s that dem~strate a ne~ f~
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pollution control but do not present a character of
relative urgency,
¯ Ranking procedures: Techniques to prioritize remain,
Ing watershed=.

Watersheds that pass this preliminar~ test are screarm~l
with the next highest ranked criteria until either all criteria are evaluated or the number of watersheds selected
for further analysis ts sufficienb’y reduced.
Compensaton/ analysis is a more elaborate form of
conjunctive and disjunctive screening and deals primer.
ily w~th preferential constraints where Ihe cutoff
are set by the objectives rather than by the cdterla
themselves (3). The analysis deveiop~ constraints on
selected objectives that are represented in the dectsk:m
problem by a group of two or more criteria. For each
identified objective, the corresponding criteria are ornbined into a discriminating model expressing the degree
to which each criterion achieves the objective. The diecrimJnation process can be inclusionary, exclusionary, or
both, depending on the screening model.

Sequential Elimination

The first group of analytical procedures target nonprior,
ity watersheds or the nonfessible set of watersheds,
These procedures are typically referred to as sequential
elimination techniques. Each watershed is compared
with a hypothetical watershed using an amalgamation of
standards and criteria. Watersheds that are better than
the hypothetical watershed form the nonfeasible set and
can be eliminated from further analysis. These techniques provide a preliminary filtering system to ensure
the legitimate acceptability of the remaining set of wetersheds. Sequential elimination techniques do not differentiate on the basis of relative importance, only on Do~ir~lt1~--e Theory
the ability to satisfy a condition of preset limits. Four The second group of analytical tools with potent,el for
relevant sequential elimination techniques, available for application in the watershed pdoritization and targeting
application in the prioritization process, include the con- process consist of techniques developed from the domljunctive approach, the disjunctive approach, the lexico- nance approach. This approach serves to identify poorer
graphic approach, and the compensatory approach (1). watersheds rather than rank them completely. In this
case, when the first watershed that has criterion values
The conjunctive approach screens out watersheds by at
least as poor as those of a second, as well as one or
establishing minimum cutoff levels for each disc~iminat, more
values that are poorer, the first watershed will be
ing criteria. Depending on the type of criterion and its
method of measurement, the constraint or "cutoff level" selected for further analysis rather than the second. The
is define</as either a categorical exclusionary or inclu- first watershed is said to dominate the second. These
siona~/limit. The application of a conjunctive scheme techniques add some capability of determining which
relates the decision criteria andtheir constraint with the watersheds are worse than others beyond the simple
logical "and" so that all constraints must be satisfied for con’~arisons offered by the sequential elimination
a watershed to be eliminated from further consideration, schemes. Although several techniques have been
Evaluation scales do not have to be homogeneous vekx:~=~l based on this decision rule, their application to
across criteria and can include logical, numeric, or natu- clisc~ete decision space, such as watershed targeting
ral scales. Because decision criteria and the sat of ap~,~ations, may not be effective in eliminating many
watersheds are independent, each watershed is corn- watersheds. Among these techniques are the noninpared individual~, with a hypothetical set of constraints fenor curve technique, the indifference map technique,
rather than with other watersheds. In general, decision and fuzzy outranking approaches.
criteria in the conjunctive approach should be carefully The noninferior curve technique uses the distribution of
selected to focus on criteria with a strict regulator~ re- the feasible set of watersheds within the decision space
quirement and technical constraints that cannot be re- to i0entify interior and noninferior sets (4). The curve
laxed or are not subject to tradeoffs,
o~fines the level of tradeoff between decision criteria
The disjunctive approach is similar to the conjunctive where any incremental improvement in one criterion
results in a balanced incremental decrease in other
scheme, but it requires that only one cnterion be satis- criteria.
Application of this technique may require excesfled for a watershed to be eliminated from further consiva
computational
time and professional training for
sideration Because this process is characlerized by the
logical reJation "or," problem formulation must be defined inte~retation of the results (5).
in terms of the level of substitutions among the selected The indifference map technique relies on the reptesensation of the preference structure to determine the
decision criteria,
~, of indifference curves (6). An indifference curve
Lexicographic screening differs from the previous tech. faro
represents
in the decision space for which the
niques in that the value of each criterion is compared pre!e~encepoints
is equivalent among all criteria. This
across watersheds (2). The criteria are first orclered in
can be used in combination with the noninferior
terms of their relative importance, and watersheds are pr~a:r~
curve technique. Theoretically, if the one indifference
then screened, starting with the most important criteria, curve tangent to the noninferior curve can be located,
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then watersheds lying farthest from the point of
tangency form the set with the highest priority for con~rols.

each participant in the game is to identify solutions that
are high on the preference scale. A generic algorithm
based on this theory for an n-person game was (:levelOutranking techniques analyze sets of watersheds to oped by Harsanyi (11). This algorithm was generalized
derive binary relationships on the set rather than a for a regional ground-water pollution problem (12) and
function from this set to the real numbers, as in the case for the analysis of wastewater management alternatives
of the classical theory of decision analysis. This binary (13).
relationship also differs from classical decision analysis
in the sense that it does not necessarily require a strict The analytic hierarchy process was developed in an
transitivity condition (7, 8). Outranking procedures can effort to expand the classical decision models to include
be used to select one and only one watershed, a set of subjective analysis of multilevel or hierarchical system,s
acceptable watersheds, or a cluster of watersheds in an (14, 15). The process consists of decomposing the
smaller subprobtems, analyzing
ordered sequence of indifference classes ranging from cision problem into
,.
each subproblem ¯individually,
and then recomposing the
best to worst,
results to reach a complete ranking of the set of watersh~ls considered. It relies strongly on the structuring of
Ranking Procedure#
the decision problem into an intuitively logical hierarchy
The third group of analytical decision techniques ranks of objectives and criteria. The hierarchical structures
the set of watersheds under consideration. Several al- express the factual relationships between the dec~ion
gorithms with potential application to discrete situations elements (objectives, criteria, and eltematives). This ~
include utility theory, compromise programming and dis- cision process parallels the principles of analytical thinkplaced ideal techniques, cooperative game theory, and ing (16): constructing hierarchies, establishing priorities,
the analytic hierarchy process.
and logical consistency.
Decision techniques developed based on the theory of
utilities assign a utility function to each decision criterion,
Targeting Techniques in wsTr
then compute the expected utility for each watershed
using either an additive or multiplicative model (9). Wa- The review of decision analysis techniques, bhefly
scribed above, provided the background for the develtersheds that maximize the expected utilities may be
eliminated from further analysis, and those with low opment of the targeting tools used in the WSTT. The
of decision-making techniques for waterranking values form the set to be considered. The diffi, development
shed
prioritization
and targeting was based on the folculties associated with application of the utility models
lowing:
reside in the development of representative utility functions for each criterion and the insurance that all criteria ¯ Ability to perform a muiticriteria analysis.
satisfy both preference and utility independence axioms.
A utility function refers to a mapping of the values in the ¯ Applicability to discrete situations with a limited numrange of natural criteria scale to a bounded cardinal.
bet of watersheds.
worth scale reflecting the preference structures associated with that criteria as perceived by the decision, = Applicability to selecting the worst watersheds rather
than the preferred conditions, as is the case in most
maker(s).
decision situations for TMDLs or watershed manageCompromise programming techniques have been apmanL
pliecl extensively to water resources projects. These
techniques atlempt to identify watersheds that approach ¯ Flexibility of problem structuring, data processing,
and the ability to decompose the problem into small~
an ic~ea~ case (10), assuming that the watershed located
and more homogeneous components.
the closest ~o the ideal watershed in the decision space
can be eliminated from further consideration. The corn- ¯ Stability of the final ranking using simple ,scaling pro..
putation algorithms rank watersheds based on the not.
cedures.
realized distance between each watershed and this
ideal point, Th~s approach can also be applied to identify ¯ Ease of interpreting the rankings.
watersheds that are the closest to an anti-ideal point
¯ Ability to perform sensitivity analysis and consistency
using a similar minimization scheme,
testing of the value judgment.
Cooperative game theory ~s a representation of a confhct
s~tuat~on basecl on the general concepts of rat~onat be. These consideratiens led to the development of a twohawor. Opt~m~zahon of a set ~s sought by well-informed step targeting approach consisting of both a preliminary
decision-makers with confhcl~ng objectives who are screemng and a formal comparative analysis. A test
aware of their preference structure. Tr~e ob.!ect~ve of watershed ts used for illustrating examples of the two
types of screemng techniques (Figure 2).
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The ~ning ~,el anaV~s of wate~h~s at a r~.l
or a~ounting unit ~ale is ~es~gn~ to ~lp u~s un~rs~nd ~at ~e water quali~ conditions are in ~
~tersh~ and how ~e factors ~verning qual~ YaW
from one watershed to ~e next. The a~anta~ of ~is
procure is its abili~ to o~rate un~r ~e WS~ ~.
ron~nt, using automatically reVi~ed values f~ ~
~sir~ ~cision criteria, and iterat~e~ screen ~t watersh~s that do not r~resent a signifi~nt water quali~
The sc,~ning al~rithm us~ in WS~ consists of a
~q~ntial elimination ~heme adapted from ~e conjun~ive approach de~ri~d in the previous s~ion. The
obj~tive of this pr~ess is to identi~ watersh~s ~at
do not repre~nt a signifi~nt water quali~ pr~lem and
~ns~uently reduce the set of watersheds to a workable humor. The signifi~nce of the water qual~ pro~
lem is, however, indir~tly introduc~ into the ana~sis
through the selection of scr~ning criteria indi~tNe of
the problem under consideration and ~e magnitude of
each criterion cutoff level Figure 3 illustrates this pr~ess using a single water qual~ criterion, and Figure 4
presents the ~se of a ~mcr~ter=a ~reen~ng Bas~ on
the sample cutoff limit shown in Figure 3, s=x watersheds
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 13) would ~ selected for fu~her
analysis. In F=gure 4, ~o criteria are examined. In th~s
~se. ~th acres of u~an lanO and BOD~ concentrahons
are sel~ted for examination. Values outside the up~r
t=m~ts for e~ther of the two cr=ter=a would ~ sel~t~ for

o

luther examination. In this case, ~en watersh~s (1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 13) would
~t~t the cutoff limits in an iterative fashion to examine
the differences be~een the watersh~s. Multiple cdt~
ria ~n be selected for evaluation, depending on da~
availabili~ and watersh~ chara~eristics. This ptovi~
a quick and easy approach for prelimina~ evalua~on of
the difleren~s ~n ~e watersheds sele~ed for
examinabon.
For a multidimensional protein, each criterion is
fin~ in terms of a cutoff limit repre~nbng a ve~or of
threshold values. Depending on the ~ of criterion and
its measurement s~le, each value in this v~tor may
either represent an u~er or a lower limit. Examples of
cr=teria w~th an up~r l=m~t are water qual=~ parameters
for which the Cutoff hm~t represents a ~ncentratlon ~at
should not ~ exce~ed. On the other hand, criteria wi~
a lower hmit incluOe those with a~end=ng ~les in
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which the higher values are better, such as in the case
selection problem into several smaller and homogeneof dissolved oxygen concentration,
ous subproblems which can be easily compared. Figure
The watershed screening level analysis in WsI"r’ allows 5 illustrates a generic representation of a clustered hierusers to retrieve screening criteria and their values auto- archy in which the project is decomposed into a set of
matically from available, preprocessed databases, simple and smaller subprojects. Each subproject can be
When the criteria represent water quality parameters, analyzed separately, and the results can be reintegrated
watershed rating with respect to each criterion can be to obtained an overall ranking of the watersheds.
expressed in terms of a mean value, a median, or a
quartile. Multiple databases can be accessed sequen. Value Judgment
tially. Access to the water quality and land-use databases is enabled at the present time. Cutoff limits are The decision-maker’s value judgment is introduced in
user specified and can be modified in an iterative terms of the importance weight coefficients of the objecscheme by either relaxing the criteria’s cutoff limit and rives and criteria. The derivation of criterion importance
consequently decreasing the set of selected watersheds weights proceeds according to the hierarchical structure
or by making them more stringent. Watersheds elimi- of the decision problem, starting from the higher level
hated dudng this screening level analysis can still be objectives. This routine takes the decision-maker
considered in the comparative analysis phase. The out- through a series of paire~ comparisons cluster by c/u~ter
put of this algorithm generates a list of watersheds that in the order shown by the roman numerals in Figure
do not satisfy the criteria’s cutoff levels. For these wa- For each paired comparison between two cdtarla, the
tersheds, the corresponding input data (payoff-matrix) decision-maker defines which criterion of the pair is
can be accessed through the reporting option of the more important and determines the magnitude of
WSTT. Watersheds that satisfied all user-specified con- importance using the integer ratio scale presented in
straints are also tabulated. As noted eadier, the screen- Table 1. The magnitude of importance is not the desired
ing analysis ~3es not take into consideration the relative importance weight but rather a measure of a pairwise
differences in the exoeedeoce of the observations be- ratio defined as to/lows:
yond the upper limit. For examination of the relative
importance and actual ranking of the watersheds, the
W~
comparative analysis technique is used.
a’i= ~
(Eq. 1)
Comparative Analysis in WSTT
The objectk, e of the comparative analysis is to provide criterion
i over that of
j.
where a represents
thecriterion
ratio of importance
weight W of
a system that captures both the importance of the selection objectives and that of the criteria describing The use of the ratio scale defined in Table I generates
these objectives. Comparative analysis can provide a a square, positive, and reciprocal matrix in which the
complete ordering of watersheds. The process requires importance weight coefficients consist of the entries of
that the targeting problem be fonnulated in terms of a the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigen~%’ision situation and that judgement values be incor- value of the this matrix. The characteristics of the resultporated into each phase of analysis. At this level of ing companson matrix are summarized as follows:
analysis, additional measurable and subjective criteria
algorithm provides a logical scaling system to evaluate
(Eq. 2)
~
the importance of these objectives on a common basis.
The algorithm also incorporates a mathematical framework to amalgamate the value judgement and the wa- for all i and j;
tershed observations with respect to each criterion or
objective in terms of a ranking index,
a,, = 1
(Eq. 3)
Four subroutines incorporated in the development of the
comparative analysis algorithm in the WSTT are de- for all i=1 to n where n is the number of criteria; and
scribed below
Structuring of the Targeting Problem
The formulation of watershe~ prioritization problems in
WSTT consists of a multilevel hierarchical Structuring of
the selection oblect~ves, the decision criteria, and the
alternative watersheds. This formulation separates the

a,~= a~ + a,,

(Eq. 4)

The rationale for determining the eigenvector correspond~ng to the maximum e~genvalue as the importance
weight coefficient vector derives naturally from the type
of scale used in the pa~rw~se comparisons and the as-
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ces (14). The more the maximum eigenvalue deviates
data available on STORET since 1980. The values used
from that of a consistent matrix, the less consistent the
for the comparative analysis are shown first. Three types
pairwise comparisons are, A consistency index devei,
of
weights are shown: equal weights and two variable
oped by Saaty (14) was introduced into the targeting
options. The final section of Table 2 shows how Ihe
subprogram in WSTT to indicate the dagrae o! consischanges in weights affect the resulting ranking of the
fancy at the end of each series of pain,vise comparisons,
watersheds, The ability to adjust weights and te~t I
A consistency indax of 0.0 indicates a perfect consis,
variety
of user- and system-provided criteria allows for
tency, and a value of 1.0 indicates a fully inconsistent
a wide range of flexibility in the assessment of watermatrix, Because of the use of an integer scale in addition
shed ranks. Users can thereby Incoqxx’ate best profe~to the nonlinearity of certain subjective judgments, a
sional iuo~:jement and local knowledge into the targeting
slight nonconsistency in developing importance weight
proca~lure in a systematic fashion.
coefficients is common. In fact, a fully consistent comparison is not required to reach the desired accuracy. 1~ 2. I:~=~on of ~ ~ ~
Analysis of the sensitivity of eigenvalue solutio,~ shows valu~ U=ed fo~ ¢om~mUv~ .~t~y~= payoff
that matrices with a consistency ratio of up to 0.1 are
acceptable (17).
~I
catak~ unit
BO0~
(n~L)
(m¢/L]
Ranking of Wateraheda
F, (j,C,lJ
..
. representation of the watershed targeting
The n,erarch,c
process is a logical structure for integrating the decision
elements into a single problem and deriving the selec.
tion priorities defined in terms of objectives, cdteda, and
their respective weight coefficients. To derive the overall
ranking of the watersheds, a simplified form of the additive utility model is used. This model is described in
much of the relevant lilerature as the best known of the
multiattribute utility functions because of its relevance to
a wide range of decision problems, its stability in ranking
alternatives, and its simplicity of application. This model
is also used in most index calculations. Its generic expression when applied to a hierarchic problem takes the
following form:

~,,

i

i~

N

M

¯i

031S001
4.0
o313oo2
3.s
031~o3
3.7
03t 3004
2.4
031300s
3.0
03~3015
4.3
C~u~t~d Imporlance W~ghl
Cdtm.~
E~u~
~ (BO~
0.333
2 (N~ =~ N)
0.~13
3 (Fe)
o.333
v]~ Watt’abed l~nkk~
Catalog Unit
Equal

02?
o.~
0..lo
0.14
o.M
0.1e
~1
0J22
0.e4a
o~o
Variable 1

1.100
1,~oo

~0

0.~17
0.2~

Variable

(Eq. 7)
0313003

~

W = weight coefficient
N = number of objectives
M = number of criteria under each objective
U = ranking of watershed i
V = measurable value of lower level criteria

~

4

0313005

1

1

4

0313013

4

s

2

Application of the comparative analysis requires users
to evaluate which criteria are relevant and significant to
the Iocat watershed conclitions. Often, application will be
constrained by the availability of water quality sampling
information or other data, Consideration should also be
given to possible dependence between two criteria selected. Criteria should be independent for accurate assessment of watershed ranking.

This model uses normalized values of the criteria in an
ascending scale, meaning that the hi0her values are
better, The ranki~)g is therefore performed on a descending scale so that watersheds with the lowest scores are
identified as the priority watersheds,
The results of a sample application are shown in Table 2
below, For illustratton purposes, a comparative analysis
was appliec/, using WSTT, to s~x watershe0s in Alabama.
Three cr=terta were selectecl for exam=nahon--BODS,
ammonia, anti iron--base~ on the 85th percentile of all

Conclusions
The WSTT program and associated databases provide
watershe~ managers with the tools to effective~/target
an<~ assess watershecls on a broad scale. The two levels
of targehng tools included with the WSTT allow for a
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range of targeting applications--from simple to sophis- 4, Church, R.L.. and J.L Cohort. 19’76.
=s of regio~aJ er~rgy fl~"ility ~ting proble~. BNL-505~7.
bcated~depending on project needs. The incorporation
NY: Broold~ve~ Nabon~ IJbomtofy.
of the comparative targeting tool provides the valuable
addition of subjective judgement and user-defined pa- S. Hobbs, B.F., and A.H Voelk~. 197~. ~
d~cJsio~-rnak~ng techn~ues ~ po~e~ p~nt
rameters to the 0ecision-making structure. This powerful
cr~que. ORNL-5288. O~k Ridge, "t’N: ~ Ridge N~tton~
aigodthm allows managers to refine decision-making
r=to~y
criteria and evaluate multiple and often conflicting objecs.
M=~-’CHmmo~,
K.R., =he M. Todd. 1 98e. The
tives. The incorporation of targeting tools and databases
into a user-friendly PC environment can make these
3s(2):433-4so.
powerful techniques convenient and accessible to a
7,
V’mcke,
P.H. 1986. A~ly~of mult~lled= dect~m~ldin E~.ope.
wide range of water resources professionals.
Eur. J. Res~mh 25(2):1~0-1~.

s. Roy. a. 1976. ~’=r~ p,~,=~ ~ =.~ ~.=~:
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Hydrocarbon Hotspots in the Urban Landscape

Thomas Schueler and David Shepp
Department of Environmental Progrem~,
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments, Washington, DC

Abstract
This paper reports on a monitoring study that compared
hydrocarbon, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
and trace metal levels in stormwater runoff captured
within standard oilgrit separators (O<~Ss) serving f’rve
automotive-related land uses in the Maryland Piedmont.
Composite priority pollutant scans and trace metal sampies were collected from the pools and the trapped sedi.
ments of 17 OGSs serving gas stations° co(wenience
cor’r~nercial, commuter parking lots, sVeets, end resider)tial townhouse parking lots. Previous studies indicated
that OGSs were not effective in trapping sediments over
the long term, pased on sediment accumulation rates
over time. Oily sediments, however, were retaine~ over
a short term, making the OGS sites useful sampling
ports to characterize differences in hydrocarbon and
toxic levels in small, automotive-related land uses.
Gas stations had significantly higher hydrocarbon, total
organic carbon, and metal levels than al~ other sites in
both the water column and the sediments. Convenience
commercial and commuter parking lots had moderate
levels of contamination, with the lowest levels recorded
for streets and residential townhouse parking lots. Mean
hydrocarbor~ concentrations of 22 mg/L and 18,155
mg!kg were recorded for the water column and the
sediments at gas station OGS sites. The priority pollut.
ant scan identified 37 potentially, toxic compounds in the
secliments and 19 in the pools of gas station OGS sites.
This can be compared with non-gas-station sites, which
had 29 and 7 toxios in the sediment and water column,
respectively. Some of the gas station priority pollutants
included naphthalene, phenanthrene, pyrene, toluene,
xylene, chrysene, benzene, phenols, acetone, and numerous trace metals.

loadings, particularly where ve~icles are fueled, se~,
end parked for extended periods. Preliminary cornputltions suggest a possible link behveen these hotspota
and sediment PAH contamination of a IocaJ estuary.

Introduction
Over the past decade, nearly one thousand oil grit separators (OGSs) have been installed in the metrofx)~itan
Washington area to treat urban stormwater runoff fro~T!
small drainage areas. These structures consist of two
precast chambers connected to the storm drain systenl
(F~jura 1). The first chamber is ten~ the grit charnt)er
and is used to trap coarse sediments. The second
chamber, termed the oil chamber, is used to temporarily
trap oil and grease borne in urban rurK>ff SO that they
may ultimately adsorb to suspended sediments and settie to the bottom of the chamber.
Most ~Ss control runoff from highly impervious sites
of an acre or less and have a storage vOlume of 0.06 to
0.12 in. of runoff, depending on the local design. As
such, OGSs were never expected to achieve high rates
of pollutant removal (1). Rather, they are intended to
control hydrocarbons, floatables, and coarse sediments
from smal~ parking lots that cannot normally be served
by other, more effective best management practices.

The source of these pollutants appears to be spillage or
leak.age of oil, gas, antifreeze, lubricating fluk::ls, cleaning
agents, anti other automotive-related compounds. The
stuch/suggests ~a! numerous "hotspots" exist in the urban
lan0scape that generate significant hydrocarbon and PAll
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From a monitoring standpoint, OGSs are interesting in
that they act as a very useful and standardized sampiing port to extract runoff samples from very small
areas of differing automotive land use. It was hypothesized that hydrocarbon and trace metal levels might
be greater at sites where vehicles were parked, serviced, or fueled. These potential "hotspots" had never
been systematically monitored in the metropolitan
Washington area before.

(Figure 3), with up to a 50-percent decrease in sediment
depths recorded in a single month. Dye tests indicated
pool residence times of less than 30 rain during storms,
Co~sequen~, it is thought that ~ mass of trapped sedimerits contained within an OGS at any given point represents only a temporary accumulation of pollutants.
General Charecteristic~ of OGS Systems

Methods

Trapped sediments within OGSs were coarse-grained,
A two-tiered monitoring strategy was employed to test ~ highly organic, oily in appearance, and interlaced with
effectiveness of OGS systems and to detect hydrocarbon litter and debris. Sediments were also quite soupy; only
hotspots. In the first tier of sampling, 110 OGS systems 45 percent total mass of sediment existed as dry weight.
were surveyed to determine their general characteristics The proportion of volatile suspended solids, a measure
in the field. Each structure was sampled for the mass of the general organic content of the sediments, averand particle size distribution of trapped sediments, land aged 15 percent of total ma~.
use, age, maintenance history, secchi depth, and other
engineering parameters (2).
OGS pools frequently had a thin oil sheen or surface
The emphasis on the second tier of sampling was to scum, and oil stains were present on the chamber walls.
characterize the range of pool and sediment quality Despite the sheen, the pool water was relatively transparfound within OGS and relaled systems. Nineteen of the ent, with an average sacchi clepth of 14 to 22 in. F’k:~tsb~
Tier 1 sites were selected for additional detailed sam- trash was present in low to moderate quantities.
pling of the quality of pool water and trapped sediments.
The sites were grouped into five land-use categories:
30
townhouse parking lots, streets, all-day parking lots, gas
stations, and convenience store parking tots, Sed!ment
¯
2s
.~
..
and pool samples were collected from each chamber
andextractable
were subsequently
analyzed
for nutrients,
soluble
~~.¯
and
metals, total
organic carbon
(TOC), a~d
!
total hydrocarbons.

15 r ,, 0.0~

In addition, six priodty pollutant scans were conducted
based on composite sediment and pool water samples
from gas station sites, non-gas-station sites, and all five
land-use sites combined. The samples were analyzed
for the presence of 128 compounds outlined in the U.S,
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) priority ~
lutant list. A complete descnption of the sampling and
analytical protocol is contained in Schueler and Shepp (3).
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FJgur= 2. Relationship of OGS age =rid volu~ of tra~ ~
~.,- (2).

Results
Retention of Sediments in OGS

MDE Hydrocad:x:~ Study

The field surveys indicated that OGS systems had
poor retention characteristics. The average wet volume
of trapped sediments in 110 OGSs was 11.2 ft3, with
an average sediment depth of only 2 in. if OGS sys.
terns were highly retentive, the mass of trapped sedi.
merits would be expected to increase with age. No such
relationship was evident, however, in the 110 OGSs
surveyed (F,gure 2), suggesting that frequent scour and
resuspension occur.

Perlormance Monitoring

SedimentAccumulatton OverTime
I,= I
~ .~12I ~
/’/’~
le

~i,ilj~ -,,,%~,,,~,,,,
~ ’~~
’~ ~ ~._...~ ~
~
~

,

Monthly Measurements

Monthly sampling of sediment depths in indrvidual OGS

systems revealed sharp fluctuations in depth over time

Figure 3. Monthly change In depth I~ O~S (1).
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Table I. CharactertzaUon of Po/lutant Concentrations in the OGS Water Colurnn: Effe~ of Land-Use Condition (Mean Yalue~)

Sampled Parametm.

OP (rag/L)

AJi-Oey
Parking
(N = l)

Conve~lenoe
Co.inertial

Townhouse/
Garden

Gas

(N

0.23

T~ (n-QI.)
N~-~ (mgn.)
T~ (mo~
ox-~ (rag/L)
TOC (rag/L)

0.18

0,3O
020
1.1e
O.8S
20.80

0.11

0.S0
1.,~
4.~
O.Ot

ND

0.S3
0. tl
2.s
02t

0.11

O.0S
0.1e
0~4
O.e~

0.1e
020
1.00
0.17

;

Hydrocarbon~ (mg~

15.40

~
~
,

TSS (m0~
ECD (~9’L)

10,93

4.74
e~4~

21.~’

2.86

5.?0
7.92"

2.38

-lS~

0.00
NO

7.07
NO

8.62a

NO

¯

"i

¯;

.;
;

17.63a

13.8S

E~8 (~.)

SZN 04g/L)

18.42
8.10’
I0~.?0

NO
43.70

471.00

~9.00

¯ Meln is for ~Jl obse~bo~s In ~,~, II’le ~-,.-:.~.~ plrw,,’T,~~- wI~ ~ ~,~,~d.
ND = no! ~itecte¢~; NA = no!

OP = ortho phosl~h~le phosphon~
NH3-N = ammonia n~ogen

TKN = ~o~ K~ek~h~ n~rogen
O×-N = oxidized n~’o~n
TOC = totaJ organic c~
Hyclrocarbons = tot~ hy’0roc.~rbon=

TSS. tota~ suspeno~ed ~
ECD = exVac~able cadmium

~.00

SCD = soluble
ECR = ex~-t~e chromium
SCR = sok~e chron~m
SCu
EPB = exlrac’t~
F__ZN = ex*~acta~e z~
SZN =

The influence of contributing land use on the qualit~ of
OGS pool water is evident in Table 1. In general, the
concentration of conventional pollutants such as nutrients and suspended solids was similar to many other
reported urban stormwater runoff datasets (1). The pool
water concentrations of total hydrocarbons, TOC, and
soluble and extractable trace metals, however, were
much higher, in particular, the average concentration of
total hydrocarbons exceeded 10 mO/L in three of the five
land uses studied. Analysis of variance indicated that
gas station OGS sites had significantly greater pool
water hyclroca~on, T(3C, zinc, copper, lead, and cadmium levels that any other OGS sites.

hydrocarbons, TOC, nutrients, and metals. The gas station
OGS sites had significantly higher hydrocarbon, TOC,
phosphorus, and metals concentrations compared with
the other four land uses. Convenience commercial and
all-day parking sites generally had higher levels than
streets and townhouse parking lots.
Effects of Automotive Land Use
Previous prior~, pollutant scans of stormwater runoff and
pond sediments from primarily residential land uses in

The influence of contributing site lanci use was even presence of pol~,,cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (4).
more pronounced when se0~ment qual~ry was analyzed Numerous PANs anti other compounds on EPA’s priorit~
pollutant hst. however, were detected in the automot~ve(Ta~e 2). OG$ se~ments were all heavily enriched w~th
~nfluenced s~tes of the OG$ study (Tables 3 and 4).
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(mglkg)
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

(N = S)

(N ,, S)

(N. ?)

(N ¯ 6)

~,~.o
~.0
~.~ s.o
7,,~.0
I~
~0
I~.0
~.0
I ,~.0

s.~.o
I ,~.0
~,e~7.0
7,~.0
17.1
~.0
~.0
~.0
~s.o

~,~.o
1 ,~.0
~.~ ~

~,7~e.o
~.0
~,~

~,~s.o
~.6
~.0
~.0
1,1~.0
6.7~.0

~,~0
1~
~I~
I~
~.0
I.~.~

A to~l of 19 p~d~ ~ll~n~ ~re det~ in ~
~ter at ~e ~s s~tion ~S s~es, ~r~ w~
~ven dete~ at no~as-~ation sites, ~st of
~re ~ls. Thin~n v~atile and sem~olatile p~o~
~llutant ~unds were ~te~ed in ~ water at ~e
~s station ~S s~es. SemNolafile ~unds in~u~ ph~ls, n~hthale~, and plasticizers, ~ereas
~ volatile ~m~unds inclu~ a~tone, ~nze~,
~uene, ~ene, and e~ ~nzene. Most, ~ not all, of
~ ~m~u~s are link~ to ~line and its ~hva~es, lubri~n~, and @~ning agents ~stoma~ly found
at gas s~t~s (5).
~ ~en greater humor of p~i~ ~l~n~, 26, ~re
~tected in the trapp~ sediments of gas station OGS
sites. An additional 11 priori~ ~llutants were indi~ted but were below ana~i~l detection limits. Metals and PAHs dominated the list of confirmed priori~
~llutants. PAHs found at the highest concentrations
in the s~iment included 2-methylnapthalene, naph¯ alene, phenanthrene, fiuoranthene, pyrone, and
christen. Thr~ of these PAHs have been listed as
toxics of concern by the EPA Chesa~ake Bay Program (5). Most of these PAHs are strongly associat~
w~th gasoline and its bypr~ucts. The gas station ~S
sites had the highest sediment metals levels, panicu~rly for cadmium, copper, chromium, lead, an~ zinc.
On~ nine PAHs were r~rd~ at t~ non~as-s~ti~
~S sites, and m near~ all ~s the ~n~ntration in
¯ e ~d~ments was lower. Interestingly, the on~ ~s~~des Uet~t~ in the ~mpl;ng were discover~ at ~e
~re res~nt~al non~as-s~bon sites.
Discussion
~e ~nitoring study has ~veraf interesting impli~~ns for u~an stormwater ~noff and ~ts eff~tlve con~ol, which are U~scu~ ~low.

~.7
~,~
~.0
~.0
~.0
I~.0
~.0

Hyd~a~ Hots~ts in ~ U~n
~nd~a~
~e resul~ s~t ~t ho~ of ~b~ ~~n and meal ~ading ~ exist in ~e u~n ~,
an~ ~at t~se are like~ to ~ur wh~e veh~
~el~, st~, ~ ~ic~. In ~is s~, ~s
and, to a ~mewhat I~er ~r~, fr~uen~ u~
ing bts @~ exhibit~ greater h~r~a~n a~
~ading ~tential ~an m~e r~nt~l sites. Fu~
m~itonng may r~l other ~ten~l ~ts
~s ~ts, ~ding bays, ~ghway r~t ar~s,
hicle ~inte~nce ~.

U

The traditional ~nagement ~proach f~ u~n
qual~ has ~en to s~i~ a uniform trea~ent sta~
for all im~ious areas acro~ ~e u~n land~
(e.g., the first half inch of runo~. ~ on t~ ~u~
of this stu~, a ~re eff~e strat~ might ~ to
su~lement uniform starter,s with ~re ~ringent ~tmerit r~uirements ~en a ~ible hydr~ ~t~t may ~ i~oN~.
Only nine PAHs were r~ord~ at the ~n~s~
OGS sites, and in nea~ all ~s the ~n~ntra~ in
~e ~iments was lower. Interesting, the on~ ~s~ci~s det~ed in the ~mpling were di~ver~ at
~re resJ~n~al ~n~as-s~on sit~.
Possible Link to Estua~ ~di~nt
Contamination
The ~om ~diments of most of the na~on’s u~n
es~anes are fr~uent~ ~minat~ w~ ~dr~,
PAHs, an~ metals. The sources of ~e ubiquitous a~
~asive ~ntam~nat;on may ~nclude air deposition,
sp~ll~, leaking un~ergrounU storage tanks, I~chate fr~
lan~lls or in@ustriaf sites, in@ustr~af diehards, a~
waste oiJ ~ump~ng, among others. This stu~ su~s~
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W)thln the OGS Warm’ C41umn

24,ooo

S

s

3.4oo

2.0(x)

20,0oe

5,800

2,300

26,000
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~
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25.6

80
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2~phen~

~2
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_

may al~ ~ a key ~ur~ of ~iment ~ina~on.
The signifi~nce of runoff from hydro~r~n ho~
in ~diment contamination may ~ great. For exam~e,
12 out of 13 PAHs present in the ~diments of the till
Anacostia estua~ were al~ present in ~e tr~
~ntration
than that r~orded in ~e
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interest is the finding that the relative composition of
PAHs in both the river and OGS sediments was quite
similar (3). While the possible link between runoff from
hydrocarbon hotspots and estuarine sediment contamination remains suggestive rather than conclusive at this
point, the subject merits further monitoring and analysis,

OGS must be sharply increased if they are to become
a credible urban best management practice.

Several design improvements have the possibility of
increasing the retention of pollutants. These include
designing the OGS to be fully off-line, so that larger
runoff events bypass the OGS and reduce the frequency
Opportunities for Pollution Prevention at
of sediment resuspension; providing larger treatment.
Hotspot#
volumes; using sorptive media, fabrics, or pads within
Because leakage, spills, and improper handling and chambers; and modifying the geometry of each charrt~er
disposal of automotive products appear to be the key to reduce turbulence in the vicinity of trapped sediments.
source of many of the pollutants observed at hydrocar- Until the improved retention of these design modificabon hotspots, an effective control strategy involves the tions is confirmed in the field, however, it may not be
use of pollution prevention practices. For small vehicle advisable to use OGS systems on a widespread basis.
maintenance operations, these may include techniques Given the possible importance of hydrocarbon hotspots
to run a dry shop, reduce run-on across work areas, use in the urban landscape and the apparent inadequacy of
less toxic cleaning agents, control small spills, store
the current generation of onsite best management pr~automotive products in enclosures, and,. perhaps most tices to control them effectively, it is strongly recomimportantly, train employees to reduce washoff of auto- mended that an intensive research and demonstraUon
motive products from the site (6).
program be started to evaluate alternative small-~te
runoff treatment technologle=.
Implications for OGS Cleanout and DIspoMI
The original purpose of the study was to establish the Acknowledgment=
characteristics of trapped sediments and pool water The study was sponsored by the Maryland Department
within OGS sites to determine the most appropriate
and safe disposal method. Based on preliminary data, of the Environment under an EPA Chesapeake Bay
grant. Sampling and laboratory analyOGS residuals do not quite meet criteria to be consid- Implementation
ses were conducted by the Oc¢oquan Watershed Moniered hazardous for landfilling (7). Many local landfills, toring
Laboratory.
however, may set more stringent criteria and will not
accept OGS sediments unless they are fully dewatered. Introduction of OGS residuals into the sanitary References
system appears also to be prohibited due to utility 1. Schue~er, T I~7. ¢ontro=r~g ~ rmo~ A ~ manu~ for
pretreatment requirements,
planning ~ncl des.,gr~ng urban best management pracbce~. Metropoh~.n W&shinglon Council of Government=.
Regular cleanout of OGS systems appears to be quite
D., ~nd D. Cole. 199~. A field survey of ol/grit
rare. For example, none of the 110 OGS systems sur. 2. Shepp,
Prepared for Mazyland DepaJ’trnent of the Environment,
veyed in the field appeared to have been maintained in
ton Metropolitan Cou~:il of Govemmenls.
the last year (2). Given the poor retention characteristics 3. S~hueler, T., ar~ D. Shepp. 1992. The ~uality of trappe<~
of existing OGS designs, a minimum frequency of quarar,~ ~ water w~thin oil gnt s~parators in subu~ Ma~.
terly cleanouts would seem warranted to ensure that the
Prepared for Ma,’ylar~ Dep~rtrnent of the EnvironmenL
trapped residuals are removed before they are resus- 4. JTC, Inc. 1982 Washington area NURP wiodty poflutant
pended. The cost to cleanout an OGS system and safely
Final repor~ prepared for Washingto~ Metropofitan NURP Project.
dispose of the trapped sediments, however, could exMettopok~an Wa.shinglon Council of Gove~’nmeflt~
teed $400 per site visit. The need for frequent and costly s.U.S. EPA. 1991. Chesapeake Bay to~ocs of cot~cem list. Annapolis,
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Design Considerations for Structural Best Management Practices

Joseph J. Skuplen
Somerset County Engineering Department, Somerville, New Jersey
Abstroct
Having identified a stormwater management problem or
Upon selection of the appropriate structural best man- need that can best be solved through the construction
agement practice (BMP) to a(~lress en urban runoff of a structural BMP, the designer then selects the most
management need, the design process begins. Suc- appropriate type of BMP, conceptualizes its function and
cessful BMP Oesign does not consist merely of echiev, operation, and determines the specific characteristics
ing required technical performance levels specified in a necessary for the BMP to achieve its desired performgovernment regulation. To meet both the letter and spirit ance. Having completed this, the designer must than
ot the regulation and to help encourage the public par. transform these characteristics into a physical entity.
ticipation vital to the future of urban runoff management, This is done through the development of detailed cona responsible BMP designer must also acknowledge struction plans and specifications, which are used to
and address several other technical and nontechnical construct the BMP in the field.
considerations.
Throughou~ the entire endeavor, the structural BMP deThis paper emphasizes the need for a strong theoretical signer must, of course, fulfill certain technical responel.
understanding of standard design models and equa. bilities if the BMP is to comply with the standards and
tions: It also recommends a techmque for identifying and requirements of the community’s overall stormwater
evaluating a structural BMP’s inherent maintenance, management program. To 6o so, the designer must be
safety, and aesthetic needs that may not be readily familiar with these program requirements as well as the
apparent when using more conventional design proce- technical data, equations, and analytic techniques comdures. The paper also identifies the individuals and monly used to meet them. if stormwater management is
agencies that will interact with a structural BMP during to grow beyond its traditional concerns for stormwater
its design an~or following its construction, and empha- quantity to a~ress stormwater quality and nonpoint
sizes the need to include their interests in the BMP source (NPS) pollution, however, such technical complidesign process,
ance is not enough. Instead, the BMP designer must
Finally, in recognition of the nascent state of nationwide also recognize his or her unique responsibilities both to
stormwater management, the paper encourages BMP the success of the overall stormwater management prodesigners to contribute to the continued development of gram and to the people who will live, work, or travel past
the field by conducting their designs in an open and the structural BMP they are creating. Only by fulfilling
obiective manner and by continually seeking new and these larger design responsibilities will stormwater menbetter responses to the many stormwater management agement be able to achieve and sustain the public
support and participation it needs to effectively a~lress
challenges we face.
the complex problems that lie ahead of it. A description
of each of these design responsibilities is presented
Introduction
below, along with recommendations for fulfilling each.
design \di-zine\ vb 1: to conceive and plan out
in the mind; 2: to devise for a specific function or
end; 3: to conceive and draw the plans for (Met- The Responsibilities of the BMP Designer
dam-Webster Dictionary)
This definition succinctly describes both the scope and
sequence of activities typically undertaken by the designer of a structural best management practice (BMP).

As noted above, the effective BMP designer must
fulfill several levels of responsibili~. First and foremost, the designer is responsible for complying with
the technica~ requirements and standards of the over.
all stormwater management program of which the
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BMP will be a part. This typically includes achieving the
required level and range of beak outflow control necessan/to prevent or reduce downstream flooding as well
as the detention times and pollutant removal rates necessary for stormwater quality enhancement. Additional
technical requirements contained in the storrnwater
management program may inclucle emergency discharge capacity to insure dam or embankment safety,
as well as structural and geotechnical standards to
achieve stability and strength. The. BMP designer must
be familiar with the specific technical requirements of
the stormwater management program as well as the
theoretical basis for and use of the various hydrologic,
hydraulic, structural, and geolechnical analyses typically used to comply with them.
The responsible BMP designer should not only be famillar with the program’s technical requirements but also
understand the program’s overall intent or goals, for the
designer must recognize that the program’s technical
requirements are only the means through which we
hope to achieve the program’s goals or ends. As such,
a structural BMP will contribute more towards those
goals if its designer understands, for example, not just
what detention time the BMP should have, but why it
should have one, why it should be a certain doration,
and what will happen if it does not. Such understanding
also prooluces BMP designs that are better able to
achieve satisfactory results over a much wider range of
real-world conditions than the more limited conditions
that are normally analyzed during the design process,

strictly adhering to a stormwater management program’s technical standards and may, in fact, require that
they even be ignored or broken. Such instances cismend the involvement of a responsible designer who will
be able to achieve a more infom~ed, effective balance
between technical compliance and prac0cality than is
achievable through strict compliance alone.
In the design of any structural BMP, cost must also be
an important factor, and the responsible designer not
only appreciates this fact but also can accurately and
objectively determine both the benefits lhat a structural
BMP provides and the costs of doing so. A true measure
of a BMP’s cost effectiveness can only be achieved by
understanding, quantifying, and comparing both. To do
so, the designer has a responsibility to fully understand
both the cost of BMP construction, operation, and maJntenance and the relative values or benefits to be gained
from it. This requires, among other traits, a high degree
of objectivity to ensure that the costs and benefits
termined by the designer are based on reality and not
the interests or desires of his or her client or supen/isor,
or a government regulator.

Finally, the responsible BMP designer understands the
importance of professionalism and will always conduct
the design process in an open, honest, and objective
manner. In view of the nascent state of stormwater
management nationwide, such tenets are particularly
vital if we are to close the present gap between what we
seek to gain from stormwater management and how we
can best achieve it. Such conduct will also enable us to
In addition, due to the inherent complexities of stormwa, more quickly identify uncertainties, conflicts, and errors
ter quality and nonpoint source (NPS) pollution, we have in our present understanding of stormwater runoff and
not been able in many instances to define the technical NPS pollution and to develop more effective and efrP
requirements of our stormwater management programs cient solu0ons.
as well as we have been able to specify their goals. For
example, it is considerably easier to select a goal of 80 BMP Design Conslderation$: Polnt~ To
percent removal of suspended solids from stormwater
runoff than it is to specify the exact technical measures Ponder
that must be implemented to do so. This disparity be- From the abovo, it can be seen that the responsible
tween means and ends can be overcome to a great BMP designer must not merely be concerned with the
degree by the responsible designer who, aware of the technical requirements of a storrnwater management
disparity, is willing and able to look behind and beyond program but, instead, must strive to produce facilities
the program’s somewhat limited technical requirements that also achieve and even advance the program’s goals
and produce designs that cloa better job of achieving and intentions. The structural BMPs that result from
the program’s goals,
such an effort will become assets to the community that
serve and promote the public interest and involveAnother BMP design responsibility is based on the fact they
ment
necessary for overall program success. The BMP
that the final product of the designer’s efforts will be a
rea~ structure that must be constructed and maintained must also be practical, safe, aesthetically pleasing, easy
and that will occupy space in a real environment. As to build, and even easier to maintain. Faced with such
such, it is vital that the BMP be both simpte and practical a formidable list of requirements, the responsible clesigner must not only bring competent technical ability to
in terms of construction, materials, operation, mainte- the
design process but also an informed, open attitude
nance, and safety. Such characteristics can only be and even a sense of mission or purpose. To help proachieved by a Oesigner who is aware of their importance mote such an attitude and more fuIly prepare the BMP
and can define them in physical terms. In addition, such
for the job ahead, the following points regard.
v}tal characteristics cannot, at times, be achieved by designer
ing BMP design, construction, and operation are of266
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feted. The BMP designer should consider these points the review, it is the designer’s responsibility to point this
before undertaking a design effort,
fact out and redirect the review back to its proper direction. In doing so, all of the diplomatic sldlis the designer
Intereated Parties
has developed from educating the client will prove inTo produce a BMP design good enough to earn an valuable.
"approved" stamp from a stormwater management pro- Similar to the client, a BMP designer may also encourP
gram regulator (who i¢ presumably interested in ensur- ter a regulator who, through a lack of knowledge or
ing compliance with the program’s regulations), a BMP
abundance of wrong inforrnalJon, either misunderstandl
designer must identify with those interests and make the
program’s requirements or lacks the ability to fully
sure they are reflected on the construction drawings. To ensure their compliance. Once again, the responsible
further ensure that the BMP will truly be an asset to the BMP designer can, through education and a competent,
community and will make a positive statement about the
design, expand the regulator’s undervalue of stormwater management, the BMP designer comprehensive
standing
and
ability
so that the designer’s intentk~$ can
must conside~ several interested parties,
be better understood.
The Clieet
The Construet~
Including the client on a list of parties having an interest As noted earlier, one of the key responsibilitiee of the
in a BMP design should not come as e suq:)rise; how- structural BMP designer is to transform the BMP fre~
ever, a review of what the client’s interests really are just
to reality by preparing detailed plans and speck
may be. Therefore, the responsible BMP designer will concept
fications
of how it should be built. It is then up to
not automatically assume to know the client’s interests
constructor
to finish the project by actually building the
(however obvious they may appear) but will instead fully BMP from these
plans and specifications. Therefore, the
discuss them with the client.
responsible designer appreciates the efforts of the cortThe prospect of such a discussion may then lead the structor and does not see his or her own efforts as an
designer to ask the following question: What should the independent exercise, but rather as an integral part of
client’s interests be? Does the client have a misin- much larger process--a process that requires the
formed or misguided affitude towards the goals of storm- structor to complete.
water management? Is this attitude based on a lack of
understanding or information? In such cases, the re- As such, the responsible BMP designer recognizes a.,td
sponsibie designer can, through education (and a touch responds to the constructor’s interests by producing a
thought-out design that can be constructed as
of diplomacy), both expand the client’s understanding welland
simply as possible, Because this may not always
and improve his or her attitude towards stormwater ily
be possible, particularly when faced with complex permanagement, thereby enhancing the designer’s own formance requirements or difficult site conditions, the
chances of producing a positive BMP design,
responsible designer also takes extra care to bring any
difficultbefore
or unusual
design to the construeThe Regulator,
tot’s attention
theaspects
start of
ofthe
construction,
even
Similar to the client, the regulator is also an obvious consulting with the constructor during the design phase
choice for an interested party list. Once again, the fol- terial,
or sequence.
to mutually
devise the best construction technique, me.
lowing questions may be raised: What are the regulatot’s interests, and what should they be? Because a Under ideal circumstances, the BMP designer will also
regulator’s review of a BMP design can sometimes stray continue his or her involvement in the project throughout
from the program’s technical standards into more sub- the construction phase and will work with the constructor
~ectlve areas (due, in part, to a lack of such standards), to correct mistakes, address oversights, and develop
it is often helpful to know what interests the regulator revised designs as necessary to overcome problems
has stored up in those areas. Are those interests both that may be encountered in the field.
in keeping with the goals of the stormwater manage.
merit program and within the program’s (and, therefore,
The Maintainer
the regulator’s) jurisdiction?
For example, a regulator may have a strong interest in Once construction of the BMP has been completed, the
involvement with the process (assuming It
promoting proper land use as a means of achiewng a designer’s
lasted
through
construction) normally ends. However,
program’s goals. If regulating land use is beyond the there are interested
parties whose involvement with the
program’s scope or authority, however, then such inter- BMP is just about to start and whose interests the
ests have no righliul place in the regulator’s review of
the BMP design. Should such interests become part of designer must also consider, These are the maintehence personnel wh(~ will be responsible for mowing the
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grass, removing the sediment, cleadng the debds, men- Design Co~dltio~e
aging the habitats, and performing the necessary repairs at the BMP for the rest of its serviceable life. These are obviously the designer’s first concern and, as
Similar to the constructor, the maintainer’s actions will noted above, are normelly established by the comrnube governed by what the designer creates on paper, nity’s stormwater menagement program. In the case of
Because construction has been completed and the de. runoff quantity control, these conditions usually include
signer has moved on to other projects, however, it is either a single event or a range of relatively exVeme
considerably more difficult for the maintainer to have storm events, the runoff from which must be stored and
deficiencies or oversights in the design corrected,
released at a predetermined rate. New Jersey’s StormAs such, the designer must understand and address the water Management Regulations, for example, require
the runoff from a proposed land development site
interests of the maintainer before it is virtually too late. that
for
the
10-, and 100-year storm events be controlled
As described in more detail in later sections, this can be so that 2-,
the
rate of site runoff after development for
accomplished by designing a facility that, optimally, re. each stormpeak
does
not exceed the peak rate that existed
quires a minimal amount of meintenance that can be
before
development.
The Somerset County, New Jerperformed as easily as practicable,
sey, standards are stricter, requiring a peak rate after
development that is actually less than existing to ~
count for development-induced changes in runoff volThe Resldeftt
ume and overall hydrograph shape as well.
This interested party may also be the wooer, commuter, In the case of stormwater quality control, typical design
shopper, student, or local government official who will conditions may include the temporary storage and slow
interact with the structural BMP on a regular basis. This release of the runoff from a much smaller, more frequent
interaction may be physical (through the sense of touch, storm event to promote pollutant removal through sedisight, hearing, or smell) or psychological (as anyone rnentation. For example, the New Jersey Stormwater
who has worried about children’s safety or ~ value of Management Regulations require the temporary etorhis or her property will understand),
age of runoff from a 1-year storm event, with release
occurring
over 18 to 36 hours depending on the cheracIn any case, these are the people who have, perhaps,
and intensity
of theextended
proposedstorage
developmenL
the strongest interest in seeing that a positive BMP of ter
Delaware
requires
of theThe
firststate
inch
design is achieved. These are also the people who will of runoff from a proposed site, with release occurring
soon be asked to participate in the community’s non- over 24 hours.
structural stormwater management programs by chang.
ing some of their aesthetic values and even their Whatever exact design conditions the stormwater menlifestyles. Therefore, the person responsible for produc- agement program may specifi/, it is vital that the strucing the BMP design must be aware of their interests and rural BMP function properly under them or the goals of
incorporate them into the design as well.
the program cannot be reel
Operating Condition~

Extreme Conditio~e

In addition to the program’s design conditions, which
have been selected with the goal of runoff quantity
and/or quality in mind, the responsible BMP designer
must also recognize that more extreme storms may also
occur. Therefore, due to the inherent dangers of storing
runoff and the exceptionally large quantities of runoff
that can be produced by these extreme events, it is vital
that the BMP designer also address the goal of safety
by ensuring that the BMP will also function properly
under such extreme conditions. This will typically in.
clude the provision of an emergency spillway or other
auxiliary outflow device that will safely convey the extreme event runoff that exceeds the capacity of the
BMP’s normal outflow structure. It will also include proTherefore, it is important that the BMP designer be tection of critical portions of any embankment, dam, or
points that may be subiec! to scour or erosion
aware of all of the weather and other site Conditions to discharge
from the high flow velocities generated by the storm
which the BMP will be subjected,
event.
Just as a wide range of people have an interest in the
BMP design, the BMP must operate under a wide range
of conditions. Just as the BMP designer may fail to
recognize the full range of interests, he or she often fails
to consider all of the real-world conditions that the BMP
will be subiect to by focusing solely on those design
conditions necessary for official program approval. This
is unfortunate, because the design conditions that received all of the designer’s attentions wilt, in reality, only
occur cluring a small fraction of the BMP’s existence,
However, its performance during the remainder of its
existence, while ignored by the designer, will largely
determine the ¢ommumty’s opinion of its value.
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Dry Weather Conditkm$
While design and even extreme storm conditions can be
expected to occur periodically, the most common operating condition at a structural BMP will be dry weather
with various seasonal temperatures, winds, humidities,
and periods of daylight. While dry weather may be the
most prevalent operating condition, it is also the one that
=s most frequently overlooked by the BMP designer. As
a result, how the BMP will look, smell, and even sound
during the majority of its operating life is then left to
chance. This can be particularly unfortunate for the BMP
maintainer and, more critically, the resident, worker, or
commuter who will interact most often with the BMP
during dry weather conditions. Therefore, the responsihie BMP designer will not only address extreme storm
events but will also make sure that the BMP performs
satisfactorily when it isn’t mining at all.
Design Methodologle~
Before starting the actual design process, the responsible designer will have an adequate understanding of the
selected design methodologies. These methodologies
can cover such aspects as rainfall-runoff computations,
hydrograph routings, infiltration and ground-water
movement, structural design, and geotechnical issues.
In doing so, the designer’s understanding should include the methodology’s theoretical basis, assumptions,
limitations, and applicability. In a~lition, the responsible
designer will also have an understanding of both the
accuracy needed to perform the design and the accuracy of the method he or she has selected to do it. From
this, the responsible designer will neither waste time
producing unneeded accuracy nor attempt to achieve a
level of accuracy beyond the limits of the method. Finally, the responsible designer will understand the sensitivity of each of the method’s input variables and will
appropriately allocate his or her time and resources in
developing each one.

ties, and risks inherent in each type of BMP and will then
select (or help influence the selection of) the most appropriate type of BMP for the site. This process typically
begins with the identification of the fundamental characteristics of each type of BMP, along with the project’s
physical, economic, social, and regulatory constraints.
The process then becomes one of comparison and
analysis, with the best match found by eliminating the
woret.
For example, a site with porous soils, low ground-water
table, and close proximity to residences may not be best
suited for a wet pond or constructed wetland, while the
active recreational needs of the residents may benefit
from a dry, extended detention basin that can also serve
as an athletic field. Although perfect matches rarely
occur, comparisons and analyses such as this will help
reduce the number of potential BMPs, improve ~ thor.
oughness and objectivity of the overall selection process, and ideally produce the optimal facility type. This
process can even help identify inherent weaknesses in
or problems with the selected type, which will enable
responsible BMP designer to devote additionaJ time and
effort towards correcting them during the design phase.
To undertake such a selection process obviously requires a designer who understands the fundamental
characteristics and needs of each BMP and who can
objectively assess all of ~ pertinent site constraints.
Such a designer must also be willing and able to confront
the diftering opinions of other, less objective or informed
parties (including the regulator and client) to ensure that
the best BMP is selected. As noted throughout this
paper, achieving an optimal BMP design is a complex
and demanding process that must incorporate numerous
interests and requirements. Starting the process with the
wrong fac ty type, however, transforms a complex and
demanding process into an impossible one.

Facility Type
The final point for the BMP designer to ponder before BMP Design Considerations: A Checklist
beginning the actual design process is the type of structural BMP to be used. Presently, a wide range of faciliHaving completed the BMP selection process with
ties are available for use, ranging from relatively simple
honor, idealism, and design contract still intact, and
vegetated filter strips and swales to large ponds and
armed with both the necessary technical and regulatory
constructed wetlands. Selection of the appropr=ate BMP
knowledge and economic and social sensitivity, the redepends on several factors, including program requiresponsible BMP designer is ready to begin the actual
ments, BMP location, site conditions, maintenance
design process. Presented below is a checldist of six
needs, safety, cost, and performance characteristics,
key design considerations to help guide this effort. Ideatty, these six items have or will become an integral part
Similar to BMP operating conditions, the BMP designer
of the designer’s thought process and will automatically
may often consider only a few of these factors, most
be included in each design effort. These items can also
notably program requirements (keep the regulator
serve as guiclelines for those responsible for the review
happy,) and cost (keep the client happy, too). in making
and approval of specific I~MP designs as well as goals
h~s or her selection. The responsible designer, howfor those developing new stormwater management proever, will recognize the performance, needs, uncertaingrams.
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S~fefy
has shown, however,-that these performance standards
For several reasons, the safety Of the structural BMP may, at times, be vague, contradictory, or even imposmust be the primary concem of the designer. Due to its sible to meet. For example, many BMP designers have
"structural" nature and, in many instances, the fact that been confronted with a requirement to reduce both
it will impound water either permanently or temporarily, peak rate and total runoff volume from a developed (or
the structural BMP will inherenb’y pose some degree of developing) watershed to predevelpped levels. This ha~
ollen lead to much head scratching, for the solution
safety threat,
normally requires the use of an infiltration or recharge
Those at risk include people living, working, or traveling basin which, due to site constraints, nlay either be |mdownstream of the BMP whose safety and/or property practical or impossible. Faced with such circumstances,
will be jeopardized if the BMP were to fail and release the responsible designer looks beyond It~ written regustored runoff. Because this is a risk that has been cre- lations and investigates their origins and tn~e intent
ated solely by the BMP, the designer must ensure that regulatory personnel. Direct inclusion of Ibese individuthe probability of such a failure is acceptably small,
ais in the design process will also help ensure n’mm
Also at dsk at a structural BMP are maintenance per- positive overall results.
sonnel, inspectors, mosquito contro~ persormel, ~
equipment operators, who must work in and around the
facility. Typical hazards include deep water, excessively Cot~truct~b/#ty
steep slopes, slippery or unstable footing, limited or
unsafe access, and threats posed by insects and anireals. As noted above, the responsible BMP ~esigner Up until now, the designer’s efforts to achieve adequate
BMP safety and performance levels have been
understands the importance of facilitating BMP mainte- achieved
only on paper or computer disk. Because the
nance. Providing a safe working environment for the
ultimate goal of the design process is to actually create
BMP maintainer is one important way to do it.
a BMP, the BMP designer must also give careful coneidFinally, those living, working, attending school, or play- eration to how it is to be constructed. Achieving exceping in the vicinity of a structural BMP may also be at tional safety and performance charactedst~s in a BMP
risk, particularly if the BMP serves both as a storrnwater that cannot actually be built solves nothing and wa,st~
management and recreational facility. Once again, much. Achieving required levels of safety ~ performsuch things as standing water, steep slopes, unstable ance in a BMP that can be reconstructed with relative
footings, and insect and animal bites must be ad- ease using readily available materials, equipment, arKI
dressed by the designer to avoid creating a facility that skills is commendable and not only solves a specific
is a detriment to the community it is intended to serve, stormwater management problem, but also helps to
Failure to do so will only alienate those members Of the advance the community’s overall program. "Constructacommunity who will be asked to play a vital role in bility" can be defined as a measure of the effort required
future stormwater management efforts,
to construct a structural BMP. A BMP that is highly
"constructable" utilizes materials that are readily avaik
Performance
able, relatively inexpensive, and do not require special
Having made a strong commitment to safety, the BMP shipping or handling measures. They will be both duredesigner must then consider facility performance. This ble and easily mollified in the field to meet specific site
normally includes achieving the necessary stormwater conditions. Similarly, the construction techniques and
detention times, flow velocities, settling rates, peak flow equipmer, t required to construct the BMP will also be
attenuation, and/or ground-water recharge for the relabve simple, straightforward, and familiar to the peorange of storm events to be managed. Again with a pie who will be performing and operating them.
commitment to safety, the designer must also ensure
that the BMP performs adequately under emergency It is important to note that the above description is not
conditions, most notably when the peak rate and/or intended to discourage the use of new or innovative
volume of runoff flowing into the basin exceeds the materials or construction techniques, nor to inhibit creadischarge capacity of the BMP’s principal outlet. This tivity in the. BMP design process. In fact, innovation in
wil! require the
¯ inclusion of emergency or auxiliary design and construction is vital to the future growth of
outlets in the BMP to safely convey this excessive stormwater management. Instead, the above descrilP
inflow through the BMP without jeopardizing its struc- tion of "constructabilit.F is intended to remind design.
ers that they must consider the construction aspects
tural integrity,
~f the BMP in the design process and strike a balance
In most instances, the performance standards that the between performance and safety requirements,
BMP design must meet will be specified in the storm- constructabit=ty, and innovation for each design they
water management program’s regulations. Experience undertake.
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Maintenance
The same reminder stated above for constructability
must also be said for BMP maintenance. Similar to
construction, the degree of effort and expense required
to adequately maintain a structural BMP will help deter.
mine the overall success of its design. A BMP with
manageable maintenance needs can be expected to
remain in reasonably good condition and has a
stronger chance of becoming an asset to the surrounding community. On the other hand, a BMP with
excessive maintenance needs is likely to be heglected and will quickly become a community liability,
As such, BMP maintenance can directly effect the
overall success of the community’s stormwater man.
agement program,

similarly direct effect on the effort and cost of both
construction and maintenance. The greater cost of I
more thorough BMP design can ultimately result in cost
savings to the client during subsequent project stages.
Therefore, while this is not a signal to BMP designers to
raise their fees, it is meant to remind designers that their
fee is part of the overall BMP cost and that it is their
responsibility to determine what level of design effort
and cost represents the best investment for both the
client and the community.
Another portion of total BMP cosl that is ~equently
ovedcoked is the cost associated with its malntenartce.
While this cost on an annual basis is usually a small
percentage of the construction end even the design
cost, it must be remembered that, unlike construction or
design, maintenance costs are recurring and must be
paid throughout the life of the BMP. Therefore, while a
maintenance cost savings may appear to be insignificant on a per-operation basis and not worth the exl~
investment in design or construction required to achieve
it, its value may be viewed quite differently when rnullF
plied by the numerous times it will be realized. As such,
an added investment in design to produce s trash rack
that will require less frequent cleaning or an added
investmenl during construction to reduce the frequertcy
of repairs may quickly yield a positive return in the form
of reduced maintenance costs. Similar conclustor~ can
be reached for many other design and constructkx~
efforts, such as providing better access, using more
durable materials, and selecting a BMP that best suits
site conditiorts.

The BMP designer can help determine a BMP’s maintenance needs by considering several aspects of that
maintenance in the design process. First, the BMP
design should include the use of durable materials
that are able to withstand the many and varied physical conditions that the BMP will experience over its
lifetime. Secondly, suitable access to key BMP cornponents and areas is vital if required maintenance
levels are to be achieved. This will include provisions
for walkways, staging and disposal areas, access
hatches and gates, and .safe, stable working areas,
The frequency of maintenance has a large impact on
both maintenance cost and quality, and it is the designer’s responsibility to achieve an appropriate level,
Finally, the BMP designer should always strive to
minimize the overall amount of maintenance at the
BMP and to make that amount as easy as practicable
to perform.
Community Acceptance
The final recommended design consideration once
again involves those people who may have the greatest
Inclusion of a BMP’s cost in a fist of design considera- interest in the structural BMP. Not coincidentally, these
tions is not surprising. Once again, however, a review of are the same people who will have the greatest role in
the full costs associated with a structural BMP may yield the various nonstructural programs intended to augment
a few surprises that may increase designers’ under- and even replace structural BMPs in the future. To prostanding and encourage them to give BMP costs the full tect those interests and encourage assumption of that
role, it is up to the designer to help achieve a structural
consideration they deserve.
BMP that will be reviewed as a community asset rather
The most obvious BMP cost is its construction. This can than a liability.
be estimated with reasonable accuracy and is the cost As discussed above, this can be achieved by considermost directly borne by the designer’s client. As such,
ing the aesthetic value of the BMP, preventing the creadesigners most often focus on this cost during the de- tion
of nuisances and safety threats, as well as
sign process to the exclusion of all others,
achieving required performance levels. Through all
What other costs may be overlooked? One may be the three, stormwater management gains the under.
designer’s own fee, which is part of the overall BMP standing and credibility it requires within the community.
cost but which has probably been excluded from consideration because it has already been determined.
The designer’s fee, however, has a direct impact on Suggested Design Review Techniques
the BMP design because d determines the effort and
this paper, the BMP designer has been
resources the designer uses to produce it. The level Throughout
encouraged
to consider a wide range of interests,
of effort expended during the BMP design can have a operating conditions,
costs, and other responsibilities
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throughout the design process. Presented below are
two recommended techniques to help accomplish it.
They can either be used as review techniques following
completion of a preliminary BMP design or, ideally, be
incorporated into the overall design process and used
continually throughout tL
Spend ¯ Mental Year With the BMP
To use this technique, the BMP designer simply imag.
ines conditions at the constructed BMP throughout a full
year, This should not only include rainy and sunny
weather, but also light rain showers (with little or no
runoff), light and heavy snowfalls, and frozen ground
conditions. Other site conditions may include late
autumn, when trees have lost their leaves and the BMP
has found them, and hot, dry weather or even drought,
when the turf or other vegetation is stressed or even
killed. Finally, the designer may wish to imagine what
the BMP will be like at night.
As these conditions are visualized, the designer should
also imagine how those conditions may effect not only
the operation of the BMP itserf but also the people that
will interact with it. Can blowing snow completely fill the
BMP, leading the unsuspecting pedestrian to think that
’ the grade is level? Will the outlet structure’s trash rack
be particularly prone to clogging by fallen leaves, particularly from tha trees the designer just specified for the
BMP’s bottom?
What about the ice that w|ll form on the surface of a pond
or conStTUCted wetland? Can someone fall through?
Could that someone be a child taking a shortcut home?
How will people be warned not to? How will they be
rescued if they do anyway?. What about night conditions? Will the constructed wetland next to the office
parking lot that is so attractive during summer lunch
hours become a safeh/ hazard to workers walking to
their cars in the winter darkness? Or will that same
summer sun and a lack of rainfall produce some of the
wonderful aromas of anaerobic decomposition?
At first, it may be exasperating to realize that the possible site conditions and circumstances can be as numer,
ous and varied as the number of possible BMP uses.
But then again, that is the point of the exercise. It is
intended to help the designer consider and design for
all conditions at the BMP, not just the 1- or 100-year
storm event required by the regulations. In doing so, the
BMP designer will not only meet the letter of the regulations but will raise the spirit of the entire stormwater
management program,
Who, What, When, Where, andHow?
The s~’o~d recommended review technique a BMP des~jner may employ is to simply focus on one or more
characteristics or funcbons of the BMP and then ask (and

allempt to answer) the above questions. For example,
let’s consk~ BMP maintenance and then ask:
¯ Who will perform it?. Does the BMP design require
specialists, or will someone with general maintenance equipment and training be able to do the job?
¯ What needs to be maintained? Preparing a list of all
the BMP components included in a design that wl
need atlention sooner or later may prompt a revised
design with a shorter list.
¯ When will maintenance need to be performed? Once
a day?. A week?. A year?. Remember, the recurring
costs of BMP maintenance can be substantial. In
addition, can maintenance only be performed during
dry weather?. If so, what happens dudng 2 or 3 weeks
of wet, rainy weather? What happens when repairs
need to be made or debris removed during a major
storm events¯ In terms of effort and possible coffee.
quences, it is easier for the designer to find answem
to these quesbons now than for maintenance or
emergency personnel to scramble for them later.
¯ Where will maintenance need to be performed? W’dl
the maintainer be able to get there? Once there, will
he or she have a firm, safe place to stand and wod(?
In addition, where will such material ~s sediment,
debris, and trash removed from the BMP be disposed
of? Before answering that question, de you know
what is in it? Are there toxica or hazardous materials
in the sediment or debris? If so, is the place you
originally intended to use still suitable? Once again,
it is easier to address these questions now then when
the dump truck is loaded and the engine’s running.
¯ How will maintenance be performed? The simple instructien to remove the sediment or harvest the vege.tation can become rather complicated if no provisions
have been made to allow equipment to get to the
bottom or even into the site. "Mowing the grass" can
become "risking your limbs" on long, steep slopes.
How will you explain to your client why the BMP in
which he or she has invested has become a liability
to themselves and their community?.
Similar exercises can be performed with constructors,
inspectors, and residents as the object of inquiry. For
example, where will the nearest residence be? How will
the constructor build the emergency spillway?. When will
the inspector need to visit to check for mosquitos?
Similar to the "mental year" review technique, the ques.
tions raised in this technique are intended to make the
designer more aware of all the possible impacts the
BMP may have and, further, to encourage the designer
to address those impacts now, during the design phase,
rather than leave them for others 1o cope with later. Even
if the designer cannot completely answer all of the ques.
tions, he or she will be able to advise the others of any
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unavoidable needs or problems that will be inherent ~n ards, but hel~ inspire new, better, and more comprehen.
the BMP and alk:~w them to adequately prepare,
sive ones. BMP designers must also incorporate a wide
range of interests into the BMP design, including those
Summllry
held by stormwater program regulators, BMP construe.
Stormwater management .must still be considered a tots and maintainers, and all those members of the
relatively new endeavor, particularly on a nationwide community who will interact with the BMP over ~ life.
basis. Despite its nascent state, it has been charged time. During the design Ixocese, BMP designers must
wi~ the responsibility of acl~essing some very complex not only consider the BMP’s performance but also
enwronmental problems. For stormwater management cost, durability, ease of construction, and maintenance
to grow to the level demanded by this charge, the de- needs. Finally, BMP designers must always recognize
signers of structural BMPs must be willing to assume a the BMP’s impacts both on lt~ community around it and
degree of responsibility for that growth. BMP designers on the stormwatar management program with which the
can fulfill that responsibility by producing BMP designs community has entrusted them.
that do no~ merely meet official regulatk>ns and ~
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Targeting and Selection Methodology for Urban Best Management Practices

Peter Mangarella, Eric Strecker, and Gall Boyd

Woodward-Clyde Consultants,
Oakland, Callfomla, and Portland, Oregon

Abstll~t
management practices (BMPs) to control pollution
Selecting best management practkms (BMPs) to imple- soc~ated with stormwater runoff and dry weather ~
ment as part of a stormwater managernaht plan is quite charges into storm drain systems. Such BMPs would be
difficult and controvers~l because of a variety of tech- setected and described in stormwater management
nical, regulatory, institutional, and financial factors and plans and implemented in compliance with an NPDES
constraints. Specifically, the nature and sources of permit. The specific regulatory language in Seclk:)n
stormwaterJoome pollutants and the water quality and 402(p) of the Clean Water Act is "Permits for discharges
ecological problems U~ese pollutants cause are not well from municipal storm sewers shall require controls to
understood. The cost, effectiveness, and applicability of reduce the discharge of pollutants to the rn~ximum
many BMPs are also not well understood, although tent practicable .... "The maximum extent practicable
several BMP manuals summarize existing information. (MEP) standard has a legal definition; however, consid.
The federal National Pollutant Discharge Elimination erable uncertainty exists in the regulated community
System (NPDES) stormwater regulations prov~le flexi- about what constitutes technical compliance ~
bility in selecting BMPs to control urban pollutants. EPA
MEP standard.
gives only general guidance on the types of BMP pro- Other existing and proposed regulations require BMP
grams that are desirable and does not require the ira- selection. Section 303 of the Clean Water Act requires
plementation of specific BMPs. Several other factors that delegated states and EPA establish total maximum
contribute to difficulties in selecting and implementing daily loads (TMDLs) for de3ignated "water quality limBMPs. In many cases, institutional jurisdictions do not ited" water bodies. The TMDL process considers both
correspond to watershed boundaries, and water man- point and nonpoint sources. For nonpoint sources, water
agement institutions’ roles and responsibilities are frag- quality management plans must be developed to meet
mented for effectively dealing with the myriad nonpoint load allocations for urban and other land uses. The 1990
sources of pollution associated with stormwater drainZone Act Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA)
age systems. Finally, the availability of funds, which are Coastal
require the development of state nonpoint source concurrently very limited, significantly determines BMP trol plans for the coastal zone using BMP guidance
implementation,
recently released by EPA and the National Oceanic and
This paper provides guidance on the selection of BMPs Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
given this current environment and based on experience Finally, watershed planning is gaining favor as a way of
in developing stormwater rnanagernent plans for areawide meeting water quality goals for the nation’s waters. The
programs, individual municipalities, industries, develop- watershed planning approach requires examination of
ments, and government facilities. The paper describes all land uses and activities in a watershed and developthe current tools available for BMP selection, a 10-step ment of BMPs to protect water quality. EPA is consider.
"mocler’ selection process, and case studies for a large ing the watershed approach for the phase II portion of
areawide municipal program and for an industrial facility, the NPDES program.
This paper describes our experience in selecting BMPs
Introduction
clients complying with the NPDES stormwater reguIn October 1990, the U.S. Environmental Protection for
lations: the process would also be applicable to TMDL,
Agency (EPA) issued regulations requmng certain mu- coastal zone. and watershed planning. We discuss
nicipalities and industries to select and implement pest types of BMPs and sources of information on BMPs
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available for developing management plans. Based on ¯ Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments
our experience, we also describe the attributes of a
(MWCOG). 1987. Controlling urban runoff:. A practigood selection process and describe the steps involved
cal manual for planning and designing urban BMP$.
in a "modeF’ selection process. Because of numerous
Prepared for Washington Metropolitan Water Re.site-specific conditions that enter into any selection
sources Board (July).
process, the actual process chosen must be adapted to
¯
State
of Flodda Department of Environmental Reg~
each situation. To illustrate how such a process might
lation. 1988. The Florida development manual: A
be adapted to different circumstances, we describe two
case studies, one for a large arsawide municipal progui0e to sound land and water managame~t (June).
gram and one for rr~Jltipie federal facilities regulated as ¯ State of Washington Department of Ecology. 1992.
industrial dischargers.
Stormwater management manual for the Puget
Sound Basin (the technical manual) (Fetxuary).
Beat Management Practices
¯ Urban Drainage and Rood ConVol District. 1992. Ur,aJthough BMPs may be organized in many ways, it is
ben storm drainage criteria manual. Denver, CO
useful in the selection process to distinguish controls
(September).
based on how they function. BMPs based on function
are often consk:lered as source controls, treatment con. ¯ Metropolitan Washington Council of Governmerlts
(MWCOG). 1992. Design of stormwater wetland
trois, and hydraulic
terns. Prepared for the Nonpoint Source Subcommil.
¯ Source controls are intended to prevent pollu6on in
tea of the Regional Water Committee (October).
the first place (i.e., pollution prevention) or to inter.
cep! the pollutants before they enter the storm drain- The following documents primarily discuss control
age system. Preventing pollution in the first place tiveness and do not contain control selection and design
ol~en involves behavior modification, which requires information:
public information and education, an important ¯ City of Austin Environmental Resource Management
source control BMP. Street sweeping and catch basin
Division. 1990. Removal efficiencies of stormwater
cleaning are examples of source controls that intercontrol structures. Environmental and Conservation
cept pollutants before stormwater carries them into
Services Department (May).
receiving waters.
¯ Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments
¯ Treatment-based controls are controls that remove
(MWCOG). 1992. Acurrent assessment of urban beat
pollutants from stormwater, usually through some strucmanagement practices. Prepared for the U.S. Em,’k
rural means such as a ~letenbon basin or grassy swale,
ronmental Protection Agency (March).
¯ I’lydraulic contro/s are structural controls that reduce ¯ U.S. EPA. 1990. Urban targeting and BMP selection:
the volume of runoff (or otherwise alter the runoff An information and guidance manual for state
hydrograph) or divert flows away from source areas,
nonpoint source program staff engineers and rnar~
Examples of hydraulic controls are infiltration sysagars. Region 5, Water Division, Chicago, IL 60604
terns.
(November).
In general, the effectiveness of these types of controls ¯ Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments
are not well understood. The effectiveness of treatment
(MWCOG). 1992. Analysis of urban BMP performand hydraulic controls generally can be measured
ance and Iongavit~.
through monitoring, and there is an increasing body of ¯ U.S. EPA. 1993. Guidance specifi/ing management
literature regarding the effectiveness of treatment and
measures for sources of nonpoint pollution in coastal
hydraulic controls under limited conditions. Federal,
waters. EPA/840/B-92/002. Washington, DC (Janustate, and local agencies have developed numerous
ary). (Includes costs.)
BMP guidance manuals to help i~entity, select, and
design BMPs. The following is a partial list of manuals, ¯ California State Stormwater Task Force. 1993. Callstarting with design manuals that contain cletailed confornia BMP handbooks for municipal, construction,
tro! selection and design information,
and industrial’commercial (April).
¯ U.S. EPA. 1993. Handbook: Urban runoff pollution Finally, the following document addresses BMP costs:
prevention and control planning. EPAJ625/R-93!004. ¯ Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commiesion. 19<31. Costs of urban nonpoint source water
¯ City of Austin Environmental Resource Mar~agement
pollution COntrol measures. June.
D=vision. !991. Environmental criter=a manual. Environmental and Conservation Services Department These manuals 0ascribe BMP function, requisite site
(February 19).
conditions, existing performance information, and cost
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ranges. In general, these manuals are well written and
provide a goo~ starting point for developing an understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of many
treatment-based controls. For some BMPs, there is liraited information on effectiveness and cost; fo~ these, pilot
testing may be helpful under site-specific conditions,
Treatment-based controls are especially applicable in
construction and new developments, where structural
measures may be incorporated into the construction
process and site design. The cost of constructing and
maintaining treatment-besed controls is a major concern to municipal and industrial dischargers,
In contrast to treatment-based controls, source control
effectiveness in terms of water quality improvement can.
not easily be measured, it at all. For example, the eitect
of a public education program on improving water quality cannot be determined, although some public education activities obviously are more effective than others.
The effectiveness of street sweeping and catch basin
cleaning on water quality requires careful and expensive
paired catchment types of studies. Source controls are
generally considered the most cost-effective long-term
solution because they address the cause of the problem; thus, we see many programs focusing on source
control measures,
Attributes of a Good Selection Process
The following sections describe some attributes of a
good selection process,
Keep It Simple and Straightforw~rd
BMP selection for nonpoint source controls is i~ its infancy
compared with point source controls, for which treatment technologies and associated costs are well understood. Instead of traditional cost benefit analysis, nonpoint
source BMP selection is more of an art and requires
experience, sound judgement, and common sense.
Though the process of selection may involve several
steps, the process itself must be easily understandable
and accepted by the various interest groups involved,
including public agency staff and decision-makers, environmental groups, and regulatory personnel.

Be Comprehensive
The federal regulations require a comprehensive approach such that a broad range of controls are evaluated for various land uses and activities. The selection
process must evaluate a comprehensive list of BMPs to
address pollutants of concern and their sources.
Plan for lmplernent~tion
Human nature being what it is, effectively implementing
many BMPs at once is difficult. The solution to this
dilemma is to minimize the number of BMPs chosen,
prioritize or phase their implementation, and/or group
related BMPs into a few categories, sometimes celled
program elements.
Involve Affected Parties in the Proce~
A second element of human nature is adversenes,,~ to
implementing someone else’s plan. Therefore, BMPs
are selected ideally by those who have to implement
them (with guidance, of course). A second alternative is
that the process heavily involves those who will imple.
merit the BMPs in a review and approval role. If neither
of these approaches are followed, the plan is not likely
to be well implemented.
Ino%-=~l, involvement of the affected patties in the seleCo
tion process is probably more important to the
of the program than the exact nature of the process
itself. Through this process, the parties become edu.
cated regarding problems, possible solutions, and the
need for teamwork in implementing solutions.
Model of a Good Selection Process
There is no one correct selection process as the process
must be tailored to local inst tutional, political, and regulatory conditions. Figure 1 is a schematic showing six
steps in a BMP evaluat on, selection, and planning process that are generally applicable.
The following is ¯
somewhat expanded discussion of BMP selection steps
appropriate tot most areawide municipal programs.

Step 1: Establish Program Goals
Objectives
Document the Proceu
The clients must agree on a compliance strategy from
It is essential to carefully document the process by which will stem goals and objectives for the program.
which BMPs were selected and the various assump- The strategy should address such issues as organizetions and conside,ations made during the selection lion and admimstration, decision-making, coordination
process. In other words, the process, even though it w~th other interest groups, and degree of proact~veness.
may be subjective in part, should not be "arbitrary and
Step 2: Identify Receiving Waters, Problems,
capricious." The selection process must be clear to
reviewers in evaluating the adequacy of the process in Pollutants, and Resources
meet=rig the intent of the regulations. Also if the process The ultimate =ntent of the regulations is to prote~"l and
is clear, it can be ~mproved or rood=fled in the future as ~mprove the waler quahDy anc~ ecology of receiving wamore reformation becomes available or pohcies change, ters, and tn~s goal shoutd dr~ve the BMP selection proc276
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1. Compile Comprehensive
2. Prescreen Candiclate
List of Cancliclete BMPs
BMPs

3. Evaluate BMPs Using
Selection Factors

4. Adjust BMP
Categor~s

V

O
2

5. Group BMPs Into Program
Elements

6. Develop BMP Implernentalk)n
Programs

Continued
from 4. above

ess to the extent possible. Ideally this step identifies
water resources of particular value that are especially
critical to protect, as well as impaired water bodies (e.g.,
304(L) segments) that are currently not meeting water
quality objectives appropriate for the beneficial uses.
Where data are available, pollutants to be controlled
should be identified. Without this step, much work and
resources may be focused on activities that do not
necessarily translate into an improved aquatic environment. Many programs find that a nontechnical one- or
two-page "fact sheet" on receiving water problems, pollutants, sources, and management implications helps to
develop support from taxpayers and decision-makers.
Step 3: Identify Sources and Pathways
Given the problems, the next step is to try to identify the
important point and nonpoint sources of pollutants that
are caus=ng theprob~ems. This ~s an ess,ent=al slep. because

control of nonpoint sources only makes sense to the
extent that it is a major source of the problem pollutanL
For nonpoint sources, try to describe the pathway
source to receiving water, because this helps identify the
BMPs that can most effectively intercept the pollutant
along the pathway. For example, dumping waste oil into
catchbasins can be mitigated by labeling storm drain
inlets and/or requiring a monetary deposit at the point of
purchase. It should also be pointed out that some sources
may be quite difficult to control (e.g., natural erosion).

Step 4: Prioritize Sources (Areas) for Control
Targeting sources for BMP application is the next step.
Focusing resources on selected areas is important, otherw~se resources tend to be spread too thin to be effecrive Th=s =s particularly important in municipal programs,
where Some early "successes" encourage the participat~on and financial support of local cilizens.
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A systematic targeting scheme using a ranking process Step 8: Apply Criteria for Selection of
based on stream size, beneficial uses, pollutant loads, Baseline Measures
and ease of implementation of the BMP is provided in
U.S. EPA (1) and U.So EPA (2). Use of these manuals Selection criteria may be applied in numerous ways. For
might be appropriate after an areawide plan is devel- example, applying different criteria in multiple screening
oped; for example, a BMP might be to begin basin "passes" is a common procedure. BMPs may be replanning for selected basins within a city. The targeting quired to meet "critical criteria" such as obtain co-permanual (1) could be used to identify the basin and mittee acceptance, address the problem pollutants and
subbasins for BMP selection,
sources, and meet regulatory requirements. Then, in ¯
second "pass," those BMPs that met the cdtical criteria
are
further evaluated by applying aedit~onal criteria that
Step 5: Identify and Evaluate Existing BMPs
would help to select preferred BMPs. Such criteria could
Compile a list of existing BMPs that are currently being include effectiveness, cost, and reliability. Often the sec.
conducted and organize them according the sources ond pass allows the municipality to help determine what
identified in Step 5. Identifying existing measures is ofte~ is financially feasible. In the second pass, qualitative
very difficult. Soma municipalities do not know their (e.g., high, medium, low) or simple quantitative (e.g., 1,
system very well and are organized into departments in 2, 3) scoring might be used to help rank preferred BMP~.
such a way that no one department is aware of what Unequal weighting can be assigned to each criteria as
stormwater measures are currently being implemented. appropriate.
Carefully crafted questionnaires work quite well at de- BMP selection should also anticipate the evolulJon of the
veloping information on existing practices that affect program. For example, we often recommend that ¯
stormwater quality. Evaluate the effectiveness of these of "baseline" BMPs be selected that fully exploits the
measures and improve or discontinue as appropriate, existing control measures and focuses on eddi~onel
source control. The selection process can then be used
This step also invok, es identifying existing environmental to select the baseline measures and also candidates for
programs that are conducting activities that relate to storm- a reserve list of BMPs that could be implemented at e
water pollution control and wi~ whom cooperation should later time based on experience with the baseline BMPs.
be sought. Examples include pretreatment programs,
HAZMAT programs, solid waste control and recycling Step 9: Implement Baseline Mea~u~
programs, and publicinformation programs.
Implement the baseline measures with appropr~te
phasing to allow for planning, pilot testing, etc., prior to
Step 6: Compile Candidate BMPs
full scale implementation. For each BMP, develop measCompile a comprehensive list of candidate BMPs that ures of effectiveness. As described above, baseline
may be appropriate. This list should contain both measures tend to be source controls.
source- and treatment-based controls and include such Step 10: Monitor Effectiveness and
things as regulatory authority. Attach attributes to each
BMP, including (if available) pollutant type controlled, Reevaluate BMPa
cost, and effectiveness. (Recall that such information Monitor the effectiveness of each BMP and, based on
is generally not available for source controls.) Note monitoring, annually reevaluate each BMP. As appropri..
dependencies or synergistic relationships between ate, delete or select additional BMPs. Annual evaluation
BMPs. For example, some BMPs may be more effective should also include any new information obtained
if or may require that another BMP is implemented through monitoring receiving waters and/orsourceiden.
before or at the same time.
tification studies.

Case Study 1: Areawide Municipal

Step 7: Develop Selection CHterla
In addition to the obvious criteria that the BMP address
the problems and sources iden*,ified in Steps 2 and 5,
developing a list of additional criteria that can be used
to assist in the selection process is helpful. Such criteria
include regulatory requirement compliance, effectivehess, reliability and sustainab ry. implementation and
continuing costs, equitabd~ty, pub!~c and agency acceptabihty, risk and liabd~ty, enwronmental ~mphcations, and
synergy with existing or other BMPs.

Program
The following describes a case study of the BMP selection process that muttiple agencies who were part of an
areawide stormwater program conducted.
County X is 200 square miles in area and contains 20
co-permittees consisting of municipalities, the courtly,
ancl a special district. The county population is 1 million
people. The mumcipalities cover a wide range of sizes
and land uses, from one c~ty of 100,000 population with
major industrial facilities down to small residentia! ¢Jties
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of 10,000 population. At the behest of the state environ,
mental agency, the co-permittees elected to form a to participate in a countywide public education program
countywide stormwater pollution control program to involving various BMPs ~escribed in Guidance Docucomply with the federal NPDES stormwater regulations, ment 10, Guidance Document 11 explained how to "put
Dudng the Part ! application, the co-permittees compiled it all together."
a list of existing BMPs.
An example of a BMP description is given in Tal:~e 1.
The co-permittees were very concerned that their man- The information provided consisted of a BMP name and
agement plans reflected local conditions and resources identifier, description, steps for implementation,
and insisted that they each conduct the BMP selection
ods to assess effectiveness, and remarks. For those
process themselves. We refer to this approach as the BMPs selected, co-permittees were asked to show
"bottom up" approach, in contrast to the ’lop clown" when tasks would be completed, and the budget for
approach in which BMP selection is conducted by the each BMP over the 5-yeer permit period.
program and then distributed to the co-permittees for
their review and approval. Woodward-Clyde Consult- The BMP information was intended for guidance only,
and some iurisdictions revised or created new BMP~
ants (WCC) acted as facilitators by designing a process that
better addressed their circumstances, Some judsfor BMP selection that included development of guidance o~>cuments, workshops for all co-perrnittees, and dic0ons showed real creativity and enthusiasm in ¢levelmeetings with individual cities. Program representatives oping BMPs, This participato~ process resu~ in
and WCC met with the individual jurisdictions three much more implementable, practical, and effective
times throughout the process to provide assistance or stOmlwater management plan.
clarification. The process from start to finish took about
Case Study 2: Industrial Facility
9 months.
The following guidance documents were developed:
Selection of BMPs for industrial facilities is more site
and tends to be guided by the types of activi1. Description of Management Plan Development specific
ties being conducted at the facility. The process of
Process
BMP selection then involves identifying industrial ac2. Selecting the "Right People" To Participate in the tivities that could potentially generate sources, ldentk
tying the types of pollutant releases associated with
Process
3, Source Iden~catJon
4. BMPs for Industrial Facilit~as
5. BMPs for Agency Activit~s
6, Transportation BMPs
7. Illicit Discharge Elimination BMPs
8. Commercial Area BMP=
9. Construction and New Development BMPs

V
O

2

Tab~ 1. B==t Uar~.~nt Pr=~J¢== fix A~-,/~
and Fa¢lll~ ....

Num~r
B~t Management
Prm
D~sc~p~n

st~o~ k.

10, Public Education and Industrial Outreach BMPs
11. How To Compete Your Ston’nwate~ Management Plan

Ir~o~nema~on

The guidance documents included tables that each
co-permit’tee was asked to complete based on guidance
provided. The tables formed the basis of each entity’s
plan. A key element in the process was a problem and
source identification step (Guidance Document 3), in
w~iCh each entity identified receiving water problems, Methods To Assess
water resources of special interest, and pollutant sources, Effecweness
Based on this problem identification, cities selected
BMPs to actress source areas in their jurisdictions,
Guidance Documents 4 through 9 describe~ a menu of
incilvicluai BMPs from which the cities could select. In
acf~t on, WCC recommended a basic list of BMPs appl~cabte for most jurisclictions. The co-permirtees chose

Remarks

R~uce agency ~ of ~
Re~ce the use of he~olc~les and
pest~ci~s on c~/sweets,
i~ ~,~, noo~ =ontro~
Asse~ current heckle ~
pes~ci~le$ uses (e.g., ~
amoun~ areas
2) Research areas where les~ toxic
substances coul<i be sub~tute¢l
usag~ co¢~ be ehrrmat~
atlogether (e.g,, use of
rnosquitofish rather than pest~-%tas).
3) Develop irnplen~er~tat~m I~ograml
for va~ous areas.
Con’~are amounts and types of
herb~c~es a~cl pes~icles currently
use~ w=th amounts anti types use~
after implementation of the prog~arn($)
to clemonstrate overaJl re0ucl~on
an~o~ t~a~s~bon to ~ess
Coorclmate w~th pubhc e~l~.,abo~ ~
ir=0ustr=al outreach componenl
~or public e~ucatio~ in ~ area of
res~0e~al herb~c~Oe ~ pes~::icle
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each source, identifying optional BMPs that would pre-

a sit-down brainstorming session with plant personnel.

ventoreliminatethatsource,andselectingthepreferred

option. The following describes a pared-down process Table 2 shows the result of this step for a steam planL
Indicated in the table are the source activities, drainage
of BMP selection that we have used on several industrial
areas
within the facili~ where these sources are loprojects,
cated, potential pollutants associated with the source,
and a relative measure of the importance Of the source
Step 1: Identify Drainage System and
for creating receiving water problems.
Receiving Water
Define the drainage system and receiving waters, in- Contamination potential:
cluding water quality and other concerns in receiving 1 = high
waters. Ensure plant personnel (particularly nonenvironmental personnel) understand the receiving water and
regulatory issues when they are involved in the BMP 2 = medium
seloction process.

3 = low

Step 2: Identify Industrlal Activit/es and
Associated Pollutant Sources

Step 3: Develop Candidate Control Meaauroa

Discuss what industrial activities are conducted at the
facility and how these activities might lead to discharges
into storm drain systems. This can best be accomplished through a combination of a site investigation and

Develop candidate control measures for consJderatk:m
that address each of the potential and known sources
of pollutants. The last column in Table 2 shows these
measures.

T"ble 2. Example of Source and Pollutant Iden~flc~lJo~ and BMP Sell~-~m for Indulbt~ Faclgty
Source ~
P;.~,~,-~ loll
Loading dock/

~

Dralrmee
Areal

Po(entlal
Pollutant

1.2.4

Oil and gm~e

2

*

1, 2

Oil and Were
Tox~
" and 7etae
Oil

3
3
2

¯ Provide mats to cove~
s~, occurs wh,e re~i~g

2

¯ Sweep after loading ar~ unloading

Tox;cs

3

¯ Place maleh~s

1

Oil and grea~e

2

2

Fue~
Oil and g~ease

3
3

2. S

Fuet

equipment parldng

~.2

MatedaJs storage

1

C~ oil s~orage
Veh~:~e f~.~n9
Abovegro~=-Kf fuel
sto~age
Ullity p~e sto~age

Vehicle rk"~sa area
Steam clear~,

2

2
2

Co~MmlnJtlon
Pot;,~;~;

~

PCP1

3
1

P~, ~,,T.T~,~ ded

¯ Inspect and c~ean

Ferry St. overpass
¯ Move drums ~nsMe o~ to a berme~
a~ea ~a~ is covwed
¯ None
¯ None
¯ Determine feas~bilit~ of moving poles

Creoso~
Metals
Oil and ~’em

1
1
1

TSS
Oil a~d grease
TSS

2
I

* Clea~ sediment trap more often
¯ Co~sk:le~ ao~mg oil~water
* Enlarge
pad a/ea

3
3
3

* Post s~gns pro,v~=ng employee~
Woper
¯ R,nse pad =,fie," c~eanmg
¯ Cle~n oiVwate( sej:~r=,tot

3

C)~l and ~’ease
Detergen~
TOX~CS

under Ferry SL
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A Catalog of Stormwater Quality Best Management Practices for Heavily
Urbanized Watershed~

i¯

Warren Bell
City of Alexandria, Alexandria, Vlrglnl~
/~J)atract

polluted storrnwater for later treatment in the we=tip

Vadous federal end state environmental programs require the use of onsite structural best management
practices (BMPs) to control the quality of stormwater
discharges from development sites. Space constraints,
extremely high property values, soil conditions, and the
proximity of other building foundations often precluOe
the use of conventional stormwater BMPs for infill con.
struction or redevelopment in the intensely builtup cen.
ters of major cities, where pollutant loads are usually ~
greatest¯ Unconventional solutions must be applied in
these heavily urbanized environments.

water Veatment planL

The Heavily Urbanized Environment
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) pro.
gram for National Pollutant Discharge Eliminal~l Sys~m
(NPDES) permits for stormwater discharges envisiorll
the use of onsite structural best management practice~
(BMPs) to control the quality of runoff from devetownent
sites. Many state programs already impose the requirement for onsita BMPs on developers. Under the Virginia
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act (VCBPA), no net
AJexandda, Virginia, has adopted and published design increase
from previously
undeveloped
sites inrunoff
Chesapeake
Bay
in pollutants
in stormwater
is allowable
criteria for several nonconventional BMPs, many of
which employ intermittent sand fi~ter technology; some Preservation AreaS (CBPAs). Runoff from redevelopof these BMPs were develope~ by pioneering jurisdic, rnent sites in CBPAs must contain 10 percent fewer
tions throughout the United States; the city’s engineer, pollutants than existed before redevelopmenL In deriding staff devised others:
ing a local program to meet these pollutant removal
performance
requirements, Alexandria confronted the
¯ Stormwater sand filter basins in widespread use in dilemma of which
structural BMPs to employ. The entire
Austin, Texas, are readily adaptable for large devel- city is designated as a CBPA. Most of the land is alreao~y
opment projects,
developed, and large areas are heavily built up, in many
¯ Underground vault sand filters employed in the Dis. cases with lot-line to lot-line structures. Properly values
tnct of Columbia (DC) allow full economic use of are also extremely high. Such conditions exist in the
central business districts of most meVopolitan areas.
surface areas.
¯ Double-trench sand filters adopted by the state of Use of conventional structural BMPs is often impractical
Delaware can be placed either in or adjacent to in the heavily urbanized environment. Space and cost
constraints severely inhibit the use of dry detention
paved areas,
ponds and wet ponds. Soil conditions and high water
¯ Simple trench and modular sand filters developed tables in the river valleys where most older cities are
by the city of Alexandria are suitable for small or located frequently preclude the use of infiltratio~ devices
because of the prevalence of marine clays. Unconven.
medium-size sites,
tional solutions had to be found to remove the pollutants
= A peat-sand filter adapted from a Metropolitan Wash- from stormwater runoff created by development activity.
ing~on Council of Governments design is apphcable Research by the engineering staff of AJexandda’s Transto situations where high pollutant removalis required, portation and Environmental Services Department
¯ Water quality volume detention tanks for use in Alex- revealed
to remove
pollutants
runoff in
that
very littlefrom
information
is heavily
availableurbanized
on how
andria’s combined sewer areas capture the most environments.
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BMP Design Criteria for Heavily
Urbanized Areas
¯
o~o. ~,.~ uewma
The Alexandria engineering staff consulted with jurisdic~’//~,.~
tJons throughout the United States where BMPs
~
dressing heavy urbanization are being investigated,
then synthesized the information obtained into comprehensive design criteria for local developers. The staff

U~nr~o~e ~

City’.Design
" criteria for these BMPs for heavily urbanized

areas were publishe~ in the A/exa~.dria Supp/ernent to
the Northern Virginia BMP Handbook in February 1992
(1). The publication is being used by the Virginia
Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department as a
guide for other urban stormwater programs within Ihe

The Concept of BMPe for Heavily

!
:
;
¯

~

~==’ ~ ~

Urbanized Areas
~:~r~ I. ~ ~
Stormwater quality management in the heavily urbanized e,nvironrnent involves the following activities for the Water quality inlets (WQIs). or oil-grlt separators
(OGSs). have been employed for several years forthe
mos~ polluted runoff:.
removal of grit and oil, which are found in large quanti* Coflectk~t
ties in parking lots and other areas where vehlcul~,
traffic is significant. Recent studies by ~ Metropolitan
¯ Pretreatment to remove sediments
Washington Council of Govemrnents (MWCOG), how¯ Storage
ever, have established that WQIs provide ~ ~ no
¯ Treatment to remove pollutants of a specific quantity pollutant and questionable hydrocarbon removal (3).
In Virginia, ~ minimum quantity of stormwater to be
treated is the first 1/2 in. of runoff from the impervious
areas on the site--the water quality volume (WQV). The
WQV for each impervious acre is just over 1,800 ~.
Capturing th~ WQV
A typical approach for achieving isolation of the WQV is
to construct an isolation/diversion weir in the stormwater
channel or pipe such that the height of the weir equals
the height of the water in the BMP when the entire WQV
is being held. When ao~litional runoff greater than the
WQV enters the stormwater channel or pipe, it will spill
over the isolation/diversion weir, and the extent of mix.
ing with water stored in the BMP will be minimal. The
overflow "unoff then enters a peak flow rate reducer or
exits dire~lly into the stormwater collection system. Fig.
ure 1 illustrates this approach,
Pmtreatment Requlrerr~nta
Several conventional BMPs, such as buried infiltration
0evices, and most unconventional BMPs require some
t’~:~e of pretreatment system to remove excessive sediments, which would result in premature failure of the
BMP. Pretreatment mechanisms may be installed either
at the point of collection or after separation of the WQV.
These mechanisms may be either separate devices or
an integral part of the BMP itself,

Sedimentat~:~n basins have trao’~k:~nally been the first st~p
in water or wastewater treatment. Where site conditions
allow, presettiing basins may provide a low cost
proach to removal of sediments, which can clog inflltration devices or filter systems. In situa’~ns where space
is not a problem, presettling basins may be built directly
into the ground. In the heavily ufoanized environment,
where space utilization is an important economic consideration, underground presettling chambers In vaults
or pipe galleries may provide a more feasil:~e solution.
Alexandria sizes sedimentation basins using a method.
olog~ based on the Camp-Hazen equation, published by
the State of Washington Department of Ecology (4).
Grassed filter strips are a common method employed in
northern Virginia for removing sediments from stormwa.
ter to be treated in infiltration systems, To be effective,
the strip must be at least 20 ft wide, have a slope of 5
percent or less (5), and be stabilized.
Storage of the WQV

Following isolation of the WQV and pretreatment to
remove sediments and other pollutants, water must be
stored until ft can be processed in the primary treatment
device (up to 40 hours in Alexandria). Creating over
!,800 ft3 of water storage per impervious acre on the
site is often the most costly item in the overall BMP
system. In some cases, as with sedimentation basins,
storage may, be combined with pretreatment. In others,
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separate storage galleries of round or arched-section
pipe may be required. Some BMPs for heavily urbanized Descriptions of BMPs for Heavily
areas combine pretreatment, storage, and primary treat- Urbanized Areas
ment in a single underground vault.
The BMPs discussed below should not be thought of
merely as drainage structures. They are low technology
treatment works that use water and sewage treatment
Treatment of the WQV
technology from the late 19th century. Treatment works
cannot always be made to function by gravity flow,
Most of the BMPs described in this paper employ inter- although it is usually desirable from a cost-effectiveness
mittent sand filters. Originally developed dudog the standpoint.
1800s for treating both water supplies and wastewater,
intermitlent sand filters have regained popularity for use Surface Sand Filter Basin Systenle
in the treatment of small wastewatar flows (6).
Austin, Texas, was a pioneer in the use of intermttienl sand
Austin, Texas, and the state of Florida pioneered the use filtration systems for treafiog stormwater runoff. The Auslin
of sand filters in the treatment of stormwater runoff, program is managed by the Environmental and Conser.
Alexandria uses the Austin sand filter equation derived ration Services Department, which has published
from Darcy’s Law by the Austin Environmer)tal and Con. sign cdtaria in their Environmental Criteria Manual (2).
servation Services Department to size sand filters (2): Typical intermltlent sand filters employ an 18- 1o 24-1n.
layer of sand as the filter media underlain by a collector
A~ = l,l-~(h+d~)l~
pipe system in a bed of gravel. A layer of geotechnical
cloth separates the sand and gravel to keep the sand
where
from washing into voids in the gravel. Austin
the stormwater runoff in a sediment lTappiog ~ to
A~ = surface area of sand bed (acres or square feet) protect the filter media from excessive sediment loading.
I= = impervious drainage area contributing runoff to
the basin (acres or square feet)
Figure 2 is a centerline cutaway of one Austin sand ~t~r
H = runoff depth to be treated (feet)
configuration. In this system, the sedimentatio~ structure is a basin designed to hold the entire WQV, Ihen
~ = sand bed depth (feet)
release it to the filtration basin over an extended ~
k = coefficient of permeability for sand filter (feet
dow~ period. An alternate design allows use of a smaller
per hour)
h = average depth (feet) of water above surface of sedimentation chamber but requ res increasing the filter
sand media between full and empty basin
size to compensate for increased clogging of the filter
media. While the system shown uses concrete basins,
conditions (half maximum depth)
a sediment pond and a geomembrane-lined filter built
t~ = time required for runoff volume to pass through
directly into the ground may be used where terrain and
filter media (hours)
soil conditions allow. The Austin sand filter systems are
most
appropriate for large developments co~¢ing sevBased on long-term observation of exis0ng sand filter
basins, Austin uses k values of 3.5 if]day for systems erel acres.
with full sedimentation pretreatment and 2.0 if/day for Austin has monitored the performance of their sand
systems with only partial sedimentation pretreatment. filters for several years and currently recognizes up to
Alexandria has also adopted these values. Both Austin 60 perce,~t phosphorus removal efficiency based on
and Alexandria use a BMP drawdown time (t~) of 40 these studies (7). Alexandria is currently recognizing a
hours. With these constants, the equation for sand filter 40 percent phosphorus removal rate pending furt~r
systems with full sedimentation protection reduces to
sand filter monitoring results by Austin and the District
of Columbia. (Phosphorus is the "keystone pollutant"
used to measure compliance with the VCBPA.)
A~(~) = 3101=c~/(h.~),
Underground Vault Sand Filter Systerr~
Truong developed a stormwater quality sand filtration
For sand filter systems with partial sedimentation pro- system in an underground vault (8). Over 70 of the
tect~on, the equation reduces to
structures have been installed since 1987. Figure 3 is a
centerline cutaway of the original concrete vaull DC
Sand fitter. DC sand filters may be placed underneath
A~(~s~ = 5451ac~/(h.H~),
parking lots, alleys, or driveways, taking up no usable
space on the surface. This is an important advantage in
where A~ is in cubic feet and I= is in acres,
the heavily urbanized enwronment. Truong believes that

V
O

2
--

’

~’~

where A~ is in cubic feet and I= is in acres.
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~"-

P~

¯ ~s ~stem ~ ~st on waters w~ 1 a~e or
~ of i~ ~.
~e ~ ~n~ fi~er is a ~r~ha~ gra~.flow systern. The first chimer anU ~e throa~ of the
~onU
~am~r ~n~in a ~rmanent ~ ~at ~a~ Dr~ anU
floa~ng ~ganic matehal, such as oil, g~, and V~
~aves. A submerg~ re~ngular ~ning at ~e ~om
of ~e fir= dividing wall conn~ ~e ~o pa~s of the
~. The ~nd cham~r al~ con~ins a 24-in. d~p
~nd filter underlain ~ a layer of geot~ni~l fabric anU
~ll~or pi~s in gravel. A top layer of plastic-reinforc~
~techni~ filter cJoth held in place by a 1-in, layer of
gravel is provid~ a~ve ~e sand to ~mpen~te for the
sma!~ne~ of the ~imentation chair,

~ars, ~e rod lifter ~ ~yer and Drawl must ~
moveu anU repla~ ~use of fi~ ~im~ d~i~.
P~acemen~ of ~e ~nd cham~r ~nhole dir~
a~e the center of ~e rifler al~o~ ~e ~mers of
cloth to ~ ~eleU u~ an~ ~u~ t~er to form a
~at ~n ~ I~ o~ as a unit.
The District of Columbia Environ~n~l R~ulat~n
ministration is conducting a pr~ram of monito~ to
establish the a~ual re.vat rates of ~is ~stem. ~ of
~is wri~ng, no da~ are available.
The Austin pa~ial s~i~ntation ~ filter ~y al~
placeO in underground vaults. Figure 4 shows a m~i.
fie~ vault ~esign ~velo~d ~ ~exand~ from ~th
Austin an~ District of ~lumbia ~th~l~ies. The
Austin approach uses a gabion wall to ~rate
pa~ial s~imentahon cham~r from ~e filter area. The
gabion ab~rbs energy and provi~s initial filVation.
Heaw sediments are de~sit~ in ~is first cham~r to
d~ out ~n storms. The filter is exa~y like
us~ in the ~ ~ filt~ system.

New ~noff enlering the stm~ure causes the ~l to rise
and ove~low onto the filter. Aher percolating through the
~n~,
the treated
water
enters the
under~ra=ns
flows
out into
the thir~
chamber,
or clea~ell.
Thean~
clea~ell
~nveys the treated water to the storm sewer or Urainage system. If ~ssible, this BMP should ~ configure~
to allow gravi~ outflow; however, in instances ~ere
filters must ~ place~ ~low the storm drainage system
elevaton, such as un0er the entrance drNeway to a
Double Trench Sand Fi/terSyste~=
parking garage, a sump pump must ~ u~.

The trash an~ hyUr~a~n water trap in the first chain, Shaver Ueve!op~ a su~ace ~nU tilter system for u~
~r must be pumped out and refille~ w~th clean water en Delaware (9). The Delaware ~nd fi~ter is inten~ to
eve~ 6 months for proper functioning Eve~ 3 to 5 ~ an ;n-line faci~ processing air sto~waler exiting ~e
s~te until it overflows.
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(

-In. Grave~
° Over GeotechnlcaJ
Fi~ter Fab~
6-In. Perforate~ Co~lectot
P~pes in Grave~ Bed
Fi~ter Fabric (3)
Seclimen!
Chamber Wall
and Energy
D~ss~pato~
Figure 4, Dry vault l~t~r Mr~d
Inflow From
Row Splitter

Structural S~ell
Designed for Soil
and Load Cor~itlo~s
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Figure 5 is a schematic drawing of the Delaware sand
filter system. The concept uses two parallel waterproof molded fiberglass or other plastic materials would work
trenches connected by close-spaced wide notches in well. Delaware sand filters made of timber lined with
the top of the well between them. The trench adjacent rubberized roofing material have been proposed for use
to the site being served is the sedimentation chamber. on temporary parking lots for development sales offices.
Pollute(i storrnwater must be conveyed to the chamber Delaware does not rate these systems for nutrient rein enclosed storm-drain pipes. The permanent pool in moval efficiency. Delaware has made a determination,
the sedimentation chamber inhibits resuspension of par- however, that when treating the first 1 in. of runoff, this
ticles that were deposited in earlier storms and prevents sand filter provi<:~es 80-percent suspetx:led solids removal,
the heavier sediments from being washed into the filter as required by state environmental regulalJons (9).
chamber. As new stormwater enters the system, the permanent pool overflows through the weir notches and onto Stone Reservoir Trench Sand Filter Systentl
the filter as sheet flow to prevent scouring out the sand.
The filter system concepts embodied in the Aus~n and
The second chamber contains an 18-in. sand filter that District of Columbia designs may be readily adapted for
is always fitted with a solid cover. No underdrain piping small and less complex applications. Alexandria’s
is provided. Water percolates through the sand and nearing staff has developed a simple trench sand ~
escapes from the filter through a geotechnical cloth-coy, for use on such projects as townhouses or small ~
ered grate at the downhill end of the filter chamber,
mercial developments in areas where
infiltration clevic~
Four Delaware sand filters were constructed in Alexan- are not pra~cable,
dria during 1992. The first two systems served small Figure 7 is a schematic drawing of a stone reservoir
parking lots and were built according to the original trench sand filter. The system is constructed in an excaDelaware design. The third application, involving two ration lined with impervious geomembrana (such ~
separate filters, was used to treat runoff from a large (1.7 EPOM roofing material) sandwiched between prote~,
acre) parking lot. The high cost of stee~ grates ~ covers t~ve layers of filter cloth. The bottom of the trench ~
le~ the developer’s consultant to propose moving the tains a simple sand filter that is connected to the storm
filter off the lot and providing slotted curb ingress and sewer. The upper part of the system is built the same
precast concrete lids. Premature failure of one of the an infiltration trench designed to treat the first 1/2 in. of
filters led the owner to install a (~ollector pipe in gravel runoff. Placement of perforated pipes in the stone ~
below the sand layer. This design is shown in Figure 6. ervoir greatly increases the voids available for storage.
Although the filters illustrated are contained in reinforced Dispersed overland sheet flow is treated in a gresse~
concrete shells, these systems may be installed in any
filter strip before entering the system. The reservoir is
waterproof container that will bear the wheel loads or further protected from sediment clogging by a layer of
soil pressures involved with the particular application; geotechnical filter cloth 6 in. beneath the lop surface of

2
---

-.~

Steel Plate

Cover
Steel Grate

(.

Parking Lo~
Paveme~’tt
Filtration Chaml~
18 In. of Sand
Sediment Chamber

OuHall P~pe

(Heavy Sediments, Organics,

Grate (Fabric Wrapped
Over Entire Grate O13erung)
Figure $. D~la-ware =-~nd fitter with grated Inlets.

~ .....
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~ Liner SanOw~ch Edges Tucke~ To Pre~ent Any Bypa=~
Reservoir.
St~

R~a~e ~lt~ CI~ ~t ~r

P~ated

Perman~ S~e Wa~
Be~n

F~w ~ Sto~

Pe~at~

~yers ~ F~ter

C~

Gr~ L~w

~u~ 7. St~ ~r ~h ~nd fll~.
¯ e a~regate. The WQV flows into the rese~oir until
the voids in ~e r~k and ~orate~ pi~s are completel~ full. Any ove~low is O=r~t~ to the storm sewer.
Runoff ~ll~te~ in the rese~oir filters Oown through the
~n~ to the collator pi~, from which it is conveye~ t~
~ sto~ sewer,
Trench ~nd filter systems should have the same re~val eff~cien~ as an Austin sand filter,

Peat-Sand Filter Systems
Because of their high pollutant removal ~pabilities,
s~mple Oesign, low-maintenance, and affordabili~, ~t~nU filters (PSFs) are ~tentially effe~ive in heavi~
ur~anize~ areas. A stormwater =end-of-pipe" PSF system was scheduled to ~ constru~ed in Montgome~
Count, Ma~tand, in the summer of 1~3. MWCOG s~ff
panic,paled heavily in ~e development of this proj~L

2~
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Figure 8 is a centedine cutaway of a stormwater PSI=
sand atop the normal filter sand and collecl~ under.
.system concept developed by the Alexandria engineer,ng staff. It COmbines features of the Austin sand filtration drains. A nutrient-removing grass-cover crop must be
system with the PSF design proposed by John Galli of planted and maintained in the top of the peat layer.
MWCOG for use in the Montgornen/County application (PSFs will not function in underground applications be(10). The Alexandria concept is intended to operate as cause anaerobic conditions would develop.)
an off-line system treating the WQV from each storm. The system shown is designed for gravity flow. In sltuAny additional detention required for stormwater quan- ations where the terrain does not provide sufficient
tity restrictions should be provided separately down- relief, pumps must be added to move the ston’nwater
stream of the PSF system. PSFs would be appropriate between basins.
for commercial developments for which a high pollutant
removal is required or for end-of-pipe treatment of entire Based on information provided by MWCOG (10), the
Alexandria engineering staff estimates that their PSF
storm sewer watersheds.
design should have a phosphorus-removal efficiency
The sedimentation basin design is essentially the same approaching 90 percent during the months in which the
as that of the Austin sand filter. Because PSF systems
filter is in operation. Assuming that the filter would be
cannot normally operate during the more severe winter bypassed from mid-December to mid-March in the midmonths of the mid-Atlantic region, however, a gate-valve AtJantic region, the annual phosphorus removal efficiency
equipped bypass is provided to divert flow from the of the overall system, including the small extended
basin directly to the storm sewer. The invert of this pipe tentioniwet pond, is estimate¢l at 70 peroenL
is placed at an elevation that will detain a permanent
pool in the basin averaging at least 4 ff deep. In effect, Water Oual/ty Vo/urne Stor&ge
this configuration converts the sedimentation basin to a
small extended detention/wet pond during the winter This concept involves the collection and storage for later
months. As with the Austin sand filter, the basins may treatment in the wastewater treatment plant of the WQV
be either walled with concrete, as shown, or, if soil from each storm. WQV slorage tanks ~re used on all
conditions permit, be constructed as soil structures,
developments or redevelopments that require ¯ BMP
within Alexandria’s combined sawer watersheds. Figure
The filtration basin is basically the Austin design with the 9 shows a centerline cutaway of a WQV storage tank.
sand filter enhanced by adding a 12- to 18-in. thick
stored water is released into the combined or sank
surface layer of heroic or fibric peat, a layer of calcitic The
tary sewer system by telemetry-controlleq pump~ or
limestone (for greater phosphorus removal), and a 4-in., automatic valves that ensure that none of the WQV
50:50 well-mixed layer of peat and fine-medium grain escapes
while combined sewer overflows into s~eams

%*"

12-In. Min.
4-1n. 50/50
Mix
18-1n. Min. ~

v,
¯ ’,~
Ene~ Dies

Filtered Outlet
6-In. Washed B~mk Run Grave~
f,~,...,./"-’~ F~rst 1,’2 In of
R~notf/WQV)
F~ow Separator

Pe~;forate;I
R~ser
Trash Rack
Sechm~nt Trap
W~ Under~lrain

GeotexlJle Fabh¢

Periorale~ Colle~’lo~ Pipe,,
in Gravel Bell

F~ure ~. Stormweter peat-land filter eyetlm.
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From I~M~k~:m

S~lmenl (::~’nt~r WI~ Tm~h Ft~k

are ~ng or in ~ ~ in~w a~ infilVati~
am ~ing the ~ of ~ wastewater ~nt
~ant. This a~r~ch ~f~ to EPA’s August 19,
1989, National ~mbin~ ~r ~e~low SVat~,
~ich r~uires esta~ish~nt of a high-flow mana~
~nt plan that m~imizes ~e ~ci~ of the c~bin~
~ syst~ f~ ~orage and ~ea~t.

Challenges in Development and Use of
BMPs for Heavily Urban~ed
The field of BMPs f~ heavi~ u~nlz~ a~s Is ~
infant. The ne~ few yea~ must ~ng m~h ~r
of this l~hnol~ ~ ~e ~ll~nt r~l ~
~e NPDES sto~water pr~ram a~ o~ f~
state clean water initiatives are to ~ ~ ~ ~
nifi~nt c~lle~s n~ to ~ a~re~

~e ~nk sho~ in F~ure 9 has a ~ter qual~ inlet to
~ovide s~i~nt and petroleum hydr~a~n m~val R~u~ Construction Effo~ a~
~fore ~e ~noff is allow~ to enter ~e stora~ ~nk.
const~cfion ~st f~ Aus~n ~ filters ~
The inlet must ~ ~ out and refilled w~ d~n The
proj~s with approximate~ 1 a~e of im~i~s ~ver
~ter ~e~ 6 ~n~s for ~r ~n~ning.
ran~d from $13,~ to $19,~ in 1~ (1). ~e
of DC ~nd filters was approximate~ $~,~ ~r
WQV storage re~oim may ~ eider prefabri~t~ ~ious acre when ~e filters ~m fir= intr~
~nks ~ vaults fab~t~ on site from such materials as has sin~ fallen to approximate~ $12,~ to $16,~
Po~land ~ment. Eider single or multiple tanks ~y ~ ~rough the intr~uction of pr~sting and ~e ma~
employed. ~though originally ~velo~d for u~ in corn- of the design (11). The lar~, slo~ ~ware
~nd filters re~ntty ~nstruct~ in Alexa~fia ~st
bin~ ~wer watersh~s, WQV stora~ ~n~ ~y ~
apDli~ in other situations ~ere WQV ~noff will not ~ proximately ~,~ to ~e 1.7 acres of im~s
rout~ into the storm sewer (e.g., lands~ping irrigation ~ver. This was, in essen~, a proto~ facili~, and
~ste~ or =gray wate~ toilet flushing ~stems).
~sts are exp~ to fall in a manner similar to ~e
~nd filter costs as ~ntra=ors and engin~m ~
familiar wi~ ~e t~hnol~.
When WQV water is di~har~ direly into a combin~ ~lying orefabrication and m~u~ar ~n~p~, ~
or ~nita~ sewer or us~ in gray-water flushing sys- cialty for smaller proj~s, should fu~er r~u~ ~nterns, ~e ~llutant re~val efficien~ of the system struction eHoff and costs. ~exandria and ~e Dis~t of
~mes that of the r~eiving wastewater treatment Columbia are exploring ~e rationalization of ~nd fi~r
plant. The Dhospho~s removal ~paci~ of such plants vaul:s in c~rcular ~ions ~th manufacturers of alumln.
is ~ically in the 95- to l~rcent range. When the iz~ corrugated pipe and fi~rglass underground ~n~.
WQV water is reus~ and re~ined on site for landsca~ The P~pe manufa~urer has indicated that filters ~at
i~igation, ~llutant removal may approach 1~ percent would sere up to 1 acre of im~ious ~ver ~uld
~ ~e water is not allOwed to e~a~ from the site.
prefabricated in a shop and detiv~ as a unit to a
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site. The Distdct of Columbia has also developed a sand
filter in a standard precast sewer manhole. By introduc- factors as acid rain and variations in chemical cor~tent
ing the runoff through a large catch basin with a hooded of the filter media on performance before the Austin
outlet, the addition of a 6-ff manhole with a sand filter in experience can be generalized for application to other
the bottom makes a BMP suitable for treating the regions of the country.
runoff from approximately 5,200 It2 of impervious cover; While Austin reports very promising phosphorus re8-ft manhole filters can serve approximately 10,000 ~. moval values, enhancing the nitrogen and perhaps
Alexandria is examining the feasibility of adapting stand- heavy-metal removal efficiencies of BMPs may develop
ard large highway precast curb inlets as the shells of as a more pressing need as NPDES runoff monitoring
both Delaware sand filters and underground vault sand data become available. One avenue that appears promfilters. Storage of runoff awaiting filtration in arched is!rig ~s the employment of a wet gravel filter component
corrugated-pipe galleries appears to be a promising to introduce biological activity in the treatment
approach in areas where storm sewers are Ioo shallow an approach that is already being used to treat individual
to employ vau~t filters without pumping. Much more home sewage in Anne Arundel County, Maryland (12).
innovation is still needed for heavily urbanized areas.
The District of Columbia is considering adding a layer of
One of the major costs of BMPs for heavily urbanized activated carbon to a sand filter to assess the bene~I
areas is creating a container to store the runoff before it through monitoring. BMPs for heavily urbanized areas
undergoes treatment. More studies need to be per- represent a field that is dpe for add!lionel innovation.
formed characterizing different types of runoff to deter- Universities should take a more active role in deve~
mine whether ell sites need similar treatmenL For BMP technologies for these am=u=.
instance, pollutants in runoff strictly from roofs may be
concentrated in a smaller amount of "first flush." Pollu- Spre#td ~1~ T~hr~lo~t
tion concentration versus time studies of roof water Currently, the use of BMPs for heavily urbanized ~eas
might well establish that treatment of a smaller amount
of runoff would meet pollutant removal Performance is limited to a relatively small area in the mid-Atlantic
states, the Austin area in Texas, and the state of Floride.
requirements. This development would likely have a The
technology is applicable to all areas of the cognl~y
significant impact on costs,
where pollution in stormwater runoff must be contzofled
under the NPDES permit program. Information on theae
Reduce Maintenance Requirements and Costs by EPA
andneeds
otherto environmental
the
BMPs
be dtsseminated agencies
throughout so
the that
count~
All BMPs for heavily urbanized areas require significant
maintenance. Permanent pools require pumping out on lechnology is available to all parties who are wrestling
a periodic basis (currently twice Per year in Alexandria) with the problems of attaining NPDES compliance. This
to remove accumulated sediments and trapped hydro- paPer was written to facilitate that process.
carbons. As discussed above, sand filters require the References
replacement of the top few inches of sand or overlying
layers of geotechnical cloth every 3 to 5 years. Trash 1. City of Atexandna. ! 9~2. Unco~vention~ BMP design ct~tetil. In:
must be removed from all BMPs as it accumulates to
Alexandna supplernen! to the Noll~em Virginia aMP h~ndboo~.
Atex~-~,~. VA: Dep~tment of Tr~0ottalion ind Envlronm~lII
prevent premature clogging. Special care must be taken
Serwce=.
to ensure that sand filter systems are not placed in
service before all open areas are stabilized with vege. 2. city of Ausbn. ~988. Water q~a~/managem~tt. In: Envtme,mental cntena manual. Ausbn. TX; Env~ronmentll Iztd
tat!on. Otherwise, the filters might quickly clog with topvabon Serwces Department.
soil, as occurred with one of Alexandria’s Delaware sand
3.
Getli,
J. 1992. Analysis of urban BMP Peffom’~’~ce ~ longevity
filters. Trash screens need to be included in all designs
in Pnnce George’s County, Maryt=~nd. WI.shingtotl, DC: Metroto preclude the intrusion of materials into filter chambers
pop,tan Washington Council of Governm~lll,
that can cause premature failures. The provision of
4.
Wishington State Depatlmertt of Ecology, lg92. Stotrnvt~
ready maintenance access is an absolute necessity,
management for the Puget So~nd Basin (the tictmi¢~ n’~iI),
The initial cosVmamtenance cost tradeoff must be carevow. Iii. Runoff controls. Oiymp~l, WA. pp. 4..4~.
fully examined during the BMP design process,
s Norff~m V~rg~rl~s Planning ~stn¢! Commission. 1992. BMP ~
Enhance Removal of Pollutants
The 1990 Austin report on removal of pollutants by that
city’s sand filters is the only scientific data available at
present on long-term monitoring of such systems (7).
The reported results are encourag ng, but more monitoting data is needed to assess the impact of SuCh

nmg considerations. In: Northern Virginia BMP h~ndbook. Arthur~=e, VA: Northern V~rginia P~anning [~l~’ict Commi~oh.
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Postconstruction Responsibilities for Effective
PErformance of Best Management Practicee

Joseph J. Skuplen
Somerset County Engineering Department, Somerville, New Jersey
"
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Abstract

goals are accomplished but also represents a positive

Effective performance of best management practices
(BMPs) is v~l to achieving the high goals and justifying
the equally high estimated costs of urban runoff management. This paper iclentifies inspection, maintenance,
and performance monitoring as three key postconstruction actNities for ensuring correct end continued performance of BMPs. These activities are equal in
importance to planning, design, and construction BMPs.
The paper demonstrates how failure to meet inspection
and maintenance BMP responsibilities not only leads to
diminished BMP Performance but may also create new
health and safety threats that exceed those the BMPs
were intended to prevent. It further demonstrates how
such a result re~)resents both a failure to realize a gain
on the resources already invested in BMPs and the
cause of significant additionaJ expenditures.
The paper also describes the key components of a
successful postconstructJon inspection and maintenance program, including the need for self-evaluation
and feedback components to inform planners, designers, constructJon contractors, and maintenance personnel about ways to reduce or facilitate future
maintenance. Addtionally, the paper emphasizes the
importance of a stable source of program funding and
discusses various methods for achieving ~t.
Finally, the paper emphasizes the need for accurate,
scientific monitoring and reporting of BMP performance
to achieve optimal BMP designs ancl exl~ancl the ability
t° ac~dress urban runoff impacts on a regional or watershed bas~.

Introduction
One of the top priorities of any stormwater management program is the effective Performance of structural
best management practices (Bk4Ps). Effective BMP
ber’formance not only helps ensure that the program’s

return on the time, effort, and materials Inveeted in
structural BMP’s planning, design, and construction. To
achieve such Performance, however, even/one Involved
with the stormwater management wogram must fulfill
several key responsibilities before, during, and after
construclJon.
Before construction, these responsibilities include
development by program managers of design standards
and practices that are both accurate and practical.
signers must use these standards and praclk~s to produce construction drawings that accurately conveff their
k:leas into a tangible structure. Using these oYaw~ngs,
construction contractors must create a durable structure
that meets the designers’ requirements and is ~ue to the
regulators’ intentions.
While stormwater management remains a relatively
new field, the results to date of these relatively shortterm preconstruction activities have been greatly improved by several factors, including the maturation of
older flood control programs; the continued growth of
hydrologic and hydraulic databases, design methods,
and training programs; and the implementation of forreal construction inspection programs. Other factors
that have assistecl in the improvement of regulatory,
design, and construction activities include the contin.
ued development and greater availability of computer
software and harclware and the greater level of construction experience and capability. As a result, the
abihty of program managers, designers, and constructJon contractors to meet their responsibilitJes fo¢ effectire BMP Performance has increased significantly in
recent years. Furthermore, these improvements have
helped to kindle further interest and involvement in
stormwater management.
In a~clition to planning, clesign, and construction res~:)nsibiJ~t es however, three key areas of responsibility must
be met once construcbon has been completed and the
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structural BMP has been put into operation. These responsibilities consist of the inspection, maintenance,
and monitoring of the structural BMP. For the purposes
of this paper, these three activities are defined brieffy as

fo~k~ws:

¯ Inspection: Periodic observation and evaluation of a
structural BMP and its individual components by
qualified personnel to determine maintenance needs,
¯ Maintenance: Periodic preventative and corrective
measures taken by qualified personnel to ensure
safe, effective, and reliable BMP performance,

increasing need for monitoring as a means to improve
BMP performance and effectiveness and to reduce require(/inspection and maintenance effort.

The Importance of BMP Inspection and
Maintenance

A common requirement of virtually all stormwater
tures, particularly those that encount~ various weather
conditions, is their need for periodic inspec~on and
maintenance. While these needs may be obvious in
general sense, the particular importance of inspection
and maintenance for structural BMPs needs to be
¯ Monitoring: Exlended observation and evaluation of sb’ee~L
BMP performance by qualified personnel to deter.
Perhaps the most recognizable mason is the need to
mine effectiveness and improvement needs,
reliably and consistently achieve the performance
Of the three activities, inspection and maintenance are required by the stormwater managemenl program ~
the most well established in terms of BMPs, while monio designed into the BMP. For example, a BMP that reliee
toting represents a somewhat more recent aspect of on the temporary storage of stormwater runoff to
stormwater management. More complete descriptions achieve required peak outflow or pollutant removal rete~
of each activity and their growing importance is pre- must be periodically cleaned of accumulated sedirmmt
sented in later sections of this paper. For now, it is and debris to maintain required storage capacity
important to note that each activity represents a long- prevent re-suspension of captured pollutants. The outlet
term, ongoing responsibil~ carried out after the shorter structures at these facilities must also be periodically
term planning, design, and construction efforts have cleared of accumulated debris to maintain
been completed. It is also important to note that BMPs rates at required levels. Maintenance of vegetation is
for inspection, maintenance, and monitoring have not also important, particularly for those BMPs that use the
received the same level of attention typically devoted to vegetation for pollutant filtration and/or uptake. Th~
planning, design, and construction. While lack of ade- maintenance can range from mowing, seeding, and ferquate funding may be a cause, the reasons for this tilizing turf grass areas to ensure stability and prev~t
imbalance are generally unclear. This is unfortunate, erosio~ to harvesting wetland vegetation to promote and
because such an imbalance may critically affect the manage growth.
long-term success of stormwater management programs and regulations. Possible reasons include the The maintenance described can also be viewed as an
ongoing, long-term, and somewhat routine nature of effecbve means of ensuring a positive retum on the time,
inspection and maintenance in particular, which may not effort, and materials invested in the planning, design,
offer either the intellectual and creative challenge of and construction of a BMP. The total amount of this
planning and design or the immediacy of constru~on, investment for a-single BMP can be considerable, with
Additional reasons may be an unacknowledged reluc- total construction costs exceeding $50,000 and total
tance to confront the reality of current planning, design, project costs exceeding $100,000. Failure to adequately
and regulatory efforts (particularly the negative aspects inspect and/or maintain such a facility can lead to inefPerformance, structural failure, and, conse.
of that reality), or the failure to fully appreciate the fective
a failure to realize a return on the investment.
importance of BMPs in regard to inspection, mainte- quently,
It
is
generally
recognized that the cost of p~oviding
nance, and monitoring and the serious consequences
comprehensive water quality protection may be ¢onsidof their prolonged neglect,
erably greater than our present ability to pay for it In
Regardless of the reasons, it is apparent that BMPs for such cases, we must strive to achieve the greatest
inspection, maintenance, and monitoring have suffered possible return on the resources we do invest in such
the neglect typical of long-term, ongoing activities. As p~otection.
noted above, this neglect has cdtical implications for the Perhaps the most important need for BMP inspeclJon
long-term success of efforts to manage stormwater, par- and maintenance is the need to avoid the health and
licularly through the use of structural BMPs. In an effort safety threats inherent in their neglect. The foremost of
to correct this problem, this paper presents information these threats is the potential for structural failure, which
emphasizing the importance of and need for BMPs in can rapidly release stored waters and flood downstream
inspection and maintena rice and describes the key com- areas, causing property damage, injury, and even death.
portents of a comprehensive inspection and mainte- The fact that this flooding threat would not exist if the
nance program. Aclditional~y, the paper highlights the BMP had not been constructed further highlights the
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need for proper inspection and maintenance to prevent
it from ever occurring. Another health and safety threat Sufficient and Stable Funding
from maintenance neglect is mosquito breeding, which Because BMP inspection and maintenance requires
can threaten a broad area in the general vicinity of the specific actions by qualified personnel, ~ availability of
BMP. Other undesirable insects, animals, and edors can sufficient and stable funding may be the single most
also result from maintenance neglect, adversely affect- important component of a comprehensive program. The
ing those who must live or work nearby. In all such best intentions, talent, and equipment cannot overcome
cases, the BMP can actually have worse environmental a paucity of funds, nor can regular, consistent inspecimpacts than those it was originally const~cted to prevent, tions and maintenance be achieved if funding levels are
A final reason for effective BMP inspection and mainte- erratic and/or uncertain.
nance lies in preserving and nurturing the community Therefore, during the development of the overall stormand political support that stormwater management el- water management program, a stable source of funding
forts have gained to date. Such continued support is for inspection and maintenance must be identif~cl and
vital to the success of our stormwater management formalized. This may include the use of general o~ speefforts, particularly because much of the solution to cialized tax revenues, dedicated contributions from land
stormwater pollution lies in source controls and lifestyle developers or owners, and/or permit fees from tho~e
changes that the public will be asked to adopt. We creating the need for the structural BMP. Funding may
cannot count on even passive public support, however, also be secured through the creation of a storrnwat~r
let alone active public involvement in nonstructural pro- utility, which would provide BMP inspection and maint~.
grams, if we are unable to create and maintain structural nance services funded by fees paid by those within the
BMPs that are community assets rather than liabilities, utility’s service area. While the creation of a stormwat~r
Any support that we now have or hope to generate in utility requires a significant amount of effort to o~ganize and
the future will quickly be lost if we allow structural BMPs operate, several successful stom’~water utilities have been
to become aesthetic nuisances or safety hazards due to c~eated throughout the country in recent
a lack of adequate inspection and maintenance.
Adequate Equipment and Materimie
Comprehensive Inspection end
Having sufficient equipment and materials is particularly
Maintenance: An Overview
important for BMP maintenance efforts, which involve
The key components of a comprehensive inspection the regular performance of preventative maintenance
and maintenance program for structural BMPs are de- activities such as grass mowing and debds removal and
scribed below. The exact character of each component the prompt execution of emergency repairs and restoreand the manner in which it is implemented depends on tions. The long-term, repetitive nature of the preventathe ~-~cific economic, political, environmental, and so- tive activities, in particular, demonstrates how a positive
cial characteristics of the community in which the pro- return can be quickly achieved from investments in
gram functions,
equipment that expedite maintenance efforts and in me.
terials that prolong the life of BMP components.
Official Inclusion of Inspection and
Fortunately, due in part to the basic nature of stormwater
Maintenance in Overall Stormwater
and its management, the character of the equipment
Management Program
necessary to conduct most maintenance efforts is not
BMP inspection and maintenance should not be an particularly complex or specialized. Instead, standard
aflerthought but should be included from the beginning and relatively simple equipment such as lawn mowers,
in the community’s overall stormwater management pro- shovels, rakes, compressors, and trimmers can be used
gram. As the overall program develops, determining to perform the majority of maintenance tasks. This helps
how (and how often) inspections and maintenance el- simplify the selection and acquisition process and keeps
forts are performed is as important as determining al- costs at more manageable levels.
lowable peak outflow rates and extended detention
times. To ignore this fact is to invite eventual program Trained and Motivated St~ff
failure through diminishing BMP performance and increasing health’and safety threats. To ensure a secure Similar to equipment needs, many BMP maintenance
role for inspection and maintenance in the overall storm- tasks are not particularly complex or specialized. This
water management program, both the importance of means that, under most circumstances, program staff
inspection and maintenance and the ways in which they can be assembled from a relatively large labor pool,
are achieved should be officially included ~n any imple- either d=rectly by a public agency performing maintemeriting ordinances, resolutions, er laws establishing nance ~n house or by a contractor hired to provide such
serv=ces. These factors, however, should not diminish
the overall program.
the need for thorough training of maintenance staff. This
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has become increasingly true in recent years as the role Regular Performance of Routine Maintenatme
of structural BMPs expands to provide higher levels of
stormwater treatment and more comprehensive control
of runoff rates. This has led to increasingly sophisticated The essence o~ core of any facilib/maintenance profacilities containing specialized vegetation and diverse gram is the regular, consistent performance of the actual
habitats that require management as well as mainte- maintenance tasks that the remainder of the program
nance. This trend is expected to continue, further era- has identified, planned, and scheduled, and for which
phasizing the need for thoroughly ~ained staff,
staff, equipment, and funding have been provided. The
competent and consistent performance of these routine
The importance of motivation and enthusiasm must also tasks is the single greatest factor in determining the
be emphasized. Unfortunately, the repetitive and rela- success of the overall BMP inspection and maintenance
tively simple nature of many BMP maintenance tasks program. These routine tasks normally include grass
can lead to indifferent staff performance. In addition to mowing and trimming, trash and debris renTuval, soil
poor overall results, this indifferent attitude can also be fertilization, and sediment removal. Experience has
dangerous, particularly for those staff members operat, shown that the regular, f~equant (e.g., monthly or less)
ing mowing or cutting equipment that, however simple, performance of these tasks often requires less overall
~emands concentration and care. Indifference and a time and effort on an annual basis than if the task~ Ire
lack of enthusiasm can also stifle creativity, which ts performed only a few tlme~ a year.
essential if improved and/or less costly maintenance
techniques ere to be honed from existing ones. Finally, In addition, a flexible end informe<l definition of "regularexperience has shown that the vegetated, "living" char- should be adopted when scheduling routine malnt~.
acter of most structural BMPs requires e certain interest hence tasks. For example, while It will be easier to
and concern on the part of maintenance staff (qualities schedule maintenance at a given BMP for the first week
that are evident in most successful gardeners) if proper of every month, the actual performance of the work
maintenance, performance, and aesthe~ levels are to should instead be based on weather conditions and
maintenance need. This is particularly true of turf grass,
be achieved,
which may be damaged by a regularly scheduled mowing during dry or drought conditions. Dudng wet condlTherefore, if is essential for maintenance staff to have tions, attempts to perform maintenance tasks may result
an interest in the overall success of the BMP. One way in rutting and other ground disturbances, causing rrK~’e
that this may be accomplished is by having the long- facility damage. The ability to perform "regular" mainteterm maintenance of a given BMP performed by the nance tasks on a somewhat "irregular" basis is one of
same maintenance crew, which then becomes the sole the greatest challenges of a comprehensive inspection
group responsible for its success or failure. Such "own- and maintenance program.
ership" of the BMP helps promote more direct interest
in its condition and a greater effort to maintain it.
Timely Performance of Emergency
Maintenance
Tasks
In addition, competent BMP inspection, particularly of
larger, more complex structures and dams, requires a Despite the best efforts of any inspection and maintehigh degree of skill, experience, and knowledge. Often, nance program, emergency maintenance measures may
such levels require that some of the inspections be be necessary at a structural BMP from time to time for a
conducted by a licensed professional engineer who has variety of causes, ranging from excessive rainfall to vana background in geotechnical and structural engineer, dalism As a result, the successful inspection and maining. Other necessary skills may include biology or plant tenance program must be ready to respond to this need
sciences, particularly if the BMP includes diverse vege- in a timely and comprehensive manner. To do so, it is
tation and habitats. Obviously, the training required for best to plan ahead for emergencies by developing an
such inspection personnel is more rigorous and the emergency response plan that identifies potential erner.
number of qualified personnel available to the program gency problems and ways to address them. This may
will be tess. Finally. the training provided to maintenanceinclude the preparation of a list of typical repair materials,
workers should, in part, be directed at making them which then can be either stockpiled in house or quickly
informal inspectors as well. When maintenance workers
through designated suppliers. The plan may
are trained and motivated to spot and report such prob- acquire~
also identify individuals and organizations that can prolems as sloughing or settling of embankments, surface vide technical input or services on short notice to assist
eros=on, animal burrows, and structural cracks, repairs in the emergency repair effort. Finally, a designated numcan be performed more promptly and with less expense bet of staff personnel should be available on a 24-hour
and effort,
basis to respond to maintenance ernergenPJes.
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Regular, Competent Inspe~tioltl

including a provision to charge the owner for the cosL
One of the keys to program efficiency and overall BMP Finally, such an agreement should be binding on all
safety is the performance of competent BMP inspection future owners of the property to ensure continuity.
on a regular basis. In view of the increasingly complex
nature of structural BMPs and the wide range of tachnlcal aspects inherent in each, the need for competent Accurate Recordkeep#lg
inspectors should be obvious. In fact, a team of inepec, In view of the large number of tasks, equipment, and
tors may be necessary to adequately review the matehals that may be involved in a comprehensive
geotechnical, environmental performance, structural, BMP inspection and maintenance program, accurate
hydraulic, and biological aspects of many BMPs. In- records of the maintenance effort should be kepL This
spections must be performed on a regular basis to includes logs of time and manpower, records of mateidentify problems and special maintenance needs riaf quantities and costs, and the type and frequency of
quickly and efficiently. This allows repairs to be per- the various maintenance tasks performed. In addition,
formed promptly without the need for major remedial or accurate records should also be kept of any complaints
emergency a~on.
received from community residents regarding the
and/or frequency of the various maintenance
The frequency of inspections vades with the size and quacy
tasks as well as all reports of potentially hazardou~
complexity of a given BMP. Regular inspections by conditions, The time and expense of such recordkeep.
qualified personnel may range from once a year for ing, including the need for staff training in ltm proper
large facilities with high damage potential to every 2 to procedures, can be quickly offset if the recorded Infor.
5 years for smaller, tess complex sites. Additional in- marion is used to improve scheduling, task perform.
epections should also be performed as appropriate fol- ance, and purchasing practices. Additional cletalis of
lowing major rain storms and other extreme such use is described below.
climatological events such as droughts, extreme snow.
falls, or high winds. It should also be noted that the
growing complexity and technical range of structural Productive Self.EvMuatlon and Interacl~orl
BMPs is expected to require more frequent inspections To achieve improved levels of efficiency, a BMP inspection
covering a wider range of BMP features,
and maintenance program should conduct regular revlet~
Finally, the formal inspections described above should and self-evaluations. The availability of thorough progrem
be supplemented by informal inspections conducted by records is of great assistance in this effort. The program
review should incluo~ input from all program personnel
maintenance personnel during each-of their site visits, and
should ack:/ress such aspects as maintenance fr~
This further enhances the program’s ability to quickly
i~entity and respond to special maintenance needs be. quench, the sequence of facility visits, equipment suitabilfore they can become costly emergencies. As noted ity, staffing levels, and training needs. In addition,
above, such informal inspections require further training establishing a positive dialogue with stormwater regulatots, designers, and contractors is highly desirable
of maintenance personnel,
cause all of these people are respons~l:~e for creating
structural BMPs that the inspection and maintenance pro.
Performance Guarantees and Defaultm
gram must ultimately (an<i forever) maintain. Studies and
In many BMP inspection and maintenance programs, experience have shown that many of the prob/ems an.
the owners of the property on which the BMP is located countered during BMP maintenance are actually the result
are responsible for performing maintenance tasks. Such of poor or misinformed/regulations, designs, or construe.
properties may range from single-family residences to lion efforts. Therefore, maintenance personnel need to
major industrial or commercial complexes. Under such identify such problems and be given a means to inform
conditions, the governmental agency responsible for the those responsible. Such interaction can be achieved
overall success of the program must obtain some form through conferences and meetings with professional soof guarantee that the maintenance will in fact be per- c~eties, industry groups, and governmental agencies and
formed. This guarantee is acquired through several depertments, Public input should also be sought through
steps. First, the property owner’s responsibilities should indrvidual contacts (using the complaint records noted
be specif~e~ in a written agreement between the owner above) and community meetings.
and the agency. This agreement should also grant the
agency the right to enter the property and inspect the The Growing Need for BMP Performance
BMP to ensure that the stipulated maintenance is, in Monitoring
fact, being performed satisfactorily. In addition, the
agreement should also provide a method by which the More than just grass mowing, BMP inspection and mainagency can perform both emergency and regular main- tenance represent a broacl range of integrated lechnica!
tenance tasks in the event of default by the owner, activities. In fact, th~s can also be said for the entire field
of rnc~em stormwater management, which requires
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technical interaction between regulators, designers, preservation). With the real data obtained through BMP
contractors, maintenance personnel, and the public to performance monitoring, it will be easier to convince the
truly achieve the goal of comprehensive runoff manage- community of both the need for and the promise of
merit. Unfortunately, due to the random and, at times, stormwater management.
unpredictable behavior of storm events and the inherent
complexity of the rainfall-runoff process, it is often diffi- Such data will also lend greater credibility to our concult to determine how well our runoff goals are being cems over runoff pollution and will enable us to credibly
mot, regardless of the proficiency of design, construc- demonstrate the value of both structural and nonstruction, and maintenance efforts. For this reason, BMP tural measures. Such credibility is vital if we are to
performance monitoring should also be included in any expect the public to make the changes and secdficas
stormwater managemont program,
demanded by both the structural and nonstructurel
By closely and accurately monitoring BMP performance BMPs we now have or hope to implement in their
through field monitoring, sampling, and laboratory communities (and even their beckyarda) in the future.
analysis, BMP monitoring can enable us to better define Finally, BMP performance monitoring will help us to
the "problem" of runoff pollution and allow regulators more closely monitor our progress and more quickly
program problems and shortcomings. This will
and designers to gain a better understanding of both identify
help
us
to develop and implement program modifioao
BMP function and performance. This info~Tnation can be
used more conclusively to identify those runoff goals tions and improvements in a manner that will not
and management functions that either can or cannot be threaten community acceptance. As noted earlier, we
realistically achieved by structural BMPs. This will fur- will not be able to rely on public support for nor I~rther allow regulators and designers to improve those ticipetion in vital nonstructural stormwater programs if
functions that are viable and to develop altemaWes to we are unable to create and maintain aesthetically
those that are not, both through enhanced design stand- pleasing structural BMPs. We can also expect similar
ards and techniques and updated regulations. BMP per- results if we discover that those same BMPs simply
¯
formance monitoring can also provide information do not work.
regarding construction and maintenance prances that
may have an effect on facility performance, which can SummBry
in turn lead to improved or new practices or equipment.
¯ To achieve comprehensive success tn our stormwaIn overview, BMP performance monitoring can be seen
ter management efforts, it is vital that inspection,
as a means of achieving greater return on the time,
maintenance, and monitoring be considered as
materials, and property invested now and in the future
equal in importance to structural BMP planning, dein our stormwater management programs. And because
sign, and maintenance.
these amounts are expected to grow considerably as we
expand our programs to address more complex storm- ¯ The neglect of BMP inspection and maintenance can
actually result in worse environmental impacts to a
water problems, the importance of such improved recommunity than the ones that the BMP was intended
turns will certainly increase,
to prevent. This result can threaten the viability of the
In addition, BMP performance monitoring can also be
entire stormwater management program.
seen as a way to help ensure overall program credibility
and achieve stronger community acceptance. In recent ¯ BMP inspection and maintenance must be an official
years, much attention has focused on the need to excomponent of a comprehensive stormwater managepand traditional stormwater management programs bement program, with adequate staffing, equipment, and
yond structural measures to also include nonstructural
fun<Is.
measures in order to achieve more comprehensive resuits. To do so, we must achieve greater community ¯ Serf-evaluation and interaction win regulators, designers, constructors, and members of the community are
involvement in our stormwater management efforts,
vital to reducing overall maintenance needs, efforts, and
both through lifestyle changes (involving a wide scope
costs.
of activities, from pet care to car washing to home
landscaping) and through participation in various non- ¯ BMP performance monitoring is increasingly imporstructural stormwater programs (ranging from housetent to the continued effectiveness and growth of
hold waste disposa! to carpooling to resource
stormwater management programs.
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Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution In
Coastal Watetw

Rod Frederick
Office of Water, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Wasldngton, I)C
Abstract
Specking Management Measures for Soumas of Non.
This paper describes the technokxjy-based manage- point Pollution in Coastal Waters (1). The development
ment measures developed under Section 6217(g) of the process, including determination of program conte~t, use
Coastal Zone Act Reauthodzation Amendments to con- of alternative management measures, and development
trol sources of nonpoint pollution in the coastal zone. of a~itional management measures to meet water qualThe implementation of state coastal nonpoint source ity standards, is descrbed in a separate document (2) and
control Wograms, including the development of enforce- is the subject of other papers. This paper focuses on the
able policies and mechanisms, is the subject of other development of the management measures and their
papers. The management measures, and the various basis--the structural and nonstructural practices ~t
practices that can be implemented cost-effectively to can be used to cost-effec~ely contn:)l NPS
achieve conformity with the management measures, are achieve conforrruty with the management measures, The
the subjects of this paper. The U.S. Environmental Pro- value of the management measures guidance as a comtection Agency document Guidance Specifying Man. prehensive technical reference should not be undere~
agementMeasures for Sources of NonpointPol/ution in timatod because it was developed as guidance fo~
Coastal Waters (1) contains most technical information coastal state programs; the management measures gutdavailable on the effectiveness of practices to control ance contains detailed information on the cost and effecnonpoint source pollutants and the costs of these prac- tiveness of a wide variety of methodologies and
tJces. Nonpoint sources addressed in the document in- technologies that have proven effective in controlling
clude agriculture, forestry, urban areas, marinas, and nonpoint sources of pollution in both coastal and non.
hydromodifioation (darns, shorelines, and channels), coastal areas.
Practices include nonstructural methods such as planning, pollution prevention, and source reduction alterna. Legislative Background
tives in addition to structural methods such as detention
ponds an(i composting facilities. A separate chapter of Congress enacted CZARA on November 5, 1990. A
the 0ocument contains information on the protection and maior focus of this law is the control of NPS pollution to
restoration of wetlands with nonpoint source pollution avoic~ impacts on coastal waters. Congress showed
abatement functions and the use of vegetated treatment concern in section 6202(a) that growing populations in
systems in nonpoint source control programs,
the coastat zone are endangering wetiancls and marine
resources. Section 6217 addresses this concern by re.
Introduction
quiring that each state w~th an approved coastal zone
program develop a coastal NPS control
Section 6217of the Coastal Zone Reauthonzation AmerK~. management
ments of 1990 (CZARA) requires the development Of program an(i submit it to NOAA an(i EPA for approval.
The purpose of the coastal NPS control program is to
coastal nonpoint source (NPS) con~,oi programs to protect (ievelop anti implement management measures for
and restore coastal waters. States wrth coastal zone management plans that the National Oceanic an0 Atmos- NPS pollution to restore an(i protect coastal waters,
working closely with other state and local agencies.
p~eric Administration (NOAA) has alreao’y approve(i will Simply
stated. EPA develops the management measdevelop the new NPS control programs by implementures
anti
pul31=shes them as guidance, and the states
ing management measures found in t~e LJ.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) document GuJ~lance 0evelop an(i implement programs in conformity with the
management measures an(i program guidance.
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Section 6217(g) of CZARA defines management reedSures as the best available controls that can be economi,
cally achieved to reduce pollutants from exlating and
new categories and classes of NPS pollution. The
charge is clearly to develop technology-based controls
to reduce pollution from nonpoint sources, in addition,
Section 6217(b) of CZARA requires the implementation
of additional water-quality-based management meesurea to protect impaired and critical coastal areas if
implementation of the measures developed under Section 6217(g) is not effective at improving ware" quality.

useful. There are more alternative practices, better ~
scriptions, additionalsource reductionandpollutionpre.
vention programs, and examples of successful
implementationofcost-effectivepracticesunderavad.
ely of site conditions. Based on the favorable response
to date on the final management measures guidance,
the guidance is a valuable technical reference for i(:~entifyingNPSproblemsandcost-effecttvesofulJonl.
Description of the Final Management
Measures Guidance

Guidance Development
Pmblem Identfficafio~
To develop the guidance, EPA formed work groups Each chapter contains a discussion of NPS pollutants
composed of more than 250 people recognized as and problems as a rationale for the management r i lea i.
knowledgeable in the control of NPS pollution. The ures and controls to be implemented as part of ~
work groups corresponded to the six technical chapters of the management measures guidance and were coastal NPS control programs.
cochaired by EPA staff and a combination of staff from Agricultural Runi~f
NOAA, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
and the U.S. Forest Service. Other work group mere- Coastal waters are affected by NPS pollution re~ultbe. rs included staff from state agencies, interstate agen- ing from the erosion of crop land; from the manure
c~es, research agencies, unNersitles, and other federal and other wastes procluced in confined animal feciliti~;
agencies including the Bureau of Land Management, from the application of nutrients, pesticides, and in’Igi.
Fish and Wildlife Service, Army Corps of Engineers, tion water to crop land; and from physical disturbance~
Federal Highway Administration, National Park Servo caused by livestock and equipment, particul~ly in and
ice, and Geological Survey.
along streambanks.
Work group members provided references, literature
reviews, and advice as EPA worked with its own con- Urban Runoff
~’actors and experts to pull together, analyze, and sum- Urbanization in the form of new development changes
marize information on management practices and their the natural hydrology of an area and increases runoff
effectiveness. EPA released the proposed management volumes, erosion, sediment Ioadings to surface waters,
measures guidance in May 1991. EPA and NOAA also and Ioadings of sediment, nutrients, oxygen--demanding
published a proposed program implementation guM- substances, pathogens, metals, hydrocarbons, and
other pollutants. These changes and increases can imance in October 1991.
Input on the proposed management measures guM- pair water quality, alter habitats, close and destroy fishance was solicited from the public during a 7-month eries and shellfish beds, and close recreational areas
comment period. The major problems identified in the such as beaches. Decreases in base flows caused by
public comments on the technical chapters were a impervious areas can also adversely alter habitat and
lack of cost information and a perceived "East Coast impair water quality. Existing urban activities such esthe
bias" in the practices identified. There were, however, use of onsita disposal systems, improper disposal of
many positive comments on the usefulness of the household wastes, turf and lawn management, pets
guidance as a compendium of structural and non- wastes, and road maintenance can also cause water
structural control alternatives for NPS pollution in all quality problems.
areas of the country.
Silvicultural (Forestry) Operatlone
The final management measures guidance was released in January 1993. That document incorporated Forestry operations can degrade water qual~y in water
most suggested improvements and additional informa- bodies receiving drainage from forest lands. Sediment
tion received f~om the pL~blic comments, as well as 1) a concentrations can increase because of accelerated
more thorough literature review; 2) additional focus on erosion; water temperatures can increase because of
removal of the Overstory riparian shade; slash and ottmr
regional differences in climate, weather, and geomor- debris
can deplete dissolved oxygen; and organic and
phology: 3) addihonal cost information: and 4) informa- inorganic
chemical concentrations can increase due to
tion on econom=c achievabihty. The final management
harvesting
and the use of fertilizers and pesticides. Inmeasures guidance is more than twice the size of the
creased stream flow can also result from the removal of
May 1991 proposed guidance and, hopefully, twice as trees
and vegetation.
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Marinas and Recreational Boating
Because marinas are located at the water’s edge, a variety
of nonpoint effects are associated with poor flushing of
boat basins, spills from refueling areas, bilge pumping, and
wastes produced by the cieaning and repair of boats,
Hydromodiflcation
Hydromodificatlon activities have been separated into
three categories:
¯ Channelization and channel modification frequently
diminish the suitability of instream and streamside
habitat for fish and wildlife, and alter instream petterns of water temperature and sediment transport,
Hardening of banks, in particular, can increase the
speed of movement of NPS pollutants from the upper
reaches of watersheds into coastal waters,
¯ Dams can affect the hydraulic regime, the quality of
surface waters, and the suitability of instream and
streamslde habitat for fish and wildlife,
¯ Shoreline and streambank erosion is a natural proc.
ess that can have either beneficial or adverse irnpacts on surface water quality and on the creation
and maintenance of coastal habitat. Eroded shoreline
sediments help maintain beaches and replenish the
substrate in tidal flats and wetlands. Excessively high
sediment loads, however, can smother submerge~
aquatic vegetation, cover shellfish beds, fill in riffle
pools, and contribute to increased levels of turbidity
and nutrients,
Wetlandl and Vegetated Treatment Systeme
Wetlands and riparian areas reduce NPS pollution by
filtering pollutants---especially sediment, nitrogen, and
phosphorus--from surface waters. Wetlands and ripertan areas can also attenuate flows from higher-than-average storm events, thereby protecting receiving waters
from peak flow hydraulic impacts such as channel scour,
streambank erosion, and fluctuations in temperature,
Degraded wetlands lose this important set of NPS control functions. Also, degradation of wetlands and dparian
areas can cause these areas to become sources of
nonpoint pollution because they will then deliver increased amounts of sediment, nutrients, and other pollutants to a~ljoining water bodies,
Management Measures and Practices
The management measures are major subheadings within
each chapter. The coastal NPS control programs that
states are to develop must be in conformi~ with these
rnsasures. AJ~ applicabilily section for each measure contains information on the activities and locations to which
each measure applies. A description section is included
for each measure to illustrate goals ancl oOjectives and

provide more detail on what the measures mean. The
selection section provides the rationale used in selecting the management measure. Usually, selection is
based on widespread use of a management practice or
combination of practices that can be used to achieve the
management measure. The economic achievability of
the management measures was evaluated separately
(3). If this evaluation affected the selection of a measure,
the effect is described in the selection seclion.
Management practices are described in a separate
section under each management measure for illustratire purposes. State programs do not have to specify
or require the implementation of any of these manage.
ment practices. EPA does expect, however, that one
or a combination of these practices appropriate to
local conditions can be used to achieve conformity
with the management measures. For example, ~e
management measure for runoff from new develop,
ment calls for 80 percent reduction in the average
annual total suspended solid (TSS) Ioadings. Several
management practices such as sand filters or
tended detention wet ponds can be used to achieve
the required TSS removal. If local conditions are not
appropriate for one of those practices, however, a
combination of vegetated filter strips, grass swale=,
wet ponds, or constructed wetlands could also be
used Io achieve the measure. The costs and effectivehess of the management practices are usually included within the description of each practice or in
separate summary section at the end of each management measure chapter. An economic impacts
stuo~/(3) was prepared based on representative pracrices and combinations of practices and their costs.
Management Measures by Chaplet
Presented below are brief synopses of the major management measures presented in each of the technical
chapters. The discussion below is not comprehensive,
and the management measures guidance should be
consulted to establish the exact requirements and applicabili~ of the management measures.
Agriculture
¯ Sediment and erosion control." Rely on USDA’s conservation management system to promote practices
such as conservation tillage and strip-cropping.
¯ Animal facilities (large units): Contain runoff and anireal waste in storage structures.
¯ Animal facilities (small units).. Use iess-st]’ingent requirements for economic reasons.
¯ Nutrient management.. Develop and implement comprehensive nutrient management plans that involve
fertilizer apphcation rates, t~ming, and use efficiency.
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¯ Pesticide management: Evaluate the problem and
site, use integrated pest management (IPM) where
possible, and apply pesticides property and safely.
¯ Uvestock grazing: Protect sen~tive areas It~ough appropriate grazing management techniques (e.g., proriding alternative water, salt, and shade sources away
from sensitive areas and providing livestock crossing
areas).

Marlrml
¯ Manna siting and desert:
- Allow for maximum flushing of the madna basin.

¯ Irrigation: Optimize water use and use chemigation

- Perform water quality and habitat assessments to protsct against adverse impacts on shellrtsh resources,

Fore~

- Control stormwater runoff (additional controls exist
for hull maintenance areas).

¯ Preharvest planning: Consider the firr~ng, location,
and design of harvest activities,

¯ Fueling station design: Design to allow for e=sa of
cleanup, and develop spill contingency ~

¯ Streamside management areas (SMAs): Establish
SMAs to protect against soil disturbance and delivery
of sediment and nutrients from upslope activities; retain canopy species to moderate water temperature,

¯ Sewage faoTities: Ensure availability of pumpouts and
pump stations, and develop mainta~u~ procedum~

¯ Road construction/reconstruction and road manage,
merit: Reduce the generation ~ delivery of sediment,
¯ 13mber harvesting: Protect waters during harvesting,
yarding, and hauling.
¯ Site preparation and forest regeneration: Confine o~site potential NPS pollution and erosion resulting
from these activities.
¯ Management of fire, chemicals, and forested wetland
areas: Reduce NPS pollution of surface waters,
¯ Reve~jetation of disturbed areas: Prevent sedimentatJon from harvest units or road systems.
¯
Urban
¯

¯Roads, highways, andbridges:Site, construcLopemte,
and maintain roads, highways, and bridges properly.

Runoff control for new development: Reduce runoff lev.
e~s of TSS by 80 percent, and maintain natural hydrology.

¯ Watershedprotection/site development: Use comprehensive planning to protect areas that are ecologi,
cally sensitive, provide water quality benefits, or are
prone to erosion,
¯ Construction erosion/sediment and chemical control:
Reduce construction-related erosion, retain sediment
onsite, and properly manage chemical use.
¯ Runoff management for existing deve/opment: Identi~ and implement runoff quality controls as appropriate and feasible,
¯ New and o~erating onsite disposal systems (OSDSs):
Select, site, and operate OSDSs to reduce OSDS
impacts on coastal waters.
¯ Pol/ut~on ~revention for urban areas." Target and implemerit NPS reduction and pubt~c education programs,

¯ Operation and maintenance: Establish marina operation and maintenance programs to control and to
provide for proper disposal of solid waste, fish waste,
liquid materials, petroleum products, and boat cleaning byproducts.
¯ Public education: Develop public education programs
for marina users.
Hydromodiflcatkm
¯ Channelization and channel modification: Evaluate
effects of new projects on physical and chemical
characteristics of surface waters and on instream and
riparian habitats
¯ Dams: Control erosion/sediment and chemicals during and after construction; develop and implement an
operation and maintenance plan to protect surface
water quality and instream and riparian habitat.
¯ Eroding shorelines and streambanks: Stabilize streambanks and shorelines where erosion is a nonpoint problem; vegetative methods are strongly preferred over
engineering structures where vegetation will be costeffective. Protect streambanks and shorelines from erosion from ~e use of the shore and adjacent waters.
Wetlands, Riparian Areas, and Vegetated
Treatment Systems
¯ Protection; Protect wetlands and riparian areas sa~.’
ing a NPS pollution abatement fun~on to maintain
water qualit~ benefits and ensure that they do not
become a source of nonpoint pollution.
¯ Restorahon.. Promote the restoration of damaged
and destroyed wetlands and riparian systems
where they will have a significant NPS pollution
abatement function.
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¯ Vegetated ~’eatrnent systems: Promote the use of
constructed wetlands and filter strips where they
will serve a significant NPS pollution abatement
funct~n,
Next

Stepl

¯ Providing funds to help produce additional technical
guidance, including Urbanization and Water Quality,
Watershed Protection Techniques, and Fundamen.
tals of Urban Runoff Management (6-8).

0

¯ Conducting workshops on such topics as stream mstoration, NPS monitoring, and marina NPS controls.

train-the-teacher programs on runoff NPS pollu~on.
NOAA and EPA began meeting with states and other
interested parties to assist in program development and ¯ Developing an expert system for idenffiying and =edetermine their needs for future technical assistance,
iecting agricultural NPS conlrol~.
Activities included:
¯ Regional workshops with state coastal zone manage- Refer¯noel
ment and NPS contro~ agencies.
1. u.s. EP~.
¯ Ek’iefings of other fede~el agencies and interest groups
~JOO~ waaP, v~o~ PC.
(e.g-, trade associatk)ns and environmental groups).
2.
¯ Presentations at meetings of other interested parties
=~orov= gu~anc=. W~’~on. DC: U.S. ~
(e.g., International Marina Institute, National Associam~.~o. N=~ Oc~=r,~ =n~ A~c ,=.~r,~n~ra~kxt.
u.s. EPA.
tion of Conservation Districts, Water Environment
Federation, and Coastal State Organization).
3. R’n. 1~2. Ecor~W,c ~/~s of co==~te~ NPS po=utk~
Project 5990-91. Prep¯red by Research Td~ngle Ir~t~tutl fo~

-~

V

NOAA and EPA formulated and implemented a technical
assistance program using informa0on o~ needs obtained
from state and local government, indusW, trada organizabons, and others. Elernentsof lhLs program include:
¯ Publishing several guidance documents, including
State and Local Government Guide to Environmental
Program Funding Alternatives and Developing
Successful Runoff Control Programs for Urbanized
Areas (4, 5).

4. U.S. EPA. 1994. State =,rid IocaJ government ~ to
meet~ progrz,m fur~llng I~rr~We~. EPA~841/~-~I~001.

s. u.s. EPA. Ige4. Deve~o~ng =uc~e~ run~ om~
~o~ u~baniz~d er~.
6, Terreneln~tuterU.S. EPA. lg94.
wa..~-~x~ I)c.
7. cemer ~ Watershed Prot~--~on. War.stud protection t=~
nques. OuaneW buae~n= (Fe~ary and Sume~.
8 HOmer, Skup~n, LMngston, ar~ Shav~rr~-ren~
EPA. 1994. FunclaJ-nentals of urba~ nJnoff ~
=n~ ~ L~.~u~. wa.~’~o~ DC.
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Biotechnical Streambank Protection

Don Roseboom, Jon Rodsater, Long Duong, Tom Hill, Rich Offenback,
Rick Johnson, John Beardsley, and Rob HIIsabef:k
Illinois State Water Survey, Peoda, Illinois
Abstract

In rural Illinois areas, bank erosion is not addressed
Streams in areas of intense residential and commercial because of limited financial resources. In agricultural
development have high rates of surface water runoff, so states, U.S. Army Corp of Engineers district offios~
bank erosion and downstream flooding become more receive many requests for assistance on bank erosion
common and severe. Throughout the greater Chicago protection. Within recent years, the need for bank
area, this has resulted in destabilized streams lacking erosion control has been coupled with the need for
habitat for fish, wildlife, and people. The illinois Environ- environmental protection of the stream habitat and
mental Protection Agency and the U.S. Environmental riparian areas for wildlife and fisheries. Keeping costs
Protection Agency funded the urban stream restoration low while considering various environmental issues
projects on Glen Crest Stream and the Waukegan River. has made bank erosion control a difficult challenge for
During be spring and summer of 1992, stabilization the Corps.
sites were completed on Glen Crest Stream, in Glen
Ellyn, and in Washington Park of the Waukegan Park In Illinois, stream channel erosion increased when
District. The lunker technique was chosen for its low cost prairies were converted to rowcrop agriculture and
of installation and ability to resist the high-velocity runoff residential development, thereby increasing surface
while increasing instream habitat for gamefish and the water runoff rates. Man has become a dominant geostream side habitat for the urban population. At Glen morphic factor in the watershed hydrology of both
EIh/n, lunkers were constructed of recycled plastic Ium- rural and urban watersheds. In most urban and agriher for increased longevity. Low-cost vegetative stabili- cultural areas, streams were channelized to move
zation incorporated an initial matrix of grasses and floodwaters away from valued lands, to maximize the
willows, plus rooted stock of redosier dogwood near the size and uniformity of land holdings, even to decrease
water’s edge, followed by appropriate riparian trees on channel erosion (1). One result of increased water
the upper bank that the landowner chose. Both projects runoff rates and poorly designed channelization eftrained senior members and staff personnel of the park forts has been massive bank erosion in the floodplains
district and the city in the application of lunkers and of Illinois streams.
vegetative stabilization.
Watershed studies by the Illinois State Water Survey
have documented the channel erosion damages to
Introduction
floodplain fields and the consequent increased sediThis paper describes methods of biotechnical stabiliza- ment yield. Channel erosion contributed 40 to 60 pertion and instream habitat enhancement that have been cent of the sediment yield in two monitored Illinois
field trialed in Illinois. These practices have been author- watersheds (2). Within these watersheds, increased
ized and fundecl by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, runoff rates and stream channelizations caused the
the Roll Conservation Service, the U.S. Environmental streambed to be downcut at first and then erode
Protection Agency, and all Illinois state agencies respon- eralty to regain a meander shape (Figure 4). This
sible for stream modification permits. The following process was hastened by channel incision into
methods are 0escribed: willow post bank stab~lizat=on, tremely unstable glacials and gravel deposits below
lunker instream habitat enhancement with vegetative an 8- to 20-/1 =ayer of loess clays. The Crow Creek
bank stabilization, and A-jack structural and vegetat=ve watershecI study" demonstrates both the bridge damages from channel incision and the field damages
bank stabilization (Figures 1, 2, and 3).
from bank erosion (3).
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moving and hand lair often ~ubles Inml~
~sts and installatl~ ti~s.
~ral~ e~e~ r~t systems v~ d~ ~I~ ~
water ~ble. The ~sts are implant~ mu~ d~ t~n
n~e ~lings wouM grow. Lateral r~t gro~h ~
~nds aOja~nt ~sts t~ether in ~e ~nk ~II. ~t~l
~anch gro~h al~ inte~ adja~nt ~ to s~
~w vel~ near the ~n~

~
~
o~ ~
~t~

The willow ~st me~ was mention~ ~ Sche~h~ (4)
as a meth~ of ravine s~bilization in Ge~any ~udng
the 18~s. ~th ~e Corps of Engineem a~ ~e S~l
Conse~ation Se~i~ use~ large willow ~les In ~
19~s (6, 7). In most ~ses, ~e ~sts or ~les ~
laid as a layer along the slop~ ban~ York (8) ~a~
willow posts in venial holes to ~ot~ ~e ba~ ~

~um=. k~k ~nk ~

Willows are c~ into 1~ to 14-~ ~sts when ~e
have fallen an~ the k~ is 0o~ant. At this ~me, gro~
Willow Post Bank Stabili~tlon
hormones and ca~hydrates are stored in ~e r~t
system an~ lower trunk. Dense s~nds of 4- to ~y~rThe willow post .method differs from most European ol@ willows make ~e ~st ha~esting areas. The~
bioengineering techniques (4, 5) in that inU=viduai wil- stands are ~mmonly founU on the stream ~el~s in
lows are positioned vertically below the depth of lakes or in ol~ stream channel cutoffs. The willow
channel scour. Most biotechnical bank stabilization mont~
are 4 iftokept
6 in.wet.
in Uiameter and may ~ stor~ up to 1
techniques have use~ vegetation with a riprap mentali~. Layers of horizontally bundle~ woo0y vegetation The erring streambank is shard to a 1:1 s~ ~
are entrench~ in the beU an~ bank. This ~pe of ea~ the spoil piac~ *n a ~in. ~p layer along t~ top of ~e
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bank. In major erosion sites, post holes are formed in
downstream? (If the channel is wider at the erosion
the bed and bank so that the end of the post is 2 ft below
site, vegetation will not choke the stream channel
maximum streambed scour. The posts are placed 4 ff
and cause other erosion problems.)
apart in rows up the streambank. The posts in one row
are offset from the posts in adjacent rows.
7. Do you have a source of large willows close to
the site? (Your costs are small when the willows
While the steel ram and excavator is more efficient at
are dose.)
depths of 6 ft in clay soils, a hydraulic auger and excavator unit forms deeper and longer lasting holes in 8. Will the site be wet dudng dry summers? (Willow
stony or sand streambeds. Large stone layers of
posts require a lot of water while the roots
streambed material cause damage to the excavator
regrowing; willow posts should only extend 1 to 2
when the steel ram is used. In fine sand layers, ram
aboveground in dry sites.)
holes collapse before the post reaches the bottom of
you keep cattle away from the posts dudng Ihe
the holes. In highly fluid sends, even auger holes fill but 9. Can
first
summer?
(Willows must be able to produce
the post can be pushed deeper with the bucket or
leaves
for
photosynthesis
and regrowth.)
boom. In streams with sand or gravel beds, the hydraulic auger places posts 9 to 11 ft deep in the bed. Almost
10. Have debris jams forced floodwater into the eroding
all contractors in Illinois currently use an excavator and
bank? (Large debris jams must be removed
hydraulic auger unit.
cording to guidelines established by the American
Fisheries Society (g).)
In larger streams with noncohesive sand banks, large
cedar trees are cabled to ~ willow posts along the toe The willow post method ~f bank stabilization is the lowest
of the bank. The cedars not only reduce bank scour cost bank stabilization method that provides both wildlife
while root systems are growing but also retain moisture and fisheries benefits. This method has received wide.
during drought periods. In larger streams, such as IIli- spread support by both the agricultural and environmental
nois’s only designated scenic river, the Middle Fork, cornmunibes: Farm Bureau, soil and water co~servation
large rounded boulders were used as additional bank distncts, American Fisheries Society, and Nature Conser.
protection with the willow posts,
vancy. The willows serve only as a pioneer p~ant on the
disturbed
soils. Succession
wooded
or grasswith
banks
is
In Illinois, the contractor slopes 15-ft banks on a 1:1 speeded
bY aUditional
trees ortograss
plantings
active
grade for 80 cents per linear foot. Each post hole is site management if the landowr~er desires.
augered 10 ft deep for $2.90. Each willow post costs $I
to $2. With a five.man crew at $10.00 per hour per man,
bank sites are estimated to cost between $5 and $8 per Lunker Instream Habitat Structures
linear foot.
Lunkers are constructed of 2-in. oak planks (10). The
planks form upper and bottom layers so that the inte.
Bank Erosion Site Assessment
rior is open to water flow at both ends and on the
stream
side of the structure (Figure 2). A series of
The following questions should be asked when determining the applicability of willow bank post stabilization: lunkers are placed along the base of the eroding bank.
When necessary, the lunkers are placed into an exca.
1. Does sunlight fall directly on the eroding bank? rated trench, especially on the upper and lower ends
(Willows must have sun.)
of the sites. Each lunker is held with nine lengths of
rebar, which are driven 5 ft into the streambed. In the
2. Isrial
bedrock
close
to
the
surface?
(Streambed
mateillinois
adaptation, riprap was placed only on lunkers
should be 4 tt deep; check with a tile probe.)
behind the blocking log.
3. Are lenses of fine sand exposed in the eroding bank? In rural areas and in state parks, the bank above the
4. Is the stream channel stable upstream of the ero- lunkers was stabilized with willow posts. The bank was
sion site? (if the stream cuts behind the upper end steeply sloped to keep the lunkers scoured (11) and to
of willow posts, the entire bank will erode.)
prevent silt deposition in the lunkers. In Court Creek, the
upper bank was seeded with prairie grasses. During the
5. How deep is the stream along the eroding bank?, second year, the posts were cut down so that only e
(Willow posts must be 2 ft deeper than the deepest
water or the posts will be undercut below the ro~t narrow fringe of willow grew along the water’s edge. By
third ygar, with active burn management, the prairie
zone. The length of the willow posts depends on the the
grasses
had become established.
water depth. In sand or cobble streams, a hydraulic
auger forms a deeper and more stable hole,)
At Franklin Creek State Park, the banks were seeded
with coot season grasses because the erosion site was
6.
How
wide
is
the
stream
channel
at
the
erosion
sites
located
beside
corral.
again,
theA
compared w~th stable channels upstream and willow
posts
werethe
to equestrian
be cut during
theOnce
second
year.
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large population of protected beavers sped up the
postcutting schedule. A spray of Ropel, an unpleasant,
tasting liquid, mixed with a tackifer (to decrease water
solubility) gave protection until the grasses became established. When Ropel applications ware discontinued,
the large posts were quickly cut down. Even with heavy
browsing, however, the willow stubs regrew branches
because the root systems were not damaged.
While the cool season grasses became established
more quickly than the prairie grasses, the root systems
of coo/season grasses are shallow and therefore more
susceptible to scour during high velocity flows. While
damages have been minor after 4 years, two 9 I~ areas
ware seeded with grasses and 18-in. willow cuttings in
April 1993. Adult smallmouth bass populations increased over 50 percenL Of more irnporlance to stream
bass populations, the yearling bass suwival increased
300 percent at the lunker site (12).
Costs of lunker installation were $25 to $35 per linear
foot, with prairie grass seeding and maintenance accounting for higher costs at the Court Creek site. Labor
was 45 percent of costs, contractual equipment was 30
percent, and materials were 25 percent. A 300-ft site is
estimated to cost $8,000 to $10,000.

These urban sites were only 1 year old at the time ~
paper was presented, but the Chicago area had just
undergone an extremely wet fall and spring. Two fall
floo~s and three spring floods did not damage the urban
lunkers sites.

A-Jack Structures With Willow end
Dogwood Bank Revegetation
A-jacks look like small versions of the World War II tank
traps (see Figure 3). The A-jacks can be placed so that
each A-jack will interlock within each row and with Ajacks in adjacent rows. The lowest rows of A-jacks Ire
trenched along the base of the eroding bank, with the
excavated sediment placed along the top of the benk, ln
the Glen Crest Stream and the Waukegan River, 2-11
diameter A-jacks were used.
Fibredam, a geotechnical fabric that locks the curled
wood fibers in excelsior blankets, was placed between
the rows of A-jacks and the bank soils to reduce
movement through the A-jacks. Fibredam is easily tom
apart and molded into crevices between A-jacks.

Willow cuttings were driven into the streambed between
A-jacks and behind the last interior rows of A-jacks. The
fluid sedimen;, was placed on the rows and allowed to
Urban Lgnk~rl
fill the interior spaces. The vertical streambank was then
In northeastern Illinois near Chicago, urban s~reams sloped over the A-jacks.
respond quickly to rainfall events so that floods are This structure ran $45 to $50 per linear foot of bank
extremely erosive. Damage to homes and the higher when composed of two base rows and one upper row.
cost of lands allow more intensive stream management. The cost of materials was $25 per foot. Ease of handling
Often this has led to concrete or heavily nprapped
stream channels with acute environmental damages, and suitability for transport by small marsh vehicles ere
While necessary in some urban settings, the value of advantages of this system. Each A-jack is composed of
halves that lie flat on pallets during transport.
residential homes and parks can be increased if stream two
channel stabilization can be made more environmentally A-jacks are assembled at the bank site.
sensitive. In the smaller stream, the lunkers were con. When the willows and dogwood are fully grown, root
structed from recycled plastic lumber so that lunkers systems lock the entire structure together while giving e
would not dry rot during lowflow drought periocls. In natural appearance to the streambank. Small stone i~
larger stream segments, deeper pools allowed the use added to A-jack rows near the waterline to give a more
of wooden lunkers,
natural appearance.
In urban streams, the higher cost of materials, the higher
cost of contractual equipment as excavators, and the References
very high cost of landscape repairs to private lawns 1, Keller, E.A, 1976. Channelizetlon: Envitonme~tal,
substantially increase the cost of lunker installation, The
end engineering aspects. In: Coates, D.R., ed. Geomorphology
end engineenng, Sb’ou0burg, PA: Dowcle~, Hutchinao~ ~
lunker installations are $45 to $55 per linear foot of bank.
Inc. pp.
Summer scheduling of stream restoration required the 2, Roseboom, D,P., end W, W~ite, 1990. The Co~Jrt Creekre~to~tlot~
use of rooted and therefore smaller willow saplings,
prolec~ In: Erosion control: Technology in t~ar~Uo~. Proc~tngl
Additional rooted stock as redosier dogwcod played a
of t~e X.XI Conference of t~e Internet~o~a.f Ero~o~ Cont~o~
ciat~on, Washington, DC. pp. 25-40,
gre~.ter role in riparian revegetation of urban sites. Tree
corridors were preserved as sound barners to traffic

3 Roseboom, D., W White, and R Sauers 1991. St~e~’fd:~ Ind

habitat strategies along IIl~no~s River tributaries In: Proceeding=
noises and visual privacy barriers between homes, The
o~ t~e Governor s Co~ference on De M=,nageme~l of De IlJinoia
resulting shade, however, denied the use of willows in
Rrver, pp 112-122
some areas, in these shade~ areas, re0osier 0ogwoo~
4.
Sch=echt~,
H !980 B=oengineenng fo~ land reclamat~o~ a~n(:l
were planted w~th very goo~ survival,
servabon, F~ln’~onton, Alberta: UnwersJ~ of A/b~ Pr~. p. 400.
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The Use of Wetlands for Stormwater Pollution Control
!"

Eric W. Streckar
Woodward-Clyde Consultants, Portland, Oregon

Abstract

~

long been used for the treatment of wastewaters from
This paper presents the results of a literature review that municipal, industrial, and agricultural sources (1). The U.S.
summarizes the current state of knowledge regarding Environmental Prolection Agency (EPA) encourages the
the use of wetlands for stormwater pollution control. The use of constructed wetlands for water pollution control
paper reviews the primary removal mechanisms in wet- through the innovative and alternative technology provllands, including sedimentation, adsorption, precipitation sions of the const~-,tjon grants program (2).
and dissolution, filtration, biochemical interactions, vola- The purpose of this paper is to assist EPA, state, and
tilization and aerosol formation, and infiltration. The re- local technical personnel in assessing the capabilitias
suits from 26 wetlands are reviewed and contrasted and limitations of using wetlands as a control measure
regarding their ability to remove pollutants from stormreduce the environmental impacts of stormwater
water. The systems range from salt marshes to high. to
on downstream water bodies. The paper summaelevation riverine wetlands. The study sites are lution
rizes
a
report prepared for EPA by Strecker el al. (3) that
reviewed in relation to the type of wetlands system, reviewed
published literature and documented reports
including design features and upstream watershed on
aspects of slormwater wetland design, operation,
characteristics. The wetlands receive stormwater from and Performance. An appendix that accompanied the
different land uses, including residential, commercial, published report included a one- to six-page summery
highway, golf courses, and open. The observed pollut- of each pertinent stuo~/ reviewed for the report. The
ant removal efficiencies are quite variable but generally summaries covered intluent and effluent water quality,
show good removals of phosphorus (median of 46 percent average removal) and the heavy metals cadmium, the effectiveness of the system, flows and volumes,
copper, lead, and zinc (median of 70, 40, 83, and 42 wetland and watershed areas, and the biological charpercent average removal, respectively) from stormwa. acteristics of the system.
ter. Constructed wetlands generally perform better and Table 1 presents a list of selected reports with which
with greater consistency. In general, larger wetlands researchers have documented the ability of wetland sysperform better than their watershed areas as well. Nev. terns to remove pollutants from storrnwater. The table
ertheless, some carefully planned constructed systems includes some general characteristics of the wetland syswith a sm~ll area performed quite well compared with terns. Figure 1 shows the wetlands’ geographic locations.
their watershed areas. Because there is little information The wetlands differed w~dely in location and wetland type
on noted impacts to biota, these are just briefly re- (e.g., Florida’s southern swamplands, Minnesota’s north.
viewed. Finally, the paper suggests collecting additional ern peatlands, California’s brackish rnarshlands, and
information in new studies. This would make compari- Puget Sound’s palustrine wetlands). Each of these locasons among different sites more useful in assessing the tions differs in climate, vegetation, and soil types.
factors that affect the abilities of constructed wetlands
to remove pollutants from stormwater.
Wetland Stormwater Pollutant Removal
Mechanisms
Introduction
Wetlands can combine various actions to remove polConstructed wetlands are receiving increasing attention lutants from stormwater:
as attractrve systems for removing POllutants from storm- " IncorPOration into or attachment to wet~anJ sediments
water runoff. Other potential benefits that such systems
or biota.
provide include flood control and habitat. Wetlands have ¯ Degradation.
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* Export of pollutants to the atmospham or ground
water,
Both physical and chemical pollutant removal mecha,
nisms probably occur in wetlands. These mechanisms
include sedimentation, adsorption, precipitation and dissolution, filtration, biochemical interactions, volatilizabon and aerosol formation, and infilVation. Because of
~ many interactions between the physical, chemical,
an(i biological processes in wetlancLs, these mechanisms are generally not independent. Sedimentation is
usually the most dominant removal mechanism. The
large variation in wetland characteristics (e.g., hydroi.
ogy, biota) may cause the dominant removal mecha.
nisms to vary from wetland to wetland. Variations in
wetland characteristics can also help explain why wet.
lands differ so widely in their pollutant removal efficien,
cies. Following is a brief description of the principal
removal mechanisms.

Sedimentation
Sedimentation is a solid-liquid separation process using
gravitational settling to remove suspenc~l solids. It is
considerecl the predominant mechanism for the removal
of many pollutants from the water COlumn in wetland and
o~er flow detention systems. Sedimentation of sus-

adsorbed, has been documented as Itm primary
moval mechanism in wetlands by many stuo’y author,
including Martin and Smoot (4) and Oberts (23). The
most significant factors affecting settling of suspended
material pertain to the hydraulic characteristics of
wetland system, including the detention time, inlet-ouUet
conditions, turbulence, and depth. The opposite of sedimentation is flotation. Floatable pollutants such as oil
and grease, litter, and other pollutants can accumulate
in the surface microlayer. These pollutants can be removed by adsorption.

Adsorption of pollutants onto the surfaces of suspended particulates, sediments, vegetation, and organic
matter is a principal mechanism for removing dissolved
or fioatable pollutants. The literature suggests that these
processes remove pollutants such as phosphorus, dissolved metals, and other adsorbents (including colloidal
pollutants) (5, 11, 16). Adsorption occurs through three
main processes:
¯ Electrostatic attractions.

¯ Physical attractions (e.g., Van der Waals forces and
hydrogen bonding).
pen~e~ material, along with pollutants that are highly ¯ Reactions.
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The rates by which these processes occur are thought
to be inversely related to the particle size and directly
related to the organic content of the particles in the wetland
soils (5). Increasing the contact of stormwater with the
underlying soils and organic matter can enhance adsorp,
tion processes. In addition, high residence times, shallow water depths, and even distribution of inftuent
enhance the interactions of water with soil and plant
substances, thereby increasing the adsorption potential,
Prec/pitat/on and Dissolution
Many ionic species (e.g., metals) dissolve or precipitate
in response to changes in the solution chemistn/of the
wetland environment. Metals such as cadmium, copper,
lead, mercury, silver, and zinc can form insoluble sultides under the reduced conditions commonly found in
wetlands (24). Decaying organic matter .releases fulvic
and humic adds that can form complexes with metal
ions. In addition, decreased pH can promote the dis,solution of metals, thereby making them available for
bonding to inorganic and organic molecules (25).

wind speed, subsurface agitation, and surface films can
affect the rate of volatilization. Surface films may act as
a barrier for the volatilization of some substances.
Alternatively, evaporation may be a key mechanism for
exporting substances such as chlorinated hydrocar.
bons or oils, which are often found in the surface films
of water bodies receiving urban stormwater runoff (26).
Aerosol formation may play only a minor role in removing pollutants in wetlands and occurs only during strong
winds (26).
Mflltl~ti~

For wetlands with underlying permeable soils, iofiltralkm
can remove pollutants. Stormwater percolates through
the soil, eventually reaching ground water. Passage
through the soil matrix can provide physical, chemical,
and biological treatment depending on the matrix thick.
ness, particle size, degree of saturation, and organic
content. Infiltration is also dependent on the ground.
water level at a site. In some instances, seasonal
fluctuations in ground.water levels may cause some
FIIttwtioll
wetlands to discharge ground water dudng pert of the
Filtration occurs in most wetlands simply because vege. year and recharge to ground water dudng other tlmas of
tation acts like a sieve to remove pollutants and sedi- the year. The potential of pollutants to migrate to ground
mants from the water column. Dense vegetation can be water depends highly on the type of pollutant, the soil
very effective at removing floatables (including oil and type and properties, the hydrology, and the characgrease) and litter from stormwater. Filtration can also teristics of the aquifer. Contamination of unconfined
take place in the soil matrix when infiltration occurs, aquifers by stormwater is likely to be more significant
from because
upland infiltration
than
from recharge
wetBrown (9) and Wotzka and Oherts (10) also noted that lands
of the high
filtering
action ofthrough
typical wet.
increased Oensity of vegetation slows the velocity and
wave action, thereby allowing increased setlJing of sus- land soils (27).
Biochemical Interectiot~
Vegetative systems possess a variety of biochemical
interaction processes that can remove nutrients and
other material from the water column. In general, these
processes ara:
¯ High plant productivity and associated nutrient uptake
¯ Decomposition of organic matter
¯ Adsorp0on
¯ Bacterially aerobic or anaerobic mediated processes
Through interactions with the soil, water, and air, plants
can increase the assimilation of pollutants within a wetland system. Plants provide surfaces for bacterial
growth and adsorption, filtration, nutrient assimilation,
and the uptake of heavy metals (26).

Wetland Stormwater Pollutant Removal
Efficiencles
Only a limited number of studies have investigated the
effectiveness of wetlands to treat stormwater runoff (F’~.
ure 1), and those have primarily focused on a few geographical locations (e.g., Florida, Minnesota, and
California). The studies that this paper summarizes represent a wide diversity of wetland types, ranging from
southern cypress swamplands and northern peatlands
to brackish marshlands and high-elevation meadowlands. This section presents a discussion of wetland
stormwater pollutant removal efficiencies found in the
literature.

Table 2 summarizes reported removal effidencias for
total suspended solids (TSS) and selected nut~ients and
metals. The broad ranges of pollutant removal efficiencies were not surprising because wetlands vary in their
hydraulic conditions, climate, and vegetation, and be.
Volatilization and Aeroso/Formation
cause the studies employed various monitoring and
pollutants
from(or
wetlands.
Air andcan
water
temperature,
reportingremoval
procedures.
(TP), ammonia
Figure
(NH3)
2 presents
histograms
of
’ and lead
Volatilization
evaporation)
remove
volatilephosphorus
pollutant
efficiencies
reported
for(Pb).
TSS, total
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(a) M~Jred TS~ Removal by Inclicm~l Wetland

~sp~e ~ ~a~abili~ ~ in ~ll~nt re~al
effiOen¢ies, ~ simila~ti~ exist am~U the wet~.~,
The tollowi~ ~a~ns ~n ~ ma~:
" Su~nd~
~lids
and t°talshow
lead~e
~Pb),
f°llow"
to~l zinc an~
chromium,
gr~test
~nsis-~
ten~ wi~ ~llu~nt re~val effi~encies,
¯ Sus~nd~ ~li~ re~val efficiencies tend to ~ more
consistent and larger in ~nstruct~ wetlands than in
natural systems. This is likely due to ~e ~sign anO
management of ~e ~ns~ct~ ~stems.
¯ In ~ ~ses. ~n~ntrations of ~isso~ed ~, zinc,
anO c~r ap~ar to ~ r~uc~ signifi~n~,
¯ Nut~ent re~ova~ efficiencies va~ wiOe~ among wetlan~s. The variations appear to be a function of the
sea,n, v~etation ~, anO wetlanO systems mana~nt me~s.
Total phosphors an~ nitrate show the greatest cons~sten~ for nutrien~ re~val effic~enc~es. To~l ~hosphorus re~val eff~c~encies tend to be more variable
for the natural wetlands and less variable for detention basins and ~nst~ct~ wetlands,

(c} ~r~ NH3 R~ ~ ~ W~

Probable ~uses o~ ~arlatlons and

Dissimilarities of RepoSed Wotland
~olluta~t Re~oval Effectlve~o~
In a~ition to the e~ciencies ,at,e a~ ~u,t~,
several re~s presenl~ conclusions to ~lp ex~a~
the eff~Nene~ of ~tland tr~t~nt a~ radars.
Hy~rolo~ is repo~e~ly the ~st critical ~rameter
influencing wetlan~ ~ormance. Variations in
hyOrol~y, Oetenfion ~mes, rates of ~noff, ~ter
fluctuations, anO ~a~nali~ all r~ly aff~t
fusion of wetlands an~ thus their eff~en~
re~ving ~llutants (25). Table 3 pre~nts ~r~h~,
hyOrol~ic, and hydraulic chara~eris~ for each
wetlands rev~.
The size an~ volume of a ~tlan~ system ~n grea~
aff~t both the actual removal efliciencies and ~e
to es~mate the~ efficie~ies. EPA ~26) re~ ~1~
in estimating ~!lu~nt removal efficie~ies due to
volume of the wetland basin. The volu~ of
onstrat~on U~an Stormwater Tr~t~nl (DUST) ~rsh
is Im~ en~h ~t ~ ~t ~ ~
st~s; therefore, no one storm provid~ a
p~cture of ~lu~nt efficiencies. The DUST ~rsh
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Table 3. WeU~nd Geographic lind Hydraulic Charlctlrllllcl (¢ontlnueo’)
System

Watershed

%
Land

Syst~n

Well~nd
Consb’ucle~ ~

Name

Land Use

Use

Wat~h~ ~ Aq ~l~
Sizl
Watlmhed

"lype

Natural

(~¢rll)

/._w.___m,j)

"n~G

Flows
(;i’=;,,~;~

Volume
(Icre-I~

Detmtaon
Time (hr)

Deplh
(ft)

Can/at
Ravine

Re¯idenllal

NA

Wellandf
pond

ConslNcfed

0.37

170

02%

NA

1.0

NA

2.0

Relnell
ar~
~omer
(tg. 29)

B3t

U~u~,,

NA

Welfand

Nalural

4.9

461.7

1.1%

1.5

NA

I:)b~:~ele

p

Rural

NA

Wetland

Neh~ml

3.7’

214.8

1.7%

0.~

0.030.43
0.05-0.00

33

P~ t 2

2.0

NA

~e

q

RushlOn
and Dye

Tampa
Office Pond

6.3

8.~

0.3~

NA

O-J.S

~

r

Hey and
Bane.
(22)

Des Plaines
Agrlcultum
River We.and
Ud)an
Domonslralton

S

NA

NA

0.6

NA

1

NA

~

1

¯

4
I

NA
NA

NA
NA

!
1

Study

Project

C~T,,,,~;-~al

100

80
20

Welland

ConCluded

0.3~

Wel~nd:
3

Conslrecled

5.6

~

4

Consm,K:led

6.6

--

_

5
O

Cons~mded
Comln~led

4.5
0.3

-~

_
_

--

NA = Nol available

::~
O
¯~
~
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Syslem = summary Infonnalion
a Short<:ircuiling was observed dudng Several Mottos.
b The welland is nol a basin bul ¯trailer to e grassy swale.
c Design co,figuration suggests little shod-(~rcuillng occuned.
d Generally sheet flow exisls w~lhin the artirmlal welland.
a The major influenl I0 Ihese natural wetlands Is dlso’ete channeled
! The schemallc suggests lange areas of dead storage e~dM.
g Shod-<:ircuiting was not discussed by lhe author.
h Throe disc:rate inlet¯ help Io minimize shod-~tmuiUng and dissipate surlace weler enemy.
I Design configuration suggests minimal sho~t-circuiflng ex~ed regan:lless of ¯ ~ discrete ~
J Design con6guratlon suggesls liltle shod-c~m,,Jitlng o(~cuned due to long end nangw welland ~
k Row ocoJ~ as channelized flow U~ltil the ston~l vok~ne I¯ large e~lgh |o k)llce Ihee{ II0w ~)ugh Ihe
I Waler level and volume are controlled by the lldal cycle,
m Channelized flow extsls unB the tide In(:masea, causing Ihe surro~ marsh to beo0me ~
n Entire syslem consists of ¯ sedimentalk)n beskt, g~lss IIIler Iblp, oonl~Jcled wellllltd, lad (llq) pond.
o Mooltodng oocuned dudng ¯ dry pedod.
p Ston~ flows reduce detention
q Channalizalion reduced effective ema In wetland.
¯

Waler IS pumped Io ~e sy~em from Ihe dvm. (drainage ime of 210 =qmlre miles) for 20 h~uk

C~-,~’_’~_.,

r.

--L

mulates storrnwater flows within the system and diseffects of spring snowmelt caused an increase in
charges effluent slowly over clays or weeks, depending ing
total
Kjeldahl nitrogen and organic carbon in flows learon the interval between storms. Thus, the water cotlected at the discharge from the DUST marsh is prob- ing the Tahoe Basin meadowland, Harper el el. (5)
ably a mixture of water that entered from the previous reported that detention times greater than 2 days
caused an increase in the export of orthophosphorus
storms,
from the Hidden Lake wetland.
The type of inlet structure and the flow patterns through
wetland areas also can signifl,"..an~ affect pollutant re- Hickok et al. (11) described microbial activity as the mcet
moval efficiencies. Morris et al. (14) found that sheet flow important factor affecting phosphorus removal. Other
(as opposed to channelized flow) was the most critical factors that probably cause variations in the reported
factor in the effectiveness of meadowland treatment. This pollutant removal effectiveness include maturity of
finding is consistent with the theory that shallow, vegetative wetland, the buildup of nutrients and heavy metals in a
overland flow decreases velocities and increases sedi. wetland system, particle-size distribution (which affects
mentation. In addition, close contact with the soil matrix the settling of suspended sediments), end maintenance
was found to increase assimilation of nutrients and bacte- practices partormed at a wetland.
rla. Brovm (9) found that an undefined inflow (multiple input
of Factors Affecting
locations) to the we~nd, which results in better dispersion Comparison
Reported
Treatment
Efflclencle=
of incoming load, was critical in the effectiveness of the
wetland. An undefined inflow reduced short-cimuiting This study reviewed data on removal efficlenciea f~" 26
and ino’eased mixing and contact of the storrnwater ~ different wetland systems. The study evaluated the
the soi! and plant substrates,
lowing factors regarding their effects on wetlands POllut.
The change in seasons has been considered another ant removal performance:
important factor in the effectiveness of wetland ~eat- * Constructed versus nature/system~.
ment of storm runoff. Typical factors of seasonality are ¯ Vegetation types found in the wetland.
evapotranspiration rates and seasonal productivity and
decay of plant and animal life. Removal efficiencies in ¯ Land-use types draining to the wel~an(:L
wetlands located in areas with strong seasonal variation ¯ Area of the wetland system compared with the ~
may vary significantly between seasons. For example,
Meiorin (13) reported that high summer evapotranspira. tributing watershed.
""" liOn rates caused a 200. to 300_p=.rcent increase in the e Estimated average storrr~flow quart=, draining to

i

total dissolved solids concentrations within the DUST
tl’m wetland.
marsh. Furthermore, high productivity during warm pe- ¯ Inlet types.
riods can lead to decreases in nutrients and in.eases
in biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)and suspended These factors affected only a few meaningful direct
solids. Morris et al, (14) reported that flushing and leach- relationships. This was because of the limited amount
"rss
100,

i

’

40,

~ o

!

Po~ula~
I

TPb

N=14

_

N~

.. I

N=11

Natural Co.sir
Figure 3.

~

Natural Co~=str Natural C<:~str. I~ural C~sb’

Boa plot Percentiles coml:mrlaon of alle average pollutant removals for natural end constructed weBaftd syl~r~: ~ ¯
total suspended IOliCJl, NH3 ¯ ammonia, TP = total phosphorus, TPb ¯ total lead, and N ¯ number of ~arKI
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of data available to determine these relationships as
well as the multiple factors that affect performance,
Without a large database, a meaningful multiple regres.
sion analysis was not possible,
Several Vends, however, were noted. First, constructed
systems generally had a higher average removal performance than natural systems, with less variabilily. Second,
larger wetlands compared with their tributary watershed
areas also showed the same trend: a higher average
removal performance, with less variability. Figure 3 presents TSS, TP, NH3, ancl TPb in a percentile box plot for
the constructed and natural systems. Note thaL in all cases
.,

for the pollutants summarized, constructed systems
showed a higher average and median performance levi/.
More significant, however, is the difference in variability
between the two types of wetlands. Constructed sites
were much less variable. This is not a surprising finding,
given that constructed systems have generally been
dasignecl to handle expected incoming flows and to
minimize short-circuiting. They should generally show a
higher performance level with more consistency.

V
O

Invesbgators also looked at the area of the wetland system
compared with the size of its contributing watershed.
Regression of the wetland to watershed area ra~o

A. AI W~lamb
2

-10 J

O. Co~stmcted WaMn~m

80

I

60,

|

40,

& ’

N=4

N=,6

|

N,~

I
I
I

<2%

>2%

<2%

>2%

Figure 4. Averlge site percentile box plots for TSS, TP, and TPb pollutant removals for tvetiands with lesl that1 2 perc:erlt and grlatm’
thin 2 percent wetland-to-watershed size ratios (WWAR): N ¯ number of wetland IRES, TSS ¯ tot, Ill suspended solidi,
TP ¯ total pho~phorul, and TPb - total lead.
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(DAR) to Pollutant removal performance did not reveal
literature, including information on the sampling characgood direct relationships. Grouping sites according to a
teristics that each study employed. The table shows It~t
greater than or less than 2 percent DAR, however, did
the
studies identified generally lasted a year or less.
result in some general trends. Figure 4 presents perfor.
There was quite a variation tn the number of samples
mance results for all wetland systems w~ reported tribucollected (from 3 to about 150), as well as In Itm samtan/watershed areas. In general, ~ larger DAR welJands
piing methods used (i.e., grab sample or samples ver,
had higher performance levels, with less vedability. This
sus
composite sample for an event). These factors
analysis included all wetland sites, natural and concontribute to the difficulty of comparing results from Ihe
structed. To separate out the effects of natural versus
different studies. Another complication in compadog
constructed systems, Figure 4 also presents a similar
Performance of wetlands involves the method of quartanalysis for constructed sites only. Generally, for
tlfying their effectNene~.
constructed sites the trends are the same, although the
differences in performance levels and variability in per- Noted Impacts of Storrnwater Runoff on
formance are much less. The data indicate that carefully Wetland Blots
constructed systems can probably mitigate the impor.
tance of DAR as a factor in determining performance.
Many researchers have expressed concern over the
Therefore, at this time we are not suggesting that 2
impact of the quantity and quality of stormwator runoff
percent minimum DAR is a proper design criteria for
on wetland biota, especially in natural wetlands (27, 28).
constructed wetlands.
The quantity of stormwater runoff determines Ihe hydrologic charectedstics of a wetland, Including the average
The Jackson Lake wetland is an example of a wetland
and extreme water levels and duretk)n and frequency of
with a small DAR that still achieved excellent performflooding. SIormwater runoff also contains pollutants
ance (85 percent TSS removal). The DUST marsh and
that can edverse~y affect wetland b~ota if accumulal~d
the Lake Ridge wetlands also showed high performance
in high concentrations. The hydrology of a wetland le
levels (76 and 85 percent TSS removals, respectively),
one of the most important factors in establishing and
One factor that explains the DUST marsh Performance
maintaining specific types of wetlands and weltlmd
is that it is an "off-line" device: it only receives flow
processes (29). Hydrology is a key factor in wef~nd
volumes up to a certain flow rate, then bypasses high
productivity, vegetation composition, nutrient imports,
flows. This type of design is particularly appropriate for
salinity balance, organic acoumulatlon, sedimentation
wetlands receiving storrnwater from larger catchments
transport,
and soil anaerobiosis.
relatk, e to wetland size.
Few of the reports reviewed indicated concern regarding
To batter measure the capacity of a wetland to treat runoff
the effects of contaminants in urban stormwater on wethorn a given watershed would entail evaluating average
land systems. Many of the reports referenced studies
storm runoff volumes of wetland tributary areas with wetperformed in wetlands receiving sewage effluents or
land storage volumes and/or contact surface areas. The
industrial discharges of some type. Urban runoff, espedata from the studies, however, d~l not consisten~ incially from residentia~ watersheds, frequentty has much
clupe data on rainfall statistics, percent impervK)us for land
lower concentrations of pollutants than do sewage effiuuses, spec~c percentages for land uses in a catchment,
ents or industrial discharges.
flow volumes to the wetland, capacity of the wetland sys.tern, and surface areas for contact with stormwater (includSediments typically constitute the most significant store
~ng soils and plants). Therefore, we were not able to
of toxic substances availabla to organisms in a wetland
anah/ze the wetland systems using this approach. The
(29). Plants can take up metals and toxic organic cornsummary of this paper contains some recommendations
pounds from the sediments, thus introducing them into
regarding reporting information for future studies, so that
the food web (30-32). Both metals and organics tend to
such ana~/ses can be completed,
be adsorbed to finely divided solids, depending on conditions such as pH, oxidation-reduction potential, and
Finally, no good studies or documentation exists regard,
salinity (33). The way a metal is complexed determines
ing maintenance activities in wetlands that are treating
its availability to plants (33).
stormwater, in addition, the need for maintenance and
level of maintenance are not well understood or docuWater resides longer in wetlands compared with more
mented. The~e actNities could affect performance charswiftly moving waters because of the flatness of wetacteristics of wetlands, particularly over the long term.
lands and the filtering action of the vegetation. This
longer residence time allows suspended solids to drop

Assessment of the Reliability of Wetland
Data

out and be retained (32, 33). Woodward-Clyde Consult.

ants (34) found that the greatest concentration of metals
in sediments
the location
the inlet.
stormThere are various difficulties in comparing one wetland water
inlet andoccurred
declinedatwith
distancenearest
from the
study to another. Table 4 presents a list of the selected They found the sediment concentration and bioavailabil-
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Comparison of Wetland and Detention
aasiR Pe~ormance

Detention facilities have tradi~onal~ ~n ~ns~
to control sto~water runoff quantities. ~e~ facili~
tem~rarily store stormwater ~noff and later relea~
water at a lower flow rate. ~sign of ~eten~on ~sins
and ~nds can pr~ide for water quali~ enhancem~t
by including a ~rmanent ~1 of water and inlet
outlet
structures to m~imize ~tention. Quies~nt
The up~ke of toxic materials by plants ~n intr~u~
within the basins allow s~imen~ to se~le out
¯ ese materials into the grazing an~ 0etntal f~ chains, Ioc=ti~s
the
stormwater
an~ undergo chemi~l an~ biol~i~l
with potentially 0eleterious effe~. Metals from sewage
processes. ~tent=on basins usual~
effluents intr~uc~ to wetlands ten~ to a~umulate in removal
have vegetation w=thin the ~anent ~, but
the f~ chain (32). Final~, ~e rela~ve res~nses of ~nks
may ~ plant~ wi~ gra~es f~ erosi~ ~ol.
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have been recommended for stormwater treatment (4, 10,
40). Typically in these systems, stormwater runoff discharges to the detention basin, which then releases the
water to the wetland for additional treatment. The detention basin can provide pretreatment for the wetland,
reducing ~ sediment and pollutant loads to the wetland,
In other instances, detention basins and constructed
wetlands are competing alternatives under considers,
tion for stormwater treatment. To make a decision, the
designer or planner requires knowledge of the relative
pollutant removal efficiencles, environmental impacts,
maintenance requirements, and costs of the two altema,

of phosphorus in the dissolved and particulate phases
affected the reduction potential. They found that more
than 80 percent of the phosphorus was in the particulate
form, resulting in high removal efficiencies due to seltling. Apparently, the wetland did not perform as well
the detention basin because of the periodic release of
nutrients from decaying vegetation and the fact that
significant pretreatment had occurred. The authors
suggested that the high removal of Phcephotus was due
in part to the newly exposed soils on the boltom of
detention basin. They explained that the new~ exposed
soils probably had more adsorption capacity available
than the soils in the wetland further downstream. They
also suggested that setureted soil cor~tlons could lead
To further Illustrate how those systems compare, Itm to a reduction in phosphorus remove.
following discussion focuses on the results from a case In ¢oncluslen, this study Indicated ~ the detetltion
study of the McCarrons treatment facility system, which
compared the Performance of wetlands with that of de- basin performed better than the wetland ~tem. Thll
tention basins through simultaneous monitoring of both may be misleading, however, because the wetland resystems. Wotzka and Oberts (10) presented a paper ceived pretreated waters from ~ detention beeln. The
discussing the combined detention.wetland storrnwater detention basin removed the fraction of pollutants thlt
were more readily seltled and treated, leaving the wetot a 30-acre detention hasin with an averege depth of 12. ft
and a 62-acre constructed wetland with an average dep~ dissolved pollutants.
of 2.5 ft. The detention basin received stormwater and
then discharged to the wetland. The contributing water. Sumtrl~ty,
shed consisted of 600 acres of primarily urban land use. Wetlands have a good capability for removing pollutants
The predominant vegetation in the wetland consisted of from stormwater runoff. Several factors contribute to
cattails with other emergent plant species.
and influence removal efficiencies, including sedirnentelion, adsorption, precipitation and dissolution, filtration,
Overall, ~ system produced very good results. The ~ biochemical interactions, voletilization and aerosol for.tention basin proved to be more effective than the wetland marion, and infiltration. The reported removal eftmien=n reducing several pollutants. For example, Table 5 lists c;es are, as expected, quite variable. For the wetlarKLs
removal effKtiencies fo~ the detention basin and wetland, systems rewewed, removal efficlencias for TSS had a
median of 76 percent. TSS removal is a good indicator
Wotzka and Oberts (10) discussed some of the possible of pollutant removal potential for heavy metals and
explanations for the good results of the detention basin phosphorus, as well as other pollutants associated with
and for its differences from the wetland. In general, they fine Paniculate mailer. Constructed wetlands tencled to
believed that the treatment efficiencies were lower in the be more consistent than natural wetlands in their rewetland 0us to pretreatment by the detention basin, moval of TSS and the other analyzed parameters. WetThey stated that the inflows into the cletention basin lands have also shown the ability to remove dissolved
spread equally around the Perimeter of the detention metals. Nutrient removal in wetlands is ~,arial:~e, dependbasin, thus dissiPating the entry velocities of the storm ing on both wetlands characteristics and seasonal effects.
runoff. Dissipation of inflow energy probably promoted Because many dissimilarities exist between the wetsettling and minimize~ short.circuiting,
lands studied, wetlands stormwater pollutant removal
efficiencies vary widely. Properly designed, constructed,
Table $. Removal Eff|¢lencle= (%) for Detef~t|o~ Bl,-~t~ =rill
and
maintained wetlands, however, can be effective
woua~¢
pollution
control measures. Examining additional wetI~’=met=r
D~te~Uon Be=In
lands in a variety of geographical areas, as Well as
W~U=~
long-term pollutant removal efficiencles, is definitely
TSS
91
necessary.
87
l~p
78
36
A significant issue, however, involves whether storm.
3"N
~5
water controt measures should include natural wetland
24
TI~
systems. In general, natural wetlands have been found
~
68
to be somewhat less predictable than constructed wet323
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lands in terms of pollutant removal efficiency. This dif- T~ S. Sugared Repo~ag ~formof~ for ~ ’r~
ference may be due to the fact that constructed wetAssess ~e Abl~l~ ~ We~and$ To Treat
lands have generally been engineered specifically to
provide favorable flow capacity and routing patterns. As
a result, they tend to detain inflows for longer perkxIs ~
People often question the appropriateness of using a V~t~on ~
natural, healthy wetland for such purposes. Their con- Vegetation denalty ~ge o~en Ind ~
cern is whether the modified flow regime and the v~tauon type (~t)m~g~d, =n~’genk ~
accumulation of pollutants will result in undesirable environmental effects. There are many situations where Wet~nd
natural wetlands have been receiving urban runoff for W~and =tinct 0ongeHo-.,,,~
years. Some of these wetlands reflect significant deg~a- side ~
dation because of many factors, including urban runoff, ~ ty~ and ~
whereas others have been less affected. A general consensus from the literature is to discourage the use of a W=~rah~l =1= (~t~)
healthy natural wetland for stormwater pollution control, un~w~o~d.
In the case of rehabilitating a natural but degraded
wetland, modifications should ensure that the applied w=~mt~d peroem ~ ~ ~ ~
runoff receives sufficient pretreatmenL One pretreet- ~n~n
ment technique would be to use pond areas to provide
Av~-ag~ rainf=l ~ ~udy
an opportunity for suspended materials to seltte out
Av~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
before the flows enter the wetland. Other possib~
~,v~g~ =0~m ~m~ty
tions include routing inflows to the wetlands througll
upstream grass swales, oil/water separators, heav~
Ave~=g~ ~ ~
vegetated areas (e.g., thick, shallow cattail areas), and
Av~rmo~ ~ ~ ~
overland fk~v areas.
Low flow Inflect rail(s)
These techniques would not only act on solids but also ~round-wat~r
on floatables such as oil and water. Although little evidence exists of problems in wetlands that have been Tote~ fl~w from ~ ~m
receiving stormwater runoff, the available data are quite weuand vo~un~ (rnax~.~ ~=)ra~ volume)
limited, and developing additional information on ira- Aver=~ d~tention time for Iv~ra~ Storm (hour)
pacts is critical. Additional studies on the impacts to
wof~r ~ (~n~r~m. n~mur~ ~v~r=l~)
biota should be undertaken.
~neow =ondlUon (d~sc~te o~ ~
In addition, the maintenance needs of wetland systems Pretreatmertt of inflOW (sel~ing fo~abay~, ¢rvett~,ld 8ow,
that treat stormwater merit further study. Such mainte- ba.s~n, grasse~l swales, etc.)
nance activities could include sediment removal and Maintenance practices (Inc~udin~
plant harvesting. Further studies should address Itm
Ptant
need for and the frequency and approl:~ateneas of
maintenance.
Gathering more information on wetland effec~eness
would benefit design development procedures for sizing
wetland treatment facilities. There is currently not
enough information in the existing literature to develop
design guidelines for constructed wetland treatment
systems. A~lditional studies are needed to broaden the
type of wetland systems reviewed, 0evelop information
on long-term performance, and evaluate seasonal characteristics of wetland performance.

Sediment remo~M?

Ct~err~cai ~aimanrt
~ maintenan~?
Provide hydrology and watar qualiP/d~ta for Ill
monitored
"ryl~ of Mmp4e= (grab o¢
Number of Itorml Illo~ltorld
Method u~l to compute pollutant ref’novai
Dominant removal mechanllm.I (s~dimental~on,

A review of the data available on wetland stormwater fittrat~on, b~oche~nx::a], etc.)
treatment effectiveness revealed that most studies did
not contain enough information on study and wetland
characteristics to analyze in detail the factors affecting 6 presents a summary of the information that would
treatment performance among different wetlands. Table hopefully provi0e a better means to compare wetland
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designs and treatment effectk’eness from different wet.
land systems. This type of information could be useful

when comparing watershed to wetland characteristics
regarding Performance.
This paper compared watershed to wetland size ratios,
A comparison of average storm volume to wetland vblume would have made a baiter analysis of Ihe effect of
wetland "sizes" on treatment abilities, The curTentfy
available data, which Predominantly present areas of
wetlan~ls and watersheds, did not allow for this kind of

comparison. Percent impervious factors and ~erefore

runoff volumes couk:l be very different In different

9. ~own, R.G 1985. Effects of wel~ands o~ query of runoff m.

Ing ~akes in ~e Twin C~tJes me~o~of~a~ ete~, M~neso~.

~get~on Re~xxt es-4170, u.s. Ge~og~ ,Su~W w~
10. wof~a, p., and G. Obey. m~.
of ¯ o~fe~t*on ba=n-.eean~ "the ~ query
~n: Nonr~nt ~x~u~n: Po~"y, ~:on~-r~y0 ~nagem~, ~
r.opr~te techno~y. ~ner~an W~t~ R~our~
pp. 237.247.
11, Hickok, EA., M.D. ~, ~ N.C. ~ 1977.

manL EPA/600/2.77/217. W~yzat~. I~: M~ Cm~k

t~.she<f

watersheds, Data such as percent imperviousness, land 12. 8arran. J.M. 1987. Nuldanl remow~t ~m u~c~n ~ormw~~and r~tr¯t~on. La~ Une 3(3)~7, m-lt. Nor~ ~
use information, and rainfall statistics, along with wetManagan~.~t
landv°lumainfom~ation, wouldhave allowed ustocom.
pare average runoff volumes, wetland volumes, ~md ~3.mar~.
Me~x~,
E.C. f¢~.
U~oan R~.~W ~ ~ Coy~ HII
A~~t~o~
of l~y~
resulting I~ characteristics.
14, MorrO, F.A., MK. Mom~, T.S. MIchaud, and LR, ~ 1~1.
Me~clow~and r~lund lm¯tm~l Ixoc~ase in
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Constructed Wetlands for Urban Runoff Water Quality Control

Richard Homer
Univer~lty of Washington, Seattle, Washin~Olt

Abstract

water treatment using constructed wedands and Ihe

Uke all options for urban runoff water quality conb’ol,
constructed wetlands have their advantages, disadven.
rages, and limitations. To realize their advantages, avoid
problems, and use them appropriately requires recognition and adherence to certain principles. A hallmark of
true constructed wetlands is their structural diversity,
which yields the substantial advantages of breadth in
treatment capabilities and potential for ancillary benefits
as well as the disadvantage of larger land requirements
for equivalent service than alternative measures. Prerequisites for success are functional objectives for the
project to achieve and a corresponding design concept
based on the structural characteristics of natural wet.
lands that are resl:)O~sible for effective parforrnance of
the identified functions, Critical implementation considerations are proper siting, sizing~ configuring of design
features, construction, and various aspects of opera,
tions. Careful site-specific hydrologic analysis must be
performed to ensure a sufficient water supply to sustain
a wetland. The basis for sizing is limited at present, but
application of climatological statistics and existing
knowledge of needed hydraulic residence times for
given treatment objectives provide some foundation,
Equal in importance to planning, siting, and sizing are
shaping, contouring, vegetating, and following up with
short- and long-term maintenance, for which specific
guidance is offered,

Background
Scope
Wetlands specifically constructed to capture pollutants
from stormwater runoff draining urban and agricultural
areas are gaining attention as versatile treatment options. Several recenl maior pieces of work have covered
constructed wetland treatment, including those by Hammet (1), Strecker et al. (2), Olson (3), and Schueler (4).
This paper draws on these resources and is intended to
offer a concise summary of the Current state of storm-

methods for developing projects. The paper was derived
from 1-day
a conbnuing
¯
education course on the subject
at the University of Washington, for which a course
manual is available (5). In particular, this paper emphasizes the fundamental concepts on which successful
application is based.
More than 150 wetlands have been constructed in the
United States to treat municipal and industrial, especially mining, wastewaters (2). No complete accounting
of stormwater constructed wetlands exists, but their
number is certainly fewer.
The two basic typss of municipal and industrial systen~
are both forms of attached growth biological reactors:
free water surface (FWS) and subsurface flow (SF), or
vegetated submerged bed (VSB) (6). The first type is
similar to natural wetlands, with a soil base, emergent
vegetation, and water exposed to air. The second type
has a soil base overlain by media, emergent vegetation,
and a water level below the media surface. The majority
of municipal and industrial applications, most of small
scale, are of this type. The advantages of a submerged
system in these applications are reduced odor, insect
Problems, and land requirements because of the greater
surface area for biological growth offered by the media.
The FWS type is generally more appropriate for storrm
water applications, where usually no odor problem exists, flows vary widely, and often there is a desire to
integrate the treatment system with the landscape and
to provide ancillary benefits. This paper covers only the
FWS type of system.
Legal and Regulatory Considerations
From a legal and regulatory standpoint, "constructed
wetlands" are designed, built, and continually mainrained for the purpose of waste treatment. In this status,
they are not regarded under the Clean Water Act as
*waters of the United States," Accordingly, no regulations apply to water quality w~thin, but the discharge is
regulated m the same way as any treatment system.
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This designation is in contrast to wetlands built for such
¯ Delayed efficiency until plants are well established.
purposes as mitigation of wetland losses under Clean
Water Act Section 404 or to develop waterfowl habitat,
¯ Uncertainty in design, construction, and operelJng
known as "created wetlands." These systems have the
criteria, a drawback also hampering competith~e
same legal protections as natural wetlands, including
methods.
prohibition on using them for the conveyance or treat.
ment of waste. They usually have multiple functions,
¯ Public concern about nuisances lhat can develop
with any water quality improvemen! benefit being only
with stormwater constructed wetlands without care in
siting, design, construction, and operalk)n.
incidental; entering water must be managed to prevent
damage to any intended function. A constructed wetland
also differs in purpose and legal status from a Wetland Functioning of Constructed Wetlands
"restoration," the purpose of which is to return a degrao~:l system with reduced acreage or functionaJ ability
Pollutant Removal Mechanim~m
to the condition preceding degradation. If the wetland is
not completely restored but one or more functions are
Numerous physica!, chemical, and biological rnecha.
increased, it is termed an "enhanced wetland." Restored
nisms can potentially operate in constructed wetlands to
and enhanced wetlands also have the serns legal protrap and transform entedng pollutants. Understanding
tectJons as natural wetlands,
these mechanisms is the basis for determining effective
treatment systems. That understanding can inform the
A somewhat fuzzy issue with respect to constructed
entire process, from conception of the project, through
wetlands is their regulatory status if the principal putpreliminary planning and all phases of implementation,
pose is waste treatment but ancillary benefits (e.g.,
and, finally, to the long-term operation of the system.
wildlife habitat) are gained by design or incidentally. This
Table 1 summarizes the vadous mechanisms, the
situation is subject to interpretation by state and federal
lutants that they affect, and features lhat can ~
agencies. Such benefits are often among ~ objectives
their operation.
of projec~ developers and are certainly possible to attain
along with stormwatar U~a~ent in many circumstances;
Some beneficial features are controllable through
this paper provides advice on pursuing these ob)ectives
choices made during the project development process,
in a jud~c~us way.
while others are largely outs~e of the designer’s inl~.
ence0 especially in a stormwater application. As can be
multiple
veatment
obiectives
more speConstructed Wetlands In Relation to
’ but
seen in Table
1, some
features
areothers
helpfulare
in achieving
Alternative Methods
cialized. Features that are largely under the project
Alternatives to constructed wetlands for general,
developer’s control and help achieve any objective ere
purpose stormwater treatment include wet ponds, ex1) increasing hydraulic residence time (HRT); 2) provkF
tended-detention dry ponds, infiltration basins and other
ing an environment that creates flow at a low level of
devices that drain into ground water, filtration, and
turbulence; 3) propagating fine, dense, herbaceous
’~oiofiftration" through terrestrial or hydrophytic plants in
plants; and 4) establishing the wetland on a medium-fine
swales or on broad surface areas. Constructed wetlands
texlured soil, or amen~ling soils to attain that condition.
have both advantages and disadvantages relatNe to
these other options. Principal advantages are:
Somewhat more specialized features, still mostly con¯ More diversity in structure than any altematNe, which
troflable, include 1) circumneutral Ph, which advances
microbially mediated processes such as decomposition
offers the potential for relatively effective contro; of
and nitrification-(:lenitrification and avoids the mobility of
most types of pollutants.
certain pollutants at extreme pH; 2) a relatively low level
¯ Wider range of potential side benefits than any
of toxic substances in the site soils and entering flow,
alternative,
also needed for microbes; and (3) high soil organic
content, which advances adsorption and decomposition
¯ Relatively low maintenance costs,
and can be attained by site selection or soil amendmenL
¯ Wider applicability and more reliable service than
Even more specialized are measures that can aid phosinfiltration,
phorus capture, one of the most difficult treatment objectives to achieve. High soil exchangeable aluminum
Disadvantages of constructed wetlands include:
and iron contents have been found to enhance phce¯ Larger land requirements for equivalent service than
phorus reduction (7) but would require special soil
wet ponds and other systems, especially if intendecl
amendments where naturally lacking, which thus far is
to serve quantity as well as quality control purposes,
an undemonstrated option in a full-scale wetland system. Addition of precipitating agents is an active treat= Relatively high construction costs,
ment measure that is difficult to apply in passive
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2. Selecting Ibe ~

3. sung ~ fac~y,
4. Contigudng the facility, end incorporating design feetures that promote pollution contr.,
5. Designing for anclllen/beheld,
6. Setec~ng vegetation and developing ¯ planting plan.
7. Constructing the facility end establishing vegetation,
8. Devek~ping and kr~:~ernenUng an operation and
maintenance I:~n.
The remainder of this paper explains these ~ps.
Project development for ¯ ~’~sVucted wetland must be
a team effo~, with a number Of sidles and specialties
¯ Hydrology
¯ Water quality
¯ Soils
¯ Botany
* W’ddlife ecolow
¯ LarK~:ape Izchiteoture
¯ Design engineering

¯ Construction anginewtng
¯ Stormwater faclrdy meintermrtce
It bears emphasizing that a high level of hydrologic
expertise should be employed to ensure that the most
essential need---water supply--is met.

Planning and S/re ~
Preliminary Ptanning Cof~iderationl

¯ Animals and life stages for which habitat is to be

wov~k~.

The potential for constructed wetlands to play a key rote
in stormwater management has developed from the
understanding of natural wetland functioning gained
during the past 20 years. Natural wetlands serve their
recognized functions, which include providing Ifood flow
control, water quality improvement, and ecological
benefits, as a consequence of their atrucfura end
interac0ons among their cornponeflt parts. Mimicking
these functions in an engineered system can ~ be
clone with reference to natural models. Therefore, using
nearby natural wetlands as reference models for the
configuration and planting of the wetland to be designed
is strongly recommended, The reference syetem(~)
should be characterized through formaJ obsen/ab~:m

and measurements Of its I~l~ogy, water qual~,
vegetation, and, if appropriate, animal habitat and
cies. It is not necessary to mimic the reference plant
community entirely, but studying it provides an idea of
how the constructed system is likely to evolve.
Wdn the natural model(s) in mind, a design concept can
be developed. Schueler (4) proposed four basic stormwater weUand designs:
¯ Shallow marsh: A system with a re~Uvely large land
requirement that generally is used in larger drainage

basin=

¯ Pond/Marsh: A two (or more) cell arrangement with
a land requirement that is reduced by a relatively
large deep pool.
¯ Extended.detention wetland: A more highly fluctueting hydrologic system in which the land requirement
is reduced by adding high marsh to the shallow

marsh zone.
¯ Pocket wetland:A design for smaller drainage basins
(0.4 to 4 hectares) that may provide insufficient baseflow for permanent pool maintenance and cause
greater water level fluctuations.

Constructed wetland projects should be planned systematically and on a watershed scale as much as Ix)ssible. This comprehensive analysis should start with
Figure 1 illustrates the pond/marsh type design. For
consideration of management and source control pracdiagrams of the other designs, see Schueler (4). Table
tices that can prevent pollutant release. Another general
3 summarizes some of the principal selection crfteria for
consideration that should receive attention is the overall
the respective wetland types.
p~ace of constructed wetlands and how they can best be
used in conjuncOon with other treatment practices.
To complete preliminary planning, the design process
and its aftermath should be organized. The following list
If the constructed wetland option is pursued, project
of general principles for project design and implementa.
obiec0ves should be stated in funcbonal terms, for
tion, 0erived from the various comprehensive refer.
ences cited earlier, provides guidance for these steps:
¯ The type of protec0on to be provide~ to the receiving
¯ Design and implement with designated objectives
water, pollutants to be contro~le~, and levels of control
constantly an~l clearly in mind.
to be achieved (if possible).
¯
Design more for fun~on than for form. Many forms can
¯ Benefits to be provided in the areas of, for example,
pro~:~abiy meet the ot:)jectrves, and b~ form to which
open space, aesthebcs, and recreabon,
the system evolves may not be the planned one.
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advantages end disadvantages of locating we~an(:ls in
upper reaches, on s~opes, and in lowlands. No single
setting is clearly optimal; thus, location from this standpoint depends on project objec~ves and the relative
importance of the advantages and disadvantages at the
specific site under consideration. Some possibilities for
locating constructed wetlan~ in the overall landecape

c=~/

~
I.~n~.u~ ~ ~ ~
~ner= factors E~ng =re u~ ~ t,=u~
s~e pro~ (e.g., I=’~eu= ~, umy
Adj=:eet ~1 u~ en~ v=ue
Put~ o~niee

~’~ regu~=to~y
~-to~=
wate~ quaJ~y

factors

f~cto¢=

¯ Just off =ream channels, for beseflow ~upply by

uee=
~
/wo~a~, o~ cr~~ ~ ~t =r=~

channel by a natural levee, with pedodic wate~ supp~ied to the wetland when the levee is topp~.
¯ Several small wetlan~= in uppe~ reache~ of

Low potent~ ~- ¢~’uc~v~ ~
w=t~ =upp~ o~ ea~qu=~ quay ~o =ust~ ~
~ms~eam water Ixx~= an~ ~
Ne~ fo~ ~ ~o retain wa~ o~ ~
=o~ a~v~n~ t~x~r~hy
Su~c~nt ~p~ ~o beard=
so~ c~-t~s~c~ =>n~=~ *~h Po~,~oe
su~ay ~ n m==.~ ~ use i~ c~-~,
A~lequate

¯ One large wetland in lower reache~.
¯ Several Small wedallds hl lower
¯ Terracing into the landscape in steep ten’sln.
Constructing several small wetlands in Itm upper weter.
shed provides some advantages relative to locating one
large wetland in the lower reaches, such as better ~urviral of extreme events, closer proximity to pollutant
sources, and local flood protection. In contrast, the
gle large lowland wetland can provide overall greater
flood reduction capRbility, if that is an objective. An
alternative is the multiple lowland wetland plan, unc~r
which each can take a portion of high flows wi~
vulnerability to ~ one.

S = wetland storage at beginning of calculation
per~d
O =. surface ~
E = evapotranspiralion
R = ground-water recharge
Sizing Cor~tructed Wetl~r~l~
AJI units are expressed in terms of volume or water
depth over the wetland surface.
E~bli=hlng Volume
The water balance should be estimated during site ~ Possible arrangements of a constructed wetland in relection and checked after preliminary design. In areas ~ation to runoff quantity and quality control requiremant~
with pronounced seasonal drought (e.g., most of the are:
western United States), the calculation should definitely ¯ Place a runoff quantity control device "on line" and e
be performed for this period. Ground-water terms are
constructed wetland "off line" to treat all runoff up to
difficult to establish with assurance, but they, should at
a certain volume.
geologist
familiar with the location. As demonstrated by
~~as~be~stimat~dasc~~selyaspossib~ebyahydr~-~C~nstructaw~tiandwithapermanentp~~~(~dead
storage’) zone for treatment and a "live storage" zone
the fact that natural wetlands often ~lry below the soil
and discharge control sized for peak runoff rate
surface, permanent standing water is not required for a
control.
wetlancl to be viable. Research on natural wetlands in
Washington State has found that plant community rich. ¯ Construct a wettand only for treatment (for situations
hess ~eciines substantially when drying extends longer
where quantity control is not required).
than 2 months, compare~ to wetlands with shorter city
periods (9). Hence, the water balance should at least The first arrangement takes advantage of the tact that
demonstrate that drying will never extend longer than 2 most of the pollutant mass loacling over time is trans.
ported by runoff from the more frequent, smaller storms
months.
and the =first flush" from the less frequent, larger storms.
Broclie (8) and Mitsch (10) have discusse~ positioning t~This
con~ro~
is the is required because 1) the relate/ely shallow
recommended
arrangement
where
quartconstructecl wetlands in watersheds. Brodie (8) hsted c~epths needed
to maintain
wetlands
arerunoff
somewhat
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inconsistent with the large storage volume needed for station. TSS loading reduction is typically arouncl 75
quantity control and 2) large surges of water can dam- percent at a volume ratio of 2.5, which is a oonlmon
age the wetland.
design basis. Obtaining increasingly better performance
Basic sizing decisions involve the dead storage volume, levels requires exponentially increasing basin size
surface area, depth contouring, and live storage volume, cause the contaminants hardest to capture are those
if runoff quantily control will be provided. There are three still in suspension or
fundamental ways to calculate ’:he treatment volume of
W’dh this means of sizing constnJcted wellands, ~ talk
a consVucted wetland:
almost entirely involves hydro!ogic analys~. This is
¯ Compute th~ volume needed to provide the required other point at which hydrologic experlise is important to
HRT for achieving a desired effluent concentration of the design effort. Unless actual data are ~ ~
the limiting pollutant (the hardest to remove), given gaging the cetchment that wil~ conlnl:lule to lhe cona certain infiuent concentration, by using a rnecha- structed wetland, the hydrologic an~lysts must be pernistic equation,
formed using a model. Modeling oplions include, in
¯ Compute according to maximum allowable loading order of preference, a well-calibrated continuous sirnlP
rates of water or specific pollutants established era. lation computer model, such as EPA’s SWMM and
HSPF, an event-based model such as the ~ Collier.
pirically from measurements on operating systems,
vation Service’s curve number method, and, where a0lP
quate data exist, a locally derived empirical model of the
¯ Compute on the basis of a hydrologic cdterkm,
The first two approaches are employed in municipal and
mining industry wastewater applications, where pera- Once the hydrologic analysis is ¢ornpiste, the peml~
meterized mechanistic equations or allowable loading nent pool volume (VP) calculalk)n can be made v~
rates exist for BOD and nitrogen in sewage and iron and simply by using the equation:
manganese in mining effluents (6). Similar relatk:)nshil~
do not exist for stormwater and will be difflcolt to
VP = C * VR ¯ AC
develop, given the variability of flows and pollutant
Therefore, stormwater wetland Sizing must be determined using some form of the third approach. One
C = unit conversion factor
version calls for choosing a volume sufficient to hold all VR = runoff volume from hydrologic
runoff from a set percentage of the annual storms (e.g.,
AC = contributing catchment area
90 percent) or to hold a set depth of runoff generated by
Schueler (4) recommended a minimum VP Of 1.6 cm/ha
the contributing catchment (e.g., the first 2.5 cm = 1 in,),
Schueler (4) presents several sizing rules of this type. of contributing catchment area, which will increase the
Equivalent to this version is an approach for using a wetland size over that calculated by the equatk~rt in
~water quality design storm" of a selected recurrence small catchments.
frequency and duration. The Washington State Depart. This procedure is used for general runoff pollution ~
ment of Ecology (11) has taken this approach, selecting trol purposes. Knowledge is inadequate at present to
the 6-month, 24-hour rainfall event, which in Seattle is
datailed sizing calculations for such specific
approximately equivalent to the first 3 cm of runoff, for perform
purposes
as control of metals and nutrients. These
stormwater treatment design in the Puget Sound basin, cial objectives
can be advanced in part by installing
A third ve;sion of the hydrologic basis is the method appropriate design features (addressed later in this pedeveleped from wet pond performance data collecteq per). It is known that the maximum potenl~al to remove
during the Nationwicle Urban Runoff Program by the dissolved pollutant, which include certain nib’ogen and
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (12). Us- phosphorus forms and some metals, is reached with a
ing this method implicitly assumes that constructed wetlong HRT in the dead storage (2 to 3 weeks) (13, 14).
lands will perform at least as well as wet ponds of The average resi~nce time can be checked as follows:
equivalent treatment volume, which seems to be a safe 1 ) perform the hydrologic analysis to determine the rate
assumption given the treatment advantages offereq by of flow to the wetland associated with the mean storm
a more structurally complex, vegetated system. The (Q), and 2) calculate HRT = VP/Q. If HRT is less than 2
data exhibiteq an association between treatment effi- to 3 weeks and dissolved pollutant removal is an objecc~ency and ti~e ratio of permanent pool volume to runoff tive, increase VP to obtain HRT in that range.
volume associated with the mean storm, termed the
"volume ratio." The mean storm is the average rainfalt If the wetland has live storage for peak runoff rate
quant=~ over a~l storms in a long-term recorcf at a gaging control, the volume of that zone and the ~scharge oririce size w~ll also have Io be calculated. Theze celoula-
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Flow Channeling
Create sheet flow to the maximum extent possible,
Where flow must be channeled, use multiple, meander,
ing channels rather than a single straight one. Intersperse open water areas with marsh, rather than
connecting along the flow path. Minimize velocity in
channels to prevent erosion and expand habitat

vation Service Class B, C, and D soils. NSO, se~enent
deposition is likely to seal the bollorns of constructed
wetlands. Generally, therefore, a liner is likely to be
needed only in Class A soils,
Emergency Spilhlmy
An emergency spillway is required when the wetland will

be use~ for runoff quant~y convol (and any other

Outlet Design
Place a micropool 1.2 to 1.8 m deep at the outlet. Install

a reverse-sloped pipe 30 cm below the permanent pool

elevation. This outer design has been found to avoid
ck)gging, to which constructed wetland outlets are prone

(4).
Install a drain capable of dewatedng the wetland in 24
hours to allow for maintenance. Contro~ the drain with a
Iockable, adjustable gate valve. Place an upward-facing, inverted elbow on the end of the drain to extend
above the bottom sedlmenls‘

Medium-fine textures, such as Ioams and silt Ioams, are
optimal for establishing plants, capturing pollutants, retaining surface water, and permitting ground-water discharge. Circumneutral pH (approximately 6 to 8) is best
for supporting microorganisms, insects, and other
aquatic animals.
A relatively high content of highly decomposed organics
(’muck’) is favorable for plant and microorganism
growth and the adsorption of metals and organic pollutants. Muck soils are preferred to peats (less decomposed organics), which tend to produce somewhat
acidic conditions, to be low in plant nutrients, and to offer
relatively poor anchoring support to plants,

ation in which it would be possible fix runolf to entre’
from a larger storm than the largest storm the facility is
sized to handle).
Buftef
A buffer should be provided around the wetland bolh to
separate the treatment area from the human community
and, if development habitat is an objective, to reduce Ihe
exposure of animals to light, humans, and pets. The
buffer requirement can be waived for pocket wetlands
without wildlife habitat objectives and adjacent ~
tures. The minimum buffer width should be 8 m, mealured from the maximum water surface elevation, ~ 5
m to the nearest structure. The buffer should be increased to at least 16 m when developing wildlife habitat
is an objective. It should be sk)ped no more than 5:1
(horizontal to vertloel).
Preserve existing forest in the buffer area If at all poseble. At least 75 percent of the buffer should be forested
to avoid attracting geese and to provide better protection
and habitat for other wildlife.

Pretreatment
The constructed wetland is expected to serve as the
primary treatment device. Nevertheless, some wet, eatment can prevent problems in the wetland, produce a
more self-sustaining system, and increase the potential
Vegetation becomes established more quickly and ef- should
be consk~red
include:
for ancillary
benefits.
Pretreatment mechanisms Ihat
fectively in constructed wetlands when soils contain
seed banks or rhizomas of obligate and facultative wet¯ Catch basins, for trapping the largest solids.
land plants. Attempt to obtain any available soils that
offer these resources.
¯ A presettiing basin or biofilter, when the watershed
produces relatively high solids Ioadinge.
Soil characteristics recommended for specific pollution
control objectives are:
* Oil-water separators.
¯ High cation exchange capacity--for control of metals.
¯ High exchangeable aluminum and/or iron--for control of phosphorus.
Liner

Designing for Ancillary Benefits and
A voidance of Problems
Ancillary Benefits

Potential ancillary benefits of constructed wetlands
An impermeable liner is required when infiltration is too
include:
rapid to sustain permanent soil saturation, when there
¯ Wildlife habitaL
is a substantial potential of ground water being contaminated by percolating stormwater, or both. Infiltration ¯ Aquaculture for harvest.
losses are insignificant at most sites with Soil Conser- ¯ Primary production for food-chain supporL
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- Nest boxes and platforms (unique designs for

cav~y-nesWs).
Nuisance waterfowl can be discouraged in
ways. Maintain the buffer larg~. ~ forest~and (at least
- Buffer bees (for foliage..nestom) ¯
75 percent), and avoid the growth of turf grass around
- Logs, stumps, and brush (fix’ bird perches and cially high marsh not favored by geese and ms~lrd8.
¯ Avoiding s~gnWx::ant water level fluctuations--this is
an inherent diseo%,antege of stormwater wetlands
relaUve to wildlife. The best remedy is to precede the
wetland wilt1 runoff quantity control. Other~se, the
configuring recommendations stated eadier provide

Another important measure is to educate citizens and
place s~gns to discourage flm:Jng.
The tendency for we/lands to develop ~doskal:de I:~n!
mo~:)cuitures can be imited by ~ Sb’uctl.qll
d~versity and a range of depths, espedaly 8hallowor
I~a~ted shoJ~ after tbe veettand is constn~L

Poter,~l problems associated with cons’o’uctod wet-

that metals and organics are tJghlty bound in sediments
and do not tend to become mobilized ever long pedods.

I

comes an issue. Current knowledge Incicat~ that q)oile

¯ Safety concen~

"~

appli~ or landfilled (4). PJan an onsite 8pp~P..at~ area

¯ Devek~ment of 8 rnonocu~re of undesirab~
vegetal~on,
¯ Accumulation of toxJcarl~,

As experience w~ wa~and creation, reslormk)n, and
construction projects accumulates, it is becoming in-

creasingly clear that the plant community develops belt
when the soils harbor substantial vegetalJve roots, rhi-

The extent of actual occurrence of these problems and
managing to avoid or minimize them is addressec~ briefly
Mosquitoes are actually rarely a problem in wellclesignecl and operated constructed wetlands; thus,
education of the concerned public is part of the solution,
A problem with mosquitoes can best be prevented by
providing diverse habitats that support predatory insects. Mosquito fish (Gambusia) have been used successfully to control mosquitoes in permanent ponds, but
the introduction of the fish in areas to which they are not
na~e must be carefully assessecL
Aesthetic problems can be avoided with careful attention to construction and vegetation establishment. The
buffer and tall emergent vegetation can be used to
conceal such wetland characteristics as water level fluctuation and films on the water,
Constructe~ wetlands are inherently safer than cleeper
ponds, but some 0egree of potential hazard to children
is associated with deep zones. Hazards can be avoic:~d
by establishing grac~ual side sJopes and a shallow marsh
safety bench (5 n~ wide) where the toe of the si~e slope
meets any c~eep pool, by concealing outlet piping, and
by providing Iockable access. In general, fencing shoulcl

zornes, and see~ banks. Its developmont is also enhanced by the opportunity for volunteer species to enter
from nearby donor sites; however, volunteers cannot be
relied on for vegetation establishment. Transptants may
be supplanted by more vigorous resident and volunteer
stock under these c~rcumstencas and may actually constitute a minor component of ~ eventual community.
Nevertheless, transplanting is generally a w~se strategy,
and most of the specific guidance available for establishing wetlands concerns this source; thus, it is fury
covered below.
Hydric soils containing vegetative plant matedal coflected for establishing new wetlands are becoming
known as "wetland mulch." It appears that ample use of
this mulch enhances diversity and the speed of vegetation establishment, but the mulch content is somewhat
unpredictable and donor sites are limited. AJso, guidelines for extracting, handling, and storing the materkl/
are limited. A danger with the use of mu~ch is the possihie presence of exotic, opportunistic species that
out-compete more desirable natives. Therefore, at least
the donor sites that obviously support such plant species should be .=voided in obtaining material. Preferred
donor material includes wetland soils removed during
maintenance of highway ditches, swales, seclimentat~on
ponds, retention/detention ponds, and clogged
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tnfiitraljon basins and during dredging, or from natural
demonstrated capabilities of plants for the various comwetlands that are going to be filled under permit (el.
mon classes of Poffutants. The most versatile genera
though these soils are best used for mitigating the loss),
that have species representatives in most parts of the
tt ~s recommended that the upper 15 cm of donor soils
nation are Carex, Scirpus, Juncus, Latona, and Typha.
be obtained at the end of the growing season, if possi.
bie. The best way to hold Soils until installation is someSchueler (4) and Garbisch (16) have assembled
what uncertain but must include keeping soils moist in
considerable amount of specific guidance on the conConditions that will maintain vital dormancy. Efforts are
struction and vegetation establishment process for
under way to establish repositories for mulch reclaimed tively. The course manual by Homer (5) alSo incoq:x)constructed wetlands and created wetiands, respa¢,
in maintenance operations.
The reliability of l~’ansplanting end the instant Partial
cover it provides make it necessary regardless of the
potentials offered by wetiand mulch and volunteer species recruitmenL Commercial wetland plant nurseries
now operate in many places in the nation to provide
material. The following list of general vegetation seiec,
tion principles was compiled from Garbisch’s (16) rec.
ornmendations for creating wetlands anti from ~
¯ Base selectlons more on the prospects for sucoesstul
establishment than on epecific pollutant uptake capabilities (plant uptake is a highly important mechan~srn only for nutrients, much of which are released
upon the plant’s death; nutrient removal is more the
result of chemical and microbial processes than of
plant up~ake).
¯ Select native species, and generally avoid natives
that invade vigorously,
¯ Use a minimum of species adaptable to the vadous
elevation zones; diversification will occur naturally,
¯ Select mostly perennial species, anti give ~ to
those that establish rapidly,
¯ Select species that are adaptable to the broadest
ranges of depth, frequency, and ~Jration of inunda.
tion (hydroperiod).
¯ Match the environmental requirements of plant selec.
tions to the conditions to be offered by the site. Conskier especially hydropehod and light requirements,
¯ Grve priority to species that have been used success.
tul/,/in constructed wetlands in the past and to cornmercially available species,

rates this guidance. Given the available literature, lhese
topics are not addressed in lhle paper.
Operating Constnlcted Wetlan~
Relative to retention/detention I.x)nds, consUucted wet.
lands pose a relatively significant routine operating burden. Operated properly, however, they should not
require periodic expensive sediment cleanouts. From
the outset, the project should include a formal operation
and maintenance plan that covers the following Me.
ments: 1) inspectk)n, 2) sediment management, 3)
water management, and 4) vegetation management.
There are h, vo levels of inspection: routine and
hens~ve. Rapid, routine inspections should be made by
a qualified observer to identify and take action on any
problems that would damage the wetJand’s function.
Recommended scheduling for these inspections is
monthly and after each ston’n totaling more than 1.25 cm
(0.5 in.) of precipitation. Comprehensive inspections
should take place twice yearly the first 3 years, once in
the growing season and again in the nongrowing
son. Conditions that should be noted during these
spections include:
¯ Dominant plants and their distributions in each zone.
¯ Relative presence of intentionally planted and volunteer invasive and noninvasive species.
¯ Plant condition--look for signs of disease (yellowing,
browning, wilting), pest infestations, and stunted
growth.

¯ Depth zones and microtopographic features con~
pared ~ the original plan.
o Avoid specih/ing only species that are foraged by plan.
¯ Normal pool elevation compared with the original
w~ldlife expected to utilize the site.
¯ Phase me establishment of woody species to follow ¯ quantities).
Sediment accumulations (locations and approximate
herbaceous ones.
¯ Consider planting needs to achieve designated ob.
jec~,es other than pollution control.

¯ Outlet clogging.
¯ Buffer condition.

AJthough excessive emphasis on vegetation selection
base~ on POllution control capabilities shoul~l be
avoOeO, considerable information on tha! subject has
been compiled. Kulzer (17) prepared a summary of me

The objective of sediment management is to trap--and
when necessary remove--sec~imentsbeforetheyraach
the shallow zones. Forebays will probably have to be
draineO an~ dredged every 2 to 5 years. The pond in a
339
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Stormwater Pond and Wetland Options for Stormwater.
Quality Control
Thomas R. Schueler

Metropolitan Washington Council of Government~, Washington, DC

AbstrsG’t

2. Dry extended detention (ED) ponds

In this paper, 10 designs for .~ormwatar we~ux:l and pond
systems used for effective urban runoff quality control
are surveyed. Each design is based on a different allocation of deep-pool, marsh, and extended detention
storage. The comparative pollutant removal capability of
~ 10 designs are reviewed based on a national survey
of 58 performance monitoring studies. In addition, the
reported longevity, maintenance requirements, and environmental constraints of each design is assessed.

3. Mictopoo~ dry ED ponds

2

4. We( ponds
5. We( ED ponds
6. SheJtow marsh systern~
7. ED we(lands

8. ~ wetlands
A team approach for selecting the most appropriate
9. Pocket ponds
design at the individual development site is strongly
recommended. Key selection factors, such as space, 10. Pond/marsh systems
drainage area, and permitability, are discussed. A
semen-stage design/construction process is outlined to
Ta~ 1. Comparative Storag~ Allocations for
St3rfvmrater Pond/WeUand Options (%
ensure the team selects and builds the most approwJate
Tr~,m~eet VoW.me)
and effective design.
The paper points out that the uncertain regulatory status
of pond/wetland systems should be resolved so that
this effective runoff control technology can be approwJately used.

Introduction
The use of stormwater ponds to control the quality of
urban stormwater runoff has become more widespread
in recent years. At the same time, designs have become
more sophisticated to meet many environmental objectives at the development site. Today, the term stormwater pond can refer to any design altematNes in a
continuum that allocates different portions of runoff
treatment volume to deep pools, shallow wetland areas,
and temporary extended detention storage. This paper
provicles a broad review of the comparative capabilities
of pond and wetland systems.

Att~matl~

~ Pool Mamh

I. Coevenaor~ Ity
pon~ (qu~n~y
~

0

0

2~ o~ ED r, ond,

o

lo ~)

ED

3. Micro~x~ d~y ED 30 (f, m)

0

70

4. we( ponds
~0
s. we~ ED ponds
SO
s. ,shadow rn~rsh
40 (f, m, c)
symms
7. ED wetlands
20 (f, m)
s. Poc~ weaands
20 (f)
9. Poc~t ponds
80
10. Pond/rr~r~ systems 70

2O (b)
10 (b)
60

40

30
~0
20 (b)
30 (b, m)

S0

0

Note’ The sto(age allocat)o~s showrl ~’e approximate targets

In an operational sense, these systems can be classified
into one of ten categories:
1. Conventional 0ry ponds (quantJly control only)

is = Iowe¢ stage of ED pond oflen assumes marsh ch~ractenstX~
= fotebay
mf = rn~crocx~
C = channels

b : aq~a~c bench
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F"Igur~ 1. Sto~mvmt~r ~ ~

Each of these designs (shown in c~oss-seclJonal view
Figure I) can be distinguished by how it agocates lhe
total treatment volume to deep pools, shallow wetlands,
and temporan/extencle~ detention storage. As can be
seen, most designs incorporate two and sometimes
three runoff treatment pathways. Compara~e storage
allocations are shown in quantitative terms in Table 1. It
is important to note that these allocation targets are
approximate and relative, and individual systems may
not always conform to the targeL
Stormwater pond systems can also be co~figured in
many different ways, as shown in Figure 2. Ponds can
be located "on-line" or "off-line" and can be arranged in
streams or drainage channels. Off-line ponds are constructed away from the stream corridor. Runoff flow is
split from the stream and diverted into off-line ponds by
a flow splitter or smart box.
The total treatment volume need not be provided within
only one cell. Stormwater ponds can contain multiple
storage cells, and these offen enhance the perform.
ance, longevity, and redundancy of the entire system.
All pond designs provide additional storage to control
the increasecl quantity of stormwater produced as a
consequence of urban development, This =quantity controf" storage is usually def=ned as the storage needed to
keep postcievelopment peak discharge rates equivalent
to predevelopment levels for the 2-year storm. The
quant=ry control storage is in add=tion to, and literally on
top of, the quall~ control runoff storage,

a. On-Line

b. Off-Line

8"~

~
c. Multiple

"~

"~

Figure 2. Stormwat~r p<md

Comparative Pollutant Removal of
Stormwater Pond Designs
Each of the three basic treatment volume allocations (pcol,
marsh, and ED) use different pollutant removal bathway~.
Therefore, it is not surprising to find considerable vadabihty in the projected removal rates for each of the 10
stormwater pond designs (Table 2). The table is based
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Tal~e 2.

C~r=tlve Pollut=nt Removal Capeblllty ol
8tormw~t~r Poncl/Wet~nd AJtema~

be explained by the greater surfaca area and complexity
ol shallow marsh systems (2).
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Ponds and wetlands that do not have a reliable scums
of base flow, and that have a water level that frequency
~=U,l=y
fluctuates, are termed pocket ponds and wet~ends.
These systems typically serve very small drainage
k~:)de~=te
eas and are excavated to the local water table. ConseLow
quently, pocket facilities are often less than a quarter
Uode~m
acrelarger
in sizecounterparts.
and possess Therefore,
few of the design
(p~ojected) their
pocket features
wetlandsof
High
are thought to have lower pollutant rer~ capability,
H~h
especially for nutrients.
~
Pond-marsh systems appear to possess the greatest
Motivate
overall pollutant removal capability of all the designs
monitored. The permanent poo~ and the shallow wetland
~k)de~ate
(l~oiec’t~l)
provide complementary and redundant renlovel palhways, and reduce rernobilization of pollutants.
Uoderm

It should be noted that while differences in r~,novel
capability do exist among the 10 designs, other k~y
design factors also must be present if these rates are to
be achieved. First, the system must be capable of cap.
turing at least 90 percent of the annual runoff volume
delivered. Second, incoming runoff must be pretreated
on a review of 58 pond and wetland performance studies
in a forebay or deep pool. Third, the system must meet
conducted across the United States and Canada (1).
minimum criteria for internal geometry (flow path, microWhile seven of the ten pond designs have been moni- poody
conceived
or designed pond ratio).
system
will not
topography,
surface-area-to-volumo
Clearly,
a
tored in the field, the performance of three designs achieve ~ rates shown in Table 2.
(pocket ponds, pocket wetlands, and micropool dry ED
ponds) can only be projected based on design inferences and t’mld experience.
Comparative Ability To Protect
Downstream Channels
Two of the pond designs possess limited capability to
remove pollutants--the conventional dry pond and the Pond systems that combine ED storage with stormwater
dry ED pond. These pond systems seldom have been quantity storage appear to provide the best measure of
protection for downstream channels exposed to the
observed to reliably remove sediment and have shown
erosive potential of bankfull and subbankfull floods. Revirtually no capability to remove nutrients. The performcent field research has demonstrated that control of the
ance of d~, ED ponds is expected to improve if micro2-year storm quantity exacerbates, rather than reduces,
pools are added at the inlet and the outlet. Micropools
help to pretreat incomin0 runoff, prevent resuspension, downstream channel erosion problems. Modeling studies suggest that extended detention (e.g., 6 to 24 hours)
and reduce clogging,
of relatively small treatment volumes may have some
potential to alleviate downstream channel erosion probWhen properly sized and designed, wet ponds can tellably remove sediments and nutrients at relatively high
iems, Additional field research is needad to confirm the
rates. The deep pool of the wet pond allows for gravita,
value of ED in protecting channels.
t~onal settling. Removal rates for wet ponds can be
incrementally improved if the deep pool is combined
Comparative Physical, Environmental,
with extended detention, as in the wet ED pond system,
and Maintenance Constraints
10. Pon=Vm=~h ~
~0
¯ rss = to~ ~ =~k=
11= = tot= ph~
TN = tot~ ~

7O

4S

I’~gh

The removal capability of wetland systems (designs 6,
7, and 8) is generally comparable to that of wet ponds
of similar size. Sediment removal often is slightly higher
in wetland systems, but nutrient removal appears to be
somewhat lower and less reliable. Shallow marsh systerns exhibit slightly higher removal rates than either the
ED wetland or the pocket wetland systems, which may
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Each of the 10 pond systems are subject to many different
constraints that may limit their use at a particular site. Some
of the more common constraints are outlined in Table 3.
Physical cons~aints include available space, climate, dry
weather base flow, and contributing drainage area. Maintenance const~raints may involve susceptibility to dogging
and the frequency and difficulty of sediment cleanout.
i
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Pe~ ~e ~st r~ve ~ns~ain~, how~, are
of a. enyiro~l nature. R~nt research has i~di~t~ t~at o~-Iine ~nd and we,and ~ste~ ~ ~ave
~us imams ~ the I~1 a~ ~stream en~ron~nt, if ~ey are ~t pr~y I~t~ ~ desi~n~ (2).
The ~st ~rious i~lude t~ ~ifi~t~n or
of high-quali~ forests and we~an~s as a ~ns~uen~
of ~nstruction, a~ downstream ~ing. ~n~
quent~, the siting of ~n~ a~ wetlands in the mid-At.
~n~c region has ~ome a ~jor f~us of f~eral and
state r~ulato~ agencies. Present~, ~th a Se~ion 4~
(we~an~s) and a S~tion ~1 water quali~ ~fi~hon
~it must be ob~ined for the cons~ion of any
on-line st~water ~nd or ~Uand.

A Team Approach for Selecting ~e Most
Appropriate System
~lecting and designing a ~nd system has ~me a
~mpiex an~ lengthy pr~ess. An eff~tNe a~roach is
to a~emble a 0esign team consisting of a stormwater
engineer, landscape archzt~t, environmental ~nsultant, an~ the construction contractor. The combine~
expertise of the ~esign team, along with early an~
frequent coorS=nation w~t~ I~al plan reviewers, is an
essential ingre~=ent for implement=ng the most approprzate system for the 0eveiopment site an~ the downsVeam ~mmuni~.

..~

(~@~ ~

The d~ign team ~ t~e~er ~ ~ ~nning, design, a~r~al, and ~nst~ ~, ~
~ take as Ion9 as 2 ~rs. ~ui~ing an eff~e
a~wopriate ~n~ system ~n~s~ of ~en ~1
st~s, as ~tlin~ ~o~
I. Evaluation of the Feaslbll~ of ~ S~e
The design team has ~o major ~. ~ fi~t ~
to ~efine, in ~nsultation wi~ ~1 planning a~
~urce prote~ion agencies, the p~ma~ ~ters~
te~ion objec~ves for the particular site and sVeam.
~j~tives ~y include s~ific ~e~ f~ ~ll~nt
~uction, flo~ control, channel protection, wetland
creation, habitat protection, protection of indicator
species (e.g., trout), or prese~ation of stream ~-

~ors. Careful i~entifi~tion of realistic and achi~a~
object=ves early in the pr~ess is cr~l for allowing
~esign team to inco~rate them into ~ ~=gn
construction pr~.
The ~con~ task is to ana~ze ~e physi~l and en~r~mental features of the ~evelop~nt s~e to ~te~ine if
a ~n~ system is feasible, appr~riate, an~ ~n ~t
the prima~ watershe~ protection ~j~Wes. This ~caliy involves a thorough ~elineation of the wegan~,
forests, an0 catchments ~thin the ~evelopment, ~ well
as the coli~hon of g~t~hni~l ~a~ to define
Pr~es an~ water balances. The ~sign team
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should assess both the site and downstream aquatic
conditions during ¯ site visit,

field meeting with the entire construction crew prior to
construction. The design team outlines the purpose of
the project, the sequence of construction activities,
2. Development of the Initial Concept Plan
walks through the no-disturbance limits. Sho~l but rogurneetings to inspect progress are helpful during the
The task for the design team in this stage is threefold: lar
construction
process, especially to modify decisions in
1) select the most appropriate pond design option, 2)
field. After construction is complete and the pond site
identify the most environmentally suitable location for it, the
stabilized, the engineer performs an as-built survW
and 3) compute the size and geometry of the facility. The is
for submission to local government authorities that vealdesign team assembles a concept plan and then submits ties
that the pond was constructed in accordance with
it to the k)cal stormwater review agency and other regulatory agencies for preliminary review and approval. Early the approved plans.
input from the permitting agencies is essential, and a joint
6. Eatabllshment of the
field visit is often a useful means of sacuring it.
Establishing a functional pondscape requires frequent
3. Development of the Final Design
adjustment of the original pondsceplng plan. Initially, the
team modifies the plan to account for ectu~l
In final design stage, the team adds engineering details design
moisture
conditions and water elevations that exist =fret
to the concept plan and responds to the comments construction.
The design team then reexamines the
made by the local permitting authorities. The team works
pondscape
after
the first growing season to detemdne ff
together to ensure that all standard pond design feetures are incorporated into the final design plans (e.g., reinforcement plantings are needed.
benches, forebays, buffers, gate valves). (See Schueler
[2] for a full list.) In addition, the plan should be thor. 7. Inspection and Operation of the Po~i
oughly analyzed to reduce safety risks, allow for easy The final stage of the process involves the final inspeomaintenance access, provide safe end environmentally lion of the facility, development of the maintenance primsensitive conveyance to the pond, and reduce the future rices and schedules, and the transfer of maintenance
maintenance burden. The final plan is then submitted for responsibilities to the responsible party.
review and approval by the appropriate local and state
regulatory agencies.
Resolving the Regulatory Status of

Storrnwater Ponds

4. Preparation of $ Pond.~.aplng Plan

Although pond and wetland systems are attractive options fo¢ urban nonpoint source control, their regulato~
status has recently become very confused. This is due
to the fact the these systems fall under the scope of
three often conflicting sections of the Clean Water ~
Section 401 (water quality certification permits), Section
402 (stormwater National Pollutant Discharge Eliminalion System [NPDES] permits), and Section 404 (wetland permits), Confusion about these systems also
stems from a number of particular factors:
First, pond systems often acquire wetland characteristics over time, whether by design or simply with age.
At some point, they may become delineated wetlands,
subject to the same protection and restrictions as natural
wetlands, If a stormwater pond system does evolve into
wetland status, then Section 404 wetland permits may
be required and all future maintenance activities conducted on the stormwater pond system would likely
require a permit. Conversely, it also is possible that a
well-designed stormwater wetland would be eligible
for a partial mitigation =credit" when it "evolves" into
wetland status.
5. Construction of the Pond
Second, most pond systems are located on waters of
Aopropriate designs only work when they are con- the United States (i.e., intermittent or perennial streams
structed properly. Therefore, it is essential to conduct a or drainage channels) and are thus subject to the SecThis stage of the design process is critical but frequently
overlooked, The design team jointly prepares an aquatic
and terrestrial landscaping plan for the pond or wetland,
known as a pondscape. It specifies the trees, shrubs,
ground cover, and wetland plants that will be established
to meet specific functional objectives within different
moisture zones in and around the pond.
The pondscaping plan is more than a landscaping meterials list, it also specifies necessary soil amendments,
planting techniques, maintenance schedules, reinforcement plantings, and wildlife habitat elements needed to
establish a dense and diverse pondscape over several
growing seasons. Although landscape architects take
the lead in the development of the pondscape, other
members of the team can provide important contribut~ons. For example, the engineer projects soil moisture
zones, the contractor provides practical guidance on
tree protection during construction and temporary stabi,
lization, and the environmental consultant provides input
on native wetJand plants and propagation techniques,
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tion 404 permit process, even when the system is not
located within a delineated wetland. Some regulators
have acNocated that the prohibition against 9nstream
treatment" should apply to ~ter pond systems,
while others have required that an extensive alternatives
analysis be undertaken before a permit is issued. In the
former interpretation, the use of stormwater pond systerns would be limited to off-line or pocket applications,
Under the lager interpretation, the design team might
have to demonstrate that all upland best management
practice (BMP) alternatives are exhausted before a
pond system can be constructed. While up, and BMPs
are an alternative, they clo not possess the performance
or longevity of pond and wetland systems and may not
be adequate to protect streams or meet pollutant reduc,

with urban development and thus lead to violations of
temperature standards in some sensitive ~b’eams. This
creates a great dilemma for regulators that must perform
water quality certification on stormwater ponds.
The resolution of the uncertain and confusing regulatory
issues relating to stormwater ponds is critical if applicetJon of this effective technology is to continue on a
widespread basis. The challenge for designers will be to
acknowledge and avoid the potential for negative envk
ronmantal impact, whereas the challenge for the regulaton/community will be to recognize the benef’~ of
stormwater ponds and craft a regulatory policy that is
practical rather than merely legal. Otherwise, the fifth
member of the pond design team may have to be a

in the near future that sels guidelines on the appropriate
Third, construction of storrnwater ponds and wetlands use of this effectWe nonpoint source control technology.
within or adjacent to delineated natural wetlands can
radically alter the cheracterisl~cs of that wetland, either
Referen~
through excavation, fill, pooling, or inundation, tn most
cases, construction of stormwatar ponds in natural wetI. schu~w, T, 1~’~.
land areas is strongly cliscoureged. In other cases, how~~
n~er~g Hy~kok~y, San Frwx~z=o, CA (Ju~.
ever, if may actually be desirable to convert dagracled
natural wetlands into stormwatar wetlands. The condi.
2. sc~u~w. 1". ~2.
~ DC: M~ropo~a~
tions, if any, where these conversions might take place
are the subject of considerable controversy. The influAdditional Reading
ence of stormwater ponds on wetiands need not always
be negative, however. In many cases, stormwater ponds
~can help protect downstream wetlands from dagraclation
In Prince Georges
Prepm.ed k)r pr~x=e ~
Watersh~
Protec~County,
Bt~nch.Marytm.KI.
WaMlington, DC:
caused by uncontrolled stormwater flows and construction-stage sediment daposition.
2. schuss, T., ane
Fourth, stormwater ponds have a dual nature: They can
~nw~t~ po4~s.
¯ help to meet water quality standards in receiving waters,
~ res~rat)o~
wa.~ir~o~ C<)unc~ of
while at the same time contributing to possible violations
of other standards. For example, ponds can help meet
3. Schu~er, T., M Hemty, and P. Kurn~e. ~2.
rnent of urban best management.
sedimenL turbidity, nutrient, and toxics limits. At the same
ix~ source pollu*oor~ ~ ~e coasta/zone. Pr~w’ed for U.S. EPA
time, they may employ the stream warming associated
by Me=opo~ta~ Was~ngto~ Counc~ of Gc, vemn~,~z.
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Practical Aspects of Stormwater Pond Design in Sensitive Areas

Richard A. Clay!or, Jr.
Loiederman Associates, Inc., Frederick, Marylaftd

Abstract

o~an need to be located in the lower portion of a site to
maximizelheareaandruneffdraininglowardlhem.Thia
can create a conflict with existing, sensitive nat)Jral feetures, such as wetlands, seeps, sptktgl, or even lrdlr.
mitten! or perennial ~

This paper’s purpose is to provoke thought in eatablishing some considerations and techniques for the design of storrnwater management ponds in sensitive
areas, not to describe a step-by-step process for design,
ing stormwater management ponds. The reader should
have a basic understanding of the principles 04 small
pond design, urban hydrology, water quality control, and
best management practk:es.

A natural resources inventory, whk:h is easenlJal for
design, should at a minimum Incorporate b~e following
featu~: ¯

¯ Topography
First, practical design requires an inventory of the sensitNe resources mat need protection and an esbmate of ¯ Wetlands (Inc~uding springs and seq~)
me project goals and poten’Jal environmental benefits. ¯ Soils
The next step is to develop a concept plan, which inilJ.
ares the design process and ensures agency and public ¯ Fkx~lne
involvement in early stages of the project. Several tech. ¯ Forest lands (ve~)
nk:lues can be used to avoid or minimize negative impacts on sensitive areas, which this paper groups into
¯ Watercourae~
techniques for either warm water or cool water anviron¯ Specimen trees
ments. In addition, the paper covers three new theoretical techniques that combine warm water design
¯ Steep slopes, rock outcmppings, etc,
practices with cool water mitigation approaches. Main¯ Historical or archeoiogical feature~
tenance and monitoring issues are also discussed. Coupling a common sense approach with the need for
¯ Habitat
innovative thinking should be a pdmary goal, and deAfter a reasonably detailed natural resources Invant(xy
signers must factor into this challenge the goal of reach,
has been conducted, design should continue with an
ing a consensus with different interest groups,
analysis of the receNing stream or ground-water aquifers. This may be very detailed and use various habitat
Goals and Expectations
analyses or biological indicators, or it can be a goneral
overview. To pursue a sensitNe design approach, howStormwater management ponds are often installed or constructed to fulfill regulations for the control of urban runoff,
ever, establishing the type of aquatic resource fisheries
(cold water versus warm water) is importanL
Controlling urban runoff usually means providing some
Idnd of detention facil~ that controls the increased runoff
After establishing the natural resources inventory attd
h’equenc~ and volume in cleve~ng areas,
assessing what level of aquatic resource protection is
Good, practical stormwater management requires an
assessment of what the pond needs to protect and an
estimate of how well pond is likely to work. This involves
conducting an inventory of existing natural and construtted features, which then becomes a basis for 0esign considerations. For example, stormwater ponds

warranted, a concept plan should be developed.

Concept Plan Development
One of the most important elements in implementing a
successful stormwater management plan is the development of a good concept plan. A concept plan allows
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various agencies and interest groups the oppo~unity to
offer input at a time when change is reasonably inexpensive. Later in a program, change becomes much
more difficult. Many resource protection agencies and
special interest groups have conflicting goals, which
should be resolved as much as possible in the early
stages of the concept plan process so that meaningful
projects ultimately become a reality.
One of the key elernertts of woddng in an environmentally
sensitive area is compromise, but ingenuity is equally
impertant. To advance technology and find different and
possibly more successful methods of stormwater management pond design, new techniques should be
posed and implemented, even ff unprovl~

~~
Large
Ov~k~ ~

sm~
o~ w~
B~e.Ro~

Techniques for Avoiding or Minimizing
Impacts to Sensitive Areal
Warm Water Envirottme~l
For warm water fisheries, where therrnal impects are not
a major consideration, wet ponds (perrnanent pools of
water) represent the most reliable and maintenancefree option for stormwater runoff quality con~ol (1). Several techniques can enhance the pollutant removal
.efficiency of wet ponds and simultaneously minimize the
impact that a large body o/water has on surrounding
sensitive areas. Some of these techniques life:
¯ Location of a pond "off-line" from act~/e flowing
s~’eams reduces the impact to existing aqua~ erMm~
merit and does not necessarily inhibit fish migret~on.
¯ Diversion structures or ’flow spl~ers" provide a technique for conveying both base flow and storm flow
away from sensitive areas (see Figure 1).
¯ Pond grading techniques that provide storage volumes direct impacts away from sensitive areas,

po/lutant removal efFK~enctes but also to reduce Ind/or
offset thermal imp~cla,.
The following are some of the techniques that ~
rate these goals:
¯ The facility should avoid ope~ bodies of water where
solar radiation would heat up the water column. Examples in descending order of preference would be
intimation facilities, filtration facilities, dry
detention ponds, and shallow stormwater wel~nd
ponds (2).
¯ The location and orientation of the facility should
count for the hours of potential soia~ radiation, such
as a north/south dominant orientation.
¯ Shading of the pool area by maximizing tree canopy
can minimize solar penetration.

¯ Pond grading techniquesthatgivecurvilineargeome,
try to the pond can increase flow lengths and decrease ineffective storage areas,

¯ incorporating underdrain and toe drain groundwater collection systems can provide an additional
source of cool water release, where available,
while implementing an earthen embankment safety
consideration.

¯ Pond grading techniques that use shallow aquatic
zones, peninsulas an~or islands, and low-lying areas
for riparian vegetation provide varied water regimes,

¯ Shading and covering a pond’s outlet channel helps
prevent thermal impacts associated with water running over heated rocks.

¯ Incorporating vegetative practices into the design,
such as shallow marsh emergent wetlands, submerged aquatic vegetation, and riparian fringe plantings, can create additional wildlife habitats,

¯ Watershedwide landscaping, including shading of irapervious asphalt sudaces, helps reduce thermal
loading at the source.

Figure 2 depicts a wet pond concept for a warm water
environment.
Cool Water Environments

Figure 3 depicts a dry pond corkT.ept for a Cool water
environment.
New Theorized Techniques

New a,oproaches may affocd the opportunity to combine
For cool water fisheries, where thermal impacts are a ~e pollutant removal efficienc=es of wet ponds with ternmajor consicleratJon, a design must attampt to maximize perature mitoat~on measures. Three approaches are to:
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* I~rate "c~ling t~e~ ~sign pra~s into ~e
o~et s~u~ure of the spillway system (Figure 4) (3). a~ ~ ~ ~t e~s.
~" ~ ~t~
~ I~fi~te vege~t~e prac~s that ~ver ~e o~n ~ ~ ~~ of
water su~ace of ~nds to minimize solar radiation of
In a~dition, many of the more in~va~e ~ign
the water ~lumn (4).
pr~ches require ~ic ~intenance. It is ~t pra=~
* Inco~;ate a groun~ter siphon system into ~e ~1 ~ assu~ ~at ~ a~r~ ~11 ~ ~t
~on of ~ release ~ures to siphon ground ~ter ~e n~es~ obsewations and pe~ic ~intenan~.
as ~e ~w flow release (Figure 5) (5).
Some of the appr~ches (e.g., flow ~li~ers) r~uire
on~ ~ri~ic trash removal to k~p ~em fu~oni~
Maintenance and Monitorin9
~signed, ~ile others (e,g., filters a~ infi~rab~
An eff~e ~esign ~nnot ~ a prac~l ~li~ sins) r~uire a more intensWe ~intena~e W~ram.
~o= a ~ imple~n~t=on pr~ram, an eff~e
~nit~ pr~ram, and a maintenan~ pr~ram that CO~ClUSiOR
k~s a fac~li~ fun~oning at its ~st. Many of ~e t~h- In ~nsitive areas, ~sign appr~ches n~ to ~ine
niques ~ ~a~ns previ~s~ ~=~us~ are new innovative alternatwes, com~n sense, a~ c~pr~
mi~, Eye.one agrees that our ~nsitNe re.urns
~9
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GWSEL. Gmund-w~te~ su~lace elwalk~

need special proteclion and require the utmost care If a
disturbance occurs. There is not agreement, however, References
on the best approaches and on what resources are the ~. Schu~e~, T. ~9e7. Cont~-~ ur~n run~:
p~nn~ng ~ ~es~gn~ng urb~ BMP. Me~olx~ten
most important. Therefore, it is vital to document the
Counc, of Gowrnmer~ (July).
existing conditions carefully, prepare flexible conc~)pts
and designs, and be prepared to revise plans and de- 2. GanL J. f990. Thern~ ~ ~x~te~ w~
~ter managen~.~ ~e~ m~ageme~ Wac’~c~.
sign approaches as new information and monitoring
~ Wash~ngto~ Co~x~l of Govemmente ~
results emerge. Pract~zl aspects of storrnwater pond
Stormwm~ A~rr~a~,~, ~ I:)e~)~Zrnent of
men~ (Decerr~w).
design will not remain static but will continue to change
aS new technologies and techniques advance and older 3. ~my, C. 1992. Comb~n,,~ atnx~here
cooang zower. EOR report (October 12).
considerations become obso4ete,

Resources, Inc., 1738 Elton Rd., Suito 310, SIIv~ Srxlng,
20~03.
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Infiltration Practices: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly

Eric H, Livingston
Florida

Department of Environmental Regulation,
Tallahassee, Florid~

Abstrlct
Of all the best management pmcticas (BMPs) in ~e stormwater lTeatmant tool box, infiltration practices are the most
effective in removing stormwatar pollutants and, equally
important, in reducing both stormwater volume and peak
discharge rate. This paper exp~ins the concept of on-line
and off-line systems, and discusses lectors lhat influan~e
their treatment effectiveness. Design guidelines for infil,
tmtion systems, including the importance of the BMP
treatment train approach, will be reviewed, focusing on
soil types, water table elevation, geology, vegetation,
and determination of infiltration rates. Construction considerafions witl be reviewed, Because of their likelihood
for clogging, the importance of regular inspection and
maintenance programs is stressed,
Infil1~’ation practicas that the paper covers include roadside swaies, retention basins, landscape retention, exfiltration systems, infiltration trenches, and porous
pavement. For each type of system, information on
treatment effectiveness, design criteria, advantages,
and disadvantages is presented, along w~th discussion
of the good, the bad, and the ugly. The paper reviews
the effect of infiltration practices on ground-water quality
and presents recommendations to limit adverse irapacts. Special design guidelines for infiltration practices
in areas with karst geology, which is characterized by
sinkholes, will also be revolved.

contains natural attributes that will influen¢e the type
and configuration of the stormwater sysl~n.
The vadety of features contained off a site suggest
which particular combination of best management prectices (BMPs) can be successfully integrated into In
effective system. Whenever site conditions allow, the
stormwater management system should be designed to
achieve maximum onsita storage (and even reuse) of
stormwater by incorporating infiltration practices
throughout the remaining natural and landscaped areas
of a site. A stormwater management system should be
viewed as a "treatment t~ain" in which the BMPs are Itm
individual cars. Generally, the more BMPs that are incorporated into the ~ystem, the better the performartce
of the treatment train. Inclusion of infiltrative pra~
as one of the cars should be a primary goal of stormwater system designers.
Infiltration practices are one of the few BMPs that can
help to ensure that all four stormwater charactedstk::s
(the volume, rate, timing, and pollutant load) after clevelopment closely approximate the conditions that occurred
before development. This is because infiltration I:xectices help to maintain predevek:~)ment He perviousness
and vegetative cover, thereby reducing stormwater rotume and discharge rate, which further promotes infiltra.
tion and filtering of the runoff.
The benefits of infiltration include:

Introduction

¯ Reducing stormwater volume and peak runoff rate.

To achieve the desired objectives of flood and water
quality protection, erosion control, improved aesthetics,
and recreation, a stormwater management system must
be an integral part of the site planning for every site.
AJthough the basic principles of stormwater management remain the same, each individual site and each
specific proiect presents unique challenges, obstacles,
and opportunities. The many variations in climate, soils,
geology, ground water, topography, vegetation, and
planned land use require site-specific design. Each site

¯ Recharging ground water, which helps to replenish
wetlands, creeks, rivers, lakes, and estuaries.
¯ Augmenting base flow in streams, especially during
low flow times.
¯ Aiding in the settling of pollutants.
¯ Lowering the probability of downstream flooding,
stream erosion, and sedimentatK)n.
¯ Providing water for other beneficial uses.
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Another benar~ of infiltration practices is their ability to
serve multiple uses because they are temporary storage
basins. Recreational areas (e.g., balfflelds, tennis
courts, volleyball courts), greenbelt areas, neighbor,
hood parks, and even parking facilities provide excellent
settings for the temporary storage of stormwater. Such
areas are not usually in use during periods of precipita,
tion, and the ponding of stormwater for short durations
does not seriously impede their primary functions.

Determining Treatment Effectiveness
To design a BMP for water quality enhancement, s
pollutant reduction goal must first be established. Stormwater Veatmant regulatory programs in Florida and
Delaware are based on a performance standard of reducing the annual average total suspended solids (pol.
lutant) load by 80 percent for stormwater systems
discharging to waters classified as fishable and swimmable. In Florida, stormwater systems discharging to
potable supply waters, pristine waters, or highly polluted
waters may be required to remove up to 95 percent of
the average annual pollutant load. Technology-based
performance standards such as ~ese provide water
qualily goals for nonpoint sources that create equity with
~ minimum treatment requirements for domeatk:
wastewater point sources (1). Design criteria for various
types of stormwater management systems that achieve
the desired pedormance standard (treatment efficiency)
are then adopted, thereby providing guidance to the
design community and making it relatively easy to obtain
a stormwater parmiL
The average annual pollutant removal efSclency is calculated by considering the annual mass of pollutants available for discharge and the annual mass removed. The
primary removal mechanism for infilVation practices is
the volume of stormwater that is infiltrated, because this
eliminates the discharge of stormwater and its associated pollutants. As with any type of stormwater managernant prance, its actual field efficiency depends on many
factors. For infiltration practices, these factors include:
¯ Long-term precipitation characteristics such as mean
number of storms per year along with their intensity
and volume; average interevent time.
¯ The occurrence of first flush, which is related to the
amount of clirectP~, connected impervious area, type
of stormwater conveyance system, and the pollutant
of interesL
¯ "On-line" or "off-line" design,
Cumulatively, the above three factors ~etermine the
minimum treatment volume and maximum storage recovery time.
The National Weather Service (within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) has measure~l

weather statistics at many locations around the country.
Long-term precipitation records, including information
such as day and duration of event, intensity, and volume, are available from either the fe~ral government
or private vendors. Statistical analysis of these records
can develop probability frequencies for storm charecteristics such as the mean storm volume end the mean
interevent period between stomtl.
"First flush" describas the washing action that stormwater has on accumulated pollutants in the watershed.
In the early stages of runoff, the land surfaces, especially impervious ones such as streets and parking
areas, are flushed clean by the stormwater. This flushing
creates a shock loading of pollutants. The occurren~
and prevalence of first flush, however, depends largely
on precipitation patterns. Studies in Florida have determined that for urban lind uses there is a first flush for
many pollutants, especially particulates (2, 3). In areal
such as Oregon and Washington, however, where ~
fall consists of low intensity, long-duration "events," the
first flush is not very prevalent. Where it exists, the
first-flush effect generally diminishes as the size of the
drainage basin increases and the amount of irr~
area decreases.
On-lina stormwater practices store runoff terrcKxadly
before most of the volume is discharged to surface
waters. These systems capture all of the runoff from a
design storm. This mixes all stormwater within the lystern, thereby masking first flush and reducing pollutant
removal. They primarily provide flood control benefits,
with water quality benefits usually secondary, although
on-line wet detention systems do provide both benefits.
Off-lina practk::es are designed to divert the more polluted
stormwater first flush for water quality treatment, Isolating it from the remaining stormwater that is managed for
flood control. The cliverted first flush is not discharged to
surface waters but is stored until it is gradually removed
by infiltration, evaporation, and evapotranspiration.
Vegetation, such as grass in the bottom and sides of
infiltrat on areas, helps to trap stormwater pollutants and
reduce the potential for transfer of these pollutants to
ground waters. Off-line retention practices are the most
effective for water quality enhancement of stormwater.
Because an off-line retention area primarily provides for
stormwater treatment, it must be combined with other
BMPs for flood protection to form a comprehensive
stormwater management system. Figure 1 is a schematic of an off-dine system, commonly referred to as a
"dual pond system," in which a smart weir directs the
first flush stormwater into the infiltration area until it is
filled, with the remaining runoff routed to the detention
facility for flood control.
Using the three factors above, design criteria have been
0evelope~ and implemented in Florida to achieve the
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desired 80 or 95 percent treatment performance standard (5). The pollutant removal efficiency of an off-line
system depends on the annual volume of stormwater
that is diverted and infiltrated. For each storm, pollutant
removal efficiencies will vary from 100 percent for
storms producing less runoff than the diversion design
volume to lower efficiencies for much larger storms. If
the t~me between storms is less than the design interevent period, then the design treatment volume will not

for Interevent c~y periods of varying lerl{~ (7). Figure 2
shows an example ~verslon volume curve for ~ O~lendo area. It is impo~nt to note that first flush is ~
considered in these curves. If ¯ first-flush affect ~
exist, the design curves would be conserva~e in I~mt
the percent treatment efficiency of the infiltration syslm11
would increase. Furthermore, these curves are based
on precipitation interevent frequency (PIF) curve~,
which also include consideration of the probability tt~t
¯ storm greater than the design storm will occur. The
analysis looked at exceedance probabilities for ~orml
with a retum period of 2, 3, 4, or6months, represenling
a chance that the storm will exceed the design volurr~
six, four, three, or two times a year.
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(up to 90 percent of the pollution load carried in the first
2.54 cm of runoff). An off-line re*ention system designed
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volume calculated by 1.25 times the percent imperviousness of the site) will remove more than 80 percent of the
average annual pollutant load.
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Design of Infiltration (Retention) Practices
Infiltration practices also are commonly called retention
practices because they retain the runoff on site. They
are designed to infiltrate a design volume (treatment
volume) of stormwater, and the to~l box includes on-line
and off-line percolation ponds and trenches, infiltration
areas, exfiltration systems, and vegetated swales. Design factors that influence the treatment effectiveness
and feasibility of infiltration practices include choice of
on’line or off-line system, use ofthe BMP treatment train
concept, and soil type, geology, water table elevation,
topography, and vegetation,
Infiltration areas, especially off-line ones, can be incorporated easily into landscaping or open space areas of
a site. These can include natural or excavated grassed
depressions, recreational areas, and even parking lot
landscape islands. If site conditions prevent the exclusive use of infiltratk:m, then off-line retent~ort areas
should be used as pretreatrnent practices in a stormwater treatment train. This is especially true ’if detention
lakes are the primary component of the stormwater
system and the lakes are intended to serve as a focal
point of the clevelopment. Parking lots with their landscape islands offer an excellent opportun~ for the use
of this concept because even the infiltration of a quarter
inch of runoff will greab’y reduce sediments, metals, and
oils and greases. Placing storm sewer inlets within recessed parking lot landscape areas, raising the inlet a
few inches above the bottom, and using curb cuts to
allow runoff to enter this area represent a highly effective
treatment train,

Siting, Design, and Planning
Considerations for Infiltration Practices

ob~aina~. Ave~taceda (9) conducted 20 hydrokx~ sludm
of vegetated swales constructed on sandy soils with a
water table at least 1 ft below the bottom during dry
conditions. Infiltration rates were measured using faboratory permeability tests, deuble-ring infiltrometers, and
field mass balance experiments. The field mass balance
method measured a minimum infiltration rate of 5 to
7.5 cm/hr. This measured rate was much less than lab
permeabilities, rates measured by double-ring
trometer tests (12.5 to 51 cm/hr), or rates pub/ished in
the detailed soil survey. Recommendations for detarmining the infiltration rata for retention prectJces include
the following:
¯ Because Ihe infiltretion rate is the key to designing
any retenbon prac0ces, conservat~e esl~rnates ~
be used and safety factors incorporated into Ihe design
to onsure that the design volume wil/actualy be perco~ated into Ihe soil and not ~
¯ Onsite infiltration measurements must be taken at Ibe
locations where retention practices will be located.
More importantly, because soil characteristics
infiltration rate change with depth, it is crucial that the
measurements be made at the depth of the design
elevation of the bottom of the retention practice.
¯ Infiltration rates should be determined by mass
ance field tests if possible. These provide the mo~
realistic estimate of the percolation rate. If field ~
are not possible, then infiltrometer tests ~ be ~
with lab Permeability tests a third option, in either of
these two tests, the design infiltration rate ,should be
half of the lowest measured rate. As a last resort,
information from detailed soil surveys can be used to
estimated the infiltration rate. The lowest rate should
be used, however, as should a safety factor of two.

The suitability of a site for certain infiltration practices
dePends on a careful evaluation of the site’s natural
attributes. Proposed infiltration areas should be evalu- Water Table
ated for feasibility on any particular site or project by The seasonal high water table should be at least 1 m
examining the following,
beneath the bottom of the infiltration area to ensure that
stormwater pollutants are removed by the vegetation,
soil, and microbes before contacting the ground water.
When considering the ground-water elevation, It ts knSoils must have permeability rates that allow the di- portant
to remember that the retention area can cause
vetted volume to infiltrate within 72 hours, or within 24
a
mounding
effect on the water table, thereby raising it
to 36 Pours for infiltration areas that are planted with
above
the
predevelopment
level.
grasses. Soil textures with minimum infiltration rates of
0.43 cm/hr or less are not suitable for infiltration prectices (8). These unsuitable soils incluo~e soil textures that Geology
have at least 30 percent clay contenL
Bedrock should be at least 1 m beneath the bottom of
infillrat~on area. In those parts of the country where lime.
Infiltration Rates
stone is at or near the lancl surface, sPecial precautions
be taken when using infiltration practices. The
One of the most difficult aspects of designing infiltration must
potential
for grouncl-water contamination in such areas
practices is obtaining reliable information about the actual infiltration rate of the soil where the practice will be is quite high, especially in "karst sensitive areas"
where sinkhole formation is common. In KSAs,
constructed. Unfortunately, such information is not easily (KSAs),
solut=on pipe sinkholes may form in the bottom of infii.
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¯ration areas, creating a direct conduit for stormwater
pollutants to enter the ground water. Solution pipes often
open in the bottom of retention areas because the natural soil plug capping the solution pipe is thinned by
partial ex~vation to create the retention area and because the stormwater creates hydraulic pressure that
can wash out the plug.
In KSAs, a sita-apecific hydrogeologic investigation
should be undertaken that includes geologic borings
wherever infiltration areas are proposed and mapping
limerock outcroppings and sinkholes on site. Infiltration
systems in KSAs should:
¯ Include several small offsite areas.
¯ Use swale conveyances for pretreatrnenL
¯ Be as shallow as possible,
¯ Be vegetated with a permanent cover such as sodded grasses,
¯ Have fiat bottoms to keep the stormwater spread out
across the entire are~.
Topography
Infiltration practices should not be located on areas
with slopes over 20 percent to minimize the chance of
downstream water seepage from the subgracle. Sloping
sites often require extensive cut and fill operations. Infiltration practices should not be sited on fill material
because fill areas ere very susceptible to slope failure,
especially when the interface of the fill/natural soil becomes seturata<:L
Veget~t~ott
To reduce the potential for stormwater pollutants to enter
ground waters and to help maintain the soil’s capacity
to absorb water, infiltration practices should be vegetared with appropriate native vegetation, especially
grasses. This type of vegetation cannot tolerate longterm inundation, however, so the retention area must be
capable of infiltrating all of its runoff within a relatively
short period (i.e., 24 to 36 hours),
Set Bac/~
Infiltration areas should be located at least 33 m from
any water supply well and at least 3.5 m downgradient
from any building foundations. Additionally, they should
be set back at least 15 m from onsite wastewater systerns, especially drain fields,
Land.Use RestHctlon¢
Certain infiltration practices can only be applied to particular land uses. Some sites are so small or intensively
developed that space is insufficient for practices that
require a large area (e.g., retention basin). Other prac-

tices (e.g., porous pavement) can only be used on sites
with parking lots and limited truck traffic.

Sediment Input
Infiltration practices must be protected from large loads
of sediment to prevent clogging and subsequent failure.
Although sediment loads drop sharply after constructk:~
iscompleta, graduai clogging of infiltration practices carl
still occur. Pretreatment practices such as swale conveyances or vegetated buffer strips can help to filter out
sediments and extend the life of retontion practices.
Construction Cotmlde~
To prevent dogging of infiltration areas, q~al precautions must be taken dudng the entire construction
of a project. These are needed to prevent sedimentation
during construction, compaction of the soil, end ~bsequent reduction in its infiltration capacity. Areas ~
suitable characteristics Ittat are selected for infiltration
use should be well marked during site surveying ~nd
protected during construction. Heavy equipment, vetth
cfas, and sediment laden runoff should be kept out of
infiltration areas to prevent compaction and loss of tnliltration capacity.
¯ Before the development site is graded, ltte ~
planned for use as infiltration areas should be well
marked during site surveying. Then, the area should
be roped off to prevent heavy equipment from cot~
pacting ~ underlying soils.
¯ Diversion berms should be placed around the
rimeter of the infiltration area during ell phases of
construction. Sediment and erosion control plans
the site should be oriented to keep sediment ~1
runoff completely away from the area. Actual corv
struction of the infiltration practice should not begin
until after the site has been stabilized completely.
¯ Infiltration areas should never be used as a tempora~ sediment basin during the construction phase. It
is somewhat common for infiltration areas, especially
basins, to be used as a sediment trap, with initial
excavation to within 2 It of the final design elevation
of the basin floor. Sediment that accumulates during
the construction phase can then be removed when
the basin undergoes final excavation after the development has been completed. Recent experience,
however, indicates that even with this type of ~
struction practice infiltration areas used as sediment
traps tend to fail.
¯ Infiltration areas/basins should be excavated using
light earthomoving equipment with tracks or oversized
tires. Normal rubber tires should be avoided because
they compact the s~Jbsoil and reduce its infiltr~tx:~n capabilit~s. For the same reason, the use of bulldozers or
front.end loaders should be avoided. Because some
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compaction of the underlying soils is still likely to
graded with a zero slope. If the bottom is uneven,
occur during excavation, the floor of the basin should
these low spots will remain underwater for a longer
be deeply tilled with a rotary tiller or disc harrow,
time and may become chronically wet as the floor
* The basin should be stabilized with vegetation within
clogs and infiltration is reduced. Side slopes should
a week after construction. Use of low maintenance,
be no steeper than 3:1 to allow for vegetative stabirapid-germinating grasses such as fesoues are rec.
lization, easier mowing and access, and bettor public
ommended. The Condition of the newly esta/~ished
~afety.
vegetation should be checked several times over the
first 2 months and any necessary remedial actions ¯ Vegetation: The side s/opes and bottoms of infilt~a.
lion areas should be vegetah~l with a dense turf of
taken (e.g., reseeding, fertilization, and in’igetion),
watar-tolerant grass immediately after constriction,
Not only does the vegetation ~ Ihese areas,
Malntenar~e
but it also helps to filter stomlw~ter pollutants, reAll infiltration practices require regular and nonroutine
move dissolved nutrients and metel=, enhance
maintenance to maintain their ability to infiltrate =torrnthetic qualities, reduce mainl~t~e needs, and even
water, The frequency and need for maintenance 0epen~ maintain or tmpro~ inflltr~n ~
primarily on the loading of particulates and the use of
preb’eatment practices, Inspections should be conducted ¯ Reducing incoming water velocities" Inlets t~ ~
on a regular basis after storm events, ~ maintenance
filVation area should be stabilizecl to prevent Inflowing
runoff velocities from reaching erosive levels ~1
activities should be conducted whenever stormwater
scouring the bottom. Riprappiog inla~ channela or
remains in the practice beyond the designed time. Spepipe ouffalls and using bubble-up inflow devicas or
cific maintenance needs are discussed for each of the
perimeter swale and bern’~ cen address this pmbdifferent t~ces of infiltration practices in the next section,
lem. Because the stormwate~ should ~oread evenly
over the entire infiltration area, riprap inlets should
Discussion of Various Infiltration Pr~ctices
terminate in a i~oed apron ~ ~ervas as a
level spreader.
Infiltration Ba=lr~
An infiltration basin is made by constructing an era- ¯ Construction requirements: Proper cons~ lind
routine maintenance as discussed above are essenpankment or by excavating in or clown to relatively per.
hal for successful infiltration basin implementation. In
meabie soils. The basin temporarily stores stormwater
a recent survey, approximately 40 percent of the
until it infiltrates through the bottom arK/ sk:les of the
filtration basins had partially or totally clogged within
system. The infiltration "basin’can actually be a ~
their first few years of operation (10). Many of the
depression within open spaces, even parking lot islands
systems failed almost immediately after construction
or a recreational area such as a soccer field. Infiltralio~
or never worked properly from the beginnirlg.
areas generally serve drainage areas ranging from 2 to
20 hectares. Infiltration basins should be desi(3,~:l as ¯ Routine maintenance requirements: Infiltration areas
off-line systems but they can be on-line, especially if preshould be inspected following ma~or storms, espeOevelopment stormwater volume is being maintained,
cially in the first few months after construction. If
stormwater remains in the system beyond the design
Advantages of infiltration basins are that they preserve
the natural water balance r~f a site, can serve larger
drawdown time (typically 24 to 36 hours if grassed,
48 to 72 hours if not grassed), either the infi/tration
Uevelopments, and can be integrated into a site’s landscaping and open spaces. Disadvantages of infiltration
capacity was overestimated or maintenance Is
needed. Factors responsible for clogging may include
basins can include their land area; fairly high rate of
failure due to unsuitable soils, poor construction, or lack
upland erosion and sedimentation, low spots, excesof maintenance; the need for frequent maintenance; and
sive compaction, or poor soils. Cleaning frequently
clepends on whether the basin is vegetated or nonpossible nuisances such as odors, mosquitos, or soggy
vegetated and is a function of storage capacity,
ground (all signs of a failing system).
ment and debris load, and land use. Litter, leaves,
The function of infiltration basins can be improved if the
brush, and other debris should be removed regularly,
following 0esign tips are followed:
perhaps during the mowing of vegetation. The buffer,
side slopes and bottom of the retention area should
¯ Basin floor and sidles: The rate and quantity of infil,
be mowed as needed with the grass clippings retrat=on are enhanced by increas=ng the surface area
moved. Eroded or barren areas should be immediof the bottom Large, relatively shallow areas are
ately revegetated. Nonvegetated basins can be tilled
preferable, especially in KSAs, so that the stormwater
annually afler accumulated sediments are removed.
spreacls e~’enly over the entire surface area. ThereSediments should be removed only after the basin is
fore, it is very important that the bottom be evenly
thoroughly dry, preferably to the point where the top
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layer begins to crack. To reduce soil compaction, only
light equipment should be used.
= Nonroutine maintenance requirements: Over time,
the original infiltration capecity of the bottom will
gradually decline. Deep tilling every 5 to 10 years can
be used to break up clogged surface layers, followed
by regrading, leveling, and revegetation. If the originat infiltration rate was overestimated, underdrains
may be installed beneath the bottom, or pe~aps the
system should be converted to a shallow marsh or
wet detention system.

trenches can be very difficult and expensive, especially
if placed beneath perking areas or pevement.
The most commonly used underground trench ts an
exflltration system, in which the stormwater treatme~
volume is diverted into an oversized perforated pipe
placed within an aggregate envelope. The first-flush stormwateris stored in the pipe and exfiltrates out of the hof~,
through the gravel and filter fabric, and into the surrounding soil. The city of Odando, Florida, has installed exlik
tration systems using perforated corrugated metal pipe
and slotted concrete pipe throughout the downtown area
Infiltration Trenches
to reduce stormwater pollution of ~ ~
An infiltration trench generally consists of a long, narrow Dn/wells are used extensively in Maryland to store
runoff from rooftops. The downspout from
excavation, ranging from 1 to 3 m in depth, that is back- infiltrate
roof
gutter
is extended into an underground trench,
filled with stone aggregate, allowing for the temporary which is constructed
least 3 m away from the building
storage of the first-flush stormwater in the voids belwsen foundation. Rooftopatgutter
are used to trap
the aggregate material. Stored runoff then infiltrates into perticles, leaves, and other sc~oons
debris. Additional design
the surrounding soil.’To minimize clogging potential and information on dry wells is available from the Maryland
maximize treatment effectiveness, infiltration benches DeperlTnent of the Environment (11).
should always be clesigne(:l as off-line systems. Infit~a.
tion trenches usually are designed to serve drainage The following design and constructkm gulde/ines am
areas of 2 to 4 hectares and are especially approl:~ate provided for infiltration I~nch~.
in urban areas where land costs are prohibitive. As with
any infiltration practice, the treatment train concept must Inflltratiort
be employed to capture sediment before it enters the
The actual rate at which water leaves the infiltration
trench to minimize and reduce clogging.
trench is determined by several factors. Whetter infiftraAdvantages of infiltration trenches include ground-water tion primarily occurs through the trench bottom or ~
recharge, reduced stormwater volume, and the ability to depends on the elevation of the water table and Iofl
fit into perimeters or other underused areas of a devel- properties. To prevent ground-water contamination,
opment, even beneath perking areas. Disadvantages trench botloms should be at least 4 ft above the minclude potential clogging, especially if sediment is not sonal high water table (remember to consider groundkept out during construction, the need for careful design water mounding). This will also ensure infiltration
and construction, and maintenanoe,
through the bottom. In addition to the infiltration rate of
Infi~ation benches can be located on ~ surface or below the parent soil, the permeability of the surrounding filter
the ground. Surface trenches receive sheet flow runoff fabnc (if used) is crucial and can become a limiting
directly from adjacent areas after it has been filtered by factor. A recent investigation of exfiltration systems (12)
a grass buffer. Underground trenches can accept runoff provides the following:
from storm sewers but require use of special pretreat- ¯ Permeability of ~ parent soil is not the limiting exment inlets to prevent coarse sediment, soils, leaves,
filtration rate.
and greases from dogging the stone reservoir.
¯ The limiting exfiltration rate is set by the geotex~le
Surface trenches typically are used in residential areas
filter fabric, not the soil.
where smaller loads of sediment and oil can be trapped
by grass filter strips that are at least 6 m wide. While ¯ A maximum rate of 1.27 crrVhr should be used,
suming infiltration through the sides and bottom.
surface trenches may be more susceptible to sediment
accumulations, their accessibility makes them easier to ¯ A maximum rate of 2.54 cm/hr should be used if the
maintain. Surface trenches can be used in highway
geotextile filter fabric is matched correctly to the soil
medians, parking lots, and narrow landscape areas,
type and only the t~ench side areas are assumed to
exfiltrate.
Underground trenches can be applied in many development situations and are particularly suited to accept
concentrated runoff; however, pretreatment is essential. Construction of Infiltration Trenches
Inlets to un~rground trenches shoul~ include ~’ash racks, Successful use of infiltration trenches requires thorough
catch basins, and baffles to recluce se~liment, leaves, s~te ptanning and evaluation and proper construction. In
debris, anti oil ancl grease. Maintenance of undergrouncl acl~it=on to the construction recommendations for
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infiltration practices discussed above, the construction
of infiltration trenches should also include the following: Maintenance of Infiltration Trencllee
¯ Excellent erosion and sediment control should be main. If properly constructed with pretreatment practices to
rained cluring construction to keep sediments away prevent heavy sediment loading, infiltration trenches
from the trench. A/lowing even an inch or two of soil can provide stormwater benefits without tremendous
to get into the trench between the aggregate and the maintenance needs. Because trenches are "out of sight,
fabric will almost ensure clogging. If constructed be- out of mind," getting property owners to maintain them
fore the drainage area is entirely stabilized, then the can be difficult. Accordingly, a public commilment for
trench should be covered with heavy plastic to pre- regular inspection of privately owned trenches is
tlal, as is a legally binding maintenance agreement an~:J
vent any inflow until stabilization is completed,
education of owners about the function and mainte¯ The trench should be excavated using a bacld’me or nanoa needs of trench..
trencher equipped with tracks or oversized tires. Norreal rubber tires should be avoided because they Trenches should be inspected frequently within the flint
months of operation and regularly thereafter. Incompact the subsoil and may recluce infiltration ca- few
=~-’tions
should be clone after large storms to check for
pability. For the same reason, the use of bulldozers
ponding, with water levels in the observation well
or front-end loaders should be avoicled, Excavated water
material should be sto~ed at least 3 m from the trench recordi~ over several (Jays to check draw~own, Grea~
buffer strips should maintain a dense, vigorous grow~
to avoid backsliding and cave-ins,
of grass and receive regular mowing (with bagging of
¯ Once the trench is excavated, the bottom and sk:les grass clippings) as needed. Pretreatment devic~
should be lined with a geotextile filter fabric to prevent should be checked periodically and sediment remov~
upward piping of underlying soils. The fabric should when ltm sediment reduces available capacity by more
be place~ flush with the sides and bottom, wi~ a then 10 ~
generous overlap at the seams. Care should be taken
m selecting the proper kind of filter fabric, as available
brands differ significantly in their permeability and Swales, or grassed waterways, are one of the ok:k~t
strength. The geotextile fabric must be handled care- stormwater BMPs, having been used along streets
fully to prevent holes and tears that allow soil to get highways and by the farmer for many years, By defini.
into the trench. As an alternative, a 15-cm deep filter lion, a swale is a shallow trench thatof clean, washed sand may be substituted for filter
¯ Has sk:/e slopes flatter than 3 ft horizontal to 1 ft
fabric on the bottom of the trench,
vertical.
¯ Clean, washed 2.5- to 7.5-cm stone aggregate
should be placed in the excavated reservoir in lifts ¯ Contains contiguou.~ areas of standing or flowing
water only fo/Iowtng a rainfall.
and lightly compacted with plate compactors to form
the coarse base. Unwashed stone has enough asso- ¯ Is planted with or has stabilized vegetation suitable
ciated sediment to pose a risk of clogging at the
for soil stabilization, stormwater treatment, and nuthsoil/filter cloth inter/ace. Where possible, the use of
ent uptake.
limestone or bluestone aggregate should be avoic~.=d. ¯ Is designed to take into account the soil erodability,
¯ A simple observation well should be installed in every
soil percolation, slope, slope length, and drainage
trench. Wells can be ma~e of secure foot plate, perareas so as to prevent erosion and reduce stormwa.
ter pollutants.
rotated polyvinyl chloride pipe, and locking cover. The
observation well is neeoL~ to monitor the Per/ormance Tradit onally, swales have been and are used primarily
of the trench and is also useful in marking its location, for stormwater conveyance; as such, they are consid.
The drain time for a trench can be measured by I:~acing ered an on-line practice. The removal of stormwater
a graduated dipstick down the well immediately after
pollutants by swales can occur by either infiltration or
a storm and again 24, 48, and 72 hours later,
vegetative filtration and uptake. Investigations in Florida
¯ Postconstruction sediment co,~trol is critical. It is
(13, 14) have concluded that swale treatment efficiency
therefore important that 1) sediment and erosion con- largely depends on the volume of stormwater that can
trois be inspected to make sure they still work, 2) be infiltrated through the filtering vegetation and into the
vegetated buffer strips are established =mmediately, soil. To achieve Florida’s performance standards,
preferably by sodding, and 3) if hyclroseeding is used, Swales must be designed to infiltrate the runoff from a
reinforced silt fences are placed between the buffer 3-yr/1-hr storm (about 7.5 cm) within 72 hours. Investiand trench to prevent seal=merit entry before the buff- gations in Washington state (15, 16). however, indicate
that swafes can also acl as a biofilter, with removal of
er becomes fully established.
particulate pollutants w~thout infiltration of stonmwater.
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Avellaneda (g) developed the following equation for a
triangular shaped swale to estimate the length of swale The swale block volume can be calculated for a fixed
length of swale using:
necessary to infiltrate the design runoff volume:
Volume of runoff - volume infiro’ated = swale block volume

KQ% $~
when’e:

Q (& t ) - Q~ (& t ) = swale block volume

L =swale length (m)
n = Mannings roughness coefficient
Q = average runoff flow rate (m=/~)
i = infiltration rate (cm/hr)
S = longitudinal slope (m/m)
K = constant that Is a function of side slope

_rLn~i?
Q(&t) ~.K$~,,~
.j (’~t)=swaleblockvo~ume (1-2)
whets
(~ = average infiltration rate (m~/~e¢)

(e~e Table 2)

& t = runoff hydrograph Urns

Wanle~ista and Yousef (18) present the fo/iowing exanl~
For most residential, commercial, and highway projects, prot~’n using Equatk:~ 1 and 2 for designing a
the length of swales necessary to percolate the storm, wi~ cross blocks to sal~y a ~ec/flc water qua/Ity
water needed to achieve the 80 percent’ per/ormance
standard was found to be excessive or at least twice It~
distance available. Thus, some type of swaJe block (herin)
or on-line detenl~Vratention may be mote helpful. Swale= n ,, 0.05
make excellent pretreatment practices by providing for
I = 7.5 ¢m/hr
the infiltration of some stormwater and for some vege- S = 0.0279
tative flirtation. By using a raised storrnsew~r inlet, swales
z=7
can provide water quality enhancement via retention Q= = 0.(XYZ3m=/Sac for & t = 100 rnin
and still serve as effective conveyances for flood protection. Swales can incorporate retention by using swale what swale length woul~ be necessary to percolate
blocks, small check dams, or elevated driveway cul- all the runoff?
verts to create storage, thereby reducing runoff velocity,
reducing erosion, and promoting infiltration.
Using Equatk~n 1,
Using the runoff from 7.5 om of rainfall as a design
~’eatment volume, equations have been developed for
swale block designsto stora and infiltrate the runoff (17).
¯ r,,l~ 2. Co~mt (10 for De=~gn F.quatio~ f~ ’rr~u~,
Shape
Z (S~ Sk~)
1 Ve~~l

K

L 41,167 (0.0023)% (0.0279)~,,~ 193 metera.
(0.05)% 7.5
=
If only 76 m is available, how much storage volume is
necessary?
Using Equation 2,

K

L,~,t6>(o.o2~s)~,; ~I0o) = ~ur~,
2
3
4
s
e
7
e
e
10

s,soo
8,446
7.514
6,7e4
s~03
5,730
s.337
s.oo6
4,722

se,~7~
60.680
.63.68~
~8,740
,M.ses
41,167
38.:~,M
3s,~66
33,~5

and the volume of storage is equal to 10.7 m
In highway designs for high-speed situations, safety
must be considered; thus, a maximum depth of water
equal to 0.5 m (about 1.5 ft) and flow line slopes on the
berms of 1 vertical/20 horizontal are recommended.
Along lower spee~l highways or in some residentiaVcommerc=al urban settings, steeper flow line berm slopes
(1/6) are acceptable.
The studies of swales in Washington state resulted in
the following recomrnendat~ons to improve water quality
benefiLs (15):
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¯ Maximum design veioc~ should not exceed 27 cm/sec. ¯ The porous pavement must receive regular, roulJne
* A hydraulic residence time of at least 9 rain is rec.
vacuuming to remove accumulating solids. At times,
ommended for removal of about 80 percent of the
nonroutine mainlenence may involve cleaning wi~
total suspended solids. Longer residence times will
high-pressure water.
provide higher removal effectiveness.
¯ The entrance to any porous pavement area should
o Swale width should be limited to 2 to 2.5 m unless
have a large sign warning those about to enter that
special measures are provi<~l to ensure a level swale
porous pavement is in use. Precautions should
bottom, uniform flow spreading, and management of
clude prohibiting vehicles with large amounts of ~
flows to prevent formation of low-flow channels,
on their tires.
o Swale slopes should be between 2 and 4 percent.

Problems Associated With Infiltration

¯ Water depth should be limited to no greater than Practices
one half the height of the grass, up to a maximum There have been several concerns regarding the use of
of 7.5 cm.
infiltration practices, including their propensity to fell,
¯ Swale length will be a function of the hydraulic rest- their potential effects on groundwater quality, and their
dunce time, swale width, and stormwater volume need for maintenance.
and velocity.
Intimation systems seem to have a very high ret~ of
failure. The author believes, however, that this high
Porous PavertM~
failure rate is a reflection of improperly estimated
rates and improper erosion and sediment conlf’ol
Local land development codes lypically specify the type tration
during the construction process. A 1990 field survey of
of material for a parking lot (i.e., paved, grass, gravel) stormwater
facilities constructed in Maryland
and determine the number and size of parking spaces replicated a infiltration
1986 field survey, thereby providing data on
within a parking lot. These requirements should be rethe performance of infiltration practices after lhey have
viewed carefully to ensure that they are necessary (Is been
in operation for several years (20). Table 3 sum.
paving really required in avery case?) and that the numbet of spaces is related to actual traffic demands. After manzes the information from this project.
these requirements have been reviewed and verified, From Table 3 it can be seen that the overall concr=t~n
the use of porous pavement within a parking lot should and functioning of infiltration systems declined ov~r
be examined. Porous pavement materials include po- time. In 1986, about Iwo-thirds of all facilities were funcro~s asphalt, porous concrete, tur/ blocks, and even tioning as designed, while in 1990 only about half were.
Geoweb covered with sod.
Only 42 percent of the facilities were functioning as
Overall, experiences with porous pavements have not designed in both 1986 and 1990, while about 27 percent
not functioning as designed in beth years. About
been very good. Porous pavements have been prone to were
24
percent
of the systems were functioning in 1986 but
clogging. Causes include poor erosion and sediment
1990, while only 7 percent of those not worldngin
control during construction, unstabilized drainage areas notin
1986 were working in 1990. Maintenance was nee<led
after construction, improper mixing and finishing of the at
facilities in 1990 (66 percent) than in 1986
pavement, and poor maintenance. Field investigations (45more
percent).
Additionally, many facilities (38 percent)
of porous concrete that has been in use for up to 15 that needed maintenance
1986 still neeo~.~d mainteyears in Florida, however, indicate that these parking nance in 1990, while 32 inpercent
of the facilities that
lots can continue to infiltrate rainfall and runoff if they did not need maintenance in 1986 did need it in 1990.
were installed and maintained properly (19). Recom- Only 10 percent of the systems that needed meintemendations to improve the utility of porous pavements nance in 1986 did not need maintenance in 1990. These
include the following:
data indicate that little effort is expended on maintain¯ Be sure that the installer is properly trained in the ing the operational capabilities of stormwater manageOesign, mixing, installation, and finishing of the po- merit systems.
rous ~Davement material. Both porous asphalt and A second concern about infiltration practices is whether
concrete must be mixed ancl installecl much differ- they simply are transferring the stormwater pollubon
ently than regular asphalt or concrete,
problem from surface waters to ground waters. Harper
¯ Exeml~lary erosion and sediment control during con- (14) has shown that stormwater pollutants, especially
struction and complete site stabilization after con- heaw metals, quickly bind to soil particles, while vegeration is effechve in tittering pollutants, thereby minimizstruction are essenhat to prevent clogging of the void ing
the risk of grouncl-water contamination. Ground
spaces w~thin the porous pavement,
water beneath swales and retention areas located in
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Stormwater Reuse: An Alternative Method of Infiltration

M~’ty Wanlelista
University of Central Rodda, Orlando, Flod~
Abstract
Runoff wster stored in a wet detention pond can be an
asset if it is use~ to recharge surreal aquifer leve~s. The
recharge can occur direct~ from the pond by infiltrating
~e detained water, or the detaine~ water can be Ird.
gated over the watershed. Reuse in the watershed or
infi~rat~on at the pond lessens the quantity of water
discherged, thus reducing the pollutant mass discharge~ to surface waters. A benefit of irrigation is a
reduction in the use of potable water otherwise used
A mass belance on pond storage volume using rainfall
data for select areas in the southeastern United States
was completed to determine the percentage of storm.
water runoff that can potentialS/be irrigated or infilVated
for each area as a function of convibuting area, runoff
coefficient, volume of temperary storage, and irrigation
rate. Design c~rves were developed that relate the e~cier~-y (E), or the percentage of runoff that is irrigated
on a year,/basis, to the volume of temporary storage
(Y) in a reuse pond and the rate of irrigation (R). The
design curves, called F:IEV curves, permit the selection
of a temporary storage volume and |rogation rate for a
g~ven efficiency, runoff coefficient, and geogra~hk: area.
";’his paper contains example REY curves and presents
simpfi~ uses of the results,
Introductlorl
T~e po~l~ants associated ~ stormwater and the volume
of stocmwater disc~ can resu~ in sx:jn~cant im0ac~;
to the r~ral and man~ac~red er~ronments of arN
watershe(;I. As watersheds are mada more impervious due
to paving and other constTuction act~t~es, the volume of
runoff and pollutant mass discharged to surface waters
increases relative to preG~weloped conditions,
Potential impacts from uncontrolled runoff are loss of
freshwater from an area where the rainfall occurred,
aclclitiona/freshwater discharges to estuaries, increased
pollutant mass Ioaclings, decreasecl river base flows,

reduced wetland areas, and an eoononVc k~s assodated with ~ need to reface discharged freshwa~r w~
potable or ob’~er waters.
Water policy in the state of Florida requires a pedorm.
ance standard for all stormweter rnanagement methods.
A stormwater potkttaN annual average load recluc~)n of
80 percent for discharges to most waters and of 95
percent for those discharging into outstar~ng F)odde
waters (I) are required. Of the current,/used ston, nwa.
ter management ma~’,:x:Is, off-fine retention and chen~.
ca~ treatment can achieve the stated pollutant removal
eff~encies. Wet detention ponds that discharge to
jacent surface waters, however, do noL If some of the
detair~:l water can be used within the watershed and
not discharged to surface waters, the wet detention
ponds may also meet the standard&
A Stormwater Reuse Portd
A stormweter reuse pond Is proposed to retain runoff
water within a watershed and to reduce the mass of
po~;utants in the discharges to surface water Ix~les. The
clifferer~e between a wet detention pond and a reuse
pond is the operation of the temporary storage volume.
A wet detention pond is designed to discharge the
runoff water and possib~/some ground water to adjacent surface waters, while a reuse pond is designed to
reuse a specific fraction of the nJnoff volume and not
discharge that fracflon. In this l~er, mathema~cal re~ationsh,pa are developed between the reuse volume
(temporary storage volume), the rate at wh~h stormwa.
ter is reused, and the percentage of annua~ surface
runoff that is reused.
The traditional design of pond temporary storage vo~
ume for a wet detention pond has been be,seal on the
consideration of water quality and uses a dasign storm.
The design storm, however, usually ignores the preced.
ing rainfall record and assumes that there is an antecedent 0ry perio~ long enough to ensure that the pond
at some control elevation. The usual assumpbon is s
zero temporary storage.
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To a(~ress the sensitivity of the temporary storage volume to interevent dry periods, long-term rainfall records Figure 1 depicts a cross section of a typical muse pond.
were used from 25 Florida and seven other southern The sediment storage volume lies at the bottom to restates’ rainfall stations in a rno~l that simulates the ceive settled matter. Above this is the permanent pool
behavior of a reuse pond over time. A spreadsheet was volume, which provides a minimum residence time for
used to build a 15-year mass balance for a pond. After stormwater. The reuse volume (temporary storage
each rainfall event, surface runoff and muse volumes ume) is the volume above the permanent pool and
were respectively added to and subtracted from the below the flood control structure. The flood control vo~
previous pond storage volume. If the temporary storage ume would typically be above the reuse volume.
volume exceeded the available storage volume, dis- The reuse pond differs fi’om a typical detention pond in
charge occurred. If the temporary storage volume was that instead of the temporary storage volume being
less than zero (the permanent pool volume was used for depleted by a surface water discharge device (such as
reuse water), supplemental water was used to replenish a bleed-dewn orifice in an outlet pipe), it is drawn down
the pond and maintain the permanent pool. Both the rate by a reuse system and is thus called the reuse volume.
of reuse from the pond and the reuse volume were A reuse pond may deplete the pond volume below the
varied. The reuse efficiency, defined as one minus the permanent pool boundary requiring a supplemental vo~
total volume of surface discharge divided by the total ume to maintain this volume. A discharge structure is Slitl
volume of runoff times 100, was calculated for each necessary for flood controL Common practice should be
combination,
used for the design of sediment storage, permanent
pool, and flood control volumes, and their elevations and
Simulation of a Reuse Pond
side slopes. This paper provides methodology and deTo establish a relationship between the efficiency, the sign criteria for the muse volume only.
reuse rate, and the muse volume of a pond, a continu- The water level of a typical muse por~l fluctuates dudng
ous time model was used to simulate the dynamics of a a year. During and following a rainfall event, there b
reuse pond. Continuous models are reported to be most runoff into the pond, and the water level dses to some
representative (2). The efficiency of the pond, or the depth above the permanent pool. If this new water level
percentage of runoff that is reused, was calculated for exceeds the level of the surface discharge ¢onl~’ol,
different reuse volumes and reuse rates. Charts for charge will occur at some rate until the water level drop~
different regions were produced using the local rainfall back to the elevation of the control structure. The mule
records of these regions. The term "modet" is used to pond volume is incremented daily, removing an amount
refer to the basic unchanged equation of the mass of water for reuse. If the reuse volume is expended,
balance in which different rainfall records were inserted supplemental water, such as ground water, may be used
and reuse volumes and reuse rates were varied. "Simu- to maintain the permanent pool voluma. This could
lation" is used to refer to the complete calculations of the occur as seepage through the sides of the pond or by
model in which volume and rate were defined. There is mechanical pumping. This scenario was simulated by

o.v mo , wh,e ma,y simulates

c eating a mass

Cont/o~ Elevat~ >
Seasonal High Wste~ Table

for operation.

Reuse

Utto~J
Steep
Sediment Sto~age
¯ Can be measured above permanent poo~; however, some
regulatory agencies measure above t~e reuse volume.
°° T~e reader should consult locaJ water management
&nO other regulatory agencies to deterrr~ne specific geo~nel~c
and I~t’lo~,,l zone 0eS~gn requ~rement=.

Fl~ure I. S<:hema~¢ of a atom’m~t=r r~ule
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The Model
The model is based on the continuity equation

~

,oo.,,

If all potential water moveme~ are considamd, a complete

~
R~ + G + P:I: F- R- D- ET= ~,

R/ul/Volum/

(Eq. 2)

RE = rainfall excess or runoff volume

G = supplemental water (groq~nd Watt’)

P = precipitation directly on the pond
F = water movement through the sides of the pond
R = reuse (infiltration)
D = discharge
ET = avapotranspiration
S = storage in pond

]~" -~" G + ~2~ ~ ~_ R -- D - ~ = A~

RE + G- R- D = AS
Fi~m z Summary ~f m~ ~ ~t mu~ ~
~
f~ Rod~= ¢e~itkm~
the various parameters, which are labeled along the
Each of theae variables is defined as follow~:

In Florida, the average evapotranspiralk:m rate for a pond
is generalh/equal to the average precipitation on the pond
in a 1-year period (approximately 50 in.). Additionally, EVENT
evaporation data am only available in mean monlhly rates
compared with the daily time step of the model, making
the estimate of evaporation potentially inaccurate.
These parameters were dropped from the mass hal- DATE
ance. Also, because of its complexity, the flow of ground
water through the sides of the pond was assumed to DRY
equal zero, and Equation 2 was further simplified to
RE + G - R - D = &S.

(Eq. 3)
For Florida modeling purposes, there were two inputs,
runoff and supplement, and two outputs, muse and
discharge (Figure 2). Runoff was established from
known precipitation and watershed data. The reuse rate
was a controlled variable. Both supplemental water and
discharge were functions of the water level of the pond,
or the storage volume. Because ground-water movement was assume~ to equal zero, supplemental water
is considered as that which is pumped into the pond
mechanically. Supplement occurs at a rate necessary to
maintain the permanent pool; the maximum required
rate would equal that of muse. Because potential slotage capacity is being constantly eliminated by supplement, this may be considered as being conservative,
With the previous simplifications, the actual pond may
be simulated by the model.
The calculations for each simulation were done using
Ouattro Pro, an electronic spreadsheet. The top and
bottom calculations and input data for one simulation
can be seen in Figure 3. The columns of the upper
portion of the simulation are the incremental registers of

RAIN

RUNOFF
REUSE

DISCHARGE
Potential:

A distinct rainfall occurrence; for
computational purposes, each day of
a multiday rainstorm is considered a
separate event.
The date on which an event
(days); if events occur on consecutive
days there are no dry days. This value
is not used in the basic model but is
needed for the sensitivity analysis of
the discharge potential.
The amount of rainfall recorded during each event (inches). This informarion was taken directly from
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administrarion (NOAA) rainfall data.
The amount of runoff that enters the
pond during an event (inches).
The amount of water reused during
the day of an event and the dry days
following the previous event (inches);
the rate of reuse remains constant
during a single simulation.
The potential amount of discharge for
an event (inches); the an’~Jnt that couk:l,
if necessa~/, phys~..al~y discharge
~e time since the previous event. This
was established as 2 inJday over the
equivalent impervious area (EIA).
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Actual:

SUPLMNT

NET

The amount that does discharge
during an event (inches); depends on
the water level of the pond but is
restricted to the potential discharge,
The amount of water needed between
events to maintain the permanent
pool volume (inches).
The amount of water above the
permanent pool recorded at the end of
each event (inches).

Every clay in which a rainfall event takes ptace represents one line in the simulation. This is the fundamental
time step of the model. All inputs and outputs occur
during this 24-hour period. At the end of the period, the
net storage value of the pond is calculated. From this
value, decisions are made concerning discharge and
suppiemenL The process then repeats itself.
The 15-year totals for rein, runoff, reuse, actual discharge, and supplement are calculated as shown in
Figure 3. From these values, the efficiency, or the per.
centage of runoff reused, can be determined for a particular simulation. The efficiency is equal to one minus
the volume of water that is discharged clivided by the
volume of runoff times 100. The percent discharged, the
volume of water discharged divided by the volume of
runoff, is also calculated. The percent reuse~ ptus t~e
percent discharged equals 100.

accuracy can be obtained by using the most data. But
the incremental benefit of each additional unit of data
diminishes so that there is a point beyond which using
more is no longer reasonable. This is ~ limit for inves-

V
O

Twenly-four individual simulations were run for the
Moore Haven and Tallahassee stations using, first, 1
year of rainfall data (1988) and then increrna~tally ack:k
ing the nexl previous year to the rainfall record. The
yeady efficiencies for several combinations of reuse
volumes and reuse rates were recorded. As expected
with only a few years of data, the average yearly e~
ciencies fluctuated widely but then leveled out as more
years of clara ware added. As the s~ze of the database
increased, each additional year had less impact.
yond 15 years, there was very little change in the aver.
age annual ea~rnata.

2
-

Volume

Runoff, discharge, reuse, supplement, and net storage
are volumes of water that are expressed in units of
inches. Volumes are commonly expressed as inches
over a defined area and, likewise, the parameters of this
model are based on a variable unit area that ~ user
defines. Rates are merely volumes deiNered over a
period and thus can be expressed in ~e same manner,
This unit area is the EIA of the watershed or the product
At the bo[tom of FKJure 3 is a summary of the mass
of the runoff coefficient and the conVibuting watershed
area. The volumetric unit of inches on the EIA is a way
balance for the entire record. Both the inputs and outputs are listed and totaled. The difference between the
in which the results are generalized for any runoff coefinputs and ou~uts, labeled "Storage," is compared with
tic~ent and contributing area. Once the EIA is known, the
values can be converted to more practP..al units using
the final value for NET. The values should be idenbcal,
This is used primarily to check the calculations,
s~mple conversions.
This single model was used to predict the behavior of a
reuse pond subjected to the rainfall record of 32 different Model Output
locations in the southeastern United States. Previously,
one location in Florida was reported (4). To simulate a
The basic function of the model is to determine a relapond in a particular region, the rainfall record of that
tionship between the reuse rate, the reuse volume, and
region was inserted into the DATE and RAIN columns
the efficiency. This was done by varying the reuse rate
of the model. The model was then lengthened or shortand the reuse volume, then calculating the efficiency.
ened to match the span of the rainfall record. Otherwise,
Thus, a simulation was 0one for each combination of
no changes were made to the model. By using one
reuse rate and reuse volume. The reuse volumes conmodel and varying only the rainfall record, the consissiclered varied between 0.25 and 7.0 in, on the EIA. The
tency of the simulations was assured,
reuse rates varied between 0.04 and 0.30 inJday on an
area equivalent to the EIA. The respective efficiencles
Length of Rainfall Record
are shown as fractions. The results are presented in
chart
form as shown in Figure 4, The ultimate functional
An investigative question that arises when examining
procluct of the reuse pond model is the rate-efficiency.
the random behavior of rainfal~ is how large a record
volume (REV) chart. Wanielista et al. (5) presents the
must be to accurately represent the meteorological
REV charts for all of the 25 locations in Fiohda for which
characteristics of a region. In other words, how many
accurate
and long-term rainfall data were available. Inyears of rainfall data must be usecl to eshmate the
0rvidua~ REV charts are specific to geographical regions
ultimate dynamics of the pond? Obvfousty, the greatest
with simiJar meteorological characterisbcs.
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M~y ~74 ¯ ~. t~
~m4. ~f~~
U~ of ~ R~ C~

~amples of Di~ ~

reu~ volu~ ~ a ~nd. R~~ i~n rat~
for F~ri~ are ~n 0.~ in~k in ~ ~ ~
225 in~k in ~ summer (6)..Inf~ti~
any ~o of thee ~r~ varia~ is n~s~ for ~e
~te~inat~on of ~e third. T~ use of a R~ cha~
~uires an undemanding of the ~n~t of ~e EIA. The
un~ of ~ ~e reu~ rate and ~e reuse volume are
~ on ~is area. A R~V cha~ is ~ific for an ar~,
and ~e accura~ of the pr~i~ions am r~at~ to ~
accura~ of the input ~ta. The R~ c~s of this ~r
have b~n pla~ in a c~ter pr~ram ~at r~es
~e ~ibili~ of ~l~lation e~ors (7).

E~pM 1
A waters~ in ~lan~ must r~
annual runoff from a l~acm im~us ar~. The
are~ is inclu~ in ~ im~i~s area. The ~imum
reu~ stora~ volume availa~e for ~e
~e ~noff from a ~in. rainfall ~enL At ~at ~te m~t
~e runoff ~
~use ~e entre ~tersh~ is im~us,
~ual to 10 acres. B~use runoff ~uals rainfall
im~ious areas, ~e st~age volu~ is ~ual to 3
o~ the EIA. The reu~ rate is a func~on of ~e e~cie~
an~ ~e reu~ volu~:

The e~cien~ is ~fin~ as ~e average ~r~n~ of
~noff that is reus~ over a ~, s~cifi~l~ 15 yea~.
A ~n~ that discharges to su~ace waters 10 ~r~nt of
the ~noff that flows into it must reu~ the re~ining a~
R=f
~ is ~ ~r~nt efficient. It may ~t~mes be ~sirable = f (~%, 3 in.)
to determine the efficien~ of an existing ~nd. More
= 0.152 inJd~
o~en it w~ll ~ n~essa~ to achieve a r~uir~ efficien~
~tablish~ by I~al r~ulations, thus makin~ the effiBy refe~in9 to the O~an~ REV cha~
ciency one of t~e known values. On eve~ REV cha~,
n~essa~ reu~ rate is esb~t~ at 0.152 inJ~y
there is a cu~e for each of t~e follow~n~ efficien~ levels
the EIA. The rate an~ volume ~ ~ ex~ess~ in o~r
(in ~r~n~ge): ~, ~, 70, 80, ~, and 95.
un~:
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From the REV char1 for Tallahassee (Figure 5), the
required reuse volume is determined to be 3.5 in. on
the EtA:

V = 3 in. x EtA x 10.__.~
EIA
43,560
~ x It
= 30 ac-ln, x ~ ~

V = f (E,R)
= f (90%, 026 inJdey)
=3.5 in.

= 109,000 ~

ac
R : 0.tS2in
~x ....
,-~^10
x -~-~-

L

Again, the volume and rate can be expressed in other
units:
4ac
V : 3.5 in. x EIA x~--.~

,. ac--in.
: 5,520

ac

12 in.

= 50,800 ~
Example 2

V

-

and

An apartment complex located in Tallahassee needs to
reuse 90 percent of the runoff from its parking lots. The
EIA is equal to the direcffy connected impervious area
and is 4 acres. The complex wants to use 026 in. of
water per clay over the EIA. What must the reuse volume
be to maintain these conditions?

R = 0.260in.
~ x EIA x 4ac
It
= 1.04ec-ln.
--~ x -43,560 xf~
12"~n.
~
,. 3,780 ~-..

0.3

0.2

0.,o

U

~ o,,
~ 0.~

Ta~la~assee ~a~n~a, ~on
Jan. I~7~. 0~. I~
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The previous examples illustrate the most simple appli- simulations were compared with the mean volumes oh.
cation: the watershed being impervious and the volume tained h’om NOAA. The totals were almost identical.
and rate given in terms of the EIA. Much more complex
besign problems, however, can be solved using the To use the REV charts, rainfall on the pond must be
sarne technique. The following steps can ba used in any included in the calculation of the EIA. When the area of the
design situation:
pond (ap0roximated at 15 percent of the EIA) was added
to the EIA, the pond reuse volume increased, and for a
1. Select the appropriate chart,
fixed reuse rate the average annual efficiency increased
2. Compute the EIA of the watershed (EIA = contribut, by at least 2.5 percent. Because rainfall on the po~
reflects an impervious condition (all rainfall yields rainfall
ing area x effective C).
excess), it must be added to the EIA while maintaining
3. Determine known variables in terms of the EIA.
consistent units (depth on an impervious area).
4. Reference the chart to obtain a solution.
Recommendations
5. Convert the answer to desired uni=.
A mathematical mass balance model can be developed
to simulate the operation of a stormwater reuse pond.
Evaporation and Rainfall on Pond
This can be done for areas that have daily rainfall data
One of the initial simplifications of the pond mass beiance available for a significant period, about 15 yearl.
was the assumption that the mean annual evaporation
from the pond is equal to the mean annual rainfall on the The reuse of stormwater within a watershed from which
pond. The evaporation totals in the Southeast may it came should be encouraged and in some areas
range from 30 to over 60 in./yr. Precipitation rates range quired. Reuse ponds can be designed to conserve water
from 37 in./yr in Key West to 64.5 inJyr in Taliahessee. within a watershed and to reduce the mass of pollutant=
entering the surface waters.
While evaporation and direct rainfall rates are based on
the size of the pond, all other model parameters were The effective impervious area for a watershed shouk:l
based on the EIA. Therefore, a ratio was established include the area of the pond when using the REV
between the size of the pond and the EIA. Because curves. The effective impervious area calculation is
~etention ponds usually require no more than 5 percent REV
curve
for ause
location
expressed
a figure
essary
for the
of the isREV
curves. inMore
lt~ancalled
one
of the total area of the watershed, depending on ~ a REV chart.
impervious area, a conservative estimate of pond area
to a completely impervious area was chosen as 1:10. As For an average annual pollutant mass removal of 80
an example, a 1-in. rainfall event, through direct precipi, percent in a wet detention pond, at least 50 percent of
ration, would ao~ 1 in. of rainfall to the pond or 0.10 in. the runoff volume should be reused when the REV
over the EIA.
charts are used for design. For a 95 percent annual
Evaporation data were obtained from NOAA Clima- pollutant mass removal, at least 90 percent of the runoff
tological Data publications for the years 1985 through volume should be reused. The reuse percentages
1989. Because the locations of climatological stations sume a wet detention pond will remove an average 60
match those of precipitation stations in only a few in- before
discharge,
which
may overestimate
percentsurface
of the incoming
runoff
pollution
mass annually~
stances, evaporation data from nearby stations were
used with selected model locations. Evaporation data actual efficiency.
from Lisbon and Lake Alfred were introduced into the The reuse of stormwater is both an environmentally and
models of Orlando and Parrish, respectively. The evapo- economically sound management practice. The current
ration data were available in monthly pan evaporation common practice is to release stormwater to adjacent
totals. Fifteen years of records were used and converted surface waters from detention ponds using weirs and
to surface water evaporation rates by multiplying by a
orifices, Frequently, if not all the time, this detained
pan coefficient. The mean annual total evaporation for volume
of water is greater than the volume of water
tt~e two locations is 56.46 in. for Lake Alfred and 41.07 released from the land in its natural condition. Soma
in, for List~on,
fraction of this detained water can be reused within the
The evaporation function was a~:led to the models by watershed to 1) irrigate open areas, 2) recharge ground
distributing evaporation depths in inches for each time water, 3) supplement water used for certain industrial
interval. The arr~unt of evaporation for each interval is the purposes, 4) enhance and create wetlands, and 5) supprociuct of the number of clays in that interval and mean ply water for agricultural users.
ctaity eva!:~:~rat~on rates for the month. To ensure the as- Currently, the most popular reuse method has been the
SUrT~ 0istnOut~on cli0 not affect the tow evaporabon vo~ irrigation of relatively open spaces, for example, golf
ume, ~e mean annual evaporabon volumes for ~ 15-year courses, cemeteries, recreation areas, citrus groves,
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and common areas of apartment coml:dexes. The prk
mary reason for ttzese reuse systems is economics.
Many imgation systems use treated ground water, An
alternative to the use of ground water is detained stormwater. Treated ground water cost about $1.0G’thousand
gallons. A golf course of 100 acres using treated ground
water at a cost of $1.00/thousand gallons and irrigating
at 2 in./wk would pay almost $300,000/yr for the irrigation, Using detained stonnwater, Ihe irrigation system
yearly cost could be less ~an $40,000.
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Use of Sand Filters as an Urban Stormwater Management Practice

Earl Shaver
State of Delaware, Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Conlrol,
Dover, Delaware
Background
As our recognition of the need for stormwater control,
from both quantity and quality perspectives, has increased, efforts to develop strategies and practices to
a~Jdress stormwater runoff have emerged all over the
country. Many of these efforts have been developed on
a state or local level depending on the specific issues
that motivated program development.

Austin, Tex~
The city of Austin has pioneered the use of sand filters
tot stormwater treatment. Other areas have expedmonted
ove~ the years with sand fillers, but Auslln has made
long-term commitment to their use and evofulJon. The
design standards for sand fillers have evolved based on
pedormance and maintenance consJderatkxtl,

Sand fillers are used on site and on a regional balm
(usually less that 50 acres of drainage), and the
The concerns over stormwater control and strategies for
are sized to accept and treat the first half-inch of storm.
dealing with stormwater are now international in scope,
water runoff from the contribu~ng drainage area (1),
Society as a whole needs to learn about what indivicluals
Theyare frequently used in conjunction with a stonltwahave already accomplished to allow for evolution of ter detention basin, which provides for control of larger
control strategies and individual practices. Efforts under
storms from a water quantity perspective. Good water
way at the state level (in Delaware, Florida, Maryland,
quality data for the performance of these systems have
South Carolina, and Washington) and at the municipal
resulted, which indicates that sand filters can be very
level (in Austin, Texas; Washington, DC; and Alexandria,
effective at pollutant removal.
Virginia) provide some hands-on knowledge regarding
the programs and types of stormwater control practices Washington, DC
that have oeen used successfully.
Sand filter use is based on a design standard developed
The intent of this paper is to discuss stormwater control
by the Stormwater Management Branch of the Depart.
practices, in particular, filtration systems. Expenence
ment of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. The sand
w~th stormwater control ponds and infillratJon systems
filter system besign is based on whether water quantfly
has led to considerable knowledge about these meth.
is a concern in addition to water quality on a specific site.
otis, but interest is increasing in the use of sand filters
Washington, DC, has a combined sewer system, and
in several locations .~round the country for stormwater
sites that discharge into a combined sewer system must
treatment. Use of these systems will expand as national
design their sand filters to provide for peak control of the
efforts acldressing stormwater control are implemented.
15-year storm. If only water quality is an issue, a clesign
procedure is established based on the degree of site
imperviousness. For water quality control alone, storage
requirements are between 0.3 and 0.5 in. of runoff per
Existing Efforts in the Use of Sand Filter
acre (2). The Stormwater Management Branch is initJat.
Systems
ing a monitoring program to determine the performance
The first interesting point is the way that sand filter of the sand filters.
systems have been used historically around the country. State of Delaware
These systems are being usecl for onsite and regional
control, as welt as for water quality control only and for Delaware has clevelope~ a sand filter design system
bob water quality and water quantity control,
based on the Austin <:~es.ign but that serves for water
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quality contro~ only. It is intended for sites where stormwater runoff, only from impervious areas, may drain to
the sand filter. The sand filter is designed to accept and
treat the first inch of stormwater runoff and is used as
either a "stand alone" practice or in conjunction with
another practice, such as an infiltration practice (3).
Where infiltra~n practices are used, the send filter
provides pretreatment of the runoff to reduce premature
clogging of the infiltration practice. At this time, design
per/ormance is not being monitored, but achieving an
80-percent reduction in suspended solids is considered
an acceptable practice as required under the statewide
stormwater management law.

filter systems generally haw: lower maintenance needs
than infiltration practices have, so their use appeals to
highway officials if the costs can be made reasonable.

If the send filter is moved to the edge of the perking
lot or roadway, where structural strength is not as
important, the system can be installed at significantly
lower cost. The City of Alexandria has developed ¯
variation of the Delaware approach where the sand
filter is behind curb openings. In addition, inc~eesing
the head over the filter can increase the time between
required maintenance of the filter, thus lowering the
system’s operation and maintenance costs. Consideration should be given to placing stone over the
Alexandria, Virgirda
sand to prevent scour of the sand as water drops on
The city of Alexandria has developed a design manualthe
offilter,
the sand
in addition
to improve
to increasing
performance.
the overall depth
treat supplements ~ne northern V~rginla BMP hancb:x~k (4).
The Alexandria supplement details the design require- The design procedure developed for use in Delaware
ments of "no net increase" in pollutant loading for new is meant as guidance and can be modified or
development and a lO-percent reduction in pollutant load- hanced as needed depending on specific site ondiing at site redevelopment locations. To achieve these tions. The practice as presented may be used in the
goals, phosphorus was accepted as a’keystone’pollutant middle of a parking lot, where concrete and grate
for 0esign purposes. The Alexandria supplement provides strength are established, so that automobiles or
information on a number of different sand filter design trucks could travel over the system. Consultants have
procedures and is probeb~y the single best compilation taken that design standard literally, which has rn~de
of information relating to design procedures developed construction costs extremely high.
jn areas such as Austin, Delaware, and Washington.
Any one of these systems could be modified or Improved with proper engineering. Conversations have
Other Areas and Effor~
started with different manufacturers to see if send
The only other procedure that is more experimental units could be prefabricated which would reduce the
(al~’~ough, in reality, tt~y all stiff are) is the peat-sand filter overall cost of installation. The use of sand filters will
developed by the Washington Council of Governments. clramatJcally increase if construction costs are reduced.
This procedure is a variation of the traditional sand filter
design that uses peat as a medium for enhanced nutri. Collcluelon
ent reduction. The State of Washington has recently
completed a stormwater design manual that presents a Sand filters have a strong potential for becoming an
effective tool for stormwater treatment, I:~Jt engineering
sand filter design besed on the Austin system,
expertise is necessary to improve performance and
cost. with proper maintenance and in conjunction with
Discussiort
other practices, sand filters can assist in water quality
Sand filters represent an emerging technology with sig- protection. They also have potential in arid regions,
nificant potential for evolut=on in coming years. The where more conventional practices such as wet ponde
procedure developed for the S[ate of Delaware was are not feasible.
intended for use on small sites where overall site imperviousness was maximized. Examples of these sites We live in an era where our desires and mandates for
would be fast foo~ restaurants, gas stations, or industrial clean water exceed our abilities to actually protect our
sites, where s~ace for retrofitting is not readily available, aquatic resources when structural controls are considAnother emphasize~ use for sand filters is as a pretreat- ered as the only method of stormwater control. The term
ment system for stormwater infiltration practices. Infiltra- =treatment train" is certainty a concept that must be
tion practices are very susceptible to clogging by expandecl if resource protection is to be realized. Sand
particulates, and sand filters coulcI provi0e an effective filters are one car of the =treatment train," but the overall
means to reduce particulate Ioad=ng and to block oil and train must include many different considerations. Ultigrease from entry into infiltration systems,
matety, land use must be a consideration in overall site
planning, and considerations of roadway
Sand filters are especially ap!~ropriate for highway sys- stormwater
widths,
curbing,
and site compaction and utilization
terns where site conditions and right-of-ways limit the
be flexrbie 0epending on individual site nee<Is.
types of feasible stormwater treatment practices. Sand must
Why does a residential street have to be w~le enough
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for a fire engine to turn around in? We need to question
basic planning assumptions with respect to resource References
protection, and to evaluate whether a specific design ~. C~ofAus~n. ~ee. ErMronmentWcr~te~a mw~W. ErMronm~l/
~ Conse~,et~on So~ Del~,rtn’~enL C~/of A~tln, I"X (June).
requirement is necessary in light of that requirement’s
impact on our natural resources. Otherwise, we need to 2. Truono, H.V. Igeg. The =and ~er woter quW~y =tn~lum. Sto~n.
water Management ~,,nch, Government of ffze District of
recognize and accept the fact that a decline in quality
b~, Department of Co~umer and Regu~to~y Aft=m (l~y).
and productivity of our resources will occur,
s. Shaver, E. 1~1. S~nd ~r deWgn ~ war quaJ~y
Proceedingl of g~e Engineering Founcl~k~ Speci~ty

Crested Butte, CO.

~r~gin~a I~IP Handbook. Department of Trw’mpo~aeon and
rostrum= ,Swv~, C~ of ~xand~, VA
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Application of the Washington, PC, Sand Filter for
Urban Runoff Control

Hung V. Truong
DC Environmental Regulation Administration, Washington, DC
Mee S. Phua
University of PC, Washington, DC
Abstract
burden on taxpayers. Because of the extremely high
Conventional infiltration systems are frequently used for cost involved in restoring contaminated surface and
water quality control of urban runoff. These types of ground water, prevention seems to be the only econorniurban best management practices (BMPs), however, oal course of action to protect natural water systems.
may adverseh/affect ground-water quali~y through ~
migration of pollutants into ground-water aquifers. Addi- To regulate and provide proteclJon fotsurface-er~lground.
systems, the federal government passed the Ckmn
tionally, these BMPs may not be feasible in high-density water
Water Act. As par1 of this effort, the Distr~ct of Columb~
urban areas because of the large land areas required enacted stormwater management regulations (DC Law
for their installation.
5-188, section 509-519) in January 1988. These regulaTo address these problems, this paper presents an alter- tions require new developments and redevelopments to
native solution: to replace conventional infiltration BMPs control nonpoint source pollution transported from conwith the confined, underground sand filter water quality struction sites by urban runoff, using best management
(SF’WQ) control structure. Over 70 of these structures practices (BMPs) or best available technologies (BATs).
have been installed in Washington, PC, since 1988.
Infitt~at~:~ devices are the most frequently used BMPs lot
The Washington, PC, underground sand filter is a gray- controlling stormwater runoff in urban areas. These conh’y flow system consisting of a concrete structure with venbonal BMPs have limitations, however, due to soil and
three chambers. It is designed to provide quality control site-specific conslTaints. These BMPs may also adversely
for the first 1/2 in. of runoff. The first chamber performs affect ground water through the migration of pollutants
pretreatment of stormwater runoff by removing floating into ground-water aquifers. Additionally, conventional inorganic material such as oil, grease, and tree leaves, filtration systems may not be feasible in an urban enviThe second chamber is the filter chamber (process ronment because of the large land areas required for
chamber) and optimally contains a 3-ft filter layer. The their installation. In an effort to mitigate these problems,
filter layer consists of gravel, clean sand, and geotextile an alternative design is outlined in this paper to replace
filter fabric. At the bottom of the filter is a subsurface the conventional infiltration BMPs, where applicable.
drainage system of polwinyl chloride perforated pipes This alternative system is called the confined sand filter
in a gravel bed. The third chamber is a discharge chain- water quality (SFWQ) structure and is illustrated in FK:jher that collects flow from the underdrain pipes,
ure 1. The system uses multiple filter layers combined
with
a moderate detention time to filter the suspended
The SFWQ structure may vary in size and shape. The p~llutant
particles and hydrocarbons from urban runoff.
0epth can range from 8 to 10 tt depending on the final A multiple-layer filter was chosen because it has proven
grading of the site.
to be more effective than a single-layer filter design.
Introduction
Urbanizabon resu~ng in surface- and ground-water contar~iP, atK~n is a senous and constant threat to water qual;ty,
In turn, poor water qual=ry is an un0esirable economic

Background
Infiltration practices have been widely used to improve
the qual=~ of urban stormwater runoff. Several limitabons,
however, are associated with the use of conventional
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Access Manhole
V

Structural Concrete Vault
Designed for Load and Soil
Condition

0

Overflow Weir
6-In. PVC Dew~t~ing
Drain With Gate Valve

Outflow to Storm Sewer

2

6-1n. Perforated PVC Collector
in 8-In. Gravel Bed (3 requirad)
2-Ft Sand Filter Between Geotextile
Filter CIo~ L~yera

-

Inspechon Welt/Cleanout Pipe W11h
Waterproof Ca,o (3 required)
First 1/2 In. of
Runoff (WQV) From
Flow Separator

Sediment Chamber W’dh Wirer ~
To Trio Hydrocad:x:m$

Figure 1. DC thl’e~.llmenliofuq I~ndfllter ~ntlrllr~ ~ (lot~rce: Dtsb’ict 4

infiltration systems. According to several studies (1-3),
the practice of infiltration may have a negative impact
on ground-water quality. In addition, infiltration practices
are only recommended for sites with soil infiltration rates
higher than 0.27 inJhr and with a clay content of less
than 30 percent. Recently, a study by the Metropolitan
Washington Council of Government (MWCOG) shows
that over .50 percent of the infiltration trenches installed
in the Metropolitan Washington region either partially or
totally failed within the first 5 years of construction (4).
Research has also found that clogging may occur in
infiltration trenches and is also very common in other
infiltration systems. In surface systems, clogging is most
likely to occur near the top of the structure, between the
upper layer of stone and the protective layer of filter
fabric, For underground infiltration systems, clogging is
likely to occur at the bottom of the structure, at the filter
fabric, and at the soil interface,
Restoration of both surface and underground infiltration
systems is tedious and very costly, requiring the removal
of the vegetation layer, top soil, protective plastic layer,
stone aggregate, and filter fabrics. If the surface layer is
pavement or c~.oncrete, the rehabilitation effort becomes
even more clifficult and expensive. Conventional infiltration
systems also reclu~re relatnvely large areas of land for their
installation; therefore, this famdy of BMPs is not feasible
due to the high cost of land ~n an urban enwronment,

Design Rationale
Whenever a liquid containing solids in suspension t~
placed in a relatively quiescent state, solids having ¯
higher specific gravity than the liquid settle, while those
having a lower specific gravity rise. The design of
SFWQ structure uses the one-dimensional "falling head
tes~’ in Darcy’s Law for calculating the head loss of fluid
flow through a multip!e-layer filter medium to treat stormwater runoff. The design uses various media layers ~
different permeabilities to intercept pollutant particles as
fluid flows vertically through the filter layers. This principie can be used to accelerate the removal of pollutants
by increasing the residence times of stormwater runoff,
and to facilitate the filtering process in the filter chamber.
The SFWQ structure also utilizes Stoke’s Law for fermihal falling velocities of individual particles in allowing
time for particles to settle out of stormwater runoff. The
average detention time of this system ranges from 6 to
8 hr for an optimal design consideration.

n

Functional and Physical Description
The SFWQ structure is a gravity flow system consisting
of three chambers. The facility may be precast or castin-place. The first chamber (same as water quality inlet)
is a pretreatment facilit~ removing any floating organic
matenal such as oil, grease, and b’ee leaves. The ¢~harnt::~r
has a submerged we~r leading to the second chamber
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(filter chamber) and may be designed with a flow splitter
or with a bypass weir if the ~ystem is for off-line storage,
as illustrated in Figure 2.

~
~
~~
~ L==~
w~
L__~_ ......... _J

The second chamber contains 3 ft of filter material co~1sisting of gravel, geotextile fabric, and sand, and is
::=====
situated behind a 3-8 weir. At me bottom is a subsurface
drainage system consisting of a parallel po~vinyl chlo~r~
_~/P~j:~.=--==--.-~=~ il , o a,
nde (PVC) pipe system in a gravel bed. A dewatering
w=,~
valve is at the top of the filter layer for maintenance
=FtH h~ PIJ~
purposes and for safety release in case of emergency.
It also has an overflow weir at the top to protect the
system from backing up when the storage volume is
~ a=m~ ~=. ~
Fra,wc~ ~
exceede0, if the system is designed for on-line storage
(Figare 3).
~1~1~~~1~ ~=~=,
or by pumping. This chamber removes most of the

P~ "* ~-

carbon material. A submerged weir (designed to mini- ..................
mize the energy of incoming stormwater) conveys It~
~,-yLeffluent to the second chamber. The effluent enters It~
SEC’nON ~=-~ ~c ~
filter layer by overflowing the weir typically 3 ft above the
bottom of the structure. The water is filtered through ~ =" Ix: ~ u~=~ =a~ ~ (~o=. ~
~t
various filtering layers to remove suspended pollutant
particles. The filtered stormwater is then picked up by
the subsurface drainage system that empties it into the structure works best for impervious catchmont area~ of
thircl chamber. The third chamber also receives any 1 acre or less. Multiple systems are recommended
overflow from the second chamber for an on-line system catchment areas greater than 1 ~cre.
anti overflow from the first chamber flow splitter for an
Over 70 underground and surface sand filter structures
off-line system.
have been installed in Washington, DC, since 1988. In
fact, the structure has been adopted and incorporated
Applicability
in the stormwater management programs of several
The SF’WQ structure is specifically designed for highly states and neighboring jurisdictions.
ufoanized areas where open space is not available. The
The structure may also be designed to provide detention, especially for on-line application when discharge
rates must be modified in accordance with local and
~ u~ ~.~u=~=~
w~ ~ w~ L=~=
~~
municipal regulations. Recommended areas where this

B __~_~=’-’~----’~’=~ II ’ ~ v~
~ s-~-~wc ~=~
w.~ w,.,~
s-~ ~ M=.Pt-~ ~’=~-===
~ U=,~
SOB U~
24-.t~.
F r irr’~/Co~r~
~,~, ..~ _~
~ --~T-~.~:-

-!~

~

¯ Underground paridng lots or multilevel garages.
¯ Parking apron, taxiway, and runway shoulders at
airports.

~ ~ ~==
,.~-~ I~, r~,. ~VCD~,=~

¯ RecreationaJ vehicle camping area parldng pads.

. . i~" L~.G=" v~
SECTION

¯ Emergency stopping and parking lanes and sidewalks.
¯ Vehicle maintenance areas.
¯ On-street parking aprons in residential areas.

~ w~ c~

¯ Industrial storage yards anti loading zones,
¯ Driveways for residential ariel light commercial use.
¯ Office complexes.

Figure ~. I:)C off-line u~lererou~d land flltor (l~o~’=l:

o~ Co~um~¯).
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Planning Considerations

¯ Estimate the storage volume and the release rate.
The storage volume and release rate depends on
Loca#o~
local storrnwater management regulatk:)ns.
The SFWQ structure must be located in areas where it ¯ Select design storm(s). This should be based on the
is accessible for inspection and maintenance, as well as
storm frequencies selected by the stormwater manto the vacuum trucks that are usually required to provide
agement authoritY8.
maintenance.
¯ Determine the size of the inflow, outflow, and emor.
gency release pipes. These shouk:l be sized to pass
Ground Water and Bedrock
the lowest selected storm frequency permitted by io.
The seasonally high ground-water table and bedrock
cai stormwater regulations. (Washington, DC, uses
should be at least 2 to 4 fl below the footing of the
15-yr, 5-rain storms for posldaveloprrJent runoff.)
structure.
" Determine detention time. All SFWQ structu.
should be designed to drain the design (first flush)
runoff from the filter chamber 5 to 24 hr after each
The SF’WQ structure may vary in size from a smell-site
rainfall event.
single installation to large or multiple facility installations.
Site topography and the presence of underground utili- ¯ Determine structural requlraments. A llcensed strutrural engineer should design the stxucture in accordties, however, may limit the size and depth of ~ sysance with local building
tern. Use of other practices in combination with the
SFWQ structure may solve this problem.
¯ Provide sufficient headroom for maintenance. A minimum head space of 5 ft above the filter is recomHydraulic Head
mended for maintenance of the structure. If 5 ft of
headroom is not available, a removable top should
Because the SFWQ structure is a gravity flow system,
be installed.
sufficient vertical clearance between the inverts of the
inflow and outflow pipes must be provided. When elavatJon is insufficient, a wall pump may be used to dis- Deslgn Procedures
charge the effluent from the third chamber into the
Oetermlne Oeslgn Invert Elevatlol~
receiving drainage system.
Determine the final surface elevation, invert in, invert
Water Trap
out, and bottom invert elevation of the sth~"ture (see
In combined sewer areas, a water trap must be pro- Figure 4):
vialed in the third chamber to prevent the becldlow of
~ = (Inv, in - Inv. out) + I.~ + I,
odorous gas.
(Eq. I)

Deslgn Crlterla

where

In designing the SFWQ structure, the nature of the area,
such as imperviousness, determines the control volume
of the sand filter chamber. Other recommended steps to
consider when designing a SFWQ structure are the
following:
¯ Examine the site topographical conditions and select
possible out/alls from the existing drainage or sewer
map.
¯ Review the final grading plans and deterrnine the
maximum heacl available between the proposed inflow and outflow pipes,

I~ = total depth of structure (ft)
Inv. in = finaJ invert elevation of inflow pipe (ft)
Inv. out = final invert elevation of outflow pipe (ft)
H. = vertical height of overflow weir (ft)
I = freeboard constant (ft)

¯ Determine the total connected impervious area.
¯ Select the design (first flush) runoff based on land
use characteristics. (Washington, DC, uses 0.5 in. for
surface parking lots, 0.3 in. for rooftops, an0 0,4 in.
for other irnperwous surfaces.)

Peak Discharge Calculation for Bypass Flow
Using the Rational Method:
Q~ = CIA,

(Eq. 2)

where
(~p= = bypass peak flow (ff~/sec)
C = runoff coefficiency (dimensionless)
I = rainfall intensity (in./hr)
A = drainage area (ac)
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V. = volume of water from Equation 4
V= + V~ = sum of bottom volume of first
and second cham~

where

Determine Maximum Storege Depth for
On-Line System

q~ = flow through the filter (~/hr)
k = sand permeability (ft/hr)
& = filter araa
I = hyt:lraulic gradient (H,=J2 x filter depth)

Use the equation
D = [(V~t + Vzt)/(At + A2)] + d,

(Eq. 8)
T8 = V~q,

where
D = maximum storage depth (ft)
Vlt+ Vz = sum of top volume of first and se(x~ml
chambers
At + Az = sum of surface area of first and second
d =chambers
depth of filter layer (It)
Note: D must be equal to or smaller than the difference
between the invert in and invert out from Equation 1.
Determine Size of Submerged and Overflow
Weilw
Submerged weir opening in first chamber,
A(h x I) = Q~/C x (2 x g x h==)°~s,

(Eq. 9)

where
A(h x I) = area of weir opening (ft~)
Qp~ = bypass flow from Equation 2 (ft3/sec)
C = 0.6, weir coefficient
g = 32.2 ftZ/sec
hr~= = hydraulic head above the center line of
weir (it)
h = weir height, minimum 1 It
Overflow weir opening in second chamber~.
Hl"s = Q~/CL,

(Eq. 9a)

{Eq. 11)

where
Ti = average dewatering time for SFWQ structures
(hr)
V= = volume of first flush storage from Equation 3
q = average flow from Equation 10 (fP/hr)
Develop Inflow end Outflow Hydrogtwphe
Figure 6 is a typical illustration of inflow/outflow bydrographs for the SFWQ structure.
For inflow hydrograph, use Modified Rational Method
Hydrograph with:
T = T=
TR = 1.67
where
T = time to peak
T= = time of
concenl~’al~)n
TR = recession pe~xI
For outflow hydrographs, use the following equations to
determine when flow occurs:

T¢ x Q~ < 2V,, +
T = [2oT=2 - (2T~ - 2V,,.To/Q~)0.~].

H = height of weir opening (ft)
Qr~ = bypass flow (f13/sec)
C = 3.33, weir coefficient
L = length of weir opening {ft)

(Eq. 12)

when

Determine Flow Through Filter end Detention
Time After Storage Volume Fill= Up

T x Q~ = 2V,,, +
T = (0.ST=) + (V,/Q~)

(Eq. 13)

Average flow through the filter:
q, = k x A~ x i,

T= x Q~ > 2V~,, +
(Eq. 10) T = [(2V,,.Tc)/Q~.s,

(Eq. 14)
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Construction Specifications

Maintenance Requirement~

The SFWQ structure may be either cast-in-place or The SFWQ structure is designed to minimize mainteprecast. In Washington, DC, precast structures require nance. It is subject to clogging, however, by sediment,
advanced approval. The approved erosion and sedi- oil, grease, grit, and other debris. Actual performance
ment control plans should include the specific measures and service life of the structure is not available at this
to provide the protection of the filter system before the time. Nevertheless, it is still very important to provide
final stabilization of the site.
general standard maintenance guidelines to ~
adequate structure operation. The maintenance of 1be
Excavation and Ir~tallation
system includes the following steps:
Excavation for SF’WQ structure and connecting pipes ¯ The water level in the filter chamb~ ~ be monlshould include removal of all materials and objects entoted by the owner on a quarterly basis ~md aft~’
countered in excavation; disposal of excavated material
every large storm for the first year after cornpletio~
as specified in the approved erosion and sediment conof construction. A log of the results should be maintrol plans; maintenance and subsequent removal of any
tained, indicating the rate of dewatedng after each
sheeting, shoring and bracing; dewatering and precaustorm and the water depth for each obee~ation.
t~ons; and work necessary to prevent damage to adjaOnce the regulatory stom~water inspector indic~tea
cent properties resulting from this excavation, Access
that satisfactory performance of the slnJclum hal
manholes and steps to the filtration system should conbeen demonstrated, the rnonitoriog schedule may be
reduced to an annual basis.
form to.local standar0s,
¯ As with other pretreatment structures, the first chainLeak T~t
bet must be pumped out semiannually. If the cherrtl~r
contains an oil skim, it should be removed by a firm
After completion of the SFWQ structure shell, a leak test
.specializing in oil recovery and recycling. The rem~inmay be performed to verify watertightness before the
tng material may then be removed by a vacuum pump
filter layers are installed,
truck and disposed of in an approved landfill. Aft~ each
cleaning, refill the first chamber to a dapth of 3 It with
Fitter MateriBIB
clean water to reestablish the water seal.
NI filter materials in the second chamber should be ¯ After approximately 3 to 5 yr, the upper layer of the
placed according to construction and materials stand,
filter can be expected to become ~ with fine
ards and specifications, as specified on an approved
silt. When the drawdown time for the filter exceede
construction plan.
72 hr, the upper layer of gravel and geotextile fabric
must be removed and replaced with new, dean ma.
terials conforming to the original speciflcal~m.s.
Complet/on and Site Stablliz~tion
No runoff should be allowed to enter the sand filter
system before completion of all construction activities,
including revegetation and final site stabilization, Construction runoff should be treated in separate sedimentation basins and routed to bypass the filter system,
Should construction runoff enter the filter system prior
to final site stabilization, all contaminated materials must
be removed and replaced with new, clean filter materials
before a regulatory inspector approves its completion,
System Calibration and Verification
The water level in the filter chamber should be monitored by the design engineer after the first storm event
before the Droject iS certified as completed. If the bewafeting time of the filter chamber takes longer than 24 hr,
the top gravel layer and filter fabric underneath must be
replaced with a more rapid draining fabric and clean
gravel. The structure should then be checked again to
ensure a detention time that is less than 24 hr.

Conclusion and Discussion
At the prese~t t~me, the environmental and economic impacts of the SF’WQ structure have not been fully evaluated.
A long-term monitoring program is being implemented in
Washington, DC, to ~etermine water quality benefits and
a<~lress long-term maintenance concerns, The resu~s
from this monitoring effort will provide important informa.
tion on the removal efficiency of common urban poilutants. In addition, the monitoring data will provide
information on actual headloss in the system, which will
indicate the need for filter replacemenL
Based on the results of the Austin, Texas, monitoring
program on its sand filter systems and on several years
of success in the application of the SF’WQ structure in
Washington, DC, the feasibility of the SFWQ structure
has been demonstrated for use in an urban environ.
ment. The authors believe that the SF’WQ structure may
be used as an alternative urban BMP for highly developed areas where other options are not available.
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In conclusion, the design presented hem is an attempt
to provide an alternative solution to control nonpoint
source pollution from urban stormwater runoff. The alp
plication of this system should be viewed with some
caution, as the structure has not been monitored for

op~mel effecOveness.

When the SFWQ structure is used strictly as a gravity
flOW system, one of its limitations is that it requires a
hydraulic head of at least 4 ft relative to the outflow pipe.

To minimize this problem, further study is nee~eq to
evaluate the different thicknesses of the sand layers
(with thicknesses such as 18, 12, and 6 in.) to determine
the relationship between the depth of sand layer ~
pollutant removal efficiency.
ir
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Stormwater Measures for Bridges:
Coastal Nonpoint Source Management in South Carolina

H. Stephen Snyder
South Carolina Coastal Coun¢tl,

Charleston, South Carolina

AbStl~3t
AJthough stormwater runoff from bddgas has a direct
pathway to estuaries, rivers, and lakes, little research
has been undertaken to directly measure the concentration of pollutants flushed from the bridge surface or the
impact of those pollutants on the receiving water bo(:ly,
A general correlation can be made, however, from the
body of research available concerning runoff from roads
and streets in general and from the wider body of informarion regarding urban runoff characteristics. The general assumption is that runoff from highways (and
bdck:jes) can negatively affect the water quality of receN,
ing waters through the shock of acute Ioadings during
rainfall events and through long-term exposure ancl/or
accumulations of pollutants in sediments or marine organisms. Research does indicate a relationship between the average daily traffic volume and potential
water quality impacts. Concern is heightened where the
runoff has a direct, unobstructed pathway to the reoeiv,
ing waters and, even more so, where the receiving
waters are extremely sensitive, such as shellfish habitat,
This paper provides a b~ef overview of potential water
quality pollutants from highway and bridge runoff, then
focuses on management and control measures for runoff from bridges. These include requirements of Section
6217 of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments and stormwater management requirements for
briOges in the coastal zone of South Carolina. Included
is a case stucty of retrofitting a maior bridge already
designed and under construction, which transverses
significant shellfish resources in coastal South Carolina.

Introduction
South Carolina’s 187-mile coastline is only the faca0e
for some 3,000 shoreline miles of estuaries, bays, r~vers,
and creeks that intertwine among some 500,000 acres
of coastal marshes an~l wetlancls. This ~mmense coastal

sy.stem supports approximately 279,000 acres of estuar,ne shellfish-growing waters and thousands of acrel
of other sensitNe habitats. For people to live and work
in this environment, all of these coastal resources, drers, bays, marshes, end sensitive habitats must be
transversed in one form or another, most often by roadways and bridges. These roadways and bridges and
their associated uses can provide a direct source of
contaminants to our coastal waters and, as such, must
be managed to reduce or alleviate the potenlJal impacts,
For coastal states, addressing pollution from bridges
may no longer be a choice. Section 6217 of the Coastal
Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 requires
states with coastal zone programs to develop coastal
nonpoint source pollution programs. Such programs
must addresc pollution in the following areas: agriculture, silviculture, hydrologic modifications, madnes, and
urban settings, the latler of which include roads and,
even more specifically, bridges.
A basic assumption contained herein is that the results
of studies on highways and their assodated pollution potential from runoff are also applicable to highway bddges.

Contaminants
A series of studies sponsored by the U.S, Department
of Transportation in the 1980s (1-3) confirms the prasence and possible sources of a wide variety of contamk
nants that may be associated with roadways and
bridges. A basic listing is presented in Table 1. These
contaminants accumulate on roadway surfaces between maior removal events, such as rainfalls and street
sweeping (which may be rare or nonexistent in nonurban areas). The severity and order of magnitude of
these contaminants are site specific and variable, and
can ciepencI on such factors as traffic characteristics,
highway or bridge design, maintenance activities, accidental spills, surrounchng land use, and climate.
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T~I~, ~. ~ H~v~y Runoff Conet~ent~ end Their Prlnu~y ~ (1)

P~ ~’ ~ ~’ ~ ~

~ (r~ ~ ~)
~o ~ (~ ~, ~

P~ ~

The ~udies have mveal~ ~ i~e~ng ~s ~t
~y infl~n~ ~nagement ~si~s. To ela~te ~
~e ~lluffint, tests (1) indi~t~ ~at ~e ~n~
~e~ indictors f~l ~liform a~ f~l St~
~s ~re ~t ~nsisten~ we~nt ~ r~ay ~e~
at any g~en ~ or place; ~eir pre~ is ~t o~
as~iat~ ~ nons~c events, i.e., ani~l and ~
d~o~ings, ~il spills, and road ~lls. When present, ~w~er, the ~cter~ ~n remain viable for relat~ I~g
~n~s in h~ghway s~ings (up to 7 w~) a~ ~
to 13 days in stagnant storm ~wer ~ste~. ~ ~
woul~ ex~, ~e tests showe~ ~at ~e colifo~ ~
na ~re ~nsistently ~wer when ~noff was ~vey~
¯rough a grassy area, although none of ~ s~
non~nt ~urce management measures eff~Ne~ ~1~
~l~forms and their a~iated microns (2).
Ac~rding to ~e U.S. D~a~ment of Tran~on (1),
the ma~or ~on of prioh~ ~llution ~d in highway
~noff was a~dbut~ to metals (e.g., lead, zi~, and
coppe~), although a s~gnificant num~ of organic ~llutants were p~esent in the highway environ~nt,
Studies (4, 5) indi~te that the magnitude of ~ll~n~
as~iat~ with highway runoff is related to traffic v~ume. Research (2) tends to indicate that ~,~ avera~

~ ~a~ (~ is a general ~re~ld for ~
of i~c~ from highly ~; howler, ~1
~ mu~ ~ fa~or~ into ~is ~nclusi~, i~l~ing
~ns~ of r~eNing water, distan~ to ~
te~, ~ of Uaff~c, r~d or ~ ~s~n, a~ o~.
~e U.S. ~ment of Tran~a~on (2)
~e f~wing ~nclusions from ~ese s~dies ~ o~er
I~era~re ~rning highway N~ff ~llu~n ~ffinUal:
¯ H~h~y ~noff ~s have ~e ~tential ~
aff~ ~e ~ter quali~ and aquatic bio~ of r~i~
~s.
¯ The signific~ce of ~e~ a~er~ eff~ is vada~e
~ highway ~ and ~sign, re~ watt,
~noff
¯ Runoff from u~an highways ~th high ADT ~lum~
~y have a relatwe~y high ~tential to ~use a~e~

¯ Ru~ff from ~ral highways with low ADT volu~
~s a re~ ~w ~ten~ ~ ~u~ a~ ~.
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Basic Management Practices and
Processes

fairly straightforward and generally well accepted,
unique location of bridges presents some problems.
First, the runoff from the bridge must be intercepted from
seeking its natural pathway and routed beck to high land
or another area suitable for treatment; secondly, land
areas for treatment are usually limited.

Of the variety of best management practices available
for nonpoint source pollution control, four basic manage.
ment measures are generally considered cost effective
for treatment of highway runoff based on effectiveness
for specific pollutants, relative capital costs, land requirements, and operation and maintenance costs (2):

Collection and transportation are most easily solved in
the design of the bridge, although in coastal areas runoff
may have to be transported long distances with lttlle
grade. The physical land requirements for the approl:xtate treatment method, however, tend to be the mo~t
limiting factors. Solutions are very site specific and must
be included in the eadiest planning stages of the bridge.
Topography at the bridge/land junction is often the single
most important factor in considering Ihe design of an
appropriate treatment method, although other factom,
such as high water tables, soil types, and adjacent land
use, also can be important in the design conslderatlort
process. The design of the stormwater system should
not drive the design of the bridge, but neither should the
design of the bridge preclude the design of an effective
stormwatar treatment system.

¯ Vegetative controls
¯ Wet detention basins
¯ Infiltration basins
¯ Wetlands
Pollution measures that were not considered effective
when used as a sole management tool were street
cleaning, catch basins, filtration devices for sediment
control, dry detention ponds, and porous pavements (2),
The first three methods were not effective in capturing
the fine sediments to which many pollutants attach
themselves, while the dry detention pond tande~ to
reflush the settled particles after each rainfall event.
Porous pavement is limited to low-volume traffic areas,
such as parking lots, because of current highway construction standards,
All of the measures have in common several physical or
biochemical processes that occur to provide the neces,
sary control of pollutants: setlling, filtering, adsorption,
bioassimilation, biodegradation, and volatilization or
evaporation. Table 2 lists the process associated with
each management measure as related to the general
.type of pollutant conVol,

Management Measures for Bridges
Although bridges can be assumed to cause the same
types of water quality impacts as highways, and alttmugh the techniques to manage those impacts are

All of the traditional stormwater management melhodl
can be considered for treatment of runoff from bridges:
wet detention ponds, infiltration systems, grassed
terways, and wetlands. These can be used even In
combination with less favorable methods, such as
quent sweeping or catch basins, if the lack of good
alternatives so dictates. Other opportunities that may be
present in the area should also be considered, such as
nearby spoil disposal containment areas, preexisting
treatment systems for nearby development, or discharge muting to less sensitive areas.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agero/(EPA) (6) lists
several general guidelines and menagernent ~ Ior
illustratNe p~Jrposes, specifically for bridges, in the Section
6217 management measure guidance document:

Table 1. Pflnc|peJ Pollulant FMe Procelme~ by Major Mar~gement
Management Mee~me
metals

Toxic o~mnicm

Adsoq:~oe

Adsorption, ~effiing,

Adsorption,

Ad~orp~o?t,

P~oget~$

NA

Se~ing

F~,111o~

NA

NA = ~n~orr’n~on not
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¯ Coordinate design with the Federal Highway Adrnini.
treatment is necessary for runoff from bridge surstration (FHWA), U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Army Corps ¯ No
faces
spanning Class SA and Class SB lk:lel
of Engineers, and other state and federal agencies
waters.
(SA and SB waters are suitable for pdmary
as
.and secondary contact recreation, crabbing, and fl~.
¯ Review National Environmental Policy Act requireing. The two classes differ in their dissolved oxygen
(DO) limitations: SA waters must maintain daily avermonls to ensure that environmental concerns are .met.
ages of not less than 5.0 mg/L, and SB waters must
¯ Avoid highway locations requiring numerous river
maintain DO levels not less than 4.0 rag/L.) This
crossings,
runoff can be discharged through scupp~ drains die Direct pollutant Ioadings-away from bridge decks by
rectly into surface waters. The use of scupper drains,
however, should be limited as much as I:x~ible.
diverting runoff waters to land for treatment,
¯ Restrict the use of scupper drains on bridges less ¯ If the receiving water is classified as either outstandtng resource waters (ORW) or shellfish h~Nast~
than 400 ft in length and on bridges crossing very
waters (SFH), then the stotmweter management re~nsttlve ecosyst~ns,
quit¯manta ~hall be ba~:l on projected traffic ~
¯ Site and ~gn new ~ to avoid sen~,e ¯coumes and the presence of any nearby shel~h ~
lytteml.
Table 3 lt~te the necessary treatment practices ov~
¯ On brfdg~ with ~¢~r lraJns, provide equivalent
the differ~t cla~e= of receMng
urban runoff treatment In ~ of I~lutant Io~d m- ¯ The ADT volume le blsed o~ I~ design
duction elsewhere on the project to ompenllte for
~olclty of the
the loading ~sche~ged off It~ brf0ge.
Regardlas~ of the "Illustrative" nature of the above prlo. lal~ s.._.l~ul~ ~ .~_. ~ ~ I~aa~eeel ~e
~ ~e ~ ~ z=e~, ~
tic¯s, EPA and the Nal~aJ Oceanic ~:1Atmo~ohed¢
Administration (NOAA) expect It~ states to ~
ADI" ~
nonpoint pollution from bridges and to eck~ enforceable policies by 1995 to manage the runoff or to docu- w~t~ ouall~/~lo~lee
~,~0
mant why ~uch runoff is not a problem.
South Carolina’s Approach

ORW (r~ *W~ ~,000 a ~ ~ t~a~)
SFH (~ 1,000 I~ o~ ~t~ be~)
SFH (not ~ ~,000 I~ o/~ b~:i)
SFH (not wle= ~,000 a o~ ~l~ b~i)
~ (¯~:~puo~l)
se (high W,.,~/)

a
B
!1
B
C
C

a

In 1988, the South Carolina Coastal Council was faced
with the permitting of a new 2-mile bridge connecting
a
the mainland with ¯ major developed barrier island
(see below) and crossing ¯ major shellfish-producing
C
area. As an outcome of the permitting of this project,
the Coastal Council developed a set of guk:~elines to use
C
in conjunction with the South Carolina Department of A ¯ The first 14n. of runoff from Ihe bridge surf¯ca must be colect~d
tJ
in~
rou~
to
an
appro~’=ate
sto~r~vat~r
management
lyitem
o~
Highways and Public Transportation to allow all parties
ro~ed
so
that
rr~xin’vJm
oveda~d
Mow
occurs,
encourliging
to anticipate the design of stormwater controls in new
ex~/trabon before reacNng t~ receiving wirer body. Periodic
vacuun~ng of the Ixiclge surface should be con~clered.
bridges. It is not unusual for bridges to be designed
A stormwarer ma~nagernent plan must be Irr~amented Ihlt ~
well in ¯<:/vance of the permi~ng process, and the inclu, 8 ,, require
li~ overVeab’nen! of runoff from ~soc~ated roao’wayI to
s~on of new o~n cdleria can cause both new expenses
compensa,’e for I!ne ~ack of direc! t~aalTnent of runoff from
I~’i0ge
surface
~,~lf. Periodic vacuuming st~ouJd be cored¯red,
and a politically unpteasant situation. The guidelines
The us~ of ~cu~per ~rains s~’,ouk~ be Im~t~ ,,~ much ~ p<:~.
have been in use since 1989 and have been introduced
as regulations to the 1993 South Carolina General
O
Assembty. The regulations appear to meet the basic
intent of the EPAJNOAA Section 6217 guidance, The Isle of Palms Connector; A Ca~e
although this has yet to be determined. The basic regu- Study In Retrofitting
lations are as follows.
The incorporation of a stormwater management system
Storrnwater Management Requirement# for
inlo a bridge design usually can be done without any
Bridge Runoff
great difficulty. Trying to incorporate a system into ¯
bridge alreacty designed and ready for permitting, howThe fotlow~ng are the criteria used to address storrnwa- ever,
be much more difficult. Such was the case with ....
ter management tot briclges traversing saltwater and the Islecan
of
Pa;ms
Conneclor, an 11,500-ft, $30 million
critical areas,
bridge that was to provide atternate access to the Isle
387
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of Palms, a barrier island town just outside of Charleston, South Carolina. The bridge route called for the
crossing of some 9,000 ft of marsh, two major marsh
creeks, and the Intracoastal Waterway. Location and
environmental studies and basic bridge design were
completed in 1979, the same year the state’s coastal
zone management program was authorized. Funding
limitations slowed the process until 1987, when federal
funds became available.

of the bridge was not an option, nor, as It turned out,
redesign of the bndge. The bridge was designed W~with
approximately 9,000 ft at 0.0 percent grade, with ~
rated spans over the Intracoastal Waterway and o~e of
the creeks (Figure 1). The State Highway Dep~rtment
estimated redesign to accommodate positive flow~ to
both ends of the bridge at $10 million, a one-third
crease in bddge o~t (7).

The proposed route for the Isle of Palms Connector
crossed over some of the state’s most productive cornmercial and recreational shellfish grounds. The live oyster volume in Hamlin Creek and Swinton Creek alone
was surveyed by the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine
Resources Department at 32,000 bushels. Annual clam
production potential in the immediate area of the bridge
is estimated to be between 140,000 and 250,000 clams.
The bridge was originally designed with traditional methotis of handling stormwater; water was drained directly
from the bridge through scuppers except ’at one previously identified sensitive area, where discharge was
eliminated. Because there were no objections to the
stormwater design in the original environmental impact
assessment, approved by the FHWA in 1986, the South
Carolina Department of Highways and Public Transportation was reluctant to make any changes. Relocation

The South Carolina Coastal Counol~, howev~’, a,~ primary permi’tting agency for the bridge, was ser-’,~tlve to
public demand that the bddge must incoqx~’ate a stormwater management system Ihat met basic coastal
stormwater guidelines (8). Aft~ several meetings, which
included public input, the South Carolina DepaCo’nent of
Highways and Transportation agreed to work with the
Coastal Council in addressing stormwater within the
limits of two constraints: the bddge location could not
be changed, and the stormwater system must be adaptable to the existing bridge design. Once this decisk:m
was reached, both agencies began a serious and cooperaWe effort in resok, ing the proolem. It was immediately
apparent ~at ~e traditional methods of stormwater
treatment usually employed on high land must be ruled
out;, other than pumping, which was explored and rejecllKI
due to cost, there was no way to get the runoff back to
high ground for treatment. Thetefo~’e, thestudi/teemthtllw
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out the preconceived b’aditional ap~roeches and fo- for the fall of 1993. Background deta was collected in
cused on
¯ tenents of stormwater management:
the basic
retention, setlJing, and pollutant removal. A variety of alter. the summer and fall of 1993.
natives were identified, evaluated, and rejected for various Both agendes, along with the concerned public, eagerly
reasons. Among these alternatives were storage and re- await the results of the monitoring. If successful,
tention in gulters of several configurations along the shoul- runoff pan may provide one alternative for addressing
der of the bridge roadway and the design of an "in the stormwater management on existing bridges crossing
What emerged from this process was the design of an
open-faced "runoff pen," 15 ft long by 32 in. wk:le, to be
bolted in place to catch the discharge from each scupper
drain (Figure 2). The pen, constructed of fiberglass, was
1 ft deep with a baffle overflow to prevent the discharge
of oil and grease. In addition to containing the first 3/4
in. of runoff, the pans ware to be managed with a
vigorous maintenance program that would include
dry/wet vacuuming on a to-be-determined basis and
disposal of the residue in accordance with state hazard.
ous waste regulations. The estimated cost for the storm.
water management system, to include piping of runoff
from the vertical expansions of the bridge to high ground
and an adjacent spoil disposal area, was about 3.5
percent of the total bddge cost.

Conclusion
Roadways and bndges are certainly not unique in their
potential contribution to lessened water quality. Virtually
all human ac’0vitiss on the land, on the water, and in the
air conVibute to the problem. No one solution to correct
the problem exists; rather, the solution lies with
incremental "micromanagemenl" of each spedfic aclN.
Ity that conVibutes to the problem.

1o u.$. Dep~’nent of Transpcrtal~on, Fe~l/Highway Admk~lre.
~on. 1 ~4. Sources ~ m~gra~on of h~w~y runoff polut~ VOf.
i,. Researc~ repo~ P.~. No. FHWNRD-e4/0SQ. MCLean, V~.
2. u.s. Oepar’~w~ of Transection, ~ ~ ~
Accompanying this alternative was the commitment of
~o~"h’gh,~y=onnwa~runo~.
the State Highway Depertment and the Coastal Council
msa.~u~s, p.~. No. FHWA~RD-eT/0S~. ~ W.
to develop a monitoring program to test the effective- 3. u.s. Depanmen~ of Transport~tk)n, Fedet~ H~lhwly Admin~lness of this techn~ueo The monitoring program was to
~x>n. 1988. Effects of highway runoff on r~eMng w=lm, VOf. III.
be implemented on completion of the bridge, estimated
Resource 0ocumer~ ~or er~Vonm~nt~j as.manana. Pub. No.
FHWA/RD-e,t/064. McLean,

m .J~ ~

"sP~p~ arid ~ze o~ runoff pann1~yvlryupo~con~:~of ht~,

F~gurl 2. S~::herrmfl¢ "turnoff l:~n" detail: l~OpOl, ed Isle of Palms Conr~ecto~ b~tween U S
South Carollna.
. . 17-701 and 141~ Avenue, Chalte~t~ ~n~,
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Controlling Pollutants in Runoff From Industrial Facilities

Kevln Weiss
Storm Water Sectlon, NPDES Permlts Dlvlslon, U.S. Envlronmental Protectlon Agency,

Ab~l’lCt
Industrial facilities can be significant contfibutom of po~
lutants to urban runoff. On November 16, 1990, Ihe U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) putflished National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit application requirements for "ston’nwaler discharges associated with industrial aclJvil~." These
regulations provide a framework for reducing I:X~utarlts
in runoff from the industrial facilities addressed. EPA
subsequently developed a long-term strategy for issuing
NPDES permits for these discharges. As the ini~al stap
in this strategy, the Agency issued general permits on
September 9, 1992, and September 25, 1992, for Ihe
majority of stormwater discharges in states where EPA
issues NPDES permits. This paper provides an ovm’.
view of major categories of sources that contribute potlutants to runoff at industrial sites and describes
pollution prevention measures in EPA’s NPDES general
permits,

and still other facilities may discharge stormwater a~odated ~ indusVial activity with relatively low levels of
pollufantl.
Six classes of activities can be iclenl~fied as major potential sources of pollutants in stormwater discharges
associated with industrial acuity (7-11):
¯ Loading or unloading of dry bulk materials or Ik:luk:ls.
¯ Outdoor storage of raw materials or products.
¯ Outdoor process ac’dvil~.
¯ Dust or parlJcuiate generating processes.
¯ Illicit connections or inappropriate management
prac~.
¯ Waste disposal practices.
The potential for pollution from many of these activities
may be influenced by the presence and use of toxic

chemicals.

Introduction
Pollutants in urban runoff depend in part on the nature
of land use. Several studies indicate that runoff from
industrial land uses is of relatively poorer water quality
than runoff from other general land uses (1-5). In addition, industhal sites can be significant sources of polluted, uncontrolled nonstormwater to separate storm
sewers (6, 7).

Source of Pollutants to Industrial Runoff
The volume and quality of stormwater discharges associated with industrial facilities depend on several factors,
including the industrial activities occurring at the facility,
the nature of precipitation, and surface imperviousness.
The sources of pollutants that can affect the cluali~y of
stormwater from industrial facilities difter with the type
of operations and specific facility features. For example,
air emissions may be a significant source of pollutants
at some facilities, material storage operations at others,

Loading and unloading operations typically are performed along facility access roads and railways and at
loading/unloading docks and terminals. These opera,
tions include pumping of liquids or gases from trucks or
rail cars to a storage facility or vice versa; pneumatic
transfer of dry chemicals to or from the loading or unloading vehicle; transfer by mechanical conveyor systerns; and transfer of bags, boxes, drums, or other
containers from vehicles by forklift trucks or other mate.
ha~s handling equipment. Material spills or losses may
discharge directly to the storm drainage systems or may
accumulate in soils or on surfaces, to be washed away
during a storm or facility washdown.
Outdoor storage includes the storage of fuels, raw rnaterials, byproducts, deicing chemicals, intermediates,
fina; products, and process residuals and wastes. Methods of material storage include use of storage containers (e.g., drums or tanks), platforms or pads, bins, silos,
boxes, and piles. Materials, containers, and material
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storage areas exposed to rainfall or runoff may contribparticularly those used under stressed condiute pollutants to stormwater when solid materials wash changers,
tJons (e.g., exposure to corrosive fluids), such as in the
off or materials dissolve into solution,
metal finishing and electroplating industry, may develop
Other outdoor activities include certain types of menu- pinhole leaks that result in contamination of condensate
lecturing and commercial operations and land-disturb- by process wastes. These and other nonstormwater
ing operations. Although many manufacturing activities discharges to storm sewers may be intentional, based
are performed indoors, some activities (e.g., equipment on the belief that the discharge does not contain pollutand vehicle maintenance and cleaning, timber process, ants, or they may be inadvertent, if the operator is
ing, rock crushing, vehicle maintenance and cleaning, unaware that a floor drain is connected to the storm
and concrete mixing) typically occur outdoors. Process- sewer.
ing operations may result in liquid spillage and losses of Waste management practices include temporary stormaterial solids to the drainage system or surrounding age of waste materials and operations at landfills, waste
surfaces, or creation of dusts or mists that can be de- piles, and land application sites that Involve land disposited locally. Some outdoor industrial activities cause posel. Outdoor waste treatment operatk:ms also inclu(:te
substantial physical disturbance of land surfaces that wastewater and solid waste treatment and dispo=al
result in soil erosion by stormwater. For example, dis- processes, such as waste pumping, additions of tr~atturbed tend occurs in construction and mining. Disturbed ment chemicals, mixing, aeration, clarification, and sollend may result in soil losses and other pollutant Ioa~ ids dewaterlng.
ings associated with increased runoff rates. Facilities
whose major process activities are conducted indoors Optlorl$ for
may still apply chemicals such as herbicides, pesticides,
and fertilizer outdoors for a variety of purposes.
Options for controlling pollutants in stormwater di~
charges associated with industrial activity are disct,,saed
Dust or particulate generating processes include indus,
in terms of two major pollutant sources: 1) rnatethai activities with stack emissions or process dusts that below
rials discharged to separate storm sewers via Illicit
settle on plant surfaces. Localized atmospheric deposi- nections, improper dumping, end spills; end 2) pclluta~tl
tion can be a particular concern with heavy manufactur, associated with runoff.
ing industries. For example, monitoring of areas
surrounding smelting industries has shown much higher Nonstorrnwater
levels of metals at sites nearest the smelter. Other industrial sites, such as mines, cement manufacturing As discussed above, nonstormwater discharges to
plants, and refractories, generate significant levels of separate storm sewers come from a wide variety of
dusts,
sources, including illicit connections, improper dumping,
spills, or leakage from storage tanks and transfer areas.
Illicit connections or inappropriate management prac- Measures to control spills and visible leakage can be
tices result in improper nonstormwater discharges to incorporated into the best management practices disstorm sewer systems. Pollutants from nonstormwater cussed below.
discharges to the storm sewer systems are caused
typically by a combination of improper connections, In many cases, operators of industrial facilities may be
spills, improper dumping, and improperly disposed of unaware of illicit discharges or other nonvisibie sources
nnse waters, cooling waters, or other process and sent- of nonstormwater to a storm sewer. In such cases, the
tary wastewater. Often dischargers believe that the ab- key to controlling these discharges is to identify them.
sence of visible solids in a discharge is equivalent to the Several methods for identifying the presence of nonabsence of pollution. Illicit connections are often asso- stormwater discharges are discussed below. (A more
ciated with floor drains that are connected to separate complete discussion of methods to identify illicit connecstorm .~ewers. Rinse waters used to clean or cool ob- tions can be found in U.S. EPA [6, 12]). A comprehenjects discharge to floor drains connected to separate sive evaluation of the storm sewers at a facility often
storm sewers Large amounts of rinse waters that dis- should incorporate several of the following methocb:
charge to floor drains may originate from industries ¯ Eva/uation of drainage map and inspections: Drainus=ng regular washdown procedures; for example, Ix)tage maps should identify the key features of the
fling plants use rinse waters for removing waste proddrainage system (i.e., each of the inlet and discharge
ucts, debris, and labels. Rinse waters can be used to
structures, the drainage area of each inlet structure,
cool materials by d~pping, washing, or spraying objects
storage and disposal units, and materials loading atwith cool water; for example, rinse water is sometimes
eas) that may be the source of an illicit discharge or
sprayed over the final products of a metal plating facility
improper dumping;. In addition, floor drains and other
for coohng purposes. Condensate return lines of heat
water disposal inlets thought to be connected to the
exchangers often d~scharge to floor drains. Heat exsam[ary sewer should be identified. A site inspection
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can be used to augment end verify map development. These inspections, along with the use of the
drainage map, can be coordinated with other k:lenttfication melt~xis discussed below.
¯ End.of-pipe ~reening: Discharge points or other eccess points such as manhole covers can be inspected for the presence of dry weather discharges
and other signs of nonstormwater discharges. Dry
weather flows, material deposits, and stains are oflen
indicators of illicit connections. Dry weather flows can
be screened by a variety of methods. Inexpensive
onsite tests include measuring pH; observing for oil
sheens, scums, and discoloration of pipes and other
structures; and colorirnetric detection for chlorine, detergents, metals, and other parameters. In some
cases, it may be appropriate to collect samples for
more expensive analysis in a laboratory for fecal coilform, fecal Streptococcus, volatile organic carbon, or
other appropriate parameters,
¯ Manhole and internal TV inspection: Inspection of
manholes and storm sewers, either physically or by
television, can be used to identify a potential entry
point for illicit connections. TV inspections are relatively expensive and generally should be used only
after a storm sewer has been identified as having
¯ Dry weather testing: Where storm sewers do not
normally discharge during dry weather conditions,
water can be introduced into floor drains, toilets, and
other points where nonstormwater discharges are
collected. Storm drain outlets are then observed for
possible discharges.
¯ Dye testing: Dry weather discharges from storm
sewers can occur for several legitimate reasons, including ground-water infiltration or the presence of a
continuous discharge subject to a National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit,
Where storm sewers do have a discharge during dry
weather conditions, dye testing for illicit connections
can be used, Dye testing involves introducing
fluorometric or other types of dyes into floor drains,
toilets, and other points where nonstormwater discharges are collected. Storm drain outlets and manholes are then observed for possible discharges. Dye
testing can also be used to identih/ unknown submerged ouffalls to nearby receiving waters,

an indication of illicit connections. This method il
limited by the accuracy of the flow meters u~l.
* Schematics: Where they exlsL accurate r~ping ache.
matics can be inspected as a first step in evaluating
the integrity of the separate storm sewer system. The
’ , is. hmited because schematics u~uuse of schematics
ally reflect the design of the piping system and rn~y
not reflect the actual configuration constructed, Sche.
matics should be updated or corrected based on ~lditional information found dudng inspeclk~.
Smoke tests are sometimes listed in the literature as a
method for detecting illicit connections to separate storm
sewers. While smoke tests can be used to identify inflow
°f stormwater to sanitary sewers, they can be much les~
effective for identifying discharges of nonstormwater to
storm drains. This is because many nonstorrnw~ter
drainage locations have a sewer gas b’ap that blocks
smoke used in a test. Smoke testa can identify nonstormwater discharges to storm drains if the piping for
the nonstormwatar discharge has a vent or does not
have a sewer gas lrap.

Options for Preventing Pollutants In
Stormwatsr
pollutants in stom’~water discharges from industrial plan~:
¯ Providing end-of-pipe treatmenL
¯ Implementing best management practices (BMPs) to
prevent pollution.
* DNerting stormwater discharge to treatment plants.
¯ Using traditional stormwater management practices.
¯ Eliminating pollution sources/water reuse.
A comprehensive stormwater management program for
a given plant often includes controls from each of these
categories, Development of comprehensive control
strategies should be based on a consideration of plant
characteristics,
End-of-Pipe Treatmellt

At many t~,pes of industrial facilities, it may be appropriate to collect and treat the runoff from targeted areas of
the facility. This approach was taken with the 10 industrial categories with national effluent guideline limita¯ Water ba/ance: Many sewage treatrnent plants require
tions for stormwater discharges: cement manufacturing
that inclustrial clischarges measure the volume of el(40 CFR 411 ), feediots (40 CFR 412), fertilizer manufacfluent d~scharged to the sanitary sewer system. Similar,
turing (40 CFR 418), petroleum refining (40 CFR 419),
the voJume of water supp~iecI to a facili~ is generally
phosohate manufacturing (40 CFR 422), steam electric
measured. A significant/y higher volume of water sup(40 CFR 423), coal mining (40 CFR 434), mineral mining
pheU to the facility relative to that discharge<::l to the
sanitary sewer anti other consumptive uses may be and processing (40 CFR 43~), ore mining and dressing
(40 CFR 440), ancl asphalt emulsion (40 CFR 443).
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BMPs encompass a wide range of management procedures, schedules of activities, prohil~tions on practices,
and other management practices to prevent or reduce
the pollution of waters of the United States. BMPs also
include operating procedures, treatment requirements and
practices to control plant site runoff, and drainage from
raw materials storage, spills, or leaks. Requirements for
BMP-based poflutidn prevention plans generally applicable to all industries am discussed in more detail in the
paper in the context of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) general permits for stownwater
discharges associated with industrial activity,

system that generate stormwater with relatively low levels of pollutants (e.g., many rooftops, parking lots, etc.).
At facilities located in northern areas of the counW,
snow removal activities may play an important role in a
stormwater management program.

Elimination of Pollution Sources/V/ater Fteu~
In some cases, the elimination of a pollution source or
water reuse may be the most cost-effective way to
control pollutants in stormwater discharges associated
with industrial activity. Options for eliminaling pollution
sources include reducing onsite air emissions affecting
In eddition to genedc BMPs or poflu~on prevention plans, runoff quality, changing chemica~ used at the facility, and
industry, or activity-specific BMPs can be used. Table 1 modifying materials management practices such
prov!des a listing of indusW-speclfic BMPs that themoving storage areas into buildings. Water reuse involves collecting runoff and using It In a process or in Iome
Washington Stste Department Of Ecok~/hss teveloped.~
manner that o~es not release the pollutants In the storm.
water to the environment. For example, many Inorganic
Diversion of Dl~=harge to ’rreatment I=tm~
wood preserving facilities use ddp pad runoff to dilute
Where stormwater cCscherges contain ~gnific~t amounts woad preserving fluids used in their procses~. In some
of pollutants that can be removed by a wsstewater or cases, it may be less expensive to store and treat stormsewage treatment plant, the stormwater dlecharge can water for subpotable, Industrial water supply
be diverted to a wastewater treatment plant or sanitary than purchasing municipal potable water.
sewage system. Such diversions must be coordinated
with the operators of the ~wage treatment plant and the Clean Water Act Requirements
collection system to avoid problems wtth eittter combined
sewer overflows (CSOs), basement floo~ng, or wet In 1972, the Clean Water Act (CWA) was amended to
provide that the discharge of any pollutants to waters of
weather operation of the treatment plant. Where CSO the
United States from a point source is unlawful, except
discharges, flooding or plant operation problems can where
the discharge is authorized by an NPDES permit.
result, and onsite storage followed by a controlled re- The term
"point source" is broadly defined to include "any
lease during dry weather conditions may be considered, discernible,
confined and discrete conveyance, Includ.
ing
but
not
limited
anyorpipe,
[or] channai Con....
Traditional Stormwater Management Practices
from which pollutantstoare
mayditch,
be discharged."
In some situations, traditional stormwater management
practices such as grass swales, catch basin design and
maintenance, infiltration pevices, unlined onsite retention and detention basins, regional controls (offsite retention or detention basins), and oil and grit separators
can be applied to an industrial setting. Care must be
taken, however, to evaluate the potential of many of
these traditional devices for ground-water contamina,
tion. Other t~pes of controls, such as secondary containment systems, can be used to prevent catastrophic
events that can lead to surface or ground-water contamination via traditional stormwater measures. In some
cases, it is appropriate to limit traditional stormwater
~The ¢tocurnen! Best Mana.~ernenf Prac/~es fo~" ~e U~ and Storage
of Hazar~lous Matena/s (14) also provi0es examples of in0ustryspec,f,c BMPs. The guidance aclclrasses small mec.han~ca~ repair
fac~t=~es, large rnecl~an~cal repair facilities, dry cleaning lecil~t~es,
iunkyarcls, photo I:)rocessing faciht~es, !Dr=nt shoDs and r~lk screen
shops, mact~ne .s~ops an~ e~rl:>or~ ma,ntenance facilities, boat
manufacturing anti repair faciht,es, concrete plants an0 r~n,ng fac,~rt~es+ agricultural facil~t,es, painl manufacture~ and distributors,
anc~ pleats..= rr~nufac~arerl.

grass has specifically exempted agricultural stormwater
discharges and return flows from irrigated agriculture
from the definition of point source.
Most court cases have supported a broad Interpretation of
the term "point source" under the CWA. Fo¢ example, the
holding in Sierra Club ~ Abston Construction Co., Inc.,
620 F 2d. 41 (Sth Cir., 1980) indicates that changing the
surface of land or establishing grading patterns on land
where the runoff from the site ultimately is discharged
to waters of the United States will result in a point
source:
A point source of pollution may be present where
[dischargers! design spoil piles from discarded overburden such that, during periods of precipitation,
erosion of spoil pile walls results in discharges into
a navigable body of water by means of ditches,
gullies and similar conveyances, even if the [dis-

chargers] have clone nothing beyond the mere COllection of rock and other r:naterials .... Nothing in
the Act relieves [dischargers] from liabili~ simply

because the operators 0icl not actually construct
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those conveyances .... Conveyances of pollution Tab~ 2. Summary of Clas=es of Industrial
formed either as a result of natural erosion or by
AddresNd by Regulatory Deflnltk~ ¢d "Storfmu~llt
O~z~zrge .~=eel=t=a w~ ~eu=tr~ ~
material means, and which constitute a component
of a drainage system may fit the statutory definition C~==
and thereby subject the operators to liability un~r
(i)
Facilt~as subject to stormw~tor effluent limitations
the .~tcL
Although the definition of point source is ven/broad,
before 1987 efforts under the NPDES program to control (il)
water pollution focused on controlling pollutants in 0ischarges from publicly owned treatment works (POTWs)
and industrial process wastewaters. The major exceptions to this are the 10 effluent limitation guidelines that Oi0
EPA has issued for stormwater discharges: cement
manufacturing (40 C FR 411), feedlots (40 CFR 412), (iv)
fertilizer manufacturing (40 CFR 418), petroleum refining (40 CFR 419), phosphate manufacturing (40 CFR (v)
422), steam electric (40 CFR 423), coal mining (40 CFR
434), mineral mining and processing (40 CFR 436), ore (vl)
mining and dressing (40 CFR 440), and asphalt emulsion (40 CFR 443).
(~)
As part of the Water Ouality Act of 1987, Congress (~)
added Section 402(p) to the CWA to require EPA to
develop a comprehensive, phased program for regulated stormwater discharges under the NPDES program.
One of the first priorities under the stormwater program (~x)
was to develop NPDES requirements for stormwater
discharges associated with industrial activity.
(")
On November 16, 1990, EPA put~ished the ~ NPDES
regulations under Section 402(p) of the CWA (see 55
FR 47990). The November 16, 1990, regulations:

(zd)

po=utant emuent mnd=r~ (see 40 CFR
Manufactur~n~ fan.JN~s class~r~l ~s St=r~=¢
C~.mf~a~on (SIC) 24 (excep~ 2434), 26
an 267). 28 (except 283), ~, 311, 3= (e=Wx ~).
~3, ~I, ~-~ 3~
~
=r~ ~ ~ ~ ~
10.14
H~z=r~us w=ste ~=tmer~, stor~e, ~
facil~= ~at ,,re oper,,~ ur~ ~ talus or ¯
pem~ ur~r ~ C of RCRA
Lano’r~=, I~ ~ =~=, ~1 op~
rm ~
Recyc~ facalti~, ~ metW serapy=~, ~
~, mage yank. =ha ¯utomot~
steam ~ ~ ~,~-=ung ~
(e=elx 4221-25), 43, 44, 45, ~1 5171, ’M~ch

v~h~e ma~t~ance =hop=, ~ ~
o~’at~-~, or =rpo~ eek~
Sewage ~reatment r~ants w~h. ~ ~ of 1.o
malio~ gaVd=y or more or required It ~
Ixetreatment
Con~on =ct~ee= except op=r~ z~t
Ihe ~l=sturbance of less than 5 ~ of ~
and t~t =e no~ p= of ¯ ~ger omm=~ p~ of
oevek:~ent or
Fasili0e$ un~r SiC 20, 21, 22, 23, 2434, 25,
27, 283, 285, 30, 31 (except 311), 323, 34

¯ Defined the inifial scope of the program by defining
3~4~), 35, 36, 37 (except 373), 38, ~9, ~nd 422’i.~
(and which =re not olherw~e ir~uCed ~
the terms "stormwater discharge associated with industrial activity" and large and medium "municipal
separate storm sewer systems."
TIMe 3.A~k:=~.~
Industrial Sector~ Ident~ed in NPDE~ Gr~lp
¯ Established parrnit application requirements.
The regulatory definition of the term "stormwater dis- Sector SiC Code~’~cthele= Repre=ented
Number
charge associated with industrial activity" is provided at
40 CFR 122.26(b)(14) and addresses point source dissic 24--Lumber and Wood Predu~
charges of stormwater from eleven major categories of 1
2,~40
s~c 26--Paper ~ Ailed Productl
facilities. Table 2 summarizes these 11 major categories. 2
1,023
The NPDES regulations provio~cl three options for sub- 3 S~C 2S---Ch=rr~.a~ and A~,ed Pmauct= ~,4~
S~ 2~-Pet~o~eum Rer~ng =n~
mitring permit applications for stormwater discharges 4
2,24S
Re==ted
associated with industrial ac~vity: 1) individual applicas
s~c
32---Sto~¯,
Clay,
Gt~=,
~
tions, 2) group applications for groups of similar indus4,7~
Concret$ Productl
thai discharges, and 3) where an appropriate general
permit has been issued, submittal of a notice of intent 6
s~c 33--~rim=ry Met~ Indu=’~
(NOI) to be covered by a general permit. The group 7
s~c ~0--Met= Min~r~
application option is no longer available; EPA received 6
s~c ~2--coal M~n~ng
over 1,100 group applications covering over 45,000 fa- ~
S~C ~3--~1 and Gas E~ac~oe
cilities, T~e Agency has organized these applications
s~c 14---Mining and Ou~ of
into the 32 industrial sectors shown in Table 3 and ~0
2,437
Nonrnet~c
intends to develop guidance on issuing permits for the
1~
H=za~ous Waste Treatment
32 industrial sectors.
77
o~ Oespo~al Facilit~$
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September 9, 1992, and September 25, 1992 (see 57
FR 41236 and 57 FR 44438). The 12 states where the
EPA general permits apply are Alaska, Arizona, Flonda,
idaho, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Mexico, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and
Texas. Other states have authorized NPDES state programs, and the state issues NPDES permits instead of
EPA.

Notification Requirement~
The general permits require the submittal of an NOI by
the discharger before the authorization of discharges. In
addition, operators of stormwater discharges that .dzscharge through a large or medium municipal separate
storm sewer system must, in addition to subrrdtting an
NOI to the Director, submit a copy of the NOI to the
municipal operator o~ b~ system receiving ~e (tscha~e.

Consolidating many sources under a general permit
greatly reduces the administrative burden of issuing Tailored Pollution Prevenflofl Plan
permits for stormwater discharges associated with indus. Requirernellt~
trial activity. Several advantages to this approach are:
All facilities covered by EPA’s general permits must
¯ Pollution prevention measures and/or BMPs are es. prepare and implement a stormwater pollulk)n Weventablished for discharges covered by the permiL
tion plan. These tailored requirements allow the knpfamentation of site-specific measures that address
¯ Facilities whose discharges are covered by the per. features, activities, or priorities for convo~ ~ssociatz~
mit are certain of their legal responsibilities and have with the identified stormwater discharges. The approach
an opportunity to comply with the CWA.
taken allows the flexibility to establish controls that can
¯ EPA and authorized NPDES states will begin to cot- appropriately address different sources of pelk,’tante at
lect and review data on storrnwater discharges from different facilities.
pnority industries, thereby supporting subsequent The pollution prevention approach adopted in ~e general
permits focuses on two major object~es: 1) to idenlily
perm~ing actJvit~s,
sources of pollution potentially affecting the quality of
¯ The public, including municipal operators of munici, stormwater discharges from the facility, and 2) to
pal separate storm sewers, will have the opportunity scribe and ensure implementation of practices to minito review data and reports developed by industrlaJ mize and control pollutants in stormwatar discharges.
permittees pursuant to NPDES requirements.
The stormwater pollution prevention plan requirernen~
¯ The baseline permits will provide a basis for coordi- in the general permits are intended to facilitate a procnating 1) requirements for stormwater discharges as- ess whereby the operator of the industrial facility thor.
sociatecl with industrial activity with 2) requirements oughly evaluates potential pollution sources at the site
of municipal stormwater management programs in and selects and implements appropriate measures to
permits for discharges from municipal separate storm prevent or control the discharge of pollutants in stormwater runoff. The process involves the following four
sewer systems.
¯ The baseline permits will provide a basis for bringing ¯ Formation of a team of qualified plant personnel reselected enforcement actx)ns,
sponsibie for preparing the plan and assisting ~e
plant manager in its implementation.
¯ The baseline permit, along with state stormwater permitling plans, will provide a focus for public comment ¯ Assessment of potential stormwater poilu’don soumes.
on draft permits and subsequent phases of the per¯ Selection and implementation of appropriate manmitring strategy for stormwater discharges,
agement practices and controls.
The Agency believes that Tier I permits can establish the ¯ Periodic evaluation of the ability of the plan to prevent
appropriate balance between monitoring requirements
stormwater pollution and comply with the terms and
and impiementable controls that will initiate facility-speconditions of this permit.
cific controls and provide sufficient data for compliance
This process is shown in Figure 1. A complete desctipmonitoring and future program development,
tion of this process can be found in U.S. EPA (15).

Permit Requirements

Pollution Prevention Team
The major requirements of EPA’s Tier I stormwater gen- As a first step in the process of developing and im~
eral permits are notification requirements, requirements ing a stormwater pollution prevention plan, permittees
for stormwater pollution prevention plans, and special must identify a qualified individual or team of individuals
to be responsible for developing the plan and assisting
requ=rements for selected facilities,
the facilJty or plant manager in its implementation. When
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measures and controls must address the following minimum components:
¯ Good housekeeping: Good housekeeping involves
using common sense to identify ways to maintain a
clean and orderly facility and keep contaminants out
of separate storm sewers. It includes establishing
protocols to reduce the possibility of mishandling
chemicals or equipment, and training employees in
good housekeeping techniques,
¯ Preventive maintenance: Permittees must develop a
preventive maintenance program that involves regular inspection and maintenance of stormwater management devices and other equipment and systems.
The program description should identify the devices,
equipment, end systems that will be inspected; provide
a schedule for inspections and tests; and address
appropriate adjustment, cleaning, repair, or replace,
ment of devices, equipment, and systems. For stormwater management devices such as catch basins and
oil/water separators, the preventive maintenance program should provide for periodic removal of debris to
ensure that the devices are operating efficiently,
¯ Spill prevention and response procedures: Based on
an assessment of possible spill scenarios, permittees
must specify appropriate material handling procedures, storage requirements, containment or diversion equipment, and spill cleanup procedures that will
minimize the potential for spills and in the event of a
spill enable proper and timely response. Areas and
activities that typically pose a high risk for spills include loading and unloading areas, storage areas,
process activities, and waste disposal activities.
These activities and areas, and their accompanying
drainage points, must be described in the plan. For
a spill prevention and response program to be effective, employees should clearly understand the proper
procedures and requirements and have the equipment necessary to respond to spills,
¯ Inspections.. Qualified facility personnel must be identiffed to inspect designated equipment and areas of
the facility at appropriate intervals specified in the
plan. A set of tracking or followup procedures must
be used to ensure that appropriate actions are taken
in response to the inspections.
¯ Employee training: The pollution prevention plan must
describe a program for informing personnel at all
levels of responsibility of the components and goals
of the stormwate; pollution I:xevention plan. Where appropriate, contractor personnel also must be trained
in relevant aspects of stormwater pollution prevenlion.
¯ Recordkeeping and internal reporting procedures;
The pollution prevention plan must descr=be procedures for developing and retaining recor(~Ls on the status

and effectiveness of plan implementation. At a minimum, records must address spills, monitoring, and
inspection and maintenance activities. The plan also
must describe a system that enables timely repotting
of stormwater management-related information to ~
propriale plant personnel.
¯ Sediment and erosion control: The poilu~on ~
lion plan must identify areas that, due to topography,
activities, soils, cover materials, or other factors, have
a high potential for signirK~ant soil erosion. The plan
must identify measures Ihat will be Implemented to
limit erosion in these areas.
¯ Management of runoff:. The plan must cont~n a nat.
rative evaluation of ~ apptowlatsness of tra(:itionaJ
stormwater management practices (i.e., practices olhar
than those that control pollutant sources) that divert,
infiltrate, reuse, or otherwise manage stormwetl~r
runoff to reduce the discharge of pollutants. Appropriate measures may incfiJde, among others, vegatatire swales, collection and reuse of stonnwater, Inlet
controls, snow management, infiltration devices, arid
wet detention/retention basins.
Based on the results of the evaluation, the plan must
identify practices that the permittee determines to be
reasonable and appropriate for the facility. The plan also
should ~escribe the particular pollutant source area or
activity to be controlled by each stormwater manage.
ment practice. Reasonable and appropriate practices
must be implemented and maintained according to the
provisions prescribed in the plan.
In selecting stormwater management measures, It is
important to consider the potential effects of each
method on other water resources, such as ground water.
Although stormwater pollution prevention plans primarily focus on stormwater management, facilities must
also consider potential ground-water pollution problems
and take appropriate steps to avoid adversely affecting
ground-water quality. For example, if the water table is
unusually high in an area, an infiltration pond may conlaminate a ground-water source unless special prevent~ve measures are taken. Under EPA’s July 1991 Ground
Water Protection Strategy, states are encouraged to
develop comprehensive state ground-water protection
programs (CSGWPP). Efforts to control stormwater
should be compatible with state ground-water objectives
as reflected in CSGWPPs.
Comprehensive Site Compliance Evaluation
The stormwater pollution prevention plan must describe
the s~ope and content of comprehensNe sffe inspections
that qualified personnel will conduct to 1) confirm the
accuracy of the description of potential pollution sources
contained in the plan, 2) determine the effectiveness of
the plan, ancl 3) assess compliance with the terms and
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conditions of the permit. The plan must indicate the
frequency of such evaluations, which in certain cases
must be at least once a year. ’
Material handling and storage areas and other potential
sources of pollution must be visually inspected for evidance of actual or potential pollutant discharges to Ihe
drainage system. Inspectors also must observe erosion
controls end structural stormwater management ~
vices to ensure that each is operating correctly. Equip
ment needed to implement the pollution prevention plan,
such as that used during spill response activities, must
be inspected to confirm that it is in proper working order,
The results of each site inspection must be documented
in a report signed by an authorized company official,

tots of large and medium municipal separate storm se~er
systems to develop programs that result in controls on
pollutants in stormwater discharges associated ~ in.
dust~ial actk, ity that discharge through municipal systems.

Under the complementary permit approach, stormwater
discharges associated with industrial activity that discharge through large and medium municipal separate
storm sewer systems are required to oblain pern’~t coy¯rage. Permits for these discharges will establish requirernents (such as pollution pteventkm requirement~
or monitoring) for industrial operator. Any records, reports, or information obtained by the NPDES pennit-L~.
suing authority as pert of the pemlit implementation
process, including site-specific stormwater po/lution preBased on the results of each inspection, the description
vention programs that are developed pursuant to
of potential pollution sources and the measures and
draft general permit, are available to municipalities. This
controls in the plan must be revised as appropriate
will assist municipalities in reviewing the adequacy of
within 2 weeks after each inspeclkm,
such requirements and developing priorities among
dustrial
sources.
In addition,
these
permt~
Special Requirements for Selected F~llitles provide a
basisstormwater
for enforcement
actk)ns
directly
agair~t
EPA’s general permits also establish special requirements for selected classes of facilities. These include:

the owner or operator of stonnwater discharges assoctated with industhal activity.

¯ Sampling requirements: Targeted classes of facilities
are required to monitor their storrnwater discharges for
specified parameters. Facilities that are a member of
a targeted class but that can cer~fy that they do not
have materials or equipment exposed to precipitation
are not required to monitor. This is intended to provide facilities with an incentive to eliminate exposure
to Ixec~l:~ation.

A second permit, issued to the operator of the large or
medium municipal separate storm sewer, establishes
the responsibilities of the municipal operators in conlto~.
ling pollutants from stormwater associated with indultrial activity that discharges through Itmir systems.
Municipal programs to reduce pollutants in industrial i
runoff specifically will address municipal resl:xmsibilitie~
in controlling pollutants from industrial facilities. In addition, programs to identify and control nonstormwatar
discharges to municipal separate sto~n sewer systems
will in many cases focus on industrial areas because
these areas often have a significant potential for illicit
connections, spills, and improper durr~ng.

¯ EPCRA facilities: Certain facilities that are ~ to
reporting requirements under ,Sect~n 313 of ~ Emergency P~nning and Communily Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA) because they manufacture or use large
amounts of toxic chemicals are sub~ to special requirernents under the NPDES general permits. These
special requirements include provisions that are s~milar
to spill prevention, countermeasure, and contro~
(SPCC) plan requirements, and include provisions for
secondary containment or equivalent conlTols for liquid
storage areas. In addition, a professional engineer (PE)
must inspect bhe site, review the plan, and cer~fy that
the stormwater pollution prevention plan has been prepared in accordance with good engineering practices,
¯ Salt piles.. Salt piles must be enclosed or covered to
prevent exposure to precipitation,

Municipal operators of these systems can assist
NPDES permit issuing authorities:
¯ By identifying priority stormwater discharges associated with industhal activity to their systems.
¯ in inspecting facilities and reviewing and evaluating
stormwater pollution prevention plans that industrial
facilities are required to develop under the draft general permit.
¯ In compliance efforts regarding stotmwater discharges
associated with industrial activity to their municipal
systems.

¯ Coal pile runoff.. The permit establishes numeric elfluent limitations for coal pile runoff.

A pilot program conducted by municipalities in the Santa
Ctara Valley illustrates how a municipality can work with
an NPDES authority to control pollutants in stormwater
discharges associated with industrial activities. (A more
complete description of the pilot program and its findings
is prowded in the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source
Pollut=on Control Program [3J). One of the rna/or goals

Municipal Role in Implementation
The NPDES stormwater program establishes a permit
approach that envisions complementary, cooperative elforts by the permit-issuing agency and municipal opera-
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of the program was to reduce discharges to storm 0rains
of dn/. and wet-weather heavy metals that result from ¯ Prioritizing facilities based on existing information before conducting inspection&
activities such as processing, storage, and maintenance
activities conducted at industrial sites. Components of ¯ Advance communications, in the form of el letter, to
the program included the following:
industries before conducting the inspections.
= Municipalities developed industrial inspection and il- ¯ A plan for followup actions, including enforcement,
legal dumping/illicit connection programs to ensure
where necessary.
that activities focus on priority Industries.
= Monitoring requirements were established in the Cali- Refer¯noel
fornia NPDES general permit for industries. Munici- 1.
palities evaluated monitoring data collected by
conf~=.~., w.m EnWonme~ Fe0era~k~, Ne~
prior~ industries.
(S~pt, m~.).
¯ The Califomie NPDES general permit allowed for ex. 2.
g~m. vof. I. ~ ~ NTiS P~41~,~=.
eruption for industries from monitoring where the municipality provides cartir, ca~n that the indus~y a.s.~ c~-. v.,.y No.po~ Sou~ ,=o,=k= ~
I~2. so~ce ~ =ha =on~ rq~t De=mm~ 1.
pollution prevention plan is adequate.

V
O
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¯ Municipalities developed industry specific guidance?
¯ Municipalities implemented =, "Clean Bay Business"
s.u.s. EP~. Region s. I~0, Urt~n t=r~ang ana BMP
award program,
¯ Market-based incentives were considered, suc~ as
~, c~ago, IL m (Novem~.
trading reductions from car pooling and telecommue.u.s. EPA. 1~93. Inve~tlgelk)n of ir~ pottut~ll
nication programs for pretreatment requirements.
Key findings of the pilot programs Iden~fied the following
components needed for a successful program:
= Hands-on field training conducted by an experienced
industrial inspector.

~ ~onn drake¯g¯ Wst~m~: A u~,’a guide. EP,~

?. u.s. EP~. 1=el. F~,~ Reg~mr S~ 404a
~
.
e. ~ Soc~, of oh4 Eng--. 1 m. De~g~ of
(lu=l~ conl;’ola. New York, NY: Am¯rio&,1 $O¢tMy of Ckdl
Engineers.

¯ Classroom b’aining on industrial stormwater requirernents and on methods of communicating with facility
managers.
¯ Classroom training on other related industrial rogula.
tory programs (e.g., HAZMAT, pretreatmant).
¯ A reference manual on the regulations and local legal
authority.
¯ Adequate legal authority to allow ~e access and
take progressive enforcement actions,

~3. Washington State Depar~ent of ~. 1~2. Stomw~m,
management manual fo~ ~e Puget Soun~B~n, VoL I. Minlm=~

2See C~lifomia Storm Water Best Management Pr~c~-e I~ndbook.

14. AJachua Counly Office of ErNtronmentaJ Prot~¢lion. Be~ nllm-

Indus/naVCotntnercia/(16), which adOressas how to prepare i slorrn-

wate~ po,utm~ prevention p~an and how to select BMPs. The guidance
aJso e"Jaress~s source conPo~s to~ nor~stormwater discharges; vehicle
anti equipment fuehng; vehicle ~ oqu~ment washing Ind

cleaning; vehicJe m’x:l equ=!:>ment mmntananee and repair;, oul0oor

9. Tomo~Am~,c~ Soc~eey of P-.MI ~ Ira.
w~t~
lO. u.s. E!=A. 1~7g. NPDE$ bas~ ~ pmctice¢ guldi~e
~ ~ tec~Y"
Oocur~m
1~. u.s. EPA. 1~.
=orn-~at~ ei.sc~l~s .seoc~,<~ ~ Inouae~ ,=~aty.
12. u.s EP~. ~9o.

i~e/1~ellt practices to,- ~ Use art~ Itof~ge Of h~T, ardoua

~Is. GaJnes~le. FL
15. U.S. EPA. 1992. Stotmw~te( rnanagemerlf fo~ ~
Developing po~lubon pt~’~’tborl plan~ a~l ~ ~

Ioaclin(,~)/urgoaoing of matena~s; outo~;x ~o~tainet storage Of liquids;

out0oo~ process e~u,prnent oparabons an0 mmntenance; out0oor
sto~age of raw re¯ten¯Is, proclucts, end bypro0uc~s; waste handling
¯ nO 0~sposeJ; contain,nat¯0 or e~o~:Jil~e surface are-s; bu~Idmg lind
gro~Jnds maintenance; buil0~ng repair;, rlm~odeling in<J

16 C~ifomta State Stormwat~’ T~-~k Force. lg~2. C¯Jlfomta
water pas! n’lm~gernenl wac’dee hlndbook: Indu~~.
c~.

anct overwater act~vees. In e0<:l~o~. ~a guK:tan~ covets tr~llm~nt
co~tro~ BMP$ end measunng BMP pertoi’mlnee.
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The Role of Education and Training in the Development of the Delaware
Sediment and Stormwater Management Program

Frank M. Piorko and H. Ead Shaver
Delaware Department of Natural Re~ource~ and Environmental Control, Dover, Delaware
On MaY 31, 1990, the General Assembly of the Stata of
De~wara er~actad new legislation on stormwater management and placed it within the revise~ framework of
the state’s sediment contro~ law to emphasize the integrel relationship beh~’een lhe two programs. Governor
Castte signed the legislation into law at a public ceremony on June 15, 1990. Th~ effective data of the regulit~:~s was January 23, 1991. Program implementation
was ln~ated on July 1, 1991.
The role of education and raining in the development
and impk)mentatJon of Delaware’s sediment and storm.
watar program was recognized at the legislitive onset,
The eOucat~)nal effort continued through the evolution,
development, and promuigabon of the regulations and
remains an essanlJal component of program strategy,
The sediment and stormwatar regulalJons am specific
as to the training r~uirements and opportunities for
education that are to be provided for contractors, con.
sUuction reviewAnspection personnel, and pain design
professk)nala,
.
This paper dtscusses
the educa~on and lTainieg accomp~ishments to date, their value to successful program
inauguration, and specific training objectives being developed to mee~ the requirements of the new law and
reguLstJons in Delaware.

Background
The State of Delaware has had an erosion and sediment
control program since 1978. That program was only
marginally successful due to budget and personnel
limitations. Enwronrnental~y oriented initJatNes in other
states anU within the federal government have since
provided an impetus for the DePartment of Naturai Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC) to attempt
Program improvements with respect to sediment control
and ston’nwater managemenL

d°cument program effectiveness. It was readily ap!:~r.
ent that too few resources were devoted to a program
that licked leg~Jat~ and regulatory authority. The ~t~
prob~ms were recorded through slide documentalk:xl Io
that a public educat~ program couk:l be derek:peal that
clearly ~ Ihe need for program irnpmveme~.
At the same I~me, DNREC, in assoclalJon ~ local
conservation districts, was considering the need for a
statew~Ue stomtwatar management program that consJdered water quantity and water quality requiremants.
Fortunata~y (or unfortunately, depending on the per.
spectNe), during the summer of 1989, Delaware had
several severe flooding events that reinforced the coop
cept that the state needed a stormwatar management
program that would prevent existing probiems fromgeffing
worse.
Dolaware does not have a strong environmental lobby
group to ao~vocata the passage of new environmental
programs, so DNREC has developed a consensus.
style approach to get legislation and subsequent regulatJons accepted by the legislatNe bodies and the
regulated community.

Legislative Process
As ~ legislation was developed, DNREC sponsored lwo
workshops at which the concept behind the proposed
legislat~)n w~s discussed in a public forum accompanied
by slicle presentations. The slide presentation focused
on problem identification, the proposed state program to
address the problems, and the clegree to which, in the
opinion of DNREC, the sediment and stormwatar program was going to evofve. Individual meetings were
held with contractors’ associations, engineering consultants, land Uevelopers, an(:l the general public.

In addition to those workshops and meetings, presanta.
tions
to legislative
committees
in anwould
informal
In 1989, DNREC representatives conducted onsite setting
sowere
thatmade
ln0ividual
committee
members
reviews of the existing sediment control program to have a basic understanding of the need for legislation.
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The proposed legislation passed through a state senate
committee and ~ full senate in only 2 ~:lays, with not
one negative vote. The passage of the legislation
through two committees in the state house ol ~
sentatives and the full house took approximatefy 11/2
months and again received no negative voles. The ~
cational process prior to submission of the legislat~
and during the legislative process was so su~eesful
that not one affected group submitted comments Ihel
were in opposition to the legislation. The ~
passed through three committees and two houses urtanimously. The legislation was signed into lawby Governor
Castle in a public ceremony on June 15, 1990.

Regulatory Procez=
The legislation has several components that specifically
address e~ucation and training, but one omporzent
critical to the process of regulation a~loption was ~
requirement in the law that the regulations ~ to be
developed with the assistance of a regulatory edv~ory
committee. Recognizing the need for program coneer~sus, DNREC placed the regulatory advismy committ~
requirement within the legislation so Ihat the Mtectsd
entities would participate in the regulatory precis,
The regulatory advisory committee was composed of
representatives of 20 organizations represenling such
groups as contractors, developers, consuit~ engineers,
utility companies, local governments, and conso~vation
districts. DNREC prepared drafts of the regutat~ prkx
to meetings. Each section, subsection, paragre~, ~nfence, and word that was proposed for the regulalk~
was subject to the scrutiny of the regulatory review
committee. Each member of the committee d~l not have
to approve all aspects of the regulations, but ra~er the
committee needed to substantially concur. F_.igtzt full
committee meetings were held, and through the meeting
process committee members could understand the ra.
tionale behind the various regulatory requiren’zents. As
a result, the committee members substantially ~
curred on all aspects of the regulations. In tact, committee members tended to become advocates of the
regulations when they were published for public input,
In addition to the regulatory review committee process,
meetings were also held with any interested individual
or entity. Once the regulations were in a rough state of
completion, three public workshops were held around
the state to solicit input from a broader range of interests
than just those represented by the regulatory review
committee. The input received during this public review
process was limited, but the informal public process
prepared people for what was intended in the regulations so that any significant opposition to any of the
requirements could be addressed before the formal
regulation adoption process,

On the basis of the input rece~ from the workshops,
DNREC initiated formal regulation adoption procedures
with no major changes to the body of the regulations.
Announcements were placed in newspapers regarding
DNREC’s intent~ls, and a formal public hearing was
held on January 16, 1991. Due to the consensus-build.
ing process, in which the regulated ~ommunity partk:;lpared in developing the regulation.% no~ one aortae
comment was received during Itm public hearing process.Thaantirepublichaaringtookk~lhen 15minutes,
as there were no questions or comments due to public
awareness of the regulation" contenll.
The enlJre process of legislalive and RlgUlalO~ developmer~ and approval ¢eady ~ez~nsa.atas ~at a consans=.
building approach to eflv~onmental requirements may
be an effective means of obtaining the programmatic
infrastzlJ,:.Jure needed Io implement an effecl~ program.
In large part due to the strong involvement of the regulated community, there is a significant effort in the
and regulations regarding education and training of
contractors, inspectors, consultants, and the general
public. It is the position of the authors that enviroflmental programs can only be effective if the regulatlKI
community is involved in program development
evolution, recognizes the program need, and understands and accepts ~ obligations under lhe regulate/
requirements. The individual educational and training ohligations under the law and regulations are discussed as
they affect the overall sediment and stormwater program.

Delaware Sediment and Stormwater
Contractor Certification Program
During the development of the De~aware Sediment and
Stormwater Regulations, a provision was made to provitae for mandatory training and certification of indivlduals performing sediment and stormwatar related
construction. Section 13 of the regulations states that
"After July 1, 1991, any apf~icant seeking sediment and
stormwater plan approval shall certify to the appropriate
plan approval agency that all responsible personnel
involved in the construction project will have a certificate
of attendance at a Departmental sponsored or approved
training course for the control of sediment and storrnwater, before initiation of lano~disturbing activity."
"Responsible personnel" means any foreman or super.
intendent who is in charge of onsite clearing and landdisturbing activities for sediment and stormwater control
associated with a construction projecL
"Land.<listurbing activity" means a land change or construct=onactiviry for residential, commercial, silvicultural,
industrial, and institutional land uses that may result in
soil erosion from water or w~n~ o~ movement of s~iments
or pollutants into state waters or onto lands in the state,
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or which may result in accelerated stormwater runoff
including, but not limited to, clearing, grading, excavat- Stormwater Regulations provide for interim cerlJfk~lfon
if individuals notify DNREC of their intent to register for
ing, transporting, and filling of land.
the next available coume.
Contractor Cen’ification Program Development The certification program was designed for PreSentation
The development of the ContTactor Certificat~:~ Program in two ways. First, ~ conservation districts, counties,
was part of a general sediment and stormwater educa- and other agencies given the responsibility of certain
would Set up the Ixograms in their
tional package funded by a Section 205 (G) grant under program
¯ - elements
¯
giving them a chance to meet with the
the Clean Water Act from the U.S. Environmental Pro- own junsdictions,
tection Agency. Other tasks included a review of similar regulated community and explain local program requireprograms thrOughout the mid-Atlantic region, contract- merits. Second, DNREC would present the program to
ing for aerial photography of sites under construction, any regulated company, business or organization if
preparation of a portable soils exhibit, and identifying could provide a suitable location and a minimum of 15
future training and educational needs. The grant tasks individuals to be trained. DNREC also provick~ training
were carried out jointly through a memorandum of for DNREC staff and several hundred Delaware Depart.
understanding between DNREC’s Division of Water merit of Transportatior~ inspectors, technical staff, and
Resources and the New Castle Conservation District. e~gineer&
A steering commitlee was formed in Aixi11990 and met Throughout the first 6 months of preSentalfons, we
seven times over the course of the following 9 months, surprised and pleased not only with the response from
The purpose of the committee was to provide input lor the contractors but also from the engineers, consultant~,
the development and implementation of the grant tasks. and developers who wanted to attend the certificalton
It was determined that the certification program was to program. All told, from February 1991 until July 1991,
use a slide presentation format since excellent ~:K:u- DNREC presented the program on 37 occasions, cerlJmentation was already available and additional field lying over 1,100 individuals from 300 companies and
siicles were easily obtained. In addition to the field slk~as organizalions.
of sediment and stormwater construction practices, text As stated eadler, this was possible only with the asei~.
and technical slides needed preparation. A local corn- tance from the three state conservation districts° county
pany was contracted to produce this material,
governments, the Department of Transportation,
The certification program was developed with a 31Pz- to organizations such as the Associated Builders and Con4-hour time frame in mind. This wouk:l allow for morning tractors and the Delaware Contractors Association.
or afternoon sessions, even occasional evenings, as of January 1, 1993, almost 2,000 individuals have
necessary. Maryland has enjoyed success for many pieted this training.
years in their sediment control training program using a Initially, a program quiz was developed not so much to
similar format and time frame,
grade the participants but to obtain feedback on the
A 55-page narrative describing the slide presentation retention of the material being provided. A program
was developed and made availal:~e to the audience upon evaluation was later substituted for the quiz so that we
request. This was done to encourage attention to the slide could determine if any changes or improvements should
presentation rather than preoccupation with taking be made to the training program. A representative samnotes. Finally, it was decided that participants should pie of 100 evaluations was compiled, the results of
receive a durable plastic laminate card with the state which appear in Figure 1. Most notable is that 96 percent
logo and the individual’s name and certification number of respondents would recommend this training (Quesimprinted on it. This would give the participants a tangi- tion 7), and 86 percent wished to continue in this training
hie item to associate with the compiebon of the program. (Question 8).
By continuing the Contractor Certifk’,ation Program, not
Contractor Certification Program
only are the requirements of the Delaware Sediment
Implementation
and Stormwater Regulations being met, but the know~
edge
gained by the participants in this program is being
By the end of January 1991, the program was ready to
be presented. Certain resthctions were placed upon class transferred to the field through proper construction pracsize in or0er to communicate most effectively. Optimal tk:es.
class size was 30 to 40 members. Limiting the class size
meant that the program would have to be presented Delaware Certified Construction Reviewer
many times; therefore, by July 1, 1991, not all of the Course
contractors neecl,ng to complete the ce~lif~.at~on program The Delaware Sediment and Stormwater Regulations
would have the opportunity to 0o so. The Sed=ment and also provide for special site inspection or review requirements un0er certain site conditions. Section 12 of the
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Question el
Did th~ course meet your
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The course format was developed to be presented in
eight 31/2-hour weekly sessions. An examination was design-oriented training in sediment and storrnwatar
developed and arrangements made with Delaware management. To date, there have been several wod(Technical and Community Cdiloge lor Co~ltinuing Edu- shops in U.S. Department of Agriculture Sod Conservat~on Service TR-55 and TR-20 hydrologic analyses
cat~on Credits to be issued,
sponsored by local conservation districts and enlisting
We anticipated a lot of interest in this co~rse offering, so the assistance of the Soil Conservation Service.
registration was limited to one individual per company DNREC recognizes the need to expand this basic Ixainor organization. In addition to the private community, an ing and make available more design-oriented b’aining for
attempt was made to include at least one individual that the consultant community.
works for each agency responsible for delegation of
sediment and stormwater program elements. In all, 85 Coinciding with the development and release of the
Delaware Stormwater Management Design Manual in
seats were quickJy filled for this course. The second time
this course was offered, the class sessions were re- the summer of 1993, training classes were scheduled to
duced to four all-day sessions. This seemed to suit the present this material in modules, as the manual was
developed. This training will help ensure that stormwater
class participants’ schedule better,
One important measure of success is the evaluation lished minimum ~
question that asked class parlicipants to indicate
whether the course did not rrmet’ met, or exceeded Sgmlll~l,y
expectations. The breakdown is as folk)w=:
The education and training component of the
¯ 41 responses, or 74 percent of the ctass, stated tt~t ware Sediment and Stormwater Management Pro.
the course met their expectalk~n=,
gram is one of several areas of program development
¯ 12 responses, or 22 percent of the cJass, stated that that will continue to respond Io the needs of the regulated community. One obvious benefit in a small state
the course exceeded their expectations,
like Delaware is that the efforts of a regulatory agency
¯ 2 responses, or 3.5 percent of the class, stated that
in providing e0ucation and training to the regulated
the course dk:/not meet their expectations,
community are recognized and appreciated. As
The success of this program is directly attxt)utable to the viously discussed, the Sediment and Stormwater
preparation of the speakers, the attentiveness of ttm Management Program depends highly on interagency
class, and the hard work of the Delaware Sediment and cooperation and communication with the bu$ines~as
and industry involved. By maintaining education and
Stormwater Program staff,
training objectives as a high priority, DNREC will in.
crease
chances for program success.
Stormwater Management Technical
The engineering and design community in Delaware has
also indicated the need for DNREC to present more
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Development and Implementation of an Urban Nonpoint Pollution Educational
and Informational Program

Richard Badic$
Washtenaw County Environmental Services Department,
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Abstract
Sampling, Abatement, Follow-up, Education, and Response (SAFER) was formed by the Washtenaw
County’s Environmental Interest Group on January I,
1992. SAFER includes the county departments of Environmental Coordination, Environmental Services, Drain
Commissioner, Planning, and Cooperative Extension,
as well as the Soil Conservation District, Huron River
Watershed Council, Ecology Center of Ann Arbor, and
the Southeast Regional Groundwater Education Center.
The purpose of SAFER is to "provide for coordination of
water protection programs through inter- and in~’acounty agencies and group cooperation."
Education is a key element of SAFER. Four groups are
targeted for education by SAFER: government, business and industry, community groups, and schools,
SAFER members develop their own specific educational programs and rnatedals. Through SAFER, these
are coordinated to provide uniform and accurate information to targeted segments of the community. This
avoids costly duplication of services,
To effectively deliver an educational program, the target
audience must first be determined, then an analysis of
existing educational programs must be made to build on
past successes. Through this process, an approach is
determined that is most likely to be successful. Prior to
beginning the educational program, the establishment
of an evaluation process is critical.

Overview of Washtenaw County’s SAFER
Group
Sampling, Abatement, Follow-up, Education, and Response ISAFER) was formed by Washtenaw County’s
Environmental Issues Group on January 1, 1992. The
Environmental Issues Group consists of departments
within Washtenaw County government that indirectly
or directly manage the enwronment of Washtenaw

County. This provides the county with a coordinated
approach to addressing environmental issues. The Envlronmental Issues Group Is chaired by the Environmental Coordination Off’me. Other mernbe~" gro~
within the
¯
Enwronmental
Interest Group are the Sheriff’s
Department, Environmental Services, Emergency Management, Planning, Public Works, Drain Commi=sioner, and Cooperative Extension, as well as Itm
county’s Health Officer. This group meets monthly Io
discuss the status of county programming, pending
state and federal legislation, "hot" environmental topic=
or issues, and sVategic planning.
SAFER was formed as a work group of the Environ.
mental Issues Group ’1o provide for coordinative water
protection programs through inter- and intracounty
agencies and group cooperation." SAFER consists of
groups internal and external to WashtenawCounty government that are involved in dealing with the county’s
ground and surface water. SAFER includes the county
departments of Environmental Coordination, Environmental Services, Drain Commissioner, Planning, Cooperative Extension, Soil Conservation District, Huron
River Watershed Council, and Ecology Center of Ann
Arbor, as well as the Southeast Regional Groundwater
Education Center (SER-GEM). During its first year of
operation in 1992, the group focused on categorizing
and compiling all current water quality programs an(:l
their products. The 1992 SAFER Directory compiled
over 100 products addressing water quality issues

within the county.

Education is a key element of SAFER. Four target
groups for educational programs in SAFER are government, business and industry, community groups, and
schools. The SAFER Educational Subcommittee in
1993 is compiling all educational programs and matedals on water quality related issues, similar to the 1992
SAFER D~rectory. Through SAFER, educational matedals are coordinated to provide current and accurate
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information to the community while avoiding costly duplical~ of services.

Urban Nonpoint Pollution Education

to pesticides. By networking with existing programs in
the community, nonprofit programs will not compete for
and confuse tt~ audience.

The development and implementation of a nonpoint
pollution educational and informational program is criti.
cal to a successful urban project. Public awareness of
urban nonpoint pollution is relatively low, and the media
tends to focus on health or environmental risks that are
easy to define, such as AIDS or hazardous waste issues. Due to its nature, nonpoint pollution is harder to
pinpoint. Urban nonpoint pollution prevention requires a
long-term commitment to changing attitude&

Educ~ttotlBI
After analyzing current educational resources within the
community, identify audiences and approaches not currently used. All targeted groups need to receive your
message. Target groups in the community must
into" their contn’bution to nonpoint pollution and their
ability to prevent or minimize it. Urban educational
programs must be innovative, well conceived, multimedia, and coordinated with other educational programs in ~ ¢omm~rtlty.

Urban nonpoint pollution can be directly atlr~:~uted to
people. We all contribute to it. People are accustomed
to focusing on easier issues, where the blame can be
attributed to activities outsk:le their control. An example
is auto safety. People are very concerned about vehicle
safety when a manufacturing erro~ is the cause, such as
exploding gas tanks. These same people, however, ate
not as focused on actions that they control, such as
An environmental example is oil spills. A study by the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) in
1989 found that more oil is illegally released into
environment in Michigan annually than was released in
the Valdez tanker incident. Ge~ng people to buy into
the k~ea that they are a maior part of the problem is a
critical step in gathenng their support and cooperation,
TargetAudletl¢~
Before an education information program can be developed, the target audience must be identified. A general
educational approach will not change the habits of a
wi~ range of target groups. Each targeted group must
be analyzed independently to understand its particular
needs and to develop specific actions it can take. Next,
the vanous media options must be explored,
A multimedia approach enhances the opportunities of
reaching larger segments within the target audience,
For example, handing out flyers at a gar~n show will
not reach several socioeconomic classes; a spot on a
local radio station may be more appropriate. Some cornmon public outreach materials are fact sheets, parephlets, radio, television, newspapers, magazines,
displays, models, posters, group presentations, and
one-on-one or community events,
Using existing resources in your educational program is
important. An educational program workshop for cornposting in the community could also be a forum for
supplying information to the public on preventing urban
nonpoint po!lution through the proper application of fertilizers and use of environmentally friendly alternatives

A large number of ongoing urban nonpoint education
programs exist in communities throughout the counl~y.
These programs have been developed for various types
of audiences. Prior to implementing a program "from
scratch," review all ongoing programs. These can be
found in EPA "News Notes," as well as through profe~.
sional groups, conferences, and environmental publica.
tions. Regional EPA offices are also a valuable resoume
for finding suitable ongoing programs. Using extsl~ng
programs saves lime and money.
Program Evaluation
An integral part of all educational programs is evaluation. Valuable time and resources can be wasted if
information supplied to an audience is not elfecth~.
When developing the evaluation mechanism for the
educational process, make sure the educational program focus enhances the overall water quality objectives. One way to evaluate the educational process is to
apply Bennett’s Hierarchy of Evidence for Program
Evaluation. Bennett uses seven steps of evaluation. In
an inverted scale, these steps are:
1. Inputs of program resources that are used to make
the program ~ork.
2. Activities which can include internal events, such as
planning, or external events involving an audience.
3. Involvement of the target audience in activities, focusing on hands-on type activities.
4. The target audience’s view of the program.
5. KASA change, or the change in knowledge, Ittituo~s, skills, or aspirations of the audience.
6. Changes in behavior that result from the educetional program.
7.

End results that reflect the program’s goals and
objectives.

Many techniques can be used to measure the seven
Bennett attributes. The basic who, what, where, and
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when questions are useful when establishing the specific evaluation technique,
Many books and guides can help in developing program
evaluation. Studying these before finalizing an evaluation process is highly recommended. If there are time
constraints or expertise is not available for evaluation,
this component can be (:~one by an outside party. The
key is to establish the evaluation mechanism before
implementing the educational program,

Huron River Pollution Abatement Program
Ove/’v/ew
The Huron River Pollution Abatement Project (HRPAP),
which encompassed the urbanized area of Washtenaw
County, was formed and implemented in 1986 by the
county’s Drain Commissioner’s Office in conjunction
w~th the Environmental Sen’ices DepartmenL Public
education was a major objective of the project. The
educational program used by the HRPAP was designed
after reviewing eadle~ area pilot water quality programs
and their targeted ~ommunily groups. The HRPAP focured on business, in(lusty, community, and schoo!
groups,
Buaines~nduetty
The HRPAP conducted surveys and dye tests of fecilities located in the urbanized areas of Washtenaw
County. Staff interviewed facility owners and manag~’s
on their particular businesses and gained chtical infor,
rnation about their operations. When a common nea~l
was founU---for example, an owner unable to dispose of
a certain b/pe of waste---~e project staff worked with
the owner to resolve the problem. For example, many
facility operators with oil separators were not familiar
with separators and were unable to find a licensed
waste hauler to service them. The HRPAP developed a
maintenance guideline for the operators, contacted all
local waste haulers, and developed a list of haulers that
would service oil separators. This information was then
distributed to all facilities with oil separators,
Community and Civic Group Education
Over 200 educational presentations were made to the
community during the HRPAP’s 6 years. The HRPAP
used various media to educate the community. One of
the most effective was the local press. A~cies concern.
ing the HRPAP were published on an ongoing basis.
Press releases noted significant events and common
problems found within the communi~,

the Ypsilanti City Heritage Festival. These events a~trect
hundreds of thousands of people. Display booths ~
pamphlets were developed for participating in these
events. This became a forum for o~scussing water qu~lity related issues one-on-one with the public.

School EducMkm
The HRPAP made its first school educational presente.
tion to a third-grade class in 1988. Word of mouth led to
ove~ 25 presentations per year in s~x local schoof aliat~cts. HRPAP student interns with an educational beck.
ground formulated lesson plans for ¢liffemnt grade levels
on nonpoint pollution and related topics, such a~
water cycle and household hazardous walte.
In classrooms, educ~tionel programs (:x~cenlTated on
hands-on activities. Two water quality models were bull
One electronic model, en~tled "Pathways to Poflutiott,"
lights up various pollution pathways when ~ apptopdate button is pushed. A second moclel Is a transparent
¯
representation of a town showing the sanitary and ~
sewer systems. The students place I dye into catch
basins, floor ~ralne, and toilets to observe the route
water takes directly to the stream or the wastew~t~.
treatrnen! plant. This model has examples of bolh
proper and improper connectk~na.

Con¢lullorll
The majority of urban no-point pollution can be (:lirec~y
attributed to the activities of people. Most people are not
aware of the impactr, their routine activities at home and
at work have on water quality. Education is a key cornportent to improving urban water quality problems. Key
target audiences in the community need to be idenlJfied,
existing educational resources studied, educational
g~am gaps identified, and an evaluation process inc~uUed to measure a program’s effectiveness.
The key to an educational program is to focus on prectical activities that the target group can Uo to eliminate
water pollution. A long-term, sustained educational effort
leads to an increased awareness and respect for the
interdependence of all elements in the ecosystem and
for how individual act~ties affect them. This urdmats~y
lea~s to a sense of mutual responsibil~j and a Iong-tarm
commitment to continued environmentally sound actk:~ls.
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Training for Use of New York’s Guidelinee
for Urban Erosion and Sediment Control

Donald W. Lalm, Jr.
U.S. Department of Agrfculturo,
Soil Conservation Service, Syracuse, New York

Introdu,~lon

men mese~t befo~ chwek~xnem for the 2-, 10., ~

New York Slate ~Jll doo$ not have s statowlda ofosion
and sediment control law. Unllko many of Its nolghboring
states, New York continues to leave the initiation of such
control to local units of government. Historically, counties, towns, and villages have enacted ordinances once
¯ significant environmenta~ accident has occurred. Jurisdiction occurs at the local level, with planning boarde
.having approval authority to issue permits to develop,
Because each boar~ is Uealing with its local area, the
regulations end processes for gaining approval vary
from locale to locale,
Technical standards for controlling erosion and sediment were developed by the SOIl Conservation Service
in Ma~ch 1988 and issued as New York Guidelines for
Urban Erosion and Sediment Control. This document
provides design details and specifications for both ternporary and permanent management practices, as well
es resource.planning concepts. Known as the "Blue
Book," the decurnent provides consistency in the technical approach to erosion end sediment control plans
for construction sites. It has been adopted by the New
York State Department of Environmental Conserve.
tion and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Buffalo
District, as criteria for erosion and sediment control
plans. The New York State Department of Transportation has incorporated many of its details into its high.
way design manual,
In April 1992, the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYS-DEC), DNision of Water,
published Reclucing the Impacts of Stormwater Runoff
From New Development, This document establishes
performance standards for stormwater management
control in New York for proiects requiring NYS-DEC
review. Standards were set for both water quanti~/and
water quali~/. Water quantity is a0dressed by requinng
no greator discharges from the site after development

lO0-year frequency storm event~ Water quality 1~
dressed by retaining the =first flush," which I~ dofinod
the greater of one-half Inch of runoff or runoff ro~Jllklg
from s 1-year, 24-hour storm, from the ~ eml for
which the infiltration rate hal been changed.
These two o~uments finally provide guidance for
sion and sediment control and stormw~ter manage.
ment for local units of govemmente el well
regulatory agency staffs. Their use and applical~n de.
pends on what the site’s size and resource constrlinte
are and whether e local ordinance is In place. The local
approval process, in communities with such e regullt~on, generally requires a formal review of the plan with
its erosion and sediment control and stormwater menagement component by either the town or village englnaer and a local soil and water conservation district staff
person or health department official. Unfortunately,
many of these indNiduais are unable to Identify problems or lack the knowledge of design details to control
sediment from the site.
Once a developer begins operations in the field, the
building inspector, code enforcement officer, or health
department official is responsible for inspecting the site
for compliance to the approved plan as well es to
ensure that the contractor maintains the installed pracrices. These field inspectors require training in the con.
cepts of erosion and sediment control installation and
maintenance.

Clean Water Act Mandates
On October 1, 1992, stormwater regulatk:>ns went into
effect under the Clean Water Act that require individuals,
agencies, and municipalities to apply for a NalJonal
Pollutant D:scharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit
for stormwater cl~scharges from a variety of activities.
New York State is a NPDES-delegated state, and the
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Department of Environmental Conservation Is administering this program through their State Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (SPDES) permit. One of the 11
categories covered in the regulations Is construction
activity. Under this activity, any site where 5 or more
acres are disturbed must have an erosion and sediment
control plan and a stormwater management plan. The
5-acre size limit has been challenged as arbitrary, and
the size limit could be changtr.d to 1 acre of disturbed
area. A developer needs to file a Notice of Intent st
least 48 hours before beginning operations to have
"coverage." This notice is filed with ~ U.S. Enviro~
mental Protection Agency in Newington, Virginia. Under
the regulations, copies of the erosion end sediment
control plan and stormwater management plan are to be
kept on site. Copies of each are also sent to the municipality that has jurisdiction. NYS-DEC does not want the
notices or plans sent to its offices; they will nbt be reviewing or approving these plans. Who will? What will be the
local impacts?
As a result of this mandate, many New York counties,
towns, and villages will be receiving many erosion and
sediment control and stormwater management plans,
The majority of these units of government are still unaware of the requirements of the national program and
of what their role is or should be. There is a great need
for administrators, planners, and legislators to become
aware of the program and the process. Technical staff
need to learn the principles of planning, design, consVuction, and inspection for erosion and sediment con.
trol and stormwater management systems,
Positive aspects of the NYS-DEC approach to the program include the opportunity for local policy development, provisions for local ordinances, and the formation
of interagency partnerships. Because NYS-DEC recog,
nizes that authority should rest at the local level, cornmunities have control over the quality of the natural
resources in their backyards. Of course this may require
additional staff or cooperation with other agencies to
assist with implementation.
Training Programs
Early efforts in eros~n and sediment control began with
awareness seminars at the local level. The seminars
usually lasted 2 hours an evening for local officials
involved in the site review and approval process. Recognizing problems, learning the planning steps, and
becoming familiar w~th practices and guidelines were
the limit of these seminars.
The complexity of requirements and the technical needs
have increased dramatically due to recent mandates,
The Soil Conservation Service, in cooperation with
NYS-DEC and Syracuse University, has developed a
tiered educational program in erosion and sediment
control and stormwater management,

A l-day seminar has been deve!oped for planning board
members, environmental management council ment~e~,
legislators, and town boards, end has Included ~
advisors, consulting engineers, and other agency personnel responsible for environmental enalysis. Thb
agenda is included as Figure 1. This seminar stresm
site planning through a slide presentation that demonstrafes problems without control and shows practices
necessary to maintain resources on the site. Stormwater
management performance standards are reviewed tn
accordance with NYS-DEC criteria. This seminar is reinforced with two specific site examples. Attendees are
asked to work in small design teams to design an erosion and sediment control plan for ~ first site. Theee
same design teams are asked to critk:lUe the second
site, which already has an erosion and sediment
plan. Thus, attends go from designers to review~re In
applying their knowledge of these principle,
A 2-dey workshop has been developed for the tectmtcll
staffs of resource agencies, consulting engineers, local
governments, and others with technical review or ~
responsibility (see Figure 2). This session begins with
quick overview of the principles of erosion and sediment
control, then continues with a class exercise to deelgo
an erosion and sediment control plan for a development
site while working in design teams of approximately four
individuals. The afternoon of the first day Is spent ~t
field site gathering specific resource information and
data to design a detailed erosion and sediment
plan for the site. The design teams also compute and
compare peak discharges for the site for predevelopmerit and postdevelopment conditions using Soil Conservation Service Technical Release 55, Urban
Hydrology for Small Watersheds (’rR-55). The session
concludes with group presentations.
A 3-day short course with Syracuse Univers~ has been
developed to address the specific technical neeo~s of
consulting engineers working with stormwater and
sion control systems. This tuition-based course provides
for more indepth design of erosion and sediment control
pract~.es using a field site. Sizing stormwater detent~:m
basins is also required. In addition to the increased
technical emphasis, additional speakers from state and
local agencies provide a component on rules and regulations. Syracuse University awardstwocontinuingedu.
cation units for this COUrse, which 57 people have
completed to (;late. The agenda is included as Figure 3.

Urban Erosion Control and Storrnwater Design (CIE
600) stands as a fully accredited 3-hour graduate level
course in the Civil and Environmental Engineering Department at Syracuse University. It was taught for the
first time in the 1992 tall semester and will be taught
again this September. It was developed as a hands-on
course that requires detailed designs for two projects,
using field trips and s=x additional site review projects.
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EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL SEMINAR
AGENDA
8:30 N~

Re~is~at~on

9:00 AM

Introduction and Course Overview

9:15 AM

Developing an Erosion and Sediment ConVol ~
-- Planning Considerations
-- Factors That Influence Erosion
~ Elements for a Sound Plan
-- Vegetative and Structura/Componenls
~ Standards and Spec/flcalions

11:00 AM

S~te Example
-- Develop Conceptual Erosion and Sediment Conlm/Plans

12:00 PM

LUNCH (ON YOUR OWN)

1:00 PM

Site Review
-- Critique an Erosion and Sediment Plan for a Spedflc Site

3:30 PM

Wrap Ul:VSumrnll~

2
__

F3gure 1. Erc~o~ ~n~ Sediment Cont~~ S~m~n~ ~gemM.
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EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL WORKSHOP
AGENDA

8:30 AM

Regis~lk~e

9.~0 AM

Introductk)n and Course Oven4m~

9:15 AM

Developing an Erosion and Sediment ConVol
~anning Conslderalkxle
--Factors That Influence Erosion
--Elements for a Sound Plan
--Vegetate and Sin~ctural

11,~X) AM

Site Exam~
--Develop Conceptual Erosion and Sediment Conl~o/Plans

12.-00 PM

LUNCH (ON YOUR OWN)

1:00 PM

Design Session~Site-Speciflc
--Temporary Swale
--Sediment Trap

2:30 PM

Field Problerr~--Design Teams

--Devek~
4:30 PM

Adjoumm~nt

8:;30 AM

Cornpiete Group De~ign~

10:00 AM

Design Cdtlqu~

1’~:00 ~

LUNCH (ON YOUR OWN)

1:00 PM

Design ~
--TR-55 Analy~$ f~ Sb’u~ure~
--Ro~k Outlet Prot~’don
--Class Discus~iofl

;3:00 PM

Wrap Up anc~ Surnm~ry

;3:45 PM

Ac~joumrr~nt

Figure 2. E~o~o~ ~1 Sediment Com~~ W~ agenda.
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL

V
O

SHORT COURSE AGENDA

Ap~ 28-30, ~992

10~
Mr.
Mr. Ru~

11 ~

2:15 PM

2:~ ~

u~

4:~ PM

Mr. ~W. ~,~.
¯ 45 ~

Er~

t~:~

Lu~ (En ~=e

12:~ ~
3:~ ~

Gr~

5~ PM

~m

8:~ ~

G~p Pr~ns a~ C~

10~ ~
10:15 ~

Gro~ ~n~ns (~6n~

11:45 ~

Wrap U~Adj~m

1:~ PM
Pa~ II (Op~al)

Mr. ~nald W. ~ke, Jr.
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In addition, the class participates in a town planning
board meeting. Syllabus topics (see Figure 4) include
manual and computer analyses of stormwater clischarges and lectures by a plant materials specialist, a
code enforcement officer, and governmental re~’esentatives dealing with rules and regulations. Twelve
students enrolled in the first class, which was extremely
well received by both students and the people who
provided the example ~tes.

There is no sign of these training requests letting up. An
average of 10 requests for the seminar sessions are
made at the local level during the year. In addition, the
proposed cooperative agreement for Fiscal Year 1994
between the Soil Conservation Service and NYS-DEC
calls for five 1-day seminars, four2-day workshops, four
2-day TR-55 hydrology workshops, and two short
courses. The Syracuse University graduate course will
be taught again this fall. Future projects also include
workshops for New York State code enforcement offcers, development of a field notebook for job ~JperlnSl,lmlttll’y
tendents, and field application courses for equipment
Over 2,600 people h~ve received training through 76 operators. After all, equipment opemto~ have b~ I~t
different seminars, workshops, short courses, and the word in installation.
graduate course since the training effort began in the fall
of 1988. These tiered b’alning sessions have evolved
one after another based on needs at the local level. We have come a long way, but we can see that ~
Leaders in the NYS-DEC recognized that benefits are lenges are still ahead of us to educate public plarmerl,
local so training efforts should be local. This has k~ to legislators, consultants, technical staff, and contractotl
interagency cooperative agreements between the U.S. in the use of sound erosion and sediment control ~d
Deparlment of Agriculture, Soil ~tion Service, and stormwater management practices to protect ~KI enNYS-DEC to bring training directly to the communities, hence water quality and Itm erwirortmenL
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DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

V

O

ClE 600

L

URBAN STORMWATER AND EROSION CONTROL DESIGN

FALL 1992
SCHEDULE:

Monday/Wedr~

I

6:15-7:45 PM
Peck Hall, University Coaege
INSTRUCTOR:

2

Donald W. Lake, Jr., PE
State Conservation Engineer, USDA-SCS

-

TEXT:

SWCS, Empire Chal:)ter, New York Guidelines for Urban Erosion and Sediment
Control, October 1991; Soil Conservation Service, Technical Release 55, Urben
Hydrology for Small Watersheds, June 1986; New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation. Reducing the Impacts of Stormwater Runoff From New
Development, April 1992.

GRADING:

Assignments:
Mid-Term Exam:
Final Exam:

40%
30%
30~

Course Content:
Toldee:

Reading

8/31

Introduction to Urban Stormwater and Erosion
Control Design (1)"

9/7

Resource Planning and Stormwater Impacts (2)

9/14
9/21
9/28

~ .-,~

Instructor
La~
Ch. 1, NY Guide
and DEC Manual

Lake

n
U

Computing and Controlling Sediment and Runoff (2) Ch. 8, Appendix B, Lake
NY Guide
Stabilizing Soil, Vegetative and Biotech (2)
Chs. 4 and 5,
Dickerson
NY Guide
Lake
No lecture~E&S Field Exercise
NY Guide
Lake
(10/3, 8:30-11:30 AM)
(turn in 10/7)

10/5

Urban Hydrology (2)

10/12

Urban Hydrology (1) and Site Exercise Cr~dque (1)

10/19

NO CLASS~HYDROLOGY PROJECT

10/26

Urban Hydrology Computer Program (1) and
MIDTERM

SCS-TR-55

Lake
Lake
Lake

Tr-55

Chapman
Lake

F~gum 4, Urben Stotrnwater and Ero~on Cont~o~ Design o*Jfl~ ~

r- ¯
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Week:

Topk~

V

Re~dlno

"Number of lectures that week
11/2

ConstructioNMaintenance/Coda Enforcement

11/9

Town Planning Board Assignment and
Stormwater Field Exercise
(11/14--~:00 AM)

11/16

Performance Standards for Stormwater
Management

11/23
11/30

Flow Rout~ (1)
Flow Routing (2)

12/7

Stormwater Basin Deign (2)

12/14

Course Review

12/21

FINAL EXAM

NY Guide

Proletta

Chs. 5 and 6,
DEC Manual

Warrender
Morl~

Nix
NIX

Z

DEC Manu~l
Nix

Donald W. Lake, Jr., PE, State Conserval;~)n Engineer, USDA-SCS
John Dickerson, Northeast Plant Materials Spec~aliet, USDA-SC~
Dana Chapman, Asst. State Conservation Engineer, USDA-SC$
Robin Warrender, Chief, Nonpoint Source, Division of Water, NYS-DEC
William Morton, Resource Specialist, NYS DeparUnent of Environmental Conservation
De. Stephan Nix, Professor, Syracuse University, Civil and Environmental Departments

F~um 4. Urban Stormwale~ ~d Erosion Contrc~ D~gn oterie ~9e~da (o~Unued).

~
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Field Office Technical Guide:
Urban Standards and Specifications

Gary N. Parker
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation 8ervt~

The Field Office Technical Guide is the pdmary technical reference for the Soil Conservation Service
(SCS). It presently contains general resource refer.
ences and soil and site Information, end describes
conservation management systems, practice stand,
ards and specifications, end conservation effects. AIthough SCS maintains offices and provides
assistance in all Illinois counties, the technical guk~e
does not contain any information specific to natural
resource use and management in urban areas. Therefore, in June 1992 the SCS in Illinois entered into an
agreement with the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency to develop technical information describing
best management practices (BMPs) for controlling
urban nonpoint source water pollution,
Currenb’y in development, this information will include
40 BMP standards and accompanying constructicn
s£>ecifP...abons, material specifications, and standard
drawings. It will also include estimates of pollutant rernoval effectiveness and stormwater pollutant export, as
well as planning and design criteria. When complete,
this material will become part of the Field Office Techni.
ca/Guide. The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
wil! also use the information in a separate, stand-alone
technP.al manual. This material will be useful to plannets, engineers, architects, and construction contractors, as walJ as to local government staff,

Background
The Soil Conservation Service (SCS), an agency of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, is the major federal agency providing natural resource management
assistance on nonfederal land. Its primary responsibilit~, is to provide leadership and expertise in managing natural resources in nonurban areas. Currently,
SCS maintains a network of field offices in nearly

every county in the counw, providing local citizens with
direct access to a wide range of technk~l specialists.
These specialists include engineers, soil scter~sts,
ologists, agronomists, and natural resource planners.
The technical matedal and expertise that has been develof:)ed to supfxH’t SCS activi~es largely pertains to
agricultural or rural settings. For example, the seed
mixtures that most SCS specifP~ations cell for are Ihose
appro~ate for agricultural areas and not necessarily for
parks, recreation sites, or lawns. In addition, design
oriterla for waterways end diversions assume an agrlcultural land use context.
Despite this rural, nonurban emphas!s within the
agency, SCS maintains a field staff in urban and urbanizing areas. In Illinois, this urban staff serves over onehalf the state’s population. This urban presence has
enablecl SCS to develo~ some urban expertise. For
instance, SCS TR-55 hydrology modeling techniques
are ~dely used to estimate runoff from urban areas,
Moreover, the PL-566 watershed projects constructed in
the Chicago suburbs have g~ven the agency some expertise in urban construction site issues. The SCS, however, has not provided any systematic technical support
to its fie~ staff on natural resource management issues
in an urban setting. It has instead relied on the ability of
its staff to adapt the provided information from a rural to
an urban environment.
To become more effective in a~:lressing key natural
resource issues in urbanizing areas, the SCS in Illinois
has initiated several actN~es:
¯ It is actively Participating in a coalition of state and
federal agencies to prepare a strategy for coordinating agency actNibes in northeastern Illinois,
¯ It is reviewing and clarifying its policy relative to provi0ing assistance in nonagricultural areas.
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Itis expanding the technical information its staff uses
specifications. It may also include references and
when providing assistance to decision-makers in urdocumentation requirements for the individual pracban areas,
rices. Practice standards establish the minimum level
of acceptable quality for planning, designing, instalk
The third initiative listed is the subject of this paper. In
ing, operating, and maintaining conservation pracJune 1992, SCS entered into an agreement with the
rices. Practice specifications describe the technical
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency to prepare a
details and workmanship required to install the pracset of standards and specifications describing BMPs for
rice, as well as the quality and extent of matedab
controlling urban nonpoint source water pollution. In
used i~ Ihe practlce.
addition, the SCS will provide estimates on It~ range of
pollutant removal effectiveness and criteria for planning ¯ The last section, "Conservation Effects," contains
runoff management. The agency will incorporate all this
formation describing the economic and anvtro~material into its Field Office Technical Gukle.
mental effects of implementing particular prectic~
Field Office Technic~l Gutde
The Fie/d Office Technic, a/Guide is the primary technical
reference for the SCS. It contains technical information
about conservation of soil, water, air, plant, and animal
resources. The guide is designed for use by technically
trained people who are assisting landowners and users,
land managers, government officials, and other decision-makers to plan, apply, and maintain appropriate
conservation practices. The technical guide also is a
major reference for those addressing top-priority resource goals iclentified by the National Program for Soil
and Water Conservation. These goals are to reduce the
damage caused by excessive erosion and to protect
water from nonpoint source pollutants. The technical
guide identifies sediment, nutrients, animal waste, pest~cides, and salinity as nonpoint source pollutants.
The F~eld Of[~"e Technica/Guide contains five sections:
¯ The "General Resource References" section lists references, cost data, maps, climate data, cultural resources information, threatened and endangered
species, and pertinent state/local laws, ordinances,
and regulat~ms‘
¯ The "Soil and Site Information" section describes the
soil survey of the local area. It contains soil de.scrip
tions and interpretations that can be used to make
decisions about land use and management. This section identifies soil characteristics that limit or affect
land use and management, and rates soils according
to limitations, capability, or potential,
¯ The section on "Conservation Management Systems"
provides information for developing resource management systems to prevent or treat problems associatecl with soil, water, air, and related plant and
animal resources. This section includes quality criteria that describe the level of resource protection that
0ecision-makers should try to achieve to meet resource quality goals.
¯ The "Practice Standards and Specifications" section
alphabetically lists conservation practices used by
the field office, followed by practice standards and

decision-makers with a way to evaluate the extent to
which various altamativas can meet their goal=.
As stated previously, this guide Is the prima~y
reference for SCS staff, particularly those at the
level. The guide is also useful to Soil and Water Conserration District staff, and to consultants and staff of
county, and municipal governments. To expand ~ ~
fulness, however, the SCS urban field staff in Illi~
have recommended that the guide in~ude informatkm
that is directty relevant to natural resource management
in an urban environment and is user friendly to ud~n
clients. The material now being developed will attlmlpt
to meet that need.
New Material for the Field Office
G~Ji~
The new material will supplement and expand the exi~ting material in ~ guide’s fourth section, Prac/k:e S~ndards ar~ Specir~_.ations. The SCS will modify or develop
40 BMPs that deal specifically with urban natural
source management.
Each BMP standard will follow a uniform fom~t:
¯ "Definition’: describes what the practice is.
¯ "Purpose’: explains what the intended effect of the
practice is, that is, why this pracOce is used.
¯ =conditions Where the Practice Applies’: describes
the types of sites where the practice would be appropriate; this section also describes limi~ng factors
such as slope percent, maximum drainage areas,
and maximum flow velocities.
¯ =Criteria’: describes, in general terms, material and
construction requirements and usually provides references to specific material and/or construction
specifications.
¯ "Considerations’: offers general information regarding factors to consider when deciding on the appropriateness of a particular practice; in some cases,
this section is a bdef, narrative, nontechnical summary of the "Conditions" section.
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¯ "Plan and Specification Requirements’: describes ~
nature and extent of the information the contractor
needs to build the practice; it lists ~ requirements
of ~ plans and specifications needed to install a
pract~oe,
¯ "Operation and Maintenance Requirements’: describes the needed operation and maintenance actJons and suggests the frequency with which Itmy
should be perlormecl.
The revised fourl~ section of the technical guide will also
include all the material specifications and consVuctions
referenced in the prance standards, as well as a sede~
of standard drawings for ~ praclk::~. The ~tandlrdl

and spec~cations will be available on computer disk.
The standard drawings, which will be developed using
a CAD system, also will be available on disk. This will
allow engineers and consultants to access the material
in preparing construction plans and specifications.
In addition to the SCS incoq)orating the new material
into the Illinois Field Office Technical Guide, ltm Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency plans to issue a
stand-alone technical manual of those standards for use
by consultants, state agencies, and local governments.
The project is scheduled for completion in December
1994.
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Storrnwater Outreach at the Federal Level:
Challenges and Successe~

Kimbedy O. Hankirm
Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compllanoe,
Office of Water, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC

Background

program becomes a Iremendeusly ocmplex and ~

Stormwater regulations brought a distincity different ~
munity into the realm of U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) regulation. Many members of this coifsmunity have never before been regulated by an environmental program. The regulated community now includes
all major c~es and unincoq:)orated areas w~ I:~
of 100,000 or more, as weft as a very large, diverse
group of industries. The most important factor influenc,
ing success with the stormwater regulations is education. By educating all parties concerned with the
program, the community can begin to practice all that
EPA is learning about how to provide a cleane~, safer

environment.

endeavor.

At the federal leve~, it is cnx:tal to provide as much
information as possible to as many people as possibkl.
Therein lies the biggest challenge in outnmch at
federal level. This paper presents some of the thailenges in developing an outreach st~teoy for the storm.
water program at the federal level. It also deson’bas
some of the projects EPA’s Office of Watt’ has under
way, some of which have worked very well and some of
which have not. In addition, the paper discusses what
the future holds for the stormwater outreach program.

Challenges of Developing a Stormwater
Outreach Strategy

The principal elements of an outreach program are cornmunication and education, with a focus on influencing
how people and organizations act. Given this, the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
stormwater outreach program at the national level
should, among other things:

For its first year or so, the strategy of the stotmwafer
outreach program consisted of a hotline, which ack
dressed most needs, and speaking engagements,
which filled in ~ gaps.
Almost immediately after the NPDES stormwater program was born, several years ago, the stormwater hotline was established. Since its inception, the ho~ine has
received over 90,000 calls. The hotline staff answem
questions, distributes documents, and handles regist~ation for EPA workshops and seminam.

¯ Disseminate information and educate people about
the effects of receiving water pollution from diffuse
sources, such as the loss of recreational activities,
¯ Promote positive environmental results, including the
reduction of pollutant Ioadings into receiving waters.
Theoretically, accomplishing these goals should elicit a
successful outreach program at any level. In fact, success
is much more elusive. Of course, many out~each programs
implement this theory very effectively. At the federal
level, however, EPA has 16 different customers reflecting 10 EPA regions, 50 states, thousands of municipalities, and hundreds of thousands of facilities, trade
associations, and professional groups. Moreover, when
factoring in to this multitude Congress, EPA’s own management, and scarce resources, a successful outreach

The other important element of the early stages of the
stormwater program was spaaldng engagements and
workshops. These continue to be one of the best ways
to get *the word out" correctly. Regulated communities
need to know exactly how the stormwater program atfacts them. For example, the program held 12 work.
shops between 1990 and 1991 to explain the November
10, 1990, regulations.
As the stormwater program matured, it became apparent that the commumty needed a more substantial outreach strategy. The hotline staff quickly found it difficult
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to refer all policy interpretation calls to EPA stormwater
staff. At that time, the staff at Headquarters was very
small and the regions were overburdened,

attemp(s to solve this problem, difficuffies continue. For
instance, Headquarters has tried to distribute items
electronically, but this can cause more problems than it
solves. Budget cutbacks have seriously hampered
plans to develop more public education materials than
are currently available.
Of course, nearly everyone has been hit very hard by
budget problems. Some states and counties have offared very creative ideas about gerdng ~ "most bang
for your buck!" This issue has shed new light on the
problem of getting out as much info~nation as possible.

Consequently, the Headquarters stormwatar staff expanded, and one of its first tasks was to develop an
outreach plan. The first step was to identify the plan’s
customers, which turned out to be just about everyone.
Primary customers are the regions and states. Of
course, there are 11 categories of regulated industhes
and over 200 municipalities in Phase I alone. The list of
customers continues to grow when the general public,
elected officials, professional associations, trade
groups, and consultants all are factored in. These These are just some of the challenges stormwater staff
groups require a different level of undorstandmg of have faced in pu~ng together an outreach ~’atagy. The
stormwater regulations. This presented a major chal- next saction desoribes some current outreach Wojects.
lenge because the staff needed to examine each de(umerit and ensure that it satisfied the needs of rno~ than Curl’~lt and Developing Outreach
one group of customers.
Acthtit~l
This eady outreach strategy assumed I¢;o~dedge of
what the customers wanted. The assumption, hovmver, ~
was wrong. There was one crucial step in stTatagy de- A primary task has been to research existing outreach
velo~ment that the stormwater staff neglected to cor~ activities. Much information on these activities exists,
plete: ask the customers. Because of their enormous and both researchers and audiences find this an ongonumber, however, asking them all was intposs~, ing educational process. Research efforts include:
Some customers, of course, in addition to ~ regulated
community, are the states and regions, who are Wing ¯ Research on outreach activities
Audience: Headquarters management, regio~
desperately to run their own stormwater programs.
These customers were finally asked about ~ outreach ¯ Research on videos
plan at the 1992 Stormwater Coordinator’s Confererme Audience: Headquarters management
in Atlanta, Georgia. The stormwater staff reviewed what
they had been c~oing to date, and customers olfared ¯ Research on cleadnghoueas
helpful suggestions on what to de next. Customers also
Au~tlence: Headquarters management, regions
participated in a session specifically targeted at desig~ Current research on existing outreach activities exarning the stormwater workshops held in April 1993 in ines their successes and failures. Hopefully, this effort
Annapolis, Maryland, so as to ensure customer input,
will help target materials and practices that can be exDuring this meeting, it became apparent that many panded to a national level. While outreach videos have
states and regions were duplicating work unnecessarily, had difficulty with funding, the staff is researching what
that is, cleveloping something that another state had is out there, again, in case it finds something that works
already developed. This was very frustrating for all those well and can be expanded to a national level. Finally,
involved. Some kind of clearinghouse or electronic corn- research on clearinghouses began before stormwater
munications system was clesperately needed. Re- staff heard from the regions and states. The staff thad
search, however, had alreao~ shown that it could cost to learn of available clearinghouses to examine the
from $750,000 to $1 million to set up such a system. pr, ssibllity of their use or adaptation.
This cost prevented Headquarters from accomplishing
this effort on its own. Therefore, it asked the states to O~ttreach Stlategy
help by directing their 104(b)(3) grant funds to this effort.
The strategy is expected to be presented in a ~namic
This seemed the only way to accomplish the goal o~cument.
Its audience is Headquarters management
quickh/ and effectively. Although this sounded like it
and
the
regions.
Hopefully, the document will provicle an
would work, it has not. There is quite a bit of reluctance
actaptable
framework
designing and completing outto use that money for this task. Therefore, stormwater reach projects within anforassignecl
time frame.
personnel have begun to look for other avenues.
The challenges multiply when budget constraints are
considered. One of the biggest problems involves print=ng a developed document. The printing budget at Headquarters has taken some very serious cuts. Despite

Fact Sheet Development
Because the stormwater program involves so many issues and firestorms staff often produce fact sheets to
clear up confusion. Past fact sheets have focused on:
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¯ The Transportation Act’s effect on the stormwater in each region. The goal was, however, for state and
prograrn,
regional staff to be able to present the workshops on
¯ The Ninth Circuit Court decision that affected munici- their own. Each state was to receive a set of slides and
speaking materials for its own use.
palities,
¯ The Municipal Pa~l II guidance document.
¯ Phase II progress and results of public meetings.

Municipal Support Divi$10nlPermits Divi#ion
Pamphlet on Stormwa~er
The audience for this publication is Headquarters, the
Ouestion and Answer Document
regions, and the general public. This project has expeThe audience for this document is the regions and in- rienced difficulties getting started due to contractual
dustries via trade associations. The first volume was problems. It is, however, now moving ahead toward
developed based on questions from the hotline. The completion. The pamphlet is predorninenUy aimed at
staff compiled over 50 commonly asked questions and members of the general public who have little or no
answers into one document, which has been distributed knowledge of the stormwater program,
through the holfine.
Updsted $tornewater Overview
The second volume covers more complex Interpreta.
document addresses general Information treads.
tions of the regulations, including questions on sam- This
Its
audience
consists of Headquarters, the regions,
piing, group applications, and the Ninth Circuit Court
the
general
public. The Overview reviews who the
decisions. Again, distribution will probably proceed
stormwatar
program
covers, what their application
through the hotline.
~ns are, and what the deadlines are associated with
Itmse applications. As the program grows and changes,
$tormwafer Worka~op#
the Overview is UlXtated. Distribution is currently
In fiscal year (P’Y) 1991, the stomwvater staff at Head- through the stormwater holline.
quarters conducted 12 workshops on the basics of the
stormwater program. The workshop audience consisted Raindrop Fleport ($tlltus of the
of regions, states, and the regulated community. The ob- Program)
jective was to infor~n as many people as poss~e about This docurnent is targeted to Headquarters, the regions,
the requirements of the November 16, 1990, rule. Atten.
the general public. It supplies a brief update on current
bance was in the thousands. The effort was successful, and
activities in the stormwater program and features rateIn FY 1992, the stormwater staff presented workshops rant information from recent Federal Registers. In addiand spoke to over 4,000 people. These workshops fo- t~on, it describes outreach activities and provides specifics
cused on the requirements of the general permit and the on applications submitted and general permits.
development of pollution prevention plans. In addition,
workshops for municipalities covered the requirements ,4rt/CleS for Newsletter#
of the Part 2 municipal application. All these workshops Stormwater staff are developing articles by request for
were well received and also considered successful,
publication in various journals and newsletters. They are
The F’Y 1993 workshops presented by Headquarters trying to establish a regular submittal effort to some
focused on developing pollution prevention plans. The publications, such as the Nonpoint Source News Notes,
staff developed a workshop series with the first day which is published by the Headquarters nonpoint source
targeted to reach state and EPA regional repre- program to supplement the bulletin I:)oaJ’d.
sentatives. This day is a train-the-trainer session to
teach the audience how to lead a workshop on pollution General Permit Effectiveness Study
prevention for industry. The second day is designed for The purpose of this effort is to determine the effectivethe industrial regulated community and focuses on in- ness of the general permit approach in implementing
dustrial and construction pollution prevention plan tie- Phase I. The evaluation assesses, among other things,
velopment. This clay should include case studies and the rate of compliance, the level of awareness, and the
interactive exercises,
quality of pollution prevention plans being developed.
These workshops mark the first effort by the stormwater This effort also is identifying obstacles that prohibit the
program t~) conduct workshops of this kind. The hope general permit from being as effective as possible.
was to meet the objectives identified by the regions and
states at the 1992 Stormwater Coordinator’s Confer- Monthly Conference Calls
ence in Atlanta. Due to budget problems, Headquarters As of March 1993, Headquarters hacl completed 15
was limitecl to the number of workshops it coulcl conOuct regularty scheOulecl conference calls w~th storrnwater
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regional coordinators. These meetings have proven
agement Conference. The author ~ Tom Davenpo~
very successful, and they should continu~,
manage this project. Everyone concerned should
have a copy of this excellent document. Management
StorrnwaterAwa~l¢
plans to expand the manual to include stormweter
These awards recognize municipalities end industries information. In addition to putting out several calls for
that demonstrate a commitment to protecting and ira- information, the conference registration packet
proving the quality of the nation’s waters through out- clude~ e form to fill out if individuals wanted this
standing implementation of innovatNe and catalog to include a parlicular decumenL Manegecost-effective stormwater control programs and pro- ment believes this document will help in the tremenjects. In 1991, the winner for a stormwater control pro. dous demand for technology transfer in the stormweter
gram or project by a municipality was Murray City, Utah, and nonpoint source programs. This, of ooume, Is e lop
In 1992, the city of Orlando, Florida, won, and Prince priority that customers have requellld.
George’s County, Maryland, took second place. Nominetions are sought from the 10 EPA regions.
Electronic $oumee
National Stormwater Coord/nator’a
Linldng to other clearinghouses and bulletin boards
Confere~
should improve communications. The nonpolnt source
This annual event is indispensable for planning ~ program at Headquarters has been extremely helpM by
feedback from the states and regions. The meeting is placing information and announcements on Its eleodesigned for regional and state stormwater coordina. ironic bulletin board and in the Nonpoinf Source New~
Notes publica~)n. This has proven to be a good way to
tots, as well as for Headquarters $1aff.
meet customer needs.
Contlnuoua Speaking Engagemet~l
Stormwater staff receive requests to speak to groups Further Conslderatlon$
twice a week on average. While they are not always able Education is becoming one of the most important
to fill some requests because of a limited travel budget, pacts of the stormwater program as people learn about
the staff respond to as many as possible. In FY 1992, the regulation and how it affects their day-to-day lives.
staff participated in about two bozen talks or seminars, Industries as part of their pollution prevention plans are
not including ~ workshops,
developing training and education programs for their
own employees. Cities are training their employees in
Phase II Outreach Meetings
sampling techniques and safety procedures as well a~
The Phase II Outreach Meetings are a series of meet- developing excellent public education programs. Treings designed to include individuals that may be affected mendous efforts invoking storrnwater education are be.
by the Phase II regulations in the developmen! of those ing undertaken. Storrnwater Headquarters he.is to
regulations. As of this writing, four meetings have been know about the successful programs to hetp the lesser
hek:l (two in Was~inglon, one in Dallas, and one in Chicago) programs learn.
to involve as many people as possible.
As this program moves forward, each success in educating those affected by the stormwater program, including
Information and Education C~talog
the general public, leads to greater accomplishments.
As
these successes continue to build, more peop4e will
Another important project is the management and periodic up(Jate of the Information and Education Catalog, understand the inten! and effects of protecting and
which was distributed at the National Urban Runoff Man- cleaning up the waters of our nabon. It is a cycle in which
we all play a major role,
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Training for Construction Site Erosion Control and Stormwater Facility Inspection

Richard Homer
University of Washington, Seattle, Washlngblft

Abstract

petent review of plans at the permit lppllcal~on point,
Probably the leading mason that stormwater menage- proper implementation of approved plans during onment programs fail in effectively protecting water re- struction, end correct operation end practices at fecllIbea
sources is the lack of followup to ensure that permit after their installation. All phases of the process need
conditions are met, approved designs ere properly in- improvement through a be~ter basis in knowledge and
stalled, and temporary and permanent management greater Skills in application. Probably the weakest areal
practices and facit~es are maintained. Avoiding this and the leading causes of program failures and environ,
downfall requires obtaining the legal authority f(:x and mental damage are implementation dudng construction
then instituting a coordinated program extending from and long-term operations.
the first submission of permit applications through construction and ell phases of site operation. This program Redressing this weakness will require widespread
¯ should have components covering the constTuction velopment of comprehensive and aggressive programs
phase as well as permanent praclJces and facilities, of inspection during the construction of developments
While somewhat different elements are appropriate for and their stormwater management systems, followed by
the two components, they share the common precepts ongoing inspection of operating systems to ensure furof sound underlying planning; comaetant plan review; ficient maintenance for continuing adequate pedon’nand effective inspection, maintenance, and enforce- enca. The diffusion of development and tradition of local
ment. The University of Washington’s Center for Urban land-use control prevalent in most of the United States
Water Resources Management and Office of Engineer. will necessitate local acquisition of the legal authority,
ing Continuing Education have developed and are offer- where it 0oes not now exist, to institute these programs.
ing courses to train personnel responsible for various As is already occurring in some places, it is likely that
aspects of the suggested program. This paper empha- larger units of government will become involved in setsizes the training for site inspectors. For construction, ting standards for these programs. The U.S. Environ.
site inspectors, it covers the role of the erosion and mental Protection Agency’s National Pollutant Discharge
sediment control (ESC) plan, the applicability of many Elimination System (NPDES) program is presently extending authority over programs in the largest cities and
ESC practices, key points to check when inspecting
counties
a,~d at sites of construction larger than 5 acres
them, and how to deal with various circumstances that
can arise during inspections. For permanent drainage and involving industrial activity. Still, the details and the
system inspectors, the paper covers both the initial con- responsibility for conducting the programs will very likely
struction and continuing operation of facilities and offers rest with local governments.
guidance on key inspection points and such issues as The concern of this discussion is the development and
safety, tracking maintenance, and waste handling,
execution of local programs to upgrade significanUy the
quality of followup to increase the probability that
Introduction
proved stormwater management plans are effective,
The
of the programs envisioned .would extend
Effective stormwater management requires successful from scope
the
point
of permit issuance through construction
execution of steps at all phases of a project. These and all the years
of site operation to follow project
phases anc~ the accompanying management steps in- completion¯ The programs might be considered to have
clude analysis of potential problems in the planning cl~stinct components, covering, for example, erosion and
stage, quah~ design of programs and practices to pro- sec~ment control (ESC) inspection at construction sites,
tect aquatic resources as the project takes shape, corn- inspection of the construction of storm runoff quantity
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and quality control facilities, and the periodic inspection
enforcement. The latter discussion is then extended in
and maintenance of operating facilities. However they
are structured, these programs should embrace some the following section to examples of inspection guk:lecommon principles. They should be the logical exten. lines for common practices.
sion of and ultimate implementation vehicle for the fore- E,~ Plennin~
going phases of planning, design, and plan review.
Further, they should be conceived and conducted as ESC planning is an absolute prerequisite for an effective
essential elements of a successful program, deserving program. A careful site analysis should produce a stand.
of the needed funding, staffing, support by administra- alone plan (i.e., a plan devoted exclusively to this espect
tors and public officials, training of personnel, and en- of the project) developed with the same thoroughness
forcement authority,
and care as any other plan in the overall construction
¯ dfscuss=on
’
¯
Th=s
covers aspects of program development set. It is intended for use by the plan reviewer, the
and especially emphasizes training for site inspectors, construction superintendent and other contractor perFor these purposes it divides the overall program into sonnel, and the construction site inspector. This subtwo components. One covers consVuction site ESC section outJines the ESC planning process from
programs. The second covers permanent drainage beginning to and and concludes with an example of a
practices and facilities, both their inspection at construc. complete plan.
tion and followup inspection and maintenance. In both In approaching an ESC plan, the planner must:
cases, the paper recommends program structures and
discusses some key program elements. It then offers ¯ Understand the erosion process, so thal it can be
specific examples of inspection checks to perform in the
controlled.
field. The goal of the paper is to give the reader a basis ¯ Know the site and the construction plan, so that both
for beginning program design and undertaking the key
potential problems and solutions will be apparent.
element of training the staff who will be charged with its
performance.
¯ Understand the various ways that erosion can be
prevented or that eroded sediments can be caughL
The discussion was derived from two courses developed and offered by the University of Washington’s The erosion process is first reviewed for the lessons it
Center for Urban Water Resources Management and can offer ESC planning. Erosion has been understood
Office of Engineering Continuing Education, The course for thousands of years, as is attested by the exteneh~
coverage is organized in the same manner as this pres- evidence of terraced farming--some continuing todey-entation, and course manuals are available for ESC in steep terrain in ancient cultures. Figure 1 illustrates
inspector training (1) and permanent drainage system the types of erosion and its nature. Soils can be Ioos.
inspector training (2). Important contributions to the ma- ened and set in motion initially by the impact of falling
teriel presented in these courses and in this discussion raindrops. Erosion progresses, although gradually, as
have been made by local governments and state agen- runoff flows in a sheet over a bare surface and exerts
cies in the Puget Sound area of Washington state that shear stress, which is a function of velocity, on soil
have been working actively to improve stormwater man- particles. The rate of erosion increases when flow conagement through good followup,
centrates and increases in velocity. Channels formed by
these flows are known as rills° When rills join and form
Construction Site ESC Inspection
highly concentrated, rapidly flowing channels, the rate
Programs
increases still further, a stage termed gully erosion. Erosion can progress still further to mass wasting when a
Program Development
whole area loses stability.
Several factors invok, ing site soils, vegetation, and toProgram Elernent~
pography influence the erosion process. Soil erodability
The following elements are recommended for a compre- is greater in the case of silts and fine sends than clays
hensive construction site ESC program:
or soils with a substantial gravel contenL Relatively high
organic content also offers cohesiveness that resists
¯ ESC planning
erosion. Clays tend to produce a larger volume of runoff,
¯ A plan review process
however, because of their relatively poor permeability,
which exerts more erosive stress on soil. Vegetative
¯ Contractor education
cover offers a number of important advantages, includ¯ An inspection and enforcement process
ing reclucing raindrop impact, slowing runoff velocity,
help=rig
to topography,
a~)sorb water,
andslope
holding
soil in and
place.
In
The subsections to follow cover two of these program regarcl to
both
gradient
length
elements in cletail, ESC planning and inspection ancl ten~ to increase velocity and the resulting frictional
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shear stress. Erosion hazards relative to Slope gradient
¯ Materials to be used and Iocabons of use ~ storage
and length are listed in Table 1.
Az~quiring the familiarity with the site and proposed con.
struction necessary to proceed with the ESC plan in- ESC planning should proceed wilfl reference to ce~aln
volves deta collection and analysis. Site data should be basic principles, as follows:
collected in regard to:
¯ First consider all means of preventing erosion; only
¯ Soils
consider trapping seclirnents from unavoidable erosion, Prevention has the potential to be more effec¯ Vegetation
tive in resource protection than later treatment end
¯ Topography
less costly.
¯ Phase construction and post clearing limits to main¯ Ground-water table
tain as much natural vegetation as possible and lor
¯ Neighboring water bodies
as long as possible.
¯ Adjacent properties
¯ Plan construction to fit the site; use terrain advanta¯ Drainage routes and patterns (define subbasins)
geously and avoid cr~cal areas.
¯ Potential areas of serious erosion problems
¯ Cluster buildings and other developed features, and
minimize their impact o~ impervious area.
¯ Existing development, utilities, and dump sites
¯ Plan for control of erosion subbasin by subbasin.
The foilov,4ng construction plan information should be
¯ M;nimize extent and duration of vegetation removal
cataloged at the outset of planning:
(especially 0uring wet season) and soil disturbance.
¯ Grading (location, amount)
¯ Stabilize and protect disturbed areas as soon as possi:~.
¯ Topographic changes
¯ Use natural drainage features, existing vegetation,
¯ Clearing and grading limits
and materials found on the site.
¯ Drainage changes
¯ Minimize slope length and gradient to control runo~
velocities.
Table 1. Soil Erod~billty RelatN~ to S;ope Gradient and
Length
¯ Divert of/site runoff away from disturbed areas.
Erosion Hmrd
Slope Gradient
M=ximum i.ongth ¯ Retain any released sediment within the const~
area anti reduce tracking off site.
Lo.
O-7%
3OO ~
Moderate
= Have a thorough maintenance and foilowup program.
7-15%
tSO ft
I-~gh
>~s%
* Take measures to control potential pollution from COn75 fl
struction materials (e.g., paving materials, petroleum
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¯

products, other vehicle fluids, fertilizers, pestktides,
grinding and sending debris, wastes),
An ESC plan consists of a narrative and site plans.
Points that should be covered by the narrative include
1) a project description, 2) a description of existing
and modified site conditions, 3) descriptions of ESC best
management practices (BMPs), 4) descriptions of
BMPs for pollutants other than sediments, 5) plans for
permanent stabilization, 6) calculations, and 7} provisions
for inspection and maintenance. Site plans ere maps
and engineering plans illustrating and specifying the
proiect’s location, existing and modified site conditions,
and BMPs. Tha set of site plans should include 1) a deta
collection worksheet (principally showing topography,
soils, and vegetation), 2) a data analysis wod~sheet
(mainly indicating drainage subbasins and primary
drainage courses), 3) a site plan developmem worksheet (.showing existing and finished contours, roadways,
and permanent stormwater facilities), 4) the ESC plan
(showing BMP locations), and 5) diagrams of representative BMPs, as appropriate. The ESC plan (item 4
in the set) is the key element for implementing the plan.
BMPs are usually specified on ~ plan using a system
of symbols, which are defined in a legend.
Inspection ~d Enforc~m~tt
The most important general needs of an inspec~on and
enforcement program are a staff dedicated to the funco
tion, specific staff training, and administrative support,
These needs are best provided for by a dedicated revenue source, such as s stormwatar utility assessment.
The staff should not have unrelated and distracting
duties such as inspection of other facets of construction. Initial training should offer needed background in,
for instance, legal and regulatory requirements, water
quality, hydrology, soils, and vegetation. Subsequent
training should provide detailed coverage of BMP requirements, such as discussed in the following section.
Strong supPort from administrators is essential for a staff
undertaking a relatively new function that mKjht be unpopular in terms of economic interests.
Beyond these basic needs are some specific issues to
clarify during program development for incorporation as
formal program elements. Recommendations on the issues presented in this paper are drawn from experience
in the Puget Sound region, especially in King County
and the cities of Bellevue and Redmond. One of these
fssues is the response to a situation in which measures
in an approved ESC plan proved inadequate. Strong
permit review should normally limit these instances, but
unforeseen circumstances can sSII arise. Inflexible adherence to an ESC plan can be self-defeating when massures prove to be inadequate for whatever reason; thus,
the )urisdiction should retnin the authonty to requfre

additional measures if needed. This opfion should be
noted in s statement on each ESC plan.
A second issue is how field change orders will be hendied. The policy should call for careful but expeditious
consideration of requests for plan changes, generally
after consultation with plan review personnel. Finally at
issue is the granting of variances from code requirements. Conditions on gra~ting variances should be strict
and specific, such Is:
¯ The expected result should be at leis~ comparable
to the outcome expected to be achieved ~
approved metho(L
¯ Sufficient background information arid JuelJficatk:xt
should be presented for adequate assessment of
alternative.
¯ The ability should be retained with the variance to
meet objec~es of sefety, function, appearance,
vironmental protection, and maintainability bleed on
sound engineering judgment.
¯ The variance should be in the public intere~.
Enforcement authority must be obtained and the system
of enforcement defined and made clear to the regulated
parties. A system successfully used by the city of
Bellevue has a sequence of three steps, Is follows:
¯ A verbal warning, with a deadline for correction.
¯ A correction notice (with specifications Of ¢orrec.
tions), a deadline, and a warning about the conesquences of noncompliance.
¯ A stop-work order, with a warning about the conesquences of noncompliance.
ESC Practices and Their Inspec#ott
Categories of Practi~
The numerous ESC practices in use can be categorized
in various ways. The most basic division is between
erosion control practices, which prevent or minimize
erosion, and sediment control practices, which attempt
to capture soil released through erosion. Within each of
these broad groupings are several categories that represent general strategies for achieving either erosion
control or sediment control. In addition to sediments,
construction sites can generate many other pollutants,
such as petroleum products, solvents, paints, sending
dusts, pesticides, and fertilizers. It is most efficient to
manage those materials along with sediments and to
inspect the management practices for them simultaneously with ESC inspection. Therefore, these practices
represent another basic division.
Following is the breakdown of ESC practices used by
Reinel! (1), with the number of individual practices in
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each category. The 29 practk:es represented are by no
means the only ones, but they are the most widely
recognized and used. Twenly-two of the 29 (all but lhe
sediment trapping techniques) are preventive and are
thus generally the most cost-effective options; however,
the straw Pale and filter fabric fences and sedimentation
ponds among the trapping techniques are most com.

3. Are fills and cuts near profiled
trees treated as shown in Rgure
2?

1. Erosion conln~
1.1. Natural vegetative cover--lwo praclk:es

4. Is final vegetation established as
soon es potlJons of the site can be
made ready?

2. Is plainly visible flagging placed at
the drip line of trees to be protected (see Figure 2)?

monly used ~.

Maintenance check~:

1.2. Temporary cover.three praclices
1.3. Permane0t vegetation establishment--i-~0
1.4. Stabilized construcl~on entrance and roads-three pract~m
1.5. Runoff control--eight practices
2. Sediment trapping techniques--seven practices
3. Management of other cor~tnJction site pollutants~
four practices
The following passages provide inspection checidists for
example pracl~ces, generally the most common, in each
category and subcategory. The checkltsts are divided
into checks to be mede when ~ praclJce is imptemented and checks to be made on each followup visit
to determine the need for maintenance or replacement
of the ESC materials. Many of the points are illusVated
in diagrams that accompany ~ checklists,
While much of an inspector’s work is performed in the
field, it is oflen advisable or even absolutely necessary
to do some packground work in the office before going
out to inspect an installation. This work mainly consists
of consulting the ESC plan to determine the specifica.
tions. The plan should be retained on the construction
site should the inspector or const~ personnel need
to refer to it.
1. Erosion conl;’ol
1.1. Natural vogetatJve cover
1.1.1. Phasing construction
Phasing construction is a practice in
which clearing operations are parformed in stages to take advantage of
cover that exists on site before construction,
Installation checks:
1. Are areas that will not be cleared
s~t off with plainly visible clearinglimit fencing?

pair or replacement for personnel
2. Do exposed or Injured roots of
protected trees need overing ~
dress~g?
1.2, Temporary cover
Temporary cover practP..es recognize ~ portions of most construction sites remain unworked for months, during which lime very
large amounts of erosion can occur unlees
these areas are stabilized. Stabilization can be
achieved w~th temporary seeding or various
kinds of slope coverings, or both. Slope coverings include both mulches and commefc/al
mats and blankets. It is often necessary to
apply temporary cover to different areas sev.
eral times during construction.
Mulches, mats, and blankets can serve several purposes in erosion control: covering Itle
slo~e temporarily to prevent erosion by raindrop impact and the friction of runoff, holding
water to encourage grass growth, protecting
grass seedlings from heat, and enriching the
soil. Straw, hay, wood fiber, wood chips, and
other natural organic materials can serve as
mulches. Inspection guidelines for straw and
wood fiber are given below as examples. Mats
and blankets are manufactured from bolt~
natural and synthetic materials. Guidelines are
given for several varieties.
1.2.1.

Temporary seeding
Installation checks:

1. Is the soil stabilized within the pehod specified by regulation?
(This period varies from place to
place, clepending on climate palterns. In the Puget Sound area of
Washington, which receives most
of its rainfall in the winter, the
specified periods are within 2
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5. Is mulch applied for protection if
seeding occurs when temperatures can be high or runoff is likely
to occur before the grass is well
established?
6. Is irrigation provided if planted
when rainfall might be insufficient
for good establishment?
Maintenance checkl:
1. Is it necessery to irrigate end/or
2. Is maintenance fertilizer needed?
1.2.2. Straw mulch
Straw mulch can be used wittmut
seeding or, for better erosion corttrol,
with seeding,
1. Is the straw spread generally a
minimum of 2 in. deap (conesponds to 2 to 3 tons per acre)
and greater on very steep slopes,
adjacent to sansitive areas, and
where concentrated ~ ~
over the slope?
2. Is the mulch anchored as needed
by crimping, disldng, rolling, or
punching into soil or by moistening, tackifying, or netting?
Maintenance checks:
1. Is replacement needed as a result
of blowing away or ~’nposition
over lime?
2. Is there any fire hazard requiring
moistening?
.2.3. Wood fiber mulch
Wood fiber mulch should only be used
with seeding and generally should be
used with a soil bonding agent.
Installation checks:
1. Is the mulch used with seeding
and a soil bonding agent? Were
the bonding agent distributor’s
application guidelines followed?
2, Has the wood fiber been applied
to cover the soil completely, allow,
ing no bare soil to show through
(corresponds to about 1 ton per

acre and is adequate for most circumstances)? Are there any
cial circumstances, such as
seeding during hot weather, when
the amount should be increased
by about 50 percent?
Maintenance check~:
1. Is replacement needed as a resuit of loss over time?
1.2.4. Excebior
Excelsior is a product made of fine
wood shavings that assume a moreor-less helical form. As a conaequenca of this form, excelsior does
not lie in close contact with the ~
and allows runoff to drain beneath
and cause erosion. Therefore, it
where if is very usefu! in holding rno~lure and providing protection from
rect sun in hot periods. Supplie~
generally market several grades for
sheet and channelized flow and differ.
ent velocit~s.
Installation check~:
1. Is the excelsior used ordy with
seeding?
2. Was an appropriate material
lected according to manufeclurer’s recommendations and
then placed and stapled as recommended by the manufacturer?
3. On slopes, was it placed 3 ft over
the crest or in an anchor ditch?
4. In ditches, was it placed in the
direction of water flow with any
seams offset 6 in. from the ditch
centerline?
Maintenance checks:
1. Is replacement needed as a result
of damage or loss over lime?
1.2.5. Mats and blankets
Examples of materials produced in a
mat or blanket form for erosion control
are jute, woven straw, and synthetics.
Mats can be used without seeding, or
w~th see~ing for better erosion control.
As with excelsior, suppliers generally
market several grades for sheet anti
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channelized flow and different velocil~ea.

4. Is irrigation provided if planted
when rainfall might be insuf6cient
for good establishment?

Installation check~:
1. Was an appropriate material selected according to manufacturer’s recommendations and
then placed and stapled as recommended by the manufacturer?

Maintenance check~:
1. Is it nencessary to water, reseed, or
add fer~lizeCP

1.3~. Sock:ling

2. Was it placed in the direction of
water flow, in full contact with the
soil but not tightly stretched?

Installation checkl:
1. Is the sod placed from the lowest
area and perpendicular to waist

1. Is replacemant needed as a result
of damage or loss over I~,~?
.3. Permanent vegetation establishment

2. Are sod sb’ips wedged t~b’y to.
gether and joints staggered at
least 12 in.?

Permanent vegetation should be establish~l
3. Is ~ sod stapled if on a
as soon as possible after all constnJctJon i~
slope?
completed in each segment of the site. Grass
Maintenance check~:
can be established by seeding or sodding.
Seeding is generally preferred because of the
1. Is oversee(ling needed, ellher to
lower cost and greater flexibility in selecting
repair damage o~ to install a
grass species. Sod is often available only in
ferred grass speck~i?
limited varieties, which may not be the most
1.4. Stabilized consb’uction entrance and ~
suitable for erosion control and other purposes
unless grown to order. In some cases,
The entrance is the most important acc~
overseeding with preferred species is recomroute to stabilize, since it is the last point at
mended in the spring, when grass must be
which tracking sediment off site can be
established with sod in the winter. Species
stopped. If equipment travels exlensively on
should be selected based on local climatologiunstabilized roads on the site, a tire and vehical and soil conditions, with reference to recle undercarriage wash near the entrance will
gional guidance documents, and, when
be needed. Perform washing on crushed rock.
necessary, in consultation ~ regional exWash water will require treatment in a sediperts,
ment pond or trap.
1.3.1. Permanent seeding

~nsta~lation check:

1.4.1. Stabilized construction entrance (see

Figure 3)

by loosening with a plow if sub.
soils are highly compacted,
spreading 2 to 6 in. of topsoil, and
lightly rolling?
2. Is fe~lizer use lirrdted as much as
possible; if used, is it applied in
amounts no greater than the needs
of the grass for the prevailing soil
conditions?
3. Is mulch applied for protection if
see~in~ occurs when temperatures can be high or runoff is likely
to occur before the grass is well
estal~lished?

Figure 3. St~,bilize¢l ¢onstructiot~ ~trlm¢~ (f/~
Departn-~nt of Ecology, I~2).
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Installation ~he~kl:

A temporary pipe slope drain la en
effective technique for prevenling erosion on a slope caused by runoff front
a higher elevation. Upsiope runoff

1. Is l~e entrance censtructed with
quarl~ spells 4 to 8 in. in size and
at least 12 in. thick?
rec~y for the ~t~?
3. If the entrance sits on a slope, iI
a filter fabric fence in place downgradient?

into the drain eflec’dvely and then ~
charged in a co~rolled way to pr~erlt
erosion at the bottom Of the ~ope.

Maintenance checkl:

1. Am no more Ihan 10 acres

drained into a single pipe Cope

ments, requiring top dressing the
pad with clean 2-in. rock?

1.5. Runoff conl~
Runoff contro~ represents various pmclk~
designed to keep water from coming in contact
with bare soil or controlling its velocity if it
does. Included are drains for surface and ~
surface watt, dikes and swalas placed aoro~
slopes to interrupt runoff, and roughne~ c~¯ ted on the surface to reduce velocity. Exam.
pie guidelines presented below are for a ~
slope drain and surface roughening,
1.5.1. Pipe slope drain (see ~ 4)

2. Was a minimum 6-in. metal toe
I:~ate p~acad at the entrance to
prevent undetc~ng?
3. Is runoff directed into the pipe wilh
interceptor dikes at least 1 It
higher at all points than the top of
the pipe?
4. Is there a slope toward ~e p~
on a grade of at least 3 percent It
the inlet?
5. If the pipe Is 12 in. in diameter or
larger, was a flared entrance
t~on installed end connected
cutely to the drain with water-t~ght
connec~ng bande?

<x CP£P ~

~

Riptap ~ Table 111-2.6

~

0

Installation

1. Is the entrance clogged with ~
2. Is it necessa~, to clean up any
sediments cank~ from the I
onto the str~f?

V

’ ~ I:)~amet~ D (fo~ pipe ~12 In.)

~o"

4 Ft Min. at Lo4e

Tr~an I% Sk~

4. P~pe =lope lmln deta,= (3).
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~~

2. Is erosion occurring at the oulJ~,
necessitating rebuilding lhe
1.5.2. Surface roughening (see Figure 5)

P~=~dk~W~o line

A roughened surface is an easy
inexpensive way to reduce runoff relocity, encourage the grOwlh of vege.
ration, increase runoff infil~ation, and
bar) some sediment. It is not effective
enough to use alone but can reduce

~ v~

best use~ on slopes steeper than 3
quire mowing. Them are several
methods of roughening I surface,

~~.~o~

~,~.

.~.,~.,~!,~..~*._~..~-

~--~ / ..... -~’-~""~’’

~’m~m ~ ~
6. Was the ~ thoroughly compacted at ~ enVance and undo.
neath the pipe?
r~aced between pipe sec~ons,
were the secttons securely fastened, and was the drain an8. Was the area below the ouUet sta~lized vv~h a hi)rap apron?
9. If the drainage can carry sedJ.
rnent, is it treated in a s~:liment
pond or trap?
Maintenance checks:
1. Iscutting
un~)rcutting
or bypassing
ocat the inlet,
requiring rein.
forcing of the headwall with
compacted earth or sanclbags?

slope direction, driving Veed~ equip.
me nt 810ng the slot~e direc~on to get
grooves perpendicular to the sk:~e, or
tilling (preferred because it avoldl
(steeper than 2 horizontal to I venlcel)
a stair-step pattern should be formed.
I. Have all exposed sJopas steeper
than 3 horizontaJ to 1 verlk:a/been
step patterns formed on slopes
steeper than 2 horizontal to 1 vet2. Was the soil scarified if it was
heavily compacted by the rough3. Was ltm area seeded as quic~
as pos.~ble?
Maintenance checks:
1. Have rills appeare~ tha! should be
regraded and reseeded?
2. Sediment trapping technk:lue~
Trapping sediments once they are released requires
slowing the transpo¢l velocity sufficient for so~l
pa~cJes to seffie (i.e., reducing the velocity below
the settling velocity of the particles), Soit part~clas
range over several orders of magnitude in size, from
the smafl clays to the large sands. Set/Jing velocity
is approximately related to the square of the part~e
diam..let: thus, halving the diameter apwoximately
quadruples the time needed for settlement. Therefore, as particles decrease in size, they become
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increasingly difficult to remove from a runoff stream.
This fact is largely why preventive techniques Ire
more cost effective then sediment Yapping prac~ces
and are strongly preferred.
The two basic types of sediment trapping techniques in use are sediment barriers and ~
ponds. Sediment barriers include the commonly
used filter fabric and straw bale fences as ~ as
Both types trap sediments in the same way, by
ponding water. AJthough that mechanism is mote
obvious in the case of ponds than of ba/riors, pracrices of the latter type actually provide only a Ittlnimum of filtering capability and prirnan~y ~ ~e
flow of water long enough for some pattick~ to
settle. Thus, they can only trap ralative~y large particles, generally the larger silts and sands. The Irap:r

While they can theoretically be made large enough
to trap any size particle, practical sizes generally
limit efficient rernoval to the medium silts and laq~er.
2.1. Sedimentbarrjors
Several principles apply to the various types
of sediment barriers. Maximizing a sediment
barrier’s ponding volume maximizes the
amount of sediment trapped. Therefor, Ire
barriers should be ~acad away from Ihe iramediate toe of slopes in order to incres~e the
area for ponding. It is very important that ~
ment barriers be aligned on the contour, not up
and down slopes. This alignment places them
at a dght angle to flow paths and ~ ~
creases ponding volume. Slopes draining to
sediment barriers generally should not be
more than 100 fl long. Sediment barriers must
be trenched in and staked to hold up under the
pressure of the wall of water they will lam.
Finally, sediment barriers do not provk~ effectire sediment removal from concent~atsd
flows. While straw bales are sometimes used
in ditches, rock check dams are really a better
alternative for decreasing velocity in charmets.
2.1.1. Filter fabric fence (see Figure 6)
Installation checks:
1. Are filter fabric fences used oNy
in the following applications:
Maximum of 1 acre served by a
single fence?
Maximum 1:1 sJope g-acr~lt and
100-ft ,slope leng~?
Sheet flow situation (never in concentratedflow)?

~,~,~= ~
~,== ~
’=~=’~
~o=t

~’==~

/

""

s~o~

i,!’~’:~
--~0=

-_

"-’~=~"~="~
=~"
~=,=~

=,~= ,,~ j f
~’=~’=~= II I
~’~=’~=,,=~"~’;~1~11
=,
,,=,,~=~ ,=M ~ ,, __.=~d~r,~,~,~ ~__~
~=,~==,~..4 II
e.
w ~-~,,=~ ~, =,~=~ .-41
=~=,=,=~
U
RCu~ I. ~ ~ ~ ~
2. Is the fence aligned to ~ ~
tours as well as poesible?
3. Is the fence installed =o that
height above the ~oil is no more
than 3 ft?
4. Are posts 2 x 4 in. wood or 1.33
Ib/ft steel, or the equivalent?
5. Are posts buried 2.5 ft deep
whenever possible and ,spaced
no more than 6 ft apart?
6. Is fabric attached on the upsiope
side with staples (at least I in.), lie
wires, or hog dngs?
7. Is the end of the fabric buried in a
trench sized as shown in Figure 6
and back/illed On both ~ upslopa
and downslope sides (as shown)?
8. Is splicing avoided if possible? If
impossible, is splicing done only
at posts and overlapped at least 6
in.?
9. Nonwoven and woven monofilament materials have ~ best properties fo~ silt fencing, If a woven
slit-film fabric is used, is w=re
mesh reinforcing (14-gauge rein-
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forcing wire mesh with openings
no larger than 6 in.) placed on the
upslope side and fastened the
same as the fabdc?
Maintenance checks:
1. Is it necessary to restake, reattach, or replace the fence to maintain all of the above condil~on~?
2. Is sediment removal needed ~
fore it reaches 1/3 the height of

rive if used according to the following
guidelines.
Installation checks:
1. Are straw bale fences used only
in the following applications:
Maximum of 114 acre served per
100 ft of fence length?
Maximum 2:1 slope gradient and
100-ft siope length?
2. Is the fence aligrted te siope co~
tours as well as

2.1.2. Straw bale fence (see F~gure 7)
Straw bale fences tend to swell when
they get wet and require frequent
maintenance. They are not highly meommended but could be more effec-

3. Are the bales bound with wire,
preferably, or siring placed
around the sides of Ihe bale, pera/lel to the ground?

~

U
3. Wedge loose straw between ba~s.

4. Backfill and cxxnpect ~ excavated Ioil.

CONSTRUCTION OF A STRAw BALE BARRIER

A

b

A

Points A shoul~l be higher t~an ~ B,
PROPER PLACEMENT OF STRAW BALE BARRIER IN DRAJNAGE WAY
Ftgur~ 7. Proper In=t~llat~on of =traw bele f~neel (3).
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4. Are the bales installed in a 4-in.
trench, as shown in Figure 7, and
b~ckfilled with 4 in. of soil on the
upsk)po side?
5. Are the bales forced together as
tightly as possible and anchored
with at least two stakes or pieces
of rebar per bale driven toward
the provious bale and flush with
the top of the bale?
6. Are gaps wedged with straw, and

is straw spread on the upslope
side?

7. Are straw bale fences used in
channels with concentrated flow
only when velocities are low and
placed as shown in Figure 7 (per’pendicular to flow and extending
at least one bale length above the
mid-channel bale)?
Maintenance checks:
1. Is it necessan/ to rep~ce the
fence to maintain all of the above
condit~:ms?

A key point in the design and construc~on of ¯
settling pond is to avoid short-circuiting by
water, Short-circuiting can cut the actual residence time far below the theoretical value ~
harm performance. Ways of avoiding it are to
divide the pond into two or more cells, kx~te
the inlet and outlet far apart, and install baffling
to increase Ihe flow palh.
2.2.1.

Sediment basin (see Flgum 8)
Installation

1. Is the bottom graded to be as
level as possible?
2. Is the pond no deeper than 7 It
with 1 ft of freeboard?
3. Are side slopes no steeper thai1 3
horizontal to 1 vertJcaJ?
4. Does the pond have an emergency spillway that is 1 ft deep,
with a width two to three times 814
number of aores ea~ved by Ihe
pond, and lined with 2 to 4 in. of
rocks?
5.

Does the pond discharge through

2. Is sediment removal needed (before it reaches 1/2 the height of
the fence)?

a rise~ pipe having at lees~ two
1-in. diameter orifices at the top of
the sediment storage zone?

2.2. Settling ponds
Settling ponds have several advantages. They
can function through all construction phases
and have relatively low maintenance require,
merits. They can also be located to intercept
runoff both before and after the onsite drain.
age system is developed.

6. Are inlet and outlet areas protected from erosion with riprap?

The three types of settling ponds in use differ
only in their outlet structure. The term sediment basin is used to describe a settling pond
with a pipe outlet that generally serves a drainage area of 3 to 10 acres. A sediment trap is
a settling pond with a stable spillway outlet and
a smaller service area. The third type is a
permanent water quantity control bond put in
temporary service during construction; such a
pond is designed to drain completely between
storms in permanent service. This operating
mode is not appropriate for ESC appiicalJon,
however, because the residence time is too
short for good particle trapping and setlled
material becomes resuspended during drain,
ing. Therefore, a temporary riser outlet needs
to be installed for use during construction,

7. Is baffling installed it the length-lo.
width ratio is less than 6 ot if the
entrance velocity is high?
8. A good feature to prevent shorlcircuiting of flow is a two-celled
pond, preferably with cells divided
by sandbags or a rock berm and
connected by a riser pipe similar
to that used for the out, eL A less
preferred arrangement is dividing
the pond with a filter fabric fence.
Is this feature installed if speci~d
in the design?
9. Is the pond fenced if it presents
any safety hazard to children?
Maintenance checks:
1. Is sediment removal needed (before 1.5 tt accumulates)?
2. Are any outlet orifices clogged
and in need of cleaning?
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3. ~e a~ ~n~n~ ~
and in n~ of ~ac~n or ~
~i~?
4. Has ~prap ~ ~l~ay lining ~
~l ~en ~st a~ n~ to ~ r~
5. ~e ~ere ~gns of ex~ive
draina~ to the ~nd, r~ui~ng r~
r~ng ~ ~nd en~r~
6. Are there signs of ex~ss~e
~diment loading to the ~, r~
quiring s~i=izati~ of ~e drainage area?

3. Mana~nt of o~ c~i~ sRe ~I~
~

Cons~ion sit~ ~n create ~ll~ ~le~
~ver and a~ve ero~on and s~i~n~ thro~h ~v~ng ~rations, handling and st~a~ of vagus ~terials, ~ills, and waste handling. In~s shou~
al~ ~ aware of the ~tential for ru~ff c~mi~.
tion from ~e~ s~r~s and ins~ ~e site a~
ing to ~e following gui~li~s.

~

3.1. Handli~ cement and ~e
In~8on~:
1, ~ concrete ~c~ have a designat~
washout area ~th a s~i~nt try?
~ _~
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2. Is exposed-aggregate driveway wash
water drained toward a collection point at
the side or into a sediment trap, where it
cannot get into a sheet drainage system?
3.2. Matedal storage and handling

3. Are hazardous and nonhazardous wastes
separated and each disposed of property
and prompt)y?
4. Has an employee education program on
waste management been established?

Inspection checks:

Inspection Pro~irams for Permanent

1. Are weather-resistant enclosures used for Drainage Practices
the storage and handling of materials,
such as paints, coatings, wood preserv- Program Development
atives, pesti~des, fuels, lubricants, and
solvents, and for potentially polluting
wastes?
Program Elementl
2. Are there designated end clearly communicated procedures for handling materials
and wastes and washing containers?
3. Is a chemical inventory maintained, including Matedal Safety Data Sheets?
4. Are containers and enclosures inspectsd
periodically for leakage, Indical~ng the
need for maintenance?
3.3. Spill containment
Inspectk)n checks:
1. Has a spill control plan been developed,
and have supplies been obtained to implement it? Does the plan include:
Who to notify If a spill occurs?
Specific instructions for different prod.
ucts?
Who is in charge?
Spill containment procedures?

and Faclliti~

The following elements are recommended for a compmhensive inspection program for permanent drainage
practices and faclli~es:
¯ Stormwater management planning
¯ Plan review ~
¯ Constructk)n inspection and enforcement process
¯ Followup inspecllon and long-term maintenance ~
The stormwater management planning step ensures
that each site considered for a permit receives coiTtprehensive analysis. The extensive consideratk~ns in Ittis
portion of the recommended program ere beyond the
scope of this discussion. The third element refers to
inspection of the storrnwater management facilll~s
themselves when they are built to determ;ne whether
installation has been consistent with the approved
plans. The final element seeks to ensure that facilities
continue to operate properly. The next subseclk:)n covers programmatic aspects of the followup inspection and
long-term maintenance process. The discussion is then
extended in the following section to examples of inspection guide;ines for common practices and facilities.

Easy to find and use spill cleanup kits?
How a spill will be prevented from getting Proceaa
Followup Inspection and Long-Term Malntananee
into a drainage system (e.g., valving,
diversion, absorption)?
Recommended features for a followup inspeclJon and
maintenance program are:
A disposal plan?
A worker education program?
3.4. Waste management
Inspec~on checks:
1. Have waste reduction practices been in~tuted (e.g., reusing solvents, subs~u~ng for
toxic products, minimizing quantities of
materials used)?

¯ An ordinance designating public authority and public
and private responsibilities.
¯ A Yacking system.
¯ An inspection schedule.
¯ A maintenance schedule.
¯ A safety program,

¯ A citizen response program.
2. Have recycling practices been instituted
(e.g., waste separation for recychng, pur¯ A detailing of proper waste disposal practices.
chasing recycled materials)?
¯ A maintenance contractor education program.
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The discussion below elaborates on several of these
features, arawing principally on experience in King
County, Bellevue, Olympia, and elsewhere in the Puget
Sound region of Washington. The examples in the sec.
tion that follows this discussion present guidance on
establishing schedules for common facilities and the
specific checks to be made during inspection visits.
Public Vereue Private Reapon$ibllitiel. Whereas inspection is usually a public function, the question of
responsibility often ahses with respect to Itm upkeep of
privately owned facilities. One model involves establishing a multiyear bonding period, during which the
developer has el! responsibility. Often after this period
and a demonstration of effecth, e operation, the government agency responsible for stormwater management
then takes over operation and maintenance. A second
model calls for leaving maintenance as a private func.
lion (performed by a commercial properly owner or
homeowners’ association), with inspection by the public
agency. In this approach, the government assumes ~
responsibility and assesses costs if the private parly
o~es not meet its responsibility. Effective application of
this strategy requires that prh/ate maintenance contractots competently perform the needed work. The frequent
lack of qualified contractors requires government agencias to consider training and ce~fying them.
Trecklng System. King County, Washington, offers a
useful moo~l for a tracking system to organize long-term
inspe~ons and maintenance. The King County apprcach
uses a corr~outerized information system. Each inspector
Js assigned a n inventory of facilities to inspect and specify maintenance and is given a laptpp computer to use
in the field. The information system contains an identifi,
cation number for each tac~lity, its type (e.g., wet pond,
infiltration basin), location, any special needs, and data
on previous ex~oeriences. At the conclusion of each visit,
the inspector enters a maintenance needs assessment
in the computer database. The computer then generates
Safety. Safety is a major consideration because of IX>
tentiel~y harmful air quality in below-ground sPaces, corroded supports, traffic, fal~ing objects, sharp ec~es,
poisonous plants and insects, ant/ lifting. The safety
portion of an inspection and maintenance program
should include:
¯ Testing instruments for harmful atmospheres (explosive, containing hydrogen sulfide, lacking in oxygen);
a tester should be caPable of checking all potential
conditions of concern, and all enclosed spaces
should be tested before an inspector enters,

¯ Traffic warning devices.
¯ Ladders, safety harnesses, and hard hats.
¯ Removing poisonous plants and threatening inse~
nests.

¯ Safety lraintng.
Waste Handling. Major maintenance on large facilities
should be scheduled when the least runoff is expected.
it is often a good idea to use ESC-type installations such
as filter fabric fences, sandbags, grassed ~rainage er¯as, and revegetation to prevent escape of sediments
dudng maintenance.
Although the vector truck is the maintenance workhorse, a problem concerns mixing waste that may be
relatively clean with very dirty waste. A solution, but In
expensive one, is to have "clean" and "dirty" blJck~.
Another issue concerns disposal of both solids and
seParated "decant" water picked up by vector truck~.
The best soiulk)n for decant water is
to discharge it to I
special decant station that has sediment
and oil sep~ra.
lion equipment, before the water is discharged to ¯
sanitary sewer. Few facilities currently operate Ibis way,
and most vector waste is discharged directly to a ~
tan/sewer. This practice can resuH in pollutants entering
surface waters because of inadequate Ireatmerd at
municipel wastewater plant, it can also deliver toxic
materials that can upset biological processes at the
treatment plant. Guidelines are needed but generally do
not exist for disposing of solids. The best programs now
send them to a lined municiPal landfill, unless ~ fail
a "looks Pad and smells bacr’ test, in which case they
are treated as hazardous waste.
Permanent Drainage Practices and Facilitiee
end Their Inspection
Categories of Practices and Fecilitfa~
Fo~iowing is the breakdown of practices used by Reinelt
(2), with the number of indh~uaJ pracl~ces in each catsgoty..
1. Stormwater devices--three practk~s
2. Detention facilities---eight practices
4. Biofilters--three practices

The 19 practices represented include some variations
on common devices, depending on their intended funclion, as specified by the Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin (31. For example,
0etention facilities include =wet ponds," which have a
quanti~ control function, and =water quality wet pon~s,"
which are treatment dev~.es,

¯ Checking for structural soundness before entering a
manhole.

O

¯ Adequate I:)ef~:xlt~L

3. Infiltration facilities--five practice~

¯ Ventilating equipment,

V
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The following passages provide ins[~ection checklists for
example practices and facil~es, generally the most
common, in each category. The practices and facilities
themselves are described only very briefly in this sect~on. For detailed descriptions, consult a stormwatar
management manual or texlbook. The checklists are
divided into checks to make when the practice or facility
is first installed and checks to be made on each foilowup
visit to determine the need for maintenance. Many of Ihe
points are illustrated in diagrams that accompany the
checklists. Also presented for a number of practices are
tables of maintenance standards. These tables have
been developed over tirne in the Puget Sound area, end
several judsdictione have contributed to them.
While much of an inspector’s wod~ is pedormed in the field,
it is often advisable or even absolutely necessary to do
soma background work in the office before going out to
inspect an installal~on. This work mairdy ~msists of consuiting the design plans to determine the sbec~calJons.
Too infrequent inspection and maintenance is one of the
main reasons for poor performance by stormwater facilities. The frequency of followup inspections should be
determined based on the type of device and the circumstances where it is installed, An inspectk:m and main~,
nance plan should be developed before an installation
goes into service, As a general rule, surface facilities
should undergo a drive-by inspection at least monthly
and after any rain totaling 0.5 in. or more in 24 hr.
1. Stormwater devicee

2. Is the unit sized and installed as specified
in the plane?
3. Ate adequate removable covers provided
for observation and maintenance?
4. Is runoff excluded from roofs and other
areas unlikely to co~ltaJn oil?
5, Is any pump in us~ placed downstream to
prevent mechanical emulsiflcatiorz?
6. Is detergent use avoided upstream to prevent chemical emulsifk:alion?
7. For API and CP separator, is a forebay
provided sized at 20 ~ of surface area per
10,000 ft* of d~ainage m?
8, For API and CP separators, is an afterbay
provided for I~acement of absorbents?
9. For the CP separator, are the plata~ no
more than 3/4 in. apart ~ at 45 to ~0
degrees from horizontal?
Maintenance check~
1. Is weekly inepec~ion pedormed by the
owner?
2. Ate oil and any solids removed frequently
enough (at least just before the m~in runoff period end then after the first major
runoff event)?
3. Are absorbants replaced as needed, but at
least at the beginning and end of the main
runoff season?

This group includes devices used for coilecbon and
conveyance of stormwater, as well as speclal-puq:~ose
facilP~es. Within the category are catch basins, pipes
and culverts, and oil/water separators. Inspection
guidelines are given for oil/water separators as a
complete example. Tables of maintenar~e standan~
are included for the other types of facilities,

4. Is ~ effluent shutoff valve operatiorz~ for
closure during cleaning?
5. Ate waste oil and solids disposed of ee
specified by regulations?

1.1. Oil-Water separators
Figure 9 illustrates the three basic ~l~es of
oil-water separators. The spill control unit’s
purpose is to catch small spills; it is not capabte of separating dispersed oil. The American
Petroleum Institute (API) separator is a baffled
tank that can separate "free" (unemulsified) oil
but requires a relatively large volume for effectiveness, The coalescing plate (CP) separator
can separate free oil in a much smaller volume
because of the large surface area provided for
oilcollection by the corrugated plate pack, The
following guidelines generally apply to all
types, except as noted,

6. Is any standing water that is removed discharged to the sanitary sewer and then
replaced with clean wat~?
1.2. Pipes and culverts
Refer to Table 2 for a summary of maintenance
standards for conveyance facili~ee,
1.3, Catch basins
Catch basins are routinely placed between the
drain inlets in streets and parking lots and the
conveyances that transport water away to
settle large solids. Refer to Table 3 for a summary of maintenance standards.
2. Detention facilities

Installation checks

Detention facilities include ponds that are designed
and operated either to drain within hours after a

1, Is the type appropriate for the service?
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Defe~

Maintenance Needed

~nt

~~

Malnten~noe

~r ~ ~ ~.
V~ ~t ~

P~ ~ ~

~~~~~
~"

manent or ~mi~nent ~1 (wet ~S). ~
~S ~n have ~ter quanb~ ~n~ ~,
water quali~ ~ntrol ~j~, or ~, aR~h
d~ ~nds offer few water quali~ ~nefi~. ~tent~
facilities al~ indu~ ~r~ ~rete ~u~
and storage pi~s, the la~er ~ti~s refe~
as ~nks. T~ ~ ~ ~d~ q~ ~
~1 pur~ses, al~ough if ~ey have r~afive~
water resi~nce times ~y can
Other facilities someti~s i~u~d in this ~t~ow
are ~i~ ~t a~ ~ stom~.
lands ~n ~ plac~ in eider this group or wi~
as a complete example. A ~ble of maintenan~
standards is i~lud~ f~ vaults an~
2.1. Wet ~
Figure 10 illusVates a ~pi~l wet ~nd. A ~t
~n~ has a "dead storage" ~anent
semi~rmanent ~ an~ a =live stora~" z~
that fills during runoff events and then drains
fairly quickly. Its design basis differs ~nding on its pu~o~ (quanti~ control
control, or both), but the ch~ks made when it
is install~ and later ~ile it
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(.,, Mlinte~n¢~
Conv~ MH

generalh/the same, with the few excep~ns
noted.
Installa~on checks:
1. Does construction comply with local requimrnents for earthwork, concrete, other
masonry, reinforcing steel, pipe, water
gates, metalwork, and woodwork?
2. Are all dimensions as specified in the ~
proved plan?
;

3. Are interior side slopes no steeper than 3
horizontal to 1 vertical and exterior side
slopes no steeper than 2:17

~

4. Is the bottom level?
5. Are the spillways (between cells, if any,
and the emergency outlet spillway) sized
and reinforced as specified in the approved plan?

7. Are inlet and ouUet areas stabilized as
necessary to avoid erosion?
8. Are safety concerns addressed, for exampie, with such features as a shallow bench
completely around the edge of the pond,
barrier plantings to discourage approach
~ children, and/or fencing (should not be
necessary if sloped as recommended and
~ safety features are provided)?
9. For a water quality pond, is the effective
length-to-width ratio at least 3:1 minimum,
5:1 preferably; are the inlet and outlet
separated to the greatest width possible?
Maintenance checks:
1. Has a maintenance plan and schedule
been developed?
2. Refer to Table 4 for specific checks and
maintenance standards (these standards
apply to other types of ponds as well).

6. Is a drain provided that can drain the dead
storage zone within 4 hr if necessary?
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4. Is the basin preceded by a pretreatment
(~,ice (e.g., presetlling basin or biofllter)
to prevent failure caused by siltation?

Refer to Table 5 for a summary of maintenance
standards for closed detention system~
3. Infiltration facilities

/

i

5. Is the basin at least 50 ft from any siope
greater than 15 percent and at least 100 ft
upsiope and 20 f~ downsiope of any buik:ling?

Infiltration facilities discharge most of the entering
water to the ground. They include surface basins
and trenches, below-ground perforated pipes, roof
drain systems, and porous pavements. Inspection
guidelines are given for infilVation basins as a cornpieta example. A table of maintenance standards is
included for infiltration 1Tenches as well.

6. Is the outlet odfice design consistent with
the infiltration capacity on which the facitity
is based (e.g., to avoid the collecljon of
more water than can infiltrate in 48
7. Are the spillways (between cel~, if ~ly,
and the emergency out~et spillway) siz~l
and reinforced as specified in Ihe
proved plan?

3.1. Infiltration basins (see Figure 11 for a typical
basin)
Installe~on checks:

1t
~
f
~

8. Are all disturbed areas stabilized to prevent erosion?

1. Does construction comply with local requirements for earthwork, concrete, other
masonry, reinforcing steel, pipe, water
gates, metalwork, and woodwork?

j

2. Are all dimensions as spedfied in Ihe ~
proved pien?
3. Does the timing of basin construction
avoid the entrance of any runoff containing
sediment from elsewhere on the site?

9. After final grading, has the bed been
deeply tilled to provide a well*aerated,
highly porous surface texture?
Maintenance checks:
1. Has a maintenance plan and schedl~
been developed?
2. Refer to Table 6 for specific check~
maintenance standards.

T~e S. ~ln~nce S~’nc~rd~ for Ck~d Detention Sys~me
Plugge~ ~ vents

~ ~~:~age
~:limem~
in

H~ff of ~e end ar~a of a vent is biocke~ it ~ point ~

AcCumulated ~diment ~ept~ is >10% of ~ diametar of I~e
storage area fo~ I/2 ~ length of storage vault o~ a~j I~nt
exceeo~ 15% of Ihe diamefar. Ex~np~e: 72-~. ItO,rage lank
wouk~ require cleaning when s~K~ment reaches

befweee t~,~k/p~p~

Any crack W~owing rn~te~ to be tr~<x~ imo Ihe

Problems w~
n’~’~o~e Cover

Cover ~s rmss~ng m only p~daJly in ~a~e. Any open n’~nhole
requ~es rr~tena~e.
Loc~ong mechan~-n can~o~, be opened by one maintenance

MlJntenance

A, se~mar~ ar~ dMxts removed Irom
storage

Manhole is ck~e(f ~.~
Mechanism is repWr~d o~ rep~a¢~l

person w~ proper too~s. Bot~ into frame have <I/2 ~n. of

t~ea0 (may nol ap~ to self-k~ng I~s).
Cove~ lifficuff to remove by one maJntenar~e Pe~on app~/~ng
80 Ib of fill.
Lao~det rungs of
rear, hole unsafe

C~--h beans

LocW government Safety officer o~ maintenance pe~so~ ~udges
~a! la~er ~s unsafe Out ~o rinsing rungs, r~s~J~gnrnenL rusl,
~’ cracks.

See Table 3.

it functions
Cover can be removed and re~,stll~:l
by one rnaJntenance Pemo~.
Ladcler meets ~Je,~gn ~Klards
a~lows fo~ m~nten~-~

See Table 3.
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3. In addition, is tilling necessary to restore
infiltration capacity (regular annual tilling is
recommended)?
3.2. Infiltration treflches
Refer to Table 7 for a summary of maintenance
standards for infiltration trenches,
4. Biofilters
The term °biofilter" applies to vegetated land treatment systems. Biofilters can be in the form of vegetared swales, in which water flows at some
measurable depth or in a thin sheet across broad
surface areas, sometimes called =filter stnps." Constructed wetlands are also sometimes put in this
catego~. The guidelines given below generally pertain to swales and filter strips, although some excep-

[~.-------~’~’---~ ~ ~1r

tions are noted. Inspection of constructed wetlands
should be conducted with reference to both these
guidelines and those given above for wet ponds.
4.1. Biofiltration swales and fllte~ sI~S
Installation checks:

!

1. Are the dimensions and plantings ~s
specified in the approved plan?
2. Is the vegetation cover dense and unlform?
3. If the biofilter is a swale, is it parabolic or
trapezoidal in shape, with side slopes no
steeper than 3 horizontal to 1 vert~l?
4. Is the biofilter placed relative to buildings
and trees
in such a way that no portion will
!""
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NOAA COASTAL OCEAN PROGRAM
Decision Analysis Series No. 5

ECONOMIC VALUATION OF
NATURAL RESOURCES
A Handbook f.or
Coastal Resource Pol~cymakers

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adrnirdstratio~
Coastal Ocean Office
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The Decision Analysis Series has been established by NOAA’s Coastal Ocean Program (COP)
to present documents for coastal resource decisk:>n makers which contain analytical treatments of
major issues or topics. The issues, topics, and
principal investigators have been selected through
an extensive peer review process. To learn more
about the COP or the Decision Anal)sis Series,

Coastal Ocean Office
1315 East West Highway, Sta. 15140
Silver Spring, MD 20910
~pho~.: 301-713-3338
301-713-4044
Photograph used on cover and in chapter openings is by Skip Brown; used with permission of the
Maryland Sea Grant College.
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Science for Solutions

NOAA COASTAL OCEAN PROGRAM
Decision Analysis Series No. 5

ECONOMIC VALUATION OF
NATURAL RESOURCES
A Handbook for
Coastal Resource Policymaker$

Douglas W. Upton
University of Maryland
Kathartne F. We,man
Battelle Seattle Research Center
w/th the co#aborat/on of

Isobel
C.
S,o,,
NOAA Coastal Ocean Office

n
U

Rodney F. Welhe~
NOAA Office of the Chief Scientist

June 1995
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Ron~d H. 8rown. Se~r, aW
National Oceanic and Atmospheric AdrrdrdsUatkm
D. James Bakei’. Under Secretary
Coastal Ocean Office ....
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HISTORY AND LEGISLATIVE MANDATES FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL VALUATION
counting lot economic gain~ o~ losses due to environmental benefit o~ harm. Even when aware
the physical harm s project or policy would
have on the enviroranent, dectsionmakm
able to quantify these using the available
tooh d the time. Economic th¢o~
~’essed to addreu the problemsd environmental valuation,
a~ have federal environmental la~m
and rtguhtlom.

~on~int Source Pollution ~nu~l
E~vL-onm~n=! Reg~tio~

6
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BooE, ~n =ttempt to cod~ md agree on ~r~l
justi~cation. TELs cioo.u~nt wa~ notable f~
in ~ Ere 1~ ~ envi~nml m~mnt
t~ c~l ~ ~ ~lar ~em ~
view ~ lin~ ~ ~ ~ ~itml m~ ~ +htim
~L T~ ~ ~ ~to~ ~ f~ml ~v~n~l
~lluti~ ~1 -- ~ ~ ~r Act ~ 1970
~ Act ol 197~ --~pl~itly ~ibi~

~ile ~ Na~ En~nml P~y A~
~m~ ~mgh 1982) ~ui~ ~ m ~flt~
~[If ~ into im ~ until ~ 19~, w~n ~u~
12291 (~ ~~ lm~t A~I~ ~uim~t)

~ oil ~ ~ ~~ ~ter~h ~to ~ly ~

~ ~ + ~~ ~

LEGISLATIVE MANDATES

!0

The following section provides a summary O/legislation wh~’~
indi~at~ the extent of the applications o/environmental valuation
in the coastal and marine resource management and policy
~’ WETLANDS PERMITTING. Among the many pieces d legislation related to wetlands, the most important is probably Se~tlon 404 o/the Clean Water Act which is a component of the
permit process necessary for wetlands conversion fo¢ development.
When making a permitting decision, the Army ~ of Engineers
is expel:ted to balance the public and private benefits of the
ject against the costs, and to take into ~:co~nt envirorm~en:al values. No ~uiddines are provided on how the
neers should measure co~ts and benefits. Not is there any requirement that an Krual study be conducted. Ho~.ver, agencies maEIn~ rec~mmendationa to the ~ can (and occasionally do)
make their arguments in terms of costs and bene~ts.
~" NOhTOINT SOURCE POLLUTION CONTROL.
319 o/the Clean Water Act e~tablishes a national program to
control nonpoint ~:a~rtes of water pollution. In addition,
6217b o/Coastal Zone Act Reau~hori~tk~ Amendments oir
1990 requires that all states with coastal marmgement
must devtlop and submit to EPA and NOAA tot approval ¯
C,o~tal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program. Under Sectiom
6217g. EPA is required to publish guidance tot specifying
nomically feasible management measures. All management rr~aNonttx~t PdEaion in C.om~ ~,Vazers are to be economically achlevable and cost-effective. This language does little to aid the coastal
mana~ ot planner in acrually evaluating which management
mine the depth and breadth of nonpoint source pollution cor~tro~
the value O/the resources (water quality, shellfish beds, re.cation) must be determined. Once the value o/the resources is

¯ ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION. ~ Natk,t~l E~viro~
mental Policy Act (NEPA) requires federal government agemc.ies
to conduct an assessment of environmental ~ of ~
leg~lation ~ "other major federal actions signffkantly affecti~
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tEe quality ot" the human environment." Over the yeari t~
thority has been extended to i~lude any actions funded in pan
regulated by the federal government, even thoagh they are carried
out by private parties. The result o( the azaessment b an Environ.
mental Impact Statement (EIS). Under NEPA, benefit-co~
analys~s is discussed I~t not required. ~f,~en a benefit.co~t
sis is prepared, a di~ussion of tee re|atior~ip between tee aptly.
si~ and any analyses of un~uantifiable environmental irnpac~ values and amenitie~ must be included.
~" FISHERIES ]~NAGEMENT, TEe Magnu~on Fhhery
servation and k~lanagement Act oir 1976 and its amendment~ t~quire the preparation of fishery management plans under federal
juri~iction by the F~eties Management C, ounclh tot revie~
tee Secretary ot’Commerce~,lationa| {~eanic and A~
Administration (NO/~). E~enefit.cost analysis b required under
the regulator), impact review component of the plan. Typical
analyses might i~clude determining the value of a recreattonll
f~,Eing day o~ the value of a settee of tee commercial ~hing industry to society. The National Marine Fineries ,~ervi¢~
Commerce and NOAA) ~ issued guidance from time to time
economic anal~ but the I~lequ~y of the~ Inily~s h~ ~
be challengedand in ourt.

" LmG^TtON OF On. W^ST
~PILLS, The Comprehensive Environmental Response, ~
pen~tion Lhbillty Act of 1980 (CERCLA) mandates the
preparation of regulatioo.s by which natural re~urce damages ~om
spills ofoil ~ hazardom substances should I~ assessed m compm.
sate society for k~ses before tee resources are fully re~torecL TI~
Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA) aL,,o mandates the prepm~tlo~

of regulations by which Ptrural resource damag~ slx-ci~icall~

oil spi|Is, will be calculated. Under C:ERCLA ,nd OP^, in
event of a spill ooii ov otEer l~mrdous suEs~ances, ~ publk
must be compen.~ted for" natural resource injuries in ot~er to
make them as ~ell off’as they ~ld have been without the ,pill
in developing a damag~ claim, tEe re~,outce trustees must

mine the value of lost resources and service flows pending
tion- In this case, val~es may include the value o injured
mammals or seabirds or the value society" attaches to just knowing
that a natural wilderness area exists. CERCLA and OPA natural
re~urce damage assessment has aRempted to incorporate

stare-ot’-the-art environmental valuation techniques. Methods for
measuring damages are discussed by name in the reguhtiom, in-

-- ....
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A Sampling
of Legislative
Mandates
¯ Wedands Permit.
ring: Section 404 d
Cleaa Wate~ Act
I~ Lltlgatkm d Oil
and
Ha.tardou~ Waste
Spilht The ~,

cl~lin~ r~vel costs, hedonic valuation, and contingent valuation.
Also chscussed is the ranle o( t’)pes d values, includini m~rket-re.

" OTHERS. The Coa,t~l Zone Management Act of 1972 {.
,m,~) identifies coastal t~’so~rce uses subject to mana~ment
that may requirt benefit-~ost analysts including the siting of ~najor
facilities related to ener~; fisheries developments, recreation,
ports and transportation; and the location of new commercial and
industrtal developments, in ~ld,t~on, the Act ~ncourages the
preparation o(Special Area Manag~rnent Phns (SAMP) for
~onable coastal-dependent economic ~’ow~k Net economic ben~fit analysis, in this case, ts p~epared by state Coastal Zone Mana~mcnt (CZM) programs and submitted to NOAA, which tssu~
SAMP funds.

V
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~enslve Envin~.

The Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act d
1972 (as amended) requires that public and recto-economic
derived from sanctuary designatgm be as.scssed a~ part o(the approval
proce~ for a proposed site. in ~ldition, an environmental impact
statement, fisheries rnana~rnent guidance, and o¢.¢an pollution relu-

~eat Respome,,
Compen~atioa and
Llabili~ Act d
1980
~’ Oil Pol]utlem Act

latiot~ are Irequiln~.

~Ccm~ P,,e~oufte
Managtmcal:
C,o~tal Zoo¢ Ma~

Section~ 317 and 3~0 e/the Water Quali~ Act o~ 1987 (amcndrncnt~ to the Clean Water Act). Under the NER, the Administ~tot
d EPA is authorized to convene management con/erences that teixe,

¯

Th~ National E~tuan, Program (NEP) was established under

age-meat Act d
1972 (a~ amc~led)
Marine $,mctuarl,
Designatioa:
Marine Protection,
Research azal $a~,
tuaries Act d 1972
(a~ amended)

I

sent ¯ partnership ~cross federal, state, and local levels, designed to
r~ach co~nsus on priori~ problems of the estasary, the cause~ o~
those problems, arxl the actions d~at must be taken to contct tho~
problems. The management corffertnce also provides a mechanism
for obtainir~ commitments to take action. These commianent~
flected in the Comprehensive Conservation and Mana~’ment Plan
(CCMP), are the result of the NEP process. Development of the
CCMP is critically dependent on the determination of values ofestuarine functions and s~rvices. Environmental valuation could I~ an
integral part of the scient~c characterization process, linking science
with poli~-rdevant issues. Such value~ couM play ¯ major role in
the socio-politicaI acceptability of action plan alternativts hid out m
a part of the (3C.MP development and implementation process. Recent ~uidelines on ~ role of environmental valuation in NEP planning l’mve been issued In/the EPA Ocean ~tal Protection Divi..

-

"1

CONCEPTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL VALUATION
The t~n ~ in e~:onomics l~s a precise ~t~niti<m ~ it is ti~e price’individuals ar~ willin~ to
pay Ln order to obtain ¯ good or ~rvice. ~ I:~ic ~:mornic cor~:~ o(supply and demand am
employed to estimate willingness-to.pay (called produce¢ ~rp|us and oraumef mrplus, respective.
ly). Thi.s idea of valu~ ~xl ir.s measurt rtmain consistent wh~d-~r ¯ market good or a state of the
env~t is at stake.

I!
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pletely costless activi~, which we kno~ it isn’t.. The ~r-

Non-Market ~ a~ ~i~

~ment phn ~t~ ~ ~ple~t~ a~ ~

SCARCE R~O~C~, ~GE
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market price. The relationship between a gooc~s n~rket price and lu
value in terms ~ willingnesa-to-pay (~’TP) can be on£ming. We
might think, for example, r~t because an individual buys ¯ certain
go~ at a market price olr :~, then $8 i, what the individual is willing
to pay for this good, and thm $8 is the value to r~ individual. Such
reasoning, however, is not necessarily true. If an individual spends
$8 to obtain ¯ good. we know only that t~ l~d is worth ¯t least
this much to the individ,,=l~ he or she may also have been willing to
¯

this case, the $8 market price is only ¯ lower lx~ncl estimate ~
total value olr the good to the individual, that is, the individual’s
You might conclude ~ this example ra~t total market expert.
ditures for ¯ good (i.e., price times quantity ~okt) would constitute
lower bound estimate ~ iu consumer value. The problem with
o~:lmion L~ d~t the appropriate economic me’a~re ~we|fare m’
value b nee/x-n~, not to~] value. The net benc~u society dertvel
~ a good is reprinted by net WTP, or t~ ~nt ~ocietv would
be willing to pay to prnduce andlor ~ ¯ good bt7o~ d~ ~ it
The same principle o(ecorzomic value hokh f~ non-ma~
/zxx/s, gcxxi, that do not haw ol~ervable market prices. For examph,
consider the ca~e o( ¯ recreational fhher who would be willing to
q~md up to $30 a day to u~e ¯ particular fishing site, but only has to
spend SZO ¯ day in travel and associated com. The net benefit ~
economic value to the fuJ~er o/" a fz.~ing day at the site is not r.he
exlxmditure, but the $10 difference between w~t teat Irzsher would
be willing to spend and what he or she actually has to spend. Ira
velopment project eliminated all fishing opportunity st the site,
fisher would line the satisfaction o( fishing there, as represented bit

$10 ¯ day in net benefits. The $20 a day he or she ~Id have
to visit the site would not be lost but would be ¯vaihble to spend
Because market expenditures are not measures o¢’net bendlts,
we cannot use expenditures on the purchase o/’rehted goods as ¯ alltaken to provide the ird’ormation on social value.
Because a market provides a forum for society to express rehdve
preferences in monetary terrm, market transactions can be used to infer preferences, and thus economic values. Aho, non-market ~
can a~’netimes be valued based on information on preferences

vided b/market transactions for rehted products. For e~ample, ~

Economic Value Based on Net
Willingness to Pay (WTP)
Co¯sider the ca~ in which only one unit of a certain market
good, oysters, is produced at ¯ cost of $1 per dozen sad ~old
at ¯ price of $8. If the purcha~r had been wiIling to pay
$10, the net benefit of ¯ dozen oy~ter~ to thh consumer
would be $2 ($10 le. $8) -- this ¯mount is called consumer
surplus. At $8 ¯ do:en, the producer earns $7 from the ~ale
(the ~elling price minus the production price), ~o the nel benefit of the good to the producer is $7 (called producer sus-

L
1
2

plus). The total economic value of ¯ dozen oystera is thug $9

($2 net benefit to the consumer plu~ $7 net benefit to the
producer). If for ~orne reason the producer was denied
opportunity to produce and ~ll oyster¯ (~a¥ bee¯u~e of ¯
moratorium on fishing) ~ ¯ad the omumer was denied tbe
opportunity to buy ¯ad consum¢ oyster¯, ~ the total ~ lo

the~ Indiv’kl,,-h would be $9.
can e~timate the value o~¯ recreational site by travel expenditmel

CONSUMER AND PRODUCER SURPLUS
In measuring the general satisfaction that ~oclety a~ ¯ whole

coasumer ~ and i~ducrr suri~s to ¯pproximate the n~t will|n~.
petitive market, its market price measures the r.ora~aner demand

(marginal WTP) for the last unit of the ~ purthased. Madm
price is determined by the equilibrium o~’demand and supply, L,~,,
p~ice and quantity that correspond to the level at which the ~
sumer~s W’TP for the next unit produced is equal to the co~ of producing it. For all other units tithe good purchased, howev~, the
consumer marginal WTP for each unit exceeds market price.
Before discussing consumer and producer mrplu$, it will be u~fial to f’~t review supply and demand curves. Supply curves de~tibe
the relatiortship between the quantitiea of¯ producer’s good o~ ~¢tvice and the price the producer receives. ~ relationship i~ ~
R00424q 7
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pie, to weigh socia! benefits ~ociated with a ~ial dev~lol>.
ment project against tmvironn~ntal benefits that ~ould be lost
should ~ project be implemented. Such ¯ ~ accosmtin/~na]~
tallies all real costs associated with an activity, including the cost
lost or damaged envirorxmental assets and quality o( lute. Desirable
characteristics o( thi~ social accounting scheme are these: it is intern~lly consistent (i.e., the underlying theoty does nor change with circumstance), usually intuitively appealing, and acceptable in ma|or
coum ~ law.
The mea~rement o(gains or losses is ¯ net vo~t (i.e., the valu~
of ¯ site’s services over and above the next best ¯hem¯tire). As
will see, ~ estimates o/benefits are no( restricted to losses in corninertial enterprise~ such as losses to commercial f’~,he~ies. Benefit
measures attempt to ~:ount for the subjective preferences
regarding the use and ex~ence olceastal or marir~ r~ources. For
example, in siting ¯ pt~sed development project, d~ location
should be where the net benefits (commercial gains from the dev¢l.
opment) minm the costs o(productiort and envirortment¯l damages
it causes, are maximi~L If benefits are negative, then the develop.
ment would represent an inefl’i¢ient use of~octety’s resources.
ample, * shopping mall built on ~etlands provides less net beneflu
than ~ same proj~:t, just as convenient to s~pe~ built on

0

L
2

As ¯ general rule, d~e f~,~. substitutes avsihble for ¯ good
service, the greater the loss. Thus, a site that provid~ excellent
recreational experiences might be adjacent to anoth~ site that

vide, equally good recreational experiences. The lo~ to the recre.
¯ tionist from k~ing o~e site would be smaller than i[there were no
close substitute. However, i/’elimination olr one site causes ~
tion at another site and Iower~ ~ quality ot" the rec~e-ational experience for everyone, then those losses must also be taken into account.
Gains From development ~ill be higher where substitutes are
fe~er and more costly. Take again the simple case o(¯ shoppinl
mall: gains from ¯ new sl’~pping mall wcmld be ~ extra profits tim
retail stores could make plus the gains to consumers fi~m l~vin~
shorter distances to travel to shop. However, ifanorher mall exi~
nearby, consumers w~l gain little fi~om t~ additional mall and the
retail stores in the fixst mall may lose almost as much in prc~t as
those made by stores in ~ new mall. The net value to
real estate, and stores owners is the figure that shoukl be compared m
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THE SOCIAL ACCOUNTING SCH M ,
A CASE STUDY
|llmtr~(es how environmenrsl econom~sus employ ~~:lal accountln~
(e<.}mique~ Is a fin( Itep in doLng in economic: valultJon The
provide~ ~ example o[ the role environmental v~luetion ¢oukJ plal~
m decisions reh(ed (o deveic@ment or’environmentally sensitive ~.
as and, potentieHy, to d~e de(erminaHon ot’oml~ns~(ion in
cvem d’ a re~latoty ~ing.
In the |960s0 ~ OrLon Corporation proposed to dredge irxl fill
hnc~ d~t they owned m the P~dilla Bay tidelands of Skegit
in nort~we~(em ~/~ing(on State to create ¯ Venetiln.~]¢
muni~. Accordm~ to C:~des L~n, former A4~ismnt ARorney
era] m~l counsel for the State o( W~hingmn in Ofian, the phnned
community would h~ve been ff~ mo~t populou~ town in

County.
P~dilh Bay is home to d~e hrgest contiguous exp~nse ~eel~’~ll
in the stlre, ~ervel Is I ~lrno~ ~nd dungenm crab nursery, ~
critical h~bir~( to d~s~nds ~ ducks ~ncl gee~, Is well
gered bid e~gle~ Ind peregrine f~kons. Recognizing the Importance
o¢" these r~tural resoun~e~ Skagi( County’s 1976 Shoreline
Ecology), required by the State’~ Shoreline Management Act, deal8hated Padilla Bay tidelands "aquatic," which prohibited ~!! u~
cept nonmtensive recreation end aquaculture. The
use rtstrictiom in Skagit County’s Shoreline

Desirable Properties
Accounting Scheme
¯ Account~ foe all teal osta ot
benefit~ from an activity
¯ Internal7 consistent

¯ Intuitive
¯ Aecep~ ia cour~

Program essenti, lly han~ed Orian’~ plans to dredge and

fill the ha,/for ~n ovenvater housing devtlopment.
(ions constituted ~ "regulatory taiing" ~nd a~l for’

tode lo

determine whether state interference with Orian’~ u~
o/" the property was sufficiently restrictive to deny Orb
an any reasonable use of the lard without offering Fab,
market value. The Washington Suprem~ Court
that the shoreline reguhtiom did nor cause an ~
stitutional taking on two groun~

Fuji, d~ c~urt held that "the public trust doetrine would haw prohibited the intended development anyway, despite the Shoreline Management Act. ¯
Therefore, since there was no right to place file ~
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Figure 2.3. Consumer and Producer Surplus

~.(s)
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build houses in the f’tm p~e, there was no taking. The state does
not have to pay for taking ¯ property right which never existed."
Second, the Supreme Court dechred that the shoreline nguhtS~m
did not violate the C,o~irution because "whenever the state impo~
hnd us~ restrictions in order to safeguard the public interest in
health, the environment, and the f~scal integrity tithe area," it is a
legitimate me d police power and ts "insulated" fix~n taking~ lairm.
The court, however, ¯ho recognized that regulations intended
to protect the Paddla Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve may
have prevented reasonably pmfltable use dOrian’s tidelands. Because the reg~htiom were not intended to I~mect public health and
safety bet imtead served to enhance the value tithe publicly
Re.rye, d~y cou~l ~ve caused ¯ t~mpor~ty taking. The ~
the case I~:k to. lower cc~n to resolve ~::tual ~ where ¯
held that’ the P,~hlla Bay Reserve caa.r, ed ¯ temporary taking and
¯ n was doe compensation.
The final senlement included the cost ~ the acreage plus inm,.
eu accrued since the creation tithe Psdilla Reserve in 1980, in addlo
zion to attorney tees. in eachange for $3.6 million, Orlan released
chitin against the Department d Ecolot-/and tran~erred ¯11 rights in
Padilh Bay tideflaa to the state. Thus in June 1993, the Padilla !~,
lq¯tional Estuarine Research Reserve in Ska~it Count,/quadrupled in
stze with the acquisition o(8,004 ~ hxxn the Ortan Corporatkm
¯nd lu l~dilla Bay associates.
Now, ~ W~in~ton wi~ed m ~. tl~ l)o~ntal ~

Stakeholders in Padilla Bay Development

~" lqe~mer~
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th~ me~sure will be d~:us~ed in ~ 5,

FISH ~N~R~ if~n’s ~~nt we~ to
f~ f~ ~l~ ~ c~b ~ ~ ~i~if~zly fewer
c~b ~re z~i~ble ~ ~ markez, £~ ~i~s w~ r~
He~, ~timtion ~ibiliti~ o~ ve~ im~int.
¯ ~ ~1~ ~me~ ~iil ~ti~m ~er ~u ~
~ m r~, ~ ~ ~ld ~ ~ ~¢n into ~.

~bi~, ~]d eagl~ ~ ~re~ fal~ ~ available
~ bi~ ~y ~ ~, ~ ~y ~e num~ ~bi~ ~I~
¯ m c~a[i~ ~n overall ~t~ ~ b~v~wi~ ~nl~

to the tidelar~ tnd thu, improve bi~-v~wing ~niti~
p~ ~ w ~r, ~e M~fi~ to wi~life vie~ m~t
will n~ to ~ to ~-~rket ~~ to ~

~N~RS OF HOU$~G. I~ ~e ~ ~ve~nt ~ m

ml~ mrket ~

-

ECONOMIC TOOLS FOR USE IN COASTAL
MANAGEMENT DECISIONMA~.NG
Several types ~economic L, ffonnation ar~ u~ful for co~r~l decL~ionmaEL,~. Enviroc~mcnt~l wlue

ts important in wrae of these: benct~t-c.o~t ana|yi~, natural nn, ource damag, e as.scuments and
tainable development asscsm~nl. Other kinds d information such s~ economic impact
are o~ten confiucd with value mea.gn’¢l, IXlt provide different lrd’ormation t’o d’~ decision
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Economic

Tool Kit
¯

Economic
Impact Analy~h

¯ ~4~t-Effecttveo
ae~ Analy~
¯

Benefl¢.Cmt
~lysis

¯ Natural Re~ourte
Damage
Aue~ment

D, ve,o en,

msm.! ma.. nagement and policy decision making require~
mat,on mat ranges widely from land-us~ impacts on natural
~ources to economic implicatiora of changes to terrestrial and aquatic
,~,~,em~ While the availability or" accurate information do~
mean that such decision making will necessarily be good, it is
that the lack of accurate information will almost alway~ com:ribute
unird’ormed decision~.
While the focus of this handbook is on environmental valu~
tion, namely, determining the dollar value of natural and envinmmental resources and resource services, it is important for coastal
managers and planners to recogn~ a variety of alternative economic
approaches to generating and presenting economic information. Each
approach calls for different skilh and research procedures, and each
intended to sm-wer a different que.uion.
Which of these economic approaches planners ~ delx.n
on what they want to know. This chapter provides a brief review
the most important economic approaches that can be applied to
coastal zone planning and management.

ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
Economic iml~t analysis is ¯ methodology for determinin|
how ~xne change in reguhtton, policy, or new technological bee~.
through, or other action affects regional income and other economk
activiti¢~ including revenues, expenditureg and employment.
nomic impact analyses can be focused at any level, for ~
¯

Local environmental grOUl~ may want ,o ass~ the impact
~ethnds law on the rate of population growth and tax base in
their onununity

¯ Regional groups might need to understand the impacts of a
tional reguhtion on their particular ecormmic circumstance~

.

¯ International agencies might be interested in how etTorts to
control CO2 emissions might impact the rehtive growth ra~
d rich and poo~ countrie~
To begin with, we must trtrst distinguish economic activity
economic value. Companies supporting the worth of a progosed
velopment plan, for example, will often cite figures on sales volume
or increases in ~:~ They may chim that the new development ~
boost sales of other companies. These numbers are measures of eco-
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COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
Co*t-~fl’ectiveness ~rmlysLt is ~ met.]x~olog~ that c~n ~ ~i~lied
whenever it b unnecessary or impr-~:tical to cor~ider the dollar value
cff the benefits provide~ by sltemattves under comideration (e.~.,
e~ them¯rive has tM mrrm bemfiu expres..,~ in mon~taty terrm
or each alternative has the same efl’ecr~ but dollar values I’mve not
been Issigned). A project Lt co*t.~ffective if it is determined to hive
t~ lowest co*t o~comixting tlterrmtives in patent value terms foe ¯
given ¯mount o( l:~ra.
Suppose ¯ community determined el’me ira cun’~nt water

w~ ontaminated ~vith ~ chemical, ard t~t it ~ to twitc~
¯ n altemltive mpply. A.~ume ~ere are ~veml ptmibillti~ the
community could drill n,~v w~lh into an uncontaminated tquiJ’tt, it
could build ¯ conn,:tot to dx wat,r ~pply system oi’¯ n, ighborln~
to~n. or it could build iu own mrface re~rvoir. A co*t,effectivtttem
imlyti, ~:~uld ,ttin~te the co*~ o( them difl’erent tltermtIv~ with
the ¯am oi" d~ow|n$ ho~ the1’ omper~ in terrm of. my. the m

million ~llom M delivered water into the to~n rl~tm~,
A co*t.efl’ectivene~ modelu’t$ approach ¯voi~ the iliu~
uatin$ ben, fi~ by ~tting d~ired objectiv~ beforektnd and ~
ing for the lowest-co*t ways of~chieving thet~. Such in
can facilitate the comparison among Iltemative policy or marm~.
ment plans. Cost:~fl’ectivene~ analysis can help you eliminate thorn
¯ ¢tions tl’mt cost rno~ than equally, or lets. effective alternatives or
tho~ ,ctions that co-, the tame t, rnom effective option~. Such.

receive ~ctiom that highlight~ r.he higher marginal co~ associated

with different alternatives.
It may make good sem¢ to do ¯ cost-effectivenem analysis
before there is i strong public commitment to the objective you me
costing out. In many case~ it may not be obvious how much peopie
value ¯ given objective. Once a co*t-~ffectivenesa Irmlysis is ~
t~ may be able to tell, at ~ ire relative terrt~ whether ~ny of the
daft’crane alternatives would be desi~ble. They may be ¯~]e to
~:xnething like: "We don’t imow exactly how muc~ the ben~ra
in monetary terms, but ~ feel that t~y are mort than the coats
t~vera] cff t~ alternatives that have been co,ted out, to ~ will
~ with at kast on~ M them."
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BENEFIT.COST ANALYSIS

~mic eff)c,e~y ~ ~na~ment a~ ~lat~ ~ti~ if ~e n~l

-

""~-~

a

O

Four-Step

~e more ~ ~ftu e~ce~ t~ ~u, ~e ~tter ~ie~ ~ t~
It ~ ~ant to ~te at ~ ~t ~t ~ ~ic ~neflt<~

~t ~ ~m

2

~y$~ ~n~.,x)[~,P..~
ITI,~O,.S14HI’~t

nee the great importance of the time it can take to complete larg~
undertakir~ environmentally related projecu or programs may
quire year~ Therefore, the job of specifying inputs and out’puts In.

,,ol~ pred~ctiom o/future events, sorneume~ many yt-’an ,fter ¯ pro-

adding up, and
comparing all the

iect begins. Cons~uently, having ~ good understanding o(F~tor~
~h as future growth I~tterra ,nd fiarure rate~ o(

benefits and all
the costs of a

char~ ~ pou~,te d~n~es m o,~r~n’ r~e,~nc~ ~ impo~unt.
" Esrt~axrt SOCL~L COSTS. ,~s~ economy: val~e~ to

j~rticular

~blic project
Og ~l’o~rfl~m.

put ~1 out~ flo~ is to me~sur~ co~ and bene~ ~ rned~l~
fo~ such me~rernent~ are the .ub~ect ~ Cheer 4, Measuring the

v.,,. a Oood, ,r~ S.,,,:~, r,-~.d m ~a.,~.o ,~ c~., s, ~.
surir~ the Vdue o(Non,M~rket Cmock ~nd
~’ COMPARE BENEFITS AND COSTS. In tht~ final ~ep. total ~,
ttma~ed orn sre compared with to~! e~im~ted benefim Tsble ~.1
t]lustrate~ the e~timated I~fln lnd costs t.~,ociat’~l with I regullto.
ry I:~:~-~m to control various airborne and m~ pollumn~
oming from ~ group o(m~rln~.

.

Table 3.1. Results of ¯ Benelrlt.4~cmt

~ F.mi~ Reductio~ Prod-am ~o~ ¯ Group o~
Tocals over life o/tee proem 15 ~)

!3,027
Na ~

$1,791
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Guidelines for Benefit-Cost Analysis that
Incorporate Environmental Valuation

L

While leglshtlon requires net economic benefit analysis, and there are clear applications for en,,’ironmental valuation, the guidelines for actually doing such an analy~la are
limited. The two most widely referred to guidelines are the followtng~

" .WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL. "r~ F.o.o~ ~ E,wi,~,,,/p,~q~

2

the latest in a ~ries of guidehnes published by the Water Resource~ Council under the
Water Reu~urce Planning Act. it provides the required guidelines to be tucd foe e~timat.
ins the benefits and costs of constructing a public works project. The early v¢rsio~ o/
these guidelines first codified the use of applied welfare economics in evaluating imblk
projects. The guidelines establish the elementa that need to be taken into a~cotmt whea
assessing the benefits and costs o~ a project, and incorporate the concepla o~ omumet
and producer surplus measures in markets, as well as their counterpart in no.market leto
tings. Unfortunately~ the methodological pee~cripttons are somewhat out olr dat,.

~--,
~ are,
~~ foe the mint
_ 12191. These guidelines
~ ons,,~as....
marinated by ExecuUve,Order
part, quite good and are continually being revised to reflect methodological advances.
The focus it on measuring and valuing both health and environmental effects. Techniques for valuing the benefits of environmental improvements include travel cmh hedo.
crauont, I)oth acrotl the current populataon and between gcneratiol~
These emissions reduce the water quality in the hay on which
they are located and cona’ibute to air pollution in the vicinity tithe
marinas. The dollar values are totals oi" various cost and benefit cateo
gories over the life of the regulatory program. Compliance coua tn

:

the industry comist of $580 million of capital equipment corn and
$560 million of’operating cost~. Public-sectot monitoring and ew
forcement required to achieve an acceptable level of compliance total $96 million. There are three major benefit categories: rec.-eation.
ist~ (fLshers and ix)aters) benefit from improved water quality at an

estimated value d$1,896 million; property values ot" local }mmeowners are exlx~cted to increase to $382 million because o/" improved air

"-"

quality and visibility resulting from reduced airborne emissiom;

"""
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nonuse values auociated with the ~eneml improvement in the ecological integrity of the hay are estimated at $?49 million.
We can compare total benefits and costs in ~everal wa~ One
way is to tubtract the total cmts from total benefits to get "net
benefits." In Table 3.1, the net benefits are $1,791 million ($3,027
minus $1,236), Another criterion is the benefit-cost ratio, found by
taking the ratio of benefits and costs. This show~ the benefits the

-

project will ~’oduce for each dollar of co~ts; the benefit-cost ratio t~

2.5 ($3,027 divided by $1,236)

_

NATURAL RESOURCE DAMAGE
ASSESSMENT
Natural resource damage asseument h s methodology for deter,.
mining the iiabilivy for injury to natural auctt that retult~ from mlette ofoil or hazardous ~uhttancet. Three federal atatute, -- the
Clean Water Act, CERCLA, argt the Oil Pollution Act -- all impose liability assessments for injury to natural asset~ that result from
oil spilh or ha:ardom wasten and other ~ubstances. Under these ac~
regulatiom for comprehemive natural re,ource damage

have been developed by the Department of the Interior and NOAA.
The process include~ three steps: ( l ) injury determination; (2) quaw

Z.

_

--

’-

tification of service effects; and (3) damage determination. Environ-

mental valuation plays ¯ role in the latter step. Natural reaource
damage~ are the sum o~..

"-

¯ Reuoratlon orn
¯ Ca:xnpensable value (diminution in value of foregone natural ~em3urce services prior to restoration)

¯ Dmmge a.esunont corn
~" RESTORATION ~,OSTS (which also include costs of rehabili~tion, replacement, and]or ~..Cluisition of equivalent resources) include
both direct and indirect cost~. Direct costs are cosl3 charged
to the conduct of the selected alternative, such as staff time, materials, equipment, and the like. Indirect c.m~ are cos~ of activitie~ et
items that support the selected alternative but cannot be directly
counted for, msch as oved~md,
~ C.,OMPENSABLE VALUE i+ the amount of mone~ required m
compensate the public for natural resource services lomes between

_
j
P-" ’

~ NATIONAL AND REGIONAl. INCOME ACO:)UNTINO.
vironmental values may be used to modif3, national income account=
so that they reflect improvements and declines in environmental
sources. The objective i~ to obtain a beret ix’~]ex o~economic
well-being and avoid net loss cran.ffers dweahh between the market

and non-market secton. Standard gross domestic product (Ol::)P) accounts reflect only a portion o~’a nation’s economic producxivi~ (the
portion traded in o~dinary markets). Using standard accotm~ ¯
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oestimateusevalue$,economistsemploymarketr~xxm:e valu¯ t~,’~ methodologies. Fo~ tho~ resources for which market~ ~xut, economxsts typically rely on directly o~ervable behavior in the
form o( market rramactiorxs to reveal preferences o¢ the value that
indlv~duals place on goods and t~rv~ces and their willingness to pay
to ¯void loss of such goods and services. The standard method foe
measuring the use value oi" resources traded in the marke~lac¢ is the
estimauon of producer and ¢or~umer surplus using market price and
quantity data.
-

PRODUCER SURPLUS
WITI-IOUT ESTI.gL ,TLNG SUPPLY

~ to the reduction in stock size the uate tithe fiahew wm
estimated u follo~t:
Catch rate per clay (pounds) - 8,(XX)
Ex-veuel price - $O,70/pound
Variable costs per pound - I0.40
"
Total days fished in sea.se~ o 16
To~al revenue - 16 x 8,000 x 0.70 - $89,600
Total variable costs - 16 x 10.40 x 8,C~0 - $51,7.00
Producer surplus - Total revenue minm total variable coat

- $89,600 - $5 i,200 To simpli~ the analysis, w~ assume that the harvesten will not
change their fLshing behavior, at least in the short run, due,to the
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MEASURING

Sometime~ the measurement dchanges in producer
does no~ require omplicated econometric modeling to e~timate
supply curve (see Chapter 2, Concepts in Enviroranental V¯luatlon),
Careful measurement o/all the opportunity costs e/production in
tern¯rive siruatioru can be used to ~stimate the change In lm~duce~
surplus. Consider the hypothetical case in which habitat cl~tlon
resulu in ¯ reduction oi" striped bass available to the commercial ~
ety in Chesapeake Bay, ¯ rcduction in catch from 8,000 m 5,000
pounds a day. The ex-veuel price, below, refer, to the price paid
rectly to the harvesters for whole fuh.

-

-

L
2

"

-

~" ....
,..

-

""

decrease in sty,, k ,|:e. However. reduced stock s~ c~n affect harvesters by [ow~, mg their c~tch rate ar~ i~reasing their variable
costs of produ~.~,on. After the reductio¢~ in stock si~e, the state o(the
fisheryu~’ ¯

L
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d’ut(quanHry), (he remaining area (ABD) is equal to the producer
,urplus fore the previous method.
The ~arne exercbe can be done ~o describe, the situation ~
~e decrease in ~e size of C~esapeake Bay striped ~ Ix>pu]a~ior~
The reduction in s~ock size causes a shif’~ le~ in r~e industry sul~ly
curve l:x"c~.use supply is dependen~ on the size o(the stock. The
ference be~een t~e areas ~ r~e producer surplus ~’ian~les wi~h and
without ~e environmental imp~c~ is [he change in producer surplus
(Figure 4.2) o~ wel~are Io~ (area F.}~H),

0

L

2

Disadv~mtage of "Duts Tecl~n~. The rnajo~ pro~lenu a~x:t.
sted with Sis technique include t~ need to account for all the f~:.
ton that affect the supply curve over time (e.g., technical change ~
fishing and regulations) to isolate the effect o( the environmental
~elfare
! ..

Data Needa. ~ lara required for ~hts analysis include
=~rie= ~a on input aM output price~ LtMings, aM stock e~

.-

Pr~ ($)

-

$0.70 --- :

-

s
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Figure 4.2. Chesapeake Bay Striped Bass:
Measuring Change in Producer Surplus
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willingness to pay, the new consumer surplus b equal to $1,Z50. The
estimated change in consumer surplm L~ then:

’0

or a Ices o~ $4,7.50 to

¯
¯

Disads,araa~e o~ TI~ Technicl~. The major difl’iculry with
this approach i, that effects from changes in supply must be ~eparated
from the effecu on demand; and )hift~ m demand, ffany, mint be ac.
counted fo~ over time.

-

2

~a Nee~b. The data required for thb analylb ~re ~ m~
~formati~ on market price f~ the p~t a~ q~ntt~ ~~,
al~g with me~u~ ~r fact~ ~t aff~t ~.

_

~ chan~ in p~er a~ ~u~r ~lm ~n ~ appl~ ml~
market pri~ a~ ~ntiw data. ~m b ~ diKe~ in ~ ~niq~ ~t~ ~ a~ me~ri~ ~ ~~ ~1~ d~y ~.
envi~mental ~ ~ ~i~. in ~ ~xt c~pteG ~e de~~
~n ~ a~ ~ a~ ~r ~u ~ ~ ~lt ~ ~rk~

_
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creatively since market data are nor available. Indirect technique,
include travel co~t mode~ random utihw models, and the
pricing metF~cL

¯ TP~_.L COST MODEL

"0
L

Figure 5.1. Travel Cost Demand Curve

L

2
O3 S 8 13

2S

for the non-participants, the people who might go bird-watching in the Ires under
ent circumstances (e.g., if they had lower travel costs).
The travel cost demand curve applies to ¯ representative individual from ¯ psrticulm,
geographic region or socioeconomic class, it is not the ¯ggre~te demand curv~ To get
sn aggregate value measure, individual consumer surplus must be augmented hi’ s popu~
~ expansion factor which this individual represents.
This curve represenLs the recreational demand for birdow~tching prk~ to the dewJop.
merit. If bird-w~tching is completely eliminated st this site, then the total omumer sm~
plus is lost- However, the more likely consequence is that the quall~ of the b/rd-watcb.
lug trip will be lowered. We will need to predict how the demand curve will ~ and
then measure the consumer surplus with and without the ~

¯ Po. cu U ’rr Mo e s
~ Though conceptually similar to travel cos~ models,
random utility models do r~ locus o~ the number of trips recrestionists make to a given site in ¯ season; rad~er, they focus on the
choices of recreationiscs among alternative r,~:mat~al sites. This
type of model is particularly appropriate when subs~icun~ are available to the individual so that the economist is measuring the value of
~e quality c-~aractemtics of one o¢ more site alternatives.

~ v,~uJ.,,’no~ o~ ~v,~:~. ~ ^ ~
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Ot~r~. ~ ~ic pricing metM b a~her t~ni~
~o ~te~ env.~mental ~i~. In its earliest appli~ti~,
t~hn~s we~ intend to ~pm~ ~e willin~-t~pay
a~t~ wi~ vartatio~ in p~r~ values
pr~e
a~e ~ s~ific environmental ami~tes, for
mr ~llut~ ~. ~ water vie~. By
~ t~ pr~i~ which differ only with ~s~ct to
mental attri~te, ~~ts may a~u tee implicit price
a~niw (~ i~ ~t w~n u~imble) by o~i~
~yen a~ ~11~
A vartati~ ~ t~ app~ch ~c~paring ~e
vi~ntal attri~te ~ involve c~ring
pi~e ~ pr~ ~et ~ive ~le~ By ~ting
t~t might infl~e t~ ~1~ ~ the mbj~t p~,
ab~ to ~iate ~ impl~R ~e ~e ameni~
tm wh~h ~ve ~n~ over ti~. ~e price

~ahw ~, env~n~l a~niti~. Air quali~ ~ ~n
~ a ~te~in~t ~ ~ing ~ m ~ An~l~ w~t~r
a~ ~ u~ to ~ ~ ~t ~in d~it~

~t~ ~t~ In ~ ~ a ~m~

e~ ~l~ ~ ~t+ ~ a~ihble
a~ m~i~l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~y 1~ wi~

OLs~a~,anla&cJ of ’This ’Technique. Most env~nt~!
dents will ~ve o~ly ~11, ff ~ny, eff~ts on h~in~ ~ Even
where effec~ do exit, it may ~ difficult to estimate ~m mi~
econ~tric me~ ~au~ many factor, ~ny
lat~, influence h~sing prices. For example, a ~ ~t~ ~
~acto~ wi~ ~mi~iom ~at ~duce ~ir quali~ ~y
tion of to~ where ~h~ls are not as g~ a~ ~
amenities like pat~. Even when implicit pri~s f~ envir~n~
amenities ~n ~ ~timated, it is usually ve~ di~cult to ~in
~u~ ~ val~ ~ ~ m~eE. ~e ~ti~ ~n ~ ~plicit p~et a~ value measur~ ~ tec~i~lly ve~ ~x
~metim~ empi~l]y un~tai~ble.
~ ~ee~. ~ta n~s incl~e prices ~ ~terbt~
h~s ~ in ~e h~ing manet of inte~st. In ~n~u~r,
or i~ex ~ ~ environmental ameni~ ~ ~te~

DIRE

for a ~ ~ ~i~. ~!!~ t~ continent ~l~t~
su~ ~ q~ti~i~.~ app~ch to ~ ~l~t~ ~.~.

ket ~ a~ ~ic~ ~ dollar ~1~ ~i~
~i~ a~ ~ to ~ continent u~n ~ ~m ~

~ c~tin~nt valuati~ t~iq~ ~ ~t ~!~,
ing ~lua~ ~ a wider ~fie~ ~ ~~et ~ ~ ~
only ~ ~ntly a~ihbh f~ ~ti~ti~ ~
m~l ~ ~t~nt val~ti~ ~ ~
ues ~gh ~e elicitation of ~n~n~’ wiili~t~y m ~vent ~ju~ to mini ~ ~ to ~t~ ~jmd
~ S~ ~e tint ~bl~ c~t~nt nl~

In ~nt~nt ~luati~ me~, ~~ ~ ~p~
s~t~ ~mpl~ ff i~ividuaE ~l~t~ ~ ~ ~

are given information al:~t a particular ~,~lem. They are tl~n presented with a h~’pothetical occurrence soc.~ as a disaster ar~ a policy
action that ensures against a disaster;, t]’+e~ a+e then asked how much
they would b¢ willing to pay -- t’or instar~’~e, in extra utility taxes, income tax~, or access tees -- either to avc~,~J a negative occurrenc~
I~ing about a positive or~. The ~crual t’+~--~mt may take the t’orm ot’1
direct question (’how much.~) ot it may E~r a bidding procedure (I

"r

A Sampler of Contingent Valuation Questions
I~ Would ~ou approve of lee wttland+ protection program if It redu¢ed your Income I~/
some dollar amount ($5-1500, po~ed price varied on questionnaires) ~ year In order
to have your bag or catch preserved at current levels (or 50% or 25%), rather than
have Your bag or calch reduced Io ~ Ix’cause of continued marsh loss? (Circle one
a. Ym

b. lqe

~" Suppose that the Terrebonne wed¯rods were to disappear tomorrow and thai persons
like yourself had ¯ chance to save ~hi~ particular area, What would you reasonably
tim¯re to be the mximum you wcmtld be willing to pay each year in oeder to guarantee
the use of this area for you and Toes household;
$0-$15 ~

$45-60 _.

$90-100 ~

$200-250

$75-90 ~
$150-200 __
$30-45 ~
Sourctq Fasber, S. 1988. The V~lue of ~ Wed¯ads foe Recr~do~: Aa Apsd~6m~ d Trm~el Cost
and ~t Valmtioa ~ledmdoksie~ ~em-nal o~ £nvironm~td ~ (26):299-312.
~" What amount on the paymont cm’d, or any amount in between, is lee most ~ (your
hour, eJ~o]d) would be willing to I~T in taxes and ~JgEer prices each ye~ to continue
keep tee nation’s freshwater Ix~ea from falling below tee boatzble level where ~ey
now? In other word~ what is tee l~est amount you (your household) would be willing to pay for Goal C each Tear before You would feel you are spending more than it’s
really worth to ~ (aLl members of ~ household)? (~ote: Payment card is income

dependent and shows average bou~hold public expenditures on variom public progrmm
such u r~ds, educadon ~zl ,ck.’femse..)

)

ra~king o/alternatives) o~ a referenda (yes/no) vote. Econo~nim
generally prefer the referenda mothod of elicitmg values since it t~
one most people are famtl~zr a~th~ The resulting data are then ar~
ly’,ed statistically and ext~pohted to the population that the sample
representz.
Contingent valuatton st’~d~es are condu~red as face-to-face
terviews, telephone interv~ o¢ mail ~rvey~. The face-to-face
the most expensive ~rvey administration format but is generally
cor~tdert.d the best, e~i-,ectally d" visual material needs to he
ed. lqon-resporue bias is alway~ ¯ concern in all sampling frame~ in
other words, people who do not respond have, o¢~ average, different
value~ than people who do ~.
I

Pros and Cons of Contingent Valuation
and can produce reliable e~dmat~.

1. Egimate~ of nonu~e ~alue~ az¢
Kc~lt to walidate

~ Mo~t ~ can be eliminated
careful survey deign and ~

mentatioa.
(~urrently the ~y method avail.

able to mute important nonm
valm,~ a.ociated ~th natural t~.

h being o.randy impro~ m

make the methodology mote tellable.

~. Slated intendon~ o~ willlngne~ to

I~y may exceed u.ue feella~.
3. Resulta my appear

with tenet~ of rational

5. ReWo~nt~ may expreu, valw
~" the ~atisfaction (’warm
d ~iviat rather thaa the
& ~t~ may f~l to t~e qms~m ~’r~u~ly h~u~e the ~
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Illustration of Contingent Valuation Methodology
Suppose development along tee cotst of New Jer~ would result in imp~-ta to oastal
water¯ that will lower tee quality of retreat¯oral ~’fivitie~. It is estimated t~g such develo
opment might lower recrea6ona~ fL~ catches by (100.
and lessen tee quality of tee recreational boating egperience. A
group~ have propo~! a program that will mitigate impact¯ of t~e development on gecreatton. It is to be funded by ¯ ~ on individuals such as yourself and wou~d be ($5-1~00)
per year. Given that tee development will occur, and ~pecifically reht~g to f-u~er7
at~ you willing to fund tee mitigat~:m program at tl~ o~t to you? (A
quire~ respondent to specify t~ ~mount of hl&~er wi.ifingnet~to.pty for mJdgaflott t~
p~vent vtrious levels of ~tch reduction.)

_

2

,_

Table $.4. Willlngne~Ho.Pa¥ for

$5-2S

ICX~

100%

~

-.

$50-?$
$75-100
$100.200

51%
~
8~

45%
15%
6%

4O%
12~
45,

-..

$~0-400

5~

2%

I%

.-

$500-750
S 75o.lo0o

1~
O%

!%
0%

I%
0%

~ ~ v,,~.s^’no~ or ~m.se.~ ea~:xsec~: ^ ~
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¯ Were adjustments to the data made in the exiain~ uudy! For
example, were outlier$ deleted? Were any adjmtmenu made
fo~ i~rc~ived biases?

~
"r

¯ ~ the existin8 study consider the same o~ a similar ~
gq’aphic areaP Are the demographic and socioeconomic charactensttcs o¢ the two areas similad

/

METHODOLOGY

¯

2

We~ variables omitted from the original maty that am
l~-ved to be relevant to the c~e at hand? To what ~tmt

¯ If currant best ms~rch practic~ m nm reed to 8~wa~
th~ value estimate(s), can ~ estimate(s) he ~)~ m

E NO C

ODS V UA ON

m a ~ ~v~ ~1, ~ d~ it ~i~ ~ f~
H~ ~ ~ ~l~v~ ~ ~ ~~!~
niq? How ~ ~ ~ v~ ~ iu ~

s~ ~ ~ ~f~ ~y (e~., ~ ~ ~ d~
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’~7 ¯lu¯[ion of" natural resources and environrn~n~¯l ¯menide~ can
~meet with d,fflculty under certain corditions. Fo~ example, if
the use of’a particular resource is impossible to reverse, the economic
and social impacts over a long period of time must be cot~idered.
SL~:E ¯ con.sideraton tn rum ratses the question ~discountLr~ o~
mo~ generally, the efficiency and equity of resource use in the k:~
run. Moreover, wher~ information about ~ costs and ber~fitl ofgltemative uses is particularly pock, perhaps becaus~
to which it must apply and the non-mari, et character of ~osne olr the
uses, decisions d’~ould taEe this uncertainty into ~ccount.
This section briefly examines these issue~ from
view. Urd’ortur--tdy, theo~ does r~x ~eli out the precise quantlt~
rive ~djustments that would be required in applying these
e~timate benefits and costs in empirical work. The n~jor polnl El
this: the tr¯didor~l benefit
¯ b~$is f’o~ public decision-making
process which must be ~ccompaniecl b~ ~ubjective
ing and equity. A bench-cost InalylLi m ttolation tl~)uld not I~ the
~ b~i~ fo~ decis~on-makinl.

60 ~ VALUA"L’ION OF NAT’URAL ~ A ~
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¯ red economically efficient. ~srb ¯ ~ pe~:ent d~oum ~, d~e net
ix~em value is $~,775. l’lowe~r. ,qth a 10 ixrcent discount rote
d~e program msulu in ¯ r~ loss ot’$l,9.SO, suggesung an inefficient
use of rt~ource~ ~ich dLscount r~e is "correct"? The an.~wer
D~ff’~ulties .rL~ in choosir~ the "con’~ct" rate olr discount.
From the example, it Lt clear that d~ larger the discount rate, the
rnorc weight d~t is put on the present r~lative to the future. LIr~
ducount ratm give les~ w~i~ht to environmental benefiu or damager
d~t don’t ~ccrue immediately but ~mly in the ~ term. Reel
of between 0 and 8 percent apix’~r re~Jlarly in rJ~ economic~ litem.
~’~e. Some have even argued fo~ he.rive dUcount rater to retlect
d~ imphcit interest of future ~~’~ration~ in resource
Despite the extensive literaru~, a con~nsu$ ~ na¢ yet
o~ an appropriate procedure for ducounting cos~ and ben~Irlt~ of
pubhc programs and reguhtioru. It i~ clear, however, tl’mt the
Ict~’l.~tic~ of natural resources (e.g., slow.growing, renewable, and
~pically held in public a-u~) neccs~rily imply d~t d~y ~)ukl be
~tecl differently than odor peiv~ capital ~
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(such I~ oil) approache~ ~ fo¢ any ~lven g~nerldon.
~venible ~velopmen{ (s~ ~ ~Jld~
fo~cl~ ~ ~t~ ~ u~e~alui~ inv~t~nu
wealth a~ new t~l~ ~t w~Id
Clearly, ~ c~p~i~ Is n~ ~n
~e, which ~ld ~KI~ many ~e u~
valuable ~Kh~l~! ~va~, a~ a ~ical
~ecu ~ly ~ styptic ti~ pRfe~es
ment U t~t t~ govem~nt in thb ~e ~ ~ider ~
(t~ val~=) ~ ~th cunent =~ ~ gene~ti~. ~

t~t f~e ~c~nt ~e ~ti~. in ~e,
ment ~ p~im ~at tt ~ to

ing ~at t~ ~ve~t ~ mn ~ a~
th~ any ~ving f~ ~ ~m m~ ~ly ~ ~ ~1~ ~

Ere ~ ~e ~tum, ~ ~t ~ ~

RISK

~ti~ Will ~ ~t~ ~ nu~enu ~t enter ~! ~t~
I~ to i~ f~ ~ht~? Will ~h
I~ to c~ ~? ~r ~
dice ~t~ M~I~ ~ ~tly a ~e ~,

ml ~i~t~ ~egg U~~ ~~ ~v~

Models are Eke

suremcnts can be !nrroduced explicitly into beckg~ound analyses by

maps tEa
charl a ¢01Tt~.~ ~¢t’-

ri~0~ in which the
klr~¢a~e c~no¢ [~
cortl~hrt¢l~y ~

¢ariabilities in Ira.
man nature and
e¢0~$fcma ghcmo
$I¢..I,

* Direct enumeration, which requires us to list all possible out-

om~
* Pn:,bability calculus, which employs formulae fo~ the computa.
tion o(such statistics as the means and variance ofa prohabili.
r,/d~smbution
¯ Stochastic 8imuhtion, which is also known as Monte C.ado
simulation or model sampltn/
While it is clear that the decision-maker should be given as
much irfformation as possible about the probability dimibution
potential outcomes o(environmental actions, there are no hard and
fast rules as to the "correct" way to incorporate this information.
Risk is closely related to the notio~ o( uncertainty, focusin~
the outcome tl’~t is affected by u~ertainty. Every project ca" Folio/
dectsion has risk associated with it. There is always some prohsbilltT
that costs and benefits will not be exactly what are expected. For eatample, the major risk facto¢~ inherent in coastal wetlands projecU ~
at~ibutabh to imperfect ~ci~ntific kr~wledge e/biophysical
ships, such as uncertainty about salinity effects on co~lgrass
and probabihstic natural phenomena, such as vatying metal
and hydrolog~l events.
A rj~pical method o( accounting for risk is to adjust di.w.ount
rates upward fo¢ projects or dectsiom with more risk. An alternative
is to establish risk rankings of projects or decision.s, alor~ with od~
measures c~’anticipated benefit~ l~:ision-makets may select actiom
with lo~-r net benefi~ if they art more certain d the outcome.
is an example oir risk aversion which entet~ into the decisiott

For many envirorunental risks, the possible negative impacts arc
irreversible in the sense that they cannot be undone by subsequem
actiom, for instance, the possible ecological effects o/’gk)hal warming
The possibility o( irreversible effects makes current policT de~
siom pm-ticularly ~nportant, since recove~ ~~ poor ~
possible. In other wordg we must live with the o~seque~:~ cdrcur.
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rent policy choices withou~ the po~biliry c/future rtctif’~cation. In
g~neral, the ~nefi~ of risk red~.:m are hkely to be grea~er, if’the
possIble negative effects o#’a risky actlvt~ are ~r~ver~ble, r, han they
would be if those efft<ts could be offset, or reversal, by subsequent
actions. For example, the introduction da non.indigen<xa speci~
s<s:h as the Pacific oyster to an estuary or hay m the Mid-Atlantic is
rtsk~er when the consequences are irrever~tble than when they am
The major implications o~ the existence o(r intertemporal confl,c: and uncertainty with rtspect to the me o4" the natural envinmmcnt is that it will be rn4~ effgient to proceed very c~utiomly wRh
any irreversible action.
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CASE STUDIES

About tke Case Studies
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77

93
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ABOUT THE CASE STUDIES
The case studies in this section represent a unique learning tool for applytng the economic vaJua.
tion techniques presented in the text otr this handbook to real-world situations. Although some o(
the cases have been modified and have been placed in a hypotbeucal context, they closely mimic
actual scenarios. In reading and responding to the exercises that follow each case study, the u~r~
of this handbook can apply what they have already learned or return to the text to refresh their
understanding of" the techniques to be used. Typically, at the wockshoD where facilitated tcaining
has been given, a participant will take part in two case-study sesston.s on the second day o/the
training. These case-study ~ssions are conducted by a workshop Ickier o~ by other lndivtduah
with particular subject matter expertise.
In putting together this handbook, the authors have been guided by the need to make it truly
tional in scope. We have included cases dealing with questions that might arise in 411 teglom d
the Nation. While the cases deal with a specific state o~ regional context, they can be applied
throughout U.S. coastal areas. In fact, we have learned that workshop participants
learn mort easily ~tom materials with which they do not have famiharity. W’e hope you will me ,11
o/" these case studies to expand your understanding of the economic value o/’ natural r~ourc~. The
authors aregrateful to the following people for assisting in the chvelopment ot" these materlal~

Rebecc~ Baldwin,[onnerly regional econo~i~ ~i~b d~ US. Fomz ~. AI~

"

Ben~in Haskell, Florida Keys NationaI Marine $anctm~ Program

Ca~ Study ~: Am’~! Reef Program in Lake Erie, Ohio
Leroy Hu~ale, Sea (~rang A.csoc~te Director, O~io St~te U~itwrsityo a~td ~ ~el~, ~

Spee~li~ Ohio Se~ Gr.~ Coll~

C~tse St~ty ~: Red Sn~pper l~tslm.x M~m~gement in tbe G~df of Mex~
W~ynt $win~le, G~tf of Mexic~ Fi~-I M~n#~une~t
C~e ~y 7: Wetl~ndReaoreffon ia

¯

C~se Stua~I &. Nonpoixf ~ou~e Pollution Control i~ C~lifor~
L~’gb Ta,florl~br,~on. &en Di~ Ar~ Marine Adt~or, and Erika McCoy, Program Represe~

69
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In 1954, Chesapeake harvests rose dramatically in response to a 15 percent increase in
vessel price, which was itself the re--It o/a decrease in mid-Athntic harvests. However, this
boom dd not last for long. In 1959, the proto:oan pathogen H~’~s~x,’~’um nelsoni (MSX) invaded the Chesapeake Bay and, soon after, Pe~in~ ma,~nus (Dermo) -- both have been r~pomible
for catastrophically killing most of the oysters in high-salinity regions of the Bay. In VLrginia,
leaseholders, or private gcowers, hold a ma.~o~ity of their leased bottoms in the high salinity arem
affected by MSX and Dermo ~ public grounds are m the lower-salinity waters. Unlike Maryland
watermen, who have depended for their harvests primarily on publicly open grounds, Virginia’s wivase industry has been virtually decimated.
In spite of the MSX invasion in the Bay, oyster production in Maryland in the 1960z
creased for a short period. A maior reason for that increase was the discovery o/We-historic retail
d~ell sources and the development of ¯ dredge to extract the shell for use as a sUhmlte to "catch"
natul~l oyster seed. Subsequent employment of these resources by the State o/Maryland was commonly referred to as the =repletion program."z
Prior to the repletion program, state legislation had required Wocessors to make 10 percent d
their shucked shell available for purchase by the state in order to ensure the availability
scrate fo¢ future oyster production. "i’he legislation ¯ho provided funds for state shell-planting
tivitie~ The discovery O/~lditional shell sources provided ¯ cheap ¯hem¯tire to freshly shucked
¯ helland yielded significant production increases. Maryland’s oyster pl’od~tioft gloubled ~
around 1.5 million l~sheh to some 3 mill~n annually. "l"he increase in |mpormnce o/the tepl~
tio~ ~’ogram relative to natural oyster set helped rramform the oyster fishery froth traditional
ural resource gathering into ¯ "put-argl-take" state fuhery.} Watermen were ternlxa-arily relieved
O/the orutraints of nature alone argl no Ior~ger solely dependent on the "rec,/cling~ d
o,/ster shell.
The use o/relatively inexpensive dredged shell also changed the philoeq~y doyster man¯ gement in Maryland from maintenance of¯ collapsing industry to revitalizatiorh thtm~ reple.
tio~ of ¯ potentially valuable one. The state switched from its regulatory role of oyster manager to
¯ champiot~ of production growth. Although production began to wane in the hte 1960s and hal
cxa’ainued to do so, until ¯bout 1981 Maryland oysxer production remained ove~ 2 million busheh
During this time there was concern that the market could not absorb, at an acceptable price,
than about 2.5 millior~ Ixzshe]s. In this ~ scenario, the market, nor nature, became the conmaining element.
Since the 1980s oyster production has been sufl’ering from the reappearance of MSX and, es.
pecially, Dermo. Maryland’s harvest has declined from over 2.5 million I:x~els dm’ing the 1980-
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producer’s hbor ~ what he or she could earn m the next hest eml~to~rnent ~it7.
A¯ Lipton, Lavan and Strand point out, d the introduction o/’C. ~.’,8as h for the purp~ d
re~toring a pubh¢ f~shery, the net beneftt to prcd.~ers well aho depend on how tl’~ resource ta
managed. If an open access management reg....-rae ~ maintained, then net benefiu to I:m:~luc~r~ will
be less than i/a bottom leasing program or hm,:ed entry program on public grounds t~ instituted.
Simply replacing one sTx~es with another dora not necessarily thmtnate the human-induced
ton that caused the de~line o/" the native spec~.
Consumers d oysters may also benefit from the introduction O/C. ~ or ~om¢ ~k~
.natl e molluscan.into the Chesapeake Ehy Iml:,~ng hrther increases in social welfare. Increa~
m coea~mer surplus may occur with expel:ted a’g~eases in the quantity O/oy~ten avaihble and ,~oyster, it is questionable, however, to what ea:ent consurr~n are a~--’- ..r t.....
_ .-’~’;~""
species they consume. It u entirely possible ~ the introduction ,~’r, ,.,,., .... t_ ,.~_
ill have negative net benefits: one reason ~s th~ negative publa:iry mrrounding the health and
e;astlc ~o mat a slight increase In the avaihbl¢ q~aantiry will be accompanied by ¯ large decline in

~ .i~.or~ing.to many ec.olo~sts, as re~f-torzr,,,~z~ organisms, ovslers t~hved ,, ,~,h., ,..t. ~_ ~
tem dyn~mlc~= F~estoration d the oyster is ~ therefore h;,.k" |...~:--LI’ ---_--~._--,~.a .~,.~?i +
.
tal perspecti ve. "l’he o~ter, s filter feedm~
functmm could ~ervt to filte" "’-- ~-- ’- ’- uonrn~n.
-- . -- quall~ m~nt u|tlmatezy ~gl¢ ecca~zem benefit~ in term~ O/Improved
~er~.~,. ¯estnetw.s an¯ recreation and could lead to avok:k,d cores O/ trtatrn~t denu~

Costs of a Species Introduction
=_,__ ~_Th~. cos~ d mtrnducing. C. ~gas or any od~ r~:m-native mollusc into the Chempealte
tenance. In addition, there are cost~ asr~ciated with the introduction in the form ~rmearch
hrs. That is, Eefore an introduction is implememed, researth must he conducted to determine the
impact and probability o/success o/such an
Archer critical cost L~ the ri~ o/envirorm~’mntal injur~ re~lti~ firom ~
The history d molluscan mtmductiom demon.m~te~ that they can ferry in unintended or
species that could potentially outccanpete or dar,,l~ a desirable native spec~ There a~e namer.

V
O

ous examples in terrestrial and aquatic environment6 in addition, the Introduction ot’a non.r~.
tire species such as C. g/gas could have unforeseen, detrimental ecological lml~t~

L

"l’he magnitude o/" the risks involved in introducing a non-native specte~ into the Ches~pell~
Bay is as yet undetermined. However, it is clear that an introduction poses fewer risks for Vtr.
ginia’s o~ster fishing industry than for Maryland’s. Unlike Mary[ar’,d’s oyster fishery, which though
much diminished is still v,able, Vtrginia’~ oyster industry is fail,ng. Thus, Virginia’s industry doel
not rise the devastation o/" ~tive species with the unintended, negative ecological consequences
of an introduction. An introduction in MaryLand’s waterl, on th~ other hand, purl the rmtlve
Crassostr~a ~ potentially st risit.

2

Dealing with Risk and Uncertainty
__

_

Compoundinl the ckb~te over C. I/gas introduction into the Che~peak¢ B~y b the t~t’urd
ecological confection betwt~n the industries o(the two states. It i~ likely tl~t lntroductlo~ in
Virginia w~ter~ will eventually afl’~ct MaryLand watem The d~imated state o( Virglni~’s
iMustry compel~ tu oyster producen aM mzrmgen to pursue the introduction or tran~’er o(a mo~
lusc~n specte~ in an effort to ~ve the lndum.y. The leu urgent circumst~nce~ ~urrounding Mary.
land’s industry impeL~ iu producen and mar~ger~ to Ice mote c~utiously. These ¢ontr~tlr~ a~..~.
das inhibit consensus among the t~o state~ as to the appropriate cour~ o(~ctton. The u~e
nomic~ in the decision proces~ could enhance the possibility o~’a nnolution; zow~rcls this t’nd, d~
uncenaintie~ o/" an introduction c~n be omidered within the ber~’fit.c.x~ ¢ramewodt.

¯ .. its are ~ However,
ana me va~ue
o~ net benefits
are calculated, Conceptually, the ~’,dure is
straightforward,
the distributioru
-~.,~ .....
L___t,._
" - -- .
. .
-,~,~, ,,~ ~ncn~ are not easy to ascertain, r~r~icu[l~.
ly,wh.en ~c~nsidering Future events. A~ a result,, higher discount rate is o~ten used with ~;;

~iect ion,s. .........

Game theorys can also be applied to the uncertainty involved in the decision on whether
not to allow an introduction. T~ game theory methnd i~ based on the nvo ,.k,~.... ~ ._J
to allow or not to allow an introduction The a,.,,,.-,-4. ^,’-- .~.- ~-.- -,’-’,":"~" ~’;~"~ "vat~ve or a more risky ,~,-~ition with "~-rd to ~:L~ ~ ....
¯
r---,
_ .’-~F,~. m~e aan’~g~s from unmtended negative comeqtu~.r~, ~ or env,ron ,mental. co~tn. I.he cor~rv~twe position utili~ the minimax ~ in
wn,cn the strategy that mmimizes ~ maximum po~ible ioss~ is c.hose~9 The mo~e risky pc~itie~

-

,

make~ use o(probability distributions ognet benefits and compares the expected value o/’th¢ intxod~ction and no-introduction scenarios, choosing the action with the greater expected value.
Clearly for each strate~, measures of the consequences of intxoductioru and damages must be
made. This procedure m,ast d~termine how the stream of net benefits should he disc~nted ove~
tune and the charactertst~..s of the urgertainty of these measu~ementa.

Exercise
The debate over the introduction tiC. ~ ca, some od~er non-native oyster into Chesapeake Bay waters is highly political and flail of uncertainties. Watermen are unwilling to abandon

an ~ndustty that has been a fundamental element of the region’s economy and culture fo~ over ¯
century. Virginia watermen, in particular, see molluscan inrroductiom as ¯ means to revitaibe the
fa~hng industry. However, the uncertainty of the efl’ecu of an introduction clouds the lmue. Am
¢xher complication is the f~ct that the decmon will have effecu that crcm Jurisdictional houndThe decision whether ot no( to alkm, an introduction is ,o~ bohted m the specific, individual oy,ter beds within the ~ gates of Matyland and Virginia. The Chesapeake Be,/ecosyRem b
not co~fined, of co~r,¢, by polaga] boundaries. Any decision that is m,~de rnu~ ~’ake ¯ muld-|ud=.
dKt~l approach that tmnscera:h artifa:iai diviaior=.
,Suppose that you are ¯ member d ¯ Chesapeake Bey economic development council. You
are tasked with developing recommendatiom on ¯ Bay wide oy~er development phn. Comide~
the role of environmental valuation in your anal~i,. Usin= the following ques~iom
outline the study you would requ~t ot" a local
1. What values asaociated with ~ tesou~..cz and zcrvt¢~ ~ould he
7. What techniques mid you recommend in order to determir~ r,h¢ valu~

and ~-rvic~?
3. What art the iimitatior~ to zhe ex~ing merJxxlolog~ in this
4. What additional in/ormation do you need in cax~ to determine the expected net economic benefit, of = C. gi~ inmxk=:ticm plan?

:5. What discount rate would you recommend in a benefit-c~w,t analysis da C. gg~s inm0duc.
tion plan?
6. Suppose that new technological developments offer alternative methods o4"oyster enham:~
men? (e.g., bio-technological or bio-engmeerir~ of a native species immune to MSX
Dermo). What role can environmental valuation phy in assessing these alternativ!!

SALMON HABITAT I~ESTORATION

IN ALASKA

~ BCONOMJCVALUAT’IONO~NAll,]RAL~A~
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Exercise
Given the h~k~ound and in/on’nation provided above and keeping in mind the
spectives regard:rig "value," analyze a proposed rc~ulation calling [c~
zone along critical salmon strean~

1. Are th+re any additional value associated with the timber and salmon re~un:e~ not men.
t~ned!
2. Wl~t rneasurtment techniques would you employ m determine relevant value~P
5. What ~lditional data (aside from that provided) might you need m carol out empirical
4. What discount rate would be appropriate In the determination ofnet
5. $ociet~ involves many individuals, and projecu ~uch as this o/ten affect the w+lfam din.
dividuah dtfferently. The implicit assumption in onstructinl the e~tlmatea oiOStl
benefits m this example is that the welfare O/all mdivid~ah is ~ighted equally, What
you were to eliminate this assumpta~n and addr~a the
might your decision change if you take future leneratiom explicitly into omidemtkm!
Ho~ might ,¢ou Iio about doing thi~!
6. Comider th+ issue d irmversibility. Ho~ might the ixxential
~a~ur decision process and recommendation? ~ might you integrate the potential ~ of
irreve~mble outcomes into your analy~P
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To protect the Keys marine ecosystem, ~ enacted the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary and Protection Act of 1990.I The legislation to provide ¢ompreheraiv~
the Keys’ marine environment was prompted by recognition in the late 19S~% of human tmpact~
tht threatened sanctuaw resources. The sanctuary area extends approximately 220 miles ~outhwest from the southern tip of the Florida peninsula and encompasses a 2,&30.square nautical mile
¯ re¯ of submerged lands and water )un’ounding Monroe County, Florida.
Protected areas and marine sanctuaries are not new to the Florida Keys ¯re¯. The Key La~o
and Looe Key Marine Sanctuaries were establL~,hed in 1975 and 1981, respe(:tively, and )ccordin~
to the Act, they will be incorporated into the new Florida Keys Sanctuary when the management
plan i~ adopted. Numerous State and Federal parlu and reserves are also located within the
bour)daries ot" the Sanctuary.
The existing regulations of current jurisdictional responsibilities allow ~ort and ommen:lal
fishing with hook and line; taking of spiny Iohsten and stone crabs in accordance with the fu,her~
management plan; and swimming, snorkehng, ~:uba diving, photography, and recreational boating.
Regulations prohibit removing or damaging natural features, non-permitted marine life, or
ologic¯l and historical resources; dredging, falling, excavating, and hailding; ¯nchor-i~ in ¯ manner
that damages coral; discharging harmful mbetances into the water; spear fishing or min~ wire
trap.; and handling or standing on coral foe, nations. Spe¢i~’l¢ regulatiom already in phce a~ ¯ result
of the Florida National Marine Sanctuary Prorectx)n Act prohibit all oil drilling and exploration
~ithin the Sanctuary and the operata~n of tank ship. or other veuels gre¯tes than .~0
eas To E~e Avoided, which were designated in resporue to the region’s many historte..al &,rounding.
In addition to creating one of the htgest national marine sanctuari~, the Act ¯ho requtrm
the National Ck:e¯ntc and Atmo)phesic Administration (NOAA), which adminiuer) the N¯tioeal
Marine Sanctuaries program, to prepare ¯n environmental impact statement and ¯ compreher~lv¢
management phn for the Sanctuary with implementing regulatiom to govern the overall mana~o
ment of the Sanctuary and to protect Sanctuary )t~gxav.~ and qualities.

The Local Economy
The Florida Keys economy is dependent on ¯ health)/ec.oD’stem. In 1991, F]orida
Morux)e County’s gross earnings were $853 million. The activities that contributed mgm to
eaming~ were recreation and tourism, comme~ial fu, hing, and retirement communitiea. The~
tivities combined make up more than 80 percx-nt o[the local economy. Over three milli(:m
visit the Keys annually, participating principally in water related sport~ such m f=hir~
boating, and other ecotourism activities. In fa~t, 61 percent of the tecrtation and tourist activtt~
are water-related ~ the Keys have been hailed as the most important dive destination in the
world, in addition, multi-million dollar fisheries for spiny lobster, stone crab, grouper, and mapper
have supported local and regional ecora:)mies for generations. Commen:ial f-tshir~ i~ the Fourth-

Ea¢l~ G the five ahernati~ phru are comprised G ¯ series G managemem mategies that focus on the pertinent ~ or ~ctivities co¢~idered to have potential t~ource impacts, positive or

negative. These issues or activiti~ inc|ud¢:
1. Boating
2. Commercial and Recreat~xal F’ubin~
3. Recreation
4. Land Use

,,~

5. Water QxmlitT

-

6. Zoning
7. F~ue~t|ot~

For each issue, the potential imp~:t themes O/Mbitat,. species, use ar~ users, m~d ~’tt~r qual|~
wer~ cxalTline’d.

,--

Economic Impact Assessment
The puqx~e O/the cat the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary and Protection Act it to
re. rto~,tver, du~ to th~ impkmentation of rnanagtrnent strategies, math m gating,

the Act may also result m the dtspl~.ement O/some Sanctuary users and omumett.
Because the numerous tm’ra, comumers, and administrators O/the Sanctuary have dive~e and
sometimes contr~gtoo/interests, ¯ thorough examination and comparison O/the Management
Plato under comideranon is essential. NEPA requires the assessment cat/environmental impacts
an Environmental Impact Statement. An analysis d the ~’r.onorni¢ impacts, ¢.cm~ and bent41¯¯
the proposed p|am is an important part o/this assessment, especially in light o/the Keys’ econom.
ic delxndence or¯ revtmu~ g~nerated from marine-related activities, and the vakm o/the
An eccaxxnic imp,x¯ assessment was conducted as part cat the Draft Management Phn/Envt.
ronznental Impact Statement. However, a net ecotxanic benefit analysis, examining the tocio-eco.
nornic implication, ff~ actions by comparing economic costs and ben~ts, was not
ducted. The economic impact assessment mmmarizes the potential impacts o/’~ masta~.
men¯ strategies on various user groups and the local economy, for example, sales, empioym~h income. The socioeconomic impact, associated with the management strategies were assessed
sue, as outlined above and discussed in qualitative terms. The key strategies ~thin ~ch issue
Cost ird’otmation for the analysis was based on negative impacts such as expected kates in
met values, income, or employment. The cost information used in this ~t t,m lXovtded
b,/ federal, state, and local official¯ ~ith respomibilities in the Keys. !.o~- and high-range estimates were given for Ixxh capital and armml operating cost~ and co~ for each proposed ~

merit strategy, Information on the effects of proposed actions on human activitie~ was also derived
as p~rt o4" ~ process to develop a S~nctuzry resource protect~n zoning ~erne.

Resource Protection Zones m Zoning Categories
This section de~tibe~ the findings ot" the assessment o~’social and economic implications
zoning strategies proposed in the Alternative Management Plans. Zoning, as noted in the previom
section, is one ~ the issues that has potential resource imp¯eta.
The development d a management plan, then, provides the opportunity to establish different
rtgulations ~’o~ ~parate areas within the Sanctuary. Thus, one d NOAA’s rusks under the Act
to consider temporal and geographic zoning to ensure protection dSanctuary
Zoning achemes were developed to ensurt the protection dSanctuar-f resources. The intent
was to reduce both damage to tho~ tesouttes and threats to environmental quality, while allowing
uses that are compatible with resource pto~ection. The ~ones art intended to protect habitat~ and
bylimiting consumptive
conflicting user activities,
¢~bling resources to
in ¯ natural state with minimal human influence.~ Zoning will permit customary ~tivlties to ontinue in some areas, while other areas will be designated fo¢ pceservatio~, t~eatch, o¢
The resource pro~ection zoning ~:hem¢ proposes five type~ o/~e~ource ptotectlon ~ones (the~ am
~n descri~ briefly):

2.
.~.
4.
5.

Sanc~ry ~n~tion Areas (SPAS)
Existing Management
Special-U~e Zon~
Replenishment

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT ZONF.$, Thi~ strategy would affect mer grOUl~ participating in
wildlife observation o¢ ~eeking access to the.so areas. User~ participating in wildlife oh~ervation
would see a small socioeconomic benefit due to greater assuranc.es dcontinued wildlife and habitat protection. However, most d these ~ones are already within national wildlife refuges and arc
uncler restrictions established by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. A~ ¯ result, the m’ategy
likely to have minimal ~ocio-economic impacts on Sanctuar~
REPLENISHMENT RESERVF.$, These reserves will encxa’apa~ hrge diverse habitat~ and ate
intended to provide gt-netic protection fo¢ marine life. The goal i~ to irga’tase the produc.tivi~ in
adjacent marine artas and enhance biodiversity. Sanctuar~ regulatio¢~ ~’ill s’t~tly limit
use and consumption in these habitats. Some users, such as commercial lobster fhhe~s, spo~
ers, and tropical fish collectors will be displaced. However, compatible recreational activities will
be permitted. Although these ~ones would prohibit commercial and rec~ational Ftshing, they are
expected to have an overall benefit by protecting spawning and recruitment stcr..h from overfuh-
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cx.~s’rta~j.. FtC~D/,gL~tS~~,~V~.S~’~-r~W aS

ing. promoting ten, tic diveniry within the f’ahery, producing "spill-over" ben¢fit~ to other non-

protected areas through the mi~q’ation ~ org,’anLsrns across boundaries, and providing important
baseline data for use in managing f~her,es in other artas. The zones become slightly larger and/or
mort numerous moving from Aitemat~v~ IV to Alternative il.

0

’

SANCTUARY PRESERVATION AREAS (SPAS). The =one will foc = on pro ec.
tg)n d shallow, heavily used reefs wbere user confliea occur and where cor~ntrared visitor activity leads to resource degradation. As with Replenishment Reserves, the groups that will benefit are
those that value an abundance and diveniry o/’manne wildhfe, including c~nmercial and
atior, al f~shen and participants in water-related recreation activities. However, tropKal fu, h co11¢.
ton., lobster fishermen, recreational f~,l~n and hnear f~rs displ~ed from these area.~ will be negatively impacm:L

7
2

EXISTING MANAGEMENT AREAS, lk.~us¢ the~ areas are already e~abliff~! by ~’~ral,
state, or local authorities with comp~tem )urisdi~tion in the Sanctuary, thu matcgy will have rain-

-

SPECIAL-USE ZONES, Thi~ stratcg, y will have negligible ~oc|o-¢conom~ impacts on men becau~ only a small number dartas will b¢ ~,tabli.thed. Academic and ~:ientific communtti~ will
be the primary beneficiarie~ o(this mn~ I~/p¢.
The socioeconomic information prated by this anallnls was used alor~ with the envlron.
mental imp~t assessment data in the ~lection ~ a Prtferrtd Management Alt~.nativ¢.4

Exercise
While an economic impact as~-ssmcnt does provide some useful information in the evalua.
tioc~ o~" management alternatives, it does not l:a’ovid¢ more comprehensive in/’ormation 81x~ut la~
overall result o~ a given pro~ecg or policy chan~. All d the proposed managen~m mateg,~ a~~mcd in the NOAA plan affect ~om¢ aspect d Sanctuary resources, either du~:tly or indirectly.
Sanctuary resources (h:xh natural and hmoric) can be considered assets that produ¢e a flo~
~g~0ds and services with both rna~e~ and non-market value~ to usen and non-m~’n. The concep~ ~ non-market value is ~%,ni6cant to the Key~ and its economy. The ar~’~ natural ~
art cor~idered public resourceg nm cocnmon property or privately owned. Tradeo~ between the
effects d strategy implementation on ~:xmomic values and economic impact art aLso pertinent m
the Keys. Restrictions may increase the costs dcormanptive use; however, protcctin~ a r~aou~
may no< only increase its quality and value but also have a ion~<erm economic bondi~ m ho~h
cormanptive and non.consumlxiVt ~

L

""

-

-
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COASTAL BARRIER ISLAND PRrSERVATION
In NORTH ( AROLINA

2

Background
i

Old Baldy Island is I crustal harrier hind in Noah
C-arol ma.I it is situated at the mouth d the Cape lhd.
falo River, approximately three miles o~r the oats o~
Northport and about 30 miles south o/’ Wiimatown. the
fourth hrgest city in the state. Old Ba]dy Ishnd t~

Situation

hr~-= and ~outhemm~t da ~r~ d anall ishnd~ 0~
netted by extensive salt ma~x-, that form .n area
known as Smith Island. It comprhes approximateb,
13,000 ~cres including upland, tidal marshes and creeks,
,ha~. bays, and marshland. The bland is .LI/’2 miles
long and !-1/2 miles wich and features ¯ moderate

A barrier ishnd with a small
ytar-rou~ population and ¯ hrge
number of seasonal home owners
has the potential d greater devel.
oz~ment. The ishnd is also home to
a unique fortst communlry as well
as other rar~ fauna. State phns to
purckase hr~ tracts of the island
for preservation must consider the
economic ~ d shutting down

land Lighthouse, b~ilt in 1817, serves as the Island’s
landmarE -- it is North Carolina’s oldest light.house.
Located on the island is the Old Baldy Planned Unit
l~velopment, primarily a second home devebpmont; it
is somewhat o(an island retreat in r.hat ia access is lira.
ited to a privately operated ferry system which provide~
access to the mainland. While theft art a limited humbet d y~ar-round residem3 (approximately 60 it
ent), some 1,200 families have homes there. The neigh-

alterr,~tiv¢ of ~rcl~r.in~ ¯ similar

THE MAP, ITIME FOREST. Old Baldy l, land i~

tract for ~¢,¢r~tion on ~notl.
~

home to a maritime
for¢*t, it ~
periled fore, t community¢’~locat~ on old ~bilizeda glo~llyd~
and flat~ protected from ,altwater flooding and the

.-~

L-

V
extreme salt spray. Encompassing approximately 355 acres, it is the largest in the ,tare and still has
undeveloped, natural transition ,ones fi’om ocean to sound. The topography is that O/, dune rk~
and swale system: the ridges are broad and they slope gently into even broiler sw~le~, which ~n
be we( or dry, depend,ng on local drainage i~at~ern~ The natural communities ass~i~red with the
Phase I site include salt marsh, interdunal ponds, pine Iowlargh, palmetto Iowlandg and ramforested fi’eshwater wetLand~
While the State has been working closely with local olTiciah to minimize impacts from development on the maritime forest, even low-intemity development on Old Baldy Island will tend to
fragment the high-quahty maritime forest cornmunitieg The pcoposed actiora would ixeclude
even lower density development.

O
L
__
"1
2

A special Maritime Forest Advisory Committee, tet up by the lqocth Carolina ~.oa~l !~
tourtes Commission in 1990, rtcommergk.,d that the few remaining high quality tracts o/maritime
forest be ~cquired and managed for conservation purpot~ The committee rard~ed the ta’gle~|.
oi~ maritime forest on Old Baldy lshnd among the top two o¢ three maritime fore~ in
Carolina in terms O/natural area values such as ecological integrity, uniquene~ divenity, ram
~pecles, ~,e, and historical ~ignificance. Nag~ He~l Woods and Buxton Woo~ are d~ two oth~
arras o( significant natural value and t!~"s~ two areas haw already ~ ~..quired t’ol’ cor~a~’vado~

_

VEGET^TION. TI~ bland is home to ~veral qx,<~ o/pLants teat m unklue. One oithue b
¯ plant commonly known U the Old Beldy Blue Curl, a small indig~s plant in d~ mint ~
^ =ignificant feature OI tl~ forest isthe many extremdy old t~s; ~ include t~ln~’~0~ pines,

cedan, mh, ¯nd ~ The undergrowth throughout the forest is quite dense with many vine
tpecier. The most common O/the understory ~hrub Layer ¯re Red Bay, Wild Olive, Pruma
an~, and French Mulbeny. The Island also ha~bon two mou species, Beach Moss and Cuban
~eliessmund that ¯re recognized as "critically imperiled species." Other plan= that fall within the
"critically imperiled species" designation are the Tough Bumeli~ and the Piedmont Ra~e. Fto
nally, the dunes and cape at Old Baldy are ho,t to = newly identif’g.d ~ecleg Dune Blue Cud,

which is ~ candidate for uate and federal ixotecdoa.

-

WILDLIFE. Old Baldy Island is North Carolina’= mou popuhr nesting area for the ~
loggerhead sea turtle, which lays its eggs ¯long the island’s 14-mile oceanhont. The Old Baldy
Consentanq, has ~ str.ce~! sea turtle conservation program which china ¯ 95 percent he~.h
rate. OB~r fauna O/the isL’md complex include alligatorg raccoom, large humbert o/tern ~
gulls, over-wintering hcown pelican& and migrating peregrine falcom. The freshwater ponds and
marshes are used heavily by water birds, as are the extensive marsheg tidal c~eeks, ha~t, and mud-

-

flats. Nearby Battery Island is North Carolina’s Largest hx’eding rooEery f~ egrets, henms, and ’

Proposal for Preservation

-

-

Toprese~,e maritime forest, the state ~North Carolina is comidering purchasing land c~.
rendy scheduled fo~ development. In Phase l ~ the proposed preservatio~ plan, the State will at.-
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quire approximately 125 acres o1’ the remaining core maritime forest. In Phase If, the State will
work to acquire as much o/" the remaining undeveloped maritime forest and associated wetlanch ~,
possible, it u, anticipated that Phase l| will include the purchase of additional areas along the undeveloped estuarine ~gxeline. North Carolina is also considering acquisition o{’an ocean Front
section that would protect a portion ot" the island From ocean to ~:)und.
The Old Baldy Phase | Purchas~ Tract is an irTegular ~haped area o[ 96.80 acre~ The Put.
chase Tract can be g~nerally characterized ~s a gently rolhng and heavily wood~ maritime for~t.
"[’he plan would include a Maritime Forest Protection Overlay D~trict, protective ~alt
~one vegetation, forest wetlands, and rtlic dunes and dune ridges. In ~Idition, there would
prohibition against th~ r~moval olr trees and shrubbery (except as n~essary), th~ filling of’ wetlands
and l:x:)nds, an~ on-street l~rking. In addition, all construction would need to be contained to pre*
vent runoff. To pro(ect against the potential olr introducing harmful e=otic plants, only perm~ible
plants would be allowed. The maximum Io~ coverage for structures, including all lmpervlou.{
laces, would no~ be allowed to exceed: (l) 25 percent o{a building lot less than 9,000 ,quare feet;
(2) 50 percenl o/a lot le~ than 9,000 ~quare feet in residential Io~; (3) 60 percent o/’a ommit.
cizl s¢rvic¢ o, multi-family lot.

Economic Considerations

II

~

i{

Implementing the proposed Old Baldy Island Phase ! purchase would reduce the communi~’l
~lorem

current rate ~development and the type ~development that ha~ occurred, approximately 50
housing units with property values o¢" approximarely $7.5 million would be added per year, ilr there
are no resa-ictiom. Because o1’ the seasonal nature o¢" most o¢" the~ residences, each o[ the addi.
tional residential uni~ if developed, would be anticipated to result in $250 per month in direct
expe’nditures in t~ local community during the winter seaso~ (October.February)and $|,000 1:~
month during the ~ummer season, it has been estimated that the ~ldition oir more than 200 new
residential units would result in the need for increased local public servants including one addi.
tional police ofl’~cer, one fireman, and several municipal maintenanc~ Raft" ~

Exercise
The Old Baldy purchase b only one active maritime fortst preservation option available to
the State o/’North Carolina. Another is to purchase a similarly si~d tract o/maritime forest land
on Little Barrier Island, also in North Carolina. The purchased land would become a nature preserve protected From development. The Old Baldy Little Barrier Islands are ve~ similar -- the

main differences are smaller loggerhead sea turtle nesting areas and the ahserme ~palmetto palm
trees and beach moss on Little Barrier Island. Little Barrier Ishnd also hcks the historical signi~cance d Old Baldy Island, home of the Old Baldy Island Lighthouse and Captain Charlie’s Station
cottages built in 1903.
Little Barrier lshnd has extremely limited development," with no existing plans fix additional
construction activity. For this reason, purchasing the land is estimated to cost $2 million. Since

the land on Old Baldy Island is scheduled foe development, its purchase price is expected to be
roughly $10 million, the appraised value oCthe land. Given this in/’oemation cor~ider ~ follow.
ing questions:
I. Supl~,e your agertcy is trying to decide between purchasing the land described above
Old Baldy Island and the similarly s,zed tr-~t o/" maritime forest land on Little B~rriet bland in None Carolina. Which tract or" land would you recommend trying to
e. What add,tional information would you w~nt?
b. Does the schedule fo~ development effect your decision?
. ~at oT~r~tions other d~n purchase might be available (sorting,
takingO~
Z. Which economic approach in this handbook would you typically me in evaluating the Old
~ldy bland maritime pre~rvation propo~|?
3. How would the variom economic apl~mche~ be of me to othen in the decision proem?
a. Developers
b. Local agencies making decisiom regarding ~uppo~ing public inve~tn~n~
- Interest groups
d. Public at large
. Federal reg~lato~decision-makm
4. The residential development on Old B~ldy i~ "ui~.ale," but is protected by ,ove~u and
zoning restriction& Transportation around the island is res~’icted to ek~ctric
Plants may not be introduced unless they are on a list o permissible shrubbery. ~
alao exist limiting all impervious smacrures. You have responsibility t’or ~ enfoeteme~
riming law, related to the enviroru’nent. Two hom~wn~, have al:,pmeched you with a
proposal One, foe ~esthetic rea.mr~ prefers not to pave his driveway. The other wish~ to
purchase her neighEor’s "right to pave" in order to build a tennis ourt on ~ Ixoper~
Proponents of this proposal applaud the flexibility that allowing "tradable paving rights"

fords. Pro~rty values could rue ~ residents are permitted to build termis c~urts and od~
amenities on rJ~Lr land. They also note that less pavement would exis~ than if the two

homeownen had paved drivewa~ Those opposed to the chan~ ar~,ue that existin~ ~.
dents originally did not have a choice between paving a driveway, building a tennis cram.

and selling their rights. Further, they argue, the right to pave is an intrinsic part of the
property and cannot be tranfferred. Finally, they fear that this i~ an attempt to aholi~
paving limitatiom altogether.
a. Should residents be allowed to sell paving fights?
b. How would you deal with the right d a futme homeowner to pave his ~

the prcviom owner h= airily sold th~ righ.?
c. Should your ager’~y attempt to regulate the price foe which paving rights will ~el].

so, what will you consider in setting that price?
d. What problems might arise from setting such a

~z ~ v,~r..u,,,’rx:~ ot N,,,~.n~ ,u~:sot.n~ ,~ ~
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Artificial Reef Program
Ohio’s L~ke Erie is the warmest, shallowest, and most productive of the Great Lakes; its we~.
em basin is known as the "walleye capital of the world" and produces more walle~ ~ hectare
than any other lake m the world. H~storically, the western basin walleye fishery has rrhxie up ~
major component of Ohio’s primarily recreational sport fuhety,z As ¯ result, Ohio’s north oas~

has developed into a major recreational economy. The historical Feedominance of the walleye
fu~ety within the western basin of Lake Erie is also the result of as,/access to areas where the fhh
or~egate.
~nhke the western l~si~ ~ cemraI basin is deel>er and larger ~ l~ al~o lacks ~ prnduc.

tire bottom structures that provide habitat for fuh. These features, combined with the fact that
schools of walleye are often located further from shore, make the walleye more difficult to locate in
the central basin. Acce~ for boat anglen is another difficulty: the rocky bluffand high bank terrain of the central basin impedes the construction of marinas and hunch ramps, which are readily
available to boat anglers m the western basin. As Kelch and Reutter point out, while there are
many excellent fishing areas in the central basin, not all are within safe running distance for smaller boats. Fishery managers have recognized that comtruction of artifa:ial ree~s strategically located

in area~ easily accessible to boat anglers ould attract greater numbers of anglers In the central
basin. Funhermoce, if the artificial reefs yield the expected results -- attracting fith and thus
creasing angler paaa:ipation and catch rotes -- the fishery’s role in helping develop ¯ recreatkwml
ecormmy in the Central Basin communities could be enhanced.
Ohio began an artificial reef project in 1986. While arti£mial teef~ have been planned for
the entire shoreline of Ohio, the central basin presently is the key area of development for re¯ram
outlined above. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has granted permits for five sites. To date, ~
reef structures have been comtructed -- the Lot¯in County reef argl the Cuyahoga County reef.
The purpose of the reef proper is to create a demonstration project to evaluate the productivity
and feasibility of reef comma:tion in other areas of Lake Erie and the other Great Lakes. Evalua.
tion of the demonstration project’s effects on recreational activity and the expected effects
hr reef structure in od~er coastal areas are priority needs for mstainabl¢ coastal development polio
d the central basin.
The Lot¯in County red’consists of two reef~ one about 370 meters long and the
second about 183 meters long. The Cuyahoo County mr, also known as the Cleveland die, is
made up Gone reef smacnne 213 meten long in 8.5 meten of wate~ and a ~eries of unconnected
and are located within ck3~e proximity to IX~Xs of ~elrer, an advantage for unalle: ves~eh.
The Ohio artificial reef project plans to construct additional ree6t in Lake and Ashtabula
Counties, but the ~tion is awaiting ~cientific evaluation of the completed muctuze~ The

been anecdotal reformation from variom anglen who report mccezfful fishing within proximity m

Preliminary Analysis and Evaluation of the

Artificial Reef Program
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ducted, dam on angler hours and catch rates indicate that wtlk~ harvt~ have incrt.~
tially ove~ use las~ nvo decades (Case Table 5.1).

-

C.a~e Table S. 1. Walleye sport boat
harvest in Ohio, 1975-1~3.s
Year

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

1988

Walleye
(thousands)
86
638
2,171
1,596
3,288
2,165
2,932
3,013
1,846
4,038
3,730
4,400
4,438

4,890

1989
1990

4,192
2,7.83

1991

1,578

1992
199.!

2,082
2,669

_

Ohio. Division d W’ddlffe.. 1993.
L~ke Erie -- 1095 Sport ,-a
Commeec~ Harvesu,

one was to determine the fish concentration ability of
the ~ef~; towa~s this end, an underwater video asse~.
ment was cond~ted at the Lorain ar~iflcial reef site.
This effort involved monthly dives at both the rt~sire
and a non-reef cormol si~ to identi~/and enum~mt~
fish as well as to determine habitat diferenc~. Ar~ly.
sis reveals that the 1~2 and 1993 to~al seasonal numben of fish were significantly higher at the reef site
than at t~e control site. Thus, the reefs al:~ar to be
effective as. le~ concentration dcvice..s
The second research effort to evaluate the
tiveness of the reeE sites was designed to identl~T
changes in wcial and economic values r~lting firom
the artificial reefproiect. In 1992, survey data ~vem
collected ~rorn a random sample of individuah at vail.
ous launch sites and marir~s rtga~ir~ their ~
stiorml use and expenses on Lorain Count’T warm.
Initial analysis reveals that 87 percent of the 466 ~.
spondenu (55 percent response rote) imcw about the
reef and 64 percent of these individuals used the ~

0
L
-

..

"

._

during 1992.

..

The typical respondent made 20 ~ to Lo~In
County waters during 1992 and 7.1 o/’those trips involved fuhing out at the artificial feel’for at leas~ pert
of t.he trip. Of thcm¢ respondents who traveled ham
than 40 miles to Lorain County, more than tm>thin:h

,. F "~,

used th~ artificial reef. Of th<x,e who traveled 40 or
more miles to Lorain County, k’ss than
d~ artificial site. These f~gures indicat~ that the artifb
cial rttf u~ is dominated b/local qxx’t angk~ as
intended.4

economic impacts hcxn the construction o/’artifa:ial reefs. Fishery managers of the Lake Erie
have expressed satisfaction with the artificial program thus Far. It has hem highly visible
generated much enthusiasm within the local sport-fuhing community. Many believe that the
aLso helped improve the integrity ot" Lake Erie’s central basin. Given the information

."-

-

2

vided above, outline t.h¢ eta:morale analysis tha~ you would recommer~d be Included in ~n tmviro~.

mental impact statement o~other similar ~x-ef pro~nu. O~ the following questiom ~s ¯ guide:
1. What type ot’~ic analysis wou~ be appropriate in determining w~et~er to proceed
with ¯n artificial reef pro~ect!
2. Some believe environmental valuation, which would assess the benefltz ot’arti~cial red
projects to society, should be standard protocol m all planned artificial reef projecu within
th¢ Great Lakes. Do you agree?
3. Assuming adequate r.mt tx~ro~mation exLs~ what soru oi" value lntrom~tlon ~oulcl you need
to isieli ~ order to cor~uct ¯ i~erie~t.colt iriiIyil o~In irtU~:ll reef pro|ceil
4. What methodologies ot techniques would you recommend foe mE ot" the value

changes in commercial cw recrtstional t’bhing value!

different gakeholdcrs in the policy decision

¯ lnt~r~t groutm
¯ Public ¯t
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1. No action (a s~tem with additional effort controls beyond those currently allowed in the
Fishery Management Plan’s framework procedure for setting total allowable catch)
2. License limitatkm
J. Individual Traruferable Quotas

Individual Transferable Quota
Management System
The Council has identified an Individual "rraru~’erable Quota~ scheme a~ the preferred
native. An ITQ program wo~ld involve issuing either ¯ certain pounda~ or pe~.enta~ o(the to.
tal annual commercial sllocation d red snapper to each quali~ing owner or operator, based on hb
or her historical landings in the fuhery. This poundage or ix’~centage would be that person’s
tial share. Shares would be the property d the shareholder, pro~bly subject to annual
tire fees for issuing couixxu and for trans{ers o/’ shart~ Shares or quota coupom ~ld be tramferrable. Under an ITQ system° ¯ "by~:atch" allowance for red mapper ~ould not be ~
anyone who ~anted to sell an7 red mapper ~uld be required to have quota oupm~ in the
amount d red mapper hnded for sale.
The expectatiom are that an ITQ program will result in increased revenues to tl~ flshtt~
dustry as well as decreased total costs otr harvesting. In addition, ITQs will afford f’~J~rrnen grater
flexibility by adjusting their sha~ holdings and determining when they will go t%hing. Fishermen
who choose to exit the fishery may receive economic benefit if theT sell their share o(harvm
Under limited access alternatives, f’u~era ~,ould receive s~i~ privtlet, es to partiIpate in
the red mapper fLshery based on an initial allocation scheme. FL~-rs who desire to subsequently
ente¢ or increase their participation in the fuhery could do so only in coc~junct~ with another
fisher who decry¯e¯ his or her participation or leaves the f~shery. Thus, allocation ~ the commer.
cial quora among users v,s~uld he self-adjusting and ideally ~uld be independent o/’measurts to
achieve or maintain the biological goals d the Rshery Management Plan. Unlike limited
open access s~tems have no limits on the number d f’~,h~s in th~ ~or the amount olr ~uh

~oo ~ v,~.u^’n~ o~ ~,,~ ~ ^ ~
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NY~ile the natural beaury and aE~andant wildlife o( the wetlar~ attract tourbu from all over
country, the r~gion ~ a unique cultural diveniry d~at include, Native Americans, European
immigrant.s, and Cajun ancestry.
Commercial tm~,rtance ot" the louisiana coastal wetlands includes major economic activities
related to commercial fishing, recreational hunting, and sport fLYing. Fishing is Louisiana’$ oldest
industw ar~ its prominence is directly attrtl~table to the area’~ extensive marsh and esruarine
tern.z TEe reg~3n supports the largest coastal fird’ts~ and d~ellfi~ ft.,,Eeries in the country, producing two billion pounds o/" fLsh and shellfish annually. The Louisiana Wddlil’e and Fisheries Commission issued over 63,0~ commercial fishing licenses in 1985, including aimort 16,000 ommer.
cial d~rimp hcer~$. The recreational hunting and fis~ing activity o( the region are aLto tu~tan.
tial. The Louisiana coastal rune leach the Nation in trapping o(fu:-bearing animals and operates ¯
highly regulated harvest o( alligator =ltlr~"~

Coastal Wetland Decline--Causes and Conflict
Fo~ decade~ artifKial levee,, managed by the U.S. Army Coq~ o(En~ineert with ~
aional, State, ~nd public tupport, have confined the Mississippi River to iu pre~ent cl~nnel,
venting ¯ change o/’coune ¯nd the au~ciated decelopment o(new delta t~giom. ~ purpole of
the levee, is to contain overflow~ for navigation and flood control However, the ecological
ante ¯rd i~xluctive capacit3, o( the adjacent wetlands are advenely atTected by the lack o(additlon¯l fresh water and nutrient-rich material. The river control muctures or~ne the tedimontt
to the river channel and tramport it to deep Gulf of Mexlco watch ~o that mort or" these tedimenet
are dUcharged over the edge oi" tee continental d~elf, forever 1o~ to tee tediment-uarved
ume. in addition, the MissL~ippi’s tributary dan’~ and other activities have =ignificandy reduced
the tediment load carried by the rivet.
In a~lition to flood control activities, another major cause o(coastal erosion is otutructlon
of navigation, oil recovery, and access canals. Canals adversely impact the wetlands by interferin~
with theetwater flow, alkr, ving destruction by wave action, reducing nutrient exchange, decreming
interface, and increasing salinities. Spoil banks, created by the deposition o(material dredged
from r.he canals also result in wetland deteriot-ation. Approximately 8 percent o( the manhe,
coastal Louisiana have been converted to canals and associated spoil bank~4 C)ther activities, such
as land reclamation projects for agricultural, urban, and industrial purpos~ have also
many acres ~viable wetland. The pollution from toxic chemicals and oilfield b~ines cormibutet

to wetland degradation as welL
Wetland loss due to flooding as a result ~ suhsidence-rehted sea level rbe is another problem. Sea level rise occun as hnd fomu drink, resulting in a tehtive rise in water level Scientifa: evidence exists which suggem that sea level rise may accelerate ~igniEcandy due to attain-

~ ~ V.,.Lu^’noN OF N,*,’n.,’P..~ .,~sou~: ,~ ~
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pher~: warming resulting From the greenlxx~ eR’ect,s These ru<-s would led to increased tloodir~
and addmonal loss o~’coastal ~etlands.6
The cumulative impact of human activitu.,1 and natural process~ or, ~ coastal ~ h~

been devastating. At the ~m of the century, coastal Louisiana contained 4.07 million ~cr~
wetlands. By 1978, 22 percent of the wetlands bad been lost. ~rvative estimates indicate
that another 3 million acres have been ~ sLnce then. Current loss rates art estimated to be about
0.75 percent per year. It is projected teat if losses art not reduced, another 167 million acres
Louisiana coastal wetlands will disappear e~ be converted by the year 2000. These predictiom in.
chcate teat the Gulf shoreline will advance inland as much as 3:} miles in some artas. About !,200
bminesscs, residences, camps, tchooE, ~orage tank~, electric power ~uhstatiom, water control
stru<tures, and pumping stations wo~ld requ~rt protection or relocation. Furthermort, th~ U.S.
Army Cor~ Of Engineera estimates that without ~ction to rtver~e projected wetland ~ commcrcial fish and shellfish harvesu will dechn¢ by 30 percent by the ytar 2040.1
The threatened disappearance Of Louis,~na coastal wetlands have potentially s~aggerin~
nomic, cultural, and environmental cocucqu¢nceg The iou Of habitat t’cx coastal r~,
and w|ldl|t’e species would be colossal. Th¢ Iou for ~ocial and cultural Functions which del:~md on
proper e~ological fianctioning Of the coastal zone would also be devastating. Furthermort. the prment Louisiana coast would bec.orne uninhab|table as flooding mov~ Further Inland.

Coastal Wetland Restoration
Management Plan
The prospective losses olr wethnd Functions and services have motivated tmpltmentatkm of,
wethnd restoration policy. That policy is based on the belief that technological |ngermiq, and
management can separate wetland desmxtion From some of the causes of that destruction,
tion, flood control, oil and gas production, and u~an development. The short-term coma
ploying advanced techniques and restoratio~ strategies will undeniably be suhrantial; the long,tetra costs, however, o( not employing environmental engineering technologies and not implementing management and restocation mategies may be far greater. A restoration ixogram

(xx, x:en te on three
L Enhancement o(sediment and f-nab watt. input into r.he omtal m and ~ d resin.
i~nckd sediment~
2. Repair or Rstoration of disturbed wetlands and barrier island traruacted b,/exiti~
3. Phase-out and halt to construction or expansion o/’canalt.

Benefits and Costs of Wetland
Restoration Strategies
A wethnd rigor¯tim policy for the Louisiana wethnds coastal zone must manage all
uses, both short term and long term. One ke~ factor in developing a plan -- recognition o(th~
corffhcts over multiple uses and societal tradecaffs -- is determining the economic valu~ ot" the witlands. Economic values provgl¢ a basis for rtalistic appraisal d the wide-ranging ~x:ial impact~
generated by variom i~oixxg.d restoration developments. Thus, the overall benefits and ~la o(
maintaining and restoring Louisiana’, coastal wttland resourcm must be a.s~csa~.
A beneflt-co~ analysa can b¢ corglucted by as.signing ¯ dollar valu~ to ¯ unit.acrt d ~tland.
However, the econom,c value d the services provided by ~etlands is difficult to appraise due to
the lack o(¯ market mechanian for dirtctly prking tho~ functions. For example, the beneflta
rived from the wtthnd’~ ix.ovmon o( food for commercial fish species and fur-bearing ¯nimah have
dten been ignored. Other values typically dtut~rded because d the difficult,/in assignlnl economic value art rtcrtational opportunities provided by the wethndg gs:h a~ hunting, crabbin8,
bird watching, swimming, and campir~.I
Funhermort, the ecor, omic value d the pro~ectiv¢ services provided by ~tlargh, for
atance, Itorm and flooding pro~ection and the ¯l:aorption o( urban and agricultural waste product~
art also difficult to maes,, as art the option value and existence value. The option value i,
amount which non-men place on ¯ unique rtsourc¢ m know that it U there and ould be
while the existence value is the amount which non-users place on the knowledge that the mlanch exist, even if they never mrtnd to uae them directly.
Despite the data ard methodological limitatiom+ analysts have developed several different

methods by which ~o value wethndg includml (I) economic impact analysis (EIA); (2) wdlinlhess.to.pay (WTP); and (3) energy analysis (EA). These methodologies attempt to place econom.
ic value on wetland-rthted activities and service¯. In general, scene d the major services provided

by wethnds can be classif, ed into the following categories: commercial fuhing, recrtational f’uhing,
commercial t~appi~g, and recreatio~ (subdivided into economic impact expenditur~ for
and the estimated value olr u~r beneflt~ rtlated to rt~rtational activiw}, and atotm
GROSS ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION ANALYSIS. The gross e~m~anic contribution
anal~is for ~ethnd valuatiota focuses or, the question ofsross impact ota the ¢coegl~y, In oth~
words, values for major activities associated with wetlands are estimated on the basis d’sross ~
fits to the economy. A pet-acrt value for each oi" the wetlands-dependent activities b determined,
and the respective values art summed to derive the total estimated monetar~ worth o(¯ wetland
acrt m its natural state. Case Table ?.1 pre~nts the estimated gross economic contribution da
wetland acrt m Louisiana’l Terrtbonne Pa.,.bh.i
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Case Table 7.2. Sumn~ry of WTP valuation of Terrebonne Wethnds, using 1983 dol-

Exercise

-

The activities that have had the mo~ damaging effects on the coastal region are ~
latea:l to the major economic me) ~the Mississippi River and coastal rune for na~tio~ flood

112 ~)NOMICVA]JJ,4~ONOFNA71JIM~RESO(j1~AHAND~O0~
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Case Table 7.3. Gross primary pred~cfi~ and ener~ a~lD~ ~o~lc ~ ~d.
~tes f~ ~le~nt ~ulsia~ wet~ a~ ~e habi~t~

L
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NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION CONTROL
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’"

IN CALIFORNIA

2
Background
In the C..oastal Zot~ Mmaagemtmt Act (CZMA) o~’
~licy ~t state c~tal m~nt ~ mm
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total economic activity traceable to boating in 19~6 was mor~ than $6.7 billion: Clearly, marirm
and other public access 6cilities and services am integral to Cali!’omia’: ~y.

0

However, when t~e~e facilities are poorly planned or managed, t~ey cart po~e ¯ t]’treat tO ~
health of aquatic systern~; they can aLu3 introduce other environmental ha=ard~ Because marinas
are located at t~e water’s edge. t~ere is often no b~fl’ering of the release of pollutants to waterways.
Advene environmental impacts may re.It from the following sources of pollution asuxiate~ with
rnarir~ arid recreational boatir~

;
~

!
|

*

Pollutants illegally diu:ha~J from boats and fueling statiom

¯

Pollutants transported in uormwater runoff from marina parking k~ mob, and od~ sur.
rounding impervio~ surfaces

¯

Physical alteration or dessert¯on o~’wetlands and of t}~elifts~ and ~ bottom
ties during the construction of marinas, ramps, and related facilities

¯

Pollutants generated from boat maintenance activities on land and in the wat~
P.ecreational boating and marinas ¯re increasingly popular ~ of the California coastal late.

in areas such as San Diego Bay, the grmt, th of recreational boetin& alot~ with the glX~tq~ elr

¯
,

I marirul o~eratto~ ~ as ~aste dt.~x~tal, boat fueling, and boat maintenance and
generate contaminant runoff. Moreover, storage areas for the materials required for these activities
are aho a murce of pollunnu. Of =ix’~:ial concern are suet¯ace= .=~.h as Paint =andir~ and d~lp.
pinta, waste oil and grew, e, bat~erie~ fttel, detergent3, and =ewage that can be toxic to aclultic biota, o¢ degrade water quality and pose ¯ threat to human health.
Historically, point source waste~ from thii:~rds, boatyards and other repair facilities, and
marinas were dumlx.d or ~ directly into the San Diego Bay. Environmental k’gislatio~ over
the l~t 20 years ~ put an end to t}~se practice=. However, large sink= of sand bla= material ~
other paint-containing waste are still prep-at in the Bay’s ~’diments. The effects of r, hete rinks ea

--
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-
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Non-point source pollution continues m be ¯ paramount concern as current boat mainze.
nance activities, such as the use of antilrouli:~ paints on boat hull~, generate coru~ina~ts ~

-
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organisms can promote hull corrosion and increa~ dral.
Biocides from anti/ouhng paints generally enter the marine envitonrr~nt in dLfl’erent
(1) through the normal leaching process of paint~ as they age, and (2) through paisa chil~ abraded
fi’om ves~,els’ hulls in the water during underwater hull cleaning. The conc~m t~ that the cop~based biocide chemicals released from antifouling paint applied to bo~t bulb may be &ietetiom to
the marina~’ aquatic environment. Becau.~ of the poor tidal flushing char~:terbti¢~ of San Diego
Bay, copper conc~ntratiom can become elevated to ~evels harmful to ~qu~tic otganimu.
Numerom studies have shown that the concentrations oir antifouling biocides art higher
near marinas arid small yacht basins. A recent s~dy assessing the average oncent~atiom of tmal
and dissolved copper in San Ehego and Mu~ion Ba~ fou~ that whil~ ambient cof~r conccmt~.
tiom appeared to be non.toxic, ~veral marinas did have average dissolved copper concenrratkx~s
that were above the U.S. EPA’s Ambient ~/ater C~)uality Criteri¯ for saltwater squ~tic
Another study attempted to measure the deleterious effects (within the water column) o( in.
water maintenance of boats at recreational marinas. The study revealed that ¯lthough copper relea~es can be signif’~’.ant in the immediate vicinity of a boat hull during cleaning, tee water rapidly
rerurm to i~e-cleaning oncentr~tiorm However, the finding~ w~re inconclusive m to the extent
and degr~ of dispeml o/’ the contaminant plume ~ the total Io~1 to the B~y from ¯ hull clean.
ing ol~ration. Other s~dies have found evidence o(elevated lev~l~ o/’cop~r in the tL~u~ of organL~ms living in th~ San Diego Bay. ~ ~li~ ~uggest that boat own~r~ ~0uk~ I~
about biofouling proc~ and antifouling I~int~ ~o that they c~n make ~ound, tnfom~, ~
vironmentally ~mttive dect~ior~

Nonpoint Source Control Solutions
It b |mpo~ant that marina op~rato~ ~uch as tho~e in ~ Diego B~y me..~nt~e that d~
alternatives to obtaining permit~ to pollute. ~ can t~ke step~ to control or minimbe the
~ polluting sub~tanc~ into marina wate~ For the most p~rt, thb control can be
with simple pRventivt measures ~ m locating ~vice equipm~nt where t]~ ri~ o¢~pilla~ ~ re.
duced, providing ~quare and w~ll-rr-rked dispe~al f~ci|iti~, and educ~tl~ the Ix~tin~ public
about the importanc~ o/’pollut~~ pr~’~ntion. Bet~t~ of effective polluticm i:~"~mtlon to the
marina operator may be reali.~! in terms o/" lower direct pollution control ~ The corn eCpof
lution prevention could well be Io~er than ~mvironn~ntal clean-up ~
Section 6217 dthe Coas~l Zon~ Act Re~utho~tion Amendn~nt~ of’ 1990 (CZARA)
quires coastal states (including Great Lakes sum) with approved co~stal ~one man.merit
grams to ~]dress nonpoint pollution impacting or threatening coastal watet~ Stat~ must ~ubm|t
Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Progrartu for approval to both the U.S. En~tal Protection Ageno/(EPA) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Requirtments for state programs are described in C.¢mz~ Non/x~nt Pal/uriah C..onm~ Pat, tram Program
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management measures outlined in the guidance include practices related to the best possible siting
for marinas, ~ available design and construction, snd appropriate operation and maintenance
(e.g., solid waste management, liquid waste management, and petroleum control management).
O~her management efforcz might include staffand boater educahon prograrns on all areas of nonpoint source control and best management practices; petroleum station management; improved
sewage pumpout systems; and installation of fi~el spill cont~oh
C.alsfomxa u currently rcvising its Nonpoint Source (NPS) Pollution Management Phn put.
suant to the 1990 CZ~FLA. For each management measure, a T~hnic~l Advisory Committee ~cepred or modtfsed EPA’s management measure ~s it shou~ be alr~lied to California; for e~.h man.
agement measure, the r~port also a<kJr~ses applicabihry, merJ’,ods o/implementation, specif’~: ira.
plememor~, enforcement mechanisms, triggers of erfforcement ~ct~.s, and t]~ ~ctions that ire
necessary to begin implementation.

Costs of Compliance
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The C.alifomia Regional Water Quality Control Board. San Diego Region, could choo~ to
implement some of the operations and maintenance management measures outlined in the 1994
Manna and R~rem~a/Boat~ Technica/Comnuttee Report in an attempt to improve the quality
San Diego Bay. Implementation of these measures, unlike ornplmnc¢ with cleanup and abate.
ment orders by boatyardg is no~ expected to Impost signif’a:ant costs on marina operato~ in the
area. The coat of providing recreational boating secvices will Idcely incrtase wRh |mphrnenmtkm
of management measur~ affecting t]~e San Diego Bay ttmrinm~
Nonpoint sourc~ control g~quir~ments have the pcwentLal to d~hy n~w ~cllity onstn~:fl(m
and/or business fadure~ of e,qsting marinas. Some of these ~ ar~ expected to be passed alon~ to
recreational boater~ In addition to ccmu passed on to ~ters by marinas, boaters may incur costa
amoctmted with more expemive nOnotOXiC painu (silicone) ~d hull cleaners who are licerued, in.
~red, approved urwJer be~t management pr~:ticeg higher cost ~x~at maintenance (experienced
Ix)r, more frequent clearungs, required draping); ar~ higl~r ccm( oi]-c~nge services whid~ recl~..
Case Table O.l~, ~ not directly related to the implementation o#" boat-cleaning man~ge.

-waste a~c~ai practr.~ and liquid-me d~l practices. The specific cosu are aucr.iated

with porchasmg a coramercial vacuum to collect debris at hulbmainrenance sites, providing oy.
ered dumpsters for solid-waste collection, and purchasing liquid me containers for storing and
cycling oil, antifreeze, gasoline, die=~l fuel, and kerosene.
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C.a~e Table 8.1. C<~u ~ Selected Operation a~l Maintenance Management Pracdce~:
L

High Estimates.
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2. Estimation o/the benefits o/each management measure in terms o/how each meagre will
affect natural resource pararncte~ For example, ff non-toxic hull clear.sing i~ required, an
attempt must be made to determine the linkage between reduction o¢’pollutant~ ggh m
copper arK{ the improvement O/water quality. "

O
L

{. Determination O/how changes in ecological parameters affect human health, recreational
enjoyment, and aesthetic appreciation through impacts or~ market and nonmarhet servke,
provided by the Bay. Fo¢ example, how doe, an increase in water quality affect the quantity or quality O/Rcreational boating and other uses dSan Diego Bay ~urface
4. Tramlat;on o/these pu. blic health, recreational, aesthetic and ecological eKecla into
mate, o¢ monetary

aa me pogentmt Io~ Incrt,-a~ paint tile with ¯ corresponding decrease in total IntlJ’oulh’m

chemical ducherge.

Exercise

What are the limitations to the existing methodologie, in this ca,e!’
_Boat.cleaning ~ment measures .are only one set o/management measure~ and
operatiom ~ maintenance management actiom is approwiate?

"

Would other economic approaches outlined in the seminar he o/use to oth~ in the ded-

’

tion protei!!

._
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valu~ ~ v,’txat one is willing to give up in order to obtain a good, s~rvice, experience, or state of
naru~. Economist~ try to rne=sur~ r~u in dolla~

-

L

~’elfare economics ~ ¯ Reid olr inquiry within t}~ ~ ~:ope o/’~.o~ics t~lt iS CO~ccrn~
~v~d~ money me~ur~ of individual ar~l social ~ll-being, particularly in changes in ~,ell-being du~
to u’nplementation of l~aN~c

2
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

~

CERCLA ~ Comprehensive Environmental P.espome, Compensation and Liability Act

-

..

COP -- NOAA ~! Oc~n Program
CVM -- coatingcat valuation method o~ methodolo~
EPA -- Env|ronmcntal Pro~aion
GDP -- ~ dom~l¢

NEPA -- National Envimranenml Polio/A~t
NMF$ -- NOAA National ~ Fisherte~ $etvi~
"

NOAA -- National Oceanic and Atmo~ri¢ Administration

._

OPA -- Oil Pollutio~ A~

2
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HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC WASTES ASSOCIATED WITH URBAN
STORMWATER RUNOFF
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Robert E. I:~t, P.E, PhD., Department of Civil Engineering,
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Unrversity of Alabama at B~-mingham
Richard F~eld, P.E, Chief, Storm and Combined Sewer Pollutiort
Control Program. U.$, EPA. Edison, New Jersey
ABSTRACT
2

This paper summarizes some of the informatk>n obtained during ¯ reset’oh
project sponsored and direc;ed by the EPA’s Storm and Combined Sewer Resewctt
Program and conducted under a subcontract from Foster-WTleeler/Enviresponse. The
research pro~ect examined a variety of organK: and metallic toxicants in stormwatar and
combined s~,,wer overfk)w (SCSO) source flows (Pdl and Barton 1990). The study
desK3ned to use rain events and sample IocatK)ns to ~llustrate the variables associated
wrth toxicant concentratK)ns ~n urban runoff. An attempt was made to
aOdress the foliow=ng questions:
1.
2.
3.

What ere the typical toxicant contaminant levels in stormwater?
What are the o~g~ns of these toxicants In stormwatar?
What ram or land use factors affect toxicant cormentratJonl

Stormwater runoff has been Identir~l es a major contributor to the degradation
of many urban streams and rivers (Finial and Turkeitaub 1981; Pitt and Bozeman 19e2;
Pitt and Bissor~nette 1984), Organic and metalbc toxicants are expected to be
responsible for much Of these detrimental effects, and have been found in urban runoff
discharges during many prevk:)ue studies (EPA 1983; Hoffman, et at. 1984; Faro, e~ aL
1987; Pereir& et ~. 1988).
Table 1 summarizes the estimated discharges of commonly detected organic
and metallic toxicants from all U.S. c~bes having populatk:>ns greater than 100,000
~
populat~>n (which total about 15,000 square miles, Dept. of Commerce 1980). These
cities will be required to participate in tt~e EPA’s stormwater permit program (Federal
Register, December 7, 1988). These values are for discharges that ere directly entering
the nation’s surface receiving waters. This information is based on the Nationwide
..J
Urban Runoff Program (NURP) results of about 100 st(:xmwater outfail samples (EPA
1983). This NURP data is mostly for res~ent~al areas, with some commercial area
influences. Mo~e recent information inO~ates that industrial stormwatar discharges can
have many times the concentrat~:>ns of the tox)cants as the areas represented ~ ttte
NURP data (P~ and McLean 1986). In addrt~on, base flows occurring in storm drains
during dry weather that may be contaminated by non-stormwater discharges (such as
industrial waste cross-connections), can also significantly increase these estimated
ioadings (Prtt, et aL 1990). Therefore, the large d~scharges noted in Table 1 can be
expected to be even much larger, when all urban areas, land uses, and flow regimes
are consK:lered. Most importantly, these are actual discharges as monitored at outfals,
and not estimated d~scharges associated with chemical sto~age or disposal ope(abons.
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METHODOLOGY
This research included the collection and analysis of several hundred urban
runoff samples from a variety of source areas and under c~if/erent rain conditions. A
number of combined sewer overflow and detention pond samples were a~so included in
the evaluatx:~n porlx:)n of these first phase act~ties. Th=s effort was signif~cantly greater
than has been atlempted previously for toxic pollutants in stormwater and will enable
several crn~cal questions to be addressed, as stated prev~usly in the objectives.
Samples were analyzed for many organic pol;u’,ants using gas chromatographs
wilh a mass selectrve cletector (GC/MSD) and w~h an electron capture detector
(GC/ECD) and metals using a graphite furnace equipped atomic adsorption
spectrophotometer (GFAA). All samples were also ana.~,zed for particle distributions
from about 1 to 100 microns. All samples were also analyzed using a tox~ screening
technique. All SCSO samples were also filleted to (~etermine the liquid/sol~ p~litlon
coefficients of the pollutants and the relatNe toxic~bes of the fillerable and nonf’dterable
porbons of t~e samples. The fol~wing paragraphs br=efly summarize the sampling ~
analyses features of this first phase research effort.

About 300 subsemples were analyzed for orgaJ’~c m~l metallic toxicants, toxJcily
screening, ~ particle size 0istributions. All of these samples were pa~ into
Merable and non-Nterable components for complete arm~yses.
The relatrve =mportance of (:lifferent source areas (such as roofs, streets, parking
areas, etc.) in contr~Outing toxicants were exam=ned from fiek:l studies conducted aS
part of this research. Samples were collected from the most significant potential source
areas in resx:lent=a~ commercial, and industrial land uses. The areas that received the
most sampta’~j attention were parking and slocage areas in industrial ~KI commercial
areas. These areas have been noted in prevk:>us stuO~es to have the largest potential of
discharging toxicants (Pitt and McLean 1986).
Sl~eet/iow .samples were collected during five Birmingham Alabama rains,
Replicate samples from many of the same source area.s, but during different r~’tl,
enabled dd’ferences due to rain conditions versus site Iocatk~ns to be statisticely
eva~JatecL
Source Area Runoff Grab Samole~
The sheet/low samples ware collected using manual grab proceclu~es. Hand
operated pumps c~eated a vacuum in the sample botlJe which then drew the sample
clitectly it, to tt~e container through Teflon tubes. About one I;ler of sample was collected,
split into two containers: one 500-mL glass w~ Teflon lined lid was used for the organk;
and toxk:~ ana~/ses, ~ another 500-mL po~,ethylene botlJe was used fo~ the metal
and other ana~ses.
Most of the source area sheefflow samples were obtained from the Birmingham.
Alabama area cluring the first phase of this project. However, cooperative researcher’s
in Seattle. Washington also submitted a limited number of additional stormwater
samples for comparison.
CSO Grab Samples

Twenty combined sewer overflow (CSO) outfal grab samples were collected
the New York City area for complete ana~ses. These out/aJi samples were ~ to
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make ¯ preliminary evaluatk~ of the relatNe toxic/ties of CSOs ~ urban stormwater
runoff. These samples were coi,~-tecl during four l~erent ra~",s in New York.
Or_oanic Po~utant
The samples were analyzed using a Hewlett Packard 5890 gas chromatograph
wil.h a 5970B mass ~’¢tNe detector (GC/MSD), and a Perk=n-Eider SK3ma 300
chromatograph w~tn an e~ectron capture detector (GC/ECD). The fo~ listl the
organic toxicants that were anaiyzecl in these lample=:
Pesticides (detectk:>n remit: 0.3 ug/L):
BHC. heptechlor, a~lrin, heptachlor epoxk:le, en~osul~aP.. DOE, DDD, DDI’,
endrln, anti chlordane.
Phthatate Esters (detectio~ limit: 0.5
BLs(2-ethyhexy~) phthalate, butyl benzyl phthalata, di-n-btdyl phtha~le, ~
phthalate, d=methyl phtha~ate, ~ di-n-octyl phth~te.
Polynucle~’ Aromatic Hyclroc~’bonl (detection limit: 0.$ u~:
Acenaphthene, acenapht.hylene, anthracene, bans0 (a) anthracene, benzo
pyrene, benzo (b) fiuoranthene, benzo (ghO perylene, benzo (k) Iluoranthene,
chrysene, O~enzo (a,h) anthracene, fluoran~ene, fluorene, ~0eno (1,2,3-¢d)
naphthalene, phenant~ene, anti pyrene.
In addition, lelected nitroatometJcl, haloethere, arKI oth~ chlorinated
were a~o an~yze<:l.
Metallic Po~utant ~
The se/nples were analyzed using a Perkin-Eimer graphite furnace atomi¢
ebsorpbon spectrophotometer (GFAA). Standard EPA aPl~Oved methocls were used
these a~alyses. AJuma~Jm, caclmium, chromium, copper, lea¢l, nickel, and zinc were
analyzed in all samples. The letection limits were ~:K>ut 1 ug/L, except for cadmium
whictl hacla OeteclK~ lin,~it of about 0.1 ug/L
Low cletectx>n knits were necessary for these metal anal, see. In prk:x Itudie~
the total forms of most of tt~e metals were well within the letec~xt k-nits of
flame atomic ~)sorpbon spectrophotometer (AAS) procedures, ~ the [alterable
portions were commonly not cletected (P~tt and McLean 1966; EPA 1983). The
partitioning of tt~e heavy metals between the solid ~ liquid ph,~ses is an important
factor in Oetermining tt~e treatability of these pollutants ~ was tt’~erefore an importanl
goal of ~=s research. This information is needed to assess the fates of the metals in
receiving waters and in treatment processe~
Toxicih, Sc~eenin0 Tests
A number of previous studies have found high co~’tcentrat~or~s of toxic polutantl
in SCSOs. Some urban stormwater runoff stuclies at’temptecl to use conventional
fish bioassay tox~.~y tests (such as Pitt 1979), but very few fish cl;ed during the
However, in situ taxonomic stuches of urba~ runoff receivi=.xj waters found signi~ca~
evidence of toxic effects from the k>ng-term exposure to tt~ese poautants (such al
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repo~ted by P~t and Bozeman 198Z for the same stream as the negaWe fish bioa~4~
tests). More recent b~oassay tests have used more sens~,.Ne organisms ~ have
detected sK3ni~)cant SCSO toxx:~t,es (Sp~egal et al. 1984 ~n Syracuse. NY; Mount at ~
1995 in B~m=ngham, AL; Mount et aI. 19<36 in Waterbury, CN, and Norberg-K~ng et eL
1988 in San Francisco Bay).
The objectNe of th~s task was to obtain toxicity measurements from a large
number of $CSO and source area samples, along wrth tOxicrt’y measurements
corresponding to d~furent SCSO sample partrt~ons. It was necessary to use = rapid
sc~een=ng method to exam=he tt~ relatrve toxicit~es for the drfferent samples because
the tame and financial la’nrtat~ons o! th~s t~st phase of the research program. A I~,ies of
spec~ tests were made to compare toxx:~es of selected sheetf~0w and CSO
to both the screening method and conventK)nal bioassay methods.
The toxicity tesbng procedure that was used (M~’otox from Mic~obi¢~,
uses lure=nascent bacteria to ind,cate relatrve toxk:ities of samples. ~ procedure
used to sczeen all of the samples co~:ecled during this pro~ect. The parblX3r~ed sample~
(filterable and non-f~rable for each sample) were sit tested for reiatrva toxicity. These
data enabled tox~y ompansons between different source areas, in addition to toxlclly
reduction potential for d~erent treatment processes, to be made. These tests were not
used to determine the ~bsoluta to=crees of the samples, but only to examine the toxlc~y
differences between the d~erent source areas and sample partitions. In =~dition,
twenty I~mples were also analyzed concurrently using = variety of conventional
blosssey technk:lUeS, lot comparison with the Mic~otox ~’ocedum.

M~y SCSO treatment processes are very senslUve to ~ p~ ~
d~V~s ~ ~ng ~s of ~ so~s (Oa~mp~ et ~ 197~. W~ ~
~S, ~t~bas~s. gr~s f~ers. SV~t ~g, m~n~, ~ ~
~nVat~s are ~e of ~ ~ant me~s ~t r~uke ~ ~e ~ p~
S~e ~1~ ~ffiing ~~. ~d~al~, the fate of many ~ ~ ~
r~g waters ¯ ~ ~ ~n=~ to ~sa p~ p~ ~~ ~
d~n ~f~ms~ f~ ~ ~ ~ref~e remus unk~
~r~ ~e~ (P~ a~ Mc~ 1 ~), ~ makes ~e des~n of ~ ~ ~
~s~te~ peHorm~ d~ ~ ~e of ~ sub~k w~ to ~ ¯
A ~er p~ ~ (S~510 ~ Sp~ex ~.1 ~ ~ ~ ~
~ument pr~s p~ =~e d~ib~n p~ f~ p~ ==as r~ ~ ~
~
m~ to m~e m~ 1~ m~. ~g ~mn tes~ =e ~rre~ ~ ~
to determ~ ~ ~ gr~ Of ~0 ~p~= ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
to ~ ~=t~.
Treatab~Tdv Test=
This project also included tests to examine the treatabil~ of source arN and
outfall samples. Filtration tests, ~n conjunction with literature information, enabled an
examination to be made of the benefits of typical treatment processes to reduce toxicity
and potentJaJ toxic pollutant components of SCSOs. This subtask stressed ttte fate
mechanisms (partitioning) that can be ~ater related to spec~x:; control processes. A~ an
example, knowing the filterable fraction of the aggregate tox~’y of ¯ sample wE slow
estimates to be made concerning the maximum treatabi~ty of the waste by particle
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separatK>n processes (such as catchbas~s, grass fi~e~ strips, and wet detenbon
po~c~s). The leta~led part~:~e s~ze O~str~Out~ons obta,ned .~ ~s research w~ enable the
re~atrve benefits of varK>us sechrnent ~arr~er practices (Such as f;,",rat,on and screening)
to be estimated. Many detaJ~ bench-sca~e unit processes will be performed dur,"~g the
current phase of this study, and f~ture work w~l ~nclucle p~lot- and fut~-scaJe tests of
YanK)us Ueavnent practY:es.
DATA OBSERVATIONS
ToxWcv Obsen~atlons
The Microtox procedure el;owed toxic~ screening tests to be conducted on
each sample’s total and filtered components. Th~s screening procedure enabled about
300 samples to be evaluated. The M~crotox procedure was not used to determk"~e the
absolute toxx:~y of the samples, Or to show that urban stormwatar runoff components
were m fact toxic, The objectNes of these analyses were to id~)nt~, the most toxic
source areas and to identify the approx,’naSa tOxK: reductions possible by co<nplete
leparat~on of the unfiltered po,utants from the m~xlutes.
Actual urban stormwater runoff problems that have been mon~ored are qu#e
varied, but are probably mostly ~ssooated with long-term pollutant exposures,
espec~alh/through heavily polluted sediments, ReceN~ng water concentrltionl during
runoff events and typical laboratory bK)assay tests have not shown m~y I~gni~::wlt
short.term receN~ng water problems (F~eid and ~ 1990),
Each sample was tested as unf,~tered and f~ered. A Millipore 0.45,mlcKm ~tel’
was used, under a gentle vacuum, to prepare the f~lered samplel. TI~ toxlc~y, as
determined by the M~crotox procedure, was expressed as ti’vee values, 110 (the
percentage I~ght decrease afler about 10 minutes of exposure), 135 (the percentage
~ht lecrease slier about 35 minules of exposure), and the ECso. The ECso is ~
sample d~tutK)n corresponding to a 50 percent ~ht dec~easa afler ¯ 35 minute
exposure. Therefore, only samples that have 135 values greater than 50 were further
tested to determine the ECs0 vek~es, Higher values of 110 and 135, ~ ~ fr~"tJonl,
ofECs0, co~respond to greater tox~1~es.
M~crobk:~ suggests that ~ht decrease values greater than 60 percent
correspond to "highly" toxic samples, ~ht decrease values between 20 and 60 percent
correspond to "moderatehY’ toxic samples, ~ light dace’ease veJues less than 20
percent correspond to "nor’ toxic samples. Table 2 shows the percentages of sarnpl~
in each category that corresponded to each of these groupings. A~so shown on Tobla 2
are the numbers of samples analyzed in each source area category.
The category having the largest percentage of highly toxic samples was
combine¢l sewer overflows. The urban creeks and detention pond effluents had the
largest percentage of samples that can beconsidered least toxic. The source areal
that had the greatest toxic responses were the parking ~K~ storage areas.
Tests were conducted on unfi~ered and Meted porbons of each sample to
irK:licate the toxic reduction potential associated w~th complete separation of ltm
partk.’ulate pollutant components. When the toxic responses of all of the samples were
compared, it was found that no sKjn~-..ant differences in the toxic responses occurred
for the unfl~ered versus filtered samples. In many cases, the filtered samples actual~
indK’.ated greater toxicities than the," unfiltered counterparts. This was probably
because of normal exper~nental errors (found to be about 15 percent through
controlled testing).
The chemical analyses found that significant portions of the monitored toxicants
were associated with the suspenclecl solids (nonfilterable residue). Upon sample
tittering, the concentrations of ~ toxicants were generally greatly reduced. I-.Iowev~,
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as noted above, the Mic~otox toxicities of the samples were apparently little affected by
f~ration. Either other nonmoni~ored toxicants were responsible fo~ the indicated
tox~cit:es and were mostly assocLated with f|~erable forms, or the toxicants associated
with the suspended sol~Is had lltlle effect on the test organisms. The chemical analyses
d~l find s~gn~hcant portions of the toxicants associated with su.~pended solids that may
form highly toxic sediments in receiving waters. These sediments may adversely affect
receiving water beneficial uses long after a runoff evanL
In summary, the M~crotox analyses indicated short.term toxicitles assoc~ted
w~th filtered pollutants that would not be removed through sedimentation processes, In
contrast, the chemical analyses found significant toxicant concentrations associated
w~th sediment forming materials that would affect long-term toxic responses and these
could be partially removed through sedimenlation and other particle separation
processes.
Suspended Solids Analv~.
Suspended solids (parliculate residue), turbk:fity, pH, and particle size
distributions were obtained for the unfiltered portions of the samples. The runoff
the paved areas all had relatively low suspended solids concentrations (general~
than 100 rag/L), while some of the shsetflows from unpaved areas had concenltation~
as h~gh as 750 mg/L. The turbiclity values varied in a similar manner: they were all quite
low, except for the unpaved areas. Except for roof runoff and storage area runoff,
pH values were within a typical range of about 7 to 8.5. They were as low es 4.4 fo~’ roof
¯ runoff and as high as 11.6 lot slorage area runoff. The samples representing complex
mixtures of source areas (urban creeks, (:letention ponds, and CSOs), all had pH ~
closest to 7.
For any one sample, the partite s~ze distributions were generally narrow;, the 10
to 90 percent ranges were represented by pattie sizes as close as 20 miorons ~oart,
The smallest particle sizes were found for roof runoff. In contrast, landscaped areas
loading docks bed some of the largest part~e sizes found.
Or_aanic Toxicant Concentration Observaflo~
A major portion of the effort of this research pro~ect was spent in conducting the
organic tox~,ant analyses. Table 3 summarizes the organics that were observed in at
least ten percent of the unfiltered samples analyzed. Most of the organic compounds
detected were PAHs. Two ethers were also frequenth/detected. This list is similar to ~
frequency of detection ~t prepared by the EPA (t 983) as part of the Nationwide Urbwl
Runoff Program.
Table 4 contains all of the observed base neutral data, wh~ Table 5 contains ~11
of the observed pest~de data. Roof runoff, urban creeks, and the CSOs had the
greatest number of observed maximum organic tox~.ant values. As noted previo~,
the CSO category had the largest percentage of highly toxic samples. The roofs
contained high concentrations of several pesticides, fluroanthenas and a pyrene. A
CSO sample had an extremely high bis (2-ethly hexyl) phthalate concentration of 56
mg/l.. Vehicle service areas and parking areas also had several of the observed
maximums.
Heavy Metal Concentration 0bs~’rvation~,
Table 6 summarizes the heavy metal observations. In contrast to the organic
analyses, the detection frequencies for all of the metals were very high. Roof runoff had
the highest concentrations of zinc, probably associated with galvanized metal. Parking
areas had the highest nickel concentrations, vehicle service areas had the highest
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cadmium anti lead concentrations, wh~ streets had h~jh aluminum co~x:~ntratJon=,
Surpr=s~ng~. ~an(lscaped areas had the highest ctvom~um aJ~d urban ~eek= had Itte
highest copper concentrations.
k~.any observatK)ns of fi~erable metals were a~>o made ~ ~re also summarized
on Tabie 6. Except for storage areas, most of ~e z~c was associated wilh the filterable
sam.pie parv~ons. In contrast, very I~tle of the nK~el was 1ound in the filterable sample
part~,~ns. Most of other metals were also four~ assoc~a’,ed with the =uspended Iotids
fractK)n, Therefore. suspended sol~s separa~:~n process~,,s would be very effective in
removtng heavy metals from these source a~eas, wr~.~ tr~e exception of zinc, Similarly. If
the meta~ were not removed before dlscha/ge. ~ would I=kely contribute to polluted
secliments in the receiving waters.
CONCLUSIONS
The following paragraphs summarize the mljo~ Woject ~ ~l they
related to the project objeclNee.
Obiectiye 1: Characlerizalion of Toxic Comoo~ent= in SC~C~
Ov~alL aboul 300 sample components were analyzed to determine toxicant
concentratK>n= in sheerfk)w~ and other SCSOs as pa,l of the fits! phase of this project,
Most pH values were in a n~trow cange of 7 to 8,5 and the suspended Iold$
¢oncentratK>ns were generally less than 100 mg/L The ~ size r~nge$ were usualy
narrow k:~ Iny one lamps¯, but the dlstributiorl rlngel Oeveibped ultng ~Jl
from ¯ M-~gla lource ¯red were substantially greater.
Only ¯ small frac0on of the toxic organi polutantl ~t~a~y’zed were frequ~
detected, Thirteen organics were aeteclecl in more tttan ten percent of ~11
analyzeS, The greatest leteclJon frequencies were for 1.3-aK:hlorobenzene
fluor~nthene, w~ich had letection frequencies of 23 percenL The Organlce
frequentty tound in these samples were slmi~ar to organ~¢= most frequently detected
prior studies conductKI elsewhere ~ were molUy the PAHI. ~ fluor~
Roof runoff, urban creeks, and CSO samples had the greatest frequenc~el of
detection for the organic compounds ~nsh/ze<:~, Vet-~te lervtce stem
~ea= ha¢l several of the observed mmdrnum organi compound co~’K=entrettone
observed, Very i~e evidence was obt~ned to adletentJ.tte the Io~l/iiquk:l
organics for a~erent source
The Oat¯cOon limits of the analyses we,’¯ gre~t~’ ~ anticipated ~ the
frequency of deteclJon was therefore less than if the datect~<:m ~mlt= were improved. The
use of I~rger sample volumes would have reduce¢l tile ¢letectJon limits, which would
result in sul)stantia~y greater (:letec0on frequencies, Most of the organic¯ were
associated wi~ unf~terable sample portJon,t In contrast to the organics, the heavy
metals were cletected in almost aM samples an,~lyzed, ~ng the fl~tered samptee.
Roof runoff had the highest concentrations of zinc obsen~ed, probably due
gah/ani, zed roof ¢lrainage components. P~’king ~reas ~ the highest nick;el
concentrations, white vehicle service ~reas had the highest concentrations Of c~:lmlufn
and lea(I, Urban c~eek samples had the highest copper o:xX;entratJons, probably due
to ~
Obiectiye 2: Relative Tox~cities of Sheetflows ~xI SCSOtoxicity
andactua~
chemical
tests were
no~
cotx:lucted
1o demonstrate
the toxictly
of urbanThe
runoff.
Many
receiving
water
studies
(summarized
in the project
report
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P~ and Barton 1990; and by Field and P~t 1990) identified the various problems that
have been assoc~ate(~ wr’,J1 urban stormwater (~..harges, These long-term receiving
water stuclies have Oemonstrate¢l that actual urban stormwater problems ~re quite
var~ecl, and are probably mostly assoc~atecl w~ long-term exposures to toxicants.
especml~ in the secliments, and to habitat clestructK)n assoc~atecl w~h high flow~ ~
Oebr~s. Receivung water concentrat,3ns Our~ng runoff events an~:l typical laboratory
b~oassay tests have not incl~.ateO many s~gnrl~nt shorl.term problems Issoc~ted with
urban stormwater runoff.
The M~’rotox screening tests found that CSOs had the greatest percentage of
samples consiclere~ the most toxic, folk:)we(J by samples obtained from parking
storage areas. Runoff from paved areas all hacl reLatNely low suspended
concentratK)ns ancl turbx:l~’ues, especially compared to samples obta~m¢l from unpaved
~reas.
About 15 percent of all of the unr~ered samples analyzed were considered
highly toxic using the M~-~rotox screening proceclure. The remaining s~mples w~’e
approxJmately evenly spl~t between being moclerately toxic ~ not being toxic.
Preliminary lara evaluatK)ns.ina~cate¢l that variations in observed Mictotox
toxicit~es and organic tox~".anl concentrations may be greater for ¢htterent rains U’mn
the cl~ffe~ent source areas sampled. As an example, high concentrations of PAH$ were
mostly associated w~J~ Iong.~ntececlent dry-periocls‘
Objective 3: Partlt~onina of Toxic Components end TraalabiliW of Toxicants in
There were no significant differences in the measured Miorotox toxicll~l
~,oclated with the unf~Jered samples ln¢l, the tittered porlJons of th~ samplel.
However, most of the organics ~ metals were ~k~soc~ted w~ t~ Mpended
of the runoff samples, An exceptx:>n was for zinc, which was found mostly in the
sample portions. This implies that most of the M~orotox measured toxk::~f wal
assoctated with filterable forms of the pollutlnL~.
removing much of the mass of toxic pollutants from the water, may have minimal
benefits in reducing immechate toxicant effects. Uncontrolled seclimentetio~, such al
lakes or reservoirs, or ~’ge r~vers, may result in long-term contaminated sediment
problems. However, controlled sedimentation in SCSO control devices ~
residue management, inckK:hng appropriate d~sposal of ~ potential/hearty
contaminated ~4~liments, which would minimize downstream receiving wate¢ ledimenl
problems,
The literature review of the potent~ tr~nspo¢1 and fate mechardsm$ of ~
po,’lutants found that many processes w~l affect these polutants‘ Sedimentation in the
receNing water is the most common fate mechanism because many of the polut~tl
invest~aled ere mosUy associated with p~lioulete matter. ExceplJons inc4uded zinc
1,3-clic~k:~obenzene which were mostly associated with the F~1,erable sample
Part.Late removal can occur in many SCSO control processes, including catchba~inl,
swirl concentrators, screens, ~ra~age systems, and letention po~s. These control
processes allow removal of the accumulated polluted sediment for final disposal in ~n
appropriate manner. Uncontro~e(~ secl~’nentat~on will occur in receiving waters, such
lakes, reservoirs, or large rivers. In these cases, the wide dispersal of the contaminated
secliment is clnY~cult to remove and can cause sign~"~.ant detrimental effects. Biological
or chem~.al clegraalat~on of the toxicants in the sediments may occur, but is quite slow
for many of the pollutants in the expected anaerobic enwonments. Degradabon of the
soluble pollutants in the water column may occur, especially when near the surface
aeratecl waters. Volatilization (evaporation) is also a mechanism that may affect many of
the cletectecl organic toxicants. Inc~easecl turbulence and oxygen supplies would
encourage these processes that may sign~.antfy reduce pollutant concentrltJonl.
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~

Sorpt~:)n of po~ants o~to so~s end metal precipitation incre~ses the sedimentation
potential of the pollutants and also encourages more efhcient bonding of the pollutants
in soils, prevenbng thei~ ieach,ng Io surrounchng waters.
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Congress Rquwed thai. within 30 months of EPA’s publicauon of final guida~. S~es must develop a~d obtain
EPA and NOAA appn~val of [he~r Coastal Noapoin! Pollution (.’onu~l ~ogram~. Failure Io ~ubnu! an approvable
program (i.e.. one that meets the requu~mems o~ r, ecuon 6217(b)) will ~sul! m ¯ ~iuclio~ of Feder~ ~ dollm
under the eontxant source and coastal zone managcmem programs. The m;lucuo~ will begin in Fitcal Year 1996
(FY 1996) as ~ lO peseta cut. increasm~ to I;5 percem in F’Y 1907. 20 ix’rcem m FY 1998. and 30 percem in FY

3. Management Measures Guidance
Section 6217(g) of the Coas~J Zone Act Reanchorization Amendmenls of Ig~ n’quires EPA to publish (and
periodically revi~e [bereah~t). in consultation with NOAA. the U.S. Fish and Wddlife Service. and ocher Fede~
agenoes, "guidance (o~ tTwcifying management measures for ~ource~ of nonpomt pollution in oastal watert."
"Maeagemem measures" ~ defined ia tectme 6217(~X5) ~:
economically achievable measures fo~ the control of the addition of pollutams from existin| and new
catet~ones and ¢lasset of nonpotn! Iource~ of pollution, which reflect the g~ales! degree of pollutal~
reduction aclue~able through the q~hcauo~ of the best available noflpoinl pollutim ~o~t:~
aeclmoto|,es, IXOC~se,. uun| ~itena, opera"el meshod~ ~x oewr aliemative~
The mamgemem ~ guidance is Io include u a minimum ~ix ekmenu re* for~ in ~ection 6217(iX2):
"(A) a detcHpGoo of ¯ ranBe of medx~, measures, or I~ices, including smtcturd attd
controh and oper~on and nvualonance wocedures, ~ constitute eacb

"(C) " idemir~-~on ot ~ individual polluumn cx ¢ue~ o~ la~es of poiluumu ~ mn~ ~

omrolled by ~he memur~ and the waler quadi~y ¢ffecU of the me,urn;

"(D) qua~m~ive e~tima~ of ~he pollution reductioe ~ and o~u ot ~e memm;

~pecific ~i~, o~ Iocatiom; md
"(F) any necessary monitoring techniques I0 accompany the measures to assess ov~ ~ d~
of the measures m reducing potlution Joads and improving wate~ quality."
State CoasUd Nonpoim Pollution Conu~l Ix~grams must provide fo~ the implemen~ion of managen,~t
tha~ are in oMonnity with this managemem measmes guidance.
The legislative history (floor slaten~nt of Rep Gen’y Studds. House ~onsce of tec6on 6217. as pan of debate
Onmibus Rectmciliatioe Bill. Oc~obe~ 26. 1990) confirms that. as indica~d by the statutory language.
"management ~" approach is lechnology-based rather tha~ wate~-quality-bas~L Thai is. the man~emmt
measures ate to be based on technical and econonuc achievabilily, rad~ ti~ on cause-and-effec~ linkages betweea
particular land use activities and pa~icui~- wale~ quality problems. As the legislative histmy makes deaf,
implemeutation of these lechnology-based management measures will allow Slales to concentral~ theh"
initially on developing and implementing measures that experts agree will reduce pollution $ignifK~tnfly. A~
explained mole fully in ¯ separate document, Coaxial Nonpoint Pollution Co~rol Program.. prosmm Developewal
and Approval Guidaace. States will follow up the implementation of management measures with additio~
management measures to add~ss any gemaming ~ wau~ quaii~ problems.

R0042579
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II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MANAGEMENT MEASURES GUIDANCE
A. Process Used to Develop This Guidance
Co~gm~z established ¯ 6-month deadline (M,,y 5. 1991) fo~ l~blica~on of’~e ~ mac~,cm¢~ mea~a~
grad¯nee and an 18-momh d~adlme (May 5, 1992) for publicat,oe of the final guKlaace.
EPA published the Woposed guidan~ ors June 14. 1991. and. its the inten~t of promofm$ Ihe brmde~ possible
onsideration of the Woposal by ¯ wgle variety o~ mWrested Federal and State agencie& &fleeted industr~e~ lind
cmzens groups, provided ¯ 6-mocah comment peno~L EPA received 477 pubI~: ommcms o~ me propo~ |uklmce.
In ackht~on. EPA mamt~ned an open process of on~ultaum and d~tcuttton with many of the ommemer~ and othar
experts. EPA’~ response to those commenu, both wntten and coal. is reflected in the trm~l Imdm~ md i~
summarized in ¯ separate documem ¯variable from E, PA emided Gu~ance Spec~.fyi~ Man~ Measa~#Jbr
$o~rces of Nonpomt Poilulioa m C..oa~al Wmers: It~q~Kw ~o P~bli¢ Comme~.

L

A

2. Relationship Between This Management Measures Guidance for Coastal

Nonpoint Sources end NPDES Permit Requirements for Point Sources
a. Urban Runoff

0

"r
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prac~’x-~ may need ~o be added to achte~,e the meast~-es. E.u~ung NPS ~ ~ ~ ~i~ ~

2
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B, Ma~ge~ Measures as Systems

C. Echoic Achlevabili~ of the Pro~d Management Measures

i
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CHAPTER 2:

Management Measures for

O

Agriculture Sources
I. INTRODUCTION
A. What "Management Measures" Are
This Chalxer =pecifie= ma,’tagemeot ~ to ~ ~ w=~ ~ ~lt~ ~s ~.t ~iu~.
"M=a~e~t ~" ~ ~fi~ m ~ 6217 of ~ C~ ~ A~

2

(NO~).

R0042588
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R0042591
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R0042593

Animal &scas~s can be Iransmir(ed to humans flu~ugh omm,.-I ~m.~th animal feces. Runoff from fields n:~,ivmg
manure v.-:ll o¢~.mn ¢xu~mc].~ h:gh numbe~ of baclcrta ~f the m.’mure !’~. nol been in.,"orporated or I~ bac~ma
no~ ~ sUb, leCl to stn~ss. Shcllt~sh ciosme and beach closm- can r~ul! from high fecal coliform counts. Although
not the ~ly source of pathogens, animal ~’asl¢ ~ been rc~ibl¢ Io¢ ~J~llli~ ~la~inalion in some coastal
The me~od, lirmng, and rate of manure application are $ignificanl factors in delermining the likelihood that
quality contammation will re,,iuh. Manure is generally more hkely to be I~ansporled in nmoff when applied m lee
soil surface than when incorlx~ated into the soil. Sp~m~lmg manure on f~ozen ground or snow can result in high
concemra~ons of nutnems be,rig tran_~poned h-o¯ the field dunnl~ rainfall or snow¯eli, especially when [he
or trent’all e~mu occu~ soon ¯her sprcadmg (Robdlanl and Walu;r. 1986). The wialer quality problems associal~
with n,uogen and phosphorus are discussed under Secti<m F.I,
When application ra~es of manure for crop productioo are based on N, ~he P and K rate~ normally exceed plato
¢eqmrements (Westerrnan el at., 1985). The soil germ-rally has ~e capacity to adsorb phosphorus leached from
manure appl~xl on land. As previously memione~L ho~¢v~’, ni~a~.s are easily le~chnd through soil into ground
wa~e~ or ~o ~-~um flows, mad phosphorus can be u’ansponed by =nxled soil..
Condlti<m$ ~h~ cause ¯ rapid die-ofT of bacteria ace low soil moisture. Io~ pH. high lempera~ure~, md dimcl mlar
rad~tio~ Manure storage ~nerally ~ d~-o/~, al~ough pathogens can ~main dormant at ~
Icmpecxum~ Compostin$ the ~astes can be quire ¢ffecuve in ~m| the numlx~ of pmbogem.

4. Salts
Salts ~e ¯ product of the natural weath~ng process of soil and geologic malerial. They are pcesem in
degrees in uU soils and in f~sh w¯lcr, oas~ walers, esmum¢ wa~-rs, and ground water~
wa~" ©xu’ac’uon occurs. The accumulation of solubte and exchangeable sodium leads to soil dispersion, stmcmea
Ix~..~lu~-n. ~ inf’du-auoo, and possible Ioxacity; thus, salu ohen become ¯ serious Ixobtem on imgaled Lmd,
both fer oeunund ¯gricultur~ producuon and for wau~ quality comide~aUons. High sah concam~ons in
can hazm f’r~wal~" aquauc plants just as ¢xc~ soil salmily damages agricultural cn)l~s. While salu au’e generally
¯ mo~ sigmficant poUutam for fn~bwate¢ ocosy~-ms ¯ban f0¢ saline ecosystems, tbcy may also ndvenely ~
anad~mxx~ fish. Although d)¢y live in o~’tal and es~uann¢ wa~’s mo~ of their lives, anadromm~ fish depemd
"l’n¢ mov~x~ and deposition of sahs d~pend o~ lhe amounl and disu.ibulion of rainfall and irrigalio~ the so~ and
have ~ nalm-alJy leached from d~e soil and substrata by rainfall in arid and semi-a~l regiom, saJts have not
nm~oved by natural leaching and ~re concenwatnd in Ihe soil. Soluble sails in sa)inc and sodic soils onsisl
cslcium, magnesium, sochum, polassium, c:a~onal~, bicmbona~ sulfale, and chloride kms. They a~ faidy easily
ieact~ed from the soil. Sparingly soluble gypsmn and lime also oc~m in amounts ranging from Iraces Io mo~ dme

As the ~ is consumed by plants or lost to I~e aunosphe~ by evap~alioo, the sails remain and
The total salt load carried by irrigation ~ flow is the sum of the salt remaining in the appliecl wa~ plus any
s~lt picked up f~om the irrigated lancL lsrigation return flows provide ~be means foc conveying Ihe salts m
receiving su-~ams or ground-waler r~rvou~. If the amount of salt in the ~urn flow is low in compmsou m ~

R0042595
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II. MANAGEMENT MEASURES FOR AGRICULTURAL SOURCES

0

L
Apply the erosion component of ¯ Conservation Management System (CMS) as
defined in the Field Office Technical Guide of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Soil Conse~ation Service (m Appendix 2A of this chapter) to minimtz~ the delivery
of lediment from agricultural lands to surface waters, Or
Design and Install ¯ ¢omblnmlon of management and physical prw.’11cee to ~ettle the
¯ ettleable ~ollds and as~oclated pollutants In runoff delivered from the contributing
m¯ for storms of up to and including ¯ 10-year, 24-how frequency.
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layers, r~ck and unc~msolidated parent material may blocl~ dela~ or enhance the deli,vr)." of these pollutant~
ground water. The fate of these I~dl~ants ,’ill be site s/w,’ific, depen~t~ng on the crop ~mnagen~nt. the soil
geoiog~
l c. Conservation tilla~e (329): Any t#lage or planting system that maintains at least 3O percent of lhe
$o, surface covere¢l ~ residue alter I~nhng to reduce sod erosion by water; or. where soil erosion
by rand is the I~mary concern, maintains at least 1.000 pounds of flat. ~’nall-gta~n residue
equivalent on the surface ¢lunng the cnt~cal erosion
This practice reduces soil erosL,~ detockment and sediment transport by providing soil rotor d, ring critical tim~j
m the ctoppmx cycle. Surface residues redme sod co--orlon lrom raindrops, preventing aoil seMmg ~
increasing infiltration. ThLs actitm may increaa¢ the l~aching of a/crtcaltural chemicals into the gro~md water.
In order Io maintain the crop residue on the surface it is di~c~dt to incorporate fertilizen and peslicidts. Thi~ may
mcrea.~ the ~mnt of these chemicals in the ru~ff and ca~Lse more sMrfac¢
The additional organic mater~al on ~he s~rfac~ way increase the bacterml action on and near the soil s~r/ace. Thia
way Iw-~q~ and then brealua~,wn wany pesticides which are $~rface applw¢~ res~itin8 in lois [wsticid~ lenvi~
field. This praclice i~ more effective m harem
With a no-hll operatitm the o~ly soil distarbmwe b the planter sh~w tutd the compactio~ fn)m Ow wheels.
s, rface applied fenilizera and chemicals a~ ~mt mcorl~rated and o)~en are ~o~ m direct contact with the
surface, ThL~ condition way result in a lu’gh surface runoff of pollutant~ (nutrient and peHicide$).
develop under a no-~ill syswnt They, PemUt deep percolation and the trmumittal of poll~ants, bod~ sohds4¢
insoluble to be carried i~o the deeper ~ hot,ms and into the growtd water.
Reduced tillage syste~ dbnq)t or break dow~ eke wacropores, incidentally incorporate tome of the materi~t
applied to the toil surface, and red~’ the effects of wheeltrock contpactio~. The resides are ie~t nmoff and lost

cur,~ng are do~e on U~ contour. This inc~uCes ~olk~m~ es~ablishe~ ~ades o~ ~erraces or
diversions.

This practice reduces erosion and sediment pmd~lkm. Le~ sedime~ and rela~ed poll~ants may be tra~port~
to Ow receiving w~en.
In~’rea.~d infiltration ~ inerea.~ the traitspot~io~ potential for ~l~de substances to the ground w(lter.

~ o. Co~tour orcha~ at~l ot~ ftu# aroa (330: Ptant~nfl o¢c~r~s, vino¥~s, oe smalt truits so O~t ~
Contour orchards and fruit area~ nuly red.ce erosion, sediment )qeld and pesticide concentration in ~ mater lost.
Where inward sloping benches are use! the sediment and chemicals will be trapped asainst the slope. With amuml
events, the bench may provide 100 percent trag efficient. Outward slopin8 benches may allow greater sediment
and chernicad lois. The amount of retention depends on th~ slope of the bench a~l the amo~att of cover. In additi~
outward sloping benches are subject to erosion form runoff from benches immediately above them. Contouri~
at.iows better access to rills, permitting maintenance that reduces additional erosio~L Immediately after
establishment, contour orchards may be subject to erosion a~d sedimentation in e~u=exs of the now contoured orchart
Co.our orchards require more fenili:ation and pesticide application than did the native grasses that frequendy
covered the slopes before orchards were staned. Sediment leaving the ;ite may carD, more ad.mrbed nutrients and
Pesticides than did the sediment before the benches were established from ,utcMtiraled slopes, lf conto-,red orehardg

R0042607

I i.

Delayed seed bed preparalYon (354): Any mopping system ~ which all of ~he crop residue and
volunteer vegetation are maintained on [he soil surface unbl approxirnate/y 3 weeks before the
succeeding crop is plant~ thus shortening the bare ~ period on r~elds during ~

R0042608

~
~

The ~ is to ~duce sod erou~n by mamt,~mng sod over as long as prac~cal Io rrumm~z~ ra.~r~b’op splash
runoff dunn~ the H:~n~ e~,~m~ peflod. Oth~ purpose~ mclwAe mo~,~ure co,nse~a~oel, improved ~’a~r
u~rcas~l ~od mfilua~on. ~mproved ~od blth. ~I food and ove~ fo¢ ~’d~fe.

~ j. ~ (~):

2-24
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I u. Wetland and q~ar~an ~ ~

6. Cost Inf~a~
~ ~ ~ ~ S~e ~ f~ ~ .um~ of ~ ~ ~
~h 2-7. ~ v~ihty in ~ I~ ~ ~ ~ ~nt~ f~ ~ly

ex~ in ~ ~~ Bay ~ ~t ~ ilJusua6~ of ~ cos~
~s~ N~ ilisi~lm~ f~~b~s, such

(USDA-S~M~E~ I~

I

R0042614

R0042615

Year Unit Costs (~)
I~

~

~0

(~)"

~f~
~.~

~ I~.

2

1~.
1~.
1~.

i
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any pomon o/the lot e¢ facihty.
Two or mote animal facilibes .ndeg oemnc~ ownership ~ c~. f~ ~ ~

F~ilily wMmm. ~ m~ fm mfi~ m~ f~lnm m ~ ~ ~l~ u~

¯ ~pU~

~1~ by using ~ ~ ~v~ ~ff w~ ~m u~l~ tim ~ ~fs away

Away from mrface wate~
Away from arras with high leaching po~eotiaJ; and

R0042621

®

1
2

R0042623

The size lim~ta~ioos that defioe ¯ ~ uni~ are based oo EPA’s ~lysis of ~ ~ ~h~y ~ ~

4. Effectiveness Info~tion

~, ~

~,

2

R0042624

U

Table 2-10. Effec~veness of Runoff Contro~ Systems (OPRA. 1~e4)
Remova~ Ettc, ec~y (%)
Runoff Co¢~trol Sy~t~,n

~0.90

I,
?0 - ~

5. Confined Animal Facility Management Practices
As alscussed mo~ fully a~ the Ixlianing olios chap~ a~ ~n Cbap~ I, ~ followin~ ~ are deu~bed
i/iusu’a~iv¢ purposes o~ly. Stale programs ~ no~ n~quire implemenlatioe of ~ese IX’aCtK~. Howev~, as ¯
pr~l~caJ mane~, }’J’A anu¢il~tes tl~ Ihe management measure ~e~ forth above generally wdl be implemenl~l by
applym~ one o~ m~e ma~gemen! pra~ce~ q~’oprial¢ Io ~he so~u’ce. Iocalio~, and ¢lim.~e. 1"~ pounces ~el fo~
below have been h~und by EPA Io be Rl~e~,.m~v¢ of ~e lypes of pra~ices IJ~ can be applied su~ocssfully

Combinations of the follo~in| practices csa be us~l to satisfy the requiring.ms of this maai&,unml race.sure. "n~
u.$. Soil Conservlui,: Sel~ic= (sCS) pract~ number snd dcfimtio,~ ~ provided fo~ cads m,sna~n~nl prac~
whe~ available. Also included in italics aR ~ stalcmcnts des4~l~nI the effcc! each praclx~ b~s oo warn. gvalil~
(USDA.$CS,

R0042625

R0042626

R0042627

R0042631

R0042633

R0042634

R0042635

The p~uc~ice traps and remows sediment and seal, merits.ached std,.,~.cts from run~. Trap control ejYicWncies
for sediment ond toud phosphorttt that are transported by no~,ff, may :tcrtd 90 percent in silt loam soils.
Dtsstd~d substance, such as aittutes, tnav be renu~ved frt,m d~scgarge tO do,nstrea.,n areas beattic of the increased
mfihration. Where geo~oloc cond~tum permtt, the pracoce
~o~’ard grn~td t*oter. Water temperat~re~ of ~urface ranoff, releo~ed Ihrt~gh towlergrotmd oatle~, may increase
M~ghtly because of ~oager exposure to warnun8 during ils

~filler ~ often ~ ~ b d~c~t ~

~ ~ pm~Hy ~ged a~ ~ntamed mcl~mg the pm~r restm

w~ fl~d or o~d t~y my ~le~e a M~g ~ of ~ls~ts imo t~ su~ ~er.

R0042636

0

L
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0
Develop, implement, end per~odk:sily update ¯ nutrient ~tinlgement plan to:
(!) ~t~y nutrients at rates necessary to achieve realistic crop VmId$, (2) imWove the
timing Of nutrient application, and (3) use ~Jronomic crop I~.’luctton technology to
~ncreise nutrient use erticlency. When the source of the ,,l~lents is ~her than
commercist lm’tilizM. ~stermine the nut~ent value and the I’=~ of avsilJbil~y of the
m~rients, Determine and cr~l~ the n~rogen onbibu~k)n of ~ny legume crop. ~
and plant Ussue .re¯tins sho~k:l be used rm~tinety. Nutrie,l m¯negement plans
(1) From ¯rid field map¯ showing ~sege, crops, s~ls, end Wal~tmdloe.
(3) Reali~k: y~eld expect¯on¯ for the crop(s) to be grown, I~.sed wimmtly on the
~’s actual yield history, State Land Grant Unlve~,PlY yield
h~, the Icdl le~el~ ~1’ SCS Solll-S Inl~’mstlofl lot the Nil ~
(3) A summary of the nutrient ~eo~,cse ~vall~de to IM Fodm:~, which of ¯

¯
¯

Nutrient analysis of rnanu~, simlge, mortality ¢ompo01 (b~ds, pigs, of=.), ~r
effluent (if applicable);
fl~ogen conmbutkm to Ute ~o~ from legumes g~vn in the r¢~aUon

¯

Other algnificent nutrient Iomc~s (e.g., irdgaU~

(4) An evakmtlon of ftekl llmltat~ bamed o~ environmem¯l I~zards or orn:eros,

¯
¯

Highly orodible lolls. ~
ShallOw aquilml.

(S) Use of the limiting nutrient o~:ep( to establish the mix (~ nutrient SOUrCeS and
requiraments for the crop based on ¯ realistic yield expe#latlon.
(6) Identification of timing end application methods fo~ ~utrlents to: provide
nutrients st rates necessary to echieve realistic crop yiel~6; reduce losses to the
environment; and avoid applications as much as polllt~te to frozen soil and
during periods of leeching or mnorL
(7) PTOviskms for the proper calibration and operation ~)~ nutrient

R0042639

_.m,._
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1/

0
:

PRE-SIDEDRESS SOIL NITROGEN TEST FOR CORN
QUICKTEST EVALUATION PROJECT

~

~.

t

PENNSTATE

" SOIL TEST INFORMATION AND REPORT FORM o

""’"

~=~

Ci~,~

.__,

I

~ ~, t~

O~ O~ 0 ~

QuicNest Analysis Result & Recommendati~

~

Sid~ress N Fe~ilizer

Ibs. ~a~eRecommendation

J

~ ~1~ ~ ~ ~ ~’s ~ ~ ~ (P~s~ ~ ~, t~).
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O~tion and Maint~an~ for Pestici~ Mana~ment

Management ~asum ~t~

R0042650

0
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R0042652

R0042653

R0042654

5. Pesticide Management Practlces
As discussed more fully a~ the beginning of ~hi$ ¢hap~" and in Chapter I, the followin~ pr~lices are described fat
,/~u~-tra~iv¢ purposes only. State programs need no~ require in~lememazion of these pracuces. However. as ¯
IX’ac6cal mal~-~. EPA anbcipate~ thai the mmag~ment measur~ u~! forth above generally will be implemented by
applying ooe o~ more managerm’m pracuce$ appt~ale to Ihe source, localion, and climate. The practices ~e! forth
below have been found by EPA to be ~xe~-m,ttive of the ty~es of praclice~ Ihat can be applied u~ce~fully to
actueve the management mea~uR dek-’ribed above. The U.S. Soil Conservation Service ixactice number" and
d~’fimtion me provided for managemenl pcacbcel, wbe~ available.
~ a. Invent¯q, current and historic~l pest problems, cropping patfern$, and use of pesticides for each

Thil can be accomplid~d by usin| ¯ farm and field map, and by ompiling the following infot, matioe fo~ each fiekl:
¯ Crol~ !o be grown and ¯ history of ¢m~ product~;
¯ Infocmation oa toils
¯ The exact number of ac~e~ within each field; and
¯ Reco~ on pe~t pe~! pmble~m, pe~cide u~e. and other infocmatioe fo¢ each

areas for potential ~or ~be leact~ing and/or runoff of
ia si!uations wbe~e the potential f~ Io~ il high. ~phasis ~ld be give~l to ixacdce~ md/o¢
eh.m will minimize the~ potential loan. The physical characteristics to be o~ should include limilatioal

HighlyWindRunoffProximity to surfac~ wal~;Sinkhole,.em~ion e~lible potmtinl;weJls’and milt; and p~vailiag othe~" mere wiad°f ~ dit’ect a~u to ground wa~" such as kar~ Wpogra~y;
S°~b with ixxx Idl°q~ve captain’
Shallow aquifer; md

Wellhead protectioe ~

is a fis~ of IP~ s~al~

U~ of b~ogical ~mro~:
pn~e~vadon of pRda~" habita~ md
Rlease of ~ mak ime¢~
¯ Use of pberomone~:
fo¢ moni!oring populatinal;
fo~ disrupting mating o~ od~x behavio~ of iz~; and
¯

Use of c~op rotations to reduce pest problem;
Use of

R0042655

R0042657

i

R0042658

(i.e.. use accocd, ng to EPA-appmved labeling) in otak~ to reduce anal if necess.ary, eliminate releases of the
in arras vulnerable to conlamination. Priority for protccuon ~dl be based on currendy used and reasonably
sources of cb’ml~ng v,.al~ supplies, and ground water thai is closely h)droget~logically connect~t to surface
EPA g~ll u~ Ma.xamum Cootarmnan! Levels (MCIx) under t~e Safe Drinking Water Ac! as "~fercnce points" fo~
wau:r re-source pro~cuo~ efforts v,.ben the ground waler in q~--suon is a curmn! of reasonably expected source o[
dnrd, ng v, auu"
The Su’ategy describes ¯ significant new role for States in managing the use of pestickles to protect ground
from pesuc,ks, in cer~n cases, when the~ is suff~ciem e~h.k-n,.-e that ¯ particular use of ¯ pesticide has the
potenual fo~ grotmd-wa~, contan~nation to the extent thai t! rmgh! cause unreasonable adve~e effects, EPA may
(through the use of e~sting statutory authority and ~gulations) I,rmi legal use of the product to dmse States with

an acceptable Pesticide State
Managen’z~ PLm. approved by EPA. Fqa.ns wo~ld tailo¢ use to iocaJ hyd:ologic conditions and would address:
¯
¯

¯

Roles and responsibilities o.f State and local aSeaci~q
l.~l~al and e~fotcemegtl

C, ro~nd-wa~" monitoring;

¯ informabon d~ssen~natioo; and
in ~e ab,~eu~e of mc~ an app~ovod i~an. affec~d pes~ides ~ no~ be legally u~d in the

Since ax~as to be maaa~ed under Peuk:ide Sta~ Maaat, eazm I~aa, and Coastal No~poin, Pollutioa Comml
Programs can overlap. Stale o~tal zo~ and nonpomt sour¢~ a~,~nctes shoold wock with the State lead at, eac~
PestiOdes (or the State agency thai has a lead role in developing and implecr~nting the Pesticide State Managemem
PIm) in the developmeat of pesticide managen,~nt measures and pracuces under bo~h pmgrarm. This is
to avmd dupl,~on of effofl and conflicting pesticide mqui~ments between programs. Further. o~going coordinatkm
will be necessary since bcxh programs and managetnen! measures wdl evolve and change with increasing ~echnology
Section 1491 otr the 1990 Farm Bill requires recon:Ikeeping for restricted use Pesticides for ¯ 2-year period after such
use. Specifically. t~-xx’ds of pesticide applica, ons are to include produc~ name. amount, approximate dale
apphcataon, a~d Iocabon of application of each pesticide used. Section 1491 also specifies the limitations oo access
to these ~ by governmental agencies and health care persoonel (see practice "" under "Pesticide Managemem
Pra,aic~" fo~ ack~uonal reformation regarding access m such

/
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II. Management Measures ~x A~I Soutce~
V

CorL~,~=rvation rnanagemen! sy~s (~MS) ~1~ ~y combi~i~ of c~ati~ ~cb~s ~ ~g~ ~
~h~v~ a level of ~a~nz of ~ fi~e ~u~ ~our~s (i.e.. soil water. ~r. pl~, ~ ~s) ~ ~sfi~

EPA-~40-B-.q2-0~ Januaq, 1993
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~

II. Management Measures/or Agncuffural Sour¢~

Chapter 2

Table 2-19. G~ng Manet Infl~ ~ Two Br~ Tr~ S~ ~ W~
(Hu~ ~ ~. 1985)

PIr~M

(m~n)

W~

2.9

(m~n)
2~

(m~)

(m~)

2~

2~"
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10.

Prty~ woooMnd or~ir~ (530): Grazing wooded areas at an intensity that Wit maintain a~lequate
cov~ lot ~oii protection and mamt~ or ~ ~ ¢luan~ty and quality o! ~ and foca#e

R0042666

C~cat ~cen~ru~u~ m t~ ~ ~ ~ higher ~, Ihe su~er mon:~. By rrd~m~ t~ a~ o! water
~ ~ta~-z held te~ra~ly within t~ c~L A ~ ~v ca~ ~r¢ lea¢~bl¢ ~ubst~¢

~h. T~h~Mnk(614): A ~h~Mn~ ~~~v~s~ter~a~w~~
By t~ ~lall~ of ~ t~h or la~ liw~ ~ ~ ~ffer d~stribulrd over the ~t~r¢.
~11~ ~ z~ac¢ ~ff r¢~c¢~ th~ r~scm~ ¢msmn. By it~eV this pm,’tice will ~w
~ wmer q~h~: ~,wever w~n ~pled with mhee ~~t~ pmcnce~, t~ ~f~ ~¢cu ~ t~ ~d
p~twe~ ~y ~ ia~e. ~h ~ite ~ ~pl~t~ s~d ~ e~ed ~ t~ir ~ ~,

R0042667

sCeoes of perennial, biannual, or reseeding Ib~age g~nts. (includes I~Stura and hayfand
renovatx)n. Does not inolude grassed w~terways or oulMts or cropland.)
The lo~g4erm effect will be a~ increase in the qtmlity of the slrf~ ~tter d*.e to reduced ems~ a~! sediment
deliveR’, lncrea.ted infdlratio~ ¢md subsequent pet~71alton w~v ~4~e more solt~ble subMa~ces to be cared to
grmmd water.
Rangenot
seeding
(5507:
Establishing
adapted
p~ants
Ooes
~x:lude
pasture
and hayland
I~n#n~
) by seeding on native grazing tancL (Range
Increased
wedyield~
sediment
yield may
occ,r
d~ri~garea
the establi~heaent
of this practice.
Tlds i~
a temporary
xituatio~ ~erusi~m
sedu~te~l
decrease
when
reseeded
bect~tws extablLrhed
If chemicals
are
K~ed i~ tire
reestabliJhmem pr~ces.t, chances of chemical rtmoff into do~vtstream a~uer co~rses are redaced if appl~catio~ U
applied according to lobei L~truclions. After establishment of the I¢~ cover, grax~ sod slows nmoff, acts as ¯
filter to trap sedmte~a, sediment attached substances, increaJes iafilt~uioct, and decreases sediment yields.

i p. Cntical area planting (32): P~ming vege~ation, such as t~es, shrubs, ~nes, Orasses, or legtmms,

This practice
max
reduce soil
and
sediment
to ~’~m’t
may take
more ofwater.
the
nutrient~
in the
~ reducing
theerosio~
amount
that
can be deliveD,
woJhed otto
s..~’e.~ater~.
WatersPlants
or leache’d
into~p8ro~’td
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2-82

Know how to use live~ock as a tool in the management of the rang~ ecosystems and pastures to ensure the
heaJth and vigo~ of the plants, soil tilth, proper nument cycling, erosiot~ comroL and riparian atca
management, while at th~ same time meeting Livestock nutritional rcquinm~em~.

EPA-840-B-~2-O02 January 19g~
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~}

I

Much of the cost associated with implemenung gra, ing managemem pf~-Ucet is d~e to fencing installation, wala’
development, and sy~em nmmet~nc¢. Corn vary accocd~nlt to t~gam and type of pracoce. G~mecally, the mm¢
~ts o~ su’uctur~ ¯ Wact~:e ~quug~. the mo~ expensive ,! is. Howc~-t. o~t-th~ ~ u~ually availabk from
the USDA ~gl other Fede¢~ ~,onc~e~ f~ mo~t of there pr~~,

a. Grazing Facllltt~

2-84
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1. Applicability
This management measu~ is in~mded m be g~plied by States to activities on irrigat~l lm~ls, including ~gncuhu~
crop ~ pasture I~nd (except fo~ isolau~l fields of less daan 10 acres in s,ze that ~ no~ contiguous to ~
land.s); e~chard ’land; specsahy cropland; and nurv~ ~op~a~.L Thos~ i~lownen already pr~.’~t~mg effective
~rngatJoo management in ¢onfornuty w~d~ Ihe u~gauoo v,.axer ma.qagement measure may no~ need ~o
add~l~o~l d~ces Io m~a~ur¢ soil-~’al~r d~pleuo~ o~ I~ volume of ungat~on wa~ applied, ~ m~y not
eXl:~nd add~uo~xa] |abo~ Rsources ~o manage Ihe U~ga~o~ system. Ur~.~t the Coastal Zone A¢~
Amc~dm~nu of 1990. S~es ~r~ subjccl to ~ numbe~ of requu~ms a~ they develop coastal nonpoim ptx)g/~ms in
confornaty w,th I~us mca~uR and wd! havc some flexibdity m doing so. The lpp|icmio~ of ma.’~emem
by Slates u described morn fully in Coazud Nonpomt Poll~t~om Control proxram: Program De~,i,V,~m and
Approval G~sdanc¢. published jomdy by the U.S. Envitonm~tal Prmectio~ Agency (EPA) ~xl the Nati(~d
and Atmospheric Adm~mstr~tio~ (NOAA) of lee U.$. Dep~m~em of

Description

2

R0042677

Tl~s ma~agemem measur~ addresses irrigation scheduling, efficient applicatiot~ a~l the commi of taLiwater wbe=
chemiga~on is used. The efficic~t traa.spocl of imgauo~ wa~’, the use of runoff" or taLlwater, and the ~

~

EPA-8~-8-~2-O02 January 1~
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~-"

II. Mar,~.Oemenf Measures for A~rP..uttural ~

Cl’~oter 2
~’ V

n-t,m)" irrigators may already be using systems that satisfy or partly satisfy the intent of the martagernent measure,
the only acuoa tha~ may I~ necessary will be to d~emun~ the ell:ecuves~ss of the existing practices a~d add
add~t;onal IXaCt;ces, if needed.

O

L

4. Effectiveness Information
Following is information on pollution reductions that can Ix expec~d fi’om installation of the manag~n’~nt pracfic~
oothned w~thin Ous management measu~.
in a review of a wide range of agricultural contxol practices. EPA (1982) determined that ~ncrexsed use of call
penoth, on-demand water onknng, i~rngatton ~cheduling. ~ flow rnea_surement and control would adl r~uh in
decreased losses of salts, tediment, a~l nutrients (Table 2-2S). Various alterations to existing furrow irriga~on
sysmms were also determined IO be beneficial to wates quahty, as ~,ere taJlwater management and ~¢page control.
Logan (1990) reported that chemical backsiphon devices are highly effective at preventing the introduction
pesticides and niuogen to ground water. The American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) t’pecifles Mfoty
devices for chenugation thal will prevent ~he ix)llution of a water supply used lol¢]y for irrigatioll (ASAE. 1989).
Pmpe~y designed sprinkler irrigation systems will have litde runoff (Boyle Engineering Corp., 1986).
trngauon and binder check o~ border tlrip irrigation systems typically Ixoduce lailwater, and lailwate~ recovery
sys~ms may he needed IO manage tailwater losses (Boyle Engineering Corp., 1986). Tailwat~ can be managed by
applying the water Io additional fiekh, by trea~ing and relea.sing the ttilwater, o~’ by Rapplying the tailwa~
ul~lope cmplmd.
The Rock Creek Rural Clean Warn Program (RCWP) IXOjeC~ in Idaho is the so~ce of much inronmdoa ~egmlinl
the benefits of imgation water manasement (USDA. 1991 ). All crops in the Rock Creek wate~’sbed are irrigated with
wa~er diverted from the Snake River and delivered through a n~lwork of canals and laterals. The combined
implementationof irrigation
in measured reductions m suspended uxttment Ioadings ranging from 61 percent Io 95 percent at six statiom in Rock
Creek (! 981-1988). Similarly, 8 of 10 rub-basins ~owed reducuons in suspended sediment Ioadings over the game
time period. The r, ed~ment ~moval efficiencies of selected pr~tces used in the project ~e given in Table 2-29.
in California it is expected that drip irrigation will have the go,test irrigation efficiency of those irrigation ~
evaluated, whe~.as conventional furrow in’igation will have the lowest irrigation efficiency and greatest nmof[
fraction (Table 2-30). Tallwater recovery imgation systems are expected to have the greatest percolation rate. Plot
sluches in California have shown that in-season imgation effictenctes for drip imgation and Low Energy
Apphcation (LEPA) are greater than those for improved furrow and conventional furrow systems (Table 2-31).
LEPA is a hnear move sprinkler system in which the ~ heads have been Rmoved.and replaced with
that supply water to individual fum0ws (Univ. Calif., 1988). Ddtes at~ placed m the furrows to p~vent watt, ~
and reduce soil effects on infiltrated water uniformity.
Mietke e~ at. (1981) studied the effects of Ullage practice and type of center pivot irrigation on herbicide (atrazine
and alachlo¢) losses m runoff ~ sediment. Study results clearly show that. for each of three Ullage practice,
stuche~ Iow-pr~sum spray nozzles t, esuit in much gr~ate~ herbicide loss in runoff than either high-ix~sure m" low-

5. Irrigation Water Management Practices
As discussed more fully at the beginning of this chap~ and in Chapter I, the following practices are described f~
illustrative purposes only. State programs need not require implementation of tlx-se practices. However, ~ a
i~-acucal maaer, EPA anticipates tha~ the management measure set forth above generally will be implemented by
applying one or more manageme,~t practices appropriate to the source, ioca~on, and climate. The practices set follh
below have been found by EPA to be representative of the types of practices that can be applied successfully ai~y
to achieve the management measure described above.
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T~b~e 2-30. Expected Irdgaflo~ Effic~,~:les of

~t~ Fu.~
~~
Tad Wat~ R~

67.5

14.2

The purpo~ is to eff~c6vely us~ av~ilabl~ imgation ~~ supply m ~ging ~ ~lmg ~ ~
~u~ u~i~b~ w~ ~. ~ to ~ w~ q~.

~

To ~h~¢ve thi~ ~ ~ ~gat~ must have ~w~e of (I) ~w ~ ~ w~ ~g~ w~ ~ ~
~h~ ba~ ~ t~ rz~e of w~ u~ by ~ ~ ~ ~ sta~s of ~t ~,~; (2) ~w ~ ~R ~ ~
"~
~ ~nl of wa~r ~ui~ f~ e~ ~gazl~ ~l~mg ~ le~ng ~; (3) ~ ~ b~ ~ f~ ~
~1 zo ~ z~ ~ui~ ~z of wz~r ~ ~w m ~z ch~ges m m~e ~m; (4) ~w to ~jmt w~ ~
~, a~hcab~ ~te, ~ imga~ b~ to co~ f~ chases m zuch f~ ~ in~ ~ m ~ ~ ~
~gat~ ~ff f~m ~ ~a; (5) ~w to ~nize ~i~ c~s~ by img~l~; (6) ~w m ~ ~ ~
o[ ~ ~ff ~om ~ ~; ~ (7) ~w ~ ~ I~ uni[~ty of ~a~ ~~

The method of irrigation employed will vary with the type of crop g~wn, the tc~x~-aphy, and ~ "l=nme
several systems that, when propedy designed and operated, can be used as follows:
1 ¢L In, k:jation system, drip or lriclde (44 ~): A I:~anned irrigatk~n system in which a~ necessary
are ~nstalled for eff~iently applying water o~recb), to the root zone of plants by means of ~tom
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source o~ supp/y ~ a f~d or/1ekes m a farm ~is~lx~on sysam~
T~ ~da-’d f°r s~Ls ~ aPP~s m olx~ champs ~d e~’~xl d~=:b~s ~ 2~ f~/so~0od ~ ~ ~ f~
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l j.

F~ st~ (~): A s~ or ar~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~rr~, ~n~ m~, ~ ~
~ants ~ runoff a~ w~s~ waW.

Fdler ~trip$ for sediment and related pollutants meeting ~i~im,m requirements may trap the coarser
~edmsent. Tlwy may not filter o~t sot,,ble or s=spe~led fi~w.ltrai~wd materials. When a florin causes nmoff ~
of the design ~ I~ filter ~y ~ ~d a~ ~y ~ ~rx¢ ~ ~ ~llutan~ to ~ ~le~ed ~ I~

Filter ~trips.~o¢ rm~o~’~,m co~ccmrated livenock areas may t~p orx~ic material, wli~b, mater;"b w~lck ~

Soil ~ater o~tlened to surface w~ter co~rses b~. " this practice may be low ia coewentralio~s of sediment
adsorbed xubsumces and that may improve xtream water quali~... Sometimes the draiaed ~oil water
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(4) Red~ ~ p~i~e ~k~ow p~venter. ~is ~v~ ~ ~ u~ f~ ~ ~ks~ ~
~k~u~. h c~sts~ of a p~su~ ~f(~entt~ ~he( v~ve I~m~ ~ two i~dy

T

(5) A~p~ v~ b~aker. U~ ~nly m lawn ~ ~ imgao~ s~ ~t ~ ~

~ost Inf~maU~
warn ~g~ ~ S3 to ~ (Tabk 2-32). G~um bilks ~ ~~ m ~ two ~t ~y

cmt (1~2 ~11~) ts f~ (I) ~ E-inch. 2-f~-lmg umt w,~ a ~k v~ve mst~ ($3~) ~ (2) a
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AMENDMENT - 4 (PART 401)

7

SUBJECT: TCH - SCS TECHNICAL GUIDE POLI~
~. To transmit revised Soil Conser~ation Sel-vice (SCS)

Field Office Technical Guide (F~V~;) policy.

Z

Effective Date. This poZicy is effective when received.
Background. SCS Field Office Technical Guide Pollcywas revised
by 450-GM, Amendment 3, February 1987. As a result of numerous
comments received on that pollcy, ~he National Technical Guide
Committee (NTGC) prepared a draft revision for review by selected
states and by technical qulde committees at the National
Technical Centers. Amendment 4 £e the result of ccaments on
draft.
Explanatlon. Policy transmitted by ~hls amendment contains

~uidance by which FOTG ere established, changed and
Following are ~he ~ore l~por~ant changes Eros Amendment 31

1. State end NTC respons~bllitiee in Section 401.01 tot
maintaining up-to-date infor~ation in technics1 guides have been

amplif£e~.

2. The descriptions of ~he six resource concerns In Section
401.03(b)(3)(iii) have been re~laced with descriptions of Ehe

five resources: soil, water, air, plants, end ani~a2e,
3. Criteria for trea~ent reguired to achieve an RMS for each of

~_~

the five resources have been learly stated in Section

~0~. 03 (b) (iv).

4. The process for developing criteria for trea~ent rec~uired to
achieve an Acceptable Management Systea (AMS), ¯ new concept, has
been stated in section 401.03(b)(S)(v).

5. Explanation of the content of the National Handbook for
Conservation Practices (NHCP) in Subpart B has been revised to
remove redundant statements and clearly states responsibilities
for changes in NHCP and for issuance and review of interi~
standards.
6. Section V of the FOTG, described in section 401.03(b)(5), has
been totally revised and is now named "Conservation Effects."
Guidance on effects is provided to aid in conservation plannlng
activities.
DIST: GM

o.~.., o, .~..
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V

PART 401 . TECHNICAL GUIDES

O
SUBPART A - POLICY AND RESPONSIBILITIES

L
401.00(d)(5)

401.00 General
(a) Thi~ part states policy for establishing, changing, and maintalnin$ technkal guides.
It also establishes supporting committees for maintaining tlmse guides.
(b) The Soil Cor, scrvation Service (SCS) is respmsibte for providing nationM leader.
ship and administration of programs to comerve toil, water, and related resourc~ on the
privale lands of the Nation. A primary gmal is to provide technical L~lstance to
makers for the planning and Implementation of a system of conservation practices and man.
agement which achieves a level of natural resotlrce protection that prevents degradatiea and
permits sustainable use. In ca.sea where degradation has already occurred, the t~oal is to
store the resource to the degree practical to permit sustainable use. Technical guides provkle
procedur~ and criteria for the formulation and evaluation of resource management sy~tem~
which achieve these goals and, when needed, for the formuJation and evaluatto~ of acceptable
management systems which achieve these go~ls to the extent feasible.
(c) Technical guides are pr/mary technical references for SCS. They contain technkal
information about conservation of rail, water, air, and related plant and animal re~mroes.
Technical guides used in any office are to be localized so that they apply specifically to the
geographic area for which they are prepared. These documents are referred to as Field Office
Technical Guides (FOTGs). Appropriate parts of FOTG will be systematically automated
data bases, computer programs, and other electrot~.based materials compatible with tke
Computer Ass~ed Management and Planning System (CAMPS) are developed.

(d) Tech. tqddes pcovkk,:.
(1) Soil interpretations and potential productivity within alternative levels
Memcnt intensity and onserva~on uv.atment;
(2) Technical information for achieving SCS’s az~d the decisionmakcr’s objet’dves;
(3) Information for interdisciplinary planning for the conservation of soil, water, and
(4) A basis for identifying resourcc management system (RMS) options and, whe~
needed., acceptable management system (AMS) options and components thereof;
(5) Informarlon on effects of resource management systems, acceptable management
(450-GM, Amend. 4, February 1990)
R00427"1 ’1

Part 401-Technical Guides

V

401.00(d)(6)
systems, and their omixment practices;
(6) Criteria to evaluate the qutlity of RMS opdons. A.MS optiocts, and omponcmts

L

~f;
(7) Stand~ tnd specifications for onservarlort practicc~
(8) Information for evaJuating the economic fea.~ibifity of conservation prac~ces ~
rcu)uree management system op6o~;

1
2

(9) Information for locals tnd identifying cultural resotm:es and methods to ~.

(I0) TechnicaJ materiaJ for wtinin| employees.

401.01 Responslbllltles,
(a) National Headquarters (NIIQ),
(I) The Deputy Chief for Technology has natia~] leadership for policy tad prece.
dures for developing and using the FOTG.

(2) The Director, Ecological Sciences Division (ECS), chain the Na6ma] Technical
GukSe Gxnmiuee ~
(3) The NTG~ makes r~’~xm’tendations to the Deputy Chief for Technok)w regard(b) National Technical ~,nters (N’T~),
(1) NT~ directors are responsible f~r establishing ¯ TechnicaJ Guide ~xnmittee

(TG~) at each NT~

(3) ~ d~rectors establish procedure~ to coor~nate NTC technictl review and
oocm’rence of state developed material that affect either policy or technical aspects
in al] sections of the FOTG.

SubpartA. Policy and Responsibilities

V
401.01(d)(1)(i)
(6) NTC provid¢ states with examples of guidance docunxnts for RM$ and AM$
options, displays of conservation effects, and guidance documents devtloped to meet
specific progr-.m r~quirements. NTC l~s Immar~ tccknicai oversight.

0
L

(7) NTC directors ~,z responsible for coordirmtion m~l consistcrv~ ~onE N’IX2

Sttte omem.
(I) The ~te conservationist (STC’) is re.~x~sible for ~e d~elopm~t, qualiiT,
coordination,
(2) The

2

401.Ol(d)(I)(ii)

Part 401-Technical Guides
iV

(i~) Establish an area-level TC~ if necessary.

(e) Field ofllees.
(I) District conservationists (DC) will:
1
(i) T~ke ~e lead ~o d~velop and a.~.mbl¢ il~ FOT~;
2

(ii) Ule a~i maima~n ~ ~ in
(ii0 £nrau~ ~ha~ all field office le~hnical
(iv) Idenl~y needed I~nI$ and/or sddil~O~; a~l
(v) Request special~ help to make imim:n,emen~
(2) AIJ field office employees ~r¢ rtspoc~ibl¢ for identil~inI the need for impcov¢.

meats and for informing the DC of ~

(1) Keep national FOTG policy and procedures current by recommending policy
changes to the Deputy Chief for Technology.
R00427"14

Subpart A - Policy and Responsibilities
401.03(b)(1)(i)
~) Respond to requests for FOTG policy ~ procedure larifica~o~
(3) Designate members of the Na~JonaJ Conservation Practice S~ Subcom(4) Act upon recommendations from NCPS$.

V
0
L

(5) Coordinate policy and prtx:e.dmes established to automate FOTG oments and
func~ons in SCS
(6) Create ad hoc subcom~t~es as neces,t=7.
(7) Receive a~l act upon reque~.t, recommer~ta~o~s, referrah, and sagge=~s
from the NTC TGC.
.

() NTGC operation,

2

(2) ,,~a~m-,s tcx consiocnUo~ ~ the N’TGC wiU be sent to the
(3) Minutes of each meeting w~l be sent to e~ch m~mber, the Dcput7 Chiefs f~
Technology and Programs. a~d N’TC
(4) Mattcr~ requi~ing action ~ be ac~d upon wi~fin 45 days of n~ceiix.

401.03 Content of technical guides.
(a) Technical guides contain Sections I through V and appropriate subsectiom.
section~ are:

(2) Section rl. Soil and Site Information;

(3) Section !11. Conservation Management Systems;
(4) Section IV. Practice Standards and Specifications; and
($) Sectim, v. Comervatlon F.fl’ecta.
(b) The following are descriptions of technical guide sectiom and mbsecdoas:

(1) Section I - General Resource References.
This set, on fists references and o~her informar;on for use in understanding the field office working
area or in maJ~ng dec~ions about resource use and management systems. The actua~
liste~ axe to be fi|cd to the extent possible in the same locarlon as the FOTG. References kept in
other locat~)ns wifi be czoss-ref~nced. The fogow~ng axe subsections of Sect~)n ! of the FOTG.
(i) Reference lists. These include handbooks, manuals, and reports commordy used in
resource conservation planning and implementation activities such as Lrrigacion and drain.
age guides; the National List of Scientific PLant Narncs (NLSPN’); the National Register of

(4.~3-GM, Amend. 4, February 1990)
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Part 401-Technical Guides
~

~

Hi.vtori¢ Place; published soil surveys; basic water resources information on ground water
quality, surface water quality, and water quantity; recreation potential apprtisals; nantral
r~source inventor.s; reports tha~ identify such items as ire.is susceptible to flooding; fiver

i
L

(li) Cost data. C, cnenl reference data on costs, such as cost Lists for practice components.
{Ill) Maps. The SCS National Planning Manual (NPM), Pm’t 507, Exhibits 507.09, con.
tains ¯ hs~ of reso~.u’c¢ maps that should be inch~Iod. Water quality problem t.’eas and
&eas w~th ¯ potenual water quaY/p/problem are to be included here.

1
2

(iv) Eroslo,,, prediction. Guidance, da~ tnd SCS approved techniques for predicting soft
erosion ~re to be included here, or appropriately r~fcr~nced.
(v) Cllmatk data. This subsection conttins local clknatic dau needed for planning
conservation management systems and installing conserv¯tion practices, such as record low
and high temper¯nudes; averages for such items as rainfall, length of growing ~.ason,
temperatures, v,~nd velocities, hail incidence, and snowfall; water supply data; probtbility
of receiving selected amounts of precipitation by months; and frost-fres periods. Refer.
ences ~k/be made to od~er climatic data in other tick/office docume~
(vi) Cultural (archaeological and historic) resource information. This subsection
contains general locational data and documentation suitable for inventor,, checking and
recording, and o~u.’~’vstion planning. The law states that specific loc¯tional information,
such as site maps, is no~ to be available to the general public; therefore they should only be
referenced in this subsectio~
(vii) Threatened and endangered species list. This subsection contains inforrnadon
species of plants and animah that are threatened and endangen~l and are to be accounted

for in conserv~on planning.
(viii) Laws. IAst of state and local laws, onUnances, or ~gulations that impact Conserva.
tio~ Management System development and oth~ technical applications such as conservation practice application.
~m~

(2) Section II. Soil and Site Informatioa.
Information from the State Soil Survey Database (3SD) will be used as the ba~s of this socdon.
The 3SD contains current information on soils and their bask: interpretations as tailored from the
Soil Interpretations Records (SCS-SOI-5). Detailed interpretations of soils will be provided in
Section II by state and arc¯ specially.
Interpretations are specific to the soils identified and mapi~l in the ~rea. Map unit~ to which the
401-6

(450-GM, Amend. 4. Febcuary 1990)
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Subpart A. Policy and Responsibilities
V
401.03(b)(2)(iii)(A)
intcrIn’etatio~s apply are clearly identified by nxrne, symbol(s), or both. New snap unit names and
O
symbols resulting from recLusificadcm of soils ~ cross-referenced to old ruunes and symbols and

Soils Soil
are tocharacu~sdcs
be describedthat
and limit
interpreted
to help
decitio~s
about are
useto
and
ment of land.
or affect
land mike
use and
manageaznt
bemanage.
identified,
and soils are to be rated tcc.c~tmg to limitacions, capabili~, suitability, tnd/or poumfial.
This information may be available in published soil surveys or in the State Soil Survey Database
(3SD). A copy of the appropriate ~,u:ctio~s of .soil surveys can be inchaded in the appEcable subsec.
tion~ or reference can be made m me sottrce locument m, tinttined i,a the field office,
The following m mal~,ec6on$ of Section II of the FOI"G,
(i) Soli~ legend. This !~ includes the names of the rail map units ~ for each unit. the identifica.
tio~ of interpretive groups (if any) of impo~r~e in the field office. For map units having two or
more soils in their .name, m .~’~ve groups ~e identified for each toil Whe~ aI~vrom-iate_ the
map unit is placed m ¯ group mat generally COnl3~ls the use tnd

If soil surveys of mere m+t~ o~e.vintage am _used, the symbols used in each tr~ to be identified
¯ ~ong with appmpritte
mapping is to be used. ~opreave groups, l-or remapped treas, ot~y the legend for the most recent

L

401- 8

(450-GM, Amend. 4, February 1990)
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Subpart A - Policy and Responsibilities

V

401.03(b)(3)(iii)(A)[l ]
(M) Hydric soils interpretations. These are in~rl~tarions related to the identification and
u~ ~ w~tlands.

(3) Section ILl. Conservation Management Systems.
The function of SCS is to provide technical assistance to decisionmakers to p~ect, maintain, a~
improve soil, water, air, and related plant and anintal resom~s. This section provides g~idanee for
developing resource management systems (RM$) and acceptable management systems (AMS) for ¯
resom~e area to prevent or treat problems and take advantage of opportuaities associated with
resou~es. This section includes ¯ description of considerations important m ortservatxm planning
of soil, water, air, and related plant and attimal ~
(i) An RM$ achieves the goal of preventing re~mrc~ degradation and permitting sustalnal~
u.~ as stated in 401.00 (b). An RM$ is achieved if criteria for soil, water, an’, and related plant and
animal resources are met as defined in Section ~01.03(b)(3Xiv). This section describes either
tion~l criteria or considerations that must be addressed in developing state criteria for achieving an
RMS that solve identified onsite and of fslic resotm:¢ problems using best available technology. The
concept and use of RM$ is defined in the S~ National Planning Manual (N’PM). RMS a~ no~ ~ be
confused with "conservation systems." as defined in 7 ~ Section 12.2 for treaunent of highly
erodible land. A conservation system for Food Security Act purposes is an e~ysion reduction omponent of an RM$ for cropland.
(ii) SC$ helps decisJonmakers plan and apply enr~-vetion management systems to prevent
and/or solve identified onsite and offsite resource Iwoblems or conditions and to achieve the
decisionmaker’s and public objectives, $CS identifies and documents decirdonmaker’s objectives,
consistent w~th land capability and sound envixonmcntal principles, as part of element 3 (1)etermining objectives) of th~ planning process (refereage: National Planning Manual). $C5 identifies and
documents resource problems or conditions as part of 1~t 4 (Providing resource inventory data)
of the planning process. As part of elernent 6 (Developing a~l evaJuarlng conservation aherrtatives),
information on conservation effects is used to provide suitable options for addressing the
decisionmaker’$ and public obj~tives.
(iii) The five resources are soil, water, air, plants, and animals. Each resource has several
considerations important in conservation planning. Additional considerations in a specific state may
need to be added to account for wide variations in soils, climate, or topography. A description of the
main considerations for each resourc~ follows:
(A) Soil. Considerations for the soll resourc~ a~ erosion, condition, and deposition.
[1| Erosion. This consideration deals with one or more of the following types or
locations of erosion: sheet and rill, w~nd, concenu’ated flow (ephemeral gully and
classic gully), su’earnbank, soil mass movement (land slips or slides), road bank,
construction site. and irrigation-induced. All of these forms of erosion that are identi
fled on the site to be planned need to be dealt with in developing tream~nt .options.

(,~50-GM, Amend. 4, February 1990)
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401.03(b)(3)(iii)(A)[ 1]
[2] Condition. This considera~on deaJs with the chemical and physical char~’~ristics of soil as related to its ease of tillage, t’zmess as a seedbed, and ability to absorb,
store, and release wat~ ~ numents for plants. Aspects or this consid~ltion
improve soil tilth, which r~xiuces soil crus~ing a~l compacting; op6mizc wamr inl’dlrarion; optimize soil organic matcria}; enhance beneficiaJ soil organisms sad biologi.
caJ ~ctivity; rtxiuce subsidence; and minimize elT~.-’ts of excess nsautl and
chemicals and el~ments such as saJt, s~lenium, boron, and heavy metes. This onsid.
er~rion also de.tls with the proper and sale land application ~KI utilization or anim~
wastes, o~her organics, nuu’ients, and pes6cides.
{31 Deposition. This consideration de~Is with onsite or offsite deposition or
or erosion, which includes sediment causing damages to land, crops, and property,
such as su’uctures and machinery. This consideration aJso de~l$ with s~l’©ty hazanis
and decreased long-term productivity.
(B) Water, Considerations for the water resource ~re quantity a~d quality.

[11 Qus,tlty Includes:
¯ proper d~sposaJ of water from overfed flows or seeps, both nm’ural and man-msd~
¯ ma~gerncn! of water ~cumul~tions on sou surf~ or in soil profiles ~nd

¯ dealing with other problems relating to irrigation ~ water mounding, water supply
and dismbution, increasing or decreasing water rabies;
¯ management or deep pe~olation, runo(f, and evaporm~g
¯ management or water for w~d~d ~ ~d

[2] Quality |nclud~s:
¯ .’~clucing the etTec~s of sa~iniW and sodicity;
¯ minimizing deep percolation of ontaminated~ water which will lead to unacceptable
levels of pollutants in the underlying ground ~
¯ maintaining acceptable water quality;.
¯ minimizing orfsite effects including grt~ugl warm" contamination by
nutrients, salts, organics, metaJs and othe~ inorgaa~:s, and pathogens;
of surface water (strea~s ~ lakes) by sediment, pesticides, nutrients, salts, organi~
metals and other inorganics: pathogens: fecal coliform; and high temperatu~
¯ reducing the quantity of sediment;
¯ irnprovixtg the quaJity of sediment:
¯ ensuring that all wa~ers w~ll be free from substances am’ibutable to man-caused
nonpoint source dischm’ges in concentrations that:
¯ settle to form objectionable deposits;
¯ float as debris, scum, oil or othes maner to form nuisance~
401- 10
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Subpart A - Policy and Responsibilities
401.03(b)(3)(iv)(A)
"T,nxtu~ objectionable color, odor. taste, or turbidiw,
*inju~, are toxic to, or produce adverse physiological or behavior
r~sponses m hum~s, animals, or plan~ or

V
0
L

spe~produce undesirable aquatic Life or result in the dominance of nuisance

(D) Plants. The o~side~tk~s for the plant resource ate suitabifity, ondirlon, and manage.

¯ plant ada~ to site; and
¯ plant suitability for intended use.

12l Ccmditkm includes:

131 Manat, ement Inehtdee:
¯ establisJunent, grow~, and harveu (includinI grazing) ofpltnt~
¯ Ig~cu]~’~J chemic] management (pesticides and nutrieats); and

¯ peu mtnalement (br,sh. wm~s. insecu. ,rid disuses).
consideratiom for the anin~ ~u~rce are habitat and manalenzat.

.food;

(iv) CHteria for treatment required to achieve an RMS will be established by SCS. They are to
be stated in either qualitative or quantitative terms for each resource consideration. Where
criteria have not been established, the state conservationist will e~tbLtsh criteria with concurrr.nce by
the NTC. Where state and/or locaJ regulations establish more restrictive c~terit, these must be used
in developing criteria for state and local programs. For example, some state and/or local regulations
have established criteria for offsite control of water quality.
(A) Soil. FoUowing are the criteria for this resource:

R004272t
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[1! Ermkm.
¯ Estin~tegl s~et ~ ~11 ~ ~ e~i~ ~tes ~ ~
~ ~~ ~ ~en~ ~ a ~gh level of ~

’

Subpart A. Policy and Responsibilities
401.03(b)(3)(iv)(B)[2]

V

* When dispo~J of ~nimaJ w~tes ~ other org~ics is needed, it shaft be dotm in ¯
a’~tnner that ttmintains or cnh~tcts the nmmtl rtsou~es.

2

I11 Q~nt~ty.

R0042723
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401.03(b)(3)(iv)(B)[2 ]

V

¯ Percolation below )J,, root zone is managed to minirni~e om,tmin~en of the
percolating water ~ m minirniz= the negative ¢ff~ts o~ pr~lucti~.
¯ Wa~’r used for salt ie~hing and plant t~npc~txxrt mod~.~io~ is N~pLied Io " "~
re,z= ~dvuse cff~.

L

¯ Acceptable wate~ temperature is maintained.
1
¯ In’igario~ water and naturtl precipitation are managed to minimO.e t}~ movem~t of
nutrients, pesticides, sediment, salts, and ~ w~,tes to off$ite surfaoe and ground

2

¯ Air movement and temperatures ~rc modified when necessary using appropriate
vegetative o~ mechanical means,
¯ C~ernica] drift from the application of agricultural chemica/s is controlled by adherence to local and state application recon’unendadons and product labels.
401- 14
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Subpart A - Policy and Responsibilities
401.03(b)(3)(iv)(D)
(D) Plants. Criteria established by the s~te onservtrionist tr~ to add~ss
the following

V

considerations:
¯ Plants on all land uses are used, maintained and improved to achieve acceptable
production leveLs u~ meet onservat~n, environmental, decisionmaker, and publi~

L

¯ Nuu’ient applications for any land use are based on plant nuu’ien! nxlu~
production requi.rtments, soil test recommenctat~s, soil fertility, toil potential
limitations, water budget, and the types of practices planned. Nutrients from all
sources (animxl wtste, crop residue, soll ~tsidual, commercial fertifiz~,, atmospheric.

¯ -..~..,.a ~un~oer~r, onm plmming practic~
¯ Pesbcide applications for any land use ~re appHed according to ~he label recommen.
¯ On C~opl~l. crops are grown in ¯ planned sequence th~ meets conm’vadon,

~ ~re adequ~ely need.
¯ i use; well adapted to the site; and their stand den-

ge value rmxng
"’
fora
. Nanve.
Pasture,
herbaceous
trecommensurate
propezl y grazed,
mecLi
um......
or oetxer,
~qgor
~s suongplants
a~d ~s
with overstory ~mpy
¯ Oil

"
Pastureland, dominant
plant species tre m~m’ooriate f~ the n~ ~4.m,4 .,~
~,
....
-~, --’--r"" ".’
--: pmducuv~ly
-.. .
sit"
,-.o.A
,,,-.,.,--:
u,~u.....
s~.qo oen$tty ns so~quate and
ts maintained
or improved.

¯__,i~_ .. geland, the plant comm .umty ts managed to meet the needs of the plants and
u, iunmaxer. As ¯ gener~ rule, rangeland m poor or faiz ecological rtnge coodirio. is managed for an upward range trend., and mngeland in good or excellent ecological range oncLi6on w~l be managed for ¯ static or upward range trend. In some
special situations, poor or fair ecological range conditioe could be managed for ¯
s~ati¢ range u’end u:) meet special objectives of the decisioexmaker as long as there is
¯ On Forest La.’xL u’ees are well distributed, vigorous, rela~vely free of insects,

disease, and other ~’nage, and the density of the stand is ~thin 25% of fore.u stand ....
density guide spacing on a stems-per.acre basis for the particular forest types. Forest
Land.shall be protected from wildFu-es and erosion. Forest ~ that is grazed shall

(450-GM, Amend. 4, February 1990)
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V

also be managed to meet the needs of the fcnge plants, the animals, tnd the objec.
tires of the decisionm~er.
¯ On Wild/ire ~ Ree~a6on Ltnd, and Other Land. adapted or n~ve plan~ tr~ of
sufficient quanut~, and quality to improve or protect the ckfir~l r~source.
¯ On Urban Ltnd uses. soil cover is mainttined using suitable pLtnts or other cover to
keep soil erosicm within acceptable Limits. minimize runoff, tnd mtnage inf’dtration.

7

(E) Animals. Criteria established by the state ¢o~-vtfio~iu are m ~ the followi~|

¯ Adequate qua/ity, qu~tity and disu’ibution of food are pmvkted for the species
¯ A~kquam quantity, quality and d~stribution of wildlife ov~ for the speci~ o~
o~em ire provi~d. D~nestic ~nm~s m~ provided adequate sheltm" as needed.
¯ Adequate qu~tity, quality t:td distribution of water ate provided for the species of
¯ The decisiomnaker’s enterp~se and the balance be~veen forage production and
livestock needs am tppmprim~
¯ Domestic livestock am amnaged in ¯ manner that meets the needs of the ecosysmm.

¯ Animal wa.~es and ~ orgtnic waste~ are managed according to tn animal wtste
aanagement plan developed acconfing to SCS smmfan:Is. Minimum quality criteria
arc met when the tnimal waste management plan is applied. Where surface and

~m~
~m~

ground wa~ probkrns exist from crga.qic waste, bac~rit, padx,gens micnx~tn.
isms. or nun-ictus, special design co¢~deracions for each component will be necessary
to eliminate further ~mtaminadoa of runoff or
(v) An AMS will be established for ¯ resource area in the event that social, cultural, or
nomic characteristics of tbe ¯tea prevent the feasible achievement of an RMS. An AMS is
achieved when soil. water, air. and related plant and a~mal criteria for the related resource use are
established at the level which is achievable in view of the ~ cultural, and econemic characteris~A) Social. cultural, and econor~c onsiderations are used to establish the level of natural
r~source pro~ecfion obtainable a~l may consa-~in the resource criteria used in formulating an
40~. 16
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IV

401.03(b)(3)(viJ)(B)
(B) L~gislated programs usually have vazying authorities arK] qualifying criteria that may
require more or less tr=atrnent than RMS or AMS criteria. An example is legislated practices
for improving water quality. In this case, the related program manual will establish the
criteria to be achieved. These applicabons must be coordinated across county and state lines
and should be for the period of time specified in the law or in the related policies and procedures.

U
"r

(C) The opportunity for establishing an RMS to achieve the non-degradation and susan¯hie
use goal should be evaluated when owne~hip, land use, or cropping system changes, or
when new technology becomes available.

2
~

(D) Decisionmakers may desire to plan Ire¯truant in addidon to that required to meet RMS
or AMS criteria to enhance resource conditions or to serve seconde.,’y or tertiary uses or
objectives. This additional Ire¯re)ant may include conservation practices or management that
contribute to further improvement of water quality; increased production, drainage, or irrisa.
6on; enhancemenl of cultural and environmental vaiue~, wik~ife habitat, or testhetic~ o~
(viii) RMS, AMS, or oiher guidance document~ will be devdoped by major land use in the
field office area and placed in Section ii1 of each FOTG.
(A) Only enough guidance documents to ~J~ow examples of I~e RMS end AM$ options to
I,-treat the most common idend~ed resou~ problems for each locally applicable major land
use will be developed. NTC will pro~,~e specific examples of format for guidance to states
F~
in the preparation of guidance documents. Guidazu~ documents a~ to be developed by
states for each F.OTG using the NTC format. Guidance documents are to have concurrence of
the NTC. NTC ~ m to cxx)rdinate formats across NTC boundaries
~
(B) Guidance documents will present ¯ reasonable number of alternative combinations of
prac~ces and management that will meet the criteria for solving resource problems common
to that land use.

=’1

(C) In developing guidance documents, the effec~ that ahem¯rive practices and ombinations of pr~fices and management have on the five resources and on the social, economic,
and cultural considerations are to be used. For each guidance document developed, a display
of effects of the conservation system ~xt]d be included in Socdon V. Guidan~ m the
development and display of effects is ixovided in Sectim 401.03(bX5).

~

c’

(D) Guidance documents may need to be developed to meet specific program, requiremen~
in which case they are to be clearly labeled to show the program(s) or provision(s) of law to
which they apply. These guidance documents may describe management actions in ackLidon
u) conse~adon practic~ that can be carried out to achieve these program purposes.
(ix) Conservation practices are to be installed according to SCS practice standards and
specification& Practice ~ and specific¯dons are the same for both RMS and AMS.
401-18
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I V

401.03(b)($)(ii)(A)
{A) Efi-ects of conservation may be expressed in either narntive or quantitative terms that
represent factual data o~ experienced or expected results of the specified conservation neatmerit as applied to the resource sethng. Effects of conservation will normally be expressed as
a coodition or stage of the factors associated with a specified conservation action. For
example, v/pical cffoc~ could be: a corn yield of I I0 bushels p~ acre; ¯ USLE erosion tale
of 4 tons p~r acre; imgt~on e~ciency of 60%; or "a significant reducxion ~n eph~meraJ gully
erosion will occur wilh this Ir~al~enL" "’Impacts" is a closely related l~rm. An imp~:t b ¯
measure of the change between the stage or coalition of one n’e~,m~.-m al~uive to ~.
Guidance on the us~ of effects i~form~on in ~he conse~’vation pl~sning process b ¢omained
in the Nadon~ P~ming M~uaL
{B) To ~he extent possible, ¢o~serva~io~ effects i~orm~i~ will include conservation matrnents on the five ~esoun~es and ~ir consi~.rs,~ons as described in Sec~n [] above..
[1] Examples o(©Hecu of conservation tre, am-~’.m o~ ~ five resourc~ include but
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Subparl A - Policy and Responsibilities
401.03(b)($)(iv)(]3)
(C) Information developed on conse~-vation effects will vary significandy in scope
gad det~.il depending off ~ re~ctrce ¢ond~hon$ m the kx:al ~ g.~ wel! a¢ upon the
needs for technk~ reference ma~eri~ls to c~ out conservation activif~es in
(iii) Section V of the FOTG should contort summaries of fl’ects data relev~m to ~ field office
~ ,As ¯ minLmum, Section V should onmn¯ display of the importer effects for decis~onm~mg
for each of the RMS aad AMS developed and inserted in Secuon 1~ The display should be cross
referenced with cropping system, soil map units, and other descriptions of the resource setting and
conditions (e.g., precipitation, dope, era.) ~ ~he RMS o¢ AMS was formu~ted to address in
field off’me. The format of the dtsplay ~hou~d be e~ily understandable so as to make the inform¯zion
v~lu~ble as re.~dy reference m~eri~ for U~ o¢~sccvation pL~rm~ ~ decisionm~er to facilitam
planning ~:l decisiommking. The display wiU show the 6¢g~e of resoun:e ~ achieved.

0

L

2

(A) Opdons nay be evaJuated by s~ply omport| the d~rfe~nces in the ¢ffecu otr the

(B) NTC wiJI provide specific examples of format guidance to m~.~ for mco~L~g
displaying conservation effects dam.
(C) Collection of dam on con~ effects is a long term effort to be undertak~ as part o~
~h¢ foUowup element in ~e pluming process. Imtitl efforts may provide effect information
for only the mo~ common sittmtions. Over 6me, sdd~>naJ resource situations and ueatment
alternatives will be examined to add depth ~d breath to the available omova6on effect

(D) Information on onservatio~ effects may be re~-med or updated over time as needed in
loca/~ The dam on conservation effects should be usefial to field oITi~ ~ in
klentifying suitable ~x~servation ueatment applicable to the ~ and serves as ~echnica]
reference rnateriaIs when working with decisionmak~ in the conservation planning process.

(See Na~onal P~ing ManuaJ ~ ~8.01).
Data on conservation elTec~ may be developed by fo/lowing two genera/approsches:
(A) The observation and ck3cumemation of the experiences of cooperators. TypicalJy, conservadordsts will make observations of conserv~on ueaunents applied by one or more
decisionmakers in the first or second year folJowing the application and record the effects
perienced. This data can be recorded in conservation field notes and be entered into CAMPS
databases. Effects infoemation may a]so be avtilable from conservarlon field trials, univer.
sity research plots, or other triah in the area.
(B) Models of processes impacted by conse~ation acdons ca~ be used to simulate the physical, agronomic, or other effects of weatrnent systems. Actual results or graphs summazizing ....
results could be developed by sta~e staffs and provided to field offices for inclusion in FOTG.
Appropriate models or references to the appropriate models may be stood in FOTG Section
V to facilitate use in collecting and analyzing conservation effects dam
(450-GM, Amend. 4, Februa~/1990)
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Data relaf~g effects of conservation practices on the five resources may ~ displayed in tabular,
na.~rztiv¢, or matrix form. ~ will be useful in developing ILMS or AMS for inclusion in FOTG
Section IIL

2

4
2
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401.10 Purpose.

V

O
401.12

This su~ se~s forth SC3 policy fo~ establishing and m~int~L.~g ¯ Nadoaal Handbook O~s~..

L

adaptations of s~r~tar~ to state a-z[ focal onditions,

401.11 Content.
(a) The NHCP estsbl/.t~s ¯ aatkm¯l standard fo¢ each omer~tlea practice, |n~udlng:
(I) The offk’iai name. d~fmifon, code iden60,, and unit ot’me~uremcm for the

(2) A oncise ~mcnt o/’ 0~ ~:c~,

~ch~ons wh¢~ U~ pcac~ce applies, purposes (including seccmdav/n~
(3) C~ta for ~e
(b) For mine cemervaflee

401.12 Nation~ ~o~afion ~ice
Nation! T~hni~ Grade ~om~tt~ (~G~.

R0042733
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401.13(a)(1)
401.13 Practice standards and specifications.
(a) Practice standards establish the minimum level of acceptable quality of planning,
designing, installing, operating and maintaining conservation practicel.
(l) NTI(~P standanh are to be used dixecdy within ¯ state, or state supplements can
be added ~s necessary. Because of wide variat~ns in soils, climate, and topography,
state conse~ationists may need to add special provisions or provide more detail ~ the
stand,trds. State laws and local ordinances or regulations may dictate more suingent
criteria.

(1) Specifications enumerate items that apply when ~lapting the standard to site
specific locations, such as considerations of site preparttio~ tnd protection; instmc.
¯ ions for use of materials described in the standard~ or guidance for performing
ins~Jlafion operations not dm~cfly sddressed in the standard. S~tements in the
specifications tr~ not to conflict with the requiremen~ of the standard.
(2) Items to be included in state-developed specifications for ¯ limited number of
conservation practices are con~ned in the NHCP. Specific¯¯ions for practices ¯re to
be developed by states or NTCs ~ are to consider the wide vtri¯tions in soils,
mate, and topography present in the various states. State developed specifications
is¯. Specifications a:~ to meet the requirements of state laws mad local orcLinances or
(c) National Technical Centers (NTCs) review and concur in ~pplements to NHCP
standards and specificatkms prepared by a state for u~e within that state to ensure confor.
mance with NHCP and oe~stency among states.

401-24
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V

401.16(c)
0

401.14 Variances.
Only the dixector~ of the Engineering a.qd/or Ecological Sciences Divisions can approve variances
from r=quin:ments stated in the N’I-IC~ except that approvaJ authority foe variations in channel
stabdit)~ requirements has been delegated to the heads of engineenng staffs at the NTC (tee NEM
210 Section 501.32). Any other request foe a variance is to be submitted to the N’FGC tad it to
include recommendations of the appropriate NTC Di~ctor. The NTGC will ~fer the request to the
appropriate division for action. Variances, when grtntod, tr~ for ¯ specific period of time or tm~il
the practice standm’d to which they pen~ is r~vir, ed. whichever it d~mer. Vieitnce~ will include
any r~qu~rements foe monitoring, evaluation, and reporting needed to determ~e whether or not
changes in practice s~andards m necegtmT.

401.15 Changes in the National Handbook of Conservation Practices (NHCP).
(a) The NTGC will on~ider and recommend propmed change= in the NHCP to the
Deputy Chief for Technology. Cltanges will be rode by numbered handbook notice=
by the Deputy Chief for Technology.
(b) Each NHCP standard it to be formally reviewed by the NCPSS at least mtee every
five year= from the date of hsuance or revision to determine if the standard it needed and upto-date, if revisions are needed, the revised standard will establish the current minimum level
of acceptable quality for planning, designing, installing" operating, and maintaining cmuerva.
tim practicer.
(c) The NTC review= all state propor~d change= to NHCP and tends ~datim~
for approval or disapproval to NTGC. Review and approval of technical content of propmed
changes it to be made by the Director, Engineering Division, or the Director, Ecological Sdences Divition. Review and approval of format with respect to indusion of ittqm ti~ted in
Section 401.11 are to be performed by NTGC.

(a) Interim standards are prepared by state= or NTC to address problen= for which
there is no existing standard.
(b) Interim standards are to be approved by the NTC Director.
d",rector
(c) Interim
standar.ds
are for
to be
issuedevaluation
for a period
not end
to exceed
year~.and
The NTC
can extend
the period
further
at the
of this3period,
analysis of practice performance using the interim standard.
R0042735
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401.16(d)
(d) Interim standards will be evaluated b~ NTC: Techn|~! Guide C~ommitlees |! the
end of’ the ~-yesr period ~nd, if appropriate, recommendations made to the NTG~ for inclusion in the National Handbook of (~onservatiou Practices,
(e) The notice of approval of esch interim standard will provide instructJmu to states
regarding evaluation of practice performanc~
(f) NTC directors are to send information copies of all Interim standards and evaluatkm reports to NTGC,
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Det,gnsng road systems prior to construcuon m auninuze road widths, slopes, and slope lengths will also significantly
redu,.-e erosion and se~mentauon (Latse. 1971). The most eflccUve road system results from planning conducted
to ~rve ~ entu’e basin, rather than arb~uardy onstruclJng md~v,dual r~.~A ProFcLS to sel-,’e shorbterm needs (Swih.
lV.~S). The key env~onmentaJ factors m~rol~c~J in ro~d (;~~lgn I~J location ~re soil texture, slo~, ispc¢[, clillh~te,
vel:et~uon, and geology (Ganlaet, 19f)7).
Proper design of drainage systems and stream crossings can prevent system destruction by saorms, thereby prevealinI
~vere erosion, sed~men[auon, and channel ~ounng (Swill, 1984). Removal of exce~s w~tet from roads will also
reduce the potential for g~de weakening, surface etosio~, and landslides, l.h’~unage problems can be minimized when
IocalJng roads by avo,chng clay beds, r~-ps, springs, concave slopes, maskegL ravines, draws, and stream bottoms
(Rothwell. 1978).
Developing a prncess, or utilizing an eximng process, m ensure Iha~ the management measures in ~his chap~" are
tmplemented is an impon~a component for forestry nonpoim sourc~ control programs. While silvicultural
mana~ernem of forests may eatend over’long stand rot~ion periods of 20 Io 120 years and covet extensive areas o~
lore,dand, the foresu’y operations that ~etate nonpumt source polluuon, hke harvesting and road building, a~ of
relauvely shor~ duratmn and o~cur in d~spet.sed, olten ~solated Incauons m forested ~ueas. Forest harvesting or road
buikhng ope~uons ase usually operational on a I, ven site only fo¢ a period of weeks or months. These o~
pha~ca are then followed by the much lodges permd of regrowth of the stand o¢ the to~Jon period. Since t’0~lry
operations are relauvely d~spersed and move from site to site wil~in foresmd are, u, it is essential to hav= som~
p~oce, to ensure unplernentauoe of management measures. For ex~u’nple, it i~ no~ possible Io Irack
,mplementation of management measures or det~’aune ~,r effccuveness if there is no way of knowing whet¢ or
when they aught be applaud. In the case of monaor,ng or water quality assessment~, con~lation of wa~--t quality
condmons to foresu’y acuviUes is no~ pos.bl= absent some abih~y to determine where and m wha~ eaumt forestv/
operauons a~ being conduced and whether management measures are being implemenmd. Because of [be dispersal
and episodic nature of foresu7 operauons, many Sta~s have implemented Im>grarm [ha~ currently iacoq)om~ ¯
process such as noufica~,on to easure ianplementauon and to facihtete evaluatioe of program imptcmenta~ioe sad
msessmem of water quality co’~htions.
This process has bees shown ~ be ¯ beneficial device for ensuring ~e implements[Joe of w~er quality b~
managen~m pracuces, particularly for forestry activities, in contrast to the typical fo~stry situ~ion,
poiluuon from urbaa and agricultural sourct.s is genenued born areas and acuviues th~ are re[ative/y stationary md
repetitive. Because of ~ls. these sources of nonpomt polluuon a~ mo~ appan’nt and readily addressed h~n
~solated and episodic fo~sa’y operauons. Given the unique nalure of foresu7 operalions, it is necessary fo~ Stales
~o have some a’=chamsm for beiag appmed of fo~sa-y activiues in ord~ to uniformly addre~ source~ of aoapoim
This Forestry Managemem Measure component allows considerable Ilexibility to $,-,es Rx determiaing bow
provision should be canied out in the coas~ zone. For Ibe puq~oses of this managemeat measu~, such ¯ proce~
should include appropria~ aoafication mechanisms for forestry activities with the po~mtial for aoapoim source
impacts. It is i~t to point out tha~ for the purposes of [his management measure such ¯ aotiflcafion
aught be eithe~ verbal or wnaen and does sot necessarily require submittal and approval of wnaen preharves~ plato
(aJthough those Stares tha~ currently reqmre subnmtal of a preharvest plan would also fulfdl this managemeat
measure componcra for [he coastal zone program). States also have flexibility in determining wha~ inform,gion
should be provided and how this should occur for aotification mechanisms. Timing and location of the plammd
forestry operation are common elements of existing notification requirements and may serve as an acceptab~
aunimum. Existing programs for fot~try have found some ~ of notification of the plam~d activity to Ibe
appropriate State agency to be a very beneficial device for ensuring the implementation of wate~ quality be~
ma.r~a~cmem practices fo~ silvicultural activities. At least 12 Coas~ Zoae Managen~nt Program $ta~ cummtly
requu-= some type of notification, associamd wi~h Forest Practices Acts. CWA section 404 ~quireme~ts, lax ince~ive
or cost share programs. Suae Foreste~ tectmical assistance, scvetance tax flings, stream crossing pennies, labor
permits, erosion con~oi pea’miLs, or ~ management ~.geocy ag~=nmats.
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I~n #~at the lanOowner could submit to just one State o~ local office. The appropriate State agency
m~ht encourage forest landowners to develop a preharvest plan. The plan would address
comDo~ents of ~is management measure U~ctu~ng o~e area to t~e harvested, any forest roa(ls to
construc~ecl, and the timing o! the activity.

b. Road System Practices
B PrefY, an skid ~Tail and landing location on stabl~ SOdS and avoid ste~o gradients, landslide-pm~
h~jh-erosK)n-hazard areas, and poor-oYa~na~e
¯
¯

¯

L~ndmgs should not be located-in SMA~.
New roads ~d skid trails should not be located in SMAs. excepl al crossings. Existing roads ~ la’~lmg$
m the SMA will be closed unless the onsmJcucm of new ro~ls snd Lsndings to sccess ~n sre~ will
~r~al~ v,’~u~ quahey impacxs than the use of exis~ng roads.
Roads should not be located s]ong steam channels wbe~ road fill extends within :50-100 borizom~l
otr the ,,ms,,ol high w~er level. (Bankfull st~g~ is also meal as reference point for Ibis.)

~ Systemat~ce/¥ des~ ~anspo~ation Wstems to m~m~ze total m#eag~
* Weigh d~J l~iil kngth ind numi~,T ~P.s! haul l’Oid ic8~q~l ~
. ~ l,~x:bngs to minimiz~ slud tr~l ind biul n>ad imleale (Ro~welJ. 19’75).
~ UDi~ze natural log lano~g areas to ~ the Ix~nbal for =oil disturbance (L4rse,

1971; Yee

Pn)p~ design will reduce ~be ~.a of zoil exposed by ~ ~ctivizies. Figure 3-3 presentz¯ ¢oml~,iz~ of

~

In
nK>derately
tJop~ng
plan
road
grades
ot less
#~an of
I0 road
percent,
with angrades
optimalmay
grade
t~etween
3 percent
and terrain,
5 percent,
in for
steep
terrain,
short
sechons
at steeper
be
used ff the grade ~s broken at regular ~ntervals. Vary road grades frequently to reduce culvert and road
olra~nage ~tch flows, road surface eros~n, and ¢oncemTate(1 culvert dLscharges (LarSeo 1971).

Gentk grades ate desirable for proper drainage ~d ecooomka] co~struaion (Ontario Ministry of Nat~u’al
1988). Steeper grack’s ate acceptable for short distances (200-300 fee~), but an increased number of dr~
mzucu~,es may be needed above, on, and below the steeper grade to reduce runoff potenti~ and minimize ~
In sloping tet-ram, no-grade ~ sections are difficult to dram Woperly and should be avoided when po~sib~

This ~ will reduce the amount of cut and fill t~luir~d md will consequently reduce ~ failu~ IX~emi~i.
P.~Ige routes and hillside routes are good Iocauom for e~surmg st~’eam protec’uon because they ar~ re, mowd from
su’r~m channels and the intervening undisturbed vege~.a~oo ,-"u as a sediment barrier. Wide valley Ixxtoms are go~d
l~u~s if stream crossings are few and roads are Ioc.a~ outside of SMAs (Rothwell, 1978).
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¯

Providecz’osscLrums~a~ow free clra~e and avoid ponci~g, especiaUyinslopinga~ms.
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~ Use existing roads, whenever ~. to rr~in’~ze the total amount of co~structk~ necessary.
Do no( plan a~l co~su~ ¯ road when ~ccess m an exis~m~ road is ~vailable on fl~e opposite side of the d~inage.
Th~s practice will numn~ze the an’K>un~ ofnc~ roaJ coo.su’ucuon d,sturbance. However. ~vo~d u~mg existing ot
road locauoos if they do no~ m~! ~ mad sta~tards (Swill 1985).
Minimize the numbe~ of s~’sam crossings for roads and skid trails. Stream crossings ~ be
~es~gned anO saed to cross Orai~ages at 90" to the $~eam#ow.
Locate
stream crossings
channel
and the
amount
excavahon or ~11 neecled at
~he crossing
(Fumiss to
et minimize
aL, 1991).
A~olychanges
~ follow~g
cntena
to of
Oete~
crossir~s (Hynso~ et al.,

R0042765

99L~00~

Surface toads (w~ gravel, grass, wood chc~s, or crushed rocks) where grades increase the l~otene~l
for surface eros~n.
~ Use apl:~ol~r~ately s~zed a~jregate, al~:~o~ate percent hnes. and su~taDle ~arficle hardness to l>rotecf
roa~1 surlaces from rutting and eros~o~ uno~" heavy truc~ ~aM/c ~ur~g wet perio<ls. DstCh runoff should
not De ws..Dty tufoKl Ounng U)ese corot.s. Do not use aggregate co.tanning hazafOous materials or
h~gt~ su#~e
~ Plan water source developments, used for wetf~g ancl com~ct~ng roadt:)e~$ and surfaces, to
channel Dank and streamDed ifnpacts. Access roa~s should not ~ segment to the water source.
~ Many States currentty uhhze some process to ensure ~m~temen~aho~ o~ rnana.qementlXaCtiCe$. These
Droce sse $ are typs:a lly rela t e~ to the ~a nn lng pha s e of fore stO, o¢~ r a t~o~ $ and commonly involve some
tyl3e of nohhC.,~hon D,"OCeSS. Som~ States have one or mo"e txocesse$ in place wh~’l~ serve
notff~at~n mecttanism$ used to ensure ~ml~lementaho~. These State lxocesse$ are usually associated
w~th e~ther Forest Pracbce$ Acts, Eross:~ Control Act~, State DreO~e and Fifl or CWA Sect~ 404
r~:~u~rRnl~n~$, h~t ~ n~iu~rernents, or State and FeOeral ~’e~t~e and cost share programs. The
examc>les
o! existing
State
processes petow
~ of these
which m~ght also I>e u~ed as
mecl~en~sms
to ensure
errv.~tementabon
of dlustrate
manegement
~
Flocida Wal~ Mat’m~ment E)isthcts requwe nofif’~abon Ixior to ondu¢~nI foR’~’y operators that involve
cro~ng$. Th~$ ,$ r~quwed m ord~ Io m~! lh¢ requwemen~ of ¯ Sm~e l:)Rd~ and Fdl $,enera] penm|.
Io ~ CWA ~ 404 R’qULr~menL This no~t’~calion i$ u~uaJly dooe by m~l. bu! al le.a~! o¢~ tva~
dismc~ a~o aJlo~$ v~oa~ nouficauo~ fo¢ ~on~ ~yp~ of operauom by U:kl~onmg an amw~nn| machine. In Fl0cida,
tax, flea,on ,, Rquu~d fo~ ~ny cm~$in~ of "Wa~er$ o(~e 5~a~e." m~ludmg wcdands, m~n’m~uea~ ..ueam~ and
lake~, acKl poc~b. If any of ~ wa~,~ in [he Sta~ a~ Io b~ cross4~l dunn~ foc~$1ry olx~aUom, ~[her by haul roadl
or by I:rounddud~Lmg. ~ no~ficauon ~s needed and $~ale BMP~ are reRu~Rd by Rfcrence in d~e ~e~e~@ permiL
No~ca~o~ t~ ~Ily provKi=d by totaling us ¯ no~fic.a~o~ rd)e~-L whK-hMyz who will conduct ~ of~’atiol)
wl~R e~ will I~ conduct=d (~,e= APl~ndix 3A. Exan~4¢ 3A-I ). In addmoo, mform~o~ on whal lype of ~
will be ¢ondu~te~:L ~ narr~ of ¯ ¢on~--I l)~,~<m, and ¯ dr~’~h of Ibe $~ at=i~x:lud=d.
U~e o( l~u¢~des f~ foR~U’y
applica~om m Florula also
licensm~ by d~ Stale Bureau of

require ~ ~ landowner m"

~o

,0.. ,,.. ,,.o. ,o [II
u~e species: (2) onstructio~
n:o~$u~-~o~ axl ~mprovemem of
roads: (3) appLica~oo of pesticides

or use of heavy ma~’Eim~;
(5) clearing foist land for
couve~siou m xuy uon-fores~ use;

(6) d~spo~ m ~atm~t of sl~b:

.
~a O~

,~:~

-..~ ...... ~

[~ m , o.o

I--"I
~

~ ao~ ,o,g,

fi~wood ~I] be sold or used fo~
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The State musg q:,Im~ve ~e activity within 15 days aad ~y ~i~ ~ ~u~ of a ~

L

~~llc~ f~ ~t f~ ~g~ ~ ~vel~ a sys~m of ~~ f~ ~ ~.~ ~ ~v~

~ficatt~ ~tt~ f~ f~ ~vtu~. ~ m ~ung f~t ~ ~ ln~ to Cut A~l~m
um~ ytcld ~ ~ ts fd~ in ~ m ~ a ~fi~ f~ t~nt to ~t. ~ ~nt to Cut A~c~
~~ by ~ ~h~ f~ Fdlmg, ~gmg ~ C~cu~ of s~t~ 3~ ~ ~i~s ~

R0042768

1. Applicability
Thi~ mm~g©m~m me.ore ~ m Imds wher~ silvicultural ~ f~s~ ~s ~ ~ m ~ It
~i~ wa~ ~ well ~ f~ m~t~nt ~ ~t ~ flowing d~ng ~ ~ of ~i~. F~ w~
~ing, S~ ~ ~ ~ [~ ~uem s~ si~ ~ng ~uF is ~h ~ ~ ~ ~mum ~
o~ ~ ~ ~ ~t ~t ~ ~ U~ w~ hight flows ~ ~t m m~t~t ~
C~

A~ R~u~

~v~ ~ A~ ~A) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A~’~~ ~O~) o~

~ ~ ~~t m (S~) is ~ ~ly ~f~ to ~ a ~ ~e~ ~ (S~ ~
~uasc ~bi~ Veg~ in S~ ~,~ ~ff ~ ~a~ ~n~ g~ ~m ~ ~vi~ ~
~ nu~ m ~f ~f~ it ~ su~ w~ (F~gu~ ~9, Ku~t ~ H~I, 19~). ~y s~
~v~ ~g ~ ~ w~, wb~h ~ ~a~ ~tu~ ~ ~v~ ~ ~tm ~ ~ u ~
~Y ~ f~ ~ ~. T~ ~ ~ SMA ~ p~vi~ a ~ ~ I~e w~ ~s ~ su~

S~ ~ to ~ of ~ w~ m ~vem *li~ of ~n~ ~ nu~ ~ ~ f~

R0042769
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~ logging ~s in SMAs. F~tch (1973) ~v~ ~ ~
~f~ stops ~ m ~eming ~s ~ ~nng ~ s~ c~l
eff~ve ~s b~. N~ ( 1971 ) In~uga~ ~ i~u of logging
~ ~s ~ Io fish e~o s~v~ ~m I~ ~s~lv~ oxygen

l

~ ~ F~h 1197~) ~ f~ ~ i~ ~is~

~

~ng ~s~. ~y ~ ~ ~ f~ ~ ~v~ f~ ~

T~ A~E~~~S~~

"

~~ ~

~4.~

~a~ f~ (I~ ~

~4.~

$19.~

~ ~ (~ ~ ~)

~.~

$19.~
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T~ble 3-22. Effocttvo~oss of Road Surfaco Tro~tments in C~mtrol.ng Soil
Losses (WV) (Kochonderfe~ ~nd Hetv~y, 1984)
Surface Tree,men!
3-k’~ ~ gmv~

Average Annual So~ Lo~m
5.4

Ung~ave~l

44.4

3-1nch cr~,.run grsvet

11.4

1-~ch cru~’te~.run gmvel

b. Cost Informatlon
The costs ssso~iated with coes~ruction of rolling dips on road~ wa’e estimated b), Dubeasky (1991) ss $19.75
wiu~ more dips needed ~ the dope of the ~ i~cre~es
Ellefson and Miles (1984) de.’mined the decline in net revenue a.o~iated with culvert onstructioe, wmer
consu’uctioe, and constr~cuoe of broad-based dips to be 3.8 percent, 2.3 pe~~n~, and 2.4 p~ccnt. ~$peclivei¥,
a Umber r~e with net revenue of $124.340 wilbout these Ix~lees. Ko~henderfcr and Wendel (1980) examined toed
costs, including bulidozm|. onsL-uctJon of" dr~nagc chps. culvert inJ~llauo~, and p’avclin$. The), oncluded
(I) Cos( to reconsl~:t ¯ road (including 600 toms of 3-inch clean s~one turfacinj ~t $5.74Aon) R $.T,B,T.T
mile. Cost ~Jso mcludod 20.5 houri (25 hours/nule) of I)6 u-~tos -me (for road coesm~xioe
o~st~uctioe of broad-btsed drtinag, e dips). 23 hours (28 boun/nule) of JD 450 ~o¢ time to sweed
~’~vel sm:l do fi,~J cbp shaping, and mst~lllt~on of two culvem. Roed oesu~ctioa witbo~ Ibe stoee
would have c0~
(2)

Cost t’o~ a newly coe, s~ucled road wos $J.67.~ per mile. includin~ 200 to~s of gr~vel. Corn included 46.5
hours (57 bourr,/nu|e) of D-6 tracto¢ time to bulldoze Ibe road ~rv, J ortsmac~ 22 drainage clips. Spre~din|
gravel ~d f’maJ d~p shaping lequired 7.5 hours of JD tracto¢ time. Tl~s roll onsirucled wilbo~ stoe~e,
would have cost ,T2.07~ per mi/e.

The steely concluded thai reed cousu~cUoe o~s in te~ain similar to the Wes~ Vir~Laia mountain area would
from about $2,(X)0/n~ie with no gravel and few culverts to about $10.000h~ie wi~h complete ~velmg and moee
f~quent use of culve~.
Kochend~rf~, Wtmd=l, ~d Srni~ (1984) ex~ninvd the costs associated wir.h road co~s~ucfioa o~" four minimum
~a~xiard roads in fl) Ap1~act)jan$ (T~ble 3-8 sires road charact-nstics). E.xcavar~oa costs vari~l ~cordmg to
~x:cific factors (soil type, rock outcrop exit, topography) and increased as [he amount of rock needing blas~$
md tim number o~" large ~ to be remov~ increased. Culvert costs varied acco~ng to the size and tTp= of culv~
us=d (Tabl~ 3-26 amt 3-27).
Lick-war (1989) ~mdied the co~s of various foreso-y practices in fl)e Southeast He demrmined th~
associamcl wiih road cce.struc~ce w~’~ $oe,.~lly tbe most ©xpeasiv~ re~ardJ~ss of I~.r.~m. TI~ costs f~. ~
d~ps and wamr bars incr=a.sed as rdm r~-ram st~pened, im:Licating incr~a.s~ impl~x~Jon of vrosio~ a~l nmoff
coea’ol Psactic=~ as slopes mcre.ased (’Table 3-28). Stveper ~ also rvquired ~lcLitio~ (~sp¢cifivd) mad
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~
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~

~
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314

~

~
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~

~
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Ttt~e 3-26. Coe! Summary k:x’ ~ "MiNmum-Standard" Forest Trtx~ Roe41
COnsL,’w~ed tn the Central Appa~ich|~ns* (1~S4 ~1~)
(K~~, W~. ~nd Smim. 1~)
~
~1

!

.,

~s (~r~,~)
Ex~
~

7

S,~

8

3.~

C~

~ A V~

T~

371

1,~

S.~

1.1~

2.116

9.~

~

5.457

0
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T~ble 3-2~. Co~ of Gravel and Gras~ Road Surf~cee (NC, ~1 (S~ 1~1

28 kg K~31
14 kg ~
~ kg 1~1~10
~ kg ~e

(15 ~)"
(~ ~)’

~g
~g
~,121~g
~,~g

~3.~
$9~4
~9.01
~.~

1~75
1,6~ ~

$5.2~

~,8~

~

U~ ~w ~s. straw mul~, grass.~ng, hydrouS, and o~er em~
~hn~s ~ ~mp/ete t~ ~nst~ ~o~ T~ ~t~s are u~
~lS unht ~tat~on ~n ~ estaDl~.

~

~t s~sh from ente~ steams ~ ~mpt~ ~ ~a~ ~t
~v~t ~ mlat~ to s~ a~mu~s.

~u~ a~ ve~ ~ e~ t~ suffa~. Route O~sc~ ~ Omina~

B~-~pCo~ A~-~dip,za~mllm~

~a~ o~f ~ ~ ~ ~o ~ f~l ~, w~ ~ sod
~~ ~u~ ~ e~ ~ ~ (K~~. I~?0),
" ~~ ~ ~ ~1~ an~ ~ ~ ~ Culv~ ~
h~ghhghl ~ ~si~ ~ m~lati~ of ~ ~ ~ c~v~, R~ly.
~ ~u~ to k~ w~ ~ ~nng ~ay suing ~h~ ~
~1~ ~gy ~ss~pm~. such ~ n~ ~ s~h. s~ ~ ms~l~ u
~ ~ ~na~e ~ si~ ~ ~d ~ ~te ~ ~e 1~ flows.

~. ~-~ cuiv~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~s a ~ m ~v~
¯

R~Bbp~i~dG~n~ ~~l~~to~
mvolv~ ~g ~ ~ so ~ it d~ ~w~ ~m ~ ~ of ~
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19781. ~i~inl
~om fl~ing taxi to ~ u~mn~ ~ cu~

~n~ f~I
~u~ ~.

wa~ ~s ~ ~ ~t~. C~ w~, ~Uy ~ng ~, es~i~ly ~ ~ ~ ~y
~b~ ~ils.
wi~

~id~0.5~~t2~t~~o~~~, R~ff~ ~y
~v~ mm ~lv~ m ~vmt ~ ~ o~ (R~weH. 1978).

Methods to nap sediment iIglude:

C

¯

Brush ILIrrierz. Brush bimen ire slash tnatm’i~ p~led IX the toe slope of ¯ ~ or at the outlets otr
culverts, tin.outs, dips, ~ wa~" bars. Brash barriers should be installed at the toe of flus if the fiJls a~e
located within 150 fee~ of a defined stream channel (Swi~ 1988). Figure ~.20 shows ~ use ors Ixush
ban~ at the toe of fi~L Profx~ iz~.ali~hoe Lt imp~utnt because if Ibe lx~sh bame~ is not firmly mChol~
and embedc~ in the slope, brush m,uenal may be meffec~ve for ~t removal and may dettch to block
ditches or ~dverts (Ontario Mmisu’y of Namr~ Resources, 1988). Ln addifio~ to use as brush twrierk slash
can be spread ove~ exposed nuner~ so~ to recluce the tmpa~ of ixecipitatioe evems and surface flow.

¯

Silt Fences. Silt fuxes are zmponry barnen used to intme~ sed~zgot- lade= runoff
~y~a~sdt~~~~s~of~f~w~ew~

R0042791

This will prevenz tracking olr sediment orao roadways, tbe~by p~veut~g the subsequeuc washoH of that sedimeot
dunn~ s~rm events. Whcu ne~ssary, clean trek wl~els ,o r~move sedaneoc pn~ so encenn~ ¯ publi~ right-of-way.

R0042794

II. Focestry Management
~ L~te ~m ~ys a~y ~ wat~ a~ ~ ~
~

If ~e u~ of ~ ~ ~av~pits ~ ~ ~nng forest ~d ~s~, ~te
p~ts, a~ ~rmw ~ts ~ts~ SM~ ana ~ the ~year fl~d le~ of any wa~ to ~n~m~e
a~r~ ~ts ~us~ Dy ~ m~lt~ng ~ntat~. Excavat~ shou~

R0042795

I:
~,
!:
~*
:
~
,~,
!!

(1) Avoid using roads where possible for timber hauling or heavy traffic during wit
or thaw periods on roads not designed and constructed for these conditions.
(2) Evaluate the future need for a ro~d and close roads that will not be needed.
Leave closed ro~ds lad drainage channell in a stable condition to Withstand
storms,
(3) Remove drainage crolllngl Ind culvirta If there Ii I rlllOfllble risk of plugging
Or failure from lack o! maintenance.
(4) Following completion of harvesting, clo~e and stabilize temporary spur ro~l$
and leaaonal roadl to ’-~ntrol and direct ~ Iway f~om the roldwly. Remove
il
all temporary strem ¢ro~aings.
|; ($) Inspect roads to determine the need for structural malntenance. Conduct
maintenance Ix~cttces, when onditiorll warrlnt, Including cleaning Ind
rlPlment of delerkxatld atructurel Ind erOllon ontroll, grading or seeding
of road our/aces, and, In extreme cases, ~ope stabilization or removal of told
filll where necesa~.y to maintain atl~lctural integrity.
(6) Concluct maintenance activities, such Is dust ab~ement, Io that
ontamlnanta o~ pollut~nta ~rt nor kltroduced into lur/ace wMMI to the extent

i

, t (7)Properly maintain permanent ~ uoislnga ~nd IseoclMed fills end
,~
ipp~olchea to reduce the likelihood (a) ~ atream overflow will divert onto
roads, and (b) thai fill erosion will o¢¢w If the lrain/ge Itructuml become

i

1. Applicability
TI~ ~ ~ pert~ to I~ds wbt~ silvicultural ol" hx~try opu~ons ~e planned or ¢onduclxL I!
~ inle.oded m ~ly to a,~t~ a~l ini.’l~vc roids ~ ~x ~ f~x ~vi~uhlu~/~’t~vibe~
Uad~ the ~ Zooe A~t Reauthon~tmo Ame~Iment~ of I~, Sta4es ~e wbj~’t to : number olr t~lui~meo~
~ ~e), dewdop oa~J aonpoir~ ~o~r~’e pmgr,~ in cooform~ty .~id~ IJ~ m~asu~ ~xl will have ~ flexibilit,/in
doing so. The al~Ljcauoo of ~ n~’~ge~m4 ~ by S~ i~ dc~nbed more full), ia ¢o~.~t~
Po~o~ Co~ P~,~r~., Pro~ Z~’~o~r ~ A~pro~ G~u~, published jointly b), ~e U.S,
Eoviroa~ea~l Ptx>~cuon A~e~)’ ~I~A) ~d ~be N~oo~l Oc¢~ md Aunosl~¢ Admimstr~ino ~NOAA) of~he

2. DescrlpUon

u~ or ~ io the fo~able future, ~m cffecuve ~e.a~t L~ m remov© ~L~L~a~ crossiags ~nd culvem if ~
is a ~ of" pluming o~ f~lure ~m l~:k of o~inu:naoc~, la ~ ca.~s (e.g., roa~s in use), i! rr~)’ I~ mo~

R0042796
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3. Management Measure Selection
a. Effectiveness Information
Drainage ~u’uctures mus~ be nmintamed to function properly. ~ulvem ~ di~cbes must be kep~ bee of debris ~
can restrict water flow. Routine ck~’~ng c~n ~un~rruze logging and preven! flooding. ~.l~ying. and
(Kochenderfer. 1970). Routine mammnance of road d,p$ and surfaces and quick ~spo~ to i~,~
sigmficandy reduce road-cau~d slumps and shdes .rid prevent th~ crr.at~on of berms thai ould clu~meh~e runoff
(Oregon Depmment of Forestry 1981; Onu~no ~mst..T of N*~ural Re~ou~es. 1988).
Proper roll/trail closure is e.enti-~ in preventing future erosio~ taxi ~hn~n~-tio~ from ¯bmdoned ro~ds md
;r~lJ, Proper closure incorpor~e~ removal of lemp<xat.y structure~ m watercourses, tt’mamn| ~rn crossm|
appro~cbes w u~eU" original ~’~les. reveget~ung ~hsttubed s~.~s. ~ preventing futu~ scce~t (Kocbenderfer. 1970;
Rothwdl. 197~) Revegetauon of d~sturbed ~ ~ ~he ~oi! from r~x!rop ~mp~ct ~d ~h sod M~re~oa,
Iberefore redu~ erosioe and ~Lmen~aoe (Ro~bw~li, 1978).

b. Co#t In~’m~lon
B~mefit~ of proper ~ n~inleam~ were efl’eaiv¢ly shown by Dis~meyer and Frsndu~ (1988). Msinle~nce
foe" road rep~ w~ 44 pe~ent ~ without tmpJcmem~o~ of" ~ol meaJuros than f~ ms.arise of
(Table 3-31).
Di,meyer and Fc~ter (1987) pee,tmted ~m analysis of the econom~ bencfiu of various watcrthed
associated with roads (Table 3-32). Specifically. they examined the co~t of revegctatmg cut-a~d-fill slope, arid
ost~ of vtrioui plarming and macmgeme~ wchmca~ services (e.g.. pt’ep~nt~g ~oil and wal~’ pceacnpt~on~. ~om~i|il~
mils data. and reviewing the pcojccl in the fi¢ldL The~ ost~ wer~ compared to ravings m co~
mmntenance cmt~ re~ulting from the wa~-~hed ~tmem~. SpecificaJly. ~vingt were reaJ~axl from
pcoblcm toils, wet a.q~, and unstable slope~. The eco~ot~¢ anaJysis thawed thai the inclution of ~ and
~rce ma~agemen| (i.e.. revegetatmg md wchmcai ~ervic¢~) in the Iocauon and o~tructme of forest mash
resulted in an esttmated Mving~ of $311 pe¢ lulomeu~, m o~structine ost~ and $186 pe¢ kdon~q~ in
A~ part of the Fisher Creek Wale~A~d lmpcuveme~ Project. Rygh (1990) examined the vat,~s orn of ripping and
~tnfication using different teclmtque~. The ma)or crux of Rygh’s work was to compm’ the relative ndvanttge~ of
u~ng ¯ track hoe fo¢ ripping and w..anficauot~ venus the use of ltrge tractor-mounu~d nppet~ H¢ found Irack hoe,
to be p~ferabie to t:actor-rno~nted nppe~ for ¯ variety of reasons, inch~tmg ~be following:
¯ A reduction in furrows tnd r~ul~ng coecentr~ed nmofl" caused by tractor;
¯ Improved con~ over the extent of u:arificatim;
¯ Increased versatility and maneuverability of track hoe,;

Ry~ es~in~d that r~e o~ of ripping wi~h a ~ack hoe ra~ged from $2~0 to $406 ~ mile co~ to a ~t of
$550 per mile for ripping with ¯ D7 or D8 tracto¢ (Table 3-33).

As discussed more fully at ~h~ beginning of d~s chap~r and in (~ l, the following pcac~oes are described for
illustrative purposes o~ly. Sta~e po:v~ams ~ no~ require imple~m~ou of the~e practices. However, as a
prac~c~l rrm~er, EPA nnticipa~es fi~t the n~8~ment treasure ~ forth above gene~ally will be imp~-me~ed by
applying one or more nm~agemem pracn~e~ appropriate ~o the source, lock, on, and ¢lin~mle. The practice~ s~ forth
beAow have been found by EPA to be representative of~be types of practices that c~,, be apl~ed ~:ce~sfulJy
ache©re the rrmrmgemcnt me~’m’e dcs~’ibed above...
EPA-~IO-B.92.002 Janu,I,’y 1993
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Table 3-31. Comparison of Roed Repair Co,eta for ¯ 29-Year Period With
(D~.~mey~’ and Fr~nd~en, 1988)
Ma~te~,~nce Costs W~thOu~ BMPs
Equcment
Materials (gr~vel)
Work super~qwo~
Ref:~ir cost per 3 years
Total cost over 20 year~"

Costs of BMP Installattoft
~365
122
40
.527
$2.13"--’~

I

Labor to construct termce~
watt" diversions
Materials to reve,~etate
Cost of techn~al assurance
Total cost over 20

$ 780
120
300

PNV: $9~’t
fliC ratio: 1.78 Io 1,00 ~ m~ BMP im~ ~
2
¯ D~:~.~eU ¯ 4%.

R0042799

SmaJl bulJdozen ~ from-end iouclen af~ea~
~ ($~g I~).

~m ~ (~. 1971; R~w¢ll. 1978).

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ng v~

EPA-840-B-g~O02 Jar, uaq, 1~3

~7

R0042800

Wawr bsrs w~Jl help ~o m~n~n~z¢ the volu~ of wa~ flowing ov~ ex~ ~ ~ ~ve w~ ~ ~
will ~ ~u~ ~si~. Wa~ ~ sp~ng ~ on soil ~)’~ ~ sl~. T~ble 3-~ ~ ~gg~
~ui~li~s f~ wa~r ~ s~ing. W~ ~Id flow off ~ wat~ ~ ~o ~. ~h. ve~e~o~ duff,

~ Re~tate ~ ~ ~ ~ a,~ s~bil~e t~ ~ ~ffa~ a~ ~n~
Ref~ to Reve~i~ of Distu~ ~ ~ag~nt ~u~ f~ a ~ ~I~ ~s~

#~ ~d ~a~s (R~II, 1978; ~u~n a~ ~ 19~).
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Under Ihe Coastal Zone Act R~autho~t~tion Amendments of I~, Sm~
Pollut~n ~trol P~gr~" P~,e~m l~velopme~ ~ ~p~l Ga~e, ~bS~ ~mdy by t~ U.S.

R0042802

~

Effectiveness Information

The amount of total soil disturbance varies coctsiderably betwee~ the different yarding techniques. Megahan (1980)
presented the most comprehensive survey of the available iMormafion on these impacts, prese~tmg the data in two
3-60
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Cnac.w 3

T~

R0042804

R0042805

middle, ~,’i~h G-I 0 pe’rc~m
cable ~ ~suh m si~ifi~). ~E~ ~n~ of ~s~u~ ~1 ~
Sidle (19~0) ~ ~n~ s~in~
~ ~a) ~ sod c~U~

Mill~r ~ S~s (1986) c~

~ea ~r ~ of m~ (20 ~). ~=~ ~li~ ~=n~ ~ln~ ~ I=g~=
~ablc 3-39).

~ti~ in P~fic ~hmt C~arcuts~O)
~re

T~=

H~

3~
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Avo~l cable yarding ~ or ~os.s watercoot~
When cabk~ yarding across re’ca, ms caano~ be avoided, u~ full suspension IO m~ninuze damase Io channel bank~ az~d
vegeta~on m d~ SMA.
I~ Yard logs uphill mff~ef ffzan
in uphill yzrdin~z, log dec~ ar~ plac~d on riKfge o~ I~ll lops ~r ~ in low.lymB ~ (~ 1983).
~ I~s soil di~l~e ~au~ I~ hh ~mp~ Io ~ Io~s ~uc~s fn~ ~i~ ~ ~ ~tw~
~iau~ of y~ u~Is ~w~U fr~ ~ l~ng ~ ~[f ev~ly ov~ ~ ~ ~ ~

e. Pe~m Ma~g~ent P~
~ a~ ra~ ~tM ~ ~t~. ~ ~ wastes a~ ~~ ~ ~~
~ was~ ~1 ~ms.~ W~te ~, ~e~, ~ ~. a~ ~ ~~

" U~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~fi~ ~ ~ d~ ~L ~ ~L ~~

0

R0042812

R0042813

Tlble 3-42. I~. Suspended. and To~I Sediment Lo~es and Pm’centage d Exposed Soil in
the Experimenl~ Water~he~ls During Wat~ Y~rs 1976 and 19~ ~ Y~s Site Pm~b~
T~hnlques (MS. AR) (Be~ley, lg~)

37

1976 (t~)

--

O~

R0042814

O
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Tilde 3-50. Con~er~on 04 Coet: fro’ Yarding Unrnecchanta~e Material ~) ~ B~
0
,

~i~

Prol~ SMA

s~ ~ Bum

a~ ~ Bum

YUM, left ~
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~scri~ fire f~ s~e ~ep~ation and ~ntrol ~ suppress wildfire in a m~n~ which
~uces ~tent;al non~lnt sour~ ~li~ion of su~a~ w~ers:
(1) Inten~ pres~i~ fire should not cau~ excessive ~tmentation d~ to
~bi~ effect of removal of canopy s~s and the
of su~anopy and ~ma~us vegetation r~ts, es~lally in SMAs, In
streamsl~ ~tation f~ small ep~meral dralna~s,
(2) P~scrtptions f~ ~rt~ ft~ should prot~ ~alnst ex~ssi~ erosion
~imentat~n to the e~ent ~acticable.
(3) All bla~ fWell~s, f~ pmscrl~d fire and wildfire, should ~ plo~ on ~nt~r
~ stablhx~ w~h water bars an~ ot~ app~late~hnlq~s ff ~ to
ontr~ ex~ssi~ ~entatlon ~ Mos~n of ~ flmlt~.
(4) Wddfwe su~sslon and ~abllitMton should ~nsi~ ~sslb~ N~
of war.our.s, whi~ ~n~ng ~ ~ty and ~r~ional

to adversely aff~.-t water quality (Golden et al., 1984). T~ amoun! of erosion following a fire deper~ on the
following:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Amoum of ground covet remaJx~g on ~ soil;
S~’pness of slope;
Time, amount, and intensity of rainfall:
intensity o." fire;
Inherent erodibility of the soil; and
Rapidity of revegetation.

Mersereau and Dyrness (1972) found sla.~h burning on steep slopes to contribute to surface soil movement by
removing htte~ and vegetation, and baring 55 percent of tJ~ fruneral sod. Richter and otbe~ (1982). however, found
that ptmodtc, low-intensity pres~nhed fires had little effect o~ ~,aze~ quahty in the Atlantic and Gulf coastal plain.
Revegetat~on of burned areas aim dra~cally reduces sediment ygkl from pt, escribed bunung and wildl’u~s (Bakes’.
1990):

;3. Management Measure Selection
This measure is ha.u~d in part on information and expe~mce gained horn su~dies and from d~e use of similar
management pracuces by States. To avoid many of the negauve impacu from prescribed burning, Pope
recommends thin those in cha~ge of managing the fire construct water dare, ions on firelines in steep ten~a to diliO
the water away from the bum. leave an adequate stop of un~stu~oed sud,tce between the prescribed burn a~a mad
water sources, and avoid intense fu’es ou mils thai m uncohesive and highly esx~hble.
Dymess (1963) studied the effects of sla~ burning in the Pacific Northwest. finding that seve~ burning decremes
rail porosity and infiltration capacity, thus Increasing the potenual f~ sod erosion. Clayton (1981) found thai after
the helicopter logging and broadcast burning of slash in the Idaho batboltth, erosion incre.ased approximately 10 times
the natural rate for ¯ short period of time as the resuh of to ¯ t,,gb.mtensity nun uorm and then decmr.asmd
substa.,~ally within I~e following year.
Feller (1981) examined the effects of(I) clearcutting and (2) cleareutting and slash burning m stream tempem~m~
in southwestern British Columbia. Both treatments resulted in incrr.a~d sumner temperatures as well as daily
temperature fluctuations. These effects lasted for 7 yeats In the case of the clearcut steam but longer in the
of the clearcut and slash-burned stream. Clearcutting incrr.~u~l winm temperatures, while slash burning
temlx"ratures. The study oocJo4;k~d that clearcutting ~ slash burmng ~ a greater in~oact on ~ tempesll~0d’es
than d~d clearcutting adone.
Biswell and Schultz (1957) found that surface runoff and erosion in no,,hem CaLifornia ponderosa pine foeests a~
no~ attributable to prescribed burning. WhiJe conducting observations dunng heavy rains, the authors found that
duff and debris left afar burning were effective in maim~mng high infilu’auoo and percolation capacity, and they
traced surface runoff to ha~ soil areas caused by human activity. A study by Page and Lindenmud~ (1971) examined
the effects of prescribed fire on vegetation and sediment on a waft,shed in the oak-mountain mahogany chaparral
of centraJ Arizona. The study found that the average sediment movement ~ the u~atud ~ges during the ~year period was 0.30 acre-feet per .u;luaz~ mile pea" year. which is substantially less than the sedim~t loss of 3.2 ~
feet pet ~uare mile per year for the t’u-st 5 years following ¯ wildfi~ in ¯ comparable at~a in Arizona.
Stednick and others (1982) found increased concentrations of suspended sedimems, phosphorus, and potassima im
streamflows below the burned axea after the slash burning of coastal hemJock-spruce forests of southeastern Alaska.
Stream monitoring indicated an immediate flush of elements, followed by a slower release of these elements into
surface water. No ruductioo in the nitrogen content or depth of the soil orga~c horizon was found, but ~ were
significam reductions in the potassium and magnesium contents of the so~l.
Minneso~’s Landowner Forest Stewardship Plan (1991) estimates the cost foe prescribed burning io be $’271ac~..
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B~I Avoid burning o~ steep sk:>pes with h~ard areas or highly etoctdde ~:~i1$.

L

b. Wildfire Practices
~! ~ ossible avoid using Bre-mtar~ant chemicals in SMAs and over watercourses, and ~
t~e~r runoff ~nto watet~>urses, Do not clean appleton equc~nt ,n wate,’cou~es or k~ations
~ra~ ~nto watercourse$,
I C~se water we#s excavated tot ~ssion ~:t~vit~es ~s ~oon as/xac~al ~
mtO/,’es. Th~s can ~r~uOe ~K~rea.~g awareness so O~rect alX~.aoon ol fee m~ants to

2

1. Applicability
TI~s n~tnaF, emenl melisur~ pertains to I~ ~ silvimllu~ ~ fms~ +r~ims ~ ~ m ~ II

U.S. ~ of C~

¯~

2. ~scripU~

;
¯ sm~tin~ ~ ~ive f~ of~ps, ~ucin+ ~ vel~i~ of suK~ runoff, s~ili~ng ~il ~c~ wi~ ~,
N~m’~t. ~ ~~ of f~ ~ ~’it~l ~+eg~ ~ i~ Io si~ifi~l ~ ~ ~
~m~om Acing ~o Cm ~ B~I~ (1980). stud~ ~ve f~ ~t s~ ~~ ~ ~
~ dunng ~ ~ ~nf~ls following ~~ of a 2.~ logging ~ ~i~in ~ i~ ~ ~
m~ ~g~ ~ ~ u~sm~ o~ m.a~ fm ~ ~x~ 2 p~.
V~ c~ ~ ~ ~v~! ~ mv~ ~ ~ving ~ ~+nsi~. ~ it ~u~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~a~ imo ~ ~iJ. i~mg infil~u~ mt~ (~glu~. 1978). Nu~ent ~ sod lm~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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by B~’~lund (1978) ~s ¯ s~s~l ~~t ~ ~ ~llmg
mulling ~ve~ ~i~s f~ ~ cover, f~i~. ~ mul~ng ~s

(I~) ~ ~ ex~nl to which ~veg~ c~s ~i~ ~ s~ ~ ~lls u
~u~ ~ ~w mulch ~u~ ~ by ~igh~ ~ ~f. ~B

~ ~ng ~ ~le 3-55). ~ ~c im~ of ~ ~eg~ ~ge~
by ~ky (l~l~ab~ 3-~). ~ng f~h~s ~ ~gh logging ~ ~ $19.75
f~l~. R~mg, s~g, ~ ~ng log ~ks ~u u~t 178.50
~n~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u~, ~ w~ ~ ~ $12.~ ~h f~ ~s~ ~ ~.

S~h~p l~ves ~ {SIP) ~ ~ ~ of ~s~ish~

(B~h~h~ ~d ~ I~)
G~ 8
(~ m~
~,i,z~)

G~ A
(~ ~,~)

(~s)

~

2

~

4

G~ C
(~,
mu~, ~)

3

e

S

6

4.71
1~

70.0

~.7

7.4

~.6

0.9

0

~

I~.2

~9

11.1

~.1

1.1

0

1~

~.1

101.0

~.6

11.4

~7

1.1

0

17.~

~3

1~.8

~8

11~

~.8

1.1

0

~4

~.~

~.2

1~.7

~.4

11.9

~0

I.~

0

G4
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Tol~e 3-55. Costs of Erosion Control Measures (Megahan, 19~7)
Measure"
l
:

;

Cos~ (~a~e)

D~y see~.~g

"r
124

P~aslc ne~,,~g I:)~acecl over seeded area
¯ Habe~, OF.. and T. ~ 1982. Cos~z o~ Eros~o~ Co~’o~ Measures
~ C,,eek W=erm~ m ~. U~m ~ I~.

5,662

~ C~r~l~ and Malnten~ (~ky, 1~I~

EPA-840-B-~-0~ January 1~
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i~ Use chemicals when necesaa~.y for foist management in e¢¢ordanoa with the
t; foliowing to reduce nonpo|nt source pollution Impacts due to the movement of
~ ~ forest chemicals of/-eJte during and after application:

(,)conduct
o icat n. .nd, .pp,icator.
eccordlng to the registered use, with special consideration given to Impacts to
I:
he.by surface waters.
i ; (2) Carefully proscribe the type and amount of pesticides appropriate for the Ineect~
|~
fungus, or herbaceous species.
~* (3) Prior to ~,oplic~ions of peMicides and ferlllizers, inspect the mixing and loading
~
Ixc)cess end the celibcal|on of equll~nent, and identify the appropriate weather
conditions, the spray area. and buffer Mess for sur/ace waters.
~
(4) Establish and klentlfy buffer are~ to~ surface waters. (This ie especially
important for ~eriel applications.)
~ ($) Immediately repot1 accidental spllie of pesticides or fertilizers Into surface
waters to the appropriate 8tats ~gertcy. Develop an effective spill contingency
plan to ontain q)ills.

M

1. Applicability
Ilndl wh~l~

Co~
¯ s they d~velop ¢oa,~l~J ~OnlX~n! sour~ IXOrr~ms in onfotnuty wil~ th~$ rnc~u~ reel will have Iom~ fl©xil~lil~ m
d~n~ so. Th~ ~pl~:~on of tl~i rnana~r~nt m~su= by $~tes ~ d~rflx~l rno~ full), i. Co~/~/Ho~po~

2. Description
5
chsposed of prol:~-Iy m ord~ to prevem potential no, point source pollution. Sinc~ f~tiliz~-s may also be toxic
may sl’u ft the ecosystem e~e~gy dynanucs, depending on th~ CXlX~are atx:l concenuation, they must also be prol~dy

l~sticides and fertilizers are occasionally introduced into forests to reduc~ mortality of desired tree species, improve
forest producuon, and favor paruculat plant species. Many forest statx:ls or sites never receive chemical try.mere,
and of those that do receive u’eatmem, typically no mo~ than two or three applications ar~ made during :an eflti~
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(Souu~e~ I.k~ted States) (P~k~k ,t. ,L, 19~g)
ResCue Lm~s k~ Surface
< 130
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Chapter 3

II. Forestry Management

T~ ~ ~ ~ h~ Two Wattage In U~a Ex~d~n~l Wat~
(OR) (Nonls et tl., 1991)
L~s ~s ~ Stal~st~
Wal~ 2 (It~t~
Wal~ 4 (~1~

P~! ~ ~

Ur~-N

NH~-N

A~me I~ (k~)
0.~
0.28

NO~-N

T~al

28.~

0.~

0.~

27.~
2.07

~~ ~
2.44

0.85

~.71

~O

2.

2

the wated)ody. The pe~k conc~nuations wer~ dir~-cdy proportional to the amount of open surface waler within the
treated ureas, and increases resulted almost entirely from direct applications to suHace water. Megah~n (1980)
summanznd dam from Moor~ (1975). who exan~ned changes in water quadsty following the fertilization of various
forest stands with urea. Tb= major observations from tlas research a~ sum.manzed ,,, follows (Megahan, 1980):
¯

Increases
in ~h¢
concenu’ation
ur~ea-N ranged
from
very low to a maximum of 44 ppm, with the highem
conce~u’atiom
stmbuted
to directofapplication
to wa~.
surfaces.

¯ Hi~her concenu’ation, occurred in are~ where buffer SU~l~ we~ ao~ left be$ide ~t~.ambankt
¯ Chen~cal concer)u-ations of urea and iu by-produc~ tended to be relatively sho~.fived due to Iramlx~
downsv=am, a.tsim, lation by ~quatic organisms, or a(£u:~rption by ~ tedimenta.
Based on his literature r~,iew Megahan (1980) concluded th~ the impacu of feruliz~, application in forested at,~m
could be significantly r~duced by avoiding applicaUon techniques that could result in ~ deposition into I1~
waterbody and by mmn~ning ¯ buffer a~J along ~he sueambank. Malueg and others (1972) and Hetheringto~
(1985) also pr=senu~d informauon in support of Megahan’s conclusion.

4. Practlce~
As discussed moR fully m ~)e beginning of" dds chapter and in Chap~ i, the following practices aR describnd for
illustrative purposes only. State programs need n<x re, quire implementation of these practices. Howev¢r, as ¯
prac~icaJ mawr, EPA anticipates that th~ management measur~ set forth above generally will be implemented by
applying one or more managerrent practices appropriate to ~e source, loc~on, and clirna~e. The practices set forth
below have been found by EPA ~o be reprcsen~.ive of the types of practices IMt can be applicxl successfully to
achieve the management m¢asure described above..
~

For aerial spray applications maintain and mark a buffer area of at least 50 feet around a/I
watercx)urses and watertxxt~es to avokl drift o~ accidental application of chemicals dir~-~y to surlaoe

A wider buffer may be ne~led for major str~Jms and lakes and for application of pes~cides with high toxicity to
aquatic life. A 100-foo( buffer should be used for aerial applications and a 25-foo~ buffer used for ground spray.
Aerial application metho~ requ h- careful and precise marking of application areas to avoid accidental contamination
of open wate~ (Rieked~ 1989). For specific applications such as hypo hatchet or wick applicator, buffer ar~a widths
used for spray applications may be rexluc~cL

EPA.,940-B-92-OG2 January 1993
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DO ~ Ipply pe~i¢ide~ ~be~n wind ¢owJ~l~on$

State Mana~nt P~n. ~~nt ~sums
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In ~ ab~ of such ~ ~v~ ~ ~ ~ ~ld ~ ~ legally u~ ~ ~ S~.
overlap, Sta~ ~ z~ ~ ~tnt ~u~ age~ ~ w~k
~ S~te age~-y thai ~ a k~ ro~ in ~vel~mg ~ l~k~nung
~velop~nl ol ~5tIC~ ~a~e~nl ~&~u~ o~n~ ~ ~Ute. u~r
W avo,d dupll~bon ofefl~ ~ c~t]tcung ~Uc~ ~,R~U ~w~n ~. Fun~.
wdl ~ ~s~ s~ ~ ~ ~ ~g~t ~ will ew,lvc
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2
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BMPs

~mulga~ by ~A m ~ ~ ~ ~Z

3. Manage~nt Measure ~~

/
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Table 363. To(~ Nitrogen
~t C~tmt~

~

t~.O 0.6)

L

88 (2.0)

O~

1.~ (~)
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This prance will reduce ~ poteelial of the nutrie~ leaching Io ~ wmer. ~ k will ~ the ~
of uuu’ic~ts for plato uixake.
~ A~oly fertilizers o~ring m,~ximum plant ul~ke peK<x~ to minimize leacht~
5
To det~rn~oe fenii~z~ formul~oes, it is be= zo cornice zv~lable niu~e~, pbospbon~s, potz~z, md ~ ie
the soLIs to be u’~ated with d~e z~qu~rez~-ots of tke species m be ~

~

U
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&stance (rise). as 2:1. A 2:1 sl~

5~d: A c~i~u~s ~p of
~u~ to ~ a ~ge~ous ~ ~s~ngu~s~ie UmL
5~rea~Me ~na,~e~ area (SMAk A ~igna~

T~: ~-~ng s~ of

flow gram ~h volu~
~ ~ W~ ~ ~ ~ f~Uy u~ ~ ~ ~, ~ls, ~ I~s.
W~e~n~: A ~fini~ c~ wi~ ~ ~ ~ ~i~ w~ ~~ w~ flo~s ~dy, ~y
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Appendix 3A
Examples of State Processes
Useful for Ensuring Implementation of
Management Measures
i
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3A-2." Examples from Oregon

0

R0042866

~3

3A-3: Examples from New Hampshire
~_~,

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Notice of Intent to Cut Wood or Timber

O
~.

TAX YEAR APRIL t. t992 TO M~H 31. ~

2

A

R0042870

R0042871

D. Relationship of ~is Chapt~ to ~r Chapters and to ~r EPA
D~uments

R0042872

R0042873

¯

Minimiza~on of soil erosion and ~dunemab~xs

¯

Main~:nance of ~ ~~ b~

¯

~ of ~-w~ ~

¯ Conu~l and management of nmoff to reduce.;ix~.-vont flooding; and
¯

Managemem of aqua~ and npanm ms~xJn:es fo~ active and passive recre~on (APWA. 1981~
,~

Urbanization and Its Impacts
Urbaniza{ion 5rst occun~d in coastaJ arces and this lus~x~¢al ucnd continues. Approximmdy 80 percent o~’ the
h;alion’s populatmn lives in coastal areas. Tb~ nrg-,l~e impacts of ud),-uuza~ion on coastal and estuanne wa~rs has
be~n well documented in ¯ number of sources, includml the Nabonwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) and lee
$~==es’ §305(b) ~nd |319 reixx~
Dunng urbanization, pu’vious spaces, indvdmg Vel~eed and open fo~suxl a~J~, ~ co~vervxl to land use~
usuaJly have in,.’rcw,,~d areas of lmpe~VK)US saa’fac=, ~-.~lung in in~ued runoff volumes and pollulant
While urbamza~ion may enhance Ihe v~ o~ propmy undn ¯ WKI= nmg= of environmen,-J conch[ions (USEPA, 1977),
urbanization lyplcaJly results in changes to d,e physical, chemical, and biological cbazact~’isU~s of Ihe wa~nhod.
Vegetative ov~ is $1npped from the land and cut-and-I’di ac~v~ucs thai enhance the development Folenbal o~
land occur. Fo¢ example, natural ~ thai le~ly pond walcr ar~ graded to ¯ un,form slope, in~
the volume of runoff dunng ¯ ~ ~ (,~:buel~’. 1987). A~ population density inc~ss~ ~ ie ¯
onespo~hng inc~ase in pollutant Jondmgs gme~aiod from human a~ivihes. These pollutants typically
watch v~a runoff without unda’going u~mmt.

a. Change~ In Hydrology
~ in mspome to =i== leman. ~dm~. md the -,u,uon of impervious ~urf~ ~d =ma~aed
(Schuck=r. 1987). Most IXObk’n=b¢ ~ Ib= tm:=dy iac~ased runoff volume= sad the cmuin~ etmion a~l =edime~
loads bare been rrportod to b¢ on Ihe on~rr of 3:~ to4:~ mm per =~e per )~.ar (Novom~ md Cbeslen,
and Sdtick, 1967; Yod~¢ =~1 Herb, 1976. 197~). Loadm&= horn aadismd~d woodlsad= ~ tTpi~lJ)’ less ~ I

rooftops, roads, ptd~ing Ires, and ~le~valks. d=~ase =be infiltra=iv~ capaci~ of die &rouad ~ad
ia~,tsed volumes of nmoff. Ek’v~xl ~ ~ ==o=mt~ ~be censm~tion of nmoff conv~m:e=
modifir.~ion of existing dr=i~e W~’ms to m~)id ~=~sion of $~e=mhani= ~ sm=p dopes. ~
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Water qu,~i~] inlets, like ponds, I~1), on pavip! ~e~ling to r~move pollu~nts befo/~ ponds ~hschar~ V,llet
~on, n s~wet or o~her collectioa syslem. Waler quaJity ml,.-/s sre d~si~ned ~o uap floatabte u~sh and debris. When
inleL~ ~ coupled w.h oil/grit ~’-paralors. hycb’ocad)on loa, d~n~s from a~as wllh h~h ~’~fic/par~og volumes can
I~ l~u~’~. ||ov,’e,,’~’, ex~ri¢l~e has shown l]lal ~ (~vi~-s have limJl~’d pollulam-mmovaJ
~,ho~Id no{ be us~l unless coupled w.h h’~ucn! and lf~.’uv~ clean-out mc[h,xh (Schueler ~ -’.. |992). Ahho~gh
no costs ~e currendy av-~,labl¢, proper rn~un~enanc~ of water quahty inl~s must include prop~ d~ of
coa~e-~r~ined sediments and hydrocaHx)ns. The cos~ of clean-out and d~spo~] may be ~ti/’~anl ~hen
contan~na~ed l, edim~nls require pro~
Inadequat~ rnain~nance is oflen ciled as on~ of the ma)or f~lors influcncin~ Ibe poor efft’~’w,-etw~
pra~uc~s. The cost of long-ram mmntenance should be evaluated dunng the select~oe process. In addition.
responsibility for maintenance should be clearly as~gned for Ibe life of the aystem. Typ~al maintenance
¯

Inspection of basin.~ and ponds aft~ every ma~/" slc4~t fo~ the fu3( few months ~ ~ lad
~nnually

¯ Mowing of gr~s filte~ strips and swales at ¯ fRquency to pecvenl wmxJy gn)wdt ~ promote dense
¯

Removal of litte~ and debri, from dry podia, feet’bays, and wate¢ quality inlets;

¯ Revegetmiee of axded ~

E~A~>~-~-O~ ~ I~

R0042892

i

R0042894

d~suX-~s. oun~es. and ¢ber ap’ncies. The Fogr~n has ken well rtxeived and from Felx~aq 1991 to July 1991,
over 1.10O individuals from 300 ompames and orgam,v.~om part~.’~pated in ~be program (Shaver and P~ocko. 1992).
b.

¯

Ensure that all uffoan runoff facil~bes are ooerated and maintained OtoOetty.

Once a~ urban runoff f-~,:ility is mslalled, it should receive Ihorough m;unten,mce in o~ler Io fun~o~ Ixopedy and
mX po~e ¯ health o~ safety d~reaL Maintenance should ochre’ at regular intervals, be pefl’ormed by ofle o¢ mo~
indlvKluais uameJ in I~Uper in~pectio~ and maintenance of urban.nmotf faCdllies, and be perfoclned in accon;lan~
~’,,h ~e ad,,p~cd s~uw.la~ds of the Sta~e or Io~al government (Ocean Coumy. und~ed). !! is mo~ effeclive ~d
effi¢~em ~o ped,~m prevemahv¢ maumen~.e on ¯ rebuilt basis d~an Io under~ke majo~ remedial o~ ¢o~recUve ~’~ion
on an as needed basi~ {C~.’ean Count),. unda~l),

Infi,ration ba.~ins ~ue impoundmems in ~hith incoming ur~n runoff ~s lemporanly slOted unlil it |radually infll~es
into ~be ~1 sunoundin~ Ibe b~uin, inGlualion basins should dnun ~dun 72 hours to mainlnin aembK condilions,
which f~vo~ bacteria ~hal a,d in pollu~n! removal, and Io tnsme ~hat ~be basin is heady to re~.’etve Ibe ne~! s~m
(Schueler. 19~7). The runolT emennl~ the basin is Iweueamd Io remove coarse sediment Ih¯l may 1o~ Ihe surface
sml pure cm ~be basin floor. Co~-mraled runoff should flow ~ough ¯ ~edlmem ~’ap, or ¯ vele~aled hllet $lnp may
be u~l for sh~ flow.

~

L

"~
p~

R0042904

R0042905

;s’ (1) Avo~ ~s~n. to t~ e~ent ~~, of ~e~ t~t m ~~
su~pt~ to eros~n ~ ~iment ~;

~
~
~

F; ~)~ mas that ~vi~ ~a~ wM~ qual~ ~f~s ~
~s~ to maintain riparian and ~uabc bio~; a~
~.~
~. (3) S~e ~l~n~ including r~o, h~hwayo, and ~ to ~ to t~
exlent ~t~ab~ t~ nMur~ latency ~ wa~s a~ natural
kt

R0042907

CASE STUDY I - RHODE RIVER ESTUARY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND
~ ev~kmtx)n o~ the ~
~,ment) m s.~ace r~no~ was

~ur~ BMPo Im ~

~F~~y~~ F~o~,Ii~IN~I~~I 1~~

~m~~~~~;~~W~ 1~)

R0042908

foe" ~ nonpo~ som’~ po/iu~om (USEPA. 1990). Ta/~ 4-I0 i/lus~ae~ ~he B, eneml e~,aea::~m~m~ss ~ Vl~Oms

R0042909

R0042912

R0042913

R0042914

it./.M~n Ru,-,. _conditions"
(USEPA,
1~77).
below areatexamples
the WlX’S
development regul~,ons ~d
implementation
too~s that
haveListed
been successful
omrolimgof
nonpoim
tourceofpolluue~.
* De~h,p~w~ ~ o~t~c¢~ o~ relp,latio~ req,,iri~l~ NPS potl~tio~ controls [or ~ew development ar, d
These o~lin.~,,es o¢ ~gula6ons should ~dd~ss. at ¯ minimum-

V
O
L

(I) Conm~ of off-site urban runoff discharges (to ce~oi po~nual impacu of flooding):
(2) The use of source control BMPs and treatm~t BMPs;
(3) The Petfiwmance expectations of BMPt. specifying detign sto~n si~, frequency, and mininmm
I~mo~al ell~’Uvenes~, as specified by the State or local
(4) The pt~’tio~ of ttteam channels, natural drainage way~, and wetlmtb;
~5) En~ion tnd tediment cont~ gequi~ments fo~ new ¢omtructme and gedevelopmem; and
(6) T~aunen! BMP opet, mion and maintenmge t~qui~-menu and de,ignatioa of re~pomible

2

Zoning is the division of ¯ municipality ~ oumy into d~smcts f~ the purpose of Rgulating land use.
Usually delsned on ¯ map. the allo~able uses ~,thin each zone ~ described in an official document, such
~ ¯ zoning Lwdlnance. Zoning *s enacled f~ a vanc~y o( ~L~OnS, mcludLng IXe=,~"vauon of mvtronmentally
senstuve ~u~as and tr~as necessary to mmnt~un ~he envu~nm~mal tmegrlly of an ~ (Inlen~Uona] ~lty
Managemem Associmion. 1979).
Within ~mung (xdmancet, sulxhvision regulations govern the IX~X’ss by ~hich individual lots of land are
qq)mpnalrly related Io theu’ sunound, ngs. (~neral site deugn stand,~s, such a~ p~servalim of
e~vuonmt~tlally sens, uve atlas ~ o~e example of subthvlsion re~ulaltons (IntcmaUot~l (.’lty Man~emeat
Assoctatttm, 1979).

As described earlier, m’lmm nmoll cemaim high mmzmmtiom of poflstanu wsshed off impm, ious imrface,

R0042916

~

"

R0042917

R0042918

R0042919

R0042921

I

~ Plan, deign, and develop erie

lu~tib~ to eros~n Ind ~Im~t

R0042923

¯ Pmlx=ly m~ge ~il m~ma~ecl l~d~cqx= to avokl wz~e~ q~lity iml~~

R0042925

R0042928

$1 I0,000 I~r ~

R0042930

NOTE: A comm~ bel~Ir is ~ low-density developmem is mo~e e~vin)nmenl~lly sound l)~.ause i! ~sults in
in,.-reas~d open space. Mmirnum hx so.e ~’quiremems caa ~e~uh in :ubu~oan sprawl. Many of these areas
heavily laad.~aped md therefixe have the Ix~e~ual Io co~tnl>u~e ~d~n~’:can~ loadin~s or nu~ems aad pe~i¢ides to
surface ~va~er~. In ma~y cas~, lus~.eng and infill devc~mem n~y be
They may ~ r~uJt m ¯ cos! ~vm~s for muru¢ipallue# bec~a.~ clusl~nng and infill development ~maIly i~luir=
l~ss infra.~zuc~ur~, including urban runoff U’~tm~n! syst~L~. TI~ imlx~t~on of
c|u~tenng. Wh,k m~n~mum 1o{ size requir~mems Ire U~lru| m ~me
o~hnance~ shoaid a(X lx~lude Ih~ imp|em~n~uon o[’lu~ed d~velopmen!
dcvciopmc~

Performance crite~a for site developmen( ont~n cert~n bu~lt.ln safeguards to pro(et~ nalura] realiu’~. Performance
mu~na oh~n al~ly nol to ind~vidu~l zo~in/~sthcu but to the si~e btin|
pnx=cuoet Jev~$ f~r specific ~soun~ th~ ~r= no( t)~sed ce general ~~n/defimtiom,

I~V~ __...~ ........

is Oml~.

"-T--’--:

l~""m~m vC~"I~tlVC I01~$1

,-.,~ ,,,~:u~. n~u.

buffer zo~s. At ¯ lu ’ " ’

R0042932

III. CONSTRUCTION ACTIVmES
t

(1) Reduce ero~on and, to the extent practk:able, retain sediment ons~te during ~nd

(2) Prior to land distuft)ance, prepare ~nd Implement an Ippr~ved er~l~n and
sediment control plan ~r simila~ administrative document tim ~ttains erosk)n
and ~ed|ment control provisions.

1

zorv~,,~e/yezt, wlUle ~ from ~ ,:,z~= ran~ from 7.2 ~o ov~ 1,000

R0042934

R0042936

Avoid s~.awide ¢Icar~,~ of oestru~i~ $1se~ ~ and stage land d~smHxmce ~~ivi~s so tim e~ly lhe ~
currently under om~-~oo ~s cxpo~d. As soo~ ~s ~ grading m~d omt~ucl~o in aa ~ ate on~.~e. ~he ~r~

R0042937

L

R0042938

R0042940

R0042942

li

R0042951

R0042952

(2) Ensurs the propel storage and disposal o~ toxic materl~ls; ~nd
(3) Apply nutrients st rates necessary to estalblish ,.rid maintain vegetation without
causing signlfk:an! nutrient runoff to sur/sce waters.

~h,-h as the amount, intensi~y, a~d frequency of rainfall; ~d infilu’ation rates; surface r~£hne~s: slope
length and $1eepoe~; and area denuded, all co~tnbute to I~llutant Ioadings.
0
(3) The proximity of surface waters to the oonpoin! pollulant aoqwce. As the distance separating
poilutam-generaung acuv~ues from surface w~te~ le~’rr.a~rx, the ld~ehhood of wateg quality impacta

R0042954

L
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R0042957

R0042958
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..Practice

T88

~ omme.
ConMnJcted Stom~ ~ Range:
WMM WMJitdo)
NO. Viooo
CopaldMod:

TP

TN

COO

¯ OMen,~n time
(-20)-100 (-120)-100 (-15’)-40 21~0 30-95 (-30)-00 ¯ Po<d shape
¯ WMland’s biota
14

14

4

2

Vm

198S; Wo, zka and Obett.
1969; H[kack et al.. 1977;
Barren. 1987; Melonm. 19M:
Shed)erOer m’~d Davis. 1982;
1989; Rushton and Oye.
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V. ONSITE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS

i~i (1) Ensure thet new Onsite Disposal Syatems (OSDS) m Iocoted, designed,
tnstalied, operated, inspected, and maintained to Prevent the discharge of
pollutants to the surface of the ground and to the extent Practicable reduce the
)~
discharge of pollutants Into ground waters that am closely hydrologically
connected to surface wsters. Where necessary to meet these objectives: (¯)
discourage the installation of garbage disposals to reduce hydr¯ulic and
nutrient ioodinga; ¯nd (b) where low-volume plumbing fixtures have not been
in¯relied in new deveiopmenls o~ redevelopments, reduce total hydraulic
ioadings to the OSDS by 25 percent. Implement OSDS inepectio~ schedules
for Preconetruotion, onstruction, and poslconetructicm.

~

(2) Direct plm.nt of OSD$ ¯way from unsuitable arsee. Where
placement in uneuit¯ble ares¯ is not Practicable, ensure that the OSD$ le
desJgned of sited M ¯ density so as not Io adversely effect eurfsce waters of
ground water Iha! Is losely hydrologically connected to surface water.
Unsuitable mas Include, but ere not limited Io, arose with poorly or
excessively drained soils; mac with ahaliow water tables or areas vdth high
sac¯ansi water tables; areas overlaying fractured bedrock that drain dlrecUy
to ground water; arena within floodplains; or arena where nutrient
pathogen concentrations Ifl the effluent ©annot be sufficiently tr~Med of
reduced befe~ ~e effluent reach¯¯ sensitive w¯te~)odlee;
(3) E~blish protective eetbsck8 from surface woter~ wotlmscio, ¯rid floodplain¯
foe’ convenUonsi ¯¯ well as alternative OSDS. The latersi setback8 should be
based on soil type, slope, hydrologic fac~ofs, end type of OSDS. Where
un#orm protective set.eke cannot be achieved, site development with OSO$
so ~8 not to eo’~rcely 8fteot weteTbodlea ~i/or ~ontrlbute to ¯ public health
nuisonca;
Establlab protoctive eepof~tion cllst~nce¯ botweon 0S~$ ¯y~tem components
¯ncJ groumJw~ter which ia :losely hycfrologicsily ~flne~tecl to ¯urtece w~ter~.
wetof, hydrologic tantofs, ¯nd ~ o~
(S) Whe~ condiUona Indicate th~ nitrogen-limited ¯url~ca weter~ n~y be
eclv~cely ¯fleeted by excese nitrogen Io~clinga ~m ground woter, require the
inst~ll~ton ot OSDS ~t reduce to~l nit~ogon Io~ltng¯ by SO percent to
ground w~te~ Umt i~ closely hydroiogicsily ~onn~ted to ¯ur~~ w~lof.

This ~ ~ ~s ~n~l~l ~o be ~1 b~ S~s to ~!1 new OSDS in~lud~ p~ phm md ~

R0042967

R0042968

R0042970

Bo~h canven~x~al and altemaliv¢ OSDS usually include ¯ soft ~ field. These absoq~oa f~lds requin~ ¯
~ minimum anna of soil surrounding ~e sys~m w effectively remove pa~ho~eas and ocher puilutanLs. Setbacks
born wells, su,-fa¢~ walcrs, buOdin~ foundalions, a~l prof~rty boundaries arc necessary Io minimiz~ ~be ~
public be~hh g~d Ihe envu’onmem. The sel.b~k should be based on ~od ~,’pe. slope, pre’e~nce m~d l~’~ter of Ihe
wau~" lable (~ defined o~ ¯ map developed by ~ implemenung sgency). ~d the type of O$D$. Selb~k guidelin~
s~o~ld be r,~ for bo~h Waditiot~sl md ~hern~ive OSDS. The Desk:On Manual for Ona,ze Wast~water Trc~nt and
Disposal Systems {L’SEPA. 1980) recommend~ ~he following setbacks for ~nl absoqxio~ syrdem~, ~hhough
increased setb~:ks may be r~ess~ry Io Ixmec~ ground water md sur~-e water~ from vi~l md ~ mmslx~
Io ~ccoum fo~ Udal influences md ~ccommoda~ ~ea level n~. (NOTE: Setback distmc~ re~ may vm-y
considerably b~ed on local toil cond~iom ~nd ~luifet Ixolxs’tieO:
Wa~.r supply wr.lls
Surface warn3, speings
Esc~pa~
Boundary o~ ~
Building foundaciom

~0 Io 100 fi~
~0 to !00 ~
10 ~o 20 fee/
:5 to I0 feet
I0 to 20 fee(
O0 fete wt~.u Ioca, ed up-dope from ¯
buiidm| m slowly pee~mble

Fo~ mound sys~-nu, the mound per/mere, requirt5 down-dope setbecks to make ct.min that the ~ m~ of
mouJ~J is sufficient to absorb the wastewat~, before it ~.aches the premed, of the mound to avoid suff~ ~
The De~iA, m Manually Onset Was~,waf~ F~m~m~ and/~oosa/Sy~ms (USEPA. 1980) p~videm guidance uo
setbacks for mound s35mns.
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operated and maintained to prevent the discharge of pollutants to the surface
of the ground and to the extent practicable reduce the discharge of pollutants
into ground waters that are ciosaly hydrologically connected to surface waters.
Where necessary to meet these objectives, encourage the reduced use of
garbage disposals, encourage the usa of low-volume plumbing fixtures, and
reduce total phosphorus is¯dings to the OSDS by 15 percent (if the use of lowlevel phosphate detergents has not been required or widely adopted by OSDS
users). Establish and implement policies that require an OSDS to be repaired,
replaced, er m~xtifled where the OSDS fails, er threatens er impsks surface

(3) Consider replacing er upg~ading OSDS to tram Influent so mat totes ¯#rage¯
Ioadings In the effluent are reduced by 50 perusal This wovlskm appitse only:

R0042982

i

R0042983

R0042985
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Vl. POLLUTION PREVENTION

un~ N~ES ~ ~

.....................

R0042989

R0042990

R0042991

~

R0042992
I

..........

R0042993

R0042994

R0042996

R0042997

R0042998

leo Encoura~
Home ompostin~
f~ num~ts to

R0043000

Approxirrmtely 50 to ?0 percent of all commomties in

ma~tena~

~~ w~ q~i~

(N~ 19g~.

R0043002

R0043004

Coast~ Cleanup. the larl~est coastal cleanup effml in Ihe ount./. i~ oo~dinmed by the Ce~te~ fo~ Marine
C~auo~ (CMCI. With the use of data cards, plastic tzl~’es, and trash ba~s. 130.152 volumecn cleated 4.347
nules ot beaches and wmerways of 2,87~.913 pound~ of ~ash dunn~ the 1991 ckanup ef~on (¥o~nge~ and Hodge.
1992).
In addttioe to the visible benefits of such clean-up efforts. O~se programs offer valuable educaboml opp~unibes
[tw volunte~s artd pruvlde ¯ sz~mficart! amo~m o~da~ o~ the alTtounts a~l types of debris being found in wa~-ways.
The sources of yarrows Iyl~s of ~k’b~s can be tra~’od as well. [~-l~ts can be
ocgan~:ahon based o~ labeling or m~kmg, Where posssble. CMC ootacts these o~ganizauo~s abou! the finding of
thetr dcbn~, infof~ns them of the pr~blcm~ caus~ by marine ckbnt, and a,ks them to join the battle asainst d~e
ckbns problem, i-rom Ihe 1990 CMC ot~t=l clean-up e~l~l. ~nlx’uxJmately 150 ot’gantzatio*l$ were kk-nUfied
ontacted. As ¯ r~suit, the majority of o~gant:a~ons re~pood~ po~mvely by prmung educational "D~ no~
slogans on thet~ product~, and leve~ launched internal invemgal~ma into cvn~ft! waste-handling procedures
(Younger and Hod|e. 1992).

Many of the pmblen~ suecia~d wi~h impm~e~ u~e of 05D$ may be mmb~ted
and maintenance of oasne systems. Tr-,mng om~e, [~ tns~llers and inspectors and edtw.mioa znatet~ Ire/.
homeownen m ~ ma~nte~an~ may ~edgc, some of the inczdeace, of OSD~

VII. ROADS, HIGHWAYS, AND BRIDGES
NOTE: Ma~,emem Mea~uR~ II.A md
~ghways.*

’ ; P~n, site, and ~1~ r~ Ind highways to:
i (1) ~
eu~pt~ to
(2) ~ ~d dietu~
(3) ~ diMu~

~. ~i.bll~
~s ~u~ h ~
U~ ~ C~ ~ ~ Rmu~m ~~ of I~. S~

~vi~ ~ A~ (~A) ~ ~ N~ ~ ~

R0043006

R0043008

R0043009
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CASE STUDY - BRIDGING WETLANDS IN LOUISIANA
Transgx~abon and Dev~k)pment (DOTD) required a ~! constr~,.-’tx~’~ tec~n~e to b~dd almos~ 2 mila~ of
tw~ elevated structures fo~ 0~e Interstate 310 hnk be~veen 1-10 end U.S. Ro~e 90. A technk:Ne known u
0~" cot~st~’~ was Oar,sad to work from me c~cks of the structures, budd~n9 each so.ion of Iho t~ from
I~e to!~ of me las~ completed sea,on ar~J us,r~ heaW c~a~es to ~ eac~ se~’~ forward one b~y el a time.
T~e cra~es were ais~ use<:l to pos,t~on steel ptallorms. ~ve ~n au;Xx)n p~hngs, and lay deck ~,
m,s I~ocedure t)e~vee~ ea~ bay. W,t,o~ th~s to,.~’ln,Qu~, the L~s~na ~TD ~ n~ ha~ ~
to b~ld ~,s stature ~e ~n 9,2~f~ br~ I~ ~S ~ to ~p~te at ~ ~t ~ ~5.3 mdl~

3. Management Measure Selection

Coeedina6on and scheduling of the project work with Stale md local -,,~x~6es
ontrolling anticipated en)sion and sediment Ix’oblems. in addi6oo. ~,. omractct should sulx~ a ~ wod~
incluclLng shutdown procmlu~s for winte~ and other wot’k imenuptious. The pim aJso should ira:hide Wopomal
methods of control on restoring bonow pits and the disposal of waste and ham’dou~

R0043013

~ ~-

R0043014

to prevent ~ranspott of pollutant~ off
L

After construction, remove temporary control structures and restore the at’leca~l
sedirne~s in acco~ance with State and Federal regulations.

m. All storm drain inlets ~at am made operable o~ring constmc~’on should be
sediment.laden
water
roll not enter ~he conveyance system without [~rst being
~eated to remove
~eclimenL

Effectivenesa Information and Cost Information
applicable Io road, highway, amd brKl~ ~,;’uo~.

R0043015

R0043016

As di~nssed more f~lly at tSe beginning of ISis chaplet and in C~ I, t5~ following practices al~ desctihod for
dlustra~ve pUrlX~ a~ly. Sta~e programs ~ nm ~quue impkmm~ o( these prac~ces. However, as ¯
practical m~’. EPA m~’ipates ~ ~e mana~emem measure ~e~ ferth above geue~iy will be ~eme~l by

S. Effectiveness Information and Cost Information

R0043017

Io

1" Incorpcx~e pollution prevention procedures into the operation and .aintemmce of
[~ roads, highways, and bridges to reduce pollutant Ioacllngs to surface wMefs.

1. Applicability
This mana~metv measur~ is intendod to be q~l~l by $1al~s to eximng. ~,slorod, m:l w..habilitaled roads, highways.
~nd brides. Undo: the Co~s~! Zone Act Reauthonzauon Amendm~ts of 1990, S~let ~ subject to ¯ numb~ of
requ.mrrcnu M ~ develo~ com~ NPS progr~n~ m co~fonmty ~.~ th:s ma~gement measures md will have
iome Ile:ubthty in doing so. ~ Ipplica.on of m~su~.~ by S~l~s is described ~ fully in
P~/i~l.m ~"~rm/ Pm~mm: Pin, rum L)es~,/npme~ ~d Approve/ G~m.c~, published )oimly by the U.$.
l~nviroctmen~l ~ Al~cy (EPA) ~1 Ibe N~o~l (:keani¢ ~d Almospbe~¢ AdmJmstr~tion (NOAA) oflhe

Imx~du~,s fo~ roads, bighw¯ys, end bride.s, snd ~x~ sparsely wll~,s~d ~ crocked peven~ms, ix~holes, md
pracuces m ~su~ ~ sedim~ and m~sc subs~n~e Io~dmgs (ram opa~ion and maintenance a~ivi~ies do
imp~r o~s~ su~acc wasm. The ~ m ~ ~l~ uu~ ~ ~ ~ in

~s ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ w~ ~~ 111 i~is ~ by ~A

2

R0043019

~ o. Develop an in~ program to ensure tlmt gerteral maintenance is ~ ~ u~n ~
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’~ ~
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Probable Range:
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Average:

.
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Average.
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Evet~ Moan Concentration f~w
HJT~va~ Web Few~ Than

(~)

t

Evort! Mean
H~wa)5 Web

(~)

V~t~ Su~ ~

~~~

4e

Nd~e ~ ~

0.~
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~o ~

~te
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~

~

s~oeage a~,~s, coocre~e ~ asph~t pavins, gravel

~

~hmgt~ ~t of ~ology. 1~2).
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CHAPTER 5:

I. INTRODUCTION

Management Measures for
Marinas and Recreational Boating

V
O

Each ca~gory of" mun:es is .acld~r~d in ¯ separate sectioe of this 8uidmce. Each ~cuoa oetaim (I) the
managemem measu~-(s); (:2) an q~l~cabihty mlement d~al de~:~ibes, when a{~ specific activities and
Iocauon$ fe~ which I~ measure ~s suitable; (3) ¯ descnpuo~ of the managemem meas~’s purpose; (4) lee basis
fo~ ~ mana~ernm~ me~sure’s r~t~.-t~on; (5) information o~ managemen~ practices th~ ~ ~utable, ¢ith~ alone o~
m cornbinabon w~[h ~ pr~, to ~¢h.~ve ~ managemen~ n~ure; (6) iufo~ma~ on ~ effoc[ive~,s oflh=
~ ~ ~h~v= ~ ~

md may be aH~l by dm e.xposum m may avoid ~h~ ~ ~
~ o~ m ~ ~ ~ ~t ~0, !~). ~ ~t c~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~

~

R0043055

- -’~

R0043057

R0043059

II. SITING AND DESIGN
Sitin~ mzd desisn are ~nong the most si~nifican! factor~
~ l~ab~ of a ~~ it is ~ (l~at~ ~cdy ~ a ~ver, ~y, ~ ~ isl~) ~ ~cl~

flushin~ play i~t w~z in ~ ~s~buo~ ~ dzluu~ of ~en~ c~~, ~ ~ ~ is us~ly
~ compw~ ~ will Wovi~ ~ ~s~ ~si~ble ombinau~ of
~nl~zzn~ env~n~n~ i~, ~,n~ ~u~n~, pw~ove s~czu~,
~ ob~uve of l~ ~na siun~ ~ ~si~n
d~ ~ foll~ins ~
M~y f~Im innue~ ~ I~-~ i~

R0043061

C/la~w 5

i SRe -nd design marina~ such that tides and/or currents will aid In flushing ~f the
~ l~te or renew itl water rlgul~ly.

1. Applicability
This management measure is imended ,o be ar~l,ed by Slale. Io new and exp~nding~ marinas. L’nder the Coas~l
Zone A¢I Reamhonza~ion Amendments o(I~K). Sta~-s are subjecl Io a number of requiremems as ~ey develop
coastal nonpuim source pro~’ams in o~form,y ~’ith this measure and will have some fexib, h~y m doing so. The
al~hcalion of management measures by $~ is de.~nlx.d mote fully in C.aslal
ProRnam: Program L)evelopmen! and A~pro|,~a/(;.,*dance. published jointly by the U.$. EnviroamentaJ
Agency (EPA) ~ lee NabonaJ ~ ~ Am~ptmi¢ Adnumsmmon (NOAA) of ~be

2

R0043063

~ natural water" flow ran have ¯ significam effect on ~ Iluthtng ~city of the walkway. The ideal
the shape of ~e basin becomes mote elonptod (i.e.. more than one segnx~) with n:spect to total terrace ~ ~
loegor for a wa~ pattie originating in the ina~ pan o( the imsia m travel Ihe gn~mer ~ m ~ ~.
The marina’s aspect ratio (the ratio of its leardl to its Ixeadth) should be used as ¯ guideline for magina Imsin design
with respect ~o flushing. This ratio should be gn=a~" than 0.33 and less than 3.0, l~ferably between 0.5 and Z0
(Cardweil and Kooas, 1981). For rectangular marinas with o~e emulnce ceaaet.ted directly to the murce watm~:aly,
the length-to4xmdth ratio should be between 0,5 aad 3.0 to etimimte aecemdmy ¢imdmim ceUs where miximg amd

oxygen demand will be imposed oe the wa,~ md waa~ qna~t~ wiU su~er.

avoided i~ critical downwind or

R0043065

R0043066

i~ Asses¯ wate~ quality as part of marina siting and design,

1. Applicability
This man~eemem measu~ is in~s~led ~o be q~lied by $~es Io new and cxpum~ng~ m~iuas. Undc~ Iha
Zone Ac! RcauthonlaLion Amendment of 19~J. Suites ~re subjec! to ¯ ¯umber of requir~meau as they develop
oas~J nonpuin! ~urc~ programs in onfurmity ~’ith this mex~ure and will have ~ome flexibility in d~¯g ~o.
~pphcmion of rnanagemen! measures by S~-tes is described more fully in Coastal No~;i~ Po/l~t~o~
PmXmm: Pn~xrum Devel,~pmem ~ Appr, ml G~dam’e, pubhshed )oin{ly by the U.S. Env~ Prmectims
Ase~cy (EPA) and the N~oual Occamc ~nd Atmospheric AdrmnmraUOn (NOAA) of the U.S. I:~ of
Cmsuaerc~.

2,. l~¢rlptlon
As~e~meat~ of w~or quali~y m~y be u~l Io detm~ae ~/bed~er ¯ proposed m~’ina de~ wiJl m~ul! io poor
qu~i~y. This may ¢n~l IXedev¢lopmem a~I/or posMe~,¢loprnem momtorin$ of the ma~ua or ~mbiem
numerical or physicad modelin~ of flushing and waler qu~lily ch~’acte~sUcl, or beth. C:o~I ~ may
¯ det~led warn’ quali~y Ltr, essmem for marinas with I0 ~o 49 slip~ (See Ec~m~c Impac~ o/E~’A G~
5peci~.’i¯R Manaxemem Measures for So,rots of Nonpomt PoIiutio~ i¯ Co~tal Waters.) A
impeclion and assessmem can sliil be cxputled, howev~. His~xlcally. walet’ quality assessmems have focused ms
two parameters: dissolved oxygen (DO) ~md pmhogen indicalors. The pcoblems ~suldng from low DO in surface
wa~ers have been recogniv,~d for over ¯ cmmry. The impacts of low DO cmscmsumiom I~e seflec~l in as
unbalanced ecosystem, fish monalip/, and odor and od~ aesthetic nuisances. DO levels may be used as ¯sun, og~e
variable for ~be general health of the aqumic ecosyssem (Thomams and Mueller. 1987). Cuanal $~ use pmhogms
indicators, such as fecal coliform hac~cria (F, schevic~ia coil) and enlerecocci, as ¯ smrogal= vahable for assessing
mk u) public beal,h Ihrough ingestims of omaminaled wmer or sbelif’tsh (USEPA. 1988) m~l I/re)ugh bslhing
(USEPA, 1986).
Dleaslved Ox~ea. Tluee importsm fac~x~ suppun d~ use of DO as an indica~" of ~ ~uality associased
marinas First, low DO is comiden~ ~o pose ¯ significam flw¢~ ~o aquatic life. For example, fish and invenebra~
kills due Io low DO are well known and documented {Cardwell and Koom, 1981). Second. DO is ammsg ~he few
vmables that have been measured histohcally with any cemisteucy. A historical wster quality bmeline is exmm~y
useful for predicting the impacts of ¯ proposed mariua. Third. DO is fundames~ally importm~ in col~olling
Pstboge,, ladlcstors. Marinas in the vicinity of hm~stabl¢ shellfish beds relx~s~t potemi~l sore.s fo~ haclz~l
cms~minmioa of the shellfish. Siting and cmssmsction of ¯ marina or mhor pmemial source of harem asw~,e
comiguous to beds of shellfish may result in olosum of these beds~ Also. m~rby be~cbes sod wmas ased fe~ ~

R0043067

R0043069

R0043070

R0043071

R0043073

Wash~n~t~ ~ i--ued sidn~ and tk~J beill~ pro~sms (~F. 197 i. ! 974)
~wnin( ~ m~l an~It ~i~ ~ m~ ~ vu~l,~ ofju~e ~.

¯ ~.f~~

~

¯ .

R0043076

Where shoreline erosion is a nonpoint source pollution problem, shmlines should
be stabilized. Vegetative methods are strongly preferred unless structtlr~ melht~s
ere more cost effective, considering the severity of wave and wind e~sion, offshore
bethymetry, end the potential sdveree impa¢~ on other shorelines and offshore

1. Applicability
This marietta-mere measure is inlended to be applied by States to new and expanding~ marinas where site lmales
may resul! tn sho~lme erector, Under the Cmt~tal Ze~e Ac~ Rea~tho~zali~ Amendmenls of 19~0. S~es ate
subject to a number of requu’ements as they develop cee.stal nm~mm source pmgra~ in onfom~ity with this
measure and will have some flexibility in doing so. The q~hcalma of management measures by States is des~thed
mine fully m Coastal Noapoim Pollutitm Ctmtrol prol~r~m: Pmttram Dtvelopment trod Apptmtai Gukiattt~.
l~bltsbed joimly by the U.S. Environmental Prote~oa Agency (EPA) and the Natiot~l Ocemic sad Almmlliteric
Administr~oa (NOAA) of ~e U.$. Depmmem of Commm:e.

Tbe establishmem of vegetalioa as a l~imary means of shorn l~otectioa has shown the greatest merest iu lo~-wtveem, rgy a~as wbe~e undmlying soil types provide the stabihly req~i~d fo¢ plants and wbe~ oaditiom are ~
to the sustaining o~ plato powdt Unde~ sui~ble ondi~m, an impoaam advantage of vegetatiea is its ~ei~vely
low initial o~ The effec~veness of vegetatio~ fo~ she~ stab~iaz, ttm~ vm’ies with the amounl of wave mduclioa
i~ovided by Ibe physiopaphy and oHsho~ hathymetry of the me o~ with the degree of wave altmuatiea Im~vided
by smtctural devices. Identification of the cause of the emsma problem is essential f~x selecting the al~XO~at~
technique ~o remedy the problem. Methede fo¢ detmamm~ the Imtmttal effectiveness of stabilizing s site with

Amoag structural techniques, gabions, Nprap, and sloping t~-vemtems dissipate incoming wave eamly mm~
eHec~vely and re~ul! in less scouring. Bulkheads a~ approl~atc in some circumstances, but whege alternatives a~
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III. MARINA AND BOAT OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
v

During the course of ~ marina ope~abons, vario~ ac~vities a~l loca6ons in the marina can generale polluGai
s:ut~t~m:es. Such ac~viues include wasle {hspos~l, boll fuehng, and boa! m~intenance and Icamng; such loca6ons
include uorage areas fo~ re¯ten¯Is requllx-d for these acuvlt,es and hull maintenance areas (METRO. 1992~
Tob,asum and Koilmeyer. 1991 ). Of special concern a~ substances that can be toxic to aquatic biota, pose ¯
to human health, or degrade w~ quahty.I Paint san.hags and chippings, oil and f, sease, fuel. detlmgeat~, aad
~e~age ir~ e~tamples (Mlz-rRO. 1992a: Tobiassoa aad Kollmeye~. 1991).

T

!! ts importan! that manna operators and pamms take steps to control o~ minimize the entry of these mlmano~ into
manna waters. Fo~ the most part. this can be accoenphshed with simple preventative measures $~h as perfoemiaI
mete ic~vities on protected sites. Iocaung serv,ctng equipment when the risk of spillage i~ reduced (see Siting and
Dexlgvi section of this chaplet), l~ovldmg adequale and ~ll-marked d~.q~osal facilities, and edu¢¯tmg the
i~lbll¢ abort! the tmporttnce of pollution pl~venuon. The benefil of effective pollution prevention to the marina
operator ce~ be measured as the I~lalive low cost of polhmon pceve~mon ompanxl to potentially high ~viroameatal
.kia-up osts {Totaasma ~ Koilmeyer. 1991).

./.

Fo, tho~e planning to build ¯ maria¯, memioa to the envin~meatal concerns of marina Ol~mafion during the marina
design phase will ugmfica~dy reduce the potealial foe ttenerating pollution from lhese activities..For exiitiag
marinas, mmot changes m operations, staff training, aad boiler educauon should help protect marina wata~
~ sources of pollution. The mamlemem I~ I/i fotlo~ Iddl~ss the ¢omml of pollutiml from ~

R0043097
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~

January l~g~

R0043102

R0043103

R0043104

R0043105

~. and amounts used should be kept

The ~ R~ov~l born bom¢ b~JLs ~ wi~ ~r~ ~
~I~

R0043108

R0043109

i
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R0043111
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B~ocnter~: Biological measures of the be~th of an ~nvit~qm~ent, such u lee i~idu~ of ~ in beml~ fish
BOD." B~ochemical oxygen den~nd; the quam~ty of d~ssolved oxygen used by mic~oorpnisms in the biochem~:ai
ox~da~on of orgam¢ n~er and ox~lizabie inorganic maue~ by wzobi~ bwlog~.a/
Cir~Mat~oa cell: See #yrt.
Comserv~t~ve poll~aat: A pollmant that remains chemically unchanged in the w~t~’.
C~tic-,l tmbitat.. A habim determined to he important to the survival of ¯ threatened e~
general envtronmen~ quality, or for othe~ reasons ~ designmed by the Sm~ or Federal
DO: Dissolved oxygen; the ¢oecenu~tioe of free molecular o¯ygen in the w~ter eolumm.
Dmx~.velease xnm’y: A study oi" ~r~uu and ¢irculmien pmmms rain| objec~ 0 drogm~

Mathematical modeling: P~lic~g ghe performmoe of ¯ deep based ou ~ equa~ms,

R0043115

R0043117

R0043119

R0043121

~bl~ R.A., G. ~s, F. Cox, ~ F. ~. 1989.
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R0043125
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Appondlx 5A
Summary of Coastal States Marina Programs
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APPENDIX 5At SUMMARY OF COASTAL STATES MARINA PROGRAMS

Marina water
quality |WO|
study required
Only where
marinas basins
are constructed
out of upland,

Critical
habitat
assessment
required wior
to m~rina
siting

Stormwatef
nmoff J’egulatJons inluded in She
State code
for m~inas

Pumpouta
mandated?
Enforced?
How many
units?
Criteria

Yes

No

No; just a
USACE permit
and local
ordinances

Yea; yew
important for
commercial
fish 8pocle8

Yea; the CA
Envtr. Quality
Act, similar to
NEPA, is
Implemented on
a reglonel level

Under the CA
Coastal Act;
Shy. Impact
Report
written

Yes for leroe
projects or if
circulation may
be affected

Yes;
developers
are Qiven
guidance

No

At the local
level; not at
the State
lev~

Yes for new
and
expandinO
but not sma~

Authority
for oversite of
expansions"

Boat
maint~ance
materials
h~ndfing

Public
education
programs
for boaters

Yes for
new or
exl~nding
marinas

Dept. of
Env. Motor.
reviews

No

Yes, but
minimal

No

Yes

No

No, but
Coast
Guard has
pollution
Prevent;on
program

Wate~
Resources
CM Board;
yes, at least
one Ixwnp-

CA Envir.
Quality Act;
must
perform EIR,
handled at

in marina

level

yes

EncowaOed

"The U’S" Am~ Coq~ °~ EnO~ rev~w~ oa onm~k~ m~V in m4ptde w~tm,

Encouraged

yes

Speed
zones or
no-wake
zones for
erosion
Only for
safety
purposes
Yes

Yes; very
extensive,
Oept. of
Boating
end Waterways

Local
jurisdic.
tions
provide
local
control

Yes

Only for
safety
purposes
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STATE
DE

Mmlnl water
quality (W(~
study requked

Critical
habitat
assessment
requked prior
to marina
siting

Stormwator
nmoff roguletlons inrJuded in Iho
State rode
for ~

Puml~outs
mand~ed?
Enforced?
How many
units?
Crlteris

YH for Itow
marines

Yes for new
marinas and

Yes

¯ 100 slips
must have

AulhodW
for arM.
site of
expa~___~_e

Boat
n~intenanco
materials
handling

Pubfi~
education
progrom~
for booters

Speed
zones
no-woke
zones for
erosion

Yes

BMPs
required

Yes

Yes

Yes for new Yes
nwin~

Minknai

Yes

Yes

yes

No; tr,do

Yes

<25 not
mqu~od;
25-100
aNowod
FL

Yes

GA

.,
No unless
problem le
found

Yes

Yes for new
develol)mem,
specific

Yes for
shellfish

Yos only for
dry stack
sto~eoe

yes

HA Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes if
expansion is
)art of a
new

No

Yes

Only for
safety
pumosss

ME No

Sometimes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

yes

does th~s
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~!
i

~
i

Marina water
quality (WQ}
~STATI
MD

~study required
Yes in some
cases;
monitorino may
be required
~
Yes in some
cases

------MA

"---"-- ~
MI
No
""--MS

~~Yes in some
cases

NH No

"-’-- ~
NJ

Yes

Critical
habitM
assessment
required prior
to nt~in~
siting

Stormwator
nmoff regu.
lations induded in the
State code
for marines

Pumpouts
mandated?
Enforced?
How many
units?
Criteda

Aufhorlty
for over.
site of
expansions"

Boat
maintenance
materials
handling

Publi

Sometimes

education
programs
for boaters

Yes for new
development.
not marina.
specific

Speed
zones or
no-wake
zones for
erosion

Yes

Yes

Encouraged

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Only
safety
puri}oses

Yes

Encouraged

No

Yes at
local level

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

yes

Yes

Sometimes

Yes
Sometimes
No

Yes

No
No

~

Yes

Yes
yes
the
Yes,same Ueated as
other
development
Yes, treated

me same as
;0
0

Yes

other
development

Yes fo~

>25

Yes

Only for
safety
purposes
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Marine water
quality (We)
study required

Critical
habitat
assessment
required prior
to marina
siting

Stormwater
nmoff regusateens included in the
State code
for marinas

Pumpouts
n~ndeted?
Enforced?
How nvmy
units?
Criteria

NY

NO

Sometimes

Yes, treated
the sam4 es
other
development

NC

Yes

Yes

OR

Not requi~ed st
the state level

STATE

RI
;O
0
,~
"~

l

Yes in degraded
water

8(: YelJ

Speed
zones or
no-woke
zones for
erosion

Authority
for oversite of
expmslons~

Beet
mintenance
materials
handling

Publk:
education
programs
for booters

No, except
on case-bycase pern~!
condition

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes; nowake at
local level

Yes, treated
the same 8s
other
development

Yes for
>2S slil)s

Yes for
>20%
increase

Yes

Yes

Only for
safety
purposes

Encouraged
by U.S. Fish

Yes, uasted
the ~ es

Yes; have
no-

Yes

Not
mandatory;

Yes. by
Yes
the Ore0ofl

Service

develol)ment

zones
already

to see r, xl~l
wasta
recept~:~S

Ma+,ne
Board

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sometimes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

,
Yes; at least Yes
1 pumpout
for every
500 vessels
over 25 feet
Yes for new Yes
exl~nding

"The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers reviews all construction a~Jvity in navigable waters.
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STATE
TX

VA

Marine water
quality (WQ)
study required

Critical
habitat
assessment
required prior
to marina
siting

Stormwater
runoff re0uiatlons induded in the
State code
for marinas

Pumpouta
mandated?
Enforced?
How many
units?
Criteria

No

No

No

No

Yes

"---"--WA
Required by
some local
governments;
as required for
general NPDES
permitting for
boatyards

Yes

Yes, treated
olhor
development

Yes

yes

Yes for new

8oat
rnainten~nce
materi,ds
handling

Not
available

NO

No
at local

No

Yes

Addressed
at local
level

Yes

Yes

Yes

~
Yes

Public
education
programs
for boaters

Requires
eplxoval by
the WA
Department
of Ecology

"The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers reviews all onstruction activity in navlgabie waters.

Addressed
level

expandinO
No, but
could be
imposed at
the local
level

Speed
zones or
no-wake
zones for
erosion

Authority
for oversite of
expansio(ts"

CHAPTER 6:

Management Measures for
Hydromodification:
Channelization and Channel
Modification, Dams, and
Streambank and Shoreline

Erosion
I. INTRODUCTION

R0043134

R0043135

R0043136

R0043138

(1) Evaluate the potential effects of proposed channelLTation end ¢hanrtet
modificatk)n on the phys~al and chemical characteristics of surface watm’s in
oastal areas;
(2) Plan and design channelization end channel modification to red~ce undeebable
impacts; end
(3) Develop an operMion and maintenance program fo~ existing modified ©hamtels
that includes identification end implementation of oppo~unities |o ~
physical and chemical characteristics o! surface waters in th@ee ~

1
2

(3) ~ volumes of runoff r~sultiag 6"ore some lypes of wateethed devetol~mt ~ hydrmli~

(Auderum. ~992; Scbue~, ~987).

R0043140

6.10

EPA.840-B-92-O02 Janua~ Igm

R0043141

......

R0043142

R0043143

......... ’ ....

"

R0043144

R0043145

R0043146

R0043147

R0043148

R0043149

(1) Evaluate the potential effects of proposed channelizatlon and chanrlel
modification on inst~eam and riparian habitat in coastal Mea$;
(2) Plan and design ¢hannellzatlon and channel modification to reduce undesir~bie
imp~-~s; and
(3) Develop an ope~Mlon and maintenance program with specific timMables
eztsttng modified channels thai |nciudes identification of opportunities to restore
|nstream and riparian habitM in those channels.

R0043152

R0043153

8
8

R0043154

Finally. reservoir ~ek’ases can alter the watt" temperature ~ Iow~ the dissolvod oxygen levels m downstream
pomona of ~ wau-rway.
The extent of chanl~es in downsu~am g-mperaah-e and dissolved oxygen from reservoir releases depends on the
retenuon ume of v,’ater in the reservo~ and the withdrawal dep~ of releases fr~u the ~servmr. Releases from
mmnstem projects are typically h,ghe¢ m d~ssohed oxygen than a~ releases how. storage projects. Storage
releases are usuaJiy ~’t, lde~ than inflows, ~,htle releases from m,~nstem reservoirs depend on ~tgmma tune and depth
of releases. Reservoua with shoot hydrauig re-sidenoe Urrgs have reduced impacts on tailu’alers (Walborg et
1981).
It is importan! to n~e that the operation of dams can have positive, as well as negative~ effects on water quality,
aquatj¢ habitat, and tishenes within the po~ and downstream (USEPA, 1989). Potetttml pottuve ell’cots
¯ Creation of above-the.dam s~mme~ pool refuge during low flo~s, an effect thai has been documenuat for
small dams budt in the upper stream reaches of the WdlameUe Rivet in the no~O~ Utated States (Li
at., 1983);
¯ Creation of ge~rvoir spo~ fidames (USDOI, 1953); and

Once ¯ river is dumn~d and ¯ reservoir is orem~
~ a ~t of ~ ~ of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
S~f~ ~s ~ la~ng ofa l~ ~ m ~,

~g ~ f~l ownu~, w~ ~ ~

~v~ oxy~n I~ls

~ wi~ oxygen f~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~1~ ~ cM~ ~ ~ly ~ ~
~ h~en ~1~ ~ m~ m ~ life

1993

~

R0043156

R0043157

i
R0043158

(1) Reduce ecosion ~nd, to the extent IXacticlbte, r~tatn ~ediment onMte during and
miler on~truction..ncl

~

(2) Prior 1o land liMwbmnce0 preplr~ and knplement mn mpproved erosion rand
sediment control piton or similar administrative document thlt contains wos~n
and ~eclirnen! ontrol pfovi~lone.

~ 1"1his de~mitioa is cemisem a~5 tie Fedad deflnidoa at 33 (3qt ~.l(bXl) (19~1).

"~

,,,,.

R0043159

ft~ onut~ measures are incorptwated

~. Mana~e~nt Measure

Two ~ ~d~ £~ c~um~
of ~nt onus. ~ ~rl~e

4.

~h~ve ~ ~~t ~ ~

~v~ ~ c~ w~
n~

1978).

I

6. Costs for All PractJc~
C~Pv~ 4 ° Ibis guidance cooU~s Ibe available os~ da~a f~x mos~ or the es~ ceoU~is listed ~. (~osts in

0

2

R0043162

(3) Apply nutriente it rites neceesnry to oetiblleh end mlllntltn v~ge~ntloa without
©ausing stgnili¢lnt nutrient runoff to suffuse w~ter~.

R0043163

¯ Sanita~j wastes; and
.

¯ Fm~Szm.

2

A comlg~ d~scu.io~ of ~ pollu~anu can be found in Chq~ 4 of dm guidance.
3. Management Measure Selection

R0043164

~a. ~ and

(~. 1978):

Z

R0043165

Develop and implement ¯ program to manage the op~atlon of d~ms In coastal areas
that lnclude~ an assessment
(1) Surface water quality and instream and riparian habitat and potential for
improvement .nd
(2) Significant nonl~lnt eowce pollution problems that r~sult from exce88ivo
surface water wtthdrawals.

R0043167

R0043169

R0043171

d

R0043173

R0043176

R0043177

R0043179

R0043181

scr~qm m= imended ~o IXOduce

q~ity, m ~cul~, ~ ~f~ ~ hfe

~m~m~. ~ty. light m~m,y.

~m ~ u~ ~ ~v~ a ~.
lifesmge-~ific. ~ e~

fish: f~ im~ m i~

..__ ___,.____._._

.......

R0043184

i

¯

R0043185

R0043187

Cl~ptw" 6

IV. S~amba~k and ~ E __r,3~_-,

IV. STREAMBANK AND SHOREUNE EROSION MANAGEMENT
MEASURE
gtreamb~k erosion is used in this guidance to refer to the Io~ of fastland along nonSdal sire, ires and river~
$horelme erosion is used m this guidance to n:fer to the loss of beach of fastland in tidal porSom of o~tal bay,
o(" estuary. Erosion of ocean o:,~,tl,nes is not regarded as a subslan|tal con~buto¢ of NPS pollutioa ia coastal
wa~rboches and wdl not be onstdt~’ed in this guidance.
The force of wa~r flowing in a fiver or stream can be regarded as the most important process causing erosion of
a sU’.ambank. All of the eroded material is carned downst~am and deposited in the channel bouom or in point ~
located along bends in the wate~vay. The process is very chffcrent in coastal bays and estuaries, where waves and
currents can tort the oaner.grained sands and gravels from eroded bank materials and move them in both di~x-ctiom
along the tho~. through a process c=llnd I~ttorM drift, away from the area undergoing erosion. Thus, the materials
in beaches of coasta~ bays and estuaries are derived from slx~ e.msion somewhere else along the shore. Solving

the em.oe ~ the tource area may m~ely create new problena wi~h beach ermion over a much wider area of the
The seepat, e of ground water and ~be overland flow of surface water runoff also contribute to the erosioe of bmh
streambanks and sho~line.~. ~ role of gmond water is mo~t impoaam wherever pormeable subsurface lay*~ of
sand o~ gravel are exposed in banks a~d high bluffs along st~e.tms, rivers, and coastal bays (Palmer, 1973;
~. 198~; Figure 6-10). in t~-~-~e was. the seepage of ground water into the waterway cm cause esosiee
m the pomt of exit from the bank face. leading to bank failure. The surface flow of upland runoff across Ihe bank
face can also dislodje sediments tlu~ough sheet flow, o~ Ih~jh the ~ation of rills and gullies oa the
banks and

~

R0043189

_

Ill Where ¯treambank or shoreline erosion ia ¯ nonpolnt source pollution problem,
¯ trelmbank¯ and shorelines should be stabilized. Vegetative method¯ ire
strongly preferred unless structural methods ire more ¯oat-effective,
¯ on¯adoring the severity of wave and wind erosion, offshore bithymatry, and the
potential adverse impact on other atresmbank¯, ¯hereline¯, and off¯hurl areal.
(2) Protect atreambank and shoreline features with the potential to reduce NPS
(31 Protect atrsembank¯ and shoreline¯ from erosion due tO uses Of either the
shoreiand¯ or adjacent surface wMorl.

1. Appll~abllity
This managemem me¯sine is imeoded to be applied by Stales to eroding shorelines in oastal bays, and to emdin|
stw.~abanks in coastal rivers and creeks. The mc~ur= does no~ imply dmt all shoreline sad sueambenk a~sina areal
be controlled. Some emoum of natural ¢rmion is necessary to provid~ Ib~ r~d~m~m fo~ beaches in emarie~ and
coastal bays. for point ban and channel deposits in hven, and for subsum~ in tidal flats and weUand~. 2"he
boweve¢, applie~ to eroding sbo~hnes and m~ambanks that onsbtute an NPS problem in muf~ waw~. It il
intenckxJ to hamper the efforts of any Sines o¢ localities to reu~t ~ than to hankm ~he ~orelint Under ~
Coas~ Zcme Act Reau~xiza~m Amendmems of 1990. Sum~ me subject to ¯ numb~ of requJmuenu
dm~lop coastal NPS programs in ~mmily wi~h this measure and will have r~Nne flexibility in doing so.
applicabon of mana~-uumt measures by Stales is described mor~ full), in Co~u~/~ Poilw~
Proxmm.. Pm~nma L~vtiop~vm ~m4 Appro~/G,,ida~-¢, published jointly by the U.S. Envimmn~tal Protm:ti~
^~mcy (EP,~) and the Nu,ml Ocmuc and ,~uuospbe~ ,~lmmisuuion (NO~,A) of ~e U.~. I)qmmuem

bioengineering’) will usually be effective 8t si~es with fimited exposure to str~ng ¢un~U or wind-gem~med
i~ mher ~es, d~ use of enginnenng q~x~0~, including be~ch nmuishmem ~ o~a~ ~ my ~mi
be onsiilcmd. In addition to om~img tbo~ som, ces of sediment inpm ~o surface wa~ecs which me causing NPS
pollution. ~ t~chniques can halt the destn~.’tiou of wetlands and ril=~an areas located aloag Ibe ~
surface wa~3. Once mcs¢ fcanucs me protc~~L ~.y can sa-.’¢ as a fil~ for nuface water nmoff from upland

stability of adjacent six~ines, fzom s~,~l~mg ¯ source of slxreline sedimmts. F’maliy. it is d. inlem of this

R0043190

’"~
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R0043191

R0043192

R0043193

R0043194

R0043195

January

R0043197

R0043198

IV. She~ml~k and ~ Erosm

SHORE

I.

CHARACTERISTICS

2. DESCRIPTIVE CATEGORIES

o. FETCH-AVERAGE

LESS

,.,~ ~,,.~ ~ ~

TH~

~ .... ""’"

1.0

b. FETCH-LONGEST

THAN

~.~

3.~ GREATE~

3.0

S.O

.~

II~

9.0

THAN

2.0

C. SHORELINE
GEOMETRY

--

. ,,’.* m

(IS)

~ SEDIMENT~

-m,,~.~ ....

(6~)

less fhon 0.4 0.4 - 0.8

. s.. I. ,.,

(14I

(SOl
0.8

(41)

4. CUMULATIVE SCORE

5. SCORE INTERPRETATION
O. CUMULATIVE

SCORE
E POTENTIAL
SUCCESS RATE

122 --200

201 --3~

300

0

~7, 8~, ~ f~
~f~ ~ - 2.0 ~ ~.76
~ ~L V~ ~ ~e E~

R0043199

.....................

_ .......

R0043202

R0043203

R0043204

F~ndaboo onditio~.s may have

~ f~ s~bdily, will ~ly

~I~ ~om ~ ~

R0043205

R0043207

R0043209

R0043210

R0043211

!

R0043213

R0043214

Costs for breakwaaen, i~achfill, and beachsrass

~ignat~ ~ Enf~e~t of ~ting S~ ~mi~

EPA,~0-8-~2-OO2 JanuaO,

R0043215

AIo~xsho~: Parallel to and zze~ lee d~o~line;/o~xdtor~ (USACE., 19~).
A~r uait: A ~hvely I~F qu~sl~ ~ c~ z~ ~t is ~1~ to fit s~if~ ~ ~s~
~ ~sity. ~ unz~ ~ usu~ly umfo~ m zi~ ~ usually l~ge ~gh to ~mm ~vi~ pI~L In
n~ ~s ~ urea ~ ~ ~ ~ wave ~U~ ~ m pi~ in ~s~s of ~ I~t two ~.
(USAC~ 19~)

~
~

R0043216

R0043217
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1~0043218

R0043219

Fas~/mtd: Land near the shoeeline that is safely abov~ the egosive tmne of waves and t~les. The area landward of
O
Fetck: The a~ea in wh~c~ teas ate generated by a wind having a fairly c(mstant duection and speed. Sometim~
used synonymo~Jy w,th fetch length (USAC’E, 1984).
F/ood ~:. Tbe period o4r 6de between low wale~ and the succe~d~ng high waJe~, a nsin| 6d~ (USA(~., 1984).
F/ow a/relation: A caeegocy of hydromodifica~io~ a~ivi~es ~ resul~s in e~tl~r m i~ ~ a ~ ~ ~

Forest,re: ~ ~ of ~ ~, lying ~ ~ ~st of ~ ~w~ ~ (~ u~ li~t of wave w~ ~ high

L

R0043221

R0043223

(USACE, 1984).

~ wave ~on (USACE, 19~).

~o a ~s~ ~ o( wa~. (USACE, 19~4)
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CHAPTER 7: Management Measures for
Wetlands, Riparian Areas, and
Vegetated Treatment Systems
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R0043245
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II. MANAGEMENT MEASURES

"
~ Pro~ect ~ adverse effects w~tlands and rip¯rain ¯reas that are serving ¯
| t st<Jnifx:ant NPS abatement function and mslntsln this function while ixotecting the
~ ~ otl~r existing funclions of these wetlands and riparian ¯teas as measured by
~, ©ha~le~istlcs such is v~getative composition sad cover, hydrology of surface
ill water and ~rm~nd watw. geochemistry of the sub¯irate, ¯nd species omposition.
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CHAPTER

1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDANCE MANUAL
The Purpose of this guidance manual is to help you dev~o~ and imcdement ¯ Sto~n Wet~ Polknkm
Prevention Plan specihcally designed for y~x onstnJcUon site. ~r~th the help of this Ouidan~,
should be able to put together most aspects of the pt~n u&i~ W owe1 o~lst~Jctk~t

enOineers.
AS part of its efforts tO expand the use ~I bMtefits of Pollution Wevention 1:~a~’tices. the U.S.
Env~onments! Protect)on Agency (EPA) expects that most Nsbonal Pollutant [hscherO4
System (NPDES) sto~m water permits fo~ onstruction actiWt~as, both individual imd O4nerai
parrr, ts, may require this type of plan, rock,ling the NPDES Genial Permit for Sto~m Water
Discharges from Constr~ct~on Actiwt~as That Are CJassihed As "Associated vv~h Industhai Activity"
(referred to as EPA’s Baseline Constrt~bon Genera~ PermiU. Although spe~fk: omptments
Storm Water Po,ubon Prevent~)n P~n m4y vary from one StorTn water Perm4 to anoth~, many
the general concepts described in tlVs man~al ere onvno~ to all plane.

T.,S
~T~a’ns
man~. ! ,s or0a_r~zed ~o hmc~.~ as a users ~ to meet Start. We~ Poau~m
a reqt~remants. The step-by-step OukSetmes and checl~sts in the follovv~ sections walk you

o
through the process of developing a Storm Water Pollution P~evanbon Plan. The checldists am
designed to help you organize the requ~m<i informabon. The ~r of this manual is divided
into ¯ number of soctK)ne: Chapter 2 Worries an ove~iew of the Wocass of dev~ol~n0 and
k~piementing s Storm Water Pollution Pmvenbo~ Plan, and Chapters 3-6 m resowces for seleclin~
Best Management Practices (BMPs) and o-trois to use as part of yaw plan. Using this
information, you will deveiop end inq:~,~tent you~ plan folk)wing the bask: phases ~
Each phase is important and should be ompieted before moving on to the next one:

September 1992
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1.5 LIMITATIONS OF THIS MANUAL
This manual provides useful information on many sediment end erosion and storm wster
management controls wh~:h you can use to Wevent or reduce the discharge of sediment and othM
pollutants in storm water runoff from your site. This manual describes the practices and ontrol8,
tells how, when, and where to use them, and how to maintain them. However, the effectiveness
of these controls Gel fully in yo~ hands. Although specific recommendabons will be offered in the
following chapters, keep in rr, nd that careful consideration must be given to selecting the melt
appropriate contro~ measures based on site-specific features, and on properly installing the controls
in I timely manner. Finally. although this manual Wovides guidelines for maintenance, it il up to
you to make sure that your controls are carefully maintained or they will Wove to be ineffective.
This manual describes some of the EPA Baseline General Pe~Tnit requirements for pollution
prevention plans. However. requirernenta may vary from permit to permit. You should reed yow
permit to determine the requved components of Your Pollution I~lVention plan. This manual doll
describe "typical" permit requirements. However, do not assume that the typk:el permit
requ~rementa described in this manual are the same Is your permit requirements, even if you ~
included under an NPOES general permit far storm water discharges from construction Ictiv~Jes
that are classified as "Associated vv~th Industrial Activitiel." PMmit of~itJOnl may vMy betwe~
d,fferent permits and/or different versions of the pern~.
This manual also does not describe State or local requirements for eros~n and sediment control o~
for storm water management. Although it is expected that, in most cases, plan requirements will
be sim,iar, you should contact yow State or local euthoritiss to determine what thei~ requirements

EPA has issued I number of regulations addressing pollution control Wlctices fo~ differlnt
enwronmental medal li.e., land, water, air, and ground water). However, this manual focuses on
identifying pollution prevention measures and BMPI specifically for sto~n water discharges from
construction acbvities and provides guidance to induathal fsciiitiss on how to comply with storm
water permits.
Although Storm Water Pollution Prlvention Plans wimarily focus on storm water, it is important to
consider the impacts of selected storm water management measures on other environmental media
(i.e., land, air, and ground water). For example, if the water table is unusually hiOh in your area, ¯
retention pond for contaminated storm water may also lead to contamination of a ground water
source unless sPec~l prevenbve measures are taken. EPA strongly ~scowages thai transfer of
pollution from one env~onmentsi medium to another and prohibits the adopbon of any storm water
management practice that results in o violation of other Federal, State, o~ local envi~onmentsi laws.
For instance, u~,,Jer EPA’s July 1991 Ground Water Protection Strategy, States Ire encoullged to
develop Comprehensive State Ground Water Protection Programs. Your facility’s efforts to ontrol
storm water should be compatible with the ground water protection ol:)j4~bves reflected in yow
State’s program.

1.6 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Although this manual desoribes many potential control measures for construction si~es, Ulerl MI
additional resources. Some references are listed in Appendix D of th~s manual. Many Still and
local sediment and eros~)n control agencies have pub;ished BMP documents specif’h-,,ally foe’
construction activities. A few of these are listed in Appendix O. For other documents, Stltl ~
local agencies should be contacted directly.
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2.3.3 ~ct Storm Water Manage~nt
stem wat~ ~nagement c~tr~s.
ret~b~ ~s, detent~n ~s. mf~rat~ mas~ls,
m~ge~nt ~asures
tO SO~ ~U~.

2.3.4 Indicata Location of ~nuols on
map. Ptowde the ~at~ of each ~as~e used f~
~na0ement I~ other ~tr~s. ~low

s Areas of
¯ A~as of
s Areas of
¯ ~ f~e
¯ Straw ~

¯

e

any ~ter ~tr~.

~e~.
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2.3.8 Incorporate State or Local Requirements
Consmx-tk~ el)eretria ~ ¯hen subject to State or local sed;ment and ~os~on or strum
man~oeme~t Ixo~)ram reQu;,’ements in Kid~tion tO any ~rement$ W~ the s~te’$ NPOES storm
water Ipe~’nvt. it ~s v~y kkety that these State and ~ ceQuwementa w;tl overlap w~th ~ s~ta’e
Storm Water Poliut~)n Prevenbon Ptan rectu~ementa. However. since not all IocaSbes have such
programs, or the Ixo0rams do not meet the standards set by ymw NPOES storm water permit,
ovedal) may be krn~tad. Therefor1¯ because State and ~ Programs c4n vary s~on~fcantly
Iocehty to Io¢akty. the Sto~m Water PO~IutKXt Prevertt~fl Plan components of Ms NPOES at¯nit
water pemm e~sure that a raw, mum level of ~o~ut~ WeventJon is retired. Wh~e ¯ onstnJCtkm
site has taken measures to omity w~th State and k)cat re~rements, and these measwea
re~ements of th~ Storm Water Pollutm PrevMst~n PtMs ccx~l~t.)na, the ¯pl)~:ltde measwea may
The Pem~t my I~:l~k~ that any State and iota/sechment and erosion ontrol or storm

..owe

"° ""

end iocakbe$ th~ fi~xd:~hty to maintain the~ existing WOgcaml ~KI Wovidel additional ¯uthohty
Msforcem4nt. 1 hater¯re, yg~ sho~d check th4 recl~vementa of yew Permit to detem~ne if you
must include ¯ opy of ¯ sec~nent and ero~on o~Uol w~d/or Itorm water man~o4ment ~ which

i~ ~wov~ by a Stata or local autho~y.

EPA _i~’I___INE GENERAL PERMIT
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2.5.5 Releases of Reportable Quantities
~ °~s~t~’~i°~ s’~ivi:ie’ may hart~ ~r~.in haz.rdo~s subs:shoes ove~ ~he ~r~e o, ~he
~ If)dis of
~ a ~’~’W. EPA

ex~ t~ RQ ~es~d. SPdl e~ts ~h as ~se can ~ ~
~ ~;~ ~n o~resses
~S~hW ~

e~s a re~e ~t~W
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2.7 SUMMARY
Plan fo~ onsm~-~n actuates, The ~ess of dev~o~ ~ ~~ a St~ W~ p~
~ev~t~ ~ h~ ~ descried ~ ¯ step~y~tep bas~ ~ ~ ~der ~at ~ ~ ~ ~
~se~ed. Ta~e 2.2 ~r~es me om~ of a St~ Wat~ ~ ~~ ~ ~

¯
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¯ Does construction traffic have to cross a drainage swale or stream?
ff it is necess4ry to cross ¯ swale or stream to ~et to ¯11 or parts of your construction site, th~
before you begin wod0ng on the oppor~te s~de of the stream, yo~ should construct ¯ ~
~ (see page 3-43). Stream crossings can be either permanent or
depending ulxm the need to uoss the stream ¯he~ OnStrucbOn is Oml~te.
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3.1.3 ~w Down He Runoff Traveling Across

I
The Quantity ~I ~e of ~ ~ ~s ~t ~ ~
of ~ ~ff. ~S ~ ~au~ hi0h ~ff ~l~it~s ~
It ~ ~ ~. ~ef~o. ~t high f~w ~s me ~~

~n We~ ~ gr~ ~n, ~ to rake or~s Is Ot~
emsti~ s,to ~t~s s,gmf¢lnUy. Stfl~ ~l ro~
greater ero~ Eros~ can ~cur ~ e~n ~ ~lt of
erea-~d~ ~rot~s. (T~ USDA ~fme ~l ~
of 9 to I S ~t ~e ~ ~at~ st~p; ~e

~w ~w ~ ~ ~ sway ~ ~ f~ of ~ ~:
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3.1.5 Meet or Exceed Local/Stste Requirements for Erosion and Sediment Conuol

Many State ~ local authorities also have sed.~en! and erosion control regulations in ~
It is ~mponan! that these re(~u~ement$ st;ll be m4t. The NPDES sto~n water permit yo~
ctmatr~-t~)~ I~o/ect may be re~u~red to obtain fro’ ato~n water ~s not intended to s~)MI4de StM~
Or tocal reQ~menta. It is intended to Wov~le o~other me~,.s to reou~ate storm w~t~.

I

Q. Does your State or local government require erosion and sediment on~ol forJ

~

construction projects?

Consult State Or local autho~bea to determine what. if any. reg~Vementa thMe are for sediment
and eros,on contro~ on onstruction Woject$. Many State end local luthoritml p~ov~de ~ own
deacon man~ll or ou~dance to all=st m ~’eparm9 a p~an which meets their ~udementa. T~e~o
State ~nd local requ~ementl should be incorporated rote the Ix~luuon i~reventio~! plan.
If the State or local authority mu~es remw ~nd approval of the a4d~nent on4 MasCon ontrol
p~ then" rewe" and e~)Woved copy of that i;*on should be mcjuded in the pollut~n prov~e~iofl

requirement which is different from the requirements of your NPDES Morro
water permit?

r"~

ons~stant w~th moat State ~nd local re~u~emanta. ~here my be diff~s in the sbeci~

ro{Wirem~ta for control measures. When ~ is ¯ 4~tforance in re~lm~ts, ~ shoed ~ae She
w~st~ 30 ~ of the Last disturbance; however, the Vow pem~ mov ~ ymp to stobili~ an
-- 14 daYS .hM the lost d~twt)once. UndM this .xomple. y~ would be ~ to stabilize
aft~ 14 days.

$eptmnb~ 1992
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grasps ~ ~t systems ~ ~ t~ s~ls ~ ~at t~y are ~ss apt to ~ ~ office ~
sto~ wat~ ~ff ~ w~. Tem~aw ~;ng also r~uces ~ W~ ~ted ~ ~
and dust ~ ~ ~ ~es dur~ ~s~.
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~

~
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hay, wooclch;l~s, wood hbers, straw, or oravei ere placed on the sod sur/ace, In addition to
atab;l~ing sodl, mulching can reduce the s~oeed of Itonn wamr runoff over an Mea. ~ used
together v~n~h ~oding or l~lnting, mulching ~n aid in plont grow2h by holding the &~odS, ferl:il~z~.
~ tOl~SOil m 1~44a, by heil:)mg tO retain moisture, or~J by in~ulaling against tXli’ome tor~ol~rOSo

~ eml ~re to Use
Muk:h~ ts often used alone in a~a$ where teml)orMy ~ecling Cm~not be used because of the
lealon or ¢i,/11~tl. Mulching cat1 I~’OV~de inlmecliata, effective0 aM ~’l~xpe~v~ erolJofl
IlOOp Sk)G4$ aM critK;al ~lal Suet1 ~8 watw’Wlyl, fftuich ml~irt0 is used w~m no~0 or ~
Mulch eooded and l)l~nted areas where slo~es ~m steel~ It~n 2:1, where runoff is flowing
the area, or when seedlings ~ Ixotecbon from bad weath~,.

F~n~ ~’~l~n~ is not necess~y before mulching. Mulched weas should be insl~cted ohan to ~
where muk:hed mater~l has been loosened or removed. Such mas sho~kl be reseeded (if

* May delay oerminabon of some seeds because ovw ImSuces the so~ surface tmlq)ei~u~
* Mulch can be easily blown m, wl~shed away by runoff if not llculld

3-1S

Septem~ ISS2
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¯ Design melhoclolooies f~ the use of Oeotex~les m’e ~v,+~l~Ide

D~v~es of

¯ M~y s~ oeole~i~s Ire ~nsitive to Hght l~ must ~

R0043~6

September 1992
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I
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84Jffer ;~es ire vegetated strips of land used for temoorary o~ permanent w¯tlf ~l~ty ~
Buffer zones are used to decrease the velocity of sto~rn water runoff, wh~h in twn helps tO
Wevant sod ares;on. Buffer zones are rid/¯rent from V~l~etatld f~er sthl~ |m IlCtk:xl 0~1
Vegetated Fdter Smi)s) bec¯use buffer zone effect,yen¯as is not mellu~l by Itl el~lity to
mf,ltration (allow water to go into the ground|. The I:mflar ZO~ ~n be Wl I~el of vlgetltio~ that
is left und,stu~l)ed during conltruct~no or it an be new/y I~tod.

!

Imm w~gton State. 1~

tO Ixotect against distud:hlnces such as grade changes, excavation damage fro~ ~ and
other activities. Establishing new buffer stri~)s requires the estab~ishmen! of ¯ ~ dense tuff,
uees, and shn~s (see Permanent Seeding and I~anting). Careful maintenance is iml~xtant to
enswe healthy vegetation. The need for routine maintenance such Is mowing, fertilizing, liming.
lingering, IXUning, and weed and pest control will depend on the sl:)e~es of I~tnts M~d ~
involved, sol tyl~S, end climatic conditions. Maintaining planted areas may rl~e deb~ removal
and protection against unintended uses or traffic. Many State/local sto~m water wogram o~ zoning

’|
1
-,J
I

3-22

Sel)tember 1~J2

R0043450

._ ..........,,.

FIGURE 3.6 BENEFITS OF PRESERVING NATURAL VEGETATION
(Modified from Washingto~ State. 1992)

~
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~~s~tareor~tM~3:l~y~eto~mw~. If~Stm~~
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used to ~nserve moisture. I~V~t surface crusting. ~ ~ff ~ ~. ~ ~ os~
~~. It ~ ¯ ~1 ~oa~t ~ ~tos wi~ ~ ~s.

c~era~s. As a s~ard ~:~ce, any ex~s~ area ~d ~ s~z~ u~ ~~ ~
State~l ~~t a~ f~ ~i~l inf~.

.

~
.,~L~~
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EPA BA~EUNE GENERAL PERMIT REQUIREMENT~

’

drainage ~t~s serv~ ~ss than 10 ~res. ~t uaps. si~ f~s ~ ~v~t
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Interceptor Dikes .nd Swal.$

~
~.~

InterCePtOr dikes (ridges of compacted soil) end sweles (excavated depressions) ~1 used to keel)
upslo~ runoff from crossing areas where there is ¯ h~gh risk of erosion. They reduce the Imount
and sPeed of flow end then guide it tO ¯ stabilized O~t/a/I IPO~nt of discharge) Or sediment tral~l~no
era¯ (see secbons on Sed,ment Tr¯ps end lemporiry Sed,ment 5asJns). Interceptor dikes end
swales divert runoff using I combination of earth d,ke end vegetated swa;e Runoff is chlmleled
¯way from Io¢¯tK)ns where there is I high risk of orosK)n by placing ¯ diversion dike Or swale It the
top of ¯ slooing disturbed area. D, kes end Iwalel else ollect overtand flow, cher~ing it into
concentrated flows. Interceptor dikes end sw¯les can be eiU~er temporary Or permanent Itocm
wite~ ¢or1~’oi

amount of runoff
~ro~
face of

Tem~ra~ ~es
Id~uato I~nt
s~ f~
Tem~a~ mtwcept~ d~kes
Wo~(
in place unt~
swalel con

¯ Are ~--~

¯ May

R0043474
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September 1992
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subsurface drain is ¯ perfo~zed p~pe o~ ondui~ prated beneath the surface of the grotmd
des~ned del)th and grade. It is used to drain an area by lowering the water table. A h~h water
can saturate soils and wevent the growth of certain types of vegetatk)i~. Satiated
sk)l:)es will somebmes "/JiD" dowrl the h~ll. Install;n0 subsurface drair~s can hetr) prevent ~hese

¯ 2

FIGURE 3.16 SU8SURFACE DRAINS
IModified from Convnonwea~h of Virginia. 1980!
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S~lt fence, also ca~ed a "fi~tr fence," is a tem~x)rary measure ~ ~~
us~ c~s;s~ of ~sts wi~h f~tter fa~ stretch~ ~oss ~ ~S~ ~ ~l
SuD~ fe~e. ~e lower ~ge of ~ fence is ~ally ~ ~ ~ by
fe~e ~s us~ m s~ll dra~=~ e~as to ~ta~n ~d~nt. T~ f~s ~e most
~ere is o~ f~w (~ ~at flows over the s~e of ~ 9r~ as a ~.
m~nor swales ~ drl*~gewlyS, T~y ~event ~d;~nt f~ ~ ~ warm.
also
u~ to
catch
~ and
to create
~n~ ~~ral
f~ ~va~at~s
d~ cre~t~.
fr~ ~e
U~t~
w~en
~t ~a~~ fdt~
fabr~
~t~. ~e

R0043480
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This ~ of Wo~ectlon is aPWoWMte for small drainage areas where storm drain ,’.~e~s will be
for use before final stabilization. Storm drain inlet wotecl~on is also used where s I)orn~ment
dram structure is bern9 constructed ons~te. Straw bales ere not recornrnended for this
Filter fabri is used for inlet protectk)n when storm water flows are relatively small with low
veloc~Jes. This practice cannot be used where inlets are paved because the filter fabric should be
stak.~d. Bk:)ck and grlVel filters can be used where vek:K:it~es are h~her. (;ravel and ~ ~

3-56
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,~ ......... -~"

geflMa,y u~ed where sed,ments in the sto~n

c~at~ st~ water f~ws. Installat~ of
d~stu~a~ ~ ~ dt~;nage ~rea. The
~ze of ~ dra;nage area. Inlet ~ot~

~t
~¯

Wot~ statues s~ld
~val ~ ~ ~d 8s nocoss~W. St~m ~ain
~ ~y ah~ ~ ~st~ aroas aro ~t~ s~.

R0043485

i

A sediment t~alo is formed by excavating a pond or by p~acing an earthen embankment across ¯ low
area or drain4ge swale. An o~*,let or spillway is constructed using Im’~4 sto~e$ Or ¯~Oregste tO
slow the release of runoff. The uap retains the runoff long enough to ¯l~ow most of the ~lt tO

e" MINIklUM ~~t~
W1DTH

MAXIMUM I:1
"

I.IMrr

STOIt~’~J,m~

L.~eBA.’~MFZ~IT

DISC’~IAItG I;

" ".

.

-.’.

"

Ft.OW

QIA,%’N~ ~ FORMI;D IIY

COMPACTED EMA~K.ME.’q"
Oit EXCAVATION INTO

II,%PJ; APRON

FIGURE 3.20 TYPICAL SEDIMENT TRAP
(Modified f~om State of Maryland. 19911
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grovel construct~<m entranCOSo vel~te wa~ aroas.

~nt trsps ~ su~ta~ f~ ~, ~ai~ge are~. usually
c~i~ted ~,~nt unt~ it ,s re~v~. The v~u~ of
~ mt~si~ of ox~t~ taOnfa, ~ ~ OSb~t~ ~nbt~os of
~ff. C~k ~ Pint ~ m if it s~f~S
~01y ~coss~ f~ ~r~ mmto~o a~
OO~ rainfall o~ ~a~ ~ ~ ~o ~an haft
~,~nt. T~ trap ~ ~o~m m ~at~

"

R0043487

A temporary sediment basin is ¯ settling pond with ¯ cont~olled storm wltar r~lelse ltructurl used
to collect lad Itore sediment produced by construc1~q ¯ctivitiea, A aediment ba¯|n can be
co-stag"ted by excevat,on end/or by placing an earmen embankment moss I low area or drainage
await. S4<~iment basins can be designed to me;at¯in a permanent poo~ o~ to drain ~ d~/.
The basin detains sediment.laden r~nof/from larger drainage areal long enouOh tO I~Ow most of
me ¯ed.~ent to ease out.
The pond has a riser and pipe outlet with ¯ gravel outlet or spillway to slow the release of nmoff
and provide some sediment filtration, By removing sediment, the basin helps prevent clo~ of
offS#tl conveylncl ¯ystams and sediment-loading of receiving Wltlrwlyl, In this win/, the basin
helps prevent destruction of waterway hal~tats,

¯
’ t

R0043488

R0043489

Outlet Protect)on

Outer protection reduces th4 ~ of concentreted ston~ weter flows and Iherefo~l it
eros~)n o~ I¢ou~ing It sto*~n water outlets end paved channel secbons In lddibon,
I~’otect~n lowers the potent~i fro" downstreem erosion, This type of Wotection can be Ichtev~l
throt~h I venety of techn~ues, including stone m’ nprep, concrete aprons. David seCtiOnS end
setthn9 basins installed below t~e sto~n drein outlet.

.
(Modif’md from State of North Carolina. 19881

R0043491

A check dim is ¯ sm~ll, temporary o~ permanent d~m constructed across ¯ drainlge ditch, Iwlll,
Or chlnnel to lower the speed of concentrated flows. Reduced runoff Ipeed reducel erolJon and
gs~ll~ng in the channel Ind iIIowl $~limm~tl, to senle eut.

A check clam should be installed in steeply slo~d swales, or in swales where adequme v~eta~m
cannot be established. A check dam may be ~ from logs. stone, o~ pea ~’avekfilied sancil~gs.

Se~embe~ 1992
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R0043495

R0043497
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3.3 SUMMARY
not possib~ to Wov~t the eros,on, then ttte seal;merit ~n

"F~ ~" ~t=~ m ~ B of ~s
~o~ ~ ~t ~ ~=~s are a
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Set, on

Peoe No.

4.6

4-17

4.2.2

4-5

4.7

4-19

C~rete T~

4.2.4

4-6

S~biliz~ C~st~fi~ En~a~

4.3.2

4-9

4.3.1

4-8

4.2.1

4~

~ta~at~ S~s

4.2,3

4-6

Fo~lizor~to~ts

4. S.3

4- I S

Haz~s ~

4.5.5

4-16

Acck~nt~ S~;8
Haz~d~s ~
C~tr~ of AirwaVe N~St~ Warm
~hargel

C~st~t~ R~d S~Nliza~
C~s~ Wastes

~
~

’

~even~on ~an regarding me ~nuols y~ are planning for your site?

,
-

--

2
’

-

4.1 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
Good ~kN~ b ~ly
towMds ~ev~t~g sto~ water
~m~ ~se. G~ h~sekeep~g

No. O~ ~k~Nng ~lct~4s
eff~ve m ~e~ntmo st~ waf~

E~S of ~ ~sek~nO ~
* Neat a~ ~y st~age of
st~ at ~

¯ Arrange for waste collection before containers OvM/k)w
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, (:1. Whirl can I get Information on disposal options? 1

You~ Stats o~ local solid wasts regulatory agency should be contacted concerning information and
Wocedures necsssary to trsat o~ disl)oss of contaminated sods. Some landfdis may accePt
contaminated Soil; however, laboratory tssts may be required prior to ¯ final dec~i~t. Phvsto
can also be consulted oftcMning disl)osat ol)tio~.

4.2.4 Concrete Trucks
Most co~tstruction IProjac’ts inck~de ~ sort of ~te work. Usually, o~ete is ndxed off,ire
and delivered to the IXOjeCt by tn~k. The concrete is Ix)wed and there is a res~:k~ wnount of
concrete remaining in the truck, o~ occasionally, excess concrete is be~ivered.
found to be unecceptsble and is rejected by the constructmn mapecto~ o~ foreman. The truck
sh°uid be ell’ned "nd the residual o~tcrete duml)ed befog, it .,t, up. ,he, dens, in the truck.

Emptying o~ wash out of excess oncfste may be allowed onsite. Excess onuete and wash wate~
sh°uld be d~4)osad of in ¯ mannM th4, Wovents contact between the, ms,mills and .test w,,,
which w~i be diach~ged fm, n the s~te. Fo, exam~e0 dikes o~d be constructed a~o~nd the arsa to
contain these materials until they harden, at which time they may be WOll=edy ~ of.

ssxayed on the s~’face to be ~ ~st~ Odss o,~=ist of both the spent sand and the

Sandblasting g~ts are hazardous waste if they m used t~ clean old structures wh~e bad.
cadmium, o~ chrome based paints m used. They should not be washed into the stm, m

September 1992

R0043506

~Q. Whir is th. best way to dispose of sandblasting grits?
A i~¢ensed waste man~geme~ or Uanspo~ and ~s~osai firm shoutd be contacted to ~ of th~s

L

2

R0043507

i

~t~ f~ ~eretmg sedi~. A o~ P~em me ~ offsde v~e U~g.

Q. What measures have you taken
C~tr~ offsite W~ of ~i~ ~y
Ue~ at ~ c~s~ ~te. T~ ~aswes kst~ ~e Me off.re if u~ ~.

4.3.1 ~nsuuc~n Road

~s ~e ~t exces~veiy st~p. ~st~ r~ds

R0043508

PAVl ~1 .-NT

FIGURE 4.1 STABILIZED CONSTRUCTION ~
IModified from M~r~nd I)ep~’~mnl of ~e Env~ 18431|

’--~

uP ~1 tr~cked off of the Mte by the veh~Je traffic. ,~’~l, rlO edged Itonl lltOUkl not ll~l ulld to lVt=~<l

then an eWon should be provided Is shown above so that vehicles do not 0o off of the stabilized
construction entrance before they leave the site.
The temporary onstrucbon entrance may be provided with a vehicle wash r~ck which drains to
temporary sediment, trap or othM sediment removing measure. This vviil allow vehicle ~ to be
washed prior to leaven0 the site and ensure that wash water sediments m mmovmJ and can be

4-10
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O. How should I menage sanitary or septic wastes on ¯ construction site?
Almost all construction sites have sanitary facilities fo~ onsite personnel. The most ommonly
found facilities are portable facilities that store the sanitary wastes and should be
periodically. Other facilities include temporary facilities that employ septic systems fro’ treatment
and disposal of the sawa0e, or taml)orary facilibes that discharoe to a sanitary sewer syMem.
Sanitary or septic wastes that are 0e’~erated onsets should be treated or disposed of in accordance
vv~th State or local requirements. Depending upon the fac~litms that will be used onsJte, th~s may
reqt~rl one o~ more of the fo~owino:
¯ Domestic waste haulers should be convicted to regularly remove the sanitary and
wastes and to maintain the facilities m 0god wod~o ordee. This w~tl
the system which could allow discharges to storm wata~ runoff.
¯ Wastes should be treated to In aWoixiata level before discharginO.
¯ Facilities should be Wopedy hook4d into the san~ary sewer system to Wevent
4~¢haroes.
Untreated, rsw sawsge or septage should never be dischar~d or I:)wted o~alte.

Q. Whet do I need to do to ensure end demonstrate that I em complying with
State or local sanitary or septic system regulations?
To onswe that you m’e in compliance with State or local requirements for sanitary
you should contact yew local Oovemment and State regulatory agencies. Many States have
regulet~)ns (~oncernino On Site Oisposai Systems (OSDS) or discharges to sanitary sawers.
Locahties often have o~dinencas which deal with the proem management of sanitary and septic
wastes. In addition, if sewage is being discharged to the sanitary sewer, the local l~l:~ly Owned
Tresunent Wod~ (POTWI should be contacted because they may have certain re~lui~ementa as
w~ll, If wastes ~e being hau~d Offsita. you~ State may have a licinalng Ix~ram for waste
State does not. ¯ r.putable hauler should be cho__.
~:mt~bng the IxopM authorities ~ to the develol~nent of yew Storm Warm Pollution
Prevontmn PI.n will Wovlde you -- the information needed for demonstrating compliance wilh

_l
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4.6 SPILLS
Spals ~1 a source of storm wate~ o~tan~nation. ~nd ~~ ~e ~s ~ no ~cep~. S~s

Q. ~ you have a spill con~ol plan for yo~

* Dispos, of mat,rials ontamlnat,<l by th, mT

- Post names of s~l response

Septemb~ 1992
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t. E];rn~ete the eource o1 the d~.
2. API~y fo~ a ~rote ~ f~ ~ di~r~.
3. ~ ~ discharge to I ~mta~ se~r system. Note: Y~
o~at~ of ~ se~ syst~ to see if y~ are iliowed to
~to ~ ~n~taW se~.

Storm Water Pollution ~evention
T~ $llowa~ ~-st~ warm d~haroes ~ld ~ ~ntihed in
~event~ ~n. F~ e~h of ~ ~r0es, Wattles ~ ~trols ~8t

R0043520

R0043521

* Provides fo~ the Ixo#er disch~oe of wate~ from sediment tral~ and basins and excavation
¯ Use of effic~tt sediment removal methods (such as a sun~ pit, floating hose. O~
Sta.~l~)~4) a~k)ws safe release of dewate~ing d*scharges klto ¯ receiving water
Disedvanta~s of Dewatodng

¯ A kx:a~ton =houM be found to dispo~ of sediments Wopedy. meet~g alXxIN~to Federal.
Sta,.. =rid Ioc, regu~ation=

4.7.2 Sump Pit

A sump pit is ¯ tompo~arv hole o~ pit placed so that it ca~ collect wate~ from sediment t~a~ ond

i~=,,~, o~ excavm~=, in th. c.~.~ of me ~ ~s. standpipe w~th holes wt~-h i= .=’rounded iw
=to~e. Wmo~ that ~ ~ ~ ~t ~ ~ ~ ~a~ ~to ~ s~ ~ ~ ~ ~

_1
_1
R0043522
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¯ Sto~ drain inlet Wotectkm mellwll
¯ Rock outlet

~Q: How ~ng will you have to ~ntinue to ~epect and maintain these masures?

~hst votnt shouM you ~gin to ~nsMer ~spec~on snd mlnlensn~

S-2

Slotlml~r tSS2
R0043526
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I Q: Whet kinds of records should be kept for maintenance and inspection? J
It is recommended tl~ inspection and maintenance forms be Ixlparld ~ to the start of the
onstructi~ activity. The inspection forms should be s~ecific to me construction Wojsct and the
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan. The forms should 5st each of the measures to be inspected
on the s~te. The form should include blanks for the inspector to fill in: his or her name, the date of
inspection, the ondita)n of the measure/area inspected, moat¯nonce or ~ perlo~ned and any
Sept¯tabor 1992

R0043528

J

r,~’

J
~

Many States end o~an~zations offe~ general trainin~ Ixograma ~ ~t ~ MO~ ~tr~.

6.5 SUMMARY
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CHAPTER

L
STORM WATER MANAGEMENT CONTROLS

chapter describing the ~ of storm water n~nlgement controls ~ ~ ~ ~ EPA

2

=
2
2
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POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN FOR STORM WATER DISCHARGE ASSOCL~.TED WITH
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL SELECTION CHECKUST
I~S1’nUCTiOWS: THSS C~CX~ST USl"S TH~ ~N~U~d SL’~I~T I~OS~N OW~Ot ItJEOLm~MENTS UN
USEPA GEND~,L PF..~rr. CHEC~ (~J F.~CH ~ ,~0 ~ iN T~,~ W..~e.S S~.OW TO
CO~?PtJANCE FOR E.ACH DRAINAGE ARF.A AND LOCATK)N. NOTE: THIS CH~C~J.~T WA~ PR~PA/t~D FOI!I

U~;EPA GFNI’R~t PER~rI’, RfOUI+’r~ENT$ FO~ STA~ (~f~vtPR&L PFP~TS MAY VARY.
III

Stab;ILzation
initiated on all di=turbed areas where construction activity will ~Ot
StabilizationpeWir’ll
for a
more than 21 calendar days by the |4th day after ¢Ollltruction
activity hal perrnaflently O~ temporerdy ceased.
Stabilization measures tO be uled include:

r"l

Ten~xant Seedino

(::) Sod Stal)ii~tioe

0

Permanent Sliding

0 Oeolextilel

O

Interceoto+’ I~ke Ind Sw~e
d,sturbed acres

r’l

-" disturbed ~,+’;’~ - of ~

e ..........

tho rote; therefore, th@ followin@

Silt rl, nce or e~ZuivMent
Silt ~ o equivalent
controls ak:m9 all sideslope
Controls along the sidesloi)e
end ~°wnsl°pe boundaries
@r~l down@lope I)Q~Jndaril$
Sediment 8ask+ Runoff Sto~ege Calculation

$eptembe~ 1992
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R0043536

-I

R0043537

R0043539

1

R0043541

R0043542

R0043543

8-9 ¯

R0043544

_I

~10 ,,

¯~

R0043545

...........

R0043546

_!

B-12
!

R0043547

R0043550

8-16

R0043551

r%

-

B-17 ,,

ii

R0043552

R0043554
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HOMERVILLE APARTMENTS
CONSTRUCTION POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN

SITE DESCRIPTION
Prelect Name and
Location: (Latitude,
Longitude, or Address)

Homerw|~e Apartments
21 Broadwew Avenue
Center C~ry0 ANY STATE

Owner Name end
Address:

Quality Associates
11 Main Street
Center City, ANY STATE

Description: (Pur-~,o.

land Types of
f~s~o~ Actlv~ias)

This ~ will consist of three low-rise, attached el~artment t~ildir~s with ~i~ace~t I~rkir~ facilities,
So~ disturbing activities wil include: Clearing and grubbing; installing a stabilized construction entrance,
perimeter, and other erosion and sediment controls; grading; excavation for the sedimentation pond. storm
sewer, utilities, and build.ng loun0ahons; construction of curb and gutter, road, end parking areas; and
preparation for final planting and seeding.
Runoff r’__,~_ffiOent:
The final coaff~ient of runoff for the s:te will be c - 0.5.
~t.’.e Am:
~The s~te ~s apwoximately 1 ! ,0 acres of wh~h 9.8 acres will be disturbed by
construct~orl activities.
,,~;;,-~ of Ma)or ActiWtma
The order of ~¢t~vitms wdl be as follows:
1.
2.
3..

Install stabilized construction M~trance
Clear and grub for earth d,ke and sediment basin
Install earth dike

S.
6.
7.

Continue clearing ~ ~’lding
~ to~so~
Stabilize denuded ~a ~ stock~es within 14
days of isst cortsut~-bon Kbvity in that ~ea

4.

Const~.-t sed~emation basra

Name of R~--~;~,-,~
Waters:

9. Aps~y stone tO perkin9 area ~KI ro4d
i 0. Construct apartment buildings
1 !. Complete 0fading end install permanent

seecli~ and plantm0s
12. Complete final paving
13. Remove accumulated sediment from besin.
14. s~ta
When
onstruction
ectivity
ie con~lete
~
the
is eU
stabilized,
remove
earth
dike

from site
the site.
! yards
The ~iire
will drain into Rocky Creek which is approximately one hundred
CONTROLS

Erosion and Sediment Co,-~;~o~s
Stabilization Practices
T~m~,rary Stabilizst~3,-;. Top ~ stock piles ~d disturbed portions of the site where construction activity
temporarily ceases for at least 21 days will be stabilized with tem0o~ary seed and mulch no later than 14 days
from the last construction ~:tivity in that area. The temporary seed shall be Rye (grain) applied at the rate of
120 IX~nds per ~cre. Pr~ to seed~’~i, 2,000 pounds of ground agric~dtural limestone and 1,000 pot~lds of
10-10-10 fertilizer shall be applied to each acre to be stabilized. Aher seeding, each area shell be mulched
with 4,000 pounds ~ acre of straw. The straw mulch is to be tacked into place by a disk with blades set
needy straight. Areas of the site which ere to be paved will be temporardy stabilized by allying geotaxl~ie
and stone sub-base un~ I~tummous pavement can be applied.
Pewnanent Stabilization. Distud~d portions of the site where construcOo~ activities permanently ceases
be stabilized with I~wmanent seed no later than 14 days after the last construction activiw. The permanent
seed mix shall consist of 80 Ibs/acre tall fescueo and 40 Ibs/acre kobe lesl:~deza. Prior to seeding. 4.000
)ounds of ground agricultural limestone and 2,000 pounds of 10-10-10 fertilizer shall be al:)l)l~d to each acre
~o be stabilized. After seeding, each area shall be mulched with 4,000 pounds per acre of straw. The straw
mulch is to be tacked into place by a disk with blades set nearly straight.
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Structural Practices
Earth D~ko - will be constructed along the Ul:~iII penmeter (north) of the s, ta. A port,on of the dike will divert
runon ¯round the construction site. The remaining portion of the dike wig collect runoff from the di¯ruYoed
¯ re¯ and d;rect the runoff to the sediment basin.
Sediment B~sin - w~ll be constructed ¯t the ommo~ drainage (ocat;on on the south side of the on¯tnactio~
site. The basin will be formed by constructing ¯n embankment ¯cross an exi¯bng gully and excavating ¯
storage pond w~th ¯ volume of 38.000 cub~ feet 10.82) acre feet. The basin w~il dram through ¯ ocrugatad
metal riser end outlet pap¯ to ¯ rip rap outlet ¯It)ran. Once construction act, varies ¯re needy co~lpleta, the
accumulated sediment will be removed from the basin.
Sto~ Water Management
Sto,-~ water drain¯g¯ will be Wovided by curb ¯nd gutter, storm sewer and catch basin, for the develoPed
areas. The areas which are not developed will be graded at less that 0.5:1 and have Permanent seeding o~
plantings. Two acres of the site will remain untouched and in its natural ¯tare. When construction iS con~leta
the enllre site will drain to ¯ wet detention basra. The wet detention basin wdl be in the Iocat,on of the
temporary sed,ment basin. When upslope areas are stab,lized, the a¢cumulaied sed,ment w,II be removed from
the sed,ment basin, and the areas on the sides of the basin will be planted w:th vegetat;on. The wet detention
pond is designed with ¯ permanent IX)el volume of 0.82 (acre-feet). Th,s is equivalent to one inch of runoff fo~
the entire drainage area. It is expected that this wet detention Pond design w,II result in an 80 percent remove/
of total suspended solids from the s~ta’s storm water runoff. The pond has been designed by a P~ofessiona/
eng,neer to keep peak flow rate¯ from the two and ten yasr/24 hour sto~ms at they we-develol)ment rates.
The outlet of the detention basin will be stab,hzed by a riOteD aPrOn.
OTHER CONTROLS

w~ll m~et ¯H local CentM Ci*,- a,’~ --- e ........ "" o,,=v~,-,w,; ~ompany m ~entar ~l~y. The dumpstar
........
v ,.vthe
e,:v
,o-o
waste management
georls ¯~ro~
~ta~a;e
wall be
depo~ted
in the dumn~-,regulations.
-r,._., ...........AI/trash ¯nd con¯truct~’t
.
¯
........
~" ..... --,,~ ~lurrlp~er Will O~ emptied a m~n~
mum of tw~e
per
m o~ mo~e often ~r necassen,, and the ..o.k _.~, ,._ ,. .......... _
ty n~. No constructmct waste
materials wdl be buried on¯its AN I:~1onnel will h, m ................
e,~,.~a
~g,roang
d0sposel. Notices stating ~hese ,~act~.-o...,
-~,- .......
. ..... . the ¢~’rect
Lwocedure for waste
P . -.-,, --,,, ~.~ w~;~g m me on~co tra,er and Mr. uoe the indiv~t.~l ~
All hazardous waste met¯nail will be dished of m the manner N)eclfied by local o~ State regulation o~ by the
m~nufacturer. S~ta personnel w~ll be instructed in these Ix~ct~ce¯ and Mr. Doe, the individual who
day-to-day site operations, will be ras/~)nsible f~ seeing that these PraCbCeS are follow~d.
All sanitary waste will be collected from the p~table units ¯ minimum of three ~ime$ per week by the TIOEE
ComPany. ¯ licensed Center CiW sanitary waste management contr¯cto¢, as required by local regulation.
Off¯ira V~,%:.~ Tr_-,~,_~-,~ 1
A ¯tab;lized construction ~trance h~s bean I~’ovided to help reduce vehicle tracking of sediments. The
street adjacent to the s~to entrance will be swept d~ily to remove any excess mud. dirt or rock tracked from the
site. Dump trucks hauling material from the construction site will be covered with ¯ tarpaulin.
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POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN CERTIFICATION
I ~,-i,;y und~ penall~f of law that I~s document Ind a|l attachments were prepared trader my d~rect~n Ix
su~e(~on in ICcO~dlnCe with ¯ system deigned to assure that Qualif~d p4~onnel properly gathered M~d
evahj~ted the informatk)n subm#tled, Based on my in~u,ry of the person o~ personl who ~ the lylte~IT
O~ ~ perlo~$ directly s~sp(msib~e fo~ gllhering l~e mfo¢mlt~on, the informlbon lul:)m~ed is. to the belt of
my knowl~lge and beSef, true, ICCU~III. Ind coml~ett. IIm lWlre thlt the~l ~re ~n~..ant pen~l~e
~ false info~nltion, includ~g the pOll~t~hty of lrme and ~nlxi$onmenl fo~ knowing vk~lbonl.

John R.

CONTRACTOR’S CERTIFIC~,TION
~,-u~y ImO~’ ~,-,llty of law that I undo’stand the lerml and onditions of Itte Oene¢ll Natm~ll Poll~lnl
I)~¢hlrge Ekmmllm~l System (NPDEES) ~ that lutllo~el the Ilium water d~lchl~el
inO~lhai ictov~w fro~l the o~lltruct~n I~to -’-’~-. bf~ed IS ~ of l~l ;--~fiClliOt%

~ Joseph Contractor, President

:~4~n Ptant~

D~te:_

21 Elm

4233 Cente~ Road

Stab~zabon

II13l 8:~3-5671

Jim Kay. President

Dirt ~ Inc.
523 L~ Av~.

Dete:_

1123) 823-8921

Stal~ed Co~mtru~ F, nuance,
Earth Dikes. Secl~
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HOMERVILLE APARTMENTS

A RAINFALL EVENT OF 0.5 INCHES OR MORE
INSPECTOR:

DAYS SINCE LAST RAINFALL:

DATE:

AMOUNT OF LAST RAINFALL .__.__._ INCHES

BLDG. C
PRKNG. 1

GRASS :2
STABILIZATION REOUIRED:

R0043565

DATE:
EARTH DIKE:

~o.

"ro

J1

,s O,~E STAB,
L.Z~O,~V,OE,~C~
IS T.E~E
| 2
OF WASHOUT OR
OVER-TOPPING?

BUILDING B

STABILIZED
CONSTRUCTION
ENTRANCE

STABILIZED
CONSTRUCTION
ENTRANCE

SEDIMENT BASIN

BUILDING B

SEDIMENT BASIN

.

I
~

’I
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_~

,~

¯ ro,~, WA~R ~o,, U~ON ~’V~ON ,.~
~S~N AND ~~NCE ~RT ~

~

~
SEDIMENT BASIN:

MAINTENANCE REOUIRED FOR SEDIMENT ~SIN:

TO BE PERFORMED BY:

~

~

ON OR BEFORE:

OTHER CONTROLS

,

7

STABILIZED CONSTRUCTION ENTRANCE:
DOES MUCH
¯ SEDIMENT GET
TRACKED ON TO
ROAD,

IS THE GRAVEL
CLEAN OR IS IT
FILLED WITH
SEDIMENT,

DOES ALL TRAFFIC
USE THE STABILIZED
ENTRANCE TO
LEAVE THE SITE,

IS THE CULVERT
BENEATH THE
ENTRANCE
WORKING,

MAINTENANCE REOUIRED FOR STABILIZED CONSTRUCTION ENTRANCE:

TO BE PERFORMED BY:

ON OR BEFORE:
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n

U

REASONS FOR CHANGES:

I cerb~ t.mder ~e~aBy of law that

R0043568
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~

~ X

Eroskm: The wearing away of land surface by wind or water. Erosk)noccurs na~aily from

Commercially sold fertilizers may onz,~n oltm~ chemicals or may be m the form of PmcNsed
sewage sludge.
"

E-2
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~ Feb~:
Textile
of rolabvoly
small mesh
pofo s~e that
is used
to (a)
allow
wate~
PaSS from
through
wh~io
keel)~O sediment
OUt or
(Pe~noal~o),
of Ib!
I~eVOnt
both
runoff
and 1o
sed~nent
Ir~w Strk): Usually long, roistlvoFy nan~w me of undistwbed o* planted vo~atation used to retard
o~ co,loot sod.~ont fo~ the wet¯crOon of watMco~rses, resorvo~(s, o~ adjacent Woperbes.
Final St~baizatio~: The point at which oil soil disturbing activities st the site have boon completed.
end a unclean perennial veootabvo cove~ w~th a dens~y of 70% of the corm’ fo~ ~ml~ved Moas
and areas not cove~ed by permanent struct~as has been estel~ished o~ oQ~velent pem~nent
sta~.a~ measles (such IS the usa of n~,ep, gabiOnSo 04’ gOOtlX~lOl) have b4on employed.
Fian0e: A aV. extendin0 from the end of ¯ g~e; can be used as ¯ onnection to an¯the( pipe.
Row Cl~nnoi Uno~: A coy¯brig of coat,n0 used on me in,de surface of a flow channel to prevent
the hnfdtret~x~ of water tO ~O ~’ound.
Flowmmw: A gauge that shows the speed of water moving through ¯ onveyance.
Flow-w~ghtod .omp~ito sample: A composite sarn~e consisting of ¯ mlxtwe of ~kluots
ollected at ¯ constant brae interV~o wh~¯ the vok~me of o~ch likelier is IxoixlrtJonal to the
General Pom~t: A pem~ issued und~ the NPOES prepare to covof ¯ certain cMu of catoo~y of
atonn wato~ d~charoe¯. These Pem~ts ¯lk)w fo~ ¯ roductk)n in the administrative Ixlrdon
ass¯crated vv~ port--tim0 ato~n watw dischofoos associated with industrial activities.

mac~vo. 2. AnYsubatanconamodglqukodbyEPAtoborepoftedif¯dos~onatodquantityof

to human heath of me envk~w~om when impropo~y m~aoed. Possesses at 0¯¯st one of fo~

of stoa~ watw except dd~:hargos authorized by an NPOES penni Iothof U~an ~ho NPOES
pern~t fof d~har0os h~n the munk:k~ sea.ate ¯~onn sew~) and dischar0es resulting ~

Penetration of wate~ from the ~ into sew~ Or other I~Pes through defective joints.
~. of manhole w~lls. 2. Aisndal:q~catJontechnk~e wherelar0evoklme~of
vv&stmNate~ are apl)lied to isftd, allowed to penetrate the surface and I)e~coLtte Ihrough the

unde~y~ so¯.

¯
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Intermediates: A chemical omlx)und formed during the making of ¯ Woduct.
Irrigate: Human application of water to eOriCultural or recrasbonal land for watering Purpose~
Jute: A plant fiber used to make rope, mulch, netting, or matting.
LIg~on: A shalk)w po~d where sunlight, bacterial action, end oxygen wo~ to ~ wastawatir.
Land Application: [Nscharge of wastewater onto or into the ground for treatment or reuse.
L~d Treltm4~t Units: An ares of land where materials are temporarily located to receive
treatment. Examples include: sludge lagoons, atal~i;zatJon po~d.
Lendfills:. 1. S4n~tary landfills are land disposal sites for non-hazardous solid wastes at which
waste is spread in layers, compacted to the smallest Pract~:al vo~uma, end cover material
applied at the end of eech operating day. 2. Secure Chemical landfills ere disposel s~tal for
hazardous waste. They are selected and designed to n~r, mize the chance of relsese of
hazardous substances into the environment.
L~ge end Medium Municipel Separate Storm Sewer System: All municipal sePirlte storm sere
that are either: |i) located in an incorporated place (city) wi~h I PoPulation of 100,000 or more
as dater¯meal by the latest Decennial Census by the Bureau of Census (these cities we listed
in Appendmces F and G of 40 CFR Part 122); or (ii) located ~n me counties with unincoflxxated
wbirt~zed populations of 100,000 or more, except mun~ll sel~rata storm seWirl that Me
located in the incorporated places, townships or towns w~thm such counties (these counties
are listed in Aide¯dices H and I of 40 CFR Part 122l; or (i~i) owned or operated by ¯
mun~cil~ll~W other than those described in paragraph |i) or li~) and that Ire del~neted by the
(;hrector Is part of the large of medium municipal separate sto~t sewer lyat~n.
Leaching: The process by which soluble oflsbtuents Me ciisl~ved in ¯ solvent such ¯$ wirer ~
carried down Ulrough the
::
¯
;,

Level Sweedir: A device used to slxeed out sto~m water runoff uniformly ove~ me ground sub/ace
as sheetflow (i.e., not through channelsl. The purpose of level sweeders Ire to Wevent
concentrated, erosive flows from occurring and to enhance infi~tr¯tion.
Lkning: Tre¯tJn9 soil with ikne to ne~relize acidity levels.
Uner: 1. A relativity impermeable birriM designed to prev~lt leach¯t¯ from leaking from I lendrdl.
Liner marshals include ~astic end dense clay. 2. An insert or ¯eve for sewer pipes to

Lkluid Level D~ector: A device that Wovides continuous measwes of ~ levels in Ikluid sterne
areas or containers to Ixevent overflows.
Material Storage Areas: Onsite locations where raw materials, Woducts. final products, byWoducts. or waste matahala Me st~ed.
Muk:h: A natural or Irtificia~ lay¯" of plant residue or other materials covork~9 th~ land surfac~
which consirves mo;sture, hoMs ~ in place, akls in astab~sh~ng plant ove, and ~
temperatwe fluctuab~nz.
Nmtr,~ntact Coating Water: Water used to cool macll~terv or other materials without directly
contactmg Process chen~als or marshals.
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--

Notre of Intent IN(Me: An aOg~cabon to no~fy the pern~tl~g a~hotity of ¯
be covered by a OenerM perm~ exem~z a fac~rty from hav~g to subnVt an ~v~du~ o¢ group

NPOES: EPA’s pcogram to ontrt~ the (~scherge of Ix~utants to waters of the U~ted States. See
the definibo~ of "Nabor~ Po~utmnt D~scharge Ehmmat~n System" m 40 CFR 122.2 hx fure~
NPOES Pern~t: An euthorb4bo~, ~¢ense, o~ egl~vaten! ontrol docume~ issued by EPA
appeared State ~ge~cy to ~ng~ement the requ;tementa of the NPDES
Oi and Grease Tr~s: Devk~s wh~h ~¢t ~1 and grease, removmg them from water flows.

Oi St~an: A the. omstan~O ~ of o+1 o~ water.
Oi/Water hp~r~tO¢: A dev~-I ~tsta~ed, us~lly et the entrance to ¯ dr~n, wh~h
grease from water flows antarmo the dr~tl.
Organic Poilutant~: Sub~tM~~ gont~l~nO east)on which m~y CllIse ItlOlUti,On ~ In l’ICelvlno

Pem~abl~y: The qua,iV of ¯ sol that ~bles w~ter or ~ir to mov~

Waerate I westlwater tremment leant or to ol~erato I fac~rV that may genor~e beard

p~e. ~tch. channel, tunne~, condu~ we,. d~screte ~a. onta~w.

~ea regulated uncler me ~to~ £ner~y Ac~ of ! SS4, as an~ 142 (U.S.~ 201 ! ~ see.)L
¯ gr~’~toral waste discharged ~to water. ~t does not mean:
li) Sewaoe from ~ or
$eptomber 1992

R0043577

60 Wate~o gas, o~ othM matehM wh~h is in~cted into

a~ of ~ S~tl m ~ ~ ~ m ~at~. a~
(~ 502(6) ~ ~ ~A).

Toxic Pallutants: Any pollutant listed as mxk: under ~ 501(a)(I) or. in the case of "skxloe
of the CWA. Please refer to 40 CFR Part 122 Appendix D.
Treatment: The act of applying i I:m:x:edurl or chemicals to e substonce to rlmove ~
T~but~y: A river or stream that flows into a iar9~ ~ or strewn.
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~

~ 1010

12674112

POLYCHI,.O~JNATED mPHENYLS

10

1.2

X

I 10.4&4~

~ 1221

11104282

POLYC~4LO~JNATED BJPHENYLS

10

1o2

X

1

11141168

P~LYCH~O/UNATED ~IPHENYLS

10

1.2

X

1 10.4~4~

Aroc:~r 1232

Septemb~ 1992

F-3

R0043587

r,,4

September 1~*
i

R0043588

Final RQ

I0 44.~

I0 (4.~

R0043589

0

all

1992

R0043591

kLsza~do~s Substance

3.~~

~SRN

~328

~~

771747S

~~

7787487

310887

F-8

Septembe~ 199"*

R0043592

H~Twdous Substance

CASRN

CHLOROALKYL ETHERS

Reg.:tory Synonyms

N.’A ’

7738~6

R0043596

~

Hazardous Substance
~ tortrete
CYANIDES

CASRN

Regulatory Synonyms

RQ

Covet

816827

10~

1

N/A

I*

:}

Cye~ ~

~683

¢Y~ ~ ICN)~

1*

4

U246

C

~ i4~

Cve~ ~ I~)b

~el3

Cv~ ~

I¯

4

U24e

C

I~ 14~)

Cye~ ~

~774

Cy~ ~ (CN)~

10

1.4

~33

A

Cye~ ~ (CN)~

~774

Cy~ ~

10

1,4

~33

A

10 (4.~

"

2.4-0 Ac~

F-14

S~ptend)~ 1992

R0043598

R0043599

F-16

Septembe~ 1992

R0043600

R0043601

F-20

Septemb~ lSS2

R0043604

’

Stmutory
Hsz~rclou$ Substance
[~hone, hewoch~oro.

Regulatory Synonyms

67721

I~o

Hezochk~oelhone

C,4ev

we,~ ¯

~.-,

-’~-~ IIr4!

1¯

2.4

U131

It

100 (46.4

B*s(2-chloroethozy) mezhene
D*chioromemowy ethane

1"

2.4

U024

C

1000 (464)

[1hy~ ether

1¯

4

U117

¯

100

111444

B*s (2-¢hloroethy8 ether

1*

2.4

UO28

A

E theneo I. I, I o2.|etrech~oro

830206

1, I. 1 o2-Tetrechkyoethene

U204

¯

100

70345

1,1.2.2.Tet~ech~oroeth~rte

1*
1¯

4

Elberta. 1.1.2.2-|e|rech~ore

2.4

U208

6

100

Eth~teth~oemide

82566

Th~ecetem*de

I¯

4

U218

A

10 (4.64!

Eth~te. 1.1.14rtchi~o

71064

Methyl ~Vo~otm, m
I.I. 1 -ThcNm’oet h4ne

I"

2.4

i./22¯

C

1000 14~4|

..,,

Ethene. I, 1,2.tnchlm~

?~0(~

1 o ~ .~-T~chl~oeth~e

I*

2.4

U]27

|

~00 |48.1|

~_.

EthMvm~k)th~.~ ~ N-IIImethl~emm~)~l~mylloxYl.. ~tet hyl

Me~lte~Wi

I¯

4

POe4

¯

I~0 148.4)

Ir~W~e~e ~ly¢OI monoMhyl ether

1*

4

U366

¢

~._--_’~-~ (~r.~

1*

4

,~wa

O

2.3.4

~..m~$

X

,-.

Zth~teo 1. I’| met hy~eneb,s(oxy) II~s( 2.
I:~het’te. I, I*-oxyt)es.

[zhe~te, 1. l’-oxyb*si2-chioro-

~
~
~
~-"

[~e~oI. 2-ethoxy.

~

111611

~O267

187827?8
I !0~0~

Ethemme. 1-PhenVl-

¯8862

Ace~op~enone

~
.,

|~hehe. chlo~o-

?~)014

V’myl ~don4e

I*

2-Chk,~mhVl vinyl ethe~

I*

~

|thm~. l.l-dichkll~-

,° "

|thene. 1.2-cl~¢hioro-

16660~

1.2-Ochim~)Mhy~i,~e

"~

Ethmm. t~dVom-

1~7184

~

Ethe~e. 2-:M~mho~.

Ethe~e. ~

1107J4
783~4

78018

~~

_r..-_.~..~
1 IO,,~__~.~_.

2.4

’..’t~2

C

~_-_--~

!.2,4

U078

|

IQO 14~.41

I¯
I¯

2.4

UO?6

C

2.4

U210

I

100 (48.41

1000

1.2.4

U228

8

100 (4$.4)

A

1014.S41

~

Tndderoethene
Tnchl~oethVie~

10 14.64
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PREFACE
Water quality problems have occupied an increasingly prominent role in
~he public’s awareness over the past several decades. In 1972, Congress passed
significant amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (commonly
relerred to as the Clean Water Act or CWA) to prohibit the discharge of any
pollutant to waters of the United States from a point source unless the discharge
was authorized by a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDE~)
permit. NPDES permits specify monitoring, reporting and control requirements,
including allowable levels of pollutants in discharges.
Effom to improve water quality under the NPDES program have
traditionally focused on reducing poilutanu in discharges of industrial proce~
wastcwatcr and municipal sewage. Industrial process discharges and sewage
outfalls were easily identified as responsible for poor, often drastically degraded
water quality conditions. However, as pollution control measures were installed
for these discharges, it became evident that more diffuse sources (occurring over
a wide area) of water pollution were also major causes of water qu,,lity problenu.
For many years, most of the environmental law makers and the public:
alike assumed that runoff from urban and other areas subjected to man’s
activities was essentially "clean"water. However, during the past twenty y~ars or
so, this view has changed. It is now recognized that rainfall picks up a muJtitud~
of pollutants from falling on and draining off streets and parking Iols,
construction and industrial sites, and mining, logging and agricultural areas. TI~
pollutants are dissolved into and are carried off by the rainfall as it drains from
surfaces and areas, Through natural or manmade conveyances, the runoff
is channeled into and transponed by gravity flow through a wide variety of
drainage facilities. Once in these facilities, the runoff may scour accumulated
pollutants out of guuen, catchbasins, storm sewers, and drainage channels. The
runoff eventually ends up in surface water bodies such as creeks, rivers, cstuarick
Many recent studies have shown that runoff from ud~an and indusltial
areas typically contaim signi/’icant quantities of the same genend types of
pollutants that are found in wastewaters and industrial discharges and cause
simi/ar water quality problems. These pollutants include heavy retab (r..~.,
chromium, cadmium, copper, lead, nickel, zinc), pesticides, hed~icides, sad
organic compounds such as fuels, waste oils, solvents, lubrican~ sad grease.
These pollutants my cause problems for both human health and aquatic
In general, assessments of water qua/ity are diffkult to perform and
However, several national assessments have been made. For the purposes
these assessments, runoff from urban and indusUial areas has been comiden~l ss
a dil~rusc source or "nonpoint"source of pollution. Legally, however, most
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runoff is discharged through conveyances such as separate storm s~vers or other
conveyances which are point sources under the CWA and are, therefore, subject
to the NPDES program.
To provide a better understanding of the nature of storm water runoff
from residential, commercial, and light industrial areas (collectively referred to as
urban), the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) provided funding and
guidance to the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP), which was
conducted from 1978 through 1983. The NURP study provided insight on what
can be considered background levels of pollutants for urban runoff. NURP also
concluded that the quality of urban runoff can be adversely impacted by several
sources of pollutants that were not directly evaluated in the study, including illicit
connections, construction and industrial site runoff, and illegal dumping.
Other studies have shown that storm sewers contain illicit discharges of
non-storm water, and that wastes, particularly used oils. are improperly disposed
of in storm sewers. Removal of non-storm water di.,,charges to storm sewe~
presents opportunities for dramatic improvements in the quality of storm water

discharges.
In 1987. the Clean Water Act was revised by adding Section 402(p) to
address storm water. In summary. Section 402(p) states that prior to October 1.
1992, the NPDES program cannot require permits for dL~,charges composed
entirely of storm water unless one of the following conditions apply:.
1)

The discharge has been permitted prior to February 4, 1987 (in this
case, the operator is required to maintain the existing permit).

2)

The discharge is associated with industrial activity.

3)

The discharge is from a large (population greater than 250,000) or
medium (population greater than 100,000 but les~ than 250,000)
municipal separate storm sewer system.

4)

The permitting authority determines that the discharge contributes
to a violation of a water quality standard or is a signilkant .
contributor of pollutants to the waters of the United State&

Section 402(p) of the CWA requires EPA to establish NPDF..S permit
application requirements for storm water discharges asso<:iated with industrial
activity; discharges from large municipal separate storm water systems (systems
serving a population of 250,000 or more); and discharges from medium municipal
separate storm water systems (systems serving a Population of 100,000 or more,
but less than 250,000). In response to this requirement, EPA published permit
application requirements on November 16, 1990 (55 FR 47990). This malalal
provides guidance to facility operators discharging storm water associated with
industrial activity on how to comply with the permit application requiretmm~
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o,$£~!~ON !.0
1.1

INTRODUCTION,

What Is The Purpose or This Guidance Manual?

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water
Act (CWA)), as amended in 1987, requires National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permits for storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity.
On November 16, 1990, ($5 ~R 47990), the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) issued regulations establishing permit application requirements for
storm water discharges associated with industrial activity. These reguJations
primarily contained m Section 122.26 of Section 40 of the ~.odc of Federal

Regulations (40 ~"FR Part 122.26).

The purpose of this n~nual is to assist operators of f~’~lities whic~
disch~gc storm water L~’iated with industrial activity in complying with the
requb’ements [or applying for an NPDES permit. ’This manu~l provides operators
with Im overview of the permitting process ~nd information regazding the permit
application requirements including: which forms are to be ompleted; where these
are to be submitted; and when permit applications are due. In addition, this
! manual provides tedmkal information on sample collection procedur~

t.z

ts Mu,, Orsaatm

This guidance nmnu~l contains fife sections ~nd several appcadk:~,
Section 2.0 explains the NPDES permit program, who must fde an application
and the different options for applying. Section 3.0 discuss~ the individual
application re.quiremcnts, including the necessary forms and information to b~
~p__r~’,d_ ~e~d.__ .S~_.ctJon 4.0 ¢a~.. a~s. th.~ permitting process, how applieatJom
~omm~e~.wne_mer.a~.
.g~.tton
~ to.rap,eta
and publi~
availability
ormauon, t ecnngat a.ppt
gu~ance
tot tl~
preparation
of selected
paris of
ofthe
the.
permit application forms is provided in Section $.0. P~t regulatory guidangg
materials and ~ references are provided in Section 6.0.
A~kfitiotml infommtion is provided in the appendices to this nmmml.
These appendk:es contain selected text from 40 ~ Part 122.26 (,Appendix

definitions of key terms (,’~ppend~x B), ad~ for EPA Resk~tl Ot~:es and
State agenc~ (,Appendix (~), proc~u~s for f,~ing a group application (Appendix
D), and opka of t~ various permit appikation forms (,~mdix

......... -
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SECTION 2.0

WHAT IS THE N’PDES PERMIT PROGRAMT

This section provides a description of the NPDES permittin$ program.
Section 2-2 describes the regulatory term "storm water associated with im~ltgial
activity" which defines the scope of the NPDES program requirements with
respect to industrial storm water discharges. Section 2.3 describes notifgation
requirements for storm water discharges associated with industrial activity to large
or medium municipal separate storm sewer systems. (These storm water
discharges associated with industrial activity are also required to obtain NPDES
permit coverage). Section 2.4 explains that storm water discharges mmociated
with industrial activity to sanitary sewers, including combined sewerk ate not
required to obtain NPDES permit coverage. S~ction 2.5 describes thr~ opfiotm
that operators of storm water discharges ~giatcd with industrial activity may
follow for obtaining permit coverage for storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity:. (I) individual permit applications; (2) group applicatiom4 and
(3) case-by-case requirements developed for g©n~ral permit gov~ra~.

Autltortz~ NI’DF..S Smm
The C’WA allows States to request EPA authorization to m~minist¢x the
NPDES program instead of EP~A. Upon authorization of ¯ State program, the
State is primarily responsible gor issuing permits and administering tl~ NPDES
program in the State. At all times following authorization, State NPDES
programs must be consistent wi~ minimum F©deral requi~man~ although th~

State authority is divided into tour pmu: municipal and indust~
permitting (including permitting for storm water disdmrgez fxom
facilities); Federal facilities (including permitting for storm wat~ disdmgg~ from
Federal gaciliti~s); pretr¢atment; and general permitting. At
States or Territories ate ¯uthohzed to, at ¯ minimum, issue NPDES permits for

municipal and industrial ~ In the 12 States and 6 territorim w#Jmut
NPDF.S authorized programs. EPA mum all NPDES pennim. In 6
States that ate ¯uthorized to issue NPDES permits for munk:ip~l

The November 16. 1990 regulatJoa established the following
"storm water disdmrge nssodated with industrial activity" at 40
122"26(bX14):
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7

(x) ~ ~ including cleanng, grading and o.cava~on ac~e~
except., opera~wns that ~ m Ose ~~e of less Ouxn fwe ao~ of total
land area w/~ch are not pan of a laCger common plan of development or

25, 265, 267, 27, 283. 285. 30. 31 Om’rpt 311), 323, 34 (ez~7~t 3441), 3.5, ~
37 (~’lX 373), 38. 39. 4221-25, (and ~ are not ~ ~

~ au~a~a (~).(~)~"

.

Table 2-2 lists Standard lndmtrial L"lassifa:ation (SIC) Code group~ which
are referenced in the regulatory definition o[ ’storm water associated with

Storm water discharges 8ssoc~ted w~th industrial activity ~

through municipal separate storm sewers to water3 of tl~ United States m
requited to obtain NPDES penn~ coverage, in addition to meeting the
requirements discmsed in Section 4.0 of mis manual, operstov~ of storm ~
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medium municq~ separate storm sewer systems are required to submit the
following infof-u~tion to the operator of the municipal separate storm sewer
receiving the ct~:harge no later than May 15, 1991 or 180 days prior to
commencing such alL¯charge:
(i) the name of the facility;,
(ii) ¯ contact person and phone number.
(iii) the location of the all.¯charge; and
(iv) ¯ description, including Standard Industrial Classification, which
best reOccts the princip’~l products or servges provided by each facility.
The terms "municipal separate storm sewer’, "large municipal separate
storm sewer g,.’t.tem" and "medium munk:ipal ~parat~ storm sewer system" ar~
defined in Appc~lix B.
1.4

Dlsd, arl~ To Combin~ ~ Symm~

Discharges to municipal sanitary systems, including combined
systems (s)~cms de.signed to onvey municipal sanitary sewage and storm water)
arc not requu.nd to obtain NPDES permit coverage. However, these
may be subject to pretreatment requirements, including requirements
implemented by p~rmits issued by the operator of th~ municipal treatment Plant.
OptJoms For Applying For Permit
The I~PI)ES reguJatory scheme provides three potential tracts for
obtaining pcn~t coverage for storm water discharges assoc~ted with industriaJ
activity: (1) ind~dual permit applications; (2) group applications; and (3) caseby-case requirements developed fo.r general permit coverage..
A flowchart illustrating the three potentiaJ routes, or tracks for applying
for l~rmit ovewage, as well as ¯ route or track for discharges to combined s~ven
i~ provided in Figure 2-I. The four tracks are named: the gem~al pormlt tradt,
the group ¯~t/mt track, the htdlvidual appllcat/oa track, or the gombhsml
sewm" trm:k, l~)~:hargers following the first three are required to ~
infonuatk~ whereas the fourth track, the combined ~ewer track, illmtratea that
permits are not required for industrial discharges to combined r~wer systems~.
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Figure 2-1.

Flowchart for NPDES
Permitting of Industrial
Storm Water Discharges

Ill ~

!!) _PermittiN ..A~___o~: Stat..es wh. ic~.. have N..PDES penp.. ~ a ..u~.dty, other, vlse ..EPA.. regional
~.2~ ._State..s w~ ~,u~..pe .rm,~ au.mo~. ~ ~ aisaJlow.parbopation ,n a group al:~icalion
~) ,~me ~,ne begins a~ me aale ot puo~:a~]on of the final rule
(4) Other forms may be required in addition to Forms I and 2F
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The IncUvidual permit application track (i.e., the third tier on the
Oowehan) is applicable to all storm water di.~.harges associated with industrial
activity ~xc~pt: where the operator of th~ discharge is participating in ¯ group
application; where a general Permit has been issued to cover the discharge and
the general permit provides alternative means zo obtain permit overage; or
where the discharge is to a sanitary sewer, incJuding a combined sewer. For most
storm water discharges associated with industrial activity, the requirements for an
individual permit application are incorporated inlo Form 1 and Form 2F. Special
individual application requirements [or storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity born construction activities, mining operations, oiJ and
operations, and small businesses m’¢ discussed in Chapter 3.
The ~’oup applicaUon back (Le., the second tier or the flowchart) allows ¯
group of similax induslzies to submit ¯ gXoup application. This will ohen be
[ficient alternative to preparing and submitting individual permit applicaUom
because it may reduce the cost for applican~ The requirements for group
applications are discussed in Appendix D. Authorized NPDES States may
establish requLremcnts which are more su~ngent than EPA requirements, and may
require tact¯tries with storm water discharges associated with industrial activity to
submit individual applications rather than participate in ¯ group application.
The genersJ permit t~sck (i.e., the top tier of the flowchart) may be
available where ¯ general permit for the discharge has been issued. In this cme,
the facility operator must comply with any applicable Hmice of Intent (NOI)
provisions of the general permit instead of submitting an individusi permit
The combined sewer truck (i.e., the bottom tier of the flowchart) is
followed if an indusu’iad facility dischar~ storm wmer assoc~ted with industrial
activity to ¯ municipal sanitav/sewer, including sewer~- that are pact of ¯
combined sewer systems. In this cas~ an NPDES permit for th~ storm

discha~ to the combined sewer is not required, l-lower¯r, the operator of the
s~vage treatment works may develop preU~atm~nt r~quirements (indudin8
requirements hnpi~nented through pemdts issued by th~ sewage

operator) applicable to indusu~ facilities discharji~ to combined sew¯re.
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SE~I’ION, 3.0

INDMDUAL APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Section 2.5 of this manual describes the three options that operators of
storm water discharges associated with industrial activity may follow fo~ obtaining
permit coverage for storm water discharges associated with industrial activity:, (l)
individual permit applications; (2) group applications; and (3)
requixements developed for general permit coverage. In addition, section 2.4
explains that storm water discharges associated with industrial activity to
municipal sanita~/systems, including combined sewer systems (systems designed
to convey municipal sanitary sewage and storm water) are not required to obtain
NPDF.~ permit coverage.
Chapter focus~es on the procedures and requirements msociated with
submitting individual permit applications, Appendix D.2 discusses the procedures
and requixementj associated with submitting group applications,

Section 3.1 discusses the process of submitting individual permit
applications. Section 3.2 provides an overview of the requirements of Form 1 ~
Form 2F. the individual permit application forms for most storm water dJsclt~,g~
~ciated with industrial activity. Section 3.3 discusses special provisions
individual applications for storm water discharges associated with industt~
activity fxom: small businesses; omtruction actWitieg and mining and oil ~d
operatiom. Section 3.4 discusses deadlines for submitting individual permit
applications. Section 3.5 descxibes the additional application forms tl~t
necessary if storm water associated with industrial activity is mixed with
storm water. Section 3.6 explains where to obtain and submit permit appik:atJom.
Section 3.7 dem:ril~s signatory re, quitements for individual permit applicatiom,
8~d Sectio~ 3.8 de~tib~ penalties for knowingly submitting ~ informatJo~

dischax~ ~~1 with i~lustx~ activity. The iteau on this list m discussed
1)

Dctcrmin~ wlmber the disdmrge is amsidered t storm water
discharge 8ssociated with industrial activity. Refer to the deflniti~
of "storm water discharge msociat~d with industrial activi~

2)

D~zermiae wheZber the Sine in wb~ the disc~arZ~(s) is ~

]ms an anzhorized NPDES progr’am. A ~ o~ ~ St~t~

13
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authorized N’PDES States may be different from the EPA-required
forms that arc discus~d in this manual.

3)

Determine the track (e.g. individual permit application track, group
application track, genera] permit track, etc.) that the disdlargct will
pursue to comply wigh application requirements. The options
different tracks are dLscussed in section 23 of this guidance, fog

4)

Obtain
the appropriate
application
forms
submitting
an individual
permit application.
Sections
3.2,, 3,3,
andif 3,5
of this guidan~
man.ual provide information on permit application forms and
requirements, Section 3.6 describes where forms can b¢ obtained,

L

Submit the completed application to the appropriate permittinl
regulatow agency by the application deadline (Section 3,4). S~-’ctJon
3,6 describes where applications are to be submitted,

The requirements fog individual permit application for most
.discharges ~). mpo~_d of storm water ar~:giated with industrial aet~’~t~.~
mcorporatea into Form i and Form 7g /....:__., .... ~. ---:--.~ -,~
individual permit application requiremenl~ for storm water discharg~
with industrial activity from construction activities and Section 3.5 discusses the
.additional forms necessary where storm water discharges ~ciated with
industrial activity m’= mixed with any non-storm water discharge),,

form with in~tngtiom.

~

---- -,-,- ....... , tur a sampte

uate the pollution poteatJaJ of storm water

o
o

¯ nanative description of material management practices and oem~
me.asureg
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;3.3.2 Special Provisions For Consu’uc~oe Activities
The application requiremenL~ for operators of storm water dischaj3es
associated with industrial activity from construction activities include Form I and
a nanabve de,script/on of:
(i) the location (including a map) and the nature of the construction activity;
(it) the total area of the site and the area of the site that ts expected fo
undergo excavation during the life of the Permit;
(iii) proposed measures, including best management practices, to control
pollutants in storm water discharges during construction, including a brief
description of applicable State and local erosion and sediment control
requircn~nu~
(iv)proposed measures to control pollutants ~ storm w~.ter discharges that will
occur after construction operations have en ompJctcd, includin8 a brief
description of applicable State and local storm water manasemcnt
¯
onsln,~,oo addressed in the Permit ¯
. . . ~e nature[ne
as omplete¯,
of t’dl material and existing data describ’J~kaUon
the
so~ or the quality of the discharge; and

(vi)the name of tJ~ r~ceJv~:s water.
¯
-, -,~,vmmu
app/katio~s
for
.t activity
¯
storm water d~:harges
assoc~tcd
with industr~
farm o(utructJo~
sites.

_ _Several specific regulatory provisioas

O) ~ opmtJon, :d On and G,,- (~0 C1~ ~n.~,X2)): "r~
permitting authority may no~ r~quim ¯ permit for dischar~s of
storm water runoff from ~ opeJItSoos or oil and

_exploration. produ~on, procmsinS or treatment ooerations
,~nveyanc~s or systems or’ ~cyancm (indudin~ but not limited to
pupes, conduits, ditches, and ~) used for oll~in~ and

conveying precipitation runoll and which ar~ not m,,,.,~,,~.,.d
~ with or that has not come intn on.,,~ wi~h_ say
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raw material, intermediate produc~z, fmisbed product, byproduct or
waste products located on the site of such operatiom.
(2)

OII ud gss- (40 CFR 122.26(c)(1)(iii)): The operator o~alz
existing or new alL, charge composed entirely of storm water
oil or gas exploration, production, processing, or treatment
operation, or transmission facility i~ not required |o.submit ¯ permit
application, uniera the facility:
a reportable quantity for which notification iz or was required
pursuant to 40 CFR 117.21 or 40 CFR 302.6 at anytime
November 16. 1987; or
(B) has had ¯ discharge of storm water resulting in the discharge of
¯ reportable quantity for which notification i~ or was requited
punuant to 40 CFR 110.6 at any time since November 16. 19r/; or
(C) contributes to ¯ violation of ¯ water qtmlity glndard.

;~.4

Appllgltloml Dledli~l

Individual permit applicltion~ for storm water digzXltges ~z~g~lted with
iodmtrial activity which are cu~ent~ not covered by an NPDF.~ permit must be
sul~m|tted by November 18, 1991.
OJ~rators Of dJ~J~ar~ wh~h 8/~ ¯uthori~d by u JlgJJvidtlNJ IN~D~

8p~
rmit must
individual
applications 180 days prior to the
rmination
ofre,
thesubmit
gxisting
NPDESpermit
pesmit.
Permit applicstiom for ¯ new dbchargc of storm water associated with
industrial ac~’ity must be submitted 180 days be, fore that facility commences
industrial acbvity which may result in ¯ disdmtgc of storm water associated with
that industg~ activity. Permit applicstions for ¯ new discharg~ of storm water
(x) of the definition in section 2.3 of this document) must be submitted st least
90 ~ays before th~ date on which omtngtioa is to commence. Persom

p~ a new discharge are encouraged to submit their applJcatio~ wall in

advance of the 90 or 180 day requh~ments to avoid delay.

Where a general permit has been issued, deadlines for submitting a notice
of intent (NOI) to be authorized to discharge under the permit 8re estab/ished in
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Where a storm water discharge a.~ociated with industrial activity b mi~.d
with
a
non.~torm
water component prior to discharge, an additional
application
form must gg submitted.
1
A complete permit application for a storm water dbcharge a.c~,ociated with
industrial acltvlty m~xed with orocess wastewater, (proce~ wa~tcwatcr b water
that comes into dtrect conta~ with or resuiu from the production or u~ of any
raw materi~l, intermediate product, finished product, byproduct, wa~t= product or
wa~tewater) includes Form 1, Form 2F and Form 2C.
A complete permit application for a storm water discharge associated with
m~ted with new sources or new di~har_~es of non-storm water
(non-NPDU.S permitted discharges commencing after ,August ]3, 1979) includes
Form ]. Form 2F and Form 2D.
industrial l~lVlty
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~

~ Clean Water Act provides for severe pensItJes few knowins~

submitting faL~ informafio, on application forms..S,~ion 309(cX4) of the Clean
Water Act provides that ",,b~ w~o/mowm~y n~ ~,jb/se ~
no~ more than 2 yem or by bo~ lf a conv~ion of sw.~ ~ b for a t~lat~

of not more O~n 4,veers av by ba~"
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S£CTION 4.0

THE PERM]’I~NO PROCESS

The purpose
of NPDES
this section
is tofor
provide
applicant
with aassociated
summa~ with
of
the proc¢~
of issuing
permits
stormthe
water
discharges
¯

4.1

How Are Individual Appli~tio~u ih~essed?

Following the submission of the NPDF.S permit application, the permitting
authority reviews the application for ompleteness. If additional information is
required to complete the application, the permitting authority will notify the
applicant. The permitting authority will specify ¯ deadline for submitting the
additional information. The effective date of the application is the date when the
permitting authority determines ~ha( the application is complete..
The permitting authority may requ~ additional information beyond what
is required in the application form. The permit writer will use available
information, primarily that in the permit application, to davclop ¯ draft permit
¯ notice to deny ¯ permit. All draft pernuts and notices of intent to deny ¯
permit will include ¯ statement of basis o~ ¯ ¢h~ft fact sheet. The stal©ment
basis will briefly de.u:ribe the ratioJmle fo~ either proceeding with issuing ¯ permJ~
or denying ¯ penni¯. The dt~ft ~ac~ sheet will includa the principal facu,
methodo~o~, a~d ~ legal or policy questioem a~uid~red in th~ decision to
proceed with issuing ¯ pcnui~.
All draA permits and notices o( intent to deny a permit ar~ subject to
public notice and will b~ mad¯ ¯vailal~ for public omment. The permitting
agency will giv~ public noti~ when: (1) a penni¯ application has I~cn t~ntatively

demied, (Z) ¯ dra pe.nn is issu (3) an

wl~n 8 new som~ de~nmination ban been made,.

hearing is gnmted, or (4)

issue ¯ t’mal decision. The permitting ague, upon issuanc~ of the l’mal du:isk)m,
permit or ~ ¯ permit) and ~ any ~.ason penin~t to ~ change.
NPDF.~ permit is issued, th~ permit usu~ speci~e~ the eO’e~,"e dat,~ mt whk~

time, tl~ facility is legally authori~.d to ~ storm water associated with ms
industrial activity subject to th~ permit cooditioms. A more omplet~
oftl~ pmcmsm involved in obtaini~ -,, NPDES Permit is provided in ~0 CFR

indust~ai activity can refer to the foHowb~ list that summarizes the
prima~ rmpomibili~s (Tabi© 4-1). This applk:mion checklist is us~d

....
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T~lde 4-1. PERMIT APPEJ~,A, TION CHECKLIST
~

O

-

$~mt~.e of Perw~
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------.--.___._.__

F~in~ out

4. II’ no l~neral lw.rmit, select bem~ ~

o
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V
for the applicant for self-checking the completeness of the application prior to
submission Applications .,~ll not be considered complete unless all applicable
information required is pro,,’ided. If an item does not apply, "NA"(for "not
applicable") may be entered in the appropriate space. If additional iMonnation is

L

required, the applicant will be notified.
4.3

Public AvsUabUIQ, Of Submitted Intor~atioi

Section 402(j) o~ the Clean Water Ac~ tcquirc$ tha~ all permit applications
will be available ~o the public. Information in p~rmi! applications wiJ| b~ made
available ~o the public upon request. Any information rcquircd in ¯ perm|¢
appfica~ion may not be ciaLm~d as confidential /my information submi~tcd ~o
EPA which goes beyond ~at rcquircd by Form 1, Form 2F ot other appropriai¢
forms may be claimed ~s onf~icnt~aL Howcvcr, claims for co~Edcatiality of
cLIlucnl dam will be domed.

2

If a daim of confidentiality is not asserted at the time of submitting the
information, EPA may make the in,formation public without further notice to the
applicant. Ciaiw.s of confidentiality will I~ handled in accordance with F.PA’s
business onfidcntiaJity regulations at 40 CFR Pan 2.
~l Ho~ Lo~ b A l~r~t V~
A Permit will be "_msued by the permitting agency for. ~ up to, hue
_.not more
than .~ y~ar~._. Disdmrgen must reapply for a pennit ]SO days before

mod,n-;T,,- ^- :~--.--"-~-_-.,_-y.,u., ~,= me ~ .nnmmg auumrity my
_. -,,.--.,,- ~,. ,::,..~uuu ano rcmsuance o! the rmit to chart

4~ How Are NPDES PemlU Ealbrced?

_ . ~ ~...~..? ~,, i~..~ty nm to exce~o ~,ooo per day of violation..Any
.w~z~ .o~wz~utly or negzigently violat~ a permit i~ subject to a free ~t n,~ z~:

or mo=. xan szs,ox day of v a ion,

max ~ year, or Ix~ (40 ~ 122.41(a)).

ri~T~u opera,
mr o~ ¯ ~ must
allow a repr,
enmtive
o~ the permi
_u~
au~. n.~.up~,
u)e presencauou
o[ cred©nt~a~s
and
other documeuu
as ram;
requ~reo oy row, to enter r~e remaated facili,,, aria = .......... - -- -:"~’
tl~ l~ZlZfit. This includg~ but L~ not limited to, monitoring and ggmtxol

eq~pment, practic~ and ope_.’afiom regulated und©r th~ pegmit. "l~
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representative may also sample the storm water discharge for any substance to
assure ompliance with the ]~rmit conditions. Inspection activities ate to be
conducted at reasonable times (40 CFR ]22.4](i)(1) to (4)).
The operator must retain all records of discharge monitoring for at le.~
three )’ears from the date of the sample, measurement, report, or application.
This includes all calibration and maintenance records, all original su’ip charts
from continuous monitoring, copies of all records rcquir©d b)’ the permit, and
records of data used to complete the NPDES permit application 40 CFR
122.4 ](.iX2).
The C’W~ provides that any penon who Imowingl)’ falsifies an), record or
document, tampers with or renders inac~-ate an)’ monitoring device, shall upon
conviction be punished b)’ ¯ I’me o~ no( more than $10,000 per violation, or bjr
imprisonment (or not more IEan 2 ),can, or both (40 CFR 123..41(jX5) and
,a, dditiona] penalties ~or knowin~l), submitting false information in
applications ate de.s~’ibed in Section 2 o~ Ibis manual.
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SECTION $.0

TECHNICS.L SUPPORT FOR SPECIFIC ELEMF..NTS OF
THE NPDES PERMIT APPLICATION FOi~.MS

L

V
O
o

Material loading and access areas (e.g., loading docks and
main stuck routes on the [acUity proper~)

o

Areas where pesticides, herbicides, soil onditioncr~
fendisen ~rc ¯pplied

o

Structural control measures to reduce pollutants in storm
water runoff
2

o

Surface water bodies whic~ receive storm water discharges

L

from the fa¢~lit~
During the preparation ot ¯ size drainage map, or the review of an existing
one., emphasis should bc placed on the identi~’,cat~on of all inflow sources to
ensure that inappropriate sources o! non-storm water entt~ ate not present. The
map should identify pomts of entry to the fa¢i/ity site storm water drain system,
including ¢atchbasms, floor drains, and roof leaden.
The site drainage map required in Form 2F should show the lo~ation and
an identifying numher or name for each storm water outfall at the facgi~.
S.3

,,~

ldemlfleadoa Of Outfalls To Be Mmdtoml

Form 2F requites that applicants provide quantitative data for samples of
storm water discharges associated with indusuial activity. If a facility dischax~es
storm water associated with industhal activity to ¯ municipal sepm’ate storm
sewer, then the facility should sample the storm water ~om the site prior to
discharging to the municipal separate storm sewer. Storm runoff fxom meal
located on plant lands separate from the plant’s industrial activibck suds as
adminisUltive buildings tools and accompanying parking lois m’~ not deEned as
storm water sssociated with industrial activity and hence do not need to be
monitored unless t~ runoff is combined with storm water associa~d with
industrial activity. Figu~ ~-1 shows several scenarios for storm water oulfalls thai
may or m.y not need to he monitored as pan of ¯ NPDES pemzit application.
40 CFR 1~2-21(~X7) provid~ that when an applicant has two or more outfalls

I
~J
,

~,~

with substantially ide.nt~al emu~nts, ~J~ D~rc~x)r may allow th~ applicant to ~

$.4

K~valuatlaa Of The l’nmmc~ Of Non-am Warn" Disdmrps

Form 2F requites applkants to certify that a/I outfalls that ~ s~orm
water associated with industrial acbvity have been ~ or evaluat~ for ~-

presen~ of non-storm water discha~es. AppliCanL~ do nm have to t~ for
presence of non-storm water discharges already subje~ to an NPDES pennM,

Aceep~bl¢ proe~ures include: d~y w~ther observa~iom of ou~f~Is or ~
appropriate observmkm Ioca~; ~ ana~is and validaUon of scour¯re ~
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Figure S-1. EXAMPLE INDUSTRIAL STORM RUNOFF OUTFALLS WITH
STORM WATER DISCHARGE ASSOCIATED WITH INDU~rI~!tL ACTIVITY
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schematics; dye tests; or other procedures for ensuring that ther~ ate ao
inappropriate connections or discharges to the storm drain s)~tem. The i~rmit
application requLres a description of the method used, the date of tcs~ (if
applicable), and the onsite drainage locations observed during th= t~x. Any nonstorm water discharge which is not already identified in a NPDF.S pen~it which is
detected must b¢ identified in Form 2(:: (for process wastcwater) or Form 21= (for
non-process wastewater) which must accompany the storm water discharge
application (Form ! and Form 2F).
The following sections provide a description of several procedures that can
be used in developing a certification and an overview of the applicability of the
tests and the resources required for performing the tests. A first step should be
to identify potential sources of non-storm water at the facility and to focus on
those place.
5.4.1 Visual inspectkm or Storm Drain at Manhole Inlet or Outt~ll Description
.A visual inspection of the system conducted during d~y weather, can be
effective method of locating illicit connections to the storm drain mjstem. Tbe
observation shouJd be made dining normal business horn1 when sources of nonstorm water are typically operating. A record should be kept of all o~evw.d
flows and any stains, sludges, or other abnormal conditions observed. Wbgre
flows are observed, additional analysis, such Is dy= testing (dcl~bed
be ncce~tty to identify the soutc¢ of the flow~
Applicability. This method is applicable to any industrial site with ¯ storm

d~in system wber¢ an outtall or other location (e.g. manhole) down
from potential non-storm water discharge~ ca~ be
Reaourc~ No spocial equipment is required.
S.4.3 Reck~ mid Validation ot Piping Scbemath= ~

A careful review of piping schematic drawings for industrial sites can

identify t~ intended routing of flows born particular areas or drains. This review
the plato and to dcterm~ wi~thct any ~d piping modifgatiom
AppUcabilit~:. This method is most applicable fo~ industrial zitez
have targc or elaborate piping anangements, usually recorded cat schematic
piping d:awings. It is most applicable in conjunction with use of ~e ocher
techniques de~a’ibed below.
~ No special equipment is tq~quired, thoz~ dy~ teals IIId~.JNg
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the oJmection. This may be accomplished by inspection of drain maps, dye tests,
or possibly smoke

T.

Resource: Resources required for a "1~ survey of storm drains include
the following:

o

"IV monitor and VCR to reeord sun~

o

Rig consisting of video cables, tow lines, and related
equipment for properly guiding the camera in the line at
controlled rate,, recording d~stance moved, and withdrawing
the camera from the pipeline

The cost to conduct a "IV sut~;--y can range from $1 to $3 per fore of
storm sewer. For small surveys costs could vary from S12~ to S200 per hour,
including labor and rental of the necessary equipment. However, this cmt gan
increase significantly if the storm sewer must be dean,.,d of debris prior to
conducting the "IV survey. On average, approxin~ately 1000 feet of sewer can be
inspected in ¯ day. In ¯ clean sewer, up to 2000 feet can be imp¯¯ted.

I

The applicant should refer to "Operation and Maintenance of Wast¯water
Collection Systems" (CSU 1983) or similar appropriate referent= doguments for ¯

Form 2F requir~ ¯pplkants to provide quantitative data based on ~tmples
collected during storm event(s). One set og parameters that must be provided for
such storm event(s) ate flow estimates or flow measurements, and an estimate of
memummant must be d~ in th~ ¯ppli~
EPA in¯ands that applicants need ~ peovJda rough estimates of flows
Form 2F. The following section discusses methods for obtaining the required
information. Seefion 5.5.! presents ¯ method, gor approximating flowl and

s.s.1 Estimating l~ow8 and ¥olume8
Runoff flow m~es and volumes mn be estimmed by using the total raiafall
amount for the storm event and estimated runoff ©oefTgiants for the faciliv/. _
Runoff oefT~cknts represent the fraction of total rainfall that will be trmumitt~
as runoff from th~ facility..As such. the coeW3cients reflect the ground surfnm o~
cover material. To ~Jmate runoff volume and rates, i~ can be mmuaed I1~
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Step 2:

Calculate and tabulate the cror~ectional area of flow for
each of the Qow depth~ measured. C’..alculate th~ flow tlte
(Q) for each discrete set of flow rate and flow ve[o~
measurements. Q. (atea)(velocity).

L

Step 3:

Plot flow rate, Q venu~ time as shown in Table ~-1.

1

Step 4:

A~ign e~ch flow rate measurement ¯ duration equal to the
sum of ]J~ the time interval between the precgding and
succeeding measuremen~ in the ideal case of uniform 20
minute mtervalz, the dugatiom ax~ [(20)~1 * (20)~1 ¯ 20

2

’~
¯
¯

.-.
o~

min.t~].
~tep $:

i
]

Compute the flow volume ~ted with each o6zervation
(V, V~, ..., re) by multiplying the me~ured ~ow mt~ by the
duration (m thi~ caze, 20 mmute~). Be sur© the tmitz axe
ombtent. For example, if durationz ate in mingt~ ~gl flow
velociti~ are in cubic feet per ~econd (~). convert the
dutatiom to zegon~ or th~ velociticz to feet per minute..

]

Volume (v). Flow ~te (~m) x Duration (miaut~)
the flow rate is zero at time zero and increazea iineaxly to

that flow ~ uniformly from ti~ I~t calculated flow rote
((~ to zero at the ~ when QI0 would have been taken.
St~p 7:

Total the individual ~olumes calculated in Step $ with f~
initial and final volun~ approxima~x:s calculated in S~p ~
~"
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A grab sample must be colleaed during the first 30 minutes of the runoff
(or as soon therea/ter as practicable). The sample collected should be large
enough for ~11 of the laboratory analyses to be performed, but at least 100
milliliters (ml). Grab samples arc typically ollected by Idling the sample
container just below the water surface in the flow channel. Extension rods or
cables can be used to reach inaccessible Io~tions. The grab sample should be
collected h’om near the center of the flow channel, where turbulence is at a
maximum (nnd therefore the storm runoff is well mixed), or at a site specified in
an existing permit, or at an)’ site adequate for the collection of ¯ smnple that
would be representative of the storm water quality.

:

,

All samples must be properly handled (i.e., holding time prior to analysis,
storage temperature., preservation methods) and analyzed by the methods
contained in 40 CFR Part 136. Most commercial laboratories will I~ familiar
with these requirements and can provide information on appropriate handlinj
pro~du~e.s. Quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) methods must be
implemented both in the field by the applicant and in the lab to ensure tl~
accuracy and validity of the analytical results. Most labs can assist applicants in
designing ¯ field QA/QC program and will also provide sample containers that
are suitable (e.g., container material, type, .and size) to the analysis to b~
performed. The labs will also typically report to ~ applicant I/~ results o~
internal QA/QC upon request.
If an analytical method is not listed in 40 CFR 136 for ¯ I~rtkuinr
pollutant, then the applicant may use an), suitable method for meastu’iog thelevel
of the pollutant in the discharge provided that the applicant submits ¯ description
of IEe method or ¯ reference to ¯ published method. The des~n’iptioa should
include tl~ sample holding time., pr~s~rvatiou methods, and th~ quality ontn~
The par¯rooters pH and temper¯tuft are time-dependent and mus~ I~
inbomtorT.

A ~w4migh~l mmposite saml~ is a single sample inr~l¢d to provid~
the average water quality for tl~ ¢n~ runoff ~enl. B~aus~ ~ ~ of sample
a~ounts for variatiom in flo~ tent ~ during an ~v~nt, water quality data from
¯ ~ow-weightod ~omposit~ sample is ~sid~re, d to be mo~ r~pres~ntativ~ o~
average nmoff quality fo~ other methods such as a tin~.--w¢igl~,od
A flow-weightod composite sample ~an be colle~l du~inj ¢ilh¢r II~
¢n~e runoff ~’~nt (~hi~ may be less than ;3 hours) or during at l~as~ ~h~ ~ 3
hot~ of the nmoH. The s-,npl¢ ~n be collected using either autommic ~
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equipment or by manually collecting and combining a series of discrete ~
samples (aliquo~s) in an appropriate manner, in either case, appropriate
procedures must Ix: followed to obtain a sample for analysis that is flow-weighted,
and hence will provide an indication of the average (or event mean)
¢onc~nU’ation for the storm runoff evenL
~,tanually Collected Samples: A manually collected composite ~
weighted sample can be prepared by the following procedures. Collect samples
of the same size (at least 100 mi and preferably 1000 ml) at regular intenrall
during the duration of the entire runoff even! or for at least the tint 3 houri of
the event. Samples should be collected ever/20 minutes to meet the
requirement of at least 15 minutes benveen sample collection times. Storm
runoff flow rates and flow cross-sectional areas in the conveyance should be
estimated (see Section 5.~) each time an individual sample is taken. R¢IIUv¢
flow rates rather than actual flow rates can be used. Where flow rates
estimated based on runoff coefficients, then |he amount of rainfall during I given
time period should be measured or estimated, and discharg¢ flow rates assum=d
to be proportional to the amount of rainfall occurring during I given intefl’lL
Remove a portion (or aliquot) from each of the individual samples that il
proportional to the flow rate for that time inte~al (there should be at lea~
individual samples-i.©., three samples ollect¢d each hour during the first 3 houri
of runoff) and combine them in the container that will be sent to the laboratoly
for analysis. Only the composite sample needs to be sent to the ialx)ratoo’ for
analysis. The actual amount taken from ¢ach of the individual samples should be
in proportion to the flow rate or volume of flow associated with that sample..
The procedur¢ for combining aliquo~ of individual samples to fona
flow-weighted composite sample is described below by example lad shOWll ill
Table 5-2. The example is th~ same as that discussed in Section 5.S lad Ibowa
Table 5-1. In the example shown in Table 5-2, the minimum number of aiae
samples were collected for us¢ in preparing the composite sample.. Because ¯
grab sample must also be ollected within the I’u~t 20 minutes of the nmo~
separate samples should be collected. One of the grab samples-will Ix=
separately, while [h~ second grab sample will be available for us= in pr=paJ’i~
the flow-weighted composite sample.. Note that 40 C’FR 122.21(g)(7) provkl~
that quantitative data fxom grab samples, rather than flow-weighted sample, be

provid~ for pH, temperature., 9"anida, tom Pl~noL~ r~idual ddorine, oil
~r¢ase, f~ml olifona, and f~ml

Ot~r methods m. be used for ollecting ~low-w=i~t~l com~
samples, including th= following four methods taken from EPA’I NPD~

proportional to flow rate at of sumpli
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b)

Constant time interval between samples, sampl© volume
proportional to total flow (volume) since last sample. For the first
sample, the flow rate at the the the sample was collected may

c)

Constant sample volume, time interval between samples
proportional to flow (i.e., sample taken every "X’gallons of flow);
and

d)

(~ontinuous collection of sample, with sample collection rate
proportional to flow rate.

A di/ferent amount of etch of the nine individual aliquots is used so that
they arc combined in proportion to the volume of runoff they repr¢~nt. In the
case of uniform time intervals between samples, the sample portions can be based
on the measured flow rate associated with etch sample rather than on th¢ flow
volumes caJculated from etch flow rate. For uniform tim~ intervals, both flow
rates (0) and flow volumes (V) will result in the same aliquot proportions used
to prepare the composite. The procedures 8re I follows:
1.

For the sample that was oflected 8t the highest flow tlte

volume), add the gull sample volume (e.g., I(X)0 ml) to the
oml~ite sample container. The otber eight samples will provide
smaller amounts.

For each of m_e other samples, take an amount cha~ is~roponional
to the largest flow rate., in other words, th~ amount ot tl~
individual samples used will be ¯ simple ratio of the measured

Sample x (nd).

Q,
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T~Me S’Z,

EXAMPLE PRI~ARATION OF A MANUALLY COMPOStlT.D FLOW-

St~ion: OUTFALL-I

Step 1: Tabul~¢ 5ow rales (d’ ¯ onscam ~Jrne duration was used) or flow volumes (if ¯ non-cmmam lir~ duratmn
~

Flmv Rate
I

10

2

$
?
$
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combining manually collected samples to obtain ¯ now-weighted compo~ will
apply in ~his case,
Automatic samplers generally range in price from ~bout S8~000 ~o $16~000
for equipment costs alone. Units with telemetry are in the upper ~ o~ Ibis
range. The equipment included with a standard unit includes ¯ fabrk~ed weir.
an automatic sampler with silica sample confiners, software to oaR~
remote computer da~a logger, housing for uni~, thermistor, and pressure scmor.
The installation and flow rating of a unit will cost approximately $6,000 to $8,000
depending on whether the unit is ms,ailed ;n a manhole, open culvert or channel,
or stream. DigitaJ doppler veiocit~ ~nsors can ~lso I~ purchased and
Such units would replace the weir, dala logger, and pressure sensor identif’~l
5.6,3 Pollutants to Be Aaal~d
Section VII of Form 21= requir~ that ~-veral common pollutants
analyzed for in both the grab sample and I1~ flow-weighted composite sampl~
while ¯dditional analys~ are dependent upon existing NPDES permit oaditioml
or whether the discharger has reason to believ~ other pollulants my b¢
in the Corm runoff discharge.. A ~pamte table should I~ ompleted for e.adl
outfall. Note Ihat 40 CFR 122.21(g)(7) provides that rather tham using ¯
weighted sample for quantitativ~ dam for pH, ~mperature, cyanide., ~
residual ddorin¢, oil and grem~ fecal oliform, and fecal su~ptococcm, ¯ Irab

emk:ai ox~. ~ (COD)

Tom Xjela a Niuogm
Niu, plus ,iu
Total ~

Part B of Scctioa VII r~quir~ tlmt ~ poHutam limited in an
NPDES permit for its pro~ss was~cwater (if tl~ fadlip/is opeJating uador am
~sling permit) b~ analTzcd for and r~portcd scpmately for each oulfall b

Pa~ C of S~ction VII RquiRs ti~ listing Of any poHumm ~ im Taldes
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in the discharge and was no~ ~lready identified above (sec Form 2F in Appendix
D for these U~¢e tables).
Table 2F-2 indudcs conventional and non-conventional pollutants. For
any pollutant from this table listed in Part C, the applicant is required to either
report quantitative data or briefly describe the reason the pollutant b expected to
be discharged.
Table 2F-3 lists toxic pollutants. For every pollutant listed in Table
that is expected to be alL, charged in concentrations of 10 parts per billion (ppb)
or greater, the applicant ~s required to submit quantitative data. For aerolein;
acrylonitrile; 2,4 dimtrophenol; and 2-methyl-~, 6 dinitrophenol the applicant must
submit quantitative data if these four pollutants (collectively) are expected to
discharged in concentrations of 100 ppb or greater. For every other pollutant
lis~ed in Table 2F-3 that is expected to be discharged in concentrations less than
10 ppb (or I00 ppb to~l for the four pollutants listed above), then the applicant
must ei~r submit quantitative data or briefly describe the reasons the pollutant
Table 2F-4 lists hazardous substances. For each outfall, the applicant mu~
lis~ any pollutant from Table 2F-~ that is known or believed to be present in the
discharge and explain why they believe it to be present. No analysis is required,
trot ~f th~ applicant has analytical data, it mns~ be report¢d.

Uad~r
(l~cd in 40 CFR 177.21 or 40 CFR 30Z4) may be exempted from the
requixements of Section 311 of the CWA, which e~ablishex reporting
requi~em~nU, civil penalties, and liability for cleanup o~ts for spills of oil and
hazardous ~ub~tance~. A disd~a~¢ of a pafliculax ~ubstance may be exempted if
th~ origin, ~ource, and amounu of the disd~rged ~ubstance4 axe identified in th¢
NPDES permit application or in the permit, il the permit contains a requirement
fo~ Izeauneut of ~be dL~:hax~e, and if the u’eatment is in place. To apply for an
exclusion of the di.~t~’~e of any hazardom subc, tance from the requirements of
Section 311, attach additional sheets of paper to the form and provida for the

foaowi~
L

The substance and the amount of each substance which may be

2.

The origin and source of tl~ disdsa~ or the substanc~
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V
(iii)

The l~rmitling authoril~ has determined tha~ in establishing caseby-ca.~ limitations it is nec=ssa~ to expre,~ [he limitations on the
metal in dissolved, vaJent, or total form to carry out the provisions
of the CWA.

If only one grab sample and one flow-weighted composite sample ts
collected and analy’zcd for a given outfall, complete only lhe "Maximum Values"
columns and insert "l"into the "Number of Storm Evenu Sampled" oluma.
To calculate total mass from the water quali~y analyses, multiply the
concentration reported by the lab by the flow volume associated with the sample.
[=or the grab samples collected within 30 minutes of the storm runoff, the
concentrations of the individual pollutants should all be multiplied by the flow
volume calculated in Step 5 shown in Table S-l. Care must be exercLr~d to
ensure that consistent uniu are used. For the flow-weighted omposite sample,,
the concentrations of the individual pollutants should aJl by multiplied by the
total runoff volume calculated in Step 7 of Table
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APPENDIX B: DE~NITIONS Ol~ KEY TERMS

The following ate definmons olr terms found in the NPDES general definitions (40 CTR 12Z2),
storm water regulations (5~ FR 4"~)0), and terms commonly used in rtlation to storm
dn~ha~es.
(!) "Bes~ management practice~ ("BMPs")’means ~chedules of activities, prohibitiom of
practices, maintenance procedures, and other managemen! pract|ces to prevent or reduc~ the
pollutmn of "watersof the Umted States." B/vtP~ aJso include treatment requirement~ operating
procedure~, and pract|ces to control plant site runoff, spillage or leaks. "Judge or waste disposal, or
lrama~¢ groin raw matehal sto~qe.
(2) "Contiguous zone" means Ihe entire zone established by the United State~ under Article
24 of the Convent~onon the Terntonal S¢¯ ~d the Connguom Zone.
(3) "Co-permittee’meam a permittee to a lqPDES permit that i~ only reqxa~’ble for permi¢
oeditiom relating to the d~harge for which it is operator.
(4) "Digherge"wflen used w~thout qualil~ttion meam the "diacharleof ¯ pollutant."

(5) "Diglwle of ¯ Ix~lutant"me.~m:
(i) Any addiliofl of any "pollutant"or combination of pollutants to "walm of the United
(ii) Any addition of any pnilutan¢ or combination of pollutants to he watan of the
"contiguous zone" or the ocean ~rom any poin¢ source other than ¯ v~ad or other
craft which is heir4 reed I ¯ meam of
This definition includes additiom of pollutants into waters of the United States from:
surface runoff which is collected or channelled by man; discharges through pipes, ram’s, or other
conveyances owned by ¯.State, municipaJity, or other person wluch do not lead to ¯ treagmen¢ wodgg
and discharges through piix~ sewers, or other conveyances, leading into privately mined treatment
works. This term does not include an addition of pollutants by any "indirect digharlq,.:
discha~e rate~, and oncemratiom of "pollutants’which at~ "dis charged"from "point suurces" into
"water~of~he United States." the watch of the "onti~um~ zone,’or the ocet~

($) "l]lidcdi~’dm~e" meam any digherge to ¯ municipal ~’par~¢e storm ~ tlmb

ompmed entit~.ly of storm water egept di.v.harges punuant to KPDES permit (other than the
N]’DES pro¯it for ~ f~om the munic~ ~ sofa tewar)-md diglwle~ b~m am

incorpor~d under the ~ of the State in which it is ~

(10) ~ munk~ ~tr~e store ~ Wm~." meam ~, munidlm m atom
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(26) "Process wastewater" means an,/water wh~h. durin~ manufa~:mrinl or proce~n~.
om~$ into d~’ect ont~t ~lth or r~sulL~ from the produc,on or ur~ of an~ raw material.
mztrmcdzate product, fimshed product, byproduct, or waste product.
(2~7) "Pz~)lx~ed permit" means a S~ate ]~PDF._.~ "pen’ni~’prepaz~d aher the dose o~ the
puM~ comment period (and. when appl~zble, any publ~ hezJ’zng and admtnislralWe
,, ~nt to EPA l~or r~’~w hefore final L~,uance ~, th( crate ~, "- ......... appe ) which
(28) "Publ~Jy owned treafmen! works (’pOl"W")’~mcans an,/device or system used in the
treatment (zncludm8 rec~llns and r~lamatJon) of mun~:lpal ~a~e or industrial wastes of a liquid
nature wh~h is owr~d by a "State"or "mun~zpal,ry." "r’~s dehnicion includes s~vers, p|p~ or other
~ only if the7 r, onv~ wzstewater to a POTW pro,,~din~ treatment.
(29) "Runoffcoeh~:ient" means lhe fra(tion of total rainfall zh~ will appear at the
(~30) "$isnificant materials" includes, but is no( limited to: raw maCerials; fuels; materials ~h
as zoivtn~ deteriencs, and plast~: I:~||els; ~ntshcd materzals such as met=IlK products; raw materiaL1
used en food prncess|n8 or product|on; h,~.ardous sut~zances desisnated under ~¢zion 101(14) of
CERt_"L~: any ¢hemzcaJ the fa~|li~y ~s required to repo~ pursuant Zo S~tmn 313 of Title l|i of
SARa; fcrtzhzers; pest,)des; and waste products s~xh as ashes, sla~ and zludie that have the
IX)~ent~ ~o be relea.~d wzth storm water
or

,.,.,,,,.. ,.~m.,~ majar.cnz lano used m connexion with the facili~ or aCtW~ly, ly
(32) "$tormwarer" totem ~om water runoff, znow mel~ runoff, and

(33) "Stormwater discharge associated with industrial activJt~meam the dilcha~e from any
conveyance which is used for ollecting ~l on~,ying stona water and which is directly reJared to
manufacturing, processm~ or raw mateJials szma~e areas aZ an industrial plant, The term does no(
include dzscharses from facdities or actWities excluded from the NPDES program under
Ju,J.. ,crm m~uocs, out tS not lamKeo to. ~Om water ois;harges from industrial plant
yards; unmediate access roads and rad lines used or traveled by careers of raw mareriab.
manufactured products, waste material, or by,products used or created by the faciliP~, matedaJ

bu~Jdmgs; storage areas (indudin~ tank farms) for raw materials, and intermediate and finished
(z~), the term indudes only sXocm water dischatses from all the areas (except accen roads and rail
lines) that are listed m the previous sentence where matehal handlin8 eqmpment or acbvides, raw
matehalX intemediate products, Onal products, wa~e materials, by-products, or industrial machtneq
are exnosed to storm water. Fo~ the purposes of this paragraph. material handlin8 act~ities include
~ 6nished product, by-pnxlucl or wa~e product. The ten. exdudez

~ (~)-(x~)) i,x~.~ ex.e ~a,~uz~e~ dmZ=~.d .n~-r me ~ of ZZZ.~pXZ)(V)" 11~
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Waste Wa~er Pollutmn Control
1800 Watermark Drive
P.O. Box I049
Co~umlx~ OH 43266-0149
(6~4) 46~,74Z~7
Oklahoma Water Resources Bmrd
P.O. Bax ~3585
Oklahoma Ci~,, OK 7"J IY~

L
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U.S. EPA
R~oa VI
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2

P.O. Bol ~3~I
Oldatmma 3~,, OK
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,APPENDIX D:

PROC~.DURES FOR SUBMITTING A GROUP APPUCATION

As an al~rnat~e ~o submimn~ an indr,~luaJ applx’.a.on, a f.~ility (~r.~1)~ ~a~flilk-s
~ mdh’)dua~ NPDF~ i~rn~ts for storm water or proc~s d,xha~ge) may Pa,’t~cnpat¢ in ¯ ~’oup
apptK.tt~n for su~c~ntty s~mal~ facility’s. The intent o[ the ~oup applicahon proc~s is to reduce
the r.oll~ct~on and reportmB burdens of" partK,patlr~ mdu~res. Group appl~..ltions invoh~ ¯
part al~Jcaaon prcx~.s~. Group apphca.ons do not ha~,e specJrK forms; rather, the applicanls
~ to subfm! the U~rormation dcscnhed below.
Ac.~table participants for ¯ ~roup ¯pplica.on include those facilities that ~’e
~ industnai suixatesory (see Table 2-1 for ¯ I,.t of. the SIC: codes that ~re considered indust~l
plants m the reS~ula.ons - Part 40~ to Part 471) or have ~f~~ently sund~ aef~.~ or IctJv~tica.
1 of
pl)up
must contain the fcdlo~nng information: (’Ther~ is no
sm~Im’d ~orm for Pan ! of a ~’oup ar~[a~on. For Pa~ 2 the rel~ant port,on nf form 2F should
be used.) ~ltea dt~erminln| Ih~ namer ~ disr.harlen kk~Ut~d for Pan 2 samplinl un~r
par~r~ph (D), ani~s [h~ =roup is Itss Utan il m~mbtn In size, ¯ minimum o( 10 racill~

~ apl~tu~u o~ nonce of m:ent to 0 ¢owred ~ a ~neral p~rmu for ~toon
app~m
¢o.cept(~.,~
Iac~mes
Oat,.%~ch~pWr
~t¢ emtmS ~v,~l
NPD/£.S
Oen~
uorm
w~t,r)
Ih~ ~ sub~at~
40 CFR
N, P~r1405
to 471)
oe,f~w
whe~
~h 8mup~
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Appendix Figure D-I. Rainfall Zones of the United S~a~s

APPEhiDIX D.I:

EPA REYIE’W PROCEDURES FOR A GROUP APPUCATION

T

As shown in Figure 2-1. EPA Headquarters has 60 days to approve or deny the Part 1
application. When the Pan l appl~.a~ion zs approved, ~’oup appl~lnts ar¢ to submit Part 2 to Ihe
sam= addres~
Part 2 of the group application must contain quantitative data (i.e.. the data required in
Form 2F’) so that when Parts I and 2 of the group application are taken together, ¯ ,complete
NPDF_,S permit application IForm ]. Fore 2C (Jr necessary based on the criteria for use of this
form), and Form 2FI can Ix evaluated for each of the discha~ers desert¯ted in Item 4 of Pro1 I.
Although there in no such thing as ¯ group permit, the data submitted by the group will be
used to develop general perm|ts or indnnduaJ permits for all of Ihe facilities participating in the
group applica.on (sc~ Figure 2-1). EPA and HPDES Slates with general permit authority may
develop ¯ general permit that can then Ix mod,~Jed k5 necessary for each indus~r~ lubcateSory (e.J..
based on SIC codes). NI)DE3 States without general permitting authontycan develop individual
permits for the facilities pan|c|pa.ng in the.group ba~d on the informa.on reported in the
q~icahon. The group apl~r.ation proem and reia~ed t~mehames a~e summam~
a)

Part I of the q~iicahon mus~ be submJned o he Director. EPA Office of Water
Enforcement and Permits, by ~5~’ptember 30. 199L

b)

Baaed on information submitted |n Pan ! of the group application. EPA

)

Pan :2 of the qq~lication mus~ Ix submitted to EPA. Office o( Warn. Enforcemem

d)

A facility identified in the definition of’s~onnwaler associated with industrial
activity" (summarized in Table 2-2) may add on to ¯ group application subatt.ed in
accordance with item (2a) above it the discretion of the Office of Water

U

Facilitins identified in Table 2-2 may 8pp~ for ¯ ttonu water ~ pmnJt as
part of ¯ 8nxtp appigat~on prev~anfy submitted in accordance w~th |tern (2a) t~ve.

¯

e)

below lO~k. unless there are over 100 facilibes in the group tha~ a~e mbndnin8
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APPENDIX E:

NPDES PERMrr APPLICATION FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS
THE PER~,~lrrrl~G PROCESS

E.I

Fo~m 1

:7
5
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Off~e ol

~EPA

|PA Fore $|10-1

Application Form 1 - General
Information

C~ns~i6ate6 Permits Pm~mm
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,

OEScRHrrlON OF CONSOLIDATED
PERMIT APPLICATION FORMS

FORM 1 PACKAGE
TAB,L| OF CONTENT~

T~T

V

__

SECTION A -- GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

REGION Vl

1~14) 747--27~. FTS 7~-27~.

" .........

~t. FTS 327-4~!.

T~

14
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Application for Permit To Discharge Stormwaler
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Application Form 2C Wastewater Discharge
Information
Consolidated Permits Program
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Appl0cat~on for Porm0t to D0schargo
EXISTING MANUFACTURING. COMMERCIAL MINING. ANO SILVICULTURAL OPERATIONS
T~e f4em amm ~° °°mid°tad bY oil °P~ilcent~ who ~eck "’m’"

O~h~l T~S ml~l~ ~11 ~ m~ ovool~ ~

~PA ~ ~o t~ ~ ~ ml~ f~ ~ to~

~~m~~~~
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Form 2D Instructions

Form 2D must be completed ,n OnlUncl~n with EPA
Form 351 O- ! IForm 1 ).
This form must be completed by all apphc~nts who
Checked "yes" to item li-D in AT)phcatlon Form 1. However. fac,htles which d,scharge only nonprocesS wastewater lhat iS not regulated by an effluent belial,ins
gu,deline or new source perform~tnce standard may use
EPA Form 3510-2E (Form 2E) EduCel,onal. med,calo and
ommercial chemical liberator,as should use this form
Or E PA Form 3510-2C (Form 2C) To further determine ,f
yOu are a new source or a new discharger, see § 122.2
end §122 29 Th,s form should not be used hx mscharges Of stormwaler runoff.
Public Availability of Submitted Informetlo~
You may not claim is onhclentml any informotmn
required by this form or Form I. whether the reformat,on
is reported on the forms Or men attachment. Sect,o~
402(1) of the CWA requires lhet bll Permit el)PlCal,oris
Shell be evadable to the public. This information will
therefore be mode available TO the Public upon request,
Yo~ may cla,m esconheentml any mforn~t~on you sul)ell to EPA which gOeS beyond that required by th~S form
end Form I. Conhdent,ailty eta,ms for effluent date mu~
be denied. If yOu do not assert ¯ claim of onf*dentmhly

hem I
You may use the map you I~OV*decl for item XI of Form 1
to delete,he the let,rude and longitude (to the nearest
1S seconds) of each of your outfallS andthe name of the
recelvmg water You should name ell waters to which
discharge is made end wh,ch fk)w eta slgnlficanI
race*vie9 waters For example, if the discharge is made
to a ditch which flows eli an unnamed lrlbutsry which
,n turn flows into a named river, you should provide the
name or descrK)tlon (11 no name iS available) of the ditch.
the mbutery, and lhe rwor
Item II
This ,lee requires yOur best estimate of the date on
whichy°urfecdllyornew°utfallwdlbegmtodischerge
Item ilI-A
List Oil outfalls, their source (operations ontrlbulmg TO
the flow), end estlmale an sverage flow from
Source. Or,ally descf,be the planned treatment for these
w~steWalers polar to discharge. Also deScribe the ult,.
mate ¢hsl)osal of any soIKI Or hquKI wastes not dis.
charged. You Should descr,be the Iraatment in e,ther j
norrat,ve form or hst the prcq)er code for the treatment
un,I from ¯ hst weeded m Table 2D-1.

E.. me, ma.

the ,nvormatKH1 public without further mice. Claims of
onfedentlel*ty will be handled in accordance with EPA’s
bus,ms ¢onf*dentmJdy regulations in 40 CFR Pert 2.

An ~ of en occeptabla line draw,n9 al~)ears in
F*gure 2D- I to these instruct,ins. The I,ne d~awin9

Yourepplicotoonwillnotbeconsidorodcomploteunlas$
you answer every quest,on on this form end on Form I
(except es mstructed below), tf en ilem does not apply to
yOu. enter "’NA’" (for "’not ~)!~.4ble*’) to show that you
ons*tiered the quest,on.
Followup II~equlfeelq~ll~
Although you ere now required to submit aM,mated
data on this form (Form 20|. Please note that no late
then two years aher you begin discharge9 from the
proposed f~cility, you must omplete end submit items
V end Vi of NPDES eppl*cet,on Form 2C (EPA Form
3510-2C) How-ever. you need not complete thee
port~ons of Item V requiring tests which yOu hew
already performed under the discharge monitoring
requirements of yOur NPDES permit, in ~kht,on. the
permitting authority may waive requirements of items
V-A end Vi if the permittee makes the dernonstratmns
required under 40 CFR §122.22(9X?XiXB| end
|22-21(9X9).
~
All s*gnif~.~n! terms used in these instructions end in
the form ere defined in the glossery Iound in the Germral
Instructions wh~h acconq~ny Form I.
EPA From 3St0-20 (l~v. ~

wastewater, mcludmg p~ocess end prod~ct~on orals.
sanitary flows. oofm9 water, and storm water runoff.
You may group s-ruder operations into a s*ngla un*L
labeled to correspond to the more detailed listing *n Item
ifl-A The water balance should show estimates of antic.
*pMed average flows. ShOw ell s*gmficent losses Of
water to I~rOdUCt;on. atmosphere, end discharge. You
should use your besl estimates.
Item II1-¢
Fill in every N)pl~de cofumn in this *tom for each
sourceof ,n~ermdtemor soesonaldlscherge. Beseyow
ensw~rson your best estimate. Adlscherge is intermit.
tent if it occurs with interrupt,arts during the ol)erot,ng
hours of the facdl~y D,schergescausedbyroutlnemam.
finance shutdowns, wocess changes, or other
ectivlt,es ere not onsRlered to be *ntermittent. A discharge *s seasonal ,f it occurs only during certain parts
of the year. The repined flow rate ~s the highest daily
value and should be measured m geilmmpor day Max*.
mum total vofume means the tot~i vekeme of any one
discharge within 24 hours end i$ m444ured m umts
luch Is gellons.
1-I

~ IV
"’Production’" ,n Ih,s quasi,on refers to those goods
wh,ch the proposed f¯¢lhly w~ll produce, not Io "’waste.
water" Product,on This mnfo~matlon IS only necessary
wh~.re product,on-based new source performance
standards INSPS) or effluent guKlelmes apply to your
f¯c,llty Your esl,m¯ted produCt,on f,gures should be
based on a reahst~C prolectlon of actual d¯,ly product,on
level |hal des,an cap¯city| for each of the f,rst Ihree
operallng years of the f¯c*hly This ¯st,mate must be ¯
long-latin-average estimate (e g. ¯vet¯g¯ product,on
on an annual basis) if product,on w,II vary depend,ha on
long.term shifts ,n operating SChedule Or capac,ty, the
applicant may report alternate production ell,males and
the bas,s fo~ the ¯llernale attire¯lea
If known, report quant,tles ,n the un,ts of measurement
used in the applicable NSPS or effluent gu,dihne For
example, tf the ¯PPhcable NSPS ,¯ axe¯sled as "’grams
of pollutanl (hSChargeriper k,logram of un,t product,on."
Ihen relX)~l mellmum "’Oulntiiy PofOey’" m kllOgraml
If you Oo not know whether any NSPS of effluent gu,de,
line appl,es to your facil,ty, rlgort qulnhtles m any unll
of measuremenl known to you If in effluent guRlellne
of NSPS Ipec,fies a method for estimating production.
that method mull be followld,
There is no need to orilhv~ new studms to obtain these
hawks, only data already on hand Me required. You are
hot rNulrld to indRala how Ihe rlporled mfofmal~n
wll ¢llC~laled.

maintenance chem,c¯ls, mtermed,ate and f,nal produits. bypro<lucts, and any ¯n¯lysesof your effluent or of
any ¯,miler effluenl You may also provide Ihe delermlnat,on and tr~e ¯slim¯los based on available in-house or
contractors engineering reports of any other sludles
performed on the proposed feclhty (see Item V! of the
form) If you e~pect a pollutant to be present solely as a
resul: of ,ks p, esence ,n your ,nlake w¯ler, pie¯s¯ state
Ibis mlormat,on on the form.
Please note that no later than 2 years after you
d,scharglng Item Ihe proposed fac~hty, you must cam.
plate and subm,t Items V and VI of NPDES aPPhcatlon
Form 2C (followup dill)
Reporting Intake alia. You are hal required to report
poilutanlS o~ par¯meters present in intake water unless
you wish to demonstrate your ehglb,lty foi ¯ "’net’" of flu.
ant i,mllit,on for these pollulanlsor parameters. Ihat
¯n effluent i,m,lat~on adlusted to pray,de allowance
the pOIluI¯~II or barlmelers present in your intake
water If you w,sh to obla,n crod,tl for pollutants 04’
parameters present ,n your retake water, please insert a
lab¯rile Iheet. w,lh a ¯hart Italement of why you
believe you are ehg,ble (see §122 45 (g)). under Item VII
(Other Infofmat~)n) You w,II Ihen be Conllcled by Ihe
permttt,ng authof,ty for further instruclm~ts
All eat,rolled pr)llulanl or parameter levels mull be
reported as ~tcentral~n and as total mass, excepl for
discharge fie, lv. temper¯lure, and pH. Total mass is the
total weight of pollutants or Parameters d,Schargod over

Items V-A. I. end C
These items require you to estimate and report dill on
the pollutants expected lo be discharged from each of
your outfalls. Where there i¯ more then ~te ouliall, you
should ¯ubm,t I separele Item V for each outfall I:of Part
C only a hat ~¯ required. Slmphn9 end anllysis are not
~equlred at th,$ lima. If. however, data from Such anllyse¯ ere available, then those dill should be iepoftod,
Each Part el Ihl¯ item ~ddresses I different set el poilutoni;, of perimeters and must be completed in K’COfdlnci with the spl¢ific instructions Iof that plrt. The
following are the general ind Ipl~hc mslruitmns for
liras V-A through V-t:.

Use the following Ibis¯maligns Iof units;
Celtl:imtmiolt
Mill
ppm .... pans ~ mlllm lea ...... pounds
rag/! ... m,ll~g~¯ml pe~ him Io{t ..... Ionl |Engl~h lena)
Pile) .....parts pe,* II~lhon ing ..... m,lhg~ems
Ug/I ...m~ro~rems p~ ~ ~ ....... 9rams
kg ......triage¯ms
¯ ....... Tonnes (metit Ions)
Inp~owdmglheeslmtetes.usethecoaesmlhefollowmgtalde
toma~¢elelhelowieolsuchmfo~.mel~o~incolumnao~PMts
V -- A and -- I.

Itlm V -- Glmerll htllnlmi~l
Each part of this item requires y~u to promde In estimated ma=tmum daily and average daily value for each
pollulanl of parameter listed (see Table 2D-2), according
to the sl~clfmc instructions below. The sm~rce of the data
is als~ required.
For Parts A through C. base yl~r delofminltion o~
whether a i~)llutanl will be present in yo~r discharge on
yOur kn~:~Nledge of the prol)osed facility’s rlvv materiels.

Engme~ml ~ ....................................
A~I d~la Iram ~ llllnls ...........................
Es~n~:es f~m ~h~ ~ne~m~ m~ulkes ............... 2
0ate from ~ slmlM ~ .........,_ ...............
8es~ wofess~ emmm~es ............................4
Others ...............................
;ml~:dy ~ me term
~ V-A
Esl,males el dill on pollull~s or IIMImlllrs m G~I~I)A ~
be repot’led I:rf ell 11~411n!s ~ ell ~ lett:ltldlet0
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COnta,n,ng only noncontect coohng water or nd:x’~ocess
wesleweter
To request a we,vet from report,ng any of these poilutents or parameters, the eppl,cant must Subm,t tO lhe
permitting author0ty a wr0tten request spec~tylng wh0ch
pollutants or Parameters should be waived er~d the teaSons for request0ng such a wa0ver. Th0s req~es! ShOuld
be submitted to the permitting euthor0ty before or w,lh
the perm0t appl,cat,on The perm0ttmg authority may
wa0ve the requ0rements for information about these palIutants or parameters of he or she determines that less
stringent report0ng requirements ere adequate to sup.
port 0ssuance of Ihe perm0t. No extens0ve documenta.
t0on w~li normally be needed, but the elfin.oat should
contact the perm0ttmg authority if she or he wishes tO
rece0ve ,nstruct0ons on what his or her particular
request should co41telrt,
~ V-B
Est,mates of data on pollutants in Group O must be
reported by all oPPhcants for ell outfalls, mcluchng out.
fells containing only noncontact cooling water or non.
process westewater.You are merely requ,red to report
estimates for those pollutants which you know or have
reason Io bel,eve w~li be discharged or which ere hm0ted
d~roctly by an effluent hmltetoons guidehrte (or NSPS)or
mchrect ,kV through promulgeted hmltatlons on In ind0ci.
tar pOllutent The pr~or,ty pollulents m Group B ere
divided role the following throe l~CtlOnl.
I ) Melal toxic pollutantl, total cyenide, and ~
phenols
2) 2.3.7.8-Tetrechlorodil~n~,o.P.0~oxm (TCDO)|CAS
# 1764.016!
3) Organic Toxi Pollutants (Gas Chrom~to~)hy/.
Mass Spectrometry FrKti~ls)
e) Volet,le compounds
b! Acid compounds
c) Base/neutral OmlOounds
d) Pesticides
For pollutants listed in Sections I end 3. you must report
estimates as ~nstructed above,
For Section 2. you ere required to report that TCDD may
be d,scherged ,f you will use or manufacture One of the
|oliowmg ompounds. or if you know or heve reeson to
beheve that TCDD 0s or mey be preser, t in en effluent:
A. 2.4.S-trichlorcq)henoxy ~ceti¢ acid (2.4.$-T) (CAS #
~3-765);
B. 2-(2.4.S-trK:hloro~henoxy) i)rol)ano,¢ IcKS (Silvex.
2.4. STP)|CAS # 93.72-1~
C. 2-(2.4.5.tr,chiorol)henoxy)ethyl 2.2d*chloroprc~),onete (Erbon) (CAS# 136-2S-4).
D. 0,O-d, methyl 0-(2,4.5-trichloro~henyl) phosi)horothloate (Ronnel) (CAS# 299-84-3)~
EPA Fon~ 3510.21) (Ray. 8.00)

E 2.4.5-tr~chloroghenol (TCPXCAS ¯ 95-95-4). or
F Hexachlorophene (HCP| (CAS# 70-30-4)
Small Business Exempticm
|f you ere a "’small business." you ere exempt from the
reporting requ,rement for Item V-B (sectmn 3) You may
qual~ly as a "’small buS,heSS- ef you hi one of the tellow-rag defm0t0ons
1) Your expected gross sales wal to~el less then
$ | 00.000 per year for the next three years, or
2) on the case of coal mines, your overage production
w011 be less than 100,000 tons of COal per year
If you ere ¯ "’small business.’" you may subm0t projected
sales or production hgures to Qualify for Ih0s exemptoo~
The sales or product,on hgures you submd must be for
the fac,IBtywh~chlsthe sourceof thed~scherge. Thedole
should not be hm~ted only to Woduct~on or sales for the
process or processes which Contribute to the doscherge.
unless those ere the only processes el your fec011ty For
ssles data, where Intrecorporate transfers of goods end
serwces ere involved, the transfer price per unit Should
approximate market W~cos for those goods end sorwces
eS closely as possible, if necessary, you may ~ndex your
soles hgt :as to the second quorte~ of 1980 to demon.
strafe your eilgtb, llty for a small bus~ness exempl0on.
Th~i may be don by usln~ the ~’oss national p~oduct
pr:ce deflator |second quarter of 1980 = 100), en index
Ive:lable in "’Nlt~oflel Incom~ end
the United States" (Department of Commerce. Bureau
of l:¢oflom¢ ~nalySil|.
The small l)usln~so exemption ~ppl~s Io th~ GClMS
freclions {Section 3) of Item V-B only. Even if you ere
eligible for ¯ smell bus,hess exeml)l~on; you are skll
required to prowde information cm metals, cyanide, total
phenols, end diox,n in Item V-B. ~s w~ll as ell of Items
V.A end C.
Item V-C
L!st any pollutants in Table 2D-3 mot you believe will be
present in any outtalls end br~fly explain why you
bel,eve they will be Wesent. No estimate of the poilu.
tent’s Quantity is required, tmless you already harve
luentitelnm
Note: The discharge of pollutl~s hstod in T~ble 2D-4
mey sub~ect you to the Idd,tson~l requ~ments of
teen 311 of the CWA (Oil end Hazardous $ubstence
Liebllity). These reClUirements Me not Idmmistefed
through the NPOES progrem. Hewers.
exempt*on under4OCFR 117.12(eX2)from-theserlquirements, ettach Idd,t,onal sheets of ~ to th~s form
providing the following
A. The substance end the 8mourn
which may be disc:horge~

1-3
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8 The ~,g,n and source o! Ihe d,scharge of the
Su~ar~e.
The treatment which IS tO be prowded for the diSChar~ by
1 An OnSlte trealment system separate from any
treatment system which w,II treat your no~mal
d,scharge,
2 A ~reatmen! system designed to treat your norreal d,s~arge and which is add,l,onally capable
of treat,ng the amount of the substance Jdentlt,e~ unOer paragraph I above, or
3 Any comblnat,on of the abcwe
An e~empt,on from Ihe sect,on 3! 1 reporting reqmremanta pursuant to 40 CFR Parl f 1 ? for pollutants on
Table 20 Ooes not exempt you from the sect,on 402
reporl,ng requ,remenls pursuant to 40 CFR Part 122
(Item V-(:) to~ pollutants hated on Table 20.3
For further ,nformat,on on exclusions from Sect,on 311.
see 40 (~FR aeolian 117.12(aX2) and (). or contact your
EPA Regional oft,ca (Table I ,n the Form 1 mstruct*o~s)
Item VI.A
If an eng,ne~rmg sludy was conducted. Check the box
labeled ’ rei:X~l ave,labia. "’ If no study was done. check
the box 14baled "’no repml.’"
Item VI-I
Rel)o’l the name and lec~t*on of any existing I)lenl(s)
which (to th~ best of your knowledge) resembles tow
planned os)e~ahon w:th respect to items woduced.
duct~)n Wocess. wastewater onsf*luents. or wasle.
water treatment. No studms need be conducted Io
respon¢l tO this ,tern. Only dat~ wh,ch are alrel~ly ruble need be subm*tted.
This reformat,on will be used to inform the permit
of al~o~’oato treatment mo~odl and their
permit ~ld~ end limitL

40 CFR Part 122 22 Requires the Cerhf*cat~on 1"o Be
S~gned as Follows:
A For a corporation bye responslblecorporaleofflcer
A responsible corporate officer means (,) a presl.
denl. secretary, treasurer, or wce-pres,denl of the
corporallon ,n charge of a pr,nclpal bus,hess funclion. Or any other person who perlorms sire,let
,cy or decision.making fun(:t,orts for the corporation.
or (,i) the manager of one or mo~e manufacturing.
product,on or operat,ng faC,hl~eS employ,ng more
than 250 persons or hay,rig grOSS annual sales Or
expend,lures exceed|ng $25.000.000 (in second.
quarter 1980 ¢h:)llars). if auIhorlty to s,gn documenls
has been assigned or delegated to the manager in
accordance with corporate procedures
B For a partnershlpor sole proprielorSh|p by a general
partner or the .oropr|elor. respectively.
C For a municipality. Slate. Federal. or other publ|
Jgency by either a pr,nClpai execullve Off,Car or
ranking elected off.,clai For purposes of Ih,s sect,on.
I I~,nc,pal execul,ve off,car of a Federal agency
*ncludes (i) the ¢h,ef execut,ve Off,car of the agency.
or (.)a senior executive off,car hav,ng respons,b|hly
for Ihe overall operat|ons of a pr,nc~pal geographi
un,t of the agency (eg.. Rag,anal Admm,strators Of
EPAJ.

A IT~NIC~ ~S I)rOv~ for Idditionll information wh~ ~0~
behave would be useful in setting permit limits, such 8S
ackl,lmnal sampi*ng. Any real)arise iS q)t~mal.
The Clean Water Act Ixov~les for severe penal~s for
subm,tt~ng false mformat~)n on th~s alN)licabort ~
Sect~n 309(c~(2) of the Clean Water Act provides ~
"’Any person who knowingly makes any false stalemelq.
rel~esentatmn, or certificatK)n ~n any I~)li¢~i~t....
shall ulxm conwct*on, be punished by a fine of no more
then $10.000 or by ~mprisonment for not mo~e th~n
months, or both."
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PHYSICAL TREATMENT PROCESSES

"i

~

Ammonia Str~N)mg
t--A .......
1 --8 .......O~l~s

!--M ......
Grit Removol
1--N .......M~ros~ram~

1 --G .......F~ulat~

I --S .......Reverse Osmos,s

I --K .......Gos-~ ~rOt~

1 --W ......~lvent Ext~ocl~

CHEMICAL TREATMENT PROCESSES

I

~ .....

2~

..

2--K .......Neutrohzot~

BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT PROCESSES

OTHER PROCESSES

SLUDGE TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL PROCESSES

~

~H .......~ ~

~T

~

~J .... """
~K .......

~ .......
V~uum
~V .......
V~tm
~W ...Win
"’" Ox~tm

*

F~t~ ~
~

~ ....... ~~

.Sl~ ~
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GROUP A
B,o~l~m,ca! Oxygen Demand (800)
Chv,~cal Oxygen Demand (COOl
Tola! Organgc Carbon (TOC)
Tolal Su$1)ended SolKIs |1rSS)
Flow

0

Ammonia los N)
Temperature Iw,ntar)
Temperature (summer)
pH

GROUP B
Bromide
Total Residual Chlorine
Colo~
Fecal Coh|o~m
Fluo~ll
N,trale.Nllrela (as N)
O,I end Grille
Phosphorus (al P) Total
Rad~O~Cl~wly
( I ) Alphl. Total
(2) Ball. Total
(3l Radium. Total
(4) Rad,um 226, Total

Sulfate ~a$ SO,)
Sulf,de (as S)
Sulhte (Is SO,)
Surfactanls
Aluminum. Total
Barium. Total
Boron. Total
Col)Ill. Total
Iron. Total
M~gnesmm. Total
Molylxlenum. Tolal
Manganese. Total
Tin. Totll
T|lln|um. Total

Section 1
Anl~mony. Totlt
Barylhum. Totll
Chromium, Totll
,i.eld. Total
Nickel. Total
Silver, Total
Zinc. Total
Phenols. To~l

Arlene. Totll
Cldm~um. Totll
Col)l)M, Totll
Mercury. Total
Selenium. To~l
Thaihum. Total
Cyamd4. To411

v

Section 2

GC/MS FRACTION" -- VOLATILE COMPOUNDS
Acrolein

Vinyl Chl~ide

Carbon Tetrachlo~ide
Chlorodibramomoth~ne
2-Chloroethylvinyl EEIhIf
Dichlorobomomethlne
1.2-O~chk~oothane
1.2-Dichlor~)rq~ne
Elhylbenlene
Methyl Chlm.ide
I. 1.2,2 -Totr~..hloroothMm
Toluene
I. I. I -Trichloroothene
Trichloroothylene

BromoM~m
Chlmot)enlefle
Chloroothlne
Chlorotorm
1.1.0ichk~oothane
1.I-D~hk~e~h~ne
1.3-Dichk)rol~qwle~e
Methyl Bromide
Methylene ¢hloraethane
Totr~chloroethldene
1,2-Tran$-Dichlo~oothyM~e
I, 1.2-Trichk~oetlmne

.
.~

T~bie 2D-2
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GS/MS FRACTION -- ACID COMPOUNDS
2 - Chlorophenol
2,4-Dimethylphenol
2.4-D|n*tro-pheno!
4-Ndrophenol
Pentachloropnenol
2,406-Tr,chlorophenoI

2.4- D*chlorophenol
4.6-Dmdro-O-Cresol
2-N,tro|)henol
P.Chlo¢o.M-Cresol
Phenol

GC/MS FRACTION -- BASE/NEUTRAL COMPOUNDS
Acenaphlhene
Anthracene
Benzo (a) Anlhracene
3.5.8enzofluorenlhene
6enzo (k) Fluoranthene
B,s (2 .Chloroethyl) Elhe¢ 8i$
B,$ (2-Elhylhexyl) Phlhalole
Bulyl Benl, yl Phlhlllll
4-Chlorophen¥1 Phenyl Elhef
D,benzo |a, h) Anthracene
1.3- O~cMo~oben~ne
3.3-O*chloroben~dme
O,methyl Phth~Imte
2,4-Dimtrotoluene
Di-N-Octyl Phlh~IM~
F~ luorenthene
Hexachlorobeftlene
Hexachlorocyclol)elllSdiene
Indeno (1,2.3-cd) P1Renn
Naphthalene
N -Ndro-lodimelhvlomine
N-N|lro.lodiphenylamin~
Pyrene

Acenaphtylene
6enIKI,ne
8enlo (a) Pyrene
Benzo (gh~) Perylene
8~s (2 Chloroelhoxy) Methane
(2-Chloroisol~opyl) Ether
4-Btomophenyl Phenyt Elhef
2-Chlo~onOphlhalene
Chrysene
1,2-O,chlo¢oben~ene
1.4-D~chlotoben~ene
O~elhyl Phlhalate
O~-N.OuWI Phlhllale
2.6- O,n,trotoluene
1.2. O*phenylhydr~,ne (05
Fluorene
Hexachlorobutld~ene
Hexachloroethane
IIol~otone
N,lroben~ene
N -Nitrosodi- N. Prqwlamine
Phenanthrene
1.2.4-Tr~hlo~obenlene

GC/MS FRACTION -- PESTICIDES
Alpha-BHC
8ela-BHC
4.4" DDT
4.4".DDD
All)ha-Endosulfan
Endosulfan Sulfate
Endrin Aldehyde
Heptachlor EpoxKle
PC8-1254
PC8-1232
PC8-1260
Toxaphene

Gamme.BHC
Oelta-~HC
Chlordane
4.4" DDE
D~klrm
Be~a-Endosulf~t
Enclrin
Heptachlo~
PCB. 1242
PC8-1221
PC8-1248
PCB-1016

*fractions defined in 40 CFR Part 136

EPA Fe~m ~SSe-~D (&4e)
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TOXIC POLLUTANTS AND HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
REQUIRED TOBE IDENTIFIED BY APPLICANTS IF EXPECTED

TO BE PRESENT

TOXIC POLLUTANT

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES

A~:~$1o$

Methyl mercaptan
Methyl methaCcylatl

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES

Naphl~n~ ~*d
N~trololue~
Parath,~
~nolsulf~le
~rg,lt
~yle~ ox~
~rethr,~

Cou~
C~e~
~~h~
C~x~
D~,~2"4"D (2.4.D~hl~,~y~t¢ ~
D~
D~h~il
~
~h~

Methyl parathion
Mewnphos
Mexacar~le
Mon~lhyl 8mi~
Monomelhyl ~m~

Acelleldehyde
Allyl ileal
Allyl ~I~
Amyl ~eta~e
An,h~
~nz~drde
Ben~l chlor~
Butyl ~lll
OuWiom~
Clptln
~r~
~r~fur~n

Strut*urn
Str~hm~
2.4.S.~ (2.4,5-Tr~hl~xy~t¢ ~)
TOE (Tetr~hl~,phenyl
2.4.S.TP [~-(2.4.6.Tr~hl~he~xy)
T~¢h~of~
Tr~th~lam~ ~l~nze~le
Tr~hylJm~
Ur=nmm

V~

x~

Eth~
Et~
G~

Ma~th~

TABLE 20-3
EPA ~ 3S~0-20 (1~. 1,40}
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HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
Acetlldehy0e
Acet| a¢~l
Acel~ enhyd~
Acetocte cyenohy~rm
Acelyl b~om~de
Acetyl chk~’~le
Acrolem
Acrylon~tr~le
Achp~ ~~d
AId¢~n
Allyl alcohol
Alyll chlo~K:le
Alum,num sulfate
Ammmon~
Ammonium acetate
Ammonium l)ento~te
Ammonium b~arbonate
Ammonium I)~chromala
Ammonoum I~flu~,ide
Ammonium I)~$ulf,ta
Ammonium cerl~rn~te
Ammonium carbonate
Amrnonmm chloride
Ammonium ch~omale
Ammonium (:|trill
Ammonium Ilourobo~ale
Ammonium flu~’ide
Amman,urn hidroJ~ide
Ammon,um o-aLlla
Ammon,um ldcofluonde
Nmmo~,um lulfamat~
Amman,urn sulfide
Ammonmm sulf|~
Ammonium k~rtrMe
Ammomum t’~an,~te
Amman,urn thmsulfato
Amy/actuate
An*hne
Ant,many I~e~achkxKle
Ant,mony potes~um lartrlte
Antimony trial)made
Ant|many t~:hler~Sl
Antimony tritium’ida
Ant,mony Ir*omde
Arsen, msulfide
Arsem¢ tnchloride
Arsem¢ ~’m~ide
Arsen¢ Irmdf~le
8~r,um ctmn~e
Ben,tmle

8utylam,ne
Butyric acid
Cadmium acetate
Cadmium bramble
Cadmium chlo~K:~e
Calcium arsenate
Calcium ersen,te
Cal¢,um car b~de
Calcium chromate
Calcium cyamde
Calcium dodecylbentenesulfonate
Calcium hyPOChlo~te
Ceptan
Cart~ryl
Clrbofuran
Carbon d~sulf~de
Carbon letrachk~’ide
Chlordane,
Chlorine
Chloroben,ene
Chloroform
Chlerol)yr, fo~
Chlorosulfon| acid
Chromi acllale
Ch¢om~ acid
Chromi sullale
Chromoul chloride
Cob~llous I~omide
Coballous |of111~le
Coballoul lulfamete
Coumll)hol
Creso~
Croton~ldehl~le
Cupri acetate
Cupri acel~1,ert~e
Cuw* ¢hiol’ide
CUlX~ nitrite
Cul)n¢ oxal~te
Cul)r~ sulfate
Culx’* sulfate lmmo~mted
Cul~* tlrtrlta
Cyanogen chlorWe
Cyclohexlne
2.4-D acid
(2.4-D*chlo~ol~acmi¢ ~
2.4-0 esters
(2.4-O~chlo~o~mno~efac~ acid
esters)
OOT
O~,mon

D~chlor~oS
D~eldrm
D,ethylem|ne
O~melhylemme
Om~trobenzene
Om,trophenol
D.~lrotoluene
D~quat
Dtsulfotorl
Oturon
Dodecylben,~esul/onK:
Endosulfan
Endr~n
Ep,chlorohydrm
Eth|on
Ethylben.ene
Ethylened0am|ne
Ethylene d~brom~e
Ethylene d~chloride
Elhylene
acid (EDTA)
Ferr| amman|urn cm’m
Ferri amman|urn e~llle
Ferr|c chleride
Fer. fluoride
Ferri n|lrala
Ferric sulfala
FMrou$ ch!ol’ide
FMrOUl sulfate
Fermldehyde
Fo~m, acid
Fumer~ acid
Furfural
Gulh~on
He~achlo~
Haxachio~ocy¢~
Hydrochloric acid
Hy~’ofluofi¢ acid
Hydrogen cyanide
Hyckogen sulfRle
lloi~’ene
Isowopanolan~ne
dodecylbel~
Kelthane
Kepone
Lead acetate
Lead erlenate
Lead chloride
Lead fluoberate
Lead fluerile

Ben~)nm’,le
Belt,told Chlor~
Ben~fl chlm’ide
Ber~llmm chkmde

Oichlobenil
0~chlone
O~chlo(obenl~fte
D~chk~owo~ne

Lead nitrite
Lead steerage
Lead sulfate
Lead

mm
2.2-D*chleroWolxon, acid

Lithium ~
Malathi~

O

2

~
n
U

Bell,urn
n-Sutyiphth~l~e

.--

TABLE 20-4
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there ~s on ~l)Pi~..4ble producl,on. I)~sed of!!uen! ou,dehne o k SP$.
~~u411x’oducl~’l ievel, not ¢les~n). exl:~es44d in the terms Mid t/netS u~d
f*rs¢ 3 ye~S a4 a~erat,on I/~’odua,on ,s I,ke)y to vMy. yo~ may ~ISO subm,t

E=A’-~
,-~3510-20 tR~ 8-90)

..

Pacw. ’~ o~ ,5

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE

.....
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~ d~scharg~ from each of your outfalls Each part of Ih~s ~tem a~tesses a Oafferenl set of ~ol;ulanls a~ should
~ comple~ ~n accordance w~lh lhe ~f~C mslr~OnS f~ Ihal ~rl. Oala f~ each
~rale ~ Attach ~l~onal s~eels of ~r ~f n~es~w.
General Instructions (3ee table 2D.2 I~ Po/lutants)
Each part of ~h,s ~lem r~uests you to prowde an esl,mat~ ~ly maximum and average f~ Certain ~llulants and
the source of ~nforma~on Data for all pollutants m Group A. for all outfalls, m~! be Subm~tt~ unless wa~ by
the ~rm~lmg authority For all oulfalls, data for ~llutants ~n Group 8 should ~ re~rl~ly
which you ~heve w~ll ~ presenl or are hmded d~reclly by an effluent hm~tahons gu~dehne ~ NSPS or md~r~lly
through hm~tal~ons ~ an md~Cal~ ~llulant
2 Meu,mum

3 A~

R0043849

U~ lhe ~a below !o h$! any of the I~ollutants hsted m Table 2D-3 of Ihe msl~uct~ons wh~ch ~u know
~1~ II wdl ~ ~1

EPA.~,., 3SI0-20 ~ .......

¯

Page 4 at S

CONTINUE ON NEXT PA~E
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EPA IO N~*’~,I~ IcoOir ho,m ~’em ~ otF~m t/
V

Use the $1>~ce below Io expano u;x)n any of the alx)ve queshons or to br=ng to the atlent~on of the rewewer any
other mlormat~on you feel should be o~s,dered ,n establ,shmg I>ermlt hm,tst~ons for Ihe proposed facd~W,
Attach ~:k:ht~onal sheets ~f necessary

0

2

New Sources and New Dischargers

PA Aoolication for Permit to Discharge Process Wastewate

FOr each OutfalI, prov,Oe a descr,pt~on of ( 1 ) All Ope(dt,on~ contr~but,~g wastewater to t~e effluent,
~t~ess wlllewater. ~n~tary wostewlter, c~hng water, end stormwater runoff. (2) T~ e~t~e fl~
uted by eech ~rat,on. and (3) The treatment r~e,v~ by the WlIIIwIIIr. C~t,n~ ~ B,I,~I IhNtl

~tr,b.

~f

U

E~Ar

R0043852

EPA F~,-;~ 3513-20 (l::~ ~-90~

Pa.,-,,..~ oe S

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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Use the space below to 10st any of tl~e pollutants 10sted 0n Tab0e 2D-3 of the instructions which you know or have
reason to ~heve wtll ~ d~4r~ from any outfali For every ~llutant you hst. ~efly ~scr~ the tea~ns yo
~heve ~t wdl ~ ~esent

EPA ,~;..~,~ 3~!0-2~) ~ 8-90)

P~ge 4 o~ S

CONTtNUE ON NEX~ PAGE

-.
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Use the space below Io expana upon any of ihe above Questions or ;o brm9 Io Ihe a~ienl~on of ~he revte~er any
other ~nlormat~on you feel should ~ c~s~Oered ~n estabhshmg ~rm~l Itm~[al~ons for the pro~sed lacd~ly
Atlach aOO~;~onal sheels ~f n~essary

2

0

Un,te4 Ste~es
Env,rO~me~e~ P~O4eCl,4~

~EPA
i
~

Off,ce~4Wate~
E.h~cement and P~’m~t$

EPA F0~m 3St0-~E
Revleed Au0vot 19~O

Application Form 2E -Facilities Which Do Not
Discharge Process
Wastewater

i

/~

~

]
2

5
5
2
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Form 2E Instructions

Who Must File Fcmn 2E
EPA Form 3510-2E m~’t be ompleted in conjunctic~
with E PA Form 3510-1 (Form 1 ). Th~s short form rney be
usedonlybyo~)eratorsoffac,ht)esvv!~,chdischeroeonly
nonprocese wastewator (~’ocess wastawetar is water
thai comes rote d~rect co~ct w:th or results from the
production or use of any raw matersal, intermediate
Wodu¢l, hn,shed I~O0~’1. bYl~OduCl, waste product, or
wastewatar) which ~s not regulated by effluent Iimita.
t*ons gu,del,nes or rmw source performance standards,
The form ~s mtanded I~r,rr~r,W for use by d,scherg4rs
(new or existing) of sanitary wastes and noncontaot
oohng water, h may not be used for d,scherges of
stormwatar runoff or by educat~41, med~.al, or com.
morc~al chemic41 laborator~e~ or by pubhcJy owned
treatment works (POI"Y~IJ.
The al~l~.alion forms should be sen~ to the SPA
Regional Office wh,ch overs the State in which the
f~cd~ty is located. Form 2E (the short form) must be used
only when applyen~ f¢~ Win;is 0n States where the
NPDES permits ISfWam 0s scimm~stored by SPA. For
fscihl0es located in States wh*ch are ap~’ov~d to edminislet the NPDES permute wogram, the Staleenmron mental agency Sh~ld be contacted for Wq~e~ permit
o~l~¢at~n forms and msuuct~ons, Informet~n on ~
thor a particular program is edmOnostored by [PA or by I
State agency con be obtained from your FPA Rogiortal
Ofhce. Form 1. Tel~e I of the "’Genorel Instructmns’"
lists the ~ddrasses of SPA Regional Off,eel and the
States within the iwmd*cbo~ of eOCh Office.
. Pvbll¢ Avelk4dltty of &vlmdtlml Infom~otlm~
You my not laim ~s ~onfKlentiel any information
required by this form or Form I. whether the mfornmtton
relished on the forms or in an attachmsnt. Section
402(j) of the CWA requires that all permit el~)iicotions
shell be available to the I)ubtic. This information will
therefore be made available to the public ugon r~lues~
You may claim as onf~lentml any information you submit to EPA which goes beyond that required by this form
or Form 1, However, onfKientml~y claims for effluent
data must be denied. If you do not assert a claim of
confKlentielity at the brae of mining the information.
SPA may mike the information pul:d~ without further
notice. Claims of onfidentmliW will be h~ndied in
~:x:ord4nce with EPA’I business onfKlentiality regul~,
bonsin4OCl:RPart2.
COe~BO~
Yot~r ~lication will no( be onsido¢od on~e unle0~
you answer every cluestJon on this form and Form 1

(except as instructed below), If an item does not apl~y to
you. ente~ "’NA’" (for "’not apS)hcoble"°) to show that you
o~s~4ored the
Foik)w~) Requlmments for New Diech~rge~ end
New ,~
Iqeese note that no later than 2 years aher commence.
ment of O:scherge from the I:XO!)OSed facility° YOU must
complete arid submit item IV of this form (NPDES Form
2El. At that t~me you must test and raper1 actual rather
than est,mated date for the pollutants or Parameters in
hem IV. unless wa,v~l by the permitlin9 authcxity.
S*gn~hc~nl terms used in these inltruClionl aM in the
form are dehned m the Glossary Iound in Ihe General
Instructress Kx:ompenyin9 Form 1.
Ur~clor Pm’t A. list an ouffell number. Under Part S, list
~hela1~tudeandlo~g~tudetolhenearest 15secondofor
thin ouffall. Under Parl C. lint the name of the outfell’$
recennng water. When lhore is more thin on~ out/ell,
you must sul~’nit a esg~ate Form 2E (items I, III. and IV
o~iy) for each ouffell.
~ II (New Diesha~M~ O~y)
This ~om roqu~es your best estimate of the dOlt
wh~.h ~ foc0hty wdl begin to discheroe.
~oeet l#
In Part A. indicate the 9enerol type(e) of wastes to be
4*scherged by I~¢m9 an "x’" in the appro~’iats bo~es).
If "’othe~ no~ocess westewstar" iS marked, it should
be Kle~t~fm¢l. If cooling water add, tires are to be used.
they must be listed by name under Part S.
In ~lddmno the ams)allison of the cooling water ~k:l~tnms Should be hated 0f this information is available. The
omlx)~tm~ of eroding water additives may be foundon
pro4uot 144)sis or from manufacturer’s dote sheets.
~ IV -All po/iutant levels must be reported as concentration
and as total mass (except for discharge flow, pH, and
temperature). Totll mass is the total weight of pollutants
discharged ov~ a day. Us4 the fcdiowing ~)breW~tions
for units:
~
Ideas
ppm
pens pa~ ~
ibs
pounds
mg/I mdl~grmpe~Mm ton
~ons(Engl~h~ms)
ppb
~ p4. I~l,on
mg
m,,,grams
UW’l n.~ogramswliter 9
grams
hO
lu~ooe~ms
T
Tonnes (marne to~
A. ~
You m ~ Is lamv~k ~ least one anoly~ fo~
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motion under the aPl~0cable column. Dam reported
must be representer,re of the flcal,ty’s current el)oration
(overage do01y value over the IXOwOuS 365 days should
be reported). Most f¯¢01at,os rout0noly mon~tor those pollumnts or par¯meters as part of ox~sttng I)erm,t require¯ ants.

C. TeslJng Webs1
To ro<luest a waiver from ro/)orting any of these poilu.
tents or parameters, the al:~)l~¢ant (whether a new or
existing d0schsrgor) must submit to the permitting
Suthoraty S written request spo~fying which pollutants
or parameters Should be we,rod and the reasons for
requesting
¯ weaver. Th0$ re¢luest
should be submitted
baochemlcal oxygen demand (80D).Th° pollutants or parameters
hstedtotalS¢OsuN)ended
sol.average
flow.
to
the
perm0tt0ng
outhoraty
before
or with the permit
ids (TSS), fecal olorers (of bel0oved ~’oson! or af so¯tory
olx)10¢¯tlon. The parmlttlrtg authority may waive the
waste is discharged), pH, total re$0dusl chlorane (of chlo.
re~lunromonts for inform¯teen about any pollutant or
fine as used), temperature (w0nto¢ sad summer), oil and
parameter if he detorm0nes that loss stringent reporting
grease, chemical oxygen do¯end (COD). torsi organic
re<lu0romonts are adequate to support issuance of the
carbon (TOC)(COD and TOC ere only re<lusted of ashcan,
permit. No extensive documentation of the toques! will
tact cool0ng water ,s daschsrged), and smmon0s (as N).
normally be needed, but the oI:~)lic¯n! should
The analysis of those pollutants or pars¯stars must be
done an accordance w0th procedures pro¯vialled in 40
the permitting suthor,ty if he or she wishes to rocetve
CFR Part 136. Grab samples must be used for pile
instructions on whet h0s or her particular reduest should
temperature, ros0du¯l chtor0ne. O01 and grease, end fecll
~tsin.
ol0form. For ¯11 other pollutants, 24-hour og1~oe|tO
0refit V
samples mull be used. Any further questions err samOescr|be the average freClUen~ of flow end durltk)n of
pl0ng or ¯nalyoll Ihouid be d,rected to your EPA or
any
intorm*ttont or lees~al doschorge (eXCel~ fog’ ~ormper mittOng authority. The outhor0ty may request that you
water runoff, IsaU, or Spills). The frequency of flow
do add,tion¯l toltmg, if aPpro~’mto, on a case.by.case
means the numl)M of days or m~nths per year there is
basis under Section 308~f the Clean Water Act (CWA).
intermittent discharge. Durat~ moons the number of
If you oxlD~ct a pollutant to be present solely aa a result of
days
or hours I~’ disohlrgo. For now dischergerl, base
its presence in your inmko water, sate this information
your anowogl on your Ileal ~.
on Item VII of the form.

|. Now D~lom
You ere required to provide an estimated ml~umum daily
and overage daoly value for olch pWlutont or perimeter
(exceptions noted on the form). Please r~o that fol.
Iowup testing end relx)rling are rlclu0red no later than 2
yeerl after the facility M¯rm to d, scharge. So¯piing end
analysis ere not required ot this time. If, how.
ever, dam from such analyses Ire available, then luch
data should be reporled. The Iource of the estimates is
also required. Base your dater¯Oneida of whether ¯
pollutant will be present in your discharge on your
knowledgooftheprogosedfa¢ility’$usaof maintenon=o
chemicals, and any analyses of your effluent or ~f any
¯ trailer effluent. You may also provide the estimates
based on avaiisbie inhousa or ontractor’s engineering
rel~rts or any other Itudies l~rformed on the Ixc~
facility, if you exi~¢t ¯ pollumnt or parameter to be
present solely as a result of its presence in your intake
water, state this information on Item Vll of lhe form.
In providing the estimates, use the carlos in the follow,
ing mbis to indicate the source of such inform¯ion.
Actual dma from pilot poems ...................I
Estimates from oth~ engineering l~uclies ....... 2
0ate from other similar plans ..................3
Best professional estimates .................... 4

Item VI
Describe briefly any treatment W~tom(s) used (or to be
usad for now dischorgerl), indicating whether the

¯ndUHtmantdisposal.lYst°mor o~her, is physical,Also giv~cf~omical’the partlcu
proeel(as) used (or to be usad). For examples If ¯ phyWcallreotmentlyltemisusad(orwillbeusad),N)ecifylho
processes ol~iied, such ¯a grit removal, laments ouipping, dialysis, o~.
Item VII
This item is inton(Iod for you Io Wovide any Iddttisnol
information (such N Hn~ing resultS)that you fool
should be considered by the reviewer in establishing
permit limitations. Any rest¯so here is q~ional. If
wish to demonluate your eligil~lity for ¯ "net" effluent
limitation, i.e., an effluent limitation edjusled to Wovlcle
credit for the pollutanUs) present in your |ntoke water,
please add ¯ sho~ statem0nt of why yOU believe you ere
eligible (see 1122.46(W). You will then be omm:Nd by
me permitling authority for funtmr inslructlons.
Item VIII
The Cle~n W~ter A=t Wovidas ~evere penalties for submitring false information on this ai:~ication form. Seotion 309(cX2) of the Clean Water Act Imwides the1 "Any
person who knowingly makes any folsa Ms¯meat,

~hors ........................ q~.ify on me form
Ilia Foal 381e.2E (8-00)
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l~ail upon onwctlon. be punilhed by ¯ hrte of
t~an $ I0,000 or by imprisonment for not more then llx
mor~th¯ or beth."
40 CFR Part 122.22 requires the certification to be

T

For i corporation: by ¯ reN)onsible corporate officer.
A raN)arts,hie corporate officer means (i) ¯
Oent. secretary, Ire¯lurer. or vice-president of the
carp¯rat ~on ,n chlrge of of ¯ principal business rune.
tm~’l, or any other parian who performs similar pof~ or docile¯am¯king funct~onl for Ihe arp¯ration,
or (,) the man, get of one or rnore manufacturing.
Woduc1~on, or cq)Msting f~cihtiel empkwing mo~
t~ln 2S0 parians or having gross annual
expenditures exceeding $25,000.000 (in lecofld
Querier | 980 dollerl), if authority to lign
has been ess~gneq or delegoted tO the mef~ge~’ its
oc¢~danco with corp~ate procedwe~
For ¯ partnership or solo I~’Opriatolship: by
pertn~ or the Woprietor, respectively;, or
For ¯ municipality, State, Federal, or ¯the#’
¯ 9ency: by either ¯ principal executivo officer
ranking elected offi¢i¯l. For purpo~e~ of thio
¯ Wincil~ executiv~ off~er of a Federal
mcludes (iS the chief executive ¯fiN:or Of the agency,
for thv overall operotionl of ¯ principal 9eogrlph~
unit Of the agency (a,g., Regional Admini~u’~ml

¯

¯-

,
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FOREWORD
This manual provides industrial facilities with comprehensive guidance on the development of
storm water pollution prevention plans and identtficat:on of appropriate Best Management
Pract,ces (BMPs). It provides technical assistance and support to all feciiitias subject to
pollut,on prevention requirements establ,shed under Nat,oriel Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permits for storm water point source discharges.
EPA’s storm water program significantly expands the scope and application of the existing
NPDES permit system for municipal end industrial process wastewater discharges. It
emphasizes pollution prevention and reflects a heavy rehance on BMPs to reduce pollutant
Ioad~ngs and improve water quality. This manual provides essential guidance in both of these
areas.
This document was issued in support of EPA regulations and policy initiatives involving the
development end implementation of e Netmnel storm water program. This document is
Agency guidance only. It does not establ,sh or affect legal rights or obligations. Agency
decis, ons in any particular case will be made applying the laws and regulations on the basis
of specific facts when permits ere issued or regulations promulgated.
This document will be revised and expended periodically to reflect additional pollution
prevent,on information and data on treatment effectiveness of BMPs. Comments from users
will be welcomed. Send comments to U.S. EPA, Office of Wasteweter Enforcement and
Comphance, 401 M Street, SW, Mail Code EN-336, Washington, DC 20460.
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any special conditions. This manual is not intended in any way to substitute for biting legal
requ~ements pursuant to Natm~al Pollutant Discharge Eliminatio~ System (NPOES) permits.

EPA GENERAL PERMIT REGUIREMENTS
Storm Water Po41ution Prevention Plans
Part IV
A Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan shall be developed for e~ch facility ovMm:l by thee
permit. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Planl shall be prepared in Iccorclarl¢~ with 0god
engineering practK:es. The plan shall identify potential sources of pollubo~ which may
reasonably be expected to affect the quah~y of storm water discharge~ associated with industrial
activity from the |acihry. In addibon, the plan shall ~Jescribe ~nd ~lure the Im.olementsboll of
Wact~cos whmh are to be US4~ to reduce the pollutants m storm water d~.-t1~,90e
w~th industrial aclJviW at the faciiity and to assure compliance with the terms Im¢l onditJo~l of
this perm, t. Facilities must imp~nent me wov*s~o~s of the Storm Water Poautlon Prevention
Plan required under this pert as a onditKm of this permit.
In Idditlo~ to Wovidino guidance for facilities that ere subject to storm water permit requirements,
this manual co~tsine information that is generally useful for controil,no storm water pollution from
almost any type of developed site. EPA hopes this manual is vv~daly used in fu~lerino the
prevention of pollution at its sources end the adoption of rneneOement Wact~cal that help
Wotact the overall qusl*ty of me environment.
EPA is also issuing ¯ guidance manual on Best Management PrlctJcoa (BMPI) foe’ Onltll~’tJOft
activities. If you are subject to requirements under the 0eneral permit for storm water dischMoel
essocisted with onstruct~)n acbvibss, that manuel is deaioned to help y~ ©oml~y with those
somewhat different requirements.

1.2 ORGANIZATION OF THIS GUIDANCE MANUAL
This manual is presented as a user’s guide to Storm Water Po,utJon Pmv~ntio~ Plan requirements.
Step-by-step guiclelines and accompanying worksheets will walk you through the Wocess of
develol~n0 and implementing a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan. This eppro4ch allows you
to complete this process in me s~ml~est and most eff’~ient way. The worksheets are des~oned to
help you oroanize me required informatidn. The remainder of th~ manual is ~vided into thee
sect,one Chapter 2 provides information on how to develop ¯ ptan; Chapter 3 sar~es as a
for selecting ac~v~y-spacifi¢ Best Meneoement Practices (BMPs); end Chapter 4 discusses site.
spacifk: BMPa. As you orollate each section, you will move throu0h each of the fotlowin0
and end up with a fully develoced Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan. Each step is important
and should be completed before moving on tO the next step. The five major phases involv~l in
devek~ng end knplem~ting your plan am el follows:

Phase 1

Planning end Organization

Phase 2

Assessment

Phase 3

-

BMP Idontff~JtJon

Phase 4

-

Plan Implementation

s
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Chapter 2 Wovides steP-by-step gu~lance for completing each of these Phases. The OrgenizeOon
Phase starts the process by hetl~ng you to get organ,zeal end by identifyi~ who is go,ng to
snd implement the plan and by ~Oent~h/ing s~te-sl)ec0fic Pollution prevent~o~ object=yes. The
Assessment Phase involves gather=rig mformat00n about your site snd identif~fing Potanbal ~rces
of storm water pollution. Using the 0nformat~on collected during the Assessment Phase, You can
begin to design the storm water management program that best suits your site. Owing the BMP
Ident=f=cal~on Phase, you wall e~aiuate the requ=red baseline BMPs end select other
measures. The fourth stage of t~e Storm Water Pollut=on Prevention Ptanning WOCese is the
Implementat0on Phase, dur,ng which YOU put the plan into action. The final step, the Evaluation
Phase, allows you to determine 0f your plan =s actually eccompl=shing your Pollut~)n
oh)attires. Periodic rev0ewl, mSl:)ect0ons, and evaluations will allow you to k~p the gl~l effecttv~
lnd up-to-dsts.
In Chapter 3, which details ~ctivity.lpecific BMPI, you will find I number of me¯lures you cml
to prevent Or reduce the contamination of storm wirer caused by IPec0hc Industrial ~=tJvitles.
Chapter 4 dascr0bel 10te-spec~f~ BMPs. Front the list of s0te-$pecific BMP1, you ~n ~elect
Prevention snd control measures that ere most aPpropr=ate for the phylicSl ChereCtehlticl of yew
f~cility. A oml~nation of these Wl)es of BMPs rely be most Ipprop~iate for yo~’ ~ite.
In sddition, there ere several epee~ices Iocltad it the end of thai m~nu~l. APl:)endi= A listl the
references used to develop th, s m~nual. Appendix B includel 1 glOlsery of terml. Apgendix C
I~’ovides e model of whir I Pol|ut=ort prevent=on pisn might look like for I Imsll industry.
D provides State and Federal storm wirer end Pollution prevention contacts Ind additional
information on pollution Prevent~n. Appendix E providel technical Ind design fact ~Jlests for
of the storm water 8MPI described in Chapter 4. Appendix F describes tests for non-storm wster
dilChlrges. Appendix (3 omperel Storm Water Pollution Prevention Ptan requirements with plan
requirements under other env0ronmental Wogreml. Appendix H is I lilt of r~l:~ble qu~ntitle~ f~
hazardOUl substances under 40 CFR Pans 117 and 302. Appendix I is the list of wster PrlortW
chemicals under Emerger~cy ptannmo and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA|, Secbo~ 313.
Appendix J includes a table of the monitoring requirements that are ontained in EPA’s Gone~l

1.3 SCOPE OF THIS MANUAL
This manual wovides useful infom~tion on many pollutivn prevention ~nd best manaoement
Wect~ces which you can use to prevent or reduce the discharge of sediment and other POllutants kt
storm water runoff from your s=ta Th=s manu~l describes the practices and ontr~e, ~ how,
when, and where to use them, and how to maintain them. However, the effectiveness of these
controls lies fully in yo~ hands. AJttmugh specific recommendations will be offend in the
following chapters, keep in mind that careful consideration must be ~iven to sslectinO the most
epWol:)riata control measures based on sate-specific features, end on Woperly installing the ontrol8
in s timely manner. Finally, eltho~h this manual provides guidelines for msintenance, it is up to
you to make sure that your ControLs ere carefully maintained or they wgJ Wove to be ineffective.
This manual describes the EPA General Peffnit requirements for Pollution prevenbon plans.
However, requirements may vary from permit to permit. You should read your permit to dstMffdne
the required comPonents of your pollution weventJon plan. Although this msnual desoribes
"typical" permit requirements, do not assume that the typical permit requirements described in this
manual ere the same as your Permit requirements even if you sre included under an NPDES general
permit for storm water discharges associated with industrial activities. Pw~nit onditions may ve~
between different permits end/o d=fterent versions of the permit.
EPA has issued s number of reguletions addressing Pollution contrOl praCl~es for
environmental media (i.e., land. water, sir, and ground water). However, this manual focuses on
identifying Pollution prevention measures and BMPs specifically for industh4l storm vvstM
September 1992
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#ischerges and provides guidance to industrial facilities on how to omfy with storm water
Al~hough Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans primarily focus on storm water, ~ is impo~Int to
COnSider the impacts of selected storm water management measures on other envirortflle~ltal media
ILl.. land, air. and ground water). For example, if the water table ,s unusually high in your area, o
retention pond for contaminated storm water may also lead to contan~nat,on of ¯ ground water
source unless special prevent:re measures are taken. Permit’tees must take these ~ into
onsiderat,on in select:n9 appropr,ate pollutPon prevention measures and Iho~id mike ¢er~in
Idopt:on of storm water measures ,s onsistent w:th other Federal, State, ~d local envitonmenta~
laws. For instance, under EPA’I July 1991 Ground Water Protection Strategy, States ire
encouraged to develop Comprehensive State Ground Water Protect:on Programs. Your facility’s
efforts to control storm water sho~|d be compat,ble w~th the ground water prOtect~n
reflected in your State’s pro~rlm.

1.4 DEFINITIONS
As you use this manual to select Ix~llution Wevention approaches, you will lee two key phrlsel
used frequently: "pollution prevont~)n plan" and "best management practice." A ~
understanding of these terms is vMy important m meeting the goals of storm water ntan~gement

i

oiscuuad ebcve.

:
,
’
¯
:

The rwst term of importance is "storm water pollution Wevention Pten." As m~lUorwd in Seclk~
1.1, t%is n~nuel is designed to hail) you to Wepare and iml:dement I Sierra Water Po~JutJon
Prevention Plan. As you will learn m Chapter 2, Storm Wate~ Pollution Prevention Plans onlJlt
a series of steps and Ictivitzea to, f~st, identify sources of pollution or contamination on yew lito,
end, ~econd, select and carry out ~’bons which prevent or entre4 the I>ollution of storm wltor

~ othor oncept used throughou~ this mam~l is "84st Mer~gement Prsct~ce" o~ 8MP. 8MPs
measures or practices used to reduce the amount of Pollution entering surface water° ~, land, o~
ground waters. 8MPI may take the form of a Wocass, activity, or physical struct~’o. Some BMPI
ere I~mpae and can be put into place immed~toly, while others are more complicated ~
oxtansivo planning or ~oaco. They may be inexpensive or osUy to impaemont. Although BMPI Ire
used in many environmental programs, the BMPs presented in th~s manual are specifically designed
to reduce or eliminate pollutants in sto~n water discher0os. Chapter 2 describes the ba~e~in~
re~uiromentl of EPA’s General Permit for storm water discharges associated with induslx~ activity.
Chapters 3 and 4 describe numerous N:acihc BMPs that will help you omply with Utile
requ~romenta.

1.5 GOALS OF STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
Federal, State, end local sto~n water management programs have ¯ common goal:
rI TO Improve Water Ouadity By Reducing ~a P~lhzt~tl Contained In Storm W~
14
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Meetin0 this 0eel is I difficult chellenOe for many reasons. For example, the original sources of the
pol;utanta uensportad in storm water can be d~ffuse or spread out over e wide area. So, small o~i
end grease sp01ts It hundreds of d~fferent facd~ties with~n a single city can collectively represent ¯
malix po+iut,on Problem. In aOa+t,on, the nature of storm water is such that me amount of
pollutants th,lt enter roce, v,ng waters will vary in accordance with the frequency, intensity end
durst+on of ra~nfa|l and the nature of lOCal drainage paCterns. Considering the wide veriety of
of industries m the Un,ted States end the w~de range of materials and chemical compounds that Me
used as I~lrt of different mclustr~al actlv~tleSo a s~te-spec~f,c pollution prevention plan llilixed fix
each flc,i,ry is considered the most effective, flexible, and economically I~’ecticel IPlXOICh to
achieve effacbve storm water management.
The
Wevention
approach required by EPA gives facilities flexibility to establish e siteepec~h¢ storm water management prooram to meet Best Avadabie Technology/Best
Techno~¥ (BAT/BCT) stanOards required by the (:lean Water Act instead of imposing numerk:lJ
discharge llm~tat~ns. Yet, the BMP framework estabhshed by the pollution I)~evenbon plan
requ~reme+~ta must be fully implemented to meet these standerde.

1.6 SUMMARY OF THE STORM WATER PROGRAM
Stixm ware+ discharges hive been increasingly ident,fied el ¯ lignlficent source of water pollutiolt
in numaroul nationwide stud,ls on water Quahty. TO ~ddrell th,l problem, the Cleln Water ACt
A~ta Of 1997 requ,red EPA to pubhsh regular,one to control storm wirer diKhar0lI
NPDES. EPA p~bhshed Itixm water reoulat~onl on November 16. 1990, which require certa~
dilchergere of Itorm water to waters of the Unilld Slllel to apply fix NPDES permits. "Warm1
the IJn~ted States" is generally defined el lur/ace wateri, includ,ng lekel, rivere, streeml,
wetlands, end coastal waters. NPDES storm water discharge permits will ellow the Statel and EPA
to trick and monitor sources of Itorm water pollution. According to the November 16, 1990,
r~le, fOCd~l)e$ with I "storm water d~scherGe associated w~th indultriel ectiviW" ere required to
Ipply fix ¯ stixm wetar permit. EPA has defined this phrase in terms of 11 Ceta0ories of industrial
activity I~lt tnci~le: (1) facd~l~el subject to etixm water effluent kmitafionl guidelines, new soaxce
perfo+l~lnce standards, Ix toxic pollutant effl~enl etandardl under 40 CFR Subcheptar N; (2)
"heavy" rnlnufecturing facil,l+es; 131 m~n~ng end od end gss operetione with "contaminetado Itorm
wetar d~scharges; 141 hazardous waste treatment, storage, Ix disposal facilities: (5) lendfille, lind
epplm:at~ I+ta$, end open dumps: 16) recycling fac,lil+S; 17) etaam electric generebng flcilibel; (8|
trensportalJon facihtiee, inci~chn9 eirports; (91 I~weGe treetment plants: (10) construCtiOn
operebonl diet~rtNng S or more acres+; and (11) othe~ industrial facilities wlIMe materi~ll
~ to storm watere. OPeretixs of industrial facilities that ere Fedarelly, Stele, ix mun~
owne4 or o~erated mat me~t the ebove deacripl~on must aiso eubmit applicetions. If you have
tueet~ns about whether ix not yo~ facility needs to ss~k permit overa0a. contact the EPA Storm
Welar Hotl~ne et (703! 82 i-4823.
Storm wirer discharges essocLIted with industriel IctJviW that reach waters of the United States
through Mun+cil~l Separate Storm Sewer Systems IMS4s) ere siso required to obtain NPDES
weter peanut ovaraOe. Discharges of storm water to I combined lower eyatMrl ix to ¯ PtJ~
Owned Treatment Works (POTW| are excluded.
The Itorm water m0uletion Wesents three permit application options fix storm water dischar0el
associated with industrial activity. The first option is to submit an individual epplicebon consisting
of Forms 1 end 2F. The second option is to pertic~pete m ¯ group eppl;cation. The third
to file I Notice of Intent (NOI) to be overed under ¯ 0enarel permit in accordance with the-

"On J~ne 4, 1992, the United States Court of AIX)eels for the Ninth Circuit remanded the
exempbo~s for manufactur+n9 facilities which do not have materklls or acbvities expos4d to Itonn
water and for construction s~tes of less than five acres to the EPA re+ further r~emaking.
September 1992
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m~rementa of an ~s~ oe~ral ~;t. Regard~ss of ~ ~t a¢~;cat~ ~U~
~i~tS. ~ resulting storm water d~sc~rge ~rm~t will ~st h~Jy ~n a r~u~re~nt
~ ~t a Stem Wate~ P~lut~ Prevent~ ~n.
N~ES ~ are issued by ~e State for States that have ~n delegat~ NPOES
gut~n~ ~ by EPA f~ States that have not ~en delegat~ ~PDES ~rm;~ing
T~ref~e. ~ s~f~ EPA General Permit requirements ~*scussed m ~;s gg~da~e
~ly to fac~;,t,es ~ated ~n one of ~e ! 2 non0elegated States ~ Territories (Alas~;
L~,s~a~; Ma,~; Massachuseffs; New Hampshire; New Mex~o; Okla~ma; So~ Og~ To~g;
~ O, str~t of Col~mb,a; Pue~o R~o; Guam; American Samoa; Northern Manana Igl~; T~st
Temt~ of the Pac,f~ Islands: Indian lands ~ Alabama. California. GeiSha. Kent~ky, M~.
M~so~. M,ss,ss~DDi. M~tana. Noah Carolina. Noffh Dakota, New Yo~. Nevada,
Car~,~. Te~ss~. Utah. W;scons~n. Wyoming; ~ated w;~h~n Federal facilities ~ I~ian
C~o ~d ~ash,nOton; and I~ated w~th~n Federal fac,l,t;es ~ ~laware). EPA
~we~. ~t ~ Federal general ~rm;t wdl ~ used as a m~el by NPDES-au~z~
~d~ to ~t State-s~c~hc oW,tigris. Even though st~m water ~rm~t ~giremen~ ~11 v~
~ State to State de~nd~ ~ water q~i,w ~erns ~ ~ Wiofi~eg f~
aut~. EPA exits ~at most NPDES st~ wat~ d~rOe ~rm;ts ~il ~in St~ Warm
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¯ Form Po;lut~’~ Prever,~on Team
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2.3 BMP IDENTIFICATION PHASE
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| ................
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EPCRA, Section 313 FadiW Team liequiremems
EPA’e Go~oral Porm~ ~ ~ ~tr~ ~1~ ~~ ~am ~~ ~ f~s
~
Subj~ tO r~ ~ E~, ~t~ 313 f~ wat~ ~ ~als [Pa~ IV.D.7.b.(9).).
T~ loam ~t ~to a ~s~ ~o wi~ ~ ~n~ f~ ~11 ~o~ at ~ f~liW ~

a~ C~b~ ~n (40 ~ of ~ral R~ulab~s (C~) 2~ ~ 265], ~ ~ill C~ ~
~nt~r~ ~ui~ (~ CFR 112), ~ Na~ P~l~nt ~m~ ~~ Sym
To~ 0~ Ma~nt ~n (40 C~ 413, 433, 469), a~ ~ ~~ ~f~ ~ ~
Adminis~ (O~A) E~ A~ ~n (29 C~ 1910). It ~ ~ res~ ~ ~

’
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In some rJses, it may be IX)is,be to build on elements of these ~dans that are r~levant to StOrm
water pollution Prevention. For exami~;e0 if your fac,i,ry already has ~n I:~aca ~ eff~ve ~N
prevention and res~se plan. elements of that s~,ii weven~,~ strategy my ~ r~vant to ~
approach for stem water ~llut,on ~revent,on. More s~,f,cally, hs~ of ~t~ ~ ~
onst,tuents of concern may Wov,de I Stl~,ng ~,nt f~ y~r I~l of ~t~ It~ ~IM
~llutants. Alth~gh you S~ ~ld on relevant ~Onl of othM ~v~~ ~ ~
¯ Doropr~ate. ~t ~S im~nant tO ~te ~at y~r Stem Water P~lut~ ~~ ~ ~t ~ 8
c~prehens~, sta~.~ ~t.
~

O
L
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FIGURE 2.3 EXAMPLE SITE MAP
September 1t~2
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~rticuledv when i~ is no~ tuning. In these_ ~sas. il
r~in Ileum to ~enti~ y~ d,~h~rge ~n~s ~lea~y M~I e~h
etc.) ~ num~rs (1, 2, 3. etc.) so that you ,.an easdy referee
~tmnl of y~r Stem Water Pollut~ ~ev~nt;on
Wo~ing back ~om t~ st~ water ~af~, you have ~entifi~,
for each ouffall (see Figure 2.4). A to~.~,h~c mad can help
ave,labia from the Un~t~ Stales G~c~l ~u~vey (USGS),
~cesse~ to dsto~ino ~to draina~
Maps may ~ pur~a~ ~ ~ c~m.~c~l ~at~8
off.el. C~k y~r ~ yellow ~ge8 f~.* £~rcJol ~.

~x 25286
~, CO ~228

~

US~:~ Mop ~
101 12~ A~., 812
F~id,~nkl, AK 99701

~.orne Of t~ site. A ~ a~tivo i~ Io exami~
~lh~s Io ~tormi~ ~ ~l on your f~cih
. ~’celas, I~h as dr~ down ~ ~p.~ler hill ~
~ rolst0voly flat, ¯ ~h s~ of st~ w~ler ~w d~
~ff~iont ~ of ~ ~

8~r~ 8~ W~ ~
~ features to i~ ~ ~ ~ ~p ~ ~ ~a~
I~ctural ontr~ ma~ ilre~y ~ ~ace ;flst ere u~ to
A str~tural ~tr~ m~e ~ any ~ysic~,v c~l~ f~e
~if~ally to cMn~ ~ way ~t st~ wdler f~wl
8~turas (i~l~i~ d~ o~ ~sl, ~egstativo 8wo~s,
and ~ny ~il sta~lizat~ ~ Mos~ ~tr~ t;~acticas¯
~to maD, as ~J~st~ ~ ~ 2.3.

On the site map, you should label ell surfers water bodies on or no:rt to ttte e~o. This includes any
stream, river, lake0 or Other water body (so= F~guro 2.3 as an oxaml~). Each water body should
be idontif0ed by name. If you do not know file name of the water body. you can ctteck the USGS
toPograDhical mops discussed above for th~ legal n4me. Your municipal go~ may ~so hav~
munic0pal maps that ide~zdy small streams ~,~ name. If your storm water runoff flows into ¯ sm~l,~.unnamed tributary, the name of the clownsf/aam water body will be

R0043889

pa~erns of ~ ~te. A ~m~e all~at,ve is to ex~ ~ ~tours of

~ relat~ve~ f~t, o r~h s~y of st~ wat~ ~w d~ o r~ event
~:~t ~ of ~ ~w ~.
r

s~al~ m chan~ ~ way ~t st~ w~ ~ws ~ ~t ~ u~ to
a~ ~y ml sta~liza~ ~ ~ ~ W~s. ~ ~PtM 4 f~
~te rap, ~ ~uS~t~ ~ ~ 2.3.

~en~fi~by~. If~t~w~of~water~y,
t~ra~l maps di~ a~ve f~ ~ ~ ~. y~ mun~i~l
~ mb~, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ wet~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~~ I~2
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To dev~o~ o useful site mad fo~ your facility’s Sto~m Wete~ Po~lubon

~ weas. T~ features ~i~:
¯ T~i~y of site (di~ ~)
¯ ~a~ of ex~ s~ni~ant mt~s (m ~ 2.2.2)
¯ L~a~I of ~st mils ~ ~a~ (m ~ 2.2,3)

- V~ ~ Nu~t ~tm

- ~mel waste manet ~ ~ ~ ~~
" ~ It~ ~ raw mt~ls, b~, ~ ~ ~.
Y~ ~ ~ ~t I~if~ BMPI ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
we~ ~1 fr~ ~ ~1 (~ ~ptM 3l. Now ~ ~ ~

R0043891

i

2.2.2 Material Inventory
EPA GENERAL PERMIT REQUIREMENTS
Inventory of Exposed MatM~l|
Pert IV.O.2.b.
Cond~’l sn inventory of materiais that may be exposed t0 storm warm at yew Mto, aftd inckxle
a narra~ve description of:
¯ ~Or~f~t materials that have been handled, wasted, stor~l, or disposed in a rnannM to
a~ow exposure to storm wster between the tm~e of th~ee years ~ to the d4ta of
¯ Method(s) and location of ons~ stomOe o~ ~
¯ Materials man~Oement Wactices employed to minimize contact of these mM~dals with
storm water runoff between the t~ne of three years ~ to the date of the issuance of the
pefl~1 and the Wesent

¯ Any tmstmont of storm w~ter nmoff.

The next stel: in the Assessment Phase is to ond~-t o n~ inventory M yow site.
IoolUn9 for materials that have been exposed to ston~ water end measures you hav~ t~ken to
prevent the contact of these materials w~th storm wster. Msintsinmg an u0-to-dste material
inventory ~s ~ efficmnt way to identify what matanais ere handled onsita and which m~y
¢onml)uta to storm water ¢ontammstion problems. As dmcussed above, these potont~
sowces sho~d be idantJfisd on your facility’s site
WorksheM r3 (located at the end of Chapter 2) ~ help guide you through the Wocese of
ondt~m9 a material inventory for your Storm Water Pdilubon Prevention Plan. Aithou0h an
inventory of all materials lexposed and not exposed) is required as part of EPA’s Gm
cond~cbn9 such an inventory is e good first step in compiling ¯ list of exnosed materials. If ~ny of
the s~gnific~nt materials on yew site have been exposed to stoe~n water in the three yea~
the effective date of your pem~ NI out Worksheet #3A and incltxle it in yew plan.

"Significant mstedals." as defined in 40 CFR 122.26(b)(12), are substances related to ino’us~M
activities such as process chemicals, raw mstenais0 f~els, pesticides, end fertilizers (see Glossary in
Appendix B for exact definition). When these substances are exposed to storm water nmoff, they
may be carried to s receiving stream with the storm water flow. Therefore, idenbfication of these
materials helps to determine where ¯ potanbal for contamination exists end is the first step in
identifying aPWOprista BMPs to address this contaminatXm potential.
To inventory the mata~als on your site, inspect yo~r site carefully. You may wish to M44 the Site
ChaCJdiSt IpaOe 2-14) to help you identify exposed matari41s. Focus on areas where you
Wocess, transoort or transfer any materials used or Woduced during your industhal
Check any storaQe tanks, pipes or Pumpin0 areas and note any leaks or spills. Observe any Io4K:Eng
September 1992
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during ~ ~es~s. L~ at any unsealed d~m~st~s ~ d;s~l ~its/areas
wastes ~ y~r ~ustrial acUWties and d~ument instances where waste
to ram. Also pay a~ent~ to mater~al handling equ~p~nt, ~nclu~ng eve~h~
pallets, where raw 8nd waste materials from your ~ustnal act~v~bes are exist,.
within ~ drainage Itlll,

R0043893

~lct~es Me those practices that ents~ co~struction of mane¯de structures such ss bares,
detenbon I:)o~is, o~ grassed sweles, w~ereas nonstr~C1~al management I~eCtices involve regularly
scheduled ~ |such ¯s aweel)mg, rasp¯cherts, or m~l~oved matsr~ats handling and management
Remember that the purpose of BMPs is to kee~) the I>Ollutents out of storm water runoff by
reducing materiel exposure to sto~n water, Chrect,ng the storm water ¯way from contaminated
Mees, or reducing the volume of pots~t~ally polluting mate~ais on the ~ta.
Finally, yo~J must describe any treatment that yo~J Wov~e for the storm water discharges from yo~
site. The treatment of storm water is ohen eccoml>hshed through ho~ding in 8 detanbon pond
which allows for settling of morg¯nic so~,ds and panle! removal of orgenk: contaminants. In the
case of detentk)n ponds, you should deacftpe the size end average depth of esch pond on your kits
lstorege volume|. You should also I~owde any design crneria~ |i.e., design flow retas, etc.) for the
pond tt~t may be available to you from ertg~neenng Oes~on reports or diagram¯. Your s~te may also
direct some of yo~ storm water into yo~ Woceas water treatment system. If so, you should
identity what tyPe of treatment is Ixowded. end whether this is allowed under your NPDES or other
discher0e permit. In ~ny case, be sure to specity Me~s from which the treated storm water drekls.

2.2.3 Identifying Past Spills and Leaks
EPA GENERAL PERMIT REQUIREMENTS

Pan IV.D.2~..
occuned at a~ese that am exposed to Wecip~t¯t~on or that otherwise dr¯in to ¯ storm water
conveyance at the fac~ty aftra the date of ttves years Wkx to the affect;re date of INs permit.
Such I~t ~ be existed as al~r~ts d~ the term of this ~

significant s~tls and significant leaks of toxk: or hazardous materiels that have occunld at your
facility. This list I~ovides informabon on potential sources of steer water contamination. The
lUes~on that comes to mincl is "What is ¯ ~ sp~ll or lesk?"
EPA has defined "s~gn~ficant spills" to include relesses within ¯ 24-hour period of hazardous
substances in excess of rel~ortsbis quant~tiss under Sectk)n 311 of the Clean Water Act Mid
Section 102 of the Comlxehensive Environmental Response, ComPensebon, end Liability Act
(CERCLA). Reportsl~e lUano~es am set amounts of substances in pounds, gallons, or other units
and are listed in 40 CFR Part 117 and 40 CFR Pert 302. This list is included as Appendix H in
manual. If yew facility II~ase¯ these listed hazardous substances to the environment in excess of
these ¯m~Jnta, you ¯re required to nottty the Nabonal Response Center at (800) 424-8802 es
es poss~ble. Rate¯see am defined to inJude any sp~liing, leaking, pumping, pou~lQ,
Wed=heat/4 (located at the end of Chapter 2) can help you organize this list of isoks and
The areas on your site where signit’~,ant leaks or ~oills have occurred ere areas on which you
If several of these events have occurred at your facility, pay special attention to Soclkm 2.3.1,
which d~’usses sl:~ll Wevantion and res~se precedes. Adequate sl~il ixevenbon and
September 1992
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EPA GENERAL P~RMrr REQUIP~MENT$
No~-Storm Water Olscha~es
Pa~ IV.D.3.O.(1).
The p~n nl~t ir~lude g ©ert~fk:stlofl thst ~1 storm wMOr OUt/IllS have been tested or
for the I:X~sehce of II~l-lto~n warm d~ea. The ¢or~fic4b~l ~ ~:

¯

A desor~otion of the resulte of wry test and/or evak~ation for the Wssence of nmt.stm~t

wstw ~

¯ The date of toSl~ng ~d/or ewAmkm

U

This cert~c~t~on shall be s~ed in ~¢ordanoe wi~ Sect~n 2.6.2 in ~s mantel and nx~t be
~ in yaw Storm WStM Po~utton Pmventk)n Plan. An ezarn~e cerbf~,abon ~ is
WoWdad as Wmt~test ~8.
oth~ point of access to the final storm wst~r dL1charge point|s), you should describe why the
cer~ficat~ wes infea~l~e. Yo~ olso must not~ me pennm~g authomy by ~ I. t
|or 180 days ohe~ s~:)mittin9 ~e Notice of Intent (NOI) for fac~bes that begin
acCrUes aftw October I, 1992|, of any potential sources of non-sto~n wst~ discharge to
StorTn watw d~,harOe and why yo~ co~d not perfon~ the test for non-storm wstw cM~tw, g~.
Th~s ce~f~r,~n must be s~gned in ~:corc~w~ce with Secbon 2.6.2 of this n~nual and
w the per~n~o a~thority. An ez~n~ie F:ilure ~ ~ f~ ~ Wo~. W~;

W~ (W~eu water), a~r ~ ~e~te, ~~ ~i~ wst~, ~
warM, ~ ~nitaW wastes. ~~s of ~st~ warm d~r~s to a M~ ~
syst~ are ~ yet are oh~ ~nbf~. ~ W~s of d~r~ Me ~~
of warm q~t~W w~ms. Un~ ~j~ by an NPDES ~;t, s~h d~s ~ ~,
~ ~ are d~scov~, d~ ~ ~ su~t ~ NPDES ~ a~ (~ 2C
2-1~
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for IXOC¯Sl westlwlt~r

tests ~ri~ ~w
mvmw. a~ (3) dye task.
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2.2.6 Assessment Summary
EPA GENERAL PERMIT REQUIREMENTS
Risk Identd~.a~ a~l Summary of Po~nfisl Po~ulant
Part IV.O.2,e.
Includo in your P~an s nsnSt~ description of She I:~te~tlal pollutant ~:x~r¢~l
Pollutant of or~rn that may be Oene~stl~ by th~ fo~low~n9 activibe4

¯ Loading and unk~l~O opera~.~

¯ ~Oniflc,~m lus! or I~ get.rUing

Once y~u have omPeted the ~4x~ve ~tel~ in y~x Ix~ll~t m~
enoch inf~ticm to Oeten~e which MHS. ~Cbvit~es or mt~= ~

2-2O
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Impro~er stor~ can result in the release of materials and chemic¯is that can cause starer
runoff potlubon. Proper storage techniques include:

September 1992
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¯ Storm
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+
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Preventing pollution of storm water runoff from your facil~W requires good housekeeping in Mess
where materiels are handled, atoned, or transferred and prevent, v¯ maintenance of
equioment end systems. Such pracbcee Ire described in detail Ibov~ and should be
your Storm WatIr Po~utm~ Preventk)n Plan. Regular visual inspections a~e yew means to enlu~l
that all of the elements of the ~ Ire in place and wod0ng WUPedy.
Routine visual inspections Me n~t meant to be I omwehensive ¯vibration of the entire storm
water pollution Wevlnt)on pro0ram-thit is the function of the Annual S~te Inspection I~d Site
Evaluation described m Section 2.5.1 below. Rather, they ere meant tO be ¯ routine kx)k-~v~, of
the facdlty to idenbfy o~dltK)nl which my 0iv¯ rile to
Every facility is diffirlnt, so it is up to the facility ovvnir/o~e~itor to ditirmine what
facility could poteflbal~y contribute poflutants to storm watir runoff, ~nd to devise end implement
visual insOection program besed on this information. The viau,l~ inspection is ¯in~)ly ¯ way to
confirm that the ~ chosen ml in place and working and should periodically take
during storm events. The frequency of visual inspection should be detirmined by the tyPes
¯ mounts of matehals handed It ~e facility, existing BMPI It the facility, and any other factorl
met may be ralev¯nt, such Is the aOe of the facility (in general,
It more frequent intenrals than new facilitiel), The foflowm9 kits identify some typis of
equipment and p~nt m to include in yew Visual inspections and Wevenbv~ maintanen~ plan:

¯

A~eas around all of equipment listed in Preventive ~ box

¯
¯

Waste Oenera~on. storage, ~-sem~ent and o~sposal areas.

Septemb~ 1992
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10 ~ highly technical, ~pl~at~ ~ ~r~ntens~ve. If y~r f~iliW
su~e;lla~e pr~ram m ~ace. c~ ex~nd~ng ~t to ~l~e ~ visual
Sto~ Wat~ P~lut~on Prevention ~an. F~ example. ,f ~r fac~l~W has
pr~ram, you m~ght ~s~d~ ~4~n~ng f~fl~ ~u~ ~rs~nel to
~ram. If your fac:l~ has ~ r~tme :~e,lla~e ~ ms~ct;~ ~r~m
plan must ~ develo~ a~ ~le must ~ ass~g~d t~ res~s;b;l~w
~t. It is implant to re~m~ ~at the emp~y~s car~ng ~t t~
should ~ ~o~dy trimS, familiar w~;h the Item warm ~iiut:on
~ow~ab~ I~t ~ ~dk~ng end m~i~ W~wel.
~s ~f ~s~s
The rest ~n~ thi~ f~ ~ to r~ ~e is to ~u~ ~ ~~.
in~~, what w~ems wMe ~o~, a~ steps ~k~ ~o c~t any
~n ~tif~. Many indusu~l f~d~t~s ws, already ha~ ~e ~ of ~t

2-30
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~b~ ~ dr~ a~ ~ ~ ~ worm ~all w~ ~ ~at~. Now O~ ~

~ S~m

R0043910

In a~ldit~on to identJfyin~ these and othM Potent~ NNII areas, projecting Possible N~ vok~me and
type of n~lter~al is critical to develol)~g the correct response procedures for I plrb~dar Irea.
2-32
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2.4.2 Employee Training
EPA GENF.P.AI, PERMIT REQUIREMENTS
Employee Traink~9
Part IV.O.3.e.
Emldoyse tr~ir~n9 ¯¯grams nv~st inform I:~rlo~ol Ot I11 klvels Of ~ of ~
o~ponents and 9o41s of t~e Sto~n Water Pollut;on Prevent~o~ Plan. Tra~ should
in~o~tad.each componentTol~csOf VOWv~apoU~t, onin~: Weven0o~ I~=n, ir~,~9 how end why tam ~e to be

¯ Material m~n~oement
¯ The pollution Wevenbon plen ~t specify how often training is
Employee usinin9 is essential to effecbve iflt0lementation of the Slonn W~ter Pollution
Ptan. The purpose of ¯ ua~ p~om is to leach personnel It oil levels of msPon~=~ty the
o~ts and 00ass of the Storm Water Pollution Prevenbon Ptan. When I)~o~erly trained,
personnol Ire more c~ble of I=~vent=n9 mils. reapondin9 safely ~ of/ect~v~fy to ~
when one oocw¯, and re¢o~ s~t~abon8 that o~l lead to 8form worm’ ontonVnation.

Woceducea or plans in t~e Ua~ng Program in order to ensure ¯11 p~ant emp~, not just thoee o~
~ Spill response teems, ere ¯wa~e of what to do if ¯ Spill OCCURS. SPecifically, oil

¯ Relx~in0 =~al= to a~ in~v~duals, w~hout pons~, (e.0., ~ should be

. lmolem~tino Sl~l ~ Woc~lur~,

R0043919

Also, teach fecil;~y personnel how to m0ntem ¯ clean end ordedy wod~ environment. Sect~l
2.3.1 above o~tlines the steps for pract~,no good housekee~ng. Emphasize these po~n~s.~ the
good housekeeping Portion of you~ User.no Ixogrem:
¯ Roqu~ra regular v~cuummg ~nd/or sWOOl~ng
¯ Promptly clean up mltod n~tor~ls to Wevent polluted runoff
¯ Iclontif, v Pl~caa who~e b~oc~ms, v~cuums, aorbonts, foams, noutreltzi~g ~go~vt~, ~ othor good
houlakeep0ng and Spdl rl~4)onse equipnlent Ire located
¯ D~splay s~gna remincl,ng eml~oyees of the impor~nco end procedures of good ho~sekeel)~g
¯ ~lCUll updated WOcod~la lhd ro~:)rt on. tho progress of practicing g<Dod hou~okoel~ing It

evory mooUng
¯ Provido instruction on Io~ drums and onteinorl Ind IYNuontly chocking fo~ Iolk~ and
¯ O~line a rogular Ichod~o f~ ho~sok~Ol~ng Icttvitiea to allow you to determine ~t 1he ~

R0043920

2-Storm

way tO ~bvate ~rs~l ~n w~ng to ~h~ve t~ ~ls of ~ S:~ Warm

~w ~ ~ ~ Tr~
Y~ s~ oxam~ your ~an to ~t~6~ ~w oh~ y~ s~ ~a~n ~
f~l~. Fr~y sh~ld tako into ~~nt ~ ~ox~w of you( manet
~turo of y~r staff, h~l~0ng staff ~vor ~ changos m job assignors.
to s~ a ~hodu~ f~ ~r~ training ~t~vitms ~ ~r plan. In any ca~,
oval~to ~ off~t~vonoss of y~r ~a~nmg off~s. In many ca~l, this will
w0th ~ ~y~s to vo~ mat mf~t~ ~s ~ ~m~t~ off~.

E~ ~ 313 FKI~ ~~
~r~ ~t w~ m areas ~e EPCRA. ~t~ 313 warm w~iW ~s

313 w,t~ ~ ~s, ~dy ~ Wo~ ~.

2-42
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Annu~ 8~e omp~ance evaluations are ~e~n~ ~~
oasting s~h ins~t~s. ~ employ~s s~ld ~ flm~hM
o~rabons a~ Sto~ Water P~lub~ ~eventi~ ~an goals
ms~l ~uld ~ a~ to ~ ~II~W man,gaunt d~l
mn~t.
Thi| annual OVaiUatJon Wovk~es a basis for ov|luating ~ ovt~all IffK~ivt~tll Of ~ Ston~
Pollution Prevention Ptan. In p~’t~culsr, the annual sere om~lsnce ev~bon wdl aMow yot~ to
v~r~f,v that the descrq)t~)n of potential pollutant sources contained ~n the plan is ~¢cwateo that the
plan drainage map is acc~ste or has been updated to reflect current ond~tm~s. end that ontrols
id4~tif~e~:l in the plan to reduce I~)O~lutants in storm water d,schargea are ~.%"~’ate~y klenUf~ed, in
piece and wo~Jng. The annual s~e omphence evaluation will also KSentJfy wt~re new onUot8
needed so that you may ~nl)~ment them and ~ncorporste them into the plan.

/

R0043923

K~ng r~ds of and re--nO omtl ~at ~cur ~site is In OffKfivl wly of ~K~ ~
~re~ of ~llut~on prevent~ eff~s ~nd waste m~nim,zat~on. Analyz~ ~ds of ~st s~lls,
for exampM, can provide useful infatuation f~ developing ~mprov~ BMPI to Wev~t ~re s~lls
of t~ same ~nd. Recordkeea~ng ~nd internal reining represent g~ ~a~ W~os ~
t~y can ~rease t~ eff~c~en~ of ~e facih~ a~ eff~twe~sl of BM~.
Recordkeeping and Reporting P~’ocedures for Spais. Leeks, and Olher I)ie~h~gee
A recordkeep;n9 system set up for documenting $~lls. leaks, end other discharges, inck~
discharges of hazardous substances m reporlabie quantities (for ¯ dilCusl~On of r~
quant.t~es, m Section 2.2.3 end Appendix H). Could hatp your fecdiW n~n~rn~e incident
recurrence, correctly respor~d with |pptopriata cleanup activities, end comply with legal
reguirements. The system for fecordkeep.ng end reporting could also include any other informetk~
that would enhance the eflectweness of the Storm Water Pollution Prevenbon Ptln. You should
make a I)~nt of keeping track of rel~)rted inc~ents end following up err results of inl4)ections
reported Simile, leaks, Or othM dilchMges.
Reco~is IJ~)uld include the following, as
¯ The d~te end time of the incklent, weather conditions, duration, cauls, envk,~entM
Wob~ems. response procedures, part~es notified, recommended rev~smnl of Ihe aMP prelim,
~)ore~Jng Wocedures, andtor e~uipment ne~ed to prevent recurrence.
¯ Formal written regortl. These Me helpful in reviewing end evaluating the discharges and
making revisk)ns to ~ml~’ove the aMP program. Document ell re!l<xtl you call in t~ the
NatKmal Response Centre’ in the event of ¯ rel)Ortabie quantity discharge. F~
informatm~ on reporbng I~le Or other discharges, refer to Sect~l 2.2.3 a~l 40 CFR 117.3
and 40 CFR 302.4.
¯

A i~st of the prncedwes for nobfyinO the aPPropriate plant personnel and Ihe names and
tetel:~)ne numl~s of respon~ble employees. Th~s enables mo~ rei~d rel:mtinO of and

Mainmi~ recOrds fOr ~il ins~~io~s is an imlx~a~t element of shy Sm~m W~t~ ~
Prevention I~n. I~cumeming s~! inspections, whethor rou~i~ Or demiledo is s ~ ~vor~flve
mainter~snce technkluao because analysis of inspection recOrds allows for aorl~ det~~i~t of
potentiei prot~ems. Recordkse~ing elso helps to devise im~ovements in the BMP program ~
~spec~ion recorfls have been ~s~y:ed. F|ecordkeel=ing and repo~r~ fOr maintenance
should also be a Part of the plan as another preventive maintenance measure. KI~ a log of
maintenance activities, such as the cleaning of oil end grit separators or catch basins, will enable
the fecilit, y to evaluate the effect~v~mss of the 8MP program, equipment, and

¯ Rek:l notebooks
¯ T~ed and dated ~

R0043924

~
~

Recoils of sl~lls, leaks, or other dischMoes, inspections, and main~nan~ activates must be
retained for at least o~e y~ar aher overage~ under the permit expires.

2.5.3 PI~n Revisions

Y~ ~y al~ d~i~ to change
wat~ c~mi~ti~ ba~ ~ the resul~ of routine vis~l insets
~~ve s~te evaluatio~ (m ~ 2.5.1J.

R0043925

2.6.2 Required Signatures
EPA GENERAL PERMIT R/~OUIREMENTS

Whe~ yo~ f~-~ Ls subject to st~ w~ ~t ~~. ex ~, ~~, ~

R0043927

incJude ¯ I~OVision in the faciliW’s NPOE$ storm water Oischarge permit that d~rect~/re<l~res
om~ienca. This mechanism WoviOes a b~sis for enforcemen: ~ to be directed, wtw~
necessary, aoains! the owner or operator of the fac~ty with a storm w~ter l~¢h~oe a~4C~lted

L

with industrial activity.

2.7.2 Special Requirements for EPCRA. 8ectk)n 313 Reporting FacilltlH
Sect~t 313 of EPCRA r~uires ~eretors of manuflcturin9 f~cilitiel that handle toxic chemI¢l~ in
amounts exceeding threshok:l levels (listed at 40 CFR 372.25) to relx~t to the ~overnment on en
annual basis. Because these types of f~cihtlea handle ler0e amo~nta of toxic chemicals, EPA
o~:lud~:l that they have an increased pote~lt~ to Clegrede the water q~lity of r~’~vt~
To a<klrea8 this risk. EPA ostabliahed specific ontrol requirements ~t its Oenerel pe~.
pert)cuier, thise reclU~rements al)~y to Sect~n 313 flc:illt~e$ that ~ for Swetor ~
chemk~le" that include any of over 200 chem~l~a that hive been ldenttf’~l by EPA I~
toxin to water ecosystems. For reference, Al~nc~x I co~taln~ e llst of SeclJ~ 313 water Imor~

2

Many of the requirements outlined below MI IDecifi¢4~ designed to 8(Ickl~ the wMM
concerns ~lt toxic chemicals Prelent. Incorporetio~ of these m~lui~ta Into IK~-sDeCtflC: St~
Wa:er Pollution Prevention Fqen~ will Wevent sidle ~l leak~ of wmor Wlomy chemicm
eliminate or reduce other oo¢~’lvnitlee for exposure of to~ic ~wn~.m to ~ water, Itme

R0043931

¯ Prevent d~,’h~oa from Io~d;ng/u~o~l~ m:

¯ ~ov~t d~r~s fr~ ~ndl;ng/w~os~f~ m:
¯ U~ ovo~, guards, ovo~a~s, ~ s~

~ev~ti~ M~mtm

P. 2-27

~fe~ E~m C~~

2.7.3 ~1 ~quiremn~ ~r ~lt St~a~ ~s

p. 2~9

STORM WATER POLLUTIONPREVENTION PLAN WORKSHEETS

~V

L
Woe~s~et ¯
Pollu~io~ P~eventk)n Team
Map .............................................................
MatMml Inv~t~ ......................................................
Ex~s~ S~nif~ant Ma~ ............................... ~

~
~

~-~ W~t~ ~ha~ A~I ........................ ~
Pollutant ~rCe I~b~ ..............................................
I~nl~f~at~ ............................

~~,~~~ ..................

7

::::::::::::::::::::::::
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POLLUTION PREVENTION TEAM
(Section 2.1.1.)
MEMBER ROSTER

Worksheet #1
Completed by:
Title:
Date:
T~le:
Office Phone:

O
L

1

2

DEVELOPING A SITE MAP
(Secti6n 2.2.1)

Worksheet e2
Completed by:
Title:
Date:

InstructS¯no:

Draw ¯ map of your site including ¯ footprint of all b~J~ldingso st~’tlxe¯, pardi areas,
perlung lots. The information below de¯or:be¯ adO.t~onei elements reQ~’ed by EPA’s General
Permit (see oxam~)le maos in F*gures 2.3 and 2.4).

EPA’s Genor¯l PMmit re<luiras that yo~ indicate the fo~lowing features On ~ eita map:
¯ All out/a~ls end storm wetar d~scharoes
¯

Drama0¯ areas of each storm water otnfd

¯ Stn~-turei storm w¯tar I~dluTk)n ontrol me¯¯was, such
- Flow divarsion
¯ RetenTion/detention Ponds
- Vegetative
¯ Name of receiving w¯tar$ (or if thro~0h ¯ Munk:ipei Se!)ar¯ta Storm Sew~ System)
¯ Locations of exposed eignific¯nt materiels (see Section 2.2.2)

¯ Locations of peat ~ls end leaks (m So.kin 2.2.3)
¯

Locabon¯ of h~Oh-risk, waste-generating mas and activities common on
¯
-

Veh~e/e~ipment washing end maintenance arm
Area for unk:4cling/Io4ding mata~als
Above-oround tanks for i~u~d storage
Industrial waste man¯Oement areas (landfills, waste I~ies, t~astment pTanta, o~N)osei
Out,de star¯g¯ areas for r¯w mat¯haas, by-products, and far, shed products
OutskSe manufacturing
Other areas of concern (Specify:
)

R0043935

I

Instructions:

Ust IN mltorlall used, ellxodo (x IXOducod o~lJto. AlSo. Ind evaluate hie matoriall fo~ tho~ potential to contribute pollutants to
storm water nmoff. Also complete Wed(sheet 3A if If~ mate~ll has been exposed during the last three years.

~IIIIIIIV lllmm~ h I "" t,lla~lml4 q~ m w~h mm. I

mime ~ ~ i munrom

__:__

¯..: ./

Directions: Record below ~11 zionifk~ant |pills lind si~if’~.~at
years pr;or to the effective date of Ihe permit.
Definitions: Significant |pigs Include, but Me not limited to,

Dole

I.oeMkm

,
~

Ame,~e ~
~

te $1o~m w~o~

Meo0~o~

~ NO
~ Eq,eeed
~- S~a.~ W~

~evo~Jvo
Meoo~oe

NON-STORM WATER DISCHARGE
ASSESSMENT AND CERTIFICATION
(Section 2.2.4
Ou~fsll Directly
Observed During the
Test ~lemJfy ~e i~di~l ~
ihe die mq~

Date of
Test~ Of
Evslustiol

~

Method Used to
Test o~ Evaluate
Discheroe

Workshoat #5
Completed by:
TIde:
Date:
~ Results from Test fo~
the Prls4nce of Non-Starer
Wmer I)ischa~

identify Potential
S~on~f...._.._.~t Sauces

Name of Person Who
Conducted the Test
Evaluation

Immllmmmml ~ mlmlmmlmmmlllm
CERTIFICATION

(responsible cofpofste official|, cerli/y under penahy of law that this document end ell attachments were
information
prepared under
submitted,
my direction
Basedofonsupervision
my inquky of
in Iccofdln(:e
the person with
o~ persons
I systemwho
designed
manege
tothe
SllU|’e
aystwn
thato~
Qualified
those persons
personnel
directly
p~operly
responsible
gather and
fof Oathering
evaluate the
the information, the information submitted il. to the beat of my ImowledOe and betief, true. eccu~ate, and complete. I am swore that there ore
significant penalties fof submitting false infermstion, including the possil~ity of fine and iml~isonment fo~ knowing violate)hi.
A. Name & Official Title (type of Wint)

Directions: If you cannot feasibly test or evaluate an ou~fall due to one of the following reasons, fill in the table below with the aPWol)riata
information and sign this form to certify ~he accuracy of the included information.
List all outfalis not tested or evaluated, describe any potential sources of non-storm wate~ polknk)n from listed outfalls, and state the |sason(s) why
certification is not possible. Use the key from yo~ site map to identify each outfall.
Important Notice: A copy of this nottfk:Mion mtmt be signed end submi~ed lo the Director w~hin 180 days of the effective d,ta of this pern~.
Identify Oulfdl No~
TastedlEv~luated

__...._.._.__

I)escdl)t~n of Why CortificMkm
b infeasible

Des~riptlon of Potential Sources of NonStorm Water Pollution

CERTIFICATION
cerlify under penalW of law that this document ~nd all a~tachme~s wm’e Ixe~red ~
de.signed to as.sure that qualified |)ersonnal
Wol)edy gather a~l ,.-,~,w
ov~, .... .~m,o~m~ilort
...... .my.direction or SUl~orv~s~on in accordance with I system
.W_n_o .me, nags the system or those¯ Persons, ~m
direcdv
.-w,o ma~mnO~i.r~.s~n~
rm,;~- i um
........... ~ ..... luol1~tted¯ Based o~ my" mqum/of
’
the oer~nn ,v ....
u
~,~,ng
me
reformation, the reformat|on subm~rted is
e.,..oOe and bal~ef, ~rue, acct~ate, end camera, .....
¯
,~,, o, my
poss0b0hty of fine lind imprisonment for kno~-"~bOnSo and that
has ~ maoe to ~te I~rector within ! 80 days of ---------.
issued), the effective date of this permit,
A0 Name & Offlcid Title (type or print)

Instructions:

List all Identified storm water pollutant so~ces and descs~b4 exJstinO management Ixacl~es that address those sources. In the ~ird
column, list BMP optio~ that can I)e tncoq)orated into the ~ to a<k:lrese remaining sources of pollutants.

Storm Water Pollutant Soun:e~

Existing Mmegemmt Practices

Descrt~xt of New BMP Options

oescribe actio~ IbM will be ~ated into facility olse~atione, to inchxie in ~ plan. Fo~ e~ch of the baseline BMPo,
Also desc~be
w~y md(fitional
Ioctivity-spec~fic
(Chapte~ 3) and she-specific BMPI (Chaptm, 4|| that you have selected,
Attach additional
sheets6MPI
if necessary.

Good Ho~ekeep~

Preventive Maintenance

S~mlAll~lErolkmP.,imtrol

MInaOenwtt of Runoff

~ Oriel ~ of Ac~t~s

IMPLEMENTATION

(Section 2.4.1)
~
Instructl~,-;i:

Wo~ksheet dr8
Completed by:

Title:

Date:
D~v~:op ¯ schedule for tmplomenlino ¯sch BMP. Provide ¯ Ixief desc¢iption of each BMP, the steps necessary to implement the BMP
(i.e., any construction or des|0n|, the schedule for ompleti~0 those slops (1,sl daleS) and Ihe person(s) responsible for
implementation.
Scheduled
Completion
Data(sl for

2.
3.
2.
3.

2.
3.
2.
3.

3.

3.
Additional BMPs
(Aclivaly-specific and site-speclfic)

t.

2.

Po~$on
Responsible

Inltructlon$:

Describe the employee treinino program for your faciliW below. The prowim should, at ¯ rn;nimum, address spill prevention end
response, good housekeeping, end material management practices, Provide I schedule for the training program and list the
employees who attend training sessions.

~def Oescd~flo~ of Trsin~

Pro~rs~MstMials (e.g., fern, newsJe~or

Schedule for Training

--------- Training Te~cs

(llst dates)

A~fendees
--.------.--

S~ll Prevenbon end Response

"-’-’’--

Good Housekeeping

-’-’-"----

--._..__

Materiel Menaoernent Practices

-"----"--

-----------

Other Topics

----------

-_._____

CHAPTER

3
ACTIVITY-SPECIFIC SOURCE CONTROL BMP=

2

This ch¯ptw describes specific BMPs fo~ common industrial ¯ctivities that my ontMn~n~te storm
water. Chapter 2 led you throoOh the step¯ of iclentitying activities st ymx facility thst
ont¯rn~nate storm water. At this point, you should be ready to choose the BMP¯ that best fill
facility’¯ need. You should read this chapte, ~/any of the activities listed bek)w tsk~
facility. BMP¯ far each of these =ctivitm¯ w~ Wovided in the sections listed below:.

I~inttng Vehicle¯ w~l E~=ment

3.3

Weihi~g Vehicle¯ ~ Eou~ment

3.4

Lklu~ Stooge in Abov~Gmund Tenk=
IndustrMI Waste Management and ~

3.6

U

3.7

Out~e Storaoe of Raw ~.
Salt SteraOe

3.9

be ¯ble to ~ Mentify =ourca o~trot= o~ recycling 8MP¯ that ¯m suitstde for y~w facility. The
BMP¯ ~,~g~e~led ere relatively as¯y to use, am InexPenSive, and often am effective in ~=~novtn0 the
¯ ource of ¯roan water contaminants. This is not ¯ oml~e list of BMPs far every
activity;, rather° it is meant to help you thi~k about ways YOU can reduce stofln warm’
ontaminabo~ on your site. YOU may want to contact one of me State o¢ Federal pogution

I
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3.1 BMP$ FOR FUELING STAI~ONS
When sto~m ware m~os w~h h~ spilod ~ MakN
cho~s ~at Me h~ to ~s ~d to f~ ~ wldl;fo. ~o f~ow~g
~t~ ~s ~at ~ ~t~sto sto~ water ~ ~OOest ~Ps to
to ~ ~ t~sted m Sectm 4,2 ~ Ez~e M~~.

~

O. Have you Jflstal~d ,piJl ,,d overfill
prevent~n equip~nt?

~Ce cf ~ils. O~ws ~ ~ ~event~. Wat~
transf~ ~stan~y to ~ev~ o~,~ ~ ~.
O~dl ~event~ ~v~t a~a~al~ ~uts off ~w,
rests f~w, ~ ~s ~ alarm ~ t~ ~ ~ ~M
~st~ IbM ~m~ 1988. F~ USTI ms~ ~f~
~~ 1988, ~, wev~t~ ~ui~t ~ ~
~ 1998. Slate ~ ~al t~t~S ~y ~ S~, ~
~t~ ~ S~te ~/~ ~ ~~t f~ ~.

~ ~to~ flu ~ ~ ~ t~ off ~ ta~ oh~ m~ts

~ CO~AMI~ STORM
WA~R:

¯ ~ CaU~ by "t~ O~
f~

¯ Ho~
¯ Lo~ ~O

Q. Are oillwatar separators or oil and grease traps installed in storm drains in theJ
fueling area?
Oillwster sa/)arstors and o~ and grease traps are devices that reduce the emma! of o;I entering
storm dra~s. Th~ dov~ces ~ be installed and routinely inspected, cleaned, and maintained.

I O. 15 the fueling area cleaned by hosing or washing? J
ClOlning I~O hmlmg ~ with n~nning wstor should be IVOidod because the wllh wstor will pick
,
÷

¯
~

dlmp fit(H) On t~e pave~hent raU14~ than I h~se. Check with your local $ewor 8uth4xity lbOt/t Wly
lrOllnmnt roqmrld IDoforO d~lchlrgin~ ~ mold water or wish wstor to UII $Mtitary IowM.

Q. Do you control petroleum spills?
Sp~lls should be ~ntrolled immed~taly. Small sp~lls can be
contained usm9 s~l)ent matoriai such as Ir~ty I~tter, s~aw, or
sawdust. O~ not wash PeUoiewn sills into the storm drain or
sart~tary sewer. ~ mo~e informabon on sl~ll ontrol measures,

see sectk~ on C~ma~vnent Dik~O and C~oinO in Cheater 4.
Are employees aware of ways to reduceI
contamination of storm water at fueling I
stations?

I

I
Sto~n water ontaminabo~ ~ fueling operations often occurs
from all aclX)ns such as tel)ping off ~ tanks, driPi:)ing
engine fluids, and hosing down fuel Mess. Inform employees
about w~ys to el~tk~ato or rm:luce storm water ontMn~tatJo~.

Septamb~ 1992

~i~

EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT IS
THE KEY:
Getl~9 employees interested in
rm~cm9 waste ~enerstion Is ~he
key tO a succassf~d storm water

poUutk)n prevention plan.
most fan~i~ar with the
o~e~a~a that 0enerata wastes
and may have heipfuJ waste
~duct~n au~0es’,~ons. Consk~
set-,~9 ul) an employee reward
wogram to Womota IxdlutJon
~ventJon.

3-3
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C~Dm, 3-Ac~,~.~ .~wrc, Co~ro/ 8MI:s

V
0

IO. Where does ~. w,t.r d,,in from your ~.ling ,,,,,~

L

In many M~I. ~ ~tM ~ st~ warm ~ f~li~ M~I dra~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
wim~t ~ete ~t. ~ ~s of ~l/watM ~rat~s ~ at ~ ~ ~
~0~ ~t tO d~r~s ~ ~ c~t~m~t~ ~vemen~, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
d~scharges ~ ~ ~ to ¯ ~te~ ~ system ~ W~ess woztewatM ~nt s~. ~

~M~RY OF ~NG ~A~N ~

¯ ~ox~eof~~etos~~.

R0043948

I Q. Are parts cleaned at your facility? J
Parts are ohon leaned us~o SOIve~ta such 88
tr~chloroethylene, 1,1,1 -trk:hloroethan~ o~
methylene chloride. Msny of these cleaners are
harmful and must be disl)ossd of 8s l hlzardo~8
waste, Cleenin~ without using liquid cleen~s
whenevw Imssible redm:as waste. Scrape ports
with a wire brush, or use a bake oven if one is
available. Prevent sT)ills 8nd dril:)s of solvents and
cleansers to the abel) floor. Do oil ii~ cleaning
m o centralized station so ~he solventa and
residues stay in one area. If you di~ ports in Ikluid,
remove them slow~ t~ avoid mils. Locate drip
pans, drain boards, and drying ricks to divot d~s

ACTIVITIES THAT CAN
CONTAMINAT~ STORM WATER:

¯ P~rt~ ~
s Sho~ cioanu~
¯ Sidled fuel, oil, or other metoflal8

1

¯ Replacement of finds (oil0 oil filtor8,
hydro~i¢ fluids° trw~mission fluid,
and radiator fluids)

-~
~m~

Outdoor vshlcie end oqui~ten! ~torsga and

U
¯ Dripl~ng engine and automotive
fluids from I~)ad~d vehicles and

Q. Have you looked into using
nontoxic or loss toxic cleaners or

e~ui~ment
Disposal of materials or Wocess w~stas:

solvents?

~m/

If possible, eliminate or reduce the numb~ or
amount of hazardous metarisle and wseto by
substituting nonhazardous or loss hazanJous
materials. For o:mn~ie:

¯ Greasy rage
¯ Oil filters
::~

¯ Air flitms

¯ Use noncaustic detergents instead of caustic
cleaning e0enta for ports ci~ (ask yo~x
supj~iar about sJtenutive cleaning agama).

¯ Blttm~se

¯ Spent oo~nt. deTsse~s, err,.

systems in prate of organic so~vent degreasers. Wash water may r~lUi~ treatment bofo~ it
can be discharged to ~ sanitary sewer. Contact yo~r local sewer authority for more
information.
Rel)~aca chlorinated organic s<dvents (1,1,1-trir~oethane, methylene I~, etc.) with
¯
nonchlorinatod s4:dventa. No~tchiorinatod so, vents like kerosene or n~nerai N)irita ere less
September 1992

~
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IP ~

V
toxic and less ex~nswe to d~s~se of but ~re by ~ means harm~ss them~ves. Ch~k
~lt of active inurements to l~ w~the~ ~I c~tlms chl~inll~ ~tl.

C~t~ct your Sup~ier ~ trlde ~mal f~ m~e waste ~mizlt~n

O. Are work areas and spills washed or hosed down with water? I
d~mp m~ for ge~al cleanup, a~ dw absent mat~,al f~ lar~r spillS. C~I~M ~ t~

* Avoid ~si~ do~ ~r w~ MI~I.
e C~l~t leaking or dr¢~ flu~s ~ drip pans ~ ~tai~s. If differ~t ~s Me
~rate. t~ flu~s Me ea~ to ~.
~s. Use a dnp pan u~er Iny veh~M ~4t m,ght ~ak ~iM y~ ~k ~ ~ to ke~
~y trlnlfet u~ flu~l to ~ Wo~r waste ~ r~c,ng d~l. ~’t ~a~ ~
~ns ~ o~r ~n c~s ~ M~

f

spills or materials washed or poured down ~e drain?
~t ~ liquid waste to fl~r drain, ~n~, ~td~ stem drain ~, ~ o~ It~ drm
MwM ~nl. U~ ~ ~flover ~nino ~ut,~s. ~lvents, a~ a~tive fluids ~
to~ I~ sh~ld ~t ~ ~t into ~ ~nitaW sew~. ~ sure to disuse of ~
W~ x fi~ o~nitms f~ r~N and r~lmg. If y~ Ire unsure ~ ~w to di~ of
~m~l wastes, ~ta~ y~r State Mzard~s waste mn~ement ~e~ ~ ~ R~
-8~ 424-9346. Post I~ns at ~n~ to rmi~ em~oy~s. Ind ~int ltd,/It ~t~
~st~ a~ o~rs ~t to ~r wastes ~ ~.

Are oil filters completely drained before recycling or dis~.l?
~e~ d~sed of in Uash ~ns ~ dumpsters can ~ak ~1 and ontami~te It~ ~tm.
~i filter in a fu~ over ~e waste ~ r~cling ~ dis~l oi1~ ~nk to drain em

R0043950
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¯ Automotive battwies
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~
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I’’Q" Do you use recycled products?1
Many prod~Jc~ made of recycled (i.e., refmed o~ I~rified) materials Me ivailable. En0ine o~1,
Uanlmisl~on flu;d, antifretze, and hydraul; flu;d are avl;labla in rlcyfJed form. Buying recycled
IXOduct$ ~Pports the ma~,et to~ recycled materials.

~UMMARY OF VEHICLE MAINTENANCE AND REPAJR BMPa

¯ Use nontoxk: o~ Iow-tox~-ity materials.
¯ Drain oil ~d~ws before disoosel or

¯ Recycle e~;ne fl~ls end
¯ ~ta ~ Isbol ws~ss.

U

:
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!

3.3 BMPs FOR PAINTING OPERATIONS
Miny painting Opelltions use mlterials or create wastes ~’tat ere harmful to humans end the
e~vi~onment. Storm water n~not/from I*eas where mesa activities occur can become po~uted by a
variety of ontemina~tts such as solvents end dusts from s~ndmg and grinding that contort to~ic metats
hke cadmium and mercury. These and other polMltl~iy harmful subs~a~tces in storm wlt~’ can enter
water bodies d~ectly through ston’n dr~ms w~tera may can harm fish end wildlife.
The following questions will help you identify potent,el sources of storm water ontimlnetk~n from
p4mtmg operations on your sile w~l BMPs that can reduce or e~immeta these sources. Re~:l~rtg this
sect~o~ can help you olin~nete, red~ce. ~ recycie po~Jutants that map otherwise ¢ontln~neta sto~m
water.

Q. Is care taken 1o prevent paint
wastes from contaminating
storm water runoff?

PAINTING ACTIVITIES THAT CAN
CONTAMINATE STORM WATER:
¯ Painting and paint

Use tams and vacuums to collect solid wastes
I~’Oduced by sanding or painting. TIrgs. ck~o
or other spill oltectmn devices shmdd be used to
collect spills of paints, solvents, or oth~’ liquid
materials. These wastes should be dis~ of
Wc~erty to kee~ them from ontam~tmg storm wirer.

I Q" Are wastes from slnding contained?

¯ S4nding or paint sttil~ng
¯ Spilled paint ix paint th~

I

Prevent paint chips
~ntAct w~th storm water. Paint chips may ontain hazardous
metallic pigments or biocides. You can educe ontamination of storm water with pain! dust
chips from sanding by the following Practices:
¯ Avok:l sanding in windy weather when
¯ Enclose outdoor I~:ling are~s w~h larpa or plastic sheeting. Be sure to provide Idequate
ven(ilatlo~l Ind peciorlll safety e<luiwnent. Aher sending is complete, colloct the waste
dispase of it Wopady.
¯ Keep workshops clean of dolxis end grit so that the wind will not carry any w~ste into m
where it can contaminate storm w~t~.
¯ Move the K~ivity indoo~ if you can do ~o Safoly.

I Q. Are parts inspected before painting?
Inspect the part or vehicle to be p~nted 1o ensure that it is dry, clean, and rust free. Paint stk:lr, s
1o dry, clean surfaces, which in turn means ¯ better, longer-Lasting paint job.

r3-10
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I O. Are you using painting equipment ~at creates li~ wlste?
As h~le Is 30 ~rcent of the paint may reach t~ target from c~vent~al
rest ~s lost Is overspray. Paint sohds from overstay are de~s~ted on t~ ground
c~tammate storm water. Other spray equi~t ~t dehvers ~e paint to
¯ E~trostatic s~ay

¯ H~h-~ume~w-press~e SFIy

O

!(1. Ar.w.s,essep.rated, I
Separating wastes makes recyc~no eas~er and may reduce tmatrn~= costs. Keep hazm’lous and
nonhazardous wastes separate, and keep chlor~ated so, vents (l,ke 1. I. 1-trichloro4~hane) separate
from nonchk~nated solvents (i*ka petrole~n dist~ate and rn~eral spVits). Check the mMMiais
sheet for in~’e~ients, or talk with your waste ha~le~ or recy¢~O om~ny to leem whk:h waste
types can be stored togethe~ mftd vvh;ch shooid be sedated.

7
I(1. Can you ,.duc. the number of solvent] you use,

I

2

ReckJcing the number of solvents makes recyc,ng eas;e~ ~ retirees hasa¢clc~s waste
management costs. Often. o~e so~ent can do a job ~s w~l as two d~fferent solvents.

Many Woducte m~de of recycled (i.e., ~ or purified) m~ri~s Me available. Buying recycled

SUMMARY OF PAINTING OPE~tATION BIVIPs
k

¯ Prevent paint were from o~tecl~nO storm water.

¯

¯ [v~uate efficiency of

R0043956
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Q. Have you considered using
phosphate-free biodegradable

VEHICLE AND EOUIPMENT WASHING
ACTIVITIES THAT CAN CONTAMINATE

detergents?

STORM WATER:

Pho~ohatos, which ere Plant n~’tr~nts, can cause
oxcoeaivo 0rowth of r~sanco p4ants in water when
they e~tM lakes or stre~’ns in wash water. Some
States ban the usa of dotMQents containing high
amounts of P~osPhatos. Contact yaw supplGM
about Phosphate-free bkxJeGredobl4 deter0e~lts
that are av~labla o~ the mad~ot.

Q. Are vehicles, equipment, or parts
washed over the open 9round?

¯ O~si~ eq~nen~ or
clearing |washing or steam
claank~|
¯ Wash water discharged dlrectty to
the ground or storm water drain

EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT IS THE
KEY:

Used wash water onta0ns h~h concentrations of
so~vents, o~ and grease, detergents, and metals. Try not
to wash Parts or e~u;wnent outside. Washing ov~’
iml)orvi~S/urf~2o~ liko ¢m1~Its, blacktop, or
herdpockod dirt allows weah water to enter storm drains
directly or deposes contaminants on the 0round. where
they ere washed into stonn drains when it rains. Washing
over pervious gro~;nd such ea &andy 8o~s potenbaliy can
pollute ground water. Therefore. Small ports and
equipment washing should be done over a parts washing
container where the wash water can be co,ected and
recyc~l or disposed of WoC~dy.

Got-~g eml~oyoes interested in
reducing waste is the kay to
successful storm water pollution
prevention plan. (:hscuss IXdlubo~
prevention vv~h yo~ wnpkWool.
They ere mo4t fom~w vv~th the
o~ltk~s that 9enereta weatea
and may have helpful
reducborl
sorting up an empk~yea award
program to womots
Ixovention.

If you ore weahin9 large o<luipment or vehiclaSo and have to wash outsk~, designate ¯ s~ocir~: ~ea
for washing. This are¯ sho4~l be harmed to co.oct the weatswater and 0reded to direct the weah
water to ¯ treatment fac~iiW. Consider f~tering end recycling veh~,Je wash water. If recycling is
not ;xactical, the wastewater can be discharged to the set, tory sewer. Contacl yo~ local sewer
authohty to find out whether treatment is required before wss~ water is discharged to the sewer

Septembe~ 1992
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C~pt~ 3-- Acb’vitv.Sper.~’x:
3.5 BMPs FOR LOADING AND UNLOADING MATERIALS
Lo~gl~o~g o~r~t~s usu~ly tske
klked, 0r loll dur~g lo~g/~lo~g rely ~le~
by ~l~f~l ~off o~ ~en ~e o~ee *s ~e~ed, Ra~f~l ~y wash off ~ut~ fr~ ~~
to unlo~ 0r io~ mter~s. ~e
water ~tam~a~;~ from Io~g
~lut~ts ~at o~erw~se m4y
UNoad~9 by Ak P~essu~e ~ V~m m S~ 4.2.

O. Are tank trucks ~nd m~teri~l delive~
vehicles located where spills or leaks
can be contained?

LO~I~ AND UNLOADING
ACTIV~IES T~T ~N CONTAMINA~
STORM WATER:
* ~m~ng of I~u~s ~ ga~s fr~

L~dmg/unlo~ding ~uiDment ~
~ted so that lea~ can ~ ~tm~ m
~tli~enl
flow dive~s~

Q. Is Io.dinglunlo.ding .quipm.nt
checked regularly for ~aks?
~k ~hic~s 8~ ~nt r~ul~dy
fix any ~a~ womp~. C~
v~ves, ~mps, fM~es, ~ ~t~s
dust ~ fu~s. T~se are s~ns mat mate~ is ~
~st during ~adi~~ ~ri~s.

systm

~, ~ ot~ mate~l ~li~

Q. Are ~8dinglunlo~ding docks or areas covered to preven~ exposure to rainfall?

e~swe of metals, ven~s, ~

~Q. Are ~ading/unloading areas designed to prevent storm water
~non?J
R~ is st~ water ueit~ fr~ o~ er~s ~at ~ws ~ "~s on" to y~ W~ ~ ~e.
Ruin flowmo ~oss ~:dino/un~mo areas
* Grading, berming, or ~tt~n9 the area around ~he loading area to direct runon away from the
¯ Positioning roof down spouts so storm water is directed away from Io~ling s~tes and
equipment end preferably to ¯ grassy o~ vegetated area where U~e storm water can soak ~
the ground.

:

Septembe~ 1992
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3.6 BMPs FOR LIQUID STORAGE IN ABOVE-GROUND TANKS
Accidental releases of them;call from ebove-grotmd I~uid storage tanks
w~ many d~//erent po~lulents. Materi~s spdled, leaked, or lost
Jn So~8 ~ ~ o~er ~es ~d ~ ¢err~d away by ro~f~ ~noff.
y~ fred I~rcol Of ItTm wirer ~ti~J~ from shovelled
~duco ~ ~ote mesa s~rces. ~so ~fer o1 me
m~i~at~ ~ Sect~ 4.3 ~ *x~sure ~ot~ for mr.

’

UNIN~O~ ~ES
T~KS:

hazardous mterials, hazardous~
wastes, or oil?
J

¯~~~

Stooge of ~ ~ ~zor~8 ~tMiel8 must ~t
8~cif~ 8t~ards ~t by F~ral 0~ Store Mwa.
The~ 8ta~rds ~1~ S~C ~ana, ~W
F~or~ r~ulab~ ~t s~if~ sta~ord8 f~
waste 8t~8~, ~, ~ Uea~nt area8. ~
sta~ord8 8~y to ~i~ 8t~ooe areas ~ ~
~088 u~ to 8t~o. Ueat, ~ d~8~ of ~8
waste. If ~ ~ 8t~ Warm 18 ¯ ~

~ ~)
¯

~zor~ waste Uea~n~ stooge, s~
areas. To fi~ ~t ~ o~ st~age ~@ro~, col ~
I-~24.9~6 ~ ~ta~ ~r State ~zMd~s waste ~~t

~e o~ratm ualned

onect opers~n9 proc~ures and ~fow

J Q. ~ y~ ha~ ~foguards against 8c~en~l

~ ~M ~ w~ ~ ~k ~ ~ ~

3-17
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Visually inspect the tank system to ioentify problem areas before they lead to ¯ te~else. Correct
eny problems or potent:el problems as soon as poss,ble. An ¯tKlit of ¯newty, ~$till~d ~lnk system
by ¯ registered end spec,alty trained professional eng,neer ¯n ~dent,ty and orrect I~)tlnbal
problems $~ch as loose f,n,ngs, poor welding, end improper or p<)or/y hired gask~tl. After
installation, have operators visually inspect the tank system on ¯ routine NI~i. AJIII to inl~oe~
include tank foundations, connections, coatings, tank walls, and the Pq)H’IO syltern. Look for
onosion. leaks, stra~n,ng Of tank Support structures from leaks, cracks. Icr¯tches it1 Ixotectiv~
do~eC°atings’period0cally Or othe~byphys~cala qual~f~eddama0epro~eslior~ll.that may we¯ken the tank ¯ystsm. Inte0~Y testing should be

I Q. Are tanks bermed or surrounded by a secondary containment system? I
A secondary containment Iv¯tern around both permanent and temporery tsnks ~ow¯ leaks to be
more e¯s~ly detected end contains s~ll$ Or leaks. Methods i~l~le berml, d~kls, I~net¯, vaults, and
double-welled tsnks. See ¢.hapte~ 4 for Iddition~l information on ovlt~ment ~nd spill control

SUMMARY OF BMPs FOR UOUID STORAGE IN
ABOVE.GROUND TANKS

¯ Inmll ufe0uerds ~0atn~t ~ ~

3-18
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¯ Covering waste p,le¯ with a temporary covering material ¯tach ea a reinforced
~my~ne. ~VUreth~. ~o~yle~. ~

Are vehicles used t° trsnsp°rt wastes t° the land disp°sal °r trestmellt sits i
IO" equipped with anti-spill equipment?
TranSl:X~ v~hicles oquipoed with s~tl Proventio~ e~pmen! can Wevent Spills of wastes
d~t~g uerts~. Examples incl~le:
¯ Ve~cte¯ e<lu,pped with baffles for liquid wastes
¯ Tn~.s with sealed gates and s~ g~rds for seed wes~es

SUMMARY OF INDUSTRIAL WASTE MANAGF..MENT AND
OUTSIDE MANUFACTURING BNIPs
¯ Co~luc~ a waste reduction assessment.
¯ Institute industrial waste so~xc4 red~"lJon and

3-22
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Ct~r~ 3- A¢~’ry.,~)~:~ Scarce Cantro~
3.8

8MPs FOR O~SIDE STOOGE OF RAW MATERIALS, BY-PRODUCTS, OR
FINISHED PRODUCTS

Raw mater.s, byproducts, f~ished products. ~te~e~s. ~d ~ter~ stor~e M~e ex~d to r~
and/or ~noff ~ ~lute storm water. Storm wate~ ~ beco~ ~ta~ated by ¯ w~e r~Oe of
~tamm~ts (e.g., ~t~s. o~. ~ grease) when s~ mater.s wa~ off ~ dm~ ~tO water,
by sp~ls ~ leaks. ~e f~iow~9 quest~s are des;gnarl to help y~ ~t~ ~t~t~ S~ Of stem
water c~tam~at~ ~d saint BMPs ~at ~ reduce ~ ~ate ~ose s~es. ~ ~
~ help y~ ~,mmate ~ r~uce ~lut~ts ~at o~erw~se may ~te St~

The ~st way to avid ~tamin~ti~ stem wate~ fr~ ~ts~e materi~l st~a~ ~re~s is to prevent
storm water ru~ ~ ra;n tr~ ~in0 m ~tact with t~ materials. ~s can ~ d~ by:

¯ St~ ~ mat~

ARE ANY OF ~ESE
STOOD O~SIDE OR IN AR~S
WHE~ ~EY ~N CONT~i~

¯ Cov~ ~ area ~ a ~f
¯ CovM~ ~e mat~ ~th a t~ ove~
ma~ of ~yeth~. ~e~, ~~,
¯~

STO~ WA~R?

¯ R~w m~

¯ Mi~z~ St~ warm ~ by ~ ~

¯ Int~t~

¯ Press ~u~ls

~M~RY OF ~ FOR 0~ STOOGE OF ~W

f

September 1992
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0T

3.9 BMPs FOR SALT STORAGE FACILITIES
Sl~t left exposed to ra~ or snow ~n be lost. Sldt sp~led or ~o~ ~to
unload~g w~l d~ssolve ~ storm w~er ~noff. Storm water ¢~tam~at~ w~ ~t ~ ~ h~ to
vegetat~ ~d ~uat~ I~fe. S~W storm water ~noff soak~g
wa~er ~d ~ke d unsu~a~e as ~ dr~k~g water sup~y.
w~ler ~t~at~ from s~t sierra ~d U~sfer ~t~v~t~s.
~formt~ ~ over~9 SlO~e

O. Are salt piles protected from rain? I

I

SALT STOOGE A~InES ~T
~N CONTAMI~ STO~ WATER:

The ~st way Io Drevent salt fr~ c~tammal;ng sto(m
water ~s to eliminate or limit the ex~sure of ~lt IO
ra;n, Preventing contact w~th ram al~ Wol~ts ~amst
salt ~ss and prevents salt fr~ abs~ ~slure
~om~ng caked or ~mpy ~ m~ ~ d~ff~11o

bags
~w

* Store ~h under I r~f, ~s is ~ hit Wly
to atop direr contact ~ ~

stem

If ~h must N It~ ~:

e Cover ~ pile with I t~ o~ mallei

St~ warm ~non ~n N min~ ~ ~ ~ ~a ~ Ni~i~ N~I ~ ~,

$UM~ OF ~T STOOGE FA~S
*
* U~~~.
* ~ ~ ~m.
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~GURE 4.1 ~CAL STORM WA~R CONV~ANCE CROSS SEC~NS
(M~;f~d from Com~we~ of Virg~. 1980)

-
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~rsion d~kes ~ ~rms a~e structures used to bl~k ~noff fr~ ~ ~y~ a ~n ~nt.
Tem~ra~ ~,kes are ~ually made w~th comDact~ s~l. M~e
~t of oncrete. aspha~, o~ s;m;lar materials.

F~URE 4.2
(M~if~d from No~ ~,

~ dikes am us~ ~ ~v~t ~ ~w ~ st~
~ v~u~ of ~w ocm, ~usthal areas r~uces
~l~ants ~ ~ area, r~uih~ ~oa~ent f~ ~lutonZ ~v~. ~is BMP
~us~l sites ~ ~n;f~nt volumes of sz~ wat~
areas. T~i~, dikes are ~i~ ~ s~s just u~H fr~
of a ~vey8~ ~ as a s~le. ~e st~ worm c~y~
away ~ ~ ~ ~ ~t ~ warm will ~t ~ o~ mp ~ ~ d~.

In ~ f~ ~ ~ga~ of dikes, ~sider
dike, ~ ~ze of ~infall event ~ will need to d~v~,
~ ~ dike. St~r s~s result in higher volumes of ~ff a~ higher vel~i~s; ~e.
t~ dike must ~ c~s~ct~ to ha~le this situate. R~em~

R0043975

Ideally, d;kes ire instilled befo~e ~ndustr~ Ictiv,l’y ~gins. Ho~v~. d~kes can ~ ~s;ly
oni~t~ It ~y t:~. T~I~ ~keS (usually m~de of dl~) ~l"y ~ly list f~ 18 months
~ less, ~t ~y ~ ~ ~de into ~rm~nt str~tures by sta~z~ ~ w~th ve~lat~on.
V~etlt~ ~ ~1 f~ prev~t~ ~e Mos~ of the d~ke.
~kes ~ ~ m~t~ r~ulady f~ ~ge. ~;s is es~llly ~t IbM It~ events
I;nCl I ~IW rain ~y wl~ ~l of I ~l~ d~kt Iwly. Any ~es~ r~ ~ ~
made ~t~ to ~ko IWO ~ I~O ~bn~s to ~ ~ ~.

t Eff~bv~y ~t S~ wat~ ~ws ov~ ~stri~ ~e ~

* Are ~ I~IW s~tml, ~n ~i~ fl~ ~ ~

~~oo ~ ~ ~

o May ~ ~t~ m~ ~ ~o

4~
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I

When designing graded areas ~ pavement, both ockerel and containment of nmoff flows should
be considered. The grading should ontrc~ the uncontam;nated flow by diverting it Motmcl areas

$qstend~ 1992

~
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4.2 EXPOSURE MINIMIZATION PRACTICES

O

By eliminating or n~nimizing the posslb;I;W of storm water ombo i~to contact with pollutants,
tacit,ties can eliminate or minimize the cor~tsm;nat~on of storm water discharges ¯ssoci¯tad with
their :nOustr~al activity. ,As ¯ result, fewer mater~lls w;~l be carried away by storm wator rwtoff,
the costs of ollecting and treating ontsmmated storm water vwtl be decreased, and safely and
enwonmentsl Gab;I;bes that result from sp,lls Ind leaks w~ll be l’~luced.

T

COml~etely eliminating the exposure of materials to storm water is riot Ilwlyl I~, howtvlt.
For rnlny indultri41 facilities, inclosure of flc,~ty 9ro~Jnds is not techriok~ically or ecot~4~.lDy
possible. Therefore, this sectk)n describes 14v~rll 14mOle and mxpensivl Itnacturll and
no~sl]’~ctural BMPI that ¯ facility can use to mmm~ze the exposure of materials to storm wetor.

’~
/~

Containing spills is one of the primat~ methods of mimmizing exposure of contaminants to storm
water runoff. Spill containment is used for e~cloiin9 any dt,pSo overflows, leaks, or other liquid
mater~l releases, Is well Is for isol¯tm9 and keeping pollutant mils ¯way frorn storm water runoff.
There ere nwnoroul spill containment methods, renging from IMoe stn~-turel barriors to semiS,
small dr~p pans. The benefits of each of these Wact~es vary based on coil need for maintenance,
and I~ll of the Spill they Ire del~hed to ofltrol, This leCtK~ del~ribll leVlret I."Otltaiilil~etll

¯ C~In~

,

¯ u-x~ ~,x~ un~r~ ~ ,k~r ~,m~ or vm,,~

l.

R0043979

Containn~nt dikes should be large enough to hold a~ ~mount equal to the largest ~ngle ~ge
tank at ttm particular fac~lRy Wu$ the votume of rainfall. Fo~ rail car and tank truck Ioad~ end
unlo3d~ ol:~ebons, the diked area should be capable of hok:lmg In amount equal to any ~ngle
4-12
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Like c~tainment diking, cuing ~ a ba~r ~it surrounds an area of c~. C~
in a similar way 1o wevent IDYlls, ba~, e~c. from ~ng released to ~
runoff to treatment or control areaS. T~ terms Curb;ng and d~ki~ Me
interchangea~y.
~cluse cu~ng is usually Imall-~ale, it cannot c~tain large I~ll/~ke
curbing is omm~ at many f~ht:es ~n small areas where handl*~ ~ Uansf~ ~u~ mat~ls
~cur.

U
~GURE 4.5 CURBING AROUND DRUM STOOGE

space for f~ure spills. Cu~s s~ld have pumping systems, ra~ ~n
Manual ~ m~hanical meth~s, s~h as ~o~
systems (s~ Sump BMP), can ~ u~ to remove the material. Cuing
~intain~ ~rough curb repair (~t~ing a~ replacement}.
Ollating $~lJ~ ~tehals.

R0043982
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D~ ~ can be used at ~ny indus~y where valves and ~ are Wesent and the potm~l f~
sma, votume leak~e end ~il)ping exLst.

r-- ~
|

R004~984
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For drip pans to be effective, ompk)y~s must pay atlention to the pin8
they are nearly fu~l. Bec.luse of th~ small holding capocltms, drip pan8 win easily overflow if no(
empbod. Also, recycling efforls can be affected if storm water ~¢cumuLltes in drill Pans
dilutes the 84hiled motMial. It le implant to have clearly sl>ecif~ed and easily follow~l
reuse/recycle In<J/or d~14)oMJ, elP~J~aily the dispoMt of hazardous mto~lle. M~ny fac~ties
the drip l~In ontents into 8 nearby largo/" volume storage ontainer
contents of the ltmlge ~tsinot.
In eddition, fr~uent inspection of the drip ~on8 is noceMory due to the IX~slb~llly of leak~ in the
pan itself or in ~ing or valves ~at may occur randomly or irregular mw drips IJ~lt may Increlse in
volume. Conduct in~d)ecbon8 before forecasted rainfall events to remove
~d knmeo~tehr char storm ~ to empty storm water m:cumulllk~8.

Advantages of ~ Pmu

U

¯ .~’~ oa.s~ In~tallod ~,:1 oJn~o to o~oa.ato
¯ AiOow fix’ a’~u~o/rocyclo of collocl~ man=dd

¯ Mu~t be In.acted and leaned fv~uen~ly
¯ Must be socurod dudng poor wHlhor ~

September 1992
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C~gter 4--S~’te.$p~,i4i¢ Indus~’i~l Stem Wat~

Collec.on ~,]nl

Collection basins, ~ storage basins, are pe~l~nt structures ~re ~r~
storm water are contamed a~ stored ~fore cleanup ~ treatment.
1o receive sD~lls, leaks, etc. that may ~cut and prevent these mater~ll
environment, Unhke containment dikes, collection basms can receive
many I~a~ions across a fac~liW.
Collection basins Ire ~ly confused with treatment units s~h
containment structures. Collation basins diffet from these str~turel ~8uN t~ Ire designed
to tem~rardy store sto~ warm rater than treat

Iwh’n "d wh." " U’. ~m I
Coll~ion~ ~sins are spW~ate f~ ~11 ~usv~ ~tes ~e s~e al~. C~
pa~culaHy useful f~ areas ~at have I h~h s~

~e ~esi~n ~ ~stall~ti~ ~siderlti~s f~ ~t~ b~s~s ~l~e
~d a ce~n a~t of s~ll ~ a c~in size stem, ~ ~. In des~
t~ W~ of metMiol f~ ~ ~yo~es, ~Dat;~liW of v~s mot~s to
the system, o~ r~uirm~ f~ ~plie~e ~m State and ~ r~u~t~
~eally, the aystem ~ ~t~ tO ~e ~ matM~ls query ~ ~ ~ ~ ~1~ ~.
~i~t~ basin. Aher a s~ll is con~m~, ~e collecti~ system and ~s~ my ~e cleaning.
Re~ve the coll~t~ barn contents im~ately to ~revent an unmtent~l r~ease :nd r~c~
the spilled matehal 8s m~ as ~ssi~e. Ins~ the structure ~ a ~u~r
ev~ ~ s~ils. ~i~ u~ ~ ~ of ~lutan~ ~t may ~ ~ ~ st~ warM, ~ are
oli~ as s~lls, ~sign of ~e ~n my r~u~m I G~ to ~nt ~a~ ~to
water. Make s~e ~t ~ ~stalM~ of ~is ~P ~ ~t ~te S~te

4-18
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Adv~toges of
Ci~ lt~l ~l~l~ s~orm water untd

~s~v~tlges of C~
May ~ a convey~e lyst~ f~ ~rea~
May c~l~ mate~ls ~at Me ~t c~
May r~e ~e ~t~tial f~ r~cl;~
M~y ~elte gr~ water Wo~ems if ~lutl~tl infilUate in~

¯

"

~

September 1992
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4--Site.S~c~R~ Industr~l Storm Wat~ ~

Sumos ate ~s ~ ~w areal ~at are st~ so ~al I~ s~ls
a pa~ular ~ of a ontainment araa. Fr~uently, ~m~s are pl~
turn~ ~ automatically tO transfer I~QU~S away fr~ t~ lump
h~gh. S~pl can ~ tam.raW ~ ~t.

Sumps ¢ln ~ us~ It all f~ilit~s. ~mGs Me u~ with ot~
~asures lnd can ~ ~at~ almost an~e ~s;te. ~mps Me fr~y
oreas ~ matM~l handlmO ~ st~ Meal.

atoms. ~si0n and ~stall t~ lump ~ ~ ~st I~ Moo of
f~ mat~als to oa~er In t~ Mea of ~ Su~. C~str~ t~ lump
~o~ I smith s~ace so ~at ~u~s Me f~ne~ toward

~ ~mp ~ ~e maximum e~ v~u~ to ~ ~t~
~ m" ~ ~ rest aPW~ate f~ MHS ~O ~rgo 8~118 my
lump a~. ~ ~scOSiW (~sl) of ~ mlter~l ~ ~ dis~e

system ~n ~ate ~t a ~ ~ ~ ~rat~ by M~

R0043988

!

¯ ~o~ s ~ and Qu~k C~l~ ~t~ f~ r~l~. t~. ~ ~t~ materials
a ~~t str~t~e
¯ ~e ~ly used at ~ust~l f~s
D~v~es ~ ~s

¯ Cos~ f~ ~chlsing I~l~ te~ ~S ~ ~ ~

6
8

1992
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~event spills of mat~ls ~to ~
~ly Ov~k~.

ares ~ere mster,als Ire transf~
stooge areas, I~ material transfM
W~t~el s~h el COvMing, sumps,
~ che~ll mils Me of ~.

¯ May require redes~n of io41~g and ~ m~as

R0043993

Ak IX~Ssu~ Mid VKut~n aysteml cM ~ ~ 8t ~ ~s of ~8~ f~illt~l. ~18 ~ ~

I~ ~,N Of ~ (:OStS of ~~ ~ Systm ~ reuofi~ino ~ lystm to em~
mt~ ~1~ W~ures. In ~y ~s, ~ systms can ~ ~i~ ~ a f~W ~ ~
~ ~ ~ Wo~ ~stalla~. ~ o~ ~, systm may Mve to ~ ~ ~
f~ a ~. ~ ~n a~ m~l~ ~ v~ ~t f~ air were ~ v~ s~tm ~

R0043994

~

R0043995

4.3 MITIGATIVE PRACTICES

mit~gat~ ~ a ~d I~ of ~f~ ~ ~I~ Weven~n
~so ovon~ e~ tO ~n ~r m~ W~uros. This
avo~ ~m~ of st~ warM. Most of ~ m~t;gat~ W~

R0043996

I

~.,.,,o

!

0

can be used to ¢~move larger Quant~t~$ of ~ ~is a~ dw ~, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
wo~ ~hds ~ si~Oe. ~voh~ ~ al~ u~ m r~ ~g~ m~ ~ ~8 ~

2
~s ~t are m d~tc~s. ~PI, ~ O~ f~ ~ ~ ~ effigy ~ ~

4-30
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Excav.t~on Pr,ctice,

Excavation (i.e., removal of contaminated mlterill) of released mater~l$ II tYl~ClJly ~ by
mechlnK:ll equipment, such IS plOWS and I~ickhoes. Glf~erelty, plow~ led tl~ckhcl4~ f, lft
done ulm~ I ll:)eClfK:llly dl$igried vehicle, trlctOr, Oi’
Excavation removes the metar~els of concern and any depos~t~)n of ont~n~nlnt|, lhe~by reducing
the Potential for storm water contamination. Mechanical cleanup methods ere IYl~y tel4
than mlnua~ cleanup methodl, resulting in reduced opportun~t~el for recycle end rluse,

I
Excevetion prK’ticea ere most usef~ for lerge releasel of ~ mate~i~l$ ~ fo~ ~
by l~Zuid rnate~al releases. In exc~vet~Ono you w~n! to be swe thal ~i of the contaminated
T~nin~ is In imlx)rlant considerebon for ell mili0etive WK’tiCel. TO be effective
contr~l, le~ul~ rest lake place before ¯ rainfall event.

recommen~t~ns, wh~,h my inCkKle the MIk)wing:

As with Iny equlpment used dlxing lient, other onlidlrlt~ms lilly, inctl~ the folowtng:
¯ Ptows, backhoes, etc. sh~utd be stored alX~mlx~ta~y wi~h no exp~su~ ~ ix~cil~a~m

Advantages of F~vmion
¯ Are ¯ os~ effoc~ive me~’~:l for IHn~ U~ Cky n~oa~s roleeso
¯

Are ommon ~’~d simlde

Diseclv~nt~os of ~-.__e~v~on
¯ Are less precise, resu~rig in les~ recycling and rinse

$eptlmb~ 1992
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Sort)entl sre melehall that w’e cK~ol:4e of ~n~
~sorb Itaken m by the matsriel hke a I~)
materials. The sor~nts must ~ ~xed w~th
s~nt. Sor~nt matsrials c~ m many d~Her~t
~s are held t~et~r in s~es ~ ~. ~s. ~ ~.
~t ~t~ to. ~ f~:
¯ ~ Motor,s (d~. Mat. Wow.

~o~ ~lutants. This ~t ~

~nts ~ oh~ u~ ~ ~ ~m ~ to

water can ~ ~ss~ ~gh ¯ ~ ~at ~

~ ~" P~Y~fm is u~ to r~ve ~an~ ~ven~,
~vents. T~ ~ads a~ s~es Me ~lly mix~ into o
~m~ ~ the t~ s~ by ~ of ~ ~
o ~e ~t ~e mla~v~ ~a~, ~ are ~lly
~il anOintS of ~ds ~y mix wi~ ml~ ~n~ of st~
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6
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I Whet to Consider J
Automated monitoring systems should be placed in an area where plant p~’sonnel can easily
observe the measurements. ~ ~n be used in COnjunCtion with the measurement display to
warn personnel. Manned Ol~rd~,x=r~s sho~Id have ommunication systems available for getting help
in case spills or leaks occur. ~i|y sens~vo or sl:)ili-Wone areas may me:lucre back-up
~nstr~rnentalXm in case the ~ ~nstn~ments malfunction.

r"-- ~

!
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Duet Control (Land Disturbance end Demolition Areas)

I

0

Of 80~1, whK:h in turn rest on tOG Of duet~, ProtactlrtO them fro~ w~d Mtd water MOmeNt.
Th~ prac~co la eremony Wac~ced in and reO~ns whys est~4ishin0 voget~tk:n may toko

~,~

Dust o4~17ols for land disturt~nco end dorr~it~on orals ere any control¯ that reduce the parental
for part~les being cased through ¯it or water. Types of dust ontxol
¯ Ir~stion--lrrig¯tk)n is I teml)orery measure invo~v~O O i~ht epl:)licatiort of water to fee¯am
s~e so~ surface. The process sr~JSd be rop~mted ~ nscom.
¯ Minimizmlon of I:)~tuded Areas-Minimizing ~ exi)osure reduces the m~o~nt of soil
¯ veal¯be¯ for trensport and erOSion. Sod ¯xl)osur~ can be lessened by temlpor~ or
perrrtsnent moil at¯l~i~zet~o~ con~rola, ¯uch ¯S seedm~, auk:hire, toDso~Sng, crushed stone
coarse 0revel spro~d0nO, Or tree IDlonbng. Ma~ntaan~r~ ox~sbng vooetabofl o(i ¯ 8~to wW 8180
he~ ontrol dust.
¯ ~ Ore~ke-W~nd broak~ Ire temlporory of pemlenent bMrlarl thlt reduce lift)o~ p~rt;k:lee
by sk)wmo wind vok:x:it~ea (slower winds do not suspend p~rt~clas), Leaving existing
end large shrubs in place wdl create effective w~nd IxolkJ. More tempos’sty tYpes of wincJ
txe4k8 ore soSd board fences, snow fences, torl:) curtains, bales of hey, orate w~llSo and
sod0ment wells.

¯ Chancel SoD T~lt~nSo (peiltotiveel-TheH ~ tompor~ ontrols that mrs ~ to
surfoces in the form of sWzy-on edhosive8. Such es ~nion~ esl~lt on~sJon, Jatox omuie~
resin-water emblazons0 o~ ok:kJm chlo~do. The I~ltativo is the chemicol used. These should
be used wizh r,~uon ~8 ~hoy my ueate Ig~Ut~on if not used oniS.

Oust ontrols con be used on any ~ whore dust n~y be Oenoretod and where the dust my cause
ons~to end offs~to dsma0e. Dust controls ore especially cr~t6cal in 8hd orris, whMe g~Jucod rainfall
loyola oxs~se SO61 porb¢lo8 low transport by a~ and nmoff. This onuol should be used in

~m~

~m~

procout~ts will rn~m~ze the amount of ml ~hat ~s ckst~oed at ~ny one bee and,

Irr~mt~n will be most offo~ve if site drein¯0e systems ¯re checked to ensue1 that She I~Oht
wnount of water la used. Too much water can cause runoff

R0044008

tra/t~ shoulcl be ro~ed around ~e~ ~t~ ar~s to a~ u~ of ~ ~s. ~
chemicals ~ ~ ~l of an ~usthal ~te ~l to l ~ ~y ~ ~S, ~
govem~nts us~lly ~ mf~at~ a~ mst~s ~ ~ ~ of ~lliab~ ~ ~ ~
us~. S~;al C~erat;~ must ~ O;v~ ~ ~ Or~ warm ~ ~ ~

~rot~ ~ ~ ~

¯ ~ ~o~ I~~~ ~ ~~m ~

8optomll~ 1N!
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Dust Control (Industdll)

I

I

0

[)us! co~ltroll fol. mster~il handling srels Ire onlroll thai pl’evirlt I~ollt~tl/ltl fro~ Mttir~
will ds$¢hlr{)el by reduc0rl{~ the 8Ur~lCt Ind lit lrln$1:x)rt O| dull ¢lt~ed by in~Jltl’iol
ConIKIM tt~ following types of controls:
¯ Waist sprsying
¯ Negs~ive Wsssur~ systems (vec~um IVltirftl|

¯ Collecto~ systm ~1~ ~nd

¯ Slroet IWeel~g.
Tho Purl)ON Of indultr~l I:l~lt control is to collect ~ contsin dultl to IX’evont Ito~m wltM ~
from cMryin9 the {lusts to the lOWO~ Collection lyltem o~ to turfl¢o wltMI.

Oust combos t~ uNful in my ix~co~ Iroa. Ioo~ng a~l ~ ~H, a~to~l h~n~ng m,
II’lnlfM trill who~e dUll 01 ~eglMItOd. Streot lWOOl~ng M I~l~litOd to m N MI plvOd.

Mechanicsl dust ollection systems Ire dosignod ~ordino to the size of dust par~tH lind Use
amount Of sir tO be l~OCllled. Mlnuflct~¢erl’ recomnlendltio~l lh~ be ft~owed ~
installation lss w~l as the design of the ~luiwnenU.
If wltir lWlyerl Ire u~ed, dull-contlminated wlterl lhould be ~ Ind token f~x tre~ment.
Arss~ wi~l Ixobel~y need to be msWsyed to kee~ du~t f~om ~.
Two ~ of street swlepe¢l Ire omm~: ~ and vacuum. Vlcuum lwleperl ~ m=fl
of Sc~ent and w~k boat ~ tho ~ is d~/.
0_0 ,
Mechanical e¢luipment should be operated eccording to the mlnuflctwirl’ rocommendltionl and

I

R0044010

!

Adv~tJ~,~ of Oust Control Ilndustrial)
¯ May caus4 rdec~eas4 of mWatory i;xobiems m employees around
¯ May cause lesl mltw~ to be lost ind may therefore live money
¯ Provides efficient collection of ~r~et dust particles (stre~t |weel)ers)
Disadvmt~ges of O~st Control {Industrial)
¯ Is ~Imerllly more ox~enl~v~ I~ n~ lylteml
¯

May be iml)ollib~ to mmtam by print personnel (the more

¯ Is Ilbcx’ Ind eq~wnen! intw~vl I~1 my not be offecbve fo~ I~l Ix~lutJnt~
iwee~rl)

S4~lmb~r 1IS2
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Se~ing up a security system Is I~rt of your Plln could help prevent ~n acck:Jental
release of mater~ls to storm water runoff II s result of vandal,sin, theft, sabotage. ~, Other
improper uses of flclht~t prOl)erty. If your fsc;hty Ittead¥ has I securRy system, Ofll~ef imp’eying
it by trlining I~curlty persoNmt about the Ipecif~s of the Storm Warm Pollubon Prevention Plan.
Routine petrol, kghting. and ~ccess ontro~ Me dmcussed below Is Pol~b~e me~wes to include
your f~cility’S leCW~W system.

Security infommbon could be included in the existing tr~ir~no re<lui~d by the Plan 1o instruct
Personnel about where ind how to Pltrol Ireal within the facihW. Instrucbo~ might II~o include
whet to look for in p~obiem ~rsaS and how to respond to woblem~. During routine patrol, security
personnel M1 ICttvely search the flcilirv I~to for mcl~c~t~ons of mils, leeks, or other
respond to eny disturbance resulting from intruders or inapWow~to racily oPeretionI; ~nd
generally work a~ I safeguard to Wevent unexpected events. Routine patrols could be
port of the Storm Water PollutKm Prevenbon Plan, ol~oecmlly for IM0e flc~t~ei with elt~)li~hed

to equiwnent d~mng checks Mid will mike it ealy to detect 8l~i8 M~I lealr.8 ~ night

h~len. R~uzine pau~ ate a~o easier w~h wolw li~h~.

Controlling ~ccesa to the indulUial site il ~ important part of plant -.-¢wity ~nd ~f ~’tivity
uzffic control. S~ons, fencing, guard houses, clio patrols, and vis~ clearance roquk~tenta
often used to omrol s~to accoM.

tho~ act~aJ o~rol since mey provide no I~ys~.a~ bemers and ro~ke t~et pao~e obey

¯ Guard houses used vv~ visitor rules can help to ensure that oNy ouffiorized personnel emir
the fac~mt s*te end can ikn~t vehicular trlffic as well
¯ Trlffi¢ signs ~re I~so useful It f~cility s~tes. Resuicting veh~des to paved ro~d~
providing Oirection and wlrnino signs can hell:) prevent ~ccident~. VVhefe reltri~’1~
to certain pathways is not possible, it is important to enlure Itzat ag above-ground volve~ and
~pilines are ~ mMtmd.

4.44
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Advantages of
~ov~s S preventive safeguard to ~rat~a~ malf~s
Allows easier det~ of va~als ~ th~ves (l~h~)
Allows eas;er ~t~t~ of ~lis, ~ks, ~ othM re~a~s (~h~)
~e~ ~lls by ~o~i~ ~ visi~liW (liQh~)
~events ~aut~iz~ ~ce~ to faciliW (~cess
Dis~v~tages of
May ~t ~ fea~ f~ ~
May ~ costly (e.g., ~s~lla~ of I~h~
May ~ma~ ~ costs ~ a ~s~ of ~i~
May ~t ~ foa~b~ to ~ve o~onsive ~088 ~U~8 ot m~ f~

1992
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The acbvlt~ea o~ducted a! ~ ~us~ ~, oh~ resu~ ~ ~ ~s ~
~ ~ way rata ~ st~ worm ~.
~ cov~ ~ter~al mtma~ ~ ~ust~ W~s@ng areas. If ~ mr~ ~ kept

Ar~ ontrol measles can be used M any fK~ w~’O mt~Jl ~ h ~ ~0 N M

Advantaeea of Area Co~uoI Procedme
¯ Result in a leane¢ facility and inwoved work anvlrenment
Disedvant~e of Area Central Procedure
¯ May be seen ea red.As by eml:)!oy~es and thMafoce n~y not be fogovv~d

~p~-- J

!

R0044016

7

V
I/this IXlCbCe is ~s~lered, tr~ck wash wsters will result in a non-storm water discharge, th~s
requiring an ap~¢st~on for an NPOES permit to cover the discharge.

@

B;owe~l or vK~jm~ s~o~ld be considered where the materials are d~Y end easily removed by ~k

L

n
U
"I
!

4.5 SEDIMENT AND EROSION PREVENTION PRACTICES
Any site where SO~IS ere exl)osed to water, w~nd or ice can I~ve so~ erosion Mid sedimentation
Woblems. Erosion is e natural I~’oces$ ~n which sod and rock material is toosened and remov~J.
Se(I,mentat~on occurs when sod I;)art~les are sus!>ended in surlsce I~moff o~ vend ~ Me
,n streams end other water boa:lies.
Human activities can accelerate erosion by removing vegetation, cornl~ct#~ or dist~xt~ing the
changing natural drainage I)atlerns. and by covering the ground w~th m~l:emmable surfaces
IPavemant, concrete, bu,ld,ngs). VVhen the land lur/acl ,1 develol:)ed or *hardened" in this
storm water end Inowmelt can not seep into or "inhltrlle" the ground. Thai resuffs in IMgor
amountl of water moving mote qu~cirJy ~crosl I site which can carry more sediment and OthM
Pollutants to streams M~I rivers.
EPA’e General Permit requires that all industries identify in the~ Storm Watt" Pollution Preventi~
Plans areas that may have ¯ high Potential for sod erosion. Th~s mclm:ies areas with such heavy
act~wtv that I)ienta cannot grow. sod stockl)des, Stream banks, steed skies, Onstruction
demohtion areas, end any area where the soil is O~sturbed, denuded (str~:)l)ed of I~ants), ~d subject
to wind end water erosion. EPA further re<lu0ras that you take steps to lm~ this

¯ Leave as much vegetatk)n Iplanta) ~ns~te ea Ix)eaJt~.
¯ Minim~e the time the! s~l is eqx)ead.
’ ¯ Prevenl r~noff from flowing across distud~J m Idlvert the flew t~ vegetated m).
¯ Stal~lising the dis~,l~ed ~ils ea s~n ea Ix~s~Me.

¯ Proves ~k~m~e w~ f~ me increased nmff luse ~ ew~ea romer ~hen ~¢rote

Using these measures to arte’at erosion end sedimentation is an emigrant par~ of stonlt water
mana0oment. Selecting the best set of sediment and oros~n Wevenb~ measwes fro’
industry de,ends u~)n the na~ro of the actiWbes ~ your s~ta (i.e., how much onstmctk)n ~l’ lend
00sturbance there is) arid otto’ s~te-spec~f~ onditk)ns |s~i t~fpe, tol~ography, cl~mMe, and season).
Section 4.5.1 discusses some temporary end permanent ways to stabtt~ y~w site. Sactkm 4.5.2
describes more structural ways to control sediment M~I erosion.
In some arid regions, orowing vegetation to prevent aragon may be difficult. The ~ Soil
Conser~a~io~ Servk;o Off0¢o or County Exmnx~on Office can provkle informabon ~n eny spacid
measures necessary to womote the establishment of vegetal~n.
4.6.1 Vegetative Practices
Preserving oxisbng vegetation or revegetatin9 distuYoed soil as soon as possible
is the most effective way to control erosion. A vegetabon cover reduces erosion
ways: (1) by shielding the so~ surface from direct erosive

S~p~nb~ ~992
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dunng ~rowing lelS~l to We~t Mo~. Newly ~lnt~ ~bl ~ ~ ~ ~
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The Weservetion of natural v~etet~on (axilt~ng tre~s, ~s. ~shes. ~ g~s~s) ~ ~
~ff~ ~os, By Wose~i~ sta~t~z~ Meal, ~ mm~izes Mos~n ~tential, Wot~s ~ ~,

FIGURE 4.10 BENEFITS OF PRESERVING NATURAL VEGETATION
(Modified from Washington State. 19921
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drainage behind the b~lkhead or rltaining well to Wevent ero~on around the structure. Gel:~on w~l
grid pav~.$ ~ld be metalled ~cordmg tO manufacturers" recommendations.
Stream blnk st~:~l~zat~on str~ct~res should be inspected re~uLady Ind chef each lMge storm event.
Struct~ree Iho~d be n’.amte,ned es installed. Structural dameoe sho~d be rope;rid u ~ u
possible to Wev~nt f~’tt~r darr~ge or ero$~ to the sueam bank.

Advantages of Stream Bank S*.~-~,,~_~_---,~,~,
¯ Can prey;de ~,~ro~ ~a~nst ~os~ve f~ces cau~ by

¯ May~~fe~

R0044027
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Mulchir~ il often used alone in Mtal where temporary seeding clnnot be used beclule Of ~he
season or climate. MulCh,rig C~n prov~lo |rnmedilta, iffectiva, and inexpensive erol~n o*l~-td. 0tl
IINp slopes ind crtt~¢ll Mill ~ IS Wlte~Wlyl, mulch mlt’bng il ulld wiU1 not1~ ~i’ ~
to hold it in ptace,
Mulch seeded ind planted Meal where IJoPel lrl Iteeper thin 2:1, where runoff is flow~ ~
the area. or when seedhngl need Ix~toctxm h~n bad wHthM.

2

i w~ ,o Cenljdor j
Use of mulch may or m~y not re~o I binder, netbnO, or the t~r~0 Of mulch to the ground.
Effective netling and rnan~ng, r~o f~m, o~t)nuoul ontlct between the rrmtor~l Ind the
If there il no contact, the malMl~ w~ not hold the sod and M0l~On will occur wldernelth Ule
material. Finll 9rldlng il not ne~OlSMy before mulch4ng. Mulched M011 Ihoutd be inN)acrid ohl~
to f,nd where mulched mitered h~ been loosened or removed. Such MOll MIould be reloaded
necoselry) ~d the n~lch over ripLIced Imme0,ltety. Mulch binderl Ihould be a~)i~d it rim
recommended by t~e mnofectwor or, i/~ il u~lo I! rito8 of ~)proxirnate~ 480 ~lkme per
acre |Aribehoe Co~n~Y0 1988).

1

September 1N2
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Temporary seeding means growing a short-term vegetative cover (plants) on distwbed ~ arias
I~lt may be in danger of erosion. The Purl:)Osa of teml:)orary seeding is to reduce of~:~l
14<~,mentatton by stab,l,zin9 disturbed areas that w~ll trot be stab~l,zed for ~ I)efiodl
wt~ere permanent plant growlh is not necessary or appropriate. Th,| I~’~:tice uses fasl-grow~g
9rassas whoso root systems hold down the so~ls so that they are lass apt to be carried offsito by
storm water runoff or wind. Temporary saed,ng also reduces th0 Woblam IMo<:isted wi~h m~d
w~d dust from bare sot4 surfaces dunng ~nstructi~t.

FIGURE 4.14 SEEDING PRACTICES
(M~dified from Washington State. 1992)

Temi)orary seeding should be performed on areas which hav~ been disturbed by onstmclk~n and
wh;ch are likely to be redisturbed, but not for several weeks or more. TyI:~~ Meal might inc:im:le
de~xied areas, so~l stockpiles, dikes, dams. sides of sadJment basins, and temporary rtlll:lblnkl.
Temporary seeding should take place as soon as pract~abis afler the last land distud:dng activity in
an area. Check the re<iuirements of your permit for the maximum amount of time altowed betw~n
t~e last dist~J~oanca of an area and temporary stabilizat~n. Temporary seeding my not be an
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~

effective I~’aCl~e in M~d and sen~-s~Ki regions w~o
~~ 0~ ~ d~ leases. In t~se areas.

~e~rat~ a~ ~ use of high-Qual;~
eff~t~ve Mo~ ~trol. ~1 t~t has ~n om~t~
~ ~se~. ~cessf~ gto~h USu411y t~u~tel ~at
Tops~l,ng iS ~t n~es~ f~ t~WaW ~,ng; ~vM.
este~,~ t~a~ v~tat~ m ~n a~ea. ~
fe~d,zM ~/~ I~ to t~ sod to make ~lti~l ~e
~ m~mes, a~ ~n9 rates v~w ~nd,~
and ~as~. L~al suo~,~s. State ~ ~al r~ulat~
~ M~I s~ ~ ~ with mu~ to Wo~
~s of 2:1 ~ ~e. m ~rN ml ~tt~s. d~
~w. ram ~ ez~t~ ~ ~ f~ by sWead~
query ~ ~k ~h tO Wevent Mos~. t~ ar~

¯ M~~e~~t~~
my ~ tO ~ ~ ~ b~ OtiS)
~vm~ of T~
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Permanent seeding of ore~l and planting trees and brush pcovkSee ¯tal~zltk)n tO Ihe loll by
hotdang soil particles in place. Vegetation reduces sediments and runoff to downlulam Mill by
slow*n0 the veloc*t’y of runoff and permitting greater infiltret~n of the runoff. Vegetation lea¯
fdtera ~ed,ments, helps the ml absorb water, *rowel,Is w~dhfe h~b4tatl, Ind Mthances the
eesthet~s of a site

~ ", ,. m., .~’~,’~..,~-_~. ,~,:,mm’ ,.a#’~,~...

FIGUI:IS 4.1S |$TA~USHING ImtrNVIAN[h’r COVER wrrH
VEGETATION
(Mndiflod lmm Smo of Na~h Caftans. I~8~)

U

I~m~n,m ~ling ~ ~ming la ~t, for ~y ~,ded ~ ~ered m where Ion~livexl ~lam
cover ie desired. Some It¯el whe~ permanent seeding la esi=ecia:ly impm~n! are filter strips,
buffer eraas, v~getatad mwalel, It¯el:) slop¯a, ~KI stream banks. This Wm b effective on m
where Ioile Ir~ unstable because of the~ taxtura, ImJcium, a high water tabla, high winds, or h~h
IJol)e. When I~eding in no~nklm areas during fall or winter, over the area w~th mulch to provide a
protective barrier ~@sinlt cold weather (see Mulching). Seed;no should also be mulched if
aeeded aria Ilol~l 4:1 o~’ more, if ml i~ Mndy or clayey, or if ~matt~’ il exceMiv~ty hot or dry.
Plant when conditions are most fay¯raiSe for growth. When pos~bie, use low-maintenance local
plant species. In~tali all other ¯rosa¯(1 ontrol prlClJCee such as dike, basinl, and surfac:~ nmoff

R0044032
Fo~ mira wmctica to work, it is important to lelact appropriate vegetation, pray¯re e g(xxl seedbed,
properly t)me pla((tJng, and water end fertilize. Planting local p4ants during their regular growing

~m

O
/

season vWll increase the chances for success and my ie ~ssen the need for wltMing. Check seeded
areas frequently for proper watering ~d growth co~lith)ns.
Topsoil should be used on ~reas where topsoils hive been removed, w~ere the ~ am
impermeable, or where mu~¢h,ng end fert,hzers alone cannot imIDrovl SOil qualiW. T~ Mtould
be coordinated with the SeeO,ng end painting pri~:t~ces end sho~ld not be p~rmed ~
is frozen or too wet. Topsod layers should be at least 2 inches deep (Or ~ to the
topsoil depth).
To minimize erosion end sedimentation, remove el little existing toOlo~l l~ possible. AI
controls should be in place before the tOOSOd is removed. If topsoils Ire Ixou~ht in from inothe~
life, it is important that its texture ,s ompet,~l with the lUblOdl @ftl~tl; for ixlffq~@,
toPsoils Ire not competible with cL~y
Stock, ling of topsoils onlite re@ukIl ~)od l~inning so so~Is will not obstn~t othor o~orltlon$. If
loll il to be ItOCkpilad, ons~er us0n~ temporary leed,ngo mulching. Or lilt fencing tO prevent
control stolon. Inlpect the etockl~les fre<lulntly for e~o$,on. Afler toploll hH been
inspect it re~ula,Iy, end reseed Or re~m:i ~reae th~t have e~oded.

~vent~oe of Pom~nont Seedin~ ~d
¯ Imwoves the ~eametics of ¯ s~
¯ Provt4es excellent

¯ Mly re~re irr~on to es~bli~ veoet~ion

R0044033

V
Sodding stabilizes sn area by estsblishing permanent vegetation, providing Moik~ and
eed~mentation Controls, and prov~*ng areas whero storm water can infiluate the ~’Oultd.

--. --I- " ... | ....

from County of F~irfu. 1987)

Sodding is approwiete for any graded o~ cteered area that might erode and where a permanent,
lono-lived l:dant cover is needed immediately. Examples of ~vhere sodding can be us4d MI ~
zones, stream banks, dikes, swales, slopes, outlets, level spreaders, and filter Sl~l)s.

0

The soil surface should be fine-graded before laying down the sod. Topsoil may be needed-in m
where the soil textures are inade<luata (see topsoil discussion in sect~n on Permanent Seeding ind
Planting). Lime and ferbiizers should be added tO the soil to promote good growth onditk:ms.
Sodding can be applied in altemabng stt~ps or other patterns, or alternate areas can be seeded to
reduce expense. Sod should not be planted dunng very hot or wet weather. Sod sho~d 8at be
I~aced on slopes that are greater than 3:1 if they are to be mowed. If pieced on steep sJo~es, sod
st~ould be laid with staggered jo;nts and/or be Pegged. In areas such as steep sk)pea ~" next to

--

R0044034
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~ waterways, chicken wire, jute, o~ ot~e~ netting c~n be placed ov~’ the sod fcx extra
protection against IifIin0 (see Mulching. Mar, Jr~9. and Nemn9). Retied 04’ ontact irnmed~te/y after’
insta,:abon to ensure form contact with the unOe~ymg tOGml, inspect the sod frec~enUy ahM ~t is
f~st ~stalled, especially afler isrge storm events, unbl it ~s established as permanent ove.
Rel~’tc~e arid replace dead sod. Wllenng may be necomry altar planting Ind ~ ~ of
ml~ heat and/o~ lack of rain.

R0044035
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Ire te~l~ Mos~ ~voi ~l~ll. Marsala
~tO ~ ~e of ~ s~l to ~d ~ ml m ~e aM Wot~ ~ai~t ~ ~ ~ wat~
~ff I~ ~. Many of

2
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4.5.2 Suu©tural Erosion Prevention and Sediment Control Practices
Str~clural proctices ~sed in sediment ~nd eros, on o~tro~ divert stoffn wa~ flows away from
exposed eroas, convey rt~off, Wavent se<l,me~ts horn moving offs~te, and can o~so ~ ~
erosive forces of r~ncff waters. The o~uo~s ca~ e,~ be used as permanent or ~
measures. Practices d~scussed #tckKle the fo~wmg:
¯ Interceptor Dikes and Swoles

¯ F~er ~
¯ S~raw ~ ~

¯ Grave~ or Stone Filte~ Oem~

¯ Sedlment Trol)

¯ Gradient T~aces.

R0044037

~

Intorcaptor d*ke¯ (ridges of cornered so;I) ~ sw~los (oxcavat~ ~~s) ~ ~ ~ k~
upslo~ ~noff from cross0~ ¯ross w~ro t~ro ~s a h~h r~sk of oros~. T~y ~ ~ a~unt
~nd s~d of flow ~nd thon gu~ ~t to a stab~hzed ou~all (~mt of di~) Im ~ ~ OuSt
Protect~) ~ s~;ment tr~ area Im ~t~ns on Level S~eaders, V~tat~ FiltM StriDs.
~nt Tr:~s. e~ Tem~:W ~ment ~sms). Intercept~ d~kes :~ swales d~v~ ~noff usi~
a om~nat~ of each dtke a~ v~etat~ swale. Runoff ~s chsnnei~ ¯way fr~ ~at~s ~Me
there ~s a high h~ of ~s~ ~ placing a d~vers~on d~ke ~ iwa~ at ~ t~ of a s~ng diel~
:rea. D~kes ~ swsies sl~ ~t ov~ f;o~, changing ~t into ~Uat~ f~wl (i.e.. f~
that Me c~d). Inl~~l~ ~s ~ swa~s can ~ m~r tm~aW ~ ~nl M~

FIGURE 4.17 TYPICAL INTERCEPTOR DIKES AND SWALES
(Modified from S~te of M~rylmd, 1983)

Interceptor dike¯ and awsies ar~ generally built around the perimeter of ¯ onstructkm site bofo~
any major so;I d~sturbing actively takes ptace. Temporary dikes or swales may also be t~ed tO
Protect existing buildings; areas, such ¯s stock,giles; or other small area¯ that have not Yet been
fully stab;lized. When onstn~cted alon~ the up$1ope perimeter of a disturt)ed or hi~ area
(though not necessarily all the way around it), dikes or swales prevent runoff from uph~l areas from
crossing the unprotected slope. Temporary dikes or swales constructed on the down slope ¯ida of
the disturbed or high-hsk area w~ll prevent runoff that contains sediment from leaving the ¯it¯

~
~

before sedm~nt is removed. For short slooes, ¯ d;k¯ or swale at the to~ of the sJo~e mo~Jces the
amount of runoff reaching the d~sturbed Me¯. For tonger sJopes, several dikes or sw¯les wl I~aced
across the IJol)e at intervals. This practice reduces the amount of runoff that ~’cumulate~ o~ the
face of the slope end cart)as the runoff safely Oown the SJOOe. In ~ cases, runoff is 9u~ded to a
sediment trep~ng ¯raw or ¯ stabilized out’fell before r~em.

Temlx)rery d;kes ¯nd sweles ere used in
15 da~s. they s~ld ~ st:b,l~z~. R~noff c~n~ by
~uato s~,ment trapp,nO ¯re¯ ~ st~b,l~z~
~ f~ drainage ~t ~t t~ m~h sl~ to
T~aW ~nterceDt~ d~kes a~ Swa~s may
Wo~ stab;l,za~) ~ ~ tabu;It at t~ ~ of each day’s act,vit~es. ~es ~ swa~s ~ ~
m ~e untd t~ area t~y were ~;It to
swale¯ can ~ ~nt c~trols. However. ~rma~nt c~tr~s:
~ m~nta,~ ~ a r~ular ~sis. Tm~aW

Se~ambor 1992
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Pev~d chutes may be covered w+th ¯ surface of onuete or other iml)eneVab~
S~JbS~rf~ce dre~ns ran be onstnJcted of concrete, PVC. clay bla, ombO¯ted metal, or other
permanent material

The drain desion should be ebla to handle the volume of flow. The affec1~ve IRe
temporary I~l>e sloes Oretn la Ul) to 30 days after I)Mmsnent stlb+liz¯tJon hal been Ichleved. The
mlx0murn recommended dr~nloe ¯rH fo~ I~l~e slol)e drl~ns ~s 10 Icres (W~J~ingto+t Slate, 1992).
The inlots and outlots of ¯ pil~e slo~o drain ¯hould be slab;l~zod. TNs moans that ¯ ~ sad
SeClJOn shouk:l be used at the entrance of the 1>~Pe. The sod Mlxm<l the
hilly COnllPlCted. The mi el the d+lchsroa end of the l~pe should be stab+filed with ril)~lp |l
omb~at~ of la~Oe sto~os. obbles. and Ix~ldors}. The r~op Should be placed aiono the bottom
of ¯ swe~e wtv¢~ teads to a sediment trappm9 structure o~ Mtothe~ stel~ized am4.
that the i~et Item me I~pe +~ Wo~erly installed to Wavem bvpes~nO me+inlet
¯ ln~ctwe. If necoslary, mill, ¯ hHdwlM. IiWal), O~ Mndl~gs Iro~nd me inlet. Check the o~let
IX~t tot erosxm w~l check me p+be lot Ix~ks o+ clogs. Ir~ml o~et

Advmas of Iqlle $1Olle Orlbts

¯ C~n rw~k~o o~ okn~n~e erosion IW trmnspeninO nm~/down steo~ skies ~ IW ~InO

¯

R0044041

A subsurface drain is ¯ perforated pi;)e ~ o~uit ~aced
~signed ~epth and gr~. It ~s u~ to drain an Irea by ~wering t~ wat~ ~e. A ~h WltM
tabla can saturate so~s ~ ~event the gro~h of ce~om
IIo~l wdl I~b~S "~" ~wn ~e h~ll.
2
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I v ..nd w re. use

0

)

T
There are two t~pes of subsurface drains: rel;ef drains end interceptor dr~;ns. Reef dr~a are
used 1o deweter en area where th~ water table is high. They may be placed in ¯ grk:l~:)n0
herringbone, or random pa~ern. Interceptor dra;ns are used to remove water where slolliflg so~ls
ere excess;rely wet or subiect to slippage. They are usually placed as single I~:)es kt~teed of in
patterns. Generally, subsurface drains are su.table only in areas where the ml is deal) enough for
I:XOper installation, They are not recommended where they pill under heavy ~

Should be ~de~uate to hendte the volume of flow. Areas disturbed by the ~tst~lat~on of ¯ drain
should be stel~l~zed or they, too, wdl be sul~ect to erosion. The mi layer must be dee~ enough to
ellow WOrM inltallat~on.
Backfill knmedlately aher the pipe is placed, Material used for backfill should be o¢~n g~lnular ~
thai la h~ghly permeabla, The outlet el~uld be ItabihZed and should direct sedm~ent-laclan sto~m
wete~ runoff to a sediment trN~nO av~ctu~e or anothM stabilized area.
inspect ~ubaurfaca drains on e regular schedule end check for evidence of pipe ~ o~ loog~O
by sed0ment, debris, or tree roots. Remove blockage immediately, replace any I~ok~ sec’,~:ms0 and
restel)dize the surface, if the blockage la from tree roots° it may be necemry to relocate the drain.
Check inlets and outlets for ee~hment o~ debrm. Remove a~l d~spose of thee4 matehela Wo!~rty.

AdvmW~ee of Subeu~ace Klw~ne

U

¯ Provide an effective method fo~ sta~)~-ino wet sk)~
¯ Am an effective way to Iovv~ ~e wet~ ~abie

¯ MaY be Pierced end loo~ed by tree root~
¯ Should not be inmlled un¢~ heavy veh~-Ie ~
¯ Cost mor~ th~n surface drains because of the expenses of excavation for ins~a_ _-t~on

1992
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I~O~O~. ~ fo~es should not be ~s~ m ~

A ~ f~ is ~ ~m f~ ¯ I~r~e ~e~ ~ ~
~ of fete can ~ m~e eff~ve ~an a straw bale

w~ro ~ f~ was cau~ to ~O ~ ~ ~ ~ff
r

R0044045

Straw bales can be used as a temporary sediment barrier. They are placid end to lind in a 8hellow
excavated trench Iw~t~ no gaps in between) and staked into place. If Woi)erly inatlJ~d, they can
Oetam 14<i~ment end recl~ce flow velocity from smell Orainege MILS. A straw ~ bamor Weventl
se~msnt from leav,r~ the site by tYepi:)mg the sediment m the berner w~le allowing the runoff to
pass through. It ca-’~ ~so be used to decrease the velocity of 8heetflow or channel flows of low-tomoderate leve~s.

[ wh~ to co.~w J

R0044046

The success of a st~w bole b~yier depends on propM installabon. The I~le8 must be ~ 8toklld
intO the entrenchment and the entrenchment must be properly bockfillid. To function
the bales must be I~aCed and to and and thero can be no gaps betwee~ the ba.Jes.
Straw bale berriers are useful for approximately 3 months. Thoy must be inspec’tid
immediately after ~ rainfall or daily if ~ero is prolonged rainfall. Damooed straw bales

immed~te r~placement. Aher each storm, ~, on

Adv~t~es of
Can ~event do~s~m da~ ~om ~nt
m~n~
C~n ~ :n i~x~nsi~ way to r~e

M~y ~t ~ ~ m 8Uoo~ ~ ~r~ 8w~8

His o ~ ~fo ~n ~ ¯ ~h ~
Is ~to f~ ~ mH ~ m

Se~emb~ 1992
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A brush bamer is a temporary sediment barrier constructed from matMials resulting from
clearing snd grubbing. It is usually ConltnJCted St the bottom PerimetM of the distuft)ed
F,Iter fabric is sometimes used as an archer over the barrier to increase its filte~mO efficiency.
i~ush barriers are used to trap and retain small smounts of sediment by intercepbnO the flow from
small areas of ao~l disturbance.

i
k

FIGURE 4,22 BRUSH BARRIER
IMod~fled fro~ Washington arose. 199~J

A Ix~h barrier should ordy be used to t~p sedk.ent from r~noff which is from ¯ ~
area. Th~ slope which the I~JSh barr~ is p~aced across should be very 0em/e. Do not place a
brush barrier in a swale or any other channel, Brush baniefs should be constructed below

produced enough marshal to make the smJctura, Wood chips should not be included in the
mater~al used for the barrier because of the possibiSty of leachino. When the ~ has been
stsbiSzed and any excess sediment has been disposed of properly, the filter fabric can be removed.
Over brae, natural vegas¯ben will establish it¯sir within the barrier, and the barber ~ will
You will not have to maintain the brush barrier unless there is s very large amount of
bain9 deposited, if used, the filter fabric anchor should ba checked for tears and the
4-80
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Advantl~es of ¯ Gravel ~ S~one Filter ~,’m,,
¯ Is a very efl,c~ent method of sed;rnent control
D;sadvant~ges of ¯ Grov~l ~ Stone Filter Beml

O
L

¯ Is more ozpe~ve man methods that use onsitt material~

2

U

7
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~

~n be used where flows ire hiohar and sul~ct to disturbance by s~te traffic. Sod inlet filters am
get.airy used where sediments in the storm water r~noff are low.
0

Storm lra;n inlet protection is not meant fo~ use in d~ain~ge areas exceeding I ~ ~, f~, IMge
concentrated storm water flows. Installation of th, s measure sho~d take price befm Mly ~
disturbance in the drainage area. The t~,pe of meter~al used will depend on site ¢ondibo~ MtCI the
size of the drainage area. inlet Wotect~on should be used m ombination w~ Other measures.
such as Mrtall impoundments or sed,nlent traps, to provide more effective 84d~14~t rarnoval. Inlet
protection sU~cturas should be ms~ected regulerty, especially OhM ¯ r~meto~n Re9~¯ ~ sdt
removal sho~td be performed ms necessary. Storm drain inlet IXOtecbofl ¯tru~.’tures ~ be
removed only after UI¯ disturbed areas 8re omi~te~y 8tsb~zed.

R0044053

1

2
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Sedimem t~a~s a~ suitat~e fo~ ~ ~oe areas. ~1~ ~ ~ ~n 10 ~a, ~t ~ ~
r~u~r~ ~s ~ ~ e~t ~ mtensi~ of o~ed rainfall ~ ~ ~t~t~ ~MI of
K~t m ~ St~ wlt~ ~fl. C~k y~ Pe~it to s~ if it ~mS I ~ ~

~dy ~sk~ f~ ~ ~*nt~e o~ ~nt re.vii. Traps s~ld N ~ ohm
~h rl~nfall ~ ~ ~ ~ ~e man half ~ ~s~n v~ ~s ~n fiil~ wi~ ~t~
~i~nt. T~ U~ ~ rm~ m ~at~ e~ ~ W~dy ~m~;~ ~bl ~ ~to Moo ie
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~sult in ~e ~si~ion of
~d~ment basin should ~ ~li~ ~ ~e ~ ~ luff~ieni
The bis~n should
Fencing Irou~ the basin
mulching,

Tem~Iw
~ allow~
minimum It~l~
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Check dams should ~e used only in small open channels that drain ! 0 acres 9~l&l. The dam~
sh<:HJld r)ot be placed in streams (unles4 approved by aPWopriata Stale authohbel). The
&act,on of the chock dam should be lower than the edges. Dams should be N~=ed so that the toe
of t/~ upstream dam m at the same elevation as the lop of the downstream dam.
Afte~ each significant rainfall, check dams should be inspected for lediment ~nd ~
Iccumulation. Sediment should be removed when it reaches one half the o~oklal ~ he+oht.
Check for erosion at edges and repair !)rornptly as required. After otlltnJctJOll il oral)late, all
stone and riprlp should be romovod if vogetatJve erolion Conlroll will be u/od as I ~ermanont
ero$~<)n control moalure. It will bo important to know the axOoctod erol~oll rllll Ina:l l’tl~1off flow,
rate for the swale in which this measure ,s to be installed. Contact the State/local storm warn’
l~ooram ~Ooncy or I hconsod on~moer for assistance in dolpning Ibis mo~lwo.

Advan~os of .Ch~__~, Dame
* Are inexpenlivl and my to ~
¯ MaY be t~led perm~lenUy if designed Wol)Mty
¯ Allow a Ngh Wol)ortion of sediment tn the nmoff to letlje out
¯ Reduce velocity and Wovlde aorltJon of the ~

¯

May kill Oresa linings in channols if the wlter iovol tom,ins high oftor it rains or if lhoro is
significant sodimontalion

¯ Are t~oful only for dr~ ms of ! 0 m~os or ~-__-

R0044062
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Surf, ca Roughening

S~Jrf~Ce roughening i¯ ¯ temporary eroskm OntrOl Wmzce. The soil ¯urf~..e is ~ by
craat<)~ of horizontal grooves, depressions, o* steps that r~ parallel to the ontow of 1he
$1oo~s tt~at ere not f,ne-graded and that are ~fl ,~ a ro~gher~ed condition can else on~
Sur~o rougt~n,ng reduces the speed of rtmoff, tncreat.es mf,ltration, end traps sediment. Surface
roughen,rig lisa helps estabhsh Ye~ltltlv~ Ove’ by re<~,tt~ ~hoff volociW Mt4:I ~v~ seed
opOortur, ty to take hold end grow.

1992
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S~ aS ~ss,~e
w~h ~ ~,ng
S~S mat w~ll

~ff~ent ~s can
0r~*n9. W~v*~
a cra~ u~
vegetative orm ~s es~s~, w~ther ~ sio~ was f~ by cu~ ~ fillip, ~ W~

~u~ av~.
C~ s~ ~
~. S~-step gr~,ng w~
catc~s mt~l

st~~3:l ~Mss~n2:1 s~ld~~e~9~sofdepth. ~f~eof~

~t r~
U~ ~ ~y m~. Su~e r~o~ areas ~ ~ ~ ~ query as ~e. A~,
(~11 wat~~s ~at ~ st~p ~es a~ ~re ~lly ~ly a few ~s d~p) ap~M, ~y
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Advises ~ ~e

¯ 18 ~x~sive a~ ~m~o f~ s~-t~ ~s~

¯ Is ~ tm~oW; if ~ni~ or ~tivo corm is was~ sway
~ v~ta~ ~s ~t take ~, ~ s~ace w~, have to
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FIGURE 4.30 GRADIENT TERRACE
IW~ingt~ St~to. 199~J

Gradient terraces ¯re usually limited to use on land that has no vegetation ~ Itm
erosion Problem. or where it m ¯nticq~ted that water ero~on wilt be a ~. Grm:lient terraces
should not be constructed on slopes with 84~dy or rocky SO~¯. They will be effectiv~ only whe~
suitable r~noff outlets ¯re or w~ll be made ¯v~iable.

Gradient terraces should be designed and installed according to a plan determined by an
engineering survey and layout. It is important that gradient terraces ere designed with adeq~te
outlets, such as a grassed waterway, vegetated area, or tile outlet. In all cases, the out~at should
direct the r~noff from the terrace system to ¯ point where the outflow wdl not cause erosion or
other damage. Vegetative cover should be used in the outlet where POssible. The desert
of the water surface of the terrace should not be lower than the des;gn elevebon of the wet~
surface in the outlet at their )unction, when both are oPerating at design flow. Terraces sh~ be
insPected regularly at least once a year and ¯her major storms. Proper dust control I:~
should be followed while constructing these features,

R0044066
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4.6 INFILTRATION PRACTICES
Int~,ltratK)n wa~:tices ire surface Or s~Jl:)s~’fKe measurel the! Illow for quick infiltration of storm
water runoff. Ral~d ~nfdtrst~o~ m possible because the structures or soils used.in these
~’e ~ Porous. Inf~ltrst~o~ W~t~es oiler an ~lvsntage over other practices in that they prorate
some treatment of runoff, Weserve the natural flow m streams, and recharge ~O~ml:l water. Many
of the ~nf~ltrst)on Ix~)ces a~so can re<~ce tf~e veloc:t,~ of the runoff so that it will ~tOt o~use
damsg0r~ erOsK)rt. Another benefit O: mfdtrst~0n practices is that they reduce the need for
expensive storm water conveyance systems. Constr~ct~)n and maintenance of these
may, however, reQutre Some level of experl~se to Wevent clogg,ng and to retsin high effectiveness.
The mf~trat~n practices in th,s sect,on hsve been divided into two categories: vegetative
Infi~at~o~ BMPs 8re hot W0CticO~ in OH cases. Those WK’ticOS should not be used in areas who~o
runoff ~s ¢o~tam, n~ted v~th pollutentj other ths~ sediment or oil end grease. Exce~siYely
(~.e.. very sendyl mis may Wowde inadequate treatment of runoff° which ould result in
water ontem,nabon. Other S~le-sl:)ec~h¢ ond,t)ons, such 08 depth 1o bedrock Or del)th to the
wste~ tal~e, co~JId kin!! the~ use Or meke it ~mpossible to use infiltration BMPs. Also, infittrsbon
pr~-l~Ces should not be metalled near wells, founder)one, septic Sink drsinfields, ~’ on trustable
Ve~lm~e inflt~km W~’tlcos rety on ve~tated soils that ~r~ well dr,|ned to Worlds storage
the mtdtr.~ Of .,orm w.ter. Sod. ~sod for ~8 Ixo¢~co 0.nat.sly hove not WoviousJy boon
d~sturbod or oral:Jetted 8o thor they rnor0 04tidy allow infiltration. One0 ¥o~otstiort J~8 beef1
pLJfltodo use Of ~ 8t00 mUSt be bruited Or Ule IXK’I~0 may not spores0 efficiently. The
that ate ¢kscuesed include vq)etatod hires Imps, grassed 8wale8, and loved Weeders.
Infltr~on stn~’tuto8 ore built over soils to ~d in collection of storm water nmoff ond ore designed
to elbow storm water to mhluato into the ground. These smJcturos generally r~uiro ¯ level of
oxperbse for both tho~r 4es~gn end onstn~,--,~on so that they function properly. Maintenance
act:w~es ~ very irnlDcrt~nt because infdtrst~)n 8tr~.’ture8 Ire e~sily damaged by high sediment
k)sd8. Ofleno mfdusbon structures are used w~th other str~’t~re8 that Wettest the 8to~n wMor
runQff for sedOme~ts, od, end grease. These pretrestment 8truclures may be as 8~mple as ¯
zone Iseo iSuf/o~ Zones) or may be someth,~9 more oml~ex, such as on o61 and orease separato~.
The types of mfd~at~on structure8 discvased inckxle inhltrstJon uonche8, Ixxous povemonta,
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At ¯ minimum, ¯ filter strip must be ¯pproximately 20 feet wide to f~tction we~. The length of the
strip should be spOroximately 50 to 75 feet. Where slo~)es become Steeper, the length of the strip
must be increased. Forested suiDs are ¯lways preferred to vegetated str~ps, Mtd ¯xisbno
vegetation is preformed to planted vegetation. In plann0ng for ve0etsted sthp8, o~sk:l~ limatk:
conditions, s~nco vogotat0o~ may not take hold ~n especially dry ¯nd/or old r~of18.
Regular inspections ¯re necosssry to ensure the proper functioning Of the filtM 8t~’tps. Romovin9
sad,sent¯ ¯rid roplantmng my be necessary on a regular basis. The entire ¯re¯ shotdd be exam;ned
for damage due l¯ eQu,pment ¯nd vehiles. Vegotatton should be dense. Also, the port, on¯ of the
str~p whore or¯¯ion m¯y hays created pondino of runoff should be ~nspected. This s~tu¯tion can be
eliminated by

Advant~ee of Vegetated Filter Svipa
¯ Provk:le low to model¯to tre¯tment of poitut¯nts in
look to ¯ site
* Can world¯ habitat for wtidllfe
¯ Can scree~ noise and views if trees or h~h shn~s ere planted o~ the f~er sum
¯ Are easily onstruclad a~nd implefltented
¯ Are tnexpansiv~
DisedventogH
¯ Are not effecbve for ~ velocity flows flerpa paved
¯ RO(:lU~O siOn~ant land
¯ May have ¯ sho~ useful life due to clogging by sediments and
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FIGURE 4.32 GRASSED SWALE WITH RAILROAD TIE CHECK DAM
(Ik~d~fied from MWCOGo 1987)

Grassed ¯wales are suitable for most ar~s where sto~n wster runoff is low. Cer~in f~ctors will
affect the o~erstion of grassed swale¯, mc~iing s~l type, land fest~ras, and the depth of the
from the surface to the water ta~e ii.e., the top of the drenched portio~ of the so~ (x bedrock
layer). The so~! must be ~Tneal~e fo( rtmoff to be ¯bla to infiltrate well. Sandy s~s will not h~d
vegetetk)n well nor form ¯ stable channel structure. Steep slopes will increase nmoff rates and
crest¯ greater potential for erosion. Sto~n water flows will not be easily absorbed where the wMer
table is near the surface. Swale¯ are most useful for sites smaller than 10 acTwS IMWCOGo lS87|.
Even w~thout h~hly permeable smls, ¯wales rad~ce velocity end thus ire useful.
Grassed swale¯ usually do not wo~ w~ for construction r~off because the nm~f h~s high
sed,~ent k~ds.

The channel of the swale sho~kl be as level as possible to maximize infiltrabon. ~ skies in the
swale should be designed to no stee/:)er tt~n 3:1 to minimize channel erosion (MWCOG, 1987).
Plans should onsider (1) the use of existing topography and existing drainage Pattm and (2) ~te

September 1992
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h~Ohea~ flow ra~e mat is expected from a I~k:al storm to
sw~ (in ~ ~m s~to ~ ~ r~ir~).
~ sw~ ~ ~ tii~ ~f~ 0rass is ~ant~. ~ a ~n~ ovM
m ~ swale. T~ ~ation of ~ swa~ wzll det~mi~ t~
swsle ~ns ~ to a read, ~ ~ 9ra~ c~n ~ ~ resis~nt
~ s~tos).
~ ~roa~ mfdtrat~. ~n~rs s~ al~ ~er ~e des~n
swo~ ~ ~t me ~ff ~s ~a~ ~ ~ sw~ at a ~w rate
~t~ o~ to retain eff~t mfdtre~ ~ ~nt of
sw:~. P~ ~w~, re~, ~ ~ ~tr~ ore
~ f~ ~ ~m~.
~ ~s will ~ti~ Moe~ ~s ~ ~ eroas.

Se~mwbetl~2
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8ol)tondlot 1N!
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The length of the z4~eader depends upon the amount of water that flows through the onveyance.
Larger volumes of water need more apace to avon out. Loyal awoeders ~to g4nerally ~ with
filter straps (see Vegetated Fdtor Stnps), The depressions er~ seeded w~h vegetabo~l |m
Permanent Seedm9).
Level slxeeders should not be used o~ soil that might erode easily. They should be on~tn~cted on
natural sods end not on t,il mater~al. The entrance to the a~’eader sho~d be level So that the flow
can spread out even~.
The spreader should be inspected after every large storm even! to check for dem~e. Heavy
e<luipment and other traff~: should be kept off the level We~der because these vehicles rn~y
coml~ct the Sod or dieting t/~e grade of the alo~e. If ponds0 or etoa~)n channell deveto~, the
spreader aho~ld be r~rad~d. Denee vegetat~)n sho~d be m~ntamed ~nd dMn~ed orooa reseeded
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InfiltrlUon Trenches

An infiltrlt~on trench usually CO~S;Sts of I long, narrow axcsvltion rlr~ing from
The trench ~s hlted w~th sl~, ~h allows f~ lem~ra~ storage of It~m waler
o~n spaces Ntw~n t~ st~s. T~ st~ storm water inhltrites into t~
drains ate undorgrou~ p0~l mr~Oh ~lll Ind ~1 than roul~ to In OU~w

I~ ~ MWCOG, 1987)

~ ~t ~ lit~ over fill ~ll ~u~ such soils Ire unstable. Hlr~ all

~ of ~e troth to ~ ~r~k ~yer and ~ sea~al high warm ~ must
~t. InfilUat~ tre~s my ~t ~ s~e m areas where ~ere are ~ wintm
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C/~¢m, 4-S/m-S~wl~ kx~mb/$mm~ Wmtar ~

~ause pre~atm~t re~ves ~nL grit, I~ od.
entering ~e tr~h lengthens ~h kfe. O~ ~th~
~low the ~ of the tr~h ~n ~ u~ to trap
If excav~t~ 8r~ ~e U~S ~ ~es~, ~
~~, ~h ~ ~ I ~M of mh~a~
~l s~ ~ r~v~ ~ la Meas of ~ U~h.
Test ~lla can ~ ~ta~ ~ m ~ to ~it~

" ~ ~ ~ w~ ~ of~

¯ R~h~~ ~~~m~

¯ MW ~ o~ (~ ~ o~v~ ~ ~
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PrOl:~’ instellabon o~ these pavements requires ¯ h;oh level of Co*I/UlacJJon expertJle end
workmanship. Only ontrlctors who Ire fim,~;¯r with the inst&itabo~l of filial pavli?tentl I/tould be

L

I:)es;gners of po(ous pavement areas should consider sediment Ind at¯sial1 COntrOl. Sedlment~
must koD! ¯way from the pavement ere¯ because they can clog me pores. Conm:)~l tg ci:mlider for
siO~menTs include ¯ d,vers~on berm (J.e,. eallhen mound) around ~ edge of the pavement area to
block the flow of runoff from cortefn drainages onto the pavtme~t~ ~, ¯the’ filtMing conrail luch
el silt fenel. De-~:ing slit m, xlures0 I~nds. o~ ash II$O rely ¢Jo~ I;K)fII ~ Iho~k:l nOt be
Inow removal. Signl should be polled to pro~libil UIIII

"/

recommended) (S~-Te of Meryland, 1983).
Mlinlerllncl of the Iurflct il ~ imporlerll. For IX~O~l pavli~lnll, ~ klcludel
lWeepin0 II ¯ell! |o~’ l,~el par yllr followed by h~01~-I~tllUre hol~rt~ IO redU¢l the chlllCe
14dimentl ClOgging the pores of UII lop Ilyer. PoThOlel Ind cxlckl ln be filled wlm ~
patching mixes unless more then 10 percent Of the surface area needs repair. Sp~I clogging
be fixed by drilling hll/-mch holes through the I~’o~s pavement I/ye~ evlry few flat.
pavement should be inll)ecled Ilverel limes the first few monthl Ifter klltlltltio~ Ind
Irmuelly. InN)ect~<~ Ifler large storms ere neceslery It) check f~’ pootl of wltm’. The~e
may indh-JTe clogg,ng. The ¢ondit~ of Idjlc¯n! vegetlted fillM sui~l, lal fences, ~’ dlverek~
¢iJke8 Ihot~d also be irlll]~’tld.
Con¢~te grids and modeler pavements should be designed in ~-o~dance with manuf~-’lw~re’
recommendations. Des,gnere also need info~mebon on so~s, del)m to ~ water lal~, Ind storm
water runoff {luantity w~i queliW.
Maintenance of oncrete ~ In¢i modular pavlments is sin~’ to thlt of the porous plvlmentl;
however, turf maint,nance such ~s mowing, fer~lizing, Ind im~a~on may be needed whe~
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n
U

Advantages of Porous Pavements/Concrete Grids ~d
~ov~ ~o~ ~
~ ~tO
~ovido s~ ~t ~ ~ worm by ~ ~l~
R~e the
Improve ~ad

Are cost off~ ~u~
systoms

Con ~ ~ ox~ve ~n
Aro oaslly
~nto~o will ~t
M~y cou~
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, *Drift - A Current Assessment of Ud~n Best Mlnagement
PrK’tJces. TechnKlues for Reducing Non.point S<~rct POllubo~ in ~ Coastal Zone," EPA
OHK:e of Wat~:ls, Oceans and Watersheds. Wel)Med by Metro~)obtan Washington Coun¢~ of
Government~. December, 1991.
U.S. Environmental Protection A0ency’ "Draft ConetnJction S~te Stonnwate~ C)~schar~e Co~l~’ol, An
inventory of Current P~ect~el." EPA Office of Water Enforcement ~ Pm’n~tl. Ixl~lred by
Kambe~ Engineering. June 26, 1991.
U.S. Envvonmentel Protection Agency. "Draft Report o~ Best Management Pr~’~ic~$ for the
Control of Storm Weler From Urbanized Areal," Scm~ce Al~clt~onl Interrklbonal CorPorltK>n.
June 1987.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, "Drift Sediment end Eroeion Control, An Inventor/of
Current Precbce$," EPA Off~ce of Water’ Enforceme~! w~l Perrn~t~, I>rel:~ted by
Er~nae~. ~ 20, 1990,
U.S. Environmental Protecbon Agency, "NPDES Beet Management Precbce$ Guidance Document,"
Indultr~a! Envi¢onrnental Reeearch LIb~atory, Cmca~nab, Ohm, PrimMed by Hydrolc~lce0 inC.°
EPA 6~X)tg-79-0451. D~cembe~ 1979.
U.S. Envk’onment~l Protection Agency, °Pollution Prevtntion in Printin9 and Allied
Savm~ Money Through Poilut~ Prev~nbon," ORD, Poaubon P~evenbon Off~ce. OctobM 1989.
U.S. Envkl:mmentll ProtlCbOn Agency, "Pollution Prevision Training Ol:)fx)tlurdtlel in
EPA/56018-92-O02. January 1892. A omgteher~ve I~t~g of p~utk)n preve~tJo~
documente, oat,el, and Ixogrlml. incl~d~ng names and phone numbers, is ¢ontl~ned in ¯
~nual EPA I~b~t~on. Col)iel of mia document may be obta~ed by ~l,ng the PPIC/PtE$
¯ ul)~>rt number ¯t (703) 821-4800.
U.S. Envi~nment~ Protectmn Agency, "P~ces¯, Procedu~, ~d Metho~ m Cont~ P~lknkm
Resulting f~om AI C,¢mlut~’t~on Activity," EPA ~’tf~ce of A~ ~ Warm ~s, ~257-318.
~ 1973.
U.S. ~~ ~ A~, "S~ff A~," S~ Wa~ ~. J~ lS91.
U.S. ~~~1 ~t~ A~. "WM~ M~~ O~ ~~ M~,"

W~ S~te ~nt of E~y. J~ 23, 1992.
W~ S~, "S~a~ ~ St~ Warm M~ ~ ~ ~t ~ ~,"
173-275 WAC, W~ S~te ~t of E~. ~ 29, 1991.
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GLOSSARY
Aeration: A Process which Promotes biological degradation of organic miixer. The process may be
Passive |as when waste ii exHled to i,r) or ace,re (is when I mixing or
Oickfll: firth uled to lift a trlnch or in ex¢lvili.
Baffles: Fin-like de~cel inlllllet~ vo~¢lll¥ orl the inside wills of tiQul Wilt¯
Ihll Irl used Io redu¢l the movemenl of the wilt¯ inlide lhl tank.
Barm." In ¯lrthen mound used IO direct lhe flow of riinoff around or lhrough ¯ Itriicl~,l.
Bast MInliemant I~lctice |BMP|: Schedules of activities, prohibitions of Prlctices, maintenance
PrOCedures, arid other management Practices to prevent Or reduce the Poflutiorl of waters of
the United Slit¯l. IMPs else include treatment requirements, operating Procedwes, and
Practices to control taciliiy site l~mOffo s~llege Or leaks, sludge Or waste disllOMlo Or
from raw materiel storage.
’
itodegridilde: ~ ¯biliW to txe¯k down or decompose ~ niturll ondllkins ~ Processes.
liimt: 1. l floating device used to contain oil on I body of water. 2. A piece of eq~l used
tO ¯p~dy PeII~CKIII from ground mixiient luch is ¯ Victor or truck.
Buffer Itrl or Zone: ells of Is-- Or o~er ero~on-liiitanl veoeta~on between ¯ wl~rlviy and
¯ n ¯re¯ of m~e intensive ~

CERCLA: Comprehensive Environmerital Response, Compensation, wld Liability Act.

~ Lens: A naturally Occurring. located ~ of clay ~ acts ¯sen impMmeable layer to
Cimcrete al~ons: A I~d of nonerosive mater~l designed to Prevent scour holes develol~ at the
outlet ends of culverts, ouUet I~pes. grade stabilization structures, end other water cm~tml
devices.
Co~duit: Any channel or pipe for trans~ the flow of water.
Cenveyance: Any natural Or manmade channel Or l~pe in which onc~uited watm" flows.
Ce~osien: The dissolving and wearing ¯way of metal caused by ¯ chemical reaction such
between water end the l~pes that ~ water contacts, chemicals to~ching a metal surface.
Culvert: A covered channel Or I large-diameter pipe that directs water flow below
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CWA: Ci~ln Water Act Iformedy referred to as the Federal Wata~ Pollution Control AcT or Federal
Wate~ Pollution Caravel Act Amendments of 1972).
Denuded: Lind stripDed of veoetat~on such as grass, or land that has hod voget¯t~n worn dow~
(l~e to tel)acts from the elements or humane.
D~ko: An embankment to confine or entred water, orlon built ¯long the banks of ¯ ~ to prevent
overflow of lowlands; ¯ levee.
Dkecto~: The Reo~onol Administrator or an authorized represent¯bye.
Discharge: A release or flow of storm water o~ other s~batanco from ¯ cmlvoyanco or storage
Dflp Guard: A devk:o used to I~’OVent d~$ of h~ or ¢o~os~vo or reactive cheek:el| from
o~tactm9 other matar~els or
Em~sion: Pollutoon discheroed into the sun¯sphere from smokestacks, other vents, and
¯ teas of commercial or indus.! fac,ht~es and from motor vehicle, locomotive, or

F.~4km: The weerino away of lend 8urf~-’e by wind or w¯tar, Eros;on ¯cows na~e~y
weather o~ r~noff but can be inten~hed by lend-cle~’~ng ~’aCtiCe8 related to fwn~O.

Jr~rtJbof: Mat¯doll such as rdtrogo~ and PhOSl)hOnJ8 that provide nuUJont8 for
Cotltlltof¢~ajiy Iok:J for~lJizof¯ may Ofttad~ other cho~ or may be ~ ~he fOCllt Of Pc¯co¯sod
FJtow Fabric: Textile of relatively mJl mash or Pore size that J8 used to (8) allow wetw to
U~’c)~h whole kOOlDOr~ sod0mont o~t |pom~ooblo), or (hi Ix¯vent both runoff end eecJ~5~nt from

pess0~o thm~h (~qWTneeblO).
~ StY: Usually keg, restively n~ow ~o¯ of undistud)ed or pgontod ve0otation used to
or oUect socl0mont for tho fxotacbon of watarco4xees, rose,vow, s, or adjacent ~.

Flow Chattel Un~: A ovo~ng or oatmO used on mo in~do surface of ¯ flow channoi to Wovent
me 6nhltrat~on of w¯tor to me ground.
Flowmoter: A gouge met shows me speed of water moving through ¯ onveyance.
General Pem~t: A permit issued under the NPOES program to ove~ ¯ ortain 1888 or ¢oto~y
storm water discharges. These perm0ta eJJow for ¯ rocJuc~n 6/1 the administrative burden
assoc0atod wire pormit~ng storm wato~ discharges associated with industrisl ocbv~ee. For
example, EPA is planning to issue two general permits: NPOES Gonorei Pore;t¯ for Sto~n
Water D~schergas From Construct~’~ Act~vibas that ore clessifiod as "Asaoci¯Im:J Wilh
JndustrieJ Activ0ty" end NPDES General Permits for Storm Water Discharges from Jndu8trJai
ActJv~os that 8re cJassified as "Asso¢~ltod with Industrial Act¯vibes.° EPA 68 8¯so
delegated States wh0ch have 8n al);Xoved general permits program to issue general pomps.
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Load,hinge The process by which sol~blo consbt~on:s are ~seoivod m a so~v~! 8~ch as water end
camed down through the SOd.
Levet Spreader: A device used to spread out storm water r~noff ~niformry over the ground surface
as sheer’flow li.e., not through channels). The purpose of leve~ spreader) ere to prevent
concentrated, erosive flows from occt~rring end to enhance ~nfiltrabon.
Liming: Treatirtg ml with lime to neutral;z¯ acidity levels.
Liner: 1. A relative~ impermeable barrier designed to prevent leech¯re from leaking from ¯ landfill
Liner materials ~ncl~de plastic and dense clay. 2. An insert or my¯ fo~ sewer pipes to
prevent leakage or mf’luabOn.
Lkluid Level Detector: A device that provides cont;nuous moaawas of iKluk/levels in I~luid storage
Meterlal Storage Areas: Onsite locations where raw materials, products, final prod~’ts, by.
prod~cts, or waste maler~ls Me stored.
M~ch: A natural or artificial layer of plant residue or other materials overln~P the land surface
wh0ch conserves mo~sluro, hokla s~ m place, ~ds in ostal~sh~ng plan! (~ovor, end minknizee
tempe~atwo
Noncontsct Cooling W~ter: Wa~’ used to ool machinery or othl., mated~le without dlre¢~
contacting process chen~cale or matoriala.
Notice of intent (NOI): An application to notify the permit~ng authori~ of 4 ~acitiW’S intmltJo~ to
be covered by ¯ general permit; exempts ¯ facility from haWng to submll in individual or
NPDES: EPA’s proorarn to entre! ~e discharge of pollu~nts to waters of the United Stat~. See
the defm~tmn of "Nabonal Poliutsnt D~scharge Elirninabon System" in 40 ~FR 122.2 for
NPDES Permit: An ~nhorization, license, or e(l~ivelent orttro! docm~an! i$0,ed by EPA or
approved State ~ to knl)~t the requirements of ~e NPOES I)rWrem.
O| and Grease Tr~s: Devices which o,ect oil and grease, removing them from water flows.
el She¯n: A thin, gl~tening layer Of oil o~ water.
OR/Water
A
instsl~d0 uuIly at 1he entrance to a drain, which removes o~i
grease from water flows entshng Ute drain.
Organic Pollutsn~: Substances containing carbon which may cause pellutio~ problen~ in rec~ving
Sl~e~ns.
Organic Solvanlz: Lka~id organic compounds capable of ~sso~ving solids, gas¯a, or Ika~la.
Ou~fall: The po~n~ inc~tJort, or structure where wlStlwater or drainage d~sc~argas from l sewer
P~pe, ditch, or Older conveyance to a receiving body Of w~M.
Permeeblity: The quali~y of a soil that enables water or ~ir to move ~hrougll ~. Usually ¯xpr~sed
in inches/hour or inches/day.
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Permit: An luthorization, license, or equivalent control document issued by EPA or In lplxoved
State agency to implement the requirements of In environmental regular,on; e.g., I permit to
=oerate I WlStewltar treatment plant or to operate i flC~hW thit may generate harmful
Permd Issuing Authority (or Permltling Aul~or;ty): The State egency or EPA Regk)nai office which
0ssues onvlronmontsl Perm+tl tO regulated IKiI+liII,
Plunoo pool: A basin ulad to flow flowin0 wato¢, usually COnltt~’ted IO a deliOn depth end
tho pool may be protoctod from Italian by ¥1riouI ~nln0 11~4tlr~is,
Pneumatic Trensfer: A system of hoses which uses the force of air or other gas to push material
through; used to transfer solid or t~quid materials from tank to tank.
Point Source: Any discernible, confined, and discrete conveyance, including but not limited to any
pipe. ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, d,screte hssure, ants.net0 ro~ling Stock,
concentrated animal feeding operation, or vessel or other floating craft, from which pollutants
are or may be d,scherged. This term does not include return flows from ,rrigated eghculture or
egrK:ultursl storm warm runoff.
Pollutant: Any dredged s~x~l, sol~d waste, incinerator rescue, hater backwash, sewage, ~rb~ge0
sewage sludge, munitions, chemical wastes, Ixological materiels, radioactive materials (except
those regulated under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (42 (U.S.C. 2011
heat, wrecked or discharged equipment° rock. send, Cellar d~rl, end industrml, mun~cii~l, and
agricultural wssts discharged into water. It does not mean:
(i) Sewage from vessels; or
(ii) Water, gas, or other metal which is injected into a well to facilitate IXOduction of all
ill, or water derived in IIIociIIion with 0ii end gas product+on Ind d+llC)Oled of in l will, If
the well used eithM to l~cilitate product+on or for l+sposel IX~poses is eOlxoved by the
authority ol the Ststa in which the wlll is 1o¢itaI, Ind if the Silts dllerminol thll the
injection or disposal will no! relult in lhe degredltm)n Of ground or surface Wller relou~-’el
[Section 502(6) of the CWAI.
Redio~~ve marshals covered by Ihe Atomic Energy Act ere ~hose encoml)aseed in its
definmon of source, byproduct, or spec~ nuclear metermis. Examines of mateh~le not
covered include radium end ~ccelerator-produced isotopes. See Train v, Colorado Pubi~
Interest Research Groun, Ir~.. 426 U.S. ! (1976).
Porous P~vement: A human-made surface ttmt will allow water to Penetrate through end percolate
into soil |as in porous asphalt pavement or concrete). Porous asphalt pavement is comprised
of irregular shaped crush rocX precoeted with asphalt Ihnder. Water seeps through into low~
layers of gravel for taml)orery storage, then filters naturally into the

Preventative Maintenance Program: A schedule of inspections and tesbng ~t regular intervals
intended to prevent equipment failures and deterioretJon.
Process Wastew~ter: Water that comes into direct contact with or results from the production or
use of any raw materisl, intermediate product, finished product, by-product, waste produc~ or
wastaweter.
PVC (Pollnrinyl Cldoride): A I~astic used in pipes because of its strength; does not diseohm in most
organic solvents.
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Residual: Amount of Pollutant remain~g in the environment ¯tier e natural o~ technological process
hll taken place, e.g., the IJudge remaining ¯her initial wastewater treatment, at Particulates
remaining m ¯~ ¯flat lhe ¯it PaM4$ ~tough ¯ Icmbbing at other pollutant removal procesS.
Itet~ntlon: The homing of runoff in ¯ barn without ~ except by means of eval~x~k~,

Sour:
clearing
digging¯way
~ of mud
flowing
es!~lty
the downward
erosion
byThe
stream
water and
in swesl~ng
andwater,
s~it from
the suesm
bed and outs~
bankca~led
of ¯
Sealed G~te: A device uMd to control me flow of Ikluid mamria~ through ¯ vah~.
Secm~dMy C~ntainment: Structures, usual/y dikes at banns, surrounding tanks ot other Jlm’lge
containers and designed to catch si~lled material frem the st(waoe ontalne~.
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Sectk~ 313 Water Priority Chemical: A chemical or chemical categories which are: (1} are listed
st 40 CFR 372.65 pursuant to Section 313 of U~e Emergency Plenn,ng and Community
to-Know ACt (EPCRA) [else known el Title III of the Superfund Amendments and
Rosutho~zation Act (SARA) of 1986]; 12) are I~esent It or above t~eshold leveil
s~je~ to EPCRA Section 313 reporting r~u~rements; end (31 that meet It least one of the
fo,ow,nO cnleria: (i) are listed in Append+x O of 40 CFR Part 122 on either Table II Iorgan~
WDorf~ pollutants|, Table III (certain metals, cymes, and phenols), or Table V (certain to~:
pol|utants and hazardous substances); Ilil are i~sted as a hazardous substance I)wsl~nt to
~ect~on 31 I(b)(2)(A) of the CWA st 40 CFR 116.4; or I.,) ire pollutants for which EPA has
l)ub~,shed ~cute or chroni water qualiW cr~tsr~. See Addendum 8 of this permit. (LMt is
included a~ Aloi)endix I.)
Sedime~ Try: A device for removing sad~mant from wster flows: usually insts~ed at omfall
Sedimmt~on: The Ixocess of depositing so~ ~wt~:~es, clays, Mnde, or other ~d~nants that
Ih(:ked UI:) by ftOW~ng water.
Sealiments: Soil, sand, and minerals washed from I&nd into water, usualty after r~In. They I~e uP
m reservoirs, rivers, end harbors0 desUoymg I,sh-nest~ng aries end holes of water animals and
loud the water so that needed lunl+ght might n~t re~ch aQ~ttc plants. C~reless
n~ng, wx:l bu+ld+ng ~ctiWbes will ex.oosa sodmmnt matshsll0 allowing them tO be washed off
the land after r~infalll.
Sheet F.mslm: Erosion of thin laYerS of surfane mat~h~s by contint~o~s sheets of nmnlng w~m’.
~eetflow: Runoff which flows over the ground surf~: ~ ¯ thin, even Irr~, not oncern:reed in

~ U~e: The t~e for which chemicals and dew mate~ls can be stored befm becoming
unusable due to age or deterkxation.
S~n~.ant Mater,s: Include. but are not limited to: raw materiels; f~is: mated¯Is such
so~ve~ts, detergents and plastic pellets; 5flLthed match¯Is such as metallic Woducts;
mate~ale used in food IXOCeesing or Woducbo~: hazardous substances des~onated under
sactxm 101(14) of the Comprehensive Env~)nmental Response. Compensation. ~nd Lisbity
Act (CERCLA); any chen~cal the fac~i*ty is re~mKI to raspers Pursuant to sactk)n 313 of T’~tis III
of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthoeizat~on Act (SARA); fer~zers; pestholes; and
waste Woducts such as ashes, see0. and ~Jmlge that have ¯ potanbal to be released with storm
water ~kscherges [122.26(b)(12)].
S~nifi~nt Spins: Includes. but is not limited to: relessas of ~ or hazardous substances in excess
of reportable quantibes under Section 311 of the CWA |see 40 CFR 110.10 and CFR 117.21)
or Sact~n 102 of CERCLA (see 40 CFR 302.4).

Slide Gme: A device used to ontrol the flow of wst~ through aton~ water conveyances.
Sloughlr~: The movement of unstabilized so~ layers down ¯ sk~e d~e to excess water in she seas.
Sludge: A som;-solid resh:lue from any of a number of ak or water treatment processes.
can be ¯ hazardous waste.
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So~: The uncons~idated mineral end organic material o~ t~ ~ate s~ace of ~ ~ ~t
~el M a ~tural m~um f~ the graph of ~an~.
~s ~woto~g: A W~ess f~ r~ving oxco~s water ~ ~l~s tO ~Ss~ ~ 0~ ~ht
of ~ wastes.
Source Control: A practice or structural measure to ~’event pollutants from enterino storm water
runoff or omer env,ronmental media.
Spent Soivent: A IKluid solution that has been used and is no longer capable of disaolvino sohd$.
gases, o* li~lu~ds.
Spil Gt~I~: A device used to prevent spills Of Ik:l,~d materials from storage containers.
Spill Preventk)n Control and Countermeasures Plan (SPCC): Plan consisting of str~ctwe$, such as
~m,ng. and action plans to I)~event and respond to sp, lls of hazardous substances as defmed
in t~e Clean Water Act.
Stopcock Valve: A small valve for stoppino or controlling the flow of water or other Ikluid throuOh
a I:q)4.
Storm I)~n: A slotted opening laeding to an underground pips Or in open ditch fo~
surface nmoff.
Stoma Water: Runoff from e storm event, snow matt runoff, and surface runoff e~l drainage.
Storm Water Dlach~ge Associated wt~h Industrial Activity: The discharge from any conveyance
wh,c.h ss used for ollecting and Conveying StOrm water and which is d~ectly related to
manufact~nno, processing or raw materials storage areas at an industrial Pisnt. The term doel
not ~ d,scherges from faciiitiss or activit,es excluded from the NPOES program und~ 40
CFR Part 122. For the categories of industries identlf~d in sutweragrapha (i! through ix) of
UNs subsection, the term includes, but is not limited to, storm water discharges from industrial
plant yards; immediate access roads end rail lines used or traveled by carriers of raw mlteri411,
rnan~fact~ed products, waste material, or by-products used or created by the faciiiW; mata~ii
handi,ng s~tas; refuse sites; sites used for the appi,ca~on or disposal of Wocesa Wllta wltarl
(as defied at 40 CFR 401); sites used for the storage and maintenance of mat~ handim9
eq~pment; s,tas used for residual treatment, storaOe, o~ disposal; shipping and rec~ving
manufsct~nno b~iid,ngs; ItoraOe areas iinciud,no tank farms) for raw materlall, and
intermed~te and finished products; and areas where industrial activity has taken place in the
Past and s~Onificant materials remain and ira exposed to storm water. For the categories of
industries identihed in subparagraph (xi), the term includes only Itorm water dischargel from
all me areas (except access roads and rail lines) that are listed ,n the previous sentence whe~
material hancli*ng equipment or sctiwtiea, raw materials, intermediate Productl, final Pilxlucta.
waste mater~ai, by-products, or industrial machinery are exnosed to storm wet_-:. Fo~ me
purposes of l~is paragraph, mater~ai handling activities include the: storage, loading and
unloaO,ng, transportation, or conveyance of any raw material, intermediate product, finished
producL by-product or waste product, The term axciudes areas located on Plant lands
separate from the plant’s industrial activities, such as office bu~Idinge and accompanying
parking lots as long as the drainage from the excluded areas is not mixed with storm vvltm,
drained from me above described areas. Inclustnal fac~libes (inciudino indusUisl flcilibel thlt
Ire Federa,y. State. or municipally owned or operated that meet me deschption of
Gsted in this paragraph (i)-(xi) include those facil,ties desionated under the provlak)n of
122.26(a)( I )(v). The followino cateoories of facilities are considered to be enO~ in
"industrial ac~Jvi~y" for purposes of this subsection:

September 1992
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discharge permit alX)i+cat~ns for only airports. I)OWer I~intlo ~ I~O~l~Olled linitaty
li~lhlls that tl~ey own or operate0 unless a Oirtnit is otl~rwilo re<ll~red l)y
Perm~n~g autho~.
Subsoih The bed or stratum of earth lying below the surface Ioil.
Sump: A ~t or tank that catches 1~3uid runoff for drainage or disposal.
Surflca Impoundment: Treatment, ¯loraOe, or disposal of liquid waste¯ in It)O41dl.
Surface Water: All water net~relly open to the atmosphere (rivers, likel, rllir~o+rl, Mrelm¯,
wetlands imlx~ndments0 leas, esluerles, sic.); ¯lie refers to Slp~ngl, wells, or other collectors
which ere d.rectly mtl~encl<l by Suffice water.
SWlde: An elongated deWell~on in the lind surface that is at least seasonally wet, is usually
heavily vegetated, and ,s normally w~thout flowin0 water. Swells direct storm water flows
into pr+maw drs0ne0e channels end allow SOn~ Of the storm water to infiltrate intO the ground
surf Ice.
Tirp: A sheet of wetirl~Oof canvls or other material used to cover and protect ntiteriliso
eqU+l~nt, or vehicles.
Topogrelphy: The phya~ll flat~rel of I lurfoce ere¯ including relittvl elevit~onl Ind the IPOlltton
of n~twol and h~m~ feature.
"toxic Poll~tantl: Any pollutlnt Mated ¯1 toxic under ~’tion S0|(a)(|) or, in ~ Call of
usa or disposal I)roct~cas," Iny Pollutant identified in re0ulit+on¯ Imlpl~tino Sectk~
of the CWA. Pie¯el tiler to 40 CFR Pert 122 Appendix D.
Treatment: The oct of ~ a Ixocedwe er chemicll¯ to a subitlnce to I~ve t~tdeli~lble
Trtl~tery: A river or sl~lm that flows into I larger river or stream.
Underground Storage Tlnk~ (USTI|: Storage links with It is¯st 10 percent or more of
capacity underground (the anCelers regulatory definition is It 40 CFR ~ 280.121.
Waste: Unwlnted mltarilli leh over frm ¯ mlnuf~ or other pl~.
Wlste Pie: Any noncontainorized occumlition of Iolid, non~ wilts ~ is ulld
treatment or 8torege.
WIrer Tibia: The depth or levll below which the 0round is IItwited with wit~.
Waters of Ihe United Stoles:
"(a) All waters¯ ~,t~ich Ire ct~ently uled, m uled in the plat, or my be ItJSCeptJble to
in interstata or fore+0n commerce° including ell waters which are lubjoct to the ebb Ind flow of
the tkle;
Ib) AH interstate waters, incJudin0 interstate "wetllnds;"
(c) All other waters such el intrlstatt lakes¯ rivers, streams (in¢iudin0 intermittent
mudflats, sandflats, "wetlands," slouohl, prairie potholes, wet meadows, Plays lekel,
natural ponds, the use, degradation, or destruction of which would ePfecl or could ~
interstate or forei0n commerce including any such waters:
( 1 ) Which are or could I)e ur~0<:~ by interstate or foreign ~avelers for recreitionll or
purposes;

B-IO
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From which fish o~ shellfish Wl o~ o~k~ be ~k~ ~ ~ ~ ~t~ ~
~rce; ~
~merce;
def~n~t~n;
T~ temtor~al sea; a~
"Wetlands" ~djacent ~o watts (ot~ then watts ~at =re ~s ~
~ra~riphs (a) thro~9h (f) of th~s defm~t~.
r~r~entS of CWA Iomer ~n ~l,n~ ~s as defined ~ 40 CFR 423.11(m) ~h
m~t t~ criteria of this defm~te~) ere ~t waters of the Unit~ S~tes. ~s
~ly to m~nmade ~s of warm wh~ ~e~r were ~iOi~lly creat~ ~ watM8 of
S~tes (such as d~s~l M~ m ~s) ~ resuIt~ ff~ ~ ~~t of
~t~ S~tes.

Wo~s: An aroa ~t i8 ~a~ --~t~ ~ S~O ~ ~ wBtM ~ ~b~
~rm~zod by a Wova~e of ~o~ ~t is ~a~t~ f~ kfo ~ ~t~

1-11
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APPENDIX C
MODEL STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN

~r

R0044096

8tor~ mater PollutLon PreventLon Plan
L~er~ency Contact: Cheryl alenn ! Work Phone: (101) SSS01234 ~
2
TLtle: Plant J~anager

~er~ency Phone: (101) 555-692,

Secondary Contact: Raoho1 Noyer8 Wo~k Phone: (101) SS5-3923
TLtlo: ~nq/neor/ng Juperv/8or

L~mer~enc~ Phone:

(101) SSS-678~

q~)e ot Manufacturer: X~o Cream Jtanufaeturor
Opera~tnq Schedule: at00 a.a. - 11t30 p.a.
8~r of ~ployees: The plant has ~ ~lo~eos, ~n~lud~ng ~wt
t~e etat~. Jh~t~s overlap 811 da~.

~

~veraoe WaJ~ewa~er D~scharqe: S~000 gallons pew w==k
NPDES Po~ Num~: 0K1234S~?

~

H00 097

POLLUTION PREVENTION TEAM

I Worksheet

Complet_ed.
MEMBER ROSTER

~tle:

Date:

Me~:

Off~o ~o:

R0044098

Double gooop ~e ~ro~m ~Oml~ny
I~orm gatar Pollution Prevention P~n
Conp~son v~th IPCC P~tn
~uble Sc~p Ice Cream Plan~ has an SPCC plan In opera,ton for
a~veground fuel 8~orage ~a~. Overlaps are noted ~1~
¯

Isaac Feld=an Is ~he SPCC Coordinator and re~r~s dire~ly
~o Cheryl Glenn.
He v~11 ~ ~he S~ora ~a~er Sp~11
Prevention and Res~nse C~rdina~or.

¯

A co=plebe descrip~on of ~en~lal tot oil ~o
s~o~a va~er d~scharges ~nclud~ng ~an~l~ ot o~Z ~a~ ould

¯

~rbinq around a~ve~ou~ fuel s~orage ta~ lden~lfl~ on

¯

~anded SPCC schedules and procedures ~o include
Namer ~ollu~ion ~reven~lon ~lan re~reaen~s.
Incor~ra~ed S~C plan ~rainln9 into s~o~ va~er ~ainl~
pr~ra=s on sp~11 prevention and res~nse.
Relevan~ ~r~lons ot ~e 8~C plan rill ~ lnclud~ In
~lan.

R0044100
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DOUBLE SCOOP IL"E CREAM COMPANY
POST.BMP SITE MAP
MARCH 1, 1993

R0044103

Instructions:

List all materials used, stored, ~’ Ixeduced onsite. Assess and evaluate ~hese materials fo~ their ~tential to contribute pollutants to
It~m water ru~ff. AI~ comp~te W~sheet 3A R the mater~l ~s ~en ex~sed during t~ last three years.

Worksheet #3
MATERIAL INVENTORY

Instructions:

List all materials used, stored, o~ p~oduced onsite. Assess and evaluate these materials fo~ their Potential to contribute Pollutants to
storm water runoff. Also complete Worksheet 3A if ~he material has been exposed (:luring the last three years.

NON-STORM WATER DISCHARGE

ASSESSMENT AND CERTIFICATION

Worksheet #5

~C~tl_mpleted b.~y_:-

~__~’

Date:
Date of
Test or
Evaluation
~~

0utfall ~t~
Observ~ ~ri~ the
Test (~ont~fy ~ i~~l~ ~
z~ mr, ~l

Meth~ Us~ to
~ri~ Resets fr~ Test f~
Test or Evaluate
t~ Prese~e of N~-St~
¯
~schar~
~zter ~Scharge

~"

Id~tify Potential
S~gn cant Sources

Name of Person ~o
Conducted the Test
Evaluation

(responsible
~ate off~i~),
ce~ ~ ~I~
~at
t~s
d~um~t
~ a~
a~ach~nts were
prepared udder my dire~ m su~rvision
in acc~da~e
~th ~ system
~s~ of
to ~w
as~e
that
quzl~f~
~rs~
~c~dy
information submitted. ~sed on my inqu~ of the ~r~n m ~rsonl ~ manage t~ lyztem ~ l~se ~rsons dirtily res~sible f~ gatheri~
l~ informalion, the information IobmittW il, Io t~ NSl of my kno~edge Ind Nli~f, t~. ~curate. and complete. I am ~ware that there Ire
siDnifican~ ~nalties for su~itting false informati~, ~ ~ ~ssi~iW of fm aN ~s~ment f~ knowing
A. Na~ & 0ff~ial Title (ty~ or print)
¯ #nd Teleph~ No.

R0044110

¯

We next looked ¯t the loading and unloading docks where

materials and various cleansers are delivered.
The
transfer of goods from incoming trucks to storage ¯teas
¯ source of pollutlon. Although no problems were noticed,
ILhe pollution prevention team h¯s developed ¯ ¯pill
prevention and response plan to clean up spills qulckly ¯nd
report them if necessary.
¯

The last ¯tea we inspected was the runoff tleld below the
employee parking lot. Here we noticed a slgnlflc¯nt amount
of erosion resulting from recent construction to ex3mnd~he
parking lot.

D¯s~r~be ez~stlng n~n~genont
Grass was lightly planted around the parking lot after recent
construction. The fuel storage tank has curbing around it in
accordance with our SPCC plan.
Also, the maintenance crew
regularly picks up trash and empty containers from around the
storage t¯n~s, loading and unloading areas, and the vehicle
areas. Used oils ¯re collected in container¯ and taken to ¯
recycling facility. In addition, we installed two oil/water
¯ spar¯tore at the dr¯ins into our underground stO~l ~ewer leadln~
to the Rocky River. These separators are indicated on the site
nap.

R0044111

nouble 8coop Ice Cream ompany
Z:z~e~ng Noni~or~ng
Although our NPDES pe~l~ for p~ocess vas~e~a~er d~a no~ require
s~o~m ~a~e~ sampling, ~e sampled our s~o~ ~a~e~ on one ~ca~on
response ~o a ques~onna2re ve received from ~e
Assoc2a~2on of Zce CreaN Haker8. They vere collecting
o subm2~ as pare o~ ~he2r o~en~s on EPA’s pro~s~ general
pe~.

Date

B~pllnq ,

~tall S~ple~
~e at Sto~
~e ot 8~plem

8130191
001
1 inch ll~h~ rainfall
(lasted 2 da~s)
Grab samples ~aken
during tlrst hour of
~1o~

g~plo
Patterer
~D

Ouantlt~
250 ~/1

Grab

TSS

100 ~/1

Grab

pH

7.2 s.u.

Grab

O11 a~
grease

5.0 ~/1

Grab

Based u~n ~he h~qh oncentration of ~D ~n ~e s~o~ ~a~er
collected, ~11u~on prevention ~ean ~s onsidering
po~en~al sources of ~D. We w~11 l~k a~ s~orage areas
butter fat, n~lk, and vhey 8o1~d8 ta~8.

R0044112

Do~ble 8coop Z©o ¢=o8~ ¢onp~n7
8uanaz-7 of Pollutant 8ouroea

Based on ~he 8~e assessnen~ ~ns~ec~en conducted on
pollution p~even~on ~ean identified ~ou~ po~en~taZ

Oft and grease s~atns on ~he pavenent tn the
indicate ot~ and g=ease nay ~ picked up by
d~alntn~ to the s~o~n sewe~. Zhts a~e~ d~atns ~n~o
s~o~ sewe= 1ead~n~ ~o ~he Rocky
Sedtnent and e=oston potential ~n the fteZd ~tow the
¯

Potential ~o~ spills or leaks fron li~id sto~age
~ncludin~ the ~uel 8to~a~e tank, based on a 8p~11 that
occu~ed on 1/21/92 and ~he leak ~ha~ vas de~ec~ed
¯ tl~ s~o~a~e ~an~. Zhese pollutants ~o~ld d~atn
ptped ou~tall tn~o ~e Rocky

¯

Use of a toxic cleaning a~en~ na~ ~esul~ ~n
p~oblea 1t handled 1ap:ope:ly.

R0044113

Dou/~lo ~coop Zoo Cros~ onp~n~

T~ese neasures correspond to r.he pollutant sources Lden~L~Led on
the preceding page.
Oil
We installed drip pads around the fuel pumps to pick up spilled gas
and oil during truck refueling. These rill b~ inspected regularly
to make sure they are vorking veil.
godtaent and erosion in the field ~lov the enployoe p~rkLng lot.
We planted grass in this area to reduce potential for erosion.
Leaks/spills iron liquid storage
We arm in the process of installing curbing around the outdoor
liquid storage tanks that rill contain the volume of he largest
tank in case a spill should occur. The spill response teas ham
developed procedures to. clean up this area should a lplll occur.
we are incorporating spill response procedures tree our SPCC plan.
Tozio cleaning agent.

~J

We have discontinued t~e use of this agent and are replacing It
vi~h a non-toxic cleaning agent.

U
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POLLUTANT SOURCE IDENTIfiCATiON
(Section 2.2.6)

Instructions:

o,,.:

Ust all identified stm’m warm pollutant sara’cos lind describe existing management I~’act;cos that ~ddrass those sources. In the third
column, list BMP options that can be incorpm’ated into the plan to address remaining sources of polfutanls.

Storm Water Pollutant Sources

B.

Completed
Title:
,~/.~,,,f:/J-.

Existing Management Practk:es

Description of New BMP

Instructions:

Describe the Best Maneoement Prlctices that you hav~ selected to in(elude in you~ plan. For each of the baseline BMPs,
describe Ictionl thll will be incorporated into facility operations. Also describe any Idditional I}MPs lactivity-specific
(Chapter 3) and site-specific BMPa (Chapter 4)1 that you have selected. Attach add,tional sheets if necessary.
BMPI

Brief Desc~;pi;on of Activities

¯

/

L
~aintenance Crew
Sh£pp£n9 and Recetvin~ Crew
ghent
Enployoa moetings hetd the first ~onday of each month ~o dlacuea:
¯

Any env~ronaental/haal~h end safety incidents

¯

Upcoming training sessions

¯

Brtef rentnders on good housekeeping, spill prevention and
response procedures, end na~erlal handltng prac~Aces

¯

Announce any changes ~o ~e plea

¯

~nnounce any new nanageaent

Zn-depth pollu~Aon preventAon t:aAnAng to: new enployees
Refresher courses held ever~ 6 months (October and
¯

Good housekeeping

¯

SPA11 prevention and response procedu~ee

¯

Haterlala handlAng and

RnployaoTra~nlng Progr~op~st
Good Housekeeping
RevAew and deaonst:ate basAc cleanup (sveepAng and
vacuunAng) p:ocedu:ea.
¯

¢Iea:I¥ AndAca~e proper dAapoeal lo~a~Aons.
gc~l houseMeep~ng proceduree.

¯

~e 8ureenploMeee Mnow where rou~Ane ¢~ean-upeq~Apnen~ As
Ic~a~ed.

R0044117

;

¯

Clearly identlfypotential spill areas and drainage routes

¯

Familiarize employees with past spill events .-- why they
happened and the environ:ental impact (use elides)

¯

Post warning signs in spill areas with emergency contacts
and telephone numbers

¯

Xntroduce Zsaac Peldman as the $p111 Response Coordinator
and in~roduce his "team-

7

¯

Drill on spill clean-up prOCeduree

2

¯

Post the locations of spill clean-up equipment and the
persons responsible for operating the equipment

Materials Handling and Storage

,°
~

¯
,
i.
;

¯

Be sure employees are aware which ~ateriale are hazardous
and where those materials ere stored

¯

Point out ontaine= labels

¯

Tell employees to use ~he oldest materials

¯

Explain recycling Ptacttoes

¯

Demonstrate how valves are t~htly closed and h~v
should be sealed

¯

Show hey to rue1 vehicles and avoid mtopplng ott~

first

R0044118
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EMPLOYEE lINING
(Section 1.4.l|

Inst~clions:

Completed by:

Title:
Dale:

~scri~ the m~oy~ tra~ing ~ram f~ y~ facility ~w. ~ ~ram ~M, at a m;~mum, address spi, p~evenlion and
res~nse, ~ ~seke~, and material management Wacl~es. ~ov~ a ~hedu~ f~ the training ~ram ~d list lhe
employees w~ a~e~ l~aining sessions.

Tiling T~i

~e)

~~~~.~,~

(l~t dates)

A.endees

0o

--0

STATE STORM WATER AND POLLUTION PREVENTION CONTACTS
State
"Alabama

Storm Water Contact

P_~-.,_,’~on r’~;~;.~,,-; COlleCt

John Peele
205-271-7852

Daniel E. Cool,at
205-271-7939

Alaska

M~:haal Mange
907-465-5260

Davk:l W~glesworU1
907-465-5275

Arizona

See Region IX Contact

~taphan~e W~lson
602-257-2318

°Arkansas

Marysia Jastrzebsld
501-562- 7444

Robert J.
501-570-286 !

°C41iforn44

Don Parrin
916-657-1288

Kim W~lhelm
916-324.1807

°Co~0~’odo

Patricia Noleon
303-331-4590

Kate Kw~me~
303-331-4510

°Connecticut

Dick Mason
203-566.7! 87

Rite Lore.ahoy ICormTal~|
203-241-0777

"Dolawm, o

S~rah Cook~oy
302-739-5731

Andrea FMroll
302-739-3822

District of Columl~

James Collier
202-404.1120.~

Hampton Cross
202-939-7116

~

Eric IJvin0ston
904-488-0782

Janet A. Campbell
904-488.0300

"Geo~i~

Mike Cmeaon
404-656-4887

Suean Hendric~
404-656-2833

"Hawaii

Steve Chang
808-586-4309

Jane Dowell
808-586-4226

208-334-5898

208-334-5879

Tom Kk~e
217-782.0610

Mike Hayes
217-782-8700

Lonnio Bn~mrmkl
317-232-8705

Joanna Joyce
317-232-8172

"Iowa

Mortice Wgluk
515-281-7017

John Konefe~
319-273-2079

o~

~ Caa"L,l, on
913-296-5555

Tom Gross
____.__913-296-1603

~

"illinois
~
"Indiana

°Kentur-kY

Douglas AIIgoier
502-564-3410

Joyco St. ~
502-588-7260

"Approved NPOES Program
September 1992
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STATE STORM WATER AND POLLUTION PREVENTION CONTACTS

504-765~52S
Maine

Norm Mar¢otle
207-289.3901

*Maryland

V.~ce Berg
410-631.3553

Mass~chusetta

Cynth~ Hall
617-292.$656
GMy ~oe~’$en
517-373.1982

*Mich~n
"Minnesota
"Mimml~i

Scott Thompson
612-296-7203
Je~y Cain
601-961-5171
314-751.6825

504-765-0720
Scott ~
207-289-2651
Harry Benson
301-631-3315
B4r’oare
617-727-3260
Larw E. Hwlw~
517-335-1178
Cindy McComal IMNTAP)
612-296-4646
Caroline
601-325-6454

"Montana

Fred Shewman
406444.2406

*Nebraska

Cl~rk Smith
402-471-4239

eNevada

Rob Slwtd~8
702-687.4670

314-751-3176
~11 Pore
406-444-2821
Ted Swarts
402-471-4217
Kevin Dick
702-784-17 ! 7

New Hampshire

J~ff Andrews
603-271-2457

Vincent R. Pemli
603-271-2902

eNew Jersey

Sandra Cohen
609-633-7021
Glen Saums
505-827-2827
Ken Stevens
518-457.1157

Jean He~t)
609-777-05 ! 8

John lano~ti
518-4 $7-7267

Co~I Sullins
919-733.5083

Glry Hunt
919-571-4100

Sheile McCZenatahan
701-22 !-5210

Neil Knaztarud
703-221-5166
Mike Kelly
614-544.34S2

New Mexico
"New York
"No,Ill C~rolina
*North Dakota
"Oh~

Rot~rZ Phelps
614-644-2034

Alex PuoEsJ
505-827-2 ~

*Approved NPOES Pmg~
D-2

Septend~ 1992
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STATE STORM WATER AND I~)U.~rlON F/tLrYENTION CONTA~r$

¯

State

Storm Water Co~t~

Pollution Prevention C~14¢t

OkJahoma
~ ._._.._.~504-231-2500
*O~egon

B~ooks Kirt;n

Chris V~rg~
405-271-7047

Renei Nomura
50._.__~3-229-5256

Roy W. Browe~
¯ 503-229-6585

"Pennsylvania

R.B. Petal
? 17-787-8184

Greg Harder
._..~._~717-772-2724

"Rhode Island

Ed SymenskJ
401-244.3931

Janet KelIM
401.277.3434

"South Carolina

Biigit McDede
803-734-$300

Jeffrey DeBossonet
.._.._~803-734-471 S

South D~ot~

Glonn Piohtz
605-7?3-335 !

"Tonno~oo

Roborl Heloy
615-?4 !.2275

VonnJo Ksllmoyft
~ 605-773-3 ! 53
Jamos Ault
615-742-6547

Ta~

Randy Wilbum

Priscill~ Soymow

"Utah

Harry Campbogl

Sortie Well,ca

*Vermont

B~ian Koolk~

Om’y Oulka

*vixen Islands

Marc Pacifico

See Rogion II Co~lact

MMtin FerguSOno Jr.

Sharon Kenneally-B~xter
804-371-8716

~ ...._~809-773-056S
°Vi~’ginia
~ ._.__~804-527-5030
°Washington
~
"West Vir~n~
~ .....~304-348-0375
°W’mc°n~n
°Wy°ming

Poter Birch
2._~06-438.7076

Stan Swinger
.._~206-438-754 !

Je~ry R~y

Dale Mon¢~
~304-348-4000

Ann Mauel
608-267-7634

Lynn Persso~
608-267-3?63

John W~gner
307-777-?082

David Finley

"A~oproved NPDES Program

Se~temb~ 1aS2
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EPA REGIONAL STORM WATER AND POLLUTION PREVENTION CONTACTS
Stme

Sto~n Water Co*tract

Pollution Prevention C~mta~l

REGION I

¯

617-565.3525

617-565-1186

REGION II

Jose Rivera
212.264-29 ! 1

Janet Saladin
212-264-1925

REGION III

Kevin
215-597-1651

215.597-8327

REGION IV

Roosevelt Childrass
404.347-3379

Carol Monell
404.347.7109

REGION V

Pete~ Swens~
312-886-0236

Louis Blume
312-363.4135

REGION VI

Brat LMsen
214-655-7175

Lau~ Townsend
214-655.6525

REGION VII

I~ll~t Summl~
9! 3-5S1-7418

Alton Wehmey~
913.551-7336

REGION VIII

Vern Be~ry
303.293-1630

Sharon Chikla
303.293.1456

REGION IX

Eugene IVomley
415-744.

Jesse B~sl~

206-553-8399

206-553-4072

~

REGION X

R0044125

ADDrnONAL POLLUTION PREVENTION INFORMATION
State pollution prevention programs have people who ere knowledgeable about ~ Wevenbon
Ind Ire willing to provide informlbort and sollletimes tKhnicll IlSiManCl ~11 IX)llut~t I~v~ttiOtl.
The EPA his pollution prevenbon experts k)clted in a number of different program ~
laboreto~es, and EPA ReO;o~ offices. These experts can provide informatk~ on st~ ¯
pollution prevention program o~ on specific waste reduction BMPI. This AIM:~lmdix lepta State
Federal pollution prevention contacts above. Trade associations ere ~nothM go~d sowce 4
pollution prevention Infoffnat~on. Trade associations can often provide y~u w~h pollution
prevention assistance directly ~ refer you to someone who can.

1992

R0044126

R0044127

~t~mb~1992

R0044128

R0044129

R0044130

E~"m:~atinO Indusu~.

¯ PrintinO

- ~ag~ Manager f~ E~t~
- ~a~ng with Thvalent C~ Instead of
C~+ 6
¯ St~ Manuf~

- Water Con~e~at~ Usi~ C~t~
Current R~nsm9

- Water C~at~: RinsewatM Reu~

- Warm

F~at~ Meal
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~t~y ~p~lm of the p~nt(s) of
~c~trat~ (~x,m~m des,on flow ~ate s~ not exc~ O.S ~ f~
a ~ow O,stur~ it,S whwe r~off ~y ~cur m t~ fwm of o~ f~.
s Po~,ng ~ould not be allow~ b~;nd

F~ slo~es betw~ 50:1 ~nd 5:1, the
is 1~ f~; f~ s~ooes of 2:1 a~ ~.
a T~ ~x~m upsloGe Grade pwp~cu~ to t~ f~e b~ I~ ~ exc~
a Synthet~ s~ f~es s~ be Oes~
pw~s of ~ to ~ ~ys.

a Synt~ f~M fabr~ ~M be i P~I
ywn ~f~n0 to t~ r~u~ts m TaG~ 1 ~w.

F~ng Eff6c~

75% -

T~IO Str~gth st 20%

S~o~4 Stt~th ¯

~urW Flow ~te

0.3 Oal~a~

of 6 ~thI of exp~ u~b~ ~~ kfe at ¯ t~at~e f~I of 0
6 B~mp of 10 ~nceI pM ~rI yard of fobr~ ~ ~ ~ ~.
6 T~ f~w flbr~ ~ld be purc~ m
6 ~i~ ~t r~uir~, wire f~ing ~y ~
fabr~. T~ w~e f~ce (14 Oa~e ~)
¯ Po~I ~ld be 2~ f~ ~ and ~
I .~ to 1,33 I~ ~ ~. Stm ~s

~ ~x~m ~ght of~ fi~ f~ ~

E-1

E-2

R0044134

[ PIPE SLOPE DRAIN ~,

¯

Pip¯ Sk)pe Drains |PSD| ~¯ eppropr~t¯ in the following Oert4ral io¢4tJor.8:
¯ On cut or fill slopes before Pe~mane~t Storm wet~ drl~go Str~ ~vo b~ ~.
+ ~Wl ~ 0~kes ~ OthW 0~vws~on ~suPes ~ve b~ us~ to ~~trale ~wl.
+ On any slope w~e ~C~UII~ runoff cross,nO the face of the ~e ~y
~n~ WOS~, ~ ~turet,on of II~ro~ SO,IS.

a The PSD design s~u~ ~le t~ p~k runoff for the 10-y~r M~m. Typ~ r~tJonships betw~
w~ ~ p,~ d~tw We ~own ~ Tab~ 2 ~ow.

TABLE 2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AREA AND PIPE DIAMETER

Idz~lmum Dr~no~e Ar~

Pipe IXemeter (O)
(Inchesl

0.5

12

0.76

16

1.0

[---- 1
¯

Pipe rnoy be hlvy duty flexible tubing designed for this PwPose, e.O., nonporfor¯ted, corrupted
Plest~ pipe, orrugated metal pip~, b~tuminou8 hbw pipe, or SpeCs¯sly designed flexible tubing.
6 A ~nder4 fared end sect~n secured with ¯ wmtwIiOht fittan ShOuld ~)e use fo~ the inlst. A
9
standwd T-sect~n f~tin9 may also be used.
¯ Extens~o~ o~ler¯ should be 12-inch ldnO lectldna of ¢o-upted pipe. All fittk~0s must be
w¯tl~t~ht.

¯Ptece the pipe aloPe drain on ~ndi~oed or well-compacted sea.
¯

Sod wound and undw the entrance section must be hand-tamped in 4-inCh to 8-inch lifts to the top
of the dike to prevent pip,nO failure around the inlet.
¯ Ptl~¯ fittm, ¢k)th unde~ the inlet and extend 5 feet in front of the inlet and be keyed in 6-inches on
all s~des to Prevent.e~osion. A 6-inch mat~l toe Plate may also be used for this purpose.
¯ Ensure f~m contact between the pipe and the sod at all POintS by b4ckfdSr~0 around and undw the
pipe with stable soil metw~l hand compacted m lifts of 4-inches to 8-inch~s.
¯ Securely stake the PSD to the s~op¯ using 0rammers prov~ed for th~s P~’pose et interv~s of 10 feet

E-3 --

R0044135

R0044136

R0044137

’

~FILTER FABRIC INLLrT PROTECTK)N~

¯

lnltp~ flo~lrly snd sflw ~ I~o~m. PAIkI Iny rG~l

6 ~O S~rO tMt the stakes ate f~y ~ t~ or~ lnd tMt t~

¯

~w~h of ~l~ - ~ Of F~e~ 1987. 1987
C~tr~ - F~flx C~W, Vll~.

¯ S~:e of ~h ~. ~ 98. E~o~ ~ ~l ~t~

of E~y, 1991,

~f~c~t ~d ~l, W~t~ O.C. ~.

R0044138

~

¯ Hardware ~ o, wka mesh with ~ inch openlnoe.
¯ F~ter f~D~ tm the fab~k: ~ecifir~tione fo~

E-7

R0044139

~t ~ ~e r~ ~
~cu~ to ~ t~ ~estgn O~th of 1~ t~ip.
Clan ~ r~ve 0~ r~o t~ stag fi~W ~ fdtM
~ up to ~ ~y8 a~ t~ P~t

T~ o~ of m~m dr~ ~ Prot~i~

C~w~ of ~0~ - C~ of F~fax, 1987.
C~tr~ - F~rfox C~W, V~g~.
State of ~h ~, 1988. ~os~

of E~y,
a ~oh ~ ~ Ero~ ~,

R0044140

E-9

R0044141

¯

Commo~we41th of Viroin~ - COunty of
C~tr~ - Fa~rfax C~nty,
State of N~th ~i~, 1988. SrOl~
~r~,~ ~*~t~ C~tr~ C~s~.

¯ ~W~ ~an~t of t~ Enact.
of Ec~y, 19~1.

by ~ E~inOfm

E-10

R00~142

E-11

R004~143
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TEST8 FOR NON-STORM WATER DISCHARGE8

1

R0044145

TESTS FOR NON-STORM WATER DISCHARGES
DYE TESTING
Dye testing can b~ used to establish positively if carta;n facilities or fixtures ¯re corvtect~l
storm water ollect~n system. The dye is semply introduced entO the suSPeCted
storm water out’falls are examined for detections of the dye. Specially rnanufac~red dyes
ave,labia for this type of testing. Check w~th your local sawer author,ty before ondt~-I~
test--dyes can be toxDc and thus harmful to the mun~cDpal sawsoe treatment plant

Two ty~es of safe and her¯less but effective dyes ere available for dye testino. Powder in cans or
onte~ners is measured by ¯ spoon or small O~pper. Tablets of the dye are slower to dissolve than
the powder form, but are less messy and are sometimes mo~e desirsb~ than the powder for th~
reason. The dye is the only ;hece of e<lu:pmant needed. Regardless of the type of dye, dissolve
in the flow. A tablet may sink into a surn~ or wet well end not ceres, date with the t~ flow.
CAUTION: Some dyes may leave ¯ stain if sp~ed. These stains can be very diffk,’~t to remove.
Contact the water pollution ontro~ ~9ency to deter¯me if the~ Me ~ny r~ulabons ~9~rd~o the

use 04 dyes.

Wh~e on4 operator al)~ales the dye to the su~4)ected location, anOther o~erato~ maintak~ ¯ watch
¯ t the next downstrsem manhole from the lo~¯tion.
¯ Where ¯ I~Umb~ fix~e is u~l, such as a water closet bowl or be~, the water is
¯

Whe~ tt:ere is no immediate supp/y of water° such is ¯ roof OUtter or storm
weather, po~hno ¯ I~cket of water w~th the dye powder is suggested. The amount 04
water and dye needed depends on the distance to the next manhole and the ¯xistinO flow.

¯

Based on the ¯ssumed velocity 04 flow, an estimate may be made 04 the expected flow time
to the downstream manhole. Allow plenty of tram because the dye ohen takes much longer
than expected.

¯

Usa of powde~d dye con be diff’,=~t ond massy on a wlndy doy. Whonthew~ndblows,
either we-mix the dye in water or enclose ¯ quantity of the powder dye in ~ t~sue or
toilet paper. ’#V~nd can scatter ¯ powdered dye, the dye is impossible to ollect. The dye
may lend on the property of nearby resKlents and bus~tesSeSo and when wet,
on buildings, ¯utos, clothes, and landscaP~9.

¯ When ¯ number of dye tests ere to be conducted on the same line or section of ¯ sew~
system, the dye testing should start ¯t the facility farthest downsl~sem and progress~v~y
work upstream for the other dye tests. Otherwise, if you dye the facilities ~
the flow is then contaminated with dye, end you then must wait several hews or’ wzlz’l
next day to conduct additional tests.
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APPENDIX G
COMPA~SON OF OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL PLANS

1
U

8
!
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POTENTIALLY RELEVANT ELEMENTS OF OTHER FACILITY ENVIRONMENTAL PLANS (Continued)

Each PIm
Prevemlo~ Plan
;,----~--~;~-,~ ’- Routine visual ~,-,s~i;~
of des~gnatnd equcpment
~’d plant area|, includino
real¯rials handl~nO, by
~uahf~d plant persormel

~ne~ure~
M~ Prim
~40 :FR 264 am1265|
140 CFR 112|
f40 CFR 413. #~-~. 4S$)
No~ ~.~;,~ ~,~.,,~G ¯ TesvinO and m
No4 ~ addressed
of po/lut,on
prey¯rake/control
equ~me~ by ownorl
O~’ator On I

wocedures to ¯mum
follow up
¯ Annua~ site lnspectio~ to
verify the ICC~’ICy Of
pollutant so~ce
description, drainage n~p
and controls ......
Treink~

,; ~..,
all levels in:
- ~ resl~lse

Action Plan
(29 CFR 1910|
Not
address¯4

bas~s
¯ Inspections shoed be
in Iccocdance with
vvflttefl
developed f~ the
fac~hty by the
Not ~;~ ~,~.,~,;

- Oood homekeepk~

¯ Owners/operators we
No~ q)ec~f~..agy addressed
responsil~e for pro~)efly,
tram~ng perso~n~ on
and in the operation

¯ Sgeci|y periodic l~’ainin0

¯ Oesion,tte
and
train
¯

number of
- safe
m

discharoes

l~ef~OS for
C_n~_.dmate
with Locll

Autho~ies

¯ F~_i~:!~e$ w:-~, ~_~:~L~Oe
storm warm to lerQ~ o~

medium munk:Jpal

separete storm sewer
systems must comlW
with al~dicable condibons
in ~ storm wlte~

¯ Fem~lia~e Io~ ~
Ind f~¯ depa~In~l~

¯ Folow ontinge~-’y
~ prowlk)~ of 40

f~spitale and emeroencV CI~ 109
response teams
- layout of fac~y
- 1~’ogert~s of ha~rdou8
wastes

onsultation w4h StMe
lind local ~v~rnmer~

Nol spec~fic411y addressed

Not specifically
addressed

POTENTIALLY RELEVANT ELEMENTS OF OTHER FACILITY ENVIRONMENTAL PLANS (Continued)
Bom4m~e of
Each Plan
C~.~;;;;~.~

~eparedne~ P~evenlkm
Storm WMw Pollution
and ~ Plen
heventlo~ Plm
140 CFIt 264 end 2651
* Certify that discharges
Not lillCiliClly Iddrellld
have been tested fo~ the
I~esence o! non-sto.n
water discharges
¯ Pto~ m~st be s~ed J~d
ce|lif|ed in ~ccordance
with 40 CFR 122.22

3~3 n~sr ~

s~m Con~ct end
NI~F.S To~k: O,O~nlc
Counten~emur~
Mwu~ement b
140 CFR 112|,
140 CFR 413. 433. 469)
, Plan mull be
No dumpmO of tox¢ o*oaric
reviewed and ceelilisd i coml)o~r~s ~nto the
by ¯ reOGstwed
~wastewatec has o~cu.ed
Wo4essmnal enOim~ and the ¯pWoved TOMP is
be~O

OS~tA [.~gency
Actl(m Peru
129 CFR 1910|
Not sl)~:*f~..llly
i addressed

V
0

2
~
¯

APPENDIX H
UST OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES AND REPORTABLE QUANTITIES
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,4,am~nd,~ I
UST OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES40 CFR 302.4 ANDand 117REPORTABLE OUANTITIES
Nolo: AJl comments we Iocalod o! me .end of ~ table.

Acot~ ec~

~1~?

~ ~M (2.~~xy).

~?S7

~m¢ ~. ~2 ~l ~

~1~2

L~ ~moco

~376$

2.4.~T
2.4.~T ~

1~

!.4

[~ ~etete

!*

4

~ ~ 12,4.k
~~)"

I~
2.~ ~

I

1~
~

141786

~l~

19~1

2~

1*

~~

9~1~1

~. 2~y-2-

10

1.4

2.~e~y~m~f~

63983

~. N-~-f~on-2-~

1"

4

~~

.~
~m
~ 1~2

~ 12270

O

~ 1227~

O

~ (2270)

1,4

~m~ ~. ~ ~tm

~e~ ~

O

1.4

4 ~2

~967

~

1

76,166

~

1.4

~ 07028

2~

1

7~ 1

2~

~"

1.2.4 ~

X

1 I0.~

4 ~7 D

H-1

R00~155

0
L

R0044156

Sep~embe~ 1~2

H-3

R0044157

$e~tembe~ lSS2

R0044158

~

R0044159

R0044160

R0044161

S,mmbw 1992

R0044162

R0044163

R0044164

R0044165

H-12

Septm~be~ 1992

R0044166

R0044167

R0044169

n

StOliDly

~CHLOROI~NZI~N~

N/A

1¯

2

F~ad RQ

¯¯

R0044170

Septem~e~ 1992

14-17

R0044171

Substance

~th~thy~mm

CASRN

~OI~

R0044172

$e~tmbe~ lS82

H-lS

R004,~’!. 73

R0044174

September 1992

14-21

R0044175

R0044176

$*memb,~ lSS2

H-23

R0044177

H-24

Septembe~ 1992

R0044178

R0044179

R0044180

i

September lSg2

H-27

R0044181

R0044182

R0044183

R0044184

~

R0044185

14-32

S4ptemb~ 1~92

R0044186

v

Stat~nory

final RO

~ ~ech~o.

87868

P~t~~

I0

1,2.4

U242

A

!0 14,~1

~. 2 3 46 ~e~o.

68~2

2.346.Te~ec~

I*

4

U212

A

10 (4.~)

~ 24 6 te~o.

969~

2,4.8.T~~

I0

1.4

U2~

A

1014.~)

$el~mb~ 1992

14-33

R0044187

September 1992

H-35

R0044189

R0044190

R0044191

H-38

September 1992

R0044192

Statutory
Hazardous SubslanCe

CASRN

Regufetow Synonyms

I~O ~t
II

Suffur mo~ch~
Svffm ~h~

12771083
13t4803

1~
~l~e Nnle~u~

1~31881

1~

~ffur¢ ec~. dJmelhyl elfM

77781

O~mefhyl luffete

2,4,8.T ~d

83768

Acet¢ ec~. (2.4.8-

I

1~

C

1.4

1,4
1*

Ulll

I

P1

4

U103

!~

1,4

U232

2~

1~

1

1319728

1~

1

0

381314?

1~

1

O

836B877

1~

1

D

83718

1~

1

C

2M6697

I~

1

C

261681M

1~

1

61792072

1~

I

B

!~ 148.4

2.4,8.T
2.4.S.T emme

~.4.S-T ~

2.4.6-T ~e
2,4,~T

13680091
83768

1~

1

1~

1,4

1

1,2.4

Be~e~. t.~,4,8.totroc~o.

1*

Acet~ ~. (2,4.S.

~ (227~

1~ 14~

C
C
U232

C

2.4.6-T ~
72~

~. ~,1’-(2,2.

~

X

4

U207

O

O

DDD 4,4" ~0
,2.4,6-Tetroch~oM~e~

96~3

IT.D)
~,1,1,2-Te~oc~t~

6302~

EtCh, 1.1,1,2-tetrec~o.

1*

4

U208

t.2,2-Telrlc~lM~

79~8

El~ne, 1.1.2.2.tetrech~o.

~"

2,4

U2~

September 1992

1~ 148.4)

H-39

R0044193

H-40

September 1992

R0044194

R0044195

H.42

Septomb~ 1992

R0044196

R0044197

H.44

S~pten~)er 1992

R0044198

Statutory
Hazardous Subst~ce
XV~I

CASRN

Reoulato~ Syn~yms

13~716

Yoh~mben. 1
I I. 17.d~mol~xy. 18.113,4.8I~Jmel~.y~nxoyl)ozyJ.. molhyl

Z,~t t

60656

?~O(

ZINC AND COM~UNDS
Z.~ ecmete

1*

667~e

Z~ emmon~m ch~

1332076

Z~ ~om~

769~68

Z~ cer~Se

~86369

Z~ cye~

667211

Z~ cyen~ Zn(CN)2

E67211 Z~

Z~ f~ote

667416

Z~ ~

I~

1

I~

1

1~

1

82628288

Z~ ~eto

Z~ ~ote

2

N/~

7770880

131~7
t~n 10%

Z~ ~ Zn3P2. w~
W~ont ot o~vet~ ~t~

131~7 Z~ ~

I~

Z~ edcof~

16871719

Z~ ~ffate

773~20

1

Z~m ~rete

13746899

~

Z~~m

~toos~m

6923968

Z~o~m tetrec~

1~2~ 1 16

September 1992
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R0044199

Ststutory
Hazardous Substance

CASRN

Fma/RQ

Regul~lory

T~ fo~w~ ~ent
~loml from t~ ~OV~ Of

() Ethyl ecetlte

14~7e0

D

(d) E~hy~e~

1~14

C

I0) ~ o~o~

Septornb~ 1~J2

71303

O

6~ 1227~

~ (2270

H-47

R0044201

L

V
Hazard.s Su~st~ce

CASRN

Regulato~ Syn~yms

p~t~ on co~n

on cer~n oriel,
otc~ e~ md~ of o~m~m.
1"

4 F~7

A

10 14.~)

~ttom of p~

1"

4

F010

A

10 (4.~)

~t~ from merci ~t

;012

H-48

September 1992

R0044202

September 1992

H~9

R0044203

H-S0

September 1992

R0044204

$optembo~ 1992

14-61

R0044205

H-62

Septombe~ 1992

R0044206

Sop~omb~ 1992

H-E3

1

R0044207

R0044208

,~ .",-----.,.~a’ I

Sta~nory
Hazardous Substance

CASRN

0

F~,~ RQ

Regulatory Synonyms

wsslewel~ treelment e~ from
t~ w~ct~n of c~omo ~n
K~

1

Weolowatm lroelmonl e~ lr~
1~ ~o~ctmn of c~me ox~
hv~oled).
K~7

1"

4

K~7

A

I0 14.~

4

K~9

A

I0 14.~

WoolOwll~ lr~tm~l O~ ~
p~menle,
K~8

I"

4 K~

A

10 14.~

K~9

I*

W~tmn of ~ele~ ~
K010

1¯

K011

4 K010

1"

A

10 14.~1

4 K011

A

10 14.~’

~ct~ of e~.

ocol~ orm ~ ~
..... ~ctmn of O~.
K014
~oms from t~

K018

K01~

September 1992

1*

4 K01E

A

I*

4 KOI~

10 (4,~)

X

! 10.4~1

H-55

R0044209

r ....

Statutory
Hazardous Subs~ce

CASR~

Final RQ

Re~ufato~ Synonyms

~rom ~ ~o~ct~n of cM~n
K017

I
co~n ~ ethyl ~
~o~ctmn,
K019

1~

4 KO1O

X

1 (0,4~

Meevy I~ from t~ ~t~lm Of

K020

mo~mM W~t~.
I*

4 KO21

A

10 14.~

waste from f~ot~
w~c~n.
~022
I¯

4 K022

X

1 10.4~

K023
I"

4 K023

D

~ (2270

W~t~n Of pht~k ~
from
K024
~¢t~n of pht~k O~
from ~ht~,
K025
1

~o2e

H-56

September 1992

R0044210

R0044211

R0044212

~ep~ember 1992

H-S9

R0044213

September 1992

R0044214

R0044215

H-62

Septembe~ 1992

R0044216

September 1992

H-63

R0044217

R0044218

September 1992

H-66

R0044219

SECTION 313 WATER PRIORITY CHEMICALS
CAS Number ¯

Common Name

75-07-0

Acetaldehyde

75865

Acetane cvnohydrzn

107-02-8

Acrolein

!07-t3-1

Acrylonitrile

309-00-2

Aldrin{ 1,4:5.8-Dimethanonlphthaleneo 1,2,3,4, 1
1,4,4e,5,8,8a-hexahydro-( 1 .alpha.. 4.llpha.,4e.beta.,5.elpha.,8.alph~l.,
8a.beta.)-]

107-05-1

Allyl Chloride

7429-90-5

Aluminum (fume or dult)

7664-41-7

Ammonia

62-53-3

Aniline

120-12-7

Anthracene

7440-36-0

Antimony

7647189

Antimony pentechloride

28300745

Antimony potassium tertrete

7789619

Antimony tribromide

10025919

Antimony trichloride

7783564

Antimony trifluoride

1309644

Antimony trioxide

7440-38-2
1303328

Arsenic disulfide

1303282

Arsenic I)entoxide

7784341

Arsenic trichloride

327533

Arsenic trioxide

1303339

Arsenic t~sulfide

1332.21-4

Asbestos (friable)

542621

Barium cyanide

71-43-2

Benzene

92-87-5

Benzidine

100470

Benzonitrile

98-88-4

Benzoyl chloride

September 1992
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SECTION 313 WATER PRIORITY CHEMICALS
CAS Number -

Common Narn~

100-44-7

Benzvl chloride

9440-41-7

B~ryllium

7787475

Ber~,lhum chloride

7787497

Beryllium fluoride

7787555

Beryllium nitrate

111-44-4

Bis(2-chloroethyl) ether

75- 25-2

8romoform

74-83-9

B/omomethene (Methyl bromide)

85-68-7

Butyl benzyl phthalate

7440-43-9

Cedmium

543908

Cedmium ecetete

7789426

Cedmium bromide

10108642

Cedmium chloride

7778441

Cslcium arsenate

52740166

Celcium srsenite

13765190

Calcium chromate

592018

Calcium cylnide

133-06-2

Ceptan [ I H-leoindole- 1,3(2H)-dione,31,4,7,Ta-tetrehydro.2.
{(trichloromethyl)thio].]

63-25-2

Carbaryl [1-Nsphthalenol, methylcarbamate|

75-15-0

Carbon disulfide

56-23-5

Carbon tetrechloride

57-74-9

hexehydro-lChlordane [4,7-Methanoindan,1,2,4,5,6,7,8,8-octachloro-2,3,3e,4,7,Ta.

7782-50-5

Chlorine

59-50-7

Chloro-4-methyl-3-phenol p-Chloro-m-cresoi

108-90-7

Chlorobenzene

75-00-3

Chloroethane (Ethyl chtork:le)

67-66-3

Chloroform

74-87-3

Chloromethane (Methyl chloride)

95-57-8

2-Chlorophenol

l-2
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SECTION 313 WATER PRIORJTY CHEMIr,._~jL
CAS Number ¯

Common Name

106-48-9

4-Chloropheno!

1066304

Chromic acetate

11115745

Chromic acid

..... 10101538
7440-47-3

Chromic lulfatl
Chromium

1308-14-1

Chromium (Tri)

10049055

Chromoul chloride

7789437

Cobaltou$ bromide

544183

Cobattou| formate

14017415

Cobiltoul lulflmltl

7440-50-8

Copper

108-39-4
9548-7

o-Cres¢d

106-44-5
1319-77-3

Cresc~ (mixed isomers)

142712

Cupric ecetite

12002038

Cupric ecetoer=enite

7447394

Cupdc chlorkle

3251238

Cupric nitrate

5893663

Cull’it oxellte

_ 7758987

Cupric sulfate

10380297

Cul~’ic sulfate, emmoniated

815827

Cul~c tertreto

57-12-5

Cyenide

506774

Cyanogen chloride

1 10-82-7

Cyclohoxane

94-75-7

2,4-D [Acetm acid, (2,4"dichlorophenoxy).l

106-93-4

1,2-Dibromoethane (Ethylene dibromide)

84-74-2

DibutyI ph~hslste

25321-22-6

Dichlorobenzene (mixed

September 1992
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AD/~endix I

SECTION 313 WATER PRIORI’IV CHEMICALS
CAS Number

Common

95-50-1

1,2-Dichlorobenzene

541.73-1

1,3"Dic hlorobenzene

106-46-7

1,4"D~chlorobenzene

91- 94-1

3,3’-Dichlorobenzidine

75-27-4

Dichlorobromornethane

107-06-2

1,2-Dichloro~thane (Ethylene dichloride)

54 O- 59-0

1,2- Dichloroethylene

120-83-2

2,4-Dichlorophenol

7 8-8 7-5

1,2-Dichloropropane

542-75.6

1,3-Dichloropropylene

62-73-7

Dichlorvo$ [Phosphoric acid, 2,2-dichloroethenyl dimethyl ester]

1 15-32-2

Dicofol [Benzenemethanol, 4"chtoro-.elpha.-i4-chlorophenyl)..,IOha..
(trichloromethyl).]

177-81-7

Di-(2-ethylhexyl Dhthalate (DEHP)

84-66-2

Diethyl phthelate

105-67-9

2,4-Dimethylphenol

131 - 11-3

Dimethyl Phth,late

534-52-1

4,6-Dinitro.o.cresol

51-28- 5

2,4-Dinitropher~

121 - 14-2

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

606-20-2

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

117-84-0

n-Dioctyl phthelete

122-66-7

1,2"Diphenvlhvdrazine (Hydrazobenzene)

106-89-8

Epichlorohydrin

100-41-4

Ethylbenzene

106934

Ethylene dibromide

50-00-0

Formaldehyde

76-44-8

Heptachlor [ 1,4,5,6,7,8,8-Heptachloro-3a,4,7, 7a-tetrahydro.4,7.
methano. 1 H-indene]

18-74-1
]7-68-3

Hexachlorobenzene
Hexachloro- 1,3-butadiene

14
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SECTION 313 WATER PRIORITY CHEMICALS
GAS N~,mber -

Common Name

77-47-4

Hexachlorocvctopent ad~ene

67-72-1

Hexachloroethane

7647-(31-0

Hydrochloric acid

74-90-8

Hydrogen cyanide

7664-39-3

Hydrogen fluoride

7439-92-1

Lead

301042

Lead acetate

7784409

Lead arsenate

7645252
10102484

"¯

7758954

Lead chloride

13814965

Lead fluoborete

7783462

Lead fluoride

10101630

Lead iodide

10099748

Lead nitrate

7428480

Lead atearete

1072351
52652592
7446142

Lead sulfate

1314870

Lead sulfide

592870

Lead thiocyenate

58-89-9

Lindana {Cyclohexane, 1,2,3,4,5,6-hexachloro- (1
4.alpha.,5.alpha.,6.beta.)-]

! 4307358

Lithium chromate

108-31-6

Maleic anhydride

592041

Mercuric cyanide

10045940

Mercuric nitrate

7783359

Mercuric sulfate

592858

Mercuric thiocyanata

7782867

Mercurous nitrate

7439-97-6

Mercury

September 1992
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ADl~ndix I

SECTION 313 WATER PR~O~TY CHEMIC.AL~
CAS Nutr~e~ -

Comtnon Name

72-43-5

Me~hoxychlor ~nzene, 1,1 "(2,2,2-trichlot~thylidene)bis[4.

80-62-6

Metn~ methlc~llte

91-20-3

Naphthalene

7440.02-0

N~ckel

_ 15~99180

37211055

~cke! =mmOmum =ulfate

N=ckel chloride

7718549

*

12054487

Nickel hydroxide

14216752

Nickel n~tr~te

7786814

Nickel =utf=te

7697-37.2

Nitric

98- 95-3

Nitro~nze~

88- 75-5

2-N~trop~n~

~-02-7

4-Nitro~

62.75-9

N-Ni~os~imethylami~

~ 86-3~B

N-Nittos~iphen~amlne

621-64-7
56-38-2

Parathion

87-86-5

Pentmchlorophen~ (PCP)

108-95.2
75-44-5
7664.38-2

~~

7723-14-0

~osp~= lyellow

1336-36-3

Po~¢hlodnated biphenyll

7784410

Po~=zium ar~na~

10124502

Potas$ium

7778509

Po~==ium

7789~6

Po~==ium

51508

Potazzium

75-56-9

Propylene oxide

I,,,~
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SECTION 313 WATER PRIORITY

C.AS Number -

77~2-49 2

i

~ ~,-~.-4
~r ~

Commo~

So~emum

Sdvor
SJver mtrate

~I~2

~ Sod,urn arsenate

77:-44~

1 Scdum arsemI~

777~ I ~ ]

~ Sod=urn chromlte

143239

Sodium cyanide

10~02188

Sodium ~elenit~

77

Strontium ¢hromatl

,O~ 2

100-42-~

Swrene

7~4-93-9

Sulfuric Icld

79-34-5

1,1,2,2-Tetrichlor~thlnl

127-18-4

Tetrachloroethylene (Perchlor~thylene)

93 ~- 9 ~- 5

2,3,5,6-TetrachlorophenoI

78002

Telraethy! lead

7440-28-0

Thallium

1003159 1

~allium lutfate

108-88-3

Tolue~

8001-35-2

Toxaphene

52-68-6

Tri~hloHon {Pho~phonic Icid, (2,2,2-Eichlor~
dimethylester]

120-82-1

1,2,4-Tdchloro~nzene

71-55-6

1,1,1-Trichloroethane (Methyl chlorofO~)

79-~- 5

I, 1,2-T~chlor~thane

79 ~ 1-6

~richloroethylene

9 S- 95-4

2,4,5-Trichlorophenol

~8-06-2

! 2,4.6-Tnchtorophenol

September 1992
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SECTION 313 WATER PRIORJT~ CHEMICALS
CAS Number -

Common Nan-~

7440-62-2

Vanad,um (fume or dust)

108-05-4

Vinyl acetate

75-01-4

Vinyl chloride

75-35-4

Vinyhdene chloride

108-38-3

r~Xylene

95-47-6

o-Xylene

! 06-42-3

~-Xylene

1330-20-7

Xvlene (mixed is, omers)

7440-66-6

Zinc (fume or dust)

557346

Zinc acetate

~.. 14639975
14639986
52628258

Z,nc ammonium chloride
¯
¯
¯
-

¯

.

1332076

Zinc borate

7699458

Zinc bromide

3486359

Zinc ¢lrlX~ltl

7646857

Zinc chloride

557211

Zinc ¢~/snide

7783495

Zinc fluoride

557415

zinc formate

7779864

Zinc hydrosulfite

7779886

Zinc nitrate

127822

Zinc phenolsulfonate

1314847

zinc phosphide

16871719

Zinc =ilicofluoride

7733020

Zinc sulfate
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EPA FINAL GENERAL PERM[T MONITORING REQUIREMENTS
Type of F~:~ty 1

Type of
Storm Wate~ Discharge

Parsmeters

~F~RA. S~t,o~
313 Fac,~,t,e=
S~b,ect to

Storm water 0~sc~ge= t~t
come ~nto contact w,tn any
~u~p~nt, tan~, conta,ner, or

O,~ an~ Gr~se, BODS,
COD, TSS, Totat
N~ttogen, Total

~re~tl
fo~ Wat~
P~,or,ty
C~e~ll

Itorage of a S~t~on 313 wat~
priority chisel, or I~t~ at a
truck or ra=l ~r I~d=ng or
unioao,ng arm where I S~tiOn
313 wat~ priority ch~l il

whole effluent tox=city
~ny Sec~,o~ 313 wat~
p~ot~ty ch~f for which
the fac,’,,ty

(SIC 33}

Ict~vity

Se~-

effluent toxic=ty~, Total
R~ov~a~le L~d, Totll
R~ov~mble ~d~um,
Total R~ov~able Copp~,
Totml R~ov~lbll
Total R~ov~lble
Chro~um, and
pollutant h~t~
If f lust gu=0ehnt to wh~h
the fmcility il =ubj~t

~nd ~s~oMI
Units/

Storm w=t~ O=sc~rges from
active or i~ctive ~n0 dispoMI

Total R~over=ble
~gnesium, Magnes=um

BIFI

t~t ~ve r~v~ Iny walte

Nitrogen. COD, TDS, TOC,

t~n c~ruction sites; =~
~orm watw 0isc~rges fr~
incinwators and BIF= t~t burn
~r0oul wa~e

R~ovwable Ats~IC, Total
R~ovwsble ~rium, To~l
R~ovmable ~d~um,
Total R~ov~able
Chro~um, Total Cyanide,
Total R~ov~able L~d,
Total M~cury, Total

S~-

~n~l

Total R~ov~able Silvw,
acute whole efflu~t
toxic~z

S~ptam~ 1992
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AD~’x J

EPA FINAL GENERAL PERMIT MONITORING REQUIREMENTS
Tyl~e of F~ty

Tr~t~t
Fac,~,t~e~

Type of
Ston’n Water EHsct~.trge
at~S that ~re use~ for wooO
trM~ment, wooO ~urface
app,,cat,on Ot storage of tr~t~
or lurface Drot~t~ woo~

Parar’t~tetl
TSS

P~us PentachforoghenoI
Fac~ t~es that use chloroDhenohc a~ acute whole effiu~t
for~t~onl
Fac~ht~es that use cr~sote
formu~t=onl

Ptu= acute whole efflu~t
tox~c=tyz

Flc~htie= t~t use chro~umIri~c formu~t=~l

Ptul Torsi R~ov~able
A~sen~c, Total R~ov~able
Chromium, Totll
R~overeble

Ir,0ultf~l
Fac~ht~el w=th
C~ P~III

Storm wat~ d,sc~rges from
~l ~=ll runoff

~0,1 an0 GrMse, pH, TSS, S~Total R~ovetable Copper, annul
Total R~overable Nick~.
Total R~ove~a~le Zinc

~tt~y

Storm wlt~ O==~rgel f~om

Oil In~ Gr~=l. COD.

Oatt~=e=. r~t~on pro0uct/.
o~ waste products, and =r~l
us~ for I~d acid
Storm wat~ 0isc~rges from
: I~rcraft Or airpo~ deicing IrMS

0=~ anO Gr~se, BODS,
COD. TSS. pH. and the
priory lng~i~t us~ in
the d~cing

C~l-fir~
St~ El~tric
Facilities

Storm wat~ Oisc~rges from
c~l ~n01ing sates Iother t~n
runoff from c~l pdes which is
not ehg;bie f~ cov~age und~
this

O=1 an~ Gr~se. pH. TSS.
Total R~ov~able Copp~.
Total R~overable Nick~.
Total R~ovwable

J-2

S~-

R~overable CoDgw. Total
: R~ov~eble

Air~O~S
Iw~th Ov~
50.~ fhght
op¢lti~l pw
y~r)

II

Annul

Annul

Retain
onsite
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A~ndix

EPA FINAL GENERAL PERMIT MONITORING REQUIREMENTS~

Storm Water Discharge

Ar’,m,al
halo r~
M~t Pac~n6
Fac,,,t~e~

Parameters
Storm water ~=scharges from
BODS, O=~ a~d G~se,
an~m~ ~mChng ar~s, ~ute
COD, TSS, Told; K;e~¢ah~
mor, ageme~t ar~, #reduction
N,trogen ITKN}, Total
waste ~nage~nt at~S
Phosphorus, ~H, F~I
e~pos~ to Pr~,~tat~on at m~t Cohfotm
pack~ng P~t~, poultry pack~ng

Ann~t

Reta,~
onsqe

Amn~

Retain

fats am~ OdS
Chem~ca~ am~
A eC Pto~oct
Manufacturers/
RuDD~
Manufacture=
~S=C 28 ~nd 30

Storm wat~ ~scharges that
come ~nto contact w~tm soh~
chem~i storage Dde=

Od an0 Graze. COD,
TSS, pH, any ~oH~tamt
hm=t~ ~n an effluent
gu)Oehn@ tO wh)ch
fOCihty i=

Ju~kylr~l

tO;

TSS, ~H, any pollutlnt
h~t~ in In If fluff
guideline to which the
fac~hty i@ sublet

(o) ov~ 250 auto,tuck bodlel
w~th Ot~vehnez. 250 ~nv~nes,

onl~te

(b} Ov~ 5~ auto,tuck units
(c) ov~ 1~ units
per y~t where auto~tlve
are ~ra,n~ Or =tOt~
L=~
Manufacturing
Foc,ht~e=

Stor~ wat~ @isc~rges that
~ve co~ into contact with
h~ ~or=ge pil~

Oil anO ~r~se, COO,
TSS, DH, any pollutant
li~t~ in an efflu~t
gui0eline to which the
facility i= =ubj~t

A~n~l

Oil-fir~ Stem
E;~tr~c Poww
Gen~ating
Faciliti~

Storm wat~ Oisc~rges from oil
~ndhng $~tes

Oil and Gr~se, COD,
TSS, pH, any pollutant
limit~ in an efflu~t
guid~ine to which the
facility is subj~t

~n~l

Retain
onsite

Od and Gr~se, COD,
TSS, pH, any pollu~nt
limit~ in an elf lust
guideline to which the
facility is subj~t

Annul

Retain
onsite

Cement
Manufacturing
Facd~t~es and
C~nt Kilns

September 1992

All storm wat~ 0=sc~rges
assoc~t~ with industr~l
activity (except those from
~t~l storage ~iles t~t ate
not ehg=ble for cov~age und~
this
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EPA FINAL GENERAL PERMIT MONITORING REQUIREMENTS’
Type of Fec~Ii!y

Concrete
F~c~l~t~el

Fac~ht~ez

Type of
Storm Water DLlchsrge
assoc~at~ w~t~ ~nOustr~l
OCt~wty

Psrsmeterl
TSS, pH, any pollutant
hm~t~ i~ an of fluff
guideline to which the
facility

ICt~vlty

hm~t~ in In efflu~t

’A discharger is not subject to the monitoring requirements provided the discharger makes ¯
cer~ihcat~on for a given outfall, on en annual basis, under penalty of law, that material handling
equipment or Ictw~t~el, raw materials, intermediate products, final productl, wolfe mlterilll, byproducts, in0ustrial machinery or operations, I~gmficant materials from pair indUltril| ICtJvititl, or, In
the case of I~rport$, deicing activities, that Irl located in areas of the facility that Irt within the
0ramage area of the outfall are not presently exposed :o Itorm water and wi!l not be Ixpoaed to Itorm
water for the certification berJo<:l.
~A discharger may, in lieu of monitoring for acute whole eHluent toxicity, monitor for POflutents
identified in Tables II end III of Appendix D of 40 CFR Pan 122 that the discharger knows or his
reason to believe ere present at the facility site. Such determinations ere to be based on raelonable
beat eflorte to identify significant quantities of materials or chemical Wesent at the facility.
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